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Part 1
Basics

This chapter outlines the basic components of a personal computer and various related peripherals
as an introduction to the PC world. Though this chapter is intended for beginners, advanced users
would also be better prepared for the later and more technically demanding parts of the book.

1 Main Components
1.1 The Computer and Peripherals
Personal computer (PC), by definition, means that users actually work with their own apersonaln
computer. This usually means IBM-compatible computers using the DOS, OS/2 or Windows
(NT) operating system. Mainframe users may wonder what the difference is between a PC and
a terminal: after all, a terminal also has a monitor, a keyboard and a small case like the PC, and
looks much the same as that shown in Figure 1.1. Where there is a difference is that the PC
contains a small but complete computer, with a processor (hidden behind the names 8086/SOSS,
80286 or i486, for example) and a floppy disk drive. This computer carries out data processing
on its own: that is, it can process files, do mathematical calculations, and much more besides.
On the other hand, a terminal only establishes a connection to the actual computer (the mainframe). The terminal can’t carry out data processing on its own, being more a monitor with poor
input and output capabilities that can be located up to a few kilometres away from the actual
computer. That a small PC is less powerful than a mainframe occupying a whole building seems
obvious (although this has changed with the introduction of the Pentium), but that is only true
today. One of the first computers (called ENIAC, developed between 1943 and 1946, which
worked with tubes instead of transistors) occupied a large building, and consumed so much
electricity that the whole data processing institute could be heated by the dissipated power!
Nevertheless, ENIAC was far less powerful than today’s PCs.
Because PCs have to serve only one user, while mainframes are usually connected to more
than 100 users (who are logged in to the mainframe), the impact of the lack of data processing
performance in the PC is thus reduced, especially when using powerful Intel processors. Another feature of PCs (or microcomputers in general) is their excellent graphics capabilities,
which are a necessary prerequisite for user-friendly and graphics-oriented programs like Microsoft’s Windows. In this respect, the PC is superior to its <<big brother,,.
Figure 1.1 shows a basic PC workstation. The hub, of course, is the PC, where you find not only
the above-mentioned processor but one or more floppy disk drives, hard drives, interfaces and
other devices. These are dealt with in some detail in Section 1.2. Because you can’t enter
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Figure 1.2: Basic PC

equipment.

commands into the actual PC, or receive data from it, a keyboard (for entering commands and
data) and a monitor (fo; data output) are also present. High quality computer monitors are far
more powerful (and therefore much more expensive) than a TV.
With this equipment you can start work: for example, entering text files, doing mathematical
calculations, or playing computer games. To use the PC’s graphics capabilities (with Windows,
for example) a mouse is usually needed. In this book, CCPG~ always means the sum total of these
components, because without a keyboard and a monitor you can’t control the machine.
For printing text files, of course, you need a printer. By using various interfaces you can connect
additional peripherals like a plotter (for drawing plans with coloured pencils) or a modem (for worldwide data communication). ccl’eripherals) means all those units located outside the PC’s case.

1.2 Inside the Personal Computer
This chapter deals with the various components of a PC, starting with basic definitions of
concepts like the motherboard, the controller etc; their functions are outlined. Also, an overall
picture of the interworkings between individual components is given.
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1.2.1 How to Open the Case
To work with a PC or to understand how it works, you don’t, of course, need to open the case.
But I think there are a lot of curious users who will soon want to look inside. The following
gives some tips on doing this, while trying to avoid burnt-out electric components and rather
unpleasant electric shocks. To open the case you’ll need a screwdriver and some common sense.
It is best to use a magnetic screwdriver because, in my own experience, one or more screws will
inevitably fall into the case. With a magnetic screwdriver you can get them out quite easily.
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You may have heard that magnetic objects should never be placed near a PC. 1 would like to
comment on this:
the Eal;h has a magnetic field;
if you scratch your disk with a sharp object you do so at your own risk; it doesn’t matter
whether it is a knitting needle, a hammer or a magnetic screwdriver;
opening a hard disk drive means losing the data simply because of the dust that is always
present in the air; whether the hard disk is disturbed magnetically afterwards is completely
insignificant;
the distance between the read/write heads and the disk surface is less than about 1 pm.
In principle, the Earth’s magnetic field is shielded by the PC’s metal case, but as soon as you
remove the cover the magnetic field penetrates all the components. As all electronic and magnetic components are exposed to the Earth’s magnetic field when the computer is assembled,
this obviously can’t have an adverse influence. Floppy and hard disks are coated with a thin
magnetizing layer: if someone deliberately scratches off this coating, he really doesn’t know
what he is doing. The data medium of the hard disk drives is enclosed in a case so that dust
particles in the air don’t act as a sort of scouring powder. Therefore, the hard disk is destroyed
not by magnetic but by mechanical action. Whether you are additionally damaging the still
present magnetic pattern with a magnetic object after the mechanical destruction of the data
medium would seem to be unimportant.
Finally, the distance between the read/write heads and the data medium is less than about
1 pm. Because of the protective envelope the closest you can bring the screwdriver to the data
medium of a floppy disk is one millimetre away at most. That is one thousandth of the headdata medium distance. According to magnetostatic laws, the strength of the magnetic field
decreases in proportion to the square of the distance. This means that the screwdriver must have
a local field strength which is one millionth of the field of the read/write head. Perhaps someone
could show me this monster of a screwdriver with its superconducting magnet! In the case of
hard disk drives, this ratio is much greater because of the additional separation provided by the
drive’s case.
The dangers of mechanical destruction are clearly far more likely. I always use a magnetic
screwdriver because I always lose a screw in the case, and because of the danger of a short
circuit caused either by the screw or by a rash action after having tried to get the screw out.
Advice: If your case is sealed and there is a notice advising that breaking the seal will invalidate the warranty, you should open the case only after having contacted your dealer.
Figure 1.2 shows three examples of PC cases (two desktops and one tower), which are the most
common types.
If you are one of those lucky PC buyers who got a technical reference book or at least a user
handbook when you bought your PC, you should have a look at this handbook first to find out
how to open the case. If you’ve found this information, then follow the manual and ignore the
next paragraph.
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devices the board is connected to. The individual components are presented below in greater
detail.

1.2.2 Data Flow inside the PC
Personal computers, like other computers, are used for electronic data processing (EDP). For this,
data must be input into the PC, and the PC has to supply (the resulting) data. Between input
and output, a varying amount of data processing takes place using a program. Figure 1.5 shows
a typical PC with the most important functional units necessary for data processing.

,---------

/’

. . ..__...._......._..............................~........
Figure 1.5: Block diagram of a PC with peripherals. The arrows indicate the direction of the data flow. The 80x86 CPU
and the RAM are located on the motherboard. All parts surrounded by the broken line are normally inside the PC me.
The main part is the processor, also called the 80x86 Central Processing Unit (CPU) (x is a
dummy variable from e#~ to cc4>> or Pentium to denote the 8086/8088, 80186, 80286, i386, i486,
Pentium family of Intel processors used in IBM-compatible PCs). Because of the large number
of incoming and outgoing arrows, it can be seen that this processor represents (so to speak) the
heart of the computer, in which all data processing events take place. Immediately next to the
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CPU is the main memory, or Random Access Memory (RAM) that the CPU uses to store or read
intermediate results to or from data processing or programs. The CPU and RAM are the main
components of the motherboard. The processor is connected to the keyboard, with which you
enter data (text, for example) or commands (DIR, for example). To display such inputs visually,
the CPU is further connected to a graphics adapter, which accepts the data to display, and
processes it so it can be displayed on the monitor. At this point I want to mention that a
computer doesn’t necessarily need a monitor to output data; the monitor mainly supports the
user. There are a lot of computers (the engine control Motronic, for example) that are very
powerful, but which have neither a keyboard nor a monitor. In this case, the computer is usually
called a process computer. To read more extensive datasets, or to store them for a longer time,
jopw and hard disk drives are included. The processor may read data from them or write data
to them with a controller. This is necessary because (apart from CMCEXAM and the main
memory of some laptops) all RAMS lose their contents when the PC is powered down. All data
stored in that memory is thus irrevocably lost.
Nearly all PCs have at least one parallel interface (called PRN, LPTI, LPI?! or LPT3 under DOS)
to which a printer may be connected, and at least one serial interface (called COMl-COM4 under
‘DOS). The serial interface is also often called the communication interface because a modem can
‘be connected to it, and with an appropriate program you can exchange data with other comlputers via public telephone or data networks. For example, it is possible to access a database in
another country via satellite. In this way, your tiny (and seemingly unimportant) PC becomes
a member of an international data network. (You can see what unexpected possibilities a PC
offers beyond computer games!) Many PCs also have a network adapter, with which you embed
your computer into a local area network (LAN), that is, you may exchange data with another or
several computers that are also equipped with a network adapter. Nevertheless, the other computer does not also have to be a PC. With your network adapter and appropriate software you
may easily access a supercomputer and start to work on it.

?.2.3 The Motherboard
r’
_$s the name implies, the motherboard is the heart of your PC, on which all components that
are absolutely necessary are located. Figure 1.6 shows a typical motherboard, though the layout
of motherboards may vary considerably. You can see the motherboard and several slots into
,which the circuit boards of the graphics adapter and the interfaces are located (the slots are
often called bus slots). If your motherboard has such bus slots but no further electronic components, you have a PC with a so-called modular board. The motherboard in a modular PC is
5divided into a bus board (which has the slots) and a separate processor board. The latter is inserted
‘bto a slot in the same way as all the other boards, but its internal structure is the same as the
&otherboard described below. Figure 1.7 shows the motherboard in diagrammatic form.
*?’
As mentioned earlier, the 80x86 processor is the central unit of the board. It executes all the data
processing, that is, numbers are added, subtracted, multiplied or divided, logic operations with
.tWo items are executed (logical AND, for example) and therefore their relations (equal, above,
.below, etc.) are determined, or data is input and output. For extensive mathematical operations
such as, for example, the calculation of the tangent of two real numbers with very high accuracy,
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Figure 1.6: The motherboard comprises all the central parts of a personnl computer, such ns the CPU, main
memory nnd extension slots for ndditional adopter cords.
a mathematical coprocessor or processor extension is available. Intel calls the coprocessors belonging to the 80x86 family 80x87: for example, the 80287 is the coprocessor for the 80286 chip. Other
companies also supply mathematical coprocessors (Weitek, Cyrix).
Usually, PCs are not equipped with a coprocessor when shipped, only with a socket for it. You
can buy the corresponding chip afterwards and put it into this socket. The 80x86 automatically
recognizes whether a coprocessor is present, and transfers the corresponding commands to it;
the 80x87 then calculates the requested mathematical value. Coprocessors may calculate the
tangent of an arc up to 100 times more quickly than <normal,, processors. So if you are doing
extensive mathematical applications (like, for example, three-dimensional computer graphics or
CAD) this gives an enormous advantage. The 486DX and its successors Pentium and Pentium
Pro already implement an FPU on-chip so that a coprocessor is obsolete. Only some 486DX
mother-boards have a socket for a Weitek coprocessor.
Another important motherboard component is the main memory or RAM. Usually, the RAM is
divided into several banks, though recently it has been made up of memory modules (SIMM or
SIP). Each bank has to be fully equipped with memory chips, meaning that the main memory
may only be extended bank-by-bank - the memory of a partially equipped bank will not be
recognized by the PC. The lowest value for the main memory size of an AT-386 today is
4 Mbytes; fully equipped Pentium PCs have at least 32 Mbytes of RAM. The CPU stores data
and intermediate results, as well as programs, in its memory and reads them later. For this, the
processor has to tell the memory which data it wants to read (for example). This is done by an
mfdrcss, which is something like the house number of the data unit requested. Transferring this
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Figure 1.7: Diagram of a motherboard. The diagram shows the typical structure of a motherboard. The central
part is the CPU 80x86. The CPU can be associated with an 80x87 coprocessor for mathematical applications and
cache controller and cache RAM to enhance performance. The i486 or Pentium integrates all these parts on a
single chip. Additionally, on the motherboard there are the memory (RAM), the ROM BIOS, the 8237 and 8254
support chips, a keyboard interface, and the bus slots.

address to the memory is carried out by an address bus, and the transfer of the data by a data bus.
Generally, in computer terms a bus means a number of lines through which data and signals are
transferred. Therefore, the address bus consists of several lines, in the PC generally 20 (PC/XT),
24 (AT) or 32 (i386, i486, Pentium) lines.
In the context of main memory you will often hear the expression access time. This is the time
period between the CPU’s command to the memory that data should be read and this data
being transferred to the processor. Modern memory chips have an access time of about 60-70
ns, which for humans is a minute time period (batting the eyelid takes at least one 100th of a
second, that is, 100 000 * 100 ns), but not so for modem computers with a high clock frequency.
Actually, the access time is one of the most important restrictions on the operational speed of
a PC. Therefore, powerful and fast-clocked computers (150 MHz and above) have a so-called
cache or cache memory. Usually, this cache is significantly smaller than the main memory, but
much faster (with an access time of lo-20 ns). The cache holds data that is frequently accessed
by the CPU so it is available to the processor more quickly. The CPU, therefore, doesn’t have
to wait for its relatively slow main memory. If the CPU reads data out of main memory, the
cache controller first checks to see whether this data is held in the cache memory. If it is, the
data is immediately transferred to the CPU; otherwise, the cache controller reads the data from
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the main memory and transfers it to the processor simultaneously. If the CPU wants to write
data it is written into the cache memory at a high speed. Later, the cache controller writes it into
the main memory. You sometimes demonstrate similar behaviour yourself; for example, if you
are programming some routines you take off the shelf those documents that you are likely to
need. In this case, your desk is the cache memory and you are the cache controller. When a
problem arises you take additional documents off the shelf and put them on your desk. If the
desk is full (the cache memory is exhausted) you put those documents you are unlikely to need
back on the shelf. Other documents that you need may then be placed on your desk. In these
circumstances it is important that the cache memory is transparent to the processor, that is, the
CPU doesn’t recognize that a fast cache memory is installed between itself and the main memory.
In other words, the processor operates as if no cache memory were present. On the new and
powerful 80x86 family processors, the processor, coprocessor, cache memory and a cache controller are integrated on a single chip to form the i486 or Pentium.
The motherboard also includes a Read Only Memory (ROM). Located on this chip are the programs and data that the PC needs at power-up (because it loses the contents of its main memory
when it is powered down). The processor reads these programs and executes them at powerup. In the ROM there are also various support routines for accessing the keyboard, graphics
adapter, etc. - known collectively as the ROM-BIOS. If you enter data via the keyboard, the
keyboard interface communicates directly with the processor (for advanced readers, it issues a
hardware interrupt; see Chapter 261, and informs it that a character has been input. The CPU
can then read and process that character.
As mentioned above, data is exchanged via the address and data buses. To control the data
transfer processes, additional control signals are required; for example, the CPU must tell the
memory whether data should be read or written. This is carried out by a so-called write-enable
signal, for which one bus line is reserved. Because of the various signals, the slot has, for
example, 62 contacts for the XT bus (the XT’s system bus) and 98 contacts for the AT bus. (Note
that the bus slots therefore have different lengths.) The lines for the control signals are guided
in parallel to the address and data buses and lead to the bus slots. The data bus, address bus
and all the control lines are known as the system bus, which ensures that all inserted adapter
cards are informed about all the operations taking place in the PC.
For example, a memory expansion card may be inserted in one bus slot. The CPU accesses the
memory on this adapter card in the same way as it accesses the memory on the motherboard.
Therefore, the bus slots must have all the signals necessary to control the PC components (and
this expansion card, for example, is one of them). Theoretically, it does not matter into which
free slot an adapter card is inserted, as long as all the contacts fit into the bus slot. In practice
(especially if you are using a low quality motherboard or adapter card), an adapter card may
only run correctly in a certain bus slot, as it is only in this bus slot that all the bus signals arrive
at the appropriate time. Frequently, extensive amounts of data must be transferred from a hard
or floppy disk into the main memory, as is the case when text is loaded into a word processor,
for example. For such minor tasks an 80x86 processor is too valuable a chip, because it can carry
out far more complex operations than this. For this reason, the motherboard has one (PC/XT)
or two (AT) chips optimized for data transfer within the computer - the Direct Memory Access
(DMA) chips. They are connected to the main memory and the data bus, and to certain control
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lines that are part of the bus slots. Using these control lines, the DMA chips can be activated to
carry out data transfer from a hard disk into main memory, for example, at a very high speed.
In this process the CPU is bypassed and is not allocated the data transfer operation.
You have probably realized that your PC can also be used as a clock, telling the date and time
(DOS commands DATE and TIME). To implement this function a timer chip is present, which
periodically tells the processor that the DOS-internal clock has to be updated. (This chip also
controls memory refresh and the speaker.) In a Dynamic RAM (DRAM), the information stored
vanishes as time passes (typically within a period of 10 ms to 1 s). To avoid this, the DRAM has
to be periodically refreshed to regenerate the memory contents. DRAMS are used in the PC as
main memory. Bus slots are vitally important in making PCs flexible. Besides the standard plugin graphics adapters, controllers, etc., you can also insert other adapters, such as a voice synthesizer to program spoken output on your PC. This might be a first step towards a multimedia PC.

1.2.4 Grabhics Adapters and Monitors
For a user, an essential part of a PC is the monitor, as well as the accompanying graphics or
display adapter card. Strictly speaking, a graphics adapter is electronic circuitry for displaying
graphics. A display adapter is the generic term, and it also includes electronic devices that can
only display text (that is, no free lines, circles etc.), though because text adapters are no longer
used in PCs, this strict distinction has vanished. The graphics adapter is usually constructed as
a plug-in card for a bus slot. Figure 1.8 shows a VGA adapter card.

Figure 1.8: A typical VGA adayter card for displayirrg text and graphics on-screen

Although it is possible to run a PC without a monitor and to output directly to a printer, this
is a painstaking process. If graphics are to be printed, a dot matrix printer is usually occupied
for several minutes, and a laser printer will be tied up for many seconds. Moreover, in the age
of the upaperless office,) it is inappropriate to output all draft documents to paper immediately.
Therefore the monitor, with its short response time and the vibrancy of its displayed data, is far
better as an output medium. If, for example, a line has to be inserted into a drawing, only this
new line has to be formed, not the whole displayed image. Under DOS, the monitor and the
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keyboard are regarded as a single entity because of their special usage as standard input/output
devices, and are thus called the console (DOS-unit CON).
The hub of a graphics adapter is the graphics control chip, for example a Motorola 6845 or an S3
chip for accelerating the video output with Windows (Figure 1.9). You’ll find this, or a compatible and more developed chip, on many adapters. It is responsible for driving the monitor, that
is, supplying pulses for horizontal and vertical retraces, displaying the cursor, controlling the
number of text lines and columns, as well as the display of text and graphics. The picture on
the monitor is written by an electron beam similar to that in a TV, which scans the screen line
by line. If the beam reaches the lower right comer, it returns to the upper left corner, that is, a
new page.

Graphics Adapter
_--.......___________________-______________________.
t

Graphic
Controller ---) Character
Chip (6845
Generator
or S3)

L____________........______-------..-.-..__._________

Figure 1.9: Graphics adapter. The central part is a graphics control chip, which controls the character genemtor
and the video RAM. The CPU can access the control chip and the video RAM via the bus interface.
The graphics adapter has two operation modes: text and graphics. Characters are displayed as
a fixed pattern of points, graphics as a free pattern. If a certain character is to be displayed in
text mode, the CPU need pass only the number or code of this character to the graphics control
chip. The video RAM holds data (codes) that determine the character to be displayed on-screen.
The job of the character venerator is to convert this code into a corresponding pattern of pixels
so that the character can be displayed on-screen by the graphics control chip. On the other hand,
in graphics mode the video RAM is read out directly and the character generator is not enabled.
Therefore, far more complex <<patterns> (i.e. graphics) may be displayed.
The data for the screen contents is written into the video RAM by the CPU. The CPU may also
read data out of the video RAM, for example to determine the character at a certain location
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on-screen. For this the graphics adapter has a bus interface, which detects whether data for the
graphics adapter is present on the system bus. Via the bus interface, the CPU can write data into
the video RAM which, for example, is displayed as text on-screen. On the other hand, the CPU
may read data about to be overwritten by a new window under MS-Windows and store it in
main memory. It is thus possible to restore the original state by retransferring, after closing the
window, the data stored in main memory back into the video RAM. Moreover, the graphics
control chip can be reprogrammed via the bus interface so that, for example, instead of the usual
25 lines and 80 columns each, a new mode with 60 lines and 132 columns each is displayed.
Because reprogramming the graphics control chip from a standard mode to the mode mentioned
above is dependent upon the particular hardware on the graphics adapter, high-resolution
(S)VGA adapter cards have their own BIOS. This is located in a ROM, and supports the ROMBIOS on the motherboard. It includes routines to switch between different display modes (modem
graphics adapters may have up to 80 different such modes), to set points with a certain colour
at a certain location on the screen, or to use various pages in video memory. For this, the CPU
on the motherboard calls the corresponding program in the ROM-BIOS of the graphics adapter
via the bus interface.
On the back of the graphics adapter there are usually one or more jacks. Connectors for monochrome and RGB monitors (red-green-blue) have two rows of holes; connectors for analogue
monitors have three rows. Monochrome and RGB monitors are driven by digital signals so that
a maximum of 16 different colours may be displayed simultaneously: two each for red, green
and blue, and an additional intensity signal (high, low). Therefore, 2“ = 16 different signal combinations are possible. With an EGA adapter card, these 16 colours may be chosen from a palette
containing 64 colours. This means that only 16 of these 64 colours can be displayed simultaneously.
The VGA card and other new adapters drive an analogue monitor with an analogue signal. In
principle, any number of colours may now be displayed simultaneously, but for technical reasons the VGA standard limits them to 256 simultaneously displayable colours. The 256 colours
may be selected from a palette of 262 144 (64 red * 64 green * 64 blue) different colours. Highresolution graphics adapters with a resolution of 1280 * 1024 points drive the correspondingly
more powerful monitors by an analogue signal, which is transmitted via a BNC cable. The cable
is shielded against external influences so that the driving signals are not disturbed and the cable
doesn’t act as an antenna and influence other equipment. Some graphics adapters have all three
jacks. On the Hercules and other compatible graphics cards, a parallel interface is integrated
onto the adapter card. You will see this if a jack for connecting a printer with a parallel interface
is present. Figure 1.15 shows the layout of the parallel interface jack.

1.2.5 Drive Controllers, Floppy and Hard Disk Drives
As already mentioned, the main disadvantage of main memory is the volatility of the stored
data. When the PC is switched off, or if the power supply is interrupted, all the data is lost.
Therefore, RAM is unsuitable for long-term data storage. For this reason, magnetic memories
were developed very early on. Before the invention and the triumphant progress of semiconductor memories and integrated memory chips, even main memory consisted of magnetic
drums. Later, these drums were replaced by magnetic core memories, tiny magnetic rings through
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which run read and write wires. In the PC field, floppy disks and hard disk drives are now
generally established (see Figure 1.10).

Figure 1.10: A typical floppy drive, hard disk drive and SCSI con&controller.
Floppy disk drives belong to the group of drives with so-called removable data volume, because
different floppies (data volumes) can be inserted into a single drive and removed later. The
actual floppy disk is a circular and flexible disk, coated with a magnetic material and housed
in a protective envelope (see Figure 1.11).

Flexible Env\lope

Hard Hole

Plastic Case
Disk

‘index Hole

\
Notch

Figure 1.11: Floppy disks. Presently for the PC, 5’14” floppy disks in a @ible envelope with capaciries of
360 kbytes and 1.2 Mbytes ns well IIS 3’12” jloppy disks in hard plastic cases with capacities of 720 kbytes and
1.44 Mbytes are available.
For IBM-compatible PCs, floppy disks 5’/4” and 3’/~” in diameter are available. The smaller 3’/2”
floppies are enclosed in a hard plastic case, and are inserted together with the case into the
drive, which writes data to it or reads data from it. On 5’/4” floppy drives, the drive flap must
be locked down as otherwise no data can be read or written; 3’/2” drives automatically lock the
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floppy disk in place. On the other hand, on hard disk drives or hard disks the data volume cannot
be removed; it is fixed in the drive. Furthermore, the data volumes are no longer flexible, but
stiff ((chard,)) disks. Typically, a hard disk holds 1000 times more data than a floppy disk.
Floppy and hard disk drives are also used in other computers, such as the Apple Macintosh,
Commodore Amiga, or mainframes. Therefore, the technique of floppy and hard disk drives is
completely independent of the technology of a PC. To read and write data with the CPU on the
motherboard, it is necessary to control the drives. For this, a controller is inserted into one bus
slot to control the floppy and hard disk drives, and to transfer data between the drive and main
memory. Figure 1.12 shows a block diagram of a controller.

The controller is the link between the CPU and the drives. For this reason it has two interfaces:
the bus interface (which we met in the section on graphics adapters) for data exchange with
the CPU; and one interface for every floppy or hard disk drive. Today’s PCs usually have
a combicontroffer, with which two or more floppy drives and two hard disk drives can be
connected. The combicontroller has its own microprocessor, with programs stored in ROM to
control the electronic components on the controller card. To avoid any confusion, I must emphasize that this microprocessor is not identical to the 80x86 CPU on the motherboard, but is sited
independently on the controller. Therefore, the controller is actually a small and independent
computer (a further example of a computer without a monitor), to which the CPU on the
motherboard supplies <<commands) via the bus interface. Similarly, you enter commands for the
CPU via the keyboard (interface). We shall meet this idea of independent, small computers that
support the central processor on the motherboard again, hence the name Cerrtrul Processor Unit.
The microprocessor now controls data flow between the bus and drive interfaces by driving the
programmable storage controller and the data synchronizer appropriately. On floppy and hard
disks, the data is held in a form that is especially suited for data recording on these magnetic
data carriers. For processing in a PC this form is, however, completely unsuitable. Therefore,
the data synchronizer carries out a conversion between these two incompatible formats. The
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programmable storage controller controls the read and write operations, and checks the read
data for correctness.
To use and control the drives effectively, many controllers have their own ROM-BIOS. As for
the ROM-BIOS on a graphics adapter, this ROM-BIOS holds several routines for accessing the
hard disk controller. The control routines for the floppy drives are already located in the ROMBIOS on the motherboard - do not confuse this ROM-BIOS with the ROM code. The routines
in the ROM code control the microprocessor on the controller and cannot be accessed by the
CPU on the motherboard, whereas the routines in the ROM-BIOS on the controller support the
CPU on the motherboard.
With intelligent drives like IDE, SCSI or ESDI, the controller is fixed to the drive so that drive and
controller together form an entity. Therefore, instead of a controller being inserted into a bus slot,
there is a host adapter in the slot; this host adapter establishes a connection between the system
bus and the controller. Usually, the host adapter has its own BIOS. In the mainframe field, the
actual computer is called athe host)), and the user is connected to the host via a terminal.
Because a standard controller can be connected to many different drives, the controller has to
be constructed in a very general and simple way. A controller that is fixed to a certain drive,
however, may be adapted specially to that drive. Because of the low prices of today’s electronic
components, using a fixed controller (which requires one controller per drive) influences the
overall price only a little.
Some host adapters or controller cards have a jack on the reverse to connect an external drive.
SCSI adapters often have an additional jack on the back which directly connects to the internal
SCSI bus; thus external SCSI units may also be connected - for example, an external streamer
drive can be used.

1.2.6 Streamers and Other Drives
Data backup is enormously important for users. Using floppy disks means spending a lot of
time on data backups because floppy drives are slow compared to hard disk drives; also, the
capacity of a floppy disk is roughly 100 times smaller than that of hard disks - to back up a hard
disk of about 100 Mbytes capacity you would need 100 floppy disks. It is particularly frustrating
because almost every minute the filled floppy disk has to be removed and a new one inserted!
To overcome this restriction, and so that a qualified programmer is not occupied as a sort of
((disk jockey,, streamer drives (streamers) were developed (see Figure 1.13). As the name indicates, a regular streaming of data from the hard or floppy drives to a magnetic tape enclosed in
a streamer cartridge takes place. Magnetic tapes have been unbeatable up to now in view of
their simple handling, insensitivity, storage capacity and price, so they are well-suited for data
backup. The tapes used have an enormous storage capacity (up to several gigabytes) and are
enclosed in a highly accurate case. This virtually guarantees that the read/write head will be
able to locate the data tracks again later. Simple streamer drives may be connected to a floppy
disk controller. Very powerful streamers with a higher data transfer rate, on the other hand,
have their own controller, which is inserted into a bus slot and controlled by the accompanying
software, or have a SCSI interface. With such a system, a large hard disk can be backed up in
less than 15 minutes.
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Figure 1.13: Streamer drive and cartridge. In the PC domain, tape drives are used in the form of cartridge drives.
Such streamer cartridges have a capacity of up to 250 Mbytes.

In recent years, many other drive types and corresponding data carriers have come onto the
market, largely optical data volumes. They allow an even greater enhancement of storage capacity compared to high density hard disks. For distributing huge and unchangeable data sets
(like databases, program libraries, etc.), CD-ROM is especially well-suited. The name is derived
from the well-known CD player (Compact Disc), but instead of music signals, data is transferred
to the PC. In principle this is the same, as music can also be regarded as a data set. With only
one of these shiny CD-ROM disks, data that would normally occupy a large pack of floppy
disks can be shipped. The CD-ROM drive scans the surface of the disk with a laser beam and
converts the back-scattered laser light into a data stream. Depending on the technical design,
CD-ROM drives can be connected to existing floppy disk controllers or have a separate controller that has to be inserted into a bus slot.
One big disadvantage with CD-ROMs is that data can be read but not modified. Progress
towards areal)) optical data recording is offered by WORMS (Write Once, Read Many). In such
drives, data may be written onto an optical disk once and read an infinite number of times
afterwards. If a data record is to be modified it must be written in the modified form at another,
free location. The original data remains on the disk but will be ignored. You can imagine that
the disk will fill within a short time, and will have to be replaced quite soon.
One relic of the PC’s ancient past should be mentioned: the cassette recorder. The first PC was
delivered by IBM in 1980 without a floppy drive but with a cassette recorder! This, of course,
had a specially adapted interface so that the CPU could read and write data. When loading a
program from the cassette recorder, which today’s hard drives carry out within a second, the
user could go out for a cup of coffee. Not least because of this, office work today has become
much more hectic.
Obviously the bus slots allow an enormous flexibility of expansion for your PC. In principle,
such seemingly exotic components as magnetic bubble or holographic memories can also be
embedded into your PC - but by doing this you would already be crossing into the next
Century.
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1.2.7 Parallel Interfaces and Printers
A PC is equipped with at least one parallel interface, which may be located on the motherboard
or on a separate interface adapter card (see Figure 1.14). On a separate interface adapter card,
in most cases, you’ll find an additional serial interface.

Figirre 1.14: Ti@ul interface adapter card on which a parallel interface and a serial interface are integrated.
Via the system bus, data is transmitted in units of one (PC/XT), two (AT bus) or four bytes
(EISA bus, 32-bit microchannel, Local Bus). The bus interface (see Figure 1.15) of a parallel
interface is therefore always one byte (or eight bits) wide. This means that one byte (or eight
bits) is transferred to the interface at a time (also true for graphics adapters, hard disk controllers, serial interfaces, etc.). They are supplied with data in units of one byte. In the case
of a graphics adapter for the 32-bit EISA bus, for example, four such units may be transferred
simultnneously. On the other hand, a graphics adapter for the S-bit XT bus must be supplied with
four such units in succession.
The I/O-chip on the interface card accepts these eight bits together and transfers them together
(that is, in parallel) to the connected device (usually a printer) so that eight data lines are
present. Besides this data byte, control signals are also transmitted to indicate whether the data
has arrived. Up to 100 kbytes of data can thus be transferred every second if the parallel interface and connected peripheral hardware is correctly adapted. On the interface is a jack with 25
holes, which supply signals according to the Centronics standard. The standard actually claims
36 contacts, but the PC occupies only 25: the remaining 11 were not used by IBM, and are
therefore omitted. Because all manufacturers orient to <<Big Blue)>, in time this has led to a
<reduced,, standard with only 25 contacts.
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Parallel Interface (LPTI. . ..)
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Centronics Connectors

(Computer)

(Printer)

Figure 1.15: A parallel interface card has an I/O chip or an equivalent circuit that transmits or receives data at
the contacts of the Centronics connector to or from a printer.
You should be able to recognize a parallel interface by this jack, if in doubt. The disadvantage of
the Centronics standard is that cables with individual shielded wires are not used. The maximum
distance between the PC and printer is therefore limited to about 5 m. Of particular importance
is that the data is exchanged via handshaking, that is, the receiver confirms the reception of every
data byte, and a clock signal (strobe) is transmitted together with the data signals.
The printer accepts the transmitted data and prints the corresponding text or graphics. In doing
this, it generally responds to certain data patterns in the received data stream. In particular, it
checks whether so-called ((printer control characters> or (<escape sequences> are included, which
indicate a control command for the printer. The printer then reacts accordingly. For example,
the character sequence Odh Oah means a carriage return and line feed (CR = Carriage Return,
LF = Line Feed ).

e
1
h

Other peripherals may also be connected to a parallel interface, assuming that the receiving
interface satisfies the Centronics standard. Usually, the parallel interface only supplies data, but
doesn’t receive any. Actually, the older I/O-chips of parallel interfaces are unable to receive
data, but more recently, versions of these chips can receive data, and it is thus possible to
exchange data between computers via the parallel interface (and suitable software). IBM uses
this method in its F’S/2 series to transfer data between computer systems with 5’/4” and 3’/2”
floppy disk drives, because their floppy formats are wholly incompatible.

1.2.8 Serial Interfaces and Modems
As well as a parallel interface, a PC usually has one or more serial interfaces. These are integrated on an interface adapter card together with a parallel interface (see Figure 1.14). Figure
1.16 shows a diagram of a serial interface.
The central component is a so-called UART. Older PC/XTs have an 8250 chip; the AT has the
more advanced 16450/16550. Via the bus interface, the CPU on the motherboard may access the
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Serial Interface (COMI, . ..)
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Figure 1.16: The serial interface largely consists of a UART, which executes the transformation to or from serial
data. With a serial interface a modem for data communications can be connected, for example. The PC has a serial
port with nine or 25 contacts.
UART and read or transmit data. In the case of a serial interface, like the parallel interface, data
is transferred to the bus interface, and from there to the LJART, in units of one byte. Unlike the
parallel interface, however, the UART doesn’t transfer the data to the peripheral in a parallel
way, but converts each byte into a serial stream of individual bits. This stream is transmitted
via a single data line, not eight as is the case for the parallel interface. Moreover, the UART adds
additional bits, if necessary: start, stop and parity bits. A data packet consisting of eight data bits
and the additional UART control bits is thus formed. The number of signal changes per second
is called the baud rate. The parity bit serves as a simple validity check for the transmitted data.
In this way, much longer distances compared to the parallel interface are possible (up to 100 m
without signal amplification). Moreover, the cable between the serial interface and any peripheral
is more convenient, as only one data line is present. However, the transfer rate is therefore lower
(in a PC up to 115 200 baud). Unlike connection via the parallel interface, no synchronization
signal is transmitted.
Serial interfaces in PCs conform to the RS232C standard, which defines the layout and meaning
of the connections, and which requires 25 contacts. However, serial interfaces in PCs only
occupy 14 at most, even if the corresponding plug has 25 pins. Additionally, a reduced version
with only nine pins exists, but this is sufficient only for use in PCs defined by IBM. Note that
the contacts on the reverse of the interface adapter card are, unlike the parallel interface, formed
into a plug (that is, there are pins, not holes). You can thus easily tell serial and parallel interfaces apart.
One feature of UART, and therefore of the serial interface, is that the transmission and reception
of data may take place asynchronously. If data is arriving, the UART is activated without intervention from the CPU, and it accepts the data. Afterwards, it tells the processor that data has
been received and is to be transferred to the CPU. If you connect a modem to your serial
interface (also called the communications inferface, COM), you can exchange data with other
computers of any size via the public telephone or data networks (your friends PC, or the computing centre of a database service provider, for example). Your PC then behaves like a terminal
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that may be up to 20 000 km (or taking into account satellite transmissions, up to 100 000 km)
away from the actual computer. In this case, data is sent to the UART by the CPU in your PC.
The UART converts it into a serial bit stream and transfers the stream to the modem. In the
modem a carrier signal is modulated and transmitted via the telephone network and satellite to
another modem, which is connected to the destination computer. That modem demodulates the
signal (hence the name modem, MOdulator/DEModulator), extracts the data, and transfers
it as a serial bit stream to the UART of the destination computer. The UART accepts this bit
stream, converts it into one byte, and transfers that byte to the destination computer’s CPU. If
that computer is to supply data to your PC, the process works in the opposite direction. This
only works, of course, if the transmission parameters (baud rate, number and values of start,
stop and parity bits) of your serial interface and the destination computer coincide.
Because data reception may take place asynchronously (that is, the UART need not know that
data is arriving at 15:Ol GMT), a communications program may run in the background. Therefore, you may, for example, input text while your PC is transmitting a message or receiving an
image. Using the serial interface, a simple local area network can be made to exchange small
amounts of data among several PCs. This method is popular for transferring data between
laptops and <normal,> PCs (Laplink, for example, does this).
I should mention that a serial interface often connects a mouse, trackball or a joystick to the PC.
If the user changes the position of these devices they output a serial data stream to the UART,
like a modem. The I-JART accepts it and supplies the data byte to the CPU. Because of the rather
long distances (compared to the parallel interface) that can be spanned with a serial interface,
devices in another room or even another building may be driven. Nevertheless, the data transmission is very reliable, especially at low baud rates.

1.2.9 Network Adapters and LANs
The basic concept of the PC was to put an individual computer at every user’s disposal. At
that time (planning started in the mid 197Os), the PC was (according to today’s standards)
very expensive, and a method of mass storage of extensive databases beyond most users’ means.
This led to typically only one computer being present in an office, and much work was done
manually or with a typewriter. Problems of data exchange could not arise because all data
was managed on this single computer. As the price of PC hardware rapidly decreased and
very powerful programs for word processing, databases, etc., appeared, the PC replaced manual
work and typewriters more and more, leading to the introduction of innovative methods (like,
for example, CAD in the field of architecture or engineering). According to Figure 1.1, every
user would get their own printer and modem. That is, of course, a pure waste of resources,
as a laser printer, for example, is more expensive today than the PC (and out of order for
more than 90% of the time!) Moreover, the data cannot be managed centrally, resulting in data
chaos. As a pure typewriter, a PC is far too good. Instead, its use for data processing and data
exchange with other PCs is unavoidable.
For this reason, local orea networks (LANs) are being used more and more. As the name implies,
computers are networked locally (within a room, building or area) so that data (text files,
database records, sales numbers, etc.) may be interchanged among individual PCs. The central
Part of a LAN is the server (see Figure 1.17).

.
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LAN Server

LAN Printer

Workstations (Net Nodes)
Figure 2.27: Structure of a local area network. LANs are locally bounded. The central part of a LAN is a semer,

which manages all the common data of all the network nodes, and establishes connections to peripherals or other
computers.

The counterpart of a LAN is - what else - a wide area network (WAN). Computers are thus
networked over long distances, for instance, the new passenger booking system AMADEUS
with which you can reserve airline tickets all over the world. The AMADEUS computer centre
is located in Erding, near Munich, with network nodes on all five continents.
On the server, all data which is accessible by more than one user is managed centrally. For this,
the server has a high-capacity hard disk drive on which to hold all the data. Via cables and
network adapters, data may be transferred from the server to the tletnodes, that is, the PCs
connected to the server, and vice versa. Moreover, a data exchange among the individual netnodes
is also possible. Therefore, it is no longer necessary to copy the data onto a floppy disk, carry
the floppy disk to the destination PC, and restore the data there. With a network, data can be
transmitted from your workstation to one or more destinations, as over a pneumatic dispatch
system. You can also fetch data from another netnode via the server. Unlike working on a PC,
which doesn’t usually have any password protection against illegal access, in a network you
need an access entitlement to be able to read or write certain data.
One particular advantage of the network as compared to a terminal is when the central computer (here the server) fails: with a terminal you are brought to a complete standstill, but as a
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user in a LAN you can go on working with your own, local PC. A further advantage is that on
the server, all common data is managed centrally (and is backed up in one go there). Your
personal data stock is at your disposal on your own PC. Therefore, a maximum of data security
(by central management and backup) and, on the other hand, a maximum of flexibility, is
possible. Usually, all netmembers share one or more printers so that considerable savings are
possible, and the printer works to capacity. You may also exchange data via the server, so only
one telephone line is required.
Like a controller (see Figure 1.12), a network adapter also has two interfaces: one bus interface
for connection to the PC’s CPU, and a network interface for accessing the network (see Figure
1.18). Like any other extension adapter card (graphics adapter, controller), the network adapter
may be inserted into any free bus slot.
LAN Adapter

Figure 1.18: A network adapter card has a (more or less) complicated l/O chip, which normally has a buffer in
which to temporarily store incoming or outgoing data. The network interface depends on the network used, e.g.
Ethernet or Token Ring.

The CPU on the motherboard transfers data and commands to the I/O chip or buffer memory
on the network adapter card via the bus interface. This I/O chip converts the data into a form
that is adapted for transmission via the network, and it supplies the data to the network interface.
The network now transfers the data to the intended computer (server or netnode). If, on the other
hand, a command for transmitting data to the server or a netnode arrives at the I/O chip, the
command is placed into the buffer memory and the CPU is informed about it at a suitable time.
The CPU interrupts the ongoing process (the calculation of a mathematical expression, for
example), carries out the requested enquiry, and then restarts the interrupted process. If the bus
interface for a PC on the network adapter card is replaced by an interface for another kind
of computer (a UNIX machine, for example) and you insert this newly set up adapter card in
the other computer, very different computers may be networked. Any computer can thus
be accessed via a network adapter, as is the case with a serial interface and a modem. Because
network adapters are much more powerful (the data throughput is up to 100 times higher), the
data is much faster.

1.2.10 CMOS RAM and Real-time Clock
From the previous sections you can see that a PC may be equipped with an endless variety of
expansion adapters such as graphics adapters, hard disk controllers, interfaces, etc. If the computer
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is switched off, the PC loses its memory, and therefore doesn’t know what components are
installed. At power-up, all drives and components must be initialized, that is, set to a defined
start-up state. You can imagine that there is a significant difference as to whether a 10 Mbytes
or 3000 Mbytes hard disk drive, or a main memory with 256 kbytes or 32 Mbytes, is present at
initialization.
In the first PCs and XTs the configuration could be set by different positions of so-called DIP
switches (see Figure 1.19). At power-up, the processor reads the switch positions and determines
which drives are installed and how much main memory is available. Because these switches are
located on the motherboard, they are often hidden by expansion adapter cards, so it is difficult
to make new settings.

/

/

Figure 1.19: DIP switches. On adapter cards or the motherboard you often find small DIP switches. These are
used to configure the adapter card or the motherboard.

Beginning with the AT, this information was then held by a chip on the motherboard, the CMOS
RAM (see Figure 1.6). The feature of this chip is that it needs relatively little power compared
with other memory chips. In ATs and all newer IBM-compatibles, a battery or accumulator is
present to supply power to this CMOS RAM (see Figure 1.20).

I

I

Figure 1.20: Battery and accumulator. Today’s PCs generally have a battery or an accumulator to back up the
configuration data of the CMOS RAM when the PC is switched off, and to periodically update the internal
real-time clock.

But the CMOS chip has another function: it includes a real-time clock (see Figure 1.21). When the
PC is switched off (or even unplugged) this clock is powered by the battery or accumulator, and
is therefore able to update time and data independently. Today you don’t have to provide the
time or date at power-up, as the computer reads the CMOS RAM (where, in addition to the
configuration data, the time and data are stored), and sets the DOS-internal system clock automatically. A correct system time is necessary because DOS appends a time mark to all files,
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Figure 1.21: CMOS RAM and real-time clock. The PC has an MC746818 chip which has real-time clock and a
battey buffered CMOS RAM in which to store the configuration data.

indicating the time and date of the last file change.

Backup programs like BACKUP may use this

mark to determine which data to back up.
The CMOS RAM and real-time clock are integrated on a single chip, Motorola’s MC146818 or
compatible. The CMOS RAM usually has 64 bytes, and works for two or three years with one
battery.

1.2.11 Keyboard
The keyboard has remained the most important input device despite advances in graphicsoriented user shells (such as Windows or SAA standards). Figure 1.22 shows an opened MF II
keyboard.
Like the controller, the keyboard is also a small <<computer,, specialized for the conversion of
key hits into a bit stream (Figure 1.23).
The main part of the keyboard is a microprocessor (8042 for PC/XT and 8048 for AT and MF
II keyboards). This supervises the so-called scan matrix of the keyboard, which is made up of
crossing lines each connected to the keyboard processor. At the crossing points, small switches
are located, and on every switch a key is fixed. If you press a key the switch closes a contact
between the crossing lines of the scan matrix. Now the microprocessor can determine the coordinates of the pressed switch, and therefore the activated key. This is done in the form of a scnn
code, which is transmitted via a buffer to the keyboard interface on the motherboard; thus the
CPU knows which key has been pressed. Conversion of the scan code into the corresponding
character (letter A in Figure 1.23) is carried out by a program called the keyboard driver (in the
case of DOS, keyb.com). Using this method, a lot of different keyboard layouts may be realized:
without needing to change the keyboard hardware, and especially the scan matrix, keyboards
for various languages can be realized simply by adjusting the keyboard driver for the language
concerned. With DOS you may choose American (US), British (UK), German (GR), etc. keyboards.

.
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Figure 1.22: An opened h4F II keyboard. You can see the kqboard chip, the scan matrix and the small switches at
the crossings of the matrix.

Keyboard

Figure 1.23: The keyboard has a keyboard processor to supervise the scan marix, and a buffer in which to store
the characters. The characters are tratlsferred to the keyboard interface on the motherboard. Programmable
keyboards can also receive data from the motherboard.

1.2.12 Mice and other Rodents
With the advance of graphic-oriented user shells, so-called pointing devices have become more
important. For the operation of many programs (Windows) they are very useful or even necessary (for example, AutoCAD). The oldest pointing device is the mouse, so called because of its
plump body and long tail. Usually, a mouse is connected to the serial interface of the PC, but
there are versions with their own adapter card for a bus slot, so-called bus mice. Originally,
Microsoft planned three buttons for the mouse, but only two were used. Therefore, many mice
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have only two buttons. Well-known compatible mice are manufactured by Genius, Logitech and
other companies.
The mouse is of no use on its own: to move the meuse pointer (usually an arrow or rectangle onscreen), every mouse needs (like the trackball or tablet) a program called a mouse driver. This
converts the signals from the mouse into commands for the CPU on the motherboard. The CPU
then drives the graphics adapter so that the pointer is actually moved. As you may already have
seen from looking at the outside, the mouse includes a ball coated with plastic or rubber. Figure
1.24 shows the inside of a mouse.

Figure 1.24: An opened mouse, with the ball nnd photosensor nssembly for seming movement
The ball is in contact with two small rollers. When you move the mouse the ball is rotated, and

the movement transmitted to the rollers. At the other end of the roller axis a disk with small
holes located at regular distances is fixed. On both sides of the disk there is a transmitter and
a receiver photosensor assembly. When the rollers are rotated by the ball, the disk interrupts the
photosensor assembly and opens it, depending on whether a hole in the disk is located between
the transmitter and receiver of the photosensor assembly. The number of such interruptions is
proportional to the number of ball rotations, and therefore to the distance the mouse is moved.
Because the two rollers are located perpendicular to each other (thus constituting a Cartesian
coordinate system), any oblique movement of the mouse is converted into two numbers by the
mouse’s electronic controls. These describe the number of interruptions and openings of the
Photosensor assembly for both disks, thus the mouse knows exactly how far it has been moved.
NOW the values are transmitted via the cable to the serial interface, which then transfers the
values received to the CPU.
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In addition to this kind of mouse there are <<tailless> mice that transmit the signal via an infrared
signal (similar to the remote control of a TV) to a receiver. The receiver is connected to the serial
interface or an adapter card. Moreover, optical mice have recently come onto the market. These
don’t have a ball, but determine the direction and amount of movement using the pattern on
a special mouse pad on which they are moved. In contrast to the rollers of a conventional mouse,
the sensors necessary for this don’t wear out, and because of the loss of the iron ball they are
lighter. The optical pattern is converted into a number by the mouse’s electronics, which represents the direction and the amount of movement. This conversion is rather complicated, and
requires more expensive electronic equipment, therefore optical mice are, unfortunately, far
more expensive than mechanical ones. If you put a mouse onto its ((back,, you virtually get a
trackball. Actually, the interior of a trackball is very similar to that of a mouse, but in general the
ball is considerably larger. You can rotate this ball in different directions with your fingers, and
thus move the mouse pointer on the screen. In some keyboards and notebooks the trackball has
already been integrated. For professional CAD and graphics applications a tablet is recommended. Here, conversion of the tracking movement into pointer movement on-screen is executed
purely by electronics. Below the surface of the tablet there is a matrix made of wires through
which run current pulses. These pulses are detected by a magnifying glass and delivered to
the PC. The advantage of this matrix is the very high resolution. A high-quality mouse reaches
up to 400 dots per inch (dpi); a tablet, on the other hand, reaches 1000 dpi. Because the CPU
knows exactly where each pulse is at what time, the CPU can determine the exact position of
the magnifying glass on the tablet using the time at which the magnifying glass supplies a pulse.
Unlike the mouse, which may be placed anywhere on the desk and only returns the direction
and the amount of its movement, the tablet returns the absolute position (or coordinates). Usually,
a tablet is divided into a central part, which serves as a drawing area, and a peripheral part,
where symbol fields are located. The symbol fields depend on the application (AutoCAD, for
example). If you click on a point in the drawing area, AutoCAD draws a point. If, on the other
hand, you click a symbol field in the peripheral area, AutoCAD executes a certain command
(which is symbolized by the field). There are further pointing devices such as the joystick, with
which you may move a pointer on-screen similar to the mouse. Another, older pointing device
is the so-called light pen. This takes the form of a pencil with which you can ‘press’ certain
optical keys or draw lines on the screen. The light pen works in a similar way to a tablet, but
here no electrical pulses run through a wire matrix. Instead, the light pen detects the light-up
of the screen at that position where the electron beam of the monitor hits the screen surface.
Therefore, the light pen (or better, the graphics adapter) can determine its location (line, column)
on the screen. As a user, you do not recognize the light-up as the eye is too slow. Another
pointing device is the touchpad: here, the movement of your finger over the touch-sensitive
surface of the pad is converted into a corresponding cursor movement on the screen. Touchpads
are often used for notebooks because they are very space-saving but work precisely.

1.2.13 The Power Supply
Of course, the components described above have to be supplied with energy in some way.
Therefore, the power supply is explained here in brief. Figure 1.25 shows a standard power
supply. (Depending on the computer manufacturer, there are many different shapes, of course.)
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The power supply,

Usually, the power supply has one or two plugs for the motherboard, through which the
motherboard is supplied with the necessary power. Adapter cards connected and inserted into
the bus slots are usually supplied via the bus slots. Because the floppy and hard disk drives
require far more current (power dissipation of lo-30 W each), the power supply additionally
has up to four equal wire groups with appropriate plugs for the drives. Power supplies also
include a thin wire with a further plug for the motherboard, through which the so-called powergood signal is transmitted to an electronic switch on the motherboard. The signal indicates that
all necessary voltages are stable after power-up. A low voltage may lead to undefined states in
initialization of the memory chips or the CPU, and therefore to disastrous failures. Thus, the
electronic switch releases the 80x86 processor only if the power supply signals a stable voltage
with the power-good signal. Not until then does the CPU call the BIOS to initialize all chips and
boot the PC. The usual supply voltages in a PC are f5 V and HZ V. Some power supplies also
include a socket for inserting the monitor power cable, but bigger monitors with a correspondingly higher power dissipation are usually plugged into their own socket.

1.3 Documentation
A very poor aspect of personal computers, especially of compatible products bought from the
smaller shops, is usually the low-quality documentation. As a respectable PC user you have, of
course, got a licensed operating system (MS-DOS, PC-DOS or Windows, in most cases). Along
with this licence you normally get a detailed description of the system commands and, in most
cases, a BASIC interpreter or compiler (like GWBASIC, BASICA or Quick Basic). Any hints
about which of all the plugs and sockets is the serial interface, or where the main switch of your
computer is located (don’t laugh, the main switch can be hidden very efficiently) are missing
in most manuals.
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Therefore, you should make sure that you invest in an additional user manual, besides all the
DOS manuals, which covers the following information:

_
_

-

care and transportation of your PC;
diagnostics software and instructions;
memory expansion and installation capabilities;
type and resolution of the graphics adapter;
type of connectable monitors;
number and type of hard disk drive(s), and installation;
number and type of floppy drives;
opening the case and exchanging adapter cards;
number and location of interfaces;
type and layout of the keyboard;
setting the clock frequency;
calling the SETUP program and adjusting the system configuration.

IBM and some other manufacturers usually deliver such a manual along with their products,
but with most of the cheaper products you rarely get any technical information about what you
are buying. Also, some howlers seem to be unavoidable when translating manuals from Chinese
into English. Also, dig a little deeper when you are buying expansion devices (another hard
disk, more powerful graphics adapter, etc.), and ask for documentation. If, when you’ve installed the new device, the PC stops working, this information may be invaluable. For example,
interface adapter cards installed later have to be configured according to the number and type
of the previously installed adapters. Without documentation you will not be able to locate the
jumpers for the configuration setting.
Further, the manual should include information on diagnostics software. This may detect the
reason for failure in the case of technical failures and, for example, checks whether the hard disk
controller is working correctly. Because this diagnostics software is dependent on the hardware,
only the hardware manufacturer’s software is useful.
A technical reference is beyond the scope of a user manual. In a technical reference, details are
listed (in varying degrees of quality) that are of interest to programmers, for example. Only
renowned PC manufacturers deliver such a technical reference, though, unfortunately, you may
often only understand its contents when you already know the facts.
Essential documentation which must accompany your PC includes:
_ operating system manual;
- interpreter manual;
- user manual with diagnostics software;
- technical reference manual.

1.4 Taking Care of Data and Users
Personal computers are sensitive devices. It is obvious that you shouldn’t leave your PC or
printer in the rain, expose it to enormous heat, or play football with it. Yet water and other
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liquids, such as coffee or orange juice, may lead to a short circuit. A glass of orange juice tipped
over the keyboard makes all the keys sticky. If such a mishap has happened, switch off the PC
immediately and remove the liquid straight away with absorbent fabric. Rinse with distilled
water if necessary.
Put on an earthing bracelet when opening the case (see Section 1.2.1) or discharge yourself by
touching the power supply. This, of course, also holds if you want to insert memory chips, for
example. Avoid touching the connections and pins as far as possible.
Shocks of all kinds are dangerous for the read/write heads, and the data media of floppy and
hard disk drives. If you want to ship your PC, use the head parking of your hard disk drive.
Today, nearly all hard disk drives have an autopark function, where the heads are automatically
moved to a safe parking location upon power-down. But be careful; older hard disks don’t have
this function. Whether your hard disk drive implements such a function and which precautions
have to be taken should be listed in the user manual. Utilities are available for hard disk drives
without autopark functions that ((park>> the read/write heads manually at a certain track. These
programs are usually called something like ,tmrk.exe or diskpurk.exe. Call the appropriate program
in advance of each move. You can protect 5’/4” disk drives by inserting a specially-shaped piece
of cardboard (usually delivered with the drive), and locking it in. If necessary, you can use an
unused floppy disk instead of cardboard. No special transport protection is required for 3’12”
drives.
Handle all floppies with care. Labels must be written before they are stuck onto the envelope.
If the label is already stuck on the floppy disk, only use a felt pen, never a ballpoint pen, as the
hard steel ball damages the surface of the disk. There is a slit in 5’/4” floppy disks through which
the disk surface is exposed. Never touch this magnetic surface as dust and fat particles may be
deposited and damage the surface, thus destroying the data. Because of their plastic case, the
newer 3%” floppy disks are more stable and have a metal lock. If you move it aside, the floppy
disk is exposed. In this case, never touch the surface.
Many users don’t pay attention to an important point - data backup. This may have disastrous
consequences. Like all other preventive actions, data backup is tiresome, and the catastrophe
may possibly never happen. As a private computer user usually it is only private data, computer games or some smaller programs that are lost, but bigger engineers’ offices and legal
chambers, for example, are controlled more and more by computers and the information they
store. A complete loss may lead directly to ruin, or at least several months of data recovery. For
small amounts of information, floppy disks are adequate, but large amounts of data should be
managed centrally and periodically backed up by a powerful backup system, such as a streamer
with appropriate software. Attention should also be given to some rare dangers such as fire. All
the backup copies in the office are of no value if they burn along with the original data, or if
they are destroyed by water damage. Therefore, important information should not only be
backed up regularly, but also stored in another safe place. These hints, incidentally, evolve from
experience.
Besides physical data damage (by fire, wear or negligence), logical damage may also arise. This
is the product of incorrectly working hardware, user faults or malicious damage. If your PC is
telling you that it is full of water but you didn’t actually spill your coffee, it is probably infected
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by a computer virus. Some viruses are very dangerous and may destroy all your data within
a few seconds. If you are only using licensed software from respectable suppliers, the probability of infecting your computer with a virus is very low. However, if you are using the onehundredth unlicensed copy from a copying freak, such damage can’t be excluded. Even so, in
this case backups and some expert knowledge are usually enough to restore the data.

1.5 Operating System, BIOS and Memory Organization
The previous sections demonstrate that a PC may include a multitude of hardware components.
In most cases, a user is not interested in all the details of their hard disk drive and how it is
controlled by the hard disk controller. Instead, he or she uses an application program (such as
CorelDRAW!) and wants to save data (drawings, in this case) as well as reread, alter or print
them, if necessary. Figure 1.26 shows the different levels for accessing your PC’s hardware.
Application programs are usually programmed with the help of high-level languages (C,
BASIC, Pascal and COBOL, for example). Characteristic of high-level languages are commands
adapted to human thinking, which may be used for searching and opening files and transferring
parts (records) of them into memory. Skilful programming of the application hides this process
behind a menu entry like open file. To do this, most high-level languages incorporate commands
(or library routines) such as OPEN file FOR INPUT AS #1 in BASIC. One main feature of highlevel languages is that they are portable, meaning that Pascal on a PC scarcely differs from
Pascal on a supercomputer (the hardware is very different, of course). This is possible because
an operating system (here DOS) supplies certain functions that make up the interface to the drives
and the data on the volume. Thus, the program (or the user) doesn’t need to locate the individual data on the volume, or read one or more records into memory. Instead, the operating
system returns the requested data to the application (and therefore to the user) after a system
call (here a command to DOS). Moreover, the operating system allows input and output of data
through the parallel and serial interfaces, and displays text and graphics on the screen. It manages main memory and allocates part of it to application programs. Therefore, the system
controls and supervises the operation of the whole computer. For these tasks, the ((tiny, operating system DOS for your PC doesn’t differ significantly from a big operating system (VMS, for
example) for a mainframe. In a mainframe, the operating system also controls the computer,
allocates memory, processor and other system elements to application programs, etc.
All of these tasks are carried out by DOS in the background. If your autoexechat contains a line
that automatically calls an application program you will never be confronted with the prompt
C:\>. Instead, the input mask or shell of the application program is loaded immediately. Many
users confuse the C:\> command and commands like DIR, CHDIR and DEL with the operating
system or DOS. The prompt, as well as the internal DOS commands are, in fact, part of the
command interpreter or user shell. Figure 1.27 shows a diagram of DOS components.
The arealn DOS with its interfaces to hardware and the management of memory, interfaces,
etc. is located in the bottom two parts. Microsoft calls them IO.SYS and MSDOS.SYS (IBM
IBMBIOS.SYS and IBMDOSSYS). The lowest, and therefore the most hardware-oriented, level
is IO.SYS. Here the routines for accessing the BIOS and registers are located. The interfaces that
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Figure 1.26: Different access levels. On the left are showtt the diffPrent access levels between user and hardware.
C~I the right is an example for each lcze1. The top level is the application, which is the interface to the user. The
bottom level is the registers that directly control the hnrdware.

are important for programmers and application programs, such as file opening, byte output via
the parallel interface, etc., are integrated in MSDOS.SYS. These instructions are converted into
a command sequence for IO.SYS, therefore it is possible to adapt DOS to various hardware
environments simply by changing the hardware-oriented IO.SYS part. Thus, the manufacturers
of PCs have the opportunity to choose different technical solutions. By adapting IO.SYS accordingly, DOS (MSDOS.SYS) is then able to access this different hardware in exactly the same way
as an original IBM PC because IO.SYS converts all instructions into correct commands for the
different hardware. However, the passion of the Taiwanese for copying has made the adaptation of IO.SYS unnecessary, as at least 99.9999% of the hardware functions have been copied.
Therefore, no different registers or additional instructions are needed.
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Figure 1.27: The DOS components. DOS consists of three parts: the most user-oriented is COMMAND.COM;
the most hardware-oriented IOSYS.

For a user, the command interpreter is of great importance. In DOS its name is COMMAiVD.COM.
This program displays the prompt (typically C:\>), accepts your commands (DIR, COPY, etc.),
or loads and calls programs. Within the command interpreter the so-called internal DOS commands
are incorporated. If you issue such a command (for example, DIR), COMMAND.COM executes
an internal routine (which, for example, executes a system call to read the directory of the floppy
or hard disk). On the other hand, the externnl DOS commands are present as autonomous and
complete programs that are loaded and executed, as are all other application programs (Word,
for example), by COMMAND.COM. Unlike IO.SYS and MSDOS.SYS, COMMAND.COM may
be replaced by another command interpreter (by means of the CONFIGSYS command SHELL
= . ). This again emphasizes that DOS is made up of the files IO.SYS and MSDOS.SYS, or
IBMBIOS.SYS and IBMDOS.SYS. They are located in the root directory as hidden files. With a
suitable utility (such as Norton Utilities or PCTools) which locates hidden files, you should be
able to track them down.
DOS, in turn, uses the BIOS to access certain hardware components. Usually, the BIOS supplies
programs for accessing drives, the graphics adapter and parallel/serial interfaces on a physical
(that is, hardware) level. Now you can see a distinct hierarchy: the menu item open file with
CorelDRAW! is converted by the high-level language (at compile time) into system calls to DOS
(at runtime), where DOS in turn internally converts these calls and uses BIOS programs to
execute the menu item. In turn, the BIOS accesses the hardware by so-called registers. Registers
are certain interfaces that are directly assigned to hardware. Commands that directly control the
hardware operation are placed in registers. For example, the DMA chip, timer chip, graphics
controller chip and drive controllers are accessed via registers. By using appropriate values, data
exchange, the sound of a certain frequency, or various line frequencies on the monitor may be
set. The address, size and meaning of the registers are, of course, largely dependent on the
hardware. The job of the BIOS is to convert a defined function call into a corresponding command sequence for the registers concerned. Thus, the hierarchical concept of Figure 1.26 can be
understood: if you program an application by directly accessing registers, the resulting program
code can be executed only on a certain PC, and is therefore completely incompatible with other
machines because the manufacturer is, in principle, free to choose any address and meaning for
the registers. However, the access hierarchy, with its exactly defined interfaces between the
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different levels, allows (from the viewpoint of the application) a floppy drive with a 360 kbytes
capacity to be accessed in the same way as a modem hard disk with a capacity of several
gigabytes. BIOS and IOSYS execute the necessary adapations to the physical drive. That the
internal conversion of the menu item open file is very different for these two cases seems to
be natural.
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It should be noted that with the aid of hardware-oriented high-level languages like C, for
example (and nowadays even with Pascal or BASIC), you have the opportunity to access the
BIOS and registers of a PC directly. Direct access to the BIOS in particular became established
with graphics applications or tools such as Norton Utilities or PCTools. Programmers want to
speed up the performance of their programs and use the graphics capabilities of a PC (DOS
doesn’t incorporate any system call to output a graphics point on-screen, for example). As can
be seen from Figure 1.26, you move around the operating system. In a PC with DOS this is not
critical, because you are always working alone and only one application is running at a time.
DOS is a singletasking operating system. More powerful computer systems (i386/i486/Pentium
PCs with OS/2, UNIX or Windows NT also belong to this group), on the other hand, run with
a multitasking operating system. Popular resident programs such as the external DOS command
PRINT or Borland’s Sidekick occupy a position somewhere in the middle. PRINT prints files
independently of the actual application running but, in contrast to a background program in a
multitasking environment, the activation of PRINT is not carried out by the operating system
(DOS) but by the periodic timer interrupt. PRINT intercepts this interrupt to activate itself for
a certain self-defined time period. In contrast, with a multitasking operating system, all the
applications residing in memory are activated by the operating system for a time period defined
by the system. Thus, with OS/2 you can print a text while your CAD application is calculating
the reinforcement of a house in the background and you are editing a letter in the foreground.
Therefore, it is obvious that a multitasking system cannot allow any bypassing. In this case,
there may be events running in the computer that are not controlled by (and therefore hidden
from) the operating system. Actually, memory resident programs like PRINT and Sidekick for
DOS give the user some feeling of a multitasking environment.
A serious disadvantage of DOS is the so-called 640 kbytes boundary. This means that for all
programs (including the operating system) only 640 kbytes are available at most. The reason
is not some problem with space for memory chips or that memory is very expensive above
640 kbytes, but the memory organization defined by the designers of DOS (see Figure 1.28 for
a description of this organization).
Y OU
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can see that the first 640 kbytes (addresses OOOOh to 9999h) are reserved for programs.
In the lowest parts reside interrupt vectors, BIOS and DOS data areas, IO.SYS, MSDOS.SYS,
drivers and the resident part of COMMAND.COM. The application programs area (reserved for
programs like Word or CorelDRAW!) runs on from this. At the upper end the transient part
of COMMAND.COM overlaps with the application program area. To use memory as efficiently
as possible, COMMAND.COM is divided into two parts: the resident part holds the routines
that are, for example, necessary to load the transient part after completion or abortion of an
application; the transient part holds the internal commands like DIR and COPY that are not
necessary during execution of the application program, and which thus may be overwritten.
Resident means that the corresponding code remains in memory even when the application is
loaded: the code will not be overwritten under any circumstances; transient means that the
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Figure 1.28: DOS memory organization. With DOS the first 640 kbytes are reserved for the operating system and
application programs. Above the first 640 kbytes there is the video RAM, and starting from 768 kbytes there
follow various (and optional) BIOS extensions. Above 1 Mbyte extended memory starts, which can be up to
4 Gbyte on an i386, i486 or Pentium.
corresponding program code can be overwritten to enhance the memory space for the application’s code and data. Starting with DOS 4.0, you may determine the occupation of the first 640
kbytes by system and application programs, drivers, buffers, etc. using the command MEM/
PROGRAM or MEM/DEBLJG.
Above the 640 kbyte boundary are the 128 kbytes of the video RAM (see also Figure 1.9). The
next 128 kbytes are reserved for BIOS extensions on graphics adapters and controllers (see also
Figures 1.9 and 1.12). Above this there are 128 kbytes for the system BIOS on the motherboard
(see Figure 1.7). In the original IBM PC, the ROM BASIC is also integrated into this area. All
memory areas in total give a memory of 1 Mbyte.
The first two processors (8088 and 8086) had 20 lines for the address bus, and they could
address a maximum of 220 = 1 Mbyte. Therefore, an address space (the number of addressable
bytes) of 1 Mbyte was assumed and divided in the way described above. This separation was
completely arbitrary, but you should notice that the first PC was delivered with 64 kbytes (!) of
main memory. The reservation of the lower 640 kbytes for application programs and DOS (with
16 kbytes at that time) seemed as if it would be enough to last for decades. The designers of DOS
were caught completely unawares by later developments in computing, and therefore we are
now struggling with this 640 kbyte boundary in the era of cheap and high-capacity memory chips.
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particular, it is worth noting that the individual areas of the memory organization need not
be completely filled. For example, it is possible to limit the main memory (the reserved lower
640 kbytes) to 256 kbytes instead of using the full 640 kbytes. That doesn’t change the address
AOOOh of the video memory in any way. The 384 kbytes in between remain empty and virtually
constitute a cchole>)in the address space. In the same way, the amount of the reserved areas for
video RAM and ROM BIOS actually used has no influence on their location in the address
space.
In

Unfortunately, because of the concept of the PC (and DOS), it is impossible to fill these holes
with additional RAM. The CPU may not be able to access the corresponding memory chips,
therefore all DOS programs are limited to a size of 640 kbytes less the memory area occupied
by the system. Meanwhile DOS, together with all its drivers (for printer, screen, mouse, etc.)
occupies a large amount of memory, so that less and less memory remains for application
programs. Version 5.0 together with at least an 80286 chip offers progress to some extent. Here
a large part of DOS is moved to the HIMEM area or extended/expanded memory. The ultimate
quantity of memory is formed by the so-called upper memory blocks (LIMB) between 640 kbytes
and 1 Mbyte. They occupy <<holes> in the address space above 640 kbytes between the various
ROMs (system, VGA, SCSI, etc.). The user must explicitly supply the ranges of already occupied
address regions. In this way, for, example, the keyboard driver can be located between the VGA
BIOS and a SCSI ROM. Application programs then have the opportunity to use a <(fabulous>>
620 kbytes of memory.
In the application area, the called program is stored and may itself request memory for its own
purposes, for example to load a text file into memory. As the extent of the text file can’t be foreseen at programming time, memory is assigned dynamically. This means that the application
has to inform DOS how much memory is needed for the text file, and DOS assigns it to the
application. That is the reason why some programs display the message Not enough memory!,
although enough memory was available for loading the program. A request to DOS to provide
additional memory for the text file can’t be fulfilled by the operating system if there is too little
memory available.
An important advance with the AT - or better, the 80286 processor and higher - is that the
80286, with its 24 address lines, can now address 16 Mbytes of memory (and the i386/i486/
Pentium with 32 address lines can address 4 Gbytes). But this only works in the so-called
protected mode. Memory above 1 Mbyte is called extended memory, and may be accessed by an
80286/i386/i486/Pentium processor in protected mode only. This advanced protected mode is
wholly incompatible with DOS. To retain compatibility, even the i386, i486 and Pentium are
operated in renl mode. Here they can only address 1 Mbyte of memory, even though 32 address
lines are present. Therefore, PCs with i386, i486 or Pentium processors are also subject to the
640 kbyte boundary for application programs. However, Windows and OS/2 successfully
attempt to break through this barricade. Switching between real and protected mode is possible
to allow access to extended memory for at least a certain time. This method is used by programs
like RAMDRIVE.SYS or VDISKSYS for virtual drives. Another possibility is that a 64 kbyte
region of memory may be inserted into free memory above the 640 kbyte boundary (into a hole
in the address space); this region constitutes a so-called roindouj into a much larger memory
(UP to 8 Mbytes). This large memory is called expanded memory, or EMS memory. By means of
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appropriate commands to registers on an EMS memory expansion adapter, the window (which
consists of four partial windows) may be moved within the EMS memory. Therefore, the
8 Mbytes are available in sections of 64 kbytes (or 4 * 16 kbytes) each. Details about real and
protected mode, as well as extended and expanded memory, are given later.

Part 2
Processor and Memory
The processor and memory, together with the support chips, are usually the main components
of the motherboard. It is these components that make up the actual computer. Important units
such as hard disk drives and interfaces are already known as peripherals. It is only because the
integration of electronic elements is so advanced today that the motherboard doesn’t seem to
be as important as it should. Before the integration of a million elements on a finger-nail sized
chip was possible, the «motherboard» occupied a whole room! Therefore, it isn’t surprising that
discussing the motherboard will take up a large part of this book. 1 will start with the heart and
brain of the computer - processor and memory.
Some remarks about the processor names are in order: from the 8086/88 up to the 80386 they
follow the convention 80x86. Accordingly, the coprocessors are called 80x87 in general, and
8087, 80287 and 80387 specifically. After releasing the 80386 chip, Intel changed this naming
convention slightly. Now the CPUs are denoted as i386 (or 386 for short), i486, etc., and the
coprocessors as i387, i487, etc. The CPUs (finally) got «real » names with the introduction of
Pentium and Pentium Pro. In the following, 1 will use the terms 8086/88 to 80286, and i386, i486
for the CPUs, as well as 8087, 80287 and i387 for the coprocessors.

2 Intel% Microprocessor for Beginners - The i386
The processor - often also called the CPU - is the heart or brain of a PC. In the processor, data
processing takes place, which requires at least a minimum of intelligence. Al1 other, sometimes
rather complicated, chips are simply slaves of the processor which, together with the memory
chips, is one of the highest integrated elements in a PC. lf you look at the mass market for
powerful general-purpose microprocessors, you will find there are two different processor families in the CPU industry. They are the 80x86 family from Intel and the 68000 series from Motorola.
The former are installed in IBM-compatible personal computers; the 68000 series are largely
used in Apple Macintosh machines, which are the biggest competitor to IBM compatible PCs.
It’s a shame that both families are not compatible; the way in which instructions are given
intemally, the language in which the instructions are given, how the addresses are allocated in
the memory (RAM) and the I/O address areas are entirely different. But let us first turn to the
unavoidable basics for understanding these seemingly very intelligent chips.

2.1 The Field-effect Transistor
Por highly integrated circuits such as microprocessors or memory chips, the MOS Field-effect
Transistor (MOSFET) is particularly suitable. It is small and easy to manufacture, yet has a very
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low power consumption, which is the difference between supplied power (from a battery, for
example) and the power output by the circuit (for operating a light bulb, for example). This
difference is entirely converted into heat, and heats up the circuit. With one million tiny transistors which each consume only 1 /lOO 000 watt, the overa11 power consumption has already
reached 10 W. Note that it is not primarily a high current that destroys the circuit, but the
heating caused by an excessively high current which burns the elements. Figure 2.la shows an
n-channel MOSFET.

Characteristic
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Circuit Diagram
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n-Channel MOSFET
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Figure 2.7: (kff) n-charrnel field-efiecf transistor; (right) p-channel field-effect transistor. The characteristics of
n-channel sud p-channel transistors nre complementay fo ench other. A field-effect trnnsistor comprises two dopcd
regions called sauce and drain in n lightly doped slrbstrote. The conductivity of the channel between source and
drnin is altered by means of the gnte voltnge.

The n-channel MOSFET consists of a p-doped silicon substrate in which two n+-doped regions
are formed, called SOUYCE and drain. The distance between source and drain in an IC is usually
about 0.5-5 pm. P-doping means that the substrate accommodates more positively charged ions
than negatively charged electrons as charge carriers for the current flow inside the substrate.
This is achieved by implanting irnpzrrities. These atoms have less (p-doping with boron, etc.) or
more (n-doping with phosphorus, arsenic, etc.) electrons compared to a silicon atom. The cc+»
indicates that the corresponding regions are highly doped (have a high concentration of these
impurities). Between the two regions the so-called charlnel is located. The conductivity of the
channef (and therefore the resistance of the MOSFET) is controlled by a gafe formed of metal or
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polycrystalline silicon, which is separated (and thus isolated) from the substrate by an oxide
layer. Reading from top to bottom, the layer sequence reads metal-oxide-semiconductor; that
is where the name MOS transistor comes from. If a control voltage is applied to the gate, free
charge carriers arise through something like a «sucking effect». The higher the voltage, the more
charge carriers are available, that is, the lower is the resistance of the channel. Note that transistor is the abbreviation of trunsfer resistor. If a voltage Uos is applied between the source and
drain, then the current 1, fand therefore also the voltage output by the MOSFET) is govemed
by the gate voltage. The current flow does not start until the threshold voltage V,, has been
exceeded. If the saturation value V,, is reached, current through the MOSFET no longer rises,
even if the voltage LI,, between the pate and source rises further. The MOSFET operates in
the saturation region. The currently described MOSFET is, more exactly, called an n-channel
enhancement-type field-effect transistor (see Figure 2.la).
In the same way, a p-channel enhancement-type MOSFET may be constructed by exchanging
the n- and p-layers (see Figure 2.lb). A significant difference between them is the opposite
course of the conductivity with the voltage U,, between the gate and source: a rising U,, means
a rise in conductivity for an n-channel MOSFET, but a decline of the conductivity for a
p-channel MOSFET to zero. Pictorially, the gate voltage drives the charge carriers out of the
channel and thus increases its resistance.
According to individual characteristics, it is apparent that from the threshold voltage Vth up to
the saturation voltage V,,, a linear dependency between the applied voltage and the current
through the MOSFET (and therefore the voltage output by the MOSFET) appears. The MOSFET
is operated in this proportional region if it is installed in an analegue circuit. This is, for example,
the case for a radio or TV receiver. Here an indefinite number of intermediate levels between
minimum and maximum values (minimum and maximum loudness of music, for example) is
possible. But because the current through the MOSFET (and thus its resistance) can only be
determined down to a certain finite precision, the intermediate levels are smudged. Therefore,
no exact value of an intermediate leve1 can be indicated, only its range.
In a digital circuit, however, the MOSFET is operated in a completely different way. Here the
voltage U,, between the gate and source is either below (or in the region of) the threshold
voltage V,, or above (or in the region of) the saturation voltage V,,. Thus, two stable and
unambiguous states of the transistor are defined: the off- and on-states, respectively. In the offstate, the MOSFET is completely turned off (has an indefinite resistance value), and a maximum
voltage occurs between the source and the drain. In the on-state, the MOSFET leads the maximum current (has a resistance value of zero) and the voltage between the source and drain is
minimal (equal to the threshold voltage V,h). Therefore, the transistor is used as a switch with
two switching positions (on/off). For logic circuits, the existence of clearly defined and stable
switching positions is essential because logic doesn’t allow any woolly terms such as maybe,
nearly, etc. With two clearly defined and distinguishable switching positions (and therefore
output currents and voltages), we get digital circuits with dual or binary (that is, two-valued)
logic.
To complete the picture, 1 want to mention that in very fast circuits (supercomputers, for
example) a substrate made of gallium-arsenide (GaAs) instead of silicon is used. Moreover,
sometimes bipolar transistors are also used in ECL or BiCMOS circuits to enhance the operation
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speed. However, this is achieved with the disadvantage of having a power consumption three
times that of a pure CMOS circuit. Applications of these technologies are the Pentium (BiCMOS)
and the R6000 (ECL), for example. Further, in the context of so-called fizzy logic, ambiguous
terms like nearly, possible, etc. are also allowed. Up to now, this logic has mainly been of
interest in research, but some minor applications, such as in the field of autofocus cameras, are
already on the market. In the original field of data processing, this logic is not used in applications yet. The on/off logic states of a MOS transistor are converted using corresponding biasing
voltages, resistance combinations, etc. to certain voltage values. In Table 2.1, the voltages for
logical al» and logical «OW for the NMOS and CMOS family, as well as for three additional
bipolar families, are given.
Family

u, WI

NM05

-1 . ..+l

5...10

CMOS

1 . ..2

4...15

TTL

0...0.5

2.5.

ECL
IIL

ca. 3
ca. 1

u, WI

5

4...5
2...5

NM09 loglc with n-channel MOS transistors
CMOS: logic wth complementary MOS transistors
TTL: (bipolar) transistor-transistor loglc
ECL: (bipolar) emitter-coupled logic
IIL (bipolar) integrated injection logic

2.2 Basics of Machine-related Information Representation
An essential point in the last section was that a transistor in digital circuits fincluding the
processors.. memory, controllers etc. of your PC) is only operated in the on and off states. Thus,
it seems natural to use a binary (two-valued) information representation in which each kind of
information must be expressed by a series of on/off states, or l/O.
At first glance this seems to be somewhat abstract. However, we are daily confronted with this
process of information representation, but have adapted to it over the years so that it is no
longer apparent to us. For example, in this book information about PC hardware is given in the
form of a series of letters and punctuation marks. The only difference is that 26 different letters
(a to z) and six punctuation marks f.,:;?!) are available. The electronic chips in your PC know
only the on/off states, or l/O; this means that letters and punctuation marks have to be con
verted to 1 /O states. This conversion is done by means of a code. If you look at the following line

you assume that it means two completely different things: first the number five and then a
donut-like symbol. Depending on your viewpoint, this may be false. The donut is the Arabic
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symbol for the digit 5. Therefore, the two symbols mean the same, but the item is represented
differently. This also remains true with a secret code. The encoded text means the same as it did
prior to encoding, but the representation has completely changed and the text is meaningless for
most people. Of course, in the field of computers different codes also exist fand are used). The
most common code (and in the case of a PC the only one used) is ASCII, which assigns certain
characters a number (namely the code).

2.2.1 Decimal and Binary System
As well as characters, numbers must also be represented in some way. Don’t confuse the terms
digit and number: a digit is one of the symbols O-9, but a number denotes a value. The decimal
numbers familiar to us are represented by the digits 0 to 9 (ten, therefore decimal numbers). In
other words, ten different states O-9 can be distinguished, but in the case of a computer only
two such states are available: 0 and 1. To understand the number representation in a computer
we have to analyse the interpretation of a decimal number first. Our number system is also
called a positional system because every position of a decimal number corresponds to a certain
value. Generally the rightmost (first) position represents the value 1, the second position the
value 10, the third position the value 100, etc. The number of such values per position is
expressed by the corresponding digit.
Example:

The interpretation

of the number 318 is

3x100+1x10+8x1
or expressed by ~owers
3 x10'+1x10'+8 x100

scheme may be extended to any number of an arbitrarily high value, of course. The «ten»
represents the base of the number system and is equal to the number of distinguishable digits.
In a computer, on the other hand, only two such digits are available for the base. Therefore the
«ten» has to be replaced by «two». This directlv leads to the binary or dual system. Numbers in
the binary system are characterized by the suffix b:

This

Example:

The number 100111110b means
lx28+ox27+ox2'+1x25+lx2'+lx23+lx2~+1x21+ox20
or in more detail
1x256+0x128+0x64+1X32+1X16+1X8+1X4+1X2+0X1=318

Thus we get two different representations of the decimal value 318: 318 in the decimal system
and 100111110b in the binary or dual system. As for decimal numbers, the binary scheme can
be extended to any number of an arbitrarily high value. However, you can immediately see a
big disadvantage of the binary system as compared to the decimal system: the numbers become
«longer», that is, you need more room to write them down.
In computing it became established to bundle eight such digits or bits (abbreviation for binury
di@) into one byte. Half a byte, or four bits, is called a nibble; two bytes are called a word; and
four bytes are called a double Word. With one byte a total of 28 = 256 different numbers between
0 and 255 can be represented. By grouping severa1 bytes, numbers with higher values may also
be represented. For example, the bundling of two bytes to one word leads to numbers in the
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range O-65 535 (216 - 1). They are called unsigned integers (abbreviated to unsigned). A double
word with four bytes may express numbers from 0 to 4 294 967 295 (232 - 1). This grouping leads
to unsigned long integers (abbreviated to unsigned long).

2.2.2 ASCII Code
With the ASCII code, every one of these 256 different values of 1 byte is assigned a character;
in other words, 256 chosen symbols are enumerated. Strictly speaking, the ASCII code only
defines 128 characters; the first 32 are so-called control charucters used to give messages concerning the transmitted data to the receiver. For example, the control character “D (EOT = End Of
Transmission) indicates the end of the current data transfer. But in the field of PCs, the extended
ASCII code (introduced by IBM) has become firmly established. Here, even codes 128-255 are
occupied by fixed characters. Furthermore, the first 32 codes (O-31) are assigned certain symbols. Appendix A gives a table with the symbols, characters and codes for the extended ASCII
code according to IBM. It should be mentioned that the assignment of numbers and characters
has been done completely arbitrarily. Beyond some practica1 considerations (you unavoidably
need letters and digits), there is no particular reason why, for example, code 65 is assigned lo
uppercase A:
Example:

ASCII code 65:

uppercaae A
(ext.) ASCII code 203: graphics symbol i?
ASCII code 10 (LP):
control code for line feed

You can see that ASCII is very useful for representing text files (actually, text files are often
called ASCII files). lf you compose a chain of severa1 continuous ASCII codes or, in other words,
a chain of characters, you get a string. Because strings (which may correspond to a sentence, for
example) may be of different lengths, usually the length of the string concerned must be specified. In BASIC this is done by a string descriptor which has, as one entry, the length of the string
belonging to the descriptor. With DOS and some programming languages (C, for examplel,
every string is terminated by ASCII code 0 (zero). Such a string is also called an ASCIIZ string.
Besides the ASCII code there are, of course, other codes. Of importance for mainframes in particular is the so-called EBCDIC code, mainly used by IBM for its mainframes. Naturally, every user
may construct their own code and may, for example, assign the letter A the code 1. By doing
this, however, al1 compatibility is lost.

2.2.3 Negative Integers and Two’s Complement
As well as the positive integers in arithmetic, negative integers are also of significance. One may
think of introducing negative integers simply by a preceding bit that indicates whether the sign
is positive (sign bit = 1) or negative (sign bit = 0). But in the field of computers, another representation has been established for practica1 reasons, the so-called two’s complement representation falso written 2’ complement representation). A negative integer is represented by replacing
al1 Os by 1s and al1 1s by Os in the corresponding positive number (forming the complement),
and adding the value 1 to the complement’s result:
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Example:

0000 0001 0000 OOOOb

positive integer 256:
negative

integer

-256:

comp1ement

1111 1110 1111 llllb

add ene

+

TeBUlt

1111 1111 0000 OOOOb

Ib

Note that signed integers (abbreviated to integer) may have values in the range -32 768 (-215)
to 32 767 (215-1). If the high-order (leftmost) bit is equal to 1, the signed integer represented
is negative. The interpretation of signed integers is very different from the interpretation of
unsigned integers:
Example:

binary number 1111 1111 1111 llllb
interpretation as an unsigned

integer:

1x215+1x21'+ ...+1X21+1x20=65535
interpretation as

a sfgned

integer:

high-arder bit ewuals 1, therefore the number is
thus the procedure of the example
binary

negativa;

mentioned above has to be inverted:

1111 1111 1111 llllb

subtract

1111 1111 1111 1110b

ene

comp1ement

0000 0000 0000 OOOlb
-1

result

Actually, in the two’s complement representation of signed integers, something like a sign is
present (the most significant bit). But the rest of the number must not be interpreted as the
absolute value of the number (in the example mentioned above this would lead to the value
-32 766). The two’s complement representation is applied in exactly the same way to signed
long integers. Thus they have a range of values between -2 147 483 648 (-2? and +2 147 483 647
(23’ - 1). The reason for using the two’s complement representation for negative numbers is that
the subtraction of a number (the subtrahend) from another number (the minuend) can be accomplished by the addition of the two’s complement of the subtrahend and the minuend. A
possible carry is ignored. Strictly mathematical (in an axiomatic sense), this also holds in a
similar form for normal addition: the subtraction of a number is put down to the addition of its
inverse (represented as -number). Therefore the subtraction rule for binary numbers is:
minuend - subtrahend = minuend + two’s complement (subtrahend)
Example:

calculate

difference

15-l
lSd=OOOO

0000 0000 llllb

ld.0000 0000 0000 OOOlb
2' complement(ld) -1111 1111 1111 llllb
therefore

15-1.0000
+llll

0000

0000

llllb

1111 1111 llllb

1 0000 0000 0000 1110b
the leading 1 (carry) is ignored; thus the result ís
0000 0000 0000 1110b or 14 decimal.

2.2.4 Hexadecimal Numbers
The representation of numbers by a series of Os and 1s is rather tedious, and with a longer series
you may soon lose track of your position. Therefore, it has become established practice to group
four bits (one nibble), which means the introduction of a number system with the base 16,

-
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because four bits may represent 16 digits (O-15). Thus, the nibble constitutes the base of the
hexadecimal system. Al1 information units (byte, Word, double Word) are multiples of one nibble.
Because our familiar decimal system only knows digits O-9, symbols for the new hexadecimal
digits «lo» to «15» must be added. Usually, the (uppercase or lowercase) letters a (10) to f (15)
are used for this. To characterize a hexadecimal number an h or H (for hexadecimal) is added
on (as in 2Fh, for example) or a Ox is put in front (Ox2F in C, for example). Conversion to the
decimal system is carried out analogously to the conversion of binary numbers, only the base
is now 16 instead of 2:
Example:

Example:

unsigned

decimal

integer

65535

binary number

1111 1111 1111 llllb

hexadecimal

number

ffffh

hexadecimal

number

PBE7h
1001 1011 1110 Olllb

binary number

9X16'+11X16'+14X161+7X160

decimal number

=39911 (unsigned
=-25625

ínteger) or

(signed integer)

You therefore get a more compact notation without losing the referente to computer hardware
(which can only «think» in Os and 1s) because each digit of a hexadecimal number may be represented by a nibble (four bits, half a byte). Thus, a hexadecimal number can be readily converted into a binary number (and therefore into the contents of a register, for example). Note that
a hexadecimal number, like its binary counterpart, is unsigned. No minus sign exists, and only
the interpretation of a binary or hexadecimal number can decide whether the number is positive
or negative. Actually, the common decimal number system has something like an 11th digit in
addition to O-9, the sign «-», to distinguish positive and negative values.

2.2.5 BCD Numbers
Another important representation of numbers is given by the binary ceded decimals (abbreviated
to BCD or BCD numbers). With these numbers, the value of a byte represents the corresponding
decimal digit:
Example:

decimal

number 28
0000 0010 0000 1000

BCD

The first byte 0000 0010 indicates the digit 2 and
the second byte 0000 1000 the digit 8.

One advantage of the binary ceded decimals is that no conversion between decimal and binary
numbers is necessary, as each digit is represented by its own byte. Note that the bytes indicate
the binary value of the digits, and not their ASCII or EBCDIC codes. The main disadvantage is
obvious: with one byte, 256 different numbers (or digits) can be represented, but BCDs only use
ten of them. To reduce this wastefulness, pcked BCDs are often used. Here, each nibble of a byte
represents a digit.
Example:

decimal

number 28 (compare to the exam~le above)

packed BCD

0010 1000

The first nibble 0010 of the byte indicates the
digit 2 and the second nibble 1000 the digit 8.
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Note that in the case of packed BCDs, the nibbles also represent the binary value of the corresponding di@. With one byte, 100 numbers (O-99) can be represented here. The interpretation
of a byte as a (packed) binary ceded decimal leads, of course, to a completely different value
compared with interpretation as an unsigned binary number (40 in the example).
Further different interpretations of bytes, words and other information units also exist. Of particular importance are the instruction codes for a processor, composed of one or more bytes which
instruct the processor to execute a certain process (transfer data, compare, add, etc.). You can see
that a few ‘bare’ bytes may, depending on their interpretation, have very different meanings
and consequences.

2.2.6 Little Endian Format and Intel Notation
Intel’s processors use the little endian jormat, meaning that a word or double word always starts
with the low-order byte and ends with the high-order byte. In other words, the high-byte of a
multiple-byte unit is stored at a higher address than the low-order byte. When writing a word
or double word we write the high-order byte at the leftmost position and the low-order byte at
the rightmost. But storage addresses increase from left to right, therefore the 80x86 processors
seemingly exchange the individual bytes compared to the «natural arder,) in words or double
words. Because the processor stores data in the same way as in main memory and on disk, they
are also exchanged there (you may confirm this with the hex editor of Norton Utilities or
PCTools). This only has consequences if the word or double word represents a number and you
want to split it up into the individual digits, because the order then becomes important (remember that al1 number systems used are positional systems):
Example:

the

hexadecimal

word 1234h (decimal 4660) is stored in memoxy and on disk as

341.211;
the

hexadecimal

double word

12345678h (decimal 405 419 896) is stored as

78563412h.

In contrast, with big endian format a word or double word always starts with the high-order and
ends with the low-order byte. In other words, the high-byte of a multiple-byte unit is stored at
a lower address than the low-order byte. Motorola’s 68000 family uses the big endian format.

2.3 The CPU as the Kernel of All Computers
The 80x86 as the CPU is the most essential part of a PC. In the 80x86, al1 logical and arithmetic
operations are executed. In general, the processor reads data from memory, processes it in a
way defined by an instruction, and writes the result into memory again. The following briefly
describes the general structure of a microprocessor. The Pentium chip is shown in Figure 2.2.
To execute the above-mentioned logical and arithmetic operations fprocesses), a microprocessor
has (see Figure 2.3) a Bus Unit (BU), an Instruction Unit (IU), an Execlrtion Ut~it (EU) as well as
an Addressing Unit (AU). Among other things, the bus unit includes a so-called prefetch queue.
The execution unit is responsible for the data processing fadd, compare, etc.), and for this
purpose has a Control Unit (CU), an Arithmetic and Logical Ut7it (ALU), and various registers.
Frequently, the addressing unit incorporates a memory mam~gement unit (MMU). In the i386, for
example, the MMU comprises a segmenlation unit (SU) and a pogitrg unit (Pu).
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Figure 2.2: Pentium, ene powerfil rnember
and two caches on a single chip.

of

the 80x86 famify. It integrates a high-performance CPU, coprocessor

Microprocessor

t
Execution Unit (EU)

Bus

Memory

c
rFzKG&q
Instruction Unit

Figure 2.3: Structure of a microprocessor. A microprocessor comprises a bus i!lferface roith a prefetch queue for
reading and writiq data and instructions, an instruction uttit for controlling thr execlrtiotl rmrt roith its
registers, atad an addressiq rrnit for generating m e m o r y and l/O nddresses.

The bus unit establishes the connection to the outside world, that is, the data, address, and
control bus. It fetches instructions from memory into the prefetch queue which, in turn, transfers them to the instruction unit. The IU then controls the execution unit so that the instructions
fetched are actually executed by the ALU. Here, the control unit supervises the registers as weil
as the ALU to ensure trouble-free execution.
With the data bus, the microprocessor can read data out of or write data into memory. The
memory location to read or write is accessed by an nddress. The processor calculates the address
in the addressing unit, and supplies it via the address bus. Reading and writing is carried out
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via the bus unit. For this, the BU outputs the address and supplies the data to write, or fetches
the data to read. The memory is addressed in the same way to fetch an instruction. In contrast, the
data read (the instructions) is transferred into the prefetch queue, not into one or more of the
registers in the execution unit, as is the case in normal data reading. The instruction unit reads
the instruction from the prefetch queue, decodes it, and transfers the decoded instruction to the
execution unit.
An essential point here is that instructions and data reside in the same memory. This means that
there is no strict separation of instruction and data memory: each memory chip may serve as
a data as well as an instruction memory. This is not obvious. The 24 of Konrad Zuse (the first
free-programmable electro-mechanical computer for numerical applications) had a program and
a data memory that were strictly separate. In the instruction memory only instructions (and in
the data memory only data) could be stored. Later, the mathematician John von Neumann
developed the concept of mixed data and program memory.

2.4 Pre-summary: Processors, Bus Widths and Other
Characteristics from PC to EISA and Local Bus
Table 2.2 gives an overview of the use of 80x86 processors in various PCs. The rable lists
processor type, interna1 register width, width of address and data bus, maximum address space,
and those PCs that use the processor concerned.
Processor

Register
width

Address bus Data bus Address
space

Clock
frequency

Used in

8088
8086
80188
80186
80286
i386SX
i386~~
i486
i486D~2
i486SXfi487SX
Pentium
Pentium Pro

16
16
16
16
16
32
32
32
32
32
32
32

20
20
20
20
24
24
32
32
32
32
32
36

6..10 MHz
6..10 MHz
6..16 MHz
6..16 MHz
12..20 MHz
16..25 MHz
16..40 MHz
25..50 MHz
50..66 MHz
25 MHz
60..200 MHz
150..200 MHz

PC
XT,PS/Z
-1)
-1)
AT.XT286, PS/2
AT, PS/2
A T , PS/Z, EISA
AT, PSI2. EISA, PCI. V L B
AT, PS/Z, EISA, PCI, VLB
A T , PS/2, EISA
AT, PS/Z. EISA, PCI
PCI

bits
bits
bits
bits
bits
bits
bits
bits
bits
blts
bits
bits

bits
bits
bits
bits
bits
bits
bits
bits
bits
bits
bits
bits

8 bits
16 bits
8 bits
16 bits
16 bits
16 bits
32 bits
32 bits
32 bits
32 bits
64 bits
64 bits

1 Mbyte
1 Mbyte
1 Mbyte
1 Mbyte
16 Mbyte
16 Mbyte
4 Gbyte
4 Gbyte
4 Gbyte
4 Gbyte
4 Gbyte
64 Gbyte

2.5 The i386 Microprocessor
For a short time the i386 was the king of PC processors; 32-bit technology was then reserved for
very expensive workstations. But this has changed dramatically within only a few years. Today,
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the i386 is virtually a low-end PC, and is, moreover, a necessity if using graphic-oriented operating systems or GUIs (graphical user interfaces) such as Windows (NT) and OS/2. Therefore,
1 will use the i386 as the gateway to processor hardware.
A short list of key features of the i386:
- 32-bit general-purpose and offset register,
- ló-byte prefetch queue,
- Memory Management Unit (MMU) with a segmentation and Paging Unit (PU),
- 32-bit data and address bus,
- 4 Gbyte physical address,
- 64 Tbyte virtual address,
- 64 kbyte 8-, 16- or 32-bit ports,
- implementation of real, protected and virtual 8086 mode.
Before things become too abstract, Figure 2.4 shows a die photo of the 386SL which includes the
i386 as the CPU core. Section 7.2 details the 386SL chip set.

Figure 2.4: The i386 CPU os part of the i386SL (Pholo: Infel GmbH (Deutschlnnd)). lntrl’s i386 fnmily is
integrated ns tJw CPU rore itt the i386SL, nnd is supported by various prripheral lo@ rircuits (AT bus
controller, memory controller, coche) which previomly Jrnd been separate chips.

2.5.1 General Structure of the i386
The i386 also follows the general structure of other microprocessors, as shown in Figure 2.3.
Besides the control unit it has severa1 registers. Additionally, severa1 registers for memory
management are available which are, however, important only in protected mode. Figure 2.5
shows al1 the implemented registers.
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InstructionlStack
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Pointer

EFLAG Register

16 15

0

31

16 15

EFLAG

EIP
ESP
General-purpose

Registers

0

FIAG

Segment Registers
15

0

CS
SS

DS

~~

ES
FS
GS

Memoty Management Registers
15

0 31

TR TSS Selector
LDT Selector
LDTR
IDIK
GDTR

l

0 19

TSS Base Address
LDT Base Address

TSS Limit

IDT Base Address
GDT Base Address

IDT Limit
GDT Limit

Control Registers

LDT Limit

Debug Registers

CR3
CR2
CR1

DR7DR6-

CR0
Test Registers
I

31

1615
I

0
1

F(pre 2.5: i386 processor registers. The genernl-pwpose rqisters of the i386 nre 32 bits wide, but can also be
accessed as 16.bit or b-bit registers. Additionally, there ore six segment registers and an instnrction pointer,
which addresses the instruction to be executed next, ns well os a f7ag regisfer storing the cwrent processor sfafus
figS and various control and test registers.
First the i386 registers are discussed, which can already be used in real mode. Of course, the
processor has a lot of interna1 registers, for example for storing temporary results. They are,
however, not accessible to the programmer, and will therefore not be discussed here. Only the
sepent descriptor cache register is detailed further in connection with the protected mode.
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The general-purpose registers serve as fast CPU-interna1 data storage. The execution unit reads
values from one or more of these registers, supplies them to the ALU lo manipulate them, and
finally, writes back the result into one or more registers. That is an example of a register-register
operation, because registers are both the source and destination of the processed data. Additionally, the i386 can fetch and store data as the source and destination, respectively, directly from
or to memory using memory-memory, register-memory, or memory-register operations. In
addition to the general-purpose registers, there are segment registers for memory management,
control registers and various other registers.
The i386 reads data from memory, or writes it into memory, through its 32-bit data bus. The
location in the memory is determined by a 32-bit address, which is calculated with the help of
the addressing unit and output to the memory subsystem via the 32-bit address bus. The
address calculation is, depending upon the i386 operation mode (real, protected or virtual 8086
mode), more or less complicated; details are given about this later in the chapter. The read and
write process is carried out, as is usual for microprocessors, through the bus unit. For that
purpose, the BU provides the address and eventually the value of the data to write, or fetches
the value from memory according to the address. In the same way, the i386 accesses the memory
to fetch instructions. This instruction @ch is, however, not issued by an explicit read instruction;
the BU does this automatically. The read data, that is, the instruction, is not transferred into a
register in the execution unit, but into the prefetch queue. In a later step, the instruction unit
reads the instruction from the prefetch queue, decodes it, and transfers this decoded instruction
to its execution unit.
Instructions and data are located in the same physical memory, as is usual today. In the case
of the 80x86 family (and therefore in the case of the i386, toa), this physical memory is logically
divided into severa1 portions (the so-called segments) which hold program code or data.

2.5.2 CPU, Main Memory and Segmentation in Real Mode
The 8086, as the first 80x86 CPU, already divided the available memory into segments. Later
CPUs, from the 80286 to the Pentium, do exactly the same. As the 8086 has only 20 address lines
compared to the 32 of the i386, it can only address a maximum of 2” bytes (1 Ivlbyte) of
memory. This is why the physical address space is a maximum of 1 Mbyte. Each of the generalpurpose registers in a ló-bit 8086 processor (at the time, almost a sensation in comparison to
its 8-bit 8080 predecessor) is still only ló-bit, and can therefore only address a maximum of
216 bytes (64 kbytes).
The 8086 divides the physical address area into 64k segments with a capacity of 64 kbytes each.
In a segment, the position of a byte is given by an offset. Offsets are stored in the generalpurpose registers. The segments are controlled by the segment registers CS to ES (two additional segment registers FS and GS are installed in the i386). The CPU uses a so-called segment
offset pair to access the memory. The segment of a specific memory object (byte, Word, double
Word, etc.) is indicated by the segment register, the offset in that segment by the generalpurpose register.
The 16-M segment register can address segments like the ló-bit offset register of the 8086; each
segment contains 64 bytes (64k = 65 536). The theoretically possible address space is therefore
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64k * 64 kbytes = 4 Gbytes. This is not possible with the 20-bit address bus of the 8086, as it is
only capable of addressing 1 Mbyte. The segments are spaced 16 bytes apart (see Figure 2.6).
When the value of a segment register is increased by 1, the segment simply moves 16 bytes, not
64 kbytes. In comparison, when the offset register is increased by 1, the memory object only
moves one position (1 byte). A change in the segment register value causes a significantly larger
(16 times) result than a change in the offset register value. This is a characteristic of real mode.
The 8086 can only work in real mode, whereas the i386 only operates in real mode after it is
switched on, or after a processor reset. It can, however, be switched into real mode with a
specific instruction during protected or virtual 8086 mode. The addresses are then calculated
differently. (More details are given later.)

Segment

0002h

4- 64kbyteMax.-b

Segment interleaving. The 8086 divides the address space of 1 Mbyte into 64k segments of 64 kbytes
each. By doing this, successive segments are shifted by 16 bytes and overlap at regular intmals of 16 bytes - they
are interleaved.
Figure 2.6:

The address of an object in real mode is calculated with a simple formula:
16 s Segment + Offset
or similarly
10h * Segment + Offset
Simply stated, this means that the segment register is shifted four bits to the left and the offset
is added. The four bits that were not affected by the shifting of the segment register are set to
zero. The addressing unit carries out this shift and performs the addition process: after the
segment address has been moved four bits to the left, an adder in the address unit adds the new
segment address and the offset to calculate the linear address (see Figure 2.7).
The segment and offset are normally given in the hexadecimal segment:offset format.
Example:

lP36:OA5D means sement lP36,

offset OA5D;

according to the above formula the linear address is:
1F36hx16+0A5Dh=7990x16+2653=130493
Alternatively we can use the segment shift by four bits:
lF360h+OA5Dh=lPDBDh.130493
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Address Bus

20-bit Address

,

Adder

Left Shift
Offset

Segment

Figure 2.7: Combination of segment address and offset in real mode. In renl mode the addressing unit shifts the
segment register value lejt by four bits, thus multiplying the segment value by 16, and adds the offset. The result
is a X-bit address.

Note that the two different segment offset pairs in real mode can give the same memory address
(this is not possible in protected mode for a number of different reasons).
Example:

lFB1:02AD means segment lFB1,

offset 02AD; thus we get

for the address:

1PBlhX16+O2ADh=8113X16+685=130493

As already explained, this method of address calculation is a characteristic of real mode, or even
of the 8086. In the protected mode of the considerably newer 80286, the segment and offset are
entirely separate. The segment register has a different use, and there is no simple formula like
that mentioned above. Therefore, the 80286 has a maximum @cal address space of 1 Gbyte, and
the i386 can have up to 64 Tbytes for each task (programl. This logical address space is, however, restricted by the segmentation logic of the 80286 to a maximum physical address spuce of
16 Mbytes because of its 24 address lines (2’* = 16Ml. In the i386, 4 Gbytes are available. Note,
however, that the actual memory capability of a computer is often considerably less than this
maximum value.
The virtual 8086 mode, implemented in the i386, is a substantial innovation for the running of real
mode programs in the multitasking environment of the protected mode. In this mode, the i386
calculates the addresses using the previously described formula of the real mode, whereby
access to the memory and peripherals is monitored and protected from unauthorized and incorrect instructions by the same mechanism that is characteristic of protected mode. More details
on this are included in Section 2.8.

2.6 General-purpose and Segment Registers
The general-purpose registers in the i386 are 32-bit because of the need for compatibility with
thrir ló-bit 8086/186/286 predecessors. They can also be used as 16- or 8-bit registers. Figure
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2.5 has already shown al1 the registers in the i386. The registers for memory management are

used in protected mode. As an introduction, 1 would first like to discuss the most important
registers in the i386 that are already used in real mode. These are the general-purpose and
segment registers, the flag register and the CR0 control register. The lower value word of the
CR0 control register is already implemented in the 80286 as the Machine Status Word (MSW),
which regulates the switching into protected mode and contains the status information necessary for protected mode operation.
The i386 has seven general-purpose registers (EAX to EBP), six segment registers (CS to GS),
an instruction pointer (EIP), a stack pointer (ESP), and a flag register (EFLAG). The generalpurpose registers, instruction pointer, stack pointer and the flag register are al1 32-bit, whereas
the segment register is only ló-bit. Due to the 32-bit maximum size of the general-purpose
register, the i386 can have offsets of 32-bit, such as 0 to 461. Segments can also be considerably
greater with an i386 than is possible with an 8086, but that’s not surprising for a fourth generation chip. With al1 32-bit registers, it is also possible to communicate with only the two lower
byte values. They are marked as AX to DI (general-purpose registersl, IP (instruction pointerl,
SP (Stack Pointer), and FLAG (flag register). The lower value word of the four general-purpose
registers (AX to DX) can be sub-divided even further into two register bytes, namely AH and
AL for the AX register. Therefore, the i386 can also process single data bytes.
The EAX register, with the sub-divisions AX, AH and AL, is used as a special so-called accwnulator. The most quickly executing and most highly optimized instructions are available to EAX
(and the sub-divisions AX and AH, AL). The ECX (or CX) register is mainly used as a count
register during programming and the execution of loops. Every loop pass reduces the value in
CX by 1, until CX reaches a value of zero. Table 2.3 shows the conventional designations of the
registers and their main uses.
The i386 32-bit processor is the successor to the ló-bit CPU 80286, and is fully compatible with
it. It is necessary for the 32-bit registers of the i386 to communicate with ló-bit registers, and so
the 32-bit registers are designated with an E (Extended) at the beginning. In comparison, the
80286 possesses only the usual AX register, etc. Use of the 32- or ló-bit i386 register depends
upon the operating mode, which can be selected. This subject will be explained further later.
A further quality of the i386 is its backward compatibility with al1 previous 80x86 microprocessors,
including the 8086 and the 80286. Therefore, the i386 can do everything that its predecessors are
capable of. In the following, the general-purpose and segment registers are described in more
detail.
Accumulator EAX
The accumulator is used mainly as a temporary storage area for data and for holding operands.
This special use of the accumulator is historically so because microprocessors originally had
only one register (the accumulator), and so only one operation could be executed. An example
would be the addition (accumulation) of values. It is only in the past ten years that microprocessors have had many registers - SPARC-RISC CPUs can have up to 2048 registers. The i386
accumulator still has its uses, as many instructions are optimized for it with respect to execution
speed. By accessing the accumulator, the instructions are executed faster than if, for example,
the EBX register was used. In addition, some register instructions are only valid for the accumulator. An example of this would be the input/output of data to and from ports.
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Register
32-bit

Ió-bit

S-bit

Name

Task

EAX

AX

AH, AL

accumulator

EBX

BX

BH, BL

base register

ECX

cx

CH, CL

count register

EDX
EBP

DX
BP

DH, DL

data register
base pointer

ESI
EDI
ESP

SI
DI
SP
cs
DS
SS
ES
FS
GS
IP
FLAG

multipllcatlon/diwslon,
IVO,
fast shifts
pointer to base address in
data segment
count value for repetitlons.
shifts, rotates
multlpllcation, dwion, IV0
pointer to base address In
stack segment
source string and Index pointer
destination string and index pointer
stack pointer
segment of Instructions
standard segment of data
segment of stack
freely usable segment
freely usable segment
freely usable segment
offset of Instructions
indicators for processor status
and operation results

EIP
EFLAG

source index
destination index
stack pointer
code segment
data segment
stack segment
extra segment
extra segment
extra segment
instruction pointer
flags

Tnble 2.3: i386 registers and their us~ís

In a multiplication, the accumulator contains one of the factors in advance of execution, and part
of or the complete result afterwards. In a division, the accumulator stores the whole or part of
the divisor before the division, and the quotient afterwards. If data has to be input or output
via an I/O port, the accumulator accepts the incoming data or holds the data to be output,
respectively.
The 32-bit accumulator (EAX) can be reduced to a ló-bit (AX) accumulator. Additionally, it can
be divided into two $-bit sub-accumulators, the high value accumulator byte AH from AX and
the low value accumulator byte AL from AX. The reason is that in the former ló-bit 8086 to
80286 processors, the accumulator AX was divided into the two sub-accumulators AH (highorder byte of AX) and AL (low-order byte of AX).
Example:

0"~ 7Oh. al ; 'che value in

the accumulator;

; al is cmtput via port 70h

Base Register EBX
The base register is used to store a value temporarily, or as a pointer to the start of a data object
(e.g. the start of an array) by indirect addressing. You will learn more about types of addresses
in Section 3.4. The 32-bit register can also be reduced to a 16-bit register (BX), and further
reduced to the g-bit BL and BH registers.
Example:

MO"

ecx, [ebx]

; load 32-bit ccmnt

register ECX with the value

; which is stored at the base address EBX
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Count Register ECX

The conventional use of the count register is to determine the number of loop, string instruction
(REP) or shifting and rotation (SHL, ROL, etc.) repetitions. After completion of the loop (e.g.
after the loop instruction), the value in ECX is reduced by 1. You can also use ECX or CX as a
standard general-purpose register in which to store data temporarily. Furthermore, the 32-bit
ECX register can be reduced to a 16-bit CX register, and further sub-divided into two S-bit CL
and CH registers.
Example:

Mov ecx,

with 10h
; define beginning of loop

10h ; load ecx

start:

CNJT 70h, al ; output al via port
LOOP start

70h

; 16 repetitions (until ecx is epual 0)

Data Register EDX
The EDX data register is normally used for the temporary storage of data. The EDX and DX

registers have an important task during data input and output to and from ports: EDX contains
the I/O address (from 0 to 65 535) of the respective port. Only with the help of the EDX data
register is it possible to communicate with I/O addresses greater than 255. The 32-bit EDX
register can also be divided into a ló-bit DX register and further sub-divided into two S-bit DL
and DH registers.
Example:

MIJL ebx ;

multiplication

of EBX with EAX (implicitly)

; after the multiplication DX:AX holds the product

;

(high-arder

dword in IX, low-order dword in AX)

Base Pointer EBP

Although the base pointer may be used in the same way as the EBX, ECX or EDX registers for
temporary data storage, it is most powerful when used as a pointer. In this case, BI’ usually
serves as a pointer to the base of a stack frame, and is employed to access the procedure
arguments. For this purpose, the stack segment (SS) is assumed to be the assigned segment
register, that is, a memory access always uses the pair SS:BP. With a so-called segment ozwride,
however, the SS can be replaced by any other segment, for example the ES segment.
Example:

procedure cal1 with EBP as stack frame base (MAS?4 5.0)
P”SH

mnnl

push first summand canto stack

P”SH

8um2

push second summand onto

CALL
addition

addition

; add up al1 three
near-call with four bytes for old eip aa return addsess

PRCC NEAR

save base pointer

PUSH ebp
MO"

ebp, esp

; move stack pointer into base pointer; esp Doints to old
base

pointer

local
MO”

eax,

stack

push third summand onto stack

PUSH sum3

[ebp+ló]

ebp on the stack; suml, sun2, su113 are

variables

; load suml into eax

ADD eax, [ebp+121 ; add sum2 to suml in eax
ADD

addition

eax,

[ebD+81

; add sum3 to suml+sum2 ín eax

POP ebp

restore oid base pointer

RET

return

ENDP
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Source Index ESI
As for EBP, the source index ESI may also be used for temporary data storage, or as a pointer.
In most cases, SI is used as the index of a data object within an array or similar structure, whose
base is usually defined by the base register EBX. In string instructions, ES1 points to single bytes,
words or double words within the source string. Repeated execution (with REP) automatically
decrements or increments SI, depending on the direction flag. A MOVS instruction with a REI’
prefix is the fastest way of transferring data between two memory locations via the processor.
Example:
string

display string xabcdefgbij- undetlined on a monochrome monitor with MOWD
DB 20 DUP <'a<~>b(~,c(~,d(~>e(~)f(8)s(8)h(8)(8)j(~)')
; provide string to move ((Q) I ASCII code 1
; is the attribute for underlining)
; load 16-data eegment of buffer string into ax
MO" eax, @data
: adjust ds to data segment of string
MOV ds, eax
; move segment of monochrome video RAM to ax
MO" eax, b800h
; load video segment into extra segment es
MO" es, eax
; escending order
CLD
; transfer 5 vmrds of 4 bytes (2 characters+2 attributes)
MO" ecx, 4
MOV esi, OFFSET string ; load address of string into source index
; display string in upper left comer of monitor
MO" edi, OOh
; (corresponding offset 0 in video RAM)
; transfer a double word four times
REP MOVSD

With REP MOVSD edi and esi are incremented by 4 after each double-word transfer and point
to the next double word in the string.
Destination Index EDI
The destination index is the partner of the ES1 source index. The EDI can be used for temporary
data storage or, like the ESI, as a pointer, but at the end of an operation. In string instructions,
the EDI indicates bytes, words or double words in the string. The EDI is automatically incremented
or decreased (depending on the value of the direction flag) when instructions using the REP
prefix are used.
Example:

see 8ou~ce index.

A further group of registers are the so-called segment registers. The i386 has six of them, CS, DS,
SS, ES, FS and GS. The extra registers FS and GS are not included in the i386’s ló-bit predecessors, the 8086 and 80286. In contrast to the general-purpose registers, the segment registers were
not increased to 32bit when converted from the 80286 to the i386. They have 16 bits each.
Code Segment CS
The code segment builds a data block for holding the instructions and addressed data. The
instructions contained in the segment are addressed via the Extended Instruction Pointer (EIP).
This does not change the content of the CS. Only a far cal1 (or far jumpl and an INT can
automatically change the CS content. In protected mode, the i386 automatically checks the
contents of the segment register during a change to make sure that the applicable task can access
the new segment
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Data Segment DS
The data segment usually contains the data for the active program. To be exact, the DS is the
standard data segment - many instructions (such as MOV) use only this data segment to
address data in the memory using an offset. The i386 can only change this setting with a socalled segment override using another (extra) segment. By using DS as a standard data segment,
the program code is more compact, because not every applicable data segment is given for each
instruction.

/

Stack Segment SS
The stack segment contains data that can be addressed with stack instructions such as PUSH,
POP, PUSHALL, etc. The stack forms a special section in the memory, normally used for a CPU
retum address. Additionally, the so-called local variables or local data of procedures are normally
stored on the stack. When a procedure is finished, the segment will be overwritten by a new
procedure. The stack instructions use the value of SS to store data on, or read data from the
stack. Note that the storing of data on the stack (e.g. with the instruction PUSH EAX) automatically results in the reduction of the ESP stack pointer, corresponding to the size of the stored
data. In this way, the PUSH EAX instruction reduces the value of ESP by 4. Consequently, the
stack «grows» from higher to lower memory addresses.

1

Extra Segments ES, FS and GS
The extra segments and their registers are mainly used for string instructions. ES, ES and GS can
also be used to address data not contained in the standard data segment (DS) because of the
segment override facility. DOS and the BIOS of personal computers frequently use ES to pass
the segment of a string when calling a function. For example, a buffer must be supplied before
INT 13h; function 02h can be called to read one or more sectors from disk. The buffer’s segment
is passed in the ES register.
The six segment registers play a considerable part in al1 three operating modes of the i386 for
organizing and addressing the memory. You will find more information about the logical
addressing of the memory in Chapter 3.

2.7 The Flags
In advance of conditional jumps or branches that are necessary for the logical structure of a
program, a logical comparison of two quantities (the checking of a condition) is usually processed, as the word c<condition» implies.
These instructions, at the processor level, are comparable to the BASIC instructions GOTO
or IF . THEN GOTO. The flag register is of greater importance in this context; the specific
flags are set (flag equal to 1) or reset (flag equal to 0) depending on the result of the comparison.
h-i addition, some instructions (such as ADC - addition and carry) set and reset specific flags.
The i386 flags are shown in Figure 2.8. They are known as EFlags because only the !ower value
16-bit flags were available to the 8086.

Ir
_
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C: Carry
P: Parity
2 A&liaty

S: Sign
T: Trap
1: Interrupt E n a b l e
D: Direction

0: Ovefflow
IOP: VO Privilege Level
N: Nested Task
R: Resume
V: Virtual 8086 Mode

Figure 2.8: The EFlags of fhe i386. The i386 microprocessor comprises severa! flags which indicate the result of
the previous operation or the current processor status. With the mw operation modes of the i386, fhe number of
flags has also increased compared to the 8086.
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In the following, each separate i386 flag is explained. The processor that first implemented each
flag is @ven in parentheses.

Cc

Carl-y (8086)

S
si

Carry is set if an operation produces a carry or a borrow for the destination operand. This is the
case during a 32bit addition if the sum of two 32-bit numbers produces a result of more than
4G-1. Carry is set by the STC (Set Carry) instruction, reset by the CLC (Clear Carry) instruction,
and complemented with the CMC (Complement Carry) instruction.
Par@ (80861
Parity is set if the result of an operation produces an even number of set bits. Parity is set by
the processor.

b!
fli
D
D
is
rt
in
0

Auxiliary Carry (80861
The auxiliary carry flag is used, and set by arithmetic operations on BCD values, if an operation
produces a carry or borrow for the four least significant bits of an operand (the BCD values only
use the lower four bits of a byte; see Section 2.2.5).
Zero (8086)
Zero is set by the processor if the result of an operation is zero. An example of this would
be the subtraction of two numbers with the same value, or the bit logic AND with a value of
zero.
Sign (8086)
Sign is equal to the most significant bit of the result (0 = positive result, 1 = negative res&) of
an operation, and so is only important for negative numbers. When the difference between two

numbers is negative, the sign is set to 1 by the processor. This is how two numbers can be
compared with each other.

Tl
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ca
1/t
Th
in
cu

Nt
NC
tas
at
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In
su1
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Trap (8086)
When trap is set, the processor issues an interrupt 1 afler every step. Trap belongs to the
exceptions class. Real-mode debuggers mainly use trap to carry out a program step-bystep. They use the interrupt to check the individual steps of a program. Trap cannot be set or
reset by a specific instruction. This is only possible, in a roundabout way, with the use of the
instructions PUSHF (put the flags onto the stack) and POI’F (write the flags on the stack back
to the flag register). PUSHF puts the flags onto the stack where they are manipulated. The
altered flags, i.e. after setting trap, are then written back to the flag register by the POPF
instruction.
Interrupt Enable (8086)
When interrupt enable is set, the processor accepts hardware interrupt requests, i.e. it reacts to
an active signa1 at the INTR input. This leads to an INTA sequence with the PIC 8259A. In
contrast to trap, this flag can be set and reset with specific instructions (CLI clears the flag and
STI sets it). Interrupts must be blocked for applications that do not allow interrupts. An excessively long interruption can cause problems for real-time applications (it is possible for received
bytes to be lost at the serial port interface). Normally, the operating system should change this
flag. This applies mainly to the multitasking environment.
Direction (8086)
Direction determines the direction of string instructions (e.g. MOVS). When the direction flag
is set, strings can be copied from higher to lower addresses, or from lower to higher addresses.
It is possible to set the direction flag with the STD instruction and to reset it with the CLD
instruction.
Overflow (8086)
The i386 sets the overflow flag if the result of an operation is too large or too small for the format
of its destination. For example, the addition of two ló-bit numbers may produce a value that
cannot be written to a 16-bit destination register.
II0 Protection Leve1 030286)
This 2-bit flag defines the minimum protection leve1 required for input and output operations
in protected mode, and is managed by the operating system (OS/2, UNIX, etc.). This is discussed in some detail in Section 3.7.10. In real mode, this flag has no meaning.
Nested Task (80286)
Nested task is used in protected mode to supervise the chaining of interrupted and reactivated
tasks, and is managed by the operating system (OS/2, UNIX, etc.). A set NT flag indicates that
at least one task switch occurred, and an inactive TSS is present in memory. Some detailed
information for technophiles is given in Section 3.7.9.
In the i386, two additional flag registers are included for the newly implemented debugger

support and the innovative virtual 8086 mode. These additional flags follow.
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Resume fi386)
The resume flag controls the restarting of a task after a breakpoint interrupt through the debug
register of the i386. When resume is set, the i386 debug ta& are temporarily disabled. This
means that the task can be resumed at the breakpoint, without a new debug exception error
occurring (the i386 would otherwise go into a breakpoint exception/resume loop when it encountered a breakpoint).
Virtual 8086 Mode fi386)
To switch the i386 into virtual 8086 mode, the operating system must set the VM flag. This is
only possible in protected mode and through a gate. You will find more on this theme in Section
2.8. When virtual 8086 mode is set, the i386 (and naturally also the Pentium) operates in virtual
mode. The i386 can then execute the simple 8086 real mode address calculations, and so can run
real mode applications (for example, DOS programs). This all happens contrary to real mode in
a protected environment. Together with active paging, the i386 can in principie execute many
8086 tasks in parallel, that is, it executes protected multitasking of programs that were originally
designed for use in an unprotected single tasking environment. Alternatively, you could say
that an i386 operating in 8086 virtual mode with active paging (and a considerably more
complicated operating system) is equivalent to many 8086 processors. When the VM flag is
reset, the i386 will operate in the normal protected mode. In real mode, the VM flag has no use
(and therefore no effect).
The special significance of the flag register derives from the fact that al1 instructions for specific
branches check various combinations of the flags to a greater or lesser degree; the flags are set
or reset by the processor as a result of the normal predetermined comparison instructions.
.

Example:

if the value in register AX is equal to 5, the program shall branch to HOLDRIUM:
CMPax,

5

; compara register AX with value 5

J-2 HOLDRIUM ; jump to HOLDRIDM

First, the processor carries out the comparison CMP ax, 5 and sets the applicable flags. In this
example, 5 is subtracted from the value of the AX register and the zero flag is set if the result
is equal to zero (AX contains the value 5). If, however, AX is greater than 5 (the result of the
subtraction is greater than zero), the i386 resets the sign and zero flags (sign = 0, zero = 0). If AX
is smaller than 5 (the result of the subtraction is less than zero), zero is set to 0 and sign is set
to 1 (negative result).
Some branch instructions (such as JBE - jump if below or equal) test severa1 flags simultaneously (in this example, sign and zero) to determine if the jump conditions have been met. The
flags also indicate additional information about the condition of the processor (trap, interrupt
enable, direction, resume, virtual 8086 mode), the active tasks (I/O protection level, nested task),
or the result of an operation (carry, parity, auxiliary carry, zero, sign, overflow).

2.8 Control and Memory Management Registers
The i386 contains four separate control registers and four memory management registers for the
protected mode, and eight debug registers. The control and debug registers are al1 32-bit.
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2.8.1 Control Registers
Figure 2.9 shows control registers CR0 to CR3.

Figure 2.9: i386 control registers.

,

The Machine Status Word (MSW), known from the 80286 for supporting X-bit protected mode,

is located in the lower value word of the CR0 control register. The TS, EM, MI’ and PE bits are
the same as in the 80286. On compatibility grounds, the lower value MSW word of the CR0
register continues to use the 80286 instructions LMSW (load MSW) and SMSW (store MSW).
Naturally, the paging bit is no longer used. Next we want to look at the CR0 control register
with regard to the protected mode and the paging function of the i386. The processor that first
implemented each bit is @ven in parentheses.
PE (Protection Enable; 80286)
If the PE-bit is set, the i386 switches into protected mode. With the 80286 it was only possible
to retum to real mode with a processor reset or a triple fault; with the i386, it is possible with
an instruction that resets the PE bit. Only the operating system is allowed to do this, otherwise
an exception occurs.
MP (Monitor Coprocessor; 802861
If the MI’-bit is set, a WAIT instruction can produce a «no coprocessor available» exception
leading to an interrupt 7.
EM (Coprocessor Emulation; 80286)
A set EM-bit tells the i386 that al1 coprocessor functions will be emulated by software; this
means that there will be no transfer of data between the CPU and the coprocessor. In place of
this, the i386 issues an exception 7 for every coprocessor ESC instruction. The applicable instruction is then handled by the integer arithmetic of the i386. An example would be where a
logarithm is not calculated by the operation of the i387, but taken from the mathematical function library.
_S (Task Switched; 80286)
If this bit is set, a task switch has occurred; the i386, operating in protected mode, has used at
least one task gate. The TS-bit is important to determine whether the coprocessor is processing
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an instruction for the «Id task, or already working on the newly activated task. As some complicated i387 instructions need up to 1000 clock cycles, it is possible that the i386 CPU has
switched to a new task, executed it, and then switched back to the old task, before the coprocessor
has carried out its instruction. This is the case if the newly activated task wishes to execute a
disk access. After a few instructions to set the floppy controller, the applicable ABIOS function,
as a multistage routine, will normally return to the interrupted task because the positioning of
the head takes a long time. This reduces the chances of blocking the processor. The initialization
of the ABIOS function needs considerably fewer clock cycles, and so it is quite possible that the
coprocessor has not finished a complicated instruction before the applicable task has been newly
activated.
The four previous bits in the CR0 register are already implemented in the 80286 MSW. In the
i386, a single additional bit is included for activating and deactivating the paging unit.
ET (Extension Type; i386)
The ET-bit determines whether the installed coprocessor is an i387 (ET = 1) or an 80287 (ET = 0).
The i386 can cooperate with both of them because the interface and the data transfer protocol
are identical. However, the data bus width is less for the 80287. Accordingly, more I/O cycles
must be carried out by the i386 and the 80287 to exchange code and data.
PG (Paging Enable; i386)
With the PG-bit, it is possible to enable (PG = 1) or disable (PG = 0) the Paging Unit (PG) in the
memory management unit of the i386. When the PU is disabled, the i386 will not perform any
address translations. The linear address automatically allocates the physical address of the
memory object after the addition of offset and segment base, as does the i386, which physically
addresses the memory through its address lines. With an enabled paging unit, the i386, in
addition to the segmenting (which is already difficult enough), performs a further address
translation to obtain the physical address from the linear address. Paging can only be used in
protected mode. You will find more on this in Section 3.8.
There are two special instructions for MSW access, namely LMSW and SMSW. However, if it
is necessary to access the PG-bit of the CR0 register of the CRI-CR3 registers, the four control
registers in the i386 have to be addressed with the MOV instruction. The LMSW and SMSW
instructions are, more or less, a form of sub-instruction of the MOV CRO, value instruction, or
MOV value, CR0 respectively.
Example:

The i386 shall be switched into Protected Mode by setting the PE bit in CR0

1st

possibility:

KW CRO,

2nd

possibility:

LMSW Olh

OOOlh ; set PE bit by MOV

instruction

with 32.bit operand;

; set PE bit by LMSW instmction with 16-bit operand.

An i386 with an activated paging unit deposits the 20 most significant bits of thc page directory
address into the CR3 control register; i.e. the page table in order of importance. If a page error
occurs during execution of nn instruction, the i386 stores the linear address that caused the pagt‘
error in the CR2 register. You will find more about the page directory, page table and page error
in Section 3.8.
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2.8.2 Debug Registers
(

Debugging in a multitasking environment is a very difficult matter because a program has to
be checked while breakpoints, changes in registers and other influentes on the debugger are
being executed. Real mode debuggers frequently write bytes to specific breakpoints with the
code 11001100 for the INT 3 instruction. When the program reaches such a breakpoint, the
processor produces an interrupt 3, which the debugger intercepts. To continue the program
execution, the debugger overwrites the code 11001100 with the byte previousiy located at the
applicable breakpoint.
In the protected mode of the i386 this is no longer possible, as it is in principie impossible to
write to the code segments. The debugger can neither replace the old byte with the opcode
11001100 of INT 3, nor undo the replacement in order to continue with the program execution
without producing a protection error. A further serious disadvantage of the real mode strategy
is that it is not possible to access a specific data area. For determining wild pointers in a
program (an oft occurring bug, especially in C programs), this would be a great advantage. An
i386 in protected mode usually operates in a multitasking environment, where other tasks
besides the debugger are also active. This is why the debugger must be considerably more
aware of what possible direct influente it can have on the computer (including the consequences
of over-writing specific program code). Therefore, hardware support for the debugger is necessary.
In the i386, this is achieved with eight debug registers (DRO to DR71, each of 32 bits. They
support the debugger in protected or virtual 8086 mode at a hardware level. Figure 2.10 shows
the structure of the debug registers.
In the following, the register entries are briefly explained. If you need more information about
this specialized hardware aspect of the i386, please refer to a more specific programming handbook for the i386.
With the help of the debug register, it is possible to define four breakpoints. That is not many,
in comparison to the many breakpoints of CodeView or Turbo Debugger, but they do have it
easier in real mode. The linear addresses (the address after the addition of offset and segment
base, but without paging) of the four chosen breakpoints are stored in the debug address
registers (DRO to DR3). The debug registers DR4 and DR5 are reserved for future use.
The entries in the debug status registers DR6 and DR7 control the behaviour of the i386 by
arriving at each breakpoint separately. The entries R/W,, to R/W, define each breakpoint independently, when the i386 executes a debug exception causing an interrupt 1. It is possible to
choose between executing an instruction, data reading or data writing. The last two possibilities
allow the access of data to be monitored. In contrast, breakpoints in real mode debuggers are
usually only used for executing instructions because the code 11001100 for the INT 3 instruction
must be used. Only with complicated additional adapter cards is it possible to monitor data
areas. This is already implemented in the i386 processor chip.
In the same way, entries LEN,, to LEN, define the size of the breakpoint area separately for each
breakpoint. The breakpoints can be globally activated with the G, and G, bits. The i386 then
issues a debug exception if anv
, task referentes the specific memory area. That is an advantage
when severa1 tnsks have to be checked in a multitasking environment. The breakpoints are
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DR5 1

Reserved

DR4

Reserved

DR3

Breakpoint 3 Linear Address

DR2

Breakpoint 2 Linear Address

DRI

Breakpoint 1 Linear Address

DRO

Breakpoint 0 Linear Address

Lens-Leno:

Breakpoint Size
OO=1 Byte
01=2 Bytes

RIW3-RIWQ:

Breakpoint Memory Access
OO=Code Execution
01 =Data Write
ll=Data Read or Write, No Code Fetch

lO=lnvalid

8

Reserved

6

5

4

3

2

1

0

m”mair;

ll =4 Bytes
lO=lnvalid

GD:

Global Detection of Debug Register Accesses
1 =Enabled
O=Disabled

GE, LE:

Global, Local Data Breakpoint Precision
l=Enabled
O=Disabled

G3--Go:

Global Breakpoint Enable
l=Global Enable
O=Global Disable

L3-Lo:

Local Breakpoint Enable
I=Local Enable
O=Local Disable

BT:

Debug Trap Because of Task Switch
l=Exception 1 Because of Task Switch

O=Other Source

BS:

Debug Trap Because of Single Step
l=Exception 1 Because of Single Step

O=Other Source

BD:

Debug Fault Because of Access to Debug Register (if GD=l)
l=Exception 1 Because of Access
O=Other Source
Debug Exception Because of Breakpoint 3 to 0
l=Breakpoint Triggered Debug Exception
O=Other Breakpoint Triggered Debug Exception

Bs-Bo:

7

$ jG;82”<55$:

@re 2.10: i386 ifebtry registers

locally activated with the bits L,, to L,. The i386 will then produce a debug exception if a specified task (usually the task in the debugger) referentes the specific memory area. The four inputs
GD, BT, BS and BD are used to control the restart after a debug exception and analyse the cause.

2.8.3 Memory Management Registers
Besides the control and debug registers, the i386 has four memory management registers (Figure
2.11). They operate as memory managers, and divide the memory into segments during protected mode. 1 therefore wish to discuss them in connection with segmenting in protected mode,
in Section 3.7.
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TR
LDTR

0 31

TSS Selector

67

0 19

TSS Base Address

0

TSS Limit

LDT Selector
LDT Base Address
LDT Limit
-PP
IDT Base Address
IDTR
IDT Limit
GDTR

GDT Base Address

GDT Limit

Figure 2.11: i386 rntv~ory manngonrnt registers.

At this point, to round things off, 1 would like to mention the test registers TR6 and TR7. Their
purpose is to test the interna1 buffer of the Translation Lookaside Buffers (TLB) which is used
for the caching of page table entries when the paging unit is enabled (see Section 3.8 for more
information).

2.9 The CPU Bus as the Connection to the Outside World

,

The registers mentioned previously are integrated into the processor. The i386 alone can do
nothing because there are no connections to the other important parts of the computer, notably
the CPU bus. It is nothing more than a collection of wires and accompanying driver circuits that
provide a connection to main memory and the other elements such as the control registers, etc.
The bus is usually divided into a data bus, for the transfer of data between the i386 and main
memory, an address bus (whose signals specify which data should be addressed), and a control
bus, for transferring the required control signals to control the data transfer. The i386 has a 32bit data bus, and so can displace four bytes at a time. The data is addressed through a 32-bit
address bus, so that 232 = 4G data units can be transferred. The byte is commonly used as a data
unit. The address bus can therefore address 4 Gbytes of data. In addition, the i386 can send or
receive a total of 17 control signals using a 17-bit control bus.

3 Logical Memory Addressing and Memory Access
This chapter deals with the logical addressing of the memory. For this, it will be necessary to
thoroughly examine the segmented memory organization and the applicable registers. In addition, memory addressing depends upon the active operating mode such as real, protected or
virtual 8086 mode, and whether or not the paging unit is active.

3.1 Code Segment and Instruction Pointer
As explained previously, the processor fetches instructions from memory and then executes
them, to run a program. The code segment and the instruction pointer form the basis for this
automatic reading. The code segment sets the segment for the next instruction; the instruction
pointer gives the offset for the next instruction to be read. The value or register pair, code
segment:instruction pointer, thus defines the next instruction in memory to be executed. The
processor can then read and carry out the instruction. The code of the instruction tells the processor how many bytes it must read in, so that the whole instruction is contained in the processor.
Instructions for the 80x86 are between 1 and 15 bytes long.
When the instruction is executed, the instruction counter is incremented by the number of bytes
contained in the executed instruction. With a short Z-byte instruction, the instruction counter is
increased by two, and the code segment:instruction counter pair then refers to the next instruction to be executed. The next instruction is read and executed in the same way. Subsequently,
the processor increments the instruction counter again. The reading and incrementing are both
carried out by the processor completely independently. No action from the control program or
user is necessary. Once activated, the CPU will continuously read in and execute instructions.
The prefetch queue and bus interface play an important role in instruction fetching. As stated
earlier, the instruction is first read into the prefetch queue, which then passes it on to the
instruction unit. If, after the instruction bytes have been passed to the control unit, there are as
many bytes free in the prefetch queue as the processor data bus is wide, the bus interface will
read the applicable number of bytes from the memory into the prefetch queue. For example, the
i386 has a four byte (32.biti data bus. It will, therefore, independently read in four bytes when
four bytes are free in the prefetch queue. In this way, the processor uses the data bus optimally:
when the i386 carries out an instruction that does not cause an immediate memory access (for
example, the addition of two registers), the bus interface can load the prefetch queue without
hindering the currently active instruction. Immediately after an instruction has been executed,
the next instruction is available, and so need not be read from the memory. Obviously, J
memory access due io an active instruction (for example, after the use of MOV, register, memory)
has priority over the reloading of the prefetch queue. Parallel to the execution of the currently
active instruction and the reloading of the prefetch queue, the instruction unit decodes the next
instruction and prepares it for the EU and for execution. The execution unit carries out the
instruction in a specific number of clock cycles. Simple instructions such as CLC need two clock
cycles, whereas complicated instructions such as a task switch via a gate in protected mode need
more than 300.

I
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Therefore, we get a uniform instruction flow from the memory to the processor. In other words,
a program is sequentially executed. Today, the intention is to perform as many independent
steps as possible, in parallel, in order to increase the capabilities of the computer. The Pentium
chip can use three independent pipelines for parallel processing.
The uniform flow of instructions can be constantly interrupted and redirected by conditional
and unconditional jumps and branches. This is very important for the logical construction of a
program, because a computer should frequently perform different things, depending on the
specific instructions. To carry out a jump or a branch (which is nothing more than a jump under
specific conditions), only the value of the instruction pointer and, if necessary, the code segment
must be changed. With a so-called near call or near jump, the code segment remains unchanged
- only the new value of the EIP is loaded. The instruction flow is also located in the same
segment. With a far call or jump, in comparison, the code segment is also changed and a socalled intersegment cnlf or intersegment jump is executed. The processor refers to a different
segment for the program execution. Additionally, with this sort of jump, the prefetch queue is
emptied so that the bytes that have been read in are not included with the new instruction.
Example:

The value in the code segment register
instruction pointer is
address

2485:0108.

equal

CS is equal to 24~25. the value of the

to 0108. Thus the next instruction ia located at

The code at this address is BccO. The control unit CU

decodes

this Z-byte code and determines the instruction
HO" EAX, ES

It should therefore transfer the value of the extra segment ES into the 32bit accumulator register
EAX. After execution of this instruction, the value of the instruction pointer is increased by 2
because MOV EAX, ES is a Z-byte instruction. The value of EIP is then 10aO; the value of the
code segment CS remains unchanged.
Example:

The value of the code segment is equal to BObf3, the value of the inStrUCtion
pointer is equal to 019d. Thus the next instruction is located at address
80b8:019d.
and

The code at this address is 7506. The control unit

determines

the

CU decodes this code

instruction

This is a conditional branch (Jump if Not Zero) to the instruction with the address Ola5. Here,
the code segment is not changed, even when the jump condition is fulfilled and the processor
executes a jump. Usually, a comparison of two values occurs before such a branch occurs. The
processor sets or resets specific flags depending on the result of the comparison. The flags are
also necessary for the logical flow of a program.
If the result of the comparison is (<not equal zero,,, the program will branch: the instruction
pointer II’ is loaded with the value Ola5 and the i386 continues at the address 80bS:Ola5. If, on
the other hand, the result of the comparison is <<equal zero),, no jump occurs and the instruction
continues in the usual way, i.e. the instruction pointer EIP simply increases by 2 to 079f, because
JNZ 01a5 is a 2-byte instruction. Note that the l-byte jump address 06 in the opcode 7506 is
relative to the instruction pointer EIP after the loading of the 2-byte opcode. From this, the target
address for the example is calculated as 019d (old EIP value) + 2 (2-byte instruction) + 06 (jump
width) which gives Oln5.
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The 32-bit instruction pointer EIP allows programs of up to 4 Gbytes, whereas its 16-bit 80286
predecessor only allowed programs of up to 64 kbytes, with the use of the 16.bit offset register.
With a change in the code segment possible through the use of a specialized instruction (the
loading of CS with a specific value), larger programs are possible. Note that the code segment
can be changed, but not the instruction pointer. There is no direct loading instruction for the
EIP. The value in the instruction pointer can only be changed with a conditional or unconditional jump (or call) to another program. Far calls and far jumps automatically influence the
value in the code segment CS.
The i386 instruction set, with 206 instructions and additional instruction variations, is very
extensive with respect to the register width and its addressing methods - a true CISC device.
A complete discussion of all instructions would therefore go far beyond the scope of this (hardware) book. However, you will find in Appendix B a list of the 80x86 instruction set. Extensive
descriptions should be given in good books dealing with assembler programming, or in the
original Intel manuals.

3.2 Stack Segment and Stack Pointer
Of some importance are the stack segment and accompanying stack pointer. Usually, every
program has its own stack segment, where the value of a register or a memory word can be
stored with PUSH. The flags may be pushed onto the stack with PUSHF, and the generalpurpose registers with PUSHA (80186 and higher). With POP, POPF and POPA (80186 and
higher) the corresponding data can be retrieved from the stack.
Note that the value of the stack pointer ESP reduces as the stack grows (Figure 3.1). If data is
stored on the stack, the value of ESP is reduced by 4, because a complete double word (4 bytes)
is always written to the stack. When the i386 operates in 16-bit mode, naturally only 2 bytes
are written to the stack, and the value of ESP is only reduced by 2 with every PUSH. This
also applies to the 16-bit 8086 and 80286 predecessors. If the stack is empty, the stack pointer
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Because of the downward growth of the stack, a stack overflow can easily be detected: if
ESP = 0 the stack is full, and application programs that regularly check the stack display the
message stack overflow! Usually, programmers reserve sufficient memory area for the stack (a
sufficiently high value of ESP to start with) so that such a stack overflow will only arise because
of a programming error or faulty program use. In protected mode the processor’s hardware
(starting with the 80286) checks whether a stack overflow has occurred, thus a very fast check
is possible without any program overhead for software check routines.
The stack may be used as a temporary memory for data that is difficult to access without PUSH
and POP (the trap flag, for example). On the whole, though, the stack is used to pass parameters
to procedures and subroutines. For this purpose, the calling program pushes the parameters
to be passed onto the stack using one or more PUSH instructions. The called procedure fetches
these parameters with one or more POP instructions, or by addressing with the base pointer
EBP. Further, the called procedure stores its local variables on the stack. Depending on the
programming language, the called procedure or the calling program cleans up the stack on its
return from the subroutine, that is, it restores the stack state before the call. Thus, the parameters
and local temporary variables stored on the stack are destroyed with the next procedure or
subroutine call.
Most BIOS routines don’t have their own stack, but use the stack of the calling program. On the
other hand, DOS uses three internal stacks in total for its functions. The way in which 80x86
processors execute a PUSH ESP instruction (that is, the stack pointer itself is pushed onto the
stack) is quite different from the 8086/88 and all the other 80x86 processors:
-

The 8086/88 updates SP first (decreases SP by 2) and copies the value of SP onto the stack
afterwards.
Starting with the 80186/88, (EYSP is copied onto the stack first and then updated (decreased
by 2 or 4).

3.3 Data Segment DS and Addressing
Next to the code and stack segment registers, the data segment register DS also has a special
use. It is important when an instruction reads data from or writes data to the memory, that is,
when memory operands are necessary. The offset of the memory operand is usually contained
in a general-purpose register and the DS:offset pair refers to the applicable value. The DS data
segment register is normally used as an offset-associated segment register. When it is necessary
to read or write a value into another segment, either the segment register DS must be loaded
with the value of the new segment or a segment prefix must be used sb that the data register
@3 is replaced with one of the extra segment registers ES to GS. More on this subject follows.
The data of the code segment will only be executable and (at most) readable. Overwriting code
unavoidably means crashing the program. Execute-only data may be fetched into the prefetch
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queue, but not into general-purpose or segment registers, therefore a program cannot use it in
the sense of data that is processed.
The use of different segments for code, stack and data allows the separation of the different
sections of a program. The protected mode makes intensive use of this to avoid any erroneous
overwriting of code by a program error (a main cause of crashed programs). Of course, all
segment registers may hold the same value. In this case, on separation of code, stack and data
occurs. The COM-programs of DOS are structured like this. COM-programs are relics from the
days of U/M, which was an operating system (control program) for simple &bit processors.
COM-programs don’t support a memory divided into segments, so segment registers in COMprograms have no meaning. The program deals only with offsets, and all segment registers hold
the same value, thus the address space for code and data is limited to 64 kbytes (one 8086
segment) in total.

3.4 Addressing Schemes and Instruction Encoding
In the previous section, instructions such as JNZ, MOV and CALL were discussed. However,
when a program requires a specialized editor or the DOS instruction TYPE, such codes are not
used. JNZ, MOV, etc. are called rntzernonic codes or ?nnemonics for short. These short names only
serve as support for the programmer and repeat the operation of the applicable instruction in
a shorter form (compared to a home-made C routine with the name _lets_fetch_data_now).

3.4.1 Mnemonics and the Assembler
An assembler understands these mnemonic codes and translates them into mnchine code instructions for the processor. Machine code instructions are (naturally) a series of zeros and ones
contained in one or more bytes. The instruction TYPE, as a <(text indicator),, interprets all of
the codes as ASCII characters, which produces apparently confused nonsense. For example, if
TYPE is used in conjunction with the previously used mnemonic code JNZ 2a51, the screen will
show: z+Q.
However, with an assembler a lot of other things can also be simplified. For example, many
assemblers can process macros (hence the name mucro-trssembler), carry out various addressing
schemes, and access variables, jump targets (JNZ proceed-here) and procedures (CALL
sub-routine) in a symbolic way. The assembler then converts these instructions into correspond
ing machine instructions. An assembler is the closest you can get to the hardware when writi%
programs; you can influence hardware directly at the register level. Programs written in assem
bier are usually very comyact and extremely fast (important for real-time applications for mnchinc
control). Pure programming in machine language doesn’t lead to any further control over the
microprocessor, but only makes the matter more difficult and error-prone.
In all further descriptions of machine instructions, 1 use the mnemonic codes and elements
of assembler programming (for example, symbolic jump targets or names of procedures) Ii’
Appendix B there is a list of the 80x86 instructions, which you are advised to study to get ai1
appreciation of what your processor can do
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3.4.2 Addressing Schemes
If a register such as the accumulator EAX is loaded with a value through the use of MOV EAX,
three possibilities can be used:
- Immediate Operand: MOV EAX, 6aOZh
The accumulator register EAX is loaded with the value 6aOZh. This value was written explicitly by the programmer and is part of the program code; this means that it appears as a part
of the instruction stream that is loaded by the bus interface into the prefetch queue. The
corresponding segment is the code segment CS, not the data segment DS or an extra segment. The control unit, however, passes it on to the EAX register and not to the execution
unit, as it would for a instruction.
- Register Operand: MOV EAX, EBX
The register EAX is loaded with the value in the register EBX. As in the above example, EAX
is a register operand (the destination operand). Here the source operand is also a register
(EBX).

I -

Memory Operand: MOV EAX, mem32
In place of mem32, the assembler must insert the effective address of the symbolic operand
mem32. If the effective address is already known by the assembler, representing static size,
it inserts the unchanged value during the assembling procedure. In this case, mem32 is a socalled direct memory operand. Usually, such direct memory operands in a macro-assembler are
indicated with a symbol (such as army). If the effective address is dynamic (if the address
can change at run time, for example, a register with a previously unknown value), then the
CPU calculates the effective address at run time. In this case, mem32 is an indirect memory
operand.
The effective address is understood to mean the offset of an operand contained in the chosen
segment (usually DS). The effective address can be constructed of up to four elements.

- Displacement: MOV EAX, array101
The first element of the array is loaded into the accumulator. Array@] is a symbolic designation, showing how a macro-assembler can operate to make the work of a programmer
easier. In an assembled program, there is a number in place of army[Ol, that indicates the
address of the symbolic nrruy/O]. lf, for example, the address of array[Ol is Of2h, the instruction would be MOV EAX, [Of2hl. Don’t confuse this with an immediate operand: with
a displacement, the value gives the applicable address and not the value itself. In our
example, the value in the DS segment with an offset of Of211 is loaded, and not the value Of2h
itself.
- Base Register: MOV EAX, [EBXI
The instruction loads the operand in the DS segment with the offset given by the value in
the register BX, into the accumulator. If, for example, EBX contains the value Of2h, this
instruction is equivalent to the previous example MOV EAX array[O]. The main logical
difference between [EBX] and array101 is that the value of BX can be dynamically changed
during program execution, while array[Ol is a fixed and constant value throughout. With the
dynamic changing of EBX, it is possible to use multiple loops for accessing the complete
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array, similar to the BASIC instruction FOR I = 1 TO 9. NEXT I. The base registers are EBX
and EBP.
- Index Register: MOV EAX, [ESI]
In this base form, the use of the index register has the same rules as the use of the base
registers. Additionally, the index register has another possibility, the assignment of a scaling
factor. The index registers are ES1 and EDI.
- Scaling Factor MOV EAX, [ESL4]
To calculate the effective address for this example, the value of the ES1 index register is
multiplied by 4. With this example, it is possible to index array elements by 4. The i386
carries out the scaling (or multiplication) with a factor greater than 1, without support. The
values 1,2,4 and 8 can be used as scaling factors. Scaling factors introduced for addressing
were in the i386. The 8086 and 80286 have to operate without scaling factors.
Displacement, base registers, index registers and scaling factors can be used in any combination.
In this way, very complicated and multidimensional addresses can be defined, such as those
necessary for array elements.
Example:

An array

with 10 elements is given which defines various bodies; each element has a

structure of height:width:depth:cross-section.

The partial elements height etc.

each comprise 1 byte. The array starts at Oc224h.

The

following

program

fragment

loads the depths into the accumulator FAX:
MO" EBX, Oc224h

; load base address into EBX

MO" ESI, nr

: load element number into ES1

MO" EAX, [EBX+ESI+4+21

; load depth (displacement 2 from start element)
; of element nr

(element size.4 bytes, thus scaling 4)

; of array (starting at base address in EBX) into
; accumulator FAX

In the previous example, the i386 normally uses the DS segment register (or SS where EBP is
the base register). The i386 also has the three extra segment registers ES to GS and the code
segment register CS. Instead of DS and SS, these segment registers may be used if, for example,
the value of ES or CS is loaded into the DS or SS register. Another possibility for using ES for
a data access is a segment override. The assembler recognizes such an override, where the identification of the applicable segment in the memory operand is separated by a colon from the
remainder of the operand. If, in the above example, it is necessary to address a field in a
segment that will be defined by the value in the ES segment register, the instruction MOV EAX,
ES:[EBX+ESL4+2] must be used. Such a segment override is advantageous if a segment is only
to be addressed infrequently. If, on the other hand, a series of instructions access the ES segment, it is better to load the value from ES into DS. The value of ES can then be accessed from
DS and the processor does not need to perform an ES override.

3.4.3 Instruction Encoding
In the displacement section, I briefly explained that in the given example, the assembler converts
the instruction MOV EAX, array[O] to MOV EAX, 02fh. But how does the i386 know that 02fli
represents a displacement (an address) and not a value, where the value in the address DS:O2flJ
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and not the value 02fh itself should be loaded into the AX register? The key to this is contained
in the encoding of the instruction.
The processor does not understand symbolic instructions such as MOV AX, ES:[BX+SI,4+21
(with this, ASCII encoding would also be far too extravagant), only bytes or series of bytes. An
assembler or compiler converts symbolic instructions into a long series of bytes. For this, every
instruction is divided into four main parts:

Prefix(es) O p c o d e

Operand(s)

Displacement/Data

The most important part is the so-called opcode (operation code). It consists of one or two bytes
and describes the instruction in simple terms. If the first byte is 00001111b, the opcode consists
of two bytes. If the first byte starts with the bit sequence 11011 (27 in decimal corresponding to
ESC), the’instruction is an instruction for the mathematic coprocessor (the i387). Simple instructions without operands such as CLC (clear carry flag = reset carry flag) consist of only l-byte
opcodes. Complex instructions with prefixes and many operands/displacements/data can, in the
i386, consist of up to 15 bytes. The opcode contains information pertaining to the prefix, operand
and displacement/data of the instruction, as necessary. The two least significant bits of the
opcode frequently indicate the direction of data transfer (register to register/memory or memory
to register) as with the use of S-/16- or 8-/32-bit operands (for example, AL, AX or EAX).
The field operand(s) defines which register uses which direct or indirect memory operands. The
field displacement/dnta indicates a displacement or an immediate operand which is already known
at assemble time.
The Instruction Unit (IU) knows if a MOV instruction with a displacement or an immediate
operand is necessary with the different opcodes. The IU then controls the Execution Unit (ELI)
accordingly, so that a MOV instruction with a displacement or an immediate operand is executed.
With a displacement, the EU tells the addressing unit to load the value in the address DS:02k
from the memory into the accumulator through the bus interface. If 02fh is an immediate
operand, the i386 loads the value 02fh from the prefetch queue into EAX as part of an instruction.
In the first case, an additional memory access is necessary, whereas the EU processes an immediate
operand at once.
If, with the displacement of an operand, it is necessary to use the offset address 02fh in the extra
segment ES, FS or GS in place of the normal data segment DS, a prefix is attached to the
instruction code instead of using an additional opcode. This segment override prefix causes an
extra segment (which may also be CS or SS) to override the standard data segment DS. Table
3.1 shows all the valid segment override prefixes for the i386.
There are other prefixes in addition to these segment override prefixes. They are used for
repeating string operations (with REP), the control of the bus (with LOCK), and the changing
of operands (16 or 32.bit) and address sizes (16 or 32-bit). The advantage of a prefix over an
additional opcode lies in the fact that prefixes are only added when an instruction requires it.
In comparison, the size of the code for each instruction would be increased if its opcode always
included information that is only required occasionally. Thus, either the length of the opcode
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Segment

Prefix

CS
D5
5s

00101110 (2eh)
00111110(3eh)
OOllOllO(36h)
OOlOOllO(26h)
OllOOlOO(64h)
01100101 (65h)

ES

FS
GS

Table 3.1: Segmttt override prefixes

or its complexity would be increased. Using prefixes when required uses less memory space,
and the programs are more compact. Disregarding extensive memory accesses, instructions
using the segment override prefix in instruction fetching, where the standard data segment DS
is replaced by another segment (ES, FS, GS, SS or CS), are carried out in the same amount of
time. With the constant and automatic reloading of the prefetch queue in the background, the
additional memory access caused by the prefix only seldom slows down the operating speed,
for example, when the prefetch queue is reset after a jump or a function call.
Assemblers recognize automatically from designations such as EAX or ES: the operand size
required for the segment to be used and the corresponding opcode, operand(s) and displacement/data. They also insert the necessary prefix. Programming with a powerful assembler and
the very extensive instruction set of the 80x86 processors sometimes gives the feeling of dealing
with a high-level language.

3.4.4 Reading Instructions and Prefetching
As mentioned at the start, the prefetch queue has the purpose of relieving the bus system,
because the prefetcher is constantly reading new instruction bytes as soon as enough space
becomes available in the prefetch queue. A double word is always read if four bytes are free
in the queue when using a 32-bit system. This automatic instruction fetching is linear, which
means that the prefetcher commences with a start address and always reads the following
double word. It thus ignores any jumps and branches. For a conditional jump this is correct, as
the processor has to evaluate the jump condition first. This may, however, occur a significant
time after fetching the jump instruction. The situation is different for unconditional branches
and subroutine calls: they are always executed, of course. Actually, the hardware engineers who
design high-end processors (the Pentium, for example) include many strategies to force the
prefetcher to continue the instruction fetching according to the branch instructions. One magic
topic would be brnnch prediction. More about this in Chapter 11 about the Pentium.
Let’s go back to the instruction prefetching. Normally, as the prefetcher usually accesses double
words at addresses that are multiples of 4, the bus interface usually fetches a complete double
word at a double word address. The only exception is when a CALL or jump instruction
branches to a memory address that is not a double-word address. In this case, the prefetcher
reads one to three bytes via the bus unit until a double word is reached. Subsequently, a
complete 32-bit double word with a double-word address is always read (as long as four bytes
are free in the prefetch queue).
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Memory accesses obtained as the result of machine code instructions, for example MOV reg,
mem have, of course, priority over instruction fetching. When the i386 executes such an instruction, the prefetch queue has to wait. When executing instructions without memory access, for
example ADD reg, reg and the internal execution of an instruction in a phase that does not
require memory accesses, the prefetcher can read a double word into the prefetch queue without interruption, and without the need to disturb the performance of instructions in the i386.
This ensures a maximum throughput of the memory bus as well as a (nearly) always full
prefetch queue.
The i386 stops prefetching if the Instruction Unit (IU) records a CALL or jump instruction and
actually assigns the call or jump (that is, the call or jump condition is achieved). In this instance,
the i386 empties its prefetch queue, invalidates the already decoded instructions in the instruction Unit IU, and commences the jump address by reading the new instructions. Prefetching is
then executed linearly until a further CALL or jump instruction is executed. The same applies,
of course, to RET and IRET instructions. The problem is that the next instruction not only has
to be read, but also decoded. Note that i386 instructions can contain 15 bytes, so up to four bus
cycles can be necessary in order to read an instruction. These cycles are additional to the time
needed for decoding and execution. The execution time given in manuals always refers only to
the execution time itself, therefore they are only valid if the instruction has been fully read and
decoded. In most cases, prefetching makes sure that instructions are ready for execution. If you
can imagine what it would be like without prefetching, where for every instruction the instruction reading and decoding time was apparent, then you will quickly realize the performance
advantage that prefetching achieves.
The control unit must wait for a long period for the next decoded instruction after a jump or

’ procedure call to an address that is outside the previously read code area. If the jump target is
still within the queue and the instruction contains very few bytes, resulting in it being fully read,
then all that remains is for it to be decoded. The instruction reading cycle is dropped. Where
no jump is to be executed (because the jump conditions, for example JNE, are not fulfilled), the
i386 continues without delay.
If you examine a complicated program using a debugger, you will realize that it is teeming with
JUMPS and CALLS. For example, a compiler converts many of the C language CASE statements
into a number of conditional JUMPS. If the target address is outside the area covered by the
prefetch queue, the i386 has to start the instruction fetching and decoding from the beginning.
Converting source code into an unfavourable sequence of JUMP instructions can badly affect
the execution time of a program. Assembler programmers should take note of this. Unfortunately, optimizing compilers from well-known manufactures are also known to skip willingly
outside the prefetch boundaries, and sometimes without good reason.

3.5 i386 Real Mode, High-memory Area and HIMEM.SYS
On compatibility gromlds, the i386 can operate in real mode in addition to the more modern
protected and virtual 8086 modes. In this mode, it forms linear addresses in the same way ‘IS
the 8086, with the multiplication of the segment register value by 16 and the addition of the
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offset (Figure 2.7). With the 8086, the addresses are strictly limited to 1 Mbyte because the 20.
bit adder in the addressing unit only has a ZO-bit bus. Because both the segment and the offset
registers have a width of 16 bits, their maximum value equals ffffh. When adding the segment
ffffh and the offset ffffh in real mode to form a physical address, we get the following value:
segment

(+2')

ffffOh
ffffh

*offset
phys.

address

1Offefh

Because the 8086/88 has only a 20-bit address bus and therefore only a 20.bit adder in the
addressing unit AU, the leading (cl~ is ignored as a carry. The remaining physical address is
ffefh, which lies in the first 64 kbyte segment of the address space. A so-called wrap-around
occurs.
With the i386, the limit of 20 bits naturally does not apply, as it has a 32-bit adder with a 32.
bit address bus located in the addressing unit and can, therefore, produce 32-bit addresses. Thus
the leading ccl)) is not ignored as a carry. Instead, 21 address lines are activated and the i386
operates with a <<limited>> 21-bit address bus. Therefore, bytes with addresses 1OOOOh to 1Offefh
in extended memory can be accessed. The 1 Mbyte-barrier in real mode is broken by fffOh
(65 520) bytes or almost 64 kbytes (Figure 3.2). This memory area is called the High Mevmy Area,
which can be used by DOS and real mode applications as a 10% extension beyond the 640 kbyte
base memory. Typically, parts of DOS and drivers are located there. Of course, the output of the
address 10ffefh does not correspond to a <<real)) 21-bit address bus, because with 21 address bits
all bytes between OOOOOh and lfffffh can be accessed.

Memory
1000000h

8086

i386
1onefh

d

b

Offset m

1 OOOOOh

65 520 Bytes
1 Mbyte
Boundary
r-Gii%q

Segment

lxl
1
II

640 kByte
Boundary

65 520 Bytes

ffefh
Oh

The HIMEMSYS device driver is provided from DOS 4.00 onwards to access these first
64 kbytes beyond the 1 Mbyte-boundary in real mode under clearly defined circumstances.
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Because device drivers such as SMARTDKVSYS and RAMDRIVESYS also use this memory
area, a collision may occur if HIMEMSYS is not installed. Another problem arises with certain
MS-DOS versions: some internal and non-documented functions rely on the wrap-around of
the 8086/88. In an i386 this, of course, never happens. To deceive the i386, the address line
A20 carrying the 21st address bit is forced to low (0) by an external gate. In this way, the
wrap-around of the 8086 is emulated. In the AT the gate is mainly controlled by the keyboard
controller under supervision of the HIMEMSYS driver (see Section 34.1.5).
Among other things, HIMEM.SYS is responsible for ensuring that only in an intended access to
the first 64 kbytes of extended memory is the A20 address line activated. In all other cases, A20
is disabled by HIMEMSYS to emulate a wrap-around in the processor. SMARTDRVSYS and
RAMDRIVE.SYS, however, use the protected mode to access extended memory, but this must
not collide with the data within the first 64 kbytes of the high memory area. In protected mode,
all 32 address lines are available with no restrictions. Further, certain HIMEM.SYS functions
may be used to access extended memory in protected mode.
The address generation in the real mode of the i386 is different to the 8086 and 80286 in another
way. With its 32-bit offset register and help from address prefixes, the i386 can actually produce
32-bit addresses. If the content of a 32-bit offset register is used as an address and the value of
the effective address is over ffffh, the i386 produces a so-called pseudo-protection exception
without an error code, which leads to an interrupt 12 or 13 (see the next chapter). In this way,
a halt is called to the production of linear addresses beyond 10ffefh (it’s a shame, otherwise the
complete i386 address space of 4 Gbytes would be available in place of a meagre 1 Mbyte).
In real mode, all of the instructions specific to protected mode such as LLDT (load local descriptor
table - a data structure that is only available in protected mode) are as useless as the unnecessary opcodes.
I would like to mention that besides the high memory area there also exists a so-called Upper

Memory Area - DOS users are naturally very inventive in finding in their 8 Mbyte PCs some
additional 64 kbytes or sometimes 128 kbytes of storage. The real mode address area between
640k and 1M reserved for ROM extensions is, however, only very rarely actually occupied by
such ROMs. Modern memory controllers are able to remap some RAM onto that ROM area if
no ROM is installed there. Thus, the processor is able in real mode to access some more kbytes.

3.6 Interrupts and Exceptions
From the combined efforts of the bus interface, prefetch queue, execution unit, etc. of the processor, it is easy to see that the processor can carry out instructions endlessly. As soon as an
instruction has been executed, the next one is loaded and executed. Even if it appears that the
computer is inactive, ready for you to type in an instruction (such as DIR, for example), it does
not mean that it has stopped working, only to start again when instructed to. Many more
routines run in the background, such as checking the keyboard to determine whether a character
has been typed in. Thus, a program loop is carried out. Only notebooks with power management actually stop the processor from functioning after a specific time without an instruction.
The first key press reactivates the CPU immediately.
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To interrupt the processor in its never-ending execution of these instructions, a so-called
interrupt is issued. For example, a periodic interrupt (the timer interrupt) is used to activate the
resident program PRINT regularly for a short time. For the 80x86 256 different interrupts (O-255)
are available in total. Intel has reserved the first 32 interrupts for exclusive use by the processor,
but this unfortunately didn’t stop IBM from placing all hardware interrupts and the interrupts
of the PC BIOS in exactly this region. I cannot see any real reason for this, and it may give rise
to some strange consequences. If you are checking the index into an array against the array
boundaries by means of the BOUND instruction on an AT and the index is outside, then the
80286 issues an exception which corresponds to interrupt 5. Therefore, your AT starts to print
the screen. You may test this if you like with DEBUG by explicitly writing the opcode of
BOUND into memory and loading the necessary registers with values that lead to an index
outside the array boundaries. With G for Go you issue the index check, and as a consequence
a usually unwanted screen print is produced. You’ll be reassured to learn that printing via the
PrtScrn key is carried out according to a completely different principle. PrtScrn therefore also
works on a PC/XT, which only incorporates an 8086/88 and doesn’t yet know the instruction
BOUND.
Depending on the source of an interrupt, one can distinguish three categories:
- software interrupts,
- hardware interrupts,
- exceptions.

3.6.1 Software Interrupts
Software interrupts are initiated with an INT instruction. For example, the instruction INT 101~
issues the interrupt with the hex number 10h. Figure 3.3 shows the procedure for carrying out
an interrupt in real mode.
In the real mode address space of the i386, 1024 (1 k) bytes are reserved for the interrupt vector
table. This table contains an interrupt vector for each of the 256 possible interrupts. In the 8086,
the position of this table was pre-set by the hardware. The i386 in real mode manages this itself
and is a little more flexible. From all memory management registers (see Figure 2.11) the Interrupt Descriptor Table Register (IDTR) is already valid in real mode. It stores the base address
and the limit of the real mode descriptor table. After a processor reset, the IDTR is normally
loaded with the value OOOOOOOOh for the base and 03ffh for the limit. This corresponds exactly
to a 1 kbyte table of segment OOOOh and offset OOOOh. Through the two i386 instructions LIDT
(Load IDTR) and SIDT (store IDTR), it is possible to change the base and limit values, and SO
to change the table size and to move it to a different position in the real mode address space.
Note, however, that the table can record all of the vectors for all of the possible interrupts,
otherwise an exception 8 would result (see below).
Every interrupt vector in real mode consists of four bytes and gives the jump address of the
interrupt handler for the particular interrupt in segment:offset format, As the interrupts usually
only have one cause (such as the request of an operating system function or receipt of dnt.1 at
the serial interface, etc.), the interrupt handler handles the interrupt in the applicable way. For
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Memory

Interrupt 255
Interrupt 2
Interrupt 1
Interrupt 0

Figure 3.3: Interrupts in real mode. When an interrupt is issued to the i386 the processor nutomatically transfers
the current f7ags, the instruction pointer EIP and the code segment CS onto the stock. The interrupt number is
intnnnlly multiplied by 4 and then provides the offset in segment OOh where the interrupt vector for handling the
interrupt is located. An interrupt vector is an address in segment:offset format which represents the entry point of
the applicable handler. The i386 loads EIP nnd CS with the values in the table.

example, it carries out the operating system function or receives the character. Through the
replacement of the handler, the interrupt can simply take on another function.
The coordination of interrupts and interrupt vectors is accomplished on a one-to-one basis; this
means that the interrupt 0 is assigned the interrupt vector 0 (at the address OOOO:OOOO) and the
interrupt 1 is assigned the interrupt vector 1 (at the address 0000:0004), etc. The i386 only has
to multiply the number of the interrupt by 4 to establish the offset of the interrupt vector in
segment OOOOh. The overwriting of the interrupt vector table with incorrect values has a
catastrophic effect on the i386. The next interrup‘t will not be able to find the applicable jump
address, causing the computer to crash.
When an interrupt occurs, the i386 automatically carries out the following procedure (see Figure
3.3), without any further input from the program:
- The i386 puts the EFlags CS and EIP - in this sequence - onto the stack (naturally only the
flags CS and IP in 16.bit mode);
- the interrupt and the trap flag are reset;
- the i386 addresses the interrupt vector in the interrupt vector table corresponding to the
number of the interrupt and loads EIP (or IP in Ih-bit mode) and CS from the table.
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CS:EIP of the interrupt vector gives the entry point of the interrupt handler. In this way, the
processor continues its work with the interrupt handler. The return to the current program
occurs with an IRET.
Example:

INT loh
The processor saves the current flags, CS and EIP on the stack, cleats the
interrupt and trap flags and reads the interrupt vector at location 0000:0040.
The two bytes at 0000:0040 are loaded into EIP, the two bytes at 0000:0042 into CS
(note the Intel format low-high).

Note that the i386, in 32-bit mode, loads the offset value of the handler into EIP, but the offset
in the interrupt vector table is only 16-bit due to the need for compatibility with the 16-bit 8086
and 80286 predecessors of the i386. The two most significant bytes in EIP are simply filled with
the value OOOOh.
The encoding of an INT instruction is also interesting:

INT 3

INT 0..2. 4..255

~~

1

11001100 and 11001101 represent the opcode, vvv~vvv indicates the number of the interrupt.
Thus the INT 3 instruction consists of only one byte. You will find more about this interrupt in
the exceptions section. For all other interrupt instructions, only one immediate addressing is
possible; this means that the number of the interrupt vector is part of the instruction. In this
way, the number of the interrupt cannot be held in a register or memory operand.

Software interrupts are synchronized with program execution; this means that every time the
program gets to the point where there is an INT instruction, an interrupt is issued. This is very
different to hardware interrupts and exceptions.

3.6.2 Hardware Interrupts
As the name suggests, these interrupts are set by hardware components (timer interrupts, for
example, by the timer component), or by peripheral devices such as a hard disk. There are two
basic types of hardware interrupts: No11 Maskable Interrupts (NMJ) and (maskable) interrnpt
requests (JRQ). For handling such IRQs the &errupt controller 8259A plays an important role
(see Section 28.1). It manages several interrupt requests and passes them on to the processor
depending on their priority.
When the computer issues an NMI, the NM1 pin of the processor (Pin 88 in the i386) receives
an active signal. The i386 finishes the current instruction and immediately afterwards carries out
an interrupt 2 in exactly the same way as before. An NMI in the PC is, generally, the result of
a serious hardware problem, such as a memory parity error or a erroneous bus arbitration. The
computer displays a message like
Parity Error at xxxx:xxxx
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xxxx:xxxx indicates the byte with the parity error. An NM1 is different in that it cannot be
suppressed (or masked as its name suggests). An NM1 always pushes its way to the forefront.
As it normally indicates a serious failure, this is understandable and also correct. A computer
with incorrectly functioning hardware must be prevented from destroying data.
Interrupt requests, on the other hand, can be masked with a reset interrupt flag IE. In real mode,
this can be accomplished with the CL1 instruction. All interrupt requests at the INTR connection
(pin B7) are ignored. The opposite ST1 instruction reactivates these interrupts. Note that the
software instruction INT xx specifically carries out a CLI; this means it blocks all interrupt
requests. It is, therefore, necessary to carry out an ST1 to reactivate the interrupt requests after
an INT instruction, otherwise the computer would be deaf. Interrupt requests are usually issued
by a peripheral device. An example would be where the serial interface informs the i386 that
it has just received a character. The course of such an interrupt is detailed in Section 26.1.
Hardware interrupt requests are managed by the interrupt controller. When it receives a signal
from a unit to indicate that the unit has requested an interrupt, the interrupt controller sends
the interrupt request signal (IRQ) to the INTR input (pin 87) of the i386. If the processor can
handle the interrupt (IE is set), the i386 sends the confirmation signal INTA (interrupt acknowledge) by setting each of the control signals M/m D/T and W/R to a low level (see Section 4.1).
During an INTA cycle, the interrupt controller delivers the number of the active interrupt. The
processor continues in the same way as explained previously, and addresses the applicable
interrupt handler.
Hardware interrupts (NM1 and IRQ) are, contrary to software interrupts, asynchronous to the
program execution. This is understandable because, for example, a parity error does not always
occur at the same program execution point. Also, the hard disk needs a certain amount of time,
depending on the initial location of the read/write heads, before data can be transferred to the
processor. This makes the detection of program errors very difficult if they only occur in connection with hardware interrupts.

3.6.3 Exceptions
We have already learned about two sources of interrupts; a third originates in the processor
itself. Interrupts produced by the i386 are known as exceptions. The production of an exception
corresponds to that of a software interrupt. This means that an interrupt whose number is set
by the i386 itself is issued. The cause of an exception is generally an internal processor error
caused by system software that can no longer be handled by the processor alone.
Exceptions are distinguished according to three classes: faults, traps and aborts. In the following
I will discuss the characteristics of these three classes.
- Fault: a fault issues an exception prior to completing the instruction. The saved ElP value
then points to the instruction that led to the exception. By loading the saved EIP value (for
example, with IRET) the i38h is able to re-execute the instruction, hopefully without issuing
an exception again, One example of a fault is the exception se~rrzent rrut preserlt. The i386 has
the ability to reload the segment and attempt another access.
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Trap: a trap issues an exception after completing an instruction execution. Thus the saved
EIP value points to the instruction immediately following the instruction that gave rise to the
exception. The instruction is therefore not re-executed again. Traps are useful if the instruction has been executed correctly, but the program should be interrupted nevertheless, for
example, in the case of debugger breakpoints. Here the instructions should be executed, and
the debugger only checks the register contents, etc. Re-executing the corresponding instruction would lead to a faulty instruction flow.

- Abort: unlike faults and traps, an abort does not always indicate the address of the error.
Therefore, recovering program execution after an abort is not always possible. Aborts are only
used to indicate very serious failures, such as hardware failures or invalid system tables.
Most of the exceptions are used when the i386 operates in protected mode. In real mode, only
the following exceptions are used:
-

Division by 0 (exception 0): if, with the instruction DIV or IDIV, the divisor equals zero, then
the result of the operation is not mathematically defined and the i386 cannot reply. The ALU
of the i386 would need an indefinitely long time to calculate such a quotient. When a division has not finished within a specific number of clock cycles, the control unit interprets this
as a division by zero and issues interrupt 0.

- Single step (exception 1): if the trap flag is set, the i386 issues an interrupt 1 after each
separate step. The trap flag is automatically reset by the i386 when an interrupt is issued so
that the processor can continue with the interrupt routine. Debuggers mostly use the trap
flag and intercept the interrupt so that the program can be carried out step-by-step.
-

Breakpoint (exception 3): in the i386, a breakpoint exception can occur in two different ways.
The i386 contains an internal debug register which assists the i386 in issuing an interrupt 3
under specific circumstances. Additionally, a debugger can set a breakpoint in place of an
instruction, in which the instruction (or its first byte) is overwritten with the opcode 11001100
for the INT 3 instruction. When the program reaches this point, the i386 issues an interrupt 3
and the program is interrupted. To continue the program, the debugger overwrites the opcode
11001100 with the byte existing previously at this location and carries out an IRET. Naturally
the i386 can also use the INT 3 instruction to issue a software interrupt 3. This also applies
to all of the other exceptions, except that there is no reason for the subsequent interrupt as
the source of the interrupt lies in a processor error and not in an explicit software interrupt.

-

Overflow with INTO (exception 4): if the overflow flag is set and the INTO instruction is
sent, the processor produces an interrupt 4.

_

BOUND (exception 5): the i386 will issue an interrupt 5 if an index into a field is checked
with the BOUND instruction and is found to lie outside the boundaries of the field.

_

Invalid opcode (exception 6): if the instruction unit comes across an opcode without an
associated instruction, the processor will issue interrupt 6. The causes of invalid opcodes arc
mostly incorrect assemblers or compilers, or a program error that causes a jump to a position
that does not contain an opcode, but a data word that the instruction unit interprets as ,111
opcode. Please note that the two opcodes D6h and Flh are not defined but nevertheless do
not generate an exception 6. Intel has reserved them for a future use.
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- No coprocessor available (exception 7): if the instruction unit receives an opcode for a
coprocessor instruction (an ESC instruction) and there is no coprocessor installed, the i386
issues an interrupt 7.
-

IDT limit too small (exception 8): if the limit of the IDT is too small for the vector of the
interrupt, the i386 issues an interrupt 8. This is often the case when a program has read and
incorrectly changed the IDT.

- Stack exception (exception 12): the stack pointer ESP delivers a higher value than ffffh for the
stack access. This can occur because ESP represents a 32.bit register and its value is not
restricted to 1M. The i386 then issues an interrupt 12 to stop the allocation of linear addresses
above 1Offefh in real mode.
- General protection error (exception 13): a 32-bit offset register delivers a larger effective
address than ffffh for a memory access. As for the stack pointer ESP, the allocation of linear
addresses above 1Offefh in real mode is stopped; in this case the i386 issues an interrupt 13.
- Coprocessor error (exception 16): an error occurs in the coprocessor and the i386 is alerted
with an active ERROR signal. The result is an interrupt 16.
Note that the interrupt 02h is associated with an NMI. Additionally, the exceptions 8,12,13 and
16 are not implemented in the 8086 as no IDT or 32.bit register is present, and the 8087 can issue
an interrupt directly without going through the CPU when there is a coprocessor error.

3.7 i386 Protected Mode
The Protected Virtual Address Mode (or Protected Mode) was originally implemented in the 80286
to protect (as its name suggests) the different tasks in a multitasking operating system from
invalid or incorrect accesses. For this purpose, the i386 hardware checks all accesses of a program to data and code and provides access rights for such accesses with four privilege levels.
Thus, data and code are protected and a complete system crash of the PC is impossible.
The access checks in protected mode provide hardware support for multitasking operating systems
such as OS/2, UNIX and Windows NT. in a multitasking operating system environment, several
programs (tasks) run concurrently (in parallel). Strictly speaking, the individual tasks are activated
periodically by the operating system, are executed for a short time period, and are interrupted
again by the operating system. Then the system activates another task. Unlike the TSR (Terminate
and Stay Resident) programs of MS-DOS (PRINT, for example), the programs are activated by
the operating system. TSR programs, on the other hand, activate themselves, usually by intercepting the periodic timer interrupt. Thus, a multitasking operating system often switches between
the individual tasks within a short time (that is, a bnsk szoitch is carried out), and users have the
impression that the programs are running in parallel. With the i386 hardware support in protected
mode, these task switches may be carried out both quickly and efficiently.
Another essential difference between protected and real mode is the different way in which
linear addresses for a memory object are calculated in protected mode. The following section
details the special characteristics of the protected mode.
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3.7.1 Segment Selectors, Segment Descriptors and Privilege Levels
As previously described, in real mode the addressing unit of the i386 simply multiplies the
value of the segment register by 16 to determine the base address of the applicable segment. The
address contained in such a 64 kbyte segment is then given by the offset. In protected mode, the
values in the segment registers are interpreted very differently; they represent so-called selectors
and not base addresses. Figure 3.4 shows the organization of such a segment selector.

15

Index:
TI:
RPL:

3

2

1

0

Index into GDT or LDT
Table Indicator
O=GDT l=LDT
Requested Privilege Level
o o = o Ol=l IO=2 11=3

As in real mode, the selector is 16 bits long and is stored in a 16.bit segment register. The two
least significant bits 0 and 1 specify the Requested Privilege Level (RPL) that a program can access
the segment from - here we are first confronted with an access check of the protected mode. The
value of the RPL field in the segment selector of the code segment CS is known as the Currenf
Privilege Level (CPL). This refers to the privilege level of the currently active program. The active
program can access data segments that have a privilege level the same as or higher than the
CPL. The value of RPL can also be larger than the value of CPL, meaning that the segment set
by the selector is accessed with a lower privilege level. The larger of the CPL and RPL values
defines the Effective Privilege Level (EPL) of the task. The i386 has in total four privilege levels
(I’L) 0 to 3. Note that 0 is the highest and 3 is the lowest privilege level - a higher value indicates
a lower privilege level, and vice versa. An RPL of 0 does not restrict the privilege level of a task
at all, whereas a selector with RPL 3 can only access segments that have a privilege level of 3
independently of the CPL.
Programs with lower privilege levels (a higher CPL) can only access a segment with a higher
privilege level (lower CPL) in strictly defined circumstances. For this, the i386 uses so-called
gates to (<open the door,, to segments with higher privileges. In this way, the i386 hardware
implements a method of protection within the task through the use of the different privilege
levels. Figure 3.5 graphically shows the four privilege level concept.
Usually, the critical part or the kernel of the operating system has the highest privilege level 0.
The kernel comprises at least the routines for memory management, executing task switches,
handling critical errors, etc. Many instructions that directly influence the status of the processor
or computer (for example, LGDT (load global descriptor table) or LMSW (load MSW)) may be
executed in protected mode only by a program with a privilege level 0. This avoids application
programs destroying the operating system because of a program bug, or a hacker obtaining
uncontrollable access to data.
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Figure 3.5: The concept of the four privilege feuels in the i386.
Operating systems not only manage the computer but also supply certain functions for data
management, character output, etc. In the PC this is done by the interrupt 21h, for example, the
so-called DOS function inferrupt. Such operating system functions usually run at PL = 1. Also, unit
and device drivers (for example, for accessing interfaces and drives) often run at this level. Less
critical operating system functions such as the support of a graphics-oriented user shell may be
assigned level 2.
The lowest privilege level is assigned to application programs because they only use the computer, and don’t control it. Because of the low level (high PL), the data and codes of the operating
system and other programs are protected against program errors. For example, with MS-DOS
a program error that erroneously overwrites the interrupt vector table leads to a complete
system crash. In protected mode the operating system reacts by displaying an error message
and aborting only the erroneous program. All other tasks stay running with no further destruction or influence. Therefore, bugs (that is, program errors) may be detected more easily. However, this is only true if the operating system (OS/2, for example) is error-free. Unfortunately,
this is by no means a matter of course, because multitasking operating systems are very complex.
In the following explanation, the task concept occurs often. First, a few words are in order to
explain this concept. A task includes the applicable program (such as Word) and data (or text),
as well as the necessary system functions (for example, data management at the hard disk level).
Under Windows, for example, it is possible to start Word for Windows and load text ready for
processing. To edit an additional text file in parallel, it is possible to load the additional file into
Word and to switch between the two Word windows. In this way, two texts are loaded into one
program, and Word and the two texts together form a sitlyle task. Another possibility for editing
the second text is to start Word for Windows again. Windows accomplishes this with an additional window. The second text file is then loaded into the most recently started Word. In this
case also it is possible to switch between the two windows. The main difference from the first
example is that now two programs have been started, that is, two initializations of Word with
a text file loaded into each. Each program, together with its corresponding text, is a task. Even
though the program is the same in both cases, the PC runs true tasks.
The i386 provides a separate stack for every privilege level (PL = 0 to PL = 3) of a task. For the
Previous example, there would be a stack available for the application Word (PL = 3), the functions
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of the user interface (PL = 2), the operating system functions for data management (PL = 1) and
the kernel (PL = 0).
For a controlled program access to data and code in segments with a higher privilege level,
gates are available. The gates supply maximum protection against unauthorized accesses to
another’s data and programs. If, for example, an application program uses operating system
functions to open or close files - thus the application accesses another’s functions - the gates
ensure that the access is carried out without any faults. If the application program were to
attempt to call the functions with an incorrect entry address, unpredictable behaviour of the
computer would be likely to occur. Therefore, the gates define (what else) <<gates, through
which the application program has access to the operating system or other routines.
Bit 2 in the segment register (Figure 3.4) specifies, as the so-called table indicator (73, whether
the global (TI=O) or the local (TI= 1) descriptor table for the location of the segment in the
memory should be used. These two tables are decisive for segmenting the memory in protected
mode. In protected mode, the i386 uses the segment selector in the segment register as an index
for the global or local descriptor tables.
The global descriptor table is a list in the memory that describes the segment sizes and addresses
in memory in the form of segment descriptors. The construction of such a segment descriptor is
shown in Figure 3.6. Every descriptor contains eight bytes. This descriptor table is called global
because it describes the segments that are usually available for all tasks (when they have access
to the privilege levels and applicable gates). The local descriptor table is a list of similarly constructed segment descriptors. In contrast to the global descriptor table, the local descriptor table
is only available to the currently active task, i.e. when the task changes, the local descriptor table
also changes.
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The 32 base bits of the segment descriptor specify the start address of the segment in the
memory (see Figure 3.7). These 32 bits of the base address correspond to the 32 address lines
of the i386. In protected mode, addressing can be performed using these 23’ bytes or 4 Gbytes.
The base entry of the segment descriptor specifies the start address of the applicable segment
in this very large address space. Figure 3.7 shows how the segment descriptor sets the start of
the segment. Note that the i386 recognizes - according to the entry 00000000 in the field base
32..24 - that an 80286 segment descriptor is present. The 80286, as a 16-bit processor with a
24-bit address bus, does not use the base bits 31-24 because they can never be output. Further
details concerning the differences between protected mode for the 80286 and the i386 are discussed in Section 15.3.

Memory

Segment Descriptor

Figure 3.7: Srgtnenf descriptor base md hit. In protected made a segment descriptor defim n segment: the base
address indicntes the physical start of the segment in memory, the limit its size.

In real mode, each segment is defined as being 64 kbytes in size, even if only a small amount of
data is actually stored in a segment. The setting of the distance between the segments to 16 bytes
makes certain that a maximum of 15 bytes are lost (or empty). The uncoupling of the segment
in protected mode changes this completely, because, depending upon the selector value in the
segment register, sequential segments should on no account be physically stored in the memory
sequentially. Every segment descriptor therefore refers to an entry lirr~it in the least significant
byte of the descriptor, in order to actually define the size of the segment (Figure 3.7). Through
the 20 bits of the entry limit, segments in protected mode are possible up to a maximum of
1 Mbyte with byte granularity, and 4 Gbytes with page granularity. The actual segment limit
(or size) of the segment described by the descriptor depends on the granularity bit G as well as
on the ZO-bit entry limit. Note that in the i386, a page is 4 kbytes f= 4096 bytes) in size.
Example:

limit=lOOO, 0~0: segment

limit

1000

limit=lOOO, G=l:

limit

1000~4kbyte=4096000

segment

bytes
bytes
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The full address area of the 32-bit offset register comes only from the page granularity. In this
case, the smallest assignment unit for a segment is 4 kbytes in size. This means that the memory
is sectioned into portions of 4 kbytes. This $ only suitable for larger systems; for PC users,
segments of 1 Mbyte are most suitable so that the memory can be used more beneficially. OS/2
and Windows NT use a so-called flat memory model, in which a single 4 Gbyte segment contains
all tasks. This means that segmentation is almost irrelevant. In its place, memory sections in
pages are used as a further protection mechanism (see Section 3.8).
The DT-bit in the segment descriptor defines the type of descriptor. If DT equals 0, the descriptor
describes a system segment, otherwise it describes an application segment. The type field indicates the type and DPL the privilege level (from 1 to 3) of the applicable segment. DPL is also
known as the descriptor privilege level. Finally, the P-bit indicates whether the segment is actually
located in the memory.
The nv-bit in the segment descriptor is for the use of the operating system or user. The i386 does
not use it, and Intel has not reserved it for future use.
You will recall that the 32-bit offset registers EAX, etc. can be reduced to 16.bit and also further
to 8-bit registers. Additionally, every program code that was developed for the 8086 and 80286
16-bit processors requires 16-bit addresses. On compatibility grounds, the i386 must also be able
to use such addresses in addition to new 32-bit program code. For this reason, the DB-bit is
important. It indicates whether the i386 should use 16- or 32-bit operands for the segment if it
is a data segment, and whether 16- or 32-bit addresses should be used for a code segment.
If DB = 0, the i386 uses 16-bit operands or 16-bit addresses. Note that the DB-bit equals 0 for
standard values given for an 80286 segment descriptor. The 80286 code can, therefore, be carried
over to the 32-bit architecture of the i386 without a problem, as all operands and addresses are
normally handled as 16-bit. Also, the other 80286 standard values use the 16-bit architecture
with 24-bit address bus calculation.
With a reset DB-bit, operands and addresses can be expanded to 32-bit for specific instructions
with the so-called operand size prefix 66h and the address size prefix 67h. The operand size prefix
sets the size using the DB-bit of the applicable data segment; the address size prefix sets the size
using the DB-bit of the applicable code segment. With a reset DB-bit (DB = 01, the applicable
segment normally uses lh-bit operands and 16-bit addresses. The prefix instructs the i386 to use
32-bit operands or 32-bit addresses in place of the standard 16-bit. If, on the other hand, the DBbit is set, the segment uses the standard 32-bit. An operand or address prefix forces the i386 to
use a 16-bit operand or a 16-bit address, respectively, in place of 32-bit. The great advantage of
using the DB-bit and prefixes is that the i386 does not need different opcodes for similar instructions such as MOV ax, meml6 and MOV eax and mem32 that are sometimes 16-bit and sometimes 32-bit. This reduces the number of opcodes necessary for the implementation of an extensive
instruction set and also the average encoding complexity. These prefixes lead to a more compact
program in exactly the same way as segment override prefixes.
*
Example:

The opcode for the two

instructions

MOV eax, [Olhl and MOV ax, [Olhl

is 10111000

in both cases. The i386 distinguishes them according to the DB bit and operand
size preti. It ie assumed that the DB bit in the code segment descriptor is
cleared,

i.e. the 1386 uses

16-bit displacements as a standard. with a cleared DB

bit in the data segment descriptor an assembler has to insert the operand size
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prefu 66%

in front of the opcode in the first case. We get the following

instruction

encoding:

MOV eax. Olh:

66 b8 00 01 (The instruction transfers the 32-bit value at offset

Olh into the 32-bit
MO" ax, Olh:

accumulator eax.)

b8 00 01 (The instruction transfers the

16-bit

value at offset

Olh into the 16-bit accumulator eax.)
If DB is set in the corresponding data segment descriptor then, in the second
case, the assembler inserts the operand size prefu 66h in front of the opcode
because the i386 now uses 32-bit
MO" eax, Olh:

b8 00 01 (The instruction transfers the 32-bit

Olh into the 32-bit
MO" eax. Olh:

quantities as a standard. The encodings are:

66 b8 00 01 (The instruction transfers the

Olh into the 16-bit

value at offset

accumulator eax.)
16-bit

value at offset

accumulator eax.)

3.7.2 Global and Local Descriptor Tables
For managing the local and global descriptor tables, as well as the interrupt descriptor table
(which will be detailed below) and the tasks, the i386 implements five registers, shown in Figure
3.8. These are the control register CR0 and the following four memory management registers:
Task Register (TR), Local Descriptor Table Register (LDTR), Global Descriptor Table Register
(GDTR) and Interrupt Descriptor Table Register (IDTR).
The index or higher-value 13 bits of the segment selector (Figure 3.4) specify the number of the
segment descriptor in the descriptor table that describes the applicable segment. With these 13
bits, a maximum of 8192 different indices are possible, so that the global and local descriptor
tables can each contain a maximum of 8192 entries of 8 bytes, or a total of 64 kbytes. In this way,
each table describes up to 8192 different segments. The construction and size of the segment
descriptors for the Local Descriptor Table (LDT) and the Global Descriptor Table (GDT) are
identical. The Table Indicator (TI) in the selector indicates whether the segment selector is
contained in a segment register of the GDT or the LDT. If the i386 wishes to access an entry in
the GDT or the LDT, it multiplies the index value of the selector by 8 (the number of bytes in
each descriptor) and adds the result to the base address of the corresponding descriptor table.
The least significant word of the control register is known in the 80286 as the Machine Status
Word (MSW), and can also be addressed in the i386 in this way on compatibility grounds. The
most significant PG-bit activates or deactivates the paging unit (see Section 3.81. The use of the
bits in control register CR0 was discussed previously (see Section 2.8.1) in connection with
the control registers.
The PE-bit (protection enable) is of special importance for the protected mode. When set to 1,
the i386 immediately switches into protected mode. It can be reset with the MOV CRO, xxxxxxxx
xutxxxxx xxxxxxxx xxxxxxxOb instruction, a processor reset, or an i386 triple fault.
The base address of the global and local descriptor tables is stored in the GDT and LDT registers
respectively. These registers are loaded with the applicable values by the load routine of the
operating system (GDTR) or by the operating system itself (LDTR). In contrast to the LDT, the
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15

0 31

0 19

0

TR
LDTR

CR3
CR2
CR1
CR0

PG: Paging
O=Paging Unit Disabled
l=Paging Enabled
TS: Task Switched
O=No Task Switch
l=Task Switch Occurred
EM: Emulate Coprocessor
O=No Emulation
1 =Emulate i387
MP: Math Present
O=No Coprocessor
I+387 Installed
PE: Protection Enable
l=i386 Runs in Protected Mode
O=i386 Runs in Real Mode

Figure 3.8: Memo y management and

control

regisfers for i386 profecfed mode.

zero entry (beginning with the base address of the GDT) of the GDT cannot be used. Any write
to the zero entry leads directly to the exception <(general protection error*. In this way, a noninitialized GDTR is prevented from being used.
A special feature of GDT is that the i386 uses it for building up the complete segment and,
therefore, the whole memory management. In the GDTR (see Figure 3.8) the processor stores
both the base address and the limit (the size of GDT in bytes) of the global descriptor table the GDTR thus refers to the GDT in the memory. In contrast, the i386 manages the local descriptor
table dynamically, as many LDTs are possible (compared to only one possible GDT). For every
local descriptor table, there is an entry in the GDT. In this way, the LDTs are managed similarly
to segments (Figure 3.9). The GDTR therefore contains a segrr~rlt descriptor, but the LDTR contains a segrnenf selecfor.
The GDTR can be loaded with the segment descriptor mem64 by the LGDT mem64 instruction.
The operating system loader must carry out this step before the i386 can be switched into
protected mode. If it is not performed, the memory management will not function correctly. 111
contrast, the LDTR is loaded with a segment selector by the LLDT reglh or LLDT men116
instruction. The segment selector sets the applicable entry in the global descriptor table that
contains the descriptor for the required local descriptor table. The management of the descriptor
tables is controlled by the operating system (OS/Z, Windows NT, etc.) - the application pro-
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Memory

i366

Figure 3.9: Globnl and lacnf descriptor tables. The i386 GDTR points 10 thr CDT in memly which my hold
segmenf descriptors for mriorrs LDTs. The LDTR then indicntrs (similar to n segmmf selrcfor) the number of the
segment descriptor in the GDT, which in turn defines the correspmdh~g LDT.

grammer cannot influence this process. In protected mode, the instruction to load the descriptor
table registers LDTR and GDTR must be initiated by a task with a privilege level of 0, usually
the kernel of the operating system. This is not surprising, as memory management is also the
responsibility of the operating system. All attempts to change the descriptor table registers by
an application with PL = 3 cause the exception <<general protection error>) and the interrupt Odh.
For each task, the operating system delivers the global and also a local descriptor table. This is
advantageous in that segments that are used by a number of tasks (for example, a segment with
an operating system function) are stored in the GDT, and the segments that are used by the current
task (such as program code or program data) are stored in the LDT. In this way, different tasks
can be isolated from one another. Each task can use a maximum of two complete descriptor tables,
containing up to 8192 entries, where the zero entry in the GDT is not used. This leads to a
maximum of 16 383 segments. Every segment in the i386 can contain up to 1 Mbyte (granularity
bit equals zero) or 4 Gbytes (G-bit set). This produces a maximum lo$xl or virtual ndrfress spocc~
of 16 Gbytes or 64 Tbytes respectively for each task. In the latter case, this is an immense size.
If a bit is represented in terms of approximately 10 mg of rice, 64 Tbytes with eight bits each
Would equate to more than 5 billion (US: trillion) tonnes (5 000 000 000 000 t) of rice. At the
present rate of world rice consumption, that would be enough for one thousand years.
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But even with byte granularity and a virtual address space of only 16 Gbytes it is impossible to
hold all segments in memory. If a segment is stored, for example, by the operating system on
a hard disk, then it sets the P-bit in the segment descriptor of the corresponding descriptor table
LDT or GDT to a value of 0. If the processor attempts to access this segment, then the hardware
issues an exception (<segment not available>>, i.e. interrupt Obh.
The interrupt handler called can then reload the applicable segment into memory, usually after
it has removed a different segment from the memory and stored it externally. The i386 hardware supports this swapping process in that exceptions are generated. The actual loading and
external storage of segments must be performed by the operating system. The i386 only provides the trigger (the exception) for the process. The large virtual address space is then a
physical combination of the small internal main memory (the RAM chips) and a large external
mass storage (hard disk).

3.7.3 Segment Descriptor Cache Registers
If, in protected mode, the i386 loads a segment selector into a segment register, the i386 hardware automatically and independently checks whether or not the active task should be allowed
to access the newly loaded segment. For a positive result of this check, it is essential that the
value of the effective privilege level EPL of the task is lower than or equal to the descriptor
privilege level DPL of the loaded segment. If this is not the case, the i386 issues the exception
<<general protection errorx to stop the illegal access. If the access is valid, the processor loads the
base address and the limit of the selector designated segment into the applicable segment descriptor
cache register (Figure 3.10). Because of the intensive access checks and the loading of the cache

Segment Registers
(Loaded Explicitly
by Program)

Segment Descriptor Cache Registers
(Loaded Automatically by i386)
Access

Base Address

Limit

Access

Base Address

Limit

Base Address

Limit

Access

1

1

II

Base Address
Access
Access
63
52
16-bit Segment Selector
(Visible)

Base Address

Limit

Base Address
51

Limit
20 19

64-bit Segment Descriptor
(Inwsible)

0
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register, instructions that alter a segment register in protected mode require many more clock
cycles than in real mode. This is because the cache register must not only be loaded with a
16-bit selector, but also with an additional 64-bit descriptor. For example, Intel states that the
instruction LDS esi, fpointer (load the far pointer fpointer in the register pair DS:ESI) requires
seven clock cycles in real mode, and in comparison, 22 clock cycles in protected mode.
In protected mode, every segment register is assigned such a segment descriptor cache register.
The cache register is only used internally in the i386 - programmers have no access to it. For
every instruction that changes a segment register entry, the processor automatically reads (i.e.
without further software instructions) the limit, base address and the access privilege bit for
the segment, from the GDT or LDT respectively, into the relevant cache register. This multiple
memory access automatically activates the LOCK signal of the i386. The purpose of the cache
register is that, following the address calculation of an operand and the verification of the access
privilege, the i386 does not need to access an entry in the descriptor table in the memory, as it
can access the data in an internal processor register with much greater speed. In the following
description of the i386 and its operating modes, I will always mention <<segment descriptor in
the GDT or LDT),, but remember that the i386 only addresses the GDT and LDT respectively
during the first descriptor access. Subsequently, the internal cache register is always used in
their place.

I

3.7.4 Switching into Protected Mode
Should a switch into protected mode occur, the operating system or the ROM BIOS must
assemble the required tables in the memory and, at least, initialize the GDTR and IDTR registers
with the appropriate values. When this has taken place, the system, or the ROM BIOS, sets the
PE-bit in the CR0 control register with the MOV CRO, value instruction. The i386 then switches
into protected mode. With the personal computer, it is also possible to switch the i386 into
protected mode using the 89h function of the INT 15h interrupt. Due to the need for compatibility with the 80286, the i386 can also be switched into protected mode with the 80286 LMSW
(Load Machine Status Word) instruction. Note that LMSW only addresses the least significant
word of the CR0 register. In contrast to the MOV CRO, value, for example, it cannot activate the
paging.
The i386 can leave protected mode by a simple method, in that a task with PL = 0 (the highest
privilege level) can reset the PE-bit with a MOV CRO, value instruction. The i386 then immediately switches back into real mode. In the 80286, this is unfortunately not possible. Once switched
into protected mode, the PE-bit of the 80286 can no longer be reset in order to switch the 80286
back into real mode. The reason for this is probably that Intel could not imagine how anyone
(namely DOS) could ignore the innovative protected mode. In the 80286, the real mode should
only perform the necessary preparation to enable switching into protected mode. A return from
protected mode into real mode seems absurd (it is, if you compare the physical real mode
address space of 1 Mbyte to the 4 Gbytes of protected mode). First the compatibility principle,
and then the market significance of DOS, forced Intel to include a way of returning from
protected mode into real mode (and here all DOS users sweat, despite memory expansion, etc.
even today!).
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3.7.5 Memory Addressing in Protected Mode
In real mode, the determination of the linear address of an object is quite simple: the addressing
unit multiplies the value of the corresponding segment register by a factor of 16, and then adds
the offset. Protected mode, in comparison, requires considerably more steps (see also Figure 3.11).

Memory

:_32-bit
__ Memory
_. _. _.

i386

Memory Oblect

Address

-

j

I

__

_ _ _
_

I

:

32.bit Base Address

I

:

32-W Table Address

Figure 3.11: Determining a memory address in protected mode.
With the aid of the segment selector in the applicable segment register, the i386 determines
whether the global or the local descriptor table should be used for the access.
The base address of the global or local descriptor table is determined with the help of the
GDTR or LDTR memory management registers, respectively.
The i386 multiplies the index entry in the segment selector by 8, and adds the result to the
base address of the descriptor table.
With the help of the segment descriptor (8 byte) in the addressed descriptor table, the base
address and the limit of the segment are now determined.
The address adder in the addressing unit of the i386 adds this base address and the offset;
furthermore, the i386 checks that the obtained value is less than the limit of the applicable
segment; if that is not the case, the processor issues the <<general protection faults exception
and the corresponding Odh interrupt.
Thus, the determined address represents the linear (and without paging, also the physical)
address of the object.
Here, the advantages of the segment descriptor cache register are again clear: mostly with the
addressing of an object, the descriptor need not actually be read in as mentioned previously.
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Often, after the first access to the segment, the required values are already stored in the cache
registers. All later accesses can use this on-chip value.
The method described indicates the logical way in which the i386 determines linear (or even
physical) addresses. All checks run parallel to the calculation; additionally, after the first access,
all important data is already contained in the cache registers. Perhaps somewhat surprisingly,
this complicated calculation and check procedure does not result in a loss of performance
(in protected mode, the i386 uses a large quantity of additional transistors for this purpose), in
comparison to the simple address calculation in real mode. Apart from the instructions that
explicitly or implicitly load a new segment descriptor, and so invalidate the applicable entry
in the segment descriptor cache register, all memory accesses in protected and real mode are
executed at the same speed.

3.7.6 Segment and Access Types
When discussing the segment descriptors in Section 3.7.1 I have only briefly indicated some of
the bit fields. Referring to Figure 3.6, I want to detail their meaning now.
The DT-bit, just as the four typ bits in the segment descriptor, give the type and rights of an
access to the described segment. If DT (descriptor type) is set CDT = l), then the described segment
is an application segment, that is, the segment contains program code or program data. In addition to applications, system routines used for managing the computer down to the kernel level
of the operating system also belong to such programs. In comparison, the system segments and
gates (DT = 0) describe reserved data structures used to control and monitor a number of parallel
running tasks in the computer, or for the call of procedures and jumps to segments with a
different privilege level.
Application Segments
If DT= 1, the segment is handled like an application segment, so the type field in the segment
descriptor has the following composition:
Bit

II

IO

9

8

Table 3.2 contains all of the possible combinations of the EXE, E/C, W/R and A-bits and their
applicable meaning.
If the term dntn is interpreted in a wide sense, then any set of information is meant that has a
certain meaning. In this sense, programs are also data because they represent (of course) a set
of information (a bit sequence) that has a meaning (namely, what the computer has to dol. That
this kind of information is not always obvious to us is immaterial in this respect.
But in a narrower sense, one distinguishes between data and programs: data is information that
has to be processed; programs, on the other hand, are the tools that process the data. The main
difference between these two categories is that the data set <‘program,, is usually not changed
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Type

EXE

Content

E/C

W/R

A

Meaning

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
IO
11
12
13
14
15

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Data
Data
Data
Data
Data
Data
Data
Data
Code
Code
Code
Code
Code
Code
Code
Code

0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1

0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1

0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0

read only
read only, accessed
read/write
read/write, accessed
read only, expand down
read only, expand down,
read/write, expand down
read/write, expand down,
execute only
execute only, accessed
execute/read
execute/read, accessed
execute only, conformtng
execute only, conforming,
execute/read, conforming
execute/read, conforming,

1
0
1
0
1
0
1

accessed
accessed

accessed
1

accessed

C
C
S

during the course of program execution, but data should be processed and altered. This differentiation of <<data>) is also reflected in the segment descriptors: there are executable (that is,
program) as well as non-executable (that is, data) segments. This difference is marked by the bit
EXE: if EXE is equal to 1 then it is a program segment.
Implicitly, data segments are always characterized as readable, but they may only be written if
the bit W (write) is set. A write attempt to a segment with a write bit cleared (W = 0) issues an
exception <<general protection error )F, and therefore an interrupt Odh. Stack segments must thus
always be marked as writeable (W = 1) because the stack is periodically written by PUSH and
read by POP. Data segments may differ in the direction in which they agrow,,. If the E (expnnddoiun) bit is set, the segment grows downwards, otherwise it grows upwards. The interpretation
of the limit differs in these two cases. With a segment growing upwards (E = 0) the offset must
always be smaller than or equal to the limit. On the other hand, with a segment growing
downwards (E = l), the offset must always exhibit a value above the limit. If these conditions
are not fulfilled, the i386 issues an exception <(general protection error>,, and therefore an interrupt Odh. One example of a segment growing downwards is the stack segment, because the
stack grows downwards during an expansion (a PUSH instruction) by the decremented stack
pointer (ESP). Most other segments, however, grow upwards.
If the i386 accesses data or code in a segment, it automatically sets the A (nccess~d) bit in the
applicable descriptor. The operating system can then ascertain which segments are frequently
accessed. This is important, to implement swapping of segments. The swap routine of the operating system resets the accessed bits of the loaded segments at regular intervals. Every later access
to a segment then sets the A-bit again. Through a periodic evaluation of the set and reset A-bits,
the system can determine which segments are frequently, and which segments are infrequently,
addressed. The swap routine gives preference to the least used segments, and stores then’
externally, in order to keep the number of required swaps to a minimum. A similar strategy
occurs in the detnnnd pqing that is supported by the paging unit of the i386. More of this later.
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In contrast to data segments, program segments are always implicitly identified as not writeable
(read only). The i386 should never attempt a write access to such a code segment, as the ccgenera1 protection error,) exception would be the result. This is part of the protection philosophy
of the protected mode, and is used for protection against program errors. A frequent cause of
system crashes, in DOS programs, for example, is bugs that overwrite program code. The chances
of this occurring are reduced by the write protection of code segments. However, sometimes it
is necessary to overwrite code or immediate operands (which are part of the instruction flow
and, for this reason, of code segments) during the execution of a program. For this purpose, the
implementation of the protected mode allows a data and a code segment to overlap. For example, a segment can be identified as a code segment when a second segment, with the same base
and the same limit, is defined as a data segment. In this roundabout way, with the help of a socalled alias and the data segment, the i386 can overwrite code. Naturally, this is not without
danger because, in principle, the same source of errors mentioned previously can occur.
Through the setting of the R (Read) bit in the segment descriptor of a code segment (R = l), not
only is the segment carried out (that is, read from the bus interface, exclusively into the prefetch
queue), but a task can, with the help of a MOV instruction, also transfer data from this code
segment into a general-purpose register. This is necessary when data (such as immediate operands or tables) is embedded in program segments. Above all, the ROM BIOS of a PC frequently
contains embedded tables for the hard disk type, base addresses of the monitor memory, etc.,
that must be read by the start program of the BIOS when the PC is switched on. If a table is only
to be read, it is possible to save a difficult and error-prone alias through the use of the R-bit.
The value in the code segment is then only read and not written. In this way, a program crash
due to the overwriting of code is prevented.
The segment descriptor has an accessed bit for a code segment, in the same way as for a data
segment. Thus, code segments can also be stored in an external memory object through the use
of the swap routine. In place of the expand down bit (E-bit) of data segment descriptors, the
code segment descriptor provides the C (Conformit~g) bit. Program segments identified as conforming can also be addressed directly by code segments with lower privileges, without the
need for a difficult roundabout way through a gate. Typically, all functions of the operating
system (such as library and coding functions) that do not use a protected part of the system
elements are placed in conforming segments. Thus, applications can access a few critical functions without needing to pass through a call gate.
System Segments
The i386 has three basic types of system segments (Table 3.3), namely a Task State Srpcnt (TSS),
Local Descriptor Table (LDT) and Gntr. They are used for memory management (LDT) and the
calling of tasks and procedures. If DT is reset (DT = (I), a system descriptor describes a system
segment. The i386 then interprets the value in the typ field of the descriptor as shown in Table
3.3. For example, if a local descriptor table is described by a system segment descriptor, the typ
field refers to entry 2 (OOlOb). In addition to the system segments, gates also exist.
Table 3.3 clearly shows that most of the gates and the task state segments for the 80286 and
the i386 are different. The cause is the 32-bit architecture of the i386, which in comparison to
the 80286 has, for example, 32-bit offsets and permits 32-bit stack values. Due to the need for
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We

Meaning

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

reserved
available 80286 TSS
LDT
active 80286 TSS
80286 Call Gate
Task Gate (80286+1386)
80286 interrupt Gate
80286 Trap Gate
reserved
available i386 TSS
reserved
active 1386 TSS
i386 Call Gate

System segment
System segment
System segment
Gate
Gate
Gate
Gate
System segment
System segment
Gate

reserved
i386 interrupt Gate
i386 Trap Gate

Gate
Gate

Table 3.3: System segment nnd gate types CDT =OJ

compatibility, the i386 can use the 80286 system segments with no problems. Naturally, this is
not the case in reverse. The TSS defines the condition of an active (busy) or interrupted (available) task; in the i386, it is mainly for the hardware support of multitasking operating systems.
Note that TSS and LDT descriptors are only permissible in the GDT as entries, and are not
allowed into the LDT. Further TSS and gate details are included below.
The base address entry of a system segment descriptor for an LDT defines the start of the table
in the memory, as is the case for a <normala segment. As the LDT consists of entries each
containing eight bytes, the entry limit in the system segment descriptor is the corresponding
factor of eight.
In protected mode, the i386 uses so-called gates to control task access to data and code in
segments with a higher privilege level. The gates implement a substantial protection against
unauthorized or incorrect accesses to foreign data and programs. If an application requires
operating system functions (for example, to open or close files), then the gates guarantee that
the access is error-free, otherwise an exception would be produced. The application cannot
bypass the protection mechanism without alerting the operating system. DOS, in comparison,
is completely blind. An incorrect access does not necessarily cause an immediately obvious
problem in the computer. It is usually only apparent after the system has already crashed. This
sometimes makes the debugging of real mode applications quite complicated. If an application
attempts to call a function with an incorrect jump address, it is retained by the computer as
unforeseeable. In protected mode, the gates define the access to foreign routines for applicntions. You will learn more about gates in the next section.

3.7.7 Control Transfer and Call Gates
A near call or a near jump transfers control to a procedure or an instruction that is located in
the same segment as the CALL or JMP instruction. Such a transfer only changes the value of the
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instruction pointer EIP, and the i386 simply checks whether El1 exceeds the limit of the segment.
If the offset lies within the correct area, the call or jump is carried out, otherwise, the i386 sends
out the usual <<general protection errorn exception,
Tasks, however, are rarely made up of only one code segment. Many code segments are usually
present. An access to a code segment other than the active one causes, for example, a far call,
a far jump or an interrupt. In all three cases, the current segment selector in the code segment
register is replaced by a new one. In real mode, such an intersegment call simply loads the
instruction pointer EIP and the code segment CS with the appropriate new values that give the
entry point of the routine. Naturally, this is not so easy in protected mode; the loading of a code
segment requires an extensive check procedure.
For a far call or a far jump three different possibilities are available:
-

If the target segment of the call or jump has the same Privilege Level (PL) as the segment
from which the call originates, then the i386 carries out the far call by directly loading the
target segment selector into the code segment C’S In this case, the i386 simply checks whether
the new value in the instruction pointer EIP exceeds the set area of the limit entry in the
target segment, and whether the typ of the target segment (EXE = 0 or 1) is consistent with
the call.

-

If the target segment is indicated as conforming, and its privilege level is higher than that
of the initial segment, then the far call is carried out in the same way as described for the
previous example. The i386 then carries out the code in the conforming segment with a
privilege level (CPL) that corresponds to the lower privilege level of the called segment, and
not to the higher privilege level of the conforming segment. This prevents programs with
lower privilege levels from obtaining higher privilege levels through the back-door use of a
conforming segment, and so from achieving accesses to protected system areas.

- If the target segment has a different privilege level to the initial segment, and it is not
identified as conforming, the far call can only be accomplished through the use of a call gate.
In the first two cases, the i386 simply loads the target segment selector into the CS register, loads
the instruction pointer value into EIP, and then executes the program. This is similar (with the
exception of checking) to a far call or far jump in real mode. In the latter case, on the other hand,
the segment selector of the target segment for the far call or far jump doesn’t point first to the
target segment itself but to a so-called cnll g&e.
The handling of interrupts is generally an inherent and also critical function of the operating
system kernel, because interrupts immediately affect the computer. Therefore, an interrupt call
usually results in a change of the privilege level (for example, when an application with PL = 3
is stopped with an interrupt, and an interrupt handler in the kernel with PL = 0 is called). The
interrupt must use an interrupt or trap gate to activate the interrupt handler (see below). I will
explain the use of task gates in the multitasking section.
The call, interrupt and trap gates permit jumping to a routine in another segment with a different privilege level. Gates are defined by the DT = 0 bit in the segment descriptor, and a value
of the type field from 4 to 7 and from 12 to 15. They are also part of the system segments. Table
3.3 shows all of the gate descriptors that are valid for the i386.
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The organization of i386 gate descriptors is represented in Figure 3.12. Call gates are used not
only to call procedures using a far call, but also for all unconditional and conditional jump
instructions using a far jump. Call gates can be used in local and the global descriptor tables,
but not in the interrupt descriptor table. Here, only trap and task gates are allowed.
As Figure 3.12 clearly shows, the organization of a gate descriptor is very different to that of a
ccnormal*, segment descriptor. For example, the base address of the segment is missing. In its
place, a 5-bit field DWord count is provided, and the bits from 5 to 7 in the second descriptor
double word are set to 0. Additionally, the second word is reserved for a segment selector. It
defines the target segment for the far call or far jump and, together with the offset in the least
significant and most significant word, gives the jump address. To actually allocate the jump
address in the i386, a further descriptor access is necessary. The gate finally contains only the
target segment selector, not its linear address. In this way, the i386 grabs two segment descriptors
(Figure 3.13) for a far call or a far jump through a call gate. The first access loads the gate
descriptor, and the second then loads the base address of the applicable segment. The addressing
unit of the i386 adds this base address of the target segment, set by the segment selector in the
gate descriptor, to the offset given by the gate descriptor. The resulting value represents the
jump address.
16 15 14 13 12 11

6 7 6 5 4

0

Offset

Figlrre 3.12: Formnt of an i386 gnte descriptor.
With an entry in the type field, the i386 knows whether the target segment selector for the CS
register of a far call or a far jump directly represents a code segment or a gate descriptor. In the
first case, the processor checks whether the direct call is permitted (such as whether or not the
target segment is identified as conforming), and depending on this, whether it should be carried
out or an exception produced. In the latter case, in comparison, it first loads the segment
descriptor given by the call gate.
The meaning and purpose of this strategy lies in the fact that a gate defines an exact and correct
jump point, so that the applicable code cannot give an incorrect call or jump target. This is
especially important if the code calls operating system functions. An incorrect jump point in
these routines normally leads to a total system crash; an incorrect gate, on the other hand, only
causes the loss of the task and the production of an error message.
I have already mentioned that each task of the four different privilege levels has its own stack.
Naturally, data must be transferred between these tasks frequently, so that the code of a different level has access to the data of the called code. For this access, the system or the compiler/
assembler carries the number of double words (each of four bytes) to be copied, in the field
Dword count. With a call to the call gate, the i386 automatically transfers these words from the
stack of the calling to the stack of the called procedure. With these five bits, a maximum of 31
double words (that is, 124 bytes) can be transferred. This should be sufficient for the transfer of
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parameters; if not, it is possible to construct a far pointer to transfer a data structure containing

the required parameters.
Due to compatibility, the i386 can also use 80286 gates. The 80286 gates are only different in that
bits 31 to 16 are reserved (equal 0) for the target offset of the call or jump, and that the Dword
count field does not indicate double words but normal 16-bit words. The reason for this restriction is the 16-bit architecture of the 80286. If the i386 comes across an 80286 gate, it interprets
the DWord count field as a word count, and only copies the corresponding number of words
(each of 16 bits). Obviously, the i386 also checks the access privileges for a call through a gate.
The following privilege levels are used in this checking:
- CPL;
- RPL of the segment selector for the call gate;
- DPL of the gate descriptor;
- DPL of the segment descriptor for the target segment of the call or jump.
The DPL entry of the gate descriptor sets which privilege level should be used for the gate.
Gates are used, for example, to transfer control at the highest privileged levels (e.g. the operating system) or code of the same privilege level. In the latter case, this is not absolutely necessary
(it is also possible directly, as explained previously), but always possible. Note that only call
instructions, and not jump instructions, can use gates to call routines with a lower privilege level
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(higher PL). Jump instructions can only use call gates for a control transfer to a code segment
with the same privilege level, or to a conforming segment with the same or a higher privilege
level. For a jump instruction to a segment that is not identified as conforming, the different
privilege levels must fulfil the following conditions:
-

The value of the Effective Privilege Level (which is the maximum of CPL and RPL) must be
smaller than, or the same as, the DPL value of the gate descriptor.
The DPL of the target segment descriptor must be the same as the CPL of the applicable
program.

In comparison, for the execution of a CALL or jump instruction to a conforming segment, the
following conditions must be met:
-

The value of the Effective Privilege Level (which is the maximum of CPL and RPL) must be
smaller than, or the same as, the DPL value of the gate descriptor.
- The DPL value of the target segment descriptor must be less than or equal to the CPL value
of the applicable program.
For a call through a call gate of a procedure with a higher privilege level, the i386 does the
following:
- The CPL value is changed so that it reflects the new privilege level.
- The i386 transfers control to the called procedure or the addressed data.
- In place of the previously used stack, the stack of the new privilege level is used.
In this way, the stacks of all privilege levels are defined in the Task State Segment (TSS) of the
relevant tasks (see the next section).
Perhaps I should stress here that all of these extensive checks are carried out by the i386
automnticnlly and independently, without the corresponding presence of a software instruction in
the instruction flow. In place of these software instructions, extensive microprograms stored in
the microcode ROM of the i386 monitor on-line all accesses in protected mode.

3.7.8 Interrupt Descriptor Table
In addition to the registers for the global and local descriptor tables and the task register, t h e
i386 has a further register for the irzterrupt descriptor tnble (IDT; Figure 3.14). In real mode,
the 1024 (lk) least significant bytes of the address space are reserved for the 256 entries of the
interrupt vector table, corresponding to the 256 interrupts of the i386. Every table entry contains
the jump address (target) of the applicable interrupt handler in the segment:offset format.
Also in protected mode, the 256 i386 interrupts from 0 to 255 are available. Contrary to real
mode, the interrupt handlers are no longer addressed with a double word in the segmenhoffset
format, but through a gate. Only task, interrupt and trap gates are permitted as entries in the
IDT, and every entry contains eight instead of four bytes. To even things up, through the entry
limit in the 1DTR (Figure 3.14), the actual size requirements of the interrupt descriptor table call
be adapted. If, for example, a system only requires the 64 interrupts from 0 to 63, an IDT wit11
64 entries of eight bytes is sufficient (that is, 512 bytes). If an interrupt is issued for which then
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Memory

i386
(Real Mode)

i386
(Protected Mode)

Figure 3.14: Interrupt tables in renl and protected mode. III real mode the interrupt number is simply multiplied
by 4 to evahmte the ofset in the segment OOh where the npplicoble interrupt vector is stored. In protected mode
the lDTR pomts to a descriptor table which holds the g&es to the corresponding mterrupt handlers.

is no longer an entry in the IDT (in this case, for example, an INT 64), the i386 switches into
shutdown
- mode
- and signals this through the corresponding level of the signals COD/INTA,
M/IO, Sl, SO and Al (see Section 4.1). Because the IDTR indicates both the IDT limit and the
IDT base address, the table can be located anywhere in memory (Figure 3.14).
Before the i386 can be switched into protected mode, the initialization program that runs in real
mode must compose the IDT as well as the GDT, and load the base address and limit into the
IDTR. If this does not occur, the system will crash with an almost 100% certainty, before the IDT
can be made available in protected mode. The initialization table refers somewhere (exactly
where it is not possible to say) for each exception and interrupt, or issues a further exception
error that cannot be handled. When switched on, or when the processor is reset, the i386 loads
a value of OOOOOOh for the base address, and 03ffh for the limit, from the IDTR. These values
correspond to the reserved area for the interrupt vector table in real mode.
The interrupt, trap and task gates have the same composition as a call gate (Figure 3.121. Only
the Dword count entry has no use. lnterrupt and trap gates define entry points in a handler,
through the offset and segment selector entries, in the same way as the call gate. The segment
selector, like the call gate, refers to the applicable segment descriptor in the LDT or GDT that
contains the base address of the corresponding segment. In this way, the entry point of the
interrupt handler is clear and correctly defined. Interrupt and trap gates differ in that an interrupt call through an interrupt gate resets the 1E and T flags; the trap gate, on the other hand,
does not.
In the following section I will explain what the i386 does if it meets a task gate during the
execution of an interrupt, CALL or jump instruction.
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3.7.9 Multitasking, TSS and Task Gates
The protection functions of the i386, above all, have an overriding purpose, namely the support
of a multitasking operating system through i386 hardware. With an efficient PC system, a
number of tasks should, more or less, run in parallel. Actually, a processor only appears to
execute tasks in parallel; the separate tasks are only carried out for a short time, and then
interrupted; after another short period they are restarted again at the same point. To achieve
this, the condition of the task at the point of interruption must be completely protected, otherwise the task will not be restarted at the same position or under the conditions present at the
time of the interruption
A similar, if also clearer and simpler operation already occurs under MS-DOS. If a hardware
interrupt occurs, such as a timer interrupt, for example, then the processor saves all registers on
the stack, the interrupt is executed, and all of the registers are again loaded with the old values
from the stack. With this, it is very important that the CS:EIP register pair is saved, because it
gives the position in the program where it has been interrupted.
It is no doubt sensible, due to the extensive protection functions of the i386 and the requirements of a number of tasks running in parallel, not just to save only the two CS and EIP
registers. Much more about this is provided in the subsequently described system segment, with
<(Task State Segment,,, or TSS for short. It represents a complete segment that is exclusively used
for storing the condition of a task. Figure 3.15 shows the composition of the TSS.
In addition to the usual offset and segment registers in the TSS, there is also the ESP pointer and
segment SS for the stacks of the different privilege levels, the selector for the local descriptor
table (LDT) used by the task, and the saved CR3 register which gives the base address of the
page directory for the described task (see Section 3.8). The I/O map bnse entry gives the address
of an I/O map which is used together with the IOPL flag for the protection of the I/O address
space in protected mode. You will find more concerning this subject later. The back link field
contains a segment selector that refers to the TSS of the previous interrupted task. The entry is
only valid if the NT-bit (Nested Task) in the EFlag register is set. If the T-bit (debug trap bit)
is set and there is a task switch (for example, when the TSS is loaded), the i386 produces a debug
exception and the corresponding interrupt 1.
If the corresponding TSS descriptor in the LDT or GDT refers to the value 1 in the typ field
(80286 compatible TSS) or the value 9 (i386 TSS), the TSS described by the descriptor is available.
The task described by the TSS can be started. If an entry 3 is located in the typ field (80286
compatible TSS) or 11 (i386 TSS), the TSS is identified as active (busy). A task described by such
a TSS is active and need not be expressly activated. That aside, it must not be activated, because
the stored TSS still contains the old values. In principle, contrary to procedures, tasks are not
re-entrant. First, when the current (active) task is interrupted (to activate another task, tar
instance), the i386 saves all the current values of the active task in the corresponding TSS, and
then loads the values of the task to be started into the segment, offset and control registers. This
occurs entirely auto~~nticnlly, without the further influence of software.
How, then, does the i386 know when to interrupt a task, and which new task it should reactivate; that is, what forms the trigger for a task switch? The key lies in the task gates. Figure 3.16
shows the construction of such a task gate. Note that there is no difference between the structure
of the task gates for the 80286 and the i386, contrary to the other gates and system segmc*nt~~
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Figure 3.15: i386 task state segmet~t (TSSJ
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Figure 3.26: Task pte dexriptor.
The TSS segment selector in the task gate refers to the segment descriptor that is described by
the TSS of the activated tnsk. If the i386 encounters a task gnte during the execution of a CALL
instruction, a jump instruction or an interrupt, then it carries out a so-called fnsli switch. The i386
stores the condition of the currently active task into the ES set by the TR task register (Figure
3.8), and writes the value 1 (80286 compatible TSS) or 9 (i386 TSS) into the type field of the
applicable TSS descriptor. In this way, the TSS is identified ns nn available TSS. Finally, the i386
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loads the new TSS segment selector from the task gate descriptor into the task register and reads
in the base address, limit, and access privileges of the task gate descriptor from the LDT or GDT
(depending on which table of the segment selector is referred to in the task gate). To conclude
the task switch, the processor identifies the applicable TSS descriptor in the type field as busy,
that is, it writes the value 3 (80286 compatible TSS) or 11 (i386 TSS) into this field. Finally, the
i386 loads the values for the segments and offsets stored in the new TSS into the corresponding
register. The CS:EIP register pair now points to the instruction of the newly activated task that
was interrupted previously; its execution is then continued from the point of interruption.
Figure 3.17 shows the four ways in which a task switch can be initiated, and the processes by
which the i386 accomplishes them. Tasks called for the first time - that is, tasks that are newly
loaded - are activated by the i386 in the same way. Here, the CS:EIP register pair refer to the
start instruction of the program, and not to the instruction at the point of interruption.

Clear Busv Bit in Active TS

Load Task Register TR With Selector of New TSS;
Set Busy Bit in Descriptor for New TSS and TS Bit in CR0

Load EAX, ECX, EDX, EBX. ESP. EBP, ESI. EDI, ES, CS. SS, DS.
FS. GS, EFlags and LDT Selector from New TSS

I

I

Start/Continue New Task at CS EIP

Example:
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formatting.

NOW

a timer interrupt occurs).
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i386 encounters a task gate which points to

dBase. The i386 suspends executing Word by saving all registers in the TSS of
Word. Afterwards it loads all necessary data from the

dBase TSS and restarts this

earlier suspended task. After a short time another timer interrupt occux. But now
dBase is suspended, and instead the

C compiler is activated. This permanent

suspending and restarting of tasks is carried out continuously and very quickly.

When a new task is started, the operating system provides a new TSS for this task. A multitasking
operating system is quite complicated, and must be able to carry out very complex operations
quickly. OS/Z, UNIX and Windows NT are examples of multitasking operating systems (or
operating system extensions), and, to a lesser extent, also normal Windows (in which the tasks
themselves decide when to pass control to another task, that is, when to permit a task switch).
Multitasking operating systems are very effectively supported by the i386: the operating system
only has to provide a task gate, a TSS descriptor and a TSS for the task switch. The i386 saves
the old contents of the registers and loads the new values independently and automatically. No
software instruction to the operating system is necessary: during a task switch, the i386 saves
the 104 bytes of the old TSS and loads the 104 bytes of the new TSS completely independently.
It is the operating system’s responsibility to allocate a suitable amount of processor time to each
of the separate tasks. The control of task switches can only be achieved by the operating system;
the programs themselves are unable to influence the process in a true multitasking operating
system such as OS/2 or Windows NT. Windows (without NT) is significantly different. Here,
the Windows application (and not Windows as the operating system extension) decides when
to transfer control to another task (another application or Windows itself). A very uncomfortable effect is that a PC running Windows seems to ignore or to respond quite late to intended
task switch requests (via Ctrl-ESC, for example). <<Real)) multitasking operating systems, on the
other hand, carry out a so-called preemptive multitasking; Windows, however, has non-preemptive
multitnski7ig.
Now an important warning: the well-known and popular DOS operating system doesn’t use
any of the functions indicated above. Also, the SMARTDRVSYS and RAMDRIVESYS drivers
only build up one GDT and one IDT to move byte groups between the lower 1 Mbyte of
memory and extended memory. Task switches and the extensive and very useful access checks
are not used in any form.
Besides these checks and special properties when calling procedures, or during the course of
switching between several tasks, a system programmer has tc, pay attention to many other
restrictions and precautions. It is now possible to program a fully functional operating system
that uses all the features of the 80286. This subject could fill two books with no problem: 1 want
to be content with this basic course. In the next section, only the protection strategies for the
second 80286 address space (namely, the access checks for the l/O address space) are described.
3.7.10 I/O

Address Space Protection via the IOPL Flag

In general, the i386 communicates with the registers in external hardware components (such as
the hard disk controller or the control register of the DMA chip) through the l/O ports. However, control and monitoring of the hardware is the responsibility of the operating system alone.
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For this it mainly uses drivers with the privilege level PL = 1. The I/O address range is thus also
included in the access protection area in protected mode. Ports, however, are not addressed
with the help of a segment register, and so this form of access protection is not available here.
The i386 accomplishes the protection of the I/O address space with two completely different
strategies: the IOPL flag in the flag register (Figure 2.8), and additionally, the I/O permission
bit map in the Task State Segment (TSS). First, the IOPL flag.
The value of the IOPL flag is set by the minimum privilege level that a code segment must refer
to, to access the address space, i.e. CPL I IOPL. If the CPL value of the active task is greater (that
is, it has a lower privilege level), the IN, OUT, INS and OUTS I/O instructions lead to the
already well-known <<general protection error)) exception. Rational applications running under
a rational operating system carry out such accesses exclusively through the operating system. A
few rational applications under an irrational operating system (such as DOS) do this directly, in
some cases to increase the performance, and in other cases to enable communication with specific components. In addition to the above-mentioned immediate I/O instructions, the CL1 and
ST1 instructions also depend upon the IOPL flag. The six instructions together are known as
IOPL sensitive instructions, in that the value of the IOPL flag has an influence on their execution.
The grounds for this restriction become clear immediately if we consider the following situation:
a system function reads, for example, a data set from the hard disk, and is interrupted by a task
switch, and the newly activated task then immediately communicates with the control register
in the controller using an I/O instruction. If, in protected mode, the second immediate access
to the control register was not strictly forestalled by the protection of the I/O space using an
exception, the system routine interrupted by the task switch would be in a completely different
condition after its reactivation. The PC ignores or, worse, deletes such data.
There is no explicit instruction available for changing the IOPL flag (such as CL1 or ST1 for the
interrupt flag). This is only possible in the i386 with the POPF (POP flags) and the PUSHF
(PUSH flags) instructions. These two instructions are, however, privileged; they can only be
executed in a code segment with the highest privilege level of CPL = 0. This is usually reserved
for the operating system kernel - applications, therefore, cannot change the IOPL flag. When
this is attempted, the processor issues (once again) the <<general protection error,, exception. The
flags are part of the TSS and so can be different from task to task. It is possible that one task
has access to part of the I/O address space, but another task has not.
This global security strategy for the I/O address space using the IOPL flag is already implemented in the 80286. Additionally, the i386 can individually protect the ports. This protection
strategy for the ports is implemented in particular with regard to the virtual 8086 mode.

3.7.11 I/O Address Space Protection via the I/O Permission Bit Map
In addition to the global protection through the IOPL flag, the i386 has a further protection
mechanism for accesses to the I/O address space, namely the so-called I/O perrt~issiou bib rrrn;~.
It is part of the TSS of the respective task, so that different tasks can refer to different I/O
permission bit maps. The I/O n~np brzse entry in the TSS descriptor gives the offset within the TSS
where the corresponding I/O permission bit map begins. It stretches to the end of the TSS, as
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it defines the limit entry of the i386 TSS descriptor. Therefore, the I/O permission bit map need
not begin immediately after the entries for the register in the TSS. Moreover, an almost arbitrary
sized area can lie between the I/O map base entry and the start of the I/O permission bit map;
this space can be used by the operating system for storing information. Figure 3.18 schematically
shows the I/O permission bit map in the i386 TSS. Note that the most significant byte of the
map (the byte immediately before the end of the TSS) must have the value 11111111 b (ffh). Only
an i386 TSS can be used for the I/O permission bit map; an 80286 TSS cannot be used as it has
no I/O map base entry.

Task State Segment

A valid I/O permission bit map is present if the I/O map base is contained in the TSS. If the
value indicates a base outside the TSS, the i386 ignores all of the checks that are associated with
the I/O permission bit map. In that case, access protection for the I/O address space is only
accomplished with the IOPL flag.
The I/O permission bit map is an access protection of the second level: if the value of the CPL
and IOPL for the active task permits an access to the I/O address space, the i38h additionally
examines the I/O permission bit map to determine whether the required port can actually be
addressed. The basis for this is the one-to-one association between the l/O address ,md the
corresponding bit in the map. This means that the port with the address 0 is associated with the
bit contained in the map that has an offset of 0, and the port with the address 1 is associated
with the bit that has an offset of 1, etc. When the bit in the map corresponding to the port is
set (equals l), and there is an access to the applicable port, the i386 issues the ((general protection
error), exception. If this bit is reset, the processor continues with the l/O operation.
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The length of the map sets the additional number of protected ports. It is, therefore, not necessary for the I/O permission bit map to cover all of the available I/O addresses. All of the ports
that are not included in the map are automatically assigned a set bit. An access to a port that
is not included in the map automatically produces an exception. In an ISA PC, it is sufficient,
for example, to protect the 3ffh least significant ports using a map. An access to ports with a
higher address can only mean a program error, because beyond these I/O addresses, no more
physical ports are available. The i386 automatically issues an exception. You can again see that
the protection mechanism of the protected mode not only protects programs and the system, but
also offers a substantially simpler method for localizing bugs. To protect the complete I/O
address space with its 64k g-bit ports, a total of (64k ports)/(8 bits for every byte) + (g-bit
11111111), that is, 8193 bytes are necessary.
A 16-bit port has two, and a 32-bit port has four, sequential bits assigned to it. Only if both, or
all four, respectively, assigned bits are simultaneously reset can the i386 perform an I/O operation. If only one of the bits equals 1, the processor issues an exception.
Example:

The

bit map is

11111111

11001101

00110000

11010100

LT-JP
end of the map
map
1st case: E-bit
locked

ports

unlocked

ports

ports
2, 4, 6, 7, 12, 13, 16, 18, 19, 22, 23
0. 1. 3. 5, 8, 9, 10. 11, 14, 15, 17, 20, 21

2nd case: 16-bit

ports

locked rmr'cs

2, 4, 6, 12, 16, 18, 22

unlocked

0, 8, 10, 14, 20

ports

3rd case:
locked
unlocked

ports
port

0, 8, 12, 16, 20
8

The B-bit, 16-bit and 32-bit ports can also, of course,

be mixed depending on the

register width of the I/O device at the corresponding address.

I would like to mention at this point that the i386 does not use the IOPL flag in virtual 8086
mode; it achieves protection of the I/O address space exclusively through the I/O permission
bit map. In this way, the i386 can emulate the characteristics of the 8086, for an 8086 program
that runs in virtual 8086 mode, under a protected mode operating system. The I/O permission
bit map is especially implemented with regard to the virtual 8086 mode.

3.7.12 Protected Mode Exceptions
In protected mode, in comparison to real mode, more exceptions are implemented, whose main
purpose is to indicate error conditions. The reason for these new exceptions lies in the additional
checks required for protected mode. The following list contains the new exceptions:
-

Double fault texception 8): If two exceptions occur, one after the other (e.g. an exception
occurring when the handler is called after a previous exception), before the first can be
handled, and it is not possible for the i386 to carry out both of the exceptions, then the i386
issues an interrupt 8. In this case, the i386 cannot always handle both exceptions sequentially,
if both in each case represent an exception 0 (division by 0), 9 (coprocessor segment overflow),
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10 (invalid task state segment), 11 (segment not available), 12 (stack exception) or 13 (general
protection error). For example, if exceptions 11 and 13 occur, an exception 8 is produced.
Coprocessor segment overflow (exception 9): if a part of a coprocessor operand is protected
or not available, the i386 issues an interrupt 9.
Invalid task state segment (exception 10): every task switch with an invalid TSS produces an
interrupt 10 (Oah). The reason for this is an inconsistency in the TSS (e.g. the segment indicated by CS cannot be carried out, or a selector exceeds the applicable table limit).
Segment not available (exception 11): if the i386 attempts to access a segment that is not
available in the memory, that is, the present bit is reset in the corresponding descriptor, then
the i386 issues an interrupt 11 (Obh).
Stack exception (exception 12): if an instruction attempts to exceed the stack segment limit,
or the segment indicated by SS is not available in the memory (for example, after a task
switch), then the i386 issues an interrupt 12 (Och).
General protection error (exception 13): if the protection rules in the protected mode of the
i386 are violated, and the cause cannot be associated with one of the exceptions S-12, then
interrupt 13 (Odh) is the result.
Coprocessor error (exception 16): if the coprocessor functions are not emulated by a software
library in the i386 (the EM-bit in the CR0 control register equals O), and the i386 has an active
signal from the coprocessor at the ERROR pin (a low level signal), then the i386 sends out
an interrupt 16 (10h). The active ERROR signal indicates an error condition in the coprocessor
(for example, an underflow or an overflow).

3.7.13 Summary of Protection Mechanisms in Protected Mode
Th e protection mechanisms in the protected mode of the i386 apply mainly to instructions that
read and
incorrect
(such as
data and
For this

control the condition of the CPU, or that access code and data segments. In this way,
or inadequate instructions that crash the system or block the CPU should be prevented
an erroneously placed HLT instruction). In addition, protected mode should prevent
code segments from being used incorrectly and, thereby, affecting the system integrity.
purpose, the i386 implements three groups of protection mechanisms:

- Restricted usage of segments: for example, code segments, in principle, cannot be written
to, and data segments can only be written to if the write bit (bit W) is set. Accessible segments are written to through the GDT or LDT; all other segments cannot be reached by the
task.
- Restricted access to segments: the different privilege levels, and the use of CPL, DPL, EPL
and RPL, restrict the access of programs with a specific privilege level (CPL, RPL and EPL)
to data and code of other segments (DPL). Permitted call-up mechanisms (call gate, etc.) are
the only possible exceptions.
- Privileged instructions: instructions that immediately influence the condition of the CPU
(such as LGDT and LLDT), or that change the descriptor tables, can only be executed by
tasks with CPL or IOPL values of a higher privilege level.
In protected mode, if one of these protection mechanisms is violated, the i386 immediately
issues an error exception.
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3.7.14 BIOS Access to Extended Memory
The AT BIOS has two functions, 87h and 89h of interrupt INT 15h, for moving data blocks
between the first 1 Mbyte of memory and extended memory and for switching the processor
into protected mode. The functions are described in Appendix L, together with the call formats.
Additionally, the HIMEM.SYS driver is available as a programming interface.

3.7.15 Interface to Hardware in Protected Mode - The ABIOS
All routines of the conventional personal computer BIOS are programmed in real mode, and
therefore cannot be used by the i386 in protected mode. Moreover, the BIOS was designed for
a single tasking operating system, so that every BIOS call must be completed before the BIOS
routine returns control to the calling task. Thus the BIOS Grocesses a call in one stage (also
called single-staged processing). For fast executable functions such as reading the internal system
clock, this is of no importance. But in a multitasking environment, processes that have to wait
for the reaction of a rather slow hardware device (for example, the floppy drive) lock the PC.
The time necessary to start the drive motors alone is nearly infinitely long for a fast-clocked i386.
The ABIOS (advanced BIOS) has to solve these problems, and to implement an interface to
hardware for a multitasking operating system in protected mode. For calls that may last for a
longer time, the ABIOS implements a so-called multistaged processing. Figure 3.19 shows a comparison of the various processing models for the conventional BIOS (also called CBIOS) and for
the ABIOS.

ABIOS
Single-stage Model

1

CBIOS
Single-stage Model

Discrete Multistage Model
not implemented

Continuous Multistage Model

not implemented

The CBIOS only implements the already mentioned single-staged model in the form of a tollI”L)ccssitlS-rctrrrrr. The call of a CBIOS function dedicates the CPU to the processing of this call.
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Only hardware interrupts are serviced. The ABIOS only uses the single-staged model for functions that can be completed at once, such as reading the internal system clock (here only an
immediately executable memory access to the data structure of the system clock is necessary).
All other ABIOS calls proceed according to a discrete or continuous multistaged model, where
each stage can be executed at once. All necessary wait processes are carried out between the
individual stages, thus the CPU is not locked. For example, during an access to the hard disk,
in one stage the seek instructions for the read/write heads are transferred to the controller. Then
the ABIOS immediately returns control so that the CPU is available for another task. Once the
drive has positioned the heads correctly, the controller issues an interrupt and the next stage of
the ABIOS function is called. This example shows how the individual stages are called, that is,
how the multistaged functions are driven. One possibility is a hardware interrupt that the
accessed device issues if it is ready for the next function stage (floppy and hard disk drives, for
example). Another possibility is the activation of individual stages after the lapse of a predefined
time period (time period driven function). One example of this would be writing of the complete VGA colour register block, where only one register block is written during each stage.
Continuous multistaged functions are different from discrete ones in that after completing a
stage, the same stage is called again in the next activation of the function. Thus, the continuous
multistaged function is never terminated; it is always in a request state. Both multistaged models
are only implemented by the ABIOS. The CBIOS only supports the single-staged model.
Every multistaged ABIOS function consists of three routines: a start routine, an interrupt routine
and a time-out routine. The start routine is called if the corresponding function is started. The
hardware interrupts assigned to the various stages, or the lapse of a predefined time period,
activate the interrupt routine. A hardware time-out in interrupt-driven functions calls the timeout routine. The ABIOS usually supports 16 devices and units that are defined by a corresponding
ID number. Table 3.4 lists these devices and units. Additionally, the ABIOS uses the ID = 0 for
internal function calls.
ID

Device/service

ID

Device/service

OOh
Olh
02h
03h
04h
05h
06h
07h
08h
09h

Internal ABIOS functions
floppy dnve
hard disk drive
graphics adapter
keyboard
parallel interface
serial Interface
system clock
real-ttme clock
system functions

Oah
Obh
Och-Odh
Oeh
Ofh
10h
llh
12h-15h
16h
17h-ffffh

NMI
mouse
reserved
CMOS RAM
DMA
POS
error tracking
reserved
keyboard lock
reserved

Table 3.4: DerCw~ nnri rcur~s su~~~x~r:~~~f II!/ f/w ABlOS

The call of ABlOS services is no longer carried out by registers, as was the case with the CBIOS.
Instead, the ABIOS uses four data structures: a function transfer table, a device block, a common
data area and a request block. Every ABlOS service is assigned a Jut&h trtlr~sfer tub/e, which
includes a table of pointers to the start, interrupt and time-out routines assigned to the ABlOS
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service. Additionally, it holds a table of pointers to the beginning of the individual functions of
the ABIOS service. An ABIOS service is assigned a unit block corresponding to the serviced
physical device that holds the interrupt and arbitration level of the hardware device, and other
important information. In the COVWUJ~ datn awn a table of pointers to the function transfer table
and the device block of each ABIOS service is stored. Such a pointer pair in the table is identified
by a unique ID. During ABIOS initialization, the logical IDS are assigned. Calling programs use
the logical IDS as an index to the common data area to call ABIOS services and functions. All
function transfer tables, all device blocks and the common data area are generated and initialized during ABIOS initialization.
The request block constitutes the interface between the calling task and an ABIOS function. All
input and output parameters are transferred via this data structure (for example, the logical ID,
the function number, or the return code). Before a task can start an ABIOS function, it has to
initialize the request block. The request block remains in memory until the call is completed,
thus the request block takes over the job of the CPU registers for parameter passing (as is the
case with the CBIOS). Table 3.5 lists the correspondences between ABIOS and CBIOS.
Process

ABIOS

CBIOS

parameter passing
identification of the BIOS service by number
location of the BIOS serwce by vector table

request block
logical ID
logical ID as an Index
into common data area
vector in the function
transfer table

CPU registers
Interrupt
interrupt

locatlon of the BIOS function table

Internal jump
Into CBIOS code

Table 3.5: Correspodences between ABZOS and CBZOS

Every ABIOS service has nine standard functions (see Table 3.6). The other numbers are available for device-dependent functions.
Number

Function

OOh
Olh
02h
03h
04h
05h
06h
07h
08h
09h

standard Interrupt handler
return logical ID
reserved
read dewce parameters
set device parameters
reset/lnltlalize
activate
deactivate
read
wnte

Tab/c 3.6: ABlOS standard J~rttctio,~s

After the calling task has initialized the request block, it can call the intended ABIOS function
and pass control to the ABIOS. The actual call is then (for example, with OS/2) executed by the
operating system function ABIOSCommonEntry or ABIOSCall. Readers interested in details (~1
ABIOS should consult a programmer’s reference for OS/2 (or another operating syste4 whjch

,
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3.8 Paging
A further essential component of the i386 is the paging unit located in the memory management
unit. Its connection with paging and the new possibilities it introduces, with respect to the
virtual 8086 mode, are detailed in the next section.

3.8.1 Logical, Linear, Physical Addresses and Paging
With its 32-bit offset registers and 16-bit segment registers the i386 has a logical address space
of 64 Tbytes per task. Because the base address in the segment descriptors is 32 bits wide, these
64 Tbytes are mapped to an address space with 4 Gbytes at most. The combination of the
segment’s base address and the offset within the segment in the address adder leads to a socalled lineur address. This means that the address indicates the address of a memory object in a
linear fashion. Thus, with a larger address you find the memory object higher up in memory.
The segment number, that is, the segment selector, doesn’t indicate linearity. A selector larger
in value may directly point to a segment at the lowest segment address. Mapping the 64 Tbytes
onto the 4 Gbytes is possible because not all segments of the 64 Tbytes must be actually present
(P bit of the segment descriptors). The rest may, for example, be swapped onto a (really very
large) hard disk.
If all 32 i386 address lines are used, this linear 32-bit address can be converted to a physical
address, which in turn has 32 bits. Then, each address in the logical address space of 4 Gbytes
corresponds to a memory object in one of these countless memory chips - countless because to
realize a physical memory of 4 Gbytes, without taking into account the chips for the parity bits,
2048 (!) 16 Mbyte memory chips are necessary. The chips alone weigh about 10 kg (at 5 g/chip)
and cost (even with a bulk discount) about $15,000. No computer, except for massively parallel
computers like the Connection Machine with its 65536 processors, comes into such a category.
For a PC, such storage is nonsense (even with Windows and 0512). Typical i386 PCs are presently equipped with 4 Mbytes or 16 Mbytes at most. This is not very much for extensive database
applications, DTP or powerful graphics programs. Such memories may generate data amounts
internally that exceed the computer’s available main memory.
We have already met one possibility of enlarging the virtual address space beyond the actual
physical memory during the discussion on protected mode and the segment descriptors connected to it. In the segment descriptors a P (present) bit is available which indicates whether the
segment is actually in memory. If the processor attempts to access a segment whose P bit is
cleared (that is, the intended segment is not in memory), the <<segment not present,) exception
i.s issued. Now the operating system can load the segment concerned into memory, and give the
instruction the chance to access the segment again. It is therefore possible to generate more
segments for a program than may simultaneously fit into the memory. The swapped segments
are only loaded if needed. If not enough space is available in memory, one or more other
segments must be swapped to make memory available for the newly read segment.
But now new problems arise. The data may only be swapped and loaded segment-by-segment.
Further, the size of the segments corresponds to the size of the data structures they hold. The
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data segment for an extensive drawing or the code segment of a powerful program module may
be very large. On the other hand, the data segment that contains the address text for a letter,
or a code segment that holds a simple procedure, is usually very small. If a large segment is now
to be loaded from the hard disk into memory, then possibly numerous small segments must be
swapped. This is becoming very awkward, particularly if only one byte or word has to be
accessed in the loaded segment, but then immediately afterwards an access to the code or data
in one of the segments just swapped out takes place. The segment just loaded must be swapped
out again and the required code or data segment reloaded. If the program now needs more data
from the data segment that has just been swapped out, then everything has to be carried out
again from the beginning, etc. You can see what this means in the case of a 1 Mbyte database
segment: a long coffee break!
Another problem arises with a low memory configuration: for the database segment there
remains only that memory which has been left unused by the operating system, drivers, system
tables and at least one code segment of the current program. If the swapped segment is larger
than this remaining memory, it is impossible to read the whole segment into memory.
Thus the operating system has to do a lot of things: determine what segment it is best to swap,
whether the now available memory is sufficient, eventually swap another segment, etc. The
swapping process is very slow. By now, though, you have surely guessed that a better method
exists: puging. Because all segments must be present in the physical memory, which is usually
much smaller than 4 Gbytes, the base addresses of all the segments are also within the address
space of the physical memory. With a main memory of, for example, 4 Mbytes, all base
addresses are lower than 4 Mbytes, that is, the complete linear address space between 4 Mbytes
and 4Gbytes is not used. In other words, about 99.9% of the linear address space remains
unused. A lot of memory for many, many segments!
Paging maps a very large linear address space onto the much smaller physical address space of
main memory, as well as the large address space of external mass storage (usually a hard disk).
Hard disks, though, rarely have a capacity that corresponds to the i386 virtual address space.
This mapping is carried out in ccportions >> of a fixed size called pages. In the case of the i386, a
page size of 4 kbytes is defined (this size is fixed by processor hardware and cannot be altered).
Thus the complete linear address space consists of one million pages. In most cases, only a few
of them are occupied by data. The occupied pages are either in memory or swapped to the hard
disk. Whether the i386 actually uses this paging mechanism is determined by the PG bit in the
CRU register. If the PG bit is set then paging is carried out; otherwise it is not. Because the
operating system must manage and eventually swap or reload the pages, it is not sufficient to
simply set the PC bit. The i386 hardware only supports paging analogous to the protection and
task switch mechanisms. The operating system must intercept the paging exceptions and service
them accordingly, look for the swapped pages, reload them, etc.
Thus a double address mapping is carried out in the i386. The segment and offset (virtual
address) of a memory object are combined to form a linear address in the linear 4Gbytes
address space corresponding to one million pages. Then, these one million pages corresponding
to the linear address are converted into a physical address, or an exception <<page not present)’
is issued SO that the page concerned can be loaded.
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3.8.2 Page Directory, Page Tables, Page Frames and the CR3 Register
To determine a linear address from a segment and an offset, one needs information as to where
the segment concerned begins. This information is stored in the descriptor tables. Two levels of
such tables exist: the global descriptor table (GDT) forms the (<root directory,,, where the local
descriptor tables (LDT) may appear as (subdirectories),. The address of the descriptor tables is
stored in the GDTR and LDTR, respectively. With the information held, segment and offset can
be combined into a linear 32-bit address, which is used unaltered as the physical address. For
example, for a PC with an i386 processor and 4 Mbytes of main storage space, the segment starts
at 1bOOOOh and the offset is d23aOh. The linear address is thus 2823aOh. The byte with the
number 2 630 560 or 0000 0000 0010 1000 0010 0011 1010 OOOOb decimal is addressed. Since the
main storage area is limited to 4 Mbytes, the ten most significant bits are always equal to 0, that
is, the address will always read 0000 0000 OOxx xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx, where x is equal to
the binary number 1 or 0. In a similar manner to the representation of segment and offset in
the form of a linear address, the implementation of mapping a linear address onto a physical
address is carried out. This is achieved using a two-level directory and a register, which in turn
defines a sort of <(main directory>>. A table defines the mapping between linear and physical
addresses. For this, a special interpretation of the linear address is required (Figure 3.20).

31

22 21

12 11

0

With an activated paging unit, the ten most significant bits of the linear address indicate the
number of the applicable page tables in the page directory; this corresponds to the current linear
address. The ten bits that follow define the page number of the established page table. Subsequently, the 12 least significant bits indicate in the usual manner the offset within the defined
page. The 12 bits are sufficient for this task, because a page only consists of 2” = 4096 bytes.
However, a segment requires a 32.bit offset. A linear address is represented by a physical
address, which is specified by D1R for a page table, by l~nye for a page within the page table and,
finally, by offset to indicate an offset in the given page (Figure 3.21). This can be interpreted in
another way. Paging remaps the 20 most significant address bits onto new values, whereas the
12 least significant address bits are taken over, unchanged, as an offset.
It is easy to understand the reasoning behind having two such page table levels. Each page table
entry comprises four bytes (Figure 3.22). If every page (of 4 kbytes) of the linear address space
of 4 Gbytes (equivalent to one million pages) was represented by a single page table in the
memory, this would on its own require 4 Mbytes just for the page tables! The creation of a
second level makes it possible to administer page tables of a lower level as if they were themselves pages. They are similar to a normal page in that they are only 4 kbytes. With the assistance of the operating system, the i386 loads and unloads second-level page tables like normal
pages, It is only the 4 kbyte page directory that must be constantly maintained in the memory.
Its base address is saved by the CR3 register.
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Figure 3.21: Mapping of a linear address onto a physical address with active paging. After combining segment
and offset into a linear address, the resulting linear address is split into a IO-bit page directory address, a IO-bit
page address and a 12-bit offset, if paging is enabled. Every page comprises 4 kbytes, thus the full address space IS
divided into 4 kbyte blocks.
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Page Frame Address 31...12

Page Frame Address: address bits 31...12 of the page frame
AVAIL: available for the operating system
D:
dirty
O=page has not yet been overwrItten
1 =page has been overwritten
A:

accessed
O=page has not yet been accessed

l=page has already been accessed

U/S: page access level (userkupervlsor)
O=supervisor (CPL=O..2)

1 =user (CPL=3)

R/W: write protection (read/write)
O=page is read-only
P:

1 =page can be written to

page present
O=page is swapped

1 =page resides in

res: reserved (equal 0)
Figure 3.22: The structure of a page table entry.
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Both the page directory and the second-level page tables each have 1024 (lk) page table entries,
each with a length of 4 bytes. Figure 3.22 shows the structure of such a page table entry.
The P-bit
outside (P
tion with
Therefore,

(page present) indicates whether the respective page is in memory (I’ = 1) or stored
= 0). In the latter case, the remaining 31 bits of the page table entry contain informaregard to where the page is located on the hard disk or other memory medium.
the entries that follow it have no meaning.

If the page is in memory (P = l), the 20 high-order bits define the address of the page jrnme. A
page frame is a memory area the size of a page (4 kbytes) that holds the data of a page. The
addresses of such page frames are always multiples of 4096 (lOOOh): 0,4096, 8192,. or OOOOh,
lOOOh, 2OOOh, . You are free to imagine this pictorially as a <<frame>> (of a picture, for example).
In the same way, a sheet (<<page>)) with information may be inserted into a frame; the paging
mechanism inserts pages with various contents into the page frames. The frames remain the
same (and are located on the same wall, to follow the metaphor through), but the information
has changed.
The paging mechanism therefore replaces the 20 high-order address bits in the physical 32-bit
address by these 20 bits of the page frame address. The 12 least significant bits of the physical
address indicate the offset of the memory object within that page. The 12 low-order bits in the
page table entry, on the other hand, serve to manage the page. If paging is active, the i386
combines the 20 page frame address bits and the 12 offset bits of the linear address into a
physical 32-bit address. If the page is swapped (I’ = 0) the i386 issues a “page fault,, exception
corresponding to interrupt Oeh. Now the paging routine of the operating system can load the
required page into a free or freed page frame.
This loading and unloading of pages, triggered by the page fault exception, also occurs if a
memory object such as a double word no longer fits on one page and is split over two pages.
Example:

a

double word (4 bytes) at offset fffdh (decimal 4094). The

two low-order bytes of

the double word are stored in the two high-order bytes of the page. But the two
high-order bytes of the double word are already held by another page which,
moreover,

may be swapped.

In general, the 32.bit i386 processor constantly addresses the physical double-word addresses 0,
4, 8, etc. If a double word does not commence at a double-word boundary, the i386 has to
execute two memory accesses, each of which starts with a double word. In the example given,
the last four bytes of the first page are addressed, in which the two least significant bytes of the
double word are found. Subsequently, the processor accesses the first four bytes of the next
page. This is loaded if it is not currently in memory. Thus, the processor can address the two
most significant values of the double word, The 4 kbyte size of the page does not cause any
problems. In the worst case, two page fault exceptions are issued and two pages are loaded into
memory.
The advantages compared to swapping complete segments are obvious. The smaller sections
with 4 kbytes each can be reloaded or stored very quickly. Further, programs usually access
data that is quite close together. Even with the rather small page size of 4 kbytes compared
with the linear address space of 4 Gbytes (a factor of one million), the probability is high that
the intended data is already present in memory. For large segments, only those parts that

j
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are currently processed or executed must be loaded. A complete swapping and immediate
reloading, as described above, does not occur with paging. The computer therefore runs much
faster.

One could be of the opinion that the new address conversion that is necessary with paging, in
addition to forming the linear address from the segment and offset, may lead to delays for
address determination. This is not true in most cases, however. The i386 contains a cache memory
where the most recently used page table entries are stored. This cache memory is called the
iranslntion looknsidr buffer (TLB). Only if a page table entry is to be used that is not present in the
TLB, and thus has to be reloaded from memory, is the address translation delayed by the memory
access. But if the page table with the entry is swapped onto disk, the access takes much more
time because the page table first has to be loaded into memory, and its entry must be read into
the processor. Using intelligent algorithms in the operating system for managing page tables and
their entries, this case rarely occurs and there are only a few delays. The gain of a very large linear
address space compared to a small physical one by means of paging is really very significant.
For the management of pages and the second-order page tables, several bits are reserved in the
page table entries (see Figure 3.22). If the processor has accessed a page once (that is, if it reads
or writes data), the A (accessed) bit in the corresponding page table entry is set. If the operating
system regularly clears these A bits it may determine which pages are used often. Thus it only
swaps the less used pages to cause as few read and write accesses of the hard disk drive as
possible. Therefore, paging runs with hardly any delay.
The D (dirty) bit characterizes pages whose contents have been altered, that is, overwritten. If
this bit is cleared the page need not be written onto disk when swapped, because there is still
an unaltered former copy of that page on the disk. If the D bit is set, however, the operating
system detects a change of data and writes (as well as information for relocating the page on
disk) the data of the page itself onto the disk.
As is the case for segments, pages can also be protected against an access by programs. Unlike
the segments (where four privilege levels O-3 are available), the protection mechanism for pages
only implements two levels: user and supervisor. Programs with privilege levels CPL = 0 to
CPL = 2 (that is, operating system, device drivers and operating system extensions) use the
supervisor level. Application programs, on the other hand, usually have the user privilege level.
The privilege level of pages is indicated by the U/S (user/supervisor) bit, therefore U/S = 0
holds for operating system, system software, etc. (CPL = 0, 1, 2) and U/S = 1 holds for application code and data (CPL = 3).
With the R/W (read/write) bit, pages are marked as read-only (R/W = 0) or as readable and
writeable (R/W = 1). A violation (for example, a write access to a read-only page (R/W = O),
leads to a “page faulb~ exception. On the other hand, the segmenting mechanism protects the
data on a segment basis when in protected mode. A violation of the paging protection mechanism, such as an attempt to write to a read-only page (R/W =O) or using user access on a
supervisor page, leads to (<page fault >>, and the associated interrupt Oeh. The three AVAIL-bits
are available to the operating system for page management. All other bits are reserved.
In the i386, segmenting and paging produce duplicate address conversions. Segmenting produces the base address of the segment from the virtual address in the segment:offset format
with the help of the descriptor tables and the segment descriptors and, with the addition of the
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offset, forms the linear address in the large linear address space. Paging converts this linear
address into a physical address of the usually much smaller physical address space or to a <(page
fault>, exception. This procedure is shown in Figure 3.23. In most cases, the i386 can execute this
conversion without a time delay, due to the segment descriptor cache register and the translation lookaside buffer.
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3.8.3 Paging Exceptions
In addition to the previously mentioned exceptions, paging can lead to a further exception,

namely:
- Page fault (exception 14): if, during the conversion of a linear to a physical address, the
paging unit determines that the required page table or the page itself is externally stored, or
if the task that wishes to read the data in a page is only running at the user level but is,
however, identified as being at the supervisor level, then the i386 issues an interrupt 14 (Oeh).
The operating system can load the respective page or page table into memory, or can register
an access error.

3.8.4 Test Registers TR6 and TR7 for Checking the TLB
Because the two test registers TR6 and TR7 (Figure 2.5) are only implemented for testing the
TL-B, I would like to discuss them here in connection with the TLB itself. If you are a little unsure
about cache memory, then at this stage you should refer to Chapter 9.
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The TLB is implemented as a 4-way set-associative memory, and uses a random replacement
strategy. It is an integrated part of the i386 chip, and does not require any external SRAM
memory. Like other cache memories, each entry in the set O-3 consists of the 24-bit tag and the
actual 12-bit cache data. Each set comprises of eight entries, therefore the TLB can accept 32
entries, giving a total size equivalent to 144 bytes. 32 entries for each 4 kbyte page mean that the
TLB manages 128 kbytes of memory. Each 24-bit tag stores the 20 most significant bits of the
linear address (the DIR and page part), a validity bit and three attribute bits. The data entry
contains the 12 most significant value bits of the associated physical address.
If the physical address of the page format is already stored in the TLB when a page table access
occurs, the i386 uses it internally, to produce physical 32-bit addresses. Otherwise, the processor
has to first read the page table entry. Intel specify a 98% TLB hit rate, that is, 98% of all memory
accesses for code and data refer to a page whose frame address is already contained in the TLB.
Stated differently, in 98% of all cases paging does not slow down code and data accesses.
The i386 has two test registers for testing the translation lookaside buffers, these being the test
instruction register TR6 and the test data register TR7. Figure 3.24 shows their structure.
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Figure 3.24: Structure of ihe test registers TR6 nnd TR7.

To test the TLB, you must first disable paging, that is, the i386 must not perform any paging.
The TLB test is sub-divided into two procedures: writing entries to the TLB, and reading TLB
entries (performing a TLB lookup). The following text explains, in more detail, the test register
entries.
The C-bit in the test instruction register indicates whether a write to the TLB (C = 0) or TLB
lookup (C = 1) will be executed.
The hear address represents the TLB tag field. A TLB entry is attached to these linear addresses
during a write to the TLB, and the contents of TR6 and TR7 are transferred to the attached entry.
During a TLB lookup, the test logic checks whether these linear addresses and the attribute bits
agree with a TLB entry. If this is the case, then the remaining fields of TR6 and the test register
TR7 are loaded from the confirmed entry into the TLB.
During a write to the TLB, the physical address is transferred into the TLB entry that corresponds to the linear address. During a TLB lookup, the test logic loads this TR7 field with the
value stored in the TLB.
The meaning of PL varies depending on C. If a TLB entry is written (C = 0) and if PL = 1, then
the TLB associated block to be written is determined by REP. If, however, PL is reset (PL = O),
an internal pointer in the paging unit selects the TLB block to be written. For a TLB lookrrp
(C = I), the PI, value specifies whether the lookup has led to a hit (PL = 1) or not (PL = 0).
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V is the TLB entry validity bit. A V-bit that is set shows that an entry is valid; a V-bit that has
been reset shows that the entry is invalid. The remaining TR6 register bits correspond to the
attribute bits of a page table entry. D, D represents the dirty bit, U, u the user/supervisor bit
and W, w the write protection bit for the (or from the) corresponding TLB entry. The three bits
are given in normal and complementary form (Table 3.7). In this way, for table lookups for
example, it is possible to instruct the test logic to ignore the value of the bit during a lookup
(if both are set, the logic will always agree). If both the attribute bit and its complement are set
(= l), then the logic will always produce a hit for the corresponding attribute. In other words,
the attribute value in this case is insignificant.
D.&W

-__
DUW

Effects on TLB lookup

Value in TLB after write

0

0

always miss for D. U, W

0
1

1

hit for D, U, W = O
hit for D, U, W=l
a l w a y s hit for D. U. W

D,
D,
D,
D,

1

0
1

U,
U,
U,
U.

W
W
W
W

undefined
set (=l)
cleared (=O)
undefined

Table 3.7: Effrcfs of tht* coq&~~r~~tan~ bit pnirs
Testing of the TLB is achieved by read and write (TLB lookup) of the TR6 and TR7 test registers.
To set a TLB entry for a test, you must first load TR7 with the values for the physical address,
PL = 1 and REP. Subsequently, you have to write suitable values for the linear address and the
attributes to TR6, and erase the instruction bit C. To perform a TLB lookup (that is, reading of
a TLB entry), you must load TR6 with the necessary linear address and set C. Subsequently, you
have to read both test registers TR6 and TR7. The PL-bit indicates whether the result is a hit
(PL = 1) or not (PL = 0). In the first instance, the values in the test register reflect the content of
the respective TLB entry. However, if no hit occurs, the values are invalid.

3.9 i386 Virtual 8086 Mode - Myth and Reality
With the i386 a new operating mode was introduced which, as was the case for the 80286
protected mode, led to some confusion and a few myths. In the following sections I want to
clarify the virtual mode. Together with the paging mechanisms, extensive capabilities for multitasking are available even for programs that are actually unable to use multitasking (what a
contradiction!).
The incentive for the implementation of the virtual mode came from the enormous variety of
programs for PCs running under MS-DOS, which is a purely real mode operating system.
Remember also that powerful i486 PCs with MS-DOS always operate in real mode, and therefore use only the first of all the 4 096 Mbytes of the 32.bit address space. Moreover, neither the
extensive protection mechanisms of the protected mode nor the i386 paging mechanisms are
used. Therefore, the virtual mode now enables the execution of unaltered real mode applicncons, as well as the use of protected mode protection mechanisms. The virfrml 8086 tasks may
run in parallel with other virtual 8086 tasks or i386 tasks, that is, mrrltitnskirrg with programs not
designed for multitasking is taking place. 8086 programs running with MS-DOS are not designed for multitasking because DOS as the operating system is rrot rr-crrtmrlt. If a DOS function
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is interrupted by an interrupt, which in turn calls a DOS function, then the PC frequently
crashes because after an IRET the original stack is destroyed. Because of this, the programming
of resident (TSR) programs is very complicated. By means of the virtual mode and paging these
problems can be avoided. The virtual 8086 mode is, for example, used by the DOS windows
under Windows or OS/2. Alternatively, it is possible to use a proper protected mode operating
system with the corresponding protected mode applications (for example, OS/2 and a database
programmed for OS/2 right from the start).

3.9.1 Virtual Machines and Virtual 8086 Monitors
In virtual mode the i386 hardware and the virtual 8086 monitor constitute a so-called virtzd
machine. The virtual machine gives the program or user the impression that a complete computer is dedicated to its use alone, even if it is only a member in a multiuser environment. The
complete computer, for example, has its own hard disk, its own tape drive, or its own set of files
and programs. Actually, the system may generate and manage many of these virtual machines.
The system divides the physically present hard disk into sections each dedicated to one of the
virtual machines. Thus, the user has the impression that he/she is in possession of a complete
hard disk.
With a multiuser system such as UNIX/XENIX, many users can work on the computer. But
every user has the impression that he/she is currently the only one. A mainframe succeeds with
more than 1000 (!I such users. In a single-user system with multitasking such as OS/Z, virtual
machines are not generated for several users. Instead, the system generates its own virtual
machine for each task. Because virtual machines are only serviced for a short time period,
multitasking occurs. Thus, for example, a compiler, the printer spooler and an editor may run
in parallel. Windows/386 and Windows 3.0 (and higher) on an i386, as well as the 32-bit version
of OS/2, use such virtual machines on the basis of the virtual 8086 mode to execute real mode
applications in parallel.
Just a few more words on the virtual 8086 monitor. This monitor, of course, has nothing to do
with the screen, but represents a system program (typically a part of the operating system
kernel) that is used to produce and manage (thus monitor) the virtual 8086 tasks. The i386
hardware uses a TSS to produce a set of virtual i386 registers. Further to this, a virtual memory
is formed corresponding to the first Mbyte of the linear address space. A real mode program
then has the impression that a normal 8086 is available. The processor then carries out physical
instructions that affect these virtual registers and the virtual address space of the task. The
purpose of the virtual 8086 monitor is essentially to supervise the external interfaces of the
virtual machine: that is, of the virtual 8086 task. The interfaces are formed from interrupts.
exceptions and I/O instructions, through which the virtual 8086 task can logically communicate with the other parts of the system. The exceptions and interrupts take on the role of
physical interfaces (e.g. the control registers) in a normal 8086 PC. The monitor makes sure
that the virtual 8086 machine fits into the extensive i386 system in protected mode, as a separ‘ite
task without the possibility of interfering with other tasks, or with the i386 operating systc’m
itself.

j
I;
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3.9.2 Addresses in Virtual 8086 Mode
The main incompatibility between real and protected mode is the different address determination methods. In real mode the value of the segment register is simply multiplied by 16. In
protected mode, however, the segment register is used as an index to a table, where the <<real>>
address of the segment is stored. Therefore, it is impossible, for example, to determine the linear
address of a memory object immediately from the segment and offset register values. However,
many real mode programs do exactly that, and thus make it impossible to execute them in
protected mode properly.
If the i386 is in virtual 8086 mode and has to run 8086 programs, it must calculate the linear
address of an object in the same way as the 8086 in real mode due to the reasons stated above.
Thus, in virtual 8086 mode, the i386 produces the linear address of an object by multiplying the
value of the applicable segment register by 16 and then adding the offset as in real mode. There
is, however, a difference between the 8086 and the i386 in that the i386 makes use of 32-bit offset
registers and the 8086 does not. Virtual 8086 tasks can produce linear 32-bit addresses through
the use of an address size prefix. If the value in an i386 offset register in virtual 8086 mode
exceeds 65 535 or ffffh, the i386 issues a pseudo protection exception, in that it generates the
exception Och or Odh but not the error code. As in the normal real mode, the combination of a
segment ffffh with an offset of ffffh in virtual 8086 mode leads to an address loffefh which is
beyond the first Mbyte in the real mode address space. The i386 can then break through the
1 Mbyte barrier of real mode by almost 64 kbytes also in virtual 8086 mode.

I

3.9.3 Entering and Leaving Virtual 8086 Mode
The i386 can be easily switched into virtual 8086 mode; the VM (virtud mode) flag in the EFlag
register is simply set. Note that additionally, the i386 must already be working in protected
mode. A direct jump from real into virtual 8086 mode is not possible. The VM flag can only be
set by code with the privilege level 0 (the operating system kernel), a task switch through an
i386 TSS, or an IRET instruction that collects the EFlags with a set VM-bit from the stack. A task
switch automatically loads the EFlags from the TSS of the newly started task. In this way, it is
not necessary for the operating system itself to decide at each task switch whether the newly
started task should be carried out in protected or virtual 8086 mode.

j
;

Moreover, since the TSS of the operating system makes this decision only when the TSS for the
task is created, it is necessary to set the EFlag entry, thus ensuring that the task will always be
carried out in virtual 8086 mode. An 80286 TSS, on the other hand, cannot change the most
significant word in the EFlag register containing the VM flag, because of the reduction of the
flag entry to 16.bit.
The i386 quits virtual 8086 mode when the VM flag is reset. This is possible through the use of
an i386 TSS or an interrupt, that is, an exception that refers to a trap or an interrupt gate. The
i386 then returns to the normal protected mode, in order to carry out other protected mode
tasks. This is more clearly illustrated in Figure 3.25.
In virtual 8086 mode all 8086 registers are available and are expanded to 32-bit (through the use
of a preceding E). Additionally, the new i386 registers such as FS, GS, the debug register etc. are
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Figurr 3.25: E&ring and leavmg virtual 8086 rnode

available. Further to this, a virtual 8086 task can use the new instructions that were implemented in the 80X36/286/386 such as BOUND, LSS, etc. Even though the mode is called virtual
8086 mode, it would be more accurate to call it virtual i386 real mode.

3.9.4 Tasks in Virtual 8086 Mode
In addition to the hardware platform of the i386, it is necessary to use a number of software
components to assemble a virtual machine that can execute an 8086 program in virtual 8086
mode. These are:
- the 8086 program itself (real mode),
- the virtual 8086 monitor (protected mode),
- operating system functions for the 8086 program (real or protected mode).
You can see that the i386 hardware only supports the virtual tasks; on its own it is not sufficient.
The same applies to the normal protected mode. The i386 hardware supports a multitasking
operating system through the use of automatic access checks, etc. in protected mode. That 011
its own is not sufficient, but enables a lot more work to be done by the system programmer to
set up a stable system. Without protected mode, a multitasking operating system would still bc
possible in principle, but, without the hardware support, it would be much harder to prograrl’
and keep stable (and it’s better to say nothing at all about the performance).
Let US look at the example of an editor for MS-DOS; this is an 8086 program. The virtual 80%
monitor is part of the protected mode operating system for the i386, because the monitor
directly affects the system (for example, through the memory management). Further, the t&or
needs operating system functions to open and close files which, up to now, have been carrrcC
out by DOS.
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The three parts together form a virfual 8086 tnsk. It is managed by an i386 TSS. In this way, it
is possible to call the virtual 8086 task like any other, and specifically for the protected mode
formulated task, through a task switch and the i386 TSS. The 8086 program can be embedded
in a multitasking environment.
The virtual 8086 monitor runs in protected mode with the privilege level PL = 0 and contains
routines for loading the 8086 programs and for handling interrupts and exceptions. In comparison,
an actual 8086 program has a privilege level of CPL = 3 (after all, it is only an application). In
virtual 8086 mode, the first 1OfffOh bytes of the i386 linear address space (from 4 Gbytes equals
100 000 OOOh) are used by the 8086 program, as in real mode. Addresses outside this area cannot
be used by the 8086 program. The addresses beyond IOffefh are available to the virtual 8086
monitor, the i386 operating system and other software.
The virtual 8086 task is now only missing the normal operating system functions of the 8086
operating system (in our case, above all, those of INT 21h). For the implementation of this, there
are two strategies:
- The 8086 operating system runs as part of the 8086 program, that is, the 8086 program and
MS-DOS form a unit. In this way, all of the necessary operating system functions are available.
- The i386 operating system emulates the 8086 operating system.
The advantage of the first option is that the previous real-mode operating system can be used
in a nearly unaltered form. Every virtual 8086 task has its own MS-DOS copy (or the copy of
another real-mode operating system) exclusively dedicated to it. Several different operating
systems may therefore run in an i386 machine: the overall i386 operating system for protected
mode programs as well as the various 8086 operating systems for 8086 programs in virtual 8086
mode. But there remains a serious problem: the operating system functions of MS-DOS and
other systems are called by means of interrupts; and interrupt handlers are very critical sections
of the i386 operating system, which runs in protected mode. The way in which the problem is
solved is described below.
#If several virtual 8086 tasks are to run in parallel, their coordination is easier if we use the
second option above. In this case, the real-mode operating system of the 8086 tasks is emulated
,by calls to the i386 operating system in most cases.
‘In protected mode, the I/O instructions are sensitive as to the value of the IOPL flag. A value

‘of CPL above IOPL gives rise to an exception. In virtual 8086 mode, these I/O instructions are
not sensitive to the IOPL flag, however. Protection of the I/O address space is carried only by
means of the I/O permission bit map. instead, the instructions IWSHF, POPF, INTn, IRET, CL1
and ST1 now respond to the IOPL value, as the instructions PUSHF, POPF, CL1 and ST1 may
‘alter flags. In the wider i386 environment, with possibly several virtual 8086 and protected
mode tasks running, changing flags is the job of either the virtual 8086 monitor or the’i386
‘operating system alone - and not the responsibility of antiquated and inferior MS-DOS programs.
IB ecause of the dependency of the INTn and IRET instructions on IOPL, the virtual 8086 monitor
.may intercept operating system calls from the 8086 program via interrupts. If the value of IOPL
& lower than 3 (that is, lower than the CPL of the 8086 program), the monitor intercepts the
I.
Werrupt. If the 8086 operating system is part of the 8086 program, the monitor hands the interrupt
Over to it. Call and result may eventually be adapted to the i386 environment. Alternatively, the

.
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monitor may emulate the function of the 8086 operating system concerned directly. Remember,
however, that interrupts in real and protected mode appear very different.
The 8086 program is usually written for an 8086 processor (or an i386 in real mode). The virtual
8086 task uses an interrupt vector table in real mode form with the interrupt vectors in the CSIP
format. The table begins at the linear address OOOOh and contains 1 kbyte. Also, in virtual 8086
mode, the i386 does not use these real mode tables directly; first it uses an INT instruction of
the 8086 program to call the corresponding handler of the i386 operating system through the
IDT. It then quits the virtual 8086 mode. The flow of an interrupt in virtual 8086 mode can be
seen in Figure 3.26.
System (CPL=O...2)

Virtual 8086 Application (CPL=J)

-. (Virtual 8086 Mode)

(a) 8086 Operating System is Part of 8086 Program

System (CPL=O...2)

i386 OS Routine
i386 OS Routine

(b) 8086 Operating System is Emulated by Virtual 8086 Monitor
J
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As usual with an interrupt, the i386 stores the EFlags on the stack. Thus, the called handler
knows by means of the stored flag whether or not the VM flag was set at the time of the interrupt, that is, whether or not the interrupt stopped a virtual 8086 task. If VM is set, the interrupt
handler passes control to the virtual 8086 monitor. The monitor itself can handle the interrupt
or again pass control to the interrupt handler of the 8086 program. For this purpose, the monitor
checks the interrupt vector table of the interrupted 8086 task, to determine the entry point of the
real mode interrupt handler. Through an IRET instruction (with the privilege level PL = 0 of the
monitor), the i386 switches back into virtual 8086 mode and calls the handler. After the real
mode interrupt handler has finished, the completed IRET instruction of the real mode handler
is sent again to the virtual 8086 monitor. After it has prepared the stacks for the return, a further
IRET is issued. In this way, the i386 restarts the virtual 8086 program that was stopped by the
interrupt. The interrupt is served in this roundabout way through the IDT monitor handler from
the real mode handler of the 8086 task. As you can clearly see, it forces an interrupt to use a very
extensive and, therefore, protracted procedure. In the Pentium, the process is more optimized.
Many MS-DOS programs set and clear the IE interrupt flag, to control the operation of hardware interrupts in critical code sections. The i386 operating system, which is responsible for the
whole machine, cannot tolerate such interference. It is the responsibility of the operating system
alone to decide whether a hardware interrupt request should be serviced immediately, after a
short time, or not at all. In virtual 8086 mode, there are also the PUSHF, POPF, CL1 and ST1
instructions that depend upon the IOPL, as they can directly (CL1 and STI), or indirectly (PUSHF
and POPF) change the IE flag. The monitor intercepts these instructions and processes them in
such a way that they are compatible with the whole i386 system. The reason for the interference
of the monitor when an IOPL dependent instruction is issued by an 8086 program is clear: the
8086 program is under the impression that these instructions should be executed as in real
mode.
A further critical area for multitasking systems is the l/O ports, because with their help, the
processor can access the registers of hardware components. Here also, the i386 operating system
cannot tolerate interference from an 8086 program in virtual 8086 mode. Many real mode programs, unfortunately, access the l/O ports directly; under MS-DOS, this is no great problem,
the PC crashes regularly anyway. Under a multitasking system, on the other hand, most programs can only do this in a roundabout way through the operating system so that accesses to
the I/O ports are coordinated. After all, a task containing errors should not affect other tasks,
or other users in a multi-user system. In virtual mode, the I/O port access problem does not
exist, as the system protects the critical ports through the use of the I/O permission bit map and
not the IOPL flag. The I/O instructions are no longer IOPL sensitive even though the i386 is
running in protected mode. In this way, the virtual 8086 monitor can, in one respect, permit an
8086 program to directly access critical l/O ports. If, for example, an 8086 program targets a
plug-in board programmed for controlling a robot, the registers would not be used by another
program, and so for this port a conflict would never occur - the roundabout way through the
@6 operating system would only cause delays and would not provide any additional protec,tiOn. With the help of the permission bit map, however, critical ports such as the registers of a
monitor screen control chip or a hard disk controller are protected against unauthorized and
-‘Po sS1‘bl y erroneous accesses. The virtual 8086 monitor intercepts such accesses and handles them
iccordingly
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3.9.5 Paging and Virtual 8086 Mode
As long as only one task is running, no problems arise concerning the use of main memory. The
first 1OfffOh bytes of the linear address space are reserved for the virtual 8086 task. The operating system and all other tasks occupy the addresses above. But what happens with the video
memory? Many 8086 programs directly write into the video RAM to speed up text and graphics
output, and they prefer to do this from the upper left to the lower right corner for the whole
screen. If several tasks running in parallel output data onto the screen, a hopeless confusion is
the result. This is especially true if some of these tasks output data in text mode and others
output it in graphics mode (and, very likely, using various graphics modes). These problems led
to the development of the Presentation Manager for OS/2 and Windows, which supplies a
unique interface to the screen for all programs. An older 8086 program, of course, doesn’t know
anything about this.
The solution for this problem is paging; the address space reserved for the video RAM (see
Figure 1.28) can be mapped to a video buffer in main memory. This video buffer forms a
ccvirtuab screen. Then the virtual 8086 monitor can decide which data in the video buffer is
actually transferred to which location in the real video RAM. It is thus possible to assign an 8086
program a window on the screen for data output. For this purpose, the data need not even be
available in the same form. The virtual 8086 monitor, for example, may convert the data delivered by the 8086 program in text mode into a graphics representation suitable for output in a
Windows window or OS/2 Presentation Manager window.
In most cases, 8086 programs don’t occupy all the memory that is available with MS-DOS. Thus,
a further advantage of paging even with only one virtual 8086 task is that the unoccupied
sections of the 1OfffOh bytes can be used by other tasks. Without paging, the memory chips at
the free locations are not filled with data, yet are unavailable for the storage of data and code
for other tasks. As already mentioned, the 8086 program of a virtual 8086 task occupies t h e
lower IOfffOh bytes of lineur uddress spclce. If several virtual 8086 tasks run in parallel they must
be swapped completely during a task switch to avoid collision of the address and data of the
various tasks. The only option to solve these problems is the i386 paging mechanism.
Each of the various virtual 8086 tasks must map the lower IOfffOh bytes of linear address space
to different physical address spaces. This can be achieved by different page table entries for the
first 1OfffOh bytes corresponding to 272 pages with 4 kbytes each for the individual virtual 8086
tasks. Thus the individual virtual 8086 tasks, and therefore also the 8086 programs, are isolated
Additionally, the other advantages of paging, for example, a large virtual address space anti
protection of the pages, can be used. If the 8086 programs do not alter the 8086 operating systen
(that is, they don’t overwrite its code), then several 8086 programs may share one copy of the
8086 operating system and the ROM code. The program code always remains the same, but tlrc
differences of the 8086 operating systems for the individual tasks are only the different values
of registers CS, ElP, SS, SE, DS, etc. These register values are stored in the TSS of the individual
virtual 8086 tasks, and therefore define the state of the codes for the individual tasks without
the wed for several operating system codes. Therefore, a very economical use of the nvnila~le
memory is possible.

,
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In the case of a bug in an 8086 program, it is possible that the 8086 operating system has been
overwritten erroneously. Thus, an error in one program also affects the execution of another.
This is a clear violation of the i386’s protection philosophy! It can be avoided by marking the
pages for the 8086 operating system in the page table as read-only (R/W = 0) so that any write
attempt leads to an exception. If the attempt is a legal update of an 8086 operating system table,
the monitor can carry out this job. If an illegal attempt to write occurs, the monitor aborts the
8086 program. Program errors can therefore be detected very quickly.
Destruction caused by overwriting the 8086 program or the 8086 operating system which is
exclusively dedicated to the task concerned is not very serious. Only the erroneous program
crashes. The virtual 8086 monitor, on the other hand, remains operable if one of the following
precautions has been observed.
- The first 1OfffOh bytes of the linear address space are exclusively reserved for the 8086
program and the 8086 operating system. Addresses beyond this section cannot be generated
without issuing an exception. i386 protected mode applications and system routines are
always loaded beyond the address 10fffOh.
- The pages of the virtual 8086 monitor are identified in the respective page table as being
supervisor pages (U/S = 0). As the 8086 program of virtual 8086 tasks always runs with
CPL = 3, i.e. the user level, it cannot, therefore, overwrite the virtual 8086 monitor. Such an
attempt will lead to an exception, which stops the monitor, to interrupt the erroneous 8086
program.
Do not expect too much from the 8086 compatibility of OS/Z or Windows. The problem with
real mode applications under DOS is quite simply that many programmers apply their skills
and knowledge to out-trick DOS to obtain the maximum possible performance from a PC. Thus,
such programs, for example, read the interrupt vector table and sometimes jump directly to the
entry point of the handler, or they overwrite an interrupt vector directly using a MOV instruction instead of using a much slower DOS function call. Such contrived strategies do improve
performance under DOS, but at the same time the i386 operating system or the virtual 8086
monitor is being regularly out-smarted. The PC itself is unwilling to execute such (<expert
programs- for compatibility. In spite of this, the virtual 8086 mode is a powerful instrument,
Particularly when used together with the paging mechanism of the i386, for embedding older
real mode programs in a multitasking environment.

. .

4 Physical Memory Addressing and Memory Access
The memory addressing described previously is of a purely logical nature. You can force the
i386, for example, with the instructions MOV reg, mem or MOV mem, reg to access the memory.
Besides the memory space, the i386 (and, of course, all other 80x86 processors) have a so-called
I/O address space which is accessed by means of the machine instructions IN, OUT, etc. via
ports in quantities of one byte, word or double word. More details about this in Section 4.3. In
reality, to read and write data, the i386 must be able to transmit and receive various control
signals and, of course, it also needs power for its circuitry.

4.1 i386 Pin Connections
The i386 control signals and supply voltages are exchanged and received over a total of 124 pins.
The i386 is supplied as a Pin Grid Array (PGA) package with 132 interface pins. Due to the
advances in integrating electronic circuits, the terminals of a chip often need more space than
the chip itself. On its underside, the PGA has a corresponding number of contact pins. What is
difficult to imagine is that the chip interfaces require more space than the i386 chip itself. Figure
4.1 schematically shows the i386 pinout.
Mark
Pin Al

In the following, 1 would like to introduce the i386 interfaces and signals, Using these, the i3%
is able to communicate with its environment, that is, the main memory, various controllers aiiii
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drivers. In the following list, the <<I>, indicates that the i386 receives (input) a signal at the
respective pin, and <<OS> that a signal is transmitted (output) from the respective pin. A logical
high level is usually equal to Vcc (i.e. +5 V), a logical low level equal to GND (0 V). LV-models
(for Low-Voltage) require only 3.3 V for Vcc. That reduces the power consumption by about
50%. A signal without an overline (such as Signal) is active when high. This means that when it
is at a high level, the signal has the specified effect, or indicates at high level the required status.
An overlined signal (such as w) is active when low. In microelectronics, inverted signals
are identified using either an overline (m), a diagonal stroke before (/Signal), a star afterwards (Signal*), or the hash sign afterwards (SignalB). The pins are alphabetically listed.
A31-A2 (0)
Pins A3, B3-82, C4-Cl, D3-Dl, E3-El, Fl, Gl, H3-Hl, Jl, Kl-K3, Ll-L3, Ml-M2, Nl-N2,
Pl
The 30 pins produce outputs for the 30 most significant bits of the 32-bit address bus. The two
least significant address bits Al and A0 can be determined via the signals at pins BEO-BE3.
ADS (0)
Pin El4
As a result of a low level for the address status signal at this pin, the i386 shows that the pins
W/i?, D/c and M/a are currently providing valid signals for defining the bus cycle, and the
pins BE&BE3 and A31-A2 are outputting valid address signals. Normally, when there is a high
level at the ADS pin, the aforementioned pins will only transfer non-defined signals.

--

BEJ-BE0 (0)
Pins A13, B13, 03, El2
The byte enable signals at these four pins indicate, during the current bus cycle, which byte
groups of the 32.bit data bus are actually transferring valid data. BEO corresponds to the least
significant data byte DO-D7, BE3 to the most significant data byte D24-D31. Only combinations
of BEx such that there is no inactive BEx between two active BEx’s are possible. If the i386
transfers, for example, a word (2 bytes) via pins D23-D8, then it sets BE2 and BE1 to low (equivalent to active) and BE3 and BEO to high (inactive). Thus, BEO-BE3 determine, in a long-winded
way, both of the least significant address bits Al and AO.

If an external driver or an external logic transmits a low level signal to this pin (bus size 16),
then the i386 will operate its data bus at 16 instead of the usual 32 bits. Thus, the i386 can be
directly integrated into a system that only has a 16.bit data bus. In this instance, it operates in
the same way as an i386SX. No additional external components are necessary to reduce the data
bus width to 76-bits, that is, to split a 32.bit value into two Ih-bit values or to join two lh-bit
“alues to give one 32.bit value. This is done automatically bv the i386. The 8086 and 80286, for
‘example, require an 8/16-bit converter to allow processor accesses to the 8-bit PC/XT slot.
I..
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m, i%iit% (I,I)
Pins B9, A8
Via this pin, a coprocessor (normally an i387 or other compatible chip) can inform the i386 of
its current status. If BUSY is active, then the coprocessor is, at that moment, working with an
instruction and cannot accept any further instructions. If the ERROR signal is at a low level
(active), the i386 produces a coprocessor interrupt, if it executes certain ESC instructions or a
WAIT instruction.
CLKZ (I)
Pin F12
This pin receives the clock signal of an external oscillator. Internally, the i386 divides the clock
signal CLK2 by 2, to create the effective processor clock (PCLK). Therefore, CLK2 is double the
size of the processor clock (hence the ~<2>>). All clock data and data of the clock cycle for the
execution of an instruction relate to the processor clock PCLK.
D31-DO (I/O)
Pins H12-H14, J14, K14-K12, Ll4-L13, M12-M11, M9, M6, M5, N14-NB, N6, N5, P13-P9, P7,
P5-P3
These 32 pins form the i386 bidirectional 32-bit data bus for the input and output of data. T h e
data bus can be configured as a 32.bit or 16.bit data bus by a high or low level signal at the
BS16 input. During write operations in 16-bit data mode, the i386 operates using all 32 signals.
HOLD, HLDA (I, 0)
Pins D14, Ml4
The two bus hold request and bus hold acknowledge pins serve the purpose of bus arbitration,
that is, for the controlled transfer of control of the local bus between differing local bus masters.
If another bus master wishes to take control, it sends a high level signal to the i386 HOLD input.
If the control transfer is not internally locked by an active LOCK or the executing of an instruction, then the i386 sends the high level HLDA signal. This is an indication for the requesting bus
master that it can take over control of the local bus, but to do so it must first produce the
necessary bus control signals. The new bus master maintains the HOLD signal active until it
wishes to (or must) return control of the local bus. Subsequently, it deactivates the HOLD signal,
and once again the i386 resumes control of the local bus.
INTR (1)
Pin B7
On completion of each instruction, the i386 senses the signal status at this pin. A high le\‘el
indicates that an interrupt request exists from a hardware unit. Erasing the IE interrupt flaF
suppresses this strobe, and with it the masking of all hardware interrupt requests.
LOCK (0)
Pin Cl0
When LOCK is active, that is, a low level signal at this pin, the i386 will not transfer control U’
the local bus to another bus master, which requests control by moans of HOLD. Subscquclti!”
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the i386 executes a locked bus cycle and does not react to the HOLD request with an acknowledge (HLDA).

M/IO, D/s, W/ii (0, 0, 0)
Pins A12, All, BZO
The type of current bus cycle is determined by the signals Memory/ m, Data/ w, Write/
Read at these pins. The possible signal combinations have the following meaning:
(000)
(001)
(010)
(011)
(100)
(101)

Interrupt acknowledge sequence
Invalid
Reading from an I/O port
Writing to an I/O port
Reading an instruction from memory (instruction prefetching)
HALT, if BE0 = BE1 = BE3 = high, BE2 = low or shutdown, if BE0 = low, BE1 = BE2 =
BE3 = high
(110) Reading data from memory
(111) Writing data to memory
NA (I)
Pin D13
The next address signal has the purpose of implementing address pipelining. The address
decoding system of the computer indicates, by means of a low level signal at this pin, that it is
ready to receive the new values BEO-BE3, A2-A31, W/R, D/T, and M/m for decoding. Thus,
the next bus cycle commences before the present bus cycle is completed by a READY signal, and
the i386 performs address pipelining.
NM1 (I)
Pin B8
If this pin receives a high level signal, then the i386 issues an interrupt 2, which in contrast to
@JTR cannot be masked by the interrupt flag, thus it is a non-maskable interrupt (NMI). On
completion of the currently running instruction and under all conditions, the i386 suspends the
Program execution and attends to the interrupt.
PEREQ (I)
pin C8
h active processor extension request signal at this pin indicates to the i386 that the coprocessor
wishes to transfer data to the i386. As the i387 has no memory management and paging unit,
the i386 must effect a11 i387 memory accesses to control access authorization and perform paging.
READ Y ( I)
pin G13
The slgnal
.
at this pin indicates whether the addressed peripheral device, for example the main
storage area or an I/O device, has completed the necessary access ( READY = low) or whether
it requires more time ( RFm = hi$~). Memory components or peripheral devices that react too
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slowly to the i386 clock rate tell the i386 to insert one or more wait cycles (wait states), using
the READY signal. Thus, the i386 waits until the addressed device has completed the access. A
wait state is one processor clock cycle, or two CLK2 clock cycles long.
RESET (1)
Pin C9
If an external unit transmits a high level signal to this pin for at least 15 CLK2 clock cycles, then
the i386 will cancel all of its activities and perform an internal processor RESET.
vcc (I)
Pins Al, A5, A7, AlO, A14, C5, C12, D12, G2-G3, G12, G14, L12, M3, M7, M13, N4, N7, P2, P8
These pins are fed with the supply voltage (normally +5 V) to supply the i386 with power.
GND
Pins A2, A6, A9, Bl, B5, Bll, 814, Cll, F2-F3, F14, J2-J3, J12-J13, M4, MB, MlO, N3, P6, P14
These pins are connected to ground (normally 0 V).
Free
Pins A4, B4, B6, B12, CK7, E13, F13
These pins should always be maintained in a free (not connected) condition.

4.2 Physical Memory Access
In Chapter 3 we only encountered how the i386, with the assistance of its segment and offset
registers, logically organizes and addresses data. In reality, to read data from or to write data
to the memory, the i386 has to physically address the memory (using the address bus) and
transfer the data (via its data bus). Such a bus cycle, whereby data is read or written, follows
a definite and strictly defined sequence -of address,
- data and control signals. In addition, the i386
provides its address pins A31-A2 and BES-BE0 with the physical address of the memory object
on completion of segmentation and paging, via the addressing unit and the bus interface.

4.2.1 Signal Path Between CPU and Memory
For the correct operation of data transfers, the i386 signals are not normally used directly for the
control of the memory or the system bus. Instead, an additional bus controller is usually available, which makes all bus signals available to the memory device with sufficient strength. The
bus controller also serves to implement the MULTIBUS bus design, in order to make possible
a so-called mrrltiprowssor operntim of many processors. Today, the bus controller is, together
with the address and data buffers and additional control circuitry, the main part of a highly
integrated system controller. It embraces the functions of earlier support chips, for example the
DMA chip 8237, the programmable interval timer 8253/8254 and the programmable interru?
controller 8259. Their logical structure, and how they appear to the programmer at a registzr
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level, remain the same. Thus, all further explanations (including Part 4 which describes support
chips) are still valid. However, at this point, 1 do not wish to go into any further depth regarding
$86 support chips, Figure 4.2 shows the principal signal paths between the processor and the

System Controller

Figure 4.2: Tile path between processor and main memory. Usually the processor does not access the memory
directly. Instead a bus controller for grrterat~ng the necessa y control signals for the bus and various buffers for
temporary storage and amplij~~ing the data and address signals are provided between the i386 and the RAM. The
memory controller drioes the maitl mrnory, so that it outputs correct data or writes it to the appropriate location.
The buffer and control elements shown as indivtdunl components in the figure are today usually part of onr
single, highly integrated system corrtmller.
If the i386 wishes to read data from memory, it transmits an address to the address bluffer, via
its address bus. If the ADS signal is active, the address buffer accepts the address bits and locks

_them. At this point, BEO-BE3 define which data bus line should actually transfer the data. TO
address the correct word in the main storage area, an address multiplexer is available; it selects
the chosen word from the main memory with the assistance of the memory controller. The data
that has been read is then transferred from the main memory to the memory buffer. Subsequently, the rr~nor~~ bukfer transfers the data to the data buffer, from which the i386 can read the
data. The diagram shown represents a memory system without a cache. The memory and data
buffers can also be one and the same, to prevent an extra transfer from the memory to the data
buffer from occurring. Such matters are entirely dependent upon the individual design of the
motherboard. The developer has almost total freedom, because the layout is transparent for
software. Data transfer is only achieved by electrical signals, and not by software instructions.
The coordination of all these processes (that is, driving the buffer and control circuits) is carried
Out using the clock signal from the clock generator. Without this signal, complete chaos would
arise, and correct data transfer would be impossible. However, the clock signals lead to correct
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execution, and give the individual circuits enough time to fulfil their tasks. If the clock frequency
is increased, at some time a point is reached where one or more circuits is unable to keep up,
and completely unpredictable values are read. The computer crashes.
Perhaps you have wondered why the upper 384 kbytes of main memory (with a total of 1 Mbyte)
don’t start immediately above the lower 640 kbytes but instead continue above 1 Mbyte? Of
course, you have inserted memory chips without leaving any ((holen between 640 k and 1 M.
The memory chips are correctly located side-by-side. The address multiplexer is responsible for
managing this <<hole,, in the address space. It passes all accesses to the lower 640 kbytes of main
memory to the inserted chips, but an access to the section between 640 kbytes and 1 Mbyte is
handled according to the mapping shown in Figure 1.28. Thus, the address mutliplexer (or an
equivalent chip), for example, accesses the video RAM in the graphics adapter if a write to
address B800:0210 occurs. Similarly, accesses to the ROM chips of the BIOS, to the extension
adapters for networks, and to others are also diverted. For an address above 1 M, the address
multiplexer again accesses the main memory chips on the motherboard. This assignment is
wired and can be programmed with modern memory controllers (see Section 17.2), but has nothing to do with the logical mapping of the address space in the segmentation and paging unit.
As you can see in Figure 4.2, data and control bus signals can be transferred/communicated in
both directions. Thus, a bidirectional bus is created. Primarily, the control bus carries READY
and the various signals for the definition of the current bus cycle (M/m, D/T, W/i?). In
contrast, the i386 transmits addresses, but of course never reads them. Therefore, this part of the
system bus is unidirectional.

4.2.2 Bus Cycle for Read Access
In Figure 4.3 you can see the waveform of the most important system bus signals for reading
data. The i386 can execute an access either with or without pipelined addressing; the deciding
factor is the level of the NA signal.
The following signals are essential for reading data without address pipelining and waitstates:
_
_
_

the external clock signal CLK2 from the clock generator,
the address and status signals BEO-BE3, A2-A31 and ADS from the processor,
the NA signal from the system controller for the control of the address pipelines,
- the data signals DO-31 from memory, and
- the READY signal, to indicate completion of data reading.
The typical i386 bus cycle, shown in Figure 3.3, for reading data from memory without waitstates,
requires at least four clock cycles at CLK2, which is equivalent to two processor clock cycles
PCLK. Thus, an i386 at 40MHz can execute 20 million bus cycles per second. Theoretically,
using a 32-bit data bus, the i386 reaches a transfer rate of 80 Mbytes per second.
Each bus cycle is divided into two parts, Tl and T2. Tl identifies the so-called sh7tus cycle ad
T2 the cornn~nrd cycle. Both cycles are either exactly one processor clock cycle (PCLK) long, or
exactly two system clock cycles (CLK2) long. During the Tl status cycle, the control and addr<sb
signals are transmitted and, additionally during the writing of data, the data signals D31 to LX’
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(b) Read Cycle With Address Pipelining
Figure 4.3: i386 rend q&s wit/l ntld roithorrt oddrc_~s prpeli~~ir~~~. The i386 is able to operate without (4 or with
@J) pipe-lined oddrrs& irr R srlecfoble mmrner. First thr processor orrfprcts the address mzd wnits for the dafn
from main memory. The access time is tk tirrw rutcrvnl b&ceetr the output of the address by the i386 nlld the
rdum of the d&n from main IWMOIY.

are transmitted. The NA signal is produced by the system controller and is used to control the
address pipelines. An active NA signal (low level) instructs the i386 to make the address for the
subsequent bus cycle available to the system controller prior to completion of the current cycle.
More detail is contained in the following.
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The address signals A31 to A2 define the address of a memory double word. The BEO-BL3,
signals specify whether an individual byte, a word or a double word should be read, and
determine which bytes are valid within the addressed double word. The i386 ADS indicates
that the address and control signals are valid. The reading process is thus started, and the
READY signal rises to a high level. It only drops back down to a low level once the memory
has transferred the required data to the data buffer. The memory controller initiates an internal
read process of the main memory, and the address multiplexer addresses the corresponding
data in the main memory.
During the course of the T2 bus cycle, the memory (or some other peripheral device) executes
the i386 read requirements, transfers the data bytes that have been read to the data buffers, and
sets READY to low, to indicate the internal reading process. The data buffer amplifies and locks
the data. Subsequently, the i386 reads the data from the data buffer and completes the bus cycle
On completion of the T2 cycle, the system bus returns to the start condition. It is now possible
to commence a new read or write process. If no data transfer is to take place, the bus remains
in an idle condition until such time as the i386, using the corresponding control signals, indicates that it again wishes to read or write data.
Figure 4.3 also shows the memory access time, that is, the time that has elapsed before the memory
has answered a read request with a data output. The access time is the time difference between
the input of a valid address signal to memory and the output of valid data from memory.
The circuitry clock frequency and reaction times between the processor and the main memory
are fixed by the electronic design of the computer. Therefore, the memory must adjust itself to
the required access time, and not the CPU. From Figure 4.3 you can see that the memory access
time, without waitstates, may amount to a maximum of three clock cycles (CLK2), or one and
a half processor clock cycles (PCLK), that is, the time difference from the address output to the
data validity at the bus. Added to this are the signal transmission times in the buffer circuits,
which in practice means that the time available for the memory component access is actually
shorter. If the memory chip can not fulfil this requirement, the i386 must wait. This is controlled
by the READY signal.

4.2.3 Bus Cycle for Write Access
Similar processes apply for writing data to memory as for reading data from memory. Figure
4.4 shows the most important signals for an i386 write cycle without address pipelining.
Using the control signal W/R with a high level (here, NW,, is decisive, not NR>>), the i386 indicates to the addressing and memory device that it wishes to write to memory. First, at the start
of Tl the processor transmits the address to the address bus and, additionally, at the end of the
first T7 CLK2 cycle the write data to the data bus. Using an active ADS, the data buffer accepts
the write data and transfers it to the memory buffer. At the same time, the memory controller
controls the main memory, to address the internal memory cells and to execute the internal
write procedure.
If the memory subsystem has completed the internal write process, the memory controller pulls
the READY signal to a low level so as to inform the processor of the execution of the write
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B E O - B E 3 . A2-A31 [

Figure 4.4: i386 write cycles without address pipelikg. Unlike II rmd cycle, in 0 write cycle the i386 provides
not only the mnnory address, but also the write data n short time nfteruards.

access. The i386 completes the write process by deactivating the buffer and resetting the system
bus to the start condition.
Even when writing, the READY signal produces a flexible reaction to delays in the addressed
memory, in that the memory requests wait cycles. More about this in the next section.
4.2.4

Wait States

If the memory or peripheral device cannot conclude a read or write request within the two Tl
and T2 cycles, then the memory controller (or more generally, the controller of the addressed
unit) holds the READY signal at high level. This indicates to the i386 that it should implement
another T2 instruction cycle to give the memory or peripheral device more time to conform to
the request. ‘This is known as a Wnit cycle or a Wnit sfnfe. If, on completion of the additional T2,
the READY signal is still at a high ievel, then the processor inserts another wait cycle (and
another, and another and so on). Figure 4.5 shows a write bus cycle with one wait state for wait
cycle).
h-r the illustration, the nth bus cycle leads to a wait cycle, the (n+l)lh, however, does not. The i386
maintains the write data active until the end of the first system clock CLK2 after the last T2 of
the current bus cycle. If two bus cycles follow immediately after each other, this means that the
$rite data is active until, at least, the end of the first system clock CLK2 of the rrrxt bus cycle.
.of course, the number of wait cycles for writing data can differ to that for reading data. DRAM
,main memories can, in fact, write data quicker than they can read it. The reason for this is that
-when writing, it is sufficient to transfer the memory controller address and the value of the data
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Figure 4.5: i386 write bus cycle with one wit state. The i386 inserts ovc or mm wait states if the accessed
device is trot able to follow the fast clocked i386 and does not nctivnte the READY sigml (with a low level) itI
time.

byte. The memory controller executes the write process independently using the stored data
from the data or the memory buffer, while the i386 can devote itself to another process, and
does not have to wait for the conclusion of the write process resulting from a slow memory
device. In contrast, when reading, the CPU has no other choice but to wait for the completion
of the internal reading process in the main storage area. Prior to this, no other data will be
available.
The number of wait cycles can also depend upon the location of the memory. The main storage
area on the motherboard operates with far fewer wait states than, for example, the video RAM
on a graphics adapter, which in a PC is also a part of the i386 address space. Anything up to
ten wait states can occur in this case. The cause of this is not an incorrectly chosen memory chip,
but the low clock rate of 8 MHz for the connection between the plug-in board and the adapter
(the i386 can run at up to 40 MHz). Furthermore, the video RAM is not always accessible in
many graphic adapters, thus further delays occur.
The quantity of wait states was previously determined by the board design, or could be ascertained by a jumper, depending on how fast the installed memory chips were. In those days, the
_memory controller reacted in a standard manner with a predetermined delay of the READY
signal. Today this process is out of date. Modern and efficient concepts such as cache memory
and page interleaved memory use principles of statistics, therefore a flexible output of the
READY signal is required, as the exact quantity of wait cycles for an individual memory access
cannot be predicted. This requires a flexible quantity of wait cycles in relation to the actual
installation. Therefore, with fast clocked 40 MHz i386 PCs, no wait cycle is necessary, for example, during access to the main memory. An access to the normal main storage area would
typically require two wait cycles.
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4.2.5 Address Pipelining or Pipelined Addressing
To execute memory and port accesses as quickly as possible, pipelining is supported by the i386
bus interface (Figure 4.3b). In the illustration you can see that the i386 transmits the address
signal for the next bus cycle prior to the end of the current bus cycle. This is possible because
the processor only has to make the address of the memory position to be addressed available
in the status cycle. By the activation of ADS, the signals are transferred to the address buffer
and decoded using the address decoder. In this case, it is important that the decoder completes
its operation, that is, decoding of an address, before the memory accepts data (write) or transfers data to the processor (read). During the time that the main memory is internally reading
(or writing to) the chosen memory position, the addressing logic in the associated processormemory connection is almost redundant while waiting for the next address to be decoded. In
the same sense, the data transfer logic is not active if the address decoder is decoding the next
address:
The i386 can transfer the next address to the decoder at the same time that the data transfer
logic is still busy with data reading or writing. Thus, the decoder logic and address buffer can
work in advance. Subsequent accesses are interlocked: the addressing logic receives the new
address one processor clock cycle prior to the end of the current bus cycle. In this way, consecutive bus cycles require three clock cycles, but the effective time is reduced to two PCLK cycles
as a result of interlinking the bus cycles. This interlinking, or overlapping, of input and output
data and addresses of consecutive bus cycles is known as pipelined addressing or address pipelining. The signals flow continuously as if in a pipeline. Figure 4.6 shows this overlapping of
bus cycles.
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Pipelined addressing is only an advantage if several memory accesses are to be executed one
after the other. During the first access, the i386 has to start the pipelining by producing the
address of the first access. This is similar to the production line at a car factory: several hours
pass before the first car can be assembled and eventually leave the production line. Once the
production line (or the <<vehicle pipeline,,) is full, a new car will leave the assembly area every
couple of minutes. Pipelined addressing is particularly advantageous for extensive memory
accessing, such as occurs with a task switch or when loading the processor cache register in
protected mode.
The i386 pipelined addressing is controlled by the (external) control signal NA. The system
designer is thus free to choose between addressing with or without address pipelining. A special feature is that during i386 operation, the choice can be almost on-line, individual for each
bus cycle. Thus, the i386 can be switched between an access, either with or without address
pipelining (Figure 4.3).
Without address pipelining, the NA signal is always high, that is, inactive. At the start of a read
cycle, the address signals BEO-BE3 and A31-A2 are output, and these remain valid until the
end of the respective read cycle. The interval between address signal output and the transfer of
data (the access time) is approximately three CLK2 cycles.
The i386 only performs address pipelining if NA is pulled down to a low level in time by the
memory addressing logic. The i386 then, during the second half of the preceding bus cycle,
produces the necessary address signals. In this instance, the interval between the output of the
address and the receipt of the data lasts five CLK2 cycles. Therefore, for accesses, two more
CLK2 cycles or an internal processor clock PCLK are available without a reduction in the data
transfer rate between the CPU and memory. Put another way, during memory access, the
number of wait cycles can be reduced by one, or other slower components could be used,
without an increase in the number of wait states.
Address pipelining is, therefore, very advantageous for accessing slower memory components.
Address pipelining is generally used by the i386 for the addressing of slower DRAM components. No address pipelining is necessary if a cache memory is available with a very short access
time, as the SRAM components of the cache are quick enough to provide data without address
pipelining and with 0 wait cycles.
Pipelining was first implemented with the 80286 (although not in such a flexible way as in the
i386). The first 80x86 processor, the 8086, was not able to carry this out as, unlike the 80286, it
has a combine address/data bus. Thus, during the later data transfer phase the bus is occupied
by this data, and cannot be used for an early transfer of the following address.

4.2.6 Double Word Boundary
The i386 represents a 32-bit processor with a 32-bit data bus, thus the main memory is normally
organized as a physical 32.bit memory (a 16-bit organization, as with the 80286, would halve
the bus bandwidth). This means that the i386 always physically addresses the byte addresses 0,
4, 8,. . , 4G-4. In fact, logically, double words (32-bit) can start at an address that is not a
multiple of 4. However, the double word cannot be physically read from or written to such an
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address in one attempt. If a double word is to be stored at or read from an address that does
not represent a double word address, the i386 bus interface splits the double word access into
two accesses. The first access reads or writes the least significant part of the double word; the
second accesses the most significant part. Such a double word part is between one and three
bytes long (four bytes would, of course, be a double word access at a double word address).
This process is totally transparent to the software, that is, the hardware is responsible for the
division and double memory access without the influence of software. Thus the programmer
can sort data into a preferential form without having to worry about double word boundaries.
During the two-part access, the memory is physically addressed by the double word addresses
0, 4, etc., but is only read or written according to the setting of bytes BEO-BE3. Furthermore,
the i386 can also read and write individual bytes or 16-bit words. A single access is all that is
squired, provided that a 16-bit data word does not cross a double word boundary.
Figure 4.7 represents a read access. The bus interface executes an access twice when accessing
the word with the odd address 2f05h. Initially, the three bytes with the addresses 2f05h, 2f06h
and 2fO7h are read. This occurs as a result of the processor producing the 2f04h address, and
simultaneously setting the byte enable signals as shown: BE0 = 1, BE1 = 0, BE2 = 0, BE3 = 0.
The three least significant bytes of the double word are thus read to the address 2f05h. Immediately after this, the CPU provides the 2f08h address and simultaneously sets %% = 0, % = 1,

1 st Bus Cycle

Addressing

2nd Bus Cycle
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BE2 = 1, BE3 = 1. The most significant byte is therefore read to the address 2f08h. The bus
interface combines the first three bytes and the last byte read into a double word at the address
2f05h. Thus, by using a double access, the i386 has addressed a double word that does not start
at a double word address. To write a word to such an address, the same process is run in reverse.
Bytes with the address 411 (n = 0 to G = 1) are always carried over the data bus lines D7 to DO,
and bytes with the address 4t1+ 2 via D15 to D8. The same applies for bytes with the address
4n + 2, which always use the lines D23 to D16, and bytes with the address 4n + 3, which use lines
D31 to D24. Something similar also applies to ports.

1

Generally, during both part accesses, the memory controller executes a complete 32-bit access
and can, in each case, also output all 32-bits to the data bus. However, either the system controller or the i386 will accept only the bytes for which BEx (x = 0 - 3) is at a low level.
It is clear that reading or writing a double word from/to an address that is not a multiple of
4 always requires two bus cycles, whereas accessing a double word at a double word address
only requires one bus cycle. Therefore, it is advantageous, even when unnecessary, always to
sort the data in memory so that double words start at a double word address and the normal
16-bit words do not cross double word boundaries.

1

This procedure only applies to data. The prefetch queue always reads the code in double word
portions, which start at a double word address. For this reason, the prefetch queue is only
refilled if it has at least four bytes free. To reach a double word address, the processor, if
required, reads one to three bytes first.

4.2.7 Special Bus Cycles
In addition to the three <<normal>> bus cycles for reading and writing data, and the passive bus
cycle (if neither the prefetch queue has to be loaded, nor the instruction that has just been
executed requires a memory or I/O access), there are also the shutdown and halt cycles. These
are given by the combination (101) of the M/m, D/S‘, W/R signals and differentiated by levels
of BEO-BE3. The shutdown cycle ( BE0 = 0, BE1 = BE2 = BE3 = 1) takes place if, during execution of an instruction, several exceptions occur and the processor is overloaded. To cope with
this, the processor goes <con strike)). The halt condition (BE0 = BE1 = BE3 = I, BE2 = 0) can be
initiated by the HLT instruction. In this instance, the processor is stopped and does not execute
any further instructions. Table 4.1 summarizes the special cycles. Note that special cycles must
be acknowledged by the system with READY in the same way as normal bus cycles.

BE3

BEZ

BE1

BTO

Special cycle

1
1

0
1

1
1

1
0

halt cycle
shutdown cycle

i

t
ii
ii

Tnble 4.1: i386 sprcinl cycles fsipnls MJIO =I, D/c =O, W/i? =I)

;:
b
b

If the hardware IRQs are enabled, then the IE flag is set, and the processor can be forced to leave
the halt condition by initiating an IRQ. For example, in the PC, such an 1RQ can be actlvntrd

d
11

0
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by touching the keyboard. The shutdown condition is not affected by this; the processor ignores
the demand.
To end the shutdown condition, either an NM1 or a processor reset must be initiated. Both of
these also end the halt condition. The difference between them is that the NM1 does not change
the processor mode. If, prior to shutdown, the i386 was running in protected mode, then, after
an NMI, it is returned to protected mode and the interrupt handler 2 corresponding to NM1 is
started. In contrast to this, a processor reset returns the i386 to real mode, and the i386 begins
program execution with CS = fOOOh, EIP = OOOOfffOh and the activated address lines A31-A20.

.

Shutdown only occurs as the result of a very serious problem, the cause of which is most likely
to be an extensive hardware error function. Such a serious error function can be caused by, for
example, power failure, lightning strike or chip destruction. Most often, as the result of an
external initiation of an NM1 or reset, the processor starts a so-called recovery routine in order
to save what is possible. Application programmers are hardly ever confronted with this problem. Recovery and handing routines for a shutdown status are part of the operating system.

4.2.8 Flexible i386 Bus - 16-bit Data Bus and Write Data Duplication
When the 32-bit data bus was introduced with the i386,32-bit peripheral chips were either very
expensive or did not exist. That is why Intel included a very flexible data bus with the i386,
which can be run using either the 16-bit width or the full 32bit width. Thus, the i386 can be
integrated into a 16-bit system and make use of the 16-bit peripheral chips, if it can be justified.
Today, however, little use is made of this. As a result of the flexible construction of the buses,
the i386 can be connected directly to a 16-bit data bus and simultaneously to a 32-bit data bus.
This is because the switch-over does not occur through wiring, but instead is flexible for each
bus cycle. Therefore, it is possible, for example, for the i386 to use a 32-bit data bus for main
storage area access, and a 16-bit data bus for accessing the I/O address space or ISA bus slots.
If the pin BS16 is fed with the low level signal, then the current bus cycle is restricted to the 16
bits between D15-DO. Bytes addressed via BE2 and BE3, which apply to the most significant 16
bits D31-D16, are internally transferred by the i386 to the least significant bits D15-DO in a
suitable manner. If values greater than 16 bits are to be transferred, then the i386 will independently execute several bus cycles, one after the other, until the data transfer has been completed.
A further special feature of the i386 for increasing system throughput is the automatic duplication of write data. Using the signals BEO-BE3, the processor determines which S-bit groups of
its 32-bit data bus will transfer valid data. If the i386 implements a bus cycle for writing data,
in which the written data only occurs at the most significant word (D31-D161, that is, only BE2
and BE3 are active, then the i386 automatically produces the same data on the least significant
half fD15-DO) of the data bus. Using this principle, the throughput of a system with a lh-bit data
bus can be increased independently of BS16. This is because the 16/32-bit converter of the 16bit bus system must first transfer the data bytes from the most significant half to the data bytes
of the least significant half. This transfer is no longer necessary as the data is automatically
duplicated; the bus system is, therefore, more efficient. If the written data is only output on the
least significant half (D15-DO) of the data bus, then there will be no written data duplication to

.
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the most significant half. Table 4.2 shows the relationship between the signals BEO-BE3 and
written data duplication.

BE3BEz

BEl

0
0
0
0

0
0

0
0

0
1
0
11
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
1

1

11
10
1
10

1

BE0

0

1

1

Duplication

D31-D24

D23-D16

DlS-D8

D7-DO

B31-B24
B23-B16
B15-B8
B7-BO
undef.
undef.
undef.
undef.
undef.
undef.

623-816
B15-B8
B7-80
undef.
undef.
undef.
823-816
undef.
815-88
87-80

B15-B8
87-80
BlS-88
B7-80
undef.
B15-B8
B15-B8
87-80
87-80
undef

B7-BO
no
undef. no
87-80
yes
undef.
yes
B7-BO
no
87-80
no
87-BO
no
undef. no
undef. no
87-80
yes

831-824: wrote data bits 31-24

623-816: write data bits 23-16

815-88 write data bits 15-8

87-60: write data bits 7-o

undef,: values are undefined

Table 4.2: Write data duplication on the i386

4.3 I/O Address Space and Peripherals
So far, we have only learned about logical addressing of the memory using offset and segment
and physical addressing with the assistance of the 32-bit address bus. For example, the memory
is addressed with the instructions MOV reg, mem or MOV mem, reg. In addition to the memory
area, the i386 has a so-called I/O address space, which can be accessed with the machine instructions IN, OUT, etc. via ports. Altogether, the i386 can address 65 356 (= 64k) S-bit ports using
the addresses 0 to 65 535; 32 768 (= 32k) 16-bit ports using the addresses 0, 2, 4, , 65 532,
65 534; or 16 348 (= 16k) 32-bit ports 0, 4, , 65 532. A mixture of &bit, 16-bit and 32-bit ports
is also possible. The respective &bit equivalent, however, must not exceed 64k. Thus, the i386
has two totally separate address spaces: the memory and the I/O space, both of which are
addressed via the data and address bus. A memory access is differentiated from an I/O access
by the M/IO control signal. The I/O address space can only be addressed logically with the help
of the accumulator; the memory, on the other hand, can be addressed by all registers. Additionally, the segment registers for the I/O address space have no significance. It can be said that the
64k port represents its own segment, which is addressed by IN and OUT. Common IBMcompatible PCs only use the lower 1024 (lk) ports between 0 and 3ffh. EISA, microchannel and
local bus PCs expand the I/O address area.
The ports and the I/O address space are mostly used for addressing registers in peripheral
devices. The IN and OUT instructions (and variations) make direct contact between the processor accumulator and the peripheral device register, and transfer data between them. This
means that when the i386 executes and I/O mapped I/O (or I/O mapped Input/Output), the registers
are located in the I/O-address space, in contrast to the so-called memory mapped I/O, where the
peripheral device registers are located in the conventional memory address space. They are
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addressed with the normal memory instructions, for example, MOV mem, reg. A suitable decoder
and controller logic then accesses a register instead of a memory cell.

4.3.1 I/O Addressing
If the i386 wishes to address a port, then it produces the low level M/IO output signal. The
system controller recognizes that an access to the I/O address space should be executed. Additionally, via W/R, the transfer direction is determined i386 3 port (W/R = 1) or port + i386
(W/R = 0). Writing data to a port, or reading data from a port is performed in the same manner
as writing and reading data to and from the memory. Figure 4.8 shows the path for the data
transfer between processor and ports.

System Controller
Figure 4.8: The

path betweet

processor and ports. Us~nlly the processor does mt access the

l/O

nddress space

d i r e c t l y , b u t instead vin n bus controller, as is the case f o r m a i n m e m o r y , t o o . T h e bus controllrr gemmtes t h e
necessary control sigmls for the bus and various buffers

for

tempera y storage nnd

nmplifiitq tlw

dntn nmi

a d d r e s s sign&. These intermediate circuits are today integrated into one single system controller.

Like the reading and writing of data from and to the main memory, the CPU gives an address
to the address buffer and controls the bus controller using the status signals M/IO, D/T and
W/R If data is to be transferred to a port (with OUT), the i386 provides additional information.
The bus controller logic recognizes from the M/m control signal that an access of the I/Oaddress space and not the memory should take place. Thus, instead of the memory controller,
the I/O controller is activated, which decodes the address signal from the address buffer and
addresses the appropriate port. This applies in most cases to a register in a peripheral device
(for instance, keyboard or hard disk) or in a hardware component (for example, the mode
controller register in a DMA chip). Thus, data can be transferred between the processor and a
register in the I/O address space of the PC. The i386 can address a maximum of 64k S-bit ports,
such that the 16 most significant lines A31-A16 are always at a low level for access to a port.
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4.3.2 I/O Cycles
Figure 4.9 shows the bus cycle for a write access to the I/O address space. A comparison with
Figure 4.3 shows that the bus cycle and the associated signals agree, with the exception of
M/ IO, with which a write access to the memory is made.

BEO-BE3, A2-A31 [

Flgrrw 4.9: i386 brrs cyclr /or a rurite L~CC~XSS to the l/O address space.

As ports refer mostly to control and status registers of hardware components, which moreover
(for example, in a PC) are frequently placed on a slower plug-in board in a bus slot, the i386
frequently inserts more wait cycles for port accesses than for memory accesses. For this reason,
the device being addressed also uses the READY signal to request additional wait cycles from
the CPU. This, of course, increases the I/O access time. Otherwise, there is no difference to a
memory cycle, except for the fact that other buffers and decoders are addressed.

4.4 Processor Reset and the i386 Internal Self-test
The i386 initiates a reset, in that the system controller feeds a high level signal for at least 15
CLKZ clock cycles to the RESET pin. If the signal subsequently returns to a low level, the i386
carries out an internal initialization. During this operation, the registers are loaded with the
values shown in Table 4.3.
The i386 starts operation in real mode. As shown in Table 4.3, the pair CS:EIP contains
fOOO:0000fff000 after the internal initialization of the memory address. In reality, however, the
i386 produces the physical address fffffffoh because the 12 most significant lines A31-A20 of the
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Register

Value

EFlag
CR0
EIP
CS
DS
ss
ES
FS
GS
EDX
all others

UIJUUUUUU uuuuu~100 00000000 00000010=uuuu0002h
ouuuuuuu uuuuuuuu uuuuuuuu uuuuOOOO=uuuuuuuOh
00000000 00000000 11111111 11110000=0000fffOh
1111000000000000=f000h*'
00000000 00000000=0000h
00000000 00000000=0000h
00000000 00000000=0000h
00000000 00000000=OOOOh
00000000 00000000=0000h
processor identification
uuuuuuuu uuuuuuuu uuuuuuuu uuuuuuuu=uuuuuuuuh

U: undefined
*I base address=ffffOOOOh,
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Ilmtt=ffffh (segment descriptor cache reg6ter)

Table 4.3: i386 register cot?tents offer n processor reset

address bus are held at a high level (due to the value ffffOOOOh for the base address of the code
segment in the segment descriptor cache register). That is 16 bytes less than the absolute end of
the physical address space. Additionally, the machine status word is loaded with fffOh. The
GDTR, LDTR, IDTR and the task register have no influence.
After the first JMP or CALL instruction outside the segment limit (that is, after an inter-segment
jump or call), the address lines A31-A20 drop to low level. The associate CS change invalidates
the entries in the segment descriptor cache register, and the i386 now loads and handles the
segment values strictly in accordance with ihe rules of real mode. The i386 can then only
address objects below 1 M. After the first code segment change, the address fffffffoh is no longer
available, unless another processor RESET is carried out.
The entry point of the BIOS start routine is usually found at the initial address fffffffoh. As only
16 bytes are available from fffffffoh to the addressing limit ffffffffh (equivalent to 4 Gbyte), one
of the first instructions is usually a jump instruction (JMP) to the nrealp) entry point. This jump
instruction does not have to go beyond the segment limit, that is, it is noi connected with a
change of CS. Despite the JMP instruction, the complete BIOS can remain at the top end of the
4 Gbyte address space.

With a PC, the processor reset (also known as a cold boot), is released by operating the network
switch (switching on) or the reset button, but not by the well-known three-finger-touch Ctr-AltDel. This only causes a r~nr~ bout, where DOS issues an INT 19 interrupt, but does not have a
reset effect on the processor. The INT 19h only reloads the operating system; there is no check
on the condition of the hardware components such as memory, interrupt controller, etc. You c a n
recognize a cold boot from the memory check: the memory addresses are counted up. In a warm
boot this time consuming test is bypassed.
Because of the value 123411 at memory address 0040:0072h the start routine is able to determine
whether a cold or warm boot is in progress. If the value 123411 is stored at this address then a
warm boot has to be executed. All other values indicate a cold boot. The probability that at
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power-on (that is, completely random values in memory) the word 1234h is present at this
location is 1 to 65 536. Statistically speaking, you have to switch your PC on and off 65 536 times
before the BIOS interprets a cold boot as a warm boot. If you need one minute for one cold boot
then you will be occupied for 45 days and nights switching your PC on and off to provoke one
such mistake. Thus, the security <<built-inu is statistically more than enough. But what are statistics? If you are playing a lottery and you do one lottery every minute then it will take nearly
27 (!) years to get six correct numbers. Nevertheless, every week several people succeed in doing
this, and among them are some who are not yet 27 years old! That’s statistics.
With a reset, the i386 can also be made to perform an internal self-test. This occurs when the
BUSY pin remains at a low level for at least eight CLK2 clock cycles, before and after the falling
edge of the reset signal. The self-test checks the i386 microcode ROM as well as a large part of
the logic circuitry. To execute the self-test, the i386 requires approximately 219 clock cycles,
equivalent to approximately 15 ms for a 33 MHz i386. If the self-test does not detect any errors,
then the i386 puts the value of 0 into the EAX register. Each non-zero value indicates that there
is an internal processor error - the chip is faulty. Additionally, the DX register receives a 16-bit
processor identification number with the value of 03xxh. The most significant byte 03h indicates
that it is dealing with an i386; the eight xx bits represent the i386 version. Normally xx increases
with new versions (for instance, the cut-down version of the i386, the i386SX, has the version
number 2).

5 Basics: Logic Gates and Microprogramming Two Basic Elements of a Processor
Today, microprocessors, and especially memory chips, are the most complex of all integrated
circuits. They are constructed from the smallest possible electronic components. We already
know the most important of these: the MOS Field Effect Transistor (MOSFET). But one such
element is not sufficient for complex logic operations. A large quantity (for example, 3 million
in the Pentium) of such MOSFETs are connected to set up the required logic circuitry. Examples
are AND gates and full adders. I want to discuss some more or less complicated gates in
Sections 5.1-5.3. Additionally, the individual functional groups of a processor need an exactly
balanced control. How the i386 and typically all CISC processors solve this problem will be
detailed in Section 5.4.

5.1 AND and OR Gates as Basic Logical Elements
In this section, I would like to introduce the two most basic elements of logic circuits, the AND
and OR gates. They implement the abstract AND and OR combination of two quantities I, and
I2 by means of an electronic circuit and two signals, and generate an output quantity 0, which
in turn is expressed as a signal (or to be more exact, its level), too. Table 5.1 shows the truth
tables for the AND and OR combinations.
I,

12

AND value 0

OR value 0

0
0

0
1

0
0

0

1
1

0
1

0
1

1
1
1

Table 5.1: Truth table for AND nnd OR rombl)lnfion
The OR operation is in fact a representation of the mathematical OR, and is not to be confused
with the colloquial either-or. This is implemented by the XOR operation. Many logic operations
are constructed from the AND and OR operations. AND and OR take over the role of 0 and 1
from the Natural Numbers.
In the following, I have assumed that the logic 1 is represented by a high level signal and logic
0 by a low level signal. A circuit must be constructed for the AND operation, such that only two
high level signals at both I, and I, inputs produce a high level signal at output 0, whereas an
OR operation that has a high level signal at one of the 1, or I, inputs produces a high level signal
at output 0. In Figure 5.1 you can see a simplified implementation of this requirement using

MOSFETS.
The two n-channel MOSFETs Tr, and Tr, (referred to in Figure 5.la) only switch the supply
current Vcc through to output 0 if both I, and 1, input signals are at a high level, that is, logic
I. If either one of the I: or I, input signals is equivalent to 0, then one of the transistors Tr, or
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Figure 5.1: Implemenfing AND (a) and OR (b) rolfh MOSFETs.

Tr, closes, and the output 0 produces a low level signal representing the logical 0. Thus, the
circuit s h o w n in Figure 5.la implements an AND operation for input signals I, and I,. The
symbol shown above the circuit diagram in the illustration is a standard symbol used to represent an AND gate as a functional unit in logic circuit diagrams.
Figure 5.lb shows the implementation of an OR gate from the two n-channel MOSFETs Tr, and
Tr,. In this case, it is enough for one of the two MOSFETs to be switched on so as to provide
output 0 with a high level signal. Therefore, it is sufficient that I, or I, is on a high level. The
symbol given IS that of the standard symbol as used for an OR gate in logic circuit diagrams.
The logic gates represented are 2-input AND and 2-input OR gates, respectively. Without any
problems, the circuits can be extended to n-input AND and n-input OR gates. This is done
simply by inserting and connecting n MOSFETs in series (AND) or in parallel (OR) between Vcc
and output 0.

5.2 CMOS lnverters as Low-power Elements
The above MOS transistor has, when compared to a bipolar transistor (the conductivity of which
is not controlled by a gate n&Se, but instead by a base clrrrent), a very small power consumption.
Currently, however, with the integration of many millions of transistors on one chip (newest
generation 16 Mbit DRAM memory chips contain more than 16 milIion transistors and 16 millioll
capacitors), the power consumption is quite considerable. Therefore, there is a further requirement to reduce the power consumption. To fulfil this requirement, the CMOS technique is
employed, its basic element being that of a CMOS invcrter. A CMOS inverter is simply achieved
from the parallel switching of a p-channel and an n-channel MOSFET, as shown in Figure 5.2.
Both MOSFETs are connected in series between ground and the supply voltage (Vcc). The
MOSFET gate is isolated from the substrate, and thus from the source and drain, by a thin layer
of oxide, thus preventing a current flow through the gate. It is necessary, for the current to flo\v
from Vcc to GND, that both transistors are simultaneously conductive. Only then will a current
path between ground and supply voltage exist. As the characteristics in Figures 2.la and Z.lb
(see Chapter 2) show, there is no overlapping of the conductivity from p-channel and n-channc4
MOSFETs. Therefore, one of the two MOSFETs is always OFF, and there will never be a current
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Figure 5.2: The CMOS inserter. A CMOS ittverter consists of two MOSFETs, with opposite conductivity, which
are connected between ground and Vcc. A characteristic curve with a sharp transition can thus be obtained.

flow. If the voltage U, is adequately positive (greater than the threshold voltage V,,, of the nchannel MOSFET Tr,) at input I, then the n-channel MOSFET conducts, and the p-channel
MOSFET Tr, is closed. With adequate negative voltage U, (less than the voltage threshold V,,,
of the p-channel MOSFET Tr,), the p-channel MOSFET is conductive and the n-channel MOSFET
is closed. Both transistors are off between V,,, and Vthp.
It is decisive for use in (digital) computer technics that the voltage U, at the output 0 is changed
according to the variation of the input voltage U, in a range between the supply voltage Vcc and
ground. MOSFETs are not controlled by the gate current but the gate voltage. You can use the
voltage Uo delivered at the output 0 to control MOSFETs in succeeding stages of the logic
circuitry. Thus, signals (or data) are processed:
- If U, is sufficiently negative, then Tr, conducts and Tr, is closed, output 0 is connected to
Vcc, and the CMOS inverter produces a logic 1 (or logic 0 with negative logic).
- If U, is sufficiently positive, then in this case Tr, conducts and Tr, is closed, output 0 is connected to ground, and the CMOS inverter produces a logic 0 (or logic 1 with negative logic).
As the characteristic curve in Figure 5.2 shows, due to the extremely sharp transition between
Vcc and ground, the CMOS inverter almost perfectly accomplishes the requirements with two
clearly defined and separate logic conditions. Also, as CMOS elements require very little power
consumption when compared to normal MOS chips, then we are hypothetically killing two birds
with one stone. A current will only flow by switching over the output voltage between Vcc and
ground, in order to charge or discharge the respective layers of the CMOS transistor to their
respective capacities. CMOS elements have a small stntic poroer comfrrnptior~, which is mainly
caused by a current leakage, which in turn is caused by the gate oxidation layer (which is never
absolute). Additionally, there is a dynamic pozucr comrrr~ptiorr caused by a toggle in the voltage
Uo at output 0 as a result of a change in the input voltage U,. Since, with every toggle, the
semiconductor layers are charged and discharged, the dynamic power input is proportional to
the toggle frequency (f&v). CMOS elements (for example, the i387) with a fast clock speed
therefore require more current than those with a slow clock speed. This has a useful purpose
in application to a notebook computer, as when it is in power-down mode the clock frequency
reduced to zero. This only leaves the very small static power consumption. Energy saving can
amount to as much as 99.99% (this is not a printing error).

is
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A serious problem in realizing ever higher integration densities (and thus, for example, higher
memory chip capacities) is additional to the miniaturization of the elements: the increase of the
power consumption. The size and therefore the power consumption of the individual elements
on the chip decreases, but as the number of these elements rises enormously, we have a higher
power consumption in the end (for example, an i386 consumes about 3 W, but the Pentium,
despite the most modern technology, 13 WI. The power consumed is nearly all converted into
heat and warms up the chip. The real workaholics, and thus also current eaters, are the
coprocessors. You can easily burn your fingers on an intensively used coprocessor. The powerful i387 implemented using the CMOS technique consumes only 1.5 W; that is only about half
compared to that of its ancestor, the 8087, with its 2.5 W - a clear hint of the modest power
consumption of CMOS chips.
If the heat produced cannot be dissipated, the chip gets into a muddle because of calculation
errors caused by overheated transistors. The computer crashes and is inoperable until it cools
down. A further temperature increase may finally result in damaged semiconductor layers, and
therefore a damaged chip. For this reason, all highly integrated processors, starting with the i386
and i387, are implemented using the CMOS technique. With the conventional NMOS technique,
the i387 in particular would be more of a radiator than a coprocessor!
As Goethe once said, where there is light, there is also shadow. Of course CMOS technology
does have a disadvantage; a CMOS inverter always has to have two MOSFETs, whereas a MOS
transistor only requires one (namely, itself). In comparison, the integration density of CMOS
inverters is smaller than that of MOS transistors. By a clever arrangement of the different layers
on the substrate, almost the same quantity can be obtained. It is only the extent of the technology required that is greater. Moreover, CMOS elements do not alter their switching state as fast
as bipolar transistors. The Pentium (and some other extremely fast clocked CPUs such as the
MIPS R6000) deviate from the pure CISC implementation due to the high speed. To stand the
enormous clock rates they are partially (I’entium: BiCMOS) or completely (R6000: ECL) realized
with bipolar transistors. This enhances the performance, but again makes cooling a problem of
central importance. The CPUs of supercomputers are therefore sometimes cooled by liquid
nitrogen (for example, the ETA computers of Control Data).
Another hint on how to identify CMOS components: the CMOS processor derivatives or other
logic chips have a CCC>> in their type names, for example 8OC286 or 8OC287 instead of 80286 and
80287, respectively. These CMOS chips consume only one third of the power compared to the
usual chips. Generally, you can expect a CMOS chip if the type name includes a &). The
opposite, however, does not necessarily apply: no K,, - for example, there is no iC186 - does
not necessarily mean today that the chip has been manufactured with conventional n-MOS or
p-MOS technology.

5.3 An Example: l-bit Adder
In the following, I would like to introduce the use of AND, OR and XOR gates, using the
example of a l-bit adder with carry. It has the function of adding pairs of binary numbers,
Figure 5.3 shows the combination of AND, OR and XOR gates for determining the sum and
carry which result from two summands A, and 8, as well as an original carry C,.
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Carry,

Figure 5.3: l-bit adder with carry.

For determining the sum, the two summand bits A, and B, are fed to an XOR gate. The output
signal of the first XOR gate, together with the carry bit Carry, of a preceding stage, is then
passed to a second XOR gate. The resulting output signal produces the corresponding total
bit C,.
The carry bit can be determined by, for example, three AND gates which ascertain whether or
not at least two of the fed bits A,, B, and Carry, are equal to 1, and the combination of the
outputs from the AND gates in an OR gate. If you analyse the circuit logic, you end up with
the combinations in Table 5.2.

n,

B.
2nd Summand

Carry, From
Previous Stage

CX
Result

Carry

1st Summand
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1

0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1

0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1

0
1
1
0
1
0
0
1

0
0
0
1
0
1
1
1

Table 5.2: Cornbiniq summnnd and cm-ry bits in the I-bit udder

For a 32-bit full adder you <<only,, need to connect 32 of these l-bit adders in series, and to
connect each carry output with the corresponding carry input of the succeeding adder.

5.4 Microencoding of Machine Code instructions
We have already come across the mnemonics and encoding of instructions and addressing in
Chapter 3. The i386 (and many other processors) have to process these encoded bit streams
internally to execute the required instructions with the necessary data. Further, the huge number of
internal circuits require an exact balance of their functions. In this respect, we will learn about the
fundamental characteristics of CISC processors, in fact, the microcworlir7g of machine instructions.
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You can see from Figure 2.3 and associated text that the instructions are read into a prefetch
queue. An attached decoding unit then decodes them. With microprogrammed processors, an
instruction is not executed directly, but is available, in a microcode ROM within the processor,
as a microprogram. Figure 5.4 schematically shows the basic concept

Coprocessor

CISC Microprocessor
~..“...‘.......“....................

T

. . . . . . .._.....__.........................................................................

Figure 5.4: The concept of microprogmmming. With microprogramming the processor fetches the instructions via
the bus interface into a prefetch queue, which in turn transfers them to a decoding unit. The decoding unit
decomposes n machine instructio?z into R number of elemenfnry microinstructions and applies them to a microcode
queue. The microinstructions ore transferred from the microcode queue to the control and executiotl unit so thof
the ALU and registers ore driven nccordingly.

The processor decoding unit must, therefore, decode the instruction, that is, split it into the
actual instruction, the type of address, extent and type of relevant register, etc. All of this
information is contained in the opcode, prefix operand and displacement/data. The control unit
calls the relevant microprograms to execute the instructions with the help of the ALU, register,
etc. It becomes apparent that the decoding process and the preparation for executing the
microprograms require a specific amount of time. The decoding time can, therefore, be equal in
length to, or even longer than, the execution time of the instruction itself. Thus, the execution
time of an instruction consists of the decoding time plus the execution time. (Note that the
execution times given in the processor manuals usually indicate the pure execution time, that
is, the instruction must already be decoded.) In addition to relieving the bus interface, the
prefetch queue plays a further important role. As it already contains the next available instructions, prior to executing the current instructions, the decoding unit can stock up work in advance by decoding the next instruction and preparing it for execution in the control unit while
the execution unit is still busy processing the current instruction. Thus, an extensive prefetch
queue enhances the processor’s performance. That is one reason why the i486, with its 32-byte
queue, executes faster than the i386 with a prefetch queue of only 16 bytes. If you can imagine
what it would be like without prefetching, where for every instruction the instruction rendinfi
and decoding time was apparent, then you will quickly realize the performance advantage that
prefetching achieves.

I
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This all works well as long as the prefetch queue is constantly topped up at the same speed at
which the processor executes the instructions. With a jump or procedure call that exceeds the
boundaries of the prefetch queue (this is very often the case), the processor must empty its
prefetch queue and start again by reading the new instruction byte at the target address. This,
of course, also applies to RET and IRET instructions. The problem is that the next instruction
not only has to be read but also decoded. If the jump target is still within the queue and if the
instruction comprises only a few bytes so that it has already been completely fetched, then it
only needs to be decoded. The instruction fetch cycle is obsolete. If no jump is executed (because, for example, a JNE is not fulfilled) then the processor carries on without any interruption.
If you examine a complicated program using a debugger, you will realize that it is teeming with
JUMP S and CALLS. For example, a compiler converts many of the C language CASE statements
into a number of conditional JUMPS. If the target address is outside the area covered by the
prefetch queue, then the i386 has to start instruction fetching and decoding from the beginning.
Converting the source code into an unfavourable sequence of JUMP instructions can badly
affect the execution time of a program. Assembler programmers should take note of this.
Unfortunately, optimizing compilers from well-known manufacturers are also known to skip
willingly outside the prefetch boundaries, and sometimes without good reason.
In the following, I would like to briefly present the steps for the MOVS/MOVSB/MOVSW/
MOVSD (move data from string to string) instruction. This instruction is one of the most powerful i386 machine code instructions, and is typical of a CISC processor. Intel specify the following
i386 operations for the instruction:
IF (instruction=MOVSD)

OR (double word operand available)

THEN Operand sizet32;
ELSE Operand sizet16;
FI;

IF address size=16
THEN SI=SourceIndex and DI=DestinationIndex;
ELSE ESI=SourceIndex and EDI=DestinationIndex;
PI;

IF Operation of byte-type
THEN
IDeatinationIndexl

t [SourceIndex];

IF DF=O
THEN IncDecc-1
ELSE InCDeCt-1
PI;
ELSE

IF Operand size=16
THEN
[DestinationIndexlt[SourcelndexJ;
IF DF=O
THEN IncDecc2
ELSE IncDecc-2
FI:
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EILX

[DestinationIndex]

e [SourceIndexl;

IF DBEO
THEN IncDec+4
ELSE IncDecc-4
FI;
PI;

SourceIndextSourceIndex+

IncDec

DestinationIndextDestinationIndex+ IncDEc

The individual operations are represented by matching microcodes in the microcode ROM and
are executed by the Execution Unit (EU) with the assistance of logic gates, the ALU and bus
interface. You can see that a considerable number of internal microinstructions are executed for
the instruction MOVSx. Intel specify that the execution time of the instruction is eight processor
clock cycles PCLK. If the instruction is repeatedly executed with a prefix of REPxx, then the first
execution of MOVSx requires eight clock cycles, but each subsequent execution only requires
four. The complete IF-THEN-ELSE-l3 block is only required at the start, to determine the operands, addresses and IncDec quantities. Each following run just transfers data from the source
to the destination. For this, four processor clock cycles are required (including the test for
completion of all repetitions).
A very complex circuit would be necessary to implement this operation as hardwired logic. On
the other hand, however, the microcodes repeatedly access the same hardware logic elements.
The execution unit has a micro instruction pointer analogous to the EIP instruction pointer of
the nentire processor”, which addresses the microinstructions in the microprogram memory.
The complexity of the MOVSx instruction is due to the binary encoding in the microcode ROM,
and not circuit layout. Similar aspects also led to the general development of microprocessors
or free programmable computers. Also in this case, the one-off fixed and relatively simple
circuit structure is repeatedly used by a program, which is stored in memory. It would be
possible, in principle, to implement a complex word processor (for example, Word, AmiPro) by
hardwired logic purely in hardware. The technical difficulties would unfortunately be enormous. I am sure that you can imagine that considerably more components would be required,
more even than the Pentium has. Instead, it is better to transfer the complexity of the word
processor into a program memory where the individual instructions can be stored in coded
form. A further advantage is that the content of the memory can be altered much faster and
easier than a circuit.
One disadvantage of microencoding can be seen immediately: the execution speed is much
slower than that of direct hardware implementation. One reason for this is, that many individual steps and individual decisions are necessary (and thus many clock cycles), whereas a
pure hardware implementation disposes of the whole instruction in one go.
Microprogramming has developed over a period of time, and has many advantages. For instance, for a very compact instruction code, the size of the instructions and, thus, the memory
requirement is small. You can get 256 different instruction codes in one byte, if each modification of the type of address, register concerned, etc. is regarded as an individual instruction. In
the early 1960s, the core storage (made of ferromagnetic rings), which in those days was the
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write and read memory, was the most expensive and, unfortunately, also the slowest component
of a computer, having a typical average access time of 1 ps. Today, a good DRAM will achieve
0.060 ps and a fast SRAM approximately 0.012 ps. However, in those days ROMs could be
realized with an access time of 100 ns to 200 ns, and, moreover, were considerably cheaper than
the core memories. For a single access of the write or read memory, the processor could execute
between five and ten ROM accesses. Put another way: while the prefetcher is reading an instruction code from the write/read memory, the processor is capable of internally extracting and
executing between five and ten microinstructions from the microcode ROM. Even in those days,
microencoding had a minimal effect on reducing the speed of instruction execution.
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Due to the high cost and sluggishness of the core memories, it was necessary to reduce the load
of program code on the write/read memory. The alternative was to load the complex program
code into the cheaper and faster (microcode) ROM in the processor. This resulted in microprogramming. Of course, in the 1960s there were no microprocessors, just enormous processor
cards. Even since the introduction of microprocessors, the concept of microprogramming has
not changed. Today, the majority of microprocessors (with the exception of pure RISC implementations) are still microencoded. The Pentium is no exception. The fact is that the majority
of commonly used and relatively simple instructions are available in hardwired form, but the
complex instructions such as MOVSx as mentioned previously are still microencoded.
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An additional advantage of microprogramming is that, in simple terms, compatibility can be
achieved with earlier processors. All that is required is to maintain the old code and implement
it with additional instructions for the newer, more efficient processors. To that end, the microcode
ROM in the processor is simply enlarged and the microcodes of the new instructions are also
stored. Thus, in theory, a new generation of processors is created. It is, therefore, hardly surprising that the higher family members of the different processor families have an ever increasing
number of powerful instructions, thereby leading to the evolution of CISCs. The present culmination of this development is the i486 from Intel (the Pentium implements many more RISC
principles) and the 68040 from Motorola.
At the end of the 197Os, the relationship between the access time of the internal microcode ROM
and the external main memory slowly but surely reversed. The slower core storage was replaced completely by semiconductor memories as the result of great advances in memory technology. Today, due to the high integration, mainly in memory chips, and the resulting reduction
in price, processors are far more costly than memory, and whether the instruction code is
compact or not no longer has any bearing.
The concept of microprogramming can be likened, to some extent, to a simple BASlC interpreter. In the interpreter, the instruction is split into its component parts, that is, interpreted,
and then executed in accordance with the decoded component parts. But microprogramming
does not know powerful instructions such as GWBASIC, nor can instructions be nested, for
example PRINT(STRLEN(“ww” + A$ + STRING(20, “(1”)) + 9).
The equivalent for the hardwired instructions in RISC processors would be a compiled program.
Here, instructions would be immediately executed without the influence of higher level (interpreter and microcode) programs. I am sure that you are aware of the difference in s p e e d
between an interpreted and a compiled BASIC program. It is no great shock that RISC processors
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carry out instructions much faster than CISC processors. A realistic factor of three or even four
can be applied to comparable processors. To achieve this, though, other criteria are also necessary, for example, pipelined execution of machine instructions, at best in several independent
pipelines. But the huge number of MS-DOS programs for the Intel world will ensure the ongoing success of personal computers for a long time to come - despite the power of modern
RISC concepts.
Here I would like to summarize the main characteristics of CISC microprocessors:
-

extensive (complex) instructions,
complex and efficient machine instructions,
microencoding of the machine instructions,
extensive addressing capabilities for memory operations,
relatively few, but very useful registers.

The modern RISC processors change all the points listed in a more or less drastic way. In
anticipation, I have listed the corresponding basics of RISCs:
reduced instruction set,
less complex and simple instructions,
hardwired control unit and, thus, hardwired machine instructions,
few addressing schemes for memory operands with only two basic instructions, LOAD and
STORE,
many symmetric registers which are organized in a register file.
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6 Calculating Semiconductor - The i387
Mathematical Coprocessor
Coprocessors produce an increase in performance aimed at certain types of applications. Generally speaking, a coprocessor is a mathematical coprocessor which supports the CPU in calculating complicated mathematical expressions using floating-point arithmetic at the hardware
level. The i387 is the mathematical coprocessor for the i386. Let’s turn first to some more basics
about the representation of floating-point numbers and their formats.

6.1 Number Excursion - The Representation of
Floating-point Numbers
In Section 2.2 we discussed the internal representation of positive and negative integers, as well
as binary coded decimals. But for extensive mathematical calculations, broken numbers like
‘/4 or -0.06215, or mixed numbers like -1% or 19 456.208, are missing.

6.1.1 Scientific Notation and Biased Exponent
The basis for
floating-point
resented by a
a value of 10

the representation of such numbers in a computer is so-called scientific notation or
representation. In this (decimal) notation, every number different from zero is repsigned number between 1 and 10 (the mantissa +M) and a power to the base B with
with a signed exponent +E:

At first glance this seems to be pure mathematics. To calm you down, 1 therefore want to give
a brief example with the numbers mentioned above.
Example:

scientific notation with decimal base 10

%=0.25=2.5rO.lr2.5rlO-'

mantissa 2.5, base 10, exponent -1

-0.06215=-6.215.0.01=-6.215,10-'

mantissa -6.215, base 10, exponent -2

-l%=-1.71428...=-1.71428~l=-1.71428.10°

mantises

-1.71428, base 10, exponent 0

~9456.208=1.9456208~10.000=1.9456208,10'

mantissa

1.9456208,

base

10,

exponent 4

the reason for the name floating-point representation also becomes apparent. The point is
moved until the mantissa has one digit before and the rest of the digits after the decimal point.
The number’s value is maintained by increasing or decreasing the exponent accordingly. Unlike
so-called fixed-point numbers, the position of the decimal point is (as the name already implies)
fixed. In today’s computers, usually only floating-point numbers are used. But with the third
number in the above example, you can see the disadvantage of scientific notation. A number
that is not representable as a finite decimal fraction (and all broken numbers whose divisor is
not a pure product of 2s and 5s belong to this group) is simply ‘[cut off,, after a certain number
of digits. In the example, -1% is not simply equal to -1.714 28 but must be infinitely continued
with the periodical digit sequence 5714. On the other hand, % can be represented exactly

N OW
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I
because the divisor 4 is equal to 2 * 2 and therefore a pure product of only 2s. Of course, you
have neither a pencil and paper nor the time to write down an infinite digit series, which, in
most cases, would be pointless anyway. Instead, we are content with a finite number of mantissa
digits. The number of these mantissa digits is called the precisiotl. In the example, therefore, the
numbers have a precision of two, four, six and eight decimal digits, respectively.
For a better understanding of broken numbers in a PC we should first analyse the interpretation
of a number in floating-point notation, as we did previously for the integers. The integer decimal
2806 was interpreted as 2 * lo3 + 8 * lo* + 0 + 10’ + 6 * 10’. In the case of the floating-point number
6.215 * lo-*, we proceed in a similar way:
6.215*10-'=

~6r10°+2+10-'+1.10-'+5.10-3~~10-=

= [6+1+2.0.1+1~0.01+5+0.0011+0.01=0.06215
or
=6+10-'+2t10-"+1.10-4+5.10-5

You can see that the interpretations are similar. The value of each digit decreases from left to
right by one power of 10. One starts with the value given by the exponent. The same applies
for floating-point numbers with a value greater than 1.
1.9456208.10"= [lr100+9+10-'+4r10-'+5~lO-'+6.lO-'+2~lO-s+O~lO-6+6.lO-']~lO'
= ~1+1+9+0.1+4+0.01+5+0.001+6.0.0001+2~0.00001+0~0.000001+~.0.00000011.10000
-19456.208
or
=1~1O'+9+1O3+4~1O'+5~1O1+6.lO~+2.lO-'+O.lO-=+6~lO-3
=lOOOO+P 000+400+50+6+0.2+0.00+0.008 =19456.208

f

Floating-point numbers are represented in a computer in a similar way, except the ~~2pj corresponding to the binary system replaces the nlO>> of the decimal system.

1

Example:

1.1011001r210Q"

in the binary syetem meang

[1.2~+1*2-'+0+2-'+1+2-'+1*2-~+0"2-~+0*2-~+1.2-'],2~9
= ~1+1+1.0.5+0~0.25+1+0.125+1~0.0625+0~0.03125+0~0.015625+1.0.00761251.524,266
= [1.69531251+524,288 =888,832
In "normal" binary representation this would be 888,832=1101 1001 0000 0000 OOOOb.

The example illustrates the principle of the representation of floating-point numbers in the
binary system, but negative numbers and numbers with a negative exponent (that is, numbers below 1) are not covered completely. Generally, the scientific notation is number =
+ mantissa * basetrXp’“m’. Therefore, two negative numbers are possible. For the representation of
negative numbers we have (according to Section 2.2.3) two possibilities: sign bit and 2’ complement representation.
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Although the 2’ complement representation turned out to be very advantageous, another method
is used in the representation of floating-point numbers. For the mantissa a sign bit is used, and
for the exponent a so-called binsed expwent is employed. Thus, a floating-point number in the
binary system has the following form:
P
e
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The sign + of the mantissa is indicated by a sign bit and a fixed bias value is subtracted from
the indicated exponent.
Example:

floating-point representation with bias 127 of number 888,832:
1.1011001*2~~~'~~'Q
value in 'normal" representation

therefore:

1.1011001,2'~~'"~'~-"""'=1.1011001+21~~'~

As you can see, the result coincides with the example mentioned above.
The fact that the two binary floating-point numbers 1.1011001 *2’“‘O”i0 and 1.1011001 ~2’~”
indicate the same value is a further example that not only is the digit sequence essential but so
too is its interpretation. Of course, you can introduce a self-made <<John-Smith-representation>>
of binary floating-point numbers by, for example, using 2’ complement for the mantissa as well
as for the exponent. Your imagination can run riot here, but whether the result is, first, sensible,
second, useful and, third, generally acknowledged is another matter.
The implementation of floating-point arithmetic by electronic circuitry is far more complicated
than that of integers. For example, two floating-point numbers cannot be added without a
further investigation, because possibly their exponents do not coincide. The CPU must first
check the exponents and equalize them, before the also adapted mantissas can be added. For
that reason, the electronic circuity for floating-point arithmetic is frequently formed on a separate coprocessor. The i386 only has an ALU for integer arithmetic, not one for floating-point
operations. That is provided by the i3S7 coprocessor.

6.1.2 The Standard - IEEE Formats
As is the case for integers and long integers, for floating-point numbers you have to reserve a
certain number of bits. In principle, you are free to choose an <<odd,) number of bits for a
floating-point number, for example 43 bits. However, to enable binary floating-point numbers
to be exchanged easily between different platforms, one generally uses the so-called IEEE formats today. Nearly all compilers and computers use this standard. Only Microsoft’s BASIC
interpreters traditionally use Microsoft’s own format, the Microsoft binary format (MSBIN).
In the following sections, these representation standards are discussed in detail. Figure 6.1
shows the IEEE formats for the number types short real, long real and temporary real. They
occupy 32, 64 and 80 bits, respectively, and all use a biased exponent.
The values represented by the IEEE formats are, in general:
value = (-l)* t (1 +Mlt2-'+M2*2-'

+

.._

+M23/M52/H63t2-~"5~'6') . 2"'""'""~'s'Bo-'2'

The short real format actually has a 24.bit mantissa but integrates only 23 of these bits into the
four bytes of the defined format. Where is bit MO of the mantissa? The answer is simple but
inspired. It was mentioned above that in scientific notation a number between 1 and 10 is
always in front of the decimal point. This representation is called nortnalized representation. If
one does the same with binary floating-point numbers, the number 1 should be in front of the
point because only 0 and 1 are available in binary. 0 does not apply, as by decreasing the
exponent the point is moved through the number until a 1 is in front.
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Short Real (32 Bits)
Range of Value 1 ,I 8*1 O-38 < 1x1 < 3,40*10+3s, Precision 24 Bits
3130

2322

0

S: Sign Bit (I=Mantissa Negative, O=Mantissa Positive)
E7...Eo: Exponent (8 Bits, Bias 127)
Ml.,.M23: Mantissa (23 Bits Plus Implicit MO=l)

Long Real (64 Bits)
Range of Value 2,23*1 O-3o8 < 1x1 < 1,79*10+308, Precision 53 Bits
5251

6362

0

S: Sign Bit (l=Mantissa Negative, O=Mantissa Positive)
EqO...EO: Exponent (11 Bits, Bias 1023)
Ml...M52’ Mantissa (52 Bits Plus Implicit MO=l)

Temporary Real (80 Bits)
Range of Value 3,37*1 O-4g32 < 1x1 < 1 ,I &I O+4g32, Precision 64 Bits
7978

6463

s El4

0

Eo MO

S: Sign Bit (l=Mantissa Negative, O=Mantissa Positive)
Ej4...EO: Exponent (15 Bits, Bias 16.383)
MO...M63: Mantissa (64 Bits)

Figure 6.1: IEEE fortnnts

Example:

for slmrf rwl, lony red ml temporq red

0.001011.2~“~
Move point until 1 is in front
+ 0.1011 L 24"0% 1.011

l

20'0"

in normalized form therefore the number is 1.011.2°'o'~

Therefore, in normalized representation ~UU-IJ floating-point number starts with a 1. The IEEE
format only uses normalized floating-point numbers so that the first digit MO of the mantissa
(that is, the digit before the point) is always equal to I. It need not be integrated into the number
explicitly but is implicitly known to be 1. Thus, the stored mantissa indicates only the digit after
the point. Bits 2330 hold the biased exponent: to get the ~~reaiu exponent you must subtract the
value 127 from the stored exponent. Values smaller than 127 lead to negative exponents, and
therefore represent numbers smaller than 1. The choice of 127 as the bias is arbitrary, but with
127 the exponent 0 for the number 1 is between the highest and the lowest possible exponents
in the IEEE format. Finally, the S bit indicates the sign of the whole number.
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in short real format is:

428ce9fc.0100 0010 1000 1100 1110 1001 1111

IlOOb

The same applies to the long real format. Bits O-51 hold the mantissa digits after the decimal
point. Here, too, the MO bit is always equal to 1, and the format is therefore normalized.
Together with the biased exponent, which is enhanced to 11 bits and has a bias value of 1023,
the range of values is much larger than with the short real format. For most applications the
long real format is enough. Even with the short real format, the ratio of the highest and the
smallest possible values is much larger than the ratio between the size of the universe and that
of an atom. And the precision of nearly 16 decimals in the long real format exceeds the experimental accuracy of all known constants of nature.
The values 255 and 2048 for the biased exponent in the short and long real formats are reserved
by definition. A floating-point number with these exponents is called NAN (not a number) and
is not regarded as a number. Coprocessors or software emulations of coprocessors report an
error message if such a number occurs, or process a predefined number instead.
Coprocessors such as Intel’s 80x87 family (and software emulations of coprocessors) often use
the temporary real format with a width of 80 bits. This format does not need to be normalized.
The MO bit of the mantissa is actually stored in the format, and is not presupposed implicitly
to be 1. The range of values and precision of this format are enormous. With the 80 bits of the
temporary real format, 2’” = 1.2 s 102’ different numbers can be represented. Even a very fast PC
that can load one million different numbers in the temporary real format per second into the
coprocessor would need more than 30 billion years to read every possible number - that is,
twice the age of the universe. The 80 bits should also be enough for very ambitious programmers.
But now something confusing seems to occur: a positive and a negative zero (that is, two zeros).
Mathematically speaking, this is nonsense; there is esnctly 011c and only one zero (moreover, with
no + or - sign). The reason for the sudden existence of two zeros is that the floating-point
formats and coprocessors define numbers by way of their represerllution, but in mathematics
numbers are defined abstractly by way of their puperties. Both the long and the short real
formats hold a sign bit. If all other 31 bits are equal to 0, then obviously the number 0 will be
represented. However, because of the sign bit tlvo representations seem to be possible: +0 with
the sign bit cleared and -0 with sign bit set. The same also applies for the other floating point
formats. It becomes even more complicated with floating-point numbers in normalized form.
Here, the leading 1 of the mantissa is never stored. But how can one know whether the short
real number OOOOOOOOh really has the value zero, or whether it is, by way of the implicit MO =
1 I the value 1 *2-“‘?
The only way out of this is a strict definition: tor J floating-point number in normalized form
with the smallest possible exponent, the mantissa must be also equal to 0. Then the number
represents the value 0. If, on the other hand, the exponent has the smallest possible value and
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the mantissa is not equal to 0, then it is presupposed that the mantissa is not in normalized but

in <<real>> representation. This leads to a number that may be represented in the intended format
only by gradual underflow. The number is too small for normalized representation, but can still
be represented if the normalization is cancelled and leading zeros are allowed. However, in this
way the precision is degraded.
Example:

OOOOOOOlh

Sign Ob

+positive

number

Biased exponent 0000 OOOOb+exgonent -127, therefore no normalization of the mantissa
Mantissa 000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0001=2-"
Value of the not-normalized number: mantissar 2BXPO"Lnr=2~aa*2~"'=2~"9

=l.4012985+10m

,5

But in normalized representation the end is already reached with
00600000h.:1.2‘"'=1.1754944.10-'B.

6.1.3 BASIC Programmers Pay Attention - The MSBIN Format
Besides the IEEE format, the MSBIN format is also of some importance because the BASIC
interpreters GWBASIC and BASICA of Microsoft and IBM, respectively, use this format for
the internal representation of floating-point numbers. Figure 6.2 shows the MSBIN format of
floating-point numbers.
Short Real (32 Bits)
Range of Value +3,0*10-39 to fl,7*10+38, Precision 24 Bits
31

242322

E7

EoSMt

0

S: Sign Bit (I=Mantissa Negative, O=Mantissa Positive)
E7...Eo: Exponent (8 Bits, Bias 129)
Ml...M23: Mantissa (23 Bits Pius Implicit MO=l)

Long Real (64 Bits)
Range of Value +3*10-39 to f1,7*10+38, Precision 56 Bits
63

56 5554

E7

EoSM1

0

S: Sign Bit (I=Mantissa Negative, O=Mantissa Positive)
E7.__Eo: Exponent (8 Bits, Bias 129)
Ml___M55: Mantissa (55 Bits Plus Implicit MO=l)

The bias value in the MSBIN format is 129 compared to 127 in the IEEE format. The values
represented by the MSBIN formats are, in general:
value = (-1)'. (l+ Ml*2-l +M2+2-z +...+ M23/M55*2-='55)

l

2z'~-~Bo-1~9

The long real format has nearly twice the precision, but no more extensive a range of values
than the short real format. As some compensation, the precision is three bits higher than that
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of the IEEE long real format. Converting MSBIN’s long real format to IEEE’s long real format
is always possible, but the reverse is only possible if the absolute value of the number in the
IEEE format doesn’t exceed 1.7 * 103’ and doesn’t fall below 3.0 * lo-“.
All real formats require extensive calculation capabilities because real numbers must first be
separated into their parts: sign, exponent and mantissa. Thereafter exponent and mantissa are
calculated separately, and the result is combined into a new real number. Therefore, it is better
to use long integers instead of real numbers even if a coprocessor is installed. This is especially
advantageous for financial applications: it is faster to calculate the amount of money with long
integers in units of cents or pennies (or even a hundredth of them) instead of employing real
numbers. The result is converted into dollars or pounds sterling for display at the end by
dividing by 100 or 10 000.
The length and structure of the real formats are dependent upon the computer employed. If you
are writing assembler programs for real formats, or if you want to manipulate individual bits and
bytes of a real number, then be aware that the Intel processors store the bytes in little endian format.
Example:

70.451=428ce9fch (IEEE short real format) is stored in memory

a8 fce98c42h.

6.2 Functional Expansion and Performance Gain
The four basic types of arithmetic using integers are already integrated with the i386. The entire
mathematical structure is based upon the use of integers, from the smallest of operations such
as 1 times 1, to transcendental logarithms. In principle, the i386 can execute all mathematical
calculations on its own. Nevertheless, the i387 supports the i386 when calculating mathematical
expressions with floating-point numbers. These include addition, subtraction, multiplication
and division of floating-point numbers, the evaluation of square roots and logarithms etc. For
the i387, all i386 addressing schemes for memory operands are available. Programs that carry
out the functions of the mathematical coprocessor i387 in the same way, and provide the same
results, are identified as being softwnre etnt4Jations of the i387. By the implementation of these
functions at a hardware level instead of software level, the i387 floating-point calculations are
executed at a much higher speed. Table 6.1 shows the gain in performance.

Floating-point operation

i387

Emulation
on the i386

additlonkubtractlon
multlplicatlon (single premon)
division

0.7
0.9
26
3.5
9.8
9.6
0.9
1.6

125
125

Square root
tangent
exponentiatlon
load (double precision)
store (double precwon)

250
1500
1000

1350
100
130
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As you can see, the increase in speed lies somewhere between 50 and 500 times faster. Applecation programs, such as CAD or numerical control of machinery and robots, which require the
intensive use of mathematical calculations using floating-point numbers, would be executed at
a much faster rate when using a coprocessor. The factors of 50 to 500 only refer to the mathematical calculations themselves. To a large extent, application programs must also be able to
perform other functions such as the input and output of data, user guidance etc. When considering all factors, it is realistic to say that speed will be increased by a factor of between two and
ten times. On the one hand, for the representation of a circle using a CAD program, a coprocessor
will help with the necessary calculation of the points of the circle. On the other hand, the points
of the circle must also be shown on the monitor. The i387 does not assist the CPU in accessing
the video memory.
The concept of coprocessors is not just limited to the expansion of the CPU to handle decimal
values. For example, there are also I/O coprocessors, like the 82389, which support the exchange
of data between the i386 and the system bus. Generally speaking, every coprocessor, which has
a specific task in supporting the CPU, is designated as a coprocessor. Examples of these are used
for mathematical, I/O graphics and other applications. Coprocessors are often referred to as a
processor extension, which is more of an appropriate definition because the coprocessors extend
the function of the CPU.

6.3 i387 Number Formats and Floating-point Instructions
In addition to logic operations, the i386 can also perform arithmetical operations, and supports
the following number formats:
- signed and unsigned integers (16-bit),
- signed and unsigned long integers (32-bit),
- packed and non-packed binary coded decimal numbers (S-, 16-bit).
The i386 can only emulate floating-point arithmetic, treating it internally as if it were a chain of
characters. The coprocessor emulation program then separates the 32-, 64- or SO-bit floatingpoint number into its constituent parts, sign, mantissa and exponent, then processes them separately using the four basic types of arithmetic available. Finally the emulation program formulates
the result into a chain of characters in floating-point arithmetic format.
As a mathematical coprocessor, the i387 directly processes the floating-point arithmetic without
the requirement of separating the sign, mantissa and exponent. The i387 also goes a step further,
by internally interpreting all numbers, from integers with a length of 16-bit to temporary red]
floating-point numbers, as go-bit floating-point numbers in temporary real format, in accordance with the IEEE standard representation. Figure 6.3 shows all of the number formats SLIPported by the i387.
From the list of i387 instructions (see Appendix C), there are two instructions, Land and Sf!J~‘fr
which have special importance for the management of number formats. Using the load instruction, a number from one of the formats shown in Figure 6.3 is loaded into one of the iS7
registers, and at the same time converted into the Whit temporary real format. Using tM

CC
-

I -C;
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Integer (2’-Complement, 16 Bits)
Range of Value -32.768 < x < +32.767, Precision 16 Bits
15

0

11%

101

Long integer (2’-Complement. 32 Bits)
Range of Value -2*10g < x s +2*10g, Precision 32 Bits
31

0

Double Integer (2’s_complement, 64 Bits)
Range of Value -9*10’8 S x 5 +9*1018, Precision 64 Bits
0

63

Packed BCD (80 Bits), Precision 18 Decimal Digits
Range of Value -999.999.999.999.999.999 2 x 2 +999.999.999.999.999.999
79

7271
D17

6463

5655

4847

Dm'&s

b4D13

DIZDII

4039

3231

2423

1615

87

0

bob

Short Real (32 Bits)
Range of Value 1.18*1 O-38 < 1x1 < 3,40*10+38, Precision 24 Bits
0

3130

2322

SE7

Eo MI

Long Real (64 Bits)
Range of Value 2.23*10-308 < 1x1 < 1.79*10+308, Precision 53 Bits
6362
s

Em

52 51
Eo

0

W

Temporary Real (80 Bits)
Range of Value 3.37*10-4g32 < $1 < I. 18*1 O’4g32, Precision 64 Bits
7978

6463

0
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number format, the i387 executes all the necessary calculations, from simple comparisons to
complicated logarithms or tangent calculations. The store instruction is the counterpart to load:
it stores a number located in the i387 in temporary real format in one of the formats shown i n
Figure 6.3. For this, the i387 again carries out the conversion automatically. The formats shown
in Figure 6.3 are the formats supported by the i387 for conversion, and not the internal
representation.
You are probably aware that converting number formats is complicated and time consuming.
For example, it takes up to 53 clock cycles to load a 16-bit integer from memory into the i387,
and for the associated format conversion. In the case of a BCD number, this process can take up
to 97 clock cycles. The unloading takes even longer. For simple calculations such as addition,
subtraction and multiplication using floating-point numbers, the additional workload necessary
to convert the format is greater than the advantage gained from processing floating-point numbers in the i387. For this reason, many applications use i386 software emulation for floatingpoint arithmetic, and only access the coprocessor when dealing with long and complicated
calculations such as logarithms, as the coprocessor can execute these tasks much more quickly.
Simple spreadsheet calculations such as the creation of totals and average values for a column
or a row are often executed at the same speed with or without a coprocessor. On the other hand,
three-dimensional CAD applications often require trigonometric functions such as sine and
tangent, in order to calculate projections onto a particular plane. You can calculate the sine of
a (floating-point) value of x using the following equation:
sine x = x - x3/3! + x5/5! - x7/7! + - (3! = 1 * 2 * 3 = 6, 5! = 1 * 2 s 3 + 4 * 5 = 120 etc.)
Depending upon the value of x, more or less x”/n! places are required to determine the value
of sine x with sufficient accuracy. As you can see from the formula, a considerable number of
extensive arithmetic floating-point multiplications and floating-point divisions are necessary to
calculate the potential x”. Considerable time is required by the i386 using software emulation,
whereas the i387 can use its calculating ability to the full.
When looking at the i387 instructions a little more closely, it becomes apparent that the i387
does not recognize machine code instructions in order to transfer data from its register into a
register of the i386. For example, you cannot shift a 32-bit integer from the i387 into the accumulator EAX of the i386. The data transfer takes place via the main storage area, thus making
it slow. This is due to the need always to have two memory accesses and a format conversion.
This is aiso the reason why simple calculations with floating-point arithmetic can be executed
at the same speed using an i386 with an optimized emulator as with an i387.

6.4 i387 Pinout and Signals
The i387 has 68 pins for the transfer of input and output signals and supply currents. It
in a 68.pin PGA. Figure 6.4 schematically shows the pinout.

comes

In comparison to the i386, which has 732 pins, the i387 only has 68. The reason for this is that
the i387 does not have an address bus, because the i386 undertakes all of the addressing tasks.
This in turn results in some of the bus control signals being omitted. In the following, 1 ML1’
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Mark
Pin Al
hABCDEFGHJKL

Figure 6.4: i387 yinout. The i387 is usually shipped in a

68.pin

PGA

explain the remaining pins and signals. The <<I>> in the following list indicates that the i387
receives a signal at the corresponding pin; the <CO>> indicates that the i387 passes a signal to its
respective pin. The pins are listed alpha numerically.
ADS (1)
Pink K7
The i386 signal address strobe specifies together with READY when the i387 bus controller can
read the W/i? signal and the chip selection signal from the CPU. The i387 ADS pin is normally
connected to the i386 ADS pin.
BUSY (0)
Pin K2
If thi s signal is low level, then the i387 executes an ESC instruction.

CKM

(I)

pin J11

men this pin is supplied with a high level signal, the i387 operates in synchronized mode. This
means that all components are operated by CI’UCLKZ, which also clocks the i386. When CKM
is connected to ground, only the bus controller uses the external processor clock CLKT all other
Components are clocked by NUMCLK2. In this case, an external clock generator is necessary for
the i387.
&’
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C

CMDO (I)
Pin L8

a
C

The instruction signal indicates, during a read cycle, whether the control or status register (CMDO
at low level, therefore active) or the data register (CMDO at high level, therefore inactive) will
be read by the i386. If, during a write cycle, CMDO is active, the i386 will transfer an ESC
opcode; otherwise, it transfers a data value.

ii
I:
T

CPUCLKZ (I)
Pin K10
The external CPU clock signal CLK2 is supplied to this pin. The i387 uses CLK2 for the internal
time harmonization of its bus controller logic. If CKM is high level, then the i387 is synchronized
with the CPU. The other components are also clocked with this signal.
D31-DO (I/O)
Pins A2-A5, A7-AS, AlO, Bl, B3, B5-B6, BS-Bll, Cl-C2, ClO, Dl-D2, DlO-Dll, ElO-Eli, GlG2, GlO-Gll, Hl-H2, HlO-HI1
These 32 pins form the bidirectional data bus for data exchange between the CPU and the
coprocessor.

,

P
il
e
a

ii

r

I

‘I
G

a
b
h

ERROR (0)
Pin L2
When ERROR is active, this pin provides a low level signal as a non-maskable interrupt
been issued in the i387. Thus, ERROR states the condition of bit ES in the status register.

has

NPSI, NPSZ (I)
Pins L6, K6

S
P

If both numeric processor select signals are active, then NPSl is at a low level and NE’S2 at a
high level. In this state, the i386 records an ESC instruction and activates the i387, so that the
instruction can be transferred and executed. NPSl is normally connected to the i386 M/z pin
so that the i387 can only be activated for l/O cycles. NPS2 is normally connected to the most
significant address bit A31 so that the i387 can recognize I/O cycles.

T

NUMCLKZ (I)
Pin Kll

Z
C(
K
(1
(1
(1

If CKM is at a low level, then the i387 runs in an asynchronous mode using the input signal to
clock all components, with the exception of the bus controller, which is always run synchronized. The relationship between NUMCLK2 and CPUCLK2 must be between 0.625 and 1.400.

(I
(I
(I

PEREQ (0)
Pin Kl

M

An active processor extension request signal, that is, a high level signal, indicates to the i386 tlljt
the i387 is either waiting for data from the CPU or is ready to transfer data to the CPU. Oni”

T
w

P:
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all of the bytes have been transferred, the i387 deactivates the signal, to inform the i386 that the
complete data transfer has taken place.
READY (1)
Pin K8
This pin receives the same signal as the READY pin of the i386, that is, it indicates whether the
present bus cycle can be finished or whether the addressed unit requires more time. The i387
itself does not access the main memory or carry out I/O cycles (with the exception of data
exchange with the CPU). The READY signal makes it possible for the i387 bus unit to observe
all bus activities.
READY0 (0)
Pin L.3
The i387 activates the signal ready output to this pin so that, after two clock cycles, write cycles
can be finished, and after three clock cycles, read cycles can be finished. READY0 is sent, when
an i387 bus cycle has finished, as long as there are no additional wait cycles. This is necessary
because different ESC instructions require different times in advance of, during or after the
transfer of operands.

I
/---RESETIN (I)
I Pin LlO
I

A low-level signal at this pin has the effect of an i387 internal reset. It breaks off all instructions
and adopts a defined condition. For this to occur, RESETIN has to remain at a high level for a
minimum of 40 NUMCLK 2 cycles.

STEN (I)
Pin L4
The purpose of the status enable signal is for the selection of the- coprocessor
chip. When STEN
is active, the i387 reacts to address signals M/IO, A31, A2, W/ R, ADS etc. from the i386. The
following meanings apply to the combination (STEN NPSl NPS2 CMDO W/R) of coprocessor
control signals:
(OXXUX) i387 not
(~Ixwx) i387 not
(lxhx) i387 not
(IOIOO) the i386
(IOIOI) the i386
(10110) the i386
(lOllI) the i386

fie

selected
selected
selected
reads a control or status word from the i387
writes an opcode into the i387
reads data from the i387
writes data to the i387

level of 1sth’.
slgnal determines whether the current I/O cycle with the i386 represents a
wte (W/i? high level) or read cycle (W/R low level).
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vcc (I)
Pins A6, A9, B4, El, Fl, FlO, J2, K5, L7
To supply the i387 with current, these pins are provided with the supply voltage (normally
+5 V).
GND
Pins B2, B7, Cll, E2, F2, Fll, Jl, JIO, L5
These pins are connected to ground (normally 0 V).
high
Pins K3, L9
Both of these pins are pulled to a high level by means of a resistor, or are connected to Vcc
free
Pin K9
This pin is not connected to an element or to a potential. It is floating.

6.5 Structure and Function of the i387
The i387 makes additional registers, data types and instructions available to the CPU. This
happens as a result of defined cooperation between the i386 and the i387 at the hardware IevelFor the programmer, assembler or machine code programmer, the combination of i386/i387
appears as one single processor, the difference being that together they have a much higher
capacity for performing mathematical calculations at speed than an i386 on its own. The i386/
i387 combination can also be described as one processor on two chips. Figure 6.5 shows the
internal structure of the i387.
The i387 is divided into two main functional groups, the Control Unit (Cu) and Numeric Urlrt
W-0. The numeric unit performs the mathematical calculations; the control unit reads and
decodes the instructions, reads and writes memory operands using the i386, and executes the
control instructions. The CU can dedicate itself to synchronization with the CPU, while the NL’
executes the difficult numeric work.
On mathematical grounds, the exponent and mantissa of a floating-point number are subjectej
to differing operations for calculation. For example, the multiplication of two floating-point
numbers *Ml S B*E’ and +M2 * B’“’ leads to the addition of the exponents and multiplication et
the mantissas. Thus, the result is
*Ml* BiE’ * kM2 w B *e2 = (_+Ml ~ kM2) * B’@’ + *W
Therefore, the arithmetic logic unit of the NU is separated into exponential and mantissa prrts
The interface between these two parts has the function of normalizing the result by increasin!:
or reducing the exponent.

I
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^.
Bus Control

Figure 6.5: Mema/ i387 slnrcture. The 587 hns a control rrnit for driving he bus and for umfrolling the
numeric unit. The numeric unit cwries out all cnlcrrlatious raith /lonting-pohf numbers in nn exponent and a
mantissa module. Urdike the i386, the 1387 bras R register stnck instmd of discrete reyisfers.

The i386 and i387 coprocessor differ significantly in their instructions: the i387 cannot process
any i386 instructions, and vice versa. One might expect that now there are two different instruction streams, one with instructions for the CPU and the other with (mathematical) instructions
for the coprocessor. This is, however, not the case. Instead, the instructions for the two processors are mixed in a single instruction stream. Coprocessor instructions are essentially different
from i386 instructions in that they always start with the bit sequence 11011 (=27) and are
identified as ESC itlstructions whereas i386 instructions and prefixes start with a bit sequence
‘other than 11011.
There are many individual general-purpose registers (EAX, EBX, etc.), as well as segment registers (CS, DS and SS), which are available for access in the i386. The i387, though, has a register
stack containing eight SO-bit registers (Rl to R8), as well as various control and status registers
(Figure 6.6).
Each of the eight data registers is sub-divided into three bit groups corresponding to the ternPorary real format. The eight data registers are organized as a stack and not as individual
?$sters. The 3-bit field (TOP) in the status word (Figure 6.7) shows the current “Top” register.
.‘QJ has similar qualities and tasks to those of the i386 stack pointer ESP. These can, via i387
bhuctions such as FLD (floating
c load and push) and FSTI’ (floating store and pop), which are
-&nilar to the i386 instructions PUSH and POP, reduce TOP by 1 and place a value in its
+FPective register, or increase TOP by 1 and take off the applicable stack register. A S with the
-i”.
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Register Stack
64 63

7978

1

Mantissa

SI Extmnent

Mantissa

k,I

1
EXDonent 1
Emonent 1
EXDonent 1
ExDonent I
EXDonent I

Mantissa

ISi

Exconent

S Exponent

ISI
ISI
ISI
ISI

Control and Status Register
15
1
I

Mantissa

Mantissa
Mantissa
Mantissa
Mantissa

31

16 15

0

Control
Status

tTaq
Figure 6.6: i387 inferd registers.

B:

Busy Bit
l=NU Busy
O=NU Not Busy
CX-CO: Condition Code
TOP
Stack Pointer (Top of Stack)
lll=Reg. 7 is TOP
OOO=Reg. 0 is TOP OOl=Reg. 1 is TOP
ES:
Error Status
l=Non-masked Exception Occurred
O=No Exception
SP:
Stack Flag
O=lnvalid Operation Except Register Stack Overflow/Underflow
l=Register Stack Overflow/Underflow
Precision
PE:
Underflow
UE:
O=No Exception
Overflow
OE:
I=Condition Generated Exception
Division by Zero
ZE:
Denormalized Operand
DE:
Invalid Operation
IE:
I

i386, the stack increases downwards to registers with smaller numbers. Most coprocessor instructions implicitly address the top register in the stack, that is, the register whose number i>

stored in the TOP field of the status register. You can also explicitly specify a register with mall!
i387 instructions. Note that the explicitly specified register is not absolute but relative to Tar
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BID st(3)

addresses the third resister. but which of the registers RO to
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R7 ie

actually accessed depends upon TOP. If, for example, TOP is equal to 5 then
resister 2 is accessed. If TOP is equal to 1,
operation, as register

then PLD st(3) means an invalid

R(-2) does not exist. The i387 reports an error.

Within the

i387, the data transfer between registers RO and R7 is very fast because the coprocessor
has an 84-bit path and within the i387 itself no format transfer is necessary.
Information relating to the current condition of the i387 is held in the status word. The coprocessor
can write the status word to memory suing the instructions FSTSW/FNSTSW (store status
word). It is then that the i386 can examine the status word to determine, for example, the cause
of an exception.
The i387 B-bit is only partly available due to compatibility with the 8087, and is always equal
to the ES-bit. On no account does B produce any data with regard to the condition of the
numeric unit and therefore the pin BUSY.
The i387 error status is indicated by the new ES-bit. If ES is set, then an unmasked exception
has occurred, the cause of which is given by bits SP to IE. Bit SP is used to differentiate between
invalid operations caused by register stack under- or overflow and invalid operations with other
causes. If SF’ is set and an under- or overflow of the stack register has occurred, then due to bit
Cl, it is possible to differentiate between an overflow (Cl = 1) and an underflow (Cl = 0).
For an interpretation of the condition codes C3-CO of a comparison or similar operation, refer
to Table 6.2. These are similar to the flags of the i386. Note that in this relationship, the i387
Instruction

c3

c2

Cl

co

Meaning
TOP > operand (InstructIon FTST)
TOP < operand (instruction FTST)
TOP = operand (instruction FTST)
TOP cannot be compared
valid, positive, denormalized
invalid, positive, exponent=0 (+NAN)
valid, negatwe, denormalized
!nvalld. negative, exponent=0 (-NAN)
valid, positive, normalized
Infinite, positive (*)
valid. negative. normalized
Infwte, negative (--)
zero, positive (+O)
not used
zero, negative (-0)
not used
InvalId. posltwe. exponent=0
(+ denormallzed)
not used
Invalid. negative, exponent=0
(- denormallzed)
not used

Type
0

0

x

0

compare

0

0

X

1

test

1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
1

0

x

1

x

0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
1

0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
0

0
1
0
1
0

1
1

1
1

0
1

1
0

1

1

1

1

investigate

‘able 6.2: i387

nl,lr/iti<~rl ,A~~

1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0

_

.L.
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operates with two zeros. A detailed explanation of all condition codes is detailed in the Pentium
section of this book. I would also like to refer those interested to an i387 programmer’s manual,
The three TOP bits form the stack pointer for the registers R7 to RO located at the top.
Under certain circumstances the i387 produces a coprocessor exception. These exceptions can
be individually masked. What is more, you can determine different modes for rounding and
precision. The control word is used for this purpose, the structure of which you can see i n
Figure 6.8.
15

0 7
I

res
IC:

RC:

IC RC

I

0
I

PC

res

No Meaning (Only for Compatibility with 8087/80287)
O=projective (CO), l=affine (*CO)
Rounding
OO=to Nearest Value
Ol=to Lower (to&

lO=to Higher (*CO)
1 l=Cut-off (to 0)
Precision
00=24 Bits Ol=Reserved IO=53 Bits II=64 B i t s
Precision
PM:
UM:
Underflow
O=Exception Masked
OM: Overflow
l=Exception Enabled
Division by Zero
ZM:
DM:
Denormalized Operand
IM:
Invalid Operation
1
rs:
Reserved

PC:

Figure 6.8: Format

of the i387 control word.

1 want to mention that the i387, unlike the 8087, is only able to issue an interrupt indirectly via
the ERROR signal and the i386. It indicates an error to the CPU by means of ERROR. Then the
CPU may generate an interrupt. For the 8087, however, the coprocessor itself can issue an
interrupt. The interrupt mask bit M of the 8087 therefore has no meaning and is not used by the
i387.
In the i387, the K-bit has no purpose when handling infinite quantities, because the i387 corn-plies strictly with the IEEE standard when handling floating-point numbers, On the grounds of
compatibility with the 8087 and 80287, the IC-bit is available but has no effect. The i387 always
handles countless dimensions in the affine sense of em, even if you set 1C to 0. The term
Gnfinites) must be used with care, because in a strict mathematical sense no infinite quantities
exist, only quantities which are not limited upwardly (+-) or downwardly (--), or Riemann’s
far-point. The two RC-bits control the rounding in the defined way. The accuracy of the is87
calculations is set by the PC-bits, to achieve compatibility with older coprocessors from the abit era. PC only has an effect on the result of the ADD, SUB, MUL, DIV and SQRT instructions.
The remaining control word bits PM, UM, OM, ZM, DM, and IM control the generation of ai’
exception and the resulting interrupt. Altogether, the i387 uses six different exceptions. You can
mask the exceptions individually using bits PM, UM, OM, ZM, DM and 1M; the coprocessor
then executes a standard routine to deal with the respective error using a so-called standard oil-
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chip exception handler. This is an integral part of the chip. The reasons for each exception, as
well as the corresponding standard handler, are detailed in Section 6.6.
There is a further status register available in the i387, the fag word. Its construction is shown in
Figure 6.9. Tag,-Tag, contain information which identifies the contents of the eight data registers R7-RO. ‘The coprocessor uses this information to perform certain operations at an increased
speed. Using this process, the i387 can very quickly determine empty and non-empty stack
registers, or determine certain values such as NAN, infinity, etc., without the need to decode the
value from the respective register. Using the FSTENV/FNSTENV (store environment state)
instructions, you can store the tag word in memory and examine it with the CPU.

15
Tag7 Tack Tags

8 7
Tag4 Tags Tag2 TagI

0
Tag0

Tag7 -Tago: Tag Values for Register Stack R7 to RO
01 =Zero
ll=Empty
OO=Valid
lO=NAN, Infinite, Denormalized Value
or Invalid Number Format
Figure 6.9: i387 tag word

format

6.6 i387 Exceptions
The following list shows the cause of each exception as well as the respective standard handler.
For an unmasked exception, the applicable bits are set in the status word (Figure 6.7).
Precision (PE, PM): the result of an operation cannot be represented exactly in the determined format. The coprocessor continues its task without further action if the bit is PM.
Underflow (UE, UM): the result is not zero, but too small to represent in a determined
format. If UM is equal to 1, the 387 cancels the normalization of the result and displaces the
leading I in the mantissa to the right until the exponent conforms to the chosen format. Each
displacement to the right results in a division of the mantissa by 2, therefore the value of the
exponent must be increased by 1. This process is known as a gradual trnderflozu.
Overflow (OE, EM): the result is too large for the determined format. If the exception is
masked, the i387 produces a code internally for the value too, and uses this for further
operation.
Division by zero (ZE, ZM): the divisor was equal to zero, the dividend other than zero. On
mathematical grounds, the result is not definable (thus not equal to km). Undefined things
are difficult to work with. The i387 produces an encoding for +CQ internally for masked
exceptions.
Denormalized operand (DE, DM): at least one operand, or the result of the operation, cannot
be represented in normalized form (having the smallest possible exponent with a mantissa
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different to zero). If DM = 1, then the i387 continues to operate with the denormalized number
without any further action.
-

Invalid operation (IE, IM): either an overflow or an underflow of the register stack has taken
place (PUSH on a full register stack or POP on an empty register stack). Either an undefined
mathematical operation such as 0 + 0, _ + m or - -m should be executed, or a NAN value
used as an operand. The i387 produces either a predetermined NAN value or outputs a
NAN value as a result for a masked exception.

On the 8087 a non-masked exception generates an interrupt directly. For this purpose, the 8087
has an INT pin whose signal may issue a hardware interrupt. In protected mode interrupts are
quite uncomfortable and, thus, are part of the operating system or at least part of system-near
code. The i387 has only an ERROR pin which can indicate an exception in the coprocessor to
the CPU, but cannot directly issue an interrupt. The active ERROR signal generates an i386exception 16 (coprocessor error).
In this way, the i387 exceptions can also use the protection mechanism of protected mode
intended for interrupts. Additionally, there are the three exceptions, 7,Y and 13, for the handling
of errors which occur in the i387 but are recognized and processed by the i386. In the following,
al1 the exceptions that occur in connection with the i387 are listed.
Exception 7 (no coprocessor available): the EM bit (coprocessor emulation) or the TS bit
(Task Switch) is set in the CPU, and during execution of instructions the CPU receives an
ESC instruction. If EM = 1 the coprocessor instruction must be emulated by software, and the
interrupt handler must execute the emulation itself or call the appropriate software. If TS = 1
an ESC or WAIT instruction will cause this interrupt to be generated, indicating that the
current coprocessor context may not correspond to the actual task. The operating system
must resolve this situation.
Exception 9 (coprocessor segment overflow): in protected mode, an operand spans an
address space that is not covered by the segment of the operand, or the operand lies partl!
at the extreme top/bottom of the segment and partly elsewhere (that is, the operand contains
a wrap-around).
Exception 13 (general protection error): in protected mode, part of the first word or double
word of a numerical operand is located outside the segment.
Exception 16 (coprocessor error): the previously executed numerical instruction caused a
non-maskable exception. Only ESC and WAIT instructions can generate this interrupt. Therefore, an i387 internal exception can only issue an interrupt at the r7ext coprocessor or WAIT
instruction.
The previous numeric instruction leads to a non-masked exception, whereby its address and the
operand address are stored in the instruction and data pointer register. Only ESC and WAlT
instructions may issue that interrupt. Thus, on the i387 an exception will not give rise to ai’
interrupt until the tic.yI coprocessor or WAIT instruction. Depending on the application, as w ell
as on the type and number of loaded tasks, a considerable time period may elapse before tllLl
coprocessor error generates an interrupt. Conversely, the 8087 issues an interrupt immediatc’l!
after the occurrence of an exception.
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If exceptions are masked in the control register then the i387 executes a standard on-chip exception handler. Note that the i387 knows only affine infinite quantities (-t-m) and not projective
ones (-1. Infinite results due to a division by zero or an overflow therefore always have a sign.
On the 8087 and 80287 the result of the on-chip handler can also be a projective infinite quantity
without a sign, depending on the IC bit in the control register.

6.7 The Protected Mode and Memory Images of Instruction
and Data Pointers
If the coprocessor executes a numerical instruction, the i387 stores the control, status and tag
words. Additionally, there are two registers available in the i386 which contain the instruction
and a possible operand address. If a coprocessor exception occurs, and if the i387 generates an
interrupt as a result of this, then using the FSTENV/FNSTENV instruction the handler can store
the environment in the memory and subsequently determine the cause of the exception. The
handling of a coprocessor error is thus greatly eased.
The memory representation is differentiated depending on whether protected or real mode is
active, and whether the i387 is currently operating with 16. or 32-bit operands and offsets. The
different formats are shown in Figure 6.10.
From the opcode only the three bits &,..I, of the first opcode byte, as well as the second opcode
byte I,,.& are stored in the field opcode,, 0. Because all coprocessor opcodes begin with the
5-bit combination 1lOllb (equal to ESC), the five opcode bits &..I, need not be saved - they
are known implicitly. Note that the three bits of the first opcode byte are stored in the three
high-order bits of the opcode field.
Using the FSETPM (floating set protected mode) instruction, the i387 can be switched into
Protected mode, then using the FRSTPM (floating return from protected mode) instruction it can
be switched back to real mode. The i387 FSETPM is implemented only for compatibility with
the 80287. The i387 treats the coprocessor instructions identically in both real and protected
modes, because the memory management unit is a part oi the i386; the i387 is thus not required
to Perform addressing and access checks. The instruction codes and operands are transferred to
the i387 after the CPU has addressed the memory and read the data. In the 80287, the registers
for operands and instruction addresses are available in the coprocessor, which in reality means
that the 80287 must know whether an address is to be executed in protected or in real mode.
Otherwise, in the case of an exceptlon, the pointer is stored in an incorrect format. Thus, the i387
continues to support the FSETPM instruction by ignoring it, but at the same time it does not
Produce an Gnvalid opcodcn error message.

6.8

i387 Memory Cycles and Communication Between the
i386 and the i387

From

the pinout (Figure 6.4) it is apparent that the i387 is unable to address the memory itself
(a non-addressing bus emanates from the i387). Like the i386 instructions, i387 instructions can
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Content of Opcode Field
i386 Registers: Operand Offset, (E)IP, CS
i387 Registers: Control Word, Status Word, Tag Word

Opcode eyte 2

Opcode Byte

1

Opcode Fteld Entry

Figure 6.10: Memory imnga

of imtmction

and data pointers.

contain a memory operand, for example, the STORE array (ebx) instruction. The i387 itself does
not access memory; instead, it uses the i386 to load and store instruction codes and operands.
Therefore, all data passes through the i386 memory management unit, so the i387 has available
all the advantages of protected mode, virtual 8086 mode and paging.
The

i387 is always supplied with the external CPU clock signal CLK2 for clocking the bus
SO the bus interface is always synchronized with the CPU. Communication betwee]’

interface,
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i386 and i387 takes place over l/O bus cycles. The control unit, or more precisely the bus
interface of the control unit, behaves like a special I/O unit with respect to the i386. If the CPU
recognizes an ESC instruction from the flow of instruction code to be written to the prefetch
queue, then the i386 automatically executes an I/O bus cycle, to transfer the opcode to the
coprocessor. The i387 supports data transfer between the processor and the coprocessor using
bus cycles, both with and without address pipelining, which pass through reserved I/O ports.
The port addresses used are outside the normal I/O address space. See Table 6.3, where you
will find the I/O addresses used by the i386, and the respective registers with which the processor can communicate via the applicable port.
i386 l/O Port

i387 Register

800000f8h
800000fch

opcode register
operand register

Table 6.3: Coprocessor port nddrcsses

You can see from the leading cc8~ that the i386 activates the address line A31, to make contact
with the coprocessor. For accesses to the normal I/O address space, only the 16 least significant
address bits are available, that is A15-A2 and BE3-BEO. Both ports are 32bit ports because the
data transfer between the CPU and the coprocessor takes place through the i386 32bit local bus.
Also, the complete data transfer between the memory and coprocessor takes place over the three
coprocessor ports. The addressing is carried out in the i386 memory management unit:
- Reading of data: the i386 addresses the memory and reads the addressed data or loads code
via a memory read cycle. Subsequently, it transfers the data or ESC instruction code to an
I/O bus cycle via the i387 coprocessor ports.
- Writing of data: the CPU reads the data from an I/O cycle via the i387 coprocessor ports.
Then the i386 addresses the memory and, via a normal memory write cycle, writes the data
to memory.
Thus, two complete bus cycles are always necessary for the i387 LOAD and STORE instructions:
one for data transfer between the CPU and coprocessor, the other for i386 memory access. This
is another reason why simple floating-point instructions can be executed much quicker when
using an emulator.
If the i386 wants to carry out a data transfer such as the transfer of the opcode of an ESC
instruction, the CPU starts an I/O bus cycle for communication with the i387 by activating the
__
__
h0 coprocessor signals NPSl and NPS2. Then the i387 investigates the signals at the CMDO
and W/R pins to determine the direction of the data transfer (to the CPU and from the CPU,
respectively), and to prepare the internal data buffers for output or input of data. If the coprocessor
is ready for the data transfer it activates the PEREQ signal. The CPU carries out, on the one
hand, the transfer between coprocessor and i386 and, on the other, the transfer between memory
-and CPU. If all data has been transferred the i386 reacts with a PEACK, the i387 deactivates the
PEREQ signal and the data transfer between memory and coprocessor or between coprocessor
and memory is completed. Alternatively, the i387 can request a memory cycle by activating the
PEREQ signal. Tlie i386 recognizes this and responds accordingly.
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6.9 i386/i387 System Configuration

6.1

Figure 6.11 shows a schematic diagram of the i386/i387 system configuration. Asynchronous
operation of CPU and coprocessor is possible because the i387 (unlike the 8087, for example)
cannot control the local bus itself. All opcodes and data are transferred by the i386. The i387 uses
its data bus only for that process.

The
tran
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1

FNI
con
inst
Reg
con1
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tag
‘) XC
‘) TC
-

Tab1

The processor addresses the i387 via the signals M/m, A2, W/R, ADS and A31, the most
significant address bit. The data transfer takes place over the 32-bit data bus D31-DO. The STEh
pin is constantly supplied with the supply voltage to activate the coprocessor. The waitstat?
logic produces wait cycles for the CPU, and for this it uses the coprocessor READY0 signa
along with other READY signals from, for example, peripheral equipment or slower memor!’
components. Because the i386 and i387 operate asynchronously, the i387 may be clocked by it5
own clock generator.
lf an error or exception occurs during the course of a numeric calculation in the coprocessor,
such as an overflow or underflow, the i387 activates its ERROR output to issue an interrupt in
the i386. You can see that the i387, unlike the first 80x87 coprocessor - the 8087 - may not
operate as a bus master: the HOLD/HLDA pins for the transfer of bus control are not imL+
mented. Thus, the i387 is conceived of more as a <<processor extension>> than the 8O86/87
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6.10 i387 Reset
The i387 performs an internal initialization when it is reset. This occurs as the result of a
transition of the signal at the RESETIN pin from a low to a high level, and subsequently
maintaining the signal at a low level for at least 40 NUMCLKZ cycles. For this, the i387 requires
50 NUMCLK2 cycles, during which it cannot accept any external instructions. The instruction
FNINIT (coprocessor initialization) also puts the i387 internally back into a clearly defined start
condition. Table 6.4 shows the different register values after execution of a RESET or FNINIT
instruction.
Register

Value

Meaning

control word

37fh

status word

xy00h”

tag word

ffffh

all exceptions are masked, preclston 64 bits,
rounding to nearest value
all exceptlons cleared, TOP=000b2’,
condition code undefined, B=O
all registers are empty

“X=0 or x=4, osys7
*I TOP pants to register 7 (1 11 b) after the first PUSH mtructvm

Table 6.4: i387 register cor~tents after a Reset/FNINIT

the stack grows downwards.

7 i386 Processor Derivatives and Clones
The above discussion dealt with the <(pure,, i386, that is, the i386DX. It has - as a brief reminder
- a 32-bit data bus and a 32-bit address bus. Internally, it has only a complete CPU core, but
neither a cache nor a floating-point unit. Starting with this i386 implementation, several derivatives have been developed, including the i386SX with a limited bus (16-bit data bus, 24-bit
address bus) as an entry-level i386, and the 386SL chip set with an integrated cache and peripheral controller (ISA bus, memory controller) for installation in notebook computers. The following sections discuss these two i386 Intel derivatives, as well as cloned 386 CPUs. ccClone>, only
refers to the logical and functional structure of the processors, not the actual internal electronic
structures. These are (with some limitations as far as microcode is concerned), at the circuit and
manufacturing level, entirely new developments.

7.1 Cutting Down - The SX Variants of the Processors
Shortly after introducing the i386 and i387 32-bit processors, Intel developed two (<cut down))
variants of these chips: the i386SX and the accompanying i387SX coprocessor. Internally they are
identical to their big brothers, with the exception of an altered bus unit. Thus the i386SX can run
in real, protected and virtual 8086 modes; it comprises the same control, debug and test registers, and carries out demand paging if the paging unit is active. Internally, it has the same 32bit registers as the i386, and can thus manage a virtual address space of 64 Tbytes per task, and
may also execute 32-bit instructions. Moreover, the prefetch queue with its 16 bytes is the same
size as in the i386. The i387 recognizes the same instructions, has the same registers, and exchanges data with the CPU in the same way as the i387. Table 7.1 lists the main differences,
which exclusively refer to the address space and data bus.

Address bus
Physical address space
I/O address space
Coprocessor port
Data bus
Data transfer rate*)
Max clock speed

i386li387

i386SXli387SX

32 bits
4 Gbytes
64 kbytes
800000fxh
32 bits
80 Mbytes/s
40 MHz

24 bits
16 Mbytes
64 kbytes
8000fxh
16 bits
25 Mbytes/s
25 MHz

YOU can see that the (normal)> processor variants are far more powerful. The i386 is currentl!
available with clock frequencies up to 40 MHz, compared to 25 MHz for the i386SX. Together
with a data bus that is twice as wide, the fastest i386 is therefore able to transfer nearly four
times more data than the fastest i386SX. While the physical address space of 4 Gbytes seem@’
as if it would be enough for decades, there are already PCs on the market that have a mai”
memory of 16 Mbytes, that is, the maximum for the i386SX.
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PCs, and especially notebooks with an i386SX base, have been developed successfully because
all the innovative features of paging and the virtual 8086 mode are available to the user, but the
system hardware, because of the smaller bus width, is easier and therefore cheaper. Only a 16bit data bus and a 24-bit address bus are needed on the motherboard, as was already the case
for a normal 80286 AT.
The i386SX comes in a plastic quad flatpack package (PQFP) with 100 pins, and the i387SX in
a PLCC package with 68 pins. Figure 7.1 shows the pin assignments of these two SX chips.

Mark
Pin’ \

7.1: i386SX and i387SX terminals. With the SX variants (that is, the i386SX and i387SXJ the external
data bus is only 16 bits wide, although the data is processed internally with 32 bits, as is the case for the i386/
887. Because of the address bus reductiotl to 24 nddress Iines, the i386SXli387SX physical nddress space
&prises only 16 Mbytes, compared to 4 Gbytes.

Figure

;

It is immediately

noticeable that these processors have fewer connections when compared to

their counterparts. In the following, the altered pins and signals that are not self-explanatory are

briefly discussed.
&, BLE (0)
pins 19, 17
;
These bus high enable and bus low enable signals indicate which part (low-order and/or highOrder)
- of the- data bus supplies or accepts valid data. On an i386 this job is carried out by the
Pins BEO-BE3.
4.
$%O,
,p 28
$l active signal at this float pin (that is, a low-level signal) forces all i387SX pins that are able

6i
” output signals into an inactive state. This signal is largely applied for test purposes.
:.
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As for the i386, the i386SX can also carry out an internal self-test. It is issued in the same way
and lasts for about 220 clock cycles, that is, about 30 ms with a 20 MHz i386SX. After the selftest the DX register contains a signature byte. The eight high-order bits have the value 23h. The
(c3~ characterizes the i386 family and the x2>) indicates that this is the second member of the
family, that is, the i386SX. The low-order byte indicates the i386SX version number.
The i386SX and i387SX cooperate in the same way as the i386 and i387, thus the i386SX accesses
the coprocessor with reserved I/O ports located outside the normal I/O address space. But
because the i386SX has only 24 address lines instead of 32, the address line A23 instead of A31
is now activated. The I/O addresses for communication between CPU and coprocessor therefore comprise only three bytes (Table 7.2). The transfer protocol is the same as for the i386/i387
combination, but the data transfer for 32-bit operands lasts longer as more bus cycles must be
carried out because of the 16-bit data bus.
i3865X I/O port
8000f8h
8000fch
8000feh”

i387SX register
opcode register
operand register
operand register

*I used durmg the second bus cycle I” a 32.bit operand transfer.

Table 7.2: Coprocessor port addresses

7.2 386SL Chip Set - A Two-chip AT
The steadily increasing integration density of transistors and other electronic elements not only
refers to RAM chips or the CPU (the number of integrated transistors rose from the 30 000 on
an 8086 up to more than three million (!) for the P5 or Pentium). Another trend is that more and
more single elements (for example, DMA controller, interrupt controller, timer, etc.) are integrated on one or two chips. PCs are therefore not only getting more compact, but the power
consumption has also decreased significantly; an obvious advantage for notebooks. The provisional summit of this development is Intel’s 386SL chip set, which has the CPU chip 386SL and
the I/O subsystem 8236OSL, and integrates nearly all CPU, support and peripheral chips on
these two chips.
Figure 7.2 schematically shows the internal structure of the 386SL and 82360SL.
The 386SL integrates an improved i386 CPU core, a cache controller and tag RAM, an ISA bu5
controller and a memory controller on a single chip. The CPU core is implemented in a static
design, and may be clocked down to 0 MHz to save power. Presently, the 386SL is available in
two versions for clock frequencies of 20 MHz and 25 Mhz. The cache interface may be directly
connected to a 16, 32 or 64 kbyte cache. The cache organization is programmable as direct
mapped, 2- or 4-way set associative. The 20 MHz version may also be delivered without a cd~r
controller and tag RAM.
The memory controller accesses the main memory via a 24-bit address bus and a lh-bit data bus.
To its environment, the 386SL CPU therefore behaves like an i386SX. Main memory can be
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fi 386Sl.

Figure 7.2: Intmal structure

/

of the 386SL nnd 8236OSL

organized with one-, two- or four-way interleaving, and the number of wait states is programmable in the 386SL. Additionally, the memory controller incorporates an EMS logic, which
implements LIM-EMS 4.0. The controller may also carry out ROM BIOS shadowing. An external
shadow logic is not required - the ISA bus controller generates all necessary signals for the ISA
bus. In the 386SL sufficiently powerful driver circuits are integrated for this purpose so that no
external buffers and drivers are necessary. This significantly simplifies the design of a PC.
Additionally, a peripheral interface bus (PI bus) is implemented. The 386SL may exchange data
with fast peripherals (for example, the integrated 82370SL VGA controller) or flash memories
by
-___
means of this bus. For controlling the PI bus the pins (and signals) I’CMD, PM/IO, PRDY,
l’START and PW/R are implemented.
For a lower power consumption the 386SL can operate in pozuu rr~nr~ngemv~f mode in which, for
example, the 386SL clock frequency can be decreased, or even switched off. The power management is carried out by a non-maskable interrupt SMI of a higher priority. The handler of this
interrupt is located in its own system power management RAM, which is separate from the
ordinary main memory. The 386SL may access this memory only by means of the SMRAMCS
signal. Thus, this concept is similar to that which AMD and Chips & Technologies follow with
their low-power versions of the i386 (see Section 7.3).
On the 82360SL a real-time clock, a CMOS RAM, two 8254 timers with three channels each, two
8237A DMA controllers with improved page register 74LS672, a bidirectional parallel interface,
ho 8259A interrupt controllers, two serial interfaces (a UART 16450 and a support interface for
a floppy controller), a keyboard controller and an IDE interface are integrated. Of significance
is the additional power management control. This always activates only the currently driven
unit, and thus reduces the power consumption significantly. Instead of the internal real-time
clock, an external clock may also be u s e d .
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The 386SL chip set is already prepared for the integration of a VGA, and the 386SL outputs a
special interface signal VGACS when it accesses the address space where the VGA is usually
located. With the 386SL and 82360SL chips, some DRAM S and a high-integrated graphics controller (for example, the 82370SL VGA controller) you can build a complete AT. Thus the PW
(personal workstation) on your wrist would seem to be only a short time away.

7.3 Processor Confusion by i386 Clones
The passion for copying that has hit the PC market, and which is the reason for the enormous
drop in prices over the past ten years, does not exclude the heart of a PC. Only a few years ago,
Intel more or less held the CPU monopoly, but today enormous competition is taking place (up
to the Pentium level) even there. It is not only coprocessors that are now manufactured by
competitors, but also the CPUs.
Users are happy with this, as prices seem to be in endless decline, and the CPU clones are not
only equal to the Intel models, but often do better in terms of performance and power consumption. At this time there are two main microelectronics firms manufacturing Intel-compatible
processors: AMD (Advanced Micro Devices) and Cyrix. The most important i386 clones are
briefly discussed below.

7.3.1 AMD Processors
AMD is currently the most important manufacturer in the i386 market segment other than Intel.
AMD processors are not only cheaper, but in most cases also faster and, especially, far more
power efficient than Intel’s models. These chip types are particularly suitable for notebooks.
Currently, AMD offers three different DX models with a complete 32-bit data bus, as well as
three SX models with a 16-bit data and a 24-bit address bus.
Am386DXfAm386SX
The Am386DX is an i386DXcompatible processor available for clock frequencies from 20 MHZ
up to 40 MHz, that is, its clock rate and therefore the performance can be up to 20% higher than
the original i386. The Am386SX is the well-known cut-down version, and has only a 16-bit data
and a 24.bit address bus. Both processor types are strictly orientated to the Intel models, and
have no significant differences in comparison. They come in a 132-pin PGA or a 132-terminal
PQFP (Am386DX) and a loo-terminal I’QFP (Am386SX), respectively.
Am386DXLIAm386SXL
The i386DX and i386SX-compatible processors, respectively, are implemented with a special
power-saving design (the *L,, in the processor name means low power). The Am386DXL/SXL
consumes about 40% less power than the comparable Intel models. The DXL type may be
clocked with between 20 and 40 MHz, and the SXL model with 25 MHz at most.
The main feature of the Am386DXL/Am386SXL is the static design of its circuits. The clock rate
may thus be decreased to 0 MHz, that is, the clock signal can effectively be switched off. The
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processor does not lose its register contents in this case. With a dynamic circuit design, on the
other hand, the clock frequency may not fall below a minimum value without causing a processor malfunction. If the external clock signal is switched off, then, for example, the DXL processor draws a current of only about 0.02 mA compared to 275 mA at 33 MHz. This means a
reduction in power consumption by a factor of 10 OOO(!). Battery-operated notebooks are very
happy with this. Using the static processor design, a standby mode can readily be implemented.
The BIOS need not save the processor registers, but can just switch off the clock signal after the
lapse of a usually programmable time period within which no key press or other action has
taken place. If, for example, you then press a key to reactivate the PC, the standby logic releases
the clock signal. Then the CPU again operates without the need for the BIOS to restore the
registers’ contents. This simplifies the implemention of a power-saving standby mode significantly. The Am386DXL comes in a 132-pin PGA or a 132-terminal PQFI’, the Am386SXL in a
100-terminal PQFP.
Am386DXLV/Am386SXLV
The Am386DXLV/Am386SXLV is directed uncompromisingly towards low power consumption. It operates with a supply voltage of only 3.3V compared to the 5V of an Am386DXl
Am386DXL (hence, the LV, for low voltage). The power consumption of CMOS chips is proportional to the square of the supply voltage. By decreasing the supply voltage to 3.3 V, 50% of the
power is saved. But at 3.3 V the chip may only be operated up to 25 MHz; to use the maximum
33 MHz a supply voltage of 5 V is necessary. The Am386DXLV/SXLV, too, is implemented in
an entirely static design. Thus the external processor clock may be switched off and the
Am386DXLV, for example, needs only 0.01 mA compared to 135 mA at 25 MHz.
The Am386DXLV comes in a 132.terminal PQFP, the Am386SXLV in a 100-terminal PQFP. The
terminals (except those for system management mode, etc.) provide and accept, respectively, the
same signals as the Intel models. The following lists the additional signals and the assigned
terminals.

FE

(I)
Pin 54 (Am386DXLV), 28 (Am386SXLV)
If a low-level signal is applied to the float pin, the Am386DXLV/SXLV floats all its bidirectional

and output terminals.

Pin 58 (Am386DXLV),

29 (Am386SXLV)

If an active low-level signal is supplied to this I/O instruction break input, the Am386DXLV/
SXLV suspends instruction execution until it receives an active signal at its READY input.
Upon this it executes the next instruction. This function is mostly used in connection with
system management mode. The Am386DXLV/SXLV can give a device accessed through an
I/O port and currently in a power-down mode (such as a <<sleeping)> interface) the opportunity to reactivate itself. This reactivation process may take many more clock cycles than a usual
I/O access with wait states.
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: The &X)> Cyrix 486 model has, like an i386SX, only a 16-bit data bus and a 24-bit address
bus. That is very small for a 486 chip; thus, the 486SLC is, despite the ~~486,,, more suited to
notebooks.
-

The burst mode for quickly filling the on-chip cache is not supported by the Cyrix 486DLC/
SLC; therefore, cache line fills are significantly slower.

A further disadvantage of the 486DLC/SLC, namely the lack of inquiry cycles for the on-chip
cache to establish cache consistency spanning several 486DLC/SLC CPUs, seems to be of a more
theoretical nature. For such a multiprocessor system requiring considerable safeguards to be
carried out by the operating system, an engineer would surely use the presently most advanced
high-end processor, such as the Pentium or the PowerPC. All the overhead of distributing the
tasks over several 486DLC/SLC CPUs can be saved when only one Pentium is installed (which
runs two pipelines up to 99 MHz).
The properties listed above, which argue against the term 486, are compensated for by some
pure 486 characteristics, and even some improvements compared to the original Intel 486. These
are:
- All instructions are executed in a pipeline, as is the case for the <<real)> i486. That is an
important characteristic for the partial application of RISC technologies in the i486, to which
instruction pipelining also belongs.
- The 486DLC/SLC supports all i486 instructions, that is, the new i486 instructions for controlling the on-chip cache.
- The Cyrix CPUs have a fast hardware multiplier which executes integer multiplications even
faster than the original i486.
Whether you agree with the above-mentioned arguments for or against calling it a 486 - and
thus consider the denotation 486DLC/SLC, especially in the case of the 486DLC, to be justified or
not - is up to you. In either case, the Cyrix CPUs are significantly more powerful than the Intel
(br AMD) 386 chips, but cannot reach the real 486 CPUs in user-typical applications. A valuefor-money PC based on the 486DLC is surely a good investment if you don’t need high-end
performance under all circumstances.
Be careful when buying a 486 notebook. You can often determine only after a close look whether
a real i486 or a 486DLC/SLC is installed. The 486DLC and i387 combination is nearly as powerful as an i486, however.

7.3.3 IBM - For Members Only
IBM did not want to get behind the times, so they launched an i386-compatible processor with
the name 386SLC. The 386SLC has an internal 8 kbyte cache and is implemented in a powersaving static design. At present, the 386SLC is not freely available on the market, as IBM uses
it exclusively for its own products.

8 Caching - Cooperation with High Speed Memories
Fast clocked processors naturally require fast memory with short access times, What is the use
of a 100 MHz CPU if it has to insert five or more wait states for every memory access? Today’s
DRAM chips have standard access times of 60-100 ns. This is even worse for the 40 MHz clock
rate, especially when you look at the considerably longer cycle time of the DRAMS. Also the
page and static column modes and memory organization are insufficient, although they can
reduce the access time to 35 ns. SRAM components with a typical access time of lo-20 ns offer
a way out. For supercomputers there are high-end SRAMs using bipolar or ECL technology
with an access time of not more than 8 ns. For comparison: in 8 ns, a commercial aircraft flying
at 850 km/h would only move 0.002 mm, or less than a tenth of the diameter of a hair. SRAM
chips are unfortunately very expensive, and are larger than DRAMS.

8.1 Cache Principle and Cache Strategies
A cache attempts to combine the advantages of quick SRAMs with the cheapness of DRAM S,
to achieve the most effective memory system. You can see the cache principle in Figure 8.1.

SRAM Cache

DRAM
Main Memory

Cache
Controller
Figure 8.1: The cache principle. Behc~eet~ the CPU md fhe mnitr ~mnory DRAM a fast cache SRAM is provided.
It holds the frqrently accmed doto nrld delizwx if very quickly. The process is controlled by n cache controller
which may implement various write stmtqies, such ns wife-through or write-bock.

A cache unit is inserted between the CPU and main memory; it consists of a cache controller
and a cache SRAM. They can be included on the same chip as the CPU (on-chip cache) or can
exist as a separate component. There are also mixes (such as the 386SL), whereby the cache
controller is included on the CPU chip and the actual cache memory is formed by external
SRAM chips. The cache memory is, with its 128-512 kbytes, typically between ten and a thoLlsand times smaller than the main memory.
As most successive memory accesses affect only a small address area, the most frequentI!
addressed data is held in a small high-speed memory - the cache. The advantage with this is
a very much reduced access time, which, added up over the many closely packed merni~r!’
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accesses, produces a considerable increase in speed. The data and code that is not currently
required can be stored in the slower main memory without greatly slowing down program
execution. The cache principle of using a small SRAM cache memory and a large but slower
DRAM main memory combines the speed advantages of SRAM chips with the lower cost of
DRAMS.
When the CPU reads data, it sends out the corresponding memory address, as usual. However,
here the cache controller is located between the processor and the main memory address. It
determines whether the requested data is available in the SRAM cache. If this is the case, it is
known as a cache hit. On the other hand, if the data is only available in the main memory, it is
known as a cache miss. In the first case, the cache controller reads the data from the quicker cache
memory and passes it on to the CPU. This usually takes place without wait states, that is, with
the maximum bus speed. The read access is intercepted by the cache and the main memory
knows nothing about it.
On the other hand, if a cache miss occurs, the cache controller must first read the data from the
main memory, thus the read access is switched through to the main memory. As this usually
takes longer, an appropriate number of wait states are required; the cache controller disables the
ready (or an equivalent) signal so that the CPU inserts wait states. The cache controller addresses the main memory simultaneously. The internal organization of most caches means that
when a cache miss occurs, not only the requested data bytes but also a complete cache line is read
from the main memory into the SRAM cache. This operation is known as a cache line/X For this,
it is possible that changed data must first be stored in the main memory, before the new data
in the cache line can be read into the SRAM cache. The cache controller is intelligent enough to
independently perform bus cycles for writing and reading data to or from the main memory,
respectively. The data bytes addressed by the CPU are immediately passed on by the cache
controller, that is, before transfer of the whole cache line is completed.
Cache lines are typically 16 or 32 bytes in size, because the data and program codes, as already
explained, are formed into blocks and, therefore, it is quite likely that the next access will
require a value contained in the same cache line. This increases the hit rate. Additionally, most
cache controllers implement a so-called burst mode, through which a complete data block is read
that contains more bytes than the data bus is wide (whereby multiple bus cycles are required
to read in the complete block). The burst mode almost doubles the bus transfer rate, so that a
complete cache line can be read much quicker than a single value. Thus, the organization of
caches into cache lines increases the system performance.
If, on the other hand, the CPU writes data, the cache controller determines whether the data is
also located in the SRAM cache. If this is the case, the data from the CPU is written to the SRAM
cache. There are three different strategies for the further operation of the cache controller: writethrough, write-back (also known as copy-back) and write-allocate. The first two strategies affect
a cache hit, the last a cache miss.
The simplest case is the write-through stmtqy, which is implemented in most caches. A write
operation from the CPU always leads toithe transfer of data to the main memory, even with a
cache hit; all write operations are switched through to the main memory. Naturally, this also
involves writing to and updating the applicable entry in the cache. Write-through has the
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disadvantage that all write operations must also be switched through to the much slower main
memory. Without further measures this would, in principle, switch off the cache for write
operations, and an unjustifiably long write access time would be the result. For this reason,
write-through caches use fast write buffers, which buffer the write accesses. However, depending on its size, this is only possible until the buffer is full. Thus, multiple write accesses invariably lead to wait states. On the other hand, the write-through strategy in a multiprocessor
system automatically ensures main memory consistency, because all updates are switched through
to the main memory. The cache consistency, however, is not so safe in a multiprocessor system.
It is possible that a different CPU has overwritten the main memory; the cache of a different
CPU would know nothing of this. Only an inquiry cycle can re-establish the consistency.
A zuritc-back cache collects all write operations and only updates the cache entry, and not the
content of the main memory. Only after an explicit instruction is the changed cache line copied
to the main memory, to update the information there. In the Pentium, this instruction can be
initiated by software, for example through the WBINVD instruction (write-back and invalidate
data cache), through a hardware signal such as FLUSH, for example, implicitly as the result of
a cache miss, where one cache line is exchanged with another (see below), or through an internal
or external inquiry cycle. The disadvantage of the write-back cache is that the exchanging of
cache lines takes longer, because the data must first be written to memory before the new data
can be read into the cache. However, this disadvantage is usually more than made up for by the
fact that the previous write accesses need not be switched through to the slower main memory.
The two cache strategies described do not, however, make clear the behaviour when a cache
miss occurs during a write operation, that is, the required address is not located in the cache.
If the cache implements a zuritc-allocnte shtegy, then the cache controller fills the cache space for
a cache line with the data for the address to be written. Usually, the data is first written through
to the main memory; the cache controller then reads into the cache the applicable cache line with
the entry to be updated. Because the data is initially written through, the CPU can immediately
restart the program execution. The cache controller independently performs the write-allocate
in parallel to the CPU operation. In the worst case, it must first write a changed cache line to
the main memory before it can use the cache line for the new data. For this reason, and because
of the complicated cache implementation, most caches do not use a write-allocate strategy.
Write accesses that lead to a cache miss are simply switched through to the main memory and
are ignored by the cache.
If other processors or system components have access to the main memory, as is the case, for
example, with the DMA controller, and the main memory can be overwritten, the cache controler must inform the applicable SRAM that the data is invalid if the data in the main memory
changes. Such an operation is known as a c&r ir~vnlitfntiorr. If the cache controller implements
a write-back strategy and, with a cache hit, only writes data from the CPU to its SRAM cache,
the cache content must be transferred to the main memory under specific conditions. This
applies, for example, when the DMA chip should transfer data from the main memory to a
peripheral unit, but the currrnt values are only stored in an SRAM cache. This type of operation
is known as a olclrr prrs\r.
Software caches implemented on your PC will have similar properties. DOS, for example, uses
internal buffers for floppy and hard disk accesses. You may define the number of such internal
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buffers by means of the CONFIG.SYS command BUFFERS. These buffers serve as a cache
between CPU, main memory and the floppy or hard disk controller. They don’t use a writethrough strategy, so that in a system crash some data which has not yet been written to disk
may be present in the buffer. Only once the file concerned is closed, or the buffer is required
for another file or record, does DOS actually write the buffer contents onto disk. With the
functions Odh, 5dOlh and 68h of INT 21h you can force DOS to carry out a cache flush. Most
.. software caches for hard disks (for example, former versions of SMARTDRV that emulate a
cache for hard disk accesses) in main memory, on the other hand, use a write-through strategy.
All write processes are thus handed over to disk, but a read only accesses the copy in main
memory. Newer versions of SMARTDRVSYS use the write-back strategy. In this case, write
accesses to disk are carried out at a later time as soon as the write-back can be carried out
without affecting other programs.

8.2 Cache Organization and Associative Memory (CAM)
In this section, I would like to explain the different types of cache organization, and also associated concepts such as direct-mapped, 4-way, tag and associative memory. The best way to
describe such things is to use an example; for this purpose, in the following description I assume
that the cache has been constructed for an i386. Its size should be 16 kbytes and a cache line
should contain 16 bytes.
The cache controller internally splits the 32-bit address from the i386 into a 20-bit tag address
A31-A12, an &bit set address All-A4 and a 2-bit double word address A3-A2 (corresponding
to a 4-bit byte address) (Figure 8.2). A cache entry consists of a cache directory entry and the
corresponding cache memory entry. The cache directory contains information such as what data
is stored in the cache; the actual data itself is stored in the cache memory entry. The cache
directory can be stored internally in the cache controller, or in an external SRAM. For this
reason, most cache systems require more SRAM chips than is actually necessary according to
their memory capacity. This is because one or more SRAM chips must store the cache directory,
while the others store the actual data. For a 4-way cache, the cache directory entry contains a
20-bit tag address for each way and also, typically, a write protection bit, a valid bit, and three
LRU-bits (Last Recently Used), which are used together for all ways. The cache memory entry,
that is, the corresponding cache line, is 16 bytes long as per the above assumptions, and so
contains four double words each of 32.bits (the width of the i386 data bus).
In the following section, 1 would briefly like to explain the important concepts that often occur
in connection with caches.

The tag is an element of the cache directory entry. With its help, the cache controller determines
whether a cache hit or a cache miss has occurred. The tag stores the tag address, namely the
address bits A31-A12 of the corresponding cache line (cache memory entry). The tag address
is only valid with a set valid bit, otherwise it or the cache line contains incorrect values. For
example, after a cache ilush the valid bits of all cache lines are reset, and in this way all entries
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32-bit Memory Address
A31

Al6

Al5

A12 All

Tag Address

Cache Directory Entry
i.

A4 A3

A0

Set Address

Cache Memory Entry

. ,.

C:ache Directory
Way 0

Way 1

Way 2

Way 3

LRU

Figure 8.2: Memory address, cache entry and 2-way cache directory.
are identified as invalid. If the write protection bit is set, then the corresponding cache line
cannot be overwritten. This is necessary, for example, so that a cache line fill can be completed
without interruption, and so that a cache line fill cycle does not overwrite data that has already
been changed by the CPU before the cache line is contained completely within the SRAM cache.
Set
Every tag and the corresponding cache line are elements of the set. The S-bit set address Al lA4 defines the required set from 256 possibilities. Thus, in principle, a set is composed of a cache
directory entry and the corresponding cache memory entry together, for each way.
Way
The way concept indicates the associativity of the cache system. For a given set address, the tag
addresses of all ways are simultaneously compared with the tag part of the address given [)-It
by the CPU, in order to ascertain whether it is a cache hit or a cache miss. The example is of

I
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a 4-way set associative cache, that is, it has four ways. Thus, a data group that corresponds to
a cache line can be stored in the cache at four different positions. Each way in the example cache
contains 256 sets with a cache line size of 16 bytes each. This, according to the formula: capacity
= ways x sets x cache line size, gives the stated 16 kbyte cache memory. A set entry for the four
ways together is assigned a 3-bit LRU entry; the cache controller uses these bits to determine
which of the four cache lines should be replaced after a cache miss. There are a number of
different algorithms for this.
Note that in this context, the memory address at the top of Figure 8.2 contains no entry for the
way, With the way, the associativity comes into play. A direct-mapped cache only has one way,
thus, it is not associative; a data group can - if stored in the cache - only be stored at one
position in the cache, subject to the 12 least significant bits. As an example, the data corresponding to the binary address xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx ssss sssx xxxxb would always be stored in
the set sssssss. The entry previously stored here must be replaced by the new one. In a 4-way
set-associative cache, the data corresponding to the binary address xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx
ssss sssx xxxxb would also always be stored in the set sssssss. Here, however, four ways are
available for every set, and so it is not absolutely necessary to overwrite the previous entry. If
a cache line in another way is free, then the cache controller can store the data in the free way.
This increases the hit rate of the cache, as here four entries are available for the same set address.
8-way set-associative caches have a correspondingly higher hit rate, but the technical complexity
is also increased. The frequently implemented 2-way set-associative caches, on the contrary,
have a significantly reduced hit rate, but the logic required for determining cache hits is considerably smaller. Thus, the operating speed increases. They are especially used for very fast
caches (for example, the Pentium on-chip caches).
I- Cache Line
The cache line forms the complete data portion that is exchanged between the cache and the
main memory. In a cache line, the double word for the 32.bit data bus is given by the address
4 bits A3-A2. A cache line is either completely valid or completely invalid; it cannot be partially
valid. Even when the CPU only wishes to read one byte, all 16 bytes of the applicable cache line
$
! must be stored in the SRAM cache, otherwise a cache miss will occur. The cache line forms the
’ actual cache memory; the cache directory is used only for its management. Cache lines usually
! contain more data than it is possible to transfer in a single bus cycle. For this reason, most cache
controllers implement a burst mode, in which preset address sequences enable data to be
: transferred more quickly through the bus. This is very simple for cache line fills or for writing
‘back cache lines, because they always represent a continuous and aligned address area.
Content Addressable Memory
The associative memory concept often appears in connection with caches. It is also known as a
Content Addr~ssnble Memq or CAM. This identifies its principle of operation. Usually, data in
%a memory is explicitly communicated with through its address. In an associative memory,
‘however, this is achieved through a part of the data itself stored in memory - hence, the name
[HAM. T o read information from the CAM, a section of the information in question is input into
ithe CAM; this should agree with a section of information already stored. If this is the case, the
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CAM returns all the information associated with that section; in other words, it (completes) the
section. As the section of information input to the CAM is only part of the information content,
it is possible that sections of other information also match, and thus are also returned. The result
can be ambiguous, but this should not be surprising with associations - you yourself may
associate &ear with many things, such as holidays, beaches, swimming, sunburn, etc. If there
is no agreement at all with the data stored, then the CAM will not return any data. This is as
it is in real life: a sensible association with avfjnweflkad is, at least, difficult.

‘I
t1

A cache performs associative addressing set by set, thus the association takes place in both ways.
The addressing of the set, however, is explicitly given by the set address A5-All. The information section for the associative addressing is given by the tag address in the set. This tag address
is compared to the tag addresses A12-A31 from the CPU. If they agree, the cache controller
associates the whole applicable cache entry, that is, the complete cache line that belongs to the
corresponding way of the set with the correct tag address. More about that in the following.
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8.3 Cache Hit Determination
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In Figure 8.3 you can see the determination of a cache hit or cache miss schematically for the
case of a 4-way set-associative cache with a 16 kbyte memory capacity.
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The CPU puts the 32-bit address of the data to be read onto the address bus; this is taken by
the cache controller and split, as shown in Figure 8.3, into the tag, set and byte addresses. The
tag address is immediately passed on to the tag address comparator. The controller uses the set
address A4-All to choose a set in the cache directory for every way 0 to 3, and to send out the
tag address for the set to the tag address comparator. The cache controller transfers the cache
line corresponding to the set given in the 12%bit data buffer from the SRAM data memory. The
data buffer selects a double word from the cache line through the double word address A2-A3.
The tag address comparator compares the tag address from the CPU with the tag address from
the cache directory. If the two agree, it activates the enable signal to the data buffer, and the data
is then available. If the two tag addresses are different, the output is blocked and a cache miss
is indicated by the hit/miss signal. The cache controller must then address the main memory
to transfer the data to the CPU and to begin the cache line fill. The selection and comparison
operations described are performed in the same way for all four ways. Thus, among other
things, four comparators, four data buffers, etc. are required. The quantity increases as the
associativity increases, that is, grows in line with the number of ways. Therefore, the directmapped caches are the simplest; the sometimes used &way set-associative caches are the most
complicated. If the tag address from the CPU agrees with a tag address in any one of the
different ways, a cache hit results, otherwise a cache miss.
The 20-bit tag address divides the 4 Gbyte address space of the i386 into 2” cache pages, each
of 4 kbytes. Through the 256 sets, a page is further divided into 16 byte cache lines. Each of the
four ways uses 256 of these cache lines.
Naturally, there are types other than the $-way set-associative cache described. In a 2-way setassociative cache, for example, there are only the ways 0 and 1. A direct-mapped cache, on the
other hand, only contains a single way. Naturally, the number of sets need not be restricted to
256. For example, a typical L2-cache with a 512 kbyte memory capacity, organized as a 2-way
set-associative cache with a cache line size of 64 bytes, will have a total of 8192 sets (which is
typical for a 64-bit data bus between cache and main memory). With this structure, the address
partitioning is different to that shown in Figure 8.2: the byte address A5-A0 is extended to six
bits (2h = 64), the set address contains the 13 address bits Al%A6, and the tag address, the 13
most significant address bits A31-A19.
For the implementation of a large cache, external SRAMs are used both for the tag and the data
memory. As is apparent from Figure 8.3, the tags must be available much earlier than the data
because the tag data additionally needs to be compared in the comparator with the tag part of
the CPU address. Therefore, you may frequently find one or two SRAM chips with a very short
access time (about 15 ns) and many others with a longer access time (about 20 ns) in your
motherboard. The SRAMs with the short access time hold the tag values, the SRAMs with the
longer access time the cache data.

8.4 Replacement Strategies
The cache controller uses the LRU bits assigned to a set of cache lines (Figure 8.2) for marking
the last addressed (most recently accessed) way of the set. A possible LRU strategy is the
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following: if the last access was to way 0 or way 1, the controller sets the LRU bit BO.
access to way 0, bit Bl is set; for addressing way 1, Bl is cleared. If the last access was
2 or way 3, the controller clears bit 80. For an access to way 2 the LRU bit 82 is
addressing way 3, B2 is cleared. The LRU bits are updated upon every cache access and
upon each cache reset or cache flush.

For an
to way
set; for
cleared

If a cache miss now occurs during the course of a data read, the cache controller replaces a cache
line by the cache line containing the data read. To find out which cache line should be replaced,
the controller carries out the following pseudo LRU strategy, which is shown in Figure 8.4.

_

Using BO the cache controller determines which pair of ways 0 and 1 or ways 2 and 3 have not
been accessed for the longest time. Then, the controller (with the help of 81 or B2) determines
which of the two assigned cache lines hasn’t been accessed for the greatest time, and marks that
line as replaceable. The cache controller now reads one cache line from main memory and writes
it into the SRAM, overwriting the cache line that has been marked as replaceable by the pseudo
LRU algorithm; it performs a cache line fill.
With the LRU strategy, the cache line of a set in the ways that is not the least recently accessed
is overwritten by a new one. It is possible to use only one LRU bit whose value indicates which
cache line has been used last. In a direct-mapped cache the LRU strategy does not apply as OnI!’
one way exists and, thus, the cache controller does not need any assistance for determining the
line to replace.
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In addition to the LRU strategy, the cache controller can also exchange the cache lines randomly.
This is known as random replacement. The frequency of accesses to the individual cache lines then
has no influence on their <<permanence )) in the cache. Comprehensive statistical analyses have
shown that there is very little difference between the efficiency of an LRU and a random
replacement algorithm. Due to the fact that it is less complex, the random replacement algorithm is easier to implement and it also works quicker, because it does not require conditional
operations.
The definition and implementation of the replacement strategy relies solely on the judgement
of the cache system designer. Which cache construction and replacement strategy is chosen can
depend on the application, the cache size and the materials (financially) available.

8.5 On-chip and Second-level Caches
As already mentioned in Section 7.3, Cyrix’s 486DLCISLC has a cache which is integrated on
the processor chip itself. The i486 also has an on-c/zip cache, or LI-cache for short, with a capacity
of 8 kbytes. At first glance this seems to be too small; nevertheless, these small caches lead to
quite a significant performance increase, especially for fetching CPU code. Besides the on-chip
cache, an external cache can also be present. Common motherboards typically have a cache
memory with 128-512 kbytes, called a secorld-leuel cache, or LZ-cache for short. If the CPU is
unable to locate the required data in its internal cache, it looks in the external cache memory as
a second step, that is, the L2-cache controller first searches the L2-cache before the read request,
in the case of a cache miss, is switched through to main memory. The external second-level
cache may, in principle, be expanded to any size. The external cache controller must obviously
be able to handle such a cache memory. The actual main memory is then located <<behind,, the
: second cache stage.
i The i486 on-chip cache, for example, is organized as a 4-way set-associative cache. It has four
kways with 128 sets (or cache lines), each holding 16 bytes, thus providing the 8 kbytes of memory
oned above. One main difference between an on-chip and a second-level cache is that the
a from the on-chip cache usually in a single clock cycle. An access to the
on the other hand, has to carry out a normal bus cycle, which lasts at least
hus an access to the on-chip cache is significantly faster. For pure CPU and
benchmarks such as the Landmark Test, the activation of the on-chip cache increases
e d performance by a factor of four. In practice, the on-chip cache is effective to this
for sequential read accesses. For data spread over an area of more than the storage
the Ll-cache, the gain is not so high. Iterating mathematical calculations which are
d on joined and frequently executed program loops are strongly accelerated by this;
abase accesses, on the other hand, are not.
e line of the on-chip cache is always filled by a burst cycle if the main memory can do this;
al bus cycles are shortened by this (burst mode is discussed in Section 9.7.1). On the other
, not every cache controller is designed for such a compressed bus cycle. The 485-TurboCache
xecute such a cycle, others cannot. Stated briefly, the i486, the 38605DX/SX and the 486DLCl
operate much faster than the i386/i387 combination without a cache, if the current code
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and data are located within an area loaded into the on-chip cache. A significant performancr
deterioration occurs if code and data are spread to such an extent that they can no longer be
held in the second-level cache. Then the CPU has to carry out a longer bus cycle. Finally,
another significant jump to a longer execution time occurs if the second-level cache can no
longer hold the data, and the CPU must carry out an ordinary main memory access. Even
advanced concepts such as paging and interleaving are slow compared to the on-chip cache of
a 50 MHz i486 (but they’re real missiles compared to the 250 ns DRAMS from the PC’s Stone
Age!)

8.6 Cache Consistency and the MESI Protocol
A major problem occurs as soon as two caches are available in a system. They can be, for
example, an on-chip cache and an external LZ-cache, or two CPUs each with an on-chip cache.
The basic difficulty lies in the fact that the consistency of the data in the two different caches
must be assured. That means that every read access to a memory address always provides the
most up-to-date data at that address. For example, the second CPU is not allowed to overwrite
a common memory location without informing the other. The cache consistency problem thus
particularly appears in multiprocessor systems. I want to discuss the MESI basics here because
they are closely related to caches in general, and also several i386s with external caches can be
connected to one single multiprocessor system. For supporting cache consistency on a hardware
level the MESI protocol for cache lines has been defined. It was first implemented in the Pentium,
so 1 will discuss the implementation of the protocol in that section.

8.6.1 The Four MESI States
The MESI protocol gives every cache line one of four states which are managed by the two MESlbits. MESI is an abbreviation of Modified, Exclusive, Shared, Invalid. The four terms also identify
the four possible states of a cache line. The state of a cache line can be changed by the processor
itself (through read and write operations, and through internal snooping), and also by external
logic units, such as other processors or an L2-cache controller (through external snooping). But
first, the four MESI states; at any given time, a cache line will have any one of four states:
_

Modified M: the data of a cache line that is marked as modified is only available in a single
cache of the complete system. The line can be read and written to without the need for a
write access through an external bus. Note that the actual value need not necessarily also be
located in the main memory.

-

Exclusive E: an exclusive cache line, like the M cache line, is stored in only one of the cnchcs
in a system; however, it is not changed by a write access, that is, modified. Thus, the values
are identical to those in the main memory. As an exclusive cache line is only stored in J
single cache, it can be read and overwritten without the need for an external bus cycle. After
an overwrite, the cache line is identified as modified.

_

Shared S: a shared cache line can also be stored in other caches in the system; it is - as tll,J
name suggests - shared with a number of other caches. A shared cache line always cont‘lill’

I
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the most up-to-date value; in this way, read accesses are always serviced by the cache. Write
accesses to a shared cache line are always switched through to the external data bus independently of the cache strategy (write through, write back), so that the shared cache lines in
the other caches are invalidated. The address given out during the bus cycle is used as an
external inquiry cycle for invalidating the cache lines in the other caches. At the same time,
the content of the main memory is also updated. The write operation in the local cache itself
only updates the content of the cache; it is not invalidated.
-

Invalid I: a cache line marked as invalid is logically not available in the cache. The cause
could be that the cache line itself is empty or contains an invalid entry, that is, not updated.
Invalid or empty tag entries also cause cache lines to be marked as invalid. Every access to
an invalid cache line leads to a cache miss. In the case of a read access, the cache controller
normally initiates a cache line fill (if the line can be cached and its transfer into the cache is
not blocked). A write access, however, is switched through to the external bus as a writethrough. The MESI protocol will not provide a write-allocate. Table 8.1 lists the MESI states
and also their causes and effects.

MESI
state

Cache line
valid?

Values in
memory are

Is there a copy in
another cache?

Write access
refers to’)

M
E
5

yes
yes
Yes
no

InvalId
valid
valid
unknown

no
no
possibly
possibly

cache
cache
cache/memory subsystem
memory subsystem

I

” memory subsystem means man memory or LZ-cache

The definitions of the four MESI states clearly show that the MESI protocol has been developed
for a write-back cache without a write-allocate strategy for write misses. To be able to use the
MESI protocol for a write-through cache, all valid cache lines must be held in the shared state;
the modified and exclusive states cannot occur. In accordance with the MESI protocol, all write
accesses must then be switched through to the external bus. Stated differently, the cache performs a write-through strategy. Note that the MESI protocol is only employed in memory cycles
and not in I/O or special cycles. These cycles are directly switched through to the external bus,
so that the cache is not affected. The write-through strategy is, above all, necessary for accesses
to the video RAM of graphic adapters; after all, changes should also be immediately shown on
the monitor and not just stored (invisibly) in the cache.

I

I

1

8.6.2 MESI State Transitions
The state of n cache line can change in a read access, a write access or an inquiry cycle (snoop.ing). The following rules apply to the transition of the various states into another state. They are
given separately for the three types of access; Figure 8.5 shows the corresponding transition
diagram
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Read Accesses
M to M CR,): the read access has led to a hit, the data is available in the cache and is transferred
to the CPU.
E to E CR,): as above, the read access has led to a hit, the data is available in the cache and is
transferred to the CPU.
S to S (RJ: the read access has led to a hit, the data is available in the cache and is transferred
to the CPU. Summed up, it is clear that according to the cache principle, a cache hit has no
influence on the state of the cache, or the stored data during a read access.
I to E (RJ: the read access has led to a miss, the data is not stored in the cache. The cache
controller sends out an external read cycle in order to read the data. As the cache line is in the
exclusive state at the end, the addressed data must be cachable, so that the cache controller can
execute a line fill, and a write-back strategy must be implemented for it.
I to S CR,): as above, the read access has led to a miss, the data is not stored in the cache. Here
also, the cache controller sends out a cache line fill in order to read the data. As the cache line
is in the shared state at the end, the addressed data must be cachable, so that the cache controller
can execute a cache fill, and a write-through strategy must be implemented for it.
I to I CR,): the read access has led to a miss, the data is not stored in the cache. However, the
cache controller cannot execute a line fill in order to load the cache line. Thus, it remains invalid.
Write Accesses
M to M (W,): the write access has led to a hit, the data is available in the cache and so is
updated. According to the MESl protocol, this relates to a write-back cache, so that no writeback cycle is sent through the external bus.
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E to M (W,): as above, the write access has led to a hit, whereby the cache line was not previously overwritten. The cache controller then overwrites the cache line and annotates it as modified. According to the MESI protocol, this case also relates to a write-back cache, so that no
write-back cycle is sent through the external bus.
5 to E (W,): the write access has produced a cache hit. As the original line is marked as shared,
it could also be stored in other caches. According to the MESI protocol, this entry must be
invalidated, and so the cache controller sends a write cycle through the external bus. Thus, the
line is now only stored in the local cache; due to the write-through cycle, the entry in the main
memory is also updated. The cache line can then be identified as exclusive.
S to S (W,): here also, the write access has produced a cache hit. However, W4 relates to a writethrough cache. For this reason, all subsequent write accesses are switched through to the bus,
that is, the write-through strategy is also actually implemented, and the cache line remains
identified as shared.
I to I (W,): the write access has led to a miss, the data is not stored in memory. The MESI
protocol does not include a write-allocate strategy. For this reason, the missing entry is not
loaded into the cache from the main memory. The cache line remains invalid.
Snooping
M to S (S,): the inquiry cycle has hit a modified cache line; it should not be invalidated. Despite
this, the applicable cache line is written back to the main memory.
M to I (S,): as above, the inquiry cycle has reached a modified cache line, which here should be
invalidated. The applicable cache line is written back to the main memory.
E to S (S,): the inquiry cycle has hit a cache line marked as exclusive. It has not been modified
and so need not to be written back to the main memory. This transition serves to transfer a line
previously located in only one cache, additionally into another cache. The cache line is then no
longer exclusive; it must be marked as shared.
E to I (S,): as in 53, the inquiry cycle has reached a cache line marked as exclusive. It also has
not been modified and so need not be written back to the main memory. S, also serves to
transfer a line previously located in only one cache, additionally into another cache. Contrary
to the previous transition, the cache line is invalidated, so that it is available in a different cache
as an exclusive cache line.
S to S (S,): the inq uiry c ycle has reached a cache line that is marked as shared. This interaction
only informs the system that the applicable cache line is available in the cache. No bus activity
results.
S to I (S,): the inquiry cycle has reached a cache line marked as shared. It has not been modified
,md so need not be written back to the main memory during the subsequent invalidation. The
external controller performing the inquiry then knows that its copy has been updated.
:
I to I 6,): the inquiry cyc le has found a cache line that is marked as invalid, that is, it does not
contain valid data. No bus activity results; the controller performing the inquiry can ignore the
content of the local cache for the applicable cache line.
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8.6.3 LZ-cache Subsystems and MESI Cache Consistency Protocol
Usually, on-chip caches are rather small (between 512 bytes and 16 kbytes), so that for fast CPUs
in many cases there is an external L2-cache. The size for typical L2-caches for personal computers is 128 kbytes to 512 kbytes, that is, ten to a hundred times more. We are confronted now
with a multi-cache system and the MESI protocols can be applied. The system, consisting of the
CPU and the L2-cache, delivers the cache consistency through so-called inclusion. What is meant
by this is that all addresses in the CPU on-chip cache are also available in the L2-cache (of course
this does not apply in reverse, as the LZ-cache is larger than the Ll-cache). Note that in a writeback cache this does not necessarily imply that the data at these addresses is the same, that is,
the CPU caches can have more up-to-date values than the L2-cache. Figure 8.6 shows the inclusion schematic.
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The transfer of data between the CPU cache and the main memory takes place over the L2cache, so that the ME‘3 protocol is also fully valid via the three stages Ll-cache, L2-cache and
the main memory. To this end, the ME51 state of an L2-cache line always runs one step in front
of the MESI state of the corresponding Ll-cache line in the on-chip cache (in accordance with
Table 8.1 and the MESI transition diagram in Figure 8.5).
The inclusion of the on-chip caches is realized by inquiry and back invalidation cycles as well
as a write otm policy. In the following I shall explain these terms.
The L2-cache controller establishes, during an inquiry cycle of the L2-cache on the Ll-cache,
whether a certain cache line in the on-chip cache is available, and whether the line is chan&
That corresponds to a cache inquiry hit to a modified line. In the latter case, the CPU writes back
the modified line into the L2-cache, and thus carries out a write-back cycle to the L2-cache. The
line in the L2-cache is therefore updated. If the L2-cache controller which drives the inquiry cycle
additionally requests a back invalidation cycle, then the snoop access leads to the invalidation ot
the hit line. Its state changes to invalid. Inquiry and back invalidation cycles by the L2-cache CO”troller are driven to the CPU with on-chip cache in the following cases to ensure cache consisteW

I
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An external snoop, which is issued by the bus activity of another bus master (that is, another
processor in a multiprocessor system), has hit an M-line in the LZ-cache.
- A cache flush, from an external control signal (usually FLUSH), refers to a modified line.
- A line should be replaced in the LZ-cache, thus, a cache line fill is executed. If the same line
is also available in the Ll-cache, then it must be replaced, or at least invalidated.
Additionally, the write once policy has the task of ensuring that the L&cache controller is
always aware of the modified lines in the on-chip cache. The L2-cache controller can only allow
the on-chip cache to change a cache line into the exclusive state if the same cache line is also
available in the L2-cache subsystem in the modified state. Thus, the affected cache line must be
changed in the L2-cache from the exclusive to the modified state, or it must already be in the
modified state. As a result of the inclusions principle, each exclusive line in the Ll-cache is
available as a modified line in the L2-cache. This causes the L2-cache controller to execute an
inquiry cycle to the Ll-cache for each write-back cycle, irrespective of the cause of this cycle, in
order to first write back the possibly modified line (if the Ll-cache uses a write-back strategy)
to the L2-cache and then to the main memory. Thus, the requirement for cache consistency is
guaranteed, not only for an individual Ll-cache/L2_cache/main memory configuration, but also
for a multiprocessor system with several such units.
The Pentium, as a processor which is designed for multiprocessing right from the start, and
which contains two independent on-chip caches for data and code (Ll-caches) together with
the 82496/82491 cache subsystem (L2-cache), supports such an inclusion, and therefore cache
consistency is implemented at the hardware level. That is not the case for the i486 and the
associated 485-TurboCache. Here a considerable amount of additional data or some software
is necessary.

8.7 Pipelined Burst Cache
The ever-increasing processor speed (Pentium and Pentium Pro are presently up to 200 MHZ)
means wait cycles - even with fast SRAM caches. Burst accesses, in particular when loading or
writing-back individual or several Ll-cache lines on the processor chips itself, need short access
times and extremely high transfer rates. This can be achieved either by expensive synchronous
SkAM chips with very short access times (less than 10 ns) which are partly implemented using
ECL logic, or in a cheaper way with pipelined burst SRAM. The name indicates how these
8kAMs solve the problem: the CPU is served with burst cycles which, moreover, are interleaved
(pipelining). By this means the nreal~ access time is widened because this cache type decodes
addresses in advance and thus executes the accesses earlier. Beginning with the Pentium, where
nearly all memory accesses are performed as burst accesses, pipelined burst caches have come
:$to a greater use. The pipelined burst operation of these caches is a combination of the Pentium
i(or Pentium Pro) burst and an address pipelining where the first address of the next burst
Pverlaps with the last data input/output of the preceding burst. Write accesses especially take
‘@vantage of this cache type; compared to asynchronous caches the transfer rate is doubled.
$‘ith.several consecutive bursts (back-to-back accesses) the theoretical limit is almost possible.
on a P en t’mm with a 64-bit data bus and an external bus frequency of 66 MHz it is as high as
528 million byte/s.

9 Performance Enhancement - The i486
A very powerful member of Intel’s 80x86 series is the i486. On one chip, the i486 integrates
an improved i386 CPU, an improved coprocessor compared to the i387, and a cache controller
including 8 kbytes of cache memory. The i486 can be obtained with 25 to 50 MHz clock frequencies, or even 100 MHz in the i486DX4. Using the 32-bit data bus, it is possible to transfer data
at a rate of up to 160 Mbyte/s in burst mode. Unlike the i386, the i486 executes frequently used
instructions (such as MOV, for example) within a single clock cycle. The i486 is thus about three
times as fast as an i386 clocked with the same frequency. The number of elements used in its
construction, though, is enormous: the i486 integrates more than one million transistors on a
finger-nail sized semiconductor chip, nearly 50 times more than its ancestor the 8086.
In some respect, the i486 represents a hybrid between CISC and RISC processors. The regularly used
instructions (for example, MOW, are hardwired in RISC fashion and, therefore, executed extremely
fast. In comparison, complex and less regularly used instructions are available in microencoded
form. A sequence of simple instructions can, therefore, be quicker than a complex instruction
with the same effect. The instructions are executed in a five-stage pipeline. The hardwiring of
some instructions, and also the partial use of RISC technology, is not always visible.
Of course, the i486 is entirely downward compatible with the i386/i387 combination. It understands the same instructions and data types, runs in real, protected and virtual 8086 modes, and
carries out memory segmentation and demand paging in the same way. Because the coprocessor
is integrated on the same chip as the CPU, data exchange between them also runs more quickly.
Yet a comment has to be made about the most powerful i386 successor being used in combination with the world’s most widely used operating system: DOS running on the i486 is about the
same as a supertanker with an outboard motor (presently, I am thinking about a comparison for
the Pentium and DOS). Figure 9.1 shows a photo of the i486.

Fiprr 9.1: The i486 die
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9.1 i486 Pins and Signals
The many different components of the i486 must be supplied with a stable operating current.
This takes place through a total of 24 Vcc and 28 GND pins. Thus, together with the 116 signal
pins, the i486 has 168 pins; it is concealed in a pin grid array housing containing the 168 pins.
.
Figure 9.2 schematically shows the i486 pins. _ _
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In the following section, I would like to list the pins of the i486. Pins and signals already
.implemented
in the i386/387 are only briefly detailed. Refer to the applicable chapter for more
.‘.*

: Normation.

r.A31-A2 (0; A31-A4: I/O)
%pins P2-P3, Ql, Q3-A14, RI-R2, R5, R7, RI%-R13, R15, SlLS3, 55, S7, S13, S15-S16
4
$hese 30 pins constitute the 30 most significant bits of the 32-bit address bus. The two least
$&ficant address bits Al and A0 can be determined from the signals at the pins BEO-BE3. The
@ most significant address bits A31-A4 can also be used as input terminals for the cache
;,inquiry cycle.
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A20M (I)
Pin D15
If this address 20 mask pin is at low level, the i486 internally masks the address bit A20 before
every memory access. Thus, it emulates the address wrap-around of the 8086; for this reason,
A20M must only be activated in real mode.
ADS (01
Pin S17
The address status signal at this pin indicates that the i486 outputs valid bus control signals
W/R, D/S‘, and M/IO and valid address signals that can be used and decoded by other
devices.
AHOLD (11
Pin Al7
If an external device sends a high level signal to this address hold pin, a different bus controller
can access the i486 through the address bus, to carry out a cache invalidation in the i486. This,
for example, is necessary for cache consistency in conjunction with an LZ-cache or a multiprocessor system. When AHOLD is active, the i486 does not use its address bus and waits for
an external address; all other bus signals continue to be active.
BEO-BE3 (01
Pins F17, J15-J16, K15
As in the i386, these four byte enable signals indicate which bytes of the 32-bit data bus are
active in the current bus cycle.
BLAST (0)
Pin R16
The burst last signal BLAST indicates that the current burst cycle will finish with the next
BRDY signal.
BOFF (11
Pin D17
If the backoff pin receives a low level signal, the i486 will deactivate its bus with the next clock
cycle.
BRDY (I)
Pin H15
The burst ready signal BRDY has the same significance during the burst cycle as the Rj% sign”
has during a normal bus cycle, that is, during a burst cycle, the addressed system has sent da”
across the data bus or has received data from it.
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BREQ (01
Pin Q15
This bus request signal indicates that the i486 has internally requested the bus.
BS16, BS8 (I, I)
Pins C17, D16
If one of these bus size pins receives a signal with a low level, the i486 operates its data bus with
a width of 16 or S-bits respectively, instead of the usual 32-bits. The bus interface then automatically carries out the corresponding number of bus cycles to transfer, for example, a double word
with 32.bits. Thus, the i486 can be directly connected to a system that has only a 16- or &bit data
bus. The bus width can be altered for each bus cycle. In this way, for example, it is possible to
communicate with both the 32-bit main storage area and the 16-bit I/O address space without
an external 32/16-bit converter.
CLK (I)
Pin C3
The external clock signal is received at this pin. Unlike the i386, the i486 does not divide the
external processor clock cycle by two; instead, it uses the signal as an internal processor clock
without changing it.
D31-DO (I, 0)
Pins Al-A2, A4, A6, AS, 81-82, B6, 88, Cl-C2, C6-C9, Dl-D3, E3, F2-F3, G3, H2, J2-J3, K3,
L2-L3, M3, Nl-N2, I’1
These 32 terminals form the bidirectional 32-bit data bus of the i486 for data input and output.
The data bus can also be configured as a 16. or S-bit data bus through the use of the BS16 and
Bs8 signals respectively. The signals at the pins BEO-BE3 indicate which bytes of the data bus
are active for data transfer.
DPO-DP~ (I, 01
Pins A5, Fl, H3, N3
The i486 supports the generation of parity for the data bus, that is, for every write cycle and for
every byte of the data bus D31-DO, the processor sends out a parity bit DP3-DPO so that even
Parity is achieved. With every reading of data, the system must send a signal to the data parity
Pin DI’3-DFo to ensure even parity. If the external device does not support this parity function,
DPO-Dl’3 should be held at Vcc. Signals sent during the reading of data do not have an immediate effect on the execution of the program; if parity is lost, only the PCHK signal is activated,
so that, for example, the program execution can be stopped by a hardware interrupt.
-

Ems (I)
Pin B17
If the external address pin receives an active signal, that is, a signal with a low level, the i486
that an external bus controller has sent a valid address to the address pins A31-A2. The
i486 uses this address for an internal cache invalidation.

,hOWS
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FERR (0)
Pins Cl4
When an error occurs in the internal floating-point unit of the i486, the processor activates this
floating-point error signal. FERR is similar to the ERROR signal of the i387.
FLUSH (I)
Pin Cl5
If the external system activates the cache flush signal FLUSH, the i486 writes the complete
contents of the cache to memory, that is, it carries out a cache flush.
HOLD, HLDA (I, 01
Pins E15, I’15
The bus hold request and bus hold acknowledge signals at these pins are generally used for
bus arbitration, that is, they transfer the control of the local bus between the different bus
controllers.
IGNNE (II
Pin Al5
If this ignore numeric error terminal receives a low level, that is, active signal, the i486 will
ignore the numerical error and will execute all of the instructions that do not require the
floating-point unit. FERR is simply activated. If the NE-bit is set in the control register CRO,
JGNNE has no effect.
INTR (I)
Pin Al6
The interrupt controller can issue a hardware interrupt request through the INTR pin. A reset
interrupt flag IE will prevent (mask) the recognizing of INTR.
KEN (I)
Pin F15
Through the cache enable signal, the i486 determines whether the current cycle can be cached,
thus, whether the addressed address area can be transferred to the cache. If this is the case, the
processor extends the current read access to a cache line fill cycle, that is, the i486 automaticall!
reads a complete cache line into its on-chip cache. Using KEN, specific address areas witI1
respect to hardware can be protected from caching.
LOCK (01
Pin N15
Jf LOCk is active (low level), the i486 will not pass control of the local bus to a different bus
controller if it receives a HOLD bus request signal. Additionally, it will not send out an HLllA
acknowledge.
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M/m, D/c, W/n (0, 0, 0)
Pins N16, M15, N17
Memory/IO, data/control and write/read signals at these pins define the actual bus cycle. The
following combinations are possible:
(000)
(001)
(010)
(011)
(100)
(101)
(110)
(111)

Interrupt acknowledge sequence
STOP/special bus cycle”
Reading from an I/O port
Writing to an I/O port
Reading an instruction from memory (prefetching)
Reserved
Reading data from memory
Writing data to memory

BEZ=BEl=BEO=I: write-back cycle
E=O, BE3=BEl=BEO=l: halt cycle
Ei=O, BE3=BEZ=BEO=l: flush cycle
&O, BE3=BE2=BEl=l: shutdown cycle

‘I E=O,

NM1 (I)
Pin B15
The changing of the signal at this pin from a low level to a high level causes an interrupt 2, even
with a reset IE flag. The i486 interrupts the execution of the program after the completion of the
current instruction and calls the applicable handler.
= (0)
Pin Q17
After data has been read, the i486 sends out a signal through this parity check pin to indicate
whether the transferred data and the parity bit were at parity. If PCHK is at a low level, the i486
has identified a parity error.
BLOCK (0)
pm Q16
With an active pseudo lock signal, the i486 indicates that the current data transfer requires more
than one bus cycle. This is the case, for example, when reading segment descriptors with a
length of more than 64-bits from a descriptor table or for a cache line fill of the on-chip cache.
pW% PCD (0,O)
Bin L15, J17
These two signals, page write-through and page cache disable, indicate the condition of t h e
Page attribute bits PWT and PCD in the page table entry or the page directory entry. If paging
{is not active, or the current cycle requires no paging, I’WT and PCD give the status of the PWT
‘and BCD-bits respectively, in the control register CR3.
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RDY (I)
Pin F16
If the non-burst ready signal is active, that is, at a low level, the addressed system (memory,
I/O register) has already sent data through the bus or read data from the bus.
RESET (I)
Pin Cl6
If this input is at a high level for a minimum of 15 CLK cycles, the i486 immediately stops its
current task and carries out a processor reset.

vcc

(I)
Pins B7, B9, Bll, C4-C5, E2, E16, G2, G16, H16, Jl, K2, K16, L16, M2, M16, P16, R3, R6, RS-Rll,
R14
These pins receive the supply voltage (usually +5 V).
GND
Pins A7, A9, All, B3-B5, El, E17, Gl, G17, HI, H17, Kl, K17, Ll, L17, Ml, M17, P17, Q2, R4,
S6, S8-S12, Sl4
These pins are connected to ground (usually 0 V).
Free
Pins A3, AlO, A12-A14, BlO, B12-B14, B16, ClO-C13, G15, RI .7, S4
These pins are floating.

9.2 i486 Internal Structure
Because three processors were integrated onto a single chip (CPU, coprocessor and cache controller), the internal structure of the i486 became more complicated than the i386. Therefore, the
i486 structure is briefly explained below (and shown in Figure 9.3).
Connection to the rest of the (compute?) world is established by the bus unit: it accepts or
supplies data via the D31-DO data bus, addresses the two address spaces via the A31-A?,
BES-BE0 address bus, and supplies information concerning the i486’s state, or accepts instructions from outside via the control bus. The bus unit is directly connected to the cache unit. The
integrated 8 kbyte cache buffers data as well as instructions, and delivers them to the registers,
ALU, floating-point unit or the prefetcher. Unlike the memory cycles for an external seconlf-W’
cache, an access to the internal cache is carried out within a single bus cycle. For external cache
memories, on the other hand, two bus cycles are required. Although the internal cache is rather
small with its 8 kbyte capacity, this leads to a very significant increase in performance.
If data or instructions not buffered in the cache have to be read from memory, the registers or
the prefetcher directly access the bus unit. This may happen if very scattered data has tC be
processed, or if a jump instruction to an address far away is executed.
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After the cache, the paths of the data and instruction codes separate. The data bytes are passed

on to the registers or floating-point unit, while the instruction bytes are sent to the prefetch
queue which, in the i486, consists of 32 bytes. The decoding unit decodes all instructions in the
Prefetch queue, then passes them on to the control unit which controls the registers, ALU,
segmentation unit and the floating-point unit. The decoder and the execution unit are part of
the five stage i486 pipeline, which I will explain later. Many instructions pass through the
Partially hardwired control unit of the i486 and are carried out immediately, that is, they are not
Processed by a microprogram. The prefetcher separates immediate operands or displacements
in the instruction flow and passes them on to the ALU or addressing unit, which consists of the
Paging and the segmentation unit, as applicable.
The data bytes that have been read are transferred to the segmentation unit, the registers, the
ALU or the floating-p oint unit and are processed. The two 32-bit data buses together form the
lntemal 64-bit data bus for the transfer of data between the CPU core, corresponding to the i386,
and the floating-point unit, corresponding to the i387. Unlike the i386/i387 combination, no
I/O bUS cycles are necessary for the transfer of opcodes and data between the CPU and the
mProcessor. in addition, the data transfer occurs internally with a width of 64.bits compared to
the 32-bit dita bus of the i386/i387. This, of course, makes a noticeable difference to the execution speed of floating-point instructions, and enables the i486 to process ESC instructions
comiderably quicker than the i386/i387 combination.
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For address evaluation the i486, like all other members of the 80x86 family, uses a segment and
an offset register. In the segmentation unit the contents of the two registers are combined into
a linear address. In protected mode the segmentation unit simultaneously carries out the relevant protection checks to ensure protection of the individual tasks and the system. If paging
is active then the linear address evaluated in the segmentation unit is further translated into a
physical address by the paging unit. Without paging, the linear address is identical to the
physical address. The bus unit then supplies the physical address, and eventually the data to
be written, or fetches the addressed data. The i486 also has four write buffers. If the i486 bus
is currently not available - for example, because the i486 is currently carrying out a cache line
fill - the processor writes the data into a write buffer first. The buffers may be filled at a rate
of one write process per clock cycle. The data is put into the four buffers in the order in which
it is output by the i486. If the bus becomes available later, the write buffers transfer the data to
the bus on their own. If, on the other hand, the i486 bus is immediately available in a write
process, the write buffers are bypassed and the write data is directly transferred to the bus. If
the write process leads to a cache hit, the data is stored in the on-chip cache in both cases.
Additionally, the i486 may alter the order of bus unit read and write accesses to further increase
performance. This is the case if all write accesses waiting in the write buffers for execution are
cache hits and the read access is a cache miss. Then the i486 carries out the read access first,
followed by the write accesses. This is possible because the read access does not reference a
memory location that has to be updated by one of these write accesses first. Thus the write
buffers enhance the performance of the i486 bus for several successive write accesses. If the bus
is unavailable for a short time then the CPU need not wait, but simply writes the data into the
buffers. The i386, on the other hand, implements no write buffers; the bus access may be
delayed, and the i386 performance thus degraded.
Additionally, the i486 has a cache line fill buffer with a width of 128 bits or 16 bytes. If a cache
line has to be reloaded after a cache miss, the bus interface does not write the 4-byte portions:
into the applicable cache line immediately. Instead they are written into the cache line fill buffer.
Not until this buffer is filled, that is, the complete cache line has been read from the external
memory, does the control logic transfer the content of the cache line fill buffer into the corresponding cache line in one step. It was mentioned above that the i486 has a five-stage instruction
pipeline. It performs the instructions and is a characteristic element of RISC processors. In the
following, I would like to describe this <<magic*, abbreviation.

9.3 A Star is Born - RISC Principles on a Hardware and
Software Level
The abbreviations RISC and CISC stand for redtrwd illstrlrcfion set computer and coq~lrx itrsfrJ’r_
tion set computer, respectively. The latter refers to microprocessors such as Intel’s 80x86 fan~il!
or Motorola’s 68000 generation, which is used (besides others) in Apple Macintosh compute’s,
Characteristic of CISC processors is their extensive instruction set of more than 300 machiire
instructions, the complex addressing schemes, and the rrricrorrrcodirr~ of the processor instructions. In contrast, RISC processors such as Intel’s i860, the MIPS R2000, R3000 and R4Oflfl an”
the SPARC processors have a significantly reduced instruction set.
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9.3.1 Surprising Results - Less is More
From Section 5.4, we already know that in the i386 the instructions are read into the prefetch
queue and are decoded by the decoding unit. Each instruction is not immediately executable but
is available as a so-called microprogram in a ROM within the processor. This is a significant
characteristic of CISCs. Without microprogramming, neither the extensive instruction set nor
the complex addressing schemes were possible.
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Another reason for the microprogramming concept was the significantly shorter access time of
the processor ROM containing the microcodes compared with that of the very expensive core
memory. The advances in memory technology, and especially the transition from core to today’s
semiconductor memories, has reversed this relationship. Due to the enormous integration of
memory chips and the accompanying decline in prices, today processors are much more expensive than memory, and it is no longer important whether the instruction code is very or somewhat less compact. In the mid-1970s, IBM performed a detailed statistical investigation, whose
unexpected but impressive results led to the development of RISCs:
- In a typical CISC processor program, approximately 20% of the instructions take up 80% of
program time.
- In some cases, the execution of a sequence of simple instructions runs quicker than a single
complex machine code instruction that has the same effect.
the first instance, the result is due to the different, but in principle, simple tasks executed by
the computer. The complex instructions are aimed mainly at a very small number of highly
complex tasks that seldom occur. In addition, the programmer’s familiarity with simple instructions must be considered. Furthermore, programs have an extensive number of branches (some
statistics show figures of up to 30% of program code for jumps, calls etc.). Thus, the very simple
MOV, TEST and branch instructions make up the majority of the machine code instructions that
are used.
In

The decoding time is mainly responsible for the second result. The instruction execution time
issued by processor manufacturers is only valid for instructions that have been decoded and are
already available for execution; the decoding time is not taken into consideration. The decoding
of very complex instructions can take a long time, whereas many simple instructions can be
Fded much more quickly, and in many circumstances can be used to perform the same task.
men looking at the first result a little more closely, the most obvious solution is to reduce the
quantity of instructions down to the necessary 20%, and to optimize them such that they can
be executed in the shortest possible time. Considerations such as this led to the concept of RlSC
Processors, which are no longer microencoded, but instead execute each instruction by hardwired
!pgiC without the need to access a microprogram. Therefore, most instructions can be completed
_$ithin a single clock cycle. Using an i386, the instruction MOV reg, reg requires two clock
3 cl es, whereas the i486 only requires one.
$9 Some respects, the i486 represents a hybrid between ClSC and RISC processors. The regularly
+sed instructions (for example, MOV), are hardwired in RISC fashion and, therefore, executed
8%
+tremely fast. In comparison, complex and less regularly used instructions are available in
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microencoded form. If you are programming specifically for the i486, you should consider
whether a sequence of simple instructions might be quicker than a complex instruction with the
same effect.

9.3.2 RISC Characteristics at a Hardware Level
The RISC concepts of the individual manufacturers are, naturally, slightly different. However,
many of the essential points are similar, such as:
reduction of the instruction set;
instruction pipelining: the interleaved execution of many instructions;
load/store architecture: only the load and store instructions have access to memory, all
others work with the internal processor registers;
unity of RISC processors and compilers: the compiler is no longer developed for a specific
chip, but instead, at the outset, the compiler is developed in conjunction with the chip to
produce one unit;
a modified register concept; in some RISC processors, for a fast subroutine call, the registers
are no longer managed as ax, bx, etc. but exist in the form of a variable window which allows
a alook,, at certain register files.
Reduced Instruction Set and Hardwired Instructions
Closely related to the abbreviation RISC is the reduction of the almost unlimited instruction set
of highly complex CISCs. One of the first prototypes that implemented the RISC concept, the
RISC-I, had 31 instructions, whereas its successor, the RISC-II, had 39. The simplicity of the
processor structure is shown by the reduced number of integrated transistors: in the RISC-11
there are only 41 000 (in comparison to more than one million in the i486 and three million in
the Pentium). What is also interesting is that the RISC prototypes already had an additional 011chip cache, which was larger than the actual processor. In the i486 the supporting units for the
processor take up more space on the processor chip than the highly efficient CPU itself.
One additional very important characteristic is that the instructions (or put somewhat better: tllc
hardwired Control Unit CU) are hardwired. This means that in a RISC processor, the Executioll
Unit EU is no longer controlled by the CU with the assistance of extensive microcodes. Instead,
the whole operation is achieved in the form of hardwired logic. This greatly accelerates the
execution of an instruction.
For example, in a CISC the complexity of a multiplication instruction is located in a ‘b’er!
extensive microcode which controls the ALU. For a RISC CPU the chip designers put thl‘
complexity in a complicated hardware multiplier. Typically, in a CISC CPU multiplications arr
carried out by many additions and shifts, whereas a RISC multiplier performs that operation i”
one or two (dependent on the precision) passes. Due to the reduced number of machine instrLtitions, there is now enough space on the chip for implementing such highly complex circuitrie’
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Instruction Pipelining
The execution structure of an instruction is, as a result of the basic microprocessor working
principles, the same for the majority of machine code instructions. The following steps must be
carried out:
-

read the instruction from memory (instruction fetching);
decode the instruction (decoding phase);
-where necessary, fetch operand(s) (operand fetching phase);
execute the instruction (execution phase);
write back the result (write-back phase).

The instruction is decoded during the decoding phase and, in most cases, the operand addresses
are determined. In a CISC processor this instruction step is performed by the bus interface and
the prefetcher as soon as there is enough space in the prefetch queue. Even the second step, the
decoding of the instruction, is executed in ihe decoding unit prior to the instruction execution
itself, thus the decoded microcode is available in the microcode queue. The remaining three
steps are executed by microcode in the Execution Unit (EU) under the control of the CU. In
normal circumstances, a single clock cycle is not sufficient, or the clock cycle must be very long,
that is, the clock frequency is very low.
Machine instructions are very well suited for pipelined execution. For comparison, let US look
at address pipelining, which we have already met. In one complete bus cycle there are at least
two very independent sequential processes: memory addressing and data transfer. Pipelined
addressing now means that the addressing phase of the following bus cycle overlaps with the
data transfer phase of the current bus cycle. Application of this principle to instruction pipelining
-means that the above-mentioned five basic phases for successive instructions are each shifted by
one stage relative to one another.
Decisive for the result of instruction pipelining is not that an instruction is e.recuted within a
cycle, but instead, that an instruction is completes for every cycle. What at first appears as
linguistically subtle, has enormous consequences. Here, each executable instruction is divided
‘bto a set number of sub-steps, such that the processor executes every sub-step in a single stage
if a pipeline in one single clock cycle. Thus, the intended aim is achieved: single cycle machine
instructions. This means that ideally, each machine code instruction is executed within one
Processor clock cycle, or, put another way: only one clock cycle per instruction is necessary, thus
Clocks Per Instruction (01) = 1. This is shown graphically in Figure 8.4.
k YOU can clearly see from the figure, the processor commences with the execution of the nlh
&instruction, as soon as the (n - l)lh instruction has left the first pipeline stage. In other words, the
controller unit starts the instruction fetching phase for the n Ih instruction as soon as the (n - IYh
btiction enters the decoding phase. In the given example of a five-stage pipeline, under ideal
$‘cumstances, five instructions can be found in different execution phases. It can be optimistimy assumed that a processor clock cycle (I’CLK) is necessary per instruction phase and, therefo
re, an instruction is always executed within five clock cycles. As there are five instructions
Shultaneously in the pipeline, which are each displaced bv one clock cycle (PCLK), an instruc:,ti”n result is available from the pipeline for each clock iycle (that is, each step contains an
$hction in differing stages). Normally, a register is situated between the individual pipeline
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Result k-4

Result k-3

Result k-2

Result k-l

Cycle n+4

Result k

Result k+l

Figure 9.4: Instruction pipefining. Every instruction is broken dawn into partial steps for execution in the fivestage pipeline. The parrial steps are executed within one single clock cycle. Thus, for example, the instruction k
needs five cycles to complete. But at the pipeline output an instruction result is available with each clock qcle.
steps; it serves as the output register for the preceding pipeline step and, at the same time, a5
the input register for the following pipeline step.
In comparison, without pipelining (as is normally the case with CISC processors), only the nlh
instruction is started, thus the instruction fetching phase of the nl” instruction only starts after
the (n - lYh instruction is completed; that is, after five clock cycles. Ideally, the overlapping of
the instructions alone leads to increase in speed by a factor of five (!) without the need for
increasing the clock frequency.
The five-stage pipeline represented in Figure 9.4 is just an example. With some processors, the
phases are combined into one single phase; for example, the decoding phase and the operand
fetching phase (which is closely linked to the decoding phase) may be executed in a single
pipeline stage. The result would be a four-stage pipeline. On the other hand, the individual
instruction phases can be sub-divided even further, until each element has its own subphase,
thus, through simplicity, very quick pipeline stages can be implemented. Such a strategy leads
to a supcrpiprlirmf orchitrctr~re with many pipeline stages (ten or more). The Alpha can achieve
its 300 MHz speed only with the use of such superpipelined architecture.
Another possibility for increasing the performance of a RISC microprocessor is the integration
of many pipelines operating in parallel. With this method, the result is a superscalar. One exan’pie is the Pentium with two parallel operating integer pipelines. 1 am sure you can imagine tnat,
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with this, the complexity of coordinating the components with one another is increased still
further. Here, not only the individual pipeline stages have to co-operate, but also the different
pipelines themselves.
Pipeline interlocks
You can recognize one serious problem for the implementation of instruction pipelining, for
example, with the two following instructions
ADLDD eax,

[ebxrecxl

MO” edx, [eaxrecxl
I

The value of the eax register for the address calculation of the second operand in the M O V
instruction is only known after the execution phase of the ADD instruction. On the other hand,
the MOV instruction can already be found in the decoding phase, where the operand addresses
[eax + ecx] are generated, while the ADD instruction is still in the execution phase. At this time,

the decoding phase cannot determine the operand address. The RISC CPU control unit must
recognize such pipeline interlocks, and react accordingly. The problem always appears when a
following instruction n + 1 (or n + 2) in an earlier pipeline stage needs the result of the instruction n from a later stage.
The simplest solution is to delay the operand calculation in the decoding phase by one clock
cycle. The Berkeley concept uses scoreboarding to deal with this pipeline obstruction. For this, a
bit is attached to each processor register. For machine instructions that refer to a processor
register, the bit is initially set by the control unit to show that the register value is not yet
defined. The bit is only removed, if the register is written to during the execution phase and its
new content is valid. If a subsequent instruction wishes to use the register as an operand source,
it checks whether the scoreboarding bit is set, that is, the content is undefined. If this is the case,
then the control unit holds back the execution of the new instruction until the storage stage
writes to the register and resets the associated scoreboarding bit.
Another possibility is offered by optimized compilers. They can simply insert NOPs (NoOperation Opcodes) or restructure the program code so that obstacles never occur. In this
example, it is apparent from the start that RISC hardware and software form a unit.
Register dependencies can be weakened by so-called register bypassing. This, for example, causes

the ALU to supply the result of the ADD instruction at the same time as the last pipeline stage
(write-back of the instruction result) and the input to the ALU. In this way, the ALU result is
available to the following instruction earlier, and the operand fetching phase is no longer
&plicable. Such coordination of the pipeline stages is, of course, very complicated, and there is
?J additional increase in the hardware work load. The technology of bypassing and forwarding
generally saves register read and write access, which do not contain logical operations.
5.
>e is a direct escalation of the problems with pipeline interlocks in superscalar processors:
,Fthis case, data dependencies do not just occur between individual stages of one pipeline, they
:i?so occur between the stages of different pipelines. On these grounds, the Pentium only uses
,$ pipelines in parallel for so-called 4mple~~ instructions, which reduce the probability of data
$3’ en d encies right, from the start.
.J
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If a memory operand occurs in the instruction, the CPU has to fetch the operand from the cache,
or worse, from main memory. Even an access to the extremely fast on-chip cache requires a
clock cycle. However, if the operand has to be fetched from the slower DRAM main memory,
several additional clock cycles are necessary. The continued transfer of the instruction from the
operand fetch stage to the execution stage then has to be delayed accordingly. Alternatively, the
processor can execute NOPs. Program execution is slowed down by both processes.
Pure RISC implementation has a load/store architecture in which only the two Load and Store
instructions have access to memory. In comparison, all other instructions (for example, ADD or
MOV) refer to internal processor registers (instructions such as ADD reg, mem are, therefore,
not possible). Even the load/store architecture leads to delayed loads, not just instructions with
extensive addressing like the instruction ADD eax, [ebx + ecx] mentioned earlier.
The Horizontal Machine Code Format
Few and simple instructions and, in particular, the customary RISC load/store architecture
enable a horizontal machine code format and a unified length of machine instruction. This
means that the individual positions in the opcode (nearly) always have the same meaning. This
greatly reduces the amount of decoding, therefore the decoding phase can be reduced and the
pipeline decoding stages can be simplified. For example, the i860 normally uses a 32.bit instruction format with predetermined segregation in the individual fields.
In comparison, ClSCs generally use a vertical machine code format, which distinguishes itself
by its compactness and powerful coding. The result is that the opcodes have differing lengths
(with an i386, between one byte for NOP and a maximum of 15 bytes). This is especially true
of the x86 processors, with their prefixes and their various addressing formats. The decoding
of such highly coded instruction formats can only be performed with the help of microcode,
because the necessary decoding circuitry would be too complicated.
Register Files
1 have already mentioned that fast processors are slowed down by memory accesses. In particular, the slow main memory should be accessed as little as possible. In other words, man)
operands must be stored in the processor itself. This requires a large number of processor
registers. It is better to turn disadvantages into advantages and, thus, throw out the old ConCeFt
of general-purpose registers used in ClSCs (originally just a continuation of the limited integration possibilities from 20 years ago).
Modern RISC CPUs therefore have register files. Typically, they comprise between 32 and 204s
(or even more) registers with uniform qualities. There is no special register available (like, for
example, ECX in the i386 for counting loops). A simple general-purpose register file is the
simplest register structure for a RISC processor (Figure 9.5a). It consists of 32 registers in a stack,
similar to the eight floating-point registers FP(0) to Fl’(7) that we learnt about previously in the
i387. RlSC processors using the Stanford concept (for example, R2000 to R6000) generally work
with such a register file.
To overcome the problem of saving complete register files when a subroutine is called, s(lll”
RISC CI’Us implement so-called rn~rlti;~lc rc:\~stcr j~lrs. Each sub-section of these multiple regisfrr

I
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Figure 9.5: Vnrious register file structures. (n) Simple register file (MIPS, R2000, R3000), (b) several logtcnl
register fires for each nesting Irvel; one p/ysicnl register file.

files contains its own complete logical register file, managed by a register file pointer (Figure 9.5b).
When a CALL occurs, the register file pointer is simply switched one file further (upwards)
and then points to a register file that is currently not in use; this is then assigned to the called
subroutine. In this way, the storing of register values in memory for a CALL becomes unnecessary. If a RETURN from the subroutine causes a return to the called program, then the CPU
simply switches the register file pointer back by one, and the program can then, once again,
((seen the old register values.
The register file concept can be expanded further. For example, there are partially overlapping
register files within a multi-register file. Thus, the input parameters for a subroutine are stored
in the physically identical registers of the calling routine as the output parameters. Moreover,
in principle, there can be several multi--register files which are, for instance, attached to different
tasks. With an increasing number of registers the diffentiation between register file and data
cache vanishes more and more.

4.3.3 RISC Characteristics at a Software Level
i,
,y machines, for the implementation of high level language architecture, require the support
$,an optimized compiler in order to achieve a high efficiency of any sort. First, in this case, the
assembler plays almost no part at all, because the code optimization for an instruction pipeline
isvery difficult and can hardly be achieved by an assembler programmer. Developing optimized
/‘&
:. e would require many test runs under various circumstances. Without high level languages,
f$ application programmer has to concentrate on the technical details, such as the pipelines and
,-$eb interlocks - a very extensive and, therefore, error-prone task.
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RISC Processor and Compiler as an Undividable Unit
An important characteristic of the RISC concept is the unit of processor and compiler. Until
recently, it was normal for one development team to develop the processor and for another to
be responsible for the compiler and system software. The dialogue between processor and
software took place via a defined interface, that of the processor instruction set. Today’s RISC
concepts create a single unit right from the start. The RISC chip only contains instructions that
reduce the work of the compiler and accelerate program execution. The homogeneity of the
compiler and processor enables considerably more effective program optimization using the
compiler than is possible with commercial CISC processors and a thrown-in compiler.
The early synchronization of hardware development and the machine code instruction set is
absolutely necessary because of the hardwiring of the control unit. A change to the instruction
set, or even a single machine code instruction, requires a total redesign of the control unit - a
rather extensive enterprise. In comparison, the microcode in the microencoded units of the CISC
processor can, even after development of the hardware, be changed within certain limits so that
the content of the microcode ROM is suitably matched. For example, a few new instructions can
be inserted, or already implemented instructions can be modified, without the need to change
the control unit of the CPU extensively.
Delayed Jump, Delayed Branch and Delay Slots
Jump and branch instructions constitute a large number of the machine code instructions
(according to investigations, approximately 30%). They have an undesirable effect on instruction
pipelining. The instruction fetching phase takes place in the first pipeline stage, and the current
instruction pointer value determines the address of the instruction to be fetched. If a jump or
branch occurs, that is, if a branch instruction leads to a new instruction address, then the new
value for the instruction pointer is only known after the execution phase. This is identified as
a delayed jump or delayed branch, because the jump or branch is executed with a delay. While the
jump or branch instruction was passing through the pipeline, many more new instructions were
being loaded into the pipeline. This does not cause a problem if the processor does not execute
the jump, because the program execution is continued sequentially. This, of course, is not the
case if the jump or branch is actually executed. Depending on the length of the pipeline,
the processor has already partially executed a number of instructions which, due to the branch,
should not actually have been executed. This can lead to further problems. For example, if
the instruction that follows the jump instruction is already in the execution phase, possible
changes could occur to processor flags or other things, because during the write-back phase of
the jump instruction the value of the instruction pointer is changed. Therefore, the control unit
must ensure that such effects do not occur, and that once the jump instruction is executeLi
the pipeline is flushed. Alternatively, the compiler can insert one or more NOP instructions
directly after the jump instruction; these have no effect. This process is schematically shown in
Figure 9.6.
Note that the NOPs are in the sequential control flow and not in the jump target. This me:j115
that the NOPs are almost always executed completely, independently of whether or not the
jump is actually executed.
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Cycle n+5

Figure 9.6: Delayed bmnch with inserfed NOPs. Without pipelining and delayed brmch the processor would
continue execution with the firs/ instrucfion at the jump target (here: AND) immedintefy after the branch
instruction. Becnusr of i?rstructiotl pipelinirtg, several NOPs have to be inserted after the JMP instruction (four
NOPs with the five-stage pipeline) so that the processor does not provide any incorrect result. Not before cycle
n +4 does the processor carry out the rurttr-back of the operation result, that is, it writes the instruction pointer
with the jump target address. I‘here~orr, instructiorl AND at the target address cannot occur before cycle n + 5.
A better method is to rearrange the code generated, so that the processor can execute useful
instructions instead of NOPs, without producing nonsense. The positions where previously the
NOPs were located are identified as being branch delay slots, in which the compiler can insert
other instructions. This again emphasizes that RISCs require a much more elaborate cooperation
between hardware and software than was necessary when using CISC processors (although
even there a more or less intelligent reordering of jump instructions may affect the performance
significantly, due to the prefetch queue and instruction decoding). If compiler and CPU are not
synchronized then a performance decrease of 50% or more can appear. For that reason, the
Pentium implements many support functions so that software companies can design compilers
and applications providing the best possible performance. Among these support functions,
Performance monitoring is the most important. This allows you to determine cache hit rates, the
frequency of interlocks and many other things.

.I?.4
,< i486 Pipeline
,;.fie different CPU units of the i486 can, in a sense, operate in parallel, in that during the
’ ‘eXe cution of an instruction the next instruction can be decoded and the instruction following
p3
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that can be fetched. The i486 pipeline is, therefore, more of a relatively loose connection between
the separate functional units than the closely coupled model shown in Figure 9.4. One cause of
this is the very different complexity and execution time of the separate instructions (which is
reflected in the large difference in workload required for decoding). Through the parallel operation of the prefetcher, decoder, and execution unit as well as a register write stage, instruction
pipelining is performed. A <<true N RISC pipeline, that is, a pipeline with closely joined stages,
is first realized in the Pentium. In Figure 9.7 you can see the functional structure of the i486
pipeline.

The first stage in the pipeline - the prefetch stage - reads 16-byte instruction blocks fronl
memory into the prefetch queue and, simultaneously, into the on-chip cache. For this, the i4N
can use the burst mode (see Section 9.6). In total, the prefetch queue has enough room for t\\c’
such 16 byte units; it contains 32 bytes, and so is twice the size of that in the i386.
The decoding unit forms the second and third stages in the i486 pipeline. It converts sin@
machine instructions directly into control instructions for the control unit, and more com$\
machine instructions into microcode jump addresses. In the latter case, the microcode is tranbferred to the control unit where it controls the execution of the instruction. The fact that the fiJ-st
decoding stage can instigate a memory access has a considerable effect on the performanct
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of the pipeline. The decoding stages one and two correspond to the decode and operand fetch
stages in the true RISC pipeline model shown in Figure 9.4.
The two-stage decoding is necessary due to the complex CISC instructions of the i486; it does,
however, also produce considerable increases in performance when memory operands must be
loaded. In this case, the first decoding stage sends out a memory access. If the operand is located
in the on-chip cache, it can be read from the on-chip cache in one clock cycle, during which the
instruction is processed in the second decoding stage. The memory operand is, therefore, available during the execution phase of the instruction without hindering the pipeline. This is true
for the combination of a load instruction (MOV eax, mem32) and a subsequent instruction that
uses or affects the loaded operand (such as ADD eax, ebx). The ADD instruction is immediately
available for the operand mem32 loaded into the accumulator EAX. This is also true if the ADD
instruction contains a memory operand similar to the example shown in Figure 9.7. In this way,
the i486 pipeline supports effective program code that already exists, but which is not optimized
for the pipelining of instructions, for example, through the rearranging of code and delayed
load. In addition to the register-register instruction MOV eax, ebx, the memory-register instruction MOV eax, mem32 is also executed in only one clock cycle.
During the execution step, the control unit interprets the control signals or the microcode jump
addresses and controls the ALU, floating-point unit or other logic element of the i486 in order
to carry out the instruction. This can take one or more clock cycles, depending on the instruction. The execution of the subsequent already decoded instruction is delayed until the current
instruction has been fully executed.
The last pipeline stage writes the result of the instruction into the target register (if the instruction has specified a register as the target) or a temporary register for the output back to memory
(ii the instruction specified a memory operand as the target).
The i486 recognizes exceptions and software interrupts as soon as the corresponding instruction
is executed in the execution stage of the pipeline. All instructions that are already in one of the
following stages are completed; all instructions in the prefetch and decode stage, on the conbary, are invalidated. In the unpipelined i386 the processor doesn’t need to invalidate any
instruction.
on the other hand, external hardware interrupt requests are asynchronous and are triggered by
a signal with the corresponding level at an interrupt input. For this, it is necessary for the i486
to continually check the actual interrupt input. This always occurs when a new instruction is
loaded into the execution stage EX. As with a softnrare interrupt or an exception, the i486
completes all instructions that are located in a subsequent pipeline stage, and the instructions
in the prefetch and the decoding stage are invalidated. The interrupt is handled when the
Preceding instructions have been completed. Instructions that remain in the EX stage for more
than one cycle, and also pipeline stalls, cause a delav in the recognition of the interrupt. This is
similar to the i386 without instruction pipelining. The i.386 checks the interrupt inputs when it
has executed an instruction. Due to the large variation in execution times of the various microencoded instructions, the average interrupt delay time is clearly more than one processor clock
cycle. In real mode, as previously in the i386, the first 1024 (lk) bytes are reserved for the interQPt vector table. The i486 manages these tables, also in real mode, through the lnterrupt
DWiptor Table Register (IDTR). It stores the base address and the limit of the real mode
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descriptor table. After a processor reset, the IDTR is loaded with the value OOOOOOOOh for the
base and 03ffh for the limit. This corresponds exactly to a 1 kbyte table in segment OOOOh at
offset OOOOh. With the help of the two LIDT (load IDTR) and SIDT (store IDTR) instructions vou
can change this value and store the table with a different size, at a different position in the real
mode address space. Note that the table can also store all of the vectors for the interrupts that
can possibly occur. Otherwise, an exception 8 (double fault) is the result.

9.5 i486 On-chip Cache
As already mentioned, the i486 chip holds an 8 kbyte cache for code and data. It is 4-way setassociative, and comprises 128 sets at a cache line size of 16 bytes. In burst mode, one cache line
can be read within four contiguous transfer cycles via the 32-bit data bus, or written back into
memory.
Cache flushes can be issued by external hardware and software instructions. If a low-level signal
is present at the FLUSH pin, a hardware-initiated cache flush is performed. The i486 writes all
modified lines back into memory and generates a flush acknowledge cycle. For a cache flush by
software there are the two instructions, INVD (Invalidate Data Cache) and WBINVD (Write Back
and Invalidate Data Cache). In both cases, the i486 generates a flush special cycle to indicate the
invalidation.
The cache doesn’t support the MESI protocol with its four states but invalidation cycles via the
signals AHOLD and EADS (Section 9.6.3). For the i486 cache the hardware implements only a
write-through strategy. Replacement of cache lines in the on-chip cache is carried out using a
pseudo LRU algorithm which is shown in Figure 8.4. Figure 9.8 shows the structure of the ta’6
and memory entries for the on-chip cache.

Cache Directory Entry

Cache Memory Entry

The on-chip cache can be enabled or disabled by setting or clearing the CD bit in the CR0 control
register. The structure of this control register CR0 is shown in Figure 9.9. Bits which are significant for the cache are shaded.

Figure 9.9: Control register CR0
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The effects of the four possible combinations of both control bits for the i486 on-chip cache are
summarized in the following.
CD=O, NW=0
Read accesses are dealt with by the cache when a hit occurs. Misses initiate a cache line fill, if
the values are cachable (KEN at a low level). Thus, the on-chip cache is fully enabled. Independent of a cache hit, for write accesses the i486 always generates an external write cycle. Thus,
the cache operates using a write-through strategy.
CD=O, NW=1
This bit combination is invalid.
CD=l, NW=0
Read accesses are dealt with by the cache when a hit occurs. Misses do not initiate a cache line
fill, because the cache is disabled by CD = 1. Write data always appears on the external bus.
CD=l, NW=1
Read accesses are dealt with by the cache when a hit occurs. Misses do not initiate a cache line
till, because the cache, as above, is disabled by CD = 1. Write accesses may update the cache and
are switched through to the external bus.
YOU can see that the CD bit only disables cache line fills but not the cache function itself. If the
on-chip cache should actually be disabled, you must additionally issue a cache flush. Then, all
entries are invalidated and therefore no cache hits can occur. CD = 1 blocks the otherwise
generated line fills.
With the two new bits, PCD and PWT, in the page directory entry or page table entry you can
define individual pages as cachable or non-cachable. For that the paging unit PU must be
enabled. Also, in control register CR3 two such entries are available for the page directory. In
Figure 9.10 you can see the structure of the entries - the bits which are important for the caching
function are shaded.
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Page Directory Entry
31

16 15

12 11

9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

Page Table Entry
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Page Frame Address
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9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0
II
I
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CR3 Register
31

16 15
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIItIl
Page Directory Base Register (PDBR)
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If the PCD-bit is reset, the page data can be transferred to the on-chip cache, that is, a cache line
fill is executed, if KEN is at a low level, too. If, on the other hand, the PCD-bit is set (equals I),
then no data of the written page can be loaded into the cache, even if there is ndthing to stop
it from the hardware side (low level KEN signal). If the PWT-bit equals 0, that is, reset, then
the cache should use a write-back strategy for the data of the page. If PWT is set (equals l), then
the page requires a write-through strategy. Naturally, the value of PWT has no effect if no
caching is necessary for the page, or the hardware (as in the i486) implements a write-through
strategy. During a memory access, the effective values of PCD and PWT are given by the PCD
and I’WT pins, respectively. If an L2-cache is available, the signals can be used to individually
match an applicable cache strategy to the current memory access.

9.6

i486 and i386/i387 - Differences and Similarities

As a member of the 80x86 family, the i486 is downward-compatible with the i386/i387 combination. In the following sections only the main differences between the two are compared, and
new internals introduced.

9.6.1 Differences in Register Structures
The EFlag register of the i486 (Figure 9.11) has been expanded to include the AC, or Alignn~e~~f
Check, flag. The alignment check is implemented in the i486 so that misaligned accesses to
memory can be identified.

I
31

AC:
V:
R:
N:
IOPL:

Alignment Check
Vwiual6066 Mode
Resume
Nested Task
l/O Privilege Level

18

0: Overflow
D: Direction
I:
Interrupt Enable
TF: Trap

1615

S:
2:
A:
P:
C:

7

0

Sign
zero
Auxiliary Carry
Parity
Carry

F&we 9.12: 286 cflq re@w.

If the AC flag is set, the i486 generates an exception and the corresponding interrupt 17 if an
alignment error occurs. The alignment check only affects programs with a privilege level of ?,
a misalignment in programs with privilege levels O-2 is ignored. Alignment errors occur witll
word accesses to uneven addresses, double word accesses to addresses that are not a multil+
of four, or 8 byte accesses to addresses that are not multiples of eight. All other flags art’
unchanged in comparison to the i386.
In addition to supporting caching, control register CR0 has other roles. Therefore, it has five re”’
bits (including the caching control bits). Figure 9.12 shows the new structure of control rcgi:ster
CRO. All new bits are shaded.
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As already explained in Section 9.5, bits CD and NW control the operating mode of the i486 onchip cache, therefore details are not repeated here.
With the AM bit it is possible to define whether the AC bit in the EFlag register can issue an
alignment exception. A set AM bit allows exceptions, and a cleared one masks the AC flag, thus
the AM bit has a higher priority than the AC flag.
With the WP bit it is possible to protect pages marked as read-only in the page table entry
against overwriting by a supervisor, that is, a program with a privilege level of O-2. With the
i386, on the other hand, read-only pages can always be overwritten by a supervisor. The more
restricted protection mechanism (by segmentation in the protected mode) is not affected by this.
It still has a higher priority. With the WP bit, segment areas can be protected against overwriting.
The protection mechanisms of the protected mode, however, protect complete segments and not
just parts of them. This is very important for operating systems with (<flat>> memory models (for
example, UNIX), because these systems use only a single segment. On an i386/i486, this segment can comprise 4 Gbytes of memory. With the WP bit it is possible to emulate the segmentby-segment protection of the segmented memory model.
The NE bit controls the behaviour of the i486 when a non-masked numerics exception occurs.
If NE is set then the exception is handled by means of interrupt 10h and the i486 issues an
interrupt 10h. With a cleared NE bit, the exception is serviced with an external hardware interrupt, ensuring compatibility with DOS systems. For this purpose, the i486 recognizes the IGNNE
and FERR signals. If an inactive (high-level) signal is applied to the IGNNE input of the i486,
then the processor activates the FERR signal if a numeric error occurs. An external interrupt
controller may receive the signal and issue a hardware interrupt request to the i486. During the
course of its acknowledgement, the controller supplies the i486 with the handler address. In
PCs, FERR is identical to IRQ13 and an interrupt 75h is issued. The LMSW instruction, supported by the i486 for compatibility reasons, does not alter the NE bit. This doesn’t apply to the
i386 because the NE bit wasn’t implemented until the i486. The ET bit (Extension Type) which
could be altered in the i386 and which indicated the coprocessor (i387, ET = 1; 80287, ET = O), is
hardwired in the i486 to a value of 1. The i486 has an on-chip coprocessor which functionally
corresponds to the i387.

8.6.2 Differences in Memory Management
b-~ the i486, the structure of the page table entry also retlects the caching through the use of two
new bits. In Figure 9.13 you can see the format of an i486 page table entry. The additional bits
compared to the i486 are shaded.
The two new PCD and I’WT-bits define the cache strategy individually for each page. A set P C D
bit prevents data in a page from being transferred to the on-chip cache. A reset I’CD bit, on the
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Page Frame Address 31...12

AVAIL: mallable for operating SyStem
dirty
D:
1 =page has been overwritten
A:
accessed
l=pagehasbeen accessed
CD or PCD, page cache disable
1 =cachlng of page disabled
WT or PWT: page write-through
1 =page with write-through strategy
U/S: user/supervisor
1 =user (privilege level 3)
RW: read/write
l=page readable and writeable
page present
P:
1 =page in memory
Figure 9.13: i486

page

table

entry.

AVAIL

res

D A “0 5 $, $ P

O=page has not been altered
O=page has not been accessed
Oxaching enabled
O=write-back strategy possible
O=supervisor (privilege level 0..2)
O=page is read-only
O=page swapped

1

other hand, permits the caching of data located in the applicable page. If PWI is set, the i486 uses
a write-through strategy for the applicable page. If PWT equals 0, then if a write hit occurs, the
data is only written to the cache and not to the main storage area. You will also find these two
new bits in the CR3 control register (Figure 9.10), where they have the same meaning. However,
in the control register, they apply to the page directory entry and not to the page table entry.
If the
which
When
taken

i486 accesses a page in the external memory, it sends signals to the PWT and PCD pins,
correspond to the bits PWT and PCD in the page table entry or page table directory.
paging is enabled, if the PE-bit in the control register CR0 equals 0, PCD and PWT are
as 0 independently of their actual value in CR3.

In addition to test registers TR6 and TR7 in the i386 for testing the translation lookaside buffer,
the i486 has three additional test registers, TR3 to TR5. They serve for testing the i486 on-chip
cache.

9.6.3 i486 R e s e t
Like the i386, with a reset the i486 can be made to perform an internal self-test. This occurs when
the AHOLD pin remains at a high level for two clock cycles, before and after the activation of
the reset signal. The self-test checks the CPU logic as well as the on-chip cache and the floatingpoint unit. After completion, the high-order DX-byte contains the value 04h (for i486) and tl:e
low byte contains the version number. As was the case in the i386, the i486 also starts operation
at the address fffffffoh. After the first intersegment jump or call, the address lines A31-A20 drop
to low level, and the i486 addresses in real mode only the first Mbyte of its address space. Tab12
9.1 summarizes the initialization values after a reset.
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Register

Value

EFlag
CR0
EIP
CS
DS
5s
ES
FS
GS
EDX
all others

uuuuuuuu
ouuuuuuu
00000000
11110000
00000000
00000000
00000000
00000000
00000000
00000000
uuuuuuuu
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uuuuuuoo 00000000 00000010=uuuu0002h
uuuuuuuu uuuuuuuu uuuuOoDO=uuuuuuuOh
00000000 11111111 111 l0000=OOOOfffOh
00000000=f000h"
00000000=0000h
00000000=0000h
00000000=0000h
00000000=0000h
00000000=0000h
00000000 00000100 version=000004xxh
uuuuuuuu uuuuuuuu uuuuuuuu=uuuuuuuuh

') base address = ffffOOOOh, limit = ffffh (segment descriptor cache register).
u: undefined
i387-FPU:
control word

37fh

status word

xy00h”

tag word

ffffh

all exceptions masked, prectsion 64 btts,
rounding to nearest
all exceptlons cleared, TOP=OOOb'),
condttton code undefined, B=O
all registers empty

“x=0 or x=4,O<y<_7
D TOP points to register 7 (1 1 lb) after the first PUSh Instructton.
the stack grows downward.
Table 9.1: i486 register contmts after a processor resef

9.6.4 i486 Real Mode
The real mode of the i486 is entirely compatible with that in the i386. For the calculation of linear

and, at the same time, physical addresses, the i486 shifts the value in a segment register by four
bit positions to the left and, as usual, adds the offset or the effective address. This produces
physical addresses between OOOOOOh and IOffefh. Even though the offset register contains 32
bits, you cannot generate offset values greater than ffffh without causing an interrupt 12 (Och)
or 13 (Odh). Also in the i486, the address space in real mode is limited to just over 1 Mbyte. All
other characteristics of the i386 real mode also apply to the i486 real mode. You will find more
details in Chapter 3.

9.6.5 i486 Protected Mode
Ah, the protected mode of the i486 is compatible with the protected mode of the i386. The use
of segment register values as segment selectors and the interpretation of segment descriptors
remain unchanged. The i486 protected mode can effectively support multitasking operating
.systems in exactly the same way as that of the i386. The complete physical 32-bit address space
:; LMth a 4 Gbyte capacity is accessible. The memory of the i486 is managed with the help of the
I
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memory management registers GDTR, LDTR, IDTR and TR. Protected mode is discussed in
Section 3.7.

9.6.6 i486 Virtual 8086 Mode
The virtual 8086 mode of the i486 is identical to the virtual 8086 mode of the i386. It has a great
importance for DOS compatibility boxes of the OS/2 and Windows NT operating systems, and
also for the operating system extension Windows. In this way, the performance should be
increased. The main problem is, as in the i386, that DOS programs very often issue interrupts
to call operating system functions. The handling of such interrupts in a real mode manner, but
under the protected mode monitor in virtual 8086 mode, takes a long time. The main reason for
this is the lengthy switching between the virtual 8086 program, the virtual 8086 monitor and the
emulation routines for the required operating system functions. Only the Pentium implements
a so-called <<virtual interrupt,, for accelerating the interrupt handling in virtual 8086 mode.

9.6.7 Integer Core and Floating-point Unit
Between the i386 and i387, data and opcodes must be exchanged through the usual I/O bus
cycles. This takes a considerable time, because every bus cycle lasts two CLK cycles, and only
32 bits can be transferred via the bus. This restriction is obsolete in the i486. Due to the on-chip
floating-point unit, no bus cycles are necessary for a data exchange between the CPU core and
the floating-point unit. Moreover, whole operands and opcodes are transferred in one operation,
even if they are larger than 32 bits. This is achieved by a wide internal data bus, and its effect
is especially noticeable with simple instructions such as FADD or FSUB with a memory operand. Here, all the bus cycles previously necessary for transferring the operand to the coprocessor
are obsolete. For an i386/i387 these transfer cycles sometimes require more time than the actual
floating-point calculation itself.
The i486 FPU has an improved hardware multiplier which is able to process eight bits in 01~’
clock cycle (the i387 can handle only two). Note that even the i486 multiplier is not a full
multiplier, because only subgroups and not all operand bits are processed in one instance.
Therefore, the i486 multiplier requires the assistance of microcode (as do many other components, too). Although the floating-point unit and the integer core both access the same microcode
ROM, and thus interfere with each other, the floating-point instructions can be executed in
parallel to the CPU core instructions once started.
The on-chip cache also contributes to performance enhancement compared to the i386/i387. Due
to the rather poor register set of only eight floating-point registers, the operand must be frequently stored in or read from memory. Therefore, the significantly faster cache accesses accelerate the floating-point calculations.

9.6.8 FPU Exceptions
Unlike the i386/i387 combination the i486 doesn’t generate an exception 9 (coprocessor segm’“”
overflow). Instead it uses the more general exception 13, indicating a general protection fallit.
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It is issued when an operand spans an address area in protected mode which is not covered by
the operand’s segment. This is similar to the fault condition for exception 9. Because in the i486
the CPU and FPU are no longer separate, the distinction between exception 9 (which originates
in the i387 FPU) and exception 13 (which is issued by the i386 CPU) is no longer applicable.

9.6.9 Translation Lookaside Buffer (TLB)
As in the i386, the i486 TLB is organized as a four-way set-associative memory, and uses a
pseudo LRU replacement strategy in the same way as the on-chip cache (the i386, on the
contrary, uses a random replacement strategy). Each set comprises eight entries, thus the complete TLB can accommodate in its four sets a total of 32 entries. The tag part consists of a 17bit tag together with the four page protection bits valid (V), user/supervisor (U/S), read/write
(R/W) and dirty (D). The data part of an entry holds the 20 bits of the physical address and the
two page attributes PCD and PWT. Like the on-chip cache, one LRU entry is formed for the four
ways. It consists of the three LRU bits L, to L,. The entries are replaced using the pseudo LRU
replacement strategy shown in Figure 8.4 when a page access leads to a TLB miss. Due to the
somewhat altered TLB structure (especially in view of the pseudo LRU replacement strategy
instead of the random strategy), test registers TR6 and TR7 for testing the TLB, as well as the
testing procedure itself, are changed. More details about this in Section 9.8.2.

9.7 i486 B u s
The i486 has a very flexible bus in view of its sizeand cycle behaviour. The data bus can be
-

operated with a width of 8, 16 and 32 bits by the BS8 and BS16 signals. The bus width can be
defined separately and independently for every cycle, and need not be predefined at the time
system design. Thus the i486can cooperate flexibly with memories and peripherals of various
widths. Note that there is no NA terminal (Next Address) for controlling an eventual address
pipelining. The i486 does not perform such bus cycles. However, the new burst mode increases
the transfer rate significantly. Burst mode and address pipelining have now been combined in

of

the Pentium.

9.7.1 Burst Cycles
For the transfer of large amounts of data, the i486 implements a new bus mode called hrrst ~rmf~.
h normal mode one bus cycle without wait states lasts two clock cycles, as is the case for the
@6. Therefore, the i486 can read or write one quantity within two processor clock CYC~S. In
bust mode the time necessary for transferring one quantity is reduced to one clock cycle, thus
the bansfer rate is doubled. The burst mode is subject to some restrictions, though, and is
therefore not always applicable.
Aburst cycle is started by a first normal memory access which lasts for two clock cycles. With
an inactive BLAST during the second clock cycle, the i486 indicates that it wants to execute a
&st cycle. If the addressed system is able to carry out a burst cycle it reacts by activating the
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BRDY signal. All further accesses then last for only one clock cycle. To terminate the burst cycle,
the i486 activates the BLAST signal in the final access, showing that the last value of the current
-~
burst cycle is transferred with the next BRDY or RDY. Figure 9.14 shows a signal diagram for
a 2-l-l-l burst.

CLK

[

Address [

BRDY

[

BLAST [

Data

[

Figure 9.14: In i486 burst mode the bus cycle

for a 16-byte address area is shortened from two to one processor
clock cycle; only the first access needs troo clock cycles. Thus, one line of the internal cache cm be filled zq
quickly, namely within five instead of eight PCLK cycles. The cycle shown is also called 2-1-1-I burst.

The burst cycle is restricted in that the amount of data to be transferred within one burst cycle
must fall into a single 16-byte area which starts at a 16-byte boundary, that is, their addresses
must be in the range xxxxxxxOh to xxxxxxxfh (xxxxxxx = OOOOOOOh to fffffffh). This corresponds
to a cache line in the internal cache memory. If the required data goes beyond this address area,
then the burst cycle
must- be split into two cycles. Because of this address area restriction, onl!
the A2, A3 and BEO-BE3 address signals change during a burst cycle; all other relevant signals
like A31-A4, M/m, D/c and W/R remain the same. The addressed external system is thus
able to determine the address of the succeeding transfers easily and efficiently. The decode
overhead is therefore reduced, and only one clock cycle is required.
The name 2-l-l-l burst comes from the fact that the first bus cycle lasts two PCLK cycles hiit
the following three only last one clock cycle each. If additional wait states are necessary the
numbers increase accordingly. For example, a 3-2-Z-Z burst means that for every individual
access there is one additional wait cycle.
The burst cycle is particularly suited to filling a cache line which comprises exactly 16 bytes an’
starts at a 14byte boundary, or loading a TSS during the course of a task switch, as well as for
descriptors. Unfortunately, write cycles can only be carried out in burst mode up to 32 bits. Ii
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the full width of the i486 data bus (32 bits) is used, then no advantages result from the burst
mode for a data write. Only if the data bus is set to a width of 8 or 16 bits by means of theBS8
andBS16 signals is the write operation carried out faster in burst mode.

4
1t

)i-

‘f’hus, 16 bytes at most can be read in burst mode. With a data bus width of 32 bits, four read
cycles are required in total. In burst mode the i486 needs 2 + 3 = 5 clock cycles for this. The
transfer rate of 16 bytes within five clock cycles on a 50 MHz i486 corresponds to a burst transfer
rate of 160 Mbyte/s. However, when looking at this huge number, note that this rate is only
valid for 0.1 ps and, moreover, may only be achieved for read accesses. For a data write without
wait states, the transfer rate reaches 100 Mbyte/s. This is, nevertheless, a remarkable value. Fast
hard disk drives, on the other hand, allow only a transfer rate of about 2-4 Mbyte/s. Thus, the
processor bus is not the bottleneck in the system; the (unfortunately very effective) breaks are
located elsewhere. (These bottlenecks are discussed later.)

9.7.2 Special Cycles
In addition to the shutdown and halt special cycles known already from the i386, the i486 has
two more special cycles which apply to the cache. These are the so-called <(flush,, and (<writebacks> cycles. In general, special cycles are indicated by -the combination
(001) of the signals
M/m, D/c, W/R and differentiated by the levels of BEO-BE3. Table 9.2 lists the various
levels. Special cycles must be acknowledged by the system as usual bus cycles with a lowlevel RDY or BRDY.
Cz

BEZ

CKl

BE0

Special cycle

0
1
1
1

1
0
1
1

1
1
0
1

1
1
1
0

write-back
halt
flush
shutdown

Table 9.2: i486 speck1 bus cycles kigttnls Ml s, D/c, VI/ ?? =O,O,I)
special cycle (1101) if it has executed an INVD (invalidate cache) or
WINVD (write-back and invalidate cache). Note that in the case of WBINVD, the i486 firstly
executes a write-back cycle and then finally sends out a flush cycle. The flush special cycle only
shows that the internal cache has been invalidated. It does not indicate whether the changed
data has also been written back. The external system can use the flush special cycle, for example,
to send out a cache flush for the L2-cache also, if one is available. Without this special cycle, the
external system could otherwise not differentiate between a cache flush with a write-back of the
Todified cache lines through WBINVD, and a normal write-back. Although the i486 on-chip
cache implements a write-through strategy and therefore INVD and WBlNVD have the same
‘@ffect on the Ll-cache (only an invalidation), the write-back special cycle explained in the following
informs a write-back L2-cache whether an INVD or WBINVD is executed by the i486.
c

The i486 issues a flush

ut
he
Ial

;pe .1486 sends out a

write-bnck spcinl qcle (Olll), only after a WBlNVD instruction has been
ed. In this way, it indicates that all modified cache lines in the on-chip cache have been
n back to the main memory or to an intermediate second-level cache (note that this does
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not apply to the write-through Ll-cache of the i486). The system can use the write-back special
cycle, for example, to finally write back all modified cache lines in the L2-cache to the mam
memory. Immediately after a write-back special cycle, the i486 sends out an additional flush
cycle.

9.
FO
tb
TF

9.7.3 Invalidation Cycles
Inquiry cycles are used for ensuring the consistency of the i486 on-chip cache and an external
L2-cache or main memory, when another busmaster may access the L2-cache or main memory
without using the i486. If the external busmaster overwrites an entry there which is also used
by the i486 on-chip cache, then the Ll-cache entry is no longer up to date. The corresponding
cache line must be invalidated. For this purpose, the external busmaster (or system controller)
drives an invalidation cycle by activating the AHOLD signal first. The i486 switches the address
terminals A31-A4 into a state which enables the input of an external address. A3 and A2 are
not required because the 16-byte cache line must be replaced as a whole, and can therefore be
addressed at a boundary. Immediately afterwards, the address of the applicable memory location is applied and EADS is enabled. The i486 then fetches the supplied address.
In such an externally initiated inquiry cycle, as in normal memory accesses, the tag logic of the
on-chip cache checks whether the address is located in the tag memory and, thus, whether the
corresponding value is available in the on-chip cache. In an inquiry cycle, the address originates
in the external logic; in a normal memory cycle, on the other hand, it originates from the CPU
core. In both cases, the address comparator compares the cache control, tag and transferred
addresses to determine either a hit or a miss. If a hit has occurred, the i486 invalidates the
corresponding cache line. An explicit write-back process is not necessary because, due to t h e
fixed write-through strategy, all write accesses are switched through to the La-cache or main
memory. The invalidation should only avoid the on-chip cache being referenced for read
accesses and provided with an out-dated value.

9.8 Test Functions
All i486 models have some in-built test functions, such as the internal self-test BIST (built-in selftest), testing of the TLB, checking the on-chip cache and, for the DX/50 MHz and all SX and
DXZ/DX4 derivatives, the JTAG boundary scan test. More about this in the following.
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BIST tests the internal logic, the microcode ROM, the on-chip cache and the TLB. The i486 stores
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9.8.2 Testing the TLB
For testing the TLB the test registers TR6 and TR7 are implemented, as in the i386. Because of
the changed TLB structure they deviate from those in the i386. Figure 9.15 shows the TR6 and
TR7 registers
12 11 IO 9
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valid
l=entry valid
O=entry invalid
dirty, complementary dirty
D, a:
U/S, complementary U/S
U, 0:
W,F4: R/W. complementary R/W
command
c:
O=TLB wnte
1 =TLB lookup
TA7
PCD:

page cache disable
O=page cachable
l=page not cachable
PWT: page write-through
O&rite-back
l=wnte-through
LO..LZ: LRU bits for TLB replacement
Olx=replace way 1
OOx=replace way 0
PL:
pointer select for TLB entry (if TLB write, GO)
O=intemal pointer
l=value m REP field
hit/miss for TLB entry (if TLB lookup, C-l)
1 =hit
O=miss
REP: replace pointer
pointer to TLB entry (TLB wte, GO)
tag specification (hit inly; TLB lookup, C=l)

1 rO=replace way 2

1 xl =replace way 3

The structure of the TR6 test command register has not changed, whereas the test data register
‘l’R7 reflects the altered TLB structure. The PCD and P W’Tbits hold the page attributes, and L,..L,,
are the three LRtJ bits, All other positions remain unchanged. TR6 and TR7 are written and read
by the instructions MOV TRb/TR7, reg and MOV reg, TR6/TR7, respectively. The TLB testing
is sub-divided into two processes as usual: writing entries into the TLB and reading TLB entries
nB lookup). To test the TLL? you must disable the paging unit, that is, the i486 must not
Perform any paging process. As in the i386, here also, the C-Bit in the test command register
SPecifies whether a TLB write (C = 0) or a TLB lookup (C = 1) should be performed. The three
LRU bits have a meaning only for TLB lookups. They indicate the current LRU status in the
‘corresponding set.
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The linear address represents the TLB tag field. A TLB entry is attached to these linear addresses
during a write to the TLB, and the contents of TR6 and TR7 are transferred to the attached entry
During a TLB lookup, the test logic checks whether these linear addresses and the attribute bit,
agree with a TLB entry. If this is the case, then the remaining fields of TR6 and the test register
TR7 are loaded from the confirmed entry into the TLB.
During a write to the TLB, the physical address is transferred into the TLB entry that corresponds
to the linear address. During a TLB lookup, the test logic loads this TR7 field with the value
stored in the TLB.
The meaning of PL varies depending on C. If a TLB entry is written (C = 0) and if FL = 1, then
the TLB associative block to be written is determined by REP. If PL is reset (PL = 01, an internal
pointer in the paging unit selects the TLB block to be written. For a TLB lookup (C = I), the PI.
value specifies whether the lookup has led to a hit (PL = 1) or not (PL = 0).
The five attribute bits V, D, D, U, u and W, w have the same meaning as in the i386 (Table
3.7). Note that an access to the TLB command register TR6 triggers the TLB test procedure. For
a TLB write (C = 0) immediately afterwards, the content of TR7 is transferred to the TLB. For
TLB lookup (C = 1) the applicable positions are moved to TR7. If you perform a TLB write, ~011
must therefore load the TLB test data register TR7 first. Otherwise, old, and therefore in most
cases, wrong, values are supplied to the TLB.

9.8.3 Testing the On-chip Cache
For testing the on-chip cache, the i486 implements the test registers TR3-TR5. Figure 9.16 sho\v>
this structure. The test procedure itself is similar to that for testing the TLB.
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Writing a 16-byte cache line is performed in the same way as a cache line fill, through the line
fill buffer. For this purpose you must supply four times four bytes via the cache test data
register TR3. The i486 then replaces a cache line by the content of the line fill buffer. In a similar
way, you may read a cache line through the test register TR3 as four times 4-byte data. This is
performed by means of a cache read buffer. Thus, the test data register TR3 does not access the
cache immediately but through the two mentioned buffers. Note that you must always read or
write the complete buffer, that is, four 32-bit accesses are always required. The two DW-bits in
the cache test control register TR5 specify the double word within the 16-byte cache line and the
16-byte cache buffer, respectively, which is accessed.
The cache test status register TR4 contains the 21-bit tag address as well as the valid bit val for
the accessed entry. Additionally there are the three LRU bits L,-L, and the four valid bits V,V,
for the set entry which spans all four ways. The cache test control register TR5 determines not
only the double word to be accessed (by means of DW) but also the process (via CMD) to be
performed. The seven set select bits specify the addressed set. In the following, I will discuss
the five possible operations in brief.
<,
?
“Cache Buffer Access
For writing the line fill buffer you must first write the test control register TR5 with an entry
‘CMD = OOb and the double word DW which is to be transferred into the line fill buffer later.
Here the set entry has no meaning, thus the test control logic is prepared for an access to the
line fill buffer. If you now write a value into the lest data register TR3 by means of the MOV
$TR3, reg instruction, the value is transferred to the location in the line fill buffer specified by
:DW.
ou may read a 32-bit double word from the cache read buffer by writing the test register TR5
$tith a value CMD = OOb and specifying with DW the double word to be accessed. With a MOV
,freg, TR3 instruction which reads the test data register TR3, the 32 bits of the addressed double
sword in the cache read buffer are transferred into the test data register and further to the
b
2 deshnatlon register reg.
c
s, read and write accesses to the cache buffer are distinguished by a read or write access to
est data register TR3. Note that for the two following processes, cache write and cache read,
accesses to the cache buffer are always required for filling the line fill buffer or emptying
ache read buffer completely.

our write accesses to the line fill buffer are necessary to fill it with the values for the
d cache line. Afterwards the line must be actually transferred into the cache. This is
eved as follows. TR4 is loaded with the 21-bit tag and the intended valid bits for the cache
. Afterwards you write the test control register TR5 with MOV TR5, reg while the CMD
s a value of Olb, and the fields set and DW specify the set address and the way within
, respectively. The write access to TR5 then automatically issues a transfer from the line
into the cache. The internal LRU logic of the on-chip cache updates the LRU bits with its
ou may read and check them, for example, using the following process.
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Cache Read Access
The reading of a cache line is also a two-stage process. First, the intended cache line must he
transferred from the cache into the cache read buffer. This is carried out by the MOV TR5, reg
instruction. In reg you must provide a value with CMD = 10b and corresponding entries for set
and DW, which define the set to be read and the way within that set, respectively. Afterwards
TR4 holds the Zl-bit tag from the cache directory of the on-chip cache, as well as the allocated
three LRU bits L*-L,) and valid bits V,-V,, for the four ways of the addressed set. At the same
time, the cache line is transferred into the cache read buffer and is accessible via TR3. By reading
TR4 once and accessing TR3 four times, you are thus able to extract all of the information which
is available for the defined cache line.
Cache Flush
When you load the test command register TR5 with a value CMD= lib, the i486 issues an
internal cache flush. It invalidates all cache entries (that is, all cache lines) by clearing the LRI;
and valid bits. Note that the data and tag entries themselves are not cleared; they remain
unchanged, but are not used for normal cache operation. Unlike a cache flush with the INVD
and WBINVD instructions, here the i486 does not drive any flush special cycle into the bus.
External components are not informed about the invalidation.

9.8.4 Tristate Test Mode
The tristate test mode serves for implementing hardware checks for complete boards. For that
purpose, the i486 floats all output and bidirectional terminals so that the motherboard cannot
receive any signals from the processor. The high-level test logic is then able to carry out the
necessary hardware tests and locate any malfunctions more easily. The i486 leaves the tristate
test mode immediately after a reset is initiated (by an active RESET signal).

9.8.5 JTAG Boundary Scan Test
In addition to the test modes described previously, the 50 MHz i486 contains a so-called ccboundar!
scam test, in accordance with the IEEE 1149.1 standard. The first i486 chips lack this powerful
diagnostic function. However, computer users cannot really use it. All i486DX2 and i486sl
CPLJs, which came onto the market much later, implement this JTAG test right from the start
Therefore, I want to discuss the boundary scan test in general here. The explanations are \alld
for all processors from the i486SX up to the Pentium. Deviations in some details are listed 11’
connection with the individual processors.
Hardware manufacturers have, with the bomldnry scan test, a powerful tool for extern,lil\
checking the processor’s logic units and their circuits by software, even after completion (‘!
manufacture and their inclusion in the computer. Extensive diagnostics can be carried out- ThL’
JTAG test is supported by the TCK (test clock), TDI (Test Data Input), TDO (Test Data OutPt’
TMS (Test Mode Select) and, in some processors, also by the TRST (test reset) pins. Note tll‘lt
TRST is not available for all processors. The i48hSX and i4H6DX2 Ilaw to w o r k withc)Llt :t,
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whereas the Pentium has a TRST pin. Internally, the i486 has a boundary scan register and a
JTAG logic, which is accessed through the Test Access Port, TAP. The test must be performed
by external logic, which uses the JTAG test bus with the TCK, TDI, TDO, TMS and (optional)
TRST pins. In the following I will summarize the JTAG terminals in brief.
TCK (11
Pin A3
This test clock pin is sent a test clock signal for the boundary scan test. Synchronized with this
clock signal, test data and also status information is input and output.
l-D1 (1)
Pin A l 4
The Test Data Input (TDI) pin is sent TAP (Test Access Port) instructions and data serially
synchronized with TCK. The instructions and data are necessary for the boundary scan test.
TDO (I)
Pin B16
From the Test Data Output (TDO) pin, instructions and result data from the boundary scan test
is sent out. It is serially synchronized with TCK.
TMS (1)
Pin 814
If this test mode select pin receives a high level signal, the test access port sends out the JTAG
test logic for the boundary test scan. Ii TMS remains at a high level for five TCK cycles or more,
then it restarts the test logic independent of the currently active condition.
TRST (I, Pentium only)
This pin is implemented in the Pentium only. To complete the picture, I want to present it here.
An active signal with a low level at this test reset pin initializes the boundary scan test logic.
A S Figure

9.17 shows, a boundary scan register and a JTAG logic, or a TAP controller which is
accessed through the Test Access Port TAP, is available on the i486 chip. The test must be
performed by an external logic, which uses the JTAG test bus with the TCK, TDI, TDO and TMS
pins. Note that the chip integrates the actual ill86 processor and, additionally, the JTAC logic.
The scanning path is located between the input pin TDI and the output pin TDO. A l-bit shift
register is provided for each pin, through which all applicable inputs and outputs from the i486
flow. If TAP control is not active, these registers pass on the supplied data to the corresponding
Pin, or to the i486, without change. If JTAG mode is active, the l-bit shift registers are configured
as input or output cells. The input cells intercept the values at the corresponding input pins and
store them. No further influence on the i486 takes place, because the i486 does not support the
mEST instruction of JTAG. Active output cells, on the other hand, store the vhe which then
appears at the corresponding pin.
The shift registers are not only connected to the input/output pins of the i486, they are also
connected to each other; in this way, they form a pathway between TDl and TDO. Additionally,
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Figure 9.27: i486 TAP structure. The inpuf TDI and mtpuf TDO cm be comected to the oufplrf of a arcuit in
n preceding stnge and the input of n circuit in a successiue stage, respectiuely.

there are control cells at many positions. Data in the l-bit shift registers is moved from TDI to
TDO every TCK cycle, without being changed during the process. The name boundary scan
should now also be clear: through Ihe shift registers located at the <(boundary>>, the <<boundary
values, of the i486 are scanned and sent out through TDO. All of the l-bit shift registers, or
input/output and control cells joined together, form the so-called boundary scan register. The
control cells determine the transfer direction for bidirectional pins (such as D31-DO, for exampie), or cut off the output pin (such as ADS, for example), that is, they go into a tristate
condition. A ccl*, in the corresponding control cell defines the applicable bidirectional pin as an
input and so cuts off the output pin. A ~0)) selects the bidirectional pin as an output and s@
activates the output pin. The control signals always work in conjunction with a group of pins
Table 9.3 lists the control cells and their corresponding groups.
Control cell

Pin group

ABUSCTL
WRCTL
BUSCTL
MISCCTL

A31-A2
D31-DO. DP3-DPO
A
D S BE3-BEO, B L A2
S T m. z, W/ii, M/6. D/c, P W T , P C D
I
PCHK, HLDA, BREQ, FERR

Table 9.3: JTAG control cc/Is and nssigmf pin groups for fk i486DX
The boundary scan path is gone through as follows (note the control cell xxxCTL):
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Other important JTAG registers include the bypass, the ID code, the runbist and the instruction
registers. The most significant bits of all registers are connected with TDI and the least significant bits with TDO. The bypass register, like the other cells, is a l-bit write register and is used
to (<short circuit*) TDI and TDO. After the corresponding BYPASS instruction to the TAP controller, only a single TCK cycle is necessary in order to send a given value from TDI to TDO,
instead of the usual 105 CLK cycles. The bypass register is initialized with a <COW (which then
represents the first value given to TDO). The ID code register stores 32-bit identification information for examining the chip. In the case of the i486DX, the following contents apply: Bit 0 = 1,
bits 1 to 11= manufacturer (Intel = 09h), bits 12 to 27 = part number (0410h for series Ax, 0411h
for series Bx), bits 28 to 31 = version (OOh). The 32-bit i486DX ID code is thus 00410013h (series
Ax) and 00411013 (series Bx), respectively.
The runbist register stores the l-bit test result after an internal self-test. A successful test stores
the value 0. Any other value indicates that the i486 is damaged to some extent. The boundary
scan test is executed with the help of a defined test instruction set, which currently contains five
instructions. The nine most significant bits of the 13-bit instruction register are reserved. The
four least significant bits store the corresponding instruction bit for the five EXTEST, IDCODE,
RUNBIST, SAMPLE-PRELOAD and BYPASS instructions. They are listed in the following
section, together with their 4-bit opcodes.
EXTEST (opcode xx0h): this instruction tests the external circuits of the i486 (or the chip
generally using the JTAG test). For this, the i486 sends out from output pins the values
stored in the individual cells of the boundary scan register, and reads the values sent to the
i486’s input pins into the corresponding cells. Bidirectional pins are handled as input or
output pins, depending on the value in the control cell. Note that the data sent to the input
pins, and which is read into the cells, is not transferred to the i486. Thus, it has no influence
whatsoever on the behaviour of the i486. The i486 must be reset after an EXTEST instruction.
SAMPLE/PRELOAD (opcode xxlh): depending on the condition of the TAP controller, this
instruction scans the condition of the input/output pins of the i486, or establishes data for
the output pins. In capture DR condition (see below), the values that are sent out by the i486
to the output pins, and the values received by the i486 at the input pins, are transferred
to the cells of the boundary scan register and can then be read from TDO. In update DR
condition, this instruction establishes the data that the i486 chip sends out from its output
pins to the board on which it is mounted, using an EXTEST instruction.

i

IDCODE (opcode xx2h): this instruction connects the ID code register with TDI and T D O .
Through the switching (toggling) of TCK, the ID code is then given out through TDO, and
can be used by the external test logic. After an initialization or a i486 reset, the instruction
register contains the opcodc for IDCODE.
RUNBIST (opcode ~~711): this instruction connects the runbist register to TDO and loads
the value (<l,,. Then, the Built-In Self Test (BIST) is activated. If the test is successful, it
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over-writes the (cl,, in the runbist register with a <CO,>. When BIST has been completed, after
approximately 1.2 million processor clock cycles (not TCK cycles), the test value can be read
through TDO.
_

BYPASS (opcode xxfh): this instruction connects the bypass register with TDI and TDO, and
breaks the connection between TDI/TDO and the boundary scan register. In this way, the
data input to TDl is sent out to TDO, unchanged, after only one TCK cycle. BYPASS is used
for implementing checks for complex circuits, if individual components must be tested without being removed from the circuit. This naturally assumes that all components to be tested
support the JTAG test. Thus, the TDI input of the i486 can, for example, be connected with
the TDO output of a different component, and the TDO output with the TDI input of another
chip. In this way, it is possible to form very long scan paths over a complete board.

-

PRIVATE: all other opcodes are reserved and can be used by the chip manufacturer for its
own purposes. Generally, they have no effect; they are more or less NOPs.

In addition to the test data, the instructions are also serially sent to the i486 through the input
pin TDI. The clock signal at the TCK pin is used for this purpose. Therefore, the TAP controller
must be aware of which register (for example, boundary scan register, instruction register, etc.)
the input data bits have been defined for. For this purpose, a clearly defined condition sequence
for the TAP controller has been implemented. Starting with the reset condition, which the TAP
controller receives after the activation of TRST (Pentium only) or of TMS for a minimum of five
TCK cycles, the different controller conditions are executed in a set sequence, depending on the
different combinations of TMS and TCK. For this, TCK is used as the driving clock cycle and
TMS as the branch signal, which selects the different branches of the condition diagram. These
conditions also include the capture DR and update DR conditions described above. They affect
the data transfer from TDI to TDO through the boundary scan register. The instruction register
is loaded when the TAP controller is located in the instruction branch of the condition diagram.
Thus, the tester (an external logic for performing the JTAG test) must define the transfer
sequence of the serial test data exactly, and must also include the activation of the TMS and TCK
signals. A far from trivial task.
Upon completion of a test, instruction result data is available in a result register. It can be
accessed via the output terminal TDO. The external busmaster can check this result data anti
determine whether the i486 is operating correctly. Manufacturers also perform tests similar to
the JTAG for DRAM and SRAM chips, to check whether the chips operate correctly, or cont[lin
faults after their manufacture. For this purpose, different data is serially sent to the on-chip test
control, and is written to the memory cells as a test sample. Finally, the data is read back by the
on-chip test control, in order to determine whether or not it has been changed. Many chip faults
can only be discovered by specific data patterns.
The external addressing of individual memory cells and an external data comparison would
take far too long. For this reason, most modern chips perform this check internally. Like the
JTAG test, the extensive test data is very quickly input serially through a specific pin, and ()nl!
the result data - chip o.k. or not - is then output through a pin.
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9.9 i486 I/O Address Space
The i486 I/O address space comprises 64k 8-bit ports, 32k 16-bit ports, 16k 32-bit ports or an
equivalent mix of them, as in the i386. Also, the i486 indicates an I/O bus cycle by an M/I-d
signal with low level. For compatibility reasons, the port addresses Of8h to Offh are reserved, as
in the i386 (or 80286). However, they are no longer used for communication between CPU and
coprocessor because the floating-point unit is already integrated on the chip. I/O accesses are
switched through to the bus under all circumstances; they are not intercepted by the cache. This
applies to read and write accesses. Additionally, I/O write accesses are not buffered in the i486
write buffers. The i486 accomplishes all addressing and protection of the I/O address space in
protected mode via the IOPL flag and the I/O permission bit map in the same way as the i386.
For details, refer to Sections 3.7.10 and 3.7.11.

.

.’

10 i486 Cut-down Versions, Overdrives, Upgrades
and Clones
The SX and clone game which began with the i386 has been continued with the i486. Additionally, Intel introduced a new upgrade concept with overdrives, whereby inexperienced users and
sales people would have the opportunity to enhance the performance of their PCs easily.

10.1 i486SX and i487SX - First Reduce, Then Upgrade
The <<cut-downa concept familiar to us from the i386SX has also been continued with the i486.
Intel has introduced an i486SX together with its i487SX coprocessor onto the market. For a
certain time the i486SX was very popular, especially for notebooks. However, with falling CPU
prices, users preferred to buy a <(real )h i486 right from the start - the i486DX. What especially
characterizes the i487SX as an upgrade instead of a coprocessor will be discussed in the following sections.

10.1.1 i486SX - More Than an i386
Shortly after having presented the i486, Intel introduced a &ghb) version similar to the i386: the
i486SX. Because only a few PC users are involved in highly mathematical applications like CAD
or solving differential equations, the integrated coprocessor is unnecessary for most users, and
only has the effect of increasing the PC’s price. Thus Intel left out the coprocessor in the i486SX,
but all the other features which characterize the i486 compared to the i386 (on-chip cache, RISC
core, etc.) have been kept. The result is a very fast processor which can equal the i486 in normal
apphcations (at the same clock rate, of course). Only in intensive mathematical applications is
the i486SX significantly slower. This can be solved by additionally using the i487SX ~~coprocessor ’
The quote marks already indicate that the i487SX may not be classified as a pure member of the
80x87 family. Moreover, with the i487SX Intel introduced the concept of so-called z~p~rfl~~”
which not only deliver a further coprocessor, but also enhance the performance of the CRC
itself. Further details concerning this are given later. Note that unlike in the i386SX, neither the
data nor the address bus has been reduced in the i486SX. Both are implemented with the frill
DX width of 32 bits.
Package Types
The i486SX comes in two different package types: a pin grid array with 168 pins, and a plastii
quad flat package (PQFP) with 196 terminals. Figure 10.1 shows the layout of these two package’.
Besides the five new terminals, the PQFP version of the i486SX implements the following Idditional features:
- JTAG boundary scan test (not implemented in the PGA model),
- lower power consumption by an improved CMOS design,
- power-down mode which reduces the power consumption from about 500 to 50 mA
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In the following, the five additional terminals of the I’QFP version are discussed. The other pins
are already known from the i486DX. The most important is the m pin, which is intended for
upgrade support by an i487SX.
up (I)
Pin 156
If this Update Present connection is supplied with a low-level signal, the i486SX cuts off all
inputs and outputs and enters a power-down mode with significantly reduced power consumption. In other words, the i486SX is more or less disabled.
TCK, TDI, TDO, TMS (I, I, 0, I)
Pins 128, 185, 80, 187
These are the four connections for the JTAG boundary scan test. Note that there is no TRST pin
The JTAG Boundary Scan Test
In the i486SX a JTAG boundary scan test has been implemented which follows the principles discussed in Section 9.8.5. Thus, in the following I will only list the control cells (Table 10.1) and
the scan path followed. Neither the i486SX in the PGA nor the i486SX implements such a JTAC
test.

Control cell

Pin group

ABUSCTL
WRCTL
BUSCTL
MISCCTL

A31-A2
D31-DLDP3-DPO
A D S , EE3-iii5, mffm, a, W/i, M/z, D/c, PWT. P C D
PCHK, HLDA, BREQ, FERR

Tnble 10.1: [TAG control cells nnd nssigned pin yroups

for the i486SX

The boundary scan path is gone through, including the control cells xxxCTL, as follows:

1
S
h
V

n
Cl

After a self-test, which is issued by the JTAG command RUNBIST, the ID code register store*
32-bit identification information for the examined chip. In the case of the i486SX, the follo~~‘in~
contents apply: Bit 0 = 1, bits 1 to 11 = manufacturer (Intel = 09h), bits 12 to 27 = part mnnber
(0427h1, bits 28 to 31 = version (OOh). The 32.bit i48hSX ID code is thus 00427013h.

10.1.2 Clock Frequencies
One disadvantage of the SX as compared to the i486DX is the lower clock frequency, The i48hS’
comes with 25 MHz at most, and the processor accordingly operates far slower. The performarrce
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reduction is only a consequence of the lower clock frequency, though, and not of a less effective
SX chip construction.
Some manufacturers check CPU chips to see whether they can also stand a higher clock frequency. This is often the case, therefore i486SX boards up to clock frequencies of 33 MHz are
available. Technically speaking, the DX and SX chip models do not differ much; they are manufactured at the same scale and with a comparable layout. The manufacturing tolerances are
simply more generous with the SX, and thus their manufacture is easier and cheaper, leading
to a higher production yield. A processor that malfunctions at 25 MHz but runs correctly at
20 MHz would be no good as a DX model, but leaves the plant as a checked 20 MHz SX chip.
As 33 MHz i486 chips exist, it might be possible, of course, that among a number of technologically equivalent i486SX chips there is one which has been manufactured just as well as the more
critical i486DX by chance, and is also running at 33 MHz without any malfunction. For example,
the 60 ns model DRAM chips do not differ from their 100 ns counterparts in either technology
or manufacturing methods. With the 60 ns models, every manufacturing step is carried out in
the best possible way. During the course of manufacturing the 100 ns chip, there may have been
a misalignment of a photo mask by 100 nm. Following completion of manufacturing, a check is
made to establish at which clock frequency the chip runs without problems, and the chip is then
specified accordingly. The best ones get the -60 stamp, the less well manufactured (but fully
operable at lower clock frequencies) get the -100 stamp. However, a problem with the increased
clock frequencies is that for CMOS chips (to which all i486 chips, independent of SX or DX,
belong) the power consumption is proportional to the operating frequency. Therefore, the current drain is about 35% higher at 33 MHz than at 25 MHz. The faster clocked chip heats up to
a higher temperature. In some extreme cases, it can malfunction because of overheating, or its
lifetime is reduced drastically. Pay attention to a good cooling system, best achieved in the case
of a CPU by a temperature sink.

10.1.3 i487SX - i486SX Upgrade
Starting with the i487SX, Intel introduced the upgrading concept. Until now the 80x87 coprocessors
have only been a numerical extension of the 80x86 CPUs, and have been accessed in I/O cycles
via reserved ports. With the i487SX this has changed completely. The i487SX is not only a
numerical coprocessor, but also a complete i486 CPU with an addressing unit, bus unit, CPU
core, cache and, of course, a numerical unit. Thus, the i487SX can be compared to a low-clocked
1486DX. It is available for clock frequencies between 16 and 25 MHz, and is shipped in a pin grid
array package with 169 pins. The only difference from the i486DX is the additional encoding pin
and the reservation of pin B74 for the MI’ (math present) signal. Figure 10.2 shows the pin
assignment of the i487SX.
Now the upgrade principle becomes clear. Not only is the numerical coprocessor delivered, as
hasbeen the case up to now, but the upgrades additionally integrate a powerful CPU. Thus the
Performance enhancement is not limited to new instructions and data formats, as is the case
*th the numerical 80x87 coprocessors, but the CPU itself is replaced by a more powerful CPU
core integrated on the upgrade. The upgrade processor only has to inform the previous CPU
“t it is now present. This is carried out in the i487SX by means of the additional MI’ signal,
Qtdicating that an upgrade is present that now takes over all functions of the previous CPU. The
1.7
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Figure 10.2: i487SX pin assignment
old CPU is not actually necessary any more: upgrading is thus, more or less, a replacement of
the old CPU by a new one without the need to remove the previous CPU. The 169th pin, D4,
serves for encoding so that the i487SX may not be inserted into the upgrade socket with a wrong
orientation. Intel has implemented this pin because, according to the new strategy, the general
public should be able to carry out upgrading without major problems.
For combining the i486SX in the I’QFI’ package and 196 pins with the i487SX in the PGA,
connection of the CPU and upgrade is very simple (see Figure 10.3a). The MP outputs of the
i487SX must be connected to the m input of the i486SX. The i487SX outputs a low-level signal
at the Ml’ which informs the m input of the i486SX that an upgrade is present. The i486SX
then cuts off all its connections to the bus and enters a power-down mode to save power. The
i486SX now draws only 50 mA instead of 500 mA, and the heat dissipation is accordingly less.
The connection MP of the i487SX is pulled to a high level by means of internal resistors in the
i486SX. Therefore, the i486SX operates normally without an i487SX. However, with an inserted
i487SX the signal m is stronger, and it pulls &@ to low. Without an i487SX the FERR signal
is always kept on a high level by means of a resistor which is connected to the supply voltage
VCC. In this case, FERR thus indicates that no floating-point error has occurred. However, an
i487SX present is able to drive FERR to low.
The circuitry gets significantly more complicated if an i486SX in the PGA package with 168 pins
is used. This model has no input m, so the i487SX can’t tell the i486SX of its presence. Moreover,
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Figure 20.3: i486SX and i487SX upgrade come&m (a) i486SX in PQFP, (b) i486SX in PGA

this i486SX model implements no power-down model. The i486SX thus draws 500 mA even
with an upgrade present, although it makes no contribution to the computer’s performance but
waits for activation ad infinitum. Because of the missing m input, we have to apply a trick to
separate the i486SX from the bus. This is carried out via the BOFF connection. Additionally, an
active FLUSH signal for the i486SX causes it to write back its internal cache into memory to
avoid data being lost immediately after a reset or the PC’s power-on. The BOFF and FLUSH
pins are driven by the MP output of the i487SX. Because BOFF may also be activated by an
external logic in normal i486SX operation, the i486SX is not able to determine with BOFF whether
an upgrade is present or if an external logic is the source of BOFF. Thus, an eventually present
power-down mode would not give rise to any advantages. With an active BOFF the i486SX
lowers the power consumption by no more than 20%, because all input and output buffers for
the pins are deactivated. To ensure normal operation of the i486SX without an upgrade, and that
the bus arbitration and signal generation for floating-point errors with and without upgrade are
carried out correctly, two additional AND gates and one OR gate are required.
A special feature of the i487SX is that it can be operated by a lx- or a 2x-clock. The lx-clock is
the standard and is used for upgrading a conventional i486SX. The 2x-clock, on the other hand,
k for supporting a low-power i486SX (see Section 10.3). The clock selection is carried out via
CLKSEL (pin A3). A high-level CLKSEL pulse after power-on selects a CLK2 clock, that is, the
i487sx divides the external clock frequency by two to generate the internal processor clock. If
CLKSEL is constantly held on a low level, the i487SX uses the external clock immediately as the
internal processor clock.

$0.2 486DX2 Processors with Internal Frequency Doubling
es a variety of CPUs released in a variety of guises, recently Intel has presented the
CPU with internal frequency doubling. In particular, the i486DX2-66 with (today) a
&
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tolerable external 33 MHz but a fast internal 66 MHz was (and is) very successful. The features,
advantages and disadvantages of the DX2 compared to the DX are discussed in the following
sections.

10.2.1 The Clock Frequencies Problem
The permanently rising CPU clock frequencies lead to two major problems. The emission of
electromagnetic waves is proportional to the fourth power of the frequency. This means that for
a 40 MHz i386 with an 80 MHz external clock, the emission became 80 000 times (!) larger than
in the original PC with its 4.77 MHz clock. First, this requires an effective shielding of the
motherboard against the environment, because otherwise you would not be able to listen to the
radio any more! But much more serious are the consequences for the components in the PC or
on the motherboard itself. If the resistors and capacities of the elements (and at such frequencies,
also, a cable with a length of 2 cm plays an important role) are not harmonized perfectly, then
signal reflexions or dampings occur which make reliable operation of the computer impossible.
Therefore, with the i486 Intel decided to equalize the internal processor clock and the external
clock signal. This is called a lx-clock. The i386, on the other hand, has been externally supplied
with the double processor clock frequency. The i386 then divides the external clock CLK internally by two to generate the processor clock - it is supplied with a 2x-clock. With the 50 MHz
i486, even with this technique we are at a critical limit again, and if development is to go on in
the same way 100 MHz will soon be reached with a lx-clock, too.

intf
an i
10.4

A further effect of these high clock rates is that the signal propagation times on the motherboard
between, for example, the CPU and various buffers and drivers to the main memory are going
to reach the cycle time of the clock signal even with very fast components. Even fast SRAM
caches get out of step beyond 50 MHz. Only the highest quality SRAM chip (with prohibitive
PC prices) allows access times down to 10 ns, corresponding to a clock frequency of 80 MHz.
But these specifications are estimated very optimistically. If one adds the signal propagation
delays between the CPU and SRAM via various buffers, drivers and the cache controller, therl
about 33 MHz to 66 MHz without wait states may be achieved. Not to talk about DRAMS.

10.2.2 The Solution - Internal Frequency Doubling
To avoid the problems indicated above, Intel had a simple but very effective idea: internal
frequency doubling. This means that the i486DX2 (the ~<2,, stands for doubling) internally doubles the supplied clock signal - a 33 MHz i486DX2 internally becomes a 66 MHz i486DX. AlI
internal units of the CPU such as, for example, the ALU, decoding unit, floating-point unit.
segmentation unit and access to the 8 kbyte cache run at twice the speed. With the 33 MHz
i486DX2 this leads to 66 MHz, therefore. Only the bus unit runs from the external clock because
the rest of the motherboard has to be protected from the higher clock according to this principleThus the i486DX2 (to keep the previous notation) is clocked by a %x-clock.
Doubling the clock frequency inside the processor may be achieved easily, for example, by using
a switching element which is triggered by every edge of the external clock signal CLK, indc’pendently of whether the edge is rising or falling. The switching element must only be designed
in a manner such that it already changes its state in advance of the next edge. For this purpose,
a monostable multivibrator can be used. By choosing appropriate resistors and capacitors, tbc
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internal frequency doubling can be carried out easily. The generated signal then synchronizes
an internal I’LL (phase locked loop) circuitry which provides the actual processor clock. Figure
10.4 illustrates this method.

Fortunately, the internally doubled clock does not give rise to the same problems as on the
motherboard. For this the connections within the processor are much too short, and therefore
they cannot function as antennas. With the conductor paths on the motherboard this appears to
be completely different, of course.
From the outside the i486DX2 hardly differs from a normal i486DX. Figure 10.5 shows its pin
assignment. The DX2 is currently available for internal clock frequencies of SO and 66 MHz, and
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the external clock is 25 and 33 MHz, respectively. Thus the clock rates indicated on the chips
refer to the internal clock frequency.
All i486DX2 chips implement a boundary scan test (see Section 9.8.5). For this, the PGA comprises the four lest pins TDI, TDO, TCK and TMS. Additionally, every i486DX2 is prepared so
that it can accept a replacement upgrade in the future. Therefore, a connection i%’ (pin Cll) is
also present.

10.2.3 So What’s the Gain?
By means of the doubled frequency of the logic units, with the exception of the bus unit all
instructions are executed twice as quickly as in an i486DX which is externally clocked with the
same frequency - if the data and instructions are available in time. This is fulfilled if the data
required is present in a processor register or in the on-chip cache. Every access to an external
memory (also to a second-level cache) slows down program execution because of the slower
clocked bus unit. The access is further slowed down by the large access time if the DRAM main
memory is involved. On the other hand, programs with many iteration steps such as, for example, certain mathematical applications which frequently access a small data and code area, make
full use of the doubled processor clock. The 50 MHz i486DX CPU (with full external 50 MHz)
carries out an access to the fast second-level cache, for example, for line fills of the internal cache
significantly faster than the 50MHz i486DX2 processor (with external 25MHz). But for an
access to main memory with the slow DRAM chips, it makes virtually no difference whether the
processor is running with external 25 or 50 MHz. The bottleneck is located at the DRAM chips,
and a (<real>) 50 MHz i486DX then only inserts more wait cycles.
Thus the internal frequency doubling has some major advantages. For example, it is possible to
equip an existing and well-operating 33 MHz board with an i486DX2 CPU. The performance of
the PC is thus enhanced significantly without any change of motherboard. This leads directly
to the overdrives and the upgrade concept. Moreover, the internal frequency doubling wilj
enable even higher frequencies in future. Instead of the 50 MHz i486DX CPU a (future) 100 MHz
i486DX2 may be employed. The required motherboard can be taken over from the 50MHz
i486DX without any alterations. Another possibility is, for example, to triple the internal clockThe DX4 and IBM’s Blue Lightning are doing that, reaching 100 MHz. Thus, the internal instruction execution in the single i486 pipeline is nearly as fast as that in the two parallel Pentiunl
pipelines (because not all instructions can be paired and executed in parallel). But the PentiuIn
shows the big advantages of an external 64.bit data bus, a more powerful burst cycle, etc. so that
its performance is, nevertheless, higher.

10.2.4 Clock Statements
As already mentioned, the clock statements on the processor chips always refer to the internal
processor clock rate. At this time, 50 MHz i486DX and 50 MHz i486DX2 models are available 01’
the market. Because of the double external clock rate, the DX version is somewhat faster than
its DX2 counterpart. Therefore, always ask whether a DX or DX2 processor is installed. It gets
even more complicated because of the huge number of i386 clones which are coming onto the
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rnzlrket now. Remember that Cyrix’s 486DLC is not a real i486. To clarify the situation, always

as1c for detailed and correct information from your dealer, or consult the accompanying manual.

1c1.2.5 Upgrading and Overdrives
Asalready mentioned, the i487SX was Intel’s first upgrade and referred to the i486DX. Starting
with the i486DX2 CPU, Intel is continuing to upgrade as a new strategy for performance enhancement. Up to the i386, the only possibility for increasing processing power was to install
an additional coprocessor. But this chip only speeds up floating-point operations; increasing the
clc )ck frequency was impossible. This has changed completely with the DX2. The so-called
ml1 :rdrives consist of an i486DX2 with the same external clock frequency as the previous processol I (unlike the usual DX2 CPUs, the overdrives do not implement a boundary scan test), but by
mc zans of internal frequency doubling the processor’s performance increases by 100% without
the 2 need to alter anything on the motherboard. The overdrives are inserted into an upgrade
SOI cket similar to a coprocessor but, unlike the coprocessor, they replace the previous CPU
CO mpletely. Thus the CPU is disabled, and waits for its reactivation ad infinitum. Consequently,
hi tel has defined an upgrade socket for the upgrade processors. Figure 10.6 shows its layout.
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Note that Figure 10.6 shows the top view of the socket, in the same way as it is seen on the
motherboard. The pin assignment of the processors, on the other hand, always refers to a spin
look>>, that is, a view from below.
The overdrives are available in two basic forms, dependent on whether an upgrade socket is
present or not. For an i486SX or i486DX with an upgrade socket there are overdrives based on
the i486DX2 in a 169-pin PGA. Its pin layout corresponds to that of the i487SX. The 169th pin,
D4, serves for coding to avoid an erroneous insertion of the chip. Thus, for the upgrading you
only need to insert the overdrive into the socket. These 169-pin overdrives come with 20 MHz,
25 MHz and 33MHz (external), where the 20MHz version supports both the 16MHz and
20 MHz i486SX or i486DX. Of course, you may use the i487SX upgrade. Here only the coprocessor
is provided additionally, but the processor clock is not increased, unlike the overdrives.
But you can also upgrade an i486DX system without an upgrade socket by an overdrive. However, for that it is necessary to remove the old CPU and to replace it by a 168-pin PGA overdrive. In principle, this overdrive is nothing more than a usual i486DX2 with an i486DX pinout
i.e. this i486DX2 has neither pins for the boundary scan test nor a m (moreover, m is not
necessary as the old CPU has to be removed). This overdrive comes with 25 MHz and 33 Mti~
(external).
It is not only the older i486DX CPUs that can be replaced by an internally higher clocked
i486DX2, but also the i486DX2 processors themselves. Possible upgrades are, for example, the
Pentium overdrive. For that purpose the upgrade socket has four pin rows on all four sides. The
outer row is reserved for the additional terminals of an overdrive on the base of the Pentium,
for example, for implementing a write-back cache and inquiry cycles according to the MESI
protocol. Besides some connections for the supply voltage Vcc and ground GND, seven terminals RESl to RES7 are formed. The socket contacts for an i486DX2 overdrive are included in
Figure 10.6 within a broken line. Usually, the i486SX and i486DX systems (not DX2) are shipped
with an upgrade socket which includes only the inner three pin rows.
Also, untrained users should be able to carry out upgrading, hence the socket has an encodinfi
mechanism which prevents incorrect insertion of the upgrade processor (contact holes Al, A?
and Bl are missing), thus it is impossible to insert an upgrade incorrectly. Contact hole E.?
(encoding) is present for compatibility with the i487SX, but newer upgrades no longer use it. A5
an end-user product, the overdrives (except the 20 MHz model) are already provided with J
heat sink, so the user no longer needs to take account of the cooling as well as the correct
mounting of such a heat sink.
Another problem is the considerable force required to insert the many upgrade or overdrive
pins into a socket. The contact holes must fasten securely on the processor pins to ensure a goOd
contact, and to avoid corrosion by the penetration of humidity or oxygen. The force rec]u ire<1
may reach 500-800 N (110 to 180 Ibs). Additional to the problem of generating such forces (a
person with less than 1700 Ibs might have some problems) there is the danger of damaging the
chip or board. Thus, the upgrade socket is usually implemented as a zero insertion force (zlF1
socket to reduce the insertion force to zero. Once the chip has been installed you can turll d
clamp to lock the socket and ensure a good contact to the pins.
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Because all i486DX2 processors are prepared for upgrading, they have a connection UP (upgrade
present, pin Cll). If an upgrade is present it applies a low-level signal to the m connection of
the previous CPU to indicate that an upgrade processor is now taking over the data processing.
The i486DX2 then enters power-down mode, cuts off all its outputs from the bus, and deactivates the internal function units: the power consumption thus reduces by 90%.
To complete the picture I shall list the various identification codes which are passed by the
i486DX/SX, i487SX and overdrives in the DX register after a reset. You will find them in Table
10.2. The BIOS (or a self-made routine) is then able to determine the processor type.
Processor

Model

DH

DL

i486SX
ikI86SX
i486SX
i486SX
i487SX
i487SX
i486DX
i486DX
i486DX
i486DX
iI86DX
i486DX
i486DX
i486DX
i486DX
i486DX
i486DX
Overdrive for SX/DX
overdrive for SX/DX
i486DX2
i486DX2
i486DX4
overdrive for DX2

A0
60
cA0
CEO
A0
BO
83
B4
85
B6
co
Cl
DO
cA2
cA3
cB0
cB1
A2
Bl
A
B
A

04h
04h
04h
04h
04h
04h
04h
04h
04h
04h
04h
04h
04h
04h
04h
04h
04h
04h
04h
04h
04h
04h
15h

2Oh
22h
27h
28h
2Oh
2lh
Olh
Olh
Olh
Olh
02h
03h
04h
10h
10h
llh
llh
32h
33h
32h
33h
80h
30h-3fh

‘We 20.2: i486 idmfificntim

CM/E

10.3 Low-power Versions of i486DXlSX
Not even Intel could avoid the trend towards microprocessors with a lower power consumption. The corresponding i386 clones from AMD were, in this respect, very successful, especially
when installed in notebooks. Intel has now also developed power saving i486DX and i486SX
Processors which, contrary to the AMD clones, continue to use 5 V in place of the usual 3.3 V
for low-power versions. At full operating frequency, these processors continue to have the same
Power consumption. However, contrary to conventional i486DX/SXs, the clock frequency can
be dynamically reduced, that is, without predetermined graduations at an arbitrary rate, to
2M*IHz. The i486 then requires only 150 mA instead of 700 mA (i486DX-25 Mhz). In addition,
the low-power versions are more tolerant with respect to fluctuations in the supply voltage, as
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is the case when the battery requires recharging; Vcc can vary from 5 V by up to 10% (normalli5%). The power saving reduction of CLK thus ensures that the low-power versions are agai:r
supplied with a 2x-clock cycle (as in the i386 and 80286), that is, the external clock frequency
is twice as high as the internal processor clock speed. The low-power i486DX comes with a
processor clock speed of 25 MHz (corresponding to an external speed of 50 MHz). The lowpower i486SX can have 16 MHz, 20 MHz or 25 MHz (corresponding to 32 MHz, 40 MHz or
50 MHz, respectively).
The low-power 486DX is, as usual, delivered in a 168 pin PGA, and the low-power 486SX is
delivered in a 168 pin PGA or a 196 pin PQFP. The internal layout and interface schematic are
identical to the other i486DX and i486SX variants, with the exception of the external 2x-clock
speed (only the PQFP version of the low-power i486SX also offers a boundary scan test). Only
the CLK pin (C3 in the i486DX, C3 in the i486SX/PGA and 123 in the i486SX/PQFP, respectively) is supplied with the 2x-clock speed, and so here is identified as the CLK2 pin. In addition, the CLKSEL pin is also provided, which activates the 2x-clock speed through a short pulse
when the computer is switched on. Subsequently, CLKSEL must be kept at a low level. CLKSEL
is used mainly for defining the phase of CLK2 during power-up, as all bus cycles are relative
to the first two CLK2 cycles of a processor clock cycle. Without the exact phase definition
through CLKSEL, external components could otherwise not determine the phase. For the lowpower versions, CLKSEL is assigned to pin A3 (i486DX), A3 (i486SX/PGA) and 127 (i486SX/
PQFP), respectively. Note that A3 in the conventional i486DX-50 MHz is used by TCK for the
boundary scan test. In addition, a system based on a low-power i486DX/SX cannot operate in
conjunction with an overdrive DX2 (should low-power refer not only to the power consumption,
but also to the calculating performance?).
The only possibility for increasing the performance is through the use of the i487SX. It can
operate with either a lx- or a 2x-clock speed (see Section 10.1.3). The clock speed can be selected.
For combination with a low-power i486SX, the CLKSEL connection (pin A3) of the i487SX must
be sent an impulse with a high level during power-up. The i487SX then divides the external
clock frequency by 2 to produce the internal processor clock speed.
You will perhaps be asking yourself why the low-power versions have gone back to a 2x-clock
speed, even though higher clock frequencies mostly mean a higher power consumption. The
reason for this is that it is simpler to dynamically change the clock frequency within a wide
range than to complicate matters by electronically switching the processor (for example, the
register). Every microprocessor contains a complicated internal clock signal generator, which
produces multiple internal control signals with differing phases and frequencies for the individual components from the clock signal supplied (for example, a source register must be
signalled earlier than a target register). This means that the clock signal generator must have a
very exact internal definition, because only a single cycle or a maximum of two flanks (rising/
falling) are available. With a 2x-clock speed, two cycles or four flanks are now available, the
definition is simpler and, therefore, so is the scalability of the operating frequency. Note, hot\‘ever, that the low-power versions from Intel only achieve a power saving with a lower clock
frequency, that is, in wait mode. When the processor is operating, it requires exactly the sanTe
amount of power as the conventional model. The 3.3 V examples, on the other hand, also sax e
power in full operation because the power consumption P of a CMOS chip is approximatel!
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proportional to the square of the supply voltage U, and is proportional to the clock frequency
(simply a result of Ohm’s Law U = R * 1 and so P = U’/R if you consider the processor as a
resistor R).
In addition to the previously described low-power versions of the i486DX and i486SX, which
operate with 5 V and only reduce their power consumption at a reduced clock frequency, there
is now also a 3.3V version of the i486SX. It operates at 16MHz, 20 MHz or 25MHz, and
requires a maximum current of 340 mA at 25 MHz - almost 50% less (in comparison, the normal
i486SX-25 MHz uses 630 mA). The 3.3 V i486SX is only delivered in a 196 pin PQFP, and is fully
pin and function compatible with the normal i486SX.

10.4 The i486DX4
‘After IBM had paraded its clock tripled Blue Lightning and, similarly, AMD had caught up the
Intel 486s with its Am486DX2-66, something was expected from Intel to fill the performance gap
between the Am486DX/2 or i486DX2 and the Pentium. The high speed i486, originally known
in the technical press as the DX3, was finally released to the general public in March 1994. Its
external clock speed can be selected as either double or triple and, in addition, it can operate
with a 2’/z-times clock speed. The main differences between the i486DX4 and its i486 predecessors are listed below:
- 25 MHz, 33 MHz or 50 MHz external clock speed and 75 MHz, 83 MHz or 100 MHz internal,
‘- 80 Mbyte/s, 106 Mbyte/s or 160 Mbyte/s burst bus,
- 4-way set-associative 16 kbyte on-chip cache with a write-through strategy,
- BiCMOS technology for high clock speeds and low power consumption,
- 3 W to 5 W power consumption due to the 3.3 V operating voltage,
- an improved hardware integer multiplier with integer multiplications increased by a factor
of 5.
The main difference to existing i486 models is the new PLL oscillator on the i486DX4 chip. It can
selectively increase the external clock frequency by two, two and a half or three times, that is,
the i486DX4 operates with a 1/2x, 2/5x or 1/3x clock speed, respectively. This processor has a
new system management mode similar to that known from the Pentium (see Section 11.5).
In addition, through two steps - the stop clock mode and switching off external clock signals
- the power consumption can be considerably reduced in a wait condition (from 1450 mA at
IO0 MHz, through 100 mA to approximately 1 mA). Furthermore, a JTAG boundary scan test is
implemented. The on-chip cache of the i486DX4, with its 16 kbyte storage capacity, is twice as
large as those of the previous i486s, but the organizational structure is unchanged. Compared
fo that in the i486DX and i486DX2, the improved integer multiplier increases the most frequently occurring integer multiplications by an additional factor of 5. All other functions are
identical to those of the previous i486 versions.

10.4.1 Pin Connections
Y~The i486DX4 is delivered with two different housing variations: in a pin grid array with 168 pins
;:bd, additionally, in a Surface-mounted Quad Flat Package (SQFI’) with 208 pins. Y OU can see
$e
layout of the PGA in Figure 10.7.
.
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Figure 10.7: i486DX4 pinout.

In addition to the previously known pins of the i486DX, the i486DX4 contains a few additional
pins which are used for controlling the new functions. I would briefly like to detail them in tllc
following section. The other pins are already known from the i486DX/SX or i486DX2.
CLKMUL (I)
Pin R17

9
Pi
Tl
in
;

The signal sent to the clock multiplier pin during a reset sets the multiplication rate of the
internal PLL oscillator as compared to the external clock CLK. If CLKMUL is at a low level, theI’
the I’LL oscillator doubles the external clock (the i486DX4 operates with a ‘/z clock speed); if, on
the other hand, CLKMUL is at a high level or the pin is floating, then CLK is tripled (the i486Dx-1
operates with a ‘/z clock speed). Finally, CLKMUL can also be connected with BREQ; it then rri*”
internally with 2% times the external clock speed and the i486DX4 operates with a ys clock spcelj

1

T
C(

SRESET (I)
Pin Cl0

:

If the soft reset pin is sent a signal with a high level, the i486DX4 carries out
initialisation (reset). Contrary to the activation of RESET (pin C16), the SMBASE
system management mode is not reset.

T
ll
rr
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STPCLK (I)
Pin G15
If the stop clock input pin receives a signal with a high level, the i486DX4 then stops its I’LL
oscillator, that is, the internal circuits are no longer clocked. STPCLK is implemented as an
interrupt with the lowest priority. Before the oscillator is stopped, the processor firstly completes all pending instructions. Finally, it sends out a stop grant special cycle on the bus: M/
a = D/C = 0, W/i? = 1, A31-A5 = AsA = 0, A4 = 1, BE3-BE0 = 1011b.
VOLDET (0)
Pin 54
Through the voltage detect signal at this pin, the external system logic can differentiate between
an i486DX4 processor operating with 3.3 V and a 5 V i486DX: a low VOLDET signal indicates
a 3.3 V i486DX4. This pin connection is not included in the SQFP version of the i486DX4.
n.c.
Pins AlO, Al%A13, 812-813
These pins are identified as not connected and are internally free; however, they are reserved by
Intel for future versions of the i486DX4 CPU.
vcc5 (I)
Pin Jl
The 5 V reference voltage pin is supplied with a 5 V reference signal if signals with more than
3.3 V are sent from the system logic to one or more i486DX4 pins. If the board is provided with
true 3.3 V logic, then Vcd is held at 3.3 V.
%i, SMIACT (I, 0)
Pins BlO, Cl2
The two system management interrupt and system management interrupt active pins form the
interface for the System Management Mode (SMM). It was implemented in the Pentium first
and transferred to the i486DX4 later. You will find a more thorough explanation of the SMM in
Section 11.5.

10.4.2 New Flags, Control Registers and Extensions to the Virtual
8086 Mode
The EFl ag register in the i486DX4 has been extended by three additional flags, and so now
contains the EFlag structure of the Pentium. The new flags reflect the extensions to virtual 8086
mode and the identification of the CPU type. You can see the EFlags in Figure 10.8. The three new
flags are shown and have the same function as in the Pentium. For this, refer to Section 11.3.1.
The virtual interrupt flag VI is a virtual copy of IE for sending out interrupts in virtual 8086
mode. In a similar way, the virtual interrupt pending flag VIP also supports tasks in virtual 8086
mode, to make a virtual IE flag available. Both flags should increase the speed of interrupt
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execution in virtual 8086 mode. Consequently, the i486DX4 implements the same extensions to

virtual 8086 mode as in the Pentium. You will find the corresponding details in Section 11.3.6.
As a final innovation, an identification flag ID is provided in the EFlag register, which indicates
whether the processor supports the CPUID instruction for its identification. If you can set and
reset the ID flag, then CPUID is correctly executed, and supplies information concerning the
type and capabilities of the processor.
The i486DX4 has been extended by control register CR4, which controls activation of the virtual
flags. The four control registers CRO-CR3 remain unchanged compared to those in the conventional i486. You can see the structure of the new control register CR4 in Figure 10.9.

PVI:

proteded mode virtual interrupts

VME:

virtual 6086 mode extension

l=virtual interrupt flags in protected mode
1 =virtual interrupt flags in virtual 8086 mode

Figure 10.9:

Colltrol

O=no virtual interrupt flags
O=no virtual interrupt flags

J

register CR4

A set virtual 8086 mode extension bit VME activates the supporting of virtual interrupt flags ifi
virtual 8086 mode. In this way, the interrupts are performed quicker to increase the performance
in virtual 8086 mode. The virtual 8086 monitor must then no longer be called, and all of the
associated task switches (Figure 3.25) are unnecessary. The protected mode virtual interrupt bit
WI has a similar task in protected mode to the VME bit in virtual 8086 mode, that is, a set ~1
bit activates the supporting of virtual interrupt flags in protected mode. In this way, programs
designed for execution with CPL = 0 can, under certain circumstances, also be performed with
CPL = 3.

10.4.3 i486DX4 Identification with CPUID
Intel included a long-standing request from programmers in the Pentium, namely the wish fGr
a simple method of identifying the CPU, and this possibility is now also implemented in the
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i486DX4. The new CPUID instruction from the Pentium removes this identification problem in
only a few CLK clock cycles, even a long time after the boot sequence where the CPU type is
determined by the BIOS.
Before you can execute the CIWID instruction, you must first determine whether the CPU
supports this instruction. If not, the processor will send out an invalid opcode exception. For this
reason, Intel has provided the ID flag in the EFlag register. If you can set and reset the ID flag,
then the installed processor supports the CPUID instruction.
In addition to identification of the i486DX4, CPUID also delivers information about which
special functions are supported. To perform CPU identification, you must first load the value
0 into the EAX register and then issue the CPUID instruction. The processor will then send back
the highest identification level in EAX which it supports (currently level 1). The three registers
EBX, ECX and EDX, in that sequence, contain a 12-byte identification in ASCII format:
aGenuineInteb>. If you then load the EAX register with the value Olh and issue the CPUID
instruction again, the i486DX4 returns an identification value to the EAX register. The EDX
register contains additional information concerning which special functions are supported. In
Table 10.3 you will find the call and returned values of CPUID.

Register

Call value

Returned value

EAX
EBX
ECX
EDX

OOh

01 h (max. identlficatlon
“Genu”
“inel”
“ntel”

EAX
EBX
ECX
EDX

Olh

ldentiflcatlon value”
Reserved (=OOOOh)
Reserved (=OOOOh)
Feature Flags’)

level)

‘) Bits 31-16 Reserved (= OOh)
Bits 15-12 OOOOb
Bits 1 l-8, Processor famtly (OlOOb = 04h for 1486DX)
81ts 7-4: Model number (1000b = 08h for DX4)

Bits

3-O: Version

a Bits 31-2 Resewed (= OOOOh)
Bit 1: Implemented special functions
Btt 0: On-chip ftoatlng-point unit (1 = On-chip FPU. 0 = n o on-chip FPU)

when CPUID is called with an EAX parameter greater than 1, the i486DX4 returns the value
O@Nh to each of the four registers EAX, EBX, ECX and EDX.

G” 10.4.4 Power Saving Features
$::’
.*There are a number of features implemented in the i486DX4 for saving power. This begins with
e of only 3.3 V compared to the standard 5 V. Because the power consumption
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is proportional to the square of the supply voltage, the reduction to 3.3 V alone gives a power
saving of approximately 50%. Other power saving functions (also useful for other purposes)
include system management mode and the two-stepped variable processor clock speed.
System Management Mode
The system management mode of the i486DX4 is identical to that of the Pentium. Refer to
Section 11.5 for further information concerning SMM.
Stop Clock Mode
For installation in portable notebooks or green PCs, the switching off or slowing down of the
processor clock signal offers a further power saving possibility. In this way, a 3.3V i486DX4
requires no more power than a conventional i486DX. Switching off the processor clock signal
is achieved in two steps: stop clock mode and switching off the external clock signal. The power
consumption is considerably reduced in this wait condition (from 1450 mA at 100 MHz through
100 mA to approximately 1 mA). By activation of the stop clock signals STRCLK, the processor
is instructed to complete the instructions currently being performed and to empty its pipelines.
Finally, it sends out a stop grnllt special cycle on the bus. The stop grant special cycle is identified
by the following signal conditions: M/m = D/T = 0, W/R = 1, A31-A5 = A3-A2 = 0, A4 = 1,
BE3-BE0 = 1011b. It must be confirmed by the system with either a RDY or a BRDY. The I’LL
oscillator continues to operate; the functions of the internal processor clock signal from the I’LL
oscillator to the actual processor, however, are blocked. In this way, the power consumption
sinks from a typical 1450 mA (at 100 MHz) to 100 mA, that is, 1350 mA are normally used by
the processor. STPCLK is implemented as an interrupt, and so only occurs at instruction limits.
Thus, there can be a delay of a few clock cycles before the i486DX4 actually reacts to STRCLK.
In addition, STPCLK contains the lowest priority of all possible interrupts:
Interrupt
RESET/SRESET
FLUSH
SMI
NM1
INTR
STPCLK

Priority
highest

lowest

The external system logic can recognize the stop grant special cycle and then also switch off the
external clock signal CLK. This is the second stage of stop clock mode, which reduces the power
consumption still further by around 99% to approximately 1 mA. In total, the i486DX4 requires
less than a thousandth of the normal power in this stop clock condition. The processor Call be
immediately switched back from the stop grant condition to its normal operating condition h!
a high level STPCLK signal (hence the deactivation of the signal). This is not possible in the
stop clock condition. First, the external clock signal CLK must be sent for a minimum of 1 mb
to stabilize the I’LL oscillator. Only then will the i486DX4 return to the stop grant condition (bllt
without sending out a stop grant special cycle), that is, the PLL oscillator delivers a stable
processor clock signal, but its output remains blocked. Therefore, by deactivating STRCLK, tlLe
i486DX4 can be returned to its normal operating condition quickly.
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10.4.5 i486DX4 JTAG Boundary Scan Test
The i486DX4 includes the previously described JTAG boundary scan test (see Section 9.8.5). For
this reason, I shall only detail the control cells (see Table 10.4) and the scan path.
Control cell

Pin groups

ABUSCTL
WRCTL
BUSCTL
MISCCTL

A31-A2
D3
I-DO DP3-DPO
_I
&BLAST, @%?, m, W/R, BE3-BE0, M/6, D/c, P W T , PC0
PCHK, HLDA, BREQ, f%

Table 10.4: [TAG control cells and corresponding pin groups for the i486DX4

The boundary scan path comprising of the control cells xxxCTL is performed in the following
sequence:

~

I

After a self-test, which is initiated by the JTAG instruction RUNBIST, the ID code register stores
the 32-bit identification information for the chip in question. In the case of the i486DX4, it has
the following structure: bit 0 = 1, bit 1 .11 = manufacturer (Intel = 09h), bit 12.. .27 = part
number (0427h; bit 12 16 = model: OlOOOb, bit 17. .20 = family: OlOOb, bit 21 . .26 = architecture: OOOOOlb, bit 27 = voltage: 0 = 5 V, 1 = 3 V), bit 28 .31 = version (xxh). The 32-bit i486DX4
Dl code is thus x8288013h.

10.5 The SL Enhanced i486
The all round requirement for power saving CPLJs for both portable and stationary personal
computers has forced Intel into developing an especially low-power version of the 486: the SL
‘enhanced i486. Here, contrary to the i386SL, SL does not mean that an i486 processor has been
assembled together with other parts (such as an ISA bus and a DRAM controller) to form a
highly integrated component. The i486SL (as abbreviated) instead represents a conventional
i486DX or i486SX with all of its usual features such as an 8 kbyte on-chip cache, but in addition it has a number of power saving features. The SL enhanced i486 comes in the following
.Variations:
._..
:,T SL enhanced i486DX with lx-clock speed for 3.3 V (33 MHz) and 5 V (33 MHz, 50 MHz),
(5, SL enhanced i486DX2 with %x-clock speed for 3.3 V (40 MHz) and 5 V (50 MHz, 66 MHz),
i*-~
“*< SL Enhanced i486SX with lx-clock speed for 3.3 V and 5 V (25 MHz, 33 MHz),
?j$ SL Enhanced i486DX with 2x-clock speed for 3.3 V and 5 V (33 MHz),
SL Enhanced i486SX with 2x-clock speed for 3.3 V and S V (25 MHz, 33 MHz).
C!‘
;.
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All versions can be obtained as either 3.3 V or 5 V. The 3.3 V variants have an approximatelv
50% lower power consumption, but only the 5 V CPUs achieve the highest clock frequencies. Ail
versions are available in a 196 pin PQFP, a 168 pin PGA or a 208 pin SQFI’. The following
section details the different characteristics of the SL variants.

10.5.1 5L Enhanced i486DX with lx-clock
Contrary to the normal i486DX, the SL Enhanced i486DX contains a STPCLK input (PQFP: pin
75, PGA: pin G15, SQFP: pin 73) to activate the stop grunt mode and stop clock mode, as known
from the i486DX4. Here, I would like to explain these two modes only briefly; you will find
more details in Section 10.4.4. By the activation of the stop clock signal STPCLK, the processor
is instructed to complete the current instructions and to empty its pipelines. A stop grant special
cycle is then sent on the bus (M/IO = D/T =0, W/R = 1, A31-A5 = A>A2=0, A4 = 1,
BE3-BE0 = 1011b). In a stop grant condition, the PLL oscillator continues to operate, but the
output of the internal processor clock signal from the I’LL oscillator is blocked and the power
consumption sinks to between 20 and 55 mA. The external system logic can recognize the stop
grant special cycle and then also switch off the external clock signal CLK. This is the stop clock
condition, and the power consumption sinks again to between 100 and 200 pA.
Furthermore, an aufo halt power-down mode is implemented: after execution of a HALT instruction, the i486SL automatically enters this mode and then only uses between 20 and 55 mA,
exactly the same as in the stop grant mode.
Finally, System Management Mode (SMM) is implemented. After activation of SMI, the i486SL
stores a register dump in SMM RAM. The interface to SMM is formed by the two new pins SMI
(PQFP: pin 85, PGA: pin BlO, SQFP: pin 65) and SMIACT (PQFP: pin 92, PGA: pin 810, SQFP:
pin 59) for all i486SLs.
Similar to the i486DX4, all i486SLs also include a sofr reset through activation of the SRESET
input (PQFP: pin 94, PGA: pin ClO, SQFP: pin 58). In this way, the i486SL internally performs
an initialization (reset). Contrary to the activation of RESET, the SMBASE register for system
management mode is not reset.
In all other functions, the SL Enhanced i486DX with a lx-clock speed is identical to the conventional i486DX. In particular, it is supplied with a lx-clock signal, that is, the external clock
frequency is identical to the processor clock speed.

10.5.2 SL Enhanced i486DX2 with %x-clock
The SL Enhanced i486DX2 includes the same power saving features as the SL Enhanced i486DXr
thus in stop grant, stop clock, auto halt power-down and system management modes, a soft
reset is also possible. In addition, an n~rto idle pozuer-dozun mode is also available. If the CPU is
waiting for RDY or BRDY from the addressed memory or an I/O subsystem, it halves the
internal clock frequency, making it the same as the external CLK clock frequency. This is possible because the bus interface always runs with CLK and not PCLK = 2 * CLK. In this way, 5O’lr
of the power is saved. Intel has stated that in a typical example with an average taken over a
long period of time, a total power saving of 10% is likely.
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In all other functions, the SL Enhanced i486DX2 is compatible with the conventional i486DX2.
In particular, it is supplied with a %x-clock signal, that is, the processor internally doubles the
external clock frequency, to feed the processor kernel.

10.5.3 SL Enhanced i486SX with lx-clock
Here little more needs to be said, apart from that the SL Enhanced i486SX with lx-clock speed
implements the same power saving features as the SL Enhanced i486DX, thus stop grant, stop
clock, auto halt power-down and system management modes, and also a soft reset, are available. The auto idle power-down mode is, of course, unavailable. In all other functions, the SL
Enhanced i486SX (as expected) is compatible with the conventional i486SX. In particular, it is
supplied with a lx-clock signal, that is, the processor operates internally with the same frequency as that externally supplied.

10.5.4 SL Enhanced i486DX with 2x-clock
The SL Enhanced i486DX2 with a 2x-clock speed is supplied with an external CLK2 clock signal
which has a frequency double that of the internal processor clock speed; the processor operates
in a similar way to the low-power versions examined in Section 10.3. However, no CLKSEL pin
(low-power i486SX/DX: PQFP pin 127) is provided. The internal switching of the clock signal
is not necessary due to the 2x external clock speed. In addition, the clock frequency can be
dynamically varied between 2 MHz and the maximum operating frequency without having to
remove the I’LL oscillator from the cycle. Only if CLK2 is to be completely switched off (thus
OMHz supplied) is it necessary to activate STPCLK. The other functions such as stop grant,
stop clock, auto halt power-down and system management mode are identical to those in the
SL Enhanced i486DX with a lx-clock speed. This also applies to the usual i486DX features such
as the on-chip cache and instruction pipelining.

I

10.5.5 SL Enhanced i486SX with 2x-clock
very briefly, the SL Enhanced i486SX with 2x-clock speed is an SL Enhanced i486SX which
operates with an external CLK2 clock signal whose frequency is twice that of the internal
processor clock speed. This processor also operates similar to the low-power versions from
Section 10.3, where no CLKSEL pin is available. The clock frequency can be dynamically
varied between 2 MHz and the maximum operating frequency. Here, only if CLK2 should be
completely switched off (thus 0 MHz supplied) is it necessary to activate STPCLK. The other
functions such as stop grant, stop clock, auto halt power-down and system management mode
are identical to those in the SL Enhanced i486SX with a lx-clock speed.

10.5.6 i486SL identification with CPUID
h addition to the i486DX4 and the Pentium, the SL Enhanced i486 chip can also identify the
;cpu using the CIWlD instruction. Before initiating the Cl’UID instruction you must first determine whether the CPU actually supports this instruction. Otherwise, the processor will issue an
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invalid opcode exception. For this reason, Intel has included in the EFlag register the same ID fhg
known from the i486DX4 (bit 21 in the EFlag register, see Figure 10.8). If you can set and reset
the ID flag, then the installed processor supports the CPUID instruction.

i4
-

(F
be

bc

To perform CPU identification, you must first load the value 0 into the EAX register and then
initiate the CPUID instruction. The i486SL processor then sends back to EAX the highest identification level that it supports (currently level 1). The three registers EBX, ECX and EDX, in that
sequence, contain a 12-byte identification in ASCII format: <<GenuineIntel)>. If you then load the
value OIh into EAX and repeat the CPUID instruction, the i486SL sends back an identification
value to the EAX register. The register EDX contains additional information concerning which
special functions are supported. In Table 10.5 you will find the call and returned values from
CPUID.
A
Register

Call value

Returned value

EAX
EBX
ECX
EDX

OOh

01 h (max. identiflcatlon
“Genu”
“inei”
“Mel”

EAX
EBX
ECX
EDX

Olh

level)

ldentiflcation value”
Resewed (= OOOOh)
Reserved (= OOOOh)
Feature Flags”

‘I Bits 31-l 6: Resewed (= OOh)
Bits 1 5 - 1 2 : OOOOb
Btts 11-8: Processor famlly (OlOOb= 04h for 1486)
Bits 7-4: Model number (0001 b = 01 h for DX. OOlOb = 02h for SX. 001 lb = 03h for DX2)
Bits 3-O Version
‘) Bits 31-2, Reserved (= OOOOh)
Eat 1 Implemented special functions
Bit 0: On-chip floatrng-potnt unct (1 = on-chlp FPU. 0 = no on-chip FPU)

Table 10.5: Call and return values of CPUZD

For a CPUID call with an EAX parameter greater than 1, the i486SL sends back the value OOOOh
to each of the four registers EAX, EBX, ECX and EDX.

10.6 i486 Clones
After the great success of Intel’s competitors in producing 386 clones and the enormous signiflcance of the 486 market (Intel is currently producing an unbelievable yield on its turnover), it
is not surprising that AMD, Cyrix and 1BM are also bringing i486 compatible microprocessor5
onto the market. In the following section, I would briefly like to describe the most important 4%
clones. Due to the legal battles which often take place between so-called <<friendly)) companies
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(production cooperation agreements), it is quite possible that one or more processors may have
been withdrawn from the market and replaced with other models by the time you read this
book.

10.6.1 AMD Clones
Here, as in the i386, I begin with Intel’s main rival, AMD. Officially, the two CPU manufacturers
are at war with each other, but the data sheets that AMD provides are very similar and, in some
cases, like photocopies of Intel’s originals (it is probably to do with the use of Intel microcode
in AMD processors, so that the relevant data sheets may also be copied). Currently, AMD is
offering three different DX versions and two SX versions.
Am486DX/Am486SX
These processors are i486DX and i486SX compatible processors, respectively; each can be delivered with a clock frequency of 33 MHz or 40 MHz. The Am486SX, as expected, is the lower
specification SX version, and does not contain a coprocessor. Both processors are strictly oriented to the equivalent Intel model, and so, in comparison, contain no great differences. The
only differences are that a JTAG boundary scan test is included in all Am486DX models, and
the clock frequency of the Am486SX at a maximum of 40 MHz exceeds the Intel upper limit of
33MHz by 25%. Both are delivered in a 168 pin PGA with i486DX and i486SX compatible pin
layouts, respectively. The power consumption is also as high as in the Intel models.
Am486DXLV/Am486SXLV
These i486DX/i486SX compatible processors, respectively, are specially designed for saving
power. They operate with a supply voltage of only 3.0 V to 3.6 V (usually 3.3 V) compared to
the 5V of the Am486DXIAm486DXL - hence the LV identification, for Low Voltage. As the
power consumption of CMOS chips, as explained previously, is proportional to the square of
the operating voltage, the Am486DXLV/SXLV has a power saving of more than 60%. The
current used at 33 MHz is only 425 mA compared to 700 mA used in the Am486DX/SX. The
reduction of the supply voltage to 3.3 V also produces a reduction in power consumption (I’ =
Us I). Thus, the Am486DXLV/SXLV only uses 1.5 W instead of the 4.5 W used in the Am486DX/
sx.
The Am486DXLV/SXLV, as previously in the Am386DXLV/Am386SXLV,
is implemented entirely
statically. In this way, the clock frequency can be reduced to 0 MHz, that is, the clock signal is
practically switched off, without causing the processor to lose the contents of its registers or to
leave the cycle. Like the low-power 486s from Intel, the Am486DXLV/SXLV is also supplied
Mth a 2x-clock speed up to a maximum of 66 MHz (corresponding to a processor clock speed
of 33 MHz). If the external clock signal is switched off, that is, reduced to 0 MHz, then the
DXLV/SXLV processor requires far less power - approximately a magnitude of three less (a
factor of 1000).
/

-Both Am486 variants implement a JTAG boundary scan test and also a system management
mode, like that already known from the Am386DXLV/SXLV. The Am486DXLV and the
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Am486SXLV are supplied in a 196 pin PQFP. The pin connections of the Am486SXLV are
compatible with an i486SX in a PQFP, only in addition the three pins 82 (SMI ), 134 ( SMIRD\ )
and 140 (SMIADS) in the Am486SXLV are used for the control signals of system management
mode. These three pins form the interface to System Management Mode (SMM). The pin layout
of the Am486DXLV is identical to that of the Am486SXLV (and thus the i486SX), only in addition pins 77 ( IGNNE) and 81 ( FERR) are used by signals from the on-chip coprocessor.
Am486DX2
Like Intel, AMD also has a clock-doubled 486 to offer, the Am486DX2-66 with internal 66 MHz.
Like the i486DX2 or i486DX, it comes in a 168-pin PGA and is pin compatible with an i486DX2
or i486DX-50. The only difference between these two Intel CPUs is that pin Cl1 of the i486DX2
carries the m signal whereas the i486DX-50 has no such signal. The Am486DX2 can handle
both assignments (thus, with or without m ). Like the ccoriginaln, the Am486DX2 also supports
the JTAG boundary scan test.
Am486DX4
A further clock increase is offered by AMD’s DX4, which achieves internally 120MHz
(Am486DX4-120) or even 133 MHz (Am486DX4-133). This version can be as quick as a 75 MHz
Pentium.
Am5,86
The Am5,86 is a pure 486 but with a large 16 kbyte cache which can be operated with a writeback or write-through strategy (the original 486 has only an 8 kbyte write-through cache).
Moreover, a soft reset according to the Pentium’s INIT is implemented. By means of this the 5,86
can be reset quickly while maintaining, for example, the cache content (one application would
be a quick reset from the protected to the real mode). If a write-back cache is implemented ~1
few additional signals are necessary; therefore the 5,86 with a write-back cache configuration ii
no longer 100% pin-compatible with the i486DX2 or i486DX4. In its standard configuration the
Am5,86 operates with a write-through cache. If pin B13 (WB/ m) is supplied with a high-level
signal during reset, then the on-chip cache starts with a write-back strategy. An important
upgrade compared to the other AMD 486 is the implementation of a CPUID instruction to
identify the processor type. The Am5,86 therefore corresponds significantly to Intel’s i486DXJ
Besides the processor identification, CPUID also provides some information regarding implemented special functions. If you load a value of 0 into EAX and execute the CPUID instructioll
afterwards, the Am5,86 returns the CPU’s identification and, additionally, the highest suY_
ported identification level. The three registers EBX, EDX and ECX, in that sequence, contain d
12-byte identification in ASCII format: aAuthenticAMD>). If you execute the CPUID function
with an EAX value of Olh, the Am5,86 returns in the EAX register an identification value al lj
in the EDX register additional information about supported special functions, Table 10.6 sho~“~
the call and return values of CPUlD for the Am5,86.
However, you will look for the typical elements of the fifth and sixth generation (dynan”’
branch prediction, superscalar architecture, register renaming, etc.) in vain. Because it CCU’ be
clocked up to 133 MHz it is comparable to a 75 MHz Pentium.
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Register

Call value

Return value

EAX

OOh

Olh
“Auth”
“CAMD”
“enti”

Olh

identification value”
reserved (=O)
reserved (=O)
feature Flags”

EBX
ECX
EDX
EAX
EBX
ECX
EDX
‘) Bits 31-12’

Reserved (= OOh)

B i t s 11-8 Farmly (OlOOb = 04h for 5,86 = 486 instruction s e t )
Bits 7-4. Model (11 lob = eh for ‘$36 wth write-through

cache, 111 lb = fh for 5,86 with write-back

cache)

Bits 3- 0 : Version (steppmg)
21 Bits 31-l. R e s e r v e d (= OOh)
Bit 0. On-chip floatmg-pant umt (1 = o n - c h i p FPU , 0 = no on-chip FPU)

Table 20.6: Call md refurn values of CPUID

AMD System Management Mode
The following pins are provided in the Am486DXLVISXLV

______

m, SMIADS,SMIRDY
Pins 82, 140, 134

for system management mode:

(110, 0 , I)

These three pins form the interface to System Management Mode (SMM). If a low level signal
is sent to the System Management Interrupt (SMI) input, then it leads to an interrupt with a
higher priority than an NM1 has. The Am486DXLV/SXLV calls the SMI handler and addresses
a special memory area. The SMl address status signal SMIADS corresponds to the ADS signal
innormal operating mode and indicates valid bus cycles. Finally, the SMI ready signal SMlRDY
indicates the completion of a bus cycle in SMM, thus its task is analogous to RDY in normal
operating mode.
Memory accesses in SMM are indicated by an active SMIADS signal. The external system cnn
use this address strobe signal to address an other-than-usual area of the memory but, naturally,
.need not necessarily do so. Thus, it depends upon whether the system designer wishes to take
advantage of the protection and separation function of SMM. On the other hand, however, all
110 accesses via IN or OUT, for example, activate the ADS signal and are switched through to
the usual I/O address area.
I+p.rca1 applications for SMM are the power management functions for the partial or complete
kwtching off of individual components in a power saving green PC (starting with the monitor
$’ hard disk, through to the processor and main memory itself ). Naturally, the SMM RAM can
be used for other purposes, such as storing restart routines after serious computer system
ors. All accesses using an active SMIADS are not cachable, that is, the SMM RAM is not
lect to caching in the on-chip cache of the Am486DXLV/SXLV. The SMM instruction UMOV
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determines the interface between normal and SMM RAM. If the processor is operating in system
management mode, then you can use LJMOV to transfer data between a CPU register and the
normal RAM (UMOV activates ADS instead of SMIADS and senses RDY in place of SMIRDY).
In normal mode, UMOV permits an access to the SMM RAM, thus it activates SMIADS instead
of ADS Furthermore, the instruction RES4 is provided for SMM, which can also be performed
only in SMM (in normal operation it initiates an invalid opcode exception). SMM is exited with
RES4. The following operations take place in system management mode.
- System management mode is initiated by an active signal at the SMI input or an explicit SMI
instruction. The Am486DXLV/SXLV indicates this with an impulse at the SMIADS pin and
then by sending out the SMI signal, NM1 and INTR are blocked.
-

The processor starts to save its current operating condition in SMM RAM (thus, with the
help of SMIADS and SMIRDY) at the physical addresses 60000h-601a7h. You can see the
layout of the processor status report in Table 10.7. Note that the registers DRO to DR3, CR2
and CR3, and also TR6 and TR7 are not saved.

_

The Am486DXLV/SXLV initializes its internal processor register as if it were reset, that is,
it switches into real mode independently of the previous operating mode (real, protected or
virtual 8086) and loads EIP with fffOh and CS with ffffh.

_

The execution of the SMM program after an SMI now starts at ffff:fffO in exactly the same
way as after a processor reset. However, as in normal mode, it is possible to switch into
protected or virtual 8086 mode, only here SMIADS in place of ADS is used for addressing
the SMM RAM. The system tables for protected mode must, therefore, be located in SMM
RAM; the full 4 Gbyte address area is then available (even though this may be a little
excessive for system management). Through UMOV, conventional RAM as well as SMl
RAM can be used for data accesses, but not for instruction fetching. I/O accesses with IN
or OUT are switched through to the usual I/O address area; there is no SMM I/O area.

_

To return to the interrupted task from SMM mode and to restore the original state of the
processor from the processor status report (Table 10.71, the register pair ES:EDI must point
to the physical address 60000h. The execution of the 32-bit opcodes Ofh and 07h for the
instruction RES4 then restores the state of the processor from the data stored in the SMM
memory (however, the register values at the addresses 6000:0120h to 60000:0144h are not
rewritten). A further method of leaving SMM is, naturally, through a processor reset. In most
cases, this is not satisfactory because the processor should restart operation at the point
where it was interrupted by the SMI.

10.6.2 Cyrix Clones
In addition to the 486SLC and 486DLC clones which tended towards the i386, Cyrix now also
has a truly i486SX compatible chip in its product range, the Cx486S. As the Cx486S40 it operates
at 40 MHz, or as the internally clock-doubled Cx486S2/50 at 50 MHz, and executes instructions
in a pipeline. The instruction pipelining, however, is not as effective for all instructions as in the
i486 or Am486; some instructions require one clock cycle more. Thanks to a purely hardware
implemented integer multiplication unit, however, the Cyrix SX and DX achieve a seven timti
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Address

Content

Address

Content

Address

6000:0000
6000:0004
6000:0008
6OOO:OOOc
6OOO:OOlO
6000:0014
6000:0018
6OOO:OOlc
6000:0020
6000:0024
6000:0028
6000:002c
6000:0030
6000:0034
6000:0038
6000:003c
6000:0040
6000:0044
6000:0048
6000:004c
6000:0050
6000:0054

CR0
Wag
EIP
EDI
ESI
EBP
ESP
EBX
EDX
ECX
EAX
DR6
DR7
TR
LDT
GS
FS
DS
ss
CS
ES
TSS attrlbute

60000058
6000~005~
6000.0060
6000-0064
6000:0068
6000006~
6000:0070
6000:0074
60000078
6000.007~
6000:0080
6000:0084
6000~0088
6000.008c
6000.0090
6000:0094
6000-0098
6000009~
6000.00aO
600000a4
6000.00a8

TSS base
TSS limit
Reserved
IDT base
IDT hmlt
Reserved
GDT base
GDT hmlt
LDT attrlbute
LDT base
LDT limit
GS attribute
GS base
GS limit
F5 attrlbute
FS base
FS limit
DS attrlbute
DS base
DS lhmlt
SS attrlbute

6000.00ac
6000:OObO
6000:00b4
6000:00b8
6000:OObc
6OOO:OOcO
6000.00~4
6000:00c8
6OOO:OlOO
6000:....
6000:0124
6000:0128
6000:012c
6000:
6000:0148
6000:014c
6000:0150
6000:0154
6000:.
6000:01a4

SS base
SS limit
CS attribute
CS base
CS limit
ES attrlbute
SS base
ES limit
Temporary register
Old EIP
Reserved

Unused
FPU

Table 10.7: Register dmp of the Am486DXLV/SXLV

greater multiplication speed than the microencoded multipliers of the Am486 or i486, for example. Either the i486/Am486 or the Cyrix is quicker, depending on the application or benchmark
test. A cache of 2 kbytes capacity with a selectable write-back strategy is integrated onto the
chip. The i486SX compatible Cyrix chip does not include an on-chip coprocessor; the Cx4875 is
delivered separately. Contrary to the i487SX, the Cx487S is a true coprocessor and not an upgrade, thus it does not completely replace the CPU. The Cyrix processors are available as either
5 V or 3.3 V (up to 33 MHz). In addition, an i486DX compatible chip with an integrated coprocessor
and an 8 kbyte cache, usual in the i486, has also been promised. As with all modern power
saving microprocessors, the Cyrix processors also include a system management mode.

10.6.3 IBM’s Blue Lightning
Th e personal computer and its microprocessor, not that long ago seen by proper computer
manufacturers as an immature toy, have developed into competitors to the established mainframes
in a very short time. Even giant IBM is not unaffected by this development. On the other hand,
IBM’s decade-long experience (and that of DEC) with complex systems at both hardware and
software levels is the basic reason that Big Blue has also been forging ahead. The result is the
486DLC3 also known as the B/W Liglrkrrirrg. The 3 indicates that it, like the i486DX3, operates
internally with a tripled clock frequency and, in this way, achieves 100 MHz. The 486DLC3
includes a 16 kbyte cache (i486DX: 8 kbyte), which operates using write allocation. Thus, a cache
miss during writing, like a cache miss during reading, initiates a cache line fill. An on-chip
coprocessor, on the other hand, is not included. Unfortunately, the Blue Lightning is internally
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based mainly on the i386 processor kernel without instruction pipelining. This gives it a distinct
disadvantage in the execution time of machine instructions. For example, the instruction MOV
reg, reg requires two processor clock cycles instead of only one in the i486. Accesses to the onchip cache (cache hits) also require two clock cycles instead of one, and so take twice as long.
However, a special feature accelerates the 486DLC compared to the i486: the microcode of the
486DLC3, as far as possible, combines each of four individual 8-bit shifts of a REP MOVSB (with
respect to bytes, the shifting of string data) after an alignment at a 32.bit limit, into a single 32bit MOV. The bus transfer rate for extensive accesses (for example to the video RAM) is increased considerably. The reduction of the operating voltage to 3.3 V and a system management
mode contribute to power saving - the 486DLC3 uses 3.6 W. In addition to the 486DLC3 there
is also the 486SLC2, which operates internally with only a doubled clock frequency (like the
i486DX2 or Am486DX2); otherwise it is almost identical to the 486DLC3. However, do not
confuse the IBM 486DLC and 486SLC chips with the CPUs from Cyrix with the same name.

11 Borrowing from the RISC World The Superscalar Pentium
The successor to the i486 was surrounded by secrecy for a long time: secrecy that began with
its name and continued with some very speculative properties of the P5 (which is what it was
called for some time). In the following sections I want to discuss the features of this superscalar
and thereby open a window onto the RISC technologies that give rise to an instruction throughput of up to 330MIPS for the fastest Pentium at 200MHz compared to the 54MIPS of an
i486DX2-66. The term <<RISC,, is not fully justified, as the Pentium (of course) is completely i486
compatible, and thus has to deal with the more than 400 i486 machine instructions.
First, the characteristic features of the Pentium are as follows:
two integer pipelines and a floating-point pipeline (superscalar architecture);
dynamic branch prediction;
separate data and code caches each with 8 kbytes, write-back strategy and supporting of the
MESI cache consistency protocol;
external 64-bit data bus with pipelined burst mode for quicker cache line fills and writebacks up to 528 million bytes/s;
execution tracing for external monitoring of internal command execution;
system management mode for implementing power saving functions;
performance monitoring for the optimization of code sequences;
and, starting with the 75 MHz version, in-built dual processing capability with local on-chip
APIC (Advanced Programmable Interrupt Controller).
Figure 11.1 is a photograph of an unbonded Pentium chip. The separate elements can be clearly
seen. Regular structures represent memory, such as the two caches, the TLBs and the branch
trace buffer. The chip shown has more than three million transistors.
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Because there have been technical developments since the first presentation of the Pentium in
1993, this chapter will discuss the newer versions. The 60 MHz and 66 MHz models which came
on the market in 1993 were superseded shortly afterwards by the type P54C. The main differences are a changed pin layout, the integration of additional elements on the CPU chip (the
APIC, for example), and the lowering of the supply voltage to 3.3 V. A more advanced manufacturing process technology (a smaller structure size) allows clock frequencies of 75 MHz and
more. At time of writing, models with clock frequencies between 75MHz and 200MHz are
available. But the external clock which also defines the speed of the external Pentium bus is
always equal to 50 MHz, 60 MHz or 66 MHz. Higher clock rates are obsolete in view of the
speed of even faster L2-caches. Section 11.10 briefly describes the two first Pentium models with
60 MHz and 66 MHz, just to complete the picture.

11.1 Pins and Signals
Because of its 64-bit data bus and the integration of additional units, the Pentium requires a
large number of pins. It is shipped in a Staggered Pin Grid Array (SPGA) which has a total of 296
contact pins. The current consumption of more than 4 A at 133 MHz is handled by 53 Vcc and
53 GND terminals for supplying the current and partially draining the resulting heat of 13 W.
The rest is transferred to the environment by a big heat sink. Figure 11.2 schematically shows
the pinout of the Pentium.
The following list identifies this large number of pins and explains the input and output signals.
Compared to the two first Pentium models with 60 MHz and 66 MHz the following pins and
signals have been added:
_

- ADSC, APICEN, BF, BRDYC, CPUTYP, D/P, I%?%, i%%&, PBREQ, PHIT, PHITM,
PICCLK, PICI, PICDO, STPCLK.

The meanings of the following contacts and signals have changed:
- BP, lNTR/LlNTO, NMI/LINTl
If the Pentium is operating in a dual processing configuration then the meanings of the follow’ing signals are also changed:
- m, ADS, m--m,
- C A C H E , D/c, F E R R , m, HIT, HITM, H L D A , -8
LOCK, M/IO, PCHK, RESET, SCYC, SMIACT, W/i?.
The list is in alphabetical order.
A20M (1)
Pin AK8
If this address 20 mask pin is at a low level, then before every memory access the Pennun’
internallv masks the address bit A20. This also affects all accesses (look-ups) to the two internal
cache memories. In this way, the Pentium emulates the wrap-around of the 8086 at address 1~~‘.
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1

2
3
4
5
6
7
6
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
16
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
20
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37

Pentium
(75MHz to 200MHz)

kfure 11.2: The Pentium pinout.

@iii must be activated only in real mode. When the Pentium is operating as a secondary
iual) processor, this signal is internally masked and has no effects.
‘31-A3 (0; A31-A5: I/O)
‘ins AE33, AF34, AG33, AG35, AH34, AH36, AJ33, AJ35, AK22, AK24, AK26, AK28, AK38
u<32, AK34, AK36, AL21, AL23, AL25, AL27, AL29, AL31, AL33, AL35, AM32, AM34,
u36, AN31, AN33
>ese 29 pins provide the 29 most significant bits of the 32-bit address for write and read
‘Fations. The three least significant address bits A0 to A2 are coded by the eight byte enable
!@& .BEO- BE7. In an inquiry cycle, the external logic uses the 27 signals A31-A5 to transfer
$!equiry
address to the Pentium.
r
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ADS (0; Dual: I/O)
Pin AJ5
A low-level address status signal at this pin indicates that the Pentium has started a new bus
cycle, that the pins W/n, D/c, and M/m give valid signals for the definition of the bus cycle,
and that the pins BEO-BE7 and also A31-A3 give valid address signals.
ADSC (0; Dual: I/O)
Pin AM2
ADSC is functionally identical to ADS.
AHOLD (I)
Pin V4
If a high-level signal is applied to this address hold pin, the Pentium does not drive its address
bus (A31-A3, BT3-BTO and AI’) and prepares it for input operation. An external busmaster can
then access the address bus of the Pentium to perform an inquiry cycle. All other signals remain
active, so that data for previously sent bus cycles can still be transferred.
AP (I/O)
Pin AK2
In addition to parity formation for the data bus, the Pentium also supports parity formation for
the address bus. Contrary to DP7-DPO, Al’ is given out for the complete 29-bit address bus part
A31-A3. For every write cycle, the Pentium sends out the AP parity bit, so that parity is achieved.
When reading data, the system must send a signal to the AP pin that causes even parity (for
A31-A3 and AI’). Systems that do not support this parity function mostly fix Al? at Vcc or GND
In a read operation, the Al’ associated signal does not influence the program execution; thtPentium reacts to an address parity error only by activating APCHK two CLK cvcles after the
activation of EADS by the interrogating subsystem.
APCHK (0)
Pin AE5
After reading in an external address during an inquiry cycle, the Pentium sends out a signal
through the address parity check pin that indicates whether the transferred address bits ,431~
A3 and the address parity bit AI’ are consistent. If APCHK is at a low level, then an addrehparity error has occurred. The system need not necessarily serve or use APCHK or the other
parity checking signals.

--

--

BE7-BE0 (0; Reset: BE/I-BE0 I/O)
Pins AL9, ALll, AL13, AL15, AKlO, AK12, AK14, AK16
These (byte enable) signals indicate which byte group of the 64-bit data bus will actually tranz
data in the current bus cycle. Bt% corresponds to the least significant data byte D7-E% %’
corresponds to the most significant data byte D63-D56. During a cnchable read cycle, all ddtJ

I
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lines must be used with a valid data signal independently of BEx values because, in principle,

the Pentium carries out a cache line fill for such read accesses. In the course of a reset the pins
BE3-BE0 are supplied with an APIC-ID and interpreted by the on-chip ARC in the following
manner:
ApIc ID

Pin

register

Bit 24

BE0

Bit 25

BE1

Bit 26

BE2

Bit 27

BE3

BFl, BFO (1)
Pins Y33, Y34

1
:
1

I

In the course of a reset the signals on these bus frequency pins define the ratio of external and
internal processor clocks.
BP0

Clock

i

0

l/r

1

1

'I3

BP1

frequency

ratio

Em (I)

Pin 24

r

If the backoff pin receives a signal with a low level, the Pentium disables its bus. It disconnects
heady all pins and suspends all currently running bus cycles. After the deactivation of BOFF,
the Pentium restarts the interrupted bus cycle anew, in that all necessary address, data and
control signals for the interrupted cycle are given out again, that is, it starts the interrupted bus
Gcle again from the beginning.
z

!

Bp3-BP2, PMlIBPl-I’MOIBPO (0)
Pins S3, 55, Q3, R4
2, ‘,Z
‘2~ breakpoint pins BP3-BP0 correspond to the debug registers DR3-DRO. If a breakpoint
$XE for one of the registers, the Pentium enables the corresponding BPx signal. Through the
$0 bits PBl and PBO in the debug mode control register DR4, you can set whether PM1 I PBI
$JPMo/PBO, respectively, should be used as a breakpoint pin (PBx = I), or for performance
,‘&itoring. BP3-BP0 enables breakpoint hits to be instantaneously seized by external hard:Vtie. Otherwise, an internal breakpoint interception runs only after a delay, because the Pentium
9,
m&t, first of all, internally produce the corresponding exception and jump to the handler using
latively long-winded interrupt call.

rst ready signal at this pin indicates whether the addressed peripheral system, for example
in memory, or an l/O device, has already completed the requested access (BRDY = low),
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or requires more time (BRDY = high). As is the case for all other 80x86 CPUs, the ready signal
causes the Pentium to insert one or more wait states if the addressed unit is not able to respond
in time. Unlike the i486, the Pentium does not differentiate between a usual ready and a burst
ready signal. BRDY refers both to burst cycles (which are only possible for a memory access)
and to single transfer and I/O cycles.
BRDYC (1)
Pin Y3
BRDYC is functionally identical to BRDY.
BREQ (0)
Pin AJl
Through the bus request signal BREQ, the Pentium indicates that it has requested the internal
bus. It is possible that the Pentium cannot use the bus at this moment (owing to an active
AHOLD, HOLD or BOFF signal). Despite this, BREQ is still sent out and can be used by the
bus operation logic in order to give the Pentium priority after the deactivation of AHOLD,
HOLD or BOFF. This is required especially in multimaster systems (such as a Pentium and
busmaster DMA or several CPUs).
BUSCHK (I)
Pin AL7
An active bus check signal informs the Pentium about an incomplete bus cycle, that is, the cycle
was finished, but the subsystem could not correctly execute the cycle (data read, data write, or
other access, etc.) as instructed by the Pentium. In this case, the Pentium stores the addresseb
and values according to the control signals, in the machine check register. A set MCE-bit in the
CR4 control register then leads to a machine check exception corresponding to interrupt 18
(12h).
CACHE (0; Dual: I/O)
Pin U3
An active CACHE signal indicates that the current memory cycle sent by the Pentium is intern
ally cachable. If the Pentium initiates a memory read cycle or an instruction fetching cycle arlci
CACHE is active (at a low level), then the Pentium extends the memory read cycle to a cache
line fill in burst mode, provided the addressed memory subsystem activates KEN, and in thr<
way informs the subsystem that the required data or codes are cachable. If KEN remains inactive, then despite an active CACHE, the Pentium will not perform a cache line fill. The cdLlst’
can be, for example, that with a memory-mapped I/O, a control register is located at tilt’
addressed memory position. An inactive CACHE signal, independently of the KEN si&
level, always leads to a single transfer without internal caching of the transferred data or &code
bytes. If CACHE is activated by the Pentium for a write cycle, then it executes a write-back 0’
a cache line in burst mode. Write-throughs to the external memory are executed with an indv’
CACHE. These are write operations that lead to a cache miss in the on-chip data cache. ‘fht’
Pentium does not execute a cache line fill for such write cache misses; it does not implemer’t ”
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write allocate strategy. The CACHE signal could also be described as a burst instruction signal,
because an active CACHE signal with a low level always results in a burst mode and the
transfer of 32 bytes of code or data. In principle, I/O cycles are not cachable, because usually
a control or status register is lurking behind the addressed port.
CLK (I)
Pin AK 18
The clock signal is sent to this pin which the Pentium multiplies according to the levels of BFl
and BFO to generate the internal processor clock PCLK.
CPLJTYPE (I)
Pin Q35
In a one-processor system CPUTYPE must be connected to ground (GND). The same applies to
the dual processing mode if this Pentium is the primary processor. The secondary Pentium is
‘supplied with a high-level signal (Vcc) at its CPUTYPE pin. In this way a hierarchy is predefined for the boot process.
D63-DO (I/O)
i’ins A5, A31, A33, A35, B4, 830, B32, B34, B36, C3, C5, C9, Cll, C13, C15, C17, C19, C21,
C23, C27, C29, C31, C33, C35, C37, D2, D4, D6, D8, DlO, D12, D14, D16, DZO, D22, D24,
D26, D28, D32, D34, El, E3, E5, E7, E9, E33, E35, F4, F34, F36, G3, G5, G33, G35, H4, J3, J5,
J35, K4, K34, L3, L5, M4, N3
These 64 pins form the bidirectional 64-bit data bus for the input and output of data. Thus, the
Pentium data bus is double the width of that in the i486. This, above all, increases the speed
with which the two internal caches are filled or written back. During a data read operation, the
data at these pins is taken as soon as BRDY signal is active.
D/c, M/m, W/R (0, 0, 0; Dual: I/O, I/O, I/O)
Pins AK4, T42, AM6
The data/control (1 = data cycle, 0 = instruction/special cycle), memory/IO (1 = memory cycle,
O= I/O cycle) and write/read (1 = write cycle, 0 = read cycle) signals at these pins set the current
bus cycle type. The possible signal combinations have the following meanings:
yJ0)

interrupt acknowledge seuuuence
IOOl) special cycle"
lOlO) reading from an I/O port
(011) writing to an I/O port
(100) instruction
fetching

:(lOl)

invalid

~ (110)

reading of data from memory

$9 writing of data to memory

,;i,

z -

-

-

-

-

-

". BB7=BE6=BE5=BE4=BE3=BE2=BEl=l,
&i-_-_-_-_-_-_-_
e. BET-BE6-BE5-BE4-BE3-BE2-BEO-1,
_
~~~~=BEb=BE5=BE4=BE3=BE1=BEO=1.
:%

BEO=O:
?%i=O:

Shutdown
Internal cache flush

BE2=0: stop

(INVD, WBINM)
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BE~=BE~=BE~=BE~=BE~=BE~=BEO=~,
- BE7=BE6=BE5=BE3=BE2=BEl=BEO=l,
_-_---BE7=BE6=BEl=BE3=BE2=BEl=BEO=l,

BE3=0:

Write-back

cycle

WBINVD)

z=O: Plush acknowledge
BES=O:

Branch trace message

cycle

D/P, (0)
Pin AE3.5
The signal at this pin is defined only in dual processing mode and only for the primary processor. In this case the primary Pentium outputs at the dual/primary contact a low-level signal
when it drives the bus.
DP7-DPO (I/O)
Pins C7, C25, D18, D30, D36, F2, F6, N5
The Pentium supports the formation of parity for the data bus, that is, it sends out the parity
bit DP7-DPO for every byte of the data bus D63-DO during every write cycle, so that even parity
is achieved. When reading data, the system must send signals to the pins DP7-DPO that will
give an even parity. Systems that do not support this parity function mostly fix DP7-DPO at Vcc
or GND. The signals sent to the pins during a read operation do not influence the program
execution, if PEN is not simultaneously active, that is at a low level. With an active PEN, the
addresses in the applicable read cycle, and the type of cycle, are stored in the MCA and MCT
registers, respectively. Through a set MCE-bit in CR4, the Pentium sends out a machine check
exception corresponding to interrupt 18 (12h). If PEN is not active, the only reaction of the
Pentium to a data parity error is the activation of the PCHK signal.
EADS (11
Pin AM4
An active low-level signal at this external address pin indicates to the Pentium that an external
bus controller has sent a valid address to its address pins and drives an inquiry cycle.
EWBE (I)
Pin W3
An active low-level signal at this external write buffer empty pin informs the Pentium that the
external system (for example, a second-level cache) is ready to take write data from the PentiunlIf, on the other hand, EWBE is inactive (at a high level), the system must first execute an
additional write cycle before the Pentium can proceed with transferring data. Only when m
is again active can the Pentium continue with the write operation.
FERR (0)
Pin QS

This pin sends out an active signal with a low level if a non-masked exception occurs in the
floating-point unit of the l’entium. In this way, the Pentium can be built into a personal Con'puter that can, for reasons of compatibility, issue a coprocessor interrupt in order to indicate
such a coprocessor error.
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FLUSH (II
Pin AN7
If the cache flush pin receives a FLUSH signal with a low level, then the Pentium writes back
to memory all changed cache lines of the on-chip data cache and invalidates both on-chip caches
(data and code cache). It carries out a cache flush. After the completion of the cache flush, the
Pentium initiates a flush acknowledge cycle (see D/C, M/m and W/R). In the case of a dual
processing configuration the secondary Pentium writes back its cache lines first, followed by the
primary processor; following this, one single flush acknowledge cycle is driven.
FRCMC (I)
Pin Y35
The signal at this functional redundancy checking master/checker input indicates to the Pentium
during a reset and its subsequent initialization whether it should operate as a master or as a
checker. As a master (high-level FRCMC), the Pentium controls the bus according to the usual
bus protocol (for example, it activates the address and control signals). In checker mode, on the
other hand, the Pentium determines the signal level at all output (0) pins (with the exception
of IERR and TDO) and compares them with internal values. IERR is activated if the signal
levels are not the same as the internal values. By means of this two Pentium CPUs can check
one another.
HIT (0; Dual: I/O)
Pin AK 6
The HIT signal indicates the result of an inquiry cycle. If a hit occurs in the on-chip data or
instruction cache, the Pentium drives the HIT signal to a low level. If a miss occurs, the pin
sends out a low-level signal.

I

I%?% (0; Dual: 110)
Pin AL5
The hit modified line signal, similar to HIT, indicates the result of an inquiry cycle. If a changed
line in the on-chip data cache is referenced, the Pentium activates the HITM signal at a low
level. The external system can then use HITM during bus arbitration to prevent a different bus
controller from using the applicable data before the Pentium has written back the content of the
changed line to memory.
H O L D,

HLDA

(I, 0; Dual: I/o)

hs A J 3 , A B 4
I

The two bus hold request and bus hold acknowledge pins are used as

usual

for bus arbitration.

If a different busmaster wishes to have control, it sends a high-level signal to the HOLD input
5 of the Pentium. If the control transfer is not internally blocked by an active LOCK signal, or the
i>rrent operation of an instruction, then the Pentium reacts with an active HLDA signal. The
$&new bus master keeps the HOLD signal active until it wishes to hand back control of the local
U S (or until it must). It will then deactivate the HOLD signal, and the Pentium then retakes
.$
:$
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control. HOLD and HLDA play an important bus arbitration role in EISA and microchann?]
systems.

t1
n
0

IERR (0)
Pin P4
An active internal error signal with a low level at this pin indicates an internal error in the
Pentium. This could be a parity error when reading internal data fields. A Pentium, working as
a master, then activates IERR and goes into a shutdown condition. In checker mode, IERR is
activated if the received value at the output pins does not agree with the internally calculated
value.
IGNNE (I)
Pin AA35

b

If this ignore numeric error pin receives a low-level signal and the NE-bit in the control register
CR0 is reset (thus, equals 0), then the Pentium ignores numerical errors (exceptions) and continues to execute floating-point instructions. Despite this, FERR is activated. If IGNNE is at .i
high level (thus, inactive), and the next floating-point instruction is a FINIT, FCLEX, FSTENV,
FSAVE, FSTSW, FSRCW, FENI, FDIDI or FSETPM, then the Pentium executes the new instruction instead of the exception. If IGNNE is at a high level, and the subsequent instruction is
other than that above, then the Pentium stops the instruction execution and waits for an external
interrupt. If the NE-bit in the control register CR0 is set, then IGNNE has no effect. If the
Pentium is configured as the secondary processor it masks the IGNNE signal internally, that is,
it is meaningless.
INIT (I)
Pin AA33
A signal with a high level at this initialization pin for a minimum of two CLK clock cycles set>
the Pentium into a defined initial start condition in a similar way to a reset. However, unlike
a reset, the internal caches, write buffers, model registers and floating-point registers are not
reset, but retain their values. In addition to a reset and changing the value of the PE-bit in the
control register CRO, INIT also enables another possibility: to switch the Pentium back into real
mode. In this way, driver programs that were developed for the 80286 and only switch back intr
real mode when reset operate in the Pentium at a much higher speed (but who would want ti’
do that?). With a reset instruction from a keyboard controller, a corresponding external 1%ic
uses the INIT input in place of the reset input. In this way, a complicated and lengthy reset I<
avoided and the Pentium again runs in 80286 compatible real mode after only two clock cycles
INTRlLINTO (I)
Pin AD34
A high-level signal at this interrupt terminal indicates that an interrupt request from a hardware
unit exists. If the interrupt flag IE in the EFlag register is set, then the processor completes t”e
active instruction and afterwards immediately executes an INTA cycle in order to reaj thr
applicable interrupt number from the interrupt controller. Depending on the operating n ,‘I&
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the Pentium then calls the corresponding handler via either the interrupt vector table (real
mode) or the interrupt descriptor table (protected mode). By resetting the IE flag, the checking
of INTR can be suppressed and, in this way, hardware interrupt requests can be masked.
When the on-chip APIC is activated this contact represents local interrupt
grammed for Lrarious interrupt modes.

0 and can be pro-

INVfIl
Pin U5
During an inquiry cycle, a high-level invalidation request signal at this pin leads to the invalidation of the applicable cache line, if a hit occurs (it is marked as invalid). A low level marks
the cache line as shared if a hit occurs. If no hit occurs, INV has no effect. Upon an active EADS
signal, the addresses are transferred at A31-A5.
KEN (II
Pm W5
Through KEN (cache enable), the Pentium determines whether the current cycle is cccachable>>,
thus, whether the addressed address area can be transferred to the cache. If that is the case, and
if the Pentium has sent out a cachable cycle (thus, CACHE is active), then the current read
access is expanded to a cache line fill cycle. The Pentium will then read a complete cache line
of 32 bytes into one of its two on-chip caches. As KEN information originates in a memory
subsystem, specific address areas of hardware devices can be protected from caching by KEN.
m (0; Dual: I/O)
Pi
AH4
‘ii
With an active LOCK, and thus a low-level signal at this pin, the Pentium will not pass control
of the local bus to another bus controller which requests control using HOLD. Thus, it executes
i locked bus cycle and does not respond to a HOLD request with an acknowledge (HLDA).

I Gi (I)
., Pi Y5
!
The next address signal is used for the implementation and control of address pipelining. The
address decoder system of the computer indicates with a low-level signal at this pin that
- - the new values for BEO-BE7, A3-A31, W/R, D/C and M/m can be transferred to the decoder
before the current cycle is completed. In this way, the next bus cycle has already begun before
‘tll e current bus cycle ends with a BRDY signal. The Pentium carries out address pipelining, in
c:that it begins th e applicable bus cycle two CLK cycles after the activation of NA. NA is latched
-I” th e processor and is activated with the next clock cycle; the Pentium (notes, it as a type of
Pipeline request and can execute up to two pending bus cycles.
I)

:~YLINT (I )
“pin AC33

pin receives a signal with a high level, then the Pentium issues an interrupt 2 which, contrary

, cannot be masked by the interrupt flag 1E. Thus, it is the well-known non-maskable
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interrupt. After the completion of the current instruction, the Pentium, in all conditions, sto.>s
the program execution and attends to the interrupt. Note that contrary to INTR, no IN-A
sequence is executed because the vector is hard-wired to ~(2,).
When the on-chip APIC is activated this pin is local
various interrupt modes.

inteyrzrpt 2 and

can be programmed for

PBREQ, PBGNT (II01
Pins AE3, AD4
These two private bus request and private bus grant pins serve to arbitrate the private bus
between the two processors in a dual processing configuration. The pins remain unconnected
when only one Pentium is present in the system.
PCD, PWT (0, 0)
Pins AG35, AL3
The page cache disable signal at this pin indicates the value of the PCD-bit in the CR3 control
register, the page table entry or the page directory entry for the current page. Thus, at this pin,
the Pentium delivers external caching information on a page basis. The page write-through
signal at this pin indicates the value of the page write-through bit PWT in the CR3 control
register, the page table entry or the page directory entry for the current page. Thus, at this pin,
the Pentium delivers external write-back or write-through information on a page basis.
PCHK (01
Pin AF4
After reading data, the Pentium gives out a signal through the parity check pin that indicates
whether the transferred data bits D63-DO and the parity bits DP7-DPO are consistent. Only tlic
data bytes explicitly identified as active with BEx are checked. If PCHK is low, then a parit!
error has occurred. PCHK is given out by the addressed subsystem two CLK cycles after the
activation of BRDY, and it remains active for one CLK cycle. The system need not necessaril!
supply or use PCHK or any of the other parity checking signals.
PEN (I)
Pin 234
Together with the MCE-bit in the CR4 control register, the signal at this parity enable Pii’
defines whether the Pentium should send out a machine check exception corresponding tc’
interrupt 18 (12h) if a data parity error occurs (for D63-DO, DP7-DPO) during a read cycle. With
an active PEN, the Pentium stores the address bits and the values of the bus control signals ii’
the machine check registers. If the MCE-bit is also set then the Pentium sends out a machiiic
check exception.
PHIT, PHITM (I/O)
Pins AA3, AC3
The two privnte hit and priunte hit modifird signals serve in a similar way to the signals FS anJ
HlTM to maintain cache coherency between the primary and the secondary Pentiums in a dU‘~~
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processing configuration. The pins remain unconnected when only one Pentium is present in
the system.
PICCLK (I)
Pin H34
This pin is supplied with the clock signal for the on-chip APIC (Advanced Programmable Interrupt Controller).
PICDO/ DPEN (I/O)
I’m J33
In the course of a reset the secondary processor (in the case of a dual processing configuration)
outputs a dual processing enable signal with a low level from this pin to the corresponding
DPEN pin of the primary Pentium to advise the primary processor to start a two-processor
operation. Usually a motherboard for dual processing has a socket for a secondary processor,
but it may not necessarily hold a processor. In this case OPEN is on a high level, and the only
Pentium in the system starts single operation after the reset. If a second Pentium is now inserted
(the system is upgraded) DPEN is automatically set to a low level in the course of the reset, and
the system initializes in a dual processing configuration. If the on-chip APIC of the Pentium is
activated then PICDO represents the low-order bit of the APIC data bus after reset.
PICDi/APICEN (110;
Pii L35

R ES E T :

I)

If this pin is on a high level during reset then the Pentium enables the on-chip APIC. In this case
PICDl forms the high-order bit of the APIC data bus afterwards.
PRDY (0)
Pin AC5
A signal with a high level at this probe ready pin indicates that the Pentium has gone into probe
mode as a reaction to a low-level R/S signal. PRDY is used for the implementation of the new
Intel debug ports, through which a debugger can be supported by external hardware.
RESET (I)
Pin AK20
If this pin receives a high-level signal for a minimum of 15 CLK cycles, then the Pentium
mmpletely stops what it is doing and carries out an internal processor reset. Additionally, all
Qches are invalidated (changed cache lines are not written back). The Pentium checks the
%9als at m, FRCMC and INIT to determine the operating condition after such a reset.

Pin AC35
$A. %nal
.
.+y.,.
with a low level at this resume/stop pin interrupts the currently running pro.Lpm execution. The Pentium restarts the instruction execution when the signal changes to high
.bel.
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SCYC (0; Dual: I/O)
Pin AL17
With a 16- or 32-bit access over a double word limit, or a 64.bit access over a quad word limit
(a so-called misaligned access), the Pentium must carry out two memory accesses in order to
read in, or to write, words, double words, or quad words, respectively. With two sequential
locked cycles (LOCK at a low level), for example a locked read-modify-write cycle, then four
accesses are required. The Pentium then gives out an active split cycle signal at the SCYC pin
to indicate that more than two locked bus cycles will follow. In the example given, four locked
cycles are necessary, two for reading and two for writing. Such locked read-modify-write cycle\
are performed to ensure data integrity in a multibus controller system, that is, the Pentium
reads, modifies and writes a data unit (such as a variable), without another bus controller
having permission to access the data using HOLD and the subsequent bus arbitration.
SMI (I)
Pin AB34
An active low-level signal at this input for a minimum of two CLK cycles causes the Pentiunj
to activate the SMIACT signal, if it reaches an instruction boundary. In addition, it waits intially for the completion of all write cycles and the activation of EWBE. The Pentium then start>\
the register values in the SMRAM (System Management RAM), and branches to the SMhl
(System Management Mode) handler to carry out the necessary functions. An RSM (Resume
from System Management mode) instruction reloads the register values from the SMRAM bath
into the Pentium and enables the processor to resume the interrupted program.
SMIACT (0)
Pin AG3
An active low-level signal at this system management interrupt active pin indicates to lhc
system that the Pentium is currently running in system management mode and only ncce~~t’~
the SMRAM.
STPCLK (I)
Pin V34
If this stop clock pin is supplied with an active-low signal the Pentium stops its internal pr”cessor clock at the next instruction border. The power consumption is now much lower- Bu’
inter-processor and external snoop cycles are still served.
TCK (1)
Pin M34
This test clock pin is sent a test clock signal for the boundary scan test.
TDI (I)
Pin N35
The Test Data Input (TDI) pin is sent TAP (Test Access Port) instructions and datll seTi”“’
synchronized with TCK.
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TDO (0)
Pin N33
From the Test Data Output (TDO) pin, instructions and result data from the boundary scan test
is sent out. It is serially synchronized with TCK.
TMS (I)
Pin P34
If this test mode select pin receives a high-level signal, the test access port sends out the JTAG
test logic for the boundary test scan. If TMS remains at a high level for five TCK cycles or more,
then it restarts the test logic independently of the currently active condition.
TRST (I)
Pin Q33
An active signal with a low level at this test reset pin initializes the boundary scan test logic.
WWWT (I)
Pi AA5
A signal with a high level at this write-back/write-through pin defines the corresponding cache
line as write-back, or otherwise write-through, during a memory access. In this
-way, the cache
lines can be individually configured as write-back or write-through. WB/WT, together with
PWT, is necessary for the implementation of the MESI protocol.
Free
Pins A37, R34, S33, 535, W33, W35, AL19, AN35
These pins should always be held in a free (floating) condition.
INC
Pins A3, 82, Cl, U5, ALl, ANl, AN3, AN5
These pins are not connected with any signal (Internal NO Connects)
vcc (I)
Pins A7, A9, All, A13, A15, A17, A19, A21, A23, A25, A27, A29, E37, Gl, G37, Jl, J37, Ll,
I.% L37, Nl, N37, Ql, Q37, Sl, 537, T34, Ul, U33, U37, Wl, W37, Yl, Y37, AAl, AA37,
KI, AC37, AEl, AE37, AGl, AG37, AN9, ANll, AN13, AN15, AN17, AN19, AN21, AN23,
m25, AN27, AN29
These pins receive the supply voltage (+3.3 V) to supply the Pentium with current
GND (I)

Pi B6, B8, BlO, 812, 814, Blh, B18, 820, 822, B24, B26, 828, H2, H36, K2, K36, M2, M36,
P? p36, R2, R36, T2, T36, U35, V2, V36, X2, X36, 22, 236, AB2, AB36, AD2, AD36 AR
‘:‘=‘6 AH2, AJ37, AL37, AM8, AMIO, AM12, AM14, AMlh, AM18, AM20, AM22, AM24,
”.% -6,
AM28, AM30, AN37
-;
a.‘TT@ses pins arc connected to ground (usu,illy 0 V).
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11.2 The Internal Structure of the Pentium
Although the Pentium has a 64-bit data bus it is a 32-bit processor, like its i386 and i486
predecessors. The data bus serves the on-chip caches directly, and the 32-bit processor register
indirectly. The internal data paths of the Pentium are between 128 and 256 bits wide, so that the
transfer of data and codes can be carried out very quickly. Figure 11.3 is a block diagram of the
Pentium.

W-bit
Data Bus

32. bit
Address Bus

‘entium
Bus Interface

Control
Unit

l- r- l
v-pipe

n
Microcode
ROM

u-pipe

Floattngpoint
Pipellne

i

The bus interface, through the external 64-bit data bus and the 32.bit address bus, provides a
connection to the outside world. Both on-chip caches are directly connected to the bus interface,
Unlike the i486, two separate and independent 8 kbyte caches for code and data are provided.
Because the data bus is enhanced to 64 bits, the cache line size is 32 bytes. Each cache is connected to its own Translation Lookaside Buffer (TLB). In addition to the standard 4 kbyte pages,
4 Mbyte pages are provided for the support of larger systems with a linear memory model. The
caches use physical addresses; the data cache can work with both write-through and write-back
strategies as necessary. (Code cannot be overwritten in protected mode - the only reasonable
operating mode of the Pentium - thus, no write-back strategy is implemented for the code
cache.) Details of the caches are discussed in Section 11.2.6.

I
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The control unit controls the five-stage integer pipelines u and v, and the eight-stage floating-

‘, point pipeline. In this case, the term <(integer>) refers to all commands that do not contain
floating point-operations. That include also jump instructions. As a superscalar the Pentium

: executes an instruction in the u-pipeline and another (called simple) in the v-pipeline simulta.: neously. Under the right conditions, the Pentium can thus execute two integer commands in one
single clock cycle. Under certain conditions the integer and the floating-point pipelines can also
: work in parallel, Compared to an i486DX of similar clock speed, the Pentium FPU executes
.’ floating-point commands up to ten times quicker. This is achieved through the integration of a
hardware multiplier and divider, and also through the implementation of quicker algorithms
i for the microcoded floating-point commands. The two pipelines are supplied with codes by two
independent 32byte prefetch buffers. Only in this way is it possible to have overlapping in: struction execution in the two pipelines. The pipelines are discussed in detail in Sections 11.2.1-h 11.2.4.
’ The branch prediction logic gives the Pentium an essential advantage for the handling of branches,
,F which can cause considerable delays. It consists of a control unit and a Branch Trace Buffer
(BTB). In this way, the branch prediction logic can reliably predict branches, and thus consid_ erably accelerate program execution.

, As an x86 and x87 compatible microprocessor, the Pentium must, naturally, support all com’ mands of the microcoded i386 and i387 processors. This is not possible using the hardwired
control unit, especially when considering the very complex commands and functions of protected mode, of task switches and the transcendental functions of the floating-point unit. For this
reason, the Pentium does not operate with pure hardwired instructions but contains microcode
in a support unit ready for these complex functions. The microcode is constructed in such a way
that it can use both pipelines of the Pentium at the same time. Thus, even microcoded commands in the Pentium run much quicker than in the i486. Simpler functions, on the other hand,
,such as all ALU functions, are performed by the hardwired logic in accordance with the RISC
principle.
The on-chip APIC (Advanced Programmable Interrupt Controller) can be enabled or disabled

by software; this is essential for dual processing.
11.2.1 The Integer Pipelines u and v
AS you can see from the introduction, the Pentium uses RISC concepts to increase its performance.
Dire concept is the implementation of instruction pipelining. While the i486 contained only a
single instruction pipeline, the Pentium can call on two integer pipelines: the u-pipeline and the
v-pipeline. Under certain conditions, they can operate in parallel and execute so-called <(paired
i@&uctionsa. Additionally, there is a floating-point unit, which will be discussed separately.
Pipeline Structure
5e two Pentium pipelines each contain five stages for instruction execution, namely instruc.E con fetch (IF), decoding 1 (Dl), decoding 2 (D2), execution (EX) with ALU and cache accesses,
;,,ad also register write-back (WB). The u-pipeline can carry out all the instructions of the x86
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architecture, including existing complex instructions in microcode. The v-pipeline, on the other
hand, is used only for so-called <<simple integer instructions M and the FPU instruction FXCH.
The grouping of instructions into instruction pairs, and their parallel execution in both of the
pipelines, must conform to certain rules; these are explained in Section 11.2.2. Figure 11.4 shows
the basic structure of the two five-stage integer pipelines. Under ideal circumstances, for each
cycle, two results leave the pipelines.

u-pi

Result k-8

Cycle ”
v-pi

Result k-7

u-pi

Result k-6

Cycle n+l
v-pi

Result k-5

Result k-4

Result k-3

Result k-l

u-p,

Result k

Cycle n+4
v-p,

Result k+l

The first iffsfrtrcfiotl pre/dch stnge IF, collects two instructions (one for each pipeline) from the onchip code cache (cache hit) or from an external storage device (cache miss). The prefetch buffers
work together with the Branch Target Buffer (BTB) to implement the dynamic branch prediction. You will find more on dynamic branch prediction in Section 11.2.5. The currently active
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prefetch buffer reads the instructions in a predefined sequence, and then passes it on to the
decoders, until it reaches a branch (JMP, Jcc) or a call (CALL) instruction. At this point, the
branch prediction logic becomes active and, with the help of the stored entry in the branch
target buffer, predicts whether the branch will actually be carried out (taken brunch), or whether
the instruction flow will be sequentially continued (not taken brunch).
In the case of a taken branch, the currently active prefetch buffer is disabled, and the other
prefetch buffer commences with the instruction fetching at the position where the BTB predicted. Thus, instruction fetching is continued as if the branch will actually be executed. Note
that at this point in time, it is not yet known whether the branch will actually be carried out.
The compare instructions necessary for the decision, etc. find themselves in the pipeline at
various stages of completion. As we know from astrology and fortune-telling, predictions have
the property of sometimes being false (although branch prediction leaves even talented astrologists far behind). If the prediction is later found to be false, the Pentium pipeline is emptied,
thus the incorrectly carried out instruction is deleted, and the other prefetch buffer continues the
prefetching at the correct address.
The second stage of the Pentium pipeline, the first decoding stage D1, consists of two parallel
working decoders; they both perform first-stage decoding of the instructions passed on from the
instruction prefetch stage. This first Dl stage also determines whether the two k and k + 1
instructions can be paired and, thus, whether the instructions can be executed, in parallel, in the
u- and v-pipelines.
The instruction decoding stage Dl also decodes instruction prefixes and passes them on to the
u-pipeline. The pairing rules prevent prefixes, apart from the 2 byte opcode prefix Ofh for the
Jcc instruction, from being passed through the v-pipeline. For each prefix, a processor clock
cycle is necessary, so that every prefix delays the execution of the proper instruction in the upipeline by one cycle. After all prefixes have been loaded into the u-pipeline, the proper instruction code is transferred, which then enables it to be paired with another instruction.
The second imtructiml decodirlg stnp 02 forms the third stage of the Pentium pipeline. It determines operand addresses. Also, instructions with an immediate operand and a displacement
(such as ADD [array], 081~) and instructions with base and simultaneous index addressing (such
as MOV dword ptr [ebplledi], value) can be executed in the D2 stage in a single clock cycle. The
i486 requires two clock cycles for this.
The executiorr s/age EX, as the fourth pipeline stage, deals with all ALU and cache accesses
required to perform ALU operations and to load memory operands from the cache. Instructions
tith an ALU and a cache access, such as ADD eax, mem32 (ALU access: ADD, cache access:
mem32), require more than one clock cycle in this stage. The execution stage also checks branch
predictions which have been carried out in the Dl stage. Note that conditional jumps in the vpipeline are first verified in the WB stage.
The last write-back stngt WB writes back the instruction results into the destination registers. In
this way, the instruction execution is completed. Additionally, branch predictions for conditional jumps of the v-pipeline are checked for correctness.
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Instruction Pipelining and interrupts

Exceptions and software interrupts are recognized by the Pentium when the correspondmg
instruction is executed in the execution stage of the pipeline. All instructions already located in
the following pipeline stages are completed. Instructions in the prefetch and decoding stages,
on the other hand, are deleted. Thus, the interrupt behaviour of the Pentium is similar to that
of the i486.
On the other hand, external hardware interrupt requests are asynchronous and are triggered by
a signal with the corresponding level at an interrupt input. It is therefore necessary for the
Pentium to check the actual interrupt input continually. This always occurs when a new instruction is loaded into the execution stage EX. As with a software interrupt or an exception, the
Pentium completes all instructions that are located in subsequent pipeline stages, and the in
structions in the prefetch and the decoding stage are deleted. Through the superscalar architecture of the Pentium, it is possible that two instructions may be located, in parahel, in the u- and
v-pipelines when an interrupt occurs. The interrupt is handled when the instructions in both of
the pipelines have been completed. You can stop the scanning of the INTR input by resetting
Interrupt (NMl). in
the IE interrupt flag; the Pentium then only recognizes the Non Maskable-__addition to the hardware interrupts known from the i386, the signals R/S, FLUSH, SMI and
INIT are also implemented as interrupts. This means that the activation of these signals may,
possibly, not lead to the immediate interruption of the program execution. The difference brtween the i386 without a pipeline, and the superscalar Pentium, is that in the Pentium, an
interrupt is recognized even though the previous instruction has not yet been completed (how
ever, this does not necessarily immediately give rise to a response). The i386, on the other hand,
finishes every instruction completely before it checks whether there is an interrupt request.
If a number of interrupt requests occur simultaneously, then the Pentium handles them 111
accordance with the following priorities:
R/S

highest

priority

FLUSH
SMI
INIT
NM1
n?rR

lowest

priority

You will find a complete list of all Pentium exceptions in Appendix D.3
The exceptions can occur as traps or faults; the saved instruction address then refers either to
the instruction immediately following the error (trap) or to the instruction itself (fault). Tilt’
abort 08h (double fault) switches the Pentium, like its protected mode predecessors 80% tC’
i486, into shutdown mode, which it can leave only after an NM1 or a reset.
11.2.2

Instruction Pairing in the Integer Pipelines

For the simultaneous execution of two integer instructions, the Pentium uses the mechanisni 0’
instruction pairing. In the instruction flow, the instruction of an instruction pair that is load,Jd
into the v-pipeline immediately follows the instruction loaded into the u-pipeline; it is in fK’
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a pair, and not just two instructions that are executed. A very important feature of the Pentium
is that it carries out this instruction pairing automatically and independently. With many other
superscalars (such as the i960 and the 8601, the compiler must specifically call parallel processing in the pipelines. The Pentium, in comparison, requires neither software control instructions
nor specific dual instructions to use the superscalar architecture. This is also necessary with
respect to compatibility with the Pentium’s x86 predecessors, because they contained only a
microencoded control unit (8086 to i386), or only one pipeline fi4861, so that instructions could
not be executed in parallel. Instruction pairing and the parallel execution of two instructions in
the superscalar architecture of the Pentium is, thus, completely transparent to the programmer.
Naturally, this in no way means that the correspondingly adapted encoding and the sequence
of the instructions do not play an important part in increasing the performance. Even slight
changes in the code sequence to avoid register dependency can produce substantial increases in
the performance.

I

But first, the basic rules according to which the Pentium assembles sequential instructions into
pairs.
Pairing Rules
Instruction pairing is governed by six rules. Rules seldom exist without exceptions (as these
examples confirm), and it is not surprising that the rules are not strictly observed all time.
Rule 1
Both instructions of a pair must be simple. The simple instructions of the Pentium are completely hardwired; in no way are inputs of microcode from the microcode ROM necessary. In
this way, they can normally be executed in a single clock cycle. The simple instructions include
(ALU indicates any arithmetic or logical instruction, such as ADD or AND):
kl0.J =eg, reg/mem/im
WV mem, reglim
ALU reg. reg/mem/im
ALcl mem, reg/im

I

. INC reg,mem

DEC ?xg,mem
PUSH reg/mem
POP reg/mem
LEA reg. mem

JMP,JCC NEAR/CALL

NOP

Rule 2
Unconditional jumps JMP, conditional jumps Jcc near and function calls can be paired only if
.,they occur as the second instruction in a pair, that is, they are loaded into the v-pipeline.

‘:,
:z $1, 3
*.

ition (SAL/SAR/SHL/SHR reg/mem, 11, or an immediate operand
L/SAR/SHL/SHR reg/mem,imm) and rotations by one position (RCL/RCR/ROL/ROR
ust occur as the first instruction in an instruction pair, that is they must be loaded
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Rule 4
No register dependencies must occur between the instructions in an instruction pair. They
generate an interlock and accordingly stall the pipeline. This cancels the advantage of instruction pairing.
Note that such register dependencies, which make instruction pairing impossible, are not restricted to an explicit register dependency alone. Moreover, indirect or implicit dependencies
can also occur, if registers or flags are affected, that are not explicitly given in the instruction.
Rule 5
Instructions with a prefix (for example, the segment override, the LOCK or the repeat prefix) can
occur only in the u-pipeline. The only exception is the Ofh prefix, which indicates a 2-byte opcode.
Ofh can occur in connection with a conditional branch Jcc and is the only prefix that can be
loaded into the v-pipeline. Only in this way is it possible for conditional jumps to obey rule 2.
Rule 6
The two instructions executed in parallel must not simultaneously refer to a displacement and
an immediate operand. This occurs, for example, in the following instruction: ADD array[02hJ,OSh.
In this case, array[02h] represents the displacement and 08h the immediate operand.
Figure 11.5 shows an example of a realistic instruction execution in the two integer pipelines,
when instruction pairing is sometimes possible and sometimes does not fulfil the pairing rules.

The exceptions which prove the rules 1-6 are summarized in the following:
Deviation from Rule 1
The simple instructions ALU reg, mem and ALU mem, reg, require two and three clock cycles,
respectively, and therefore deviate from the requirement of l-cycle instructions.
Deviation from Rule 4
Comparison and branch instructions can be paired. This occurs frequently because, in general,
a conditional branch precedes a comparison. Above all, especially in programs that are not
optimized for the pipelined processing of instructions, these two instructions immediately follow each other. It is therefore important that the two instructions can be paired to increase the
performance of the Pentium. This is possible without causing problems, because conditional
branches are controlled by the branch prediction, which takes place in the instruction fetch stage
and is, thus, prior to the production of the jump condition; the jump is executed (taken branch)
or not executed (not taken branch) independently of the jump condition. The actual jump execution is executed only after the verification in the EX or WB stages as applicable, if the junV’
condition has already been evaluated.
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Result k-5

Result k-4

Result k-3

u-p,

Result k-2

Cycle n+2
v-pi

u-p,

Result k-l

Cycle n+3
v-pi

u-p,

Result k

Cycle n+4
v-pi

Result k+f

Implicit Instruction Pairing by CISC Microcode
If we consider instruction pairing as the parallel operation of both pipelines, something like
implicit instruction pairing is performed by the CISC microcode. As I have already mentioned,
the complex instructions (string operations, task switch algorithms, ENTER, LOOP, etc.) are
microencoded. They are stored in a microcode ROM in the form of a series of microinstructions.
The Pentium microcodes have been optimized for the superscalar architecture and use both
Pipelines in parallel as far as possible. REP MOVSD can be considered as a repeated series of
elementary instructions which are executed by the microcode in the pipelines in parallel - a type
of implicit instruction pairing. By the way, for microcode there is an optimization level available
(namelv the individual elements of the ~1. and v-pipelines) which is not accessible even for an
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optimizing compiler. This, too, contributes to a significantly enhanced throughput and compatibility. The main obstacles for a pure RISC Pentium are in fact the complex CISC instructions
which appear in existing programs. Existing microcode either cannot, or can only with extensive
work, be mapped onto a completely different instruction set. Thus, it is better to keep the CISC
instructions and to pack the optimization into the newly designed chip. The optimization can
be carried out completeiy transparently for existing software without having to decrease compatibility. Of course, this is not as successful as the request for a single unit of combined
hardware and software right from the start, which is significant for RISCs. Nevertheless, the
performance gain in the Pentium is impressive.

11.2.3 The Floating-point Pipeline
In addition to the two integer pipelines, the Pentium also contains a floating-point unit which
executes floating-point instructions in a pipelined way.
Structure of the Floating-point Pipeline
The floating-point pipeline contains eight stages, with the first five stages, IF to WB, being
shared with the u-pipeline. The pairing rules prevent the parallel execution of integer and
floating-point instructions. Only the FXCHG instruction, which exchanges the two elements of
the register stack in the floating-point unit, can be executed simultaneously with another floatingpoint instruction in the v-pipeline. Figure 11.6 shows a schematic representation of the structure
of the floating-point unit.
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As the pairing of integer and floating-point instructions is not possible because of the pairing
rules, the u- and the floating-point pipelines can share the first five pipeline stages. In this way,
the floating-point pipeline uses the WB stage of the u-pipeline as the first execution stage, which
likewise performs write operations. The destination is, however, not an integer register but the
register stack FP(0) to FP(7) of the floating-point unit. A significant difference between the
Pentium and i486 is that in addition to an adder, a multiplier and a divider are also included
in the hardware, in order to accelerate floating-point multiplications and divisions. The further
elements of the Pentium floating-point unit are more or less identical to those in the i486, for
example, a register stack with eight 80-bit registers which all store floating-point numbers in the
temporary real format is avilable.
The first stage IF, as previously explained, reads in the instruction and then passes it on to the
first decoding stage Dl. The second decoding stage D2 produces the operand addresses (for
example, for the instruction FLD mem_real). In the EX stage, the data cache and the register
operand are read and, in the case of an FSTORE instruction, data from the internal 80.bit
representation is converted into the representation of the memory target. The last Xl stage
shared with the u-pipeline handles floating-point instructions in a similar, but not identical, way
to integer instructions. For the u-pipeline, Xl represents the register write stage WB. Xl, as the
first FP execution stage, also has a similar function in the floating-point pipeline: an operand
read from the data cache or memory is converted into the temporary real format and is written
to one of the registers in the register stack FlYO) to FP(7).
In addition to this, the Xl stage has the additional task of identifying so-called safe instructions;
this is also known as Safe Instruction Recognition (SIR). Safe instructions do not cause an overflow, underflow or exception through an inaccuracy. Additionally, they can handle masked
exceptions internally (for example, they provide a value of 0 in the case of an underflow). If the
current instruction is recognized as safe, then the subsequent floating-point instruction - provided that there is one at hand - leaves the EX stage and enters the Xl stage as soon as the
previous instruction has proceeded to the second execution stage X2. If it is not certain that
the current instruction is safe, then the subsequent instruction in the EX stage is held up, as is
‘th
e complete pipeline, until the current instruction has left the last ER stage without producing
” an error.
The three stages that follow are implemented only in the floating-point pipeline and are totally
independent from the u-pipeline. The second FP execution stage X2 performs the actual execution of the floating-point instruction. Finally, the ninth and last ER stage of the floating-point
pipeline deals with errors that may occur and updates the status word accordingly.
ktruction Pairing

.k

oat’mg - point instructions can be paired to execute two two instructions at the same time. They
however, considerably more restrictive, because <<full>> floating-point instructions require
3. are,
‘.,
., stages IF to X1 of the u-pipeline and X2 to ER of the floating-point pipeline, of which only one
g&f each is available. Only the instruction FXCHG for exchanging two register values on the
kregister stack ST(O) to ST(7) can, in certain circumstances, be executed in the v-pipeline, in
Tparallel with another floatmg-point instruction. With only eight floating-point registers ST(O) to
*ST
+&. (7), stack overflows can quickly occur. To prevent this, and also to be able to use lower lying

:..
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register values, for example as source operands, the value in TOP must be frequently exchanged
with other register values. The FXCHG instruction serves this purpose. Its simple structure
makes the FXCHG instruction an ideal candidate for instruction pairing. The following rules
apply.
Rule 3
A floating-point instruction can be paired only with an FXCHG instruction; other pairings of
floating-point instructions with each other are not possible.
Rule 2
Only the following floating-point instructions can be paired with the FXCHG instruction:
_
-

FLD memreal32/memreal64/STfi);
all types (normal, integer, with or ivithout POP) of the instructions FADD, FSUB, FMUL,
EDIV, FCOM, FUCOM, FTST, FABS and FCHS.

a

Rule 3

J

All instructions that neither represent an FXCHG instruction nor belong to the instruction group
defined in rule 2 are processed as single instructions in the u-pipeline. They cannot be paired
with a simple instruction in the v-pipeline because they themselves are not simple instructions
(violation of rule 1 for integer instruction pairings).

a

Rule 4
The FXCHG instruction must be the second of the pair, that is, it must be loaded into the vpipeline. If the subsequent instruction is other than FXCHG, then it is executed as a separate
instruction in the u-pipeline, that is, it is not paired.

5

11.2.4

a

Serializing the Instruction Execution

For many situations and instructions, it is essential that an instruction is completed before the
next instruction is transferred for execution into the Pentium pipeline. An example of this is an
OUT instruction that switches an external gate for the address line A20 to emulate the stoneage-like address wrap-around of the 8086. This switching informs the Pentium through the
A20M signal that it also masks the address line A20 for internal accesses to the on-chip cache,
If the instruction following the OUT instruction does not switch into, or switches back from the
wrap-around condition, then pipelined instruction execution can lead to problems. The OUT
instruction is first executed in the EX stage and, in this way, an l/O bus cycle to the A20 gate
is executed. The subsequent instruction finds itself in the second decoding stage D2, and SO has
already been read in and has been partly decoded. For this reason, the instruction fetching for
the instruction is not influenced by the switching of the gate and so, possibly, an incorrect
instruction has been collected.
This problem can be solved through serinlizitlg the instructim executim. This means that the nelt
instruction is only loaded into the first pipeline stage when the current instruction has been full\

F

a

t
‘.

t
j
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completed and has left the last stage. Additionally, serializing causes an emptying of the prefetch
queue. It is carried out when the Pentium executes one of the following (serialization) instructions:
_

MOV control register/debug register (except for CRO);
- INVD, INVLPG, WBINVD;
- IRET, IRETD;
- LGDT, LLDT, LIDT, LTR;
- CPUID;
- RSM, WRMSR.
Above all, the instruction CPUID is useful for serialization, because it can be carried out at every
protection level without causing a protection exception and, additionally, in no way influences
control registers and EFlags; only the four general-purpose registers EAX, EBX, ECX and EDX
are overwritten with an identification code. The i486 implicitly performs a serialization as soon
as a jump or a branch instruction occurs.

11.2.5 Dynamic Branch Prediction
Jumps and branches have significantly slowed down program execution in modern microprocessors for a long time. Thus, it is not surprising that the hardware engineers are looking for
appropriate solutions. One such solution can be found in the Pentium -branch prediction logic,
which in most cases, can avoid prefetch delays. By the way, branch prediction is not a monopoly
of Intel chips. It is included in various forms in many modern RISC chips, such as DEC’s Alpha
or Motorola’s PowerPC. RISC CPUs suffer much from branch delays because of instruction
pipelining.
Structure and Functionality of Branch Prediction Logic
Branch prediction logic consists of a control unit and the Branch Trace Buffer or Branch Target
Buffer (BTB). The BTB represents a type of cache with a total of 256 entries, whose tags contain the
addresses of instructions that immediately precede the branch instruction, that is, not that of the
branch instruction itself. Furthermore, as an actual cache entry, it contains the target address of
the jump and also history bits that deliver statistical information about the frequency of the
current branch. In this respect an executed branch is known as a tnketr bm7cl7 and a non-executed
branch is known as a not-taken fm717cl7. The dynamic branch prediction predicts the branches
according to the instructions that the Pentium has executed previously, thus the Pentium ~~learnsn.
The prefetch buffer and the BTB work together to fetch the most likely instruction after a jump.
Note that the Pentium supplies the address of the instruction in the Dl decoding stage to the
BTB, that is, the EIP address of the instruction that precedes a jump instruction, and not the EIP
address of the jump instruction itself. With a BTB hit, the branch prediction logic delivers the
address of the jump target instruction, as the instruction fetch address, to the IF stage of the
pipeline. If many branch instructions occur in a program, the BTB, like al1 caches, will at some
point become full; then BTB misses also occur for branch instructions. A BTB miss is handled
as a not-taken branch. The dynamic BTU algorithms of the I’entium independently take care of
the reloading of new branch instructions, and the <(notingw of the most likely branch target. In
..~,&is way, the branch prediction logic can reliably predict the branches.
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Usually, preceding a conditional branch, a comparison of two numbers occurs, for example,
either explicitly through CMP or implicitly through SUB. The execution of this comparison takes
place in the fourth EX stage, and the writing of the EFlag register takes place in the fifth WB
stage. At this point, the subsequent CMP instruction is already in the second decoding stage D2
or the execution stage. In the case of an instruction pairing, this can even be in the same stage
as the comparison instruction. The prediction for unconditional jumps (using JMP) and conditional jumps (using Jcc) of the u-pipeline, and for calls (using CALL), can first be checked in the
execution stage EX. For conditional jumps of the v-pipeline, the prediction can first be checked
in the register write stage WB.
If the prediction is shown to be correct, as is nearly always the case with unconditional jumps
and procedure calls (only incorrect or old BTB entries from a different task can change this),
then all instructions loaded into the pipeline after the jump instruction are correct, and the
pipeline operation is continued without interruption. Thus, if the prediction is correct, branches
and calls are executed within a single clock cycle, and in accordance with the pairing rules, in
parallel to other instructions. If, in the EX or WB stages, the prediction is found to be incorrect,
then the Pentium empties the pipeline and tells the instruction fetching stage to fetch the instruction at the correct address. Finally, the pipeline restarts operations in the normal way. The
dynamic algorithms can, however, generally avoid such situations with the history bit.
Effects of Branch Prediction - An Example
Even in the i486 the effects of executed branches (taken branches) are far-reaching. They delay
the instruction execution quite considerably. By way of a short explanation, let us consider the
following example. The init_loop is important in the example, as it is run a hundred times for
field initialization.
Example:

initialize

array

with

100

double

words

OOOOOOOOh.

mov edx,

OOOOOOOOh ; load initialize value into

lea eax,

array

edx

; store start address of array in eax

nw" ecx, eax+396

; load address of last field element into ecx

init_loop:

;

start

of

initializing

loop

mov [eaxl, edx

; set field element to OOOOOOOOh

add eax,

; next field element

04h

cmp eax, ecx

; determine whether last address has been reached, i.e. whether

jbe init_loop

; loop again, if last address has not yet been reached

eax-exc>o

In the i486, the four instructions MOV, ADD, CMP and JBE are executed sequentially, because
only one pipeline is available. The first three instructions each require only one clock cycle. The
conditional jump JBE is executed 99 times and needs three clock cycles on the i486. S O in the
i486, six cycles are required for each loop.
This is completely different in the Pentium. Here, the four loop instructions can be paired:
u-pipeline

v-pipeline

nw" [eaxl, edx

add

cmp eax, ecx

jbe init_loop

eax, 04h
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The first line with MOV and ADD is executed in one cycle. If it establishes the branch prediction
for JBE as correct, then the second line is also executed in only one cycle. Thus, in total, only
two clock cycles are required to complete the operation of the loop. This is three times quicker
than with the i486 (and 6.5 times quicker compared to the i386). Note that the higher Pentium
clock rate (except the DX2/66 and DX4) enhances the performance further.
A false prediction by the BTB logic would cause a delay in the execution of four clock cycles,
because the JBE instruction is located in the v-pipeline and is not verified before the WB stage.
Since the operation of the initialization loop occurs a hundred times, the BTB logic learns rather
quickly that a taken branch is correct. Only for the first loop is it likely that the BTB logic will
produce an erroneous branch prediction, because as yet, the BTB has no (<experience)) with the
’ outcome of the CMP and JBE instructions. Also, it is quite likely that the BTB will predict an
erroneous branch for the last loop operation, because of the history bits and the previous 99
taken branches. Thus, branch prediction gives a great advantage when frequently repeated
loops are required, as is often the case with the implementation of algorithms employed in the
calculation of mathematical expressions, or with the visualization of processor results.

11.2.6 The Pentium On-chip Caches
As already mentioned, there are two separate and independent 8 kbyte caches for code and
data. In this way, no collisions are possible between instruction prefetching and data accesses
occurring in one of the pipeline stages; the data and code caches work in parallel and can be
,addressed simultaneously. Each cache is laid out as 2-way set-associative (i486: 4-way set‘associative), each cache line is 32 bytes long (i486: 16 bytes) giving a total of 128 sets. In burst
mode a cache line can be read or written back via the 64-bit data bus within four transfer cycles.
For cache flushes through software, the two instructions INVD (invalidate data cache) and
WBINVD (write-back and invalidate data cache) are available as in the i486. In both cases the
Pentium sends a flush special cycle through the bus to indicate that invalidation has been
executed. For the WBINVD, first a write-back special cycle is driven, then a flush special cycle
is sent through the bus.

On-chip Code and Data Caches
The data cache fully supports the MESI protocol with its four states. In this way, the writethrough or write-back strategy of the data cache, according to the MESI protocol, can be individually set for each 32 bvte cache line using the shared state. The code cache cannot be written
to - except for, of course, through an automatic reloading during instruction fetching - and so
supports only the shared and invalid states. Together with the setting of individual pages as
cachable or not cachable through the PCD and PWT-bits in the page directory or page table
lentry, by resetting and setting the CD-bit in the CR0 control register, the two caches can be
enabled or disabled. The replacement strategy and the MESI protocol are implemented as fixed
i‘ ‘Parts of the hardware, so that no software is necessary for managing the caches.
L ’

&!fie replacement of cache lines in the two on-chip caches is accomplished through an LRU algor&-ithm that r eplaces the least used entry in the two ways by the new data. For the implementation
*i
i
-1
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of the LRU algorithm, every set contains an LRU-bit that points to the least frequently

use;l

I

t

entry. Additionally, every tag also requires information about the current MESI state of the

applicable line. In the data cache, this is achieved by two MESI-bits that binary codify the four
possible MESI states: modified, exclusive, shared and invalid. As the code cache supports only
the shared and invalid states, one MESI-bit is sufficient. Figure 11.7 shows the structure of the
tag and memory entries for both on-chip caches.

(

Data Cache
Cache Directory Entry

Cache Memory Entry

:

:

~~W~W”W”WyoW~W~W~ow~;

:

,-ow-+-ow~ow--+-ow4

I

‘L-

I

: :
32-byte Cache Line -I :

t

Code Cache
Cache Directory Entry
~...____._______________________________.........

t
Cache Memory Entry
____________________..................................................,

1
I
1

1
1

i
1

t
Translation Lookaside Buffers
As is apparent from Figure 11.1, every cache has its own Translation Lookaside Buffer (TLB).
The caches use physical addresses, that is, the conversion of the linear address into the corresponding physical address must be accomplished before access to the cache.

1

Two TLBs are assigned to the data cache: the first is for managing the standard 4 kbyte pages;
the second is for the newly implemented 4 Mbyte pages. The first TLB has a capacity of 6-l
entries and is laid out as a 4-way set-associative cache with 16 sets. The second TLB is alsO a
4-way set-associative cache, but it has only eight entries.

1
1

The code cache has only one TLB, which is used for both the standard 4 kbyte pages and the
new 4 Mbyte pages. It has a capacity of 32 entries and is configured as a 4.way set-associative
cache. Thus, the code cache TLB is much smaller than the data cache TLB (which you can also
clearly see from Figure 11.1). Code accesses are executed because of the linear instructi~‘n
flow in a more continuous way compared to data accesses. Thus, the code cache TLB dofs not
require as many entries to achieve just as good a hit rate (typically 99% or more, according t”
Intel).

t

1
,
1

,
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Operating Modes and Registers for Controlling the On-chip Caches

r

The activation of the on-chip cache and the cache strategy therein is mainly set by the CR.0
control register as in the i486. You can see its structure in Figure 11.8.
31 30 29

17 1 6

5

4

3

2

1

0

CR0

CD: cache disable
O=on-chip caches enabled

l=on-chip caches disabled

NW: not wte-through
O=write-through

strategy for data cache

l=write-back strategy for data cache

The two bits CD (Cache Disable) and NW (Not Write-through) influence the on-chip caches. The
effects of the four possible combinations of the two control bits are given in the following list:
CD=O, NW=0
Read accesses are dealt with by the applicable cache when a hit occurs in a code or data cache.
Misses initiate a cache line fill if the values are cacheable (KEN at a low level); the loaded cache
line is then stored in the exclusive (WB/ WT = 1) or shared state (WB/m = 0) depending on
the external signal WB/ WT Thus, the on-chip caches are fully enabled. Only during a hit to
a shared cache line or a miss is an external write bus cycle initiated. Thus, the cache operates
using a write-back strategy according to the MESI protocol. Finally, the on-chip caches support
inquiry cycles and the corresponding invalidations. Normally this mode provides the highest
performance.
CD=0, NW=~
This bit combination is invalid. The Pentium issues a general protection fault corresponding to
the interrupt Odh.
CD=l, NW=0
Read accesses are dealt with by the applicable cache when a hit occurs in a code or data cache.
Misses do not initiate a cache line fill because the cache is disabled by CD = 1. Write accesses
update the data cache when a hit occurs. The data to be written additionally appears on t h e
external bus only if a hit to a shared cache line or a miss occurs. The write-back strategy is set
by NW = 0, even if cache line fills are disabled. Even though the caches are in fact disabled, they
still support inquiry cycles and the corresponding invalidations. This operating mode ensures
coherency between the Ll cache and external memories (L2 cache or main memory).
.: L
-‘CD=& NW=1
.‘.
:& Read accesses are dealt with by each cache when a hit occurs. Misses do not initiate a cache line
.&fi& because the cache, as above, is disabled by CD = I. Write accesses update the data cache
:_
-F
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l\,hen a hit occurs but, because of NW = 1, are never switched through to the external bus. For
a write miss, the write access is switched through to the external bus. The caches support neither
inquiry cycles nor invalidations. Thus, this mode does not maintain coherency between the Ll
cache and external memories.
From the description you can see that the CD-bit disables only cache line fills, not the cache
function as a whole. If you wish to disable the on-chip caches, you must additionally issue a
cache flush. Through this, all entries are invalidated and no more cache hits can occur. CD = I
disables the otherwise generated line fills.
The MESI transitions and the results of inquiry cycles in the Pentium are controlled and given
respectively, by a number of different signals. Table 11.1 lists the input or output signals. The
transition diagram has already been shown in Figure 8.5.
Transition

Signal

Read access
M+M CR,)
E+E (RJ
S-S CR,)
I+E (R,)
1-S (R,)
I--11 CR,)

“O”e

Write access

M-M W,)

CACHE=O, KEN=O, WBlwr=l,

PwT=O
CACHE=O. KEEO, WB/m=O o r m=O, i?%=O, PWT=l
CACHE=1 or KEN=1

*
none
none

E+M (W,)
S-E (W,)
s+s (W,)
(+I (W,)

PwI=O. WB/%=l
PWT=O, WB/m=O or PWT=l
“One

lnqulry cycle
M-S 6,)
M-11 6,)
E-S (S;)
E+l (5,)
s-5 6,)
S+I 6,)
Ibl (S-1

INV=O,
INV=l,
INSO,
INV=l.
INV=O.
INV=l,
INV=O,

HIT=O, HITM=O
HIT=O, HITM=O
FTii=O
Fiii=O
%=O
HIT=0
HIT=1 o r INV=l, E=l

R, to R, (see Figure 8.5) are controlled in the Pentium by the KEN signal (for cachable data)
and the WT/ WB signal (for the write-through or write-back cache strategies).
Caching at a Page Level
In addition to the individual definitions of the cache strategy and the activation of the cache at
a cache line level, with an active Paging Unit (PU) it is also possible to influence caching at a
page level in the same way as in the i486. The two bits PCD (Page Cache Disable) and f”aT
(Page Write Through) are used for this. They are included in the page directory and the page
table entry, and control the activation of caching (PCD) and the cache strategy (PWT), resnectively. Figure 11.9 shows the structure of the entries,
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Paae Directors Entru
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31”~

~~~~,
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16 15
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12 11

9

8

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

0

1”““““““““‘I”IIIIIl~lII~
A”A,c 0 2 0 A g

Page Frame Address

s $ P

Page Table Entry
16 15
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Figure 11.9: Page directory and page table entries.

If the PCD-bit is reset, the page data can be transferred to the on-chip cache, that is a cache line
fill is executed, if KEN is at a low level, too. If, on the other hand, the PCD-bit is set (equals
l), then no data of the written page can be loaded into the cache, even if there is nothing to stop
it from the hardware side (low-level KEN signal). If the PWTbit equals 0, that is, reset, then
the cache should use a write-back strategy for the data of the page. If PWT is set (equals 11, then
the page requires a write-through strategy. Naturally, the value of PWT has no effect if no
caching is necessary for the page.
During a memory access, the effective values of PCD and PWT are given by the PCD and PWT
pins of the Pentium, respectively. If an L2-cache is available, the signals can be used individually to match an applicable cache strategy to the current memory access.

11.3 Pentium Compatibility and New Pentium Functions
III this section I will discuss the compatibility of the Pentium and its predecessors i386 and i486.
If it is not explicitly indicated that there is a difference between the Pentium and these two
processors then all explanations for the i386 and i486 are also valid for the Pentium. This
particularly applies to the protected mode mechanisms.
11.3.1 Extensions to the Pentium Registers
This section briefly introduces the register extensions in the Pentium. There are some additional
bits as well as newly implemented test and control registers. Except for CR4 and TR12, all
registers have already been implemented in the i386 and i486.

The Pentium

EFiags

.i ‘kl the Pentium the EFlag register has been enlarged by three additional flags. They refer to the
‘p
.-- entium enhancements for virtual 8086 mode and the identification of the CPU type. The three
new EFlags are highlighted in Figure 11 .lO.
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T: Trap
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Interrupt Enable
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0: Overflow
IOP: l/O Privilege Level
N: Nested Task
R: Resume

V:
Virtual 8086 Mode
AC: Alignment Check
VI: Virtual Interrupt
VIP: Virtual Interrupt Pending
I D : IdenWcaQon
r:
Reserved

Figure 11.10: The Pentim EFlngs

The virtual interrupt flag VI flag is a virtual version of IE for issuing interrupts in virtual 8086
mode. In a similar way, the virtual interrupt pending flag VIP also supports tasks in virtual 8086
mode to provide a virtual IE flag. In this way, interrupts in virtual 8086 mode are considerably
accelerated. Further details about the Pentium enhancements to the virtual 8086 mode are discussed in Section 11.3.6. The final new element in the EFlag register is an identification flag II).
It indicates whether the processor supports the CPUID instruction for its identification. If you
can set and reset the ID flag, then CPUID will be correctly carried out and will deliver information concerning the type and functional capabilities of the processor.
Control Register CR4
The Pentium has been extended by a control register CR4. This register controls the Pentium
extensions for virtual 8086 mode, debugger support and the enhanced 4 Mbyte pages. The four
control registers CR0 to CR3 remain unchanged. Figure 11.11 shows the structure of the new
control register CR4.
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The control register CR4 implements six new control bits for supporting the virtual 8086 mode
and other new features.
A set virtual 8086 mode extension bit VME enables the support of virtual interrupt flags in
virtual 8086 mode. In this way, interrupts are executed more quickly, and the performance in
virtual 8086 mode increases. The virtual 8086 monitor is then no longer required. The associated
task switches (see Figure 3.25) are unnecessary.
The protected mode virtual interrupt bit WI has, in protected mode, a similar purpose to the
VME-bit in virtual 8086 mode. A set PVI-bit enables the supporting of virtual interrupt flags in
protected mode. In this way, programs that were originally designed for execution with CPL = 0
can, under certain circumstances, be executed with CPL = 3. The program can now set or clear
the virtual interrupt flag VIF with ST1 and CLI, and can use the VIP flag without causing an
exception. The differences compared to the use of the VME extension (see Section 11.3.6) are that
VIP applies only to the two instructions ST1 and CL1 (and no PUSHF and POPFJ and that in
protected mode no redirection bitmap is supported in the TSS.
By setting the time stamp disable bit TSD, the RDTSC instruction that reads the value of the
time stamp counter becomes a so-called <<privileged instruction>>. It can then only be executed
with CPL=O, without generating a protection exception. If you also want to cover the I/O
address space with breakpoints, you must set the debugging extension bit DE. The Pentium
then interprets the 10b combination of the R/Wx-bits (invalid in the i386/i486) as a breakpoint
for I/O write and I/O read accesses. Additionally, with the help of the page size extension bit
PSE, you can set the size of a page. A set PSE-bit sets the page size at 4 Mbytes; with a reset
PSE-bit, the PU will use the standard and i386/i486_compatible page size of 4 kbytes. Finally,
by setting the machine check enable bit MCE, you enable the machine check exception. You will
find more on this subject in Section 11.7.6.

11.3.2 Model-specific Registers
With the Pentium, Intel has introduced the concept of model-specific registers. To this group
belong the machine check address register, the machine check type register, the test registers
TRl to TR12, the time stamp counter, the control/event select register and the two counters 0
and 1. For accesses to these registers, the two new instructions RDMSR (read model-specific
register) and WRMSR (write model-specific register) have been implemented. They have the
formats shown in Table 11.2.
The three model-specific registers have the MSR numbers shown in Table 11.3.
The Intel model-specific registers are used in this way only in the Pentium. Possibly, in future
processors of the 80x86 family and in Pentium derivatives such as the Pentium overdrive etc.,
they will no longer be implemented, or at least, not in the same way. All model-specific registers
are 64 bits wide. In addition to its intention to summarize such different registers as the test
registers and various counters which are partially of importance only for a certain processor
type, Intel has another reason for the concept of model-specific registers. In the Pentium, their
number has been increased to such an extent that the processor is simply running out of opcodes
for the former access scheme, for example, with MOV CRO, reg or MOV reg, TR6. Thus, it is
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Register
RDMSR.
EAX
ECX
EDX
WRMSR:
EAX
ECX
EDX

Call value

1I

Return value
MSR content (low-order double word)

MSR number
MSR content (high-order double word)
MSR content
MSR number
MSR content

MSR. model-speclflc

(low-order double word)
(high-order double word)

register

Table 11.2: Format of instructions RDMSR and WRMSR

Model-specific

Register

Machlne Check Address Register
Machine Check Type Register
TRl
TR2
TR3
TR4
TRS
TR6
TR7
TR9
TRlO
TRll
TRl2
Time Stamp Counter
Control and event select
Counter 0
Counter 1

MSR

Used for

OOh
0th
02h
04h
05h
06h
07h
08h
09h
Obh
Och
Odh
Oeh
10h
Ilh
12h
13h

physlcal address of erroneous bus cycle
type of erroneous bus cycle
parity reversion
divlslon bit between instructions In the I-cache
cache test data
cache test tag
.cache test control
linear address for TLB test
TLB test control and physlcal partial address
BTB test tag
BTB test target
BTB test control
feature control
read/wnte of Internal 64.bit counter
performance monlroring
performance monitoring
performance monitoring

Table 11.3: Numbers of the mxfel-syrcific registers
better to implement the two instructions RDMSR and WRMSR together with an indication of
the model-specific register in form of a 32.bit number.

11.3.3 Feature Control Register TR12
Control register TR12 enables the selective activation of the new Pentium features. They include,
for example, the dynamic branch prediction, superscalar operation and others. Figure 11.12
shows the structure of this register.
With the bit IO Trap Restart you can enable or disable the restart of an I/O access after systeln
management mode. To enable restart, an alteration of the normal interrupt priority is required.
Table 11.4 shows the normal priorities and the priorities for an I/O trap restart.
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ITR:

IO trap restart in system management mode
1 =enabled
O=disabled
FET: fast execution tracing
l=enabled
O=disabled
Cl:
cache mhlblt
O=enabled
l=cache disabled
SE: single pipe execution
l=v-pipe disabled
O=both pipes enabled
TR: execution tracing
l=enabled
O=disabled
NBP no branch prediction
l=branch prediction disabled
O=branch prediction enabled

Figure 11.12: Feature control register TR12.

Highest priority

Lowest priority

ITR=O

ITR=l

breakpoint (INT 3)
BUSCHK
debug trap (INT 1)
P./s
FLUSH
SM!
INIT
NMI
INTR
FPU error
STPCLK
instructlon generates exception

breakpornt (INT 3)
BUSCHK
FLUSH
SMI
debug trap (INT 1)
R/S
INIT
NMI
INTR
FPU error
STPCLK
instructlon generates exceptlon

Table 11.4: Interrupt priorifies

YOU will find additional information referring to the I/O trap restart in Section 11.5. By means
of the FET bit you can determine whether the Pentium should carry out a Fast Execution Tracing
with only one bus cycle or normal execution tracing with two bus cycles. The cache inhibit bit
controls the function of the Ll-cache. If Cl = 0 both on-chip caches work normally, that is, they
carry out cache line fills, for example. If, on the other hand, the Ll-cache is disabled through a
CI value of 1, then the Pentium no longer drives any cache line fills. But note that without a
cache flush this applies only to cache misses. In the case of a cache hit the Pentium accesses the
cache normally. If the on-chip cache is disabled completely you must additionally issue a cache
flush to ensure that every access results in a cache miss.
A set single-pipe exrcutim bit SE = 1 disables the v-pipeline. All instructions are executed by the
u-pipeline only. But this does not apply to microencoded instructions which make use of both
’ Pipelines to accelerate the execution of a complex instruction. The emxtion tmcirlg bit TR

Chapter 1 1

B
_

controls the generation of branch trace special cycles. A value of TR = 1 leads to such a bus cycle
as soon as the Pentium carries out a branch. You may disable branch prediction by setting the
NBP bit (no branch prediction). No new values are written to the BTB now. But older and still
valid entries may still lead to branch predictions, of course. By reloading the CR3 control
register, the BTB can be flushed.
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11.3.4 Pentium Real Mode
The real mode of the Pentium is completely compatible with that of the i386 or i486. For the
calculation of linear and, at the same time, physical addresses, the Pentium shifts the value in
a segment register by four bit positions to the left and, as usual, adds the offset or the effective
address. This produces physical addresses between OOOOOOh and IOffefh. Even though the offset
register contains 32 bits, you cannot generate offset vaIues greater than ffffh without causing an
interrupt 12 (Och) or 13 (Odh). All other characteristics of the i386 real mode also apply to the
Pentium real mode. You will find more details in Chapter 3.

E

11.3.5 Pentium Protected Mode

T
v

The protected mode of the Pentium is completely compatible with the protected mode of the
i386/i486. The use of segment register values as segment selectors and the interpretation of
segment descriptors remain unchanged. The complete physical 32.bit address space with 4 Gbyte
capacity is accessible. The memory of the Pentium is managed with the help of the memory
management registers GDTR, LDTR, IDTR and TR. Protected mode is discussed in Section 3.7.

11.3.6 Pentium Virtual 8086 Mode
The virtual 8086 mode of the Pentium has been expanded because of its importance for DOS
compatibility with the OS/2 and Windows NT operating systems, and also because of the
operating system extension Windows. In this way, the performance should be increased. The
main problem was that up until the i486, DOS programs very often issued interrupts to call
operating system functions. The handling of such interrupts in a real mode manner, but under
the protected mode monitor in virtual 8086 mode, takes a very long time. The main reason for
this is the lengthy switching between the virtual 8086 program, the virtual 8086 monitor and the
emulation routines for the required operating system functions which are mostly carried out
via task switches. These generate enormous data traffic (172 bytes in two TSS per task switch)
compared to the simple saving and restoring of ten bytes (EIP, CS, EFlags).
For enabling and controlling the Pentium virtual 8086 mode, the EFlag register, the new control
register CR4 and an Interrupt Redirection Bitmap IRB in the task state segment are implemented. You enable the address translation according to the virtual 8086 mode by setting the
VM-flag in the EFlag register. With a cleared VME-bit in CR4 the l’entium virtual 8086 m(‘dc’
is exactly the same as in the i386/i486. By setting VME you can activate the new virtual 8C’sh
functions of the Pentium. Now, the two bits VII-’ and VI also have a meaning. VI is a virtuaJ
image of the usual interrupt flag, and a set VIP-bit enables virtual interrupt flags for 8(“lh
programs in virtual 8086 modr. Details of this are discussed in the following.

v
0
SC
tt
T
fl,
IF
“ bc
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The i386/i486 Compatible Pentium Virtual 8086 Mode
If the VME-bit in the CR4 control register is reset (equals O), then the virtual 8086 mode of the
Pentium is completely compatible with the virtual 8086 mode of the i386 and i486. The two tl.1~5
VIP (Virtual Interrupt Pending) and VI (Virtual Interrupt) in the EFlag register have no meaning
and are not used. The handling of interrupts and exceptions in virtual 8086 mode, and especi.lll\
the switching between the 8086 program, virtual 8086 monitor and the protected mode operatins
system as represented in Figure 3.25, is performed in exactly the same way as in the i386/i_LSo.
Extensions to the Pentium Virtual 8086 Mode
Most information concerning the Pentium’s extensions to virtual 8086 mode is, unfortunntc>ly,
a closely guarded Intel secret (at least at the time of writing). But the very Pentium-compatible
AMD5t86 implements functions (in a well-documented manner) which can be assumed to 1~
identical to those of the Pentium. Under certain circumstances you can get details about the
aforementioned Pentium functions, but you are not allowed to publish them (that includes mc,
too). In the following I will therefore rely on AMD’s documentation.
The extensions of the Pentium for the virtual 8086 mode mainly affect the management of
virtual interrupts through the virtual interrupt flag VIF and the virtual interrupt pending tlas
VIP in the EFlag register. Additionally, it is possible to redirect interrupts in virtual 8086 mode
(thus, 8086-type interrupts) with the help of a so-called redirectiotz bit mnp stored in the task state
segment TSS. You can also use the concept of virtual interrupts in normal protected mode. For
this purpose, the EFlag register contains the protected mode virtual interrupt flag PVI.
The execution of some instructions in the virtual 8086 mode depends on the value of the 1Ol’L
flag. These so-called KIOPL sensitive instructions> include CLI, STI, PUSHF, POPF, INTn ,lnd
IRET. These are instructions which influence the condition of the processor and, therefore, the
behaviour of the system, but which occur frequently in real mode applications.
If no virtual 8086 mode extensions are enabled then an IOPL value of less than 3 causes ,111
exception Odh, if one of these instructions occurs. By this means, the virtual 8086 monitor ccln
manage a memory image of the interrupt flag for every virtual 8086 task and, thus, emulate the
masking of hardware interrupts without really clearing the interrupt flag. This would aflcct
p,
the whole system in a dangerous manner, not just the virtual 8086 task. With this emulation ot’
the interrupt flag and the handling of interrupt requests comes an enormous load for the procctssol
which significantly lowers the performance. Imagine, for example, an 8086 data communication
* program which is receiving data through a modem at a rate of 19 600 baud. Here an interrupt
occurs at least 2400 times per second (every time a complete character has arrived). Even a t,lsl
” Pentium will be quite busy handling these interrupts.
‘$ ,’
’ @JTn and IRET can be handled by the redirection bit map. Only the four instructions CLI, STI,
.WSHF and POPF remain. If the virtual 8086 extensions are enabled by setting the VME bit in
$the control register CR4, the Pentium provides a hardware virtual interrupt flag VlF and J
.:
1 interrupt pending flag VII-’ for the virtual 8086 mode. Instructions which change the
of the interrupt flag IF (thus, CLI, STl, PUSHF and POI’F) do not necessarily cause ,ln
ption which the virtual 8086 monitor will intercept. They are executed normally but change
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the VIF flag instead of the interrupt flag in the EF’lag register. Changing the interrupt flag itself
remains a task of the operating system or the virtual 8086 monitor.
If an external interrupt request INTR occurs, the Pentium switches as usual to the protected
mode operating system. In the case of an interrupt for a virtual 8086 task, the system now
investigates the VIF flag on the stack and not an emulated memory image of the interrupt flag.
If VIF is set, that is, interrupt requests for the virtual 8086 task are enabled, the system passes
the handling to the appropriate virtual 8086 handler. If VIF is cleared, that is, hardware interrupt requests for the virtual 8086 task are disabled, the system holds the interrupt pending and
sets the VIP flag on the stack. Afterwards, the system returns to the interrupted program (thus,
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it fetches the EFlags by an IRET from the stack again). If this virtual 8086 program sets the
interrupt flag later then the Pentium intercepts this if the VIP flag is set, and generates an
exception to inform the operating system that the virtual 8086 program is now able to serve the
formerly blocked interrupt. Note that both flags VIF and VIP apply only to hardware interrupt
requests at the INTR connection.
But software interrupts, above all, represent a considerable problem in virtual 8086 mode. On
the one hand, 8086 DOS programs can only communicate with DOS functions if INT 21h is
called. On the other hand, the handling of interrupts was originally the responsibility of the
operating system, or in this case, the virtual 8086 monitor. Therefore the monitor intercepts all
INTn and IRET instructions when the VME bit is cleared. When virtual 8086 extensions are
enabled (VME = 1) these instructions can also be executed normally and call a handler through
the interrupt vector table IVT of the virtual 8086 task as in real mode. But sometimes it is
preferable to intercept an INTn instruction to handle it with a protected mode handler, especially when the system’s security might be affected.
This is the job of the redirection bit map: the Pentium may redirect a software interrupt, depending on the redirection bit which is assigned the interrupt, to the protected mode or real
mode interrupt handler. Figure 11.13 shows a TSS with redirection bitmap.
The redirection bitmap comprises 256 bits (= 32 bytes) which are assigned the 256 possible
software interrupts in a unique manner. It occupies the 32 bytes immediately below the I/O
permission bitmap. If the bit assigned to a certain software interrupt INTn is set, then the
Pentium behaves for this interrupt as if the virtual 8086 mode extensions would not be enabled
(that is, for VME = 0). If the bit is cleared then the INTn instruction calls the corresponding
handler in the interrupt vector table at base address OOOO:OOOO as in real mode.
Note that the redirection bitmap applies only to software interrupts INTn but not to hardware
interrupt requests through the INTR signal. Hardware interrupts always require the help of the
protected mode operating system and cannot be redirected to a real-mode-like handler of an IVT.

11.3.7 Paging on the Pentium
Th e paging function of the Pentium, compared to the i386 and i486, contains a new feature. In
addition to the standard 4 kbyte pages, pages of 4 Mbytes are also possible in the Pentium. The
cache strategy of the on-chip caches can be separately set for each page as in the i486. At a hardware level, this is accomplished with the WB/ WT signal through software with the PWT-bit in
the page table entry. In this way, it is possible to choose either a write-through strategy (WB/
@ at a low level, or PWT equals l), or a write-back strategy (WB/ WT at a high level, or PWT
equals 0). The following section explains only the paging differences between the Pentium and
the i386 and i486. You will find details concerning the general principles in Sections 3.8 and 9.6.
4 kbyte and 4 Mbyte Pages
For managing the fclargen 4Mbyte pages, the new SIZ-bit is provided in the page directory
entry. Figure 11.14 shows the structure of the page directory and page table entries. Bit positions
which have been discussed already in Sections 3.8.2 and 9.6.2, are not repeated here.
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Page Table Entty
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Page Frame Address 31..12

Page Frame Address: page frame address bits 31-12 and 31...22, respectively
AVAIL: available for operating system
SIZ:
page size
0=4kbyte
1=4Mbyte
D:
dirty
O=page has not been overwritten
l=page has already been overwritten
PCD:
page cache disable
O=page cachable
l=page not cachable
PW:
page write-through
O=page uses write-back strategy
l=page uses write-through strategy
A:
accessed
O=page has not yet been accessed
l=page has already been accessed
u/s:
page access level (user/supervisor)
O=supelvisor (CPL=O..2)
l=user (CPL=3)
R&v:
read/write
O-age is read-only
l=page is writable
P:
page present
O=page is swapped
l=page resides in memory
Figure 12.14: PQP directory and pnge table entries

The SIZ-bit indicates the actual size of the applicable page. Pages of 4 Mbytes can occur only in
the page directory and are managed only by the page directory entry; page table entries are,
thus, relevant only to 4 kbyte pages. A set SIZ-bit defines a page size as 4 Mbyte memor)’
capacity. The page directory entry then contains the ten most significant bits of the corresponding page frame address in bits 31 to 22; bits 21 to 12 equal 0 (for a 4 kbyte page, these positions
contain an additional ten bits for the pose fmne address). Additionally, the dirty bit must be
defined here, because the page directory entry points directly to a page and the page content
could have changed. For page directory entries which manage second-order page tables, the Dbit is not implemented, thus bit 6 always equals 0. In the TLB of the on-chip data cache, ei@
separate entries are provided exclusively for the 4 Mbyte pages. On the other hand, the TLB oi
the on-chip code cache does not differentiate between 4 kbyte and 4 Mbyte pages.
The interpretation of the linear address, as compared to that for 4 kbyte pages, has been chanPi
for the 4 Mbyte pages. The pages now begin at a 4 Mbyte boundary, but within a page, an object
is addressed with 22 offset bits (22’ = 4M). The previously used IO-bit page table and l2-bit offset
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entries are combined into a single 22-bit offset. Figure 11.15 shows a comparative representation
of both the 4 kbyte and 4 Mbyte page interpretations.

Linear Address (4 kbyte Pages)
I

I

I

I I I I
Directorv

I

I

0

12 11

22 21

31

IIiIIIIlI

IIIIlIlIlII

Paqe

12-bit Offset

Linear Address (4 Mbyte Pages)
31
22 21

0

22-bit Offset

Paging Control Register
The control registers CR0 and CR2 to CR4, already shown in Figure 11.11, are important for the
paging function. The PG-bit in the CR0 control register enables (PG = 1) or disables (PG = 0) the
paging unit of the Pentium as in the i386/i486. You can use the possibility of 4 Mbyte pages by
means of the PSE-bit in CR4. Only then has the entry SIZ in the page directory entry any
meaning. A set BE-bit enables 4 Mbyte pages. With a cleared PSE-bit, the PU uses only the
standard pages of 4 kbytes each.

11.3.8 Debug Extensions
As in the i386 and i486, the Pentium contains eight debug registers DRO-DR7, each 32 bits wide
and supporting debuggers at a hardware level in both protected and virtual 8086 modes. Their
structure has already been described in Section 2.8.2, and shown in Figure 2.10. Only the R/W,bits are extended by the lob combination. You enable the lob combination by setting the DEbit in the CR4 control register. In the i386 and i486, this combination was reserved, that is,
invalid. An R/W,-bit value of lob also enables the corresponding breakpoint for I/O read and
I/O write accesses. In the i386 and i486 (or the Pentium with cleared DE-bit), only the m e m o r y
area can be observed through the debug registers. For the R/WY-bits, the following interpretations can occur if the DE-bit in the CR4 control register equals 7:
'lob: stop only

for

instruction

execution

(instruction

stop only for data write acce~~ee to memory
lob: stop fox I/O read and I/O write accesses

fetching)

Olb:

Ub: Stop only for data read or write

acce.sses to

memory,

not

code

fetches

11.3.9 Pentium Reset, Pentium Initialization and Self-test
h addition to the reset through an active RESET signal, the Pentium can also execute a true
lnnialization. The processor initialization is issued if a signal with a high level is received at the
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TZO INIT pin for a minimum of two CLK cycles. A reset, however, is not recognized until 15
CLK cycles have elapsed. An init resets the Pentium into real mode and initializes the segmer:

and offset registers; additionally, the TLBs and the BTB are invalidated. The internal cachcj,
write buffers, model registers and floating-point registers, however, are not reset; instead, they
maintain their values. INIT serves as a quick way of resetting the Pentium into real mode by
means of external hardware (for example, the keyboard controller of the AT) in place of a
privileged MOV CRO, value instruction, for resetting the PE-bit. Further internal tests are not
carried out; this is the job of a reset.
An extensive reset of the Pentium is issued by a high-level signal at the RESET pin. If the signal
then returns to a low level, the Pentium checks the signal levels at the m, w and
INIT pins to determine the operating condition and the necessary checks, and also to carry out
an internal initialization. The Pentium can execute a check through the internal self-test BIST
(Built-In Self-Test), the functional redundancy checking, or the tristate test mode. Table 11.5 lists
the signal combinations which give rise to the various tests.

INIT

__

FLUSH

-

FRMC

Issued test

0

Internal self-test BIST
functional redundancy checking

1
0
0

0

tnstate test mode

Table 7 I .5: Prrrtiuni tests

The internal self-test takes approximately 2’” CLK cycles; at 66 MHz, this corresponds to approximately 8 ms. Without BIST, the Pentium is ready for operation after 150 to 200 CLK cycles,
thus, after approximately 3 us. The BIST’s responsibility is to check the microcode ROM, internal logic fields (PLAs), caches, TLBs and the BTB. The Pentium stores the result of the BIST
check in the EAX register. A value of OOOOOOOOh indicates an error-free BIST conclusion; a value
other than zero indicates an error, and the chip is then unusable, The Pentium activates the
IERR signal if it discovers an internal parity error; it then goes into a shutdown condition.
With the functional redundancy checking (FRC) the Pentium can check a second Pentium. 1~
FRC mode, with the exception of IERR and TDO, the Pentium stops sending signals througli
its output pins, and checks the level of the signals received, instead. If the thus determined
levels do not agree with those internally calculated, then the Pentium activates the IERR signal
to indicate the fault externally. Through functional redundancy checking, for example, the iiidividual processors in a multiprocessor system can be mutually checked on a Pentium basis.
The tristate test mode is used for checking complete boards, In tristate mode the Pentiuln
disconnects all output and bidirectional connections. The high-level test logic can then exeCLlte
a hardware check more easily and locate any possible errors more simply.
A reset, and also an initialization through INIT, resets the value of certain registers. Table
indicates the corresponding values for the individual registers.

11 .h

Like the i386, the Pentium also restarts operation in real mode after a reset or init. The CS:Elr

pair points to the memory address fOO0:0000fff0. Additionally, the I2 most significant addre;s
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Register
(ALU/integer)
EAX
EBX, ECX
EDX
EBP, ESP
ESI, EDI
EIP
:‘5
I DS. ES, FS, GS
:. ss
:EFLAG
jCR0
!CRZ, CR3, CR4
!LDTR. TR
.GDTR, IDTR
fDRO-DR3
;DR6
;DR?
:TR12
all others
p
:(FPu)
:control word
.status word
,\tag word
IFIP, FEA, FOP
;FCS, FDS
$~TACK
caches
{cache TLBs

Reset
value

initialization
value

OOOOOOOOh
OOOOOOOOh
Identlfic."
OOOOOOOOh
OOOOOOOOh
OOOOfffOh
fOOOh"
0000h3'
0000h3'
00000002h
OOOOOOOOh __
OOOOOOOOh
00000000h4'
OOOOOOOOh"
OOOOOOOOh
ffffOffOh
00000400h
OOOOOOOOh
nnnnnnnnh

OOOOOOOOh
OOOOOOOOh
Identific."
OOOOOOOOh
OOOOOOOOh
OOOOfffOh
f000h"
0000h3'
0000h3'
00000002h
41

0040h
OOOOh
5555h
OOOOOOOOh
OOOOh
OOOOOOOOOOh
nnnnnnnnnnn
nnnnnnnnnnn
nnnnnnnnnnn

uuuuh
uuuuh
uuuuh
uuuuuuuuh
uuuuh
uuuuuuuuuuh
""""U""U"U"
nnnnnnnnnnn
nnnnnnnnnnn
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OOOOOOOOh
OOOOOOOOh"
00000000h6'
OOOOOOOOh
ffffOffOh
00000400h
OOOOOOOOh
nnnnnnnnh

# processor ldentlflcatton number 00000500h + model
8 base address = ffffOOOOh, ltmlt = ffffh (segment descriptor cache rqster)
# base address = OOOOOOOOh. llmlt =ffffh (segment descrtptor cache rqster)
4

CD, CW unchanged, btt 4 = 1, all others = 0

$ Selector = OOOOh. base address = 00000000h. limit = ffffh
1 base address = OOOOOOOOh. limit = ffffh

‘ihble 11.6: P&ium rqister co,,tellts +r n rt'set or irlrt
t
byes A31-A20 are held at a high level. After the first JMP or CALL instruction over a segment

&it the address lines A31-A20 return to a low level, and the Pentium addresses objects only
$ithin 1M.
Pentium loads the IDTR with the values OOOOOOOOh for the base and 03ffh for the limit after
processor reset. These values correspond to the reserved area for the interrupt vector table i n
1 mode. It is possible for the two LIDT (load IDTR) and SlDT (store IDTR) instructions to
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change these values and, in this way, the interrupt vector table used by the Pentium in rec.
mode can be shifted to any other position in the real mode address space.

Rea
EA
EB:
EC.
ED:

11.3.10 CPU Identification with CPUID
With the Pentium, Intel has satisfied an old request, namely the possibility of simply identifying
the CPU on which the present program is being executed. Until the i486 this was only possible
by means of an extensive procedure which checked the abilities of the processor and, thus,
determined the processor type (for example, in the i386 the AC flag is not implemented and
therefore cannot be changed; but this is possible in the i486). With the help of the BIST, starting
with the i386, determining the processor type is not very complicated for the BIOS. But this only
executed immediately after a reset so that a program cannot access the BIST result later. The
new CPUlD instruction of the Pentium now solves the identification problem unambiguously
within a few CLK cycles.
Before you can execute the CPUID instruction, you must first determine whether or not the CPU
actually supports this instruction. If not, then the processor produces an invalid opcode exception.
For this reason, Intel has implemented a new flag in the EFlag register: the ID flag. If a task can
set and reset the ID flag, then the installed processor supports the CPUID instruction.
The QUID instruction, in addition to identifying the Pentium, also delivers information concerning which special features are supported. To carry out the CPU identification, you must first
load the value 0 into the EAX register, and then issue the CPLJID instruction. The Pentium the11
returns in EAX the highest identification level that it supports. This is currently level 1 only. Tht’
three EBX, ECX and EDX registers, in that order, contain a 12-byte identification in ASCll
format: aGenuinelnte1)).

EA
EB:
EC:
ED:
"

t
t
t
2’ h
t
t
t
t
’ t
t
t
.: t
_j t
‘2-d
.o

Future Pentiums, and possible clones from other manufacturers, may return a different charac.
ter string. If you load the EAX register with a value of Olh and afterwards issue the CPUlD
instruction again, the Pentium returns an identification value similar to the identification information in the ID-code register of the TAP controller. The register DX contains additional information regarding which functions are supported. You will find the call and return values c!!
CPUID in Table 11.7.
w

11.3.11 New Pentium Exceptions
More exceptions have been added to the I’entium to intercept accesses to resrrved bits ancl
recover hardware errors. In detail these exceptions are:
-

Exception 13 - general protection error: if an access tries to overwrite a reserved bit (predtfin~~i
value 0) in a processor register then the Pentium issues this exception.
- Exception 14 - page fault: the Pentium issues this exception when it encounters a value I”
1 in the location of a reserved bit in a page table or page directory rntry or a p+e direct”“’
pointer.

t
t

on
!Q
::*
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Register

Call value

Return value

EAX
EBX
ECX
EDX

OOh

01 h (max. identlflcatlon
((Genus
ainel>)
((ntel))

E M
EBX
ECX
EDX

Olh

identification value”
reserved (=O)
reserved (=O)
feature flags”
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level)

‘I bits 31 .14 reserved (=OOh)
bits 13 .12 type (OOb=pnmary

Pentlum startmg with 75 MHz, 01 b=Pentium OverDnve, lOb=dual (secondary)

Pentium

starting with 75 MHz, 1 lb=reserved)
bits 1 I..8

processor family (05h for Penturn)

bits 7. 4

model (Olh for 60/66 MHz Pentum. 02h starting wth 75 MHz Pentium)

bits 3.. 0 rewon

(stepping)

*) bits 31..9: reserved (= OOh)
bit 8:

CMPXCHGBB

bit 7.

machine check exception (l=implemented. O=not

bit 61

reserved

bit 5:

model-speciftc registers (l-according to Penttum

b i t 4.

(l=implemented. O=not

Implemented)

time stamp counter (l=implemented, O=not

Implemented)
CPU, O=others)

Implemented)

bit 3:

reserved

bit 2:

IWO dreakpolnts (l=lmplemented, O=not Implemented)

bit 1:

reserved

i

on-chip FPU (l=yes, O=no)

bit 0:

Table 11.7: Call nnd return vahres

of CPUID

L Exception 18 - machine check exception: this exception indicates a hardware error of the
“I’ Pentium itself. Details are given in Section 11.7.6.

.!I.4 The Pentium Bus
,.,? three pipelines of the Pentium achieve an instruction throughput which would completely
Overload a simple memory bus. Thus, the f’entium bus is, without compromise, dedicated to a
quick second-level cache. Frequently required instructions and data are held ready in the two
on-chip caches. For the connection to the second level cache (LZcache), the Pentium’s data bus
h been widened to 64 bits, so that the on-chip caches can be reloaded and written back with
.kficient speed.
\:
Despite this, the Pentium can also address individual bytes, words, or double words through
_$e byte enable signals BE7- BEO. Every bus cycle addresses memory through A31-A3 at quad
Word limits, thus in multiples of 8 (0, 8, 16, etc.). Accesses to memory objects which span such
{iboundary
(so-called ~~isnligr~of
nccc~~s) are split into two consecutive accesses by the Pentium.
c
2::
$he Pentium tries to carry out memory accesses as cache line fills or write-backs as far as POSS.$‘le. Only accesses to the I/O address space and non-cachable areas in the memory address
p
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space (such as register addresses for memory-mapped I/O) are carried out as single trans.er
cycles. The single transfer cycles described in Section 11.4.1 are more or less the exception. The
burst mode, already known from the i486, has been extended to the writing of data (the ;186
allows only burst read accesses). Together with the improved address pipelining, the maximum
data transfer rate has been increased to 528 million bytes (at 66 MHz).
Unlike memory accesses, accesses to the l/O address area have not been widened to 64 bits. The
maximum width here is only 32 bits as in the i386 or i486. The reason for this is that I/O
accesses, in principle, do not pass through the on-chip data cache; instead, they are directlv
((switched through,, from a 32-bit register to the bus. Of course, the Pentium can also address
B- or 16-bit ports. The I/O subsystem must decode the port address bits A2-A0 from the byte
enable signals BE7- BEO.

11.4.1 Single Transfer Cycles
The single transfer read and single transfer write cycles are the two simplest memory acces3
cycles of the Pentium. During their execution, data of 8, 16, 32 or 64 bits in size is transferred
from memory to the Pentium, or from the Pentium to memory, respectively. Such Pentium bu5
cycles are not very different from those in the i386 or i486, despite the larger width of the dally
bus. For a single transfer it holds CACHE on a high level to indicate that no line fill should by
carried out.
Single transfer write cycles in the Pentium are also not very different from those in the i386 or
i486. The CACHE signal is again inactive. Additionally, the Pentium supplies write data anti
the required parity bits.
In single transfer mode (read and write), a data transfer without wait states requires at least tbx.0
CLK cycles. With a data bus width of 64 bits, this leads to a maximum data transfer rate (‘1
264 Mbytes/s. This can be doubled in pipelined burst mode to 528 million bytes/s or 504 Mbytes/ L1

11.4.2 Burst Cycles
For the transfer of larger quantities of data, the Pentium implements a burst mode similar to that
of the i486. Unlike the i486, the Pentium burst mode can also be used for write-back cycles. For
the write-through cache of the i486 this is not necessary because each write access is switchcci
through to the memory subsystem. But there are other differences, too. In principle, all cachal?ic’
read cycles and all write-back cycles are carried out in burst mode. With the extension of thL’
data bus to 64 bits, 32 bytes are transferred in a burst cycle with four bus cycles. They arl’
contiguous and are aligned to 32-byte boundaries (this corresponds to a cache line of the t\“l’
on-chip caches).
A burst cycle is started, as in the i486, by a normal memory access which lasts for two clock
cycles. Figure 11.16 shows the flow of the most important signals for a burst read cycle.
For a burst read cycle, the CACHE signal from the Pentium and the KEN signal from t”’
memory subsystem also play an important role. The Pentium indicates to the subsystem, throu$
an active CACHE signal with low level, that it wants to transfer the addressed object into “”
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~Figure 22.26: Burst read cycle without wait states and piprlinitrg. In bxrst mode, the bus cycle for a 32.byte
address area is reduced from two processor clock cycles to one cycle, starting wifh the second access. Thus, a cache
line of the internal caches can be filled very quickly. The cycle shown is a 2-1-2-2 burst.

!on-chip cache. If the KEN signal delivered by the memory subsystem is active, then the Pentium
independently and automatically extends the single transfer to a cache line fill to store a com‘plete data block with the addressed object in the on-chip cache.
;As already mentioned, a burst cycle is limited to an address area which begins at a 32-byte
$oundary. With the first output address, therefore, the three other burst addresses are also
iirnplicitly known. The subsystem can independently calculate the other three burst addresses
$mthout needing to decode further address signals from the Pentium. This is much faster than
Ibefore, and makes it possible to reduce the bus cycle to one clock cycle. The Pentium only sends
$he add ress and BEx signals during the first cycle; they are not changed during the subsequent
.$hree bus cycles (the i486, however, addresses the data within the 16.byte group further via the
_‘“address signals A3-A2 and BE3- BEO).
:r_.
:,,hI the Pentium the address sequence in burst mode is fixed dependent on the first address. This
7h necessary because the first address given out by the Pentium need not necessarily define a 32ibyte boundary; it can lie anywhere in the address space. In the course of the first transfer cycle,
cm determines whether a single or burst transfer should be carried out. But by then the first
rina d-word has already been transferred. The fixed address sequence shown in Table 11.8 is not
clic, but has been chosen to support 2-way interleaving of DRAM memory.
er the decoding of the start address, the external memory subsystem calculates the sequence
the addresses given, and then follows the sequence when memory is addressed. The Pentium
ves the data without sending out any more addresses, and then distributes the data delivby the subsystem according to the quad word entries in the applicable cache line. In the

3
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B(
-

First address output
by the Pentium

Second
address

Third
address

last
address

Tl
bl

Oh
8h
10h
18h

8h
Oh
18h
10h

10h
18h
Oh
8h

18h
10h
8h
Oh

cJ
4(
rf
T

Table 12.8: Address sequence for burst read cycles

’ i486, a burst cycle is explicitly initiated by a BLAST signal (which is not available in the
Pentium) during the first cycle. KEN alone is not sufficient for a burst cycle. Moreover, a burst
transfer for the i486 always starts at a 16-byte boundary.
The write-back cache of the Pentium requires that burst mode can also be used for write transfers.
Figure 11.17 shows the signal flow for such a write burst transfer.

CLK [
- A3l...A3- c
BE7...BEO
ADS [
CACHE [
w/F? c
KEN [
BRDY [i

/

D63...DO [ ------------~---(WriteDitaXWrlteDataXWrlteDataXWrlteData)-DPT...DPO [------------‘;--<

P a n t y

l

x Patty x Parltj x P a n t y

I

I

) - -

I

As you can see, the signal flow is nearly identical to that for a burst read cycle. Only the W/R
signal is different, in that it is at a high level to indicate the write transfer. In addition, @%
is ignored because all data available in the on-chip cache is obviously cachable. A burst write
cycle is always a write-back cycle for a modified line in the data cache. Because, for burst write
cycles which are exclusively the consequence of cache line write-backs, the first address sent Out
always defines a 32-byte boundary, there is only the first address sequence of Table 11.8, that
is, O h + 811 --3 10h + 18h.

Ci
.:

fc
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Thus, a burst cycle can read in or write a maximum of 32 bytes, which requires a total of four
bus cycles. In a 2-1-l-l burst the Pentium needs 2 + 3 = 5 clock cycles. 32 bytes every 5 clock
cycles of 16 ns in the 66 MHz Pentium corresponds to a burst transfer rate of approximately
403 Mbytes/s (or 422 million bytes/s). Address pipelining, described in Section 11.4.3, can also
reduce the first burst bus cycle to a single CLK cycle; then only four clock cycles are necessary.
The transfer rate increases to 504 Mbytes/s or 528 million bytes/s.
Wait states can also be inserted in burst mode (through BRDY) if the memory subsystem
cannot follow quickly enough. Such an access is known as a slow burst cycle, and can give rise,
for example, to a 3-2-2-2 burst.

11.4.3 Pentium Address Pipelining
The Pentium implements address pipelining to increase further the data throughput and its bus
bandwidth, which is in principle already known from the 80286. The Pentium can (<note,, two
pending bus cycles and, with the help of address pipelining, it can execute them consecutively.
Instruction execution in the CPU pipelines and, for example, cache line fills or write-backs will
be decoupled as far as possible.
A special feature of the Pentium address pipelining is that the first bus cycle in burst mode can
also be reduced to a single clock cycle, whereby the data transfer rate increases by an additional
25% to 504 Mbytes/s or 528 million bytes/s. Figure 11.18 shows two consecutive cache line fills
in burst mode with active address pipelining.

i
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As in the i386, address pipelining is controlled by the NA (Next Address) signal. If the a&
dressed subsystem has decoded this address, and is ready to take the next cache line fill address
for decoding, then it sends an active NA signal to the Pentium. The subsystem can then decode
the new address while the third data transfer of the previous burst is still in progress. Immediately after the transfer of the last eight bytes from cache line fill #l, the memory subsystem
delivers the data (and the parity) for cache line fill #2, so that a CLK cycle is saved. Two or more
such bursts can then be executed consecutively, for example, if a task switch is executed where
a complete TSS must be saved and a new one loaded. A slow 4-1-1-l burst, for example,
therefore affects only the first burst access. The addressing phase of all successive bursts overlap
with the data phase of the preceding burst. Thus, three of the four addressing cycles are carried
out in advance so that only one cycle remains (3 + 1 = 4). Burst write cycles and single transfers
can also use address pipelining.
The Pentium monitors how many BRDY signals have been returned, and therefore knows which
burst is currently being executed. A maximum of two bus cycles (single transfers, burst transfers)
can be active at any one time.

11.4.4 Special Cycles
The Pentium can, apart data transfer cycles, also drive special cycles onto the bus to indicate
certain internal processor operations. A special cycle takes place if the Pentium sends out the
D/C and M/IO signals at a low level, and the W/R signal at a high level. Compared to the
i486, two additional cycles are provided. Table 11.9 summarizes all six special cycles.
BE7

BE6

BE5

BE4

BE3

BE2

iFi

BE0

Special cycle

Reason

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

0

shutdown

1
1
1

1
1
1

1
1
1

1
1
1

1
1
0

1
0
1

0
1
1

1
1
1

flush
halt
write-back

triple fault,
parity error
INVD, WBINVD
HLT instruction
WBINVD

instruction
1
1
1
1

1
0

0
1

1

1
1

1
1

1
1

flush acknowledge
branch trace
message

1

FLUSH signal
taken branch

1 = high signal level. 0 = low slgnal level

The external system must also confirm such a special cycle as a normal bus cycle by activating
BRDY. The following section briefly discusses the meaning and cause of the two new special
cycles.
A new special cycle that refers to the writing back and invalidation of the on-chip data cache
is the flrrslr ncklrozuled~e sped cyclr (11101111). The Pentium sends this special cycle through the
bus if an external unit (such as the system controller) has applied an active signal with a lo”’
level to the FLUSH input to initiate a write-back and a cache invalidation, and the Pentium
has executed these operations. In this way, the system controller can differentiate between A
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cache flush through software (an INVD or WBINVD), and a cache flush through hardware (an
active FLUSH signal). The flush acknowledge cycle, like the write-back special cycle, indicates
a write-back and invalidation of the cache lines. The flush special cycle, on the other hand, only
indicates an invalidation.
The Pentium issues a brmch trace rnrssage spin/ cycle (11011111) if the ETE-bit (Execution Tracing Enable) is set in the TR12 test register, and the Pentium has executed a branch immediately
beforehand. During the branch trace message special cycle, the Pentium sends out the linear
address of the branch target to its address pins A31-A3 and the branch target pins BT2-BTO.
Additionally, through the BT3 signal, it indicates whether the standard operand size is 32 bits
(BT3 = high level), or 16 bits (BT3 = low level). The branch trace message special cycle is part of
execution tracing.

11.4.5 Inquiry Cycles and Internal Snooping
Inquiry cycles are used for the implementation of the MESI protocol for multiprocessor systems.
In this way, it is possible for an external unit to determine whether the data at a specific address
is stored in the on-chip cache of the Pentium. Additionally, the external unit can invalidate the
stored data and, thus, the whole corresponding cache line.
For an inquiry cycle, the external unit first activates the AHOLD signal. After two CLK cycles,
it transfers the (physical) address of the data to be inquired to the Pentium through A31-A5. A4
and A3 are ignored, because a complete cache line is always addressed in an inquiry cycle.
Upon an active EADS, the Pentium fetches the supplied address as the inquiry address. Additionally, the INV signal must also be sent. In the case of an inquiry or inquiry hit, it indicates
whether the applicable cache line should be marked as invalidated (INV = 1) or shared (INV = 0).
INV has no effect for inquiry misses.
In an externally initiated inquiry cycle, as in normal memory accesses, the tag logic of the
on-chip cache checks whether the address is located in the tag memory. If a hit has occurred in
the code or data cache, the Pentium sends out an active signal with a low level from the
HIT pin. If a miss occurs, the HIT output sends out a signal with a high level. If a hit for a
modified cache line is at hand (which is only possible for the data cache), then the Pentium
activates its HITM (hit modified) output. Inthis case the Pentium writes back the applicable
line to memory, and thus issues a burst write-back cycle. This ensures that the inquiring system
contains the latest data.
In addition to this externally (through EADS) initiated inquiry cycle, there is also internal snooping. This is mainly used for checking the consistency of the two independent on-chip caches.
Above all, in real mode, the same data can be available in both the code and data caches as an
indirect result of prefetching. Internal snooping can occur in the following three cases:
- The CPU core of the Pentium accesses the code cache, and this access results in a miss.
The CPU core accesses the data cache, and this access leads to a cache miss (read access), or
a write-through (write access) to the L2-cache or the main memory.
The A- or D-bit (accessed and dirty bit, respectively) of a page table or page directory entry
has been overwritten as the result of an access or a change to the corresponding p?ge.
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11.4.6 Pentium Internal Bus Buffers
To ease the burden of the external bus and to prevent unnecessary wait states if the bus 1s
currently occupied, the Pentium (like the i486) includes a number of internal buffers.
The bus interface of the Pentium contains two 64-bit write buffers, with each buffer assigned to
one of the two pipelines, u or v. They should prevent stalling of the Pentium pipelines if the
external bus is not immediately available. This can occur if a cache line fill or a simultaneous
memory access of both pipelines is currently in progress. Note that only memory write accesses
are temporarily stored in the write buffers but not write accesses to the I/O address space.
In addition to the 64-bit write buffers, the Pentium contains three 32-byte write-back buffers
which are available for each of the possible causes of a cache line write-back. Thus, each of these
buffers encompasses a complete cache line and supports the Pentium during write-backs of
cache lines in the on-chip data cache.
Further, the Pentium contains two line fill buffers. They are each 32 bytes wide (one cache line)
and are assigned to the data and code cache, respectively. If the Pentium reads a complete cache
line, during a burst cycle, into the on-chip data or code cache, then the bus interface does not
successively fill the on-chip cache with the transferred &byte groups; instead, it first transfer5
them to the corresponding line fill buffer. Only when all 32 bytes of the applicable cache line
have been stored in the line fill buffer is the complete cache line transferred to the code or data
cache.

11.5 Pentium System Management Mode
Power consumption has become an important criterion, and not just for portable computers. Socalled Green PCs should have a very low power consumption in idle mode, so that it is unnecessary to switch them on and off all time. Especially with Windows and several SCSI adapters,
the boot process takes a considerable time. The 66 MHz Pentium, with its typical power consumption of between 13 W and 16 W, is not exactly predestined to be power saving equipment.
Reducing the current draw is therefore one main aim of Pentium’s new system management
mode SMM. An advantageous side-effect is the hardwired separate address SMM area where,
for example, recovery routines can be stored. The following sections briefly discuss these ncl\
Pentium functions.

Bc
Al
01
le
PC
ar
Re
EP
EB
EFI
EIF
CS
DS
CF
CF
DF
DF
G[
TO

1’
Fc
in
ad
al
mm
sti
th
ad

-

11.5.1 System Management Mode interrupt SMI
The
Pentium includes two interfaces for system management mode, namely SMI (input) ,Ind
~_
SMIACT (output). The Pentium goes into SMM as soon as it receives an active SMI signal witli
a low level at its SMI input. The Pentium may leave SMM only with an explicit RSM (resume
from system management mode) instruction. The SMl is implemented as an interrupt, th‘lt is,
it is only recognized at instruction boundaries. Only Ii/ 3 and FLUSH, which are conceptllalized as interrupts, have a higher priority than SMI.

Fis
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After capturing an active SMI signal, the Pentium first waits for the execution of all memory
operations and the activation of EWBE. Then, the Pentium sends out an active signal with a low
level from the SMIACT output, for as long as it remains in SMM. Immediately afterwards, the
Pentium stores its current register values in memory (starting at the physical address 3ffa8h),
and initializes its registers for system management mode according to Table 11.10.
Register

Value

EAX. EBX, ECX, EDX,
EBP, ESI, EDI
EFlag
EIP
CS
DS, ES, FS, GS, SS

undefined
undefined
00000002h
00008000h
3000h (base address=30000h)
OOOOh (base address=00000000h, Irmit=ffffffffh,
standard size=16 bits)
PE=EM=TS=PG=O, others unchanged
OOOOOOOOh
undefined
00000400h
undefined

CR0
CR4
DR6
DR7
GDTR, LDTR, IDTR, TR

11.5.2 SMM RAM Structure
For the system management mode, it is intended that battery-buffered SRAM chips are mapped
into the address space between 30000h and 3ffffh They use the normally present DRAM memory
addresses. For this purpose, the external hardware can use the SMIACT signal, for example, as
a chip select signal and, thus, address the SRAM chips (SMIACT at a low level) or the normal
main memory ( SMIACT at a high level). With SMIACT, SMM memory and normal memory are
strictly separated (this is, of course, completely optional; the external hardware may simply ignore
the SMIACT signal). Generally, the SMM RAM is mapped onto the physical 4 Gbyte Pentium
address space as shown in Figure 11.19. This structure is implemented in the Pentium hardware.

3000 ffm
3000feOOh

CPU Register Dump

3000 fdflh

SMI Handler
Code and Data

3000 aaaah t Handler Entry Point
3000 mm
Optional 32 kbyte
SMM-RAM Extension

30000000h_
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The lower 32 kbytes between the addresses 30000h and 37fffh are optional. At address 3000:8OOOh
is the entry point of the SMM handler which the Pentium accesses upon every SMI (the segment
3000h is determined as SMBASE during reset but can be overwritten). The 32 256 bytes between
3000:8000h and 3000:fdffh are available for the code and data of the SMI handler. Located here
are, for example, the complete routines for saving the contents of memory to disk, or for deactivating individual components. Note that the Pentium can also produce addresses outside the
64 kbyte SMM RAM; then, in system management mode, it can also access data outside the area
reserved for SMM.
The CPU register dump is also attached to the handler area in SMM RAM; it consists of 512 bytes.
When the SMI signal is activated and system management mode is entered, the Pentium automatically, that is, without further influence from software (with the exception of the Pentium’s
microcode), stores into this area all register values that are necessary for the restoration of its
original condition. In this way, after an RSM instruction, the Pentium can continue from the
point where it was interrupted by the system management interrupt. Table 11.11 shows t h e
organization of the register dump in SMM RAM. Note that the offsets are relative to the segment 3000h.

Offset

Register content

Offset

Register content

fffch
fff8h
fff4h
fffoh
ffech
ffe8h
ffe4h
ffeOh
ffdch
ffd8h
ffd4h
ffdOh
ffcch
ffc8h
ffc4h
ffcOh

CR0
CR3
EFlag
EIP
EDI
ESI
EBP
ESP
EBX
EDX
ECX
EAX
DR6
DR7
TR
LDTR

ffbch
ffb8h
ffb4h
ffbOh
ffach
ffa8h
ff98h-ffa7h
ff94h
ffkh-ff93h
ff88h
ff04h-ff87h
ffO2h
ffOOh
fefch
fef8h
feOOh-fef7h

GS
FS
DS
ss
CS
ES
reserved
IDT base
reserved
GDT base
reserved
halt auto restart
I/O trap restart
S M M identlficatlon
register dump base
reserved

T&/e I I .I 1: I’entiu~l qisfer dmp it1 SMM RAM

In addition to the saved registers in the register dump, you will also find the four control fields
halt auto restart, I/O trap restart, SMM identification and register dump base,
A value of 1 in the /?(11/ [7~110 rcstnrt entry (offset ff02f) indicates that the Pentium was in a halt
condition when the SMI occurred. You may clear halt auto restart so that the Pentium continues
program execution beyond the HLT instruction upon leaving the SMM. It is possible that tile
SMI interrupts an I/O instruction. If you write a value of ffffh into the I/O trnp rcstort eW
(offset ffOOh), the Pentium carries out the interrupted I/O instruction again after a return through
an RSM. The entry SMM ider~tificntiorr (offset fefch) indicates the revision level and the functional
capabilities of the implemented system management mode.
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The Pentium contains an internal register in which the base address for the register dump is
stored. It is initialized to a value of 30000h. The current value is stored in the register dump base
entry (offset fef8h) when system management mode is entered and, from there, reloaded into
the register after an RSM. You can change the value in this entry in SMM RAM and, thus, alter
the SMM RAM base in the 4 Gbyte address space. The new value is not active until the next
SMI. An INIT does not reset the register dump base. This is only possible by a reset (or another
explicit overwrite).

11.5.3 Program Execution in System Management Mode
As is apparent from Table 11.10, the Pentium automatically resets the PE-bit and the PG-bit so
that the Pentium now operates in SMM in an extended real mode. The only difference to the
conventional real mode is that the SMM address space is not limited to 1 Mbyte, but the offset
registers can use their full 3%bit width. Operating in SMM the Pentium recognizes a FLUSH
and carries out a cache flush. Not until the Pentium has left the SMM again are NM1 and INIT
served.
Generally, SMM uses 16-bit operands and 16-bit addresses. However, you can use prefixes to
generate 32.bit operands and 32-bit addresses. Note that with the segment registers alone you
can produce addresses only within the first megabyte of memory (the 16-bit segment values are
simply shifted by four bits). Only the 32-bit offset registers allow 32-bit addresses up to 4G-I.

11.5.4 Returning from System Management Mode
The Pentium leaves system management mode only after an explicit RSM (resume from system
management mode) instruction. The deactivation of the SMI input signal, however, does not set
the Pentium back into the condition it was in before interruption. Note that the RSM instruction
is valid only in SMM. In all other modes, it leads to an invalid opcode exception. Pay attention
when manipulating the register dump in SMM RAM that no inconsistent values are written,
otherwise, a shutdown is the result.

11.6 Code Optimization
TO

make full use of the superscalar architecture and instruction pipelining, program code must
be adjusted according to the Pentium structure. As already mentioned, branch prediction, for
example, serves to execute existing 80x86 code on the Pentium as quickly as possible. Codes
Which are already present in binary form cannot, or only with difficulty, be optimized afterWards. This is somewhat easier for source code which has been programmed with a high-level
language. An optimizing compiler which has been built for the I’entium can now generate better
-code during compilation which, for example, uses both pipelines and generates as few inter“1 ock s as possible. The development of compilers and system software is supported by the
$.b
&. entmm through the new feature of Per$rrtrnrrcc~ Morriforitrg. By means of this internal hit rates
‘tfor the on-chip caches and the instruction flow through the pipelines can be supervised, for
$%
2.
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example. But, already, simple rules for the use or non-use of certain instructions, registers c,r
addressing schemes accelerate program execution significantly.

11.6.1 Simple Straightforward Optimization
This section describes a few simple but nevertheless effective ways of optimizing code. The
reasons for the advantage, in most cases, are the superscalar architecture of the Pentium and
instruction pipelining.
Address Generation Interlock AGI
As far as possible, register dependencies should be prevented, especially when using registers
to generate addresses, for example,

BC
-

ac
m
ca
er
D8
M
nc
A
ac
W
St

R

SW ebx, OOOBh
MOV eax, [ebxl

This leads to so-called Address Genemtion Interlocks (AGls). Even though, in principle, both instructions can be executed in one clock cycle, the MOV instruction must wait a clock cycle in
the decoding stage D2, because the address [ebxl can be calculated only when the SUB instruction has reached the WB stage. Owing to the register dependency through ebx, the two instructions SUB and MOV can also not be paired. This produces the first delay; the clock cycle delay
described occurs as well. Compared with the following instruction sequence,
SUB edx, 0008h
MOV eax, [ebxl
the two instructions mentioned above (SUB ebx, 0008h and MOV eax, [ebx]) require two additional clock cycles: one because of the register dependency through ebx, and one additional
clock cycle due to the delayed address calculation for [ebx]. Note that instructions that can IeaJ
to such an additional delay need not necessarily follow one another. Owing to the nature of the
parallel pipelines u and v, the distance between them can be up to three instructions, if atI
instructions can be paired. For example:
(u-pipeline)

(v-pipeline)

ebx, 0008h
DEC edi

INC ecx
MO" eax, [ebx]

SUB

With this instruction sequence (admittedly, this is fictitious), the MOV instruction in the second
line requires the result of SUB in the first line for the address calculation. In the instruction floJ\‘,
the four instructions occur in this sequence:
SW ebx. OOOBh
INC ecx
DEC edi
MOV eax, [ebxl

This means that the first SUB instruction produces a delay of the address calculation three
instructions later (namely for MOV eax, [ebx]). Note that there are also frequent implicit register

F

I
i
7
. i

I
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accesses, which are already coded into the instruction and, thus, do not explicitly occur in
mnemonic code, for example, PUSH, POP and MUL. The delays described for the address
calculation can mostly be eliminated by changing the sequence of the code; optimizing compilers and assemblers for the Pentium, naturally, do this automatically.
Data Alignment
With the possibility of split line accesses to the on-chip code cache of the Pentium, the codes
need no longer be aligned with the cache line limit, so that they do not cause access delays.
Alignment errors of data in the on-chip data cache, on the other hand, are penalized by three
additional clock cycles. This is especially bad because a data access required by an instruction
which is already located in one of the pipelines thus causes an access delay which produces a
stall in the pipeline. Delayed code accesses, however, are cushioned by the large prefetch buffer.
For the alignment of the data, the following rules apply:
- 16-bit words must be completely contained in an
significant address bits Al/AO, thus, can contain
leads to a misalignment.
- 32-bit double words must be aligned at a 4 byte
- &bit quad words must be aligned at an 8 byte

aligned 32-bit double word. The two least
only the combinations OOb, Olb or lob; lib
limit.
limit.

Prefixes
Instruction prefixes are decoded in the instruction decoding stage Dl and then passed on to the
u-pipeline. The pairing rules prevent prefixes from being transferred to the v-pipeline, with the
exception of the Z-byte opcode prefix 00-1 for the Jcc instruction. A processor clock cycle is
required for each prefix, so that every prefix delays the actual instruction execution in the upipeline by one cycle. Only when all prefixes have been loaded into the u-pipeline is the actual
instruction code transferred. Thus, prefixes should be reduced to a minimum.
Registers

,

Some registers in the Pentium - unlike the symmetrical strategy of true RISC processors - and
its 80x86 predecessors, are more advantageous than others in execution speed, for encoding.
This applies to the EAX register and the DS register. Owing to its position as an accumulator,
instructions using EAX are frequently coded with fewer bytes. This applies similarly to the use
of the standard data segment DS in place of ES, FS and GS. The additional data segments must
be enabled by the corresponding segment override prefix; DS, on the other hand, is implicitly
always active for data accesses. Thus, the use of DS saves an instruction byte and, therefore, a
decoding cycle.
l-cycle Instructions

1’As

far as possible, use l-cycle instructions, that is, instructions that can usually be executed in

&one single clock cycle. Such instructions are mostly simple and, therefore, can be paired with
-Gother simple instructions. Complex instructions, such as ENTER or LOOP, require many clock
.;’ cy c1 es and cannot be paired with other instructions. However, complex string instructions with

I
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a REP prefix for long character strings are often quicker than their ~~manual)~ execution using
many MOV instructions. The reason for this is that the microcode for complex string instructions,
with respect to the superscalar architecture, is already optimized to a level (namely the individual elements of the u- and v-pipeline) that cannot be achieved by an optimizing compiler.

11.6.2 High Optimization with Performance Monitoring
Performance monitoring enables a number of parameters to be determined exactly, thus providing a vital contribution to the overall performance of a Pentium system. These parameters
include, for example, the hit rate of the on-chip cache, the number and length of pipeline stalls,
and the hit rates in the TLB and BTB. These greatly depend on the quality of the program code
produced, and so performance monitoring represents a useful tool for compiler developers and
system programmers for producing the most effective code for the Pentium. This clearly points
to the fact that the superscalar architecture of the Pentium, despite compatibility targeted branch
prediction, can be used to the full only if the code has been optimally tuned to the Pentium’s hardware elements. This is nothing more than an unerring indication of the use of RISC concepts.
Hardware Elements for Performance Monitoring
For the implementation of performance monitoring, the Pentium contains a Time Stamp Counter
(TSC), two programmable event counters CTRO and CTRl, two pins PMO/BPO and PMl/BPl
that are associated with the two event counters, and a Control/Event Select Register (CESR). All
elements are implemented as model-specific registers. Their ECX values for the RDMSR and
WRMSR instructions are shown in Table 11.12.
Model-specific register

MSR-No.

Time stamp counter
Control and event select
Counter 0
Counter 1

10h
llh
12h
13h

7’nble II .12: Model-specific registers for yerjornrnr~ce monitoriq

As the only element, TSC can be addressed by an executable instruction at user level, namely
RDTSC (read time stamp counter) if the TSD-bit in the CR4 control register is reset (CPL = 0 is
required for TSD = 1). All other registers are accessible only through the RDMSR and WRMSR
instructions. You can also access TSC with RDMSR and WRMSR. All performance monitoring
registers are also accessible through the Test Access Port (TAP). For this purpose, the probe
register is provided in the TAP controller; more of this later.
The Time Stamp Counter (TSC) is a 64-bit wide counter that is triggered by processor clock
signals and is incremented at every cycle (at 66 MHz, it will take 2” * 16 ns = 2.8 10” s or almost
9000 years for TSC to overflow; a 32-bit counter, on the other hand, would baexhausted after
only a minute). By reading the time counter, for example, before and after the execution of a
procedure, you can very precisely determine the time required for the procedure based on the
processor cycle time.
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The two programmable 40-bit event counters CTRO and CTRl can be individually assigned to
different events. These two counters are directly connected to the two pins PMO/BPO and PMl/
BP1 which, when configured as performance monitoring interfaces, send out signals through
the debug mode control register. They then indicate the current activity of the counter. They
observe, for example, events such as TLB hits and TLB misses, hits and misses to lines in the
on-chip data cache, snoop cycles, BTB hits or erroneous predictions, etc. All in all, you could say
that with performance monitoring, almost all operations can be evaluated in respect of duration
and frequency. This gives useful information about the efficiency of code that is produced by
a compiler or programmed (assembled) by hand.
Which events the event counters actually count, or what time intervals they supervise, can be
defined by the control and event select register CESR. Figure 11.20 shows the structure of this

31

26 25 24

22 21

16 15

1 0 9 8

6
I

5

I

0
IIIII

ESO, ESl: Event Select
encodings and events: see Table 11.13
c c o , ccl:

Counter controt
OOOb=counler

disabled

001 b=counl event for CPL=O, 1, 2

OlOb=counl event for CPL=3

011 b=counl event independent of CPL

lOOb=counler

101 b=counl clock cycles for CPL=O, 1, 2

IlOb=counl

disabled
clock cycles for CPL=3

111 b=counl clock cycles independent of CPL

counter increments

l=assigned counter overtlow

PCO, PCl: Pin Control
O=assigned

The two event select entries ES0 and ES1 define which events or time intervals process the
counters CTRO and CTRI, respectively. The events and assigned encodings are shown in Table
11.13. The enormous number of possible events allows supervision of all major functions.
The two 3.bit entries CC0 and CC7 (Counter Control) enable the assigned counters for various
Privilege levels CPL. If the external connections PMO/BPO and PMI/BPl are configured for
Performance monitoring, then the Pentium outputs their signals which indicate whether the
assigned counter has incremented its count value or whether an overflow has occurred. The
selection is done by the two pin control bits PC0 and PCl.
Access Through the Test Access Port
;,:is previously explained above, the performance monitoring registers can also be accessed through
,the TAP. To support performance monitoring a probe data register is implemented in the TAP
..-‘, coNroller. The JTAG logic operates in pnrnllel to the I’entium CPU and, therefore, does not
-,:
.,.,”
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Encoding

Event

Counted

OOh
Olh
02h
03h
04h
05h
06h
07h
08h
09h
Oah
Obh
Och
Odh
Oeh
Ofh
12h
13h
14h
15h
16h
17h
18h
19h
lah
lbh
lch
ldh
leh
lfh
22h
23h
24h
25h
26h
27h
28h
29h

data read
data write
data TLB mrss
data read mrss
data write mrss
write access to M/E cache line
write-back of data cache lrne
external snoop
data cache snoop hrt
memory access rn both pipelines
bank conflict
mrsaligned access to data or I/O
code fetch
code .TLB mrss
code cache mrss
load segment register
branch
BTB hit
taken branch or BTB hrt
pipeline flush
instructron executed
instruction executed rn v-pipe
bus occupation
wart cycle by full wnte buffers
pipeline stall by data memory read
pipeline stall by wrote to E/M cache lrne
locked bus cycle
I/O read or I/O write cycle
uncachable memory read access
pipelrne stall by AGls
FLOPS
DRO breakpornt
DRl breakpornt
DR2 breakpoint
DR3 breakpoint
hardware Interrupts
data read or data wnte
data read or data write mrss

event
event
event
event
event
event
event
event
event
event
event
event
event
event
event
event
event
event
event
event
event
event
duration
event
event
event
event
event
event
duration
event
event
event
event
event
event
event
event

1I

disturb the program execution. Accesses to the performance monitoring register with the he]!’
of the RDMSR, WRMSR, and also RDTSC instructions, on the other hand, are part of tk’
instruction flow and must be performed by the interrogating Pentium CPU itself. The mar”
advantage of using the RDMSR and WRMSR instructions is that performance monitoring Cal’
be carried out purely on a software basis and, thus, without additional hardware. To implenlent
an access through TAP, on the other hand, is not quite so simple as external hardware I>
required. To compensate, other TAP functions are also available.
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11.7 Pentium Test Functions
The Pentium implements several functions for recognizing certain malfunctions. They refer to
internal functional units such as the microcode ROM, the bus interface with address and data
bus and the JTAG boundary scan test.

11.7.1 Pentium JTAG Boundary Scan Test
The Pentium implements a boundary scan test in accordance with the standard IEEE 1149.1.
This permits the external checking of the Pentium’s logic units and their circuits, even after the
completion of manufacture and their inclusion in the computer. In addition, the Pentium can be
explicitly instructed to perform the internal self-test BIST. All explanations of Section 9.8.5 are
still valid, therefore only the differences to the JTAG in the i486 will be discussed.
For the Pentium JTAG there is an additional TRST terminal. An active low-level signal at this
test reset pin resets and initializes the boundary scan test logic. Moreover, a new TAP instruction has been added: HiZ with the encoding xxxxxxxx1011. It advises the Pentium to set all
outputs into a high-impedance state, that is, to disconnect them from the environment.
As usual, the scan path is located between the input terminal TDI and the output terminal TDO.
In addition to the cells which are assigned to the Pentium terminals, there are a total of 11
control cells. The control cells determine the transfer direction for bidirectional pins (such as
D&DO), or cut off output pins (such as ADS). Table 11.14 lists the control cells.
Control cell
DISABUS
DISMISCFA
DISMISCA
DISUAI Bus
DlSUAZBUS
DISMISC
DlSBUSi
DISMISCH
DISBUS
DISWR
DISAPSBA

Note:

Pin group
A31-A3
_--!- A P
D/P. FERR
IERR
PBREQ, PHIT, PHITM
PBGNT ~ ~
-_
APCHK. PCHK. PRDY. BP3. BP2. PMl/BPl. PMO/BPO
A
DS ADSC, LOCK
_‘HIT, HITM, HLDA, ii?@, SMlACT
S C Y C , BE7-BEO, W/ii, D/?, PWT. P C D , C A C H E , M/b
D63-DO, DP7-DPO
PICDO. PlCDl

DIS means adlsables

because a G 1 n disables the correspondinq output
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The ID code register stores in the Pentium 32-bit identification information with the following content: bit 0 = 1, bits l-10 = manufacturer (Intel = 09h), bits 11-27 = part number (11 .16 = model
Olh, that is, DX; bit 17. . .20 = generation 05h, that is, Pentium; bit 21 . .27 = type Olh, that is,
CPU), bit 28 .31= version/stepping. Thus the Pentium ID-code is x02a1013h (x = dependent
on the version/stepping).

11.7.2 Detecting Internal Errors
To ensure operation reliability the Pentium continuously carries out a parity check of the following memory fields:
_

data/code cache memory entry,
data/code cache tag entry,
data/code TLB memory entry,
data/code TLB tag entry,
microcode ROM.

This parity check is completely transparent. Only when the error detection logic discovers a
parity fault does the Pentium send out an active signal from its IERR output and go into
shutdown mode.

11.7.3 Detecting Bus Faults
In addition to the internal parity check, the Pentium can also check the parity of the external
data and address buses. For this purpose, in addition to the actual data and address bus interfaces D63-DO and AJl-A3, respectively, it also contains eight data bus parity interfaces DJ’7DPO and an address parity pin AI’. It can also identify general bus faults.
Data Parity Fault
During a write cycle (single or burst), in addition to the data at pins D63_DO, the Pentium alsc’
provides the eight parity bits DP7-DPO so that for every data byte even parity is achieved. The
external system can use the parity information to check the inner consistency of the data.
In a read cycle, the external system can transfer the parity information together with tlie data
bytes. The Pentium checks the resulting parity and sends out the corresponding signal from the
PCHK pin. A low level indicates a parity error. Only if an active PEN signal with a low let?’
is applied does the Pentium store the physical address in the Machine Check Address (MCli)
register and store the type of cycle that caused the parity fault in the Machine Check TV
(MCT) register. You can see the structure of the machine check type register in Figure 11.2’.
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16 15

5

4

3

2

1

0

Reserved

LOCK, M/ 6, D/c, W/R : bus cycle type which caused the fault
CHK: check condition
l=fault occurred
O=no fault

Figure 11.21: The mnchme check type register.

If the CHK-bit is set, then the four bits LOCK, M/IO, D/c and W/x indicate the type of cycle
and the machine check address register MCA contains the physical fault address. Note that a
set LOCK-bit indicates an active, that is, low-level, LOCK signal. If the MCE-bit in the new CR4
control register is also set, then the processor also issues the machine check exception corresponding to interrupt 18 (12h).
Address Parity Error
Except for inquiry cycles, the address bus always outputs an address. Thus, the Pentium does
not perform an address parity check, but it does produce an address parity bit at AI’ so that
even parity occurs. Note that only address bits A31-A5 are used in the calculation of parity; A4
and A3 are ignored. In an inquiry cycle, however, the Pentium checks the parity of the address
bits; it now receives address signals. The inquiring system delivers the inquiry address at A31A5 (corresponding to a cache line) and, additionally, a parity bit at AI’. If the Pentium detects
an address parity fault, it activates its APCHK (address parity check) output. Unlike a data
parity fault, an address parity fault has no further effect on the behaviour of the Pentium. The
external system can use APCHK or simply ignore it.

: ?1.7.4 Execution Tracing
,’ ‘
yith program execution tracing an external system can monitor the internal program execution
,in the Pentium. Execution tracing is a new function of the Pentium. The processor indicates with
.t$e branch trace message special cycle (D/T = 0, M/m = 0, W/R = 1, BE7-BE0 = Odfh) when
the u- or v-pipeline has completed an instruction, or when a branch has been carried out. In
addition to the conditional and unconditional jumps, procedure calls, interrupts, RETs and
ITS, certain segment descriptor loads, serialization instructions and most exceptions are also
regarded as taken branches. In contrast to the 60/66 MHz models, the three terminals IU, IV and
‘@T are no longer implemented with the 75 MHz Pentium. The branch trace message special
‘%fe is the only indication about which branches are taken or not taken by the Pentium. Be&&u
&? se these special cycles slow down program execution significantly, lntel has also impleted a fast execution tracing special cycle. It occupies only one bus cycle (compared to two
s for the normal special cycle). You can enable the fast special cycle by setting the FET-bit
j$r the control register TR12 (see Figure 11.12).
‘s

-iL
..*
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In a normal branch trace message special cycle the Pentium generates the following signals:
First

cycle

A31..A4

bits 31..4

A3

l= 32-bit

D63..D60

bits 3..0 of the linear branch address

D59

0 (= first cycle)

Second

of the linear branch address
standard operand, 0 =16-bit standard operand

cycle

A31. .A4

bits 31..4 of the linear address where the branch

A3

l-32-bit

standard

D63..D60

bits 3..0

of the linear address where the branch starts

D59

1 (=second

operand, O=16-bit

standard

starts

operand

cycle)

For a fast branch trace message special cycle the Pentium drives the following signals:
A31..A4

bits 31..4

A3

l= 32-bit standard operand, 0 =16-bit standard operand

of the linear address where the branch starts

D63..D60

bits 3..0 of the linear address where the branch starts

D59

1

11.7.5 Hardware Debug Support and Probe Mode
Sections 2.8 and 11.3.8 have already indicated part of the way in which the Pentium supports
hardware debugging. However, this only concerns the supporting of a debugging program, and
thus of software, through the debug registers of the Pentium. These functions have not been
provided for supporting hardware which directly accesses the Pentium’s registers and directly
monitors the program execution. For this purpose, a new probe mode has been implemented
INIT, DBRESET,
RESET,
together with the debug port. The debug port comprises the signals
__SMIACT, R/s, SYSR/ 5, PRDY, TDI, TDO, TMS, TCLK, TRST, DBINST and BSEN. Using
these signals the external hardware debugger can directly affect the instruction execution in the
Pentium (for example, stopping program execution by activating R/ 5).
In probe mode, only the normal CPU activity is shut down; inquiry cycles are still supported
The probe register of the TAP controIIer can be addressed and the different internal Pentiunl
registers can be read and changed through the boundary scan path. Thus, the TAP control is not

influenced by an R/s signal. After the corresponding configuration, probe mode can also be
enabled by a debug exception in place of the applicable interrupt. In this way, extensive examinations are possible into the behaviour of the Pentium and programs, and this even bypass”
the processor and all protections to give you an immediate access to the registers.

11.7.6 Machine Check Exception
When compared to the i486, the Pentium includes a new exception, the nrnchine cheek cx~@l~~”
It leads to an interrupt 18 (12h). Note that this exception is only active if you set the MCE-hit
(Machine Check Enable) in the CR4 control register. Otherwise, the Pentium ignores any exceltion conditions that occur. Note that in the personal computer, interrupt 18 is assigned a BKJ5
function which determines the actual memory size.
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After a reset, the MCE-bit in the CR4 control register is reset, thus the Pentium does not generally send out a machine check exception. The 64-bit machine check address register stores the
actual physical address given out on the address bus when an MCE exception occurs; the 64bit machine check type register stores the type of active bus cycle. The structure of the machine
check type registers is shown in Figure 11.21.

I

11.8 Pentium I/O Address Space
The address space of the Pentium includes 64k &bit ports, 32k 16-bit ports and 16k 32-bit ports,
or an equivalent mix of them. Accesses to the I/O address space are accomplished with a
maximum width of 32 bits; the remaining 32 bits of the 64-bit Pentium data bus are unused. The
Pentium bypasses the cache for I/O accesses; they are sent directly to the bus. I/O write accesses
are not temporarily stored in the write buffers either. The addressing of the I/O ports and the
protection of the I/O address space in protected mode using the IOPL flag and the I/O permission bit map are executed in the Pentium in exactly the same way as in the i386 and i486. The
relevant details are contained in Sections 3.7.10 and 3.7.11.

I

11.9 Dual Processing
Beginning with the 75 MHz model, one aim of the Pentium is apparent: performance enhancement by multiprocessing. By this means several processors can work in one single computer
system and execute one or more tasks in parallel. But be aware that the operating system kernel
must be prepared for this multiprocessing; generally this is the role of a so-called Hardware
Abstraction Layer (HAL) which provides an interface to the hardware. Simple systems, such as
DOS and the operating system extension Windows, do not implement a multiprocessing operation and cannot use multiprocessor boards. In this case, only one single processor usually
operates and the performance is accordingly lower. One operating system which has been
prepared for a multiprocessor operation right from the start is Windows NT, with its multiprocessor kernel as well as some UNIX derivatives. These systems distribute the jobs automatically
to the various processors in the system. Thus, multiprocessing is mainly a job for the software;
the hardware can only provide support. The Pentium implements this by the MESI protocol,
locked bus cycles and the on-chip APIC (Advanced Programmable Interrupt Controller) as well
G a dedicated dual processing interface. Unlike all its predecessors (including the 60 MHz and
&MHz models) the Pentium P54C has been designed for two-processor operation right from
the start. In the following you will find out more about this subject.

11.9.1 General Dual Processing Structure with Two Pentiums
4
A multiprocessor system based on the Pentium automatically contains several caches; at a
.&imum the two on-chip caches of every Pentium. Additionally, there will be a larger L2-cache
.$ such a system so that the memory accesses of the individual CPUs will not be blocked too
much. Thus, the I’entium supports a svmmetrical dual processing with a maximum of two

I
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processors which share a common L2-cache.

<<Symmetrical>> means that both processors fulfil
the same jobs after the system has been booted. The special feature in the case of the Pentium
is that both processors appear as one single processor to the system, that is, beyond the common
bus interface (in general to the L2-cache) there is no way to determine whether one or two
Pentiums are present. This simplifies the system design enormously; the problems are loaded
onto the processors. An important element is the private bus between the two CPUs. Figure 11.22
shows the scheme for the dual processing operation. One of the processors is called the primary
Pentium, the other the secondary or dual Pentium.
System Control Bus

Dual
i SF Pentium
Boundary Scan Bus

c TDI

Ku

J
Figure 11.22: Dual Pentim system with private bus nnd loud on-chip APlCs
In the course of a system start or after a reset, first only the primary Pentium starts operation

and checks whether a dual processor is present. If so, it enables the dual processor through the
private bus (PHIT, PHITM, !%%@, -Q). For a dual processing operation the on-chip
APICs must be activated.

11.9.2 Bus Arbitration
Arbitration is implemented in an easy, symmetrical scheme: if that Pentium which has least
recently owned the bus (the so-called Least Recent Master, LRM) demands the control of the bus
through the signal PBREQ (Private Bus Request), then the Pentium which most recently owned
the bus or still owns the bus (the so-called Most Recent Mnster, MRM) must grant the control ta
the LRM (after pending bus cycles have been completed). The MRM signals this with tJle
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PBGNT (Private Bus Grant) signal. The LRM becomes the MRM and now controls all bus
signals to the L2-cache, main memory or l/O address space. Afterwards, the other Pentium may
take control of the bus again, if necessary. In this scheme the two buses of primary and dual
Pentiums are merged into one single external bus. The subsequent chips are not aware that two
processors are present in the system. The signals are the same whether they are generated by
the first or by the second processor. The remaining problems are those of atomic accesses to the
memory and the cache coherency between the Ll-caches of the two Pentiums.
Certain accesses to memory (for example, setnaphorrs for interchanging data between different
processes or threads, or accesses to segment and page descriptors in main memory) must not
be interrupted by the other processor. Although unlikely, it is, of course, possible that both
processors may want to update the same descriptor simultaneously. Without any protection,
this would give rise to serious system problems. The LOCK signal already implemented with
the 8086 serves to prevent this. By generating LOCK (which the system chip set must process
accordingly), the Pentium is able to execute memory accesses which require several consecutive bus cycles, in an atomic (undivided) manner. Not even the other processor can block it by
issuing PBREQ. First, the atomic access will be completed, and then the bus control will be
passed. The Pentium activates LOCK when the LOCK prefix is used for the following instructions: BTS, BTR, BTC, XCHG, XADD, CMPXCHG, CMPXCHGBB, INC, DEC, NOT, NEG, ADD,
ADC, SUB, SBB, AND, OR and XOR if a write access to a memory address (not register) is
carried out. A LOCK prefix without a write access to a memory location leads to an invalid
opcode exception. Additionally, some processes, such as INTA sequences, segment descriptor
as well as page directory and page table updates and also the XCHG instruction, activate the
m signal automatically. Of course, this does not necessarily mean that the memory access
is actually locked. LOCK indicates only that it is necessary to lock the current memory address.
It is the responsibility of the board manufacturer to use this signal so that the memory location
(or the complete memory) will be actually locked. Another strategy to maintain data coherency
in memory is the so-called strong write orderincy. This means that the Pentium and the system
composed of two Pentiums execute all write accesses in exactly the order in which they have
been programmed. A certain rearrangement of the write ordering would increase performance,
but for historical reasons, existing software is usually not prepared for a change of the write
ordering.

11.9.3 Cache Consistency
To maintain cache coherency across the four Ll-caches of the two Pentiums (two code and two
data caches), a so-called privnte rncl~c collcrorc~ is implemented. If one processor accesses data
Which the other holds in its cache, the state of the cache line is changed according to the ME51
Protocol by means of a snoop cycle. Thus the LRM is always observing the bus of the MRM to
detect hits onto cache lines (PHIT) or modified cache lines (PHITM) in its Ll-cache, and to
inform the MRM about this. This means that the LRM outputs snoop signals and the MRM
detects them. lf the LRM activates the PHIT signal (the memory location accessed by the MRM
is present in the Ll-cache of the LRM), then the MRM marks the corresponding cache line as
s (Shared).
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If a hit occurs in the LRM onto a modified cache line (in this case the LRM activates the PHITM
signal), then the MRM carries out a so-called bnckoff sequence. It comprises the following steps:
_ The MRM completes the bus cycle normally but ignores the data passed by the system
- The MRM transfers the bus control to the LRM which in turn becomes the MRM and writes
back the modified cache line into the subsequent memory subsystem (L2-cache or main
memory).
- The MRM (originally the LRM) transfers bus control again to the LRM (originally the MRM).
The original and new MRM now carries out the original bus cycle and processes in this
manner the data updated by the LRM.

11.9.4 On-chip APlCs
As already mentioned, every Pentium integrates on its chip a so-called APIC (Advmced Progrmmable Znterruyt Controller). Readers not familiar with interrupts and interrupt controllers should
consult Chapter 28 first. To complete the picture of the Pentium these interrupt controllers are
discussed briefly here. To enable the on-chip APIC, the system must apply a high-level signal
during rest to the APICEN pin (APIC Enable). Afterwards, the BIOS or the operating system
must configure the APIC further. For a dual processing operation it is necessary to enable the
on-chip APICs of both Pentiums. By this means, the interrupt subsystem of both processors also
appears as theinterrupt subsystem of one single Pentium. Note that the Pentium’s APIC is
slightly different from the APlC 82489DX.

F

In a one-processor system, the on-chip APIC can be used as the oniy interrupt controller. Another possibility is to disable it completely and to use an external PIC (for example, the 8259A).
For a dual processing operation, the on-chip APICs are enabled. They form the local interrupt
units of both Pentiums and are connected to an external I/O APIC. This forms the interface to
peripheral components which issues hardware interrupts and distributes the external interrupt’
according to a preprogrammed interrupt scheme to the on-chip APICs. Figure 11.23 shows the
APIC configuration for a dual processing operation.
The two on-chip APICs communicate with one another and the I/O APIC through a dedicated
APIC bus with the PICDO/l (Programmable Interrupt Controller Data) and PICCLK. This bu5
serves, for example, to distribute the interrupt requests arriving at the I/O APIC to the local o!lchip APICs, or to deliver inter-processor interrupts. For compatibility reasons, an 8259A can 1~
connected in front of or in parallel to the I/O APIC. This structure can be found on many dufi’
Pentium boards for I’Cs to maintain hardware compatibility on the PIC level. The maxin~L~lJ1
speed of the APIC bus is PICCLK = 16.67 MHz. The APIC 82489DX, on the other hand, operate>
up to 33 MHz. Besldes the interrupts from the I/O APIC, the on-chip APICs can receive 1~
called /orn/ iuterrupfs through the pins LINT0 (Local Interrupt 0) and LINT1 These interrupts art’
directly processed by each processor without detouring over the I/O APIC, which means sc’nt’
performance gain. If the local APICs are not enabled (for example, in a one-processor operntic’ll)*
the two local interrupts represent the maskable interrupt INTR (LINTO) and the non-ma:,.kabk’
interrupt NM1 (LINTI). In the case of a dual processing operation with enabled on-chip APl(I’;,
INTR and NM1 are first received by the I/O APIC and then passed to a local AI’IC. For t!“’
purpose certain intrrrupt identifications can be configured as INTR or NMI.

1
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t- LINT0
+ LINT1

Local
APIC

k---l

External
System Interrupts

The APIC configuration shown in Figure 11.23 lets the two on-chip APICs appear together with

the I/O APK as one single interrupt controller. Also, for the interrupt structure in dual processing mode, the two Pentiums must appear as one single and homogeneous processor to the
external system. Please note that the enabled APICs occupy 4 kbytes of the usual memory
address space at OfeeOOOOOh for each of their control and status registers. Thus the APICs work
with memory-mnpped I/O.

11.10 The First 60 MHz and 66 MHz Pentium Models
The first Pentium models presented in spring 1993 with clock frequencies of 60 MH Z and 66 MH Z
differ in various aspects from their successors, starting with the 75 MHz model. First, the supply
Voltage has been lowered from 5 V to 3.3 V. Thus the power consumption and therefore the
heating-up are reduced (because of the increased clock frequency of up to 200 MHz, up to 17 W
may be reached once again).

11.10.1 Pins and

Signals

e rs models are shipped in a pin grid array package with 273 pins. The pin rows are not
xfit
shifted. Additionally, some connections are formed which are not implemented in later models.
-II e fll
o owing gives n brief outline.
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BT3-BTO (0)
Pins T7-T8, WZO-W21
The three branch trace signals BT2-BTO give the bits AZ-A0 the linear branch address (the other
address bits through A31-A31 during a branch trace message cycle; BT3 defines the standard
operand srze. If BT3 is active (high level), then the standard operand size is 32 bits, otherwise
it is 16 bits. A set ET-bit in the test register TRI2 instructs the Pentium to execute such a branch
trace message cycle and to send out the signals BT3-BTO for every activation of IBT.
IBT (0)
Pin T19
The instruction branch taken pin gives out a signal with a high level if the Pentium internally
executes a branch. With a set ET-bit in the control register TR12, the Pentium will additionally
execute a branch taken message cycle.

IU (0)
Pin J2
If the 60/66 MHz Pentium has completed an instruction in the u-pipeline, for a CLK cycle it
sends out a signal with a high level from this instruction/u-pipeline pin.

IV (0)
Pin Bl
If the Pentium has completed an instruction in the v-pipeline, for a CLK cycle it sends out a
signal with a high level from this instruction/v-pipeline pin. IU and IV are used for externally
monitoring the pipeline activity.
However, the 60 MHz and 66 MHz models lack connections ADSC, APICEN/PICDl, BRDYC,
CPUTYP, D/P, DPEN/PICDO, m, -Q, m, m, PICCLK and STPCLK. They
relate to the dual processing mode, the on-chip APIC and the system management mode.

11.10.2 Execution Tracing
The 60 MHz and 66 MHz models implement execution tracing, but there are differences hetween these models and the newer versions. The reason for the differences is mainly the changed
ratio between external and internal clock frequency.
The 60/66 MHz processor indicates through the signals IU, IV and IBT as well as a branch trace
message special cycle when the u-pipeline or v-pipeline has completed an instruction or carried
out a branch instruction. The Pentium always outputs the signals IU, IV and IBT, but the brdl
trace message special cycle must be enabled explicitly by setting the tracing bit TR in test
register TR12. Beginning with the 75 MHz Pentium, it is impossible to provide the IU, IV anJ
IBT signals because these connections are clocked with a maximum of 66 MHz, while the inte rnal frequency (with which - ideally - the u-pipeline and v-pipeline complete instructions) is
between 75 MHz and 200 MHz.
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If an instruction in the u-pipeline has left the last stage, then the Pentium sends out an active
signal with a high level from its IU pin. The same applies to the v-pipeline. Table 11.15 lists all
possible combinations of the IU, IV and IBT signals. In addition to conditional and unconditional
jumps, taken branches also include procedure calls (CALL S), interrupts, RETs and IRETs, and
also certain segment descriptor load operations, serialization instructions and most exceptions.

IU

IV

IBT

0

0

0

0
0
0
1
1
1
1

0
1
1
0
0
1
1

1
0
1
0
1
0
1

no instruction completed (at least the u-pope contatns a not-completed
instruction)
Invalid
Invalid
invalld
u-pipe has completed an instruction other than a branch
an Instruction completed In the u-pope led to a branch
u-pipe and v-pipe each completed an InstructIon except a branch
u-pipe and v-pipe each completed an Instruction; the instructlon In the v-pipe
led to a branch

11.11 The Pentium Overdrive
The Pentium Overdrive has the same structure as the Pentium starting with 75 MHz, but usu,ally includes a fast CPU kernel which runs with up to 200 MHz. It comes with a ventilator
.which is fixed to the CPU case. One special feature is the thermal supervision: the ventilator has
an integrated sensor which is directly connected to the die. An external pin which is supplied
,with the THERR signal (THermal ERRor) from the ventilator is not implemented. Therefore,
Overdrive and ventilator form an undividable unit. The THERR signal directly influences bit 5
,in the machine check type register (model-specific register Olh). It is shown in Figure 11.24.

31

I
If

16 15

6

5

4

3

2

1

0

THEi%: Thermal Error
l=ventllator Mure

O=vent~lator o.k.

the 0ver drive cooling by the ventilator
active THERR signal, and in the machine
machine errors, the CHK-bit is not set,
issued. The operating svstem (or a utility)
‘iimminent overheating of the Overdrive.

is too low then the CI’U kernel is supplied with an
check type register the THERR-bit is set. Unlike other
neither is a machine check exception (interrupt 18)
must therefore poll the THERR-bit regularly to detect
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Figure 11.25 shows the pinout for socket 5 which is intended for the new Pentium Overdrive.
Of course, there are Overdrives for the 60/66 MHz models; they have the same pinout as t!le
60/66 MHz Pentiums. Note that socket 5 defines two 5 V pins Vcc 5 in addition to the normal
3.3 V terminals. The number of normal Vcc and GND contacts has been increased to handle the
higher power consumption (the ventilator is supplied directly by the socket). Unlike the pinouts
of the processors, the layout of the upgrade socket 5 is shown from above.

1

Socket 5
Layout
(Pentium Overdrive)

11.12 LZ-cache Subsystem 82496/82491 for the Pentium
,qth
Intel had a special cache controller developed for the Pentium, the 82496, which, together t
the cache SRAM modules, can create an L2-cache. Figure 11.26 shows the structure of the L,3cache with an 82496 cache controller and several 82491 cache SRAM modules.
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Figure 11.26: LZ-mche rolth nn 82496 cnchc controller and several cache SRAM modules 82491
For an L2-cache, the cache controller and the SRAM modules are located between the Pentium,
the memory bus and the memory controller, which controls the DRAM S of the main memory.
The necessary address, data and control signals are transferred between the components over
a total of six channels. The interfaces between these components are optimized for the chip set
consisting of the Pentium CPU, 82496 cache controller, 82491 cache SRAM and the memory
system. As usual, the 82496 checks all memory accesses from the CPU - here, the Pentium. In
addition, it either makes the data available from the 82491 SRAM modules, or controls the
memory bus and the memory controller to read the data from the main memory if a cache miss
occurs. The 82496 is additionally responsible for the implementation and execution of the MESI
protocol, so as to attain cache consistency over several such L2-caches.
The 82496 for the Pentium is an improved version of the i486 82495DX cache controller. It can
be configured as an L2-cache with 256 kbyte or 512 kbyte memory capacity. The 82496 operates
fixed with 2-way set-associative cache architecture and supports cache line sizes of 32, 64 and
I28 bytes. In contrast to the Pentium on-chip caches, the 82496 also supports write allocation.
The cache SRAM modules 82491 implement the data memory for the L2-cache subsystem. They
each have a memory capacity of 32 kbytes or 256 kbits, respectively, and an internal logic, thus
they are more than just pure SRAM chips.
The 82496 also supports c~lrc ~ct~ring. Generally, with cache sectoring, several cache lines are
combined into one cache sector. Sectors with only one or two cache lines are included in the case
Of the 82496.
._,Fhally, a few observations with regard to the increase in performance in connection with an L2Yache. The obtainable performance is dependent on many parameters. The number of write
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accesses is clearly reduced by the write-back strategy. An LZcache configured as write-back
delivers a performance increase of 30% in comparison to an L2-cache with a write-throuyh
strategy. If the Ll-cache is also configured as write-back, a further increase of only 5% can be
expected. The reason is obvious: in most cases, no wait cycles are necessary for a Pentium write
access to the L2-cache; however, this is not the case for a write access of the 82496 66 MHz L2cache controller to DRAM main memory. In typical application programs, tests show that cache
association plays a large role. A direct-mapped cache is approximately 15% slower than a 2-way
set-associative cache. Surprisingly, the size of cache plays a much smaller role than might be
thought: the transition from a 128 kbyte cache to a 256 kbyte cache produces a 4-5% increase;
a further increase to 512 kbytes, a meagre 2-2.5%. The most significant increase in performance
is as a result of the two Pentium on-chip caches, when compared to the i486. The result implies
that a moderate L2-cache brings with it an obvious, but not miraculous, performance improvement. In comparison, money is better spent on a good PC1 graphics adapter and a fast hard disk
controller, than on expensive SRAM modules to extend the L2-cache.

12 Cyrix 6x86 - The P5%
Cyrix’s newest processor generation - the 6x86 - deserves the name P5’/2 since it implements
processing strategies, such as dynamic register renaming or speculative execution, which the
Pentium doesn’t know about, even as the P54C. However, to be a ccI’6>> (according to the Pentium
Pro) this still isn’t enough, as the 6x86 is significantly behind the Pentium Pro, which has 32bit applications (Windows NT). The mixed 16/32-bit system Windows 95 is the real target for
the 6x86, and here it is quite a powerful competitor. With some applications it is even faster than
its Intel companion. The target ccWindows>, with and without 95, is also clearly apparent because of the lack of in-built multiprocessing capabilities. The 6x86 does not implement any
mode which is comparable to Pentium’s dual processing mode. Multiprocessing is, however,
only justified for powerful servers or workstations; and Windows 95 is not prepared for multiprocessing operation. The just 0.1 cm’ of silicon for the 6x86 can therefore concentrate on the
highest possible Windows 95 performance - and here it is as quick as the Pentium Pro (which,
however, is much faster when using Windows NT). Presently there are models with 80-150 MHz
internal clock rates available.

12.1 Pins and Signals
The 6x86 comes in a P54C-compatible SPGA package comprising 296 pins. Apart from some
differently assigned pins the layouts are identical. Thus, we may forgo the layout scheme and
an exhaustive repetition of all signals. Only those signals and terminals which differ from the
Pentium will be discussed, together with their coordinates (see Figure 11.2). But first, a list of
all Pentium signals which are not implemented with the 6x86:
BP1

0'34).

(P4).

BP2 (S3),

EsGi
BP3 (S5). BUSCHK (AL.7). CPUTYP (435). D/P (AE35), FRCMC (Y35).
PEN (234). PHIT (AA3), PHITM (AC3). PICCLK (H34). PICDOl

PBGN'T (hD4). PBREQ (AE3),
__

= (533).

PICDl,APICEN

(L35), PMOlBPO

(03).

PM/BP1

(R4).

PRDY (X5). I?/? (AC35)

These refer to dual processing mode or processor-specific components, such as the debug support. Some terminals have a different name on the 6x86, but they are functionally identical to
the corresponding Pentium signals:
6X86

Pentium

Pin

cmmJL

BFO

Y33

SG

STPCLK

v34

)IM-RST

INIT

AA33

CLKMULl (11
Pin Y33
Uming a reset, the signal at this clock multiply pin defines the ratio between internal and
external processor clocks. A low-level signal determines a clock ratio of 2x, a high-level signal
a clock ratio of 3x.
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SUSP (I)
Pin V34

1;

If this suspend pin is supplied with an active-low signal then the 6x86 stops its internal p-3.
cessor clock at the next instruction border.

Th
its

WM_RST (I)
Pin AA33
A high-level signal at this warm reset pin resets the 6x86 in the same way as the Pentium, with
an active INIT into a defined initial state without resetting internal caches, write buffers, modelspecific registers and floating-point registers.
The following terminals either have a completely different meaning on the 6x86, or they are not
implemented on the Pentium. Apart from SUSPA, they refer to the operation of the scatter/
gather interface (BHOLD, DHOLD, m, w) of the 6x86.

Tb
of

BHOLD (I)
(Pin R34: Pentium: free)
An active signal at this byte enable hold terminal disconnects the byte enable signals BEx CIO
that they can be driven by an external signal source.
DHOLD (I)
(Pin 535; Pentium: free)
An active signal at this data bus hold terminal leads to the disconnection of the data bus (D63DO, DP7-DPO). The other pins are not affected by this and bus cycles are completed normall!,
LBA (0)
(Pin S5; Pentium: BP3)
The internal configuration registers of the 6x86 enable the definition of an address space for
the local bus. If the 6x86 generates an address which lies within such a defined area, then tllc’
processor outputs an active-low signal at the local bus access pin. Thus, the access to the per@era1 bus with a width of 32 bits can be optimized.
QDUMI’ (I)
(Pin AL7; I’entium: BUSCHK

)

If the scatter/gather terminals are enabled then an active-low Q-buffer dump signal advises tllc
6x86 to dump the content of this buffer (according to the enabled BEx signals) onto the datJ
bus.
SUSPA (0)
(Pin W33; Pentium: BFl)
An active-low suspend acknowledge signal indicates that the 6x86 entered suspend mode ait”r
J request by SUSP. Thus, the power consunlption is reduced significantly.

.FiA
-II
sh
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12.2 Internal Structure
The 6x86 implements more typical RISC elements and functions to enhance performance than
its direct competitor, the Pentium P54C. They include:
- two 7-stage integer pipelines;
- on-chip FPU;
- Ll-cache with 16 kbytes and write-back strategy;
- out-of-order completion of instructions;
- register renaming;
- data forwarding;
- dynamic branch prediction;
- speculative instruction execution.
The elements and strategies will now be discussed in detail. Figure 12.1 shows a block diagram
of the internal 6x86 structure.

r

32- b!t
Address Bus

64.bit
Data Bus

Bus

interface

Line Cache 256 Bvle
Prefetching

IF

Instruction Decode ID1
i

i

v-pipe

u-pipe

ID2
AC1
AC2
::

ID2
AC1
AC2
EX
WB

1

1

_

Registers

The 6x86 has a common code and data cache with a capacity of 16 kbytes and write-back
.1 strategy. Beyond this cache there is a 256-byte line cache which delivers instructions to both
z.
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7-stage integer pipelines. Of course, the 6x86 incorporates all functional groups which are sta4.e
of the art today, such as a powerful memory management unit and a branch prediction log:c
with the branch target buffer BTB.

12.2.1 Integer Pipelines
The t~vo pipelines X and Y (the Pentium calls them u- and v-pipelines) comprise seven stages each,
that is, the 6x86 is a so-called superpipelined superscalar. The stages are shown in Figure 12.2

Result k-12

X-pi
Cycle ”

Result k-l 1

Y-pi

in-order Processing

’

Out-of-order
Retirement

’

Figurr 12.2: The structure of the 6x86 pipelines.

The instruction fetch stage IF is formed for both pipelines in common and reads 16 bytes from
the cache. Additionally, it checks whether a branch prediction is present. If so, then the branch
prediction logic in the instruction fetch stage generates a jump address by means of the BTB.
The first decoding stage DI, which serves both pipelines, carries out a first decoding and transfers a maximum of two instructions to the two pipelines. The second decoding stage 02, which
is now formed individually for each pipeline, receives the instructions for further decoding. A
significant difference compared to the Pentium is that the X-pipeline does not necessarily receive the earlier instruction, as is the case for the Pentium (there the earlier instruction of an
instruction pair is always loaded into the u-pipeline). This means that the Dl stage may load
the earlier instruction into the Y-pipeline and the later instruction into the X-pipeline.
The address calculation is also divided into two pipeline stages AC1 and AC2. AC2 calculates
the linear address for memory operands, and AC2 carries out all necessary memory and register
accesses for the operands. Additionally, the pipeline branches to the floating-point unit m’hen
the processed instruction is an ESC instruction. The execution stage EX carries out the instruce
tion with the fetched operands. Finally, in the write-back stage WB, the result is written into a
register or a cache write buffer. Thus, an instruction is completed.
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It is important that in the stages IF to AC2 all instructions are processed in the programmed
order, but in the last two stages EX and WB they may be completed out of order. The 6x86
supports the out-of-order execution of instructions. More later about this topic.

12.2.2 Instruction Pairing
The 6x86 also suffers from some limitations with respect to instruction pairing: branch and
floating-point instructions are processed by the X-pipeline only. Additionally, the following
exclusive instructions are loaded only into the X-pipeline:

.-

segment loads in protected mode;
accesses to control, sdebug and test registers;
string instructions;
multiplication and division instructions;
I/O accesses;
PUSHA and POPA;
intersegment jumps, calls and returns.

Please note that these instructions are loaded into the X-pipeline, but to execute them the
hardware of both pipelines is used. The instructions are microencoded and therefore correspond
to the complex instructions of the Pentium.

12.2.3 Floating-point Unit
The FF’U of the 6x86 can operate in parallel with the integer pipelines X and Y. For this purpose
all floating-point instructions are loaded into the X-pipeline first and pass through the stages IF
to AC2. The last address calculation stage AC2 then transfers the FPU instruction into the
instruction queue of the floating-point unit. It comprises a maximum of four instructions and
delivers them to the floating-point unit for execution. Thus, ESC and integer instructions can be
: executed in parallel and out of order. Pipeline stalls because of FPU write accesses are almost
entirely avoided by four FPU write buffers.

12.2.4 Advanced Strategies Against Pipeline Stalls
The strategies for avoiding pipeline stalls (interlocks) presented in this section justify the name
p5’/z for the 6x86. The Cvrix processor implements concepts which you will not find in Intel’s
line before the Pentium Pro.
The reasons for pipeline interlocks are, in particular:
_ jumps and calls;
- data dependencies;
Read-After-Write (RAW),
r
Write-After-Read (WAR),
Write-After-Write (WAW),
?.
$$
- different execution times for the instructions in the X- and Y-pipelines.
..
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The anti-interlock strategies belong to the magic words of processor technology:
_
_

I

register renaming,
data forwarding,
data bypassing,
dynamic branch prediction,
speculative instruction execution,
out-of-order instruction execution.

These are discussed in detail in the following section.
Register Renaming
The 6x86 implements 32 physical registers which can be mapped onto the eight x86 generalpurpose registers (EAX, EBX, ECX, EDX, ESI, EDI, EBP and ESP). These 32 registers therefore
represent four complete sets of x86 registers so that the 6x86 supports up to four levels of
speculative code executions (see below). Register renaming solves WAW and WAR dependencies
and is completely transparent for system and application software.
Example:

WAR

Dependency.
Y pipe

X pipp

Problem:

instruction:

MO" Ax, BX

instruction:

process:

AXCBX

process:

ADD

BX, CX

BXtBXKX

First BX must be read; therefore the Y pipe is stopped because it would overwrite
BX in the same clock cycle.

Solution:

With register renaming, the assignments of the 6x86 registers to the registers Of
the x86 architecture are

changed

dynamically:

x Pipe

Y Pipe

instruction

MCI" Ax, BX

ADD BX, CX

process:

regocreg1

reg3tregl+reg2

register

assignment

?Lx=regO, Elx=reg1,

before:

cx=regz

register

assignment

Ax=rego,

BX=reg3,

after:

cx=regz

The actual process means that the value from register
urred) is transferred into register

reg0

The Y-pipeline reads the values from

regl (before: BX, after: not

(before: AX, after:

regl

AX) by the X-pipeline,

(before: BX, after: not used) and reg2

(before: CX, after: CX), adds them and stores the result into register
(before: not used, after:
register

renaming,

the

reg3

BX). Thus the WAR dependency is resolved. After the

6x86

addresses

register

(

reg3 when a reference to the X86

register BX occurs, that is, the process is completely transparent to outside

con

the mnemonic and machine code level). Register renaming is also of significant
importance for the speculative execution of code.

RAW dependencies can often be prevented by data forwarding. There are two types of forwar ding: operand forwarding and result forwarding.
Operand Forwarding
The 6x86 usually carries out operand forwarding when the first instruction overwrites a registt”
and the second instruction reads an operand from the same register.
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Pipe

Y Plpi,

MO" DX, mem

ADD Ax,

Eftmem

AXCAX+DX

DX

First, the operand mem is read from memory and immediately afterwards it is
delivered

to

both

pipelines

simultaneously,

that

is,

it

is

written

simultaneously

into the registers DX and Ax. Thus both instructions are processed at the same
time and no Y-pipeline stall is produced.

Result Forwarding
The result forwarding is a similar process, but here the result of an instruction is written into
the target register of this instruction and, simultaneously, is forwarded to the following instruction as an operand. Without forwarding the subsequent instruction would have to read the
operand first from the target register of the preceding instruction; one clock cycle would be lost.
Example: x

Pipe

Y-Pipe

ADD CX, DX

MO" mem, CX

CXtC!X+DX

memtCX

Here, the operand DX is written simultaneously into the

CX register and the memory

to avoid a Y-pipeline stall.

Data Bypassing
RAW dependencies which cannot be avoided by data forwarding are alleviated to some extent
by data bypassing. This usually occurs when the first instruction writes an operand into memory
and the subsequent instruction reads the same operand again from memory.
E x a m p l e : x ~lpe
ADD men, BX
memcmeti+Bx
In

Y Pipe
SUB Ax, mem
Axt AX-mem

this case the 6x86 uremembersw the operand mem and transfers it immediately to

the Y-pipeline.

Thus,one memory acce88 is saved. Note that the 6x86 carries out

such a data bypassing only for memory ranges which are defined as cachable.

Dynamic Branch Prediction and Speculative Instruction Execution
The 6x86 implements a 4-way set-associative brnnch target buffer (BTB) with 256 entries (64 per
way) for branch addresses and branching information. If the instruction fetch stage IF detects
an unconditional jump, it checks the BTB to determine whether an entry exists for this branch
instruction, If so (BTB hit), the IF stage continues instruction fetch at the predicted target address. If not (BTB miss), the address calculation stages AC1 and AC2 must calculate the target
address first. Note that this process refers only to the determination of the target address and
not to whether the branch will be taken or not (unconditional jump means, of course, that it will
always be taken). Thus, unconditional jumps make use only of the BTB’s address entry, not the
branching information.
,y.’ A conditional jump is more difficult to handle: if a hit occurs in the BTB, instruction fetch is
continued at the predicted target address. In this case the 6x86 also uses the history information
” which represents the result of former passes of that branch. If a miss occurs in the BTB, the
i. branch prediction regards the jump as not taken.
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A jump instruction is transferred only to the X-pipeline, and in the EX stage the prediction of
the branch prediction logic will be verified if the processing of the branch condition is at least
one pipeline stage ahead, that is, it is already in the WB stage. If the branch condition is
processed in parallel, the verification is not carried out before the WB stage. By distributing the
earlier instruction (here, branch condition) to the Y-pipeline and loading the later instruction
(here, conditional jump) into the X-pipeline, it can happen that jump condition and jump i17struction pass in parallel through both pipelines and are completed in the same clock cycle.
In the case of an incorrectly predicted jump, the pipelines are flushed, and the instruction fetch
starts again at the correct target address. To make the number of required clock cycles as low
as possible, the 6x86 always reads the predicted as well as the not predicted instruction path.
By this means, one cache access is saved in case of a wrong branch prediction.
Return addresses are stored on a separate return stack which can hold up to eight entries. Every
CALL instruction pushes the return address onto this return stack in the processor; every RET
instruction fetches the return address again from this stack. Note that a CALL instruction pushes
the return address onto the stack in memory (SS:ESP), and that a RET fetches it again from that
stack. Therefore the return stack in the processor forms some kind of cache for return addresse;
to provide them more quickly to the pipelines.
Upon the first branch the complete code, beginning with the predicted jump address, is executed speculatively (the 6x86 <<speculates )) that the branch has been predicted correctly) until
the prediction has been verified in either the EX or WB stage. By register renaming, the x86
general-purpose registers (AX, etc.) are mapped onto a new set of the 32 6x86 registers, and the
EFlags as well as the processor status are saved. Thus, in the case of an incorrectly predicted
branch, the 6x86 prevents the loss of the original and correct data and prevents the processor
from entering an undefined state. To execute floating-point instructions in parallel with integer
instructions (FPU instructions typically need more clock cycles but may affect program execution
by means of exceptions, etc.), the 6x86 handles all FPIJ instructions as branches, that is, all integer
instructions which follow a floating-point instruction are carried out speculatively. Because the
6x86 supports up to four speculative levels, a maximum of four FPLJ and branch instructions
can wait in the pipelines for completion.
If a branch prediction is verified as false, or if an FPU instruction issues an exception then the
6x86 cancels all instructions with their result beginning with the relevant branch or FPU instruction. By register renaming and re-establishing the processor state, the original state is set up
again. The higher the speculation level, the less the work of the processor is in vain. Figure 12.3
shows the speculative execution of instruction code.
The cache or external memory cannot be overwritten by speculatively executed code. All Write
accesses of the relevant code sections are held back in write buffers and are not written through
to the cache or memory before a positive verification of the branch condition. In the case of a
negative verification, all relevant write data is erased in the buffers.
Out-of-order Instruction Completion
Note that the stages IF to AC2 process all instructions in the programmed order, but they may bP
completed in the two last stages EX and WB in a different order. The 6x86 supports OU~-OJ~-O~~~~~
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Figure 12.3: Speculative code execution. (a) Speculative program executiott until level 4. (b) Verificntiort of second
Jcc insfructiox as predicted incorrectly. (c) Rewrne program execlrtiou rcufh other brm~~h of Jcc.
completion of instructions. Apparent data dependencies (for example, a quickly executed instruction needs the results of a slower instruction) are handled by interlocks. Moreover, the handling
of exceptions and write accesses is always done in the programmed order; the 6x86 carries out
a strong write ordering.

12.2.5 On-chip Caches
The 6x86 implements a unified code and data cache with a capacity of 16 kbytes and write-back
strategy. It is dual ported to serve two accesses (code fetch, data read, data write) simultaneOusly. Additionally, it can be configured for write allocation. By forming a unified cache for
code and data, the internal snoop cycle (as is the case for the Pentium) is obsolete.
The unified cache is accompanied by a very fast and completely associative instruction line
cache for code accesses. It has a capacity of 256 bytes and it reduces conflicts between code and
data accesses. All code accesses are first switchedthrough to the instruction line cache. Not until
a miss occurs does the 6x86 investigate its unified cache and transfer the relevant data simultaneously to the line cache and the integer unit, Write accesses are always checked to see
whether they refer to self-modifying code and the corresponding line is present in the instruckm line cache to invalidate it.
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12.2.6 6x86 Configuration Registers
The register structure which is seen by the environment is the same as that for the Pentium, lvith
the exception of the model-specific registers. Therefore only the specially implemented bx86
configuration registers will be dealt with in detail. In the following, all listed registers are
implemented identically in the 6x86 and Pentium:
- general-purpose registers: EAX, EBX, ECX, EDX, ESI, EDI, EBP, ESP;
- segment registers: CS, SS, DS, ES, FS, GS;
- control registers: CRO, CR2, CR3, GDTR, LDTR, IDTR, TR;
- debug register: DRO-DR7;
- others: EIP, EFlag.
Note that on the 6x86 the bits VIP and VI for the virtual 8086 mode of the Pentium are not
implemented. You will find only the ID flag (bit 21).
The 24 6x86 configuration registers are accessed via the two I/O ports 22h and 23h by means
of the IN and OUT instructions. The register at I/O address 22h is the index register; the register
at 23h the data register. To address a configuration register you must write its index (see Table
12.1) into I/O port 22h. Afterwards you can read (IN) or write (OUT) the register value through
port 23h. Note that there must be always an access to address 22h because otherwise the 6x86
generates an external I/O bus cycle (IN and OUT instructions are used). After a reset, the
Width

Register name
Control register CCRO
Control register CCRl
Control register CCR2
Control register CCR3
Control register CCR4
Control register CCR5
Address range ARRO
Address range ARRl
Address range ARR2
Address range ARR3
Address range ARR4
Address range ARRS
Address range ARR6
Address range ARR7
Range control RCRO
Range control RCRl
Range control RCR2
Range control RCR3
Range control RCR4
Range control RCRS
Range control RCR6
Range control RCR7
Dev!ce Ident!flcatlon DIR0
Deuce ldentlflcatlon DIR1

cOh
clh
c2h
c3h
e8h
e9h
c4h-c6h
c7h-c9h
cab-cch
cdh-cfh
dOh-d2h
d3h-d5h
d6h-d8h
d9h-dbh
dch
ddh
deh
dfh
eOh
elh
e2h
e3h
feh
ffh

8 bits

a

-

bits
8 bits
8 bits
8 bits
8 bits
24 bits
24 bits
24 bits
24 bits
24 bits
24 bits
24 bits
24 bits
8 bits
8 bits
8 bits
8 bits
8 bits
8 bits
8 bits
8 bits
8 bits
8 bits
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configuration registers with indices COh-CFh and FEh-FFh are accessible. If you also want to
address the other registers with indices DOh-DFh without causing an external bus cycle, you
must set the MAPEN bits in the configuration control register CCR3.
The configuration control registers CCRO-CCR5 enable an extensive definition of the 6x86’s
behaviour. Figure 12.4 shows the structure of these registers.
The no cache bit NC1 in CCRO determines whether the address range between 640k and 1M is
cachable or not. The BIOS and video RAM are located here.
By setting bit SM3 in CCRl you can define that address range 3 (ARR3; see Figure 12.5) is the
SMM address space. A value of (cl>) for the NOLK bit disables the LOCK signal for all accesses
except page table accesses and INTA sequences. If bit SMAC is set then the 6x86 accesses only
SMM memory as soon as the generated address lies within the SMM address space. Thus, SMI
- has no meaning. By this means, SMM address space is also accessible in normal operating mode.
You can enable the SMM interface via the USMI bit. A set bit activates detection and generation
of the signals SMI and SMIACT. For USMI they are ignored.
If you set the USLISP bit in register CCR2, terminals SUSP and SUSPA are enabled. For
USUSP = 0 the signal SUSP is ignored and the SUSPA pin is disconnected from the bus. The
write-protect bit WPRl makes all accesses to cachable addresses between 640k and 1M writeprotected. The S_HLT bit controls the effects of the HLT instruction; if it is set then the 6x86
enters suspend mode after execution of HLT. By setting bit LK_NW the NW bit (Not Write-Back)
in the control register is protected against an overwrite. The 6x86 on-chip cache then always
operates with a write-back strategy.
The four MAPEN bits in register CCR3 control access to the configuration registers with indices
Wh-FDh. A value of Olh also enables accesses to registers with these indices. For compatibility
reasons, the Cyrix generates the same burst as the Pentium. Here, the burst addresses are not
‘output in a linear way (see Section 11.4.2). But if you set the LINB bit then the 6x86 generates
the burst addresses in linear order (thus, for example, xx00h-+xx08h+xx10h+xxlbh). With a set
NMI_EN bit the processor also accepts the NM1 when SMI is active. If you have set the bit
SMI_LK once then the following SMM configuration bits can be changed only after a reset:
USMI, SMAC, SM3 and NMI_EN.
The QUID bit in register CRR4 controls the CPUID instruction (see Section 12.5). A value of
~1)) means that the ID bit in the EFlag register may be altered (in this way a program determines
whether the processor implements the CPUID instruction) and the CPUID instruction can be
executed. For CPUID = 0 the bit is not alterable and the CPUID instruction generates an ittvfl/id
opcode exception. A set DT&_E bit enables the DTE cache. Finally, the three IORT bits define the
minimum number of bus clocks which must be inserted between two I/O accesses. Usually,
Peripherals are much slower than the CPU. Thus, two accesses to these devices cannot be
carried out at speed. The IORT bits have an effect similar to that of the RDY signal. The advantage is that the bus will not be blocked by wait cycles; it is available for other (memory) accesses.
The standard value for IORT is 05h, that is, between two I/O accesses 32 bus cycles are inserted.
The ARREN bit in register CRR5 controls the enabling of the address range registers ARRx. If
‘ARREN is set then these registers are active. Note that for a set SM3 bit (register CCRI), the

CCR2

CCRI

CCRO

7

6

5

4

3

5

4

3

2

1

7

0

6

5

4

3

2

1

0

5

4

3

2

1

0

fzz--qq

CCR5

CCR4

CCR3

7

6

2

1

7

0

6

-1

:CFiO
qc1:

No Cache 640 k 1 M
O=address range cachable

l=address range uncachable
XRl
3M3:

SMM address range

VOLK:

Negate LOCK

l=address range 3 is SMM address space
O=normal operation

l= LOCK negated
SMAC:

System Management Mode Access
l=accesses within SMM address space refer to SMM memory, not main memory

USMI:

O=normal oper atlon

Use SMI
l= SMI and SMIACT enabled

O=disabled

USUSP:

Use Suspend Mode
_
_
_
_
l=SUSP and SUSPA pins enabled

O=disabled

WPRl:

Write-Protect Region 1

S_HLT:

Suspend on Halt

LK_NW:

Lock NW

CCRZ

lxachable accesses between 640 k and 1 M are write-protected O=not
1=6x66 enters suspend mode after HLT instruction

write-protected

O=does not enter suspend mode
O=NW-Bit readable/writable

l=NW bit in CR0 read-only
CCR3
MAPEN:

MAP Enable
OOOlb=all CCRx addressable OOOOb=only

LINB:

CCRx with indices COh-CFh. FEh, FFh addressable

Linear Burst Order
O=Pentium-compatible

l=linear burst order
NMI_EN

NMI Enable

SMI-LK:

SMI Lock

l=NMI will be detected in SMI
l=SMM configuratlon

bits locked

burst order

O=NMI will not be detected
O=freely addressable

CCR4
CPUID:

CPUID Enable
O=disabled

l-enabled
DTE_E:

DTE Cache Enable
O=disabled

l=enabled
IORT:

110 Recovery Time
Oh=1 clock cycle

1 h=2 clock cycles

2h=l clock cycles

3h=6 clock cycles

4h=16 clock cycles

5h=32 clock cycles

6h=64 clock cycles

7h=no delay

CCR5
ARREN:

ARR Register Enable

LBRl :

Local Bus Region 1

WT_AL:

Write-Through

O=disabled

l=enabled
l= LBA enabled lor accesses to 640 k..l M

O=not

enabled

Allocate

l=read data lor read and wnte misses

O=read data only for read miss
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ister ARR3 is enabled indeuendentlv
x
magement mode. A value of ccl,, for
ren the 6x86 accesses an address in
ocate strategy for the on-chip cache
t a cache line replacement not only

of the ARREN bit value. It controls functions of- the system
-

LBRI leads to the generation of an active-low LBA signal
the range 604k to 1M. Finally, you may define a writeby setting the W-AL bit. The unified cache then carries
in the case of read misses but also for write misses.

significant importance are the 6x86’s address range registers ARRO-ARR7, which allow you
determine eight address ranges and their characteristics. For example, defining a range as
Nt-cachable accelerates program execution compared to the negation of the KEN signal by an
ternal logic, because the 6x86 optimizes internally the corresponding data accesses. Similar
cisters are also implemented in the Pentium Pro. Figure 12.5 shows the structure of these
gisters together wi;h the assigned range control registers RCRO to RCR7.

RCRO...RCR7

ARRO...ARR7
23

8 7

16 15

IIIiIII
A31 A24

IIIIIII
A23 Al6

4
III
A15 A l 2

3

0
III
sue

ARRl3ARR7
A31 ..A12:

physical block address in units of 4 kbyte

Size:

memory block size; see Table 12.2

RCRO-RCR7
NLB:

No m

WTZ

Write Through

WG:

Write Gathermg

WL:

Weak Locking

WWO:

Weak Write Ordermg

l= m will not be activated for accesses to ARRx range
l=address range uses write-through

strategy

l=enabled for ARRx address range
l=enabled for ARRx address range
l=enabled for ARRx address range
RCD/E:

O= LBA will be activated
O=write-back
O=dlsabled
O=disabled
O=disabled

Region Cache Disable/Enable
RCRO-RCRG: l=cachmg disabled for address range ARRx

O=enabled

l=caching disabled for address range ARR7

O=enabled

RCR7:

*e 20 address bits A31 ..A12 define the phvsicnl
address of the corresponding memory block in
,
FtS of 4 kbytes. Note that the highorder address byte A31..A24 has the lowest index (for
Fmple, ARRO: A31..A24 = index C411, A23..A16 = index C5h, A15..Al2 together with the size
)iible = index C6h). The nibble size defines the extension of the described memory block (see
ratde 12.2). Note that a block must always start at a border corresponding to a multiple of the
$ock size (thus a block with a size of 64 kbytes can only have the addresses xxxx xxxx 0000
@h , xxxx xxx1 0000 000011, xxxx xxx2 0000 000011, etc.). The address ranges ARR3 (defines the
a address range) and ARR7 (for large memory blocks) have a special meaning.
)
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Value

Block size
ARRO-ARRC
ARR7

Oh
lh
2h
3h
4h
5h
6h
7h

0
4 kbyte
8 kbyte
16 kByte
32 kbyte
64 kbyte
128 kbyte
256 kbyte

Table 12.2:

0
256
kbyte
512 kbyte
1 Mbyte
2 Mbyte
4 Mbyte
8 Mbyte
16 Mbyte

Value

Block Size
ARRO-ARR6

ARR7

8h
9h
ah
bh
ch
dh
eh
fh

512 kbyte
1 Mbyte
2 Mbyte
4 Mbyte
8 Mbyte
16 Mbyte
32 Mbyte
4 Gbyte

32 Mbyte
64 Mbyte
128 Mbyte
256 Mbyte
512 Mbyte
1 Gbyte
2 Gbyte
4 Gbyte

Hock sizes

The range control registers RCRO-RCR7 determine the properties of the memory blocks; every
address range register ARRx is assigned a range control register RCRx. By setting the NLB bit
the LBA signal is never output during an access to the corresponding address range. If the
cache should operate with write-through strategy for a memory block then you must set the WT
bit. This is advantageous, for example, for all ROM ranges, To enable write gathering for ~ARRx
the value of the WG bit must equal ccl>). A set WL bit leads to weak locking, that is, the LOCK
signal is activated only for page table accesses and INTA sequences. In a similar say, a set WW0
bit leads to weak write ordering. By means of this, write accesses can be rearranged and the bus
throughput can be increased. Finally, the RCD/E bit controls caching for the memory block
concerned. In the case of registers RCRO-RCR6, a set RCD/E bit disables caching for the cw
responding memory blocks; in the case of register RCR7, it enables caching. Using registers
ARRx and RCRx, up to eight address ranges can be handled selectively on a processor level (and
not only by external signals from the system controller). This includes ranges for memorymapped registers of controllers or video memory.
The two device identification registers DIR0 and DIR1 store information for identifying the
CPU. These values cannot be changed and are available independently form the CPUID iI)struction. Figure 12.6 shows the structure of the registers with indices FEh (DIR01 and EF11
(DIRI).

DIR0

DIR1

DIR0

DEVID: Device identification
31 h or 33h = 2x clock and 31 h or 33h = 3x clock (read-only)
DIR1

stepping (read-only)

SID:

CPU

RID:

CPU revision

Figlrrr 12.6: Device

(read-only)

identification

re,gisters DIR0 md DIM.
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The 6x86 also supplies identification information in register EDX after a reset. The format is:
EDX = 0531h or 0533h (05h = 6xB6,31h or 33h = 2x clock); EDX = 0535h or 0537h (05h = 6xS6,3lh
or 33h = 3x clock).

12.2.7 Scatter/Gather Interface
The 6x86 implements a so-called scatter/gather interface by means of the signals BHOLD,
DHOLD, LBA and QDUMP. It allows a quick data transfer between the 64-bit data bus of the
6x86 and an external 32-bit data bus (for example, PC1 or EISA). Usually, an external 32bit data
bus is only connected with the low-order double word of the 6x86 data bus. Therefore the
interface implements a dedicated 64-bit buffer which maps the high-order 32 data bits D63-D32
of the 6x86 data bus onto the low-order 32 data bits D31-DO (scatter operation). However, the
buffer can map data which arrives through the external 3.2bit data bus onto the 32 high-order
data bits D63-D32 to assemble a 64-bit value (gather operation). The 6x86 also provides its
internal scatter/gather interface to external bus masters when the BHOLD/DHOLD signals are
active; this accelerates the data transfer between 32bit and 64-bit devices. Note that the i386
already partially implements such a function with its write data duplication.

12.3 6x86 Operating Modes
Like its Intel counterparts, the 6x86 can also operate in various modes. The most important are
real, protected and virtual 8086 mode as well as the system management mode. Paging will also
be discussed in this connection because it represents an operating mode which concerns memory
addressing.

12.3.1 Real, Protected and Virtual 8086 Modes
$ese 6x86 operating modes are completely compatible with the corresponding modes of the
or, more generally, of the x86 architecture. Only the optimizations which the Pentium
i Pentium
r
and Pentium pro implement with the virtual interrupt flags VI and VIP are not present on the
6x86. But as long as there are no system kernels available which are optimized for the Pentium,
thi.s is only a theoretical advantage.
c

12.3.2 Paging
?;?le 6x86 implements paging with variable page sizes of 4 kbytes, 8 kbytes, 16 kbytes, up to
64Ghytes. Large pages are advantageous, especially for large buffer memories (for example,
$b RAM), because these pages are then hardly swapped and video data can be updated more
~$pl+.

r. *.
.b addition to the direct-mapped translation lookaside buffer TLB with 128 entries, the 6x86

@@enrents a fully associative DTE cnche for diwctory tnblr ~wtri~s with four entries and a fully

/ g-iat‘ive victim TLB with eight entries. The DTE cache holds the last DTE accesses, therefore
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only one single memory access is required for a page table miss which is followed by a DTE
cache hit.
The victim TLB holds page table entries PTE which have been replaced by the TLB because of
a TLB miss. Accesses to a page table entry which is stored in the victim TLB but not in the main
TLB mean that this entry swaps with a valid entry in the TLB. This selectively improves
associativity and hit rate.

12.3.3 System Management Mode
Like all modern microprocessors the 6x86 also implements a system management mode. It is
dedicated mainly to power saving but can be used also for other functions (for example, recovery routines). Because the 6x86 SMM is different from that of the Pentium, it in discussed in
detail here. The procedure of entering SMM, program execution and leaving the SMM is as
follows:
Issue

a

address

system

management

s9ace+SMM

interrupt

( SMI

acti v e o r .%I* instruction)+save cpu s t a t e i n smz4

program execution in real mode+return

instruction)-+normal

program

to interrupted progr~ (RSM

execution

Thus when the 6x86 detects an SMI or an SMINT instruction, the SMM address space must be
prepared correspondingly. For that purpose you must load the registers according to Table 12.3.
Register

Bit

Bit value for detecting SM interrupts
SMI
SMINT

CCRl

SMI
SMAC
SM3

1
0
1

1
1
1

ARR3

size

>o

>o

Table 12.3: Detection

of SMI

sources

As is the case for normal interrupts and subroutine calls (CS:EIP), the 6x86 must save the most
important information about the CPU state before entering SMM (which is implemented as an
interrupt). Unlike, for example, a normal interrupt, which saves CS:EIP on the stack in the
ordinary address space, the 6x86 automatically initializes a header in SMM address space upon
ente?ing SMM. The header is located at the upper end of the SMM address space and comprise5
48 bytes. Table 12.4 shows the header structure.
The reason for the special handling of I/O instructions, especially the l/O instructions with REP
prefixes, is that they often access the control and data registers of peripheral devices. A typical
example is the (ELIDE interface: here, IN and OUT instructions read and write the control and
status registers; REP OUTSx transfers write data to the drive and REP INSx transmits read data
from the drive (PI0 mode). If an external system management interrupt occurs in the course ot
a read or write data transfer, the SMI handler must take into account of this situation a] Id
operate accordingly, so that the (E)lDE interface and the drive controller are not left in 6~’
undefined state. For example, the handler may complete the pending data transfer before it
starts executing the SMM routine.
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Offset*’

Size

OOh
-04h
-08h
-Och
-tOh
-14h

4
4
4
4
4
4

-18h
-20h

8 bytes
4 bytes

-24h
-28h
-2ch

4 bytes
4 bytes
4 bytes

l

bytes
bytes
bytes
bytes
bytes
bytes
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Content
DR7
EFlag
CR0
EIP of current tnstructlon
EIP of next instruction
bit 31..23: reserved; bit 22..21: CPL; bit 20..16: reserved;
bit 15..0: CS selector
CS descriptor
bit 31..5: reserved; bit 4: 1=6x86 in shutdown or halt before SMM; bit 3:
l=SMM because of software SMINT; bit 2: l=current instructlon has REP
prefix; bit 1: l=current instruction is I/O write, O=current instruction is I/O
write; brt 0: reserved
bit 31..16: I/O write data size; bit 15..0: I/O write port
I/O write data
current instruction REP OUTSx: ESI; current mstructlon REP INSx: EDI

I Relative to the upper end of the SMM address space

Table 12.4: 6x86 regisfer dmp in SMM RAM
The data shown in Table 12.4 represents a minimum set of registers which are frequently
changed by the processor. If you also want to overwrite other registers, you must save their
values as well. For this purpose, the 6x86 implements various SMM instructions which are valid
only in SMM mode (or if the SMAC bit in register CCRl is set):
2
L
-

SVDC mem80, sreg3: save segment register and segment descriptor;
RVDC sreg3, memS0: restore segment register and segment descriptor;
SVLDT mem80: save LDTR and descriptor;
RVLDT mem80: restore LDTR and descriptor;
SVTS mem80: save TSR and descriptor;
RSTS mem80: restore TSR and descriptor;
RSM: resume normal mode.

Upon entering system management mode, the registers CRO, EFlag and DR7 are initialized as
in a reset. The ARR3 register defines the new base of the CS register; its limit is 4 Gbytes, that
is, up to the end of the linear and physical address space. Program execution starts in real mode.
Later, the SMM handler can switch to protected or virtual mode.

.

12.4 The 6x86 Bus

&

a 11important aspects the 6x86 bus is similar to that of the Pentium. Only the private bus
,ples for the dual processing operation are missing and the address order for burst read cycles
Bsomewhat different. The 6x86 carries out burst read cycles after a reset in the so-called <<I + 41,
ggddress order (see Table 12.5).
%A,+.
-$‘f the first address is ..xxx8h then the 6x86 first generates a single transfer cycle for the address
.$>.-8h or ..xxl8h. This consumes (without wait states) at least two bus clocks. Afterwards, it
$$
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First address

Burst address order

Single transfer cycle

Oh
8h
10h
18h

Oh+Sh+lOh+lSh
Oh+8h+lOh+18h
lOh+18h+Oh+Sh
lOh+lSh+Oh+8h

none
address 8h
none
address 18h

Table 12.5: <<I +4, address order

carries out a ccrealp burst according to Table 12.5. The following bursts are then compatible
with the Pentium burst cycle. The strange address order of the Pentium bursts 08h + OOh + 18h
+ 10h and 18h -+ 10h + 08h + OOh is now changed to a linear order, but at the expense of an
additional single transfer cycle 08h or 18h. One could also regard the 6x86 bursts for start
addresses ..xxxt(h as 2-2-l-l-l bursts with the transfer of only 32 bytes (instead of 40). Thus, the
same 8 bytes are read twice. Of course, this reduces the transfer rate of the 6x86 bus in ccl + 4))
mode.
By setting the LINB bit in the configuration control register CCR3 you may enable a linear
address order for the bursts. Then the 6x86 generates the addresses according to Table 12.6.

First address

Burst address order

Oh
8h
10h
18h

Oh+Sh-+lOh+lSh
8h+10h+18h+Oh
lOh+lSh+Oh+8h
18h+Oh+Sh+lOh

Table 12.6: Linear burst nddress order

These are real 2-l-l-l bursts without wait cycles, that is, compared to the ccl+ 4), address order,
the 6x86 saves two bus cycles. The transfer rate of the 6x86 bus then is, on average (two single
transfer cycles per four bursts saved), 20% higher.

12.5 CPUID
If the CPLJID bit in the configuration control register CCR4 (see Figure 12.4) is set, the CI’UID
instruction can be used to determine the CPU type. In this case the ID flag also can be changed.
Without a set CPLJID bit the opcode OFA2H leads to an ir~onlirl opcode exception.
After issuing the CPUID instruction with the value OOh in the EAX register, the three registers
EAX, EBX and ECX, in this order, contain a 12-byte identification in ASCII format: KyrixInstead>)
If you load the EAX register afterwards with the value Olh and issue the CPUID instruction
again, the 6x86 returns in the EAX register an identification value similar to the identificatio”
information in the device identification registers DIR0 and DIR]. Table 12.7 shows the call a:ld
return values of CPUID.
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Register

Call value

Return value

EAX
EBX
ECX
EAX
EDX

OOh

ccCyrl)>
c&w)
ccteadr
xxxxxxxx xxxxxxxx xxOOOlOl 00100000b"
Feature Flag2'

Olh

') bits 31. 14 reserved (=OOh)
bits 13. 12 type (OOb)
bits 11 8 processor family (0101=05h for 6x86)
bits 7.. 4

model number (OOlOb=OZh)

bits 3. 0 stepplng (OOOOb=Oh)
2, bits 31..1- reserved (=OOh)
bit 0:

l=on-chip FPU. O=no on-chip FPU

12.6 Execution Times
A comparison of the specific execution times for integer and FPU instructions shows the following: for integer instructions with cache accesses and, in general, for integer multiplications and
divisions, the 6x86 is faster than the Pentium. Some instructions for controlling protected mode
(for example, LLDT = Load LDT) are executed by the 6x86 in fewer clock cycles. On the other
hand, IN and OUT instructions are carried out more quickly by the Pentium. Because the
Pentium had been conceived as a competitor for the fast workstation RISC chips (SPARC, MIPS)
it is not surprising that the Pentium outperforms the 6x86 for the most widely used FPU instructions (FADD, FMUL, etc.). The hardware expense of the Pentium is therefore much higher than
that for the 6x86.
But note that the clock specifications refer to instructions which have already been prepared in
an optimum manner for execution (they are in the cache or are already predecoded). If this is
not the case, then the bus interface, the BTB’s efficiency and, finally, the performance of the
external system controller are also decisive.

12.7 The Low-end Version of the 6x86 - The Cyrix 5x86
Cyrix’s 5x86 is related in a variety of ways to the 6x86, but it is significantly less powerful than
that processor. I would like to present it as a (<diet,, version of the 6x86 because it implements
a lot of advanced strategies for performance enhancement which are also present in the 6x86:
16 kbyte write-back cache,
branch prediction,
data forwarding,
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- on-chip FPU,
_ system management mode.
The general register structure (general-purpose registers, EFlags, etc.) is the same as that for the
i486DX (for example, there is no ID flag). The 5x86 configuration registers are listed in Section
12.7.3. Don’t confuse the Cyrix 5x86 with AMD’s Am5x86.

12.7.1 Internal Structure
Unlike the 6x86, the 5x86 has only one instruction pipeline with six stages (thus it is not a
superscalar and is therefore comparable to the i486DX). The instruction fetch stage IF fetches
instructions from the cache and, by means of a BTB, carries out a branch prediction (hit rate:
80%). The decoding stage ID decodes a maximum of one instruction per clock cycle. The two
address calculation stages ACI and AC2 determine all necessary addresses and carry out the
required memory accesses. The execution stage EX carries out all instructions, and the writeback stage WB writes the results into the target registers. Compared to the 6x86 there is no
second decoding stage ID2 To increase the instruction throughput the floating-point unit mJv
operate in parallel to the integer pipeline to a certain extent. Note that the 5x86 does not have
register renaming or speculative program execution.
The 16 kbyte Ll-cache with write-back strategy is formed as a 4-way set-associative cache and
holds cache lines of 16 bytes, that is, half of a 6x86 cache line. The reason is that the 5x86 has
only a 32-bit data bus and can transfer in a complete burst cycle only 4 * 4 bytes.
Additional advanced concepts are the rearrangement of read and write accesses to/from memor!
so that slow write accesses do not block necessary read accesses. Further, data forwarding and
memory read bypassing are implemented to avoid pipeline stalls by unnecessary memory accesses

12.7.2 Pins and Signals
The 5x86 comes in a 168-pin PGA or a QFP package with 208 terminals. The PGA corresponds
to the i486DX4 (or the pin-compatible variants), but because of the write-back cache and other
functions of the 5x86 there are more signals. I will list only those signals and pins which differ
from the i486DX4. They usually fulfil the same jobs as the corresponding 6x86 signals (see
Section 12.1).
write-back cache: CACHE, HITM, INVAL;
system management mode: m, m;
suspend mode: m, m;
voltage detect: VOLDET (always low because the 5x86 operates with 3.45 V);
initialization (warm reset): WM_RST.

12.7.3 5x86 Configuration Registers
The 5x86 configuration registers are significantly different from those of the 6x86. They reficc’
the simpler structure of the 5x86. A total of four configuration control registers CCR-CCj7”
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one power management register PMR, two identification registers DIR0 and DIRl, one SMM
address range register SMAR and one performance control register PCRO are formed (Table
12.8). The access is done in the same manner as on the 6x86 by means of an indexing scheme
with the ports 22h (index) and 23h (data). Note that here the MAPEN value in register CCR3
must also be set to OOOlb; only then you may access registers CCR4, PCRO and PMR.

Register name

Index

Width

Performance control register PCRO
Control register CCRl
Control register CCR2
Control register CCR3
Control regtster CCR4
SMM address range SMARO
Power management register PMR
Device identification DIR0
Device identification DIR1

2Oh
clh
c2h
c3h
e8h
cdh-cfh
fOh
feh
ffh

8 bit
8 bit
8 bit
a bit
8 bit
24 btt
8 btt
8 bit

a bit

Table 12.8: 5x86 configuration registers
The control registers enable an extensive definition of the 5x86 behaviour. Figure 12.7 shows the

structure of the performance control register PCRO.

I

LSSER: Load Store Serialize Enable
l=enabled
LP_EN: Loop Enable
l=enabled
BT_EN: BTB Enable
l=enabled
RS_EN: Return Stack Enable
l=enabled

O=disabled
O=disabled
O=disabled
O=disabled

c

%ue 12.7: 5x86 performme cmtrol rqistrr I’CRO.

FIf bit LSSER is set, the 5x86 carries out all read and write accesses according to the programmed

order, that is, read accesses are not executed earlier to improve system performance. If YOU set

i&e loop enable bit LP_EN to fc 1>), the 5x86 does not invalidate its prefetch buffer upon branches

;when the branch target is already in the buffer. The bit BT_EN serves to enable or disable the
kanch trace buffers, that is, to enable or disable branch prediction. In the same manner, you can
enable the return stack with RST _EN to save return addresses (CALL, INT).
‘Bet ause of lack of space, the configuration control registers are presented only briefly here. The
+eaning of most entries is apparent. You will find many of these entries in the corresponding
‘?-.$ntrol registers of the 6x86 (Figure 12.8); there they have the same m e a n i n g .
<:*ri
: .:

+
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CCR2

CCRl
7

6

5

4

3

2

1

7

0

6

5

4

3

2

1

0

pizqiJ@h

pJ$g#qq

CCR3

CCR4

(-LLqgQ

@iig@ij

CCRl
NMAC:

Normal Memory Access during SMI

SMAC:

System Management Mode Access

l=all accesses in SMM refer to main memory instead of SMM RAM
l=accesses in SMM refer to SMM RAM instead of main memory
USMI:

O=no effect
O=normal operation

Use SMI
O=disabled

l= % and SMIACT enabled
CCRZ
USUSP: Use Suspend Mode
l=SUSP and SUSPA pins enabled
BWRT:

Burst Write Enable

WTl:

write-through range 1

O=disabled
O=disabled

1=16-byte burst write-back cycles enabled
l=write-through for address range between 640k and 1M
S_HLT:

1=6x86 enters suspend mode after HLT instruction
LK_NW:

O=write-back

Suspend on Halt
O=does not enter suspend mode

Lock NW
l=NW bit in CR0 read-only

O=NW bit readable/writable

US_WB: Use Write-Back
lwrite-back

- cache terminals INVAL. WM_RST, CACHE, HITM enabled

O=disabled

CCR3
MAPEN:

MAP Enable
@OOlb=all

control registers addressable

OOOO~nly CCRx with indices COhCFh. FEh, FFh

SM_M:

SMM Mode

LINB:

Linear Burst Order

addressable

O=Cyrix SMM

l=SL-compatible mode

O=Pentium-compatible burst order

l=linear burst order
NMI_EN: NMI Enable
l=NMt will be recognized in SMM

O=NMI not recognized

SMI_LK: S M I L o c k
l=SMM configuration bits locked

O=addressable

CCR4
DTE_E: DTE Cache Enable
O=disabled

l=enabled
M_BYP:

Memory Read Bypassing
O=disabled

l=enabled
IORT:

I/O Recovery Time
Oh=no

delay

4h=16 clock cycles

1 h=2 clock cycles

2h=4 clock cycles

3h=8 clock cycles

5h-32 clock cycles

6h=64 clock cycles

7h=128 clock cycles

I2

,mx
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n important register for controlling the power consumption is the power management register
MR with index fOh. Its structure is shown in Figure 12.9

HF_CL: Half Clock
l=enabled
O=disabled
CLK:
Clock Ratio CPU Kernel/Bus
OOb=i:l
Otb=2:1
lOb=resewed
lib=33

gore 12.9: 5x86 power management register PMR
you set bit HF_CL the CPU kernel of the 5x86 operates with only half of the bus frequency.
herefore, it is not disabled completely but the clock frequency is now only between one-quarter
ad one-sixth of the maximum processor clock. This accordingly reduces the power consumpon without disabling the processor. If an external bus cycle occurs then the internal processor
ock rises automatically, and after the bus cycles terminate it goes down again to half of the bus
.ock. The two CLK bits, finally, define the ratio between internal CPU clock and external bus
lock; it can be between 1:l and 3:l. The signal at the CLKMUL terminal determines the standrd value for this ratio during a reset: for CLKMUL = low the standard value is equal to 21
ZLK = Olb), for CLKMUL = high it is 3:l (CLK = lob).
he two device identification registers DIR0 and DIR1 hold information concerning the CPU:
DEVID (device identification): 29h or 2bh (2x clock); 2dh or 2fh (3x clock);
SID: CPU stepping (read-only);
RID: CPU revision (read-only).
is with the 6x86, the 5x86 provides identification information in register EDX after a reset. The
3rrnat in this case is: EDX = 0429h or 042bh (2x clock) and EDX = 042dh or 042fh (3x clock). The
mt byte 04h designates the 5x86, the following byte 2xh is identical to the content of DIRO.

2.7.4 5x86 System Management Mode
he 5x86 system management mode is the same as that for the 6x86 when Cyrix’s own system
aanagement mode is used. For example, the 5x86 also implements the eight new SMM instrucions SVDC, RSDC, SVLDT, RSLDT, SVTS, RSTS, SMINT and RSM. Additionally, there is an SLompatible SMM which you may enable with the SM_M bit in the configuration control register
ICR3. The 5x86 then behaves in system management mode as an i486SL.

13 Krypton for AMD - The 5,86
The legendary Krypton which helped Superman to save the world was the force behind the
name of AMD’s newest processor 5,86, which has been entirely developed by AMD. Its technology is (as is the case for the Cyrix 6x86) between the Pentium and the following generation.
From the outside, it is compatible with the Pentium P54C, and its internal registers and other
Pentium-specific features, such as the extensions of the virtual 8086 mode, are much more
oriented to the Intel original than is the case for the 6x86. Nevertheless, behind the facade which
represents the lowest programming level hide many advanced and pure RISC principles. For
example, the decoder of the 5,86 (the heart which determines most of the performance) transforms all x86 CISC instructions into a more or less complex set of simple RISC operations (socalled ROPs). They are then executed internally in parallel in one single clock cycle. The key
features of the 5,86 are as follows.
two integer pipelines,
on-chip FPU,
out-of-order execution and completion of instructions,
speculative program execution,
register renaming,
dynamic branch prediction,
data forwarding,
16 kbyte code cache,
8 kbyte data cache,
pages with 4 kbytes and 4 Mbytes,
Pentium socket and register-compatible.

13.1 Pins and Signals
The 5,86 comes in a P54C-compatible SPGA package with 296 pins. Because the 5,86 supports
neither dual processing nor performance monitoring and does not integrate an on-chip APIC,
there are some signals missing. They are listed in the following together with their coordinates
(compare Figure 11.2):
- APIC: PICCLK (H34), PICDO/ DPEN (J33), PICDl/ APICEN (L35);
- dual processing: CPUTYP (Q35), PBGNT (AD4), PBREQ (AE3), PHIT (AA3), PHITM (AC3);
- performance monitoring: PMO/BPO (Q3), PMl/BPl (R4).
Of course, no local interrupts LINT0 and LINT1 are possible; the corresponding terminals are
always configured as 1NTR and NMI. There are no additional terminals to those already present
on the Pentium; all signals have the same meanings.

13.2 Internal Structure
Figure 13.1 shows a block diagram of the 5,86. It has separate code (16 kbytes) and data caches
(8 kbytes) with write-back strategy. In the caches there are linear tags for the TLB; the physical
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the AMD5,86

tags are located in the memory management unit. This means that the TLB operates with linear
addresses (before paging) and physical addresses (after paging). Instructions are transferred
from the code cache into an instruction queue which distributes them to four parallel decoder
units Fast Path/p-code. Finally, the instructions are executed in a total of two ALUs, one FPU
(with an internally extended 82-bit format), one branch unit and two load/store units. The write
buffer comprises four entries and buffers write accesses to memory; the reorder buffer with its
16 entries carries out a correct completion of instructions which update the register file. These
units are connected by means of two pipelines.

13.2.1 Prefetching and Predecoding
The prefetch and predecode unit which is located behind the code cache fetches, in the case of
:a code cache miss, a complete 32-byte cache line into a prefetch cache and simultaneously
Jedecodes 011 the /ly the data to relieve the following decode stages. For example, the preJ decode stage determines the length of an instruction (which can be for a x86 instruction between
.:,I and 15 bytes), whether a certain byte is the first, last or an intermediate byte of an x86
i.
&instruction, as well as the number of 5,Winternal RISC operations which this complex CISC
instruction needs for execution in the processor. This information will be stored in the code
cache together with the instruction bytes. Later, the instruction fetch stage of the pipelines reads
fall this information.
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13.2.2 Integer Pipelines and ROPs
The u- and v-pipelines in the 5,86 comprise six stages each, that is, the AMD5,86 is, like the
Pentium, a so-called s~rpersmlar. Figure 13.2 shows the individual stages.
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The first prefetch or instruction fetch stage IF fetches up to 16 instruction bytes together with
the predecode information from the code cache or (in the case of a cache miss) from the prefetch
cache. Additionally, it carries out a dynamic branch prediction by means of the branch target
buffer BTB. According to AMD, the prediction achieves a hit rate between 70% and 85% of aI1
conditional branches. The maximum depth of the code which is executed speculatively afterwards is three levels.
The predecode unit is formed in the AMD5,86 decoder together with the two decode stages DI
and D2 (more specifically, the 5,86 moves the x86 instruction bytes in two pipelines with the
stages Dl and D2 through the decoder). This decoder is the heart of the AMD processor and
divides the x86 CISC instructions into small and quickly executable RISC instructions, the so
called RISC op~~lio~rs, ROP. Simple CISC instructions (MOV, ADD, SHIFT, etc.) are converted b!
the fast-path converters into one to three ROPs, complex instructions, by microcode (p-code)
The four converters transfer up to four ROE’s per cycle to the execution units. Thus, for exnmplc,
two CISC instructions which are converted into two ROPs each may be executed in parallel Jr
both pipes. Only these ROI’s (!) and not the original CISC instructions are guided in par~lllL’l
through the pipelines. This simplifies the pipeline structure significantly. However, the divisloi’
into ROPS must be performed very efficiently. This is done by the two decoding stages DI anti
D2. The RISC operations implement more or less another instruction level which is located &lo”
the x86 architecture. If one compares this strategy with a pure CISC processor (the i386. ‘(”
example) then the division of an x86 CISC instruction into ROPs corresponds to the execut “”
of several microencoded instructions on the i386. But the ROPs are much more powerful tflan
micro-instructions (comprise a set of micro-instructions executed in parallel) and, mcW(>vc’r,
hardwired, that is, they need not be read from a microprogram memory.

T
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The first decoding stage DZ assembles the instruction bytes with their predecode information
into the 16.byte queue and generates the internal ROPs. The second decode stage 02 then
assembles register and immediate operands and addresses the reorder buffer ROB to provide
all operands. In the execution stage EX the ROE’s are transferred to the execution units (ALU
I + II, FPU, branch, load/store I + II) and executed. Here, in-order execution terminates because
the ROE’s may have different execution times or produce interlocks. Therefore, an out-of-order
completion of the instruction occurs. The result stage RS performs data forwarding, writes the
corresponding entries into the reorder buffer ROB (to impiement register renaming and speculative program execution) and verifies the predicted branch. The retire stage WB writes the x86
architecture registers after, for example, one level of the speculative program execution has been
verified. Additionally, it switches data write accesses which await verification in the write buffer
through to the data cache (or the memory subsystem). Note that all write accesses to the memory
or I/O address space are carried out exactly in the programmed order. The AMD5,86 performs,
like the Pentium, strorlgly-ordered writes accesses.
The retiring in the retire stage WB can occur a variable number of clock cycles after the result
stage without affecting the pipeline throughput. The 5,86 can retire a maximum of four ROE’s
in the retire stage and thus ((catch up”.
There is another processor, the NexGen 586, which implements such a transformation of CISC
instructions into RISC operations. But because it has not achieved any importance in the marketplace, it will not be discussed in detail here.
The following discusses the RISC strategies which are implemented by the AMD5$36 to avoid

A pipeline stalls and to enhance performance. You may find details concerning these strategies in
Section 12.2.4 regarding the Cyrix 6x86:
.‘T <
- register renaming,
- dynamic branch prediction and speculative instruction execution,
: result forwarding,
-, operand forwarding,
-‘- data bypassing,
- out-of-order completion of instructions.

13.2.3 Instruction Pairing

;yh e t ransformation

of the x86 instruction into ROPs naturally also affects instruction pairing on
the x86 level. But, particularly because of the two powerful ALUs, this is less limited than on
’ $e Pentium. ALU instructions occur frequently and may inhibit pairing. Of course, ROE’s assigned the ClSC instruction can be executed in parallel only if they do not use the same execuion unit simultaneously (for example, if they do not both contain an explicit or implicit FI’U or
branch instruction). Therefore two ALUs &d two load/store units are formed because x86
instructions often include explicit (MOV rcg, men,; explicit: mem) or implicit (RET; implicit:
%FSP) memory acccsscs because of their extensive addressing schemes. Table 13.1 lists possi.:bl e pairings for both ALUs. The load/store units are symmetrical; corresponding instructions
?,Qn always be paired.
Q
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instruction

ALU I

ALU II

Addition
Subtraction
Multiplication
Division
LogIcal function
Compare
Packed BCD
Unpacked BCD
ADDC. SUBB
Shift

yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
no

yes
yes
yes
no
yes
yes
no
no
no
yes

Tablr 13.1: Instruction pairings for the ALUs

Of course, the microencoded part of the instruction converter performs an implicit instruction
pairing to execute complex x86 instructions (for example, string instructions with REP prefix or
exceptions) as efficient as possible.

13.2.4 Floating-point Unit
The floating-point unit of the AMD5,86 comprises two pipelines for adding and multiplying
values as well as a detection pipeline; in total three pipelines. The FPU ROPs are always dispatched in pairs to the FPU. The first ROP contains the low-order half of the two FPU operands
X and Y, and the second ROP the high-order half of X and Y as well as the opcode. The
operands of both ROPs are combined and converted into an internal 82-bit format (for comparison: the IEEE norm uses the 80-bit temporary real format). This enhances accuracy; however, the
conversion consumes one clock cycle. Only if the operands come directly from the FPU pipeline
by data forwarding is this conversion is not necessary and the dead cycle obsolete. Most of the
often used and simple instructions (for example, FADD) are hardwired (fast-path encoded); all
complex instructions are microencoded (as is the case for the Pentium) because they usually
consist of a more or less lengthy series of FP addition and multiplications.

13.2.5 On-chip Caches
The 5,86 has a 16 kbyte code cache and an 8 kbyte data cache. Thus the code cache has twice
the capacity of that of the Pentium. Another significant difference is that both caches have linear
tags as we11 as physical tags (in the MMU). The advantage of linear tags is that no paging
conversion of linear into physical addresses is required. The 5,86 therefore saves one clock cycle
when accessing the caches compared to the Pentium which implements only physical tags. Only
in the case of cache misses and snoop cycles are the physical tags accessed. In the course of a
cache line fill the requested &byte double-word is always loaded.
The code cache has a 4-way set-associative organization with 512 lines comprising 32 bytes each
Additionally, it supports 16-byte split line accesses where the first 8 bytes are located in one
cache line and the second 8 bytes in the following cache line. The two S-byte units are W’
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combined into one single 16-byte unit. Every instruction byte in the cache is assigned five
predecode bits. Because the instruction cache is read-only, only two states of the MESI protocol
(valid, invalid) are implemented.
The data cache is also organized as a 4-way set-associative cache with a cache line size of
32 bytes. Additionally, it is divided into four banks, that is, it has 4-way interleaving which
refers to 4-byte borders (the first bank comprises bytes O-3 and 16-19 of a cache line; the second
bank, bytes 4-7 and 20-23; the third bank, bytes 8-11 and 24-27; and the fourth bank, bytes 1215 and 28-311. With two access ports up to two data accesses can occur in parallel if the accesses
refer to different banks. To maintain cache coherency with other caches in the system, the data
cache supports all MESI states. Note that the MESI states are stored in the physical tags. Because
linear tags concern read accesses, MESI states are not required there.

13.2.6 Extensions and Model-specific Registers of the AMD5,86
Although the AMD5,86 is much more Pentium-compatible than the 6x86, some differences
occur in the control register CR4 and the model-specific registers.
Control Register CR4 and Global Pages
The control register CR4 controls the extensions for the virtual 8086 mode, the debug support
and paging, as is the case for the Pentium. Figure 13.3 shows the structure of the AMD5,86
control register CR4

16 15

31

GPE:

6

5

4

3

2

1

0

O=global

pages disabled

Machine Check Enable
l=machine check exception enabled

PSE:

7

Global Page Extension
1 =global pages enabled

MCE:

8

O=machine check exception disabled

Page Size Extension
0=4kbyte pages

1=4Mbyte pages
DE:

Debugging Extension

TSD:

Time Stamp Disable

PVI:

Protected Mode Virtual Interrupts

VME:

Wrtual 8086 Mode Extension

1=1/O breakpomts

enabled

l=RDTSC only for CPL=O
l=wtuaI interrupt flags in protected mode
I=virtual interrupt (lags in virtual 8086 mode

O=breakpolnts only for memory addresses
O=RDTSC also for CPL=3..1
O=no virtual interrupt flags
O=no virtual Interrupt flags

C_tr$ the GPE bit has been newly implemented; the other bits remain unchanged and have been
already discussed in Section 113.1 in connection with the Pcntium. By setting the GPE bit you
“‘“may enable the global page function of the SK86. Every time the control rcgistcr CR3 is reloaded
;: :
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(that is, a new page directory base address is written) the processor invalidates the TLBs for th:
4 kbyte and 4 Mbyte pages. This is the case, for example, for a task switch. But if a page is vaI:J
for several tasks (as is often true for operating system functions or the video RAM) then invaiidation is superfluous and time-consuming because a TLB miss always occurs now for this page.
But this again reloads that entry which was already present in the TLB, therefore it is advantageous that certain pages are defined as global (in a similar way, for example, you may define
certain variables in a C program as global so that they are visible for all subroutines). To do that
you must first set the GPE bit in the control register CR4.
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The definition of a page as global is slightly different for 4 kbyte and 4 Mbyte pages. Figure 13.4
shows the structure of the page directory and page table entries with the new G bit.
Hc
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Page Directory Entry (4 kbyte Pages)
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16 15

12 11

5

6

7
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4

3

2

1

0
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Page

Directory Entry (4 Mbyte Pages)

31

22 21

16 15

12 11

IIIIIIIII
“
“
“
‘
I
’
Page Frame Address 31..22 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

9

I I
AVAIL

6

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

4

3

2

1

0

G 2 D A

MZ
M;
Tin
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Page Table Entry
31

16 15

12 11

9

6

7

6

5

0

.-l.

Page Frame Address 31..12

41
Page Frame Address: address btts 31...12 and 31...22 of the page frame
AVAIL

available for operating system

G:

Global
O=no global page

PSI:

l=global pages

Page Size
0=4kbyte

D:

O=page
PCD:

not yet written

l=page already written

Page Cache Disable
O-qage

PWT.

1=4Mbyte

Dirty

Page

cachable

l=page not yet cachable

Write-Through

O-page uses write-back strategy
A:

O=page
u/s.

not yet accessed

User/Supervisor

Access

l=page

already accessed

l=user (CPL=3)

Readwrite
O=page

P.

uses write-through strategy

Level

O=supervisor (CPL-0. 2)
Rlw~

l=page

Accessed

is read-only

l=page may be written

Page Present
O=page

swapped

l=page in memory

L

F~glrrc 13.4: Pnge table entry

for o globnl page.

_ 4 kbyte pages: you must set the G bit in the page directory as well as the page table entr!’
_

4 Mbyte pages: you must set the G bit in the page directory entry.

SP
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Note that 4 Mbyte pages can occur only in a page directory entry. Afterwards you must (of

course) still load the CR3 register with the base address of the page directory.

.

Array Access Registers AAR and Hardware Configuration Registers HWCR
Of a11 the model-specific registers of the Pentium (see Table 11.3), the AMD5,86 implements
only the following:
- Register OOh: machine check address register;
- Register Olh: machine check type register;
- Register 10h: time stamp counter.
However, two new model-specific registers have been implemented which are shown in Table
13.2.
Model-specific register
Machine check address register
Machine check type register
Time stamp counter
Array access register AAR
Hardware confrguratron register HCR

Table 13.2: Model-specific registers

of

MSR

Application

OOh
Olh
10h
82h
83h

physical address of error-causing bus cycle
type of error-causing bus cycle
read/write of the internal 64-bit counter
checking code and data cache, TLBs
debug function control

the AMDSd6

The AAR serves for checking the code and data caches as well as the TLBs for 4 kbyte and
4 Mbyte pages. It therefore carries out functions which, on the Pentium, are done by the modelspecific registers TlGTR7 (MSR numbers 04h-09h). The hardware configuration register HCR
enables or disables various functional units of the AMD5,86. Its structure is shown in Figure
13.5.

16 15

31
1

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I I I I

reserved

DDC:

I I

I

6

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

0

I I 10lOllLlli I I IQ
86:e D C

Disable Data Cache
l=data cache disabled

DIG:

Disable lnstructm

DBP:

Disable Branch Prediction

DC:

Debug Control

l=branch prediction disabled
OOOb=dlsabled

O=data

cache enabled

O=code

cache enabled

Cache

l=code cache disabled

DSPC:

I I

O=branch

001 b=branch tracing enabled

prediction enabled
lOOb=enable probe mode for debug traps

Disable Stopping Processor Clocks
l=stopping disabled

O=stopping enabled

.$you can disable the data cache by setting the DDC bit, and the code cache by setting the DIG bit.
“fis disables the Ll-cache of the AMD5,86. You will find this option in many BIOS. Similarly,
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you can disable the branch prediction by setting DBP. The three DC bits serve for controlling
various debug functions. If DC = OOOb then all functions of the HCR register are disabled, that
is, the values of the other bits have no effect, and the AMD5K86 operates normally. A value of
OOlb enables branch trace tiessages; a value of 1OOb enables the probe mode when a debug trap
occurs. This allows the values at the signal outputs of the debug port to be checked in a serial
manner. All other values for DC are reserved. Finally, DSPC controls the stoppage of the processor internal clock signal in the case of halt and stop-grant states. A value of <cl,, disables that
stoppage.

13.3 Pentium Compatibility
The AMD5,86 is nearly 100% compatible with the Pentium; deviations are indicated in the
corresponding sections. Note that compatibility refers only to the implemented registers and
their structure as well as the physical bus interface (signals and pins) to outside. The internal
structure and the operating principles (that is, the <<black box k> between instruction and data
input on one side and the result output on the other) are, however, completely different.

13.3.1 Operating Modes
Real mode, protected mode and virtual 8086 mode are completely Pentium-compatible. The
behaviour in system management mode is also the same as that of the Pentium. Only undefined
or reserved sections in the register dump may differ. For paging the only difference is the
implementation of global pages on the AMD5,86. Apart from this, the AMD5,86 is also 100%
Pentium-compatible with this function.

13.3.2 Test Functions
The AMD5K86 also implements various test functions in the same way as the Pentium. Some are
initialized in the course of a reset. Table 13.3 shows the signal levels which must be activated
for a certain test mode.

INIT

FLUSH

FRMC

issued test

0

built-In self-test BET
functional redundancy checking
output float test mode

1

0
0

0

Tnhle 13.3: AME& tc’ssfs

The aspects in which they differ will be discussed in the following.
BIST
The built-in self-test checks the complete internal hardware (code and data cache, PLAs, microcode
ROM, TLBs) and writes an error code into register EAX. The BIST is carried out when the lNIT
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signal is active at the falling edge of reset. An EAX value of OOOOOOOOh means that no error has
occurred. Table 13.4 lists all BIST error codes; a set bit indicates the corresponding error.

of
ap
ial
roIat

Bit

Error type

31..9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2

reserved (=OOh)
data path
code cache data entry
code cache linear tags
data cache linear tags
PLA
microcode ROM
data cache data entry
code cache phywal tag
data cache physlcal tag

:he

0

nd
nal
ata

Table 13.4: BIST error code

Note that the AMD5,86 starts operation independently of the BIST result, that is, the system
boots. The BIST can also be started through the test access port with the RUNBIST instruction
(see Section 9.85).
:he

ied
the
0%

Output Float Test Mode
5 The Pentium calls this test mode the tristate test mode. Apart from this both operating modes
are the same.
Functional Redundancy Checking

are
ted

i This test mode is also the same as the functional redundancy checking of the Pentium. Details
are discussed in Section 11.3.9.
4 Branch Trace Cycles
h~ the same manner as the Pentium, the 5,86 drives a hrnnch trnce ~nessn~e srccinl cycle ( BE7% = 11011111) when the value of DC in the hardware configuration register HWCR is equal
to OOlb (on the Pentium you must set the ETE bit in test register TR12) and the processor
performs a branch. But the signal encodings differ. The following shows the branch trace special
cycle of the AMD5,86:
Fh-st cycie:
Nl

NO.
1ua

0

.A29

(first

cycle)

undefined

undefined

:‘u7..A20

o

;a19..,,
?A3

cs selector of the addraas where the branch originates
0
EIP of the addreae

where the branch originates

14 Pure 32-bit Technology - The Pentium Pro
The Pentium Pro is impressive because of the size of its package (7.76 cm x 6.25 cm) and the
huge number of pins (387). The reason for the first is the integration of the L2-cache together
with the CPU die in one single package. At present, it is not yet possible to add further to the
5.5 million transistors of the Pentium Pro CPU a 256 kbyte SRAM (about 2 million transistors)
or a 512 kbyte SRAM (about 4 million transistors) on a single chip. Intel therefore decided to
form the L2-SRAM as a separate die but to connect it to the areal,> Pentium Pro within the same
package with a dedicated LZcache bus which runs at the full CPU speed. This raises the
manufacturing costs but improves system performance because of the much higher L2-cache
clock (up to 200 MHz) compared to the bus clock (66 MHz). Figure 14.1 shows a photo of the
Pentium Pro. Note that the 200 MHz Pentium Pro with the 512 kbyte L2-cache has a power
consumption of up to 38 W; 12.4 A are flowing through the contact pins (for comparison: even
strong aspirators drain a maximum of only 7-8 A, but at 220 V, not just 3.3 V)

But differences compared to the I’entium are, of course, not just limited to the larger pnck~l??
and the integrated L2-cache. The Pentium Pro also implements the following avant-gardc-lihe
RISC technologies to accelerate program execution (which are partially present air&y in &’
Cyrix 6x86 or the AMD5,86):
- dynamic program execution,
_ three 12.staged pipelines,
- on-chip FPU,
_ separate Ll-code and data caches with write-back strategy,
?9A
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out-of-order completion of instructions,
register renaming with 40 registers,
data forwarding,
dynamic branch prediction,
speculative program execution,
(glueless) multiprocessing with up to four Pentium Pros without additional logic,
address bus enhanced to 36 bits for a physical address space of 64 Gbytes,
new functions CMOVcc for conditional MOV operations,
integrated L2-cache within the same package which is connected over a dedicated bus running at the full CPU clock.

14.1 Pins and Signals
The Pentium Pro comes in a modified SPGA (Staggered Pin Grid Array) with a total of 387 pins.
Many of the signals and pins are already known from the Pentium.
Because the Pentium Pro (especially with the integration of the L2-cache) has a completely different bus interface, all signals and the corresponding terminals will be discussed briefly. Note
.that many of the Pentium’s signals have been replaced by inverted signals (signal ), for example,
D63-DO by D63-DO. Additionally, the Pentium Pro bus uses a multiplexing scheme, that is,
many signals must share a common pin. The following list corresponds to the pin names of
Figure 14.2 but takes into account the multiplexing by reference to the physical terminals. The
jvarious bus phases are discussed in Section 14.6.

I

IA3bA3 (I/O)
pins Cl, El, E3, E5, E7, E9, Gl, G3, G5, G7, G9, Jl, J3, J5, J7, J9, L3, L5, L7, L9, Nl, N3, N5,
,N7, N9, Ql, Q3, Q5, Q7, Q9, Sf, S3, 55
iThese 33 pins form the 29 (32-bit address bus) and 33 (36-bit address bus) high-order bits of the
,.;address bus for read and write accesses. The three low-order address bits AO-A2 are encoded
!by the g-byte enable signals BEO-BE7 during the second bus clock of the request phase.

A20M (I)
pin All
If a low-level signal is applied to this address-20 mask pin, then the Pentium Pro masks the
address bit A20 internally before every memory access. It therefore emulates the wrap-around
of
. . the 8086 at address 1M. A20M must be enabled only in real mode.
% (0; Multi: I)
Pin AE3
A 10~ level of the address status signal indicates that the request phase of a new bus cycle has
Lbeen started.

i

.
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P

7
F
1
F
P
ti
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S
P

;
r
'I

t1
Pentium Ro
(150 MHz to 200 MHz)

i;
0
0
1
1

7

P
‘I
a
S:
i
0
0
0
0
0
*

B

P
AERR (I/O)
Pin AE9
If the detection of address parity errors is enabled then the Pentium Pro outputs_an active-l@”
address error signal AERR when a parity
error
OCCLUS on the address bus ( A35 A3, m,
~API) or the request bus (m-m, ADS, RF’). If the detection of address parity errors ”
disabled then the Pentium Pro ignores all of these errors.

1
P
1C
L
01
01
ii
01

I --
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API, APO (I/O)
Pins S9, Ul
The Pentium Pro supports parity formation for the address bus by means of the two address
parity signals ??i and APO. API is assigned the address bits A35-A24, APO the address bits
A23-A3. Parity errors are reported in the transaction’s error phase. The Pentium Pro provides
the parity bits APx for write cycles so that there is always an even number of low-level signals
(because of the active-low address and parity signals). For a data read the system must provide
signals to the APx pins which lead to an even parity (that is, the total A35-A24 and API or
A&A3 and APO must have an even number of OS).

- -

ASZl, ASZO (I/O)
Pins W5 ( REQ4 ), Y 1 ( REQ3 1
These two signals define the size of the address bus for a transaction. They share the pins with
the signals REQ4 and REQ3. The following encodings are valid:
‘Asz1 . . AS20

I

~emcry bus

Agents

00

32 bits

32- and 36-bit

01

36 bits

36.bit

10

(reserved,

11

(reserved)

agents

agents

- --

ATTR7- Al-I-R0 (I/O)
Piis El, E3, G3, G5, G7, G9, J9, L9 ( A31.. A24)
These attribute signals indicate the cache attributes of the transaction. They correspond to the
attributes in the memory type range registers MTRR and the page table attributes. The signals
share the pins with the address signals A31.. A24. The following assignments are valid:

I

Z%i? . ATTRO
00000000

Memory type

00000100

write-combining

00000101

write-through

00000110

write-protected

00000111

write-back

else

reserved

uncachable

(UC)
(WC)
(WT)
(VW)

(WE%)

BCLK (I)
Pi Al9
This pin is supplied with the bus clock signal at which the Pentium Pro operates externally. The
processor generates its internal clock by multiplying the frequency of the BCLK according to the
~ ~
levels at the pins LINTI, LINTO, IGNNE, A20M during a reset. Valid combinations are:
LIm,

LINTO,

IGNNE,

A20M

Frequency

0000

2

0001

4

do10

3
reserved

ratio

PCLK/BCLK
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0100
0101
0110
0111..1110
1111
-

5/2
reserved
712
reserved
2

-

BE7- BE0 (I/O)
Pins L5, Nl, N3, N5, N7, Ql, Q7, Q9 ( Al5 . . A8)
These byte enable signals determine which byte groups of the 64-bit data bus carry valid data
in the current bus cycle. m corresponds to the low-order data byte D7-DO; BE7 to the highorder data byte D63-D56. For special cycles the byte enable signals define the type of the cyle:
Eii..BBo
00000001

00000010
00000011
00000100
00000101
00001110
00000111
else

shutdown
cache flush (INVD, WBINVD)
halt
synchronization
flush acknowledge
stop grant acknowledge
SMI acknowledge
reserved

BERR (I/O)
Pin C5
An active signal with a low level at this bus error pin indicates that a bus error occurred which
did not damage the bus protocol and can be recovered. Examples are parity errors.
BINIT (I/O)
Pin AC43
If a bus error occurs which cannot be recovered and which endangers the stability of the COI~Iplete system then a bus agent activates this bus initalization signal BINIT. This advises all
agents to reset their respective bus interfaces. Such an error usually prohibits the repetition ot
the respective transaction.
BNR (I/O)
Pin U7
Every bus agent may activate this block next request signal BNR to block further bus trailsactions. This usually occurs when external buffers for data and/or addresses are full and cannot
accept additional data.

--__~

BP3, BPZ, BPMl, BPMO (I/O)
Pins AA39, AC39, AC41, AE43
The breakpoint pins BP3, BPZ, BPMl and BPMO correspond to the debug registers DR3-Dlt0
If a breakpoint occurs for one of these registers then the Pentium Pro activates the correspondill$
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BPx pin. By means of the two bits PBl and PBO in the debug mode control register DR4 you can
determine whether BPMl and BPMG will be used as breakpoint pins (PBx = 1) or for performante monitoring. By means of these signals BP3, BP2 and m, m, breakpoint hits can
be detected externally by hardware.
BPRI (1)
Pin U5
The Pentium Pro detects at this bus priority agent pin a bus request by the priority agent (in
general the system controller). Note that all Pentium Pros in a multiprocessor system are symmetrical agents and request the control of the bus through the BREQx pins.

--

BR3 - BRO (I, I, I, 0)
Pins AAI, AC5, U9, W3
These four bus request pins read the BREQx signals ( BR3- BRl) or output the corresponding
BREQx signal. These signals refer to symmetrical bus agents. The priority bus agent, on the
other hand, requests the bus via BPRI. Which BREQx signal is applied to which BRx pin is
defined during configuration.
CPUPRES (0)
Pin B2
A low-level signal at this CPU present pin indicates that a processor is present in the corresponding socket.
D&DO (110)
Pins A27, A29, A31, A33, A35, A37, A39, A41, A43, A45, C25, C27, C29, C31, C33, C35, C37,
C39, C41, C43, C45, C47, E39, E41, E43, E45, E47, G39, G41, G43, G45, G47, J39, J41, J43, J45,
J47, L39, L41, L43, L45, L47, N39, N41, N43, N45, N47, Q39, Q41, Q43, Q45, Q47, S39, S41,
S43, S45, S47, u43, u45, u47, w43, w45, w47, Y47
fie 64 pins form the bidirectional 64-bit data bus of the Pentium Pro for input and output of
data.
%Y (I/O)
Pin AA5
The Pentium Pro or another agent uses the data bus busy signal to keep the control of the bus
if several bus cycles are necessary to carry out a transaction (burst transfers, for example).
D/c (I/O)
Pin W7 ( REQl)

.$I:%

signal indicates whether the transaction is a code fetch (D/C = 0) or a data access
Z;z(D/
c
= I). The signal shares a pin with REQI.
..$
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DEFER (I)
Pin Y5
An inactive high-level signal at this pin indicates to the Pentium Pro that the started transaction
will be completed in the programmed order. If the DEFER signal is low, on the other hand, then
the addressed agent must complete the transaction with a response phase. Deferred response
(the transaction will be completed later), retry response (the transaction shall be repeated) and
hard error are all valid.
DEN (110)
Pin S3 ( EXFl and A4, respectively)
If the started transaction may be deferred by the responding agent, the Pentium Pro outputs a
defer enable signal with a low level.

DEP7-DEPO (I/O)
Pins U39, W39, W41, Y43, Y45, AA47, AC45, AC47
In the case of the data bus the Pentium Pro supports not only a simple parity function but also
a powerful ECC code similar to that for hard disks. Thus, errors can not only be detected more
reliably, but also corrected automatically. If this detection and correction function is enabled
then single-bit errors can be repaired and 22.bit errors are detected.

m-m

(I/O)
Pins Gl, Jl, J3, J5, J7, L3, L7, N9 ( A23 A16)
The eight deferred ID signals identify the agent type ( DID7 1, the agent itself ( DID6.. m) and
the transaction (m.. m). Symmetrical agents (as in the Pentium Pro) have an agent type
0, priority agents a type 1.
DRDY (I/O)
Pin AA3
An active data ready signal (low level) indicates that valid data is available on the data bus. A
delayed enabling of DRDY leads to wait cycles.
DSZl, DSZO (I/O)
Pins W5 ( REQ4), Yl ( REQ3)
The two signals define the data bus for a transaction; presently the Pentium Pro always emits
00. The signals share the pins with REQ4 and REQ3.

m-m

(I/O)
-Pins Q3, Q5, Sl, 53, 55, ( A7.. A3

)

The signals at these Extended Function pins define special functions according to the following
assignment:
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EXFx

Function

za

access

to

EXF3

split

lock

EXFZ
Expl

reserved
defer enable
reserved

Expo

SMKRAM
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(Sex? SMMEM)

lsee SPLCK)
(see

6%i)

FERR (01
Pin C l 7
This pin provides an active low-level signal when a non-masked exception occurs in the floatingpoint unit.
FLUSH (I)
Pin Al5
If the cache flush pin is supplied a FLUSH signal with a low level then the Pentium Pro writes
back all modified cache lines of the data cache into memory and invalidates the caches. After
completion of the cache flush the Pentium Pro drives a flush acknowledge special cycle (see
D/T, Ml @, WI R).
FRCERR (I/O)
Pin c9
If that processor which operates as the checker in functional redundancy checking (FRC) mode
encounters a difference between
a signal of the master and its own, it activates this FRC error
.
signal.
HIT (0; Multi: I/O)
Pin AC3
The HIT signal indicates the result of a snoop cycle. If the snoop cycle leads to a hit in the
Chip data or code cache, then the Pentium Pro activates the HIT signal.

on-

m (0; Multi: 110)
pin AA7
The hit modified line signal indicates, in a similar manner to HIT, the result of a snoop cycle.
A hit to a modified line in an on-chip data cache causes the Pentium Pro to provide a low-level
HITM signal.

m

(0)
pin c3
An active internal error signal with a low level at this pin indicates an internal error of the
1% Pentium Pro (for example, a parity error in the Ll- or L2-cache).
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IGNNE (I)
Pin A9

If this ignore numeric error pin is supplied a low-level signal, and if the NE bit in control
register CR0 is cleared, then the Pentium Pro ignores numerical errors (exceptions) and continues the execution of floating-point instructions; but FERR will be activated nevertheless. If the
NE bit in the control register CR0 is set then IGNNE has no effect.
INIT (I)
Pin Cl1
A low-level signal at this initialization pin resets the Pentium Pro into a defined initial state
similar to a reset. However, internal caches, write buffers, model registers and floating-point
registers are not reset but keep their values unchanged.
INTRlLINTO (I)
Pin AG43
A high level at this interrupt pin indicates that an interrupt request has been issued by a
hardware device. If the interrupt flag IE in the EFlag register is set then the Pentium Pro completes the current instruction and executes immediately afterwards an INTA cycle to read the
interrupt number from the interrupt controller. Depending on the operating mode, the Pentium
Pro calls the corresponding handler through the interrupt vector table or the interrupt descriptor
table. The INTR detection can be masked by clearing the IE flags. In this way hardware interrupt
requests can be disabled. If the on-chip APIC is enabled, this pin becomes local interrupt 0 and
can be programmed for various interrupt modes.

__ -

LENl, LEN0 (I/O)
Pins W7 ( REQl), W9 ( REQO)
These two
__ signals define
___the length of a data transfer for a transaction. They share the pins with
signals REQl and REQO. The following encodings are valid:
-_
LEN1 . . LEN0

Length

00

0..8 bytes

01

16 bytes

10

32 bytes

11

reserved

Note that lh-byte transfers are carried out only by external agents. The Pentium Pro drives ~~1’
transfer cycles either as single transfer cycles with a data length between 0 and 8 bytes, or a5
burst transfers with a length of 32 bytes.
LOCK (0; Multi: I/O)
Pin AA9
With an active LOCK, that is, a low signal level, the Pentium Pro will not pass the bus contm’
to another bus master. It carries out a well-known locked bus cycle.
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NMIlLINT (I)
Pin AG41
If a high-level signal is applied to this pin then the Pentium Pro issues an interrupt 2 which
cannot be masked - the well-known non-maskable interrupt. After completion of the currently
active instruction, the Pentium Pro interrupts program execution and serves this interrupt. Note
that, unlike INTR, no INTA sequence is carried out because the vector is preprogrammed by
hardware to the value 421). If the on-chip APIC is enabled then this pin becomes local interrupt
1 and can be programmed for various interrupt modes.
PICCLK (I)
Pin AA43
This pin is supplied with the clock signal for the on-chip APIC (programmable interrupt controller clock).
PICDl, PICDO (110)
Piis AA41, AE41
PICDl and PICDO form the 2-bit APIC data bus.
PLLZ, PLLl
Pins C19, C23
,.i.
Thes e pins serve for decoupling the internal phase lock loop generators which generate the
inter nal processor clocks. To avoid signal peaks the two PLL pins must be connected over a
.‘O.l p F capacitor.
,:.\
PRI:% (0)
‘Pin’ Y39
w-level signal at this probe ready pin indicates that the Pentium Pro is running in probe
e. PRDY is used to implement the Intel debug port.
<GOOD (I)
AG7
ictive power good signal at this pin informs the CPU that all supply voltages are stable and
within the requested margins.
24- REQO (1101
W5, w7, w9, Yl, Y3
five request pins provide signals or detect signals of other busmasters to define or detect
started bus cycle. For an extended request these pins output or detect extended information
le second request clock. Valid combinations are:
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Normal

request
-_
Meaning
REQ4.. REQO

0 0 0 0 0
00001

deferred reply
reserved

Extended reply
_-~
REQ4.. REQO
REQ4 . . REQO
01000

01000
01000
01001
01001
01001
10000
10001
1100x
as010
?lSOll
as100
as110
as101
as111

z&o0

S&O1
Z&1X
z&o0
Z&O1
x&lx
_dsxln
dsxln
x&xx
dsxln
z&r;;
dSXln
dsxln
dsxln
dsxln

Meaning

acknowledge
special transaction
reserved
branch trace message
reserved
reserved
I/O read
I/O write
reserved
memory read and invalidate
reserved
code fetch from memory
data read from memory
data write (without retry)
data write (with retry)
interrupt

Note:
x=any value
as=addresa bus size (AS?. signal): 00=32-bit memory, 32+36-bit agents; 01=36-bit memory.
36-bit agents; lO=reserved; ll=reserved
&=data bus size ( DSZ signal): always 00 for Pentiw Pro
G=data transfer length: 00=0..8 bytes; 01=16 bytes; lo=32 bytes; ll=reserved

The REQx signals have the same job as the D/T, M/m and W/R signals of the x86 processors
up to the Pentium.
RESET (I)
Pin Y41
If this pin is on a low level for at least 15 CLK cycles then the processor aborts its operation
completely and carries out an internal reset. For that purpose all internal caches are invalidated
(note that modified cache lines are not written back).

iiF (I/O)
Pin AC7
The Pentium Pro also supports parity for the signals REQ4-REQO and %% by means of the
request parity signal m. Parity errors are reported in the error phase of the transaction.
RSZ- RSO (I)
Pins AC9, AE5, AE7
The addressed agent of a bus transaction applies signals to these three response status pins; the?
indicate the status of the transaction. The encodings have the following meanings:
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Response

000

idle

001

retrv’

010

deferred

011

reserved

100

hard error

101

no data

110

implicit

111

data OK

response

write-back

RSP (II
Pin U3
_The Pentium Pro also supports parity for the response signals RS2- RSO through this response
parity signal RSP. Note that the addressed agent must generate the parity signal; the Pentium
Pro checks the parity only. Parity errors are reported in the error phase of the transaction.

SMI (I)
Pin Wl
An active-low signal at this input for at least two CLK cycles enables the system management
mode of the Pentium Pro.
SMMEM (I/O)
Pin Q3 ( EXF4 and A7, respectively)
If the Pentium Pro accesses the SMM-RAM in system management mode then it outputs an
active-low signal at this SMMEM pin. The signal shares this pin with signal m.

SPLCK
Pin Sl

(I/O)

( EXF3 and A6, respectively)

An active-low signal at this Split Lock pin indicates that the Pentium Pro carries out a locked
access which spans a qword border (8 bytes). The signal shares this pin with A6.
STPCLK (I)
Pin A3
If an active-low signal is applied to this stop clock pin the Pentium Pro switches off its internal
&rcessor clock at the next instruction border. This lowers power consumption significantly.
Inter-processor and external snoop cycles are still served.

TCK

(I)

h-l AS
‘i.l.(

IS

test clock pin is supplied with the test clock signal for the JTAG boundary scan test.
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TDI (I)
Pin Al3
TAP (test access port) instructions and data are supplied to this Test Data Input pin TDI synchronously with TCK in a serial manner.

TDO (0)
Pin Cl3
This test data output pin TDO outputs instructions and result data of the boundary scan test
synchronously with TCK in a serial manner.
TESTHI (#)
Pins A23, A25, AE39
These pins should be connected to VccP.
TESTLO
Pins C21, AS39, AS41, AS43, AS45, BA13, BA .15, BA33, BA37, BC13, BC15, BC33, BC37
These pins should be connected to GND.
THERMTRIP (0)
Pin A17
The Pentium Pro has an internal temperature sensor to protect the electronic components against
overheating. If the sensor temperature goes beyond 135 “C, the processor automatically shuts
down and outputs a low-level THERMTRIP signal to indicate this shutdown to the system
Only a reset can restart the Pentium Pro (after cooling down).
TMS (I)
Pin Cl5
If a high-level signal is applied to this test mode select pin, the test access port enables the JTAG
test logic for the boundary scan test.
TRDY (1)
Pin Y9
The addressed agent for a write access provides at this target ready pin an active-low signal to
indicate that it can now receive write data. This means that TRDY has the same function for
write accesses as the former ready signal.
TRST (1)
Pin A7
An active-low signal at this test reset pin initializes the boundary scan test logic.
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up (0)
Pin AG3

In the Pentium Pie this update present pin is floating; in the Pentium Pro Overdrive it is grounded
internally, that is, it is on a low level and indicates an overdrive (upgrade).
VIDJ-VIDO (#)
Pins ASl, AS3, AS5, AS?
These four pins identify the primary supply voltage required by the Pentium Pro. They are
connected internally to ground (value = O), or are floating (value = 1). The following assignments
are valid:
Voltage

[VI

VID3..VIDO

voltage

[VI

"ID3..VIDO

3.5

0000

2.7

1000

3.4

0001

2.6

1001

3.3

0010

2.5

1010

3 . 2

0011

2.4

1011

3.1

0100

2.3

1100

3.0

0101

2.2

1101

2.9

0110

2.1

2.8

0111

no

1110
CPU

1111

w/i6 (I/O)
I’ii W7 (REQI)

;t
5

Fe signal indicates whether the concerned transaction is a write-back (W/ WB = 0) or an ordiny data write access (W/ WB = 0). The signal shares the pin with the REQl signal.

$a s pin is not used by the Pentium Pro. On the Pentium Pro Overdrive it supplies the power
for the cooling fan.

VCCP (I)
pins 84, 88, Blh, B24, 832, B40, 844, F2, F6, F42, F46, K4, K44, P2, P6, 1’42, P46, T4, T44, X6,
x42, AB4, AB44, AJ3, AJ7, AJ41, AJ45, ALl, AL5, AL9, AL39, AL43, AL47, AN3, AN7,
‘m41, AN45, AQl, AQ5, AQ9, AQ39, AQ43, AQ47, BA17, BA21, BA25, BA29
VccP represents the primary supply voltage.
..b
,’ *i

,+cs (I)
-+s AUI, AU5, AU9, AU39, AU43, AU47, AW3, AW7, AW41, AW45, AM, AY3, AY5, AY7,
9, AY39, AY41, AY43, AY45, AY47, BA3, BA7, BA41, BA45, BC19, BC23, BC27, BC31
cs is the secondary supply voltage. It is required by some LZ-caches of the Pentium Pro.
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VrefO-Vref7 (I)
Pins Al, A47, C7, S7, U41, Y7, AE47, AG45
These eight pins are supplied with the reference voltage for the GTL+ -buffers (gunning transceiver logic) of the Pentium Pro because these buffers determine high and low levels in comparison to a reference voltage. Normally the pins Vref3-VrefO as well as the pins Vref7-Vref4
are interconnected.
GND (I)
Pins B6, B12, B20, B28, B36, B42, B46, F4, F8, F40, F44, K2, K6, KS, K40, K42, K46, P4, P8, P40,
P44, T2, T6, TB, T40, T42, T46, X2, X4, X8, X40, X44, X46, AB2, AB6, AB8, AB40, AB42, AB46,
AF2, AF4, AF6, AF8, AF40, AF42, AF44, AF46, AJI, AJ5, AJ9, AJ39, AJ43, AJ47, AL3, AL7, AL41,
AL45, ANl, AN5, AN9, AN39, AN43, AN47, AQ3, AQ7, AQ41, AQ45, AU3, AU7, AU41, AU45,
Awl, AW5, AW7, AW39, AW43, AW47, BAl, BA5, BA9, BA19, BA23, BA27, BA31, BA39, BA43,
BA47, BCl, BC3, BC5, BC7, BC9, BC17, BC21, BC25, BC29, BC39, BC41, BC43, BC45, BC47
res
Pins A21, Ll, ACl, AEl, AE45, AG5, AG9, AG39, AG47, AS9, AS47, BAll, BA35, BCll,
BC35
These pins are reserved for a future use.

14.2 Internal Structure
The 12 stages of the three Pentium Pro pipelines - this processor is obviously a superpipelimi
superscdar - allow a reduction in length of each pipeline (they are passed through in a shorter
time) and an increase in clock frequency, but scheduling the individual instructions gets much
more complicated. For example, a branch prediction (which is carried out upon code fetch) wilt
be verified 10 to 12 stages later (in general, up to 12 clock cycles). This shows that the speculative execution and reordering of instructions must be performed much more extensively than
on a Cyrix 6x86 or AMD5,86. The key to doing this is the instruction pool.

14.2.1 Functional Units
The complex functional units of the Pentium Pro require more than five million transistors to
ensure trouble-free operation of the processor. Figure 14.3 shows a block diagram of the Penbun’
Pro CPU kernel with these units.
The connection with the L2-cache is formed by a dedicated cache bus with a data width of 64
bits. Because this bus runs at the full processor clock, all accesses to the LZ-cache are reducedAdditionally, it supports up to four pending cache accesses. Note that the cycle time at 200 MHz
is as short as 5 ns. For a typical bus clock of 66 MHz, a cycle lasts 15 ns. The second interface
to the outside world (for all l/O and memory accesses which lead to a miss in the L- as wd’
as the L2-cache) is the system bus. The data bus width of the Pentium Pro is 64 bits, and the
width of the address bus has been widened to 36 bits, but you must enable this extension of four
bits explicitly with the CR4 control register.
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SRAM

Die

System Bus

+

t

+

Register Alias Table

I

Reservation

Station

I

The bus interface forms a connection between the system and cache bus as well as the two Llcaches of the Pentium Pro. The Ll data cache is implemented as a Z-way set-associative cache
with a capacity of 8 kbytes and two access ports. Therefore one write access (write port) and one
read access (read port) can be carried out in one single clock cycle. The data cache supports all
four of the MESI states. The Ll code cache has a 2-way set-associative organization and a
storage capacity of 8 kbytes.
The instruction fetch stage IF fetches instructions from the cache which are decoded in the
instruction decoder by three units operating in parallel. Two units serve for decoding simple
instructions which do not require microcode (for example, MOV reg, reg). The third unit decodes complex CISC instructions with the help of microcode (for example, REP MOVS). Of
course, there is also a powerful branch prediction logic. The corresponding branch target buffer
BTB stores 512 branch targets together with history information to predict branches as correctly
as possible. This is essential, with regard to the depth of the I’entium Pro pipelines (12 stages),
to implement speculative instruction execution.
In the register alias table references to the x86 registers (EAX, BP, etc.) are recalculated to
references to the 40 internal registers of the Pentium Pro. That is, a so-called (<register renaming))
is carried out. The actual instruction execution is carried out in one of five execution units which
are supplied bv the reservation station with instructions. There are two units for flo.lting-point
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instructions (FPU I + II), two units for integer instructions (INT I + II) and one memory urlt
(MIU = memory interface unit). All five of these units can operate independently of each other,
that is, a maximum of five instructions may be executed per clock cycle. Intel indicates a sustained rate of three instructions (but note that these are so-called ~-0~s; you will find details in
the next section). In the retire unit, data dependencies are resolved, branches are verified and
the x86 architectural registers are written.
Additionally, an APIC (Advanced Programmable Interrupt Controller) is integrated on the
Pentium Pro die to enable multiprocessing with up to four Pentium Pros.

14.2.2 Instruction Pool and Micro-ops
The Pentium Pro is a so-called <<3-way superscalars), that is, it can issue or complete a maximum
of three instructions per clock cycle. For this purpose it has three pipelines. Each of these
pipelines comprises 12 stages, thus we are confronted with a superpipelined architecture. But
the high number of stages also leads to some problems. Data dependencies appear, even with
large distances between the instructions concerned (for example, ADD eax, ebx , MOV edx,
eax). Conventional instruction execution in <<flab) pipelines (for example, in the Pentium with its
five integer stages) is impossible here without stalling the pipelines frequently. Thus, the Pentium
Pro implements decoupled pipelines and replaces the simple (<execution>> of an instruction with
two decoupled phases: dispatch/execute and retire. This means that the instructions in the various
pipelines are to be executed as independently as possible. This leads automatically to the concept of out-of-order instruction execution, which is used extensively on the Pentium Pro by a
so-called imtruction pool. For this purpose the pipelines are divided into four groups: IF/decode
unit, dispatch/execution unit, retire unit and just this instruction pool. The principle of instruction execution in the Pentium Pro is shown in Figure 14.4.

Ll

Instruction
Cache

Ll Data Cache

Instruction Pool

The IF/decode unit reads one cache line (32 bytes) per clock cycle from the Ll instruction Cache,
marks simultaneously the start and end of the x86 instructions in the instruction cache, al’ d
carries out a branch prediction, if necessary. Afterwards, the instruction fetch stage IF transfers
16 bytes to the decoding unit. It has two decoders for simple and one decoder for complex
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instructions. In a similar way to the AMD5,86, these decoders translate the x86 instructions into
elementary p-ops (p-operations; on the AMD5,86 they are called RISC ops). Simple instructions
(such as ADD reg, reg or MOV reg, reg) are translated into one single p-op; more complicated
instructions into a maximum of four p-ops. These x86 instructions do not need any microcode
Yet. Only complex CISC instructions are translated in the corresponding decoder into a string
of p-ops. With every clock cycle the two decoders for simple instructions can generate one
p-op each, and the decoder for complex instructions a maximum of four p-ops; together this
leads to a maximum of six p-ops per clock cycle. All references to x86 registers are mapped to
references to Pentium Pro registers (40 registers for integer and floating point).
Note that afterwards only the p-ops are executed in the execution units and not the original x86
ins&ction. This translation is carried out in exactly the order in which the x86 instructions
$ appear in the program. Up to this point we have in-order execution. Afterwards, the IF/decoder
i unit transfers the corresponding p-ops to thg instruction pool (other manufacturers may call it,
i for example, the reorder buffer) where the dynamic (out-of-order) execution starts.
:*
’ The dispatch/execution unit controls the dynamic instruction execution and distributes the various
i, pops to the execution units. Because there are five units available (two FI’LJ, two integer and
one memory unit), a maximum of five p-ops can be issued per clock cycle. Typically, a sustained
; issue rate of three instructions per clock cycle is achieved. But note that this refers to p-ops
g
y which often are less powerful than x86 instructions. Three p-ops per clock cycle therefore means
bfor simple instructions only three x86 instructions per clock also.
:; In the instruction pool there are typically 20 to 30 p-ops awaiting execution. Every p-op is as% signed information which indicates the preparation, execution and result states. A p-op, for
&example, is ready for execution when it owns all necessary operands (thus, eventually after
&fetching an operand from memory). The instruction pool then starts instruction execution by
.a. transferring it together with the operands to the corresponding execution unit. This may occur
I:19 UI‘te independently of the originally programmed instruction order (although the dispatch/
:G execution unit tries to issue the instructions in the original order as far as possible by means of
a pseudo FIFO algorithm). Note that for the execution of an instruction, only the operands and
a free execution unit are necessary. If an instruction in the pool cannot be started, for example,
,)ecause of an unavailable execution unit or missing operands, the pool simply looks for another
~,instruction which is ready for execution and issues this one. This dynamic instruction execution
I”’
;_ means that blocked instructions which might stall the entire processor (for example, because of
+~a memory access with cache miss) may be avoided. Instead, other instructions are executed (for
gexample, while the bus interface waits for read data).
;:7
-‘%The results of these 20-30 foresightedly executed instructions (also speculatively executed in$sh’uctions after a branch belonging to them) are stored into the Pentium Pro registers but not the
$‘:%I registers. <<Foresighted- here means that the instruction pointer Eli’ has not been updated
$Yet. x86 architectural registers are written only in programmed order to avoid, for example, an
er register value overwriting a newer one. First, the results are returned together with the
struction to the pool.
retire unit permanently searches the instruction pool for completed instructions. But the
ement does not occur until the instruction is the next instruction according to the proammed order, that is, all former instructions have been completed and their results have been
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written-back to the x86 registers. This refers particularly to memory write accesses (to the cache
or the system bus). The retire unit of the Pentium Pro can retire a maximum of three u-ops per
clock cycle and remove them from the instruction pool. The 20 to 30 instructions carried out in
advance lead to an average of five branches. The Pentium Pro thus supports up to five speculative levels. In summary, one could state that dynamic instruction execution means that instructions are started in any order, but are completed in exactly the programmed order. Additionally,
the four functional groups (IF/decoding unit, dispatch/execution unit, retire unit and the instruction pool) of the pipeline are strongly decoupled. The instruction pool serves as a common
((pot)> from which the other three units help themselves.

,

14.2.3 Ll- and LZ-caches
The Pentium Pro integrates two separate Ll-caches for code and data on the CPU die, and has
an additional L2-cache in the same package. The connection is formed by a dedicated L2-cache
bus with a data width of 64 bits running at the full CPU clock (up to 200MHz).
The Ll-data cache is implemented as a 2-way set-associative cache with a capacity of 8 kbytej
and two access ports. Therefore, one write access (write port) and one read access (read port)
can be carried out in one single clock cycle. Additionally, the data cache supports all four of the
MESI states. The Ll-code cache has a 2-way set-associative organization and a storage capacity
of 8 kbytes. The data and code unified LZ-cache with its 4-way set-associative organization
supports up to four pending cache accesses and offers a storage capacity of 256 kbytes or
512 kbytes. Details of these integrated caches may be found using the CPUID instruction (Settion 14.8). Of course, all caches support the MESI protocol.

14.3 New Pentium Pro Features
In addition to the completely new internal structure of the Pentium Pro and its advanced program execution strategies, there are some more innovations which are also visible to the outside
(that is, you as a programmer can use them). The following sections discuss these in brief.
However, machine-specific details are given in connection with the model-specific registers.

14.3.1 New Instructions
Five new instruction groups have been added with the Pentium Pro:
- CMOVcc: Conditional Move;
- RDPMC: Read Performance Counter;
- UD2: Undefined;
- FCMOVcc: Conditional FPU Move;
- FCOMx, FUCOMx: FP Compare.
The two most important are CMOVcc and FCMOVcc; they allow the conditional execution (”
MOV instructions. Up to now a combination of a conditional jump and a normal MOV instruition has been necessary.

,
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Move a

Example:

register

o p e r a n d to !%AX if the carry flag is set:
L

Pentium
cMcl”C

“ 9 to now

Pro

eax,

edx

JNC go_on
MO”

eax, edx

go_on:

Using RDPMC, programs may read the performance counter (counters 0 and 1) without detouring the model-specific registers. If in control register CR4 the PCE bit (Performance Counter
Enable) is set programs with CPL = 1, 2 or 3 can also access the counters, else only kernel
programs with CPL = 0. Before calling the RDPMC instruction you must specify in register ECX
the counter to read (OOOOh or OOOlh). After RDPMC, EDX:EAX holds the 40-bit value of the
corresponding counter.

14.3.2 New Control Functions in CR4
The control register CR4 implements some new control flags. They activate the additional four
address bits A35-A32, enable global pages and also allow the execution of the RDPMC instruction for application programs with CPL = I,2 or 3. Figure 14.5 shows the structure of the control
register CR4; new flags are marked.

PCE:

Performance Counter Enable

PGE:

Page Global Enable

MCE:

MachIne Check Enable

PAE:

Physical Address Extension

l=ADPMC lor CPL=O, 1. 2. 3

O=RDPMC only for CPL=O
O=global

l=global pages enabled
l=machine check exception enabled

pages disabled

O=machine check exceptlon disabled
0=32-bit address bus

1=36-bit address bus

PSE:

Page Size Extension

DE:

Debugging

TSD:

Time Stamp Disable

PVI:

Protected Mode Vnual

WVIE:

Vtrtual 6066 Mode Extension

0=4 kbyte pages

1=4Mbyte pages
Extension

l=breakpoinfs also for I/O range
l=RDTSC only for CPL=O

O=breakpoints only for memory addresses
C=RDTSC also for CPL=J..l

Interrupts

l=virtual interrupt flags in protected mode
l=vtrtual interrupt flags in virtual 6086 mode

O=no virtual interrupt flags
O=no virtual interrupt flags
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Flag PAE (Physical Address Extension) enables the four address lines A35-A32 to gener,ite
36-bit addresses; to do this it is necessary to activate paging. Details are discussed in Section
14.3.3. By setting PGE you activate the global page function of the Pentium Pro (the 5,86 also
implements this function). You will find further details in Section 14.3.4. Application programs
with CPL = 1, 2 or 3 can also use the RDI’MC instruction; the PCE bit must be set. For PCE = 0
only kernel programs can issue the RDPMC instruction without causing an exception.

14.3.3 The 36-bit Address Bus
The Pentium Pro allows the generation of 36-bit addresses when paging is enabled. This increases the physical address space to 64 Gbytes. At present, a main memory of even 4 Gbytes
is still unusual, but in view of experiences with insufficiently planned address paces (remember
640 kbytes) it is always a good idea to be prepared. You enable the 36-bit extension by means
of the PAE flag in control register CR4 (see Figure 14.5). If the extension is active, the Pentium
Pro operates with either 4 kbyte or 2 Mbyte pages (without address extension with 4 kbyte and
4 Mbyte pages). Here, the (<large)> 2 Mbyte pages are directly managed by the page directcry
and not by the page table entry. Enabling address extension leads to some changes in the paging
structure of the Pentium Pro. Figure 14.6 shows the structures of the page table, page directory
and page directory pointer table entry as well as the CR3 register.
Because the ordinary structures are implemented for 32-bit addresses and, therefore, there are
no free bits, the page table and page directory entries have been enlarged to 64 bits for address
extension on the Pentium Pro. The four low-order bits 35..32 of the extension hold the four highorder base address bits A35..A32. Note that such 64-bit structures are required only with
enabled address extension. In the case of ordinary 32-bit addressing the Pentium Pro also uses
32-bit structures. In addition to the page tables and page directories there is a new page director)
pointer table (what an expression. .). In the hierarchy of the transformation of linear addresses.
this table is located above the page directory. For extended physical addresses the CR3 register
has also been modified slightly: bits CR3.31-CR3.5 define the 27 high-order address bits of the
page directory pointer table base. Therefore, this table can be stored only in the first 4 Gbytes
of physical memory and must be aligned to a 32-byte border. As you can see, this is becoming
very difficult to describe in words, so take a look at Figure 14.7 which shows the address
transformation for 4 kbyte and 2 Mbyte pages.
For the translation of a linear 32.bit address to 4 kbyte pages, bits CR3.32-CR3.5 point to the
beginning of a page directory pointer table which holds a maximum of four entries with 64 bits
each (see Figure 14.6). The two bits A31-A30 of the linear address select a directory pointer
entry which, in turn, indicates the base address of a page directory. The nine address bits ,429
A21 point to one of the 512 directory entries which, again in turn, defines the base address of
a page table. The nine address bits A20-A72 select one of the 512 page table entries. This
determines the base address of the corresponding page. Within the page so addressed, the offset
All-A0 of the linear address determines the location of the memory object which is to be
accessed. In total, there is an address space of 4 Gbytes available within the 36-bit address space
of 64 Gbytes (4 page directory pointer table entries * 512 page directory entries I 512 page table
entries * page size of 4 kbytes). If you compare this translation of the linear address intO B
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4 kbyte Pages
Page Directory Pointer Table Entry
63

46 47

31

16 15

36 35

12

11

9

6

5

4

32

3

2

1

0

Page Directory Entry
48 47

63

36

35

32

L” ” ’ “’ ” ” ” ” “’ ” ’ ” ’ ” 1 ’ ” II
reserved

A&32

16 15

31

12 11

9

i"A,,IL

Base A31.A12
1"""""""""'I

6

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

0

~O~O/O/A~;~$~$~p~

Page Table Entry
46 47

63

36

35

32

’ ’ ’ ’ ’ ’ ’ ’ ’ ’ ’ ’ ’ ’ ’ ’ ’ ’ ’ ’ ’ ’ ’ ’ ’ ’ I ’ ’ ’ 1
reserved

1'

A:5??32

16 15

31

12 11

Base A31 A12
1"""""""""'I

9

/!VA,'L

6

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

0

lGIOIDIA/$l#l$lp~

2 Mbyie Pages
Page Directory Pointer Table Entry
46 47

63
1

"

"

"

"

"

31
I

"

"

"

"

"

"

"

"

36

"

16 15

Base

" A31 "A12

"

resewed
"
"

"

I

'

"

"

12 11

”

AVAIL

32

I”’

A:?!32

'
9

35

8

5

4

3

2

1

(

0

I

Page Directory Entry
46 47

63
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31

16 15

21 20
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A31 Al2
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12 11
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9
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.served

6

7
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6

35

32
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reserved

A%?32

5

4

3

2

1

0

lD/A/;/@I$/P(

CR3 Register
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I

I I

I I I

I I I

I

I I I I I

!6 15

I
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I
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Figure 14.7: Address

transformntion for

512 Entries

2 Mbytes

1

Tl

4 kbyte md 2 Mbyte pages

physical one with the ordinary address translation (see Figure 3.23), you will recognize that al’
additional address translation has appeared with the page directory pointer table. But because’
the Pentium Pro has a lot of internal cache registers which cache such pointers, there IS (near&)
no slow-down of program execution.
The translation of a linear into a physical address in the case of 2 Mbyte pages is carried
an analogous manner; only the translation by means of a page table is missing.

out I”

2 Mbyte pages are managed directly by the page directory, as is the case for 4 Mbyte pages,
without address extension. Also here, an address space of 4 Gbytes is available within the 3hbit address space of 64 Gbytes (4 page directory pointer table entries * 512 page directory entries
* page size of 2 Mbytes).
Every page directory pointer table therefore describes in both a section of 4 Gbytes maximun’

within the phvsical 36.bit address space of storage capacity 64 Gbytes. To make full use of ti1e

MC
M‘
Tir
AP
PO
BK
EN
cc
cc
M
Mc
+Mt
MC
.i Eve
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64 Gbytes you must prepare several page directory pointer tables in memory and change the
entry in the CR3 register accordingly to address these tables. Another possibility is to change

,

the content of one single page directory pointer table dynamically and to keep the pointer in the
CR3 register unchanged.

-.
14.3.4 Global Pages
Every time the CR3 control register is reloaded (that is, a new page directory base address is
written) the Pentium Pro normally invalidates the TLBs for 4 kbyte and 4 Mbyte pages (in the
course of a task switch, for example). But if a certain page is used by several independent tasks
(which is often the case for operating system functions or the video RAM), this invalidation is
obsolete because after invalidation there must be a TLB miss for the page concerned. This
reloads the same entry which was already in the TLB. Therefore, it is advantageous to define
certain pages as globnl. To do that you must first set the GPE bit in control register CR4.
For 4 kbyte and 4 Mbyte pages or 2 Mbyte pages when address extension is enabled, the definition of a page as global differs slightly. Figure 14.6 has already indicated the structure of the
page directory and page table entries with the new G bit when address extensions are enabled.
- 4 kbyte pages: you must set the G bit in the page directory as well as the page table entry.
- 4 Mbyte and 2 Mbyte pages: set the G bit in the page directory entry.

14.4 Model-specific Registers
You will find the concept of model-specific registers also on the Pentium Pro. As the summary
of these registers in Table 14.1 shows, many new model-specific registers have been added
compared to the Fentium, and other have been eliminated.
The following sections give details some of the register groups.

’ Model-specific registers

MSR

Application

Machine check address register
Machine check type register
Time stamp counter
APIC base
Power-on conflguratlon
RlOS update tngger
BIOS update signature
Counter 0
Counter 1
MTRR capacity
MCG capacity
+. MCG status
MCG control
%ent select 1
$_
.&. T
F
‘ a& 14.7: Modrl-spwific ~q~~lcrs of

OOh
Olh
10h
lbh
Zah
79h
8bh
clh
c2h
feh
179h
17ah
17bh
186h

phyvcal address of the error-causing bus cycle
type of the error-causing bus cycle
read/write of the Internal 64.bit counter
base and control values for the on-chip APIC
confIguratIon of various hardware functtons
flash BIOS update
flash BIOS update
performance monltorlng
performance monltorlng
Implemented MTTRs
Implemented machlne check functions
Pentlum Pro status after machlne check exceptlon
machlne check function control
performance momtorlng

t/w I’I’~I~JI~JII

Pm
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Model-specific registers

MSR

Application

Event select 2
Debug control
Branch source
Branch target
interrupt source
Interrupt target
Base MTRR 0
Mask MTRR 0
Base MTRR 1
Mask MTRR 1
Base MTRR 2
Mask MTRR 2
Base MTKR 3
Mask MTRR 3
Base MTRR 4
Mask MTRR 4
Base MTRR 5
Mask MTRR 5
Base MTRR 6
Mask MTRR 6
Base MTRR 7
Mask MTRR 7
Fixed range MTRR-64k700000
Fixed range MTRR-16U80000
Fixed range MTRR-16kfaOOOO
Fixed range MTRR-4WcOOOO
Fixed range MTRR-4k/c8000
Fixed range MTRR-4kIdOOOO
Fixed range MTRR-4kId8000
Fixed range MTRR-4k/eOOOO
Frxed range MTRR-4kfe8000
Fixed range MTRR-4kffOOOO
Fixed range MTRR-4Wf8000
MTRR standard type
MC control register 0
MC status regrster 0
MC adressregister 0
MC control register 1
MC status register 1
MC adressregrster 1
MC control regrster 2
MC status register 2
MC adressregrster 2
MC control regrster 4
MC status regrster 4
M C adressregtster 4
MC control register 3
MC status register 3
MC adressregister 3

1 B7h
ld9h
1 dbh
1 dch
1 ddh
1 deh
2OOh
2Olh
202h
203h
204h
205h
206h
207h
208h
209h
2Oah
2Obh
2Och
2Odh
2Oeh
2Ofh
250h
25Bh
259h
268h
269h
26ah
26bh
26ch
26dh
26eh
26fh
2ffh
400h
401h
402h
404h
405h
406h
408h
409h
40ah
40ch
40dh
40eh
410h
411h
412h

performance monitoring
debugging
EIP of last branch source
EIP of last branch target
EIP for last interrupt
vector of last Interrupt
base of memory range 0
mask of memory range 0
base of memory range 1
mask of memory range 1
base of memory range 2
mask of memory range 2
base of memory range 3
mask of memory range 3
base of memory range 4
mask of memory range 4
base of memory range 5
mask of memory range 5
base of memory range 6
mask of memory range 6
base of memory range 7
mask of memory range 7
memory range with 64k at OOOOOh
memory range with 64k at 80000h
memory range with 16k at aOOOOh
memory range with 4k at cOOOOh
memory range with 4k at c8000h
memory range with 4k at dOOOOh
memory range with 4k at d8000h
memory range with 4k at eOOOOh
memory range with 4k at e8000h
memory range with 4k at fOOOOh
memory range wrth 4k at f8000h
standard memory type
machrne check archrtecture
machine check architecture
machine check architecture
machine check architecture
machine check architecture
machine check architecture
machine check architecture
machrne check architecture
machrne check archrtecture
machine check archrtecture
machine check archrtecture
machrne check archrtecture
machine check architecture
machine check archrtecture
machine check architecture

Table 14.1: cmt
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14.4.1 Memory Type Range Registers (MTRR)
The mernq type range registers are implemented as model-specific registers (accesses with RDMSR
and WRMSR) and serve to provide extensive information about the system memory as <<near))
as possible to the Pentium Pro pipelines; this also relieves the external system controller. Up to
now the system controller has, for example, provided some information about the characteristic
of the addressed memory range by means of signals KEN (cache enable) or WB/&@ fwriteback/write-through). For a multiprocessor configuration these registers must all hold the same
values because they address the same physical memory. Therefore, the range registers also
simplify the multiprocessor operation.
Memory ranges which must be handled in a special manner are usually the video RAM (which
is uncachable; otherwise you would see a change on-screen only in case of a cache miss) or
memory-mapped registers, such as control and data registers of controllers (only a cache miss
would issue some response). Speculative code execution or out-of-order execution can also lead
to problems for some memory ranges. For example, control and data registers of controllers
must not be accessed speculatively: the speculative execution of controller functions would
delay program execution significantly, or would leave the controller in an undefined state if the
speculation were not verified afterwards. Such problems can be avoided by means of the range
‘registers. The control registers of various system chipsets have a similar function; for example,
they lock various address ranges for caching. They can often be accessed via extended BIOS
Configurations.
In total there are 96 range registers for current Pentium Pro versions, and five memory types
are defined. During the second clock of the request phase, the signals A’lTR3- ATTRO encode
the memory type which the Pentium Pro accesses according to its range register entries. In the
following, these memory types are discussed together with the encodings m-m:
Uncachable (UC), ATTRx encoding OOOOb, MTRR type OOh: this memory range is uncachable,
that is, data from this range is never transferred into one of the Pentium Pro caches. A
further feature is that all accesses are executed in programmed order; a rearrangement to
improve performance is not carried out. UC memory is advantageous especially for memorymapped registers.
-~
Write-combining (WC), A’ITRx encoding OlOOb, MTRR type Olh: this memory type is also
locked for caching; cache line fills are never performed. However, write accesses can be
combined in the so-called zoritP-corlrl,irllrf,~ brrf%s (WCB); for example, several byte write
accesses within an aligned H-byte section. The actual write access into main memory is then
carried out with the full width of the Pentium Pro data bus (where the individual bytes of
the bus are enabled by the byte enable signals BE7- BEO); WC memory therefore undergoes
only a weak write ordering. It is especially suitable for video RAM because here only individual attribute bytes (but within a large address) range are modified.
Write-through (WT), A’ITRx encoding OlOlb, MTRR type 0411: for this memory type all
write accesses are switched through directly to main memory. Only read misses generate a
cache line fill. In the case of a cache hit, the Pentium Pro updates for WT write accesses only
the corresponding entry in the Ll data cache. Valid lines in the Ll code cache or the LZ-cache
are only invalidated.
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Write-protected, (WI’), ATTRx encoding OllOb, MTRR type 05h: no line in the caches (Ll
and L2) can be written. In this case, only in main memory is data updated. However, for
read accesses, the caches operate normally, that is, cache line fills are carried out.
- Write-back (WB), A’lTRx encoding Olllb, MTRR type 06h: this memory type leads to the
highest performance. It is the standard setup for the Pentium Pro. All write accesses to main
memory are only carried out if necessary (replacement of modified cache lines, snoop hits
to M lines, cache flushes).
The CPUID function indicates whether the processor implements range registers: if feature bit
12 in the EDX register is set after the issue of CPUID, then MTRRs are implemented. Additional
information about the range registers is stored in the read-only model-specific register Ofeh
(MTRR capacity). Figure 14.8 shows its structure.
63

31

16 15

11 10 9

8

IIlIlIIlIIIlIIIIIIII
omx
reserved

7

0

IIIIIII

WC:

Write-Combming type
o=not supported
t=supported
FIX:
Fixed-Range registers
O=not supported
1 =supporied
VCNT: Number of registers for variable ranges (Variable Count)

Only for a set WC bit does the processor support the type write-combining; the same applies to
the FIX bit. The &bit value VCNT indicates the number of implemented MTRR register pairs
(base and mask). Because the Pentium Pro supports the memory type write-combining as well
as fixed range registers, and implements a total of eight registers for variable ranges, the value
stored in the MTRR capacity register is always equal 0508h.
A total of eight 64-bit fixed range registers are available. They are split into eight &bit sections
each; every one of these eight S-bit sections defines the type of the assigned memory range.
Figure 14.9 shows the structure of these registers.

I

64kI16W4k Fixed Memory Range Register

63

56 55

Type7..TypeO: memory type
OOh=UC
01 h=WC

24 23

16 15

8

7

0

/

~
04h=WT

05h=WP

OGh=WB

else=reserved

The Pentium Pro implements a fixed range register for eight 64k memory ranges, two fixed
range registers for sixteen 16k memory ranges and eight fixed range registers for sixty-four .Ik

I
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memory ranges. Table 14.2 lists these registers together with the covered memory ranges and
the register indices.
Register
64k

Address range
type7
tYQe6

Index
250h

16k

258h

16k

259h

4k

268h

4k

269h

4k

26ah

4k

26bh

4k

26ch

4k

26dh

4k

26eh

4k

26fh

70000h-

60000h-

7ffffh
9cOOOh9ffffh
bcOOOhbffffh
c7000hc7fffh
cfOOOhcffffh
d7000hd7fffh
dfOOOhdffffh
e7000he7fffh
efOOOheffffh
f7000hf7fffh
ffOOOhfffffh

6ffffh
98000h9bfffh
b8000hbbfffh
c6000hc6fffh
ceOOOhcefffh
d6000hd6fffh
deOOOhdefffh
e6000he6fffh
eeOOOheefffh
f6000hf6fffh
feOOOhfefffh

type5

type4

type3

type2

type1

type0

50000hSffffh
94000h97fffh
b4000hb7fffh
c5000hc5fffh
cdOOOhcdfffh
d5000hd5fffh
ddOOOhddfffh
e5000he5fffh
edOOOhedfffh
f5000hf5fffh
fdOOOhfdfffh

40000h4ffffh
90000h93fffh
bOOOOhb3fffh
c4000hc4fffh
ccOOOhccfffh
d4000hd4fffh
dcOOOhdcfffh
e4000he4fffh
ecOOOhecfffh
f4000hf4fffh
fcOOOhfcfffh

30000h3ffffh
8cOOOh8ffffh
acOOOhaffffh
c3000hc3fffh
cbOOOhcbfffh
d3000hd3fffh
dbOOOhdbfffh
e3000he3fffh
ebOOOhebfffh
f3000hf3fffh
fbOOOhfbfffh

20000hZffffh
88000h8bfffh
a8000habfffh
cZOOOhc2fffh
caOOOhcafffh
dZOOOhd2fffh
daOOOhdafffh
eZOOOhe2fffh
eaOOOheafffh
fZOOOhf2fffh
faOOOhfafffh

lOOOOhlffffh
84000h87fffh
a4000ha7fffh
clOOOhclfffh
c9000hc9fffh
dlOOOhdlfffh
d9000hd9fffh
elOOOhelfffh
e9000he9fffh
flOOOhflfffh
f9000hf9fffh

OOOOOhOffffh
80000h83fffh
aOOOOha3fffh
cOOOOhcOfffh
c8000hc8fffh
dOOOOhdOfffh
d8000hd8fffh
eOOOOheOfffh
e8000he8fffh
fOOOOhfOfffh
f8000hf8fffh

Table 14.2: Fixeti range registers of the Petdiurn Pro

Example:

The 64kbyte address range BOOOOh-8ffffh
as

write-through

16kbyte

(type

04h)

(four 16kbyte ranges) is to be configured

and the 64kbyte address range 90000h-9ffffh

ranges) as write-back (type 06h).

Therefore

with index 25813 must be loaded with the 64-bit
MO" eax,
MO"

04040404h

edx, 06060606h

the

value

; load low-order double-word to

model-specific

0606060604040404h:

eax

; load high-order double-word to eax

MO" ecx, 0258h

; load register index to

WRMSR

i write value into

ecx

model-specific

register

This example refers to the case of the video RAM of a hercules
between 80000h

(four
register

and Bffffh, and between 90000h and 9ffffh an

adapter card

upper

memory block.

fie use of the registers for variable ranges is more difficult. Each memory range requires two

registers: one base register and one mask register. The Pentium Pro implements a total of eight
Pairs of these model-specific registers (see Table 14.1). Figure 14.10 shows their structures.
only if the ~a/ bit is set in the mask register is a register pair enabled which defines the access
%e to the corresponding memory range. For a value of 0, the register pair has no effect. The
entry physicof bnse nddress A35..A12 defines the 24 high-order address bits of the memory range.
tie missing 12 low-order address bits All-A0 are automatically filled with O S , that is, all
-. memory ranges are aligned to 4 kbyte borders. Note that all memory blocks have a size of

Y

*

t

1
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MTRR Base Register
63

35

16 15

32 31

6

12 11

7

0

Physical Base Address A35 A12

MTRR Mask Register
63

35

32 31

I

I

I

I

I

16 15

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

12 11 10

I

I

I

MTRR base register
Typ: standard memory type
OOh=UC
01 h=WC
MTRR mask register
val: valid
O=register pair disabled

0

I I
!!

Mask M35.Ml2

I

I I I I I

I

I

reserved

I
04h=WT

05h=WP

OGt!=WB

else=reselwd

l=register pair enabled

Fzgure 14.10: MTRR bnse register and MTRR mask register (illdices 200h

to 2OfhJ

4 kbyte * 2” fn = 0, 1, 2, .). Of significant importance is the 24-bit entry mask M35..M32. Here
the 12 low-order address bits are filled with OOOh. The mask value, together with the physical
base address, defines the memory range according to the following logical combination:
Memory

Address AND Mask=Baee AND Mask

This means that a memory address is subject to the memory type defined by the register pair
only if a logical AND combination of this memory address with the mask value provides
the same result as a logical AND combination of the base address with the mask value. The
Pentium Pro calculates internally both sides of the equation and compares the values of left and
right side. If they match then all accesses are carried out according to the defined access type,
otherwise, according to the standard access type (which is defined by the standard type register;
see below).
Example:

The address space between OfOOOOOh

and Offffffh (that is, between

1514 and 161-l'

is to be configured as write-through by the register pair 1 (indices 202h=base*
203hzmask);

MO"

here, the mask value is equal to OffffOOh:

write base register first:
eax, OOf00004h ; load low-order double-word to eax:
address

MO” edx,

OOOOOOOOh

MO" ecx, 0202h
WRMSR

MO"

; load

high-order

write

value

write

mask

edx, OOOOOOOfh ; load

WXMSR

double-word

into

base

register

low-order

address
MO"

typez04h.

lower three

cut-off
to

edx

; load register index to ecx

eax, fffOOBOOh ; load

MO" ecx, 0203h

bytes

bytes

register

only:

double-word

to

high-order

double-word

to

; load register index to ecx
write

value

eax: val.Olb,

cut-off

into

base

register

edx

lower three

,
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The AND combination of base and mask value (extended by the three cut-off byres
OOOh) provides OOOfOOOOOh AND ffffOOOOOh~OOOfOOOOO; the same

value OOOfOOOOO is

also calculated by the AND combination of any value between OOOfOOOOO and
OOOffffff with the full

mask value ffff00000.

For all memory ranges which are not affected by the range registers for fixed or variable memory
ranges, the standard type register (index 2ffh) defines the standard memory type. Figure 14.11
shows its structure.

:

E/D: MTRR Enable/Disable
l=MTRR enabled
O=MTRR disabled
FE: Fixed Range regmer enable
I=enabled
O=disabled
TYP: standard memory type
04h=WT
05h=WP
OOh=UC
01 h=WC

OGh=WB

else=resewed

Figure 14.1 I: Sfnndard type register (index Zffi,

: ~TO enable the range registers (fixed and variable) the E/D bit must be set. If this is not done then
the Pentium Pro regards the complete memory to be of the type indicated by type for the
I’standard memory type (Intel recommends UC). Subordinate to this is the FE bit for enabling the
.:tixed range registers. Only when E/D is set does a change of the FE value have an effect. Setting
:.FE enables the fixed range registers.
+.)f the ranges defined by a fixed range register and a register for variable ranges overlap, the
~:Pentium Pro treats this memory range according to the definition in the fixed-range register.
#‘herefore there are three registers or register groups which define the memory ranges; they
&have the following.priorities:
i!- fixed-range registers (highest priority)
‘- registers for variable ranges
standard type registers (lowest priority)
er a reset all MTRR for fixed and variable memory ranges are disabled, that is, the complete
&
r,memory is regarded as uncachable. Afterwards, typically the BIOS initializes the MTRRs accord&.
;&ng to the present memory and l/O structure. In a multiprocessor system all processors should
$have identical MTRRs.
++$3

._I“e14.4.2 Configuration Registers
,%I important model-specific register of the I’entium Pro is the so-called upowcr-on configura2%
:hon register>) with register index 2nh. Figure 14.12 shows its structure. Note that some bits can
_-m.
y be read. They indicate the signal level at the assigned pin during a reset and therefore refer
figurations which are controlled by hardware signals.
S bit controls deactivation or the transfer of the processor clock signal to various comts of the CPU kernel: for a value of 1 the clock signal is no longer applied in auto halt and

P
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3130 29 26 27 26 25 24 23 22 21

20 19 16 17 16 ,614 13 12 11 10 9 6 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

b
ri
0

LPS:

low-power

standby
1 =enabled

O=dlsabled
CLKP .CLKO:

frequency ratio internal CPU clocWBCLK
001 b=4

OOOb=2

ARBl. AABO: arbitration ID (read-only)
Olb: ID=1
OOb: ID=0
APl, APO:
FRC:

lOb=l

01 b=2

functional

redundancy checking (read-only)

1 =OffffOh

T

depth of the u-order queue (read-only)

s

BINIT

l=l

disabled

l=BERR driver enabled
l=BERR driver enabled

I
k
C'
0

AERR behaviour
l= AERR drwr

enabled

response error checking

II
P

l=enabled

data error checking
1 =enabled

s
.e

a

debug mode
O=drsabled

1

l= BINIT driver enabled

BERR behaviour for initiator bus error

O=disabled
DEB:

1 =trl-state mode active

BERR behaviour for internal initlator errors

O=disabled
DEC:

e

BINIT behavlour

O= AERR driver disabled
REC:

s

tristate mode (read-only)

O=EJERR dwer
AEV:

il

1 =executed

executed

O=BERR driver disabled
BEV:

C

built-in self-test BIST (read-only)

O= BINIT driver disabled
BEIV:

i:

1 =enabled

O=no tristate mode
BIV:

l=enabled

AERR detection (read-only)

O=not
TRI:

n
a

BERR detection (read-only)

O=dlsabled
BIST:

l=enabled

detection (read-only)

O=disabled
AEE:

C

reset vector (read-only)

O=disabled
BEE:

C

l=enabled

053
BIE:

llb: ID=3

llb=O

OOb=3

O=OfffffffOh
IOQ:

lob: ID=2

11 Ob=7/2

APIC cluster ID (read-only)

O=disabled
RESV:

(read-only)

1 OOb=5/2

OlOb=3

a
Y
b
i:
ir
d
a
/

l=enabled

19

stop grant states, This reduces power consumption. A value of 0 means that the kernel sti”
receives the clock signal. Accordingly, the current consumption is higher. The three bits CM!CM0 indicate the frequency ratio between internal CPU clock and external bus clock BCLS.
Because this ratio is determined after a reset by the signals LlNTl, LlNTO, IGNNE and A?OJ’l
these three bits are read-only. The same is applied to the two arbitration ID bits ARBl an’
ARGO. They are read-only, too, because the identification value is defined in the course of a reset
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by the signals BRO-BR3 and A5. The two bits API and APO for the APIC cluster ID are also
read-only; the corresponding reset signals are Al2 and All. If signal % is active at the end
of a reset, then the Pentium Pro is operating in FRC (Functional Redundancy Checking) mode
and the read-only bit FRC has the value 1. The level of signal A6 defines the start address
where the Pentium Pro starts program execution after a reset. The standard value of the R E S V
bit is 0 and corresponds to the normal reset vector 4G-16. The depth of the in-order queue (that
is, the maximum number of pending bus cycles) is also determined by a hardware signal (m)
in the course of a reset; it can be evaluated afterwards by the read-only bit IOQ. Whether the
detection of the three error signals m, i%%% and AERR (by means of the signals AlO, A9
and E in a reset) has been enabled is indicated by the assigned read-only bits BIE, BEE a n d
AEE. A value of 1 shows that the Pentium Pro detects the corresponding error signal and processes it accordingly. The value of the bit BLST indicates whether a built-in self-test has been
carried out. The TRZ bit is set when the Pentium Pro is running in tristate test mode.
The remaining bits can read and written; they control the behaviour of the Pentium Pro at a
software level and represent the control section (together with the LPS bit) of this register. You
may enable the driver for the BINIT signal by means of the BIV bit so that the Pentium Pro
actually outputs this initialization signal in the case of a fatal bus error. Similar jobs are also
carried out by the bits BEIV, BEV and AEV. A value of 1 means that the corresponding driver
is enabled and generates the corresponding error signal for internal initiator errors (BEIV),
initiator bus errors (BEV) and address parity errors (AEV), respectively. In addition, the response signals RS2-RSO are secured by a parity function if you set the REC bit. You enable data
error checking with the DEC bit.

14.4.3 Machine Check Architecture
Up to a certain level, machine check functions have already been implemented with the Pentium.
Y OU can enable them there in the same way as on the Pentium Pro with the CR4.MCE bit in
control register CR4. Part of these functions is the machine check exception 18, which indicates
occurring errors; it stores in the machine check address register the physical address and in the
machine check type register the type of the active bus cycle. The Pentium only supervises
whether parity errors occur in read transactions, or whether a bus cycle has not completed
successfully. On the other hand, the Pentium Pro implements a machine check architecture for
extensive and permanent supervision of many internal functional groups. In the case of an error,
an exception may be generated to indicate the malfunction to the BIOS or the system. The
machine check architecture is intended for fail-safe computer systems which will minimize data
losses.

;14.4.4 Performance Monitoring
,yh with the Pentium, the Pentium Pro also allows performance monitoring to detect processorresponsible delays to program execution. There are two /IO-bit counters which are implemented
&as model-specific registers (indices clh and c2h). You can read the counters by an RDPMC
&instruction or a direct read-access to the corresponding model-specific register. Table 14.3 shows
2.
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Encoding

Event

Counted

03h
04h
05h
06h
10h
llh
12h
13h
14h
2lh
22h
23h
24h
25h
26h
27h
28h
29h
2ah
2eh
43h
45h
46h
47h
48h
60h
61h
62h
63h
64h
65h
66h
67h
68h
69h
6ah
6bh
6ch
6dh
6eh
6fh
70h
79h
7ah
7bh
7eh
80h
81h
85h
86h
87h

blocks of the memory buffer
flush cycles of the memory buffer
misaligned data references
segment register loads
executed FPU operattons
FPU exceptions handled by microcode
multiplications
divisions
divider busy cycles
L2 address strobes
bus busy
bus busy for data transfers LZ-cache-+CPU
occupied lines in LZ-cache
M-lines in LZ-cache
lines removed from the LZ-cache
M-lines removed from the LZ-cache
code fetch from LZ-cache
data read from LZ-cache
data wnte into LZ-cache
LZ-cache accesses
memory accesses
stored lines in data cache
M-lines in Ll data cache
M-lines removed from Ll data cache
Ll data cache misses
pending
bus requests
BNR active
DRDY active
LOCK active
BCLK cycles while CPU receives data
burst reads
read transactlons
write-back transactions
code fetch transacttons
invalidation transactlons
partial write transactions”
partlal transactIons”
I/O transactions
deferred transactlons
burst transactlons
memory transactions
all transactions
CPU not stopped
HIT active
HITM active
snoop bus stalls
code fetches
Ll code cache mtsses
instruction TLB misses
code fetch pipellne stalls
instruction length decoder stalls

occurrence
duration
occurrence
occurrence
occurrence
occurrence
occurrence
occurrence
duration
occurrence
duration
duration
occurrence
occurrence
occurrence
occurrence
occurrence
occurrence
occurrence
occurrence
occurrence
occurrence
occurrence
occurrence
duration
occurrence
duration
duration
duration
duration
occurrence
occurrence
occurrence
occurrence
occurrence
occurrence
occurrence
occurrence
occurrence
occurrence
occurrence
occurrence
duration
duration
duration
duration
occurrence
occurrence
occurrence
duration
duration
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Encoding

Event

Counted

a2h
cOh
clh
c2h
dh
c5h
c6h
c7h
c8h
c9h
cab
dOh
d2h
eOh
e2h
e4h

resource stalls
completed instructions
completed FPU operations
completed p-ops
completed branch Instructions
completed mispredicted branches
masked interrupts (in processor cycles)
masked interrupts during active INTR
hardware interrupts
completed taken branches
completed m&predicted taken branches
decoded instructions
partial stalls
decoded branch instructions
branches with 8TB misses
mistaken branches

duration
occurrence
occurrence
occurrence
occurrence
occurrence
duratton
duration
occurrence
occurrence
occurrence
occurrence
duration
occurrence
occurrence
occurrence

‘) partial only part of the 64-bit data bus

IS

used

Table 14.3: cont.

all the events which can be counted by the Pentium Pro. If you compare these events with those
of the Pentium according to Table 11.13, you will see that performance monitoring is a very
model-specific function - not even the indices match.
The two counters operate independently of each other and can count any event according to
Table 14.3. The determination of the event to count and the exact counting behaviour is carried
out with the event select registers which are assigned the counters. Figure 14.13 shows the
structure of these model-specific registers with indices 186h and 187h.
The counter mask controls the counting behaviour of the corresponding counter 0 or 1 for multiple occurrences per internal clock cycle. For a value of 0 the count value will be increased by
the number of occurrences of the events. Note that because of the superscalar architecture of the
Pentium Pro some events (for example, cOh - completed instructions) can occur several times per
clock cycle. If the value of the counter mask is higher than 0, the count value will increase by
1 only if the number of selected events per clock cycle is at least equal to the counter mask value
(combination above/equal). By this means you can determine, for example, to what extent the
superscalar architecture is actually used. By setting the INV bit you may reverse the above/
equal combination to below/equal, that is, the count value is now increased by 1 if the number
of programmed events per clock cycle is not above the programmed counter mask. The EN bit
is implemented only in the event select register (index 186h). It controls the activation of the
counters. If INT is set then the Pentium Pro generates a hardware interrupt request upon counter
overflow. If the PC bit of the pin control is set, terminal BPMO or BPMl which is assigned the
respective counter toggles its signal upon a counter overflow. If PC is cleared then the corresPending BPMx pin toggles its signal upon each counted event. A set E bit means that all changes
of events which are defined by the remaining flags are counted, and not the events themselves.
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I

I

I

I

Counter Mask

I

24 23 22 21 20 19 18 17 16 15
I >zylFg
gUPZLEg2

0

8 7

IIIIIII
Un,t Mask

IIIIIII
Event Select

Counter Mask: counting behaviour
INV: inversron of counting behawour
o=no n
1 =yes
enable (event select register 0 only)
EN:
O=counter disabled
l=counter enabled
INT: interrupt on counter overflow
l=enabled
O=dsabled
PC:
pin control
O=srgnal upon count
l=signal upon counter overflow
E:
edge trigger
O=cksabled
l=enabled
OS: operating system flag
O=counting for CPL=O. 1, 2. 3
l=counting for CPL=O only
USR: user flag
O=counting for CPL=O, 1. 2, 3
l=counting for CPL=O only
Unit Mask: modification of counting behaviour
Event Select: event code according to Table 14.3
Figure 14.13: Event select register (model-specific registers 186h nnd 187hJ

If OS is set the Pentium Pro counts an event only if CPL = 0, that is, the processor is running
at the highest privilege level and executes system routines. The same applies to the USX bit: the
Pentium Pro counts an event only if the processor is running at user level (CPL = 1, 2, 3) and
carries out application programs or system-near routines. For some events you may define an
ant mask which, for example, for events referring to caches, additionally provides the MESl
state which is necessary to generate a counter pulse. Finally, the entry evem select defines the
event which is to be counted. The event codes are listed in Table 14.3.
You can start a counter by writing the control information into the corresponding event select
register with WRMSR. Immediately afterwards, the initialized counter starts counting. You can
stop the counter by clearing all bits in the event select register, or by clearing the EN bit in the
event select register 0. Note that the first possibility stops the counters individually, whereas the
second method stops both counters simultaneously.

14.4.5 Debug Support by Model-specific Registers
Apart from the usual debug registers DR7-DRO (see Figure 2.10), the Pentium Pro also supports
debugging with its model-specific registers. They allow backward observation of interrupts,
exceptions and branches which, for example, may lead to task switches. This enables powerful
debugging if some errors occur only in the context of task switches or operating system functions. The functions of the debug registers DRO-DR7 has already been described in Section 2.3.2,
and the extensions of the Pentium which also hold for the Pentium Pro are listed in Secticn
11.3.1. Note that the Pentium Pro treats registers DR4 and DR5 as reserved registers and locks
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them against accesses if debug extensions are active (bit CR4.DE). Without active extensions
these registers are mapped onto registers DR6 and DR7, that is, there is an aliasing, and the
accesses to register pairs DR4/DR6 and DR5/DR7 have the same effects. The five new modelspecific registers to support the debug function are listed in Table 14.4.

Model-specific register

MSR

Debug control register
Branch source
Branch target
Interrupt source
Interrupt target

ld9h
ldbh
1 dch
1 ddh
1 deh

L

Table 14.4: Model-specific registers to supporf the debug firnctim

With the debug control register (index ld9h) you can configure the functions of the modelspecific debug registers. Figure 14.14 shows the structure of this register.

.

TR:

Trace Special Cycle
l=enabled
O=disabled
PB3..PBO: Performance Monitoring/Breakpoint Pins
l=PBx pins indicate breakpoints
O=PBx pins indvzate events
Branch Trace Flag
BTF:
l=slngle-step execution for branches
O=single-step execution for instructlons
Last Branch/Interrupt/Exception
LBR:
l=recording
O=no recording

If the TR bit is set, trace special cycles are enabled. This means that the Pentium Pro outputs
source and target address for a branch, exception or interrupt onto the bus. External debug
logics can use these addresses to keep track of program execution. Note that the entries in other
model-specific debug registers (indices ldbh-ldeh) are invalid.
- The four
- bits PB3-PBO control
the behaviour of the performance monitoring/breakpoint pins PBS- PBO. A set PBx bit configures
the corresponding pin as a breakpoint pin. The Pentium Pro then provides a pulse at this terminal upon a breakpoint match. If PBx is cleared then the assigned terminal indicates performance
monitoring events. If you set bit BTF, the Pentium Pro modifies the meaning of the T flag in the
EFlag register. A set T bit stops program execution after every branch and issues an exception
1 (single-step execution). For a cleared BTF and a set T bit, program execution is stopped after
every instruction. Finally, a set LBR bit determines that the Pentium Pro stores the source and
.i
addresses for all branches and exceptions/interrupts in the four corresponding model2. target
g specific registers. The debugger can read these addresses with an RDMSR instruction and keep
& track of branches and interrupt/exception.
I
:.;
‘.
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14.5 Reset and Power-on Configuration
As with the Pentium, the Pentium Pro can also carry out an initialization upon INIT (pin 01)
in addition to an ordinary reset through the RESET signal. The Pentium Pro returns to real
mode. Moreover, the segment and offset registers are initialized in a well-known manner, and
the TLBs as well as the BTB are invalidated. Unlike a reset, here the internal caches, write
buffers, model-specific registers and floating-point registers are not reset, but retain their values.
The initialization values for a reset and an init are shown in Table 14.5.

Initialization
value
ALU/integer
registers
EAX, EBX, ECX
EDX
EBP, ESP, ESI. EDI
EIP
CS
DS, ES, FS, GS, SS
EFlag
CR0
CR2, CR3. CR4
IDTR, TR
GDTR, IDTR
DRO-DR3
DR6
DR?
All others

OOOOOOOOh
Identiflc."
OOOOOOOOh
OOOOfffOh
f000h2'
0000h3'
00000002h
60000010h
OOOOOOOOh
OOOOOOOOhS'
OOOOOOOOhS'
OOOOOOOOh
ffffoffoh
00000400h
uuuuuuuuh

OOOOOOOOh
Identific."
OOOOOOOOh
OOOOfffOh
f000h2)
0000h3'
00000002h
41

FP registers
Control word
Status word
Tag word
HP. FEA, FOP
FCS, FDS
FSTACK
Caches
Cache TLBs
BTB, SDC

0040h
OOOOh
5555h
OOOOOOOOh
OOOOh
OOOOOOOOOOh
uuuuuuuuuuu
uuuuuuuuuuu
uuuuuuuuuu"

wwh
wwh
wwh
wwwwh
wwh
wvwwvwh

OOOOOOOOh
00000000h"
00000000h6'
OOOOOOOOh
ffffoffoh
00000400h
uuuuuuuuh

u undefined
v unchanged
‘I CPU ldentkation 00000600h + model
‘) base address = ffffOOOOh, limit = ffffh (segment descriptor cache regtstet). access rights = 00000093h
” base address = 00000000h. limit = ffffh (segment descrtptor cache register), access rights = 00000093h
4, CD, CW unchanged. blt4 = 1, all others = 0
” se!ector = OOOOh. base address = 00000000h. llmlt = ffffh. access rights = 00000082h
61 base address = 00000000h. llmlt = ffffh
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The more complete Pentium Pro reset is issued by an active signal at the RESET terminal. If
the signal returns to a high level afterwards, then the Pentium Pro strobes various signals to
determine certain configurations. Other configurations can be defined by the configuration registers. Table 14.6 gives a brief summary of the possible options.
Option (configured by hardware)

Signal

Tristate test mode
Built-rn self test BIST
Detection of AERR
Detection of BERR
Detection of BINIT
Depth of in-order queue (1 or 8)
Reset vector after power-on
Functional redundancy checking
APIC cluster ID
ID for bus arbitration
Clock frequency ratio

FLUSH actrve
Fii? actrve
A8
A9
A10
A7 ”
A62’
A5
-_
As, A l l ”
BRO-BR3. A54’
LlNTl,
L I N T O ,
IGNNE, A20M5’

Option (configured by software)

Standard

Data bus error checktng
Parity for response srgnals RSZ..RSO
Behaviour of AERR
Behaviour of BERR for initiator bus error
Behaviour of BERR for target bus error
Behavrour of BERR for internal inrtiator error
Behaviour of BINIT
APIC-Modus

disabled
disabled
disabled
disabled
disabled
disabled
disabled
enabled

” E=O: 1. iii=l: 8
” %O=OffffOh. % =l=OfffffffOh
') OOb: AP,C 0~3; Olb APIC iD=2. lob. APIC iD=l, llb: APIC ID=0
"Ol,,, ,D=O, 1,100: ID=,.

11011 ID=2,

10111 ID=3.

10001'

ID=O, 11100' ID=O. 11010: ID=2, 10110: ID=2

') CPU kernel/BCLK: OOOOb=2. OOOlb=4, OOlOb=3. OlOOb=5/2. OllOb=7/2. llllb=2. else=reseWed

14.6 The Pentium Pro Bus
By integrating the L2-cache into the Pentium Pro package and supporting up to four Pentium Pros
operating in parallel, the bus has changed significantly compared to that of the Pentium or its
predecessors. The most important change is the implementation of an arbitration scheme which
seems to be more a peripheral bus (such as PCI) than a CPU bus. Note also that the Pentium Pro
has two more independent buses, namely for the boundary scan test and the APIC bus.

14.6.1 Bus Phases
Because the various processes on the Pentium Pro bus are much more decoupled than in its
.I. Predecessors (the reasons being the support of multiprocessing and the dynamic execution of
c-‘
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the u-ops) these processes are now called transactions. A transaction comprises all processes (,n
the bus including the corresponding signals which refer to a single bus request (thus, for example, data read, a certain special cycle, etc.). Every bus transaction can have up to six phases; you
may find a similar division of one bus cycle into several phases, for example, in the case of the
SCSI bus. Figure 14.15 shows the time-like behaviour of the various phases.

Figure 14.15: The time-like behauiow of the various bus phases
Arbitration
If an agent wants to carry out a transaction then it must first get control of the bus. This is
carried out with an arbitration phase. If -~
the agent already has control, this phase is neglected.
The control signals for this phase are BREQS-BREQO (according to pins BR3-BRO), BPRI,
~
BNR and LOCK.
Request
This phase comprises two BCLK cycles. The processor outputs all necessary request and address
- signals which characterize the transaction. ADS, m- REQO, A35- A3, API- APO, ATTR7- _ _
ATTRO, DID7 - DIDO, BE7 - BEO, EXF4- EXFO and I@ are the signals of this phase. The activation of ADS defines the beginning of a request phase.
Error
The error phase starts three BCLK cycles after the beginning of the request phase and indicates
parity errors in the request phase. If an error occurs (signal AERR active) then the present
transaction is aborted. After this error phase the Pentium Pro can also indicate errors bv means
of other signals: BINIT, BERR, IERR and FRCERR. They do not refer to the error phase.
Snoop
The snoop phase indicates the result of snoop cycles in the system caches (hit to cache lines/
modified cache lines) and starts four clock cycles after the beginning of the request phase. The
_snoop signals are HIT, HITM and DEFER.
Response
This phase indicates the result of the transaction, that is, whether it was successful, or whether
it had been terminated with an error. Valid responses are: normal data, implicit write-back, 1~
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data, hardware error, deferred and repeat. Note that the occurrence of response and data phases
depends on the speed of the accessed subsystem. There may be several wait cycles; this is
indicated in Figure 14.15 by cd+x~). The control signals are RS2-RSO, RSP and TRDY.

,

Data

.

The data phase may already overlap with the response phase, that is, response and data phase
coincide. in this phase, the data of a transaction is transferred. But it is not necessary for the
initiator of a transaction to request the data phase; this may also be done by another agent which
observes the transaction (for example, in the case of a hit to a modified cache line in another
cache). I/O accesses always occur with a maximum width of 32 bits, that is, BE7-BE4 are, in
the request phase, always equal on a low level. This phase comprises the signals m, i%%,
DEp7 - m and (of course) D63 - DO.
Not every transaction need have all phases (a transaction without data transfer, for example,
does not require a data phase). Moreover, various phases of various transactions may overlap
(for example in Figure 14.15 the error phase of the first transaction overlaps with the request
phase of the second transaction). Figure 14.15 clearly shows that the Pentium Pro performs bus
pipelining very intensively. The bus interface is sufficiently intelligent to handle such interleavings.
You can configure the Pentium Pro so that it handles a maximum of either one or eight pending
(that is, not yet completed) transactions (which have been issued by other bus agents and not
necessarily by the Pentium Pro itself). The number of its own pending transactions is limited to
four; more would be senseless because of the instruction pipeline stalls associated with pending
bus transactions. You can see that the Pentium Pro performs not only a very deep instruction
pipelining but also a complex transaction pipelining.
All bus transactions are strictly observed in all bus agents by means of an in-order queue. Every
agent has its own queue holding the same information. Only in this way is it possible for all
agents to know, for example, that the data put onto the bus in cycle 13 +x of Figure 14.15
belongs to transaction 1.
At first glance, the Pentium Pro bus seems to be quite slow (between arbitration and response
phases there are 11 bus cycles). But remember that the L2-cache is already integrated into the
same package and runs up to 200 MHz so that the external bus usually only accesses the DRAM
main memory or even slower l/O devices, and the external bus is still clocked by an impressive
frequency of 66 MHz. Additionally, a data phase may consist of a burst with four data transmissions (a total of 64 bytes) which are successive. For the most widely used one-processor
configuration (which is still the standard of today’s PCs), the arbitration phase is obsolete and
never executed; all transactions start immediately with the request phase. This saves three more
BCLK cycles.

14.6.2 Bus Arbitration
The Pentium Pro arbitration protocol implements two classes of agents: symmetrical and priority
agents. S~prrr~~~ricnl nytwts
have identical priorities; priority qmts (as the name indicates) have
‘
Priority iver symmetrical agents in all arbitrations. The &ntium Pro bus supports a maximum
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of five agents; four of them are symmetrical agents which perform arbitration through the
signals BREQ3-BREQO and one is a priority agent which is assigned the signal BPRI. In a
multiprocessor configuration a maximum of four Pentium Pros are supported; they form the
symmetrical agents. Typically, there is also a priority agent which is formed by the memory
subsystem or an I/O agent.
The symmetrical agents are assigned a unique identification between 0 and 3; they hold a 2-bit
ID. After a reset, the priority order is 0+1+2+3+0+1+. , that is, the symmetrical agent 0
may access the bus first. All symmetrical agents <<remember>> that agent which has owned the
bus least. For that purpose a 2-bit RID (rotating ID) is implemented which points to the agent
with the presently lowest priority. This means that with the next arbitration the agent which
wins is the next one after the last bus owner in the priority order - if not, the priority agent also
requests the bus. Every agent may perform only one transaction per request. Afterwards, it
must return the ownership of the bus so that other agents can win, too. The physical interconnection of the request signals and the request terminals is shown in Figure 14.16.

b

BREO2
BREQS

I
1

I

Note the difference between the bus request terminals BR3-BRO and the bus request signals
BREQ3- BREQO. The bus request termids BR3- BRO are interconnected in a cyclic manner, for
example, BRO is connected to BR3-BR2- BRl, BRI is connected to BRO-BRS-BR2, etc. Fronl
all of these terminals only BRO is implemented as an output pin; the remaining three mBRI receive the bus request signals BREQ3- BREQO. The BRO terminal of agent 0 outputs the
bus request signal BREQO, the BRO terminal of agent 1 the bus request signal BREQI, and so
on. The bus request signal BPRI of the priority agent acts directly on terminals BPRI of the four
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symmetrical agents (Pentium Pro CPUs). In the course of a reset, the system controller activates
signal BREQO so that agent 0 boots the system and initializes the other agents for multiprocessing. Figure 14.17 shows an example of a typical arbitration process.
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Figure 14.17: Typical arbitration process

First (tl), all request signals BREQO- BREQ3 and BPRI are inactive, that is, no agent is requesting the bus. The rotating ID has the value 1, that is, the priority order is 2 + 3 --f 0 --3 1. In t2,
agents 2 and 3 activate their request signals. Because of the priority order, agent 2 wins and gets
the control of the bus; beginning with t4 it carries out a transaction (-2-j. In t4, agent 2 disables
its request signal BREQ2 to release control of the bus; the rotating ID now has the value 2.
Agent 3 keeps its request signal active and is granted ownership of the bus. In t7, agent 3 starts
its transaction and disables its request signal simultaneously. The rotating ID has a value of 3
and the priority order is 0 + 1 -+ 2 + 3. In t5, agent 2 again activates its request signal BREQ2 to
carry out another transaction. But this request is ignored until agent 3 disables its request signal
BREQ3 in t7 and a new arbitration cycle starts. Because agent 0 also requests the bus in t7, agent
2 has to wait first because agent 0 has a higher prority at that moment. The value of the rotating
ID is changed to 0, and the priority order becomes 1 + 2 4 3 + 0. After agent 0 has disabled
its request signal in t10, agent 2 can get again control of the bus because agent 1 does not output
any request. BPRI is inactive all the time here. An activation would grant the ownership of the
bus immediately to the priority agent as soon as the current bus owner disabled its request
signal. Note that the transfer of bus control to the priority agent does not affect the value of the
rotating 1D and thus the priority order of the symmetrical agents. They only have to wait until
the priority agent hands over control.
The arbitration protocol of the Pentium Pro also implements so-called bus pwkitls. This means
that an agent which had control of the bus least often, need not perform a bus arbitration again
when it wants to carry out a bus transaction and no other agent requests the bus. Therefore,
unnecessary arbitrations and delays are avoided. Additionally, no special handling of a oneprocessor configuration is necessary. The single Pentium Pro takes over control of the bus immediately after the reset by means of one single arbitration cycle and afterwards always accesses
’ the bus directly.
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There are two more important signals which affect arbitration: LOCK and BNR. An actice
LOCK signal indicates that the Pentium Pro performs an atomic access and must not be interrupted, although the process may be combined with several transactions (for example, the
update of page table entries which issue a read-modify-write process). The block next request
signal BNR indicates that at least one agent is present in the system which cannot accept or
handle another transaction at the moment (for example, the transaction queue of this agent is
full).

F

F

c
E
1

1

14.6.3 Deferred Transactions
The Pentium Pro bus implements so-called <<deferred transactions>. This allows, for example,
slow peripherals to perform a transaction in a deferred manner without slowing down later
transactions. For example, accesses to a main memory with ED0 RAM (access time 20 ns) or
even an L3-cache (access time 12-15 ns) are much faster than an l/O cycle (delays up to 200 ns).
If all transactions have to be completed exactly in the issued order (according to the in-order
queue) such a slow transaction could slow down the execution of the whole program. Deferring
allows the rearrangement of transactions according to the velocity of the accesses’ subsystems.
Transactions issued later (for example, upon the transfer of write data) are completed before the
previously issued deferred transaction has terminated (for example, by transferring the value
from an I/O status register).
The decisive signals for deferred transactions are DEN (Defer Enable), DEFER and DID7DID0 (Defer ID). If the agent which issues the deferred transaction (for example, the Pentium Pro)
indicates that a transaction may be completed in a deferred manner, then it outputs a low-level
DEN signal. If the transaction is actually completed in a deferred manner, the addressed agent
must activate the DEFER signal in the snoop phase and return the status deferred in the following response phase. This removes the transaction concerned from the in-order queue. Because
the transaction cannot be identified according to its place in this queue, the eight deferred ID
signals DID7 - l?%% now identify the transaction, that is, issuing and addressed agent <<remember,, the deferred transaction by means of these deferred ID signals. DID’/- i!%% are generated
in the request phase: DID7 identifies the agent type, DID6-DID4 the agent itself and I%%
DID0 the transaction. Symmetrical agents (such as the Pentium Pro) have agent type 0, priority
agent type 1. Thus, per agent there can be up to 16 deferred transactions pending; additionally
a maximum of 16 (m, DID6- DID4) agents can be handled. But note that the Pentium Pro
manages a maximum of only four pending deferred actions.

14.6.4 Bus Pipelining and Pentium Pro Bursts
Cache line fills and write-backs are, of course, also performed by the Pentium Pro as bursts. They
always transfer 64 bytes and make use of the full data bus width. The burst order is the same
as that of the Pentium (see Table 14.7).
But note that on the Pentium Pro, unlike the Pentium (which always carries out a write burst
Oh+lh-+lOh+18h), this order is also valid for burst write accesses. Decoupling the variws
transaction phases allows a much more sophisticated bus pipelining than on the Pentium or its
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First address

oh
8h
10h
l8h
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Burst

Oh+8h+lOh+18h
8h+Oh+18h+lOh
lOh+18h-+Oh+8h
18h+lOh+8h+Oh

Table 14.7: Burst order

predecessors. The time between issuing a transaction (request) and its completion (response)
can be much longer. Thus, not just two but several (up to four pending) transactions are interleaved. Figure 14.18 shows this pipelining for burst read transfers. The example refers to transactions of only one agent; therefore no arbitration phase is necessary. But this is only the typical
case for the one-processor system you will find in most PCs. The transactions are continuously
numbered to represent the assignment of each signal to the various transactions. Only the data
ready signal DRDY (Data Ready) is of importance for the indicated read transfer, but not
TRDY (Target Ready).

14.7 Multiprocessing
The aim of the Pentium Pro is clear - multiprocessing. The concept is implemented in a similar
manner as for the Pentium and supports a maximum of four processors which then appear as
me single Pentium Pro to the outside. The operating system kernel must be prepared for such
2 rmiltiprocessing; in general, this is the job of the Imrdmrr nhstrnction layer (HAL). The hardware
if support for multiprocessing is implemented by the MESI protocol, locked bus cycles and the on‘chip APIC (Advanced I’rogrammable Interrupt Controller). Note that the Pentium Pro has no
iidedicated bus between the various processors (only the APIC bus interconnects the AI’ICs of the
Qarious processors).
>*t

'.

.
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Upon system start or after a reset, first only the primary Pentium Pro (ID = 01 starts and checks
whether there are additional processors. If so, it then enables the other Pentium Pros in a wellordered manner. For multiprocessing, the on-chip APICs must be enabled. They form the local
interrupt devices and are connected to an external I/O APIC. This APIC is the interface to the
peripherals which issue hardware interrupts, and distributes the external interrupts according
to a preprogrammed interrupt scheme to the on-chip APICs. You can find additional details in
Section 11.9 about the Pentium. The basic concepts of multiprocessing in the Pentium and
Pentium Pro are quite similar.

14.8 CPUID
The CPUID instruction identifies the CPU type. To carry out this identification you must first
load a value of 0 into the EAX register and then issue the CPUID instruction. The processor then
returns in EAX the highest supported identification level (Pentium Pro: 2). The three registers
EBX, EDX and ECX, in this order, contain a 12-byte identification in ASCII format: ((GenuineIntel,).
If you then load the EAX register with a value Olh or 02h and issue the CPUID instruction again,
the Pentium Pro returns additional information referring to supported special functions. Table
14.5 lists the call and return values of CPUID for the Pentium Pro.

Register

Call value

Return value

EAX
EBX
ECX
EDX

OOh

02h
c(Genux
((ntela
ainela

EAX
EBX
ECX
EDX

Olh

identification value’)
reserved (=O)
reserved (=O)
feature flag?

EAX
EBX
ECX
EDX

02h

Cache/TLB
Cache/TLB
Cache/TLB
Cache/TLB

decripto?’
decripto?’
decripto?’
decriptofl’

‘) IbIts 31, 1 4 :

reserved (=OOh)

bits 1 3 1 2 .

processor type

bits 11 8:

family (01 lOb=06h for Pentium Pro)

(Pentlum Pro: OOb, Pentium Pro Overdrwe: Olb)

bits 7. 4

m o d e l (Penturn Pro’ 0001 b=Ol h. Pentturn Pro Overdrwe 0011 b=03h)

bits 3 0

version (stepping)

” bits 31. 16.
bit 15:

reserved (=OOh)
CMOVcc/FCMOVcc (l=lmplemented, O=not i m p l e m e n t e d )

bit 1 4 .

machlne check global architecture (lwnplemented.

bit 1 3 .

paging global ertenslon (l=lmplemented. @not

bit 1 2 .

memory type range registers MTRR (l=lmplemented. O=not implemented)

bit 11 10

reserved (=OOb)

O-not implemented)

Implemented)

I
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bit 9

on-chip APIC (l=lmplemented.

bit 8.

CMPXCHG8B (l=implemented, @not Implemented)

O=not u-nplemented)

bit 7-

machme check exceptton (l=lmplemented, O=not

bit 6:

physical address extension to 36 bits (l=lmplemented. O=not

bit 5.

model-speclflc registers (l=lmplemented. O=not

bit 4:

time stamp counter (l=implemented. O=not

bit 3:

4 Mbyte pages (l=implemented,

Implemented)
implemented)

Implemented)

Implemented)

&not implemented)

bit 2:

l/O breakpotnts (l=implemented, O=not

bit 1:

wtual mode extension (l=lmplemented. O=not

bit O-

on-chip floating-point unit (l=On-chip FPU, O=no On-chip FPU)

3’ byte 0:
byte 0.

Implemented)
Implemented)

low-order register byte, byte 3 high-order register byte
number of CPUID mstrudlons with EAX call value 02h to read all cache/TLB information (Pentium Pro:
01 h)

byte 1..3:

descriptor value (see s))
low-order register byte,.

1) byte 0
byte 0.3:

byte 3 high-order register byte

descriptor value (see ‘))

v A present descriptor value means that the concerned hardware IS implemented:
descriptor

value

Cache/TLB

implemented

OOh

no

Olh

instruction

02h

inetruction TLB: 4Mbyte

03h

data TLB: Okbyte page, I-way

04h

data

06h

instruction cache: akbytea,

Oah

d a t a c a c h e : akbytes,

4I.h

unified cache: 128kbytes. 4-way set-associative, line size=32bytes

42h

unified

43h

unified

Table 14.8: cont.

descriptor

(null-descriptor)
TLB: 4kbyte

TLB: 4Mbyte

cache:

page,

O-way

set-associative,

set-associative,
4-way
I-way

2-way

256kbytes.

c a c h e : 512kbytes.

4-way set-associative, 64 entries

page,

page,

4

entries

entries

set-associative, 8 entries
set-associative,

set-associative,
I-way

I-way

64

line

size=3Zbytes

l i n e size=32bytes

set-associative, line eize=32bYtes

set-associative,

line

size=32b~tes

1

CC
-

15 Compatibility Downwards - The 80286
While the 80286, like its 8086 and 8088 predecessors, is only a 16-bit processor with 16-bit
registers, its main innovation is the protected virtual address mode, or protected mode for short.
Although it is not apparent from the outside, Intel has integrated an enormous variety of
functions so that the access checks of protected mode are carried out without delay. Compared
to the i386, the 80286 not only lacks the 32-bit registers, but also the paging unit and the virtual
8086 mode.
The 80286 has a 24-bit address bus and a 16.bit data bus. Thus 16Mbytes of memory can be
addressed in protected mode. In real mode, the 80286 just works like a fast 8086. The higher
execution speed is the result of the higher processor clock frequency (newer types reach up to
25 MHz) and the optimized electronic circuitry in the instruction, execution and addressing
units, so that fewer clock cycles are required for executing an instruction. Also, a’bus cycle
which can read and write data significantly faster than in the 8086 enhances the 80286’s performance compared to the 8086. The 80286 is entirely microencoded; RISC elements are not
present. The 80286 I/O address space comprises 64k B-bit ports at addresses O-65 535, or 32k
16-bit ports with addresses 0, 2,4,. , 65 532, 65 534, or an equivalent mixture of B-bit and 16.
bit ports until 64k is reached.
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15.1 80286 Connections and Signals
The 80286 comes in two different packages: a plastic lended chip carrier (PLCC) or a pin grid nrf’fl.v
(ISA). The internal structure of the processor is identical in both cases; only the sockets into
which it is inserted differ in shape and contact assignment. Because of the higher pin density,
the pin grid package is smaller. Figure 15.1 shows the 80286 pinout.
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The following discusses only the 80286 terminals. Pins and signals which are also implemented
in the i386 are only listed in brief. Details are given in the relevant chapter.
A24-A0 (0)
Pins 7, 8, 10-28, 32-34
These 24 terminals form the 24-bit address bus.

-

BHE (0)
Pin 1

-.

The bus high enable signal at this pin indicates, together with AO, whether a complete word or
only one byte is transferred on the high-order and low-order part of the data bus, respectively.
If BHE provides an active (low-level) signal the high-order part of the data bus transfers a byte.
For (BHE, AO) the following meanings apply:
(00) one word (2 bytes) is transferred via D15-DO;
(01) one byte is transferred on D15-DB

from/to an odd byte address;

(10) one byte is transferred on D7-DO from/to an even byte address;
(11)

invalid.

m, ERROR

(I, I)

Pins 54, 53
These signals inform the 80286 about the current coprocessor status. If BUSY is active the
coprocessor is executing an instruction. The 80286 operation is stopped for some ESC instructions, as is the case for an active WAIT instruction. If the signal ERROR is active the 80286
issues a coprocessor interrupt when it executes certain ESC instructions or a WAIT instruction.
CAP (I)
Pi 52
“Between this connection and ground (OV) a capacitor with a capacity of 0.047uF must be
iconnected to correctly operate the internal bias generator of the 80286.
k,,
“.
(I)
; Pin 31
$i s pin receives the clock signal. Internally, the 80286 divides CLK by 2, in order to create the
“Ieffective processor clock (PCLK). Therefore the 80286 is supplied with a 2x-clock in the same
.;#Qy as the i386.
%ODIINTA, M/m, 2, SO (0, 0, 0, 0)
$s 66, 67, 4, 5
c,
@ese signals define the status of the active bus cycle. The combinations (COD/INTA, M/m,
$$I, %) have the following meaning:
$@)t)O) INTA sequence;
@IL)@ halt for Al = 1, shutdown for Al = 0;
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(0101)
(0110)
(1001)
(1010)
(1101)

Chapter 15
data is read from memory;
data is written into memory;
an I/O port is read;
an I/O port is written;
instruction prefetching.

All other combinations are invalid.
D15-DO (I/O)
Pins 36-51
These 16 pins form the 80286 bidirectional data bus.
HOLD, HLDA (I, 0)
Pins 64, 65
These signals serve for switching the local bus among various busmasters. If another busmaster
wants to take control of the local bus, it issues a request signal via the HOLD pin to the 80286.
if the 80286 can release control, it outputs an acknowledge signal via the HLDA pin. Thus the
requesting processor takes control of the local bus until it deactivates the signal to the HOLD
input of the 80286 again. Now the 80286 deactivates HLDA and takes control of the local bus
once more.
INTR (I)
Pin 57
Via the INTR pin, an interrupt controller can issue a hardware interrupt. The strobing of INTR
is blocked (masked) by a cleared interrupt INTR flag IE.
LOCK (0)
Pin 68
When LOCK is active, that is, there is a low level signal at this pin, the 80286 will not transfer
control of the local bus to another busmaster, which requests control by means of HOLD. It does
not respond to the HOLD request with an acknowledge (HLDA).
NM1 (I)
Pin 59
A transition of the signal at this pin from a low to a high level issues an interrupt 2. The 802sh
suspends program execution and attends to the interrupt.
PEREQ, PEACK (I, 0)
Pins 61, 6
If the coprocessor 80287 attempts to read data from or write data into memory, it activates the
processor extension request signal PEREQ. As soon as the 80286 has transferred the data from
or to memory, it applies an active processor extension acknowledge signal PEACK to the 807J7
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READY (1)
Pin 63
The signal at this pin indicates whether the addressed peripheral device, for example the main
memory or an I/O device, has completed the access (READY on a low level) or whether it
requires more time (READY on a high level). Thus, the 80286 is able to insert wait states in the
same way as the i386.
RESET (I)
Pin 29
If this input is on a high level for at least 16 CLK cycles, the 80286 aborts the present operation
.and executes a processor reset.
<

‘VW

(I)

1 :F’ins30,62

. . .i

,’ These pins are fed with the supply voltage (normally +5 V).

;, :

‘GND
‘Pins 9, 35, 60
‘-1
:These pins are connected to ground (normally 0 V).
si
,,Free
+ii 2, 3, 55, 56, 58
$‘hese pins should always be maintained in a free (not connected) condition.
Ii_

.2 80286 Registers
general-purpose registers encompass 16 bits in the 80286. If you restrict yourself to registers
hout a preceding E when looking at Figure 2.5, you get all 80286 general-purpose registers.
tfi
ese are the AX, BX, CX, DX, SI, DI and BP registers. Additionally, the instruction pointer II’,
:sbck pointer SP and the flags are implemented. The 80286 has neither the debug, control nor
&t registers which are present in the i386. Only the machine status word as a part of CR0 is
#)‘eady implemented here. Figure 15.2 summarizes the 80286 registers.
&

$5.3 80286 Protected Mode
.+
j&far as its function is concerned, the 80286 protected mode is identical to that in the i386, but

t be surprising that all register and descriptor structures are directed to the &bit
ure of the 80286, as the i386 and thus also the i386 protected mode are a later enhancethe earlier 80286. The following sections are therefore restricted mainly to the differnd limitations as compared to the i386 protected mode.
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Instruction/Stack Pointer

Flag Register
15

0

Segment Registers

General-purpose Registers

Memory Management Registers
15

0 23

0 15

0

TR

TSS Selector

TSS Base Address

TSS Limit

LDTR

LDT Selector

LDT Base Address

LDT Limit

IDTR’
GDTR

IDT Base Address

IDT Limit

GDT Base Address

GDT Limit

Machine Status Word
15

L

0

MSW

15.3.1 80286 Memory Management Registers
For the protected mode, the 80286 has five registers: the machine status word (MSW), the task
register (TR), and the registers for the local descriptor table (LDT), interrupt descriptor table
(IDT), and global descriptor table (CDT). They are shown in Figure 15.2 together with the other
80286 registers.
Because of the 16.bit architecture of the 80286, the machine status word only comprises 16 bits.
ln the i386 it is part of the control register CR0 (Figure 3.8). If the 80286 has been switched to
protected mode, it can be switched back into real mode only by a processor reset. That calls the
initialization routine, and the processor once again runs in real mode. This is, of course, a timeconsuming task. The AT’s ROM BIOS recognizes by a shutdown status entry in the CMOS RAhi
whether the PC must be booted, or whether only the processor must be switched back into real
mode. The entries in the four descriptor and task registers are also adapted to the 80286 architecture. The base address encompasses 24 bits according to the 24-bit address bus, and the m’t
entry encompasses only 16 bits because of the 16.bit offset registers here. With an 80286, the
segments may comprise 64 kbytes only. The segment selectors are the same as in the i386; tht’
i386’s segment registers are also only 16 bits wide. The segment selector structure shown I”
Figure 3.4 is also valid for the 80286.
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15.3.2 80286 Segment Descriptors
The 80286 segment descriptors must reflect the lh-bit structure of the 80286. For example, 32bit base entries are impossible because of the 24.bit address bus. Figure 15.3 shows the 80286
segment descriptor structure; it encompasses (with great foresight) eight bytes as in the i386.

The 24 base bits indicate the starting address of the segment in memory and correspond to
the 24 80286 address lines. Therefore, the 80286 can address 2“’ bytes or 16 Mbytes in protected
mode. The 16 bits of the limit entry give the size of the segment in bytes, so that in protected
mode, segments with 64 kbytes are also possible. As no granularity bit is available, larger seg‘ments cannot be constructed, but this is impossible in any case because of the 16-bit offsets. The
tDT bit indicates the descriptor type. The type field defines the segment type, and DPL the
accompanying privilege level (from 0 up to 3). Finally the P bit is an indicator of whether the
r
segment is actually in memory or not. These entries are also present in the i386 segment descriptor.
i
$he two most significant bytes are reserved. In an i386 segment descriptor the granularity bit
F, the segment size bit DB, the missing eight base bits 31-24 for a 32-bit base address and the
four limit bits 19-16 for the 20-bit limit in an i386 are located there. For compatibility with the
B86 and later processors, you should always set the two high-order bytes equal to 0. Then the
bB-bit
”is always equal to 0, and the 80286 code can be ported without any problem to the 32.
it architecture of the i386, because all operands and addresses are handled as 16-bit quantities.
r”

15.3.3 80286 Segment and Access Types
F,or the 80286, two segment tyes are available: application and system segments. The DT-bit and

e four type bits in the segment descriptor determine the type and rights of access to the
&P ent described. If DT is equal to 1, an application segment is indicated, otherwise a system
,gment.
&;:
Plication Segments
definition of application segments is the same as for the i386; the ti/,vc field in the segment
ptor has the following structure:
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Bit:

11

10

9

8

Meaning:

The classification of all fields and the assigned application segments is summarized in Table 3.2
(Section 3.7.6). Thus, for application segments, there is no difference between the 80286 and the
i386. This is, however, not the case for the system segments.
System Segments and Gates
The 80286 knows a total of seven system segment types (Table 15.1). The task state segments
(TSS) define the state of active or suspended (available) tasks. Also in the 80286, TSS and LDT
descriptors, as system segments, are only allowed in the GDT. The four gates serve for a welldefined control transfer between tasks of different privilege levels, as in the i386.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Meaning

Type

avadable 80286 TSS
LDT
active 80286 TSS
80286 call gate
task gate
80286 interrupt gate
80286 trap qate

system segment
system segment
system segment
gate
gate
gate
gate

Table 15.1: 80286 system segment fypes (DT =O)

All other values valid for the i386 are invalid here.
The structure of the gnte descriptors for the 80286 is shown in Figure 15.4. Call gates are, hot%‘ever, not only used for procedure calls, but also for all conditional and unconditional jumps;
they can occur in the local or global descriptor table, but not in the interrupt descriptor tableThere, only interrupt, trap, and task gates are allowed.

+4

,I

+2

I

0

Figure 15.4: 80286 gnfe drscri@r.

The 80286 gates differ from i386 gates in that bits 31-16 for the jump target offset are not present,
and the word cwrrt field indicates not double but simple 16-bit words, The reason for these
limitations is, once again, the 16.bit architecture of the 80286. On compatibility grounds, the i3@

I
I
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can also process 80286 gates. When the i386 encounters an 80286 gate, it interprets the dword
count field as a word count and copies only an applicable number of words (of 16 bits each).

15.3.4 Multitasking, 80286 TSS and 80286 Task Gate
The 80286 protected mode also serves to support multitasking systems. For this purpose, a task
state segment is adopted in the SO286 architecture; its structure is shown in Figure 15.5.

Offset
n

+42 (Zah)
+40 (28h)
+38 (26h)
+36 (24h)
+34 (22h)
+32 (20h)
SI

+30 ( l e h )

BP

+28 (lch)

SP

+26 ( l a h )

BX

+24 (18h)

DX

+22 (16h)

cx

+20 (14h)

AX

+I8 (12h)

Flag

+I6 (10h)

IP

+I4 (eh)

ss for CPLZ

+I2 (ch)

SP for CPLZ

+I0 (ah)

ss for CPLl

+8

SP for CPLl

+6 ( 6 h )

ss for CPLO

+4 ( 4 h )

SP for CPLO

+2

(2h)

0

(Oh)

Back Link to Prevms TSS

(ah)

-

I! is

not surprising that the 80286 TSS is smaller than its i386 counterpart, as only 16-bit registers
$stbe saved. Nevertheless, two important differences are appnrent: the entries for an I/O map
Fe and CR3, as well as the T-bit, are missing.
Ill e 80286 protects its I/O address space only through the IOPL tlag; an I/O map is not preSent, as it was not implemented until the i386. Moreover, the 80286 has no paging unit, thus
.!$epage directory base entry in the (also unimplemented) control register CR3 has no meaning.
,Fer the 80286, it is not intended that a task switch (that is, upon loading a new TSS) should
2;
”
.rt
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issue a debug exception corresponding to interrupt 1. The debug registers required for that a r e
missing.
The task gate for an 80286 and an i386 does not differ; only the TSS segment selector is stored
in the task gate descriptor, and the selector structure did not change between the 80286 and the
i386. The function of the task state segments and the task gates for switching between various
tasks is identical to that in the i386. All processes discussed there are, in principle (after adaptation to the 16-bit architecture of the 802861, still valid.

15.3.5 80286 Protection for I/O Address Space
As already mentioned, the I/O ports are protected in the 80286 only with the IOPL flag in the
flag register. The value of the IOPL flag indicates, as usual, the minimum privilege level necessary for a code segment to access the I/O address space, that is, CPL I IOPL must be fulfilled.
If the CPL of the current task is higher (lower privilege level), the IOPL-sensitive instructions
IN, OUT, INS, OUTS, CL1 and ST1 give rise to the ageneral protection error>>.
Thus, the 80286 implements only a strategy of global I/O address space protection through the
IOPL flag. Additional individal protection of the ports with an I/O map as in the i386, is not
available. But this is understandable, since the I/O map has been mainly implemented for
supporting the virtual 8086 mode.

15.4 80286 Bus Cycles and Pipelining
The 80286 bus cycle hardly differs from that in the i386; only some other control signals are
driven which, after decoding, have the same effects. Among these are, for example, the address
signals A23-A0 and the BHE signal. In the i386, the two address signals, Al and AO, are missing, and must be decoded with the help of the BEx signals. The 80286 bus cycle lasts, without
wait cycles, for two PCLK cycles; this corresponds to four CLK cycles. A 10 MHz 80286 can thus
carry out 5 million bus cycles per second, corresponding to a transfer rate of lOMbytes/s.
If the memory or peripheral cannot execute the read or write request in time, it holds the
READY signal on a high level, as in the i386. This signals to the 80286 that it should insert a wait
cycle to give the memory or peripheral more time to complete the pending cycle.
Special Cycles
In addition to the three <normaIn bus cycles for reading and writing data and the passive bn>
cycle (when neither the prefetch queue must be refilled nor the presently executed instructioii
requires a memory or l/O access), the 80286 implements two special cycles: Shutdown and Hilt
These are indicated by the combination (0100) of the COD/INTA, M/IO, Sl, SO signals, and
distinguished by the vnlue of Al. The shutdown cycle is driven when several exceptions occrii
during the execution of an instruction, and the processor is overtaxed by them, The halt stJte
can be entered by an HLT instruction. In this case also, the processor is stopped and does ilot
carry out further instructions. Table 15.2 summarizes the special cycles. Note that special cycle’
must be acknowledged by READY, too.
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Al

Special cycle

1
0

Halt
Shutdown
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Table 15.2: 80286 special cycles (COD/INTA =0, M/IO = 1, .?i = % =O)

If the hardware IRQs are enabled (that is, the IE flag is set), the processor can be forced to leave
the halt state by issuing a hardware IRQ. In the PC, such an IRQ is activated, for example, by
pressing a key on the keyboard. The shutdown state is not affected by that; the processor simply
ignores the request.
To terminate the shutdown state, you must issue either an NM1 or a processor reset. These also
terminate the halt state. The difference between them is that the NM1 does not change the
processor mode: if the 80286 is operating in protected mode before shutdown, the operation is
continued in protected mode again after an NMI, and the interrupt handler 2 corresponding to
the NM1 is addressed. On the other hand, a reset always switches the processor into real mode,
and the 80286 starts program execution at CS = fOOOh, IP = fffOh, and additionally address lines
A23-A20 are activated.
Pipelining
To carry out an access to memory or ports at the fastest speed, the 80286 bus interface supports
address pipelining. Unlike the i386, no NA signal (next address) is implemented for that purpose; the 80286 always carries out pipelined addressing. Thus, the external decoding system
must be prepared for pipelined accesses. The 80286 already transfers the new address to the
decoding logic one processor clock cycle PCLK before the termination of the current bus cycle.
In fact, the succeeding bus cycles last for three bus cycles, but by using bus cycle interleaving
through pipelining the effective period is reduced to only two cycles.

15.5 Word Boundaries
As is the case with the other 80x86 processors, the 80286 can also address memory byte by byte,
although it has a 16-bit data bus. Thus we are confronted with the problem of word boundaries
here. During an access to a 16.bit word at an odd address, the 80286 has to execute two bus
cycles. This is carried out in the same way as with the i386, when that processor accesses a
double word which is not aligned at a double word boundary. Similarly, the 80286 carries out
this double access on its own, so that misalignments are completely transparent to software. The
bus unit combines the two bytes read into one word (reading) or divides the word to be written
into two bytes (writing).
bytes with an even address are transferred via lines D7-DO of the data bus, and bytes with an
odd address via lines D15-D8. If a word with an even address is to be transferred, the 80286
uses data pins D15-DO and completes the transfer within one bus cycle. Oddly addressed words
are transferred within two bus cycles, where the first ‘lccess is carried out via D15-D8 (byte with
an odd address) and the second access via D7-DO (byte with an even ,iddress).
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During the two byte accesses, memory is physically addressed in even-numbered portions,
but only the required byte is fetched. The processor informs the memory controller of this using
BHE and A0 (the least significant address bit). Thus, an individual byte (low or high) at an e\-en
address 0,2,. (BHE = 1, A0 = 0) or an odd address 1, 3,. . (BHE = 0, A0 = 1) may be read or
written.
Note that the prefetch queue in the 80286 always fetches the code in portions of 16-bit words,
which start at even storage addresses. Because of this, the prefetch queue is reloaded only if at
least two bytes are free. To get even storage addresses the processor may need to read one single
byte first.

15.6 80286 Reset
An 80286 reset is issued if the system controller supplies a high-level signal to the RESET pin
for at least 16 CLK cycles. If the signal returns to a low level afterwards, the 80286 carries out
an internal initialization, during which the registers are loaded with the values indicated in
Table 15.3.
Register

Value

Flag

00000000
11111111
11110000
00000000
00000000
00000000
11111111
uuuuuuuu

IP
CS
Ix
ss
ES
MSW
all others

00000010=0002h
11110000=fffOh
00000000=f000h"
00000000=0000h
00000000=0000h
00000000=0000h
11110000=fffOh"
uuuuuuuu=uuuuh

U: undefined
') base address = ff0000h. i,mlt = ffffh (segment descriptor cache register)
‘) PE = MP = EM = RS = 0. all reserved are equal to 1

Table 15.3: 80286 register contents ~lfter o reset

After a reset, the 80286 always starts operation in real mode (PE = 0 in the machine status word)The GDTR, LDTR, IDTR and the task register have no meaning, thus for the moment, the ~0286
starts instruction execution like the 8086. Moreover, after a reset the four most significant
address lines A23-A20 are activated because the CS base entry in the segment descriptor cache
register is set to ff0000h. The 80286 begins program execution at the physical 24-bit address
fffffOh (16 bytes below 16 Mbytes). The four address lines A23-A29 are disabled as soon as the
code segment CS has been altered (for example, by a far jump). The entry point of the start-up
BIOS is, therefore, located at the upper end of the 80286 physical address space. After the first
code segment change, this point cannot be reached again. In contrast to the i386 and its SL~CC~‘~~
sors, no routines for an internal self-test are implemented.

16 The 80287 - Mathematical Assistant in
Protected Mode
The 80287 is available in two versions: as a <<bare), 80287 and as the more developed 80287XL.
The 80287 is hardly more than an 8087 because its numeric unit has been transferred from the
8087 without any significant change. Thus the 80287 doesn’t calculate any faster than its 8087
predecessor. Only the control unit has been adapted to the special data transfer protocol between CPU and coprocessor, because all data runs through the memory management unit in
the 80286 in the same way as in the i386/i387 combination. That is necessary because memory
addressing in protected mode may lead to many more problems and errors, such as an access
denial for a task, than is the case in real mode. The 8087, on the contrary, is able to address the
memory on its own.
The more advanced 80287XL also implements, in addition to a better numeric unit for faster
execution of mathematical calculations, all the new functions of the i387, and strictly implements
the new IEEE standard for handling roundings and infinite values. The interface to the 80286,
however, remains the same. (If 80287 is indicated in the following, all the facts apply to both
the 80287 and the 80287XL. If 80287XL is stated explicitly, only this enhanced coprocessor is
concerned.)
Liie the i387, the 80287 doesn’t carry out any access to memory. With the 80286/287 combination the 80286 not only determines the memory address, but also executes all necessary accesses
to memory. Therefore, all data runs through the memory management unit in the 80286. The
80287 supports the same number formats as the i387 (Figure 6.3), and represents all numbers
internally in the temporary real format with 80 bits. As for the i387, all numbers are converted
according to whether they are read by a load or written by a store instruction.
As mentioned above, the 80286 divides the clock signal CLK supplied by 2 to generate the
internal processor clock. The 80287 behaves in a similar way, but here the clock signal CLK is
divided by 3. Thus the 80287 runs at only two-thirds of the CPU’s speed. Therefore, the oftcomplained-of clock reduction is not the result of a lower external clock frequency, but is built
into the 80287. Remember that the numeric unit does not differ from that in an 8087, and
originally the 8087 cooperated with a 4.77 MHz 8086 CPU. The jump up to 12.5 MHz, at which
a normal 80286 operates without any problems, is very large. Intel’s engineers were careful not
to destroy their (cold,, 8087 in the new-look 80287.
The division by 3 may be cancelled in principle by fixing the CKM pin (see next section) on Vcc
(high). Then the 80287 uses the external clock signal CLK directly without any division, but
this option is for combination with another CPU and not with an 80286. In the PC the CKM
Pm is always low, and the external clock signal CLK is always divided by 3 if you insert an
80287 into the coprocessor socket on your motherboard. As is the case with the 80286, all
s&@cifications of the 80287 clock frequency apply to the effective frequency after the division
by 3. Thus, in a 10 MHz AT you need a coprocessor with an indicated clock frequency of
2/3) 10 MHz = 6.67 MHz.
.$tie possibility to increase the clock frequency of the coprocessor is the installation of a so-called
.$ “Piggyback board)). LJsually, this board is inserted into the 80287 socket on the motherboard,
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and has its own oscillator and an 82284 clock signal generator with a higher frequency, as wel:
as the 80287 coprocessor. If you install a piggyback board with a 10MHz 80287 and a cloci
signal generator with 30 MHz in a 10 MHz AT, then both the CPU and the coprocessor will run
at an effective processor clock of 10 MHz.
The 80287XL, as a further development of the 80287, takes a more direct and better route. Unlike
the normal 80287, in the 80287XL the external clock CLK is divided not by 3 but by 2 to generate
the effective coprocessor clock, as is the case in the 80286. That is possible because the electronic
components in the 80287XL are far more powerful. You can never install a 10 MHz 80287XL in
an 80287 piggyback board with a 30 MHz oscillator. The effective clock frequency of 15 MHz
greatly exceeds the specification of 10 MHz, and the 80287XL no longer operates correctly, or
may be damaged.

16.1 80287 Connections and Signals
The 80287 comes in a 40-pin DIP or a 44-pin PLCC package. Figure 16.1 shows the pin assignment of the 80287.

80287

80287
ww

(DIP)

In the following, only the new 80287 connections and signals or the altered ones compared to
the i387 are discussed in detail.
BUSY (0)
Pin (DIP) 25
Pin (PLCC) 28
If this signal is high the 80287 is currently executing an ESC instruction.
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CKM (II
Pin (DIP) 39
Pin (PLCC) 44
Usually, this clocking mode pin is fixed (by soldering) on Vcc (+5 VI or GND (0 V). In the former
case, the 80287 uses the external clock signal CLK directly without any division. In the latter
case, the 80287 divides CLK by 3, and the 80287XL by 2, to generate the effective processor
clock.
CLK (II
Pin (DIP) 32
Pin (PLCC) 36
This pin is supplied with the clock signal. The 80287 divides CLK, depending upon the CKM
Ievel, by 3 (80287) or 2 (80287XL), or uses CLK directly.
CMDO, CMDl (I, I)
Pins (DIP) 29, 31
Pins (PLCC) 32, 35
_ _ _
Together with pins NPSl, NPS2, NPRD and NPWR, the CPU can control the coprocessor’s
operation by these command select signals. For the combinations (NPSI NPS2 CMDO CMDl
NERD m) the following meanings apply:
(xoxxxx) 80287 not activated;
(lxxxxx) 80287 not activated;
(010010) opcode is transferred to the 80287;
(010001) 80287 transfers control or status word to the CPU;
(011001) 80287 transfers data to the CPU;
(011010) CPU transfers data to the 80287;
” (010110) exception pointer is written;
(010101) reserved;
.; (011101) reserved;
(011110) reserved.
D15-DO (I/O)
Pins (DIP) 5-8, 11, 12, 14-23
, pins (PLCC) 5, 7-9, 13, 14, 16-22, 24-26
j These 16 connections form the bidirectional lh-bit data bus for data exchange between the 80286
CUP and 80287 coprocessor.
ERROR(O)
: pin (DIP) 26
;3’ Pin (PLCC) 29
,;> ‘
LIf ERROR is active (that is, low), a non-masked exception has occurred. Thus, ERROR indicates
.$ the value of the ES bit in the status register (see below).
::
-=<
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NPRD (1)
Pin (DIP) 27
Pin (PLCC) 30
If the signal at this numeric processor read pin is low (active) then data may be transferred from
coprocessor to CPU. For this purpose, the signals NPSl and NPS2 must additionally be active.
Otherwise, NPRD will be ignored.
NPSP, NPSl (I, I)
Pins (DIP) 33, 34
Pins (PLCC) 37, 38
If both numeric processor select signals are active (NPS2 = 0, NPSl = l), the 80286 has detected
an ESC instruction, and it activates the 80287 to execute the instruction.
NPWR (1)
Pin (DIP) 28
Pin (PLCC) 31
If the numeric processor write signal at this pin is low (active), then data may be transferred
from the CPU to the coprocessor. For this purpose, signals NPSI and NPS2 must additionally
be active. Otherwise, NPWR will be ignored.
PEACK (I)
Pin (DIP) 36
Pin (PLCC) 41
If the 80287 is executing a coprocessor instruction (that is, an ESC instruction), and if it activates
the PEREQ signal to supply data to or to accept data from the CPU, then the 80286 responds
with a processor extension acknowledge signal (PEACKI to inform the coprocessor that the
request has been acknowledged and the data transfer is in progress.
PEREQ (0)
Pin (DIP) 24
Pin (PLCC) 27
If PEREQ is active (that is, the processor extension request pin is on a high level potential), the
80287 informs the 80286 that it can accept data from or may supply data to the CPU. If all data
has been transferred, the 80287 disables the signal PEREQ again.
RESET (I)
Pin (DIP) 35
Pin (PLCC) 39
If this input is on a high-level potential for at least four CLK cycles, the 80287 carries out a
coprocessor reset.
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vcc (I)
Pin (DIP) 9
Pins (PLCC) 1, 3, 10, 15, 42
These pins are fed with the supply voltage (usually +5 V).
GND (II
Pins (DIP) 10, 30
Pins (PLCC) 2, 12, 34, 43
These pins are connected to ground (normally 0 V)

I

16.2 80287 Structure and Functioning
The internal 80287 structure is very similar to that of the i387. To be compatible with the 8087,
the 80287 supports the same ESC instructions, and the 80287XL further supports the new i387
instructions. Also, the 80287 implements a register stack with eight SO-bit registers, which are
accessed and managed in the same way as with an i387. Additionally, a status, control and tag
word are implemented. The status word differs only slightly from that of the i387; the control
and tag words remained the same. The memory images of instruction and data pointers can
be present only in 16-bit format, and are, therefore, identical to the 16-bit and 16-bit protected
mode format, respectively, in the i387; they are shown in Figure 6.10 (see Chapter 6).
Therefore, the following discusses only the difference between the 80287 and the i387 control
word.
In Figure 16.2 you can see the format of the 80287 control word. The 80287XL control word is
the same as that in the i387; the IC bit is without any meaning there because the IEEE standard
demands an affine sense +m for infinite values. IC can be set and cleared, but has no effect.
However, in the 80287 (without XL), the IC bit for the handling of infinite quantities has the
same meaning as in the 8087. The 80287 can process infinite quantities in a projective sense as
” (IC = 01, or in an affine sense as +m (IC = l), dependent upon your choice.

15
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12 11 10 9 8
I
I
RC PC

7

6 5
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2

1

0

I

IC

-

Figure 16.2: 80287 control word formnt.

80287 Reset
;After an 80287 reset which is issued by a high-level signal at the RESET pin lasting for at least
&four 80287 CLK cycles, the coprocessor executes an internal reset. For the reset the 80287 needs
kz CLK cycles, during which time it is unable to accept external instructions. Thus, the CPU has
&to Wait for at least 25 coprocessor clock cycles after a coprocessor reset before it may hand over
‘3.
.$
;T
.>
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the first opcode. Also, the instruction FNINlT (initialize coprocessor) resets the 80287 internally
into a strictly defined state. After the coprocessor reset, the 80287 should always be initialized
with an FNINIT instruction. For the current 80287 types this is not absolutely necessary, but
Intel recommends it to ensure compatibility with future versions. Table 16.1 lists the values of

various 80287 registers after a reset or an FNINIT instruction.
Register

Value

Interpretation

Control word

37fh

Status word

xy00h”

Tag word

ffffh

all exceptlons masked, precision 64 bits,
rounding to next value
all exceptlons cleared, TOP=OOOb*‘.
condition code undefined, B=O
all registers empty

“x=00rx=4,0Sy~7
” after the first PUSH

Instruction. TOP pants to register 7 (111 b). thus the stack

IS

growing downwards

Table 16.1: Register values af’ter RESET/FNlNIr

16.4 80287 Exceptions
To complete the picture, the following summarizes all exceptions which refer to the 80287 and
80287XL directly or indirectly. A detailed discussion of their sources is given in Section 6.6:
- exception 7 (no coprocessor available),
_ exception 9 (coprocessor segment overflow),
_ exception 13 (general protection error),
_ exception 16 (coprocessor error).

16.5 Communication Between CPU and 80287
AS is the case with the i387, the 80287 cannot address the memory on its own. For every memory
acess, it depends upon the 80286, and communicates with the CPU through reserved ports in
the same way as the i387. The 80286 carries out all necessary memory accesses. Therefore, all
data runs through the 80286 memory management unit so that the 80287, too, can take advantage of the protected mode.
The 80286 and the 80287 are in special tune with each other: to reach a very fast data exchange
via the ports, this I/O bus cycle is carried out without wait states. Table 16.2 indicates the
I/O addresses used by the 80286 and the assigned 80287 registers with which the processor
communicates through the respective port.
I/O Address

80287 Register

Of8h
Ofch

opcode regtster
ooerand realster

TnblE 16.2: 80287 porf oddr~ssrs
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Through these coprocessor ports, all data exchanges between memory and coprocessor are
carried out. The corresponding process is discussed in Section 6.8.

16.6 80286/80287 System Configuration
Figure 16.3 shows the typical connection of the 80287 coprocessor and 80286 CPU. By means of
data pins D15-DO, both access the same local bus but the addressing and therefore the output
of the address signals A23-A0 is only carried out by the CPU 80286. With the configuration
indicated, both CPU and coprocessor receive the same clock signal from the same 82284 clock
generator. Because 80287 and 80286 run asynchronously, the 80287 may also be clocked by a
separate clock generator, which does not need to be an 82284.

Figure 16.3: 80286/80287 system configmdiou. The 80287 hnrrnonizes best with the 80286 and can therefore be
connected to the 60286 without my ymblen~. Utrhke the 808618087 combimtion, the 80287 rms nsynchromrs to
the CPU, nmf thus cm be clocked by n seporote clock generotor.

1

An asynchronous operation of CPU and coprocessor is possible because, unlike the 8087, the
80287 is unable to control the local bus on its own. Instead, it receives all instruction code and
data from the 80286. For this purpose the 80287 has a data bus which establishes the connection
~ between CPU and coprocessor. The connections ERROR, BUSY, PEREQ, PEACK, NPRD,
%%i?, NPSZ, NISI, CMDO and CMDl form a control bus for the 80287, which controls the
data transfer from and to the CPU.
If an error or exception occurs in the coprocessor during a numeric calculation (for example,
an overflow or an underflow), then the 80287 activates its ERROR output to issue an interrupt
in the 80286, whereas the 8087 requests a hardware interrupt using a dedicated 1NT pin.

18 Our Mathematical Grandmother The MathCo 8087
The four basic arithmetical operations with integers are already integrated on the 8086/88. It is
not surprising that the 8086/88 can handle neither floating-point numbers nor transcendental
functions; this is carried out by the mathematical coprocessor 8087. It can enhance the performance up to a factor of 100, when compared to software emulations. Additionally, the 8087
supports an SOSS/SS CPU in maximum mode with 68 new mnemonics.

18.1 8087 Number Formats and Numerical Instruction Set
As a mathematical coprocessor, the 8087 can process floating-point numbers directly. In the
same way as the 80286 and its successors, the 8087 represents all numbers in the temporary real
format according to the IEEE standard. Figure 6.3 (Chapter 6) shows the number formats that
are supported by the 8087. Unfortunately, the 8087 does not implement the IEEE standard for
floating-point numbers in a very strict way (not very surprising - the 8087 was available before
the standard). The 8087 numeric instruction set is slightly smaller than that for an i387 or
80287XL; for example, the FSETPM (set protected mode) instruction is (of course) missing.
Further, no functions for evaluating sine and cosine are available. But they can be constructed
with the help of the tangent. A detailed list of all 8087 instructions is given in Appendix Cl.

18.2 8087 Pins and Signals
Like the 8086/88, the 8087 has 40 pins in all for inputting and outputting signals and supply voltages.
Usually, the 8087 comes in a 40-pin DIP package. Figure 18.1 shows the pin assignment of the 8087.
ADlS-ADO (I/O)
Pins 39, 2-16
These 16 connections form the 16 data bits when the 8087 is reading or writing data, as well as
the lower 16 address bits for addressing memory. As is the case with the 8086, these 16 pins
form a time-divisionally multiplexed address and data bus.
A19-A16/S6-S3 (II01
Pins 35-38
These four pins form the four high-order bits of the address bus, as well as four status signals,
and form a time-divisionally multiplexed address and control bus. During bus cycles controlled
by the 8087, the S6, S4 and S3 signals are reserved and held on a high level. Additionally, S5
is then always low. If the 8086/88 is controlling the bus then the 8087 observes the CPU activity
using the signals at pins 56 to S3.
471
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:

AD15
Al+%3
Al 7lS4
A181S5
A19/S6
ms7
RWGTI
INT

8087

L

J

Figure 18.1: 8087 pin assignment. The 8087 comes itt a standard DIP pncknge cornprisiq 40 pins.

BHEIS7 (I/O)
Pin 3 4
This bus high enable signal indicates whether a byte is transferred on the high-order part ADISAD8 of the data bus. When the 8086/88 is in control of the bus the 8087 observes the signal at
pin 57 supplied by the CPU.
BUSY (0)
Pin 23
If the signal at this pin is high then the 8087 is currently executing a numerical instruction.
Usually, BUSY is connected to the TEST pin of the 8086/88. The CPU checks the TEST pin and
therefore the BUSY signal to determine the completion of a numerical instruction.
CLK (I)
Pin 19
CLK is the clock signal for the 8087.
INT (0)
Pin 32
The signal output at this pin indicates that during the execution of a numerical instruction 1”
the 8087, a non-maskable exception has occurred, for example an overflow. The output of tkr
signal can be suppressed by interrupt masking in the 8087.
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QSl, QSO (I, I)
Pins 24, 25
The signals at these pins indicate the status of the prefetch queue in the 8086/W Thus, the 8087
can observe the CPU’s prefetch queue. For (QSl, QSO) the following interpretations hold:
(00) the prefetch queue is not active;
(01) the first byte of the opcode in the prefetch

queue is processed:

(10) the prefetch queue is cancelled;
(11) a next byte of the opcode in the prefetch queue is processed.

READY (I)
Pin 22
The addressed memory confirms the completion of a data transfer from or to memory with a
high-level signal at READY. Therefore, like the 8086/88, the 8087 can also insert wait cycles if
the memory doesn’t respond quickly enough to an access.
RESET (I)
Pin 21
If this input is high for at least four clock cycles, the 8087 aborts its operation immediately and
carries out a processor reset.
RQ/GTO (I/O)
Pin 31
The 8087 uses this pin to get control of the local bus -from the- SOS6/8S so as to execute its own
memory cycles. RQ/GTO is connected to the CPU’s RQ/GTl pin. Normally, the 8086/88 is in
control of the bus to read instructions and data. If the 8087 accesses the memory because of a
LOAD or STORE instruction, it takes over control of the local bus. Therefore, both the 8086/88
and the 8087 can act as a local busmaster.
RQ/GTl (I/O)
Pin 33
This pin may be used by another local busmaster to get control of the local bus from the 8087.
% zl, so (I/O)
Pins 28-26
These three control signals indicate the current bus cycle. For the combinations (S2, Sl, SO) the
following interpretations hold for bus cycles controlled by the 8087:
(OXX)

invalid;

(1001

invalid;

(101) data is read from memory;
(110) data is written into
1111)

passive state.

memory;
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If the SO86/88 is controlling the bus, the 8087 observes the CPU activity using the signals at pins
S2toSO.

vcc

(I)

Pin 40
This pin is supplied with the supply voltage of +5 V.
GND
Pins 1, 20
These pins are grounded (usually at 0 V)

18.3 8087 Structure and Functioning
The control unit largely comprises a unit for bus control, data buffers, and a prefetch queue. The
prefetch queue is identical to that in the 8086/88 in a double sense:
- It has the same length. Immediately after a processor reset the 8087 checks by means of the
BHE/S7 signal whether it is connected to an 8086 or 8088. The 8087 adjusts the length of its
prefetch queue according to the length in the 8086 (six bytes) or 8088 (four bytes), respectively.
_

The prefetch queue contains the same instructions. By synchronous operation of the 8086/
88 and 8087, the same bytes (and therefore also the same instructions) are present in the
prefetch queues of both CPU and coprocessor.

Thus, the CU of the coprocessor attends the data bus synchronously to and concurrently with
the CPU and fetches instructions to decode. Like the other 80x87 coprocessors, the 8087 also has
a status, control and tag word, as well as a register stack with eight BO-bit FP-registers. Additionally, the two registers for instruction and data pointers are implemented.
The status word format is shown in Figure 18.2. If bit B is set the numerical unit NU is occupied
by a calculation or has issued an interrupt that hasn’t yet been serviced completely. If the IX bit
is set, a non-maskable exception has occurred and the 8087 has activated its INT output. In the
PC/XT an NM1 is issued. (Beginning with the 80287, IR has been replaced by ES = error status.)
The meaning of the remaining bits C3-CO, TOP, PE, LIE, OE, ZE, DE and ZE is the same as for
the 80287.

The 8087 generates an exception under various circumstances, but some exceptions may be
masked. Further, you are free to define various modes for rounding, precision and the representation of infinite values. For this purpose, the 8087 has a control word, shown in Figure 15.3.
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Figure 18.3: 8087 control word

The IC bit controls the processing of infinite values. Projective infinity leads to only one value,
namely m. If you set IC equal to 0, then the 8087 operates with affine infinity, and two infinite
values +a0 and --m are possible. Beginning with the 80287XL, the IC bit is only present on
compatibility grounds because the IEEE standard allows affine infinity only. With the M bit, you
can mask interrupts globally, in which case the 8087 ignores all exceptions and doesn’t execute
an on-chip exception handler. This capability has also been removed with the 80287. The function of the remaining bits PM, UM, OM, ZM, DM and IM is the same as in the i387 (Section 6.5).
You will find the 8087 tag word in Section 6.5; it is identical to that in the i387. Moreover, the
memory images of the instruction and data pointers match those for the 16-bit real format in the
i387. They are shown in Figure 6.10.

18.4 8087 Memory Cycles
An interesting difference between the 8087 and all later 80x87 model occurs in the memory
access: the 8087 can access memory on its own; there are no I/O cycles between CPU and
coprocessor.
The 8086/88 distinguishes instructions with memory access from pure arithmetical instructions
handed by the 8087. The CPU calculates the operand address according to the addressing
scheme indicated, and then the 8086/88 executes a dummy read cycle. This cycle differs from a
normal read cycle only in that the CPU ignores the data supplied by the memory. If the CPU
recognizes a coprocessor instruction without a memory operand, it continues with the next
struction after the 8087 has signalled via its BUSY pin that it has completed the current
struction.
he 8087 also behaves differently for instructions with and without a memory operand. In the
rst case, it simply executes an instruction such as FSQRT (square root of a floating-point
umber). For an instruction with a memory operand it uses the 8086/88 dummy read cycle in
re following way:
Fetching an operand from memory: the 8087 reads the address supplied by the CPU in the
dummy read cycle via the address bus and stores it in an internal temporary register. Then
the 8087 reads the data word that is put onto the data bus by the memory. If the operand
is longer than the data word transferred within this read cycle, the 8087 requests control of
the local bus from the 8086/88. Now the 8087 carries out one or more succeeding read cycles
on its own. The coprocessor uses the memory address fetched during the course of the
dummy read cycle and increments it until the whole memory operand is read. For example,
in the case of the 8088/87 combination, eight memory read cycles are necessary to read a
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floating-point number in long real format. Afterwards, the 8087 releases control of the loc.ll
bus to the 8086/88 again.
-

Writing an operand into memory: in this case the coprocessor also fetches the address output
by the CPU in a dummy read cycle, but ignores the memory data appearing on the data bus,
Afterwards, the 8087 takes over control of the local bus and writes the operand into memory,
starting with the fetched address, in one or more write cycles.

Because of the dummy read cycle the 8087 doesn’t need its own addressing unit to determine
the effective address of the operand with segment, offset and displacement. This is advantageous because the 8087, with its 75 000 transistors, integrates far more components on a single
chip compared to the 28 000 transistors of the 8086/88, and space is at a premium (remember
that the 8087 was born in the 1970s).
The 8087 also uses the 8086/88 addressing unit if new instructions have to be fetched into the
prefetch queue. The CPU addresses the memory to load one or two bytes into the prefetch
queue. These instruction bytes appear on the data bus. The processor status signals keep the
8087 informed about the prefetch processes, and it monitors the bus. If the instruction bytes
from memory appear on the data bus, the 8087 (and also the 8086/88, of course) loads them into
the prefetch queue.
For the data transfer between memory and coprocessor, no additional I/O bus cycles between
CPU and 8087 are necessary. Therefore, the LOAD and STORE instructions require more time
on an 80287. Don’t be surprised if, for pure mathematical applications, a 10 MHz XT with an
8087 coprocessor is nearly as fast as a 10 MHz AT with an 80287. The 80287 (without XL) runs
only at two-thirds of the CPU speed, thus at 6.67MHz. Moreover, it requires the additional
I/O bus cycles between CPU and 80287 when accessing memory. However, the 80286/80287
combination cancels this disadvantage with a more effective bus cycle lasting for only two clock
cycles per data transfer at zero wait states, compared to the four clock cycles of the SO86/8O87
combination. In the end, both systems give about the same performance.

18.5 8086/8087 System Configuration
Figure 18.4 shows typical wiring oi the 8087 coprocessor and CPU 8086/88. As they are
busmasters, both chips access the same local bus which is connected to memory, the I/O a&
dress space and the bus slots via the 8288 bus controller. The 8086/88 and the 8087 read and
decode the same instruction stream at the same speed, thus they operate s~&zrorrozts/~~ and are
supplied with the same clock signal (CLK) by the 8284 clock generator. All higher coprocessol-s,
however, such as the 80287,387, etc., run asychronously to the CPU. For synchronous operntloll
of the 8086/88 and 8087, the 8087 must always know the current state of the 8086/88.
The 8087 can process its instructions independently of the CPU. Even concurrent (parall
execution of instructions is possible, but here the problem of resynchronization arises dft’2r
completion of the coprocessor instruction. After decoding the current ESC instruction, the 8(N~l/
88 would prefer to execute the next instruction at once, but cannot do so because the CPU 11~‘~
to wait for the coprocessor. Because of this, the BUSY pin of the 8087 is connected to tllc‘
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Figure 18.4: 8086/8087 system configw&m. The 8087 hnnnor~izes especinlly well with the 8086/88, and cm
therefore be connected to the 8086jSS without difficulties. The 8087 uses the same bus controller, the same clock
generator, nnd the same interrupt controller as the CPU.

TEST pin of the 8086/88. When the coprocessor executes an instruction it activates the BUSY
signal. When it has completed the instruction, it deactivates the signal. The WAIT instruction
of the 8086/88 causes the CPU to check the TEST pin continuously to observe the BUSY state
of the coprocessor. Only when the 8087 has deactivated BUSY to signal to the 8086/88 that the
current instruction is completed and the 8087 is ready to accept further numeric instructions
does the CPU continue with the next instruction. Via the QSO and QSl pins, the 8087 detects the
status of the 8086/88’s prefetch queue to observe the CPU’s operation. Thus, the 8086/88 and
8087 always operate synchronously.
If an error or an exception occurs during a numerical calculation in the coprocessor, such as
overflow or underflow, the 8087 activates its INT output to issue a hardware interrupt request
to the CPU. Usually, the INT signal of the 8087 is managed by an interrupt controller (the 8259A,
for example) and then applied to the 8086/88. But the PC/XT does it in another way: the 8087
hardware interrupt request is supplied to the NM1 input of the 8086/88. The PC/XT has only
one 8259A PIC and must therefore save IRQ channels. Note that besides the coprocessor interrupt, an error on an extension adapter or a memory parity error may also issue an NM1 corresponding to interrupt 2. Thus, the interrupt handler must be able to locate the source of an NMI.
Figure 18.4 demonstrates that both the 8086/88 and the 8087 can access the local bus, to read
data from memory, for example. 8086/88 instructions such as MOV reg, mem or the LOAD
instruction of the 8087 carry out a memory access. Thus there are two busmasters, each using
the local bus independently. A simultaneous access of the local bus by the CPU and coprocessor
would give rise to a conflict between them, with disastrous consequences. Therefore, only one
of these two processors may control the local bus, and the transfer- of control
between them must
be carried out in a strictly defined way. Because of this, the RQ/GTl pins of the 8086/88
- - _
and RQ/GlO pins of the 8087 are connected. From the description above
you_ can see that these
_
Pins serve to request and grant local bus control. The 8087 uses the RQ/GTO pin to get control
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of the local bus for data transfers to and from memory. The RQ/GTl pin is available for other
busmasters, for example the I/O 8299 coprocessor. Therefore, CPU and coprocessor may alternate in controlling the local bus. The 8087 bus structure and its bus control signals are equivalent
to those of the 8086/88.

19 Memory Chips

’

Virtually no other computer element has been the subject of such almost suicidal competition
between the world’s leading microelectronic giants over the past ten years as memory chips. At
the beginning of the PC-era 64 kbit chips and 16 kbit chips were considered to be high-tech. But
today in our PCs, 16Mbit chips are used, and 256Mbit chips are already running in several
laboratories.

Note that the storage capacity of memory chips is always indicated in bits and not in bytes.
,:i. Today’s most common 4 Mb memory chip is therefore able to hold four million bits, or 512 kbytes.
For a main memory of 4 Mbytes, eight of these chips (plus one for parity) are thus required.

’ The technological problems of manufacturing such highly-integrated electronic elements are
enormous. The typical structure size is only about 1 pm, and with the 64 Mbyte chip they will
be even less (about 0.3 pm). Human hairs are at least 20 times thicker. Moreover, all transistors
‘. and other elements must operate correctly (and at enormous speed); after all, on a 64 Mbyte chip
there are more than 200 million (!) transistors, capacitors and resistors. If only one of these
elements is faulty, then the chip is worthless (but manufacturers have integrated redundant
circuits to repair minor malfunctions that will then only affect the overall access time). Thus, it
is not surprising that the development of these tiny and quite cheap chips costs several hundred
million dollars.
For the construction of highly integrated memory chips the concept of dynamic RAM (DRAM)
is generally accepted today. If only the access speed is in question (for example, for fast cache
memories), then static RAM (SRAM) is used. But both memory types have the disadvantage that
they lose their ability to remember as soon as the power supply is switched off or fails. They
store information in a volatile manner. For the boot routines and the PC BIOS, therefore, only
a few types of ROM are applicable. These memories also hold the stored information after a
power-down. They store information in a non-volatile manner, but their contents may not be
altered, or at least only with some difficulty.

19.1 Small and Cheap - DRAM
The name dynamic RAM (DRAM) comes from the operation principle of these memory chips.
They represent the stored information using charges in a capacitor. However, all capacitors have
the disadvantageous characteristic of losing their charge with the lapse of time, so the chip loses
the stored information. To avoid this the information must be refreshed periodically or ccdynamically)), that is, the capacitor is recharged according to the information held. Figure 19.1
shows the pin assignment of a 4 Mb chip as an example. Compared with the processors, we only
have to discuss a few pins here.
A9-Ao (I)
Pins 21-24, 27-32
“Th ese t en pins are supplied with the row and column addresses of the accessed memory cells.
A-7,7
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Figure 19.1: Pin ossipment of a 16 Mb chip.

- -

LCAS, UCAS (I)
Pins 35, 34

If the corresponding column address strobe pin is on a low level then the DRAM strobes the
supplied address and processes it as a column address. LCAS
is assigned
- the low-order data
byte 107-100, UCAS the high-order data byte 1015-108. LCAS, UCAS and RAS serve as
address control signals for the DRAM chip.
1015-100 (I/O)
Pins 2-5, 7-10, 41-44, 46-49
These pins are supplied with the write data during a write access, and they provide the read
data in the course of a read access.
RAS (I)
Pin 18
If the memory controller applies a low-level signal at this row address strobe pin then the
DRAM latches the supplied address and interprets it as a row address.
WE (1)
Pin 17
If the write-enable signal at this pin is on a low level then the DRAM performs a write access
GE (I)
Pin 33
If the output-enable signal at this pin is on a low level then data is read from the addressed
memory cell and output.
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vcc (I)
Pins 1, 6, 25
These pins are supplied with the supply voltage.
GND
Pins 26, 45, 50
These pins are grounded.

19.1.1 Structure and Operation Principle
For data storage, reading the information, and the internal management of the DRAM, several
functional groups are necessary. Figure 19.2 shows a typical block diagram of a dynamic RAM.

-

RAS
GAS
WE

Figure 19.2: Block dinpm of a d!ytmvric RAM. The r~ernory cells ore arrnnged in R matrix, the so-cnlled n~emory
CM array. The address buffer srqwwtiolly nccepts the row nrrd colrrmr~ addresses nnd trmwnits thcrn to the row
and column decoder, rqwctively. The decoders drive ir&rnal sipd lines md gates so thnt the datn of the
addressed memory cell IS tmmmitted to the dntn buffer nftcr a short time puiod to DC output.

:

The central part of the DRAM is the WWHWLJ cell nrmy. Usually, a bit is stored in an individually
addressable unit memory cell (see Figure 19.3), which is arranged together with many others
in the form of a matrix with rows and columns. A 4 Mbyte chip has 4 194 304 memory cells
arranged in a matrix of, for example, 2048 rows and 2048 columns. By specifying the row and
column number, a memory cell is unambiguously determined.
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The address buffer accepts the memory address output by the external memory controller
according to the CPU’s address. For this purpose, the address is divided into two parts, a row
and a column address. These two addresses are read into the address buffer in succession: this
process is called ?rnrltiple~ing. The reason for this division is obvious: to address one cell in a
4 Mbyte chip with 2048 rows and 2048 columns, 22 address bits are required in total (11 for the
row and 11 for the column). If all address bits are to be transferred at once, 22 address pins
would also be required. Thus the chip package becomes very large. Moreover, a large address
buffer would be necessary. For high integration, it is disadvantageous if all element groups that
establish a connection to their surroundings (for example, the address or data buffer) have to
be powerful and therefore occupy a comparably large area, because only then can they supply
enough current for driving external chips such as the memory controller or external data buffers.
Thus it is better to transfer the memory address in two portions. Generally, the address buffer
first reads the row address and then the column address. This address multiplexing is controlled
by the RAS and CA5 control signals. If the memory controller passes a row address then it
simultaneously activates the RAS signal, that is, it lowers the level of RAS to low. RAS (rozu
address strobe) informs the DRAM chip that the supplied address is a row address. Now the
DRAM control activates the address buffer to fetch the address and transfers it to the row
decoder, which in turn decodes this address. If the memory controller later supplies the column
address then it activates the CAS (column address strobe) signal. Thus the DRAM control recognizes that the address now represents a column address, and activates the address buffer again.
The address buffer accepts the supplied address and transfers it to the column decoder. The
duration of the RAS and CAS signals as well as their interval (the so-called RAS-CAS de/a!/)
must fulfil the requirements of the DRAM chip.
The memory cell thus addressed outputs the stored data, which is amplified by a sense amplifier
and transferred to a data output buffer by an I/O gate. The buffer finally supplies the information as read data D,,, via the data pins of the memory chip.
If data is to be written the memory controller activates the WE signal for write enable and applies
the write data D,, to the data input buffer. Via the I/O gate and a sense amplifier, the information is amplified, transferred to the addressed memory cell, and stored. The precharge circuit
serves to support the sense amplifier (described later).
Thus the PC’s memory controller carries out three different jobs: dividing the address from the
CPU into a row and a column address that are supplied in succession, activating the signal>
RAS, CAS and WE correctly, and transferring and accepting the write and read data, respectively. Moreover, advanced memory concepts such as interleaving and page mode request Malt
cycles flexibly, and the memory controller must prepare the addressed memory chips accordin$!
(more about this subject later). The raw address and data signal from the CPU is not suitable
for the memory, thus the memory controller is an essential element of the K’s memory subsystem

19.1.2 Reading and Writing Data
The l-transistor-l-capacitor cell is mainly established as the common unit memory cell toda!
Figure 19.3 shows the structure of such a unit memory cell and the I/O peripherals required to
read and write data.
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Column 1 Column 2

Column

”

Precharge Circuit
~___________..______--__.-__..___--_--_,

ense Amplifier Block

Column Decoder

h ;/O Gate Block

Figure 19.3: Memory cell array and I/O peripherals. The unit memory cell for holding one bit comprises a
capacitor and a transistor. The word lines turn on the access transistors of a row and the column decoder selects
a bit line pair. The data of a memory cell is thus transmitted onto the l/O line pair and afterwards to the data
output buffer.

,~ ,The unit memory cell has a capacitor which holds the data in the form of electrical charges, and
‘an access transistor which serves as a switch for selecting the capacitor. The transistor’s gate is
-‘connected to the word line WLx. The memory cell array accommodates as many word lines
’ :hU to WLn as rows are formed.
Besides the word lines the memory cell array also comprises so-called bit line pairs BL, E. The
number of these bit line pairs is equal to the number of columns in the memory cell array. The
+bit lines are alternately connected to the sources of the access transistors. Finally, the unit
k’memory cell is the capacitor which constitutes Ihe actual memory element of the cell. One of
odes is connected to the drain of the corresponding access transistor, and the other is
%.
“.
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The regular arrangement of access transistors, capacitors, word lines and bit line pairs is
repeated until the chip’s capacity is reached. Thus, for a 1 Mbyte memory chip, 4 194 304 access
transistors, 4 194 304 storage capacitors, 2048 word lines and 2048 bit line pairs are formed.
Of particular significance for detecting memory data during the course of a read operation is the
precharge circuit. In advance of a memory controller access and the activation of a word line
(which is directly connected to this access), the precharge circuit charges all bit line pairs up to
half of the supply potential, that is, Vcc/2. Additionally, the bit line pairs are short-circuited by
a transistor so that they are each at an equal potential. If this equalizing and precharging process
is completed, then the precharge circuit is again deactivated. The time required for precharging
and equalizing is called the RAS precharge time. Only once this process is finished can the chip
carry out an access to its memory cells. Figure 19.4 shows the course of the potential on a bit
line pair during a data read.
When the memory controller addresses a memory cell within the chip the controller first supplies the row address signal, which is accepted by the address buffer and transferred to the row
decoder. At this time the two bit lines of a pair have the same potential Vcc/2. The row decoder
decodes the row address signal and activates the word line corresponding to the decoded row
address. Now all the access transistors connected to this word line are switched on. The charges
of all the storage capacitors of the addressed row flow onto the corresponding bit line (time t,
in Figure 19.4). In the 4 Mbyte chip concerned, 2048 access transistors are thus turned on and
the charges of 2048 storage capacitors flow onto the 2048 bit line pairs.

BL

;

:

The problem, particularly with today’s highly integrated memory chips, is that the capacity of
the storage capacitors is far less than the capacity of the bit lines connected to them by the access
transistors. Thus the potential of the bit line changes only slightly, typically by +lOO mV (t2). lf
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the storage capacitor was empty, then the potential of the bit line slightly decreases; if charged
then the potential increases. The sense amplifier activated by the DRAM control amplifies the
potential difference on the two bit lines of the pair. In the first case, it draws the potential of the
bit line connected to the storage capacitor down to ground and raises the potential of the other
bit line up to Vcc (tJ. In the second case, the opposite happens - the bit line connected to the
storage capacitor is raised to Vcc and the other bit line decreased to ground.
Without precharging and potential equalization by the precharge circuit, the sense amplifier
would need to amplify the absolute potential of the bit line. But because the potential change
is only about 100 mV, this amplifying process would be much less stable and therefore more
likely to fail, compared to the difference forming of the two bit lines. Here the dynamic range
is flO0 mV, that is, 200 mV in total. Thus the precharge circuit enhances reliability.
Each of the 2048 sense amplifiers supplies the amplified storage signal at its output and applies
the signal to the I/O gate block. This block has gate circuits with two gate transistors, each
controlled by the column decoder. The column decoder decodes the applied column address
signal (which is applied after the row address signal), and activates exactly one gate. This means
that the data of only one sense amplifier is transmitted onto the I/O line pair I/O, I/O and
transferred to the output data buffer. Only now, and thus much later than the row address, does
the column address become important. Multiplexing of the row and column address therefore
has no adverse effect, as one might expect at a first glance.
The output data buffer amplifies the data signal again and outputs it as output data D,.,. At the
same time, the potentials of the bit line pairs are on a low or a high level according to the data
in the memory cell that is connected to the selected word line. Thus they correspond to the
stored data. As the access transistors remain on by the activated word line, the read-out data
is written back into the memory cells of one row. The reading of a single memory cell therefore
simultaneously leads to a refreshing of the whole line. The time period between applying the
row address and outputting the data D,, via the data output buffer is called RAS access time t,,,,
or access time. The much shorter CAS access time tCAs is significant for certain high-speed modes.
This access time characterizes the time period between supplying the column address and
outputting the data D,,,. Both access times are illustrated in Figure 19.4.
After completing the data output the row and column decoders as well as the sense amplifiers
are disabled again, and the gates in the I/O gate block are switched off. At that time the bit lines
are still on the potentials according to the read data. The refreshed memory cells are disconnected from the bit lines by the disabled word line, and the access transistors thus switched off.
Now the DRAM control activates the precharge circuit (t,), which lowers and increases, respectively, the potentials of the bit lines to Vcc/2 and equalizes them again (tJ. After stabilization
of the whole DRAM circuitry, the chip is ready for another memory cycle. The necessary time
period between stabilization of the output data and supply of a new row address and activation
of I?% is called recovery tirrw or RAS precharp time t,,,, (Figure 79.4).
The total of RAS precharge time and access, time leads to the cycle time t,,,,,,. Generally, the RAS
precharge time lasts about 80% of the access time, so that the cycle time is about 1.8 times more
than the access time. Thus, a DRAM with an access time of 100 ns has a cycle time of 180 ns.
Not until this 180 ns has elapsed may a new access to memory be carried out. Therefore, the
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time period between two successive memory accesses is not determined by the short access time
but by the nearly double cycle time of 180 ns. If one adds the signal propagation delays between
CPU and memory on the motherboard of about 20 ns, then an 80286 CPU with an access time
of two processor clock cycles may not exceed a clock rate of 10 MHz, otherwise one or more
wait states must be inserted. Advanced memory concepts such as interleaving trick the RAS
precharge time so that in most cases only the access time is decisive. In page mode or static
column mode, even the shortest CAS access time determines the access rate. (More about these
subjects in Section 19.1.6.)
The data write is carried out in nearly the same way as data reading. At first the memory control
supplies the row address signal upon an active RAS. Simultaneously, it enables the control
signal WE to inform the DRAM that it should carry out a data write. The data D,, to write is
supplied to the data input buffer, amplified and transferred onto the I/O line pair I/O, I/O.
The data output buffer is not activated for the data write.
The row decoder decodes the row address signal and activates the corresponding word line. As
is the case for data reading, here also the access transistors are turned on and they transfer the
stored charges onto the bit line pairs BLx, BLx. Afterwards, the memory controller activates the
CAS signal and applies the column address via the address buffer to the column decoder. It
decodes the address and switches on a single transfer gate through which the data from the
I/O line pair is transmitted to the corresponding sense amplifier. This sense amplifier amplifies
the data signal and raises or lowers the potential of the bit lines in the pair concerned according
to the value ccl), or aO>> of the write data. As the signal from the data input buffer is stronger
than that from the memory cell concerned, the amplification of the write data gains the upper
hand. The potential on the bit line pair of the selected memory cell reflects the value of the write
data. All other sense amplifiers amplify the data held in the memory cells so that after a short
time potentials are present on all bit line pairs that correspond to the unchanged data and the
new write data, respectively.
These potentials are fetched as corresponding charges into the storage capacitors. Afterwards,
the DRAM controller deactivates the row decoder, the column decoder and the data input
buffer. The capacitors of the memory cells are disconnected from the bit lines and the write
process is completed. As was the case for the data read, the precharge circuit sets the bit line
pairs to a potential level Vcc/2 again, and the DRAM is ready for another memory cycle.
Besides the memory cell with one access transistor and one storage capacitor, there are other cell
types with several transistors or capacitors. The structure of such cells is much more complicated, of course, and the integration of its elements gets more difficult because of their higher
number. Such memory types are therefore mainly used for specific applications, for example, a
so-called dual-port RAM where the memory cells have a transistor for reading and another
transistor for writing data so that data can be read and written simultaneously. This is advantageous, for example, for video memories because the CPU can write data into the video RAbf
to set up an image without the need to wait for a release of the memory. On the other hand,
the graphics hardware may continuously read out the memory to drive the monitor. For this
purpose, VRAM chips have a parallel random access port used by the CPU for writing data into
the video memory and, further, a very fast serial output port that clocks out a plurality of bits,
for example a whole memory row. The monitor driver circuit can thus be supplied very quickly
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and continuously with image data. The CRT controller need not address the video memory
periodically to read every image byte, and the CPU need not wait for a horizontal or vertical
retrace until it is allowed to read or write video data.
Instead of the precharge circuit, other methods can also be employed. For example, it is possible
to install a dummy cell for every column in the memory cell array that holds only half of that
charge which corresponds to a <cl,>. Practically, this cell holds the value ((l/2,>. The sense amplifiers then compare the potential read from the addressed memory cell with the potential of
the dummy cell. The effect is similar to that of the precharge circuit. Also, here a difference and
no absolute value is amplified.
It is not necessary to structure the memory cell array in a square form with an equal number
of rows and columns and to use a symmetrical design with 2048 rows and 2048 columns. The
designers have complete freedom in this respect. Internally, 4 Mbyte chips often have 1024 rows
and 4096 columns simply because the chip is longer than it is wide. In this case, one of the
supplied row address bits is used as an additional (that is, 12th) column address bit internally.
The ten row address bits select one of 2’” = 1024 rows, but the 12 column address bits select one
of 2”= 4096 columns. In high-capacity memory chips the memory cell array is also often
divided into two or more subarrays. In a 4 Mbyte chip eight subarrays with 512 rows and 1024
columns may be present, for example. One or more row address bits are then used as the
subarray address; the remaining row and column address bits then only select a row or column
within the selected subarray.
The word and bit lines thus get shorter and the signals become stronger. But as a disadvantage,
the number of sense amplifiers and I/O gates increases. Such methods are usual, particularly
in the new highly-integrated DRAMS, because with the cells always getting smaller and smaller
and therefore the capacitors of less capacity, the long bit lines <<eat>) the signal before it can reach
the sense amplifier. Which concept a manufacturer implements for the various chips cannot be
recognized from the outside. Moreover, these concepts are often kept secret so that competitors
don’t get an insight into their rivals’ technologies.

19.1.3 Semiconductor Layer Structure
The following sections present the usual concepts for implementing DRAM memory cells.
Integrated circuits are formed by layers of various materials on a single substrate. Figure 19.5
is a sectional view through such a layer structure of a simple DRAM memory cell with a plane
capacitor. In the lower part of the figure, a circuit diagram of the memory cell is additionally
illustrated.
The actual memory cell is formed between the field oxide films on the left and right sides. The
field oxides separate and isolate the individual memory cells. The gate and the two n-doped
,regions source and drain constitute the access transistor of the memory cell. The gate is separjated from the p-substrate by a so-called gate isolation or gate oxide film, and controls the
conductivity of the channel between source and drain. The capacitor in its simplest configura!hon is formed bv an electrode which is grounded. The electrode is separated by a dielectric
aolation film from the p-substrate in the same way as the gate, so that the charge storage takes
f
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GND

W

BL

I
Figure 29.5: A typical DRAM cell. The nccess trnnsistor of the DRAM cell genemlly consists of or, MOS
transistor. The yote of the transistor sirn~rltnneously forms the word line, and the dmin is connected to the bit
line. Charges that represent the stored information are held in the substrate in the regiotr below the electrode

place below the isolation layer in the substrate. To simplify the interconnection of the memoq
cells as far as possible, the gate simultaneously forms a section of the word line and the drain
is part of the bit line. if the word line W is selected by the row decoder, then the electric field
below the gate that is part of the word line lowers the resistance value of the channel between
source and drain. Capacitor charges may thus flow away through the source-channel-drain
path to the bit line BL, which is connected to the n-drain. They generate a data signal on the bit
line pair BL, K, which in turn is sensed and amplified by the sense amplifier.
A problem arising in connection with the higher integration of the memory cells is that the si=
of the capacitor, and thus its capacity, decreases. Therefore, fewer and fewer charges can be
stored between electrode and substrate. The data signals during a data read become too weak
to ensure reliable operation of the DRAM. With the latest 4 Mbit chip the engineers therefore
went over to a three-dimensional memory cell structure. One of the concepts used is shown in
Figure 19.6, namely the DRAM memory cell with trench capacitor.
In this memory cell type the information charges are no longer stored simply between two plane
capacitor electrodes, but the capacitor has been enlarged into the depth of the substrate. The
facing area of the two capacitor electrodes thus becomes much larger than is possible with al’
ordinary plane capacitor. The memory cell can be miniaturized and the integration densit!
enlarged without decreasing the amount of charge held in the storage capacitor. The read-out
signals are strong enough and the DRAM chip also operates very reliably at higher integratror’
densities.
Unfortunately, the technical problems of manufacturing such tiny trenches are enormous. We
must handle trench widths of about 1 urn at a depth of 3-4 pm here. For manufacturing s LlCll
small trenches completely new etching techniques had to be developed which are anisotroPic,
and therefore etch more in depth than in width, It was two years before this technology \“a’

I
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GND
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BL
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Charge Storage Area

BL

!Figurc 19.6: Trench capacitor for htghest integration densities. To enhance the electrode area of the storage
‘cqmtor, the capacitor is built into the depth of the substrate. Thus the memory cells can moue closer together
I.’
:_rotthout decreasing the stored charge per cell.
‘reliably available. Also, doping the source and drain regions as well as the dielectric layer
between the two capacitor electrodes is very difficult. Thus it is not surprising that only a few
big companies in the world with enormous financial resources are able to manufacture these
memory chips.
5 i.
GT o enhance the integration density of memory chips, other methods are also possible and
C$applied, for example folded bit line structures, shared sense amplifiers, and stacked capacitors.
#_*k of space prohibits an explanation of all these methods, but it is obvious that the memory
pchips which appear to be so simple from the outside accommodate many high-tech elements
s;?,‘and methods. Without them, projects such as the 64 Mbit chip could not be realized.
k:

&9.1.4 DRAM Refresh
g:
m Figure 19.5 you already know that the data is stored in the form of electrical charges in
capacitor. As is true for all technical equipment, this capacitor is not perfect, that is, it
rges over the course of time via the access transistor and its dielectric layer. Thus the
charges and therefore also the data held get lost. The capacitor must be recharged periy. Remember that during the course of a memory read or write a refresh of the memory
ells within the addressed row is automatically carried out. Normal DRAM S must be refreshed
1-16 ms, depending upon the type. Currently, three refresh methods are employed: RASefresh; CAS-before-RAS refresh and hidden refresh. Figure 19.7 shows the course of the
involved during these refresh types.
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Figure 19.7: Three refresh types. (a) RAS-only refresh; (b) CA.5before-RAS refresh; (c) hidden refresh,

RAS-only Refresh
The simplest and most used method for refreshing a memory cell is to carry out a dummy read
cycle. For this cycle the RAS signal is activated and a row address (the so-called refresh nddressj
is applied to the DRAM, but the CAS signal remains disabled. The DRAM thus internally reads
one row onto the bit line pairs and amplifies the read data. But because of the disabled 66
signal they are not transferred to the I/O line pair and thus not to the data output buffer. To
refresh the whole memory an external logic or the processor itself must supply all the row
addresses in succession. This refresh type is called RAS-only refresh. The disadvantage of this
outdated refresh method is that an external logic, or at least a program, is necessary to carry out
the DRAM refresh. In the PC this is done by channel 0 of the 8237 DMA chip, which is periodically activated by counter 1 of the 8253/8254 timer chip and issues a dummy read cycle. In
an RAS-only refresh, several refresh cycles can be executed successively if the CPU or refresh
control drives the DRAM chip accordingly.
CAS-before-RAS

Refresh

Most modern DRAM chips additionally implement one or more internal refresh modes. The
most important is the so-called CA.5before-RAS refresh. For this purpose, the DRAM chip has its
own refresh logic with an address counter. For a CAS-before-RAS refresh, CAS is held low for
a certain time period before RAS also drops (thus CAS-before-RAS). The on-chip refresh (that
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is, the internal refresh logic) is thus activated, and the refresh logic carries out an automatic
internal refresh. The refresh address is generated internally by the address counter and the
refresh logic, and need not be supplied externally. After every CAS-before&AS refresh cycle,
the internal address counter is incremented so that it indicates the new address to refresh. Thus
it is sufficient if the memory controller ((bumps, the DRAM from time to time to issue a refresh
cycle. With the CASbefore-RAS refresh, several refresh cycles can also be executed in succession.
Hidden Refresh
Another elegant option is the hidden refresh. Here the actual refresh cycle is more or less <<hidden*, behind a normal read access. During a hidden refresh the CAS signal is further held on
a low level, and only the RAS signal is switched. The data read during the read cycle remains
valid even while the refresh cycle is in progress. Because the time required for a refresh cycle
is usually shorter than the read cycle, this refresh type saves some time. For the hidden refresh,
too, the address counter in the DRAM generates the refresh address. The row and column
addresses shown in Figure 19.7 refer only to the read cycle. If the CAS signal remains on a low
level for a sufficiently long time, then several refresh cycles can be carried out in succession. For
this it is only necessary to switch the RAS signal frequently between low and high. New motherboards implement the option of refreshing the DRAM memory with CAS-before-RAS or hidden
refresh instead of the detour via the DMA and timer chip. This is usually faster and more effective.
You should use this option, which comes directly from the field of mainframes and workstations,
to free your PC from unnecessary and time-consuming DMA cycles.

19.1.5 DRAM Chip Organization
Let us look at a 16-bit graphics adapter equipped with 1 Mbyte chips. As every memory chip
has one data pin, 16 chips are required in all to serve the data bus width of 16 bits. But these
16 1 Mbyte chips lead to a video memory of 2 Mbytes; that is too much for an ordinary VGA.
, : If you want to equip your VGA with <(only,, 512 kbytes (not too long ago this was actually the
,i maximum) you only need four 1 Mbyte chips. But the problem now is that you may only
k.. . implement a 4-bit data bus to the video memory with these chips. With the continual develop?7 ment of larger and larger memory chips, various forms of organization have been established.
., The 1 Mbyte chip with its one data pin has a so-called 7 Mword * 2 hit organization. This means
_’ that the memory chip comprises 1M words with a width of one bit each, that is, has exactly one
5 data pin. Another widely used organizational form for a 1 Mbyte chip is the 256kword s 4bit
;: organization. These chips then have 256k words with a width of four bits each. The storage
-5~ capacity is 1 Mbit here, too. Thus the first number always indicates the number of words and
$. the second the number of bits per word. Unlike the 1M * l-chip, the 256 s 4-chip has four data
::: pins because in a memory access one word is always output or read. To realize the aboveindicated video RAM with 512 kbytes capacity, you therefore need four 1 Mbit chips with the
256k * 4 organization. As every chip has four data pins, the data bus is 16 bits wide and the 16.
bit graphics adapter is fully used. Figure 19.8 shows the pin assignment of a 256 * $-chip. Unlike
the 1M * 1 DRAM, four bidirectional data input/output pins W-D3 are present. The signal at
the new connection m (output enable) instructs the DRAM’s data buffer to output data at the
,pins DO-D3 (m low) or to accept them from the data pins DO-D3 t?% high).
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Figure 19.8: Pin assignment for LI 256k s I-chip.
Besides the 256k * 4-chip there is also a 64k e 4-chip with a storage capacity of 256 kbits, often
used in graphics adapters of less than 512 kbytes of video-RAM, as well as a 1M *$-chip with
a capacity of 4 Mbits, which you meet in high-capacity SIMM or SIP modules. These chips all
have four data pins that always input or output a data word of four pins with every memory
access. Thus the chip has four data input and output buffers. Moreover, the memory array of
these chips is divided into at least four subarrays, which are usually assigned to one data pin
each. The data may only be input and output word by word, that is, in this case in groups of
four bits each.

19.1.6 Fast Operating Modes of DRAM Chips
A further feature of modern memory chips is the possibility of carrying out one or more column
modes to reduce the access time. The best known is the page mode. What is actually behind this
often quoted catchword (and the less well-known static-column, nibble and serial modes) is
discussed in the following sections. Figure 19.9 shows the behaviour of the most important
memory signals if the chip carries out one of these high-speed modes in a read access. For
comparison, in Figure 19.9a you can also see the signal’s course in the conventional mode.
Page Mode
Section 19.1.2 mentioned that during the course of an access to a unit memory cell in the
memory chip, the row address is input first with an active RAS signal, and then the column
address with an active CAS signal. Additionally, internally all memory cells of the addressed
row are read onto the corresponding bit line pair. If the successive memory access refers to a
memory cell in the same row but another column (that is, the row address remains the same and
only the column address has changed), then it is not necessary to input and decode the rol\
address again. In page mode, therefore, only the column address is changed, but the ro\\
address remains the same. Thus, one page corresponds exactly to one row in the memory cell
array. (You will find the signal’s course in page mode shown in Figure 19.9b.)
To start the read access the memory controller first activates the RAS signal as usual, and passes
the row address. The address is transferred to the row decoder, decoded, and the correspondiN
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word line is selected. Now the memory controller activates the CAS signal and passes the
column address of the intended memory cell. The column decoder decodes this address and
transfers the corresponding value from the addressed bit line pair to the data output buffer. In
normal mode, the DRAM controller would now deactivate both the RAS and CAS signals, and
the access would be completed.
If the memory controller, however, accesses in page mode a memory cell in the same row of the
DRAM (that is, within the same page), then it doesn’t deactivate the RAS signal but continues
to hold the signal at an active low level. Instead, only the CAS signal is disabled for a short
time, and then reactivated to inform the DRAM control that the already decoded row address
is still valid and only a column address is being newly supplied. All access transistors connected
to the word line concerned thus also remain turned on, and all data read-out onto the bit line
pairs is held stable by the sense amplifiers. The new column address is decoded in the column
decoder, which turns on a corresponding transfer gate. Thus, the RAS precharge time as well
as the transfer and decoding of the row address is inapplicable for the second and all succeeding
accesses to memory cells of the same row in page mode. Only the column address is passed and
decoded. In page mode the access time is about 50% and the cycle time up to even 70% shorter
than in normal mode. This, of course, applies only for the second and all successive accesses.
However, because of stability, the time period during which the RAS signal remains active may
not last for an unlimited time. Typically, 200 accesses within the same page can be carried out
before the memory controller has to deactivate the RAS signal for one cycle.
However, operation in page mode is not limited to data reading only: data may be written in
page mode, or read and write operations within one page can be mixed. The DRAM need not
leave page mode for this purpose. In a 1 Mbyte chip with a memory cell array of 1024 rows and
1024 columns, one page comprises at least 1024 memory cells. If the main memory is implemented with a width of 32 bits (that is, 32 1 Mbyte chips are present), then one main memory
page holds 4 kbytes. As the instruction code and most data tend to form blocks, and the processor rarely accesses data that is more than 4 kbytes away from the just accessed value, the
page mode can be used very efficiently to reduce the access and cycle times of the memory
chips. But if the CPU addresses a memory cell in another row (that is, another page), then the
DRAM must leave page mode and the RAS precharge time makes a significant difference. The
same applies, of course, if the RAS signal is disabled by the memory controller after the maximum active period.
Hyper Page Mode (ED0 Mode)

In hyper page mode - also known as ED0 mode - the time-like distance between two consecutive CAS activations is shorter than in normal page mode (see Figure 19.9~). Thus column
addresses are passed more quickly and the CAS access time is significantly shorter (usually by
30% compared to ordinary page mode), therefore the transfer rate is accordingly higher. Please
note also that in this ED0 mode the CAS signal must rise to a high level before every new
column address (in the following static-column mode, however, it remains on a low level).
Static-column Mode
Strongly related to the page mode is the static-column mode (Figure 19.9d). Here the CAS signa!
is no longer switched to inform the chip that a new column address is applied. Instead, only the
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column address supplied changes, and CAS remains unaltered on a low level. The DRAM
control is intelligent enough to detect the column address change after a short reaction time
without the switching of CAS. This additionally saves part of the CAS switch and reaction
time. Thus the static-column mode is even faster than the page mode. But here also the RAS
and CAS signals may not remain at a low level for an unlimited time. Inside the chip only the
corresponding gates are switched through to the output buffer. In static-column mode, therefore, all memory cells of one row are accessible randomly. But DRAM chips with the staticcolumn mode are quite rare on the market, and are little used in the field of PCs. Some IBM
I’S/2 models, though, use static-column chips instead of DRAM S with page mode.
Nibble Mode
The nibble mode is a very simple form of serial mode. By switching CAS four times, four data
bits are clocked-out from an addressed row (one nibble is equal to four bits, or half a byte). The
first data bit is designated by the applied column address, and the three others immediately
follow this address. Internally, a DRAM chip with the nibble mode has a 4-bit data buffer in
most cases, which accommodates the four bits and shifts them, clocked by the CAS signal,
successively to the output buffer. This is carried out very quickly because all four addressed
(one explicitly and three implicitly) data bits are transferred into the intermediate buffer all at
once. The three successive bits need only be shifted, not read again. DRAM chips with the nibble
mode are rarely used in the PC field.
Serial Mode
The serial mode may be regarded as an extended nibble mode. Also in this case, the data bits
within one row are clocked out by switching CAS. Unlike the nibble mode, the number of CAS
switches (and thus the number of data bits) is not limited to four. Instead, in principle a whole
row can be output serially. Thus, the internal organization of the chip plays an important role
here, because one row may comprise, for example, 1024 or 2048 columns in a 1 Mbit chip. The
row and column addresses supplied characterize only the beginning of the access. With every
switching of CAS the DRAM chip counts up the column address internally and automatically.
The serial mode is mainly an advantage for reading video memories or filling a cache line, as
the read accesses by the CRT or the cache controller are of a serial nature over large address
areas.
Interleaving
Another possibility to avoid delays because of the RAS precharge time is memory interleaving.
For this purpose, memory is divided into several banks interleaved with a-certain ratio. This is
explained in connection with a 2-way interleaved memory for an i386 CPU. For example, because of the 32-bit i386 address bus, the memory is also organized with a width of 32 bits. With
2-way interleaving, memory is divided into two banks that are each 32 bits wide. All data with
even double-word addresses is located in bank 0 and all data with odd double-word addresses
in bank 1. For a sequential access to memory executed, for example, by the i386 prefetcher, the
two banks are therefore accessed alternately. This means that the RAS precharge time of one
bank overlaps the access time of the other bank. Stated differently: bank 0 is precharged while
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the CPU accesses bank 1, and vice versa. Figure 19.10 shows this, together with the releva;it
signals.
As only the access time and not the cycle time is significant for the CPU access rate, here the
access rate can be doubled. Thus the effective access time for several successive memory accesses is halved. In the lower part of Figure 19.10 the same process without interleaving is
shown. You can clearly see the difference.

RASO [ 2
CASO [
but [
RASl [
CAsl[

2

4

6

8

10

Figure 19.10: 2-way interlravitzg. By means of interleaving the RAS precharge time is avoided when accessing fhtwo memory banks alternately. Therefore, only the access time of the chip is important, not the cycle time.
Without interleaving, on the other hand, the nearly double cycle time is dominant so that repetitive accesses to
memory are delayed.

3-way and 4-way interleaving is carried out according to the same principle, but memory is
divided into three and four banks respectively, here, and the RAS and CAS shifts are only one
third or one fourth of the time compared with half of the normal cycle time. Many NEAT boards
allow custom setup of the interleaving factor. If your memory chips have four banks in total
you may choose either 2-way or 4-way interleaving. In the first case, two banks are alwa]is
combined into one group; in the latter case, each bank is accessed individually.
So far I have described the concepts of page mode and interleaving in connection with n read
access. But for data writing the same principles apply, of course. Moreover, read and write accesses
can be mixed. The page mode does not need to be left, nor is interleaving without any value.
To use the advantages of both interleaving and page mode, many storage chips are nob”
configured as paged/interleaved memory. Figure 19.11 shows the course of the RAS and m
signals, as well as the output data, for a 2-way interleaved configuration with page mode.
As you can see, the CASI signal is phase-shifted by 180” compared to CASO. Thus, blmk i,
accepts column addresses, decodes them and supplies data, while for bank 1 the strobe signJ1
CASl is disabled to change the column address, and vice versa. The access rate is thus furthc”.
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increased compared to conventional interleaving or page mode. With conventional interleaving
the DRAMS are interleaved according to the width of memory word by word or double word
by double word. In page/interleaving this is done page by page. If an RAS precharge cycle is
required during a page change, the access to the other bank is carried out with a probability of
50%. Thus, interleaving is effective in a way similar to conventional memory operation.
However, the page mode and interleaving are not always successful, unfortunately. As mentioned, it is necessary that the memory accesses are carried out for the same page. A page
change gives rise to an RAS precharge time, and thus delays the memory access. In the same
way, to gain an advantage from interleaving it is required that the accesses with a 32-bit data
bus are alternately carried out for odd and even double-word addresses, or alternately for odd
and even word addresses in the case of a 16-bit data bus. If the CPU twice accesses an odd or
even double-word or word address one after the other, in this case RAS precharge time is also
required. Fortunately, program code and data tend to form blocks. Moreover, prefetching is
executed sequentially so that page mode and interleaving significantly increase the memory
access rate in most cases - but not always.
The bit rate is typically about 80% with page/interleaving. A very intelligent memory controller
is required for this, which must be able to detect in page mode whether an access occurs within
the same page, or with interleaving whether the other bank has to be accessed. If this condition
is not fulfilled, the memory controller must flexibly insert wait states until the DRAMS have
responded and output the required data or accepted the data supplied. Such powerful memory
controllers are rather complicated, but interesting (from a technical viewpoint). Therefore, a
typical member, the 82C212 for the 80286 CPU, is discussed below.

19.1.7 Memory Modules
Today, compact memory modules such as SIMM, SIP and F’S/2 are often used instead of single
chips. SIMM and SIP modules have a standard width of 9 bits, I’S/2 modules a data width of
36 bits (modules with parity), 32 bits (modules with 32 bits) or 40 bits (ECC modules). The
relevant number allocated to reach the indicated storage capacity (16 Mbytes, for example) is
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installed on the modules, The modules must be inserted into their intended sockets on the
banks.
Internally, the modules are often combined pair-by-pair to realize a main memory with a data
width of, for example, 64 bits for the Pentium or Pentium Pro. Figure 19.12 shows SIMM, SIP
and I’S/2 modules. SIMM and I’S/2 modules have a contact strip similar to the adapter cards
for the bus slots; SIP modules are equipped with pins that must be inserted into corresponding
holes. Today, only I’S/2 modules are used.
The following sections briefly discuss the terminals of the I’S/2 modules with and without
parity. Similarly named contacts of the SIMM and SIP modules have similar functions.
A&All (I)
Contacts 12-19, 28-29, 31-32
These 12 contacts are supplied the row and column addresses with active RASx and CASx,
respectively.

CAS3-CASO (I)
Contacts 40-43
These column address strobe contacts are supplied the column address strobe signals from the
memory controller to select individual bytes.
DQ34-DQ27, DQ25-DQ18, DQ16-DQ9, DQ7-DQO (I/O)
Contacts 2-9, 20-27, 49-58, 60-65
These contacts receive or provide the 32 data bits.
PD4-PDl (I)
Contacts 67-70
The module receives through these contacts the four parity bits from the memory controller.
PQB, PQ17, PQ26, PQ35 (0; modules with parity only)
Contacts 35-38
These contacts output the four parity bits.
RAS3-RASO (I)
Contacts 33, 34, 44, 45
These row address strobe contacts are supplied with the row address strobe signals

-

WE (I)

Contact 47
When data is written into the chips the memory controller activates the write enable signal at
contact WE. With a high-level signal data is read from the DRAM chips.
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vcc
Contacts 10, 30, 59
The supply voltage is applied to these three contacts.
GND
Contacts 1, 39, 72
These contacts are grounded
For modules with parity we have to distinguish between physical and logical parity: physical
parity means that the parity bits are supplied by the memory controller during data write, and
are stored into the memory chips of the module. In a read access the module then provides the
stored parity information.
For logical parity the memory controller generates the parity bits and supplies them to the
module during a write access, but the module ignores this parity information, that is, the parit)
bits are not stored. In a read access the simple circuitry of the module now generates the parity
information from the stored data bits. Therefore, a parity error can never occur; the parity
information provided by the module is without value. Such modules save more than 10% (4 oi
36 bits) of memory capacity and are accordingly cheaper. They serve mainly to implement main
memory which is controlled by a memory controller that demands parity information. As the
power of parity with respect to detecting data errors is quite limited, modern memory controllers
usually neglect parity, or implement a more powerful ECC memory. This type of main memory
not only detects errors in a reliable manner but is even able to correct it in most cases.

19.2 Memory Mapping and Shadow RAM
Modern memory controllers allow extensive mapping of the physical memory address from the
processor to the actually present address spaces implemented by memory chips. The following
sections present the most important topics, beginning with a simple but memory-saving mapping which was implemented especially on older AT-286s. You will find an example of a modern
memory controller which is part of an advanced PC1 system controller in Section 24.12.
19.2.1

Mapping

Besides all modern memory controllers, many older memory controllers for the AT (especially
the NEAT chipsets) also implement a memory mapping logic and accompanying registers. As
YOU know, the address area between 640k and 1M is reserved for ROM chips with BIOS
routines. If YOU have 1 Mbyte of memory installed, for example with four 256k I 9 SIMMs
(please note that this section mainly refers to outdated AT models), then the addresses from
0 bytes to 1 Mbyte are contiguous, but at the same time the area between 640 kbytes and 1 Mbyte
is reserved for ROM chips. To avoid any address conflict the addresses between 640k and lhl
of RAM must be masked off, and 384 kbytes of RAM memory get lost. Thus, the memo?;
controller carries out a so-called memory mapping. The 384 kbytes of RAM memory betwee”
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640 kbytes and 1 Mbyte are thus mapped onto the addresses between 1M and 1.384M. This
process is shown in Figure 19.13.

Memory Mapping
.,’
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i Figure 19.13: RAM memory mapping. The 82C212 can divide a physicnl memory of 1 Mbyte into u section of
; MO kbytes between Ok md 640k, nrrd a section of 384 kbytes above IM. The <(hole>> in between is filled with
i ROM.

$ ,Thus RAM accesses with addresses between 0 and 640k proceed unaltered. If the address is in
the range between 640k and lM, the memory controller accesses the ROM chips. After addresses
5 beyond lM, the memory controller accesses the 384 high-order kbytes of the 1 Mbyte RAM, thus
5 these 384 kbytes of RAM are already in extended memory.
&
f Another feature of NEAT memory controllers is shadowing ROM data in the faster RAM or,
X alternatively, the possibility of configuring the main memory above 1M as extended or extI panded memory, or as a mixture. More about this subject in the next two sections.
%

lp.2.2 Shadow RAM and BIOS
,$e disadvantage of ROM chips compared to DRAM or SRAM is the significantly longer access
time. Today, DRAM chips with access times of 70 ns or less and SRAM chips with access times
below 25ns are usual. But EPROMs and other ROM types need up to 200ns before the addata is available. That is an important disadvantage, because extensive BIOS routines
ss to floppy and hard disk drives or graphics adapters are located in the slower ROM.
er, these routines are frequently called by the operating system or application programs,
s slow down program execution. What better solution than to move code and data from
e slow ROM into the faster main memory? This process is supported by shadowing. The
rmance increase when BIOS routines are called can be up to 400%. Generally, the better the
chips and the slower the ROM the higher is the performance increase.
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To move the ROM data into the RAM, two things are necessary:
_
_

software that transfers the data from ROM to RAM;
a memory controller that maps the ROM address space onto the RAM area to which the
ROM data has been moved.

The former is carried out by the BIOS during the course of the PC’s boot process. The processor
simply reads the whole ROM and transfers the read data into the RAM area, which is then
mapped onto the addresses of the original ROM address space by the memory controller. Then,
ROM code and ROM data are still located at the same physical address. But now RAM instead
of ROM chips are accessed, so no address alteration within the ROM code is required. If more
than 1 Mbyte of RAM is installed and shadowing is not active, the NEAT memory controller
maps RAM and ROM in the way illustrated in Figure 19.14.

System RAM
(4 Mbyte)

Memory Mapping

4 Mbyte

I

wfrfh

RAM
3 Mbyte

%ftO””

2 Mbyte

!OOOOOh
lffrffh

RAM
1 Mbyte
640 kbyte
0 kbytt

._____________)

1 OOOOOh

. . . . . . ...__...)

:%OOh
19ffffh

._____________~

300000h

RAM

Figure 19.14: Memory mapping with more than 1 Mbyte without shadowing. Without shadowing the RAM
section between 640k and IM is masked off, because the ROM chips nre located ot these addresses.

1

You can see that with addresses between 640k and lM, the ROM chips are still accessed.
Moreover, the higher 384 kbytes of RAM memory are lost because they cannot be mapped onto
the area between 1 Mbyte and 1.384 Mbyte without overlapping the installed memory between
1M and 2M. If shadowing is enabled, a completely different situation arises. The corresponding
memory mapping is shown in Figure 19.15.
The shadow RAM is located in the address space between 640k and 1M; the ROM chips are
completely masked off from the address space. If an application such as Word attempts to
access the hard disk via BIOS interrupt 13h to read data, the CPU no longer addresses the code
in ROM, but that transferred into shadow RAM. To avoid a computer crash during a BIOS call,
all data needs to be transferred from the ROM to the RAM chips, of course, because application
programs and the system cannot now access the ROM chips. Only a direct and therefor e
hardware-dependent programming of the memory controller registers can still access the RObI,
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Figure 19.15: Memory mapping with shadowing enabled. With shadowing enabled the content of the ROMs
between 640k and 1M is copied into the correspondirlg RAM section. Afterwards, the ROM chips between 640k
and 1M are masked off.

With most memory controllers you can move individual sections of ROM address space into the
shadow RAM. Thus, it is not absolutely necessary to move all 384 kbytes reserved for the ROM
BIOS between 640k and 1M to shadow RAM all at once. You may, for example, move the BIOS
area between COOOOh and C8000h, which is reserved for the EGA and VGA BIOS, to shadow
RAM to speed up picture setup. On the other hand, it is sometimes impossible to map certain
parts of the ROM address space. This especially applies to adapters, which carry out a so-called
memory-mapped I/O. Modern cache controller or chip sets (or also CPUs, such as Cyrix’s 6x86)
can also lock some freely choosable memory areas for the caching.

19.2.3 Expanded Memory and Memory Mapping
Besides extended memory there is another memory type that can be used by DOS for expanding
the normal base memory of 640 kbytes - the so-called expanded memory. Figure 19.16 shows the
principle of this storage. The following description refers mainly to a hardware implementation
Of expanded memory.
Expanded memory inserts a so-called <(EMS window), with a maximum size of 64 kbytes into
the first Mbyte of the real mode address space of the 80x86 CPU. EMS is the abbreviation for
7Expanded Melnory Specification or Expanded Memory System. The start address and size of this
i window can be chosen by means of jumpers, or via the BIOS setup program. In most cases, the
%+area between 640k and 1M that is reserved for ROM chips is not entirely occupied, so it is useful
&to put the EMS window into this area. But you have to be sure that the entire memory section
.&occupied by the EMS window is really free, otherwise address conflicts occur and the PC
#crashes. In addition, the so-called upper memory blocks (DO!3 are also located here.
*:
I:
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Figure 19.16: Expanded mrmory and rner~~~ry ~nnpping

The EMS window is divided into four pages, with 16 kbytes at most, which are contiguous in
the address space. The start address of each page can be defined by software commands that
control the logic of expanded memory by means of a driver so that the four pages with 16
kbytes each can be moved within the much larger physical expanded memory. By definition
a maximum physical memory of 8 Mbytes is available for expanded memory. The principles of
EMS are rather old, and were being used more than 15 years ago on the CP/M machines with
their &bit processors. Lotus, Intel and Microsoft decided some years ago to set up a strictly
defined standard for the software control of expanded memory. The result is LIM-EMS (Lotus
Intel Microsoft expanded memory specification). Today, LIM EMS 4.0 is the defncfo standard for
expanded memory systems. The hardware forming the base and the manner in which the pages
in the large physical memory are inserted into the EMS window between 640k and 1M (that is,
how the address translation is carried out) are completely hidden from the programmer who
wants to use expanded memory. Together with the EMS hardware, the manufacturer delivers
a driver whose software interface corresponds to LIM-EMS, and whose hardware interface is
directed to the electronics used.
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Earlier EMS systems were mainly implemented using an EMS adapter card in a bus slot. The
start address of the EMS window could then be defined by means of jumpers. The EMS driver
accesses the address transformation logic on the adapter card using reserved port addresses in
most cases, so that, for example, the address OdOOOOh (which corresponds to the first EMS page)
is mapped onto the address 620000h (which is far beyond the 20-bit address space of the 8086
or the later processors in real mode, and is above 6M). NEAT memory controllers can configure
the physically available main memory beyond the 1 Mbyte border as either extended or
expanded memory, or as a mixture of both. Figure 19.16 shows a physical on-board memory of
8 Mbytes, whose first Mbyte is used as real mode RAM with 640 kbytes and as shadow RAM
for ROM with 384 kbytes at most. This part of main memory is thus not available for expanded
memory, but only the remaining 7 Mbytes. Analogous to an EMS memory expansion adapter
with separate address translation logic, the NEAT’s internal EMS logic remaps the pages of the
EMS window onto these 7 Mbytes.
Note that today the hardware implementation has been superseded by software drivers which
only emulate the EMS windows and remap high-lying memory ranges to EMS windows by
means of the CPU or DMA chips, that is, data is copied between the windows and the highlying memory areas. But this doesn’t change the logical structure of expanded memory.
For addressing the physical 8 Mbyte memory of Figure 19.16, 23 address bits are required. For
expanded memory the restriction to 20 address bits is bypassed by dividing the 23-bit address
into two subaddresses comprising 20 bits at most. This is, on the one hand, the start address of
the EMS page concerned in the physical memory. For this, 9 address bits are required, as
expanded memory is divided into scsegments) of 16 kbytes each. On the other hand, within such
a <csegmenbp a 14-bit offset is formed. I have used the word ~~segmenb~ to indicate the analogy
to the 80x86 segment and offset registers. If you load a segment register with a certain value
then you need only an offset register later to access all objects within the segment concerned.
After addressing an object in another segment you must reload the offset and the segment
register with new values. A similar case arises with the EMS windows and expanded memory.
To map an EMS page into expanded memory you need to write the 9-bit number (segment
address) of the corresponding 16 kbyte block in expanded memory into an EMS table. If only
objects within this EMS page are accessed it is sufficient to alter the 14-bit offset, but because
the EMS page has to be inserted in 16 kbyte steps into the 20-bit address space of the 80x86
running in real mode, the 80x86 additionally needs to know the number of the 16 kbyte block
in memory between 0 and 1024 kbytes that holds the EMS page. For this purpose, six address
bits are required. Thus the 80x86 needs its complete 20-bit address bus to determine the 16 kbyte
block of the EMS page on the one hand, and to access objects within this page with a 14-bit
offset on the other. Not until the EMS page must be moved in expanded memory (that is,
another 16 kbyte block is selected), has the 80x86 to alter the 9-bit block address with the EMS
driver. Afterwards, the 14-bit offset is again sufficient to address objects within the thus defined
EMS page.
,?. he characteristic of expanded memory compared with extended memory is that processors
~ I.i with a small address bus can also access a large memory. The 8-bit 8080 (Intel) or 280 (Zilog)
i. Processors which played an important role in the CP/M era have only a 16.bit address bus, and
&can therefore address only 64 kbytes of memory. By means of the <<detour,) via expanded memory
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they can, in principle, address a memory of any size. For this, only a programmable address
translation logic is required, and eventually the output of a 4arger)b address by repeatedly
activating the 16-bit address bus.
Another advantage compared to extended memory is that the 80x86 need not be switched into
protected mode to activate the complete address bus with a width of more than 20 bits. Starting
with the i386, this is not important because these processors can clear the PM flag in the CR0
control register to reset the processor to real mode immediately. With an 80286 more problems
occur, as a return to real mode is possible only via a time-consuming processor reset. If the
expanded memory is realized using an intelligent memory controller in the fast on-board memory
instead of on a slow adapter card, then on an 80286 the addressing of expanded memory can
eventually be much faster than using extended memory. This especially applies if small amounts
of data are to be accessed.

19.3 Fast and Expensive - SRAM
In the following sections we shall examine the <<racehorse>> of memory chips - the SRAM. In the
SRAM the information is no longer stored in the form of charges in a capacitor, but held in the
state of a so-called flip-flop. Such a flip-flop has two stable states that can be switched by a
strong external signal (the word flip-flop itself should tell you what’s meant). Figure 19.17
shows the structure of a memory cell in an SRAM.
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Figure 19.17: SRAM memory cell. The SRAM memory cell CleftJ getwally consists of a f7ipJ?op, the circuit
cell fright), OH fhr other hand, thy

condition of which represents the stored value. In a DRAM memory
informntkm is stored in the form of electrical charges ill a coy&or.

Y OU can see immediately that the SRAM cell structure is far more complicated than that of a
DRAM memory cell, illustrated on the right of Figure 19.17. While the DRAM cell consists @nlY
of an access transistor Tr, and a capacitor holding the charges according to the stored data, in
a typical SRAM cell two access transistors Tr, and a flip-flop with two memory transistors Tr.
as well as two load elements are formed. Thus the integration of the SRAM memory cell is only
possible with a much higher technical effort. Therefore, SRAM chips are more expensive, and
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usually have less storage capacity than DRAM chips. For this reason, SRAMs are mainly used
for fast and small cache memories while DRAM chips form the large and slow main memory.
High-quality SRAM chips for fast-clocked RISC machines or supercomputers achieve access
times of no more than 8 ns. In a PC in most cases chips with access times of lo-20 ns are used,
depending on the clock rate and their use as tag or data storage.

19.3.1 The Flip-flop
Now we turn to the flip-flop to get an understanding of the functioning of an SRAM memory
cell. Figure 19.18 shows the structure of a flip-flop.
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19.18: The flip-flop comprises two transistors Tr,, Tr, and two load resistors R,, R,.

i,The flip-fop is also called a bistable multivibrator because it can be switched between two stable
$:intemal states by external signals. The occurrence of two stable states gives rise to something
i. !ike hysteresis in the flip-flop’s characteristic. The higher the hysteresis the stronger is the sta* ,bihty of the states, and the more powerful the external signal must be to switch the flip-flop.
simple flip-flop of Figure 19.18 consists of two feedback-coupled NMOS transistors Tr, and
as well as two load elements R, and R,. Feedback means that the source of Tr, is connected
the gate of Tr, and vice versa. At all outputs Q and Q two stable states may then occur. If
is turned on then in the left branch of the flip-flop the overall voltage drops at the resistor
e output Q is grounded (low). The gate of transistor Tr, is therefore also supplied with
el voltage. Tr, is then turned off, and in the left branch the complete voltage drops at
or Tr,. Thus output Q is on a high-level of Vcc.
he other hand, Tr, is turned off, then the complete voltage in the left flip-flop branch
s at transistor Tr, and the output Q is equal to Vcc (high). Therefore, a high voltage is
ed to the gate of transistor Tr,, thus Tr, is turned on and in the right branch the complete
ge drops at resistor R,. The output Q is therefore grounded (low).
he other hand, the outputs Q and Q can also be used as inputs to set up the flip-flop state,
is, switching the state of transistors Tr, and Tr, on and off. The setup of this state is equal
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to the storing of one bit, because the flip-flop stably supplies, for example, at output Q a highor low-level signal.
The programming of a flip-flop state is briefly explained now with reference to an example. If
transistor Tr, is switched on then output Q supplies a low-level signal, transistor Trz is turned
off, and output Q supplies a high-level signal. Every transistor has a certain resistance value
even in the on state, that is, the so-called on-state resistance. The flip-flop’s load elements R, and
R, have a much higher resistance value than the on-state resistance of transistors Tr, and Trz.
Thus, despite the on-state resistance of Tr, and the accompanying voltage drop, the voltage at
output Q is small enough to represent a low level and, on the other hand, a voltage is applied
to the gate of transistor Tr, which turns off Tr,. If the value of R, is, for example, nine times
larger than the on-state resistance of Tr,, then 90% of the voltage Vcc drops at R, and only 10%
at Tr,. That’s sufficient to keep the output Q at a low level and Tr, turned off.
To switch the state, the connection Q (which is simultaneously an output and an input) must
be supplied with a signal that is so strong that the transistor turned on is unable to lead this
signal to ground completely because of its on-state resistance. Thus a signal is applied to the
gate of transistor Tr, which gives rise to a slight on-state of Tr,. Therefore, the voltage at 0
slightly decreases because of the lower voltage drop at Tr,. This lower voltage than previously
is simultaneously applied to the gate of Tr, so that its conductivity is somewhat degraded and
the voltage drop at Tr, increases. By means of the feedback to the gate of Tr,, transistor Tr2 is
further turned on and the process works itself up. During the course of this process, transistor
Tr, turns off and transistor Tr, switches through more and more so that the flip-flop finally
(<flips>> for flops?); thus the name flip-flop. If the signal at input Q is switched off, then the
output Q supplies a high-level signal and the complementary output Q a low-level signal; the
flip-flop state has been altered. In other words: a new bit was written-in or programmed.
For the flip-flop’s stability the ratio of the resistance values of the load elements R, and R, and
the on-state resistances of the transistors Tr, and Tr, are decisive. The higher the load resistances
compared to the on-state resistances, the more stable the stored states are. But it is also more
difficult, then, to switch the flip-flop states. The flip-flop responds inertly to the programming
signal supplied. If the resistance ratio is small then the flip-flop stability is lower. Yet the
switching can be carried out more easily and therefore more quickly. The designer of a flip-flop
always treads a thin line between stability and operation speed.
If connection Q is supplied with a signal of the same level as it has just output, the new signal
has no influence on the flip-flop state. If you write the same value that is already there into a
memory cell, then there is, of course, no consequence for the stored value. You can also prograIn
a flip-flop by applying a signal to the complementary connection 0, which is complementar!
to the bit to program. Thus flip-flops are well suited as storage elements, and they are wideh
used, for example, in latch circuits, shift registers, etc.
In the simple flip-flop described above a new bit is always stored when the connection Q or a
is supplied with an external signal. For the clocked elements in computers this is not \er!’
favourable, because at certain times an unpredictable and invalid signal may occur on the signal
lines. Therefore, clocked flip-flops are mainly used in computers. They accept the applied hit
signals only if the clock singnl is valid simultaneously. Such flip-flops have one or more addi-
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tional access transistors controlled by the clock singal, and which transmit the applied write
signal only upon an active clock signal for a store operation by the flip-flop.
Unlike the storage capacitors in DRAM memory cells, the flip-flop cells supply a much stronger
data signal as transistors Tr, and Tr, are already present in the memory cell, which amplify the
signal and are thus able to drive the bit lines. In a DRAM cell, however, only the tiny charge
of a capacitor is transferred onto the bit line without any amplification, thus the signal is very
weak. Accordingly, in a DRAM signal amplification by the sense amplifiers needs more time,
and the access time is longer. For addressing memory flip-flops in an SRAM, additional access
transistors for the individual flip-flop cells, address decoders, etc. are required, as is the case in
aDRAM.

19.3.2 Access to SRAM Memory Cells
In an SRAM the unit memory cells are also arranged in a matrix of rows and columns, which
are elected by a row and column decoder, respectively. As is the case for the DRAM, the gates
‘. of the access transistors Tr, are connected to the word line W and the sources are connected to
‘t the bit line pair BL, E (Figure 19.18).
c

; If data has to be read from such a memory cell, then the row decoder activates the corresponding word line W. The two access transistors Tr, turn on and connect the memory flip-flop with
” the bit line pair BL, E. Thus the two outputs Q and Q of the flip-flop are connected to the bit
lines, and the signals are transmitted to the sense amplifier at the end of the bit line pair. Unlike
” the DRAM, these two memory transistors Tr, in the flip-flop provide a very strong signal as they
f: $are amplifying elements on their own. The sense amplifier amplifies the potential difference on
;, the bit line pair BL, BL. Because of the large potential difference, this amplifying process is
+7 carried out much faster than in a DRAM (typically within 10 ns or less), so the SRAM chip needs
&he column address much earlier if the access time is not to be degraded. SRAM chips therefore
i,don’t carry out multiplexing of row and column addresses. Instead, the row and column
gladdress signals are provided simultaneously. The SRAM divides the address into a row and
. column part internally only. After stabilization of the data the column decoder selects the
,c
qcorresponding column (that is, the corresponding bit line pair BL, ml and outputs a data signal
!$to the data output buffer, and thus to the external circuitry.
~The data write proceeds in the opposite way. Via the data input buffer and the column decoder,
:: the write data is applied to the corresponding sense amplifier. At the same time, the row
.:/ p
,$ego der activates a word line W and turns on the access transistors Tr,. As in the course of data
~1 reading, the flip-flop tries to output the stored data onto the bit line pair BL, %. However, the
‘“sense amplifier is stronger than the storage transistors Tr,, and supplies the bit lines BL, E with
‘a signal that corresponds to the write data. Therefore, the flip-flop switches according to the
1”
,vnew write data, or keeps the already stored value depending upon whether the write data
,.t
mcides with the stored data or not.
ike the DRAM, no lasting RAS/CAS recovery times are necessary. The indicated access time
@s usually equal to the SRAM’s cycle time. Advanced DRAM memory concepts such as page
splode, static-column mode or interleaving have no advantages for SRAMs because of the lack
a
2:
%.
i

.
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of address multiplexing and RAS recovery times. SRAM chips always run in anormal mode),,
in which both row and column address are supplied.

19.3.3 Typical SRAM - The Intel 51258
The memory controller for SRAM chips is quite simple because row and column addresses are
supplied simultaneously. Because of the missing address multiplexing, more pins are required
and the SRAM packages are larger than comparable DRAM chips. Further, SRAM chips don’t
use any high-speed operating modes (for example, page mode or static-column mode). Internal
driving of the memory cells is thus easier. Because of the static design memory, a refresh is
unnecessary. The state of the memory flip-flops is kept as long as the SRAM chip is supplied
with power. This simplifies the peripheral circuitry of the SRAM chips when compared to that
of the DRAM chips, and compensates for the disadvantage of the much more complicated
memory cell structure, to a certain degree. Nevertheless, the integration density of DRAM chips
is about four times larger than that of SRAM chips using the same technology. Figure 19.19
shows the pin assignment of a typical SRAM chip - Intel’s 51258.

A4
A6
A6
A7
A8
A9
CS
GND

51258
SRAM

A12
All
AID
D3
D2
Dl
DO
WE

L---

I
Figure 19.19: Pin msignment of a typical SRAM chip.

.

The 51258 has a storage capacity of 256 kbits with an organization of 64 kword * 4bit. Thus for
addressing, the 64 kword 16 address pins A15-A0 are required, because the SRAM doesn’t carry
out any address multiplexing. The 4-bit data is applied to or delivered by the 51258 via four data
pins
D3-DO. As is ihe case for DRAM chips, the further connections a (chip select) and
WE
(write
enable) are present to enable the SRAM chip (E = low) or to carry out a data Write
(WE = low).a instructs
__the SRAM to accept the supplied address, and to address its memory
cell array. RAS and CAS are missing here, of course, so that E has to carry out this triggering. If the 51258 is to be used for the cache memory of an i386 or i486, then at least eight of these
chips must be installed to service the data bus with a width of 32 bits. The storage capacity of
this cache memory then has 256 kbytes, sufficient for a medium-sized workstation. Because of
the larger number of address pins, SRAM packages are usually much bigger than DRAM chips.
Don’t be surprised, therefore, if you find real SRAM memory blocks instead of tiny chips in
your PC.
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19.4 Long-term Memory - ROM, EPROM and other PROM S

I

I!

The disadvantage of all the memory elements discussed above is the volatility of the stored data;
once switched off they lose their memory. DRAM and SRAM chips are therefore unsuitable
for PC startup routines that carry out the boot process. Instead so-called ROM chips are
employed. The storage data is written once into the ROM in a non-volatile way so that it is held
all the time.

’ 19.4.1 ROM
“( In ROM chips the information is not present in the form of charges, as in DRAMS, or as an
IJ alterable circuit state of electronic elements, as in SRAMs, but generally as a fixed wiring state
+ of the elements. Often, switching elements are used that are connected between a word and a
bit line, and whose switching state (on, off) is fixed.
t #ures ROM is very rare today. In these chips the data to be stored has already been taken into
account in advance of manufacturing. The data is integrated into the circuit design as either
’ present or missing connections of nodes within the chip’s circuitry. A very compact circuit
i design can thus be achieved, as the circuit can be optimized in view of the information to be
; stored. This can be carried out only at the expense of flexibility, because the change of only a
2 single bit requires an alteration of the complete circuit.

I For this reason, only programmable ROM (PROM for short) is used today. In these chips the
t information needs to be ccburnt in*, by the user, or at least following the last manufacturing step.
-; In the latter case, the chip is called a mask ROM because programming in these ROM chips
is carried out by means of a mask. Also, all other layers for gate, source and drain regions of
:_ transistors, conductive layers for word and bit lines, etc. are manufactured using such masks.
‘:: The last mask then contains the connection information according to the data to be stored. Thus
: the manufacturing steps up until the last masks are the same for all ROMs, and independent of
,! the information to be stored. Different data only needs to be handled by a single different mask.
9 This is a significant advance compared to pure ROM.
<Such mask-programmable ROMs are advantageous if a large number of identical ROM chips
‘r with the same information are to be manufactured. The main effort is in the design and manu_’ facture of the programming mask; the production of the last layer for the ROM chips is easy.
;‘The same applies, for example, to the printing of a book: the most extensive work is in the
i]manufacture of the printing plate. Whether 100 or 10 000 copies are to be printed is irrelevant
,’ (apart from the paper required).
&
.4 . e main disadvantage of mask-programmed ROMs is that the programming can be carried out
aonly at the manufacturer’s site. As you may know, the manufacturing process must be carried
F&t in clean-rooms. The computer shop around the corner, though, which readily programs the
ewest BIOS version for you, cannot do this. Thus, for ROMs required only in small quantities
e electrically programmable ROMs dominate.
2”
I
?.
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19.4.2 EPROM
In an electrically programmable ROM (EPROM) data is written (as the name indicates) in a n
electrical manner, but unlike DRAM S and SRAMs, this data is stored in a non-volatile fashion.
One method for achieving non-volatihty is to burn a fusabIe link between the word and bit line.
During programming a much stronger current pulse is supplied than in the future normal
operating mode. As in an ordinary fuse, the pulse burns the connection between word and bit
line so that they are now disconnected, and the stored value is equal to <~O>P. All non-burned
fusable links represent a ccl~ and data according to the open or closed connections between
word and bit line is stored. The generation and supply of such strong pulses can also be carried
out by the user with a so-called programmer. The chip has already been mounted in a package
and therefore no further manufacturing steps are required. The storage content cannot be
altered afterwards, that is, such PROMS are one time programmable only and, thus, called OTPs.
Another possibility for the non-volatile storage of data is the use of a storage transistor with a
so-called flontins gnfe. This gate is located between the actual control gate and the substrate, and
(unlike the control gate) is not connected to word, bit or other lines; it <<floats> (that is, its
potential has no defined value). In most cases, control and floating gate consist of the same
material, for example polycrystalline silicon, which is a reasonably good conductor. Figure lY.2C
is a sectional view through such a storage transistor.

In memory cells with a storage transistor, the gate is usually connected to a word line, the drain
to a bit line, and the source to a reference potential (Vcc, for example), In the above-mentioned
ROM chips, the connection between word and bit line was realized by a simple conductor
bridge, but now the storage transistor takes over this job. With the word line activated, a normal
MOS transistor without a floating gate would always connect the bit line via drain, channel and
source to Vcc. Storage of any values is not yet carried out by this, but here the state of the
floating gate leaves permanent information on the memory cell. If the floating gate is neUtr~l1
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(that is, no charges are stored), then it has no influence on the electrical field that the control gate
generates in the channel region between source and drain. The storage transistor operates as a
normal MOS transistor, and applies the reference potential to the bit line as soon as the word
line is activated.
The situation changes completely, though, if the floating gate holds electrons, that is, is charged
with negative charges. The electric charges in the floating gate shield the field of the control gate
and generate an electrical field in the channel region which is opposite to the field of an active
control gate (the control gate is supplied with a positive voltage). Thus an activated word line
cannot generate a sufficiently strong field with the control gate to turn on the transistors. The
bit line is not supplied with the reference potential, and the storage transistor stores the value
<CO*. Only with a much higher control gate potential can the storage transistor be turned on, that
is, if the field of the control gate is strong enough to compensate the field of the floating gate,
and to make the channel between source and drain conductive. Thus the electric charge in the
floating gate shifts the storage transistor’s characteristic, and therefore also the threshold voltage, to higher values (Figure 19.20).
Loading the floating gate with electrons can be carried out by a pure electric pulse. As the
floating gate is completely embedded in an isolating layer, and has no connection to other
elements, the charges are held there for a long time (at least ten years). This long lifetime (and
the well-isolated connections to it) is, of course, an obstacle to charging the floating gate. To
program a <CO>> a pulse lasting 50 ms with a voltage of 20 V is applied between word and bit line,
that is, between gate and drain. Thus, in the channel region fast (hot) charge carriers (electrons)
are generated that have enough energy to pass the isolation region between substrate and
floating gate. They accumulate in the floating gate and are held there after the programming
pulse has been switched off, as the floating gate is isolated and the electrons do not have enough
energy after cooling to get over the isolation layer again. Thus, the isolation layer is impermeable only to low-energy cold electrons. High-energy electrons can penetrate the isolation layer,
but without destroying it. This type of storage transistor is also called FAMOST (posting pte
avalanche injection MOS trmsistor).
The programming time of 50 ms is very long compared to the 70 ns of modern DRAMS, or even
to the 20 ns of SRAM chips. But with a shorter programming time not enough electrons would
be collected in the floating gate to achieve the intended effect. Remedial action might be taken
by means of a higher programming voltage, but then there would be the danger of damaging
the isolation layer and destroying the chip. For the timing and strength of the write pulses,
therefore, a so-called PROM progratmer is available. This is a small piece of equipment into
which you may insert the PROM chips and which carries out the PROM chip programming
‘according to your write data.
Y ou might expect that the floating gate can be discharged and thus the data can be erased by
reversing the polarity of the programming pulse. But this is not true, as in this case hot electrons
!
,_?re also generated in the substrate and not in the floating gate. To erase the data the ROM chip
must be exposed to UV radiation. The electrons in the floating gate absorb the rays and thus
’ take in energy. They get <<hots>, and can leave the floating gate in the same way as they previ_i; Pusly got in. If the chip package is equipped with a W-permeable quartz window then we get
g? so-called EPROM L5mnble PROM). You may have already seen such chips. Through the
“i
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quartz window you have a clear view of the actual chip and the bonding wires; other silicon
chips are usually hidden in black or brown packages. After irradiating for about 20 minutes, all
charge carriers are removed from the floating gate and the EPROM chip can be programmed
again.

19.4.3 EEPROM
A quartz glass window and a UV lamp for clearing data are extensive (and also expensive)
equipment for erasing EPROM chips. It would better and much easier if the chip could be
cleared in the same way as it was programmed, by means of an electrical pulse. Fortunately,
memory chip techniques have made considerable progress during the past few years, and now
supply inexpensive EEPROMs (electrically erasable PROM) as well. Figure 19.21 shows a sectional
view through the storage transistor of such an EEPROM.

SOUVX

Gate

Programming
p-Substrate

Drain

\
Tunnel Oxide

\

Figure 19.21: EEPROM storage tramstor. In nn EEPROM the charges in the flootirlg gntr cm be remved by
means of an electrid pulse.
Loading the floating gate with electrons (that is, the programming of the memory cell) is carried
out in the same way as in an EPROM: by means of a relatively long (50 ms) voltage pulse of
+20 V between gate and drain high-energy charge, carriers are generated in the substrate which
penetrate the gate oxide and accumulate in the floating gate. The positive potential of +20 V
during programming <(draws up” the negative electrons from the substrate into the floating
gate. To clear the EEPROM the thin tunnel oxide film between a region of the floating gate
extending downwards in direction to the substrate and the drain is important. Because of basic
physical laws, isolation layers are never isolated perfectly. Instead, charge carriers can penetrate
the isolation layer (with a low probability). The probability gets higher the less the thickness of
the isolation layer and the higher the voltage between the two electrodes on the two sides of the
layer.
For discharging the floating gate an inverse voltage is applied between gate and drain, that is,
the drain is on a potential of +20 V against the gate. Thus the negative electrons in the floating
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gate are drawn to the drain through the thin tunnel oxide, and the stored data is thus erased.
It is important to ensure that this charge drawing does not last too long, as otherwise too many
electrons are drawn out of the floating gate and the gate is then charged positively. The transistor’s characteristic is thus shifted to the left too much, and the threshold voltage is lowered
too far, so that normal operation of the storage transistor becomes impossible.
A word about the storage capacities and access times of ROM chips. Because of the enormous
advance in integrating electronic circuits, ROM chips with a capacity of 1 Mbit are not unusual
today. On modern motherboards you will usually see only a single EPROM or EEPROM chip.
The access times are between 120 ns and 250 ns in most cases, and thus are much longer than
those of DRAMS or even SRAMs. You should move frequently used BIOS routines held in ROM
into the faster RAM by shadowing if your PC can do this. Only the POST and boot routines
must be held in ROM, as they initialize and boot the PC. The BIOS routines are needed later for
supporting the operating system and application programs, therefore they may also be loaded
externally, for example from a floppy disk.

19.5 Silicon Hard Disks - Flash Memories
In the past few years a new type of non-volatile memory has come onto the market, frequently
used in small portable computers as a substitute for floppy and hard disk drives - so-called
flash memories. The structure of their memory cells is fundamentally the same as that of
EEPROMs (Figure 19.21); only the tunnel oxide is thinner than in an EEPROM memory cell.
Therefore, they need an erase and programming voltage of only 12 V so that 10 000 program
and erase cycles can be carried out without any problems. Despite the memory cell array,
several additional control circuits and registers are formed in a flash memory, and the program
and erase operations are carried out in a somewhat different way. Flash memories may thus be
programmed nearly as flexibly as DRAMS or SRAMs, while they don’t lose the data held. Figure
19.22 shows a block diagram of the internal flash memory structure.
The central part of the flash memory is the memory cell array, which comprise FAMOST memory
cells as described in Section 19.4. The cells are addressed by an address buffer, which accepts
the address signals and transfers them to the row and column decoders, respectively. Flash
memories, like SRAM chips, don’t carry out address multiplexing. The row and column decoders select one word line and one or more bit line pairs as in a conventional memory chip.
The read data is externally output via a data input/output buffer or written into the addressed
memory cell by this buffer via an l/O gate.
It is important that the read process is carried out with the usual MOS voltage of 5 V, but for
programming and erasing the memory cells a higher voltage V,,,, of 12 V is required. To program
a memory cell the flash control applies a short voltage pulse of typically 10 us and 12 V. This
leads to an avalanche breakthrough in the memory transistor, which loads the floating gate. A
1 Mbit flash memory can be programmed within about 2 s, but unlike the conventional EEPROM,
erasure is carried out chip by chip. In a erasure process the flash control applies an erasure pulse
to the whole memory cell array by the erasure voltage switch, so that all memory cells are
.I erased. For an EEPROM the EEPROM programmer, on the other hand, carries out erasure cell
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by cell. The erase time for the whole flash memory is about 1 s. There are also variants of this
memory available that can be erased page by page, that is, one complete row of memory cells
is always erased. Moreover, some flash memories generate the programming and erasing voltage internally. A boosting circuitry boosts the normal operation voltage of 5 V through charge
pumping up to 12 V. The programming and erasing rate of these flash memories is limited bv
the boosting performance of that circuitry; thus, usually lower than the rate of flash memories
with an external programming and erasing voltage. As some compensation, they do not require
a second supply voltage.
The read, program and erase processes are controlled by means of 2-byte instructions, which the
external microprocessor writes to the instruction register of the flash control. Also, for this the
high voltage V,, of 12 V is necessary. For a typical flash memory the following instructions are
available:
Read memory: the flash memory supplies data via the data pins.
Read identifier code: the flash memory supplies a code at the data pins, which indicates the
type and version of the chip.
Setup erase/erase: prepares the flash memory for an erase process and carries out the erasure.
Erase-verify: erases all memory cells and verifies this process.
Setup program/program: prepares the programming of individual memory cells and carries
out this process.
Program-verify: executes the programming and verifies this process.
Reset: resets the flash memory to a defined initial state.
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Thus flash memories have a more extensive functionality than normal EEPROMs, and are a
virtually autonomous memory subsystem. For example, unlike conventional EEPROMs they
can be programmed and erased while installed in the computer. Some models even generate the
high voltage V,, from the supply voltage of 5 V internally. With an EEPROM you need dedicated peripheral equipment (the EEPROM programmer), and the chips must be removed from
the computer in advance of programming or erasure. The so-called flash BIOS makes use of that.
With ordinary ROM chips these must be removed for a BIOS update, and replaced by new ones
(PROM and EPROM), or they must be reprogrammed with the new BIOS data in an external
programmer (EEPROM). With a flash BIOS this is far easier: you simply start the necessary
software, and the flash EPROM is internally erased by an erase or erase-verify command.
Afterwards, the setup software transfers the new BIOS bytes (data and code) to the flash chip
and writes them with a program or program-verify command into the flash memory.
Flash memories are mainly used as a substitute for floppy and low-capacity hard disk drives in
portable computers, but also for a variety of chip cards. Because of advances in integrating
electronic elements, the chips are very small and have a very low power consumption. In the
non-selected state the flash chip enters a standby mode where the power consumption is again
drastically reduced. Hard disks, on the other hand, require relatively large, (<current-eating,)
electric motors to rotate the storage medium and the head actuator. Solid stafe hard disks on a
base of flash memories are therefore more favourable, in terms of power consumption as well
as cost, up to a size of several Mbytes. You will find them mainly as so-called memory curds.
Compared with battery-buffered SRAM solutions, their inherent non-volatility is a big advantage. There is no battery to fail and cause a data loss. The storage time of information in a flash
memory is at least ten years, and typically 100 years. Over this time period, hard disks or
floppies will become demagnetized.
Flash memories are mainly used in fields where a power failure would give rise to disastrous
consequences, or where the operating conditions are very rough. Hard disk drives are very
sensitive to shocks and floppies to mechanical damage or humidity. Flash memories, sealed in
a stable package with no mechanical movable parts, are immune to such external influences.
Table 19.1 compares some values for ordinary hard disks and mass storages based on flash
memories.

Access time
Track-track-posltloning
Data transfer rate
Writing a 10 kbyte block

Hard disk

Flash memory

24 ms
5 ms

0 ms
0 ms

1 Mbyte/s
46 ms

16 Mbytes/s
0.6 ms

Table 19.1: Hard disks mrd j7nsh wronories
;,
YOU can see that inertia as well as transfer rate are far better for a flash memory. However, one

disadvantage for its use as mass storage is that flash memories can usually only be erased chip
by chip or page by page. This may give rise to problems if, for example, one sector of a file or
a directory entry is to be updated. The driver for mass storages on a flash memory base must
1 take this into account.
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Figure 19.23 shows the pin assignment of a typical flash memory, the Intel 28F010, with a
storage capacity of 128 kword * 8 bit (1 Mbit in all). It has an access time of 120 ns, and is
therefore as fast as older DRAM chips.

A14
A13
A8
A9
All
CiE
A10
CE
D7

A7
A6
A5
A4
A3
A2
Al
A0
DO

W

Ali

free
PiC
kc
%s
Al5
A12
A7 AFJC
A5l==
A4c16

28FOlO
Flash
Memory

A10
CE
D7
D6
D5
D4
D3
GND
D2
Dl
DO
i A0
- Al
==lA2
17==xA3

Figure 19.23: The 28FOIO flash rnmory
The chip comes in the familiar DIP or PLCC packages, but you may also find a special occupation-area-saving version in a TSOP (thin srt~all outline package), which is only 1.2 mm thick. Small
and handy memory cards can thus be constructed. Most pins and signals are self-evident; the
following only presents the most important ones.
Aft-A16 (I)
Pins 2-12, 23, 25-29 (DIP, PLCC)
Pins l-5, 10-20, 31 (TSOP)
These 17 pins are supplied with the address for accessing the 128k words. No address multiplexing
is carried out.

E (I)
Pin 22 (DIP, PLCC)
Pin 30 (TSOP)
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If the signal at this chip enable pin is high, the flash chip is activated and leaves the standby
mode.
DO-D7 (I/O)
Pins 13-15, 17-21 (DIP, PLCC)
Pins 21-23, 25-29 (TSOP)
These pins supply the read data or accept the data for programming.
GE (1)
Pin 24 (DIP, PLCC)
Pin 32 (TSOP)
If the output enable signal a is low the chip outputs data.
WE (I)
Pin 31 (DIP, PLCC)
Pin 7 (TSOP)
If the write enable signal at WE is on a low level, commands can be written into the instruction
register and the memory cells.
v,, (0
Pin 1 (DIP, PLCC)
Pin 9 (TSOP)
This pin is supplied with the erase and program voltage (12 V) for writing the instruction
register, for erasing the complete memory cell array, or for programming individual bytes in the
memory cell array.

Part 3
Personal Computer Architectures and
Bus Systems
The two components discussed so far, micmprcessor
.

and memory, are not yet enough to buill
a complete Computer. These components are the heart and brain of the machine but some more
*organs* (to continue the biological theme) are still necessary Their number, tasks and connections are the actual implementation of a computer architecture. For example, dtiv- and the
graphics adapter must be accessed, and the interrupts issued by them should be handled acmrdingly by the processor-memory system. A majar -and for the enormously successful IBMcompatible personal computer, decisive - property is the very flexible bus system with the
expansion bus (or slot). The simple installation of a variety of LAN, graphics and other adapters
is only the” possible. For that reason, Part 3 is dedicated to the structure (and architectire) of
the various wlasses~~ of perso”al computers and their accompanying bus systems.
You can, of course, combine the chips described earlier, and those described later, and co”stmct
a robot or a laser printer controller, for example; one advantage of microp&essms is their
flexibility. You may also meet the chips d&&d in this b&ok in.other products, such as in
your washing machine or in a” aeroplane. But let us “ow turn to the actual architecture of the
PC/XT.

0
.
.

20 The 8-bit PC/XT Architecture
T
i The PC/XT was the first IBM personal computer. For toda#s%“a”ds it would not be sufficient
: &ve” for simple computer games; its &bit architecture is far out-dated. Nevertheless, many
: Components have survived from the PC/XT decade up to the i486 and Pentium machines, for
example, the 8237A DMA chips or the PIC 8259A. Their logical st~cture still determines the
z behaviour of the most advanced chip set. I will discusF_tbe PC/XT structure mainly for reasons
L-. Of c.n”plete”ess.
.*
-%

I.iO.1 The Components and Their Cooperation

‘.
e
‘%ure
‘?Oi
shows
a
block
diagram of a K/XT. If you have looked in vain for the chip names
;’

emdicated in the figure on your motherboard, this d&n? mea” that you didn’t buy a PC!
‘htead. the chips will have bee” provided by a third-party manufacturer, or the functions of
,seVeral chips integrated into a single chip. But the functional construction and therefore the
‘Brrhitectwe, remains the same. Therefore, I only want to describe the basi~&“liguratio”.
-_
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The central part is of course the pmcewx. In a PC you will find an 8088 and in an XT the 8086.
For a short time, an XT/286 was also on the market with the newer and more powerful 80286,
but it did not have any other modification. This XT/286 was soon replaced by the more powerful and modem AT.
In addition to the 8086/8& a mathematical 8037 mpmcessor can be installed, or at least a socket
for it may be peesent on the motherboard. An 8284 clock generator generates the system clock,
and in the first PC was supplied with a crystal signal of 14 318 180 Hz. The 8284 divides this
frequency by 3 to generate the effective system clock of 4.77MHz. In more modem turboPC/XTs an oscillator with a higher frequency is prwt, which enables a system dock of 8 MHZ
or even 10 MHz. Fvrther, an NEC CPU called V3U or V20 may be present instead of the 80861
88. The V3O and V20 are faster and have a slightly extended instruction set companzd to the
80%/88, but are entirely downwards compatible with the Intel CPUs. The enhanced instruction
set is of no use in a PC, as it can’t be used for compatibility reasons.
A further essential component of the comp& is the main memory. The procasor is conneCted
to it via the data, address and control buses. The CPU addr- the memory by means of the
address bus, controls the data transfer with t<e control bus, and transfers the data via the data
bus. The necessary control signals are generated by the 8288 bus controller according to inshuc‘.tions from thp 8086/88. In order to carry out data exchange in as error-free and orderly n W
‘:as possible, the signals are buffed and amplified in various address and data buffer circuits.
In the PC/XT four different address buses can be distinguished:
- local address bus: comprises the 20 address signals from the 8086/88. External add@5
buffers and address latches separate the local bus from the s)htm address bus.

!O
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system addrms bus: this is the main PC/XT address bus and rqmmh the latched version
of the local address bus. The signal for latching the address signals on the local address bus
into the latches for the system address bus is ALE. In the PC/XT the system address bus
leads to the bus slots.
memory address bus: this is only implemented on the motherboard, and rep-h the
multiplexed version of the system address bus. Via the memory addres bus, the TOW and
column addresses are successively applied to the DRAM chips (see Chapter 19).
X-address bus: this is separated from the system bus by buffers and drivers, and serves to
address the I/O units and the ROM BIOS on the motherboard. These may, for example, be
the registers of the interrupt controller, the timer or an on-board floppy mntroller. I/O ports
and BIOS extensions on expansion adapters are accessed by the system address bus.
Besides the four address buses there are four different data buses:
local data bus: comprises the 16 or eight data signals from the 8086/88. Additionally, a bus
logic is necessary to distinguish byte and word acc~w. External data buffers and data
latches separate the local data bus from the system data bus. In the PC the local data bus is
eight bits wide, and in the XT it is 16 bits wide.
system data bus: is the latched version of the local data bus in the K/XT, and has eight bits
in the PC and 16 bits in the XT. One byte of the system data bus leads to the bus slots.
,6.
‘6.
T-

memory data bus: this is only present on the motherbard, and establishes the connation
between main memory and the system data bus. In the PC the memory data bus is eight bits
wide, and in the XT it is 16 bits wide.
X-data bus: this is separated from the sy+em bus by buffers and drivers and accesses I/O
units and the ROM BIOS on tithe motherboard. I/O ports and BIOS extensions on expansion
adaptem are accessed by the system data bus.
) & already mentioned, the difference between the 8086 and the 8888 is the different width of
’ @sir data buses. The 8086 has a I&bit data bus, but the 8&L@ only has an Shit one. Therefore,
z (n the PC the data bus on the motherboard for an access to main memory is only eight bits wide,
f $t in an XT it is 16 bits wihe. Besides the main memory on the motherboard, the CPU can also
.i ?ccesa chips on the adapter cards in the bus slots. A more detailed explanation of the structllre
‘y?nd fuutioning of the bus slots is given below. Here, I only want to mention that all essential
: &xds of the system bus lead to the bus slots, forcliample address, data and certain control
Signals necessary to integrate the adapter cards into the PC system. _.
ln this respect, it is also imp&ant that in an XT the data bus is guided into the bus slots with
‘p&y eight bits. In a l&bit access via the complete &bit data bus of the 8086, an 8/16_converter
must cw out the separation of one I&bit quantity into two &bit quantities, or has to combine
’ h 8-blt quantities into one I&bit quantity. On the XT motherboard this is not necessary. The
@@mory access is always carried out with the full width of 16 bits. On an XT this has, of course,
~QWmous consequences for access~ to on-board memory on the one hand and to memory on
+m adapter card which is located in one of the bus slots on the other, Because of the limited B
.:,!it width for accesses to memory on the adapter card, less data is transfe&d>ach time. Thus,
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the data transfer rate is smaller. If l&bit value are to be transferred then these values must be
separated into two 8-bit values, or they must be combined from them. This takes some time, and
the access time for accessing the memory expansion adapter card increases further compared to
the on-board memory. This is especially noticeable cm a turbo XT. The ancestor PC only ran at
4.77 MHz; with this clock rate the bus slots and inserted adapter cards don’t have any problem
in following the clock, but with the 10 MHz turbo clock this is not the case. In most cases, the
slow bus slots are run at only half the turbo clock speed, that is, 5MHz. An access to expansion
memory on the adapter card is therefore slower in two ways: the 8/E-bit conversion lasts one
bus cycle, and halving the bus frequency decreases the transfer rate further. Therefore, you
should always choose to expand the on-board memory as long as the motherboard can accommodate additional memory chips. That is espedauy truesfor fast-clocked 386 and i486 camputers. Even in these PCs, the bus slots run at 8 MHz at m&. What a shock for the proud owners
of a 50 MHz computer! Some PCs have a dedicated memory slot besides the normal bus slots.
Special memory adapter cards may be ins&e&into these memory slots to run at a higher
frequency than the bus slots.

To d&e the processor’s address-e3 in a memory accesb‘the PC/XT includes an address multiplexer. Together with the memory buffer, it drives the memory chips on the motherboard. The
check logic for memory parity issues an NM1 if the data doesn’t conform to the additionally
held parity bit at the time of data reading. The parity check is carried out on a byte basis, that
is, each individually addressable byte in main memory is assigned a parity bit. When you
extend your storage, therefore, you not only have to insert the uactual~ memory chips, but also
an additional chip for every eight memory chips. This nifwth chip holds the corresponding parity
bits. Generally, the memory is divided into bmtks which must always be completely filled. How
many chips correspond to a bank depends on the number of data pins that one chip has for
outputting or inputting data.
The older 64 kbit or 256 kbit chips usually have only one data pin. If memory is organized in
eight bits, as is case for a PC (that is, if it has an Bhit data bus), then one bank is usually made
up of eight memory chips plus one chip for parity. The reason is that in a read or write acce%
one byte is always transferred at a time, and therefore eight data connections are necessary.
With a %-bit organizakfon, 18 chips (16 data chips plus two parity chips) are required. If you
don’t fill a bank completely then the address multiplexer accesses wothingx for one or more
bits, and the PC unavoidably crashes. However, do not mix these uexpansion banks, with the
banks of an interleaved memory organization. Because of the low PC/XT clock rates, an interleaved access to the main memory is unnecessatp. Modem DRAMs can handle IO MHz without
any problem; the banks need not be interleaved. An expansion bank only determine the smallest unit by which you may expand the memory:
The PC/XT also has a ROM, where code and data for the boot-up process and the PC’s Blos
&tin~ are stored. The 8086/88 accesses the BIOS in ROM in the same way as it does with
6& memory. Wait cycles during an access to main memory, ROM or the I/O address space
are generated by the wait state logic.
For supporting CPU and peripherals an 8759A Programmable Interrupt Controller (PIG) is
present in the PC/XT. It manages external hardware interrupts frog peripherals such as th*?
hard disk controller or timer chip. The 8259A has eight input channels co&z&d to a chip, eel’
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of which may issue a” interrupt request. I” the PC these channels are called IRQO-IRQ7. Table
20.1 shows the assignment of interrupt channel IRQx and the corresponding peripheral or
support chip. How the 8259A works and how you may program it is explained in Chapter 26.
channel

tntemlpt

Used by

NMI
lRcj0
lROl
IRQ2
IRW
IRW
Ix)5
lw5
,RW

O2h
08h
09h
oatl
Obh
Odl
Odh
Oeh
Mh

parity. 8087 fault
channel 0 of timer 8251
keyboard
reserved
COMZ
COMl
hard disk controller
floppy disk controller
LPTl

T&lr 20.1: H*rdwre intmupt chnnndr
Another support chip is also present, the 8253 programmable interval timer @m (or timer
chip). It has three individually programmable co”“terS in all (see Table 20.2). Counter 0 is used
in the PC/XT to update the internal system clock periodically. For this purpose. this counter is
connected to IRQO of the PK. The hardware interrupt issued in this way updates the internal
clock. This dock my be read or written using the DOS commands TlMF, “4 DATE. Counter
1 together with the DMA chip carries out the memory r&-h, and counter 2 generates a tone
frequency
for the speaker. I” Chapter 27, details on the operation modes and programming of
.
the PIT 8253 and speaker are give”.
Channel
0
1
2

tJ=ded
internal system clock (IRCKl
memory refresh
speaker frequency

T&k 20.2: Pc,XT timn chnnnd .
The keybard is connected to the PC/XT”s system bus by a” 8255 programmable peripheral
interface (PPI) (see Section 29.2). With the same chip, the BIOS can check the system con&W
ratio”, which is set by DIP switches. But newer t&iiXTs, like the AT, have a real-time clock
and a CM08 RAM, which holds all necessary configuration data. Thu. DIP switches are no
longer necessary. However, the’FC/XT accesses the ke$xwd through the 8255. Also connected
to the PPI are the speaker and the cassette logic for driving the cassette drive. Using the 8255,
the speaker is either enabled or disconnected (the cassette drive is only of historical importance
today). .:
The whole PC is powered by a power supply that ““t&b voltages of -12 V, -5 V, 0 V, +5 V and
+12V. The adapter cards in the bus slots are usually powered by corraponding contacts in the
$, bus slots. Only ucurrent eatersx, for example F&Cards with integrated hard a~* ctnves, mu%
,. v
; be dirtily connected to the power supply.
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As hardware components, the support chips mentioned above are accessed via pats in the

1/O address space. Thus, the K/XT uses I/O mnpped input/output (I/O). Table 20.3 shows the
port addresses of the most important hardware components in the PC/XT.

Port ad&err

Used by

OOOb-Wfh
020hO21h
040h-043h
060&0063h
08Oh483h

DMA chip 8237A
PIG 8259A
PIT 8253
WI 8255
DMA page register

OaOh4bfh
0c0bOcfh
OeOMkfh
lOOi+lffh
200i-&!Ofh
210~217h
220k24fh
278h-27fh
ZfOt+Zff h
2f8h-2ffh
300~31fh
320,932fh
3X%-37fh
380lF38fh
3aOh-3afh
3bOb3bfh
3~Oh-3Cfh
3dOk3dfh
3eOb3e7h
3fOb3”h
318b3ffh

NM, mask regirtw
resewed
resewed
unused
game adapter
extenrion unit
reserved
parallel printer
reserved
COMZ
prototype adapter
hard disk ccmtrolle‘
parallel interface
SDLC adapter
resewed
monochrome adapter/parallel interface
EGA
CGA
rerelved
floppy disk ccmtroller
Cm41

Table 203: PC/XT porr addmm

The registers of hardware components on adapter cards that are inserted into the bus slots (for
example, the UART on the serial interface adapter or the 6845 on the graphics adapter) are alW
accessed via port addresses. The PC/XT hands over all accesses to the I/O address space to the
bus dots in the same way as for accesses to,pemory on adapter cards. Note that any addIeS
no matter whether in the memory or I/O address space, may only be assigned a single compOn_
ent. If you assign the ,mme I/O address’to, for example, the’UART registers of COMI and
COM7_, the chips disturb each other because they respond to the CPU’s instructions (nearly) at
!h’ same time. Thus the interfaces don’t work at all, or at least not correctly.

20.2 DMA Architecture
To complete the picture, I will explain in advance the DMA architecture of the PC/XT (the pins
and signals of the 8237A. as well as the terms “page registerx, etc.‘ar@detailed in Chapter 2%

I
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Besides the processor, there is another chip able to carry out memory and l/O accesses: the
8237A DMA chip. It enables fast data transfer between main memory and l/O units such as the
floppy controller. Unlike the 8086/88, the 8237A cannot process data but only transfer it (at high
speed). The 8237A has four separately programmable transfer channels, wed as indicated in
Table 20.4.

Channel 0 is reserved for memory refresh, and is &titivated periodically by the 8WA PlT to
carry out a dummy access to memory. The memory chips are thus refreshed. The remaining
three channels are available for data transfer. If, for exam’ple, the hard disk conholler has read
one sector then it activates channel 3 of the 8237A and hands the data transfer over to it without
any intervention from the CPU. Besides the 8086/88 CPU, the 8237A is another, independent
chip for carrying out bus cycles; thus it is a busmster - but with a limited function. The function,
programming and transfer protocol of the DMA chip are described in Chapter 28. The CPU and
DMA chip are located on the motherboard. The PC/XT bus doesn’t support*external busmasters
that may be located on an adapter card in a bus slot. It would be useful, for example, if the
processor of a network adapter could access the main memory independently and without
intervention from the motherboard’s CPU to deliver data to the network, or to transfer data
fmm the network into main memory. But i? a PC/XT (and also in an ATl, the adapter must
issue a hardware interrupt to indicate the required data transfer to the CPU. Then the CPU
carries out this transfer. With the advent of EISA and the microchannel, though, busmasters
may be located on an external adapter card. They are then able to control the EISA bus or the
microchannel on their own.

--

20.2.1 S-bit Charmers
: Fmm Table 20.4 it is apparent that the 8237A mainly serves for a data transfer between main
;, memory and an I/O device in a bus slot. As the PclxT slots only encompass eight bib, only
_ an Shit transfer takes place - the PC/XT has only S-bit DMA chanqels.
.: Because of the 8088 processoi the PC has only an &bit data bus and a 20.bit address bus, thus
a DMA page register with a width of only four bits is required in the PC (their l/O addresses
are lis@d in Table 20.5). The eight address bits from the 8U7A plus eight address bits from the
DMA qddress latch $us four bits from the page register together form a ‘Z-bit address for the
PC/x?’ address space. As an &bit chip, the 8237A is perfectly designed for the 8088. Because
.. of the E-bit data bus only Ebit DMA channels are possible. During the course of a read tansfer
r ,the 8237A provides the memory address and activates the MEMR signal to read a data byte
.I. from memory onto the E-bit data bus. Afterwards, it enables the ?GiV @also the peripheral
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can accept the data byte. A write transfer proceeds in exactly the opposite direction: the 8237A
outputs the memory address and activates the m si&d to read out a data byte from the
peripheral’s I/O register onto the &bit data bus. Afterwards, it enables the m signal so
that the memory can fetch the data byte.
Note that in the PC/XT, channels 0 and 1 are assigned the same physical page register. You
ACCESS the same physical page register through the two&ferent l/O addresses 87h and 63h. In
the AT, the page register for channel 4 - which sewes only for cascading - holds the page
address for the memory refresh.
On the XT the situation becorns more ponderous and complex. Because of the 8086 the XT has
a E-bit data bus internally. As is the case on the PC, the only DMA chip present is designed
for &bit channels to &bit peripherals. only E-bit devices can be installed into the XT bus slot
anyway, as the data bus only leads into them with 8 bits. But because of the &bit data bus of
the 8086, memory is organized as l&bit storage. This means that on the low-order data bus byte
W-D7 only data bytes with an even address (and on the high-order data bus byte D&D15 only
data bytes with an odd address) appear..
If the 8237A continuous,y counts up or down the source address during the course of a read
transfer, the intended data byte appears on memory bus lines W-D7 if an even address is
supplied, and on lines DE-D15 if an odd address is output. Thus, an additional logic is required
to transfer the data byte with an odd address ontd%ta bus line Do-D7 so that an &bit
peripheral with an evek 1/O address can fetch it. At the same time, the memory only outputs
the data byte with an odd address without driving the lines W-D7. In the same way as for a
peripheral with an odd I/O address, an additional logic is required to transfer the data byte
with an even address onto lines Df-D15, so that the &bit peripheral can actually fetch it. A
similar problem arises with the 8086 if it attempts to read a data byte with an odd address from
or write a data byte with an odd address to’thememory. The 8086 manages this by means Oi
the control signal m dhich, together with the least significant address bit AO, disables the
upper or lower half of the data bus.
The 8237A. on tlk other hand, continuously increments or decrements the target address in
memory during the course of a write transfer, and the data byte from the S-bit peripheral alwaY’
appears on the same data bus bits. With an even target address the data byte needs to appear
on the low-order part W-D7 of the memory bus; with an odd addrem, however, it appears On
the high-order part D&D15 of the memory bus so that the memory can write the data bYtr
upon activation of the MEMW signal to the memory location intended.”
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20.2.2 Memory Refresh
Channel 0 is dedicated to memory refrmh. For refresh purposes, counter 1 of the 8253/82X PIT
operates in mode 3 &quare-wave generator) with a count value 18 (12hl. Only the low-order
counter byte is loaded (RWI = 0, RWO = l), that is, the PIT generates a square wave with a
frequency of 1.193 18 MHz/l8 = 66 288 Hz. Counter 1 therefore issues a DREQ every 15 ,,s for a
dummy transfer, which refreshes the DRAMS. Channel 0 of the 8237A is Programmed in single
transfer mode with a read transfer for this purpose. During the course of the dummy cycle, the
DMA chip reads data from the memory onto the data bus, whereby the address buffers, address
decoders and sense amplifiers in the memory chips are enabled. This automatically leads to the
refresh of one memory cell row. But the data is not- fetched by a peripheral,
as no device has
issued a DREQo and would be able to respond to DACKO, MEMR and m. The data therefore disappears upon the next bus cycle. Because all these control signals lead into the bus slob
and are thus also available for the adapter cards, the dummy cycle may also refrffh the memory
cm expansion adapters (for example, graphiu adapters). only adapters with their own refresh
*.
logic generate refresh cycles on their own.
The PIT defines the refresh time by means of the periodic square-wave signal. The DMA chip
is used to generate the refresh address and the control signals for reading the main memory.
De startup routine of the BIDS usually loads the count register with a suitable count value, and
& channel 0 to single transfer mode and autoinitialization. Thus every reqqest via channel 1
?f the PIT issues exactly one transfer, increments the refresh address, and decrements the count
_ii’qister. If the count register reaches the value ffffh, then a Tc &curs and channel 0 of the DMA
: ~ntroller is automatically initialized. The refresh p- starts horn the beginning again.
I,
r FO.2.3 Memory-Memq Transfer .

7
9 each of the channels a page register is allocated. IBM, though, has implemented a common
i page register for channels 0 and 1 in the PC/XT. Therefore, memory-memory transfer is only
i Possible within a single DMA page of 64 kbybytes. as only Mannets 0 and 1 can carry out this
hansfer and have to share one register on the PC/XT. Note that channel 0 is further occupied
:>by the memory refresh. Before you issue a memory-memory transfer within the 64 kbyte page
YOU must, therefore. disable the memory refresh. And don’t forget to reprogram channel 0 after
i.tbe transfer for the refresh again. Additionally, the refreh may only be interrupted for a short
time period (less than 1 msl by the memory-memo$ transfer, because otherwise the DRAM
““fOIgetsn data. Summarized, these are all requirements that make the memory-memory transfer
,through the 8237A quite incon\renient.
s.i

~20.3. Ii0 Chantfkl and Bus Slots
:?&t of the PC/XT system bus leads into the bus slots, all of which have the same structure.
i~heoretically. it dwsn’t matter into which slot you insert your brand-new adapter card, but in
@&~e some adjoining adapter cards may disturb each other, so you may%a*e to insert one
i.adaPter into another slot. During bus cycles that only refer to components on the motherboard,

.

.
’

.
.
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the slots are usually cut off fmn the system bus to minimize the load on the driver circuits, an.i
to avoid any noise induced by the slots. Using the bus slot contabs, a PC/XT may be configured
very flexibly. The inserted adapter cards behave like components that have been integrated cmto
the motherboard. Figure 20.2 shows the structure and mntad assignment Of a bus slot.

The following s&ions discuss the cmtacts and the meaning of the supplied or accepted signals..* .
A19-A0 (0)
a
Terminals A12-A31 (
These contacts form the 20-bit address bus of the K/XT, and either indicate the state Of the
‘80%/68 addps signals directly, or are generated by DMA address logic.
. .
..i
AEN (0)
Terminal All
If the address enable signal at this cmtad is active the DMA cmtrc&r is Eontrolling the bus for
a data transfer. The prowsso, and other peripherals are cut off fro; the bus.
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ALE (0)
Terminal B28
The address latch enable signal ALE is generated by the 8288 bus controUer, and indicates that
valid address signals are present on the bus. Adapter cards may now decode these signals.
CLK (0)
Terminal 820
CLK is the system clock of the PC/XT. In the first F’C, OX was divided by 3 to generate the
system clock with a frequency of 4.77 MHz.
W-DO (l/O)
: Termin&A2-A9
These signals form an 8-bit data bus for data transfer from or to adapter cards.
DACK3-DACKO (I)
Terminals B15, B17, B19, 826

*.

These four DMA acknowledge contacts are used for acknowledgb,g DMA rques6 DRQ3 to
DRQI, and for the memory refresh (DACKO). Once a DRQx request has been acknowledged by
the corresponding DACKx, the data transfer via the corresponding DMA channel may take
. place.
DRQ3-DRQl W
T~inals B6, B16.818
With these DMA request contacts a peripheral on an adapter card indicates to the motherboard
I: system that it wants to transfer data via one of the three DMA channels. Channel 0 of the DMA
chip is connwted on the motherboard with channel 1 of the timer chip to periodically carry out
* nwnwxy refresh. Therefore, DRQO doesn’t lead to the bus slots. Lines DRQ3 to DRQI must be
i held active until the corresponding DACK signal alsa~mes active; otherwise the DMA
(‘. Tequest is ignorai.

J/O CH CK (1)
,?erminal Al
with this I/O channel check contact the adapter c&Is flag erron to the motherboard to indicate,
for example, a parity error on a memory expansion board. or a general error on an adapter cd.
An ~tive I/O CH CK signal (that is, a low level signal) issues an NM1 corresponding to intermpt 2 in the PC/XT.

~o.C’iV R D Y (1) Tammat A 1 0
i:
The I/O channel ready contact receives the ready signal from addressed units on an adapter
;. Qld. If I/O CH RDY is low, the processor or DMA chip extends the bus_.qcle by inserting one
1
ti01 more wait states.
:.
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m (0)
Terminal 814
The I/O read signal at this contact indicates that the pracessor or the DMA contiller wants to
read data, and the addressed peripheral should supply data onto the data bus. An active~
corresponds to an active IORC of the 8288 bus controller, which indicates a read access to the
I/O address space.
IOW (0)
Terminal Bl3
The I/O.write signal at this contact indicates that the processor or the DMA controller wants
to write data, and that the addressed peripheral should take the data off the data bus. An active
few corresponds to the active IOWC of the 8288 bus controller, which indicates a write a-s
to the I/O address space.
IRQZ-IRQ7 (1)
Terminals 84, BZl-BZ5

..

Thk contacts transmit the hardware interrupt requests comsponding to Charles lXQNRQ7
to the FTC on the motherboard. For example, the hard disk controller activates IRQ5 after
reading data from the disk into an internal buffer. The IRQO and IRQl lines are assigned
channel 0 of the timer chip and the keyboard, resp&ively. Therefore’thq do not need to b+
integrated into the bus slots.
MEMR (0)
Terminal 812
By an active memoty read signal MEMR (that is, a low level signal), the motherboard tells the
adapter cards that the processor or DMA controller wants to wad data from main memory. An
active MEMR corresponds to the active MBDC of the 8288 bus controller, which indicates a
/_
read access to tnenwry address space.
MEW (0)
Terminal Bll
By an active memory write signal MEMW (that k, a low level signal), the motherboard tells the
adapter cards that the processor or DMA controller wants to write data into main memory. An
active MEW corresponds to the active %?i% of the 8288 b& controller, which indicate a
write access to memory address space.

.okc

(0)
Teerminal B30
This contact supplies the oscillator’s clock signal of 14 318 180 HZ
RESET DR” (0)
Terminal 82

=

x
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This contact supplies a reset signal to reset the whole system at power-up or during a hardware
reset.
TIC 10)
TemkalB27
If the counter of a DMA channel has reached its final value, the DMA transfer is complete and
the terminal count terminal T/C supplies a pulse to indicate the end of the DMA cycle.

.

21 ICbit AT Architecture
There are no major differences between a PC and an AT, except that the PC with its 80&l
processor only has an 8-bit data bus internally on the motherboard. 0” the other hand, the XT
data bus internally comprises 16 bits. But in both PCs only 8 bits lead into the bus slots. Also,
the internal stmchne is the same as far as the number and connections of the support chips
8237A, 82S9A, SW, etc. are concerned. Compared to the XT, the AT is a significant advance (AT
actually means ndmnced technology), and its architechxre is quite different from that of the PC/
m. The following s&ions briefly present these main differences.

21.1 The Components and Their ‘Cooperation
Figure 21.1 gives a block diagram of a” AT:In most of today’s ATs or AT-compatibles, several
chips are integrated into one single chip, but the functional groups remain the sane. Therefore,
you may not find any of the chips shown in Figure 21.1. If you kmk at the data sheet of your
motherboard, though, you will recognize that in chip X the fu”ctions of, for example, the two
intermpt co”bvllers, etc. have bee” integrated. It is the aim of Figure 21.l‘to represent the
funaional structure of the AT as it was originally realized by individual chips, before the
development of large-scale integration technology.
Here, the central part is also the processor. In the AT y” will findthe 80286, with 24 address
lines. Thus, the AT may have 16 Mbytes of memory it most. Further, with the 80286 the AT can
operate in proWted mode to run with advanced operating systems like OS/2 or UNIX. The A20
address line is controlled by the 8042 keyboard controller. It can be locked SO that the 80286 in
real mode strictly addresses only thelowest 1 Mbyte of memory, and carries out a wrap-amund
like the 8086/8!3. Unfortunately, some DOSintemal functions dating from the PC’s Stone Age
rely on this wraparound, but compatibility with the Stone Age may be, in my opinion, a matter
of taste.
In addition to the 80286, the 80287 mathematiaE~pmcessor can be installed. Normally, there
is at least one socket for it present on the motherboard. The system clock is supplied by the
82284 clock generator, which is the successor of the PC/XT’s 8284. The first AT ran with a”
effective processor clock of 6 MHz, so that the clock generator had to supply twice this fr+
quency 02 MHz). The prxessor clock frequency was increased up to a giant 8 MHz with the
AT03 model. Meanwhile, there are 802% ‘&Us on the market (Harris or AMD, for example)
which run with a” effective processor clock of up to 25 MHz&t the support chips and the AT
bus are nowhere “ear this frequency, so wa?t states are often required.
A further component of the AT (as in every computer) is the main memory. The processor is

. 1 connected toit by means of data, address and control buses, as is the case in the K/XT. The
..’ CPU addresses the memory via a Z-bit address bus, controls the data transfer with the control
bus, and transfers the data via a l&hit data
The necessary control signals are generated bY
the 82288 bus controller, which is the successor of the PC/XT’s 8288, and which is dedicated to
the 80286. To any out the data exchange in as error-free and orderly a manner as possible. the
signals are buffered and amplified in various address and data buWrs.

bus.
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An a/16-bit converter carries out the necessary division of l&bit qu.&ities into two a-bit quantities, and vice vers% Like the PC/XT bus, the AT or ISA bus also supports only the CPU and
the DMA chips on the motherboard as busmasters which can arbitrate directly, without using
a DMA channel. Cn external adapter cards in the bus slots, no busmaster may operate and
control the AT bus. The arbitration is carried out only indiwtly, via a DMA channel, and not
directly by a master request. It was not until EISA and the microchannel that such busmasters
could also operate from peripheral adapter cards.
:
j
:
:

!

The first AT model rm at a processor clock of only 6 MHz. The bus slots and the inserted
extension adapters have no problem in following the clock, but the situation is different with
a turbo clock of, for example, 16 MHz. The inert bus slots then usually run with only half the
turbo clock, that is, a MHz. Problems mainly arise with &If*-turbo clocks of IOMHz or 12.5
MHz. In most cases, the bus slots also run at this frequency, but only wry high quality adapters
support 10 MHz or even 12.5 MHz. The consequent is frequent system crashes, espedally if the
PC has been running for a long time and the warmer chips of the peripheral adapters can no
longer follow the clock. Meanwhile, the ISA standard (wbizb corresponds to the AT bus in most
respeas) requires a clock frequency for the bus slots of a.33 MHz at most. Even adapter cards
that could run more quickly are supplied in ATs which strictly implement ibis standard, with
only a.33 MHz.

,

’

Unlike the bus slots, the main memory on the motherboard runs with the full processor clock,
even if this is 25 MHz. The main memory controller may advise the CPU &most to insert wait
’ cycles if the RAM chips are tw slow. But advanced memory concepts such as paging or interleaving (see Chapter 19) shorten the memory access times. Thus, an access to memory expansions on adapter cards is much slower than an access to the on-board memory (remember this
‘- if you want to extend your memoryl. You should always prefer an extension of the on-board
_ memory as long as the motherboard can int@rate more chips. This applies particularly to very
“’ fastilocked i3% and i486 models. Some PCs have a special memory slot besides the normal bus
i slots into which special memory adapter cards may be inserted, largely running with the full
CPU clock so that no delays occur compared to the on-board memory.
To decode the processor’s addresses in a memory ac&Tthe AT also has an address multi-! plexer. Together with the hwmory buffer, it drives the memory chips on the motherboard. The
check logic for memory parity issues an NM1 if the data does not conform with the additionally
held parity bit at the time of data reading. Also, additional memory on an adapter card may
issue this memory parity error. Other sources for aq.NMl in an AT may be errors on an adapter
- card, indicated by I/O CH CK. In the PC/XT the memory refresh was carried out only via
channel 0 of the DMA chip. This channel is a&iv&d periodically by cfiannel 1 of the timer chip.
In the AT, the refresh interval is further defined by channel 1 of the timer chip, but the refresh
itself is usually carried out by a dedicated refresh logic driven by the timer channel 1. Thus,
Chad 0 would normally be available, but certain manufacturers do use it further for refresh.
’ For ihi> purpwe, the lines DACKO and REF lead into the AT slots (see below).
,? Like the PC/XT, the AT also has a ROM for holding boot code and data and the AT’s BIOS
KUines. Unlike the W/88, in the PC/XT the AT’s 80286 may also be operated in protected
1 mode. These two operation modes are completely incompatible, which is, wfortunately, bad
.> news for the BIOS: BIOS routines in real mode cannot be used by the 80286 in protected mode.

.
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Only the original AT, or other manufacturers’ AT% incorporate an advanced BIOS, which holds
the corresponding routines for protected mode. The advanced BIOS is located in the address
space just below 16 Mbytes. If You buy a freely available version of OS/?_ then usually the disks
not only hold the operating system, but also the BIOS for protected mode. Thus, during the
OS/2 boot process not only the operating system is loaded, but also the BIOS for protected
mode. The BIOS routines present in ROM are only used for booting as long as the 84286 is not
switched to protected mode.
For suppolting the CPU and peripherals, the AT also has several support chips. Instead of one
8259A programmable interrupt controller (PIG), two are present in an AT: one m&n PIC and
one slave PK. The INTPXT output of the slave is connected to the masMs IR2 input, thus the
two PIG are cascaded. Therefore, I5 instead of eight !RQ levels are available in the AT. Table
21.1 shows the assignment of the intermpt channels IRQx to the various peripherals or support
chips. Besides the IRQS, the NM1 also is listed as a hardware interrupt, but the NM1 directly
influencff the CPU, and no 8259A PIC is used.for this purpose. Chapter 26 describes how the
8259A operates and how it may be programmed.

Channel

tnterrupt
02h
08h
09h
Oah
Obh
0ch
Odh
Oeh
Ofh
O+h
Mh
Ofh
Ofh
Ofh
Mh
Ofh
Mh

Ured by
parity. error on extension card. memory refresh
channel 0 of timer 8253
keyboard
cascade from slave PIG
COW
‘Oh41
wrz
floppy disk contmllel
LPr
.
real time clock
redirection to IRQ2
resewed
reserved
reserved
coprocesror 8 0 2 8 7 _hard disk controller
reserved

B&d- the PIG, a 8253/8254 programmable &ewal timer EWl, or for short, timer chip, is
present. The 8254 is the &e developed successor to the 8253 but has the same function set. It
includes three individually programmable counters (see Table 21.2). Counter 0 is used for Pp
ribdically updating the internal system clock, as is the case in the PC/XT, and is connected to
‘tl$ IRQO of the master PIC. The hardware interrupt issued thus updates the internal clock,
which can be checked by means of the DOS cdmmands TIME and DATE. Timer I periodicalIY
activates the memory refresh, which is indicated by an active signal REF in the AT bus slotCounter 2 generates the tone frequency for the speaker. In Chapter 27 some details about the
operation modes and the programming of the 8253 PIT and the sp&ker are given.
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Unlike the PC/XT, the more modem and programmable keyboard of the AT is conneded by
a keyboard controller to the AT system bus. In the PC/XT, an 8255 programmable peripheral
interface (PPI) was included for this pwpase. The functions of the AT keyboard and its succ&
sor, the MF II keyboard. may be programmed (details are discussed in Section 34.1).
*

i

,

Instead of the DIP switches you will find a CMOS RAM in’ the AT. The CMOS RAM holds the
system conJigumtion and supplies it at power-up. EISA micmchannel and PCI further extend
this concept: here you may even set up the DMA and IRQ channels used by EISA or micmchannel
adapters by means of an interactive program. These setups are stored in an extended CMOS
RAM, and no jumpers need to be altered (after deinslalling all adapters to expose the
motherboard .A Together with the CMOS RAM, a real-time clock is integrated which per&iitally updates date and time, even if the PC is switched off. The two DOS commands DATE and
TIME are no longer newssay at power-up for setting the current date and time. They are
mainly used for checking these values.

The whole AT is powered in the same way as the K/XT, by means of a -power supply that
supplies voltages of -12 V, -5 V, 0 V, +5 V and +12 V. In the AT, tw, the adapter cards in the
.’ bus slots are usually powered by corresponding contacts in the bus slots. only <<m-t eaters*
like FileCards with integrated hard disk drives must be directly conneded to the power supply.
As hardware components, the support cbips.mentioned are accessed via ports in the I/O address space. Thus, the AT as well as the PC/XT uses I/O mapped input/output U/O). Table 21.3
shows the port addresses of the most important hardware components in the AT.
’

-

;’ Besides the BOZ%, ATs often also include an i386 or i486 p mcasor, seldom a Pentium. With
’ these pmcemrs. the on-board data and address buses (thornemory address bus, for example)
; are usually 32 or &I bits wi<e, but only 24 address lines and 16 data lines lead into the bus slots,
aS is the case for an original AT. The conversion to 32.bit or 64-bit quantities is atied out by
spedal swappers and buffers. In principle, the architecture of these i386, i486 or Pentium ATs
: therefore doesn’t differ from that of a conventional AT. Only the internal address and data
: buses may be adapted accordingly. The AT or ISA bus las it is called in its strictly de&& form)
1s very pap&r as an additional standard expansion bus for VLB and PIJ systems. Thus, modem
. amI very pverful graphics asd drive host adapters 2an be integrated into the system. On the
_. other hand, cheap and readily available ISA adapten (for example, parallel and serial interfaces,
games adapters, etc.) can also be used.
I

‘DMA Architecture
!. As already done for the PC/XT, I will also discuss the AT’s DMA subsystem iqmnnebion with
‘- the bus architecture. DM.4 basics are detailed in Chapter 28.
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Port address

Used by

OM)M)ofh
02Oha21h
MOlvC43h
060ho63h
07OhOo71 h
080bO83h
0a0M)aftI
OcOh&fh
OeOh-Oefh
OfOh-Offh
100~lffh
2OOh-20fh
210h-217h
220~26fh
278M7fh
ZbOh-2dfh
2fEh-Zffh
300h-31fh
32Oh-32fh

IS, DMA chip 8237A

378&37fh
380h-38fh
3aOh-3afh
3bOb3bfh
3cOh-3dh
3dOMdfh
3eOb3e7h
3fOh-3f7h
3f8&3ffh

,st PIG 8259A
PIT 8253
keyboard controller 8042
real-time dock
DMA page register
2nd PIG 8 2 5 %
2nd DMA chip 8237A
resewec
resewed fw copmcessm 80287
available
game adapter
resewed
available
2nd parallel interface
EGA
COMZ
prototype adapter
available
1st parallel interface
SDLC adapter
resewed
monochrome adapter/parallel intelface
EGA
CGA
reselved
floppy disk controller
Cmll

21.2.1 8-bit and 16-bit Channels

*.

.-

For memory and I/O am without any intervention f&n the CPU, the AT has two BU7A

DMA chips which are cascaded so that seven DMA channels are available. For that purpose an
8237A is operated as a master, and is connected to the CPU, The HRQ and HLDA terminals of
the slave DMA are connected to channel 0 &lie master DMA so that slave channels O-3 have
a higher prfcrity than the three remaining master DMA channgls. Channels S3 of the mastel
are usually called the AT’s DMA channels 4-7.The four slave DMA channels serve 8-bit peripherals, and the other channels 5-7 are implemented far S-bit devices. The use of the separately
programmable transfer channels is listed in Table 21.4.
?a
’ shannel 0 is reserved for memory refresh, although in most ATs their own refresh logic is
present for the refresh process. The remaining ihree S-bit channels are available for an &bit data
transfer. Usually, the DMA chips run with a much lower clock frequency than the CPU. The
frequency is typically about 5 MHz (even in cases where the CPU is clocked with 25 MHz).
Some ATs enable a DMA frequency of up to 7 MHz, not very exeitiq compared to the CPU
clock. Thus it is not surprising that most AT hard disk controllers do not transfer data by DMA
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but by means of pmgrammed I/O, because the 80286 runs much faster than an 8Q86/88 and the
DMA chips. But the l&bit hard disk controllen are sometimes served by one of the DMA
channels 5-7. Because of its 16Mhyte address space, the AT has an &bit page register (PC/XT:
4&t page register) to generate a 24bit address together with the two 8&t addresses from the
<.
8237A and the DMA address latch.
The functkming of the AT DMA is, in principle, the same as in the PC/.XT; however, 24bit
addresses can be generated, and X-bit channels are available. During the course of a read
transfer the 8237A provides the memory address and activates the MEMR signal
-to read a data
word from memory onto the X-bit data bus. Afterwards, it enables the IOW signal so the
peripheral can accept one @-bit channel) or two (l&bit channel) data b&s. A write transfer
pmceds in exactly the opposite direction: the 8237A ou@s the memory address and activates
the ii5ii signal to read out one or two data bytes from the peripheral’s I/O register onto the 1.5.
bit data bus. Afterwards, it enables the MEMW signal so that the memory can fetch the data
byte+). For that purpose, the system controller must be able to recognize whether an .&bit or
l&bit DMA channel is used and generate signals according to m and AO.

A
m
of
ie
a
h‘Y
Is
,ta
he
2).
‘U
IA

With an 802% the data fmm the &bit peripheral must be put onto or taken off the low-order
01 high-order part of the data bus (depending on the storage address). The situation becomes
even more ponderous with PCs that have an i386 or i486rhip (01 even a Pentium). They usually
:’ ,@pkment main memory with a 32-bit or &-bit organization. Hem, according to the storage
addmss, one of the now four or eight data bus bytes is responsible for fetching or providing the
&bit data fmm or to the peripheral. An additional logic that decodes the two or three leastsignificant address bits from the DMA chip can easily carry out the transfer.
..S
The three free channels of the new second DMA chip in the AT are already designed for sewing
%bit peripherals. This can ,be, for example, a l&bit controller for f&d disk drives. Although
_ the 8237A is only an Bbit chip, it can carry out a &bit or even a 32-bit transfer between
paipherais and main memory. How the DMA controller carries out this, at first glance impos
sible,‘job is described below.

,
Ihe descriptions up to now have shown that the internal temporary 8-bit register of the 8237A
: b Wsn’t play any role in data transfer between peripherals and memory (it is only important for
2 UWnuq-memory transfers). The transfer target receives the data from the source directly via
.’ the data bus. The only problem left is that the 8237A address register provides byte addrew
ad no word addresses. But if the coupling of address bits AO-A15 from the 8237A and the
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DMA address latch to the system address bus is shifted by I, which corresponds to a multiplication by a factor of 2, and address bit A0 of the system bus is always set to 0, then the 82QA
will generate word addresses. This also applies to the l&bit DMA channels in the AT. A0 is
always equal to 0 here. The 8237A and the DMA address latch provide address bits Al-A16,
and the DMA page register supplies address bits A17-A23. Therefore, one DMA page of the
&bit channels now has I28 kbytes instead of 64 kbytes and the data transfer is carried out in
l&bit sections. Tramfeting the data bytes onto the low-order or high-order part of the data bus
according to an even or an odd address is unnecessary.

I

Only on systems with a 32-bit data bus do the words need to be transferred by an additional
16/32-bit logic onto the low-order or high-order data bus word, according to whether their
addresses represent double-word boundaries. This @carried o”t analogously to the transfer of
Bbit quantities on the XT.

7

For a data transfer between memory and peripherals (the main job of DMA), it is insignificant,
therefore, as to whether an 8- or 3%bit chip is present. The shifting of the address bits supplied
by the 8237A by one or two places leads to I6- or even 32-bit addresses. Unfortunately, the
transfer can then only start and end at word or d&ble-word boundaries, and the transferred
quantities are limited to multiples of I6 or 32 bits. If a peripheral supplies, fqr example, 513
bytes, this may give rise to some diffkultfes. EEA therefore implements a 32.bit DMA contro~er
which also runs somewhat faster than 4.n MHz.
21.2.2 Memory Refresh
Channel 0 is dedicated to memory refresh. In modem ATs and other computers with intelligent
DRAM cantrollers, the memory &es! need not be caded out by a DMA cycle; instead, the
DRAh4 controUer or even the DRAM chips themselves do this on receipt of a trigger signal from
the PIT. The PIT defines the refresh time by means of the periodic square-wave signal. The
DMA chip is used to generate the refresh address and the control signals for reading the main
memory (if the memory contmller or even the DRAM chips themselves are doing that). Modem
memory controllers handle these processa on theirown. Channel 0 of the 8237A is no longer
required for memmy refresh. On such motherboards you would therefore be able to use channel
0 together with channel I for a memory-memory transfer. However, the AT architecture thwarts
your plans again.
..i .

21.2.3 Memory-Memory Transfers

i

b

On each of the channels a page register is allocated, whose addresses are listed in Table 215.
.IBM, though, has implemented a common page register for channels 0 and I in the PC/XT, as
. jlready ment?oned. Therefore, memory-memory transfer was only possible within a single
-DMA page of 64 kbytes, as only channels 0 and I can carry out this transfer, and they have to
share one register on the K/XT.
On the AT also, no memory-memory transfer is possible for the following reasons: DMA than1~14, corresponding to the mastez’s channel 0, is blocked by cast%dlhg from the slave DMA,
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Port

Page ngirter

8%
83h

channel 0
channel 1
channel 2
channel 3
channel 4 (refresh)
channel 5
channel 6
channel 7

8th
82h
8fh
8bh
89h
8ah
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Table 215: II0 addmss of the AT pze registrrs

Thus the master DMA chip is not available for a memory-memory transfer. only the slave
DMA remains, but here also the problems are nearlymsurmountable. On the AT and compatfbl~
the nwmory refresh is no longer carried out by a DMA cycle, so channel 0 would then be tie
for a memory-memory transfer.
<.
But for the menuxy-nwncny transfer, the internal temporary register of the.tt237A is also
invoke - and this is only eight bits wide. Thus, I&bit data on the 16-bit data b& cannot be
temporarily stored; for this a l&bit DMA chip would be required. If we restrict all memoryIWmOry WmsferS to 8-bit tansfers, then the data byte can be temporarily stored, but depending
“pan illl even or odd source address, the byte appears on the low- or high-order part of the data
bus. After temporarY Storage the data byte must be output by the 8237A, again depending on
(Ln SW~ 01 odd target address ontO the low- or high-order part of the data bus. This is possible
in ~dmfple by using S corresponding external logic, but is quite complicated and expensive.
Therefore, the AT and i386/i486 motherboards generally don’t implement memory-memory
hansfer. It could be worse, because the REP MOVSm.s t N cti on moves data on an 80286 in I&
‘I bit units and on an i386/i486 even in 32.bit units wry quickly. The much higher CPu dock rate
additionally enhances the effect. IBM has probably implemented the second DMA chip only
: km% sane peripherals might request a K-bit DMA channel for data transfer. Note that the
n Caties out the transfer of sector data from or to the hard disk (orfgt,,~l,y a job of the DMA)
’ via a LM.4 channel but +e AT employs PI0 for this. Only EISA and ps/2 still use DMA for
tbisbb.

21.3 I/O Channel and Bus Sl& ,.c.
%ilar to the PC/XT,

z.

here also a main part of the @stem bus leads into the bus slots. The AT
bus Slots incorporate 36 new contacts, compared to the XT bus slot, to integrate the additional
add-, data. DMA and IRQ lines. Thus, 98 contacts are present in total. The additional AT
~~~C~ me included in S separate section, which is always arranged immediately behind the
Slot with the conventionat XT contacts. Usually, each AT or AT-compatible has several pure XT
and Se~erSl PUNS AT slots with corxsponding contacts. Also, it is completely insignificant (in
th Wry) into which slot you insert an adapter card in the AT. You only have to enSure that you
really do insert an AT adapter (discernible by the additional contacts on tHe bttom) into Sn AT
" slot and not into an XT slot. Figure 21.2 shows the structure and assignment of an AT bus slot.
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In the following secttons only the new contacts and the meaning of the supplied or accepted
si&wds areplesented. The assignment of the XT part of an AT slot (with the exception of the
OWS and REF contacts) is given in Section 20.3. m has been added instead of the reserved
XI bus contact B8 to service fast peripherals without wait cycles. Because the AT bus and
ISA can suppat busmasters cm external adapters up to a certain point, all connections are
bidirectional. To show the data and signal flow ma precisely, I have assumed for the transfer
directions indicated that the CPU (or another device on the motherboardl represents the current
busmaster. Anyway, there are virtually no AT adapters with a busmaster device.

.
’
’

6ia (I; PCYXT slotl
Terminal B8
The signal fmm a peripheral indicates that the unit is running quickly enough to be serviced
without wait cycles.
DACKO, DACK5-DACK7 (0)
<.
Terminals D8, DIO, D12, D14
These four DMA acknowledge contacts are used for the acknowledgement of the DMA requests
DRQO and DRQ5.DRQ7. Compared to the XT, DACKO has been ~placed by REFR because the
memory mfresh is carried Out via REFR in the AT.

:

DRQO, DRQE-DRQ7 (I)
Terminals D9, DII, D13, DI5
With these DMA request contacts a peripheral on an adapter card may tell the system on the
motherboard that it wants to transfer data via a DMA channel. Channel 0 of thefust DMA chip
is designed for an Ebit transfer, the three additional channels 5-7, on the other hand, for I&bit
transfers. Channel 4 is used for cascading the two DMA chips.

.

I/o CF.16 (1)
T&l D2

,The signal at this cOntad has a similar meaning to MEM CS16. I/o applies to I/O ports
and not memory addresses.

”

IR@o-IRQ~z, IRQ14, IRQl5 (II
Termin& D3-D7

..c .

nese ccmtacts transmit the hardware intermpt’reqwsts according 6the channels IRQINRQIZ
and IRQI4, lRQI5 to the slave PIG on the motherboard. IRQ13 in the AT is reserved for the
@I287 coprocessor, which is located on the motherboard. Therefore, this signal dwsn’t lead into
~
the &Is slots.
_.
-

LAlkA23

(0,

1~ Terminals C-C8
$h? 1arge address contacts supply the seven high-order bits of the CPUaddpss bus. Compared
.b the normal address mntacts A&A19 of the conventional XT bus, the signals at these mntacts

*
’
L
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are valid much earlier, and may be decoded half a bus clock cycle in advance of the addr-s hts
AO-A19. Note that I&7-LA19 and Al7-AI9 overlap in their meaning. This is necessary because the signals on A17-A19 are latched and therefore delayed. But for a return of the signals
MEM CS16 and I/O CS16 in time, it is required that address signals A17-A19 are also available
very early.

MASTER (D
Terminal D17
The signaal at this contact serves for bus arbitration. Thus, busmasters on adapter cards have the
opportunity to control the system bus. For this purpose they must activate MASTER (that is,
supply a low Level signal). In the AT the integmtionpf a busmaster is carried out by an assigned
DMA channel. Via this channel the busmaster outputs a DRQx signal. The DMA chip cuts the
CPU off the bus using HRQ and HLDA, and activates the DACKx assigned to the busmaster.
The busmaster responds with an active MASTER signal and thus takes over control of the bw.
MEM CS16 (I)
Terminal Dl

<*

A peripheral adapter card must return a valid MEM CS16 signal in time if it wants to be serticed with a data bus width of 16 bits. Using MEM CSl6, therefore, g-bit and l&bit adapters
may be inserted into an AT slot without any pmblem. The AT bus logic recognizff whether the
adapter must be accessed with & or X-bits.
MEMR (0)
Terminal C9
An active memory read signal MEMR (that is, a low level) signal indicates that the procffsr
or DMA controller wants to read data from memq with an address between OM and 16M. 0”
the other hand, the SMEMR signal in the XT slot only applies to the address space between OM
and 1M. With an address below IM, MEMR is inactive (that is, high).
MEMW (0)
Terminal Cl0
An active memory write signal MEMW (t&is, a low level signal) indicates that the prOCesSor
or DMA controller wants to write data into memory with an address between OM and 16M. On
the other hand, the S+fEMW signal in die XTslot only applies’to the address space between OM
and IM. With an address below IM, MEMW is inactive (that is, high).

. _‘rc@ (0; PCKr slot)
I

.’ Terminal 819
The refresh signal at this contact indicates that the memory refresh on the motherboard is in
progress. Thus, peripherals may also cxry out a memory refresh sitmdtaneously with the
.. 1
motherboard.

!l
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SBHE (0)
Terminal Cl
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If data is output onto DI read fmm the high-byte SD&-SD15 of the data bus by the cpu 0r
another chip. then the system bus high enable signal %iZ is active and has a low level.

de

SDESD15 U/O)
Terminal Cll-CR3
These eight system data contacts form the high-order byte of the 16bit address bus in the AT.

he
is,
ed
he
5.
IS.

?I‘Is
he

SMEMR to; PC/XT slot)
Terminal 812
An active S-memory read signal SMEMR (that is, low level) signal indicates that the proc~~
01 DMA contmll~ wants to read data from men&y with an address between OM and 1M. On
the other hand, the m signal in the AT extension applies to the address space between OM
and 16M. With an address above IM, SMEMR ts inact& (that is, high).
SMEMW (0; PC/XT slot)
Terminal Bll
An active memory write signal MEMW (that is, a low level signal) indicates that the p’ocessor
Or DMA controller wants to write data into memory with an address between OM and IM. On
9. the other hand, the MEMW signal in the AT extension only applies to the address space behwen OM and IM. With an address above IM, SMEh4W is inactive (that is, high).
...

ior
3n
IM

ior
3n
IM
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‘21.4 AT Bus Frequencies and the ISA Bus
/ The mncept and architecture of the AT have been very succffsful during the past few years.
This makes it wwme that no strictly defined standard f&he bus system has actually existed.
That became espcially d$r as the clock frequencies were increased more and more, and them.
f?m problems with the signal timing became heavier. IBM never specified the AT bus in a dear
’ ad unambiguous way. All standards in this field are therefore rather woolly. For IBM that was
not wry serious. because Big Blue went over to the FS/2 series before its AT products exceeded
the SbfHz barrier. It was only after this barrier was.bmken that users of AT compatibles had
“to deal with bus problems. I have already mentioned that the bus slo@ nm at 8.33 MHz at most,
men in a 2.5 MHz AT. Before,the AT manufacture @eed to this strict definition, every man”$hmr chose their cwn standard -not very pleasant for AT usem. The mnsquenrr was that
m many older tmbeATs the bus as well as the CPU man at 10 MHz or even 12.5 MHz. Such
- frequ&ies are onlyhandled by a very few adapter cards. They cannOt follow the clock, espeI tiiy ff the chips get warm aft er a certain time. A warmer chip usually has a lower operating
‘“‘peed. even if only by a few nanoseccmds. This is enough, though, and the computer crashes.
’ hgs get even more confusing if we remember that the 8237A DMA chips and the S259A PlCs
7,“” at 5 MHZ at most. Even the faster type only reach 8 MHz. Morearer the timer chip is
$“mted at I.193 IS0 MHz, namely % of the PC/XT base clock of 4.77 MHz,%en in a 50 MHz
s
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i486 PC. chat some misalignments and therefore unnecessary wait cycles occur with a CPU
clack of 25 MHz, a bus frequency of IO MHz, a DMA frequency of 5 MHz and a timer frequency
of 1.19 MHz seems to be obvious.
Seven years after presenting the AT the computer industry has become mcmuiled to a clearer,
but unfmhmately not very strict, standard for the AT bus. The result now is the ISA bus which
is about 99% compatible with the AT bus in the original IBM AT. ISA is the abbreviation for
Industrial Standard Architecture. Thus, ISA will really define an obligatory bus standard for all AT
manufacturers.
This standard specifies that the bus slots should run at 8.33 MHz at most. If a 33 MHz i386
wants to access the video RAM, it must insert a lot af wait states. A reading bus cycle, for
example, needs two bus cycles, but one bus clock cycle lasts four CPU clock cycles so that eight
CPU clock cycles are necessary. If the memory on the graphic? adapter has an (optimistic) access
time of 6U ns, about four wait cycles are additionally necessary (the cycle time of a 60 ns DRAM
lasts for about 120 ns, and the cycle time of the CPU clock is 30 ns; this leads to four wait cycles).
If the hue CPU cycles are subtracted, which a memorJiaccess always needs, then even with the
optimum ccqeration of a graphics adapter and a bus, nine (!l wait states are necessary. Drivers,
buffers etc. connected in between and misalignmenh may readily increase this 3alue up to 15
wait cycles. The transfer rate with an ISA bus width of 16 bits is decreased to 4 Mbytes/S
compared to a memory transfer rate of 66 Mbytes/s, A Widows window of 640 I 512 pixels
with 256 colours is filled within 1W ms; a time period which is clearly recognized by the eye.
No wonder that even 33 MHz i486 ATs do not always operate brilliantly with Windows. The
enormous number of wait cycles during reads and writes from and to video P.AM slows down
the high-performance microprocessor. Whether the CPU needs some additional Ryder fO1 Calculating a straight line is thus of secon+q importance. Only spedal motherboards and graphics adapters where the video memory is (more or less) directly connected to the memory bus
or a fast local bus, and not accessed indiwtly via the ISA bus, may solve this problem.
The bus frequency is generated by dividing the CPU clock, thus the ISA bus largely Nf”
synchronously to the CPU. This is different, for example, from the microchannel, which uses It5
own clock generator&or the bus so that the microchannel runs asynchronously to the CPU. The
ISA bus also operates asynchronous cycles, for example if a DMA chip that runs at 5 MHz
initiates a bus cycle. The big disadvantage of synchronous ISA cycles is that a whole clock Cycle
is lost as soon as an adapter times too slow even for only a few nanoseconds. Therefore, EEA
enablff the stretching of such cycles to avoid~mwcessary wait states Actually, a bus is much
more than a slot on a motherboard.

_i

Besides the layout of tie bus slots and the siggal levels, the ISA standard also defines the time
period for the rise and fall of the address, data and control signals. But these properties are on’?
ipportant for dwelope~ of motherboards and adapter cards, therefore a vast number Of sign”
. &grams and exact definitions are not given here. Signal freaks should consult the original ‘5’
specification.

22 32-bit EISA Architecture - Evolution
The intmduction of the i3B6 and i486 32-bit micropmcessors with hrll 32-bit data bus and 32bit address bus also required an extension of the ISA bus. This bus was implemented for the
80286, with its l&bit address bus and 16 Mbyte address space ““ly. Not only is the small width
of the bus system outdated today, but so are the antiquated B-bit 8237A DMA chips, with their
limitation to 64 kbyte blocks, and the rather user-unfriendly adapter contiguration (“sing
@npea and DIP switches). Another serious contradiction between the very powerful 32-bit
3 processa and the &ired~ B-bit AT concept is the lack of supporting busmasters “n external
adapter cards.
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I, Two completely different solutions for these pr”blems are established today: IBM’s micmchannel
;: for FSl2, and EISA, which has been developed by a group of leading manufachws of IBMcompatible KS. IBM has gone dorm a completely different mad with its microchannel, not
:!
:( only because of the new geometric layout of the’ bus slots, but also with the architedure
,! implemented. Moreover, IBM has denied the micrcchann_e~ to other manufacbuers by means
of patents and other protective rights. This is a consequence of the fact that these other clone
’ manufacturers had previously got a large part of the PC market. As IBM is rather miserly with
issuing licences, the microchannel is no longer the completely “pen architedure that users and
” man”Lwt”ren have been accustomed to with the PC/XT/AT. Together with the sigCficantly
’ larger timctionality of the micmchanne1, “ne may speak of a radical rmrganization or indeed
view of the microchannel as a rwolutionaly step towards real 32-bit systhms.

I

:
,. EEA, on the other hand, tries to take a m”te that might b-e called uevol”ti”nary~. The maxim

of EJSA is the possibility of integrating ISA components into the EISA system without any
pmblems. This requires an identical geometry for the adapter cards and, therefore, unforhmately also the integration of obsolete concepts’ for the ElSA’s ISA part. With this concept, X-bit
? ISA components can be integrated in an EISA system with no problems, but you don’t then have
9 my advantage. Under these conditions the EISA bus operates m”re or less identically t” the
1 cmwentlonal ISA bus. only 16. and 32-bit EISA components really take advantage of the EISA
‘. bus system, “sing, for example, burst cycles or 32-bit Dh& The EISA bus is capable of a data
&transfer rate of up to 33 hQytes/s. compared to 8.33 Mbytes/s with an ISA bus.
In view of the t&Cal sbudure, EISA is m”re complicated than the miawhannel because it
:’Mt only needs to cxry out EISA bus cycles, but for compatibility reasons also ISA cycles. This
; Applies, for example, to DMA. where the EISA..system must decide whether an B237A‘.:.-mpatible DMA cycle (with its known disadvantages) or a full 32-bit EISA DMA cycle has to
$+ executed. The hardware must be able to carry-out both, and t%“s is, of course, rather
.: @Jmplicated. In this aspect, the microchannel has an easier life; it frees itself from the outdated
‘. ~/XT/AT concepts, and starts from a new beginning. This restriction t” a new beginning
6-s the microchannel less complicated. However, stronger competition in the field of EISA
‘1 ha &ly led to cheaper EISA chips, even though their technology is m”re complex. Additionally,
“_a the user you have the advantage that older ISA components may also be used initially. Later
i,y” can integrate more powerful EISA peripherals. In view of the speedy development, though,
&.?h” is going t” “se his old hard disk controller or S-bit graphin adapter $h 128 kbytes of
.$?“Uy when buying a computer of the latest generation?
549
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Therefore, the more straightforward concept is surely the micmchannel, which frees itself from
the old traditions; but because of IBM’s restrictive policy, it has been almost exclusively dedicated to IBM products up to now. On a BIOS, operating system or application level you don’t
notice whether you are working with an EISA or micmchannel PC. Only system programmers
and bit freaks have to deal with their differences.

22.1 EISA Bus Structure
,

The name EISA, as an abbreviation for e.rfended ISA, already indicate the evolutionary concept of this 32-bit extension for the AT bus. ISA components may be wed in an EISA
system
with no alterations. Purr EISA adapters inform the EISA system (by means of the EX32 and
Ex16 signals) that they are EISA components with the extended functions which are pmvided
for EISA. Internally, LlSA machines differ drastically from their ISA predecessors in many
aspects, discussed in the following sections. Figure 22.1 show a schematic block diagram of the
EISA archit&“re.

The clock generator supplie both the CPU and, after division of the frequency in the frequency
divider, the EISA bus with a clock signal. Thus the EISA bus isa synchronous bus system,
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because the CPU and EISA bus are supplied by the fame clock signal source, and are thus
Nnning synchronously. The maximum frequency of the EISA bus is 8.33 MHz. This clock rate
determines the X~~SS Of the CPU to all external units. On the other hand, the i386/i486/
Pendum may access the main memory at the full clock frequency (with possible wait state+ The
EISA bus buffer provides for a controlled data transfer between the local bus and the EISA bus.
The heart of an EISA bus is the EISA bus contmller. It distinguish- behyeen EISA and ISA bus
cycle% supplies all the required ISA and EISA bus signals, executes normal and burst cycles, and
Car&s Out the entire bus control operation in the EISA PC. Together with the data swapper, it
divide+ 32.bit quantities into t3- or I&bit portions for 8. and &bit peripherals, or recombines
such Portions into a 3%bit quantity. That is necessary, for example, if you insert a I&bit ISA
adapter into an EISA slot. The EISA maxim of compatibility then requirrs that the EISA logic
accesses the ISA adapter without any problem

‘.

EISA adapter cards with their own busmaster have a busmaster interface which enable a local
CPU (the busmaster) to control the EISA bus. Thus, EISA is illl important step towards a multiP-so* wimnment. Moreover, the arbitration logic ?zd the altered assignment of DMA and
intermpt channels already supports multitasking operating systems on a hardware level. It
would be a pity to waste an i486 or Pentium on DOS alone. Presently, there is an EISA chip set
from Intel on the market that integrates the interrupt controller, DMA controller, bus arbitrator,
timer and the NM1 logic ion a single chip: the 82357 1%’ (integated system peripheal). The bus
controller is available as the 82358 EBC (EISA bus controller). The EIZA bus can carry Out
various bus cycles:

- standard bus cycle,
- burst cycle,
- bus cycle with BCLK stretching, and
., - enhanced master burst cycles EMB-66 &,d EMB133.
The standard bus cycle is a nomal i386 bus cycle, at least as far as the course of the participating

1 dbess, data and control signals are concerned. As the EISA bus is running with a bus clock
of at most 8.33 MHz, even with slow-clocked i386 Cl?Us&lot of CPU wait cycles are naary.
2 The standard bus cycle requires two BCLK cycles for hansfeting at most one quantity of 32 bits.
‘; The burst cycle is the s&e as the i486 burst cycle, but here the bus clock BCLK instead of the
; pmcffsor clock PCLK is decisive. A real novelty is the bus cycle with BCLK stretching. The
EEA bus controller is able to stretch one half cycle of BCLK to service slower devices at &t,
’ ad to restore synchronization with the CPU cltiagain. Figure 22.2 illustrates this: the CPU
’ frequency is 25 MHz, and the bus frequency BCLK is generated by dividing by 3, so it is there’ fo, 8.33MHz. A h il If cycle,of BCLK is stretclied under two &&stances:
’ synchronization of the rising BCLK edge with the falling edge of CMD if the busmaster on
tk motherboard addresses an EISA or ISA slave;
” ._
>$chronization%f the rising BCLK edge with the falling edge of CMD if an ISA master
addresses an EISA slave.
ii
ti BY stretching BCLK, an EISA or ISA slave can be better integrated into an EISA system, as with
” the AT. The number of clock cycles for slower periphemls is reduced, and the system through_1
2~ ‘Wt is enhanced.
;:
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The advance of VLB and PC1 is also reflected by the EISA spxificationl The EISA interest group
has recently defined a new enhanced master bunt cycle which should mcrease the transfer rate
up to 66 Mbytes,s (E&B-66) or even 133 Mbytes/s -133). To achieve that, a data transfer
is no longer only triggered by the ascending BCLK edge. Additionally, both the ascending and
the descending ECLK edges can issue a data transfer. Thus, the transfer rate is doubled, while
the bus frequency remains unchanged’at a maximum of 8.33 MHz for compatibility reasons.
Together with a data bus width of 3’2 bits, this leads to a transfer rate of 66 Mbytes/s. To reach
the mentioned 133 Mbytes/s, additionally the 3%bit address part of the EISA bus is used for the
data transfer, as this part is unused during the data transfer phase in burst mode. Therefore, the
data bus width increases to 64 bits.

22.2 Bus Arbitration
A significant advance compared to the ISAbais is bus arbifrafia. This means that an external
microprwewn on an EISA adapter card can also completely control the bus, and may therefore
access the system’s main memory, the hard dhk and all other;ystem components on its own,
without the need of support by the CPU. This is necessary for a powerful multiprocessor
eperation if, for example, the 82596 LAN controller wants to access main memory and the hard
. disk, Such ext&ninal ElSA busmnsters can request control of the bus by the EISA MREQ (master
.&quest) signal from the host CPU on the motherboard. The host CPU is the standard busmaster
in this case.
The release of the bus control to an external busmaster on an adapter card was also posslb’e
with the AT, but in the AT this take place via a DMA channel, ati anpowerful arbitration for
several external busmasters is impossible in practice. The PC/XT and AT were only conceived
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of as single processor machines. Arbitration in the AT can only be a last resort, therefore. An
efficient and fair arbitration model is not implemented.
On the other hand, for releasing the EISA bus to various busmasters EISA uses an arbitration
model with thaw levels: DMA/refresh (highest level); CPU/master; other masters (lowest Iwel).
On each level several masters may be present. Within the level concerned the bus is switched
in a rotating order. Refreshing the memory has the highest priority, because a lock of the refresh
by another master would lead to a data loss in DRAM, and therefore to a crash of the whole
system. If the refresh control requesb the bus via an arbitration, it always gets control after a
short reaction time period. All other busmasters have to wait until the current refresh cycle is
completed.
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EISA busmasters don’t have to worry about refreshing the main memory on the motherboard.
This is carried cut by a dedicated refresh Itic. On the other hand, in the AT the pseudo-ISA
busmasters on an ISA adapter must also control the memory refresh if they are in mntml of the
bus.
With the EISA busmaster status register, EISA implem& the possibility of detemdning the last
active busmaster. This is important, for example, for an NM1 handler which, .dfter a time-out
error for the EISA bus, must evaluate which busmaster has operated ermneously~ Figure 22.3
shows the structure of this register. Note that a zero value indicates the slot with the last active
busmaster.

:

I

I
The DMA system has also been improved significantly compared to the AT bus. Not only is the
complete 3%bit address space available for curry QMA transfer (the AT bus allows only 64 or
128 kbyte blocks), but three new DMA operatio~modes with improved data throughput have
also been implemented: DMA types A, B and C. T&e previous made is now called the cmptible
male. In this mode, the addresses are generated at the same clock cycles with an identical clock
length, as on the ISA bus (that is, as was the case with the 8237Al.
&.?ww EISA DMA operating type A, on the other hand, shortens the memory phase of the
DMA transfer, but the I/O phase remains equal. Thus, one DMA cycle is carried out within six
BCLK cycles, and the maximum data throughput reaches 5.54 Mbytes/s. Most ISA devices can
be operated on an EISA system with type A without causing a malfunction. With the DMA type
B, the I/O cycle also needs less time so that only four BCLK cycles are_necessary for one DMA
transfer. The data throughput is 8.33 Mbytes/s at the most. Type B is sup&ted by only a few

.
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ISA device. Finally, only EISA devices that support burst cycles are able to follow burst type
C. Here, one DMA transfer is execufed within a single BCLK cycle. With DMA burst type C.
DMA transfer rates of up to 33 Mbytes/s can be achieved if the full 3%bit width of the EISA
data bus is used. This is the maximum transfer rate for the EISA bus. EISA DMA modes A to
C support an 8, l6- and 3%bit data transfer. The transfer of data read or data write from/to
hard disks by means of DMA is again becoming interesting with EISA.
To address the 32.bit address space two page registers are available with EISA: the low- and
high-page registers. Their addresses are listed in Table 22.1. The low-page register is completely
compatible with the conventional DMA page register, known from the AT. The high-page
register supplies the high-order address byte A3-A24, and often serves to distinguish ISA and
ElSA DMA cycles: if the high-page register is not initialized in advance of a DMA transfer, an
ISA DMA cycle has to be executed which is compatibl; with the 8237A chip. Once the high-page
register has also been initialized, the DMA control is really operating in EISA mode and the
complete 32-bit address space is available. The EISA DMA chip increases or decreases the whole
32.bit address. Therefore (theoretically), a complete 4 Ghyte block can be transferred. In 8237Acompatible mode, on the other hand, only the current.address register with a width of 16 bits
is altered, so that only a 64 or I28 kbyte block can be moved.

i

Cha”“el

Low-page register

High-page mglster

0

87h
83h
81h
8Zh
8fh
8bh
89h
8ah

487h
483h
481h
482h
48fh
48bh
48th
48ah

1

2
3
4
5
6
7

With EISA the service of the DMA channels is no longer carried out according to a scheme with
fixed priorities, but +tributed over three levels. Within each level the channels are allocated
according to a rotating scheme. This avoids the case where one peripheral with a high DMA
priority locks out other devices with lower prtorities by frequent DMA requests. This might be
possible, for example, if a task services a communications port where external requests we
arriving continuously, but another task with a=l6wer DMA priority accesses the hard disk. The
frequent requests lock out the task which attempts to read data from the hard disk. Thus the
..
more elaborate DMA hierarchy (as compared tothe An supports multitasking operating systems
where several tasks are competing for the DMA channels-more or 1-s a protection of minoriti~
in the PC. Also, the microchannel follows a similar stmtegy.
. &A implements seven DMA channels in total, which may be programmed to serve 8-, 16. Or
32-bit devices. The control of channels O-7 for in ISA-compatible or real ElSA transfer is canid
out with the two extended mode mgtsters. They are write-only, and are located at I/O addresses
40bh (channels O-3) and 4d6h (channels 4-n. respectively. Figure 22.4 shows the stmctum Of
-_ .+
these registers.
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Through the STP bit you activate the ElSA extension for a DMA buffer structure bi the main
2 -0ty horn where data is sequentially read or stored. Usually this feature is not used, and
STP equals 0. The EOP bit determines the dire&on of the EOP signal for the seleaed channel.
In the PC/XT/AT, EOP was configured as output. EISA additionally dlows EOP from an
external device (for example, a communication interface). The TIM entry defines the transfer
mode, WLlrh the access width of the DMA channel, and the munting mode. A value of Oob
curresponds to the Bbit DMA channels of the PC/XT/AT, and a value of Olb to the l&bit AT
,,, drannels. Thus, for Width = Olb the output address is shifted by one bit to address I&bit words.
The address generated internally in the word count register ia incremented only by 1 upon each
transfer. Thmugh the shifted address, however, this means an incwmentation by 2. On the other
hand, for Width = lob, the word count register is incremented by 2 upon every transfer. Finally,
,! the DMA cuntmller increments the address by 4 when 32-bit l/O with byte cmmt is selected.
_ The two Channel bits determine for which of the eight chnels O-7 the other entries are valid.
i.
?,Z

/: 22.4 Interrupt Subsystem
As is the case with ISA, EISA also implements 15tiierrupt levels which are managed by the
: EISA interrupt controller. Table 22.2 lists the typical assignment of these IRQ channels.

I.

’ For compatibility reasons, IR@ is occupied by cascading. The EISA interrupt controller behaves
in the same way as the two cascaded 8259A PlCs in the AT. Thus you have to output a double

’ EOI @‘master and slpve for the IRQMRQIS channels to terminate a hardware interrupt. Unlike
; the AT, the interrupt channels assigned to EISA adapters may also operate with level instead
5 of ed& triggering. ?he level of an IRQ line above a-certain threshold level issues an interrupt
y @quest in this case, and not the rise itself. It is therefore possible for several scwces to share
3, an IRQ. If one source is serviced the corresponding IRQ remains active and shows that a further
g device on the same IRQ line quests an interrupt. This means that in prb&le any number of

-2
;
;
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devices may request an interrupt. Unlike the K/XT and the AT, a line is no longer reserved

for a single device. In the case of the three serial interfaces COMI, CQMZ, COM3, for example,
previously only COMI and COMZ could issue an interrupt via IRQ4 and IRQ3, while COM3
could only be operated with polling.
The PIC 8259A in the K/XT and AT can also operate with level triggering. Upon initialization.
however, you must decide whether all interrupts should be detected by level or edge triggering.
An individual choice is not possible there; EISA permits this by means of the control register
for level/edge triggering (Figure 22.5).

. &trim for IRQHRQZ, IRQg and IRQ13 are missing because they refer to devices integrated 0”
the motherboard (see Table 22.2). Note that qnly interrupts that service an ElSA device may
operate with level triggering. If you usi an ISA adapter, the interrupt assigned to it must be
programmed as edge triggered for compatibility reasons.
To complete the picture, I should mention that you can issue an N-MI-via software by writing
an arbitrary value to the R-bit port 462h. Do not confuse that with the NT U2b instruction which
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also leads to an interrupt 02h. Writing to the port 462h supplies the prcessor with an active
NM1 signal externally and, thus, simulates a hardwareissued non-ma&able interrupt.

22.5 EISA Timer and Failsafe Timer
The EISA timer comprises six channels in total, and is equivalent to and register-compatible
with two 8254 chips. The first three channels O-2 are reserved for the internal system clock, the
memory refresh, and tone generation for the speaker, as was the case with the AT. One of the
remaining three timers is used as a failsafe or watchdog timer. Generally, this is timer 3, that
is, counter 0 of the second 82% It issues an NM1 if a certain time period has elapsed. This
prevents an external busmaster from keeping control of die bus too long and blocking necessary
intermpts or memory refresh. If an external busmaster keeps control of the EISA bus too long,
in contradiction to the bus arbitration rules, this indicates a hardware malfunction or the crash
of the external busmaster. The failsafe timer then issues an NMI, and the arbitration logic
returns control to the CPU so that it may service the N$4I. YOU may accew the first timer via
the I/O addresses 4Oh to 43h, and the second timer through 48h to 4bh.
i

22.6 l/O Address Space

3

With EISA, the support and controller chips are also accessed via pats. Table 22.3 lists the new
I/O address areas for EISA. Unlike ISA, the individual EISA slots, and therefore also the inserted EISA adapters, can be addressed individually. Internal registers on the EISA adapters
therefore have different base addresses lOCC8000h. This is important so that EISA adapters can
be automatically configured without DIP switches. The high-order byte of the I/O address is
decoded by the I/O addrms logic of the motherboard, which uses it to drive the expansion slot
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Meaning

,,

ISA motherboard
ISA e&&n adapter
resewed for contmlle,~ on the E&A motherboard
resewed for E&A motherboard
rererw! for ElSA motherboard
..i .
expansmn Ilot 1
expanrlon Slot 2
expanrion slot 3
expansion‘slot 4
expanrion slot 5
expanrion slot 6
expanrion slot 7
expansion slot 8

WOOh
OlOOh .,.
MOOh
0800h
OcOOh
1OWh
: 2WOh
3000h
: 4000h
) 5000h
6000h
7OQOC.
‘: 800011

OOffh
03ffh
Odffh
OBffh
Odfh
tfffh
2f‘fh
Ifffh
4fllh
Sfffh
6fffh
7fffh
8,ffh

concerned. The address decoder on the expansion adapters then only decode% the low-order
address bytes further. Thus, an ISA adapter which knows only a IO-bit I/O address can also be
inserted into an EISA slot without any problems.

22.7 CMOS-RAM
With EISA adapter cards the IRQ used, as well as the DMA channels, are programmable. The
configuration information is stored in the extended CMOS RAM. EISA specifically extends the
CMOS RAM by 4 kbytes for this purpose. Special installation programs provide support when
configuring the EISA adapters, and automatically @te data into die extended EISA CMOS
RAM. Typical information is which I/O ports are used by the adapter. which IRQ and DMA
channels are assigned to the adapter, etc. This EISA system information can be retrieved by
means of several ftmctions of NT 15h. Theywe listed in the following.
- INT 15h, Fumtion dsh, Subfunction AL = 0~3, --Access to EISA System Information, Read
Slot Info
This function returns infomntion pertaining to the adapter in a certain slot.

Regkter

call “abe

Return value

AH

d8h
OOtvWh”

error cede”
vendor by+
utility revision (high)
utility reviskm bv4
check sum canf4guration file 84SB)
check sum configuration file kS8)
number of device functions
function information
comprersed vendor ID error if <> 0

AL
8H

.

8L
CH

slot (o-63)

CL
DH

DL
SIDI

C=?

,
.
. - INT 154 Function 684 Subfunction AL = Olh - Access to EISA System Information, Read
Function Info
This function returns 320 information bytes in an info table pertaining to the indicated function
in a certain slot. The calling program must provide a sufficiently Jargg buffer for the info table.
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- INT 1E.h. Function dsh, Subfunction AL = 03h - Access to EISA System Information, Write
COtigU%tiOll
<.
This function writes configuration value from a table of the calling program into the CMOS
RAM. Additionally, a new checksum is calculated and written to the appropiiate location,
although you must also specify a correct value. The function must be called successively for
every slot present in the system, even if no adapter is installed (the passed values must be Set
to 0).
call value

Ftetllm “abe

d8h
03h
byte length of table
offset of table”
segment of table”

error code”
I

error if 0 0
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Errw code

Meaning

OOh
80h
81h
82h
83h

no error
invalid dot number
invalfd function number
extended CMOS RAM damaged
slot doesn’t contain any adapter
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22.8 EISA Adapters and Automatic Configuration
Cm EISA adapten you will look in vain for DIP switches$vhich sometimes made configuring
ISA adapten appear like gambling. with an unpredictable result. EISA solves the configuration
pmblem much more efficiently: every EISA adapter comes with a floppy disk holding a coqigumfkm file (CFG). The CFG stars the system elements of the EISA PC used, such as, for example,
the assigned IRQ and DMA channels. This information is used by a configuration utility which
is delivered together with each EISA PC to configure b&b the adapter and ‘PC correctly. Additionally, the utility is intelligent enough to detect access confliciz and to react appropriately.
Examples of this are address conflicts between two adapters whose address areas overlap, at
least partially. This may occur with interfaces whose register addresses are equal, or with identical ROM base addresses of the SCSI host qd VGA graphics adapters. Such address conflicts
are the main reason why an AT refuses to run after installing and configuring the brand-new
VGA adapter.
The CFG file was part of the EISA concept from the start. All the firms involved in EISA agreed
to a standard for the tile format, so incompatibilities do n&wise here. The name of every CFG
file must obey the folIawi:g rule: !hhhpppp.CFG; where hhh is an abbreviation for the manufacturer, and pppp is a product identification. The CFG files themselves are pure ASCII files,
and use a language with strictly defined commands that recall the CONFIGSYS of MS-DOS.
Examples of CFG commands are: NAME = 11.7, SLOT= ???, BUSMASTER = wlue?, COMMENTS
=fut. Manufacturen can determine all the impartexit parameters for their EISA adapters by
using the CFG commands, so that the configuration utility need qly read the CFG file to
eonfigure the EISA PC correctly with details of the “ewly installed a&pter. The user does not
need detailed knowledge of occupied addresses, DMA channels, etc. and the typical cow-at-afivPbqre&gate feeling of untrained users can thus be avoided. The configuration data is stored
fn the qttended CMOS RAM, and the EISA PC boots without additional configuration next time.
+ lfthe &nfiguration data in the CMOS RAM gets lost, for example, through a battery powere break, then you need simply start the configuration utility and reamfigure the system again
k.using the CFG files for all installed adapters.
ihides the CFG files, EISA has another concept for supporting config&atkm, the so-called
dh Wfayjif~ KWL). They supplement the configuration language on the level of the configuration
$,Utility, and contain instructions in a format that looks like a mixture of C and Assembler. By
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means of the OVL files, a very exotic EISA adapter can be integrated into an EISA system
automatically. The OVL files are in about the sane relationship to the configuration utility as
a ROM extension is to the system ROM of the motherboard, and they extend the CFG language
by new commands. An OVL file is integrated into a CFG file by means of an INCLUDE command, for example, INCLUDE = asuper_ad.ovln.

22.9 EISA Slot

f

For extension of the ISA bus up to 32 bits, EISA additionally implements 90 new contacts.
Presently, only 16 of them are used for data lines, u for address lines, and I6 for control and
status lines. In addition to the 98 ISA contacts already present, these 90 new contacts would lead
to a huge EISA contact strip on the motherboard (probably bigger than the motherboard itself).
The microchannel solves this problem by miniaturizing the contacts and the distance between
them, thus making the microchannel plug-incompatible. But EISA was launched to enable an
integration of the previous ISA components withotiany problem. This, of course, means that
the geometry of the EISA slots is harmonized with the existing ISA adapters. The members of
the EISA group negotiated these obstacles elegantly by implementing a second layer of contacts
in the EISA plug which is shifted against the previous ISA contacts so that only EISA adapters
can reach them. ISA adapter cards do not shcrkircuit the contacts because an ISA adapter
cannot penetrate deep enough into the EISA slot. Thus an EISA sl@ is quite compact for the
enormous number of contacts and, morecwer, completely compatible with the ISA adapter cards
wihicb have only one contact layer. Figure 22.6 schematically shows the structure of an EISA
slat and the assignment of the corresponding contacts.
The signals listed cm the outer sides of the figure are the new EISA signals which are supplied
or accepted by the lower-lying contacts. By means of the shifted arrangement of the EISA
contacts, 38 instead of 36 new contacts have been added to the previous ISA extension. Thus the
EISA slot comprises I88 contacts. The encoding barriers in the slots prevent an EISA adapter
card from being inserted wrongly, or an EISA card from penetrating too deep into the slot and
shorkircuiting the USA contacts.
Four of these contacb are available to each manufacturer for their own purposes. Using these.
a manufacturer can develop a spedally adapted adapter card for applications that need signals
that go beyond the EISA specification. Such adapters are, of course, no longer completely EISA
compatible. On the other hand, though, the ~manufacturer is not restricted too much in his
freedom to develop certain adapters.

.,22.10 El:A Signals

. _

-’ In the following sections the new EISA contacts are discussed, as well as the meaning of the
supplied or delivered signals. The ISA part’s assignment of an EISA slot can be found in Section
21.3. The ISA contacts CLK and ALE are indicated by BCLK and BALE here, as is usual for
EISA. Because EISA supports busmasters cm external adapters without any restriction, all Connections are bidirectional. To show the data and signal flow more prekely, I have assumed for
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the transfer dir&ions indicated that the CPU (or another device on the motherboard) represents
the current busmaster.
BALE (0; ISA)
Terminal BZS
The address latch enable signal BALE is generated by the bus controller and indicates that valid
address signals are present on the l/O channel. The adapters can then de&e the address.
BCLK (0; ISA)
Terminal BZO
BCLK b the bus clock signal for the EISA bus, and is generated by dividing the CPU frequency so
that BCLK has a frequency of 8.33 MHz at most.,$CL.K determines the data transfer rate. In bunt
mode or EISA DMA mode C, the transfer rate reaches up to 33.3 Mbytes/s (8.33 MHz. 32 bits).
BEO-BW
Terminals E17, FI5, F17-FI8

c.

These four byte enable signals indicate on which byte of the 32-bit data bus data is transferred
Therefore, they correspond to the AO and AI address bits. The signals come directly from the
CPU. m refers to the least-significant byte D&D7 of the data bus, m to the most-significant
byte D24-D31.
CMD
Terminal El
This command signal serves for clock harmonization within an EISA bus cycle by stretching a
bus clock cycle BCLK appropriately. ??% is generated by the EISA bus control for all EISA bus
cycles.
Cod
Bridges E6, E16, E25: F6, F16, F7.5, G6, GI5, H6, H16
The coding bridges prevent an ISA adapter penetrating tw deep into an EISA slot and, thus,
short-circuiting or damaging the lower EISA,,Ftacts.

I
:.
D16-D31
Terminals G7-GIO, GI’P-GI4, G17-GIS, Hi-&, HlO-HI2, H14, HI6
T&se 16 bits form the high-order word of the 3%bit EISA data bus. The 16 low-order bits are

’ Kansferred via-the ISA bus section.
EX16
Terminal E7
An EISA slave activates the EXI6 signal if it can run with a lbbit data bus only (that is. is pn
EISA Ibbbit device). The EISA bus controller then accesses the device via D&D15 with a width
of 16 bits. The EISA bus controller also divides all 3%bit quantities from the CPU intO 16-bl’
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pmtions, and combines &bit portions from the EISA slave into a 32.bit quantity for the CPLJ,
respectively.
EX32
Terminal E4
An EISA slave activates the EX32 signal if it can run with a 32-bit data bus (that is, is an EISA
32-bit device). The EISA bus controller then acces~g the device via EM-D31 with a width of
32 bits.

\’

An active EISA ready signal EXRDY indicates that the addressed EISA device may complete the
current bus cycle. EXRDY serves to insert wait states into an EISA bus cycle.
L4!-LA14 LA24-LA31
**
Terminals EIS, EZO-E23, E26-E29, E31, F21, I%?-R4, RkF7.7, F31, Gl, G3-G4, HI-H3, H5
The large address signals LANA16’correspond to the AZ-Al6 signals of the ISA b&, but they
are valid earlier because, unlike the A2-A16 signals, they are not latched and thus delayed.
LA2&LA31 is the high-order address byte of the 31-bit ElSA data bus. Together with the nonlatched ISA address signals LA17-LA23, the LA2-LA16 and LA24-LA31 signals form the
address bus for fast EISA bus cycles. ISA bus cycles, on the other hand, use the latched (and
therefore slower) address signals AsA16. In EISA bus cycles,
- the two
- low-order address bib
corresponding to A0 and Al are decoded from the four bits BEO-BE3.
LOCK
Terminal Fll
This locked cycle signal is active (low) if a busmaster on the motherboard carries out a locked
bus cycle with an EISA slave. Using this, the busmaster &the exclusive access right to memory
as long as LOCK is actiye. Other chips such as, for example, DMA cannot use the memory
during this time period.
tiE
Terminal FlO

This signal serves to distinguish memory and I/O_EISA bus cycles+
Termi+ F4-F5, W-F8
*
fi~connections can be used by EISA OEMs for, their own purposes.

:- ne system arbitrator respands with a master acknowledge signal MACK t,‘a MREQ from an
external busmaster to pass over control of the ElSA bus.

I
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MREQ
Terminal G19

An external device activates the master request signal MREQ to take over control of the EISA
bus as a busmaster. The system arbitrator detects MREQ and passes control if no other master
is active. Normally, the CPU on the motherboard is the active busmaster.
MSBURST
Terminal E9
An EISA master activates the master burst signal MSBURST to inform the EISA bus cantrolle~
that the master can carry out the next bus cycle as a bunt cycle. The bus transfer rate is thus
doubled. This is particularly advantageous for caclie line fills and D?vfA transfers.
SLB”RST
Terminal E8
An USA slave activate the slave burst signal SLBISRST to inform the bus controller that it can
follow a burst cycle. Typical EISA slaves that activate SLBIJRST are fast 3%bit main memories
Ij

START
Terminal E2
This signal serves for dock signal coordination at the beginning of-an EISA bus cycle. m
indicates the beginning of a cycle on the local bus.
W/ii
Terminal El0
The signal serves to distinguish write and read EISA bus cycles.
D32-D63 U/O; corresponding to BEO, BEl, LA%LA311
Terminals C-c& E17-EIS, E20-E23, E26-E29, Ul+lS, F21, F23-F.24, FZ6-F27, E31, Gl, Gs4,
Hl-n3.
H5
t
In an enhanced master burst the 30 address terminals LANA31 and the two byte enable
temxinals m and m transfer the 37. high-order data bits of a 64-bit data quantity.
All other contacts are reset-~ ed (rep), are grbuided (GND), OT tramfw supply voltages for chips
(+S V, -5 V) and interfaces or drives (+I2 V, -12 V).
I
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23 32-bit Microchannel - Revolution
Together with its new generation of PCs, the PS/Z, lBM also implemented a new bus system
and a new PC architecture, the microchannel. In view of its geometry as well as its logical
concept, this bus is a radical departure from the AT bus, which had been wry successful up
until that time. Hardware compatibility to previous PC models is no longer kept, but there are
some good reasons for this: the AT bus was only designed for X-bit procasors, but the new
i386 and i486 CPUs run with 32 bits. Furthermore, because of its edge triggered interrupts, the
AT bus is directed to singletasking operating systems such as M3s. The aim when designing the
FW2, on the other hand, was to go over to multitasking systems, particularly OS/Z. Themfore,
the problems are similar to those a!nady mentioned in cmmection with EISA. It is also interesting that the micrwhatmel was presented much ea;lier than EISA. EISA was supposedly
designed as a reaction to the microchannel. so as not to leave the 32-bit market all to IBM.
Identical problems often lead to similar solutions, thus it is perhaps not surprising that the
microchannel (apart from the completely incompatible bus slot) does not differ radically from
EISA. After all, at the operating system level, and esp+ally at the application level, complete
compatibility with the AT must be achieved. Programs that do not explicitly refer to the hardware registers also run on the FS/2 without any problems, and with no noticeable difference for
the users.
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23.1 MCA Bus Structure

Figure 23.1 shows a schematic block diagram of the micrwhannel architecture (MCA). A s&if&
* cant difference from EISA is the separate system clock which supplies a frequency of 10 MHz
at most for all microchannel components. only the local bus between the CPU and the memory
operates faster to carry out data accesses of the CPU to main memory at a maximum speed.
Thus the microchannel is an mynchnmous bus system; the CPU is clocked by its own CPU clock.
The microchannel was initially introduced with three different bus cycles:
44.
able
hips

- standard bus cycle,
f - synchronous extend+ bus cycle, and
- asynchronous extended bus cycle.

The standard bus cycle corresponds to a conventional CPU bus cycle at 10 MHz with no wait
: 9Tk In an extended bus cycle the device addrffsed inserts wait states by means of the CHRDY
%nal. If CHRDY becomes active synchronous to.the data half-cycle of the MCA bus cycle, this
fs Called a synchronous extended bus cycle, other&e it is an asynchronous extended bus cycle.
CHRDY refers to the bus clock of 10 MHz but not to the CPU clock, which may be much higher,
“‘i especially with i3t36 or i486 pmcessots. Because of their high clock rates, i386 and i486 always
bWt several CPIJ wait cycle which are controlled by the bus controller using the READY
PW?essor signal. One MCA bus cycle without wait cycles lasts for two bus clock cycles with
;. @I 11s each. Thus the microchannel is presently c&e&d for a maximum data transfer ate of
2fJ Mbytes/s. The data transfer rate can be slightly increased by the x-called mafched-memory cycks.
ese are only implemented with the 16 MHz model So, and are controlled by the MMC and
.: mCR signals. To carry out a matched-memory cycle the bus controller’of the motherboard

I
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activates the MMC (matched-memory cycle) signal. If the addressed device responds with an
active MMCR (matched-memory
cycle r&m),
the bus controller shortens the cycle time of the
MCA bus dock to 93.75 ns. ADL and CMD are not generated here, but MMCCMD is. Because
of the shorter cycle time, a data transfer rate of atmost 21.4 Mbytes/s is possible; this is an
incredible increase of 7%.
No wonder, then, that IBM mothball& the matched-memory cycle, and developed the streaming
data procedure GDP) concept. Preently, three such SDPs have been’ designed:
- 32-bit SDP,
- &bit SDP, and
- extended 64-bit SDP.

I.

IBM uses the microchannel not only in its FS/2 series but also in much more powerful RISC
. .Z$stem/6oM) *rkstations with a basis of RISC processors with the POWER arcbitexture (Performance Optimization With Enhanced RISC).
In view of the signal course, the 32.bit SDP coincides with the i486 burst mode. To request a
32.bit SDP the busmaster deactivates the BLAST signal. The device addressed responds with a
BRDY to indicate that it is able to carry out 32-bit burst mode. With the 32-bit SDP four bytes
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are transferred within a single MCA bus dock cycle. Using this the data transfer rate increases
to 40 Mbytes/s for a short time. This is even more than the 33 Mbytes/s for the EISA burst
mode.
A further enhancement is possible with the &bit SDP. Here, only during the first bus cycIe is
the address output. The addressed device accepts and stores it. Afterwards, the data is trans
ferred not only via the 32.bit data bus, but also via the 32-bit address bus, that is, with a width
of 64 bits or 8 bytff in total. The device addressed comprises an address counter that counts up
with each 64-bit SDP automatically. It therefore only needs the start address. With the 64&t
SDP a data transfer rate of 80 Mbytes/s can be achieved. The extended &bit SDP is even more
powerful. Here the bus cycle is reduced from 100 11s down to 50 ns, but the transfer itself is
identical to that of a normal 64-bit SDP. The data transfa rate doubles to 160 Mbytes/s, that is,
a medium-sized hard disk could be read within one second.

23.2 Bus Arbitration
Like

EISA, the MCA also supports external busmasten on adapter cards. Including the CPU, up
to 16 different busmasters can be integrated. For this purpose, IBM implemented a dedicated
chip, the so-c&d central arbitration control pint (CACP), which carries out the bus arbitration
and passes control to a busmaster. With the MCA the motherboard’s CPU, the refresh logic, the
DMA controller and external busmasters on adapter cards can operate as busmasters. Table a.1
shows the priorities assigned to these busmastm.

-2d
-Id
OOh
Olh
02h
03h
’ Mh
05h
06h
07h
08h
09h
Oah
Obh
(kh
Wh
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The -2 priority of the memory refresh means that the arbitration logic always passes control of
the bus if a refresh is requested. The memory refresh is located On the motherboard and drives
the arbitration logic by an internal refresh requesf signal. The next lower priority, -1, of the NM1
is also processed internally. The sane of an NM1 is usually an error on an adapter card, a timeout in connection with bus arbitration, or another serious malfwwtion. The NMI may only be
serviced by the CPU on the motherboard. However, for this the CPU needs to be in control of
the system bus, because the program code of the accompanying interrupt handler 2 must be
read from memory. Therefore, an Nh4l always forces the CACP to snatch away the system bus
fro,,, another active busmaster, and to pass control to the CPU.
The lowest priority 0fh of the CPU means that the CPU on the motherboard is always in control
of the system bus if n” other busmaster rquesb,bus control. No arbitration signal line is
necessary for this. Instead, the CACP automatically assigns the CPU control by means of the
HOLD and HLDA pmcgsor signals, in this case.
All other busmasters can request control of ihe bus via the PREEMPT signal. Then, by means
of ARBO-ARB3, the bus arbitration passes control to one of the requesting busmasters according
to a strategy using a largely equal treatment. For &is, the following steps are carried ““t:

:

The busmasters that want to take over control of the system bus set = to a low
level.
The CACP activates ARB/ GNT to indicate that an arbitration cycle is in progress.
Each of the questing busmasters outputs its priority mde via ARB%ARB3, and compare
its code with the code On ARBLLARB3, which consists of the priority code of all the rwuesting busmasters.
If its priority code is lower then it deactivates its code on ARBB-ARB3 and rules itself out
of the competition, but continues to drive PREEMPT to indicate that it wants to take over
control in a later arbitration cycle!
After a certain time period (in the PS/2 300 ns are usually available for this purpose), Only
the highest priority codeis still present on ARBC-ARB3.
The CACP pulls ARB/GNT down to a low level to indicate that the bus control has passed
to a new busmaster (GNT = grant) whose priwity code is present on ARGO-ARB3.
The new busmz&r deactivates its PREEMPT signal. All other busmasters which were unable
t” take over control continue to drive PREEMPT to a low Level.
Now the new busmaster can control the bus for one bus cycle.
Bunt busmasters that want to transfer a whole data block and are allowed to keep contr”l
of the system bus for at most 7.8 ps (the&ximum allocation tiime for external busmasters)
are an exception to this rule. Such busmasters activate the BURST signal t” inform the CACP
that an arbitratiorr cycle shall not be cani out for every bus cycle. But if PREEMM 0, a
refresh requst is active, an arbitration cycle is executed nevertheless. Thus, BURST only has
an effect if the current burst busmaster is the only one requesting control of the system bus. y- Afterwards, the CACP releases control to the CPU or starts a further arbitration cycle if
PREEMPT is driven low by another busmaster.
Every busmaster adapter has a local bus arbitrator which drives the adapter card’s PREEMPT and
ARBL-ARB3, and compares the priority code of the busmaster adapter with the overall code
. 1
ARBeARB3.
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If the busmaster does not release control after 7.8 ps, the CACP interprets this as a malfunction.
It dismnneds the busmaster horn the bus, pass= control to the CPU, and issues an NMI.
The CACP can be programmed via the arbitration register at I/O address 090h

(Figure 23.2).

lf you set bit lrPC equal to 1, the CPU on the motherboard executes further bus cycls, for
example to fetch instructions while the CACP carries out an arbitration cycle. For the bus
arbitration only the lines PREEMPT and ARBO-ARE3 are required, which are not used during
a CPU bus cycle. Therefore,
-the two cycles do not affect each other. If MAS is set the CACP
always drives the ARB/GNT signal high, that is. always indicates an arbitration cycle. As long
as MAS is set, only the CPU is in control of the system bus, and all other busmasters ive locked
out. By means of EXT, the arbitration cycle can be enhand from the standard 3oons up to
603 ns. This is advantageous if slow de&s are present in the system. Finally, the five bib
PC46PC0 indicate the priority axle of the device that last won the bus arbitration. when writing
into the register, bits PC4-PC0 have no meaning and should always be set equal to 0.

23.3 Memory System
The FSL? memory

system has also been improved with the development of the micmchannel.
If the startup routine of the PC detects a defect in main memory, the memory is reconfigured
in 64 kbyte blocks so that eventually a continuous and error-free main memory again becomes
available. The block with the defect is logically moved to the upper end of the main memory
3nd locked against access. IPsuch a defect occurs in-the lower address area in an AT, the whole
of the main memory from the defective address upwards becomes unusable.
For the F’S/2 models 70 and 80. two memory configuration registers at the port addresses eoh
.lnd ejh are additionally available. Using these ports, the division of the first Mbyte in RAM can
be cantrolled so that, for example, the ROM BIOS is moved into the faster RAM (shadowing),
01 the memory is divided to be as RAM-saving as possible fsplit-memory option). These po5
kibilities are not discussed here in detail because these setups can usuaIly.be~one with the help
‘of the extended FS/2 setup during the course of the boot process.
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23.4 DMA
In kmw of their functions,

the microchannel’s support chip differ very little from their EISA
munterparts, but they are completely harmonized with this new and advanced bus system
Thus, for example, the DMA mntmlle~ always carries out a 32-bit DMA transfer for the cornplete address space if a 32-bit microchannel is present. There is no 8237A-compatible DMA
transfer. Moreover, the micrwhannel architecture allows all eight DMA channels to be active
simultaneously. Thus, MCA is really well suited for multitasking operating systems.
Originally, in the PS/2 only a &bit DMA controller was intended, which could only serve the

lirst 16 Mbytes of memory. Here again you can see the,enormously fast development in the field
of minoelebronics. Although the microchannel and the PS/Z were intended as a new standard
to replace the AT and last for years, the 16 Mbytes (which seemed astronomically large a few
years ago) are no longer enough, since memory-eeters like 05/Z and Windows have appeared.
Modern motherboards can usually be quipped with 128 Mbytes of memory.

23.5 interrupts
As well as the bus system and the DMA controller, the interrupt conholler was also harmonized
with the new architecture. All interrupts are level-trigger invoked only. With EISA, on the other
hand, interrupts can be level- or edge-triggered so that an ISA adapter can be operated as the
serial interface adapter, which operates exclusively with edge-biggering in an EISA slot. Because of the level-triggering used in MCA, various sources can share one interrupt line IRQx.
Additionally, level-triggering is less susceptible to interference, as a noise pulse only leads to a
very short voltage rise but level-triggering requires a lasting high level. For the microchannel.
255 different hardware interrupts are possible; the AT allows only 15. The assignment of the
IRQ lines and the correspondence of hardware interrupt and interrupt vector coincides with
that in the AT and EISA.

23.6 MCA Timer and Failsafe Timer
The MCA times comprises four channels in total, and is equivalent to an 8254 chip with fOUr
counters. The first three channels O-2 are occupied by the internal system clock, memory refresh
and tone generation fgr the speaker, as is the case in the A’l? The fourth timer is used i(S a
failsafe or watchdog timer in the same sense as for EISA. It issues an NMI if a certain time
period has elapsed, thus preventing an external busmaster from keeping control too long and
@locking necezsary interrupts or the memory refresh. If an external busmaster retains control of
. -the MCA bus for too long, and thereby violates the bus arbitration rules, this indicates a hardware ermr or the crash of an external busmasier. Then the failsafe timer issues an NM! and the
arbitration logic releases control to the CPU again so that it can handle the NMl.
On the PC/XT/AT, timer 1 for memory refresh is programmable, but o.n the FSf2 it is not. IBM
thus wants to avoid nosy users who like to experiment with changing the refresh rate and
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crashing the PC because of tcm few refresh cycles. Programmers can access the timer via port
041h, but passing new values dmsn’t have any effect on its behaviour.

23.7 110 Ports and 110 Address Space
As for EISA. in the I’S/2 the support and controIler chips are also accessed via ports. Table 23.2
lists the new I/O address areas for MCA. Unlike ISA, the MCA slots, and therefore also the
inserted MCA adapters, can be addressed individually. To do this, however, you must explicitly
activate a slot for a setup. This is necessary to configure MCA adapters with no DIP switches
automatically.
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Address
OOOb-Olfh

Meaning

0alho21h
040h-043h
o‘m-047h
OaOlvO&th
070~07, h
074&07ah
080~O8fh
OqOh
Oqlh
W2h
Oqah
OaOh-Oafh
OcOLOdfh
OeOh-Oefh
OfOlwXfh
lOOl+l07h
200lK2ZMh
2tOh217h
220tPmh
278t+27fh
2bOh2dfh
2faMffh
300Ulfh
320h-32fh
37ah-37fh
3aOh38fh
3aOh-3afh
3bONb3h
3b4h3bah
3bdwbeh
3COh-3dfh
3eOh-3elh
3fOh-3f7h

master 8259A
timer 1
failsafe timer
keyboardlmwre controlkr
real-time dock/CMOS RAM
extended CMOS RAM
DMA page register
CACP
feedback register
wtem Contml WR A

rnasteter

DMA

memory configuration register
COPrOcesSOr
PC6 registers 0 to 7
qame adapter
rerewed
available
2nd pamlIe; interface
EGA
CCNZ
wtoty~e adapter
ava,lable
1st parallel interface
SDLC adapter ,
reserved
monOchrome adapter

EGANAG
resewed
floppy cO”trollel
COM,
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23.8 MCA Adapters and Automatic Configuration
There is also a

significant advantage here compared to the old AT concept, that of the automatic
identification of an adapter by the system. Micrwhannel adapters, like their EISA counterparts,
are no longer configured by jwnpers. This can instead be carried out in a dialogue with the
accompanying system software. For this purpose, IBM assigns every adapter an identification
number which can be read and analysed by the system. Also, third-party manufacturers get an
identification number for their MCA pm&& which is centrally managed by IBM. The configuration information is stored in an extended CMOS RAM (as is the case with EISA). Additionally,
you may activate or disable individual MCA slots, thus a defective or suspicious adapter can
be disabled until the maintenance technician arrivq without the need to open the PC and
remove the adapter. This also allows you to operate two adapters alternately, which normally
disturb each other, without pOttering around the PC all the time.
To achieve these advantages, all MCA ada& and the MCA motherboard hold socalkd
programmable option select (PO3 registers. They always occupy the I/O address area OlWh to
0107h. Table 23.3 lists the registers.

Number

I/O address

Meaning

0

0100h

adapter identification ID (low-byte)
adapter identification ID (high-by@)
option byte 1
q&n byte 2
option byte 3
option byte 4
sub-addrers extension (low-byfel
rub-address extension (high-byte)

1

OlOlh

2

0102h
0103h
0104h
0105h
0106h
0107h

3
4
5
6
7

.

ra*,s 233: POS l&w
During the boot pnxess the POST routine of the BIOS reads the adapter identification ID and
compares it with the configuration data which is held in the CMOS RAM. The adapter identification ID is awarded centrally by IBM, that is, IBM assigns every manufacturer of an MCA
adapter such a number for the product concerned. The four option bytes are available for
the adapter manufacturer to configure the inserted adapter and thus fulfil the functions of the
fomw DIP switches. If the four option bytes are insufficient, the manufacturer may implement
an additional configuration register on the adapter card. They are accessed by means of the MO
sub-address extension kgisters.
.Three bits in the POS registers are predefined, and are listed in Table 23.4. By means of the bit
~dq?ter activafrbn in the RX register 2, the adapter concerned can be disabled or activated. If it

is disabled the system behaves as if the adapter were not present. Therefore it is possible, for
example, alternately to operate two different graphics adapters with overlapping address a~+’
in a PS/Z. Their addresses do not then disturb each other. If a hardware error occurS on a*
adapter which leads to an NMI, then bit 7 in POS register 5 is set to0 and the adapter generateS
an active CHCK signal. If additional status information is available rn Pas registers 6 and 7s

3
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the adapter also s&s bit 6 to a value of 0. The remaining bib are t?eely available for implementing software option switch- which replace the previous DIP stitch-.
The m registers are present at the same address on all adapters and the motherboard, thus
a-s mnfltcts seem to be prepqrammed. To avoid this, two additional registers are imple
” cited. the adapter activation/setup register at I/O addrrss G96h, and the motherboard ativation/setup register at I/O address O94h.
d
0

C Each adapter can be operated in two different modes.:
- Active mode: the FOS registers are not accessible anddre adapter is operating normally. YOU
may a- the ordinary control registers (the DAC C&W register on a VGA, for example).
- Setup mode: here only the PUS registers are accessible, not the ordinary control regtstm.
Using the adapter activation/setup qister you may activate a slot and thus an adapter well-

suited for setup of and access to its PCS registers. Figure 23.3 shows the assignment of this
abit repister.

Id
:iA
Jr
,e
nt
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$z

_$

NOW you can a- the FOS registers of the selected adapter card and Eonfigure the adapter
01 read the channel cherk bit.
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If the channel rest bit is set in register O%h, the CHRESET signal is activated in the microchannel
and all adapters are reset. Thus in the setup mode, channel reset must always be equal to 0.
After completion of the configuration the adapter octfaztion bit in FQS register 2 must be set to
enable normal functioning of the adapter. This only refers to the adapter’s logic. Write the value
OOh into the adapter activation/setup register afterwards to enable the adapter (CDSEXUP rises
to a high level). This only refers to driving the adapter.
Beside$ the adapters, the motherboard also comprises various setup registers which may be
activated by means of the motherboard activation/setup register at I/O address 094h. Figure
23.4 shows the structure of this register.

If you clear the m bit (set equal to 0) then you can configure the VGA option bytes. With a
value of 1 in this register the VGA operates normally. To the board units belong the VGA, RAM.
floppy controller, and serial and parallel i&faces. If the m bit is set equal to 0 then you can
access FOS registers 2 and 3 of the motherboard units and configure them. As is the case with
adapters, these IQ? registers are present at I/O addresses lD2h and 103h. The structure of IX%
register 2 is shown in Figure 23.5. FOS register 3 serves to,configure the RAM, and is Ve9’
model-dependent. Thus, only PO!? register 2 is described in further detail here. Information
concerning F’OS register 5 can be found in the technical reference manual for your l’Sl2. For all
other users, this information is of no value.
In extended mode the parallel port can be operated bidirectionally. The remaining bits are selfevident.

The adapter activation/setup register (port 096h) structure ensmeg that you can only activate
a single slot for a setup, thds setup conflicts on the-adapters are impossible. However, note that
you may put an adapter and the motherboard simultaneously into the setup mode. This iw’tabl$leads to pr@lems, and damage to chips may even occur. Therefore, be careful when
piogiamming the setup!
As was the case for EISA, every MCA product &es with a configuration disk which holds a
file containing the necessary information. This file is called the adapter description file (ADF). ‘fhe
filename has the format &iiii.adfn, where iiii is the four-digit adapter identification number in
hexadecimal notation. Like EISA, the ADF also uses a configuration la~gdbge that reminds u5
of CONFIG.SYS commands.
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23.9 On-board VGA and External Graphics Adapters
A main emphasis of the I??/2 concept is the integration of many units on the motherboard
,. which previously have been located on separate adapter cards in a bus slot. To these units
belong, for example, the serial and parallel interface, and especially the video gmphics array
? (VGA). All these units are accexwd by means of the locof channel or the rwriphemf slandord bus.
The VGA is functionally identical to (and also a&ilable as) the video graphics adapter (VGA) for
‘AT and EISA computers. Original VGA (that is, the video graphics army) is integrated on the
“, FW2 motherboard, but the video graphics adapter is implemented as an adapter for a bus slot.
” Thus, a pS/2 computer with an integrated VG array needs significantly fewer slots than an AT
:j.‘or EISA computer.
:’ For some users even the video &phi= array with a resolution of 640 s 480 pixels and 2% colours
5 is not sufficient. In particular, high-resolution graphics applications like CAD need more powerful adapters. These adapters may be inserted into a bus slot, of course, but the only problem
.,,is that the VGA on the motherbard is still present and tiust be disabled for correct operation
.ipf the new adapter. Removing the VGA is naturally impossible. Instead, IBM had a m&e
:” elegant idea. One MCA slot in every F’S/2 comprises a scwalled video extmsion (see Figure 23.6).
+b MCA graphics adapter must always be inserted into this slot to service the graphics signals.
,A ,By pulling some of these signals to a low level, the inserted adapter can deactivate parts of the
,bn-board _A and generate the corresponding signals itself. For this purpose, the connected
‘:;monitor n&d not even be plugged in differently (if it accepts the new video mode, of course);
*it
61 is still driven by the same plug of the W2. Internally, though, the change can be immense.
For example, the high-resolution 6514/A adapter with a dedicated graphics processor pulls the
EDCLK and EVIDEO signals to a low level. Then it generates its oww~_chronization,
and colour signals for the monitor which it transfers by means of the contacts
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HSYNC, VSYNC. BLANK, DCLK and RN’7 to the motherbawl’s logic to drive the monitor.
thus. the on-board VGA is more or less disabled and the monitor cut off. Only the DAC is still
wnnin& converting the digital video data PO-F7 to an analogue signal for the monitor. All
antml and pixel signals come from the 8514/A.

23.10 PSI2 Model 30
he I’S/2 Model 30 occupies a special position. It is actually a hidden XT with the outward
lppeamnce of a I’S/2 case. The model 30 thus has no microchannel, but instead the old XT bus.
Ihe only advantage is that the model 34 is already prepared for the 1.44 Mbyte floppy and hard
’
disk drives, and thus also has a much more modem BIOS.

23.11 The MCA Slot

_-

After deciding to throw the AT concept overboard, IBM was of course free to redesign the
layout of the bus slots. Also, for a E’S/2 there should be &bit adapters (for example, paiallel
interface adapters), &bit adapters for models 50 and 64 with 80286 or i386sX p~ocaor, and
32-bit adapters (for example, fast ESDI controllers for the pS/2 models with i3B6 or i486 CPUs).
Thus, 8-, 16- and 32-bit slots are required, with the &bit slot already implementing all the
important control lines. The result is the MCA slot with various slot extensions, as shown in
Figure 23.6.
Ihe kernel of the MCA slot is the g-bit section with its 90 contacts. Unlike EISA, the MCA slot
only has contacts on a single layer, but they are much narrower and every fourth contact of a
row is grounded or at the power supply level. The ground and supply contacts on both sides
are shifted by two positions so that, effectively, every second contact pair has a ground or
supply terminal. By the defined potential of these contacts, the noise resistance is significabtly
better than on an AT.
The AT had up to 31 succwd@g signal cwtacts without any interposed ground or supply
Contacts. With the EISA slot, the noise sensitivity is slightly reduced because the lower EISA
contact row has significantly more such contacts than the AT se&ion of the EISA slot.
Besides the g-bit s&ion there are various extensions: the &bit setion for I&bit MCA adapters;
the 3%bit section for 32-bit MCA adapters; the video extension for additional graphics adapta;
and the matched-memory extension for memories with ‘&higher access r&e. The %-bit FS/2
wdels do not have any 3%bit exthnsions, of wurse. Because of the narrow contacts, the MCA
slot is nevertheless quite compact, although it holds up to 202 contacts.
‘_
.

. _

23.12 &A Signals
This Section
applied.

discusses the MCA contact8 and the meaning of the signals which$re_ssupplied or
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&cause the micrwhannel supports busmasters on external adapters without any restriction, all
connertions’are bidirectional. To show the data and signal flow more precisely, I have assumed
for the indicated transfer dire&ions that the CPU (or another device on the motherboard) rep
resents the current busmaster. The enumeration follows the original IBM convention; I indicates
the (according to the figure) left contact, and r the right contact. The MCA conne?tions are
grouped corresponding to their functions.
Video Extension
BLANK (1)
Terminal V8r
A high-level signal from the inserted adapter blanks the screen.
DCLK (1)
Temdnal V4r
The data clock signal from the inserted adapter supplig the pixel clock for the DAC.
EDCLK (I)
Terminal V5r
A low-level enable DCLK signal from the inserted adapter cuts the VGA on the motherboard
off from the pixel clock Line to the video DAC. Instead, the DAC uses the clock signal DCLK
from the inserted adapters.
ESYNC (1)
Terminal VI01
A low-level enable synchronization signal from the inserted adapter causa the VGA on the
motherboard to be cut off from the three synchmnization signals VSYNC, HSYNC and BLANK.
EVIDEO (I)
Terminal VIr
A low-level enable video signal from the inserted adapter cuts off the VGA on the motherboard
from the palette bus. Using this, the inserted adapter can supply the video data 1’7-PO.
HSYNC (1)
Terminal V9r
A &h-level horizontal synchronization pulse from the inserted adapter causes a hodzo”“”
sytimnization, (hat is, a horizontal retrace of the electron beam.
PI-PO (I)
Terminals W-“41, V6l-VBI, Wr, V6r

These eight signals form the binary video data for the video DAC (digitalJo analOguP m *l!&.r’
on the motherboard, which then generates the analogue signal for the monitor. By mea “s oi thl’
eight bits I’Pl’O, the 256 simultaneously displayable colours of the VGA can be encoded.
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VSYNC (1)
-, Terminal Viol
( A high-level vertical synchronization pulse from the inserted adapter causes a vertical synchro2 nization. that is, a vertical retrace of the electron beam.

.

!

i Matched Memory Extension
m, MMCCMD, MMCR (0.0, I)
%* Terminals Mlr, M3r M2.l
$ These three signals control the se-called matched-memory cycles. To carry out a matched memory
6 cycle the bus controller activates the matched-memory cycle signal MMC. If the addressed unit
9
.$ supports this cycle type,
it returns an active matched-memory cycle return signal MMCR with
1’ a low level. Instead of CMD of the normal cycle, here the h4MC command signal MMCCMD is
7: used for controlling the bus transfer.
**
$1 8-b& l&bit and 32-bit Section
ji,M”.10’
g
g Ihu, agnal is the 14 317 180 Hz clock signal for timers and other components.
&l-A0 (0)
Terminals 61-81,101-121, 141~161,181-201,811-821,841~8xX,41-6r, Br-1Or 1&14r, 16~181,8&84r
$?h, 32 connections form the 32.bit addrws bus of the microchannel.
.&

w-level address latch s&al indicates that a valid address is present on the miaochannel,
activates the address decoder latches.

four arbitration signals indicate (in binary-encoded form) which of the maximum 16
le busmasters has won the bus arbitration and gets control of the system bus.
.

arbitration/grant connection is on a high level, an arbitration cycle is in pqress. If ARB/
falls to a low level the arbitration signals ARWARB3 are valid and indicate the new

*

I
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Audio, AudioGNU (I, I)
Terminals II, 21

These two connections supply the tone signal and the accompanying tone signal ground to the
motherboard. An adapter is thus able to use the speaker logic of the motherboard. The adapter
applies the tone signal which the system speaker outputs to the connection Audio.
BE0-BE3 (0)
Terminals 761-781, 78r
These four byte enable signals indicate on which byte of the 32-bit data bus data is transferred.
They correspond to the address bits A0 and Al, therefore. The signals come directly from the
CPU. m refers to the least significant byte DO-W’of the data bus, m the high-order byte
D24-u31.
BURST (0)
Terminal 221

**
A low-level sign.4 bwtructs the bus system to carry out a bunt cycle.

;
.

_

CDDSM (1)
Terminal 551
The inserted adapter card applies a high-level signal to this card data 4% 16 conn&ion to indicate
that it is running with a data width of 16bits. Then the bus controller operates accordingly.
CDDS32 (I)
Terminal 801
If the inserted adapter card applies a low-level signal to this card data size 32 connection, it has
a data width of 32 bits.
CDSBTW (0)
Terminal
Ir 7
An acttve (low) card setup level instructs the addressed adapter to carry out a sehlp
CDSFDBK (1)
Terminal 361
An active (low) card Select feedback level i&cates that the addressed adapter card is ready
CDSFDBK is the return signal for the adapter s&&on.
I

,

’ ‘X3HCK (9
~~Terminal321

.

Via this channel check contact the adapter cards apply error information to the motherboard to
indicate, for example, a parity error on a nwnwry expansion adapter, or a general error on an
. I(
adapter card.
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CHRDY fi)

Terminal 361
i A high-level signal at this channel ready connection indicates that the addressed unit is ready,
that is, has completed the intended access. Thus this contact transfers the ready signal from
addressed devices on an adapter card. If CHRDY is low the p”ssor or DMA tip extends the
bus cycles; it inserts one or more wait states.

e
I

C H R D Y R T N lil
! Terminal 351

I.
e
e

I A high channel ready return level as the return signal from the addressed device indicates that
; the I/O channel is ready.
CHRESETfOl
k Terminal 421

: A high level at this channel reset connedion resets all adapten
: Em (0)
5, Terminal 341
*If the cmnmand signal CMD is active (that is, low), the data on the bus isvalid.
DO-D31 U/O)
&,7w2r,
.: T=mfnals74r-75r
3Sl4W 481491, 511631, 64-661, 681-691, 721-741, 37~39r, -a, 49r_5Ir, 66r_68r,

IS

,: Thffe 32 connections form the 32.bit data bus of the minochannel.
s’.
:’ DSlSRTN (1)
;Taminal44r
a size 16 return signal with a low level from the addressed dwice indicates that the devirr
..m Nmdng at a data bus width of 16 bits. The bus controller thus splits 32-bit quantitis into
.%it portions, and combines two X-bit items into a single 32-bit quantity.
aa% (1)
$mGnal 79r

Y.

LO
8”

‘$, data size 32 &urn signal with a low level indicat& that the addressed device is running at
:,the full data bus width of 32 bits.
%=&&, ii@%iRa12. IRQ14, IRQl5 1,)
:T%inals 2X-241, 261-281, 551571, 57~5Sr
&
interrupt request connections are available for hardware interrupt qu&s from
adapters. The microchannel operates with level-higgered brdware interrupts.
em clock). IRQI (keyboard). lRQ2 (cascading according to the second AT PIG), IRQt3
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(real-time clock) and IRQ13 (coprocessor) are resewed for companents on the motherboard, ard
therefore do not lead into the bus slots.
MADE 24 (0)
Terminal 2r
A high-level memory address enable 24 signal activates the address line A24.
M/iG (0)
Terminal 341
A high-level memory/IO signal indicates a memory *zyde; a low-level signal an access to the
l/O address space.
PREEMPT (1)
Terminal 21r

,.

A low-level signal issues an arbitration cycle for passing the bus to various busmasten. External
busmasters activate PREEMPT to request control of the bus.
i@F (0)
Terminal 45r
The refresh signal is at a low level if the motherboard is currently executing a memory refresh.
With this signal, the dynamic memory on adapter cards (for example, the video RAM) can alxl
be refreshed synchronous to main memory. Thus the adapter does not need its own refreh I@
and no additional time is wasted for refreshing DRAM on the adapters. The m signal in&
cates that the address bus has a row address far the refresh.
so, Sl (0; 0)
Terminals 32r-33r t
These two contacts transfer the corresponding status bits of the micrwhannel.
SBHE (0)
Terminal 54~
A high-level system byte high enable signal indicates that the high+rder data bus byte D8-D15
of the Ibbit microchannel section transfers valid data.

.,
. .

.

+c

(0)
Terminal 30r
A low-level signal at this terminal count pin indicates that the counter of the active Dk”
channel has reached its terminal value and the DMA transfer is complete.
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TR32 (I)

Terminal 801
A high-level translate 32 signal indicates that the external busmaster is a 32.bit device and
drives BEC-BE3 instead of SBHE.
For the extension of the standard MCA specification and the 32.bit streaming data procedures
to 64-bit SDPs the address contacts AO-A31 are used for data transfer and mapped onto the 32
high-order data bits D32-D63.
AU other contacts are reserved (14, are grounded (GND), or transfer supply voltages for chips
(+5 V, -5 v) and interfaces or drives (+I2 V, -12 v).

,.

,
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24 32 Bits and More - The PCI Local Bus
For many K owners, Chapters 22 and 23 must have been a great disappointment-even EISA
bus and microchannel, as high-end solutions for the personal computer, run in a 50 MHz i486
with only a miserable 8 MHz and 10 MHz, respectively. This is far too slow for quick screen
rewrites in a graphic oriented operating system or system interface such as Windows. Even a
small dialogue window with 512 s 384 points, which only cuvers a quarter of the screen surface
in a high resolution mode, consists of 192bpixels. Thus, in 256 colour mode, 192 points on the
- must first be saved and then rewritten, corresponding to 384 kbytes of screen data
However, the screen memory can only be rewritten if the graphic control chip on the graphic
adapter is not performing a read access. This is usually only the case during horizontal and
vertical returns; the 384 kbytes must, therefore, be traisferred in the relatively short rebxn time
window. In a VGA card, a complete line scan including a horizontal return takes about 25 ps,
the horizontal return itself approximately 4 p.s. This means that the line return takes approximately a seventh of the time required by a horizontal scan. The transfer of the 384 kbytes in a
16-bit ISA system, therefore, realistically requires approximately a third of a second. This is
clearly noticeable by the user. The refresh time of the saren memory is not even included in
the calculation.
One solution to this problem is offered by graphic adapters containing a graphics processar.
such as the TIGA or &514/A. Another similar solution - especially when you consider the
substantially higher clock frequencies of processors in comparison to bus clock speeds - is to
drive the graphic system bus at the same frequency as the CPU. The local bus attempts to do
just that. The first local buses located on motherboards were, therefore, nothing more than a fast
interface to the display memory, so that the CPU data could be transferred far quicker than in
a normal system with a standard expansion bus. Naturally, the concept can also be applied to
other equipment requiring higher transfer rates. One such example would be a fast hard disk
with an integrated cache memory. This leads to another problem: host adapters or controller
for hard disks are usually constructed as plug-in cards which are inserted into a bus slot. To
begin with therr was no standard, SO for this mason the local bus slot can differ greatly from
motherboard to motherboard. To rectify this incompa?ibility problem, Intel developed the PC1
(Peripheral Componmf ?nferconnect) bus and the VESA committee has developed the VL bus. TbeY
have been introduced independently of one another as local bus standards.
I would also like to mention that EISA and microchannel have recognized the threat that local
bus systems represent. For this reason, the EISA spxification has been extended to include the
EMB (Enhanced Master Burst) cycle with a data bus width of 64 bits (EMB-66) and, additionallY,
the effective bus freque&y has been doubled to a maximum of Id/a MHz (EM5133). Even
microchannel has been improved, with a &bit streaming data procedure and a doubled clock
+le of 20 MHz, giving a maximum transfer rate of 16’3 Mbytes/s - the same as the 64bit VL
‘b& at 50 MHz. Whether these extensions actually mpresent a threat to local bus systems, or
only increase the number of possible bus systems available, remains to be seen. Nevertheles,
PC1 can reach a transfer rate of 266 Mbytm/s which, of course, can only be achieved in perfect
conditions. In the 80x86 processor family, only the Pentium achieves a similar or higher rateHowever, PCI, as a processor independent bus system, should also serve the Alpha from DEC.
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for example (the Alpha version 21066 already includes a PC1 interface on the processor chip).
Currently, 266 Mbytes/s appears to be a” enorn,o”s transfer rate. One should, however, not
forget that not so long ago (almost 15 years) 640 kbytes of memory was considered as entirely
sufficient and satisfactory for the next ten yean. The consequences of this erroneous evaluation
can now be found in their millions, including, perhaps, on your desk.
Today. PCI represents a high-end solution for powerful personal computers and workstations.
As an introduction. I would like to list a few characteristics of this Intel-initiated bus system:
-

I-

coupling of the processor and expansion bus by means of a bridge,
32-bit standard bus width with a maximum transfer rate of 133 Mbytes/s,
expansion to 64 hits with a maximum transfer rate of 266 Mbytes/s,
supporting of multi-processor systems,.
burst transfers with arbitrary length,
supporting of 5 V and 3.3 V power supplies,
write posting and read prefetching,
multimaster capabilities,
,.
operating frequencies from 0 MHz to a maximum of 33 MHz,
multiplexing of address and data bus reducing the number of pins,
supporting of ISA/EISA/MCA,
configuration through software and registers.
processor independent specification.
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“,!24.1 PCI Bus Structure
>L,

An essential characteristic of the PC1 concept is the strict decoupling of the pr-or’s main
Mary subsystems and the standard expansion bus. You can see the str,,ctllre of the PC1 bus
111 Figure 24.1.
I.1
5, ,The PU bridge represents the came&km between the subsystems of the prccessofs main memory
and the PC1 bus. For the user, bridges are generally an~ntiible interface between two bus
systems (and also netwwks). All of the PC1 units (also known as PC1 agents) are connected to
., ,/h’ F’CI bus, for example, an SCSI host adapter, a LAN adapter, an I/O unit and a graphic
adapter (See Figure 24.1). Contrary to the VL bus, these units should, as far as possible, be
,mkgrated onto the motherboard, but they are mostly constructed as adapters. 1n total, a maxi.‘,mum of three slots are provided for PC1 units; for example, two slots can be used for an audio
i :and motion video unit. Mo!ion vidm cqncems moving pictures, which require a staggering
!nUber of complicated calculations. For this reason, the corresponding Kl unit is often VW
large, making integration impassible. The audio/video extensions should make the PC1 bus
: mat &table for future multimedia applications. The interface to the expansion bus is a third
w Of PC1 unit. This means that the standard expansion bus-whether ISA, EISA, mi-hannel
or another bus system - can be considered here as a PC1 unit. In this way, in principle, every
:_ ” system can be integrated. enabling the PC1 bus to be connected at a later date. In total, it
‘T s possible to Connect the PCI bus with up to ten PC1 units. In Figure 24.2 yo,u can see a typical
-%, layout of a PC1 bridge.
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The local bus to the host CPU, or to a PC1 bridge located nearer to the host CPU, is known as
the primary bus. The PCl bus to the PCl units, or to a further PC1 bridge, is known as the
secondary bus. The register of the configuration address area stores the configuration data. The
prefetch buffers read in data as a reserve, if a read access has been previously performed and
it is possible that further data accgxs may be required. In a similar way, the pasting buffers
temporarily store write data in order to pass it on to the addressed bus later.

The PCI bus and its bus cycles use a multiplexing scheme in which the lines are alternately used
as address and data lines. This saves on the number of Iins required, but two to three clock
cycles are now required for a single transfer, as the address is transferred in the first cycle, write
data in the second, and read data in the third. For this reason, the maximum data transfer rate
is only 66 Mbytes/s (write access) and 44 Mbytes/s (read access), with a 3%bit bus width. In
addition, the PC1 bus also includes a very powerful burst mode in which the address is only
tmnsferred once. Then, the sender and receiver increase the amount of data transferred for the
address with each clock cycle beause the address is always implicitly known. With burst mode,
any number of transfer cycles can be performed. The maximaurn data transfer rate in burst mode
increase to 133 Mbytes/s with a 32-bit data bus and 266 Mbytes/s with a &bit data bus.
Whether or not the addressed PCl units can keep up with this is, of course, another matter.
An essential characteristic of the PCl bridge - and here lies the main difference to all other bus
systems - is that it independently forms burst accesses. This means that the PC1 bridge independently joins together incoming single transfer read and write operations to form burst accesses if the addrmses of the individual accesses sequentially follow one another. This is also the
case, for example, with a 32-bit bus, if the CPU communicates with the double-word addresses
DWO-DWI-DW3-DW4-DW5 one after the other. Note that DWZ is not called up. PC1 solves
this problem elegantly, in that the bridge produces the burst DWO-DWI-DWZ-DW3-DW4DW5 and simply deactivate all E signals for DW2, in order to indicate that no data will be
transferred.
For this pu’p~se, extensive and intelligent read and write buffers are included in the bridge.
Even the i486-50 with 100 Mbytes/s has, in single transfer mode, a bus bandwidth greatly
exceeding the transfer rate of the PCl bus in single transfer mode. Thus, without FCI burst
mode, the PC1 bus would again be the hold up. The PCI bridge solves this problem, where
possible, in that it joins together these single accesses to form a PC1 burst. An example would
be an access to the video RAM in order to open a window (write access) or to save the contents
of the window (read access). Both tasks are performed conventionally (without a graphics processor) by the CPU, which performs multiple single transfers with sequential addresses. Single
transfers are performed because the video RAM typically represents a non-cachable area of the
‘memory address range and, thus, cannot be addressed by CPU burst cycles. This is reserved for
cache.line fills or write-backs (Pentium). The PC1 bridge can independently recognize that the
single.iransfers have sequential addresses and can join thee single transfers together to form
a bumi. In this way, the PC1 bus bandwidth at 32 bits is increased to 133 Mbytes/s, thus PCI is
no longer the bottleneck. Pentium single transfers are also fully served by such bursts because,
during single transfers, only 32 bits of the Mbit address bus are used. At 66 MHz, this givff a
maximum Pentium bus bandwidth of 133 Mbytes/s. The maximum rate in 64-bit pipelined
: burst mode at 528 Mbytes/s clearly surpasses the PC1 maximum rate (266 h;ibytes/s at M-bit),
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but was developed mainly for the reloading or writing back of cache Iin- in an U-cache; tk.e
PC1 bus ivas not taken into consideration.
1

In addition tb the memory and I/O address areas already known from the 80x86 CPUs, FCI also
includes a third area, namely the cotiguration address area. It is used for accessing the configuration register and the configuration memory of each PCI unit. A configuration memory of
256 bytes is provided for each unit.
The decoupling of professor memory subsystems and the Pa bus through the PCI bridge is
strong enough to allow the bridge and CPU to operate in parallel, providing that the CPU is not
currently addressing a PC1 unit. In this way, for example, it is possible to exchange data between two PC1 units via the PC1 bridge, while the CPU is only addressing the applicable
memory to perform a program.

24.2 Bus Cycles
The PC1 bridge is considerably more intelligent tl& an ISA/EISA or MCA bus controller. It
switches CPU accesses through to the addressed PC1 unit, or .tiltew such accesses to address
the unit optimally (through the W bridge). PC1 cwratly recognizes 12 types of access which are
differentiated by the four command signals C/&C/m (the command and byte-enable signals are multiplexed). The transfer typff are (the level of the comm and signals C/BENZ/m are
shown in parentheses):
- INTA sequence GCW,
- special cycle wO1L
- I/O read access WIO),
- l/O write access (0011).
- memory read access (OllO),
- memory write access (Olll),
- configuration read access (lOlO),
- configuration write access (IOIl),
- memory multiply read access (llOO),
- dual addressing cycle (llOl),
- line memory read access (1110),
- memory write access with invalidation (1111).
Every transfer begins with an address phase, during which the address/data pins ADx transfer
the address and the C/BEx pins transfer the instruction code. One or more data phases follow
this phase, during which the same address/data pins ADx transfer data and the C/BEx pins
transfer the byte-enable signals. In a bunt cycle, multiple data phases can follow a single address phase. Ip PC1 terminology, the requesting PC1 unit is known as the initiator (ISA/EISA/
. F&A: busmaster), the addressed PC1 unit as the tar@ (ISA/EISA/MCA: slave). Every transfer
starts with the activation of the FRAME signal. The target indicates its readiness with an active
TRDY signal (target ready). An active TRDY during a write access indicates that the target can
take the data from the lines AWI-AW (32 bib) or A63-A0 (Mbits) respectively, in a read
access, that the addressed data has been sent on the lines AWl-ADO or A63-AO, respectively.
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Thus, TRDy’s function corresponds to the READY and BREADY signals known from the S&&6
CPUs. In addition, the initiator must also indicate its readiness to the PC1 bridge, namety
through an acttve IRDY signal (initiator ready). An active IRDY during a write access indicates
that the initiator has sent the write data on the lines AMI-AW or A63-AO, respectively. In a
read access, IRDY indicates that it takes the add& data from the lines AWI-ADO or A63AO, respedively.
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The FCl bridge can, in this way, almost function as a fast buffer between the initiator and the
target, thus synchronizing the two PCI units. Only in this way is it possible for the bridge to
convert CPU single accesses into a PC1 burst. With the help of IRDY and TRDY, the PCl bridge
can also perform write pating and read prefetching. During write posfing, the CPU first writes
the data at a much higher speed (faster than the PCl bus can currently pass it on) to a buffer.
The READY signal is essential for this transfer- in the f&%&6. The
- posting buffer then transfers
the data to the addressed PC1 unit. For this, IRDY and TRDY are necessary. If, for whatever
reason, the PCl bus can pass an the data faster than the CPU can supply it, the PC1 bridge
deactivates the m signal to inform the target that the transfer has not yet finished, and that
the bridge is waiting for the CPU. During read prtfekhipg, the PC1 bridge reads data from the
target faster than necessary and stores it in a prefetch buffer; it then passes the data on to the
CPU later. If the prefetch buffer is full because the data has not been collated quickly enough,
then the bridge must deactivate
the IRDY signal to inform the target that it should not deliver
-~
any more data. Naturally, IRDY and TRDY can also be used to exchange data between two
PC1 units without affecting the CPU (for example, if data from a hard disk with a PCl adapter
has to be written directly to the video RAM on a different PC1 graphics card to recreate a
window).
The initiator ends or interrupts the transfer by deactivating FRAME The target can also stop the
transfer by activation of the STOP signal; this leads to a so-called tar@ abort. I would briefly
like to discuss the bus transfer types in the following section.
INTA sequence
During an lNTA, an interrupt controller is implicitly ad$essai, that is, without explicitly sending out an I/O or memory address (the applicable controller recognizes the lNTA sequence
independently and autdmatically reacts to it). In the data phase, it transfers the interrupt v&or
through the ADx lines.
Special cycle
A special cycle can be used to transfer information to all PCI agents, for example, on the
operating condition of the processor. The least significant ADx word AD15-AW delivers an
information code corresponding to Table 24.1. The x86 specific codes correspond to the codes
for the i4S6 and Pentium special cycls such as Flush, INTA, etc., and are sent out with the least
A&word AD31=AD16.
110 read access
This access reads data from a PC1 unit in the l/O address area. The addresses ADx define a
byte address, that is, ADI and ADO must also be decoded because, in the PEI address area, both
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AD,5_ADO

OOOOh
OOOlh
OOOZh

OO03h to ffffh

g-bit and X-bit pats could be available. The access usually consists of an address and a data
phase.

This access transfers data to a PC1 agent in the I/O address area. Here also, the addresses ADx
define a byte address, The access most often consists of an address and a data phase.
Memory read access
The memory read access addresses a PC1 unit in the memory address area and reads data from
this agent. A read prefetch buffer is useful in supporting the read access and can increase its
speed. The addresses ADx define a double word address, that is, ADI and AtXl need not be
decoded. Instead, the byte-enable signals % indicate which groups of the 32-bit or 64-bit data
bus contain valid values. The access usually encompasses an address and a data phase.
Memory write access
This access addresses a PC1 agent in the memory address area and transfers data to it. Write
posting usually increases the speed of the write operation considerably, because the initiator
only has to wait for a return signal from the posting buffer and not from the target. As in the
memory read ~cce.ss, the addresses ADx define a double word address, that is, ADI and AW
need not be deccded, but the byte-enable signals BEkmwt. The access usually consists of an
address and a data phase.
Configuration read access
PC1 uses this a-s to address the configuration address area of the respective PC1 unit. Here,
IDSEL is activated to select the unit. Address bits Am-AM indicate the addresses of the double
words to be read in the configuration address area of the unit; AD1 and ADO are equal to 0.
ADIO-AD3 are also us& for selecting the addressed unit in a multifunction unit. All other
Aoxs have no significance. The access most often consists of an address and a data phase.
3
.
‘Cckigwation write access
This access is the counterpart to the configuration read access, the only difference being that the
initiator writes data into the configuration address area of the target. The addressing is acamplished as in the configuration read access. The access usually encom~.sses an address and 3
data phase.
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Memory multiple access
This access represents an extension to the line memory read access land therefore, naturally, of
the normal memory read access) and indicates to the target that the initiator (busmaster) wishes
to read more than a complete cache line, or a correspondingly sized data block, from the
memory without caching. The acce~ is mainly beneficial for long sequential memory accesses,
for example, if a large part of the video RAM corresponding to a window is to be saved. Thus,
the access consists of one address phase and multiple data phases until FRAME is deactivated
by the initiator.

_

.
s

Dual addressing cycle
This cycle is used to transfer a 64-bit address to a PC1 unit, which only contains a 3%bit
address/data path. Normally, the 64-bit address would be transferred through the 64-bit address/data path in a single clock cycle. However, if only a 32-bit address/data path is available,
the &bit address must be split into a least significant 32.bit address (first addressing cycle) and
a most significant 32&t address (second addressing cycle). The dual addressing cycle serves for
this purpose. In the first addressing cycle, the PC1 bridge initiates a dual addressing cycle and
bansfers the least significant 32-bit address, in the second addressing cycle it initiates another
cycle and transfers the most significant 3%bit address. The target then joins the @-bit address
back together. Thus, only in the second addressing cycle is it determined whether the accas is
a simple read access or an I/O accept etc. Note that even PCI agents which support the &bit
F’CI data bus AD&-Am need not necessarily also handle 64-bit addresses (as an example, the
Pentium contains a 64-bit data bus, but only has a 32-bit address area). On the other hand, a PC1
unit may support &I-bit addressing, but may only contain a 32-bit data bus (such as a memory
mapped register).

:

’
:

Line memory read access
This access represents an extension to the normal memory read access, but does not contain as
many data transfers as the memory multiple access. Theihstrwtion informs the target that the
initiator wishes to read rRore than two 32-bit data blocks from the memory, typically to the end
of a cache line. This access is also mainly beneficial for long sequential memory accesses. Thus,
the access consists of one address phase and multiple data phases untilFRAME is deactivated
by the initiator.
Memory write access with +4idation
This access represents the counterpart to a line memory read access or a memory read access.
Through a memory.write access with invalidation, the initiator indicates that a minimum of one
Wnpiete cache line should be transferred. In this way, the content of the main memory is then
automatically nwre up to date than the wntent of the cache, so that the applicable line can also
be invalidated; thus, a write-back is bypassed. The cache line size is defined in a contigwation
+ter of the master that sent out the cache line write-back. If a value of a subsequent cache
Line is to be written with this access, the complete cache line must be transferred, or a simple
memory write access must be performed.

.

The PC1 specitication recommends the use of different read access modes to the memory in
accordance with Table 24.2, depending on whether or not a register for the cache line size is
implemented in the busmaster.

with regkter for cxhe line size

quantity of data to be transferred
half cache line or less
half to three cache lines
more than three cache lines

1

Without ngister for caache line size
quantity of data to be transferred
two transfers or less
three to twelve data transfer5
more than twelve data tranrfen
T&C 24.2: USC 0, flu PC, block aws mcdcs

mode
memory read access
line memory read accept
memory multiple access
made
.
memory read access
line memary read acce~
memory multiple XceSI
,.

For extensive sequential write accesses, the memory write access with invalidation should be
used as far as possible. However, a register for the cache line size is required for this in the
initiator.
Note that for memory accesses, address bits ADI and AM) are not deeded for the addressing.
PC1 always addresses double words; the active bytes within a double word are then given by
BEr AD1 and ADO, however, are not without purpose; they are very important for setting the
addressing sequence. For all burst accesses, PC3 makes a distinction between linear and toggle
increment&ions of the addressg: linear incrementation (AD1 = ADO = 0) means that all addresses follow one another squentia”y; toggle incrementation (AD1 = 0, ADO = 1) means that
the add- follow in the style of a cache line fill, for instance they are interleaved as in the
Pentium, and thus do not follow one another sequentially.
In Figure 24.3 you q~n see the flow of the m&important signals for a typical W read accesS~
Note that the first dock cycle after the add- phase is used to switch the transfer dire&ion
of the multiplexed PC1 address/data bus. During the address phase, the ADx pins deliver a
value (the address), while during the data phase they receive a value (read data). As in the
BO86/88, with its multiplexed address/data bus, a dummy cycle is required for the change
in direction. Thus, the first value can be transferred in the third PC1 clock cycle at the earliest.
The PC1 read transfer ,burst is, therefore, mos7 economically performed (not wait states) a a
3-1-1-G.. burst.
. atypical F’ClFrite access is performed in a similar way. It is also initiated by the activation of
FRAME. In Figure 24.4, the flow of the most important signals is shown. Here, contrary to a read
access, the multiplexed PC1 address/data bus need not be switched. The data phase can follow
immediately after the address phase, without the need far a dummy cycle. Thus, the first Value
can be transferred in the second PC1 dock cycle. The PCI read transfer bunt is most economic.
ally performed (no wait cycles) as a 2-l-l-l-. burst.
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24.3 Bus Arbitration
PCI bus arbitration is performed separately for each access, that is, a busmaster cannot hold up
the PC1 bus between two accesses. This may occur with EISA and MCA. For this reason, a PC1
burst, which in the sense of bus arbitration represents a single access, can extend over any
number of transfer cycles. However, this single arbitration does not impair the transfer bandwidth of the PC1 bus because the arbitration is xhiddem behind the active bus; a hidden arbitmlion takes place. This means that the arbitration is already being performed if the active bus
access is still running. In this way, no ptl bus cycles are required for the arbitration.
FCI includes two control signals for arbitration: REQ and GNT. Each busmaster has its own
request and grant signals, which are intercepted and used by a central arbitration logic. However, the PCl specification does not lay down a model for the arbitration; this is a task for the
system designer. Usually, a model corresponding to the CACP from micrwhannel, or the bus
arbitrators from EISA are used. The PC1 specification only requires that a PC1 busmaster must
activate the EQ signal to indicate a request for thePC1 bus, and the arbitration logic must
activate the GNT signal so that the requesting master an gain control of the bus. The busmaster
must then begin a bus transfer within 16 CLK cycles, otherwise a time overrun error occurs.

24.4 DMA
If you look at the layout of the PC1 slots 6ection 24.9) and the specific PC1 signals 6ection
24.111, you can see that contrary to ISA/EISA and minwhannel, no Direct Memory Access
(DMA) is implemented. The avxmab~ DREQX and DACKx signals known from the PC are
missing. At first, this may appear as a backward step because, above all in EISA and MCA PC%
the transfer of large quantities of data from peripheral devices to the main memory, and vice
versa, can be performed very quickly via a DMA (even though PC manufacturers very rarely
use this channel). The busmaster concept (not only in PCI, but also in EISA and microchannel)
actually makes direct memory accesses superfluous.Thhe DMA controller is usually located ”
the motherboard, but’typically controls an I/O unit located on an adapter (such as the hard disk
controller). In this way. the data transfer is triggered, for example, by the DREQ signal (single
-__
transfer mode). However, the necessary bus control signals (such as IOW, MEMR, etc.) are
produced by the DMA controller (as busmaster) itself, that is, the CPU is not involved with the
data transfer. Stated another way, you could regard the combined efforts of the (busmaster)
DMA controller and of the bigger signal DREQ as a busmaster function of the adapter, where
the busmaster chip is g&rally located on the motherboard where the bus control signals are
produced, while the adapter uses this second busmaster in addition to the CPU through its
LiREQ signal. A single busmaster chip on the adapter itself makes this somewhat complicated
’ p&edure superfluous. The adapter busmaster can now produce all of the bus control signal5
itself and, thus, can address the I/O and memory address area in any number of ways. However, this requires bus arbitration by means of the expansion bus (or the slots), because with
the DMA, only the arbitration between the CPU and the DMA controller is performed on
the moth&and. Thus, the use of an external busmaster is more flexible and efficient than the
DMA, but makes a more complicated arbitration necesxy. It is, of course, possible that the
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external busmaster located on the adapter is a form of DMA controller which quickly exchanges
data between the main memory and the adapter. The busmaster concept is, therefore, more
generally understood than the Direct Memory Access, but DMA is only part of the busmaster
concept.

24.5 Interrupts
Only

optional interrupts are included in the FCI spedfication; they should be level-triggered
to- each PC1unit. Only multifunctional
and active-low. One interrupt line, INTA, is assigned
units can also use the other three interrupt lines INTB, INTC and INTD. The PC1 interrupts are
formed in the CPU FCI bridge like the intermpt requests IRQx of the AT archibxture. This
usually occurs in a flexible way with help from the setup in the computer BIOS. Depending on
which slot a PC1 IDE hard disk adapter is installed in, the corresponding interrupt INTA for
this slot must be set to the IRQl4 of the AT architecture. The INTA of a different slot (with, for
example, a LAN adapter) can then be set to a different AT IRQx, for instance, IRQII. Thus, for
a single function PC1 unit, only one interrupt (namely- INTA) is available
for each slot; whereas
for a multifunction agent, one to four are available (INTA to INTD). The actual IRQ activated
by the F’CI intermpt is set by software configuration. In this way, the inflexible setting of the
IRQs, as in the AT architecture and also EISA/MCA, is no longer applicable. In addition, fewer
contacts are needed - ISA/EISA/MCA slots contain II contacts without an increase in functionality. In a typical ISA/EISA/MCA adapter, ten contacts are not utilized; in a typical PC1 adapter
only three are not used (with which the adapter activates more than just an IRQ).

24.6 110 Address Space
According to its specification, the PC1 bus supports a 32-bit and also a 64-bit I/O address area.
However, this only applies to tie PC1 units. You cannot reach an address greater than 64k with
an 80x86 CPU because these processors can only produce T6bit I/O addresses. The ports in a
petsanal computer with a PC1 bus are all located b&w 64k; the usage and address of each port
have not changed when compared to ISA/EISA and MCA, depending cm whether your l’C is
based on the AT, EISA or I’S/2 architecture, or a standard expansion bus with either ISA/EISA
OT microchannel. ISA/EISA/MCA and FCI can, and should, be available alongside each other
p PCI and the expansion bridge make this possible. You will find all of the valid I/O addresses
and their corresponding usage in Chapters 21 USA),_22 (EISA) and 23 (MCA).
FCI stores two PC1 registers in an I/O address area, which in EISA are reserved for the
motherboard. These two 32-bit registers CONFIG_ADDRESS and CONFIG_DATA are used for
Wessi~g the configu?ation address area and are located at the address- Ocf8h (ADDRESS) and
Odch (bATA). If you wish to read or write a double word in the configuration area of a FCI
?unit, you must transfer the corresponding address to the CONFIG_ADDRESS register first. A
HRite to the CONFIG_DATA register transfers the value to the specified location in the configuration address area of the addressed unit; a read transfers the value from this @cation. You can
See the layout of the address registers in Figure 24.5.

If you set the ECD bit, the bridge Carrie out a cofiguration cycle for the I/O address Ocfch
(corresponding to CONFIG_DATA). If the ECD bit is not set, a normal I/O cycle is performed
which does not reach the configuration address area; it is switched through to the normal I/O
address area. The bus entry stores the number of the PCI bus in a hierarchicaIIy structwed
system containing a maximum of 256 PC1 buses. Such a hierarchically struchxed FCI bus system can be implemented by PCI-PC1 bridges. Unit seI&s one of 32 possible KI agents,funcfion
one of a maximum of eight functions within a PC1 muItihmction unit. Then, register address
one of 64 possible dword entries in a specified configuration address area. Type is used to inform
the bridge whether it is connected to the addressed unit (type = 0). and that after deccding of
the unit and function entries it should send out a contiguration cycle. If type equals Olb, then
the unit is connwted to the bridge and the bridge copies the contents of CONFIG_ADDRESS,
unchanged, to the address/data bus. An access to the configuration address area through the
two registers CONFKADDRESS and CONFIG_DATA is known as cmfipmtion mechanism M.
In this way you can also instruct a PC1 bridge to send out a special cycle in which the PC1 bridge
is specified in the address register for the bus entry, the entries for unit and function are written
with a series of Is and the register entry is written with a series of OS. The next access to the data
register then initiates a special cyde, where AD31-AW transfer the data register value.
In addition, there is also a configuration mechmism #2, but this is only provided for PC systems
(as a prcressor-independent bus system, PC1 can dso be used in the Alpha or PowerPC. for
example). Here, thePC1 configuration area of a PC1 unit is mapped into a 4k I/O address range
between cOGOh and cfffh. This is achieved by using the activation register CSE (Configuration
Space Enable) for the configuration area at the poti address Ocft3h; you can gee the ~t~cture in
Figure 24.6, together with the layout of the forward register.
A value other than zero for key activates the mapping of the configuration area, that is. al1 I/D
accesses with an add?s between &Oh and cfffh initiate a configumtion cycle. OtheWi%
the I/O accesses to the 4k range between &Oh and cfffh would be perfcxmed as normal I/D
cycles. The PC1 bus entry in the forward qister at the port address Ocfah indicates the PC1 bus
, &r which theconfiguration cycle should be performed. A value of OOh means, for example, the
‘bus immediately after the host bridge. Now, if you write a value to the 4k I/O range between
cOCOh and cfffh, the address bits ADII-AD8 give the I/O address of the PC1 unit, thefiunCtiort
entry in the CSE register gives the function number within this PC1 unit (if it representS a
multifunction unit), and the address bits Am-AD2 give the I/O address of the register index
(or the dword register offset). The two address bits ADI and ADO of the I/O addresS are
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ignored (it is better to set them to 00). address bits AD31-AD12 are equal to ooooCh or OICQ OCW
mxm cwl IIW.
In addition to these direct accessa to the configuration area of a PC1 unit through the I/O ports,
personal computers with a PC1 bus, in general, also have an interface available through the
BIOS interrupt lah. Its standardized functions are detailed in Section 24.9. First, however, we
shall look at the layout of the configuration address area.

i4.7 Configuration Address Space
A mtiguration area of 2% bytes is provided for every PC1 unit (and every separate function
in a multifunction unit), thus there are 64 rcgistm for each 32 bits. A fixed bender of 64 bytes is
located at the start, which is predeiined for each unit with&is structure. The use of the remaining 192 bytes depends “pap each individual PC1 unit. The configuration software for such a unit
then reaqnizes the use of this range. Figure 24.7 shows the layout of the configuration area and
that of the header.
Authentic values for unit ID are between WOOh and fffeh; the value ffffh indicates that a FCI
unit is not installed. In this way. the start routine of the PC1 BIOS an identify all of the PC1
tits. The entries in the configuration area follow tile littleendian format. The header itself is
divided into two s&ions: the first 16 bytes (Gilh to Ofh) are the same for a11 PC1 units; the layout
of the subsequent 48 bytes can vary for different PCI units. These layouts are differentiated by
the k&u entry (offset Oeh). Currently, only a single header type is defined (header = Mfh),
WeIj that you can see in the figure between offsets IOh and 3fh. The most significant header
:bit 7 indicates whether the unit is multifunctional (bit 7= I) or single function (bit 7= 0). Note
: that the PC1 specification only requires that the manufacturer ID, unit ID, command and status
L mt?ies are available. The mrmu~cfurer ID is allocated by PC1 SIG (the governing body that
, pmduced the PC1 standard). However, unit ID and rpuision are inserted by each manufacturer.
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The class code indicates the type of PC1 unit. For this, the field is subdivided into three I-byte
w&kms. The most significant byte (at the offset Obh) indicates the basic class code, the middle
byte (at the offset Oah) indicates the suMass code, and the least significant byte (at the offset
uO9h) delivers a pmgmmming interface for the applicable unit. The authentic basic and subclass
codes are shown in Table ‘24.3.
For many previously defined basic and subclass codes, clearly defined programming interfaces
already exist (such as VGA or SCSI), so that here no pmgmmming interface through the least
significant byte (at the offset 09h) of the class code entry is required. For all other units, no such
pmgranming interface has been defined. For this reason, all detailed classes have the entry Wh
in the prognumning interface field. The instruction entry in the header makes it possible t0
control the unit, that is, how it reacts to PCI cycles. Figure 24.8 shows the structure of this enbY.
If you write the value MKxlh to the instruction register, you deactivate the applicable PCI unit;
then, it will only rea: to a configuration cycle.
A set BBE bit enables socalled fast aback-to-back,, cycles for different targ&s. In this way, fewer
dummy cycles are required between two PCU bus transactions. The SEE bit activates (SEE=I)
or deactivates (SEE = 0) the driver for the SERR signal. Should the system control also be infomwd of address parity errors, both SEE and PER must be set. The WC bit must be set for PC1
units which perform address/data stepping, Address/data stepping meam that not all ne~essay address/data signals are activated at oneiime. To reduce the load on the internal driver
during activation of the lines, they are gradually set to a high level by means of blocks over a
number of clock cycles. With this, the F’CI units must wait a short time until all of the potentials
. h&e stabilized.If the PER bit is set, the PCI unit will react to a parity error; with a reset PER
bit, all parity errors are ignored. By setting the VPS bit, you insbuct a VGA compatible PC1 unit
to ignore all accesses to the palette register. If VPS=O, the unit will react normally. A set MWI
bit permits the unit to send out a memory write access with invalidation; if MWI is rest% it
must use a normal memory write access instead. By resetting SC, yousan instruct the unit to
ignore all special cycles; if SC = 1, then the unit will also recognize spedal cycles, and will react
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Basic
code
OOh
0th

Meaning
Unit war produced before the
dass code definition was
defined
Controller for mass storage

02h

03h
04h

Multimedia unit

O5h
06h

O7kh
ffh

Bridge

OOh
0th
OOh
Olh
OZh
ml
80h
OOh
Olh
ml
80h
Oilh
Olh
80h
OOh
Oltl
80h
OOh
0th
80h
OOh
0th
02h
03h
04h
05h
8Oh

Floppy controller
IPI tO”trOller
Other controller
Ethernet
.Token ring
Km
Other controller
VGA
XGA
Other controller
+ideo
Audio
Other unit
RAM
Flash memory
Other mntmfler

PCMCIA

Other bridge

ReseNed
Unit does not belong to any
class OOh-feh

accordingly to them. If a unit should operate as a busmaster, you must set the BM bit. When
MAR is set, the unit will react to an access of the memory address area, with a set JOR bit, it
will react to I/O cycles. In addition to the instruction register, a status register is also provided;
it indicates the status of the applicable unit for a W operation. The layout of the register is
given in Figure 24.9.

If the.unit discovers a parity error it sets the PER bit. The SER bit is set if the unit activates the
mRsign.4. If a ufit operating as a busmaster stops a transaction, it must set the MAB bit. This
is similar for TAB, except that here, the target has stopped the operation. MAB and TAB are set
by the busmaster. STA, on the other hand, is set by a unit operating as the target if it has
initiated a target abort. The two DEVTIM bits set the time characteristic for the DEVSEL signal.
The DP bit is only implemented for the busmaster, and is set if PERR is activated, the unit is
Operating as a busmaster, and the PER bit is set in the instruction register. &ally, the FBB bit
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implemented for targets indicates whether the target supports fast back-t-back cycles (FBB = 1)
or not (FBB = 0).
The header entry CLS (cache line size) defines the cache line size of the system in units of 32
bytes. It is necessary, for example, for the memory write access with invalidation instrubion.
The lafewq entry indicates how long a KI bus operation can take: the effective time span
amounts to the latency+8 FCI clock cycles. The most significant bit in the BIST (Built-In SelfTest) register indicates whether the unit can carry out a self-test (bit 7 = 1). If that is the case, you
can issue BET by writing the value 1 to bit 6. BIST then returns a termimation code to the four
least significant BIST bits 3-O. Any value other than zero indicates an error. The header entry
lNT-line in an AT PC indicates which hardware interrupt line IRQx is come&d to the intermpt
pin of the unit or function. The values O-15, corresponding to IRQO-IRQIS, are valid. The
intenupt routing logic of the FCI bridge then activates the ccrwponding input of the PIC.
Which intemrpt pin the unit or function actually uses is defined by the INT @in: a value of I
means INTA. a value of 2 m. etc. If the unit does not use interrupts, you must enter the
value 0. The two read+nIy registers MinGNT and A4a.m give the minimum and maxim”lll
latency values required by the manufacturer of the PC1 &it, so that the unit can optimally use
the PCI bus. Adapter and FCI units frequently contain an I/O or memory area, which they use,
for example, for storing data, program execution, etc. With the help of the brrse address register(s),
W now allows these I/O and memory areas to be arranged in any I/O or memory address
area. In Figure 24.10, you can see the structure of the base address register for a 32/6+bit
memory base and a 32-bit I/O base. The memory address area can contain 32 or 64 bits, depending
““;
.%.
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Base Address Register ‘or Mwnwy AddreM space
323,
16 15
Bas%Addres.

.sz,o

Base Address Register for 110 Address Space
JI

i
?.
._G

Base Address Register for Expansion ROM
JI

PRF:

Prefelchirg

1 .prefefching possible
O-MtPssitk
‘. Tvpet Positio”ing typ
i W-an”3ml address Ol-less than 1M
I1 =reseN&
Kbany 6wA address
-$ AD: Address
decoding and expanshm ROM
O-deactivated
l-anivated
Y 11 dd rss m*is*tv far memnty “a4 I,0 ports, and also explnsion ROM t,we a**,as.
I
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on the implementation; the I/O address area, however, always has only 32 bits (of which the
80x8.5 CPIJs still only use the least significant address word AD15-AWL
Bit II differentiates a memory base address (bit 0 = 0) from an I/O base addrss (bit 0 = 1).
Depending on the size of address, three to six base addresses are possible, the corresponding
entry in the header contains 24 bytes. First I would like to explain the entry for a memory base.
To be able to perform a remapping of an address area, the POET routine must naturally know
how large the area to be fomwd should be. For this pqase, all bits in the applicable base
register which, in practice, represent an offset within the address wea to LX formed, are hardwired with the value 0. “ihe POST routine can then simply determine the size of the area,
whereby it writes the base address with a series of Is and then reads back the base address
value. AU bits which return the value 0 are located within the address area to be formed; all bits
set to 1 should be affected by the remapping. If, for example, bits 15 to 4 return the value 0 and
the bits 31 (or 63) to 16 return the value I, the area to be mapped encompasses 64 kbyta,
beawe the 16 Least significant bits can address 2’6 bytes= 64 kbytes (the four least significant
bits w cannot be changed, but are included for detem$ning the size of the area). The remapping
is performed, whereby the POST routine overwrite the address bits which returned the value
1 with the required base address. As you can see, the remapping is performed in blocks of
16 bytes, 32 bytes, 64 bytes, , 1 kbyte, 2 kbytes, etc. As the base address entry in the header
can include a number of base addresses, it also enable a fragmented remapping to be realized
If the PRF bit is set, the unit permits prefetching, that is, the bridge can read data in advance from
the tit into a buffer without disturbing the unit or causing detrimental side-effects to OECU.
The 2-bit rvpe entry indicates the address area where the mapping can be performed. The value
COb means that a 32-bit register can be mapped anywhere in the 32-bit address area; the value
lob has a similar meaning, only here the register and the address area each contain 64 bits. The
value Olb is provided for 32-bit registers which must be formed in a 20.bit address below IM.

The remapping far I/O addresses is achieved in a similar way, except that here only the two
least significant bits 1 and 0 remain unchanged (bit 0 = 1 indicates that mapping in an I/D
address area will be carried out). Thus, I/O address areas can be mapped in units of 2 bytes,
4 bytes, etc. A remapping of 2 bytes usually means &at a single 32-H I/O port will be placed
in a suitable positioq in the I/O address area.
As the last entry in the header, you will also find the expansion ROM base address. With this, you
can shift a ROM expansion to any position in a 32-bit memory address area. The remapping is
achieved in exactly the same way as for a 32-bit base address, only here the 21 most significant
bits are provided for the remapping. Thus, ROMs can occur and be remapped in units of
2 kbytes, 4 kbytes, etc. By setting AD, you activate the expansion ROM, that is, addresw a*
decoded; the value zerb deactivates the ROMSexpansion. In this way, a PC1 unit can operate
with or without a ROM expansion selected. Only if AD is set dce the remapping address in bits
32-11 have any significance.
. _

24.8 PCI-specific BIOS Routines
You an

comfortably access the configuration address area with tw. functions of the RID5
intermpt lah. They are listed in the following section along with brief explanations.
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- PC1 BIOS available?

The functtan determines whether or not a PC1 BIOS is available.

Bits 7.3: unit. bits X0: function
OX
51
CW

Manufact”rer
Index
kerror, &at.

- PC1 class code search

The function determines. by means of a specific class code, the ITI address of the Nth unit
which contains this dass code.
Register
AH ‘.
AL . :
BH
BL
ECX
.>I
,CW

Call value

Ret”,” “alYe

blh
03h

Result code in accordance with Table 24.4

.

Bur number
Bits 7..3: unit, bits X0: function
Class code
Index
1=errot. ck0.k.

1
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- Initiate special cycle
The function sends out a sp4.4 cycle to a specific FCI bus in the system. The 3%bit value in
EDX is sent on the addrms/data bus ALLY during the data phase.

call “.I”.

Return value

blh
06h
BUS number
oata

Result code in accordance with Table 24.4

kerror. k3.t.

- Configuration byte/word/double word read
The three functions read a byte (8 bits), word (16 bits) or double word (32 bits) horn the ccmfig~r,.
ation area of a Ia unit.

call value

Return “z.lW

bth

Res& code in acwrdame
with Table 24.4

0% (byte). 09h (word).
Oah klvmrd)
Bus number
Bits 7.3: unit.
bits 2..0: function
Read byte. word. dword
Register number
1=errar. ckc.k.

- Configuration byte/word/double word write

-

The three functions write a byte (8 bits), word (16 bits) or double word (32 bits) into the configur
ation area of a ITI unit.
call value

Return “abe

b

Resultrode in accordance
with Table 24.4

l

h

Obh (byte). 0th (word),
Odh @word)
8~s number
Bit5 7.3 unit.
bits 2.0 funaion
Write bytekxdldword
Register number
,=error. o=o.k.

.
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All functions return a result code in register AH. The five possible PC1 BIOS result codes are

listed in Table 24.4.
code

Meaning

OOh
81h
83h

Successful completion
Function not supported

86h
87h

Invalid manufacturer identification
“nit not found
Invalid register “urnbet

rabk 24.4: Fc! BlOS reJv,t cc&s

:

24.9 PCI Slots

FCI free itself not only from ISA-as miaochannel did a few years previously - but with its
slot geometry and contact layout, it is entirely independent from all existing bus systems. Only
the dimensions of the slots bring microc~nnel to mind. PC1 is laid out for an address and data
bus width of 32 bits without compromise; you are wasting your time looking for g-bit and 16
bit segments. Instead, an expansion increase to 64 bits is planned. You can see the construction
yd signal layout of a W slot in Figure 24.11. The multiplexing scheme for the data and
address bits can clearly be seen. In total, a maximum of three PC1 slots can be available. HowL her, as each slot can be filled by a PC1 adapter containing a number of functtonal units and,
1l1 addition. FCI units can also be included on the motherboard, the quantity of possible PC1
-~~$vices is not restricted to three. With a PCI clock speed of 33 MHz and the high current driving
~pabilities which adapters request compared to on-board units, more than three external adapters
i”“u’d overload the PC1 componenk, or would baame too errwprone.
_ F 32-bit section contains 124 contacts. of which, howwer, only 120 are actually used. the
_ wg four contacts are blocked by a code bridge. Owing to the different slots. PCI takes
F” arrOU”t the technical dev&pmenk initiated for the 3.3 V technology used in power saving
, “*bds Or green PCs. In t?tis way, the power consumption in a CMOS circuit can be halved.
,jhts.E because the power consumption is proportional to the square of the supply voltage.
%w highly integrated circuits go one stage further, and can no longer even tolerate the normal
;V SuPplY. because their internal structure (above all, the channel width of the MosFETs)
:,w”uld bum. A further PCI demand with respwt to lower power consumption is that every PCI
-,yt must operate with a clock between 0 MHz and 33 MHz. In this way, for example, the clock
3’“” Can be witched off (0 MHz) to reduce the power consumption by more than 99.9%.
The hvo PTesolt contacts PRSNTI and PRSNT2 are individually, or jointly, connoted to ground
‘? left &” by an installed FCI adapter, in order to indicate that an adapter is installed and
‘%t tk power consumption is. If no adapter is installed, the” both contacts naturally remain
OpenTh e possible configurations are shown in Table 24.5.
&pins identified as l/O represent spwial supply pins for a universal adapter,.which can be
-‘padted with both 5V and 3.3V. SUC ha apd erst can be inserted into any slot. Note that in
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addition to the special +5 V”’ and +3.3 V”’ pins, the usual +5 V (5 V slot) and normal 3.3 V pins
(3.3 v slot) also exist.
The 64-bit s&ion is separated from the 32-bit part by a cc$ng bridge. It is optional and stores
the most significant double
- word of a quad -word value or a quad word address. Note that the
ccmtml and status pins REQ64 and ACK64 for the activation of the 64-bit extension are included in the 32-bit part. Due to the fact that the contacts are close together, the 64-bit F’CI slot
is very compact, despite its total of 188 contacts. The addws/dala multiplexing reduces the
quantity of contacts, even with the H-bit slot, to less than that in a microchannel slot (maximum
of 202 pins).
ln addition to the &l-bit extension, a few signals in the standard 3%bit slot are also optional. It
is not absolutely necessary for them to be implemented in order to comply with the PC1 spwfication. The required and the optional pins and signals are listed in Table 24.6.

’ With a socalled shared sl& you will find an ISA, EISA or microchannel slot along the F’Cl slot.
Ahue lSA/EISA/MCA adapter would normally be ins&e., in the ISA/ElSA/MCA part of a
shared slot, or a true PC1 adapter would be inserted in the PC1 part of the sane slot. These
shared slots should allow the number of slots to be reduced to a minimum and, in this way,
’ permit ISA/EISA/MCA adapters to be used without increasing the space required (which is
necessary for building wry Compact notebooks or portables). Thus, PC1 has learnt from IBM’s
~periences with microchannel.
!

.‘.

‘.

; 24.12, PCI Ad&am
~~ m includes three different types of boards, namely 5 V, 3.3 V and the universal board. The
4e5V boards have a recess at the pin positions A5O/BS!l and A51/B51, thus they only fit into
.,..5V Slots. In a similar way, the 3.3 V adapter has a recess at the pin pasit~ons AlZ/BlZ and
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A13/B13. As the universal board can be installed in both 5 V and 3.3 V slots, two recesses are
provided, namely at A50/BM, A51 /B51 (5 V coding) and AIUBIZ, A13/B13 (3.3 V ceding).
PCl adapters which do not support the JTAG boundary wan test must short-circuit their TDO
and TDI pins. Frequently, a single scan path is implemented across the complete motherboard
and the PC1 slots. This makes checking simpler because only a single input and a single output
are necessary. If TDO and TDI are not connected together in an adapter without the JTAG test,
the scan path is interrupted.

24.11 PCI Signals
Here, I would like to list the PC1 contacts and &plain the meaning of their corresponding
signals. As PC1 supports busmasters located on PCI adapters in the same way as EISA and
rnicrwhannel adapters do, all pins are bidirectional. To make the data and signal flow clearer,
I have assumed that the CPU (or another unit on the motherboard) represents the current
busmaster for the given transfer dir&ion. The pins are divided into their axresponding 3%bit
and 64-bit groups, and are listed alphabetically.
24.11.1

Standard 32-bit Section

ACK64 (I/O)
Pin B6O
An active acknowledge &bit transfer signal with a low level indicates that the PCI unit has
identified itself as the target for the current bus cycle, and that it can perform the requested 64bit transfer.
ADJl-ADO (I/O)
Pins A20, A2LU.3. A25. Ai%A29, A3-A32, A44, A4&A47, A49, A54-ASS. A57-A%, B20-821,
B23-B24, 827, 829-830,832,845, B47-B48, B52-B53, B55-B56, B58
The 32 address a:d data pins form the multiplexed PC1 address and data bus. Each FCI bus
operation consists of an addressing phase, during which the pins AMI-ADO transfer an address*
and one or more data phases where data is transferred.
CR&C/m (I/O)
Pins A52, B26, 833, 844
The bus command and byte-enable signals are transferred on these four pins. Like AWI-Am,
‘” they form a multiplexed bus. During the addressing phase, the signals C/mC/fi indicate
. : the type of b;s cycle. With this, the possible combinations of C/m/m have the follow’i%
meaning:

I 24
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are
gl.
Do
xwd
wt
test,

During the data phase, the byte-enable signals B&BE0 define which bytes of the 32&t data
bus transfer authentic values. Note that between the valid bytes *gaps” can ormr (for example,
the combination m = 0, m = I, m = B = 0 is valid).
CLK (0)
pin B16

iing
and
arer,
E”t
2-bit

The pin gives the FCI clock signal for all PC1 operation‘s. In accordance with the specification,
it has a frequency of between 0 MHz and 33 MHz.
DEVEi (I/O)
pin837

..

An active device select signal with a low level indicates that the decoding logic has identi&d
the applicable FCI unit as the target of a bus operation.
FRAME (110)
,FinA34
The FRAME signal is sent by the active FCI master. The reduction of FRAME to a low, that is,
active, level starts the addressing phase. The master deactivates FRAME again, to indicate the
last data phase of a bus operation.

has
164

5 GNT (0)
; pin AI7
.BZl.

:’ An active grant signal with a low level indicates to the corresponding unit that the arbitration
;, logic has handed over the bus, and that it can now use the PC1 bus as the master. Each master
G,‘, has its own m input+

bus
re35.
:I The initialization device select signal is used as a chip select signal during the accessing of the
mnfiguration address area, to determine the unit Jo be configured and to address it.
” mA. m INTC, INTD (I, I, I, I)
’ pins.A6-A7, ‘B7-Bt3
.
+ Rcer$ FCI functional unit can issue a maximum of four hardware interrupts by means of a low
$ level signal at thw
- pins. A single function unit can only activate INTA, a multifunction unit
I Qn also activate INTB to m, depending on the requirements and layout. Hardware inter,(amPupts are level-triggered with an active low level. For a FC, m to INTD of the mpedive
$ WtS are assmiated with the hardware interrupts IRQO to IRQl5 on com&ibility grounds.
__.
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IRDY (I/O)
Pin B35
The initiator ready signal indicates that the initiator (busmaster) is ready, and that it can complete the current data phase. For a write access, the initiator activates the m signal, to show
that the data on the bus is valid. For a read acms, lRDY indicates that the initiator can take the
read data. Thus, IRDY corresponds to the processor READY signal, except that it is Sent out by
the initiator (master) and not the target (slave). Only if m and s are active at the same
time is the data phase achlally completed.
LOCK (110)
Pin 839
An active LOCK signal with a low level defines an atomic access which extends over a number
of bus opmtims. Accessg to non-locked elements can still be performed, that is, LOCK only
blocks accesses to the PC, element and does not completely block the PC1 bus for other accesses.
The m signal of the 80x86 CPUs, on the other habd, block; the whole local CPU bus, and
thus the transfer to another master.
PAR (I/O)
Pin A43
The parity pin tramfen a parity bit so that even parity is achieved across AWI-AW and

C/%%C/m, that is, the quantity of all Is in AD31-ADO, C/w/m and PAR is evm
PERR WOl
Pin B40
For all PCl operations, with the exception of special cycles, an active parity error signal with a
low level indicates that a data parity error has occurred.
PRSNTI, PRSNTZ
Pins 69, Bll
*
The two present contacts PRSNTl and PRSNR are individually, or jaintly, set to ground 01
left open by an installed PC1 adapter to indicate that an adapter is installed and what its power
consumption is (Table 24.5).
REQ (1)
Pin 818
An active request signal with a low level indicates to the arbitration logic that the applicable

’ &it wishes to-use the bus as the master. Each master has its own m output.
REQ64 (I/O)
Pin A60
An active request 64-bit transfer signal with a low level indicate that the current busmast@
wishes to perform a M-bit transfer.
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RST (0)
Pin A15
An active reset signal with a low level resets all connected PC1 units
sir (I/O)
Pin A41

An active snoop backoff signal with a low level at this pin indicates an inquiry hit to a modified
cache line. m, together with SDDNE, supports a write-through or write-back cache which is
located in the area of the PCI bridge and lies within the CPU address area.
1

Y
s.

d

SDONB (I/O)
Pin A40
An active snoop done signal with a high level shows that
. . the current inquiry cycle has been
completed.
’ SERR (I/O)
pin B42

ld
“.

For all PC1 operations, an active system error signal with a low level indicates an address parity
error for special cycles. or another serious system error.

By an active STOP signal with a low level, the target of a master (initiator) indicates that the
master should stop the current operation (target-abort).

roe. ‘IDI. Too, ms, TRST (X,0,0, 0,O)

-

pins Al, A3, A4, 82, 84’
These five pins form the interface for the JTAG boundary scan test in accordance with IEEE
1149.1. Through TDI (Test Data Input), test data or test instructions are input and through TDO
(rest Data Output), output, synchronous to TCLK (test clock). An active TMS (Test Mode Select)
t signal activates the TAP control, an active TRST (test reset) rests them.
ble

jter

TRDY (I/O)
pins36

_

The&get ready signal indicates that the addressed PCI unit (the target) is ready and that the
c CUtrent data phase can be completed. During a write access, the target activates TRDY, to
indicate that it can take the write data. For a read access, TRDY shows that the target now has
theread data ready. Thus. TRDY corresponds to the processor READY signal, Only if TRDY and
TRDY are active at the same time is the data phase actually completed.
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&bit Expansion
AD&%AD32 (UO)
Pins A68. A7O-A7l, A%A74, A76-A77, AWAN, A82-A83, A&A%, A88-A89, A9l. B&869,
871-872, B74-B75, B77-878, ES&BSl, B83-B84, B%-B87,889-890
The 32 address and data pins form the expansion of the multiplexed PC1 address and data bus
to 64 bits. Every PC1 bus operation consists of an addressing phase, during which the pins
A-AD32 transfer an address, providing REQ64 and a DAC command are active; otherwise,
AD&?-AD32 are reserved. During the data phase(s) the most
significant double
word of a 64.
bit quad word are transferred through AWAD32, if REQ64 and ACK64 are both active.
lz/wGYa (l/O1
Pins A64-A.55 B65-B&i
The bus command and byte-enable signals are similar to C/BFLGC/m and are transferred
through these four pins. Thus, they form a multip!exed bus. During the addressing phase,
signals C/m-C/m indicate the bus type in a similar way
(refer
- to C/@%C/m
- to the
appqwlate section). In the data phase, the byteenable signals BE7-BE4, together with BF.3-BEO,
define which bytes of the M-bit data bus transfer authentic values.
PAR64 (l/O)
Pin A67
The parity pin transfers a parity bit so that even parity is achieved through AmAD and
C/BFi-C/iZZ.

24.12 Excursion: A Modern PCI Chipset - 82430FX
The 8243OPX for the Pentium is a typical PC1 chip@. It comprises the PC1 system controller
82437PX CTSC) with,integrated Kl, L2-cach.z and DRAM controller, the data path chip 82438PX
(TDP) and the PC-ISA-IDE bridge 8237WB (PllX = PC1 ISA IDE Xcelerator) with ISA controller
and EIDE interface. The following briefly discusses the various components.

24.12.1 The Components and Their Cooperation
To form a PC1 system kth the 8243OFX chipset you need a system controller 82437PX, two data
path chips 82438FX (because one chip only has a 32-bit data path) and -of course-a processor.
_fie 8243WX is especially tuned for the Pentium, therefore I will use the Pentium as the example
processor. Typical PC1 boards usually have several ISA slots in addition to the PC1 contacts. The
required PC&ISA bridge is implemented by the PllX chip 82371PB. There are also PCI-EISA
bridges available, but I will restrict myself to ISA Krause the PCl/ISA combination is the most
widely used one. Pigwe 24.12 shows a typical PCl/lSA system configuration with the 8243OEx
chips&
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The FCI system controller 82437FX forms the interface &wen the Pentium and the PCI bus.
Additionally, it manages the L2cache using the integrated U-cache controller. only (pipelined
burst) SUM modules ak necessary, which receive or transfer data directly from or to the host
bus. Additionally, the TX integrates a powerful memory conholler to access main memory
DRAM (ELXI or page mode). Two 82438FX chips provide the data path between the host bus
and the actual DRAM chip. Beyond the PC1 bus, the PCI/ISA bridge (which is implemented
as a PCI device) provides an EIDE and a PnP port. Moreover, the bridge controls the additional
ISA bus with the connecti, ISA devices. The PIIX%2371FB also incorporates the intermpt and
DMA controllers which characterize the ISA bus and which are part of the X-bit architecture
of the AT (see Chapter 21).
‘^
1
. _

24.1i.2 PCI System Controller 82437FX
fie central part of the chipset is the PC1 system controller 82437FX. It controls not only the PCI
bus but also the L2ache and main memory. First, a short list of the main‘characteristics:
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L&ache controller
- controls burst or pipelined burst cache modules with 0 kbyte (that is, no cache), 256 kbyte or
512 kbyte capacity;
- direct-mapped organization and writeback strategy;
- 3-I-,-, read/write burst for cache accesses.
DRAM controller
-

64-bit data path with two 82438FX chips;
contro,s main memory with 4 Mbyte to 128 Mbyte capacity;
supports E,X,/hyper page mode (x-Z-Z-2 burst) of standard page mode;
DRAM write buffer with 4 qwords for 3-1-I-I posted write cycle;
supports sym&ric/asymmetric DRAMs.

PC1 contxoller
-

”
synchronous PC, clock with YE,30 or 33MHz;
PCl arbitration with one PM 8237EB and a maximum of four more PC1 busmasters;
CPU PCI posting with a 4 dword buffer;
combining of several single accesses into one single PCI burst;
PC, DR.&f posting buffer with a capacity of I2 dwords.

The listed characteristics clearly indicate the power of this modem chipset. Figure 24.13 shows
a block diagram of the 82437l?i.

Figure 24.13: B,ock

*iagrom

0, the 82437FX PC,

systm mntmllo.

First, 1 would like to discuss the most important signal groups without. showing the 82437Fx
pinout. You already know most of them from the Pentium or PC1 bus.
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Host Interface

The host interface,
with its terminals A31-A3, m, m, m-m, BOFF, BRDY,
--~
CACHE, D/C, EADS, HITM, HLOCK, KEN /INV, M/IO, NA, W/R and SMIACT, is
directly connected to the corresponding terminals of the Pentium (see Chapter 11). The terminal
HLOCK (Host Lock) of the 82437FX receives the LOCK signal from the processor.
Pcl Interface

The
controls
DEVSEL
- PC1 interface
- -the PC1 bus -via the signals AD3I-AIM, - C/m-C/ BEO,
FRAME, GNT3-GNTO, IRDY, LOCK, PAR, PHLD, I’HLDA, REQ3-REQO, i?%, &
and TRDY. The meaning of these signals, with the exception of PHLD and PHLDA, has been
already discussed in Section ‘24.11. When the PIIX CPCI/IS.&bridge) wants to use the PC1 bus,
it activates the signal PHLD (FCI Hold). The signal PHLDA (FTl Hold Acknowledge) confirms
the transfer of the PC1 bus to the I’IIX. Now, ISA devices (the DMA chips, for example) can use
the PC1 bus for data transfers. Note that the 8243OFX chipset only supports 32-bit PCI.
..

Cache Interface

The signals of the L%cache interface control the U-cache. For asynchronous and synchmnous
(pipelined burst) cache modules, the signals are somewhat different. In the folIowing the signals
are discussed in brief. Additionally, Figure 24.14 shows the signal interconnections for the
example of an L2-cache with a capacity of 256 kbytes and burst SRAM modules.
CADSICAA3 (0)
(Cache Address Strobe/Cache Address >Copy Al If the LZ-cache is formed by burst SRAM
modules then an active-low CADS signal has the effect that the burst SRAM chips read the

r

16k x 8 Bit
Tag SRAM

1
I

J
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address through their BSRAM address terminals. If asynchronous SRAM chips are used for the

U-cache, -3, together with cAA4, defines the individual qwords in a cache line.
CAB3 (01
(Cache Address 3-Copy B) CAB3 is only defined for asynchronous SRAM chips. The signal
defines in a similar way to CAB3 the individual qwords within a cache line.
CADV/CAA4 (01
(Cache Advance/Cache Address 4-Copy A) If the U-cache is formed by burst SRAM modules, then an active-low CADS signal has the eff& that the bust SRAM reads or writes the
next qword. If asynchmnous SRAM chips are used for the LZ-cache, then CAA4, together with
CAA3, defines the individual qwords in a cache line.

(Cache Chip S&&Cache Address 4-Copy B) For ih LZ-cache with burst SRAM, an active-low
??@ signal means that the SRAh4 chips are enabled and are ready for an ac-. In the case of
asynchronous SR4h4 chips, CAB4 defines, in a similar way to CAB3, the individual qwords in
a cache line.
COE (01
(Cache Output Enable) If the LZcache outputs data, the Ucache control activates this signal.

--

cWE7-cwEo (01
(Cache Write Enable) If the data SBAMs of the LZ-cache receive data, the control activates the
corresponding CWEx signals. Every CWEx is assigned one byte; altogether these bytes form
a 64-bit Ucache line.
TW!z(Ol

,

(Tag Write Enable) When the TWE signal is active (low), the external tag memory latches new
tag addresses and the corresponding MESl state values.
Tlo7-TIOO (l/O)
(Tag Address) Dwihg CPU accesses to nwinory these terminals receive data; for cache line
invalidations and cache line fills they output data. For an LZ-cache with a capacity of 256 kbyte,
‘_TIO7-TlCN are assigned the tag addresses; for a 512 kbyte cache, TK%-TIOO lead the L2 tag
. :addrrsses ani TlO7 the valid bit.
The standard configuration shown in Figure 24.14 comprises a pipelined bunt cache with two
32k x 32 bit SKAM mad&s, a capacity of 256 kbytes and a 16k x 8 bit tag SR4M. Depending on
the SRAM used (standard or bunt), the access times are different. Table 24.7 shows the access
cycle associated with each SRAM type (in processor clock cycles HULK).

‘4

al

dhe

flock Signals

th
HCLKIN

IW
of
in

(Host Clock In) This clock signal is supplied to the controller and represents the clock signal
for the interface with the CPU W = host).
_.
PCLKIN
(PC1

Clock In) The FCLKlN clock signal pmvides the ciock frequency for the PCI interface.

DRAM Interface
al.

The signals of the DRAM interface control the DRAM S of the main memory. The 82437FX can
access both standard page mode and ED0 DRAMs. The following briefly lists the control signals of the DRAM interface.

he
m

CAS’I-CASO (0)
(Column Address Strobe) These eight column address strobe signals indicate the transfer of
valid column addresses.
hIAll-MA2 (0)
Nemory Address) These ten signals provide the ten high-order bib of the multiplexed mw
(m active) and column address (CA% active).
MAAl-MM0

(0)

-(Mequxy Address Copy A) These two memory addras signals provide the two low-order bits
of-the row and column addrw in a burst cycle (read or write).
>’ MAni-MAB0 (0)
; (Memory Address Copy B) A copy of the two low-order bits of the row and column address
m a bunt cycle (read or write).
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RAY)-RASO (0)
(Row Add- Strobe) The five row address strobe signals indicate valid row addresses
You will find a detailed discussion of the DRAM interface in Section 24.123.
TDP Interface

The signals of the TDP interface are controlled by the data path chips TDP 82438FX. The following is a short list of the TDP interface control signals.
HOE (0)
(Host Output Enable) An active-low signal enables the host bus for data output.
MADV (0)
(Memory Advance) The signal serves for controlling the data transfer. For write accesses to
main memory an active-low MADV signal induces a.qword to be output by the DRAM write
buffer to the MDx terminals, that is, a qword is available on the memory data bus. In the case
of a read process, the qword present on the memory data bus MDx is transferred into a DRAM
read buffer.
MOE (0)
(Memory Output Enable) An active-low signal causes the memory chips to output (read) data.
MST6 (0)
(Memory Strobe) An active-low MST6 signal induces write data to be transferred into the
DRAM write buffer.
PCMDl-PCMDO (0)
(PLink Command) The two signals control the data transfer to the PLINK input and output
registers.
PLINK15-PLINK0 (I/O)
WC1 Link) These signals are connected to the PLINK data bus of the TDP. It is important for
transfers between the PCI/ISA bus and memory.

(PLink Output Enable) An active WE signal causes a data output onto the PLINK bus.
24.12.5 presents the data path chip 8243SFX in a more detailed manner.
. S&ion
.

24.12.3 Functioning of the 82437FX DRAM Interface
The maximum memory is 128 Mbytes. &cause the width of the memory data bus is 64 bits
(= 8 bytes), a 24.bit memory address is required (8 bytes I Z2’ = 128 Mbytes). Figure 24.15 shows
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signal intercomwction for a main memory which consists of two SIMM modules.
Possible extensions by the addition of two SUvlMs and 64-bit memory directly onto the motherboard are indicated by broken lines. The two required data path chips 82438FX are also drawn
with their connebions.

the typical

All addresses and contx4 signals run through the EC, all data through the TDP. The DRAM
interfaces of TSC and TDP operate synchronously with-the CPU clock HCLK. For 66 MHz,
60 ns chip are required; f& 65 MHz and 50 MHz. DRAMS with 70 ns. The ‘EC 82437FX supports
SlMMs with S12k x 32 (2 Mbytes) to 4M x 32 (16 Mbytes). The 32.bit SlMMs without parity (the
TSC 82437FX dws not support real parity by means of additional parity- bits which- are stored
in main memory) are accessed through
the row
- address strobe signals RASO-RAS4 as well as
the column address strobe signals CA%-CAS7. The a signals select a bank (where within
one SIMM several banks can also be implemented). Note that a SIMM slot must&always be
quipped with two SIMM modules to form the complete @-bit data bus. Here, RASO has a
spedal meaning because this signal accesses the 64-bit DRAM on the motherboard - if one
is p&at. But neatly all boards use only SlMMs or DlMMs (Dual Inline Memory Module;
mod&s with contact strips on bath sides) so that RASO is hardly usedede RASx signals alp
usually fed in pairs (that is, m and RASZ as well as RAS3 and RAS4) to the SIMM slots.
?&%I, for example serves to access the tint bank of a SIMM or the contact strip of the first side
of a DIMM, and &% to access the ?econd bank or the contact strip on the other side of the
same DIMM. In most cases, four slots for a maximum of four SIMM module?s are formed which

..
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internally have two banks each. Of course, four SIMM rows with two module each plus the
main memory on the motherboards can also be implemented.
The CA% signals each select one byte (thus a maximum of four bytes per SIMM) to be read
or
- written. -Normally, - the Shims of one bank are interleaved in such a way that the G% signals
CAS3and m access the first SIMM module, and the i?Z signals CAS6,
-CAS7, CAS5,
CAS4, CAS2 and CASO the second SIMM module. The multiplexed row and column addosses MAII-MA2 and MAAl/MAAO or MABI/MABO are then fed with active RAS or m
signals to the SIMMs and strobed by them, whereby the address assignment between the address bits A24-A3 from the CPU and the memory address bits MAIl-MAO according Table 24.8
holds. As the maximum memory extension in the slots is 128 Mbytes (motherboard DRAM is
handled specially) and the memory is organized aspn 6-byte memory, 24 address bits in addition to the 8 CA% -signals are- sufficient (2x * 8 bytes = 128 Mbytes). They are composed of the
four m signals RASI-RAS4 Iequivalent to two address bits) and the 22 address signals A24A3 from the CPU.

The assignment according to Table 24.8 also reflects the page size of 8 kbytes (2” bytes) which
is implemented in the TX 82437FX. Because in page mode only column addresses are changed,
the 12-bit page offset must be provided with the CA% column addresses. As the three loworder address bits A2-A0 from the CPU are not output explicitly but are defined by means of
the m sign&. the remaining nine address
bits
- must be transferred as low-order column
addrw
bits
(MA%MAO).
The
signals
BE7-BE0
from the CPU are mapped onto the signals
CAS7-CASO for all accesses. This allows access to individual bytes in main memory
-despite its
64-bit organization. Write and read accesses are distinguished by the signal MOE (Memory
Cutput Enable) which is applied to the i% terminsl of the SIMMs. You may wonder why in
Table 24.8 the CPU eddress bit A24 appea twice (as row MA11 and cohunn MAIO). The reason
is that the minimal memory implementation with 4 Mbytes I= Za bytes) determines only the
address bits A21 to A3 rigorously, and the transfer of the higher address bits starting with A7.2
depends on the depth of the SlMMs (or DIMMs) used. Table 24.9 shows the widths of row and
column addresses dependent on the SIMM depth.

:

4M x 32 SIMMs with ? storage capacity of 32 Mbytes can be accessed in two different ways:
with 11 row and 11 column address bits, or with 12 row and 10 column address bits. This is also
the reason for the two entries of A24 in Table 24.8 (for II/l], A24 is transferred with EAS, for
&IO with m).
.
.
Example:

24
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You can see that only the cycles following the first accept of a burst are shorter for ED0 RAM
(at least a bunt read with page hit takes only 13 instead of 16 HCLK cycle; this means a time
1
saving of 19%).
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In addition to the access to DRAM main memory, the 82437FX also controls the refresh of the
dynamic memory chips. As standard, it carries out a RAS-only refresh automatically every
IS.6 ms. The intelligent refresh control comprfses a refresh queue with four entries. Every time
a refresh request is pending, it is queued therein. The 82437FX actually carries out the refresh
only ff no other access (data read or write) is to be performed, or if the queue is full (in this case
refresh gets highest access priority). Thus, in nearly all cases a refresh occurs only when the
DRAMs are idle. Additionally, a refresh is carried out only for those of banks I to 4 equipped
with memory. Only bank 0 (motherboard) is always refreshed independently of whether it is
equipped or not. Therefore it is preferable always to equip bank 0 first.
24.12.4 Programming the TSC 82437FX

.

The various interfaces of the 82437FX can be progammed by control registers in various manners. Status information is also available in some status registers. The TSC as a CPU-PCI bridge
is handled as a PC1 device, that is, accesses to the registers of the 82437FX are possible through
x-called PC1 configuration cycles because they form &t of the %-byte configuration space
(Figure 24.7) of the PO device 82437FX. Table 24.11 shows all registers together with their
offsets. Note that the registers with indices OOh-Ofh are within the 6%byte header. On the other
hand, the registers starting with index 5Oh are part of a 192-byte section which is freely available
for every PC1 device.

Regirter

offset

Width

Read OtVWrite WI

Vendor ID
Device ID

OOh
O.?h
O4h
O6h
O8h
Oah
Obh
Odh
Ofh
50h
52h
57h
5%
59h
60h
68h
72h

1 word
1 word

R
R

0RP.M

timmg

Attribute maps PAM6JAMO
DRAM row boundary DRB4..DRBO
DRAM row type
5MM RAM control

To carry out an access, you must load the register CONFfG_ADDRESS (I/O port Ocf8h; see
Figure 24.5) with the necessary address values and set ECD (Enable Config Data). The next 32.
bit access to I/O address Ocfch then refers to the 32.bit data register CQNRG_DATA which
provides a window into the configuration space of the addressed PCI device. Typically, onI?
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one TSC 82437FX is present in the system (this in addition to the ISA/EIDE interface is enough
for four FCI slots). The 32-bit value for the CONFfG_ADDRESS register then is:

Note that the CONFIG_DATA register as a 32-bit register is aligned at 4-byte boundaries. Therefore, only the six high-order address bits enter into the field register in the CONFIG_ADDRESS
register. You m&t combine the byte and word registers from Table 24.11 according to 32-bit
accesses (see Figure 24.7)
PO Interface (Header)

The header information comprises offsets Wh-Gfh. Additionally, there is an g-bit PCI control
register at offset Xlh. The following discussed these registers only briefly. The h&wired co”tents of the read-only registers are summarized in Table 24.12.
_.
Register

offset

Width

V.9lW

COmltle”t

Vendor
Deice
&vision

OOh
02h
08h
Oah
Obh

1 word
1 word
1 byte

8086h
122h

vendor ID for Intel
device 1D for TSC 82437%

subc,arr code
Bare class code

' The PC1 command register

1 byte
1 byte

XX&

dependent on revision

OOh
06h

host bridge”
bridge”

(Figure 24.16) controls various TX respa- to KI cycles. Except for

bit 1 for enabling memory accesses, all bits are either mserwd or hardwired to a logic WOK If
the MAE bit is set, the TSC enables busmaster accesses Wmain memory, for example, by an
SCSI adapter with FCI bustnaster interface (in this way, the adapter can read data quickly from
memory to write it onto disk, or it can transfer data from the drive into main memory without
charging the CPU). But if MAE is cleared (= 0) then the TSC does not respond to main memory
accesses by FCI busmasters.

In the PCI status re@r two entries are active; all others are hardwired to a standard value. The
FM.4 bit indicates whether the TX 82437FX has completed the last host-PC1 transaction issued
by the TSC with a master abort (RMA = I) or normally (Rh4A = 0). Note that the TSC represents
a PC1 master. In a similar way, the RTA bit indicates whether the last transaction issued by the
‘TSC.82?37FX has b&n aborted by the target (RMA = 1) or completed normally (RMA = 0).
The g-bit register for the master latency timer at offset Odh defines the number of ptl clock cycles

’ for which the TX may own the bus wen if another FCI busmaster requests control. This time
interval, for example, defines the number of transfer cycle for which a burst may last under all
cir~mstances. The three low-order bits 2-O in this register are hardwired to Ooob. The standard
I value for the other tive bits 7-3 is Wh, that is, the minimum time interval iS set to 0 I’CI bus
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cycles. Usually the BIOS writes a startup value larger than 0 so that the CPU (to which the Tsc
is directly connected1 is assigned a guaranteed minimum time interval for PC1 accesses. What
this value actually is (and what is the optimum for the each system) depends, of course, on the
system configuration, the latencies of the various devices and the performance of the CPU.
Because the TSC 82437FX does not support a self-test (BET), the 8-bit BIST register at offset Ofh
is meaningless. All write accesses are ignored, and all read accesses receive a return value of
Ooh.
The PCI control register at offset 50h (that is, already outside the header which is identical for all
FCl devices) controls additional functions of the TSC 82437FX which refer to the ptl interface.
The three CPU inactivity timer bits CPU-In determine the duration of the inactivity window for
the CPU, that is, the time interval in PC1 clock cycles for which the CPU may be idle without
losing control of the bus. The PCE bit controls the peer concurrency. A cleared WBD bit allows
mite bursts for all CPU/PC1 transfers. By setting STR you may enable the PC1 streaming
function. Finally, you can control the bus concurrency with BCD.
K-cache Interface

..

The interface for the L2ache can be mtigured by means of the cache control register at offset
52h. Figure 24.17 shows the structure of this control register.

The two L2CS bits indicate the size of the U-cache, the SRAMT bits the SRAM type. Note that
the values of these four bits are usually determinedupon reset by the signal levels at the address
terminals A31-A28, which indicate the type of U-cache installed. In dual bank mode with
hvo “6 kbyte SRAM modules, the back-&back burst is changed to 3-1-1-1-2-1-1-l (normally
3-~-~-1-I-1-1-11 because an additional clock cycle is necessary for a bank switch. By setting
NADyou may disable the output of signal m for pipelining. A set L2F bit leads to a normal
U-cache operation. For a set L2F bit, all cycles are handled as misses, or give rise to an invalidation of the tag
entry concerned. A set LIC bit enables the Ll-cache, that is, the T?C generates
a active-low KEN signal for all cachable memory accesses. This LIC bit cwperates with the
x
L2C bit in the following manner to control the L7- and Ll-caches:
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DRAM Interface
The DRAM controller is programmable by its 15 DRAM control registers and one SMRAM
control register. Figure 24.18 shows their structures.
With the HEN entry in the DRAM control register (offset 57h) you may define a *<hole>> in the
DF.AM address space. Additionally, a special timing mode can be set up by the EDM bit which
uses the BIOS to determine whether ED0 or page mode chips are present in a certain slot. The
three DRR bib define the refresh rate of the main memory and should be adapted to the CPU
frequency to perform the refresh as efficiently as possible.
In the DRAM timing register (offset 5gh), the timing behaviour for DRAM read bunts can be
defined by means of the two DRBT bits. The values are diffewnt for ED0 and page mode chips.
In a similar way you can determine the DRAM write burst timing through a corresponding value
of the DWBTbits. Note that the value lob (= x-2-2-2 bunt) should not be used for 66 MHz host
frequencies. ED0 and page mode chips are equally fast for write accesses. An important characteristic is the RASKAS delay. With RCD you can adapt the delay to the aoxss time of the
installed DRAM chips. Significant access delays occur for TOW or page misses. The issued IOV’
or page switches require considerably more time. Using the three DLT bits you can set up the
values accordingly.
Of great importance are the seven programmable nftribute map registers (offset 59h-5fh). TbeY
define the allowed a- types of up to 13 fixed memory ranges. Table 24.13 indicates the mem0rY
ranges together with the assigned register sections.
If you set the CE bit in a register section, the assigned section is defined as uncachable. In an
analogue manner, the bits WE and RE define a memory section as writeable or readable. If both
the WE and the R$ bits are cleared then the access is switched through to the PC1 bus, that 6
main memory in this section is disabled.
The five registers DRAM row lmundq (offset Mlh-64h) define the end address DRBx for one
DRAM row each. Every row is assigned one of the five RAS lines of the 82437FX. Because the
smallest memory unit comprises 4 Mbytes, a_ natural 4 Mbyte granularity appears, that is, the
end addresses are aligned on 4Mbyte boundaries. From the row boundaries, the memow
capacity which is assigned to an RAS line (that is, inserted into a SIMM slot pair) can tx
‘,calculated, apd vice versa. There is the following connection (note that the memory size must
* : be indicated in 4 Mbyte units):
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Regirter vxtion

Memory range

Register

PAMCW41
PAM1]7:4,
PAM2[7:41
PAM3[7:4,

OfOOOOh-Gfffffh
Ommn-0c7fffh
OccOCQh-Octftfh
Od40Wh-Od7fffh
OdcOOOh-OWffh
O&OOOh-Odffffh

PAMnM3:ol
PAMl[3:0,
PAM*[3:0]
PnM3[3:01
PAM4[3?31
PAM513:ol
PAM613:Ol

PAM4(7:41
PAM5,7:4]
PAM617:41

OecOOOh-Offfffh

rection

Memory range

MOOOOh-Offfffh
OcOOOOh-Cx3fffh
Oc8000h-Ocbfffh
OdOOOOh-Od3fffh
Od8000h-Odbfffh
OeOOOOh-Oe3fffh
Oe8000h-Oebfffh

In the register DRAM row type (offset 68h) the five$its DRT4-DRTO define the type of DRAM
chips which are controlled by the corresponding RAS line (DRTO is assigned to line RASO.
DRTI line RASI, etc.). A set DRTx bit indicates ED0 RAM; a cleared bit page mode DRAM.
Finally, the SMRAM control qtstn (offset Rh) controls the memory for the system management
mode. It is implemented for the 82437FX in normal main memory (128 kbytes starting with
Oa00M)h) but cannot be accessed by external FCI devices. A set DOP bit also opens the SMM
space for memoly accesses when %UACI from the CPU is inactive. Using this the BIOS can,
for example, initialize the SMRAM upon power-on before an SMI occurs. In the opposite way,
a set DCL bit doses the SMRAM even if SMIACT is active. You can lock the SMM space against
accesses bypassing SMIACT by setting bit DLK. Then the 82437FX sets DDP to a value of 0, that
is, it locks the SMRAM against accesses. Simultaneously, DLK and DOP become read-only, that
is, the locking cannot be cancelled (this is only possible by a reset). For example, the BIOS can
first initialize the SMRAM upon power-on in a suitable manner, and then repa every access
which is not carried out in system management mode. To use SMRAM you must enable it first,
of course. This is done by setting the SME bit. T& only valid entry for DBASEG is OlOb. All
other values are r&rwd for future use. The SMM space then occupies 128 kbytes between the
addresses OaMXlOh and Obffffh.
24.12.5 Data Path Chip 82438FX
As you can see in Figure 24.12, the data path-chips TDP 8243%X form the interface between the
memory data bus (MD*) and the host data bus (HDx). Every data path chip has a data bus
width of 32 bits where one chip transfers the odd data bytes and the other the even data bytes;
‘.
; thus the data paths are interleaved. In total, three data interface and one control interface are
formed in the TDP: host, memory and PC1 link or TSC interface. Figure 24.19 shows the internal
structure of a TDP 82438FX.
The two TDPs are controlled by the PC1 system controller 82437FX through the TSC interface.
It comprises the signals HOE, MADV, MOE, MSTB, FCMDl-XMW, PLINK15-PLINK0
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RINK-l..FuNKa
HMI ..lKoc

.JADO-

AM
a,
4M.

and m. You may tind a description of thne signals Which are here, of course, input signals)
,.
in Sation 24.2.2.
Terminals HWI-HDO form the half data bus between the TDP and the CPU or a PC1 master;
term&Is MMI-MDI the half data bus between the TDP and main memory. Additionally,
tamin& PLIW-PLINK0 represent the half PC1 link bus (on the TX side, terminals P15-PO).
The 82438FX has several internal data buffers for write posting and data reading.
24.12.6 PCCISA-IDE Bridge 82371F8

The PCI-ISA-IDE bridge 8237X% integrates two W functions: the PCVISA bridge and an IDE
interface. We are confronted here with a PC1 device with two functions. The PCI/ISA bridge
integrates all system chips which form an AT. Besides the control of the ISA slots (ISA interface),
these are DMA, timer, intenupt and reset logic. The IDE interface serves to control IDE bard
disks or CD drives. Figure 24.20 shows a block diagram of the 8237WX together with the signals
which are output or received by the various functional gmups.
First, a brief summary’of the most important 82371FS characteristics:

the
bus
‘tes;
are
:nal
ace.
IKO

I

PC1 interface running at up to 33 MHz,
ISA interface running at up to 8.33 MHz,
ElDB interface with PI0 mode 4 and 22 MBytes/s data transfer rate,
PnP port with two configurable DMA and two configurable interrupt channels,
one 82C54 timer,
two 82C59 interrupt controllers,
.two 8237 DMA controllers,
Hystem management mode support.

Note that the indications about 82C54.82C59 and 8237 refer to the implemented functions, that
is, the bridge emulates the corresponding functions of the fomwly separate chips, but is strictly
keeping the register structure. Therefore you can program the interrupt controller in the 82371FS
in exactly the same way as the original 82C59 in the AT of ten years age.
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The following discusses the most important signal groups without indicating the 8237WB pinout.
The bridge comes in a QFP with 208 terminals. You know the most important signals already
from the PC1 and ISA bus as well as the 8243OFx and 824XWX described above.
PCI Interface
The PU interface controls the PC1 bus through the signals AMI-ADO,
C/m-C/m,
m, m, IDSEL, IRDY, PAR, PCICLK, m, m, SERR, STOP and ‘fRDy.
The meaning of theseaignals has already been described in section 24.11 or above in the pati
discussing the 82437FX.
Motherboard Interface
The signals MDRQI-MDRQO (Motherboard Device DMA Request), MDAKI-MDAKO (Motherboard Device DMA Acknowledge) and MIRQI-MfRQO (Motherboard Device Interrupt Request)
enable the devices on the motherboard to request DMA transfers or hardware intermpts. The
assignment of the two DMA and two interrupt lines to ISA DMA channels 7-5 and 4-O or the
jntkrupts IRQl% lRQl4, IRQlZ-IRQ9 and lRQ7-IRQ3 is completely programmable by registers.
Tli& motherboard interface thus forms the PnP port.
ISA Interface
The signals of the ISA interface usually lead to the ISA slob and conqol adapter cards. The
interface comprisff (partially in a multiplexed manner) the following signals : BALE, AEN

It.
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~
IOCHRDY, ICCS16, IOCHK, IOR,
(multiplexed), SAI9-SA8 (multiplexed),
- IOW, LA23-LA17
SA7-SAO, SBHE, MEMCSI6, MEMR, MEMW, m, m, ZEROWS and SD,5SW. Descriptions of these signals are found in Section 20.3 discussing the XT bus slots, and in
Section 21.3 referring to the ISA bus slots. Additionally, there is SYSCLK which indicates the
ISA system clock. Usually, SYSCLK is generated by dividing the PC1 clock PCICLK by four.
Note also that the DMA, interrupt and timer groups carry ISA signals.

,

INTR logic

The signals IRQ15, IRQ14, IRQII-IRQ9,
- IRQ7-IRQ3, IRQI, IRQ8, INTR and NM1 form the
normal interrupt signals. Note that IRQS is always configured as an activelow input with edge
triggering. However, the remaining IRQx inputs can be prbgrammed; IRQI4 is reserv ed far the
primary IDE channel. IRQlZ/M can act as FS/2 mouse interrupt apart from the normal interrupt function. PIRQ3-PIRQO &‘mgrammable IRQ) can be mapped onto the ISA IRQS in any
manner.
,.
DMA
The DMA control implements the DMA functions according to two cascaded DMA controller
8237s which
- are already known
- - from the AT. The
- corresponding signals DREQ7-DREQS, DREaDREQO, DACK’I-DACKS, DACK3-DACKO, TC and REFRESH are already known in the XT
&ction 20.3) or AT &ction 21.3). You may program the DMA logic of the 82371FB according
to Section 28.2. The combination of two cascaded 8237s into the 82371FB DMA logic is cornpktely transparent.

Y
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Timer
The implementation in the 8237IFB functionally corresponds to exactly one 8254 (Chapter 27).
You can therefore program it in the same way. The SPKR signal is the output signal of timer
#2; the OSC signal with exactly 14.318 I8 MHz forms the time base for the three counters in&grated in the 8237lFB (which thus correspond in this way to a single 8254).
IDE Interface
The IDE interface can control up to two IDE ports (primary and secondary) where each port is
connected to a maximum of two drivs (master and slave). The corresponding IDE signals
DD15-DW, DIOR, DIOW, DDRQI (secondary port), DDRQo (primary port), DDAKl (setondary port), DDAKO (primary part), IORDY, CSIS (secondary port), CSIP (primary port),
CS3S [secondary port), CS3P (primary part) and DA2-DA0 are discussed in Section 31.6.1 about
IDE drives. Note that the chip select signals CSIS-CS3P are inverted externally and then the
follovjing assignments hold: CSIS + CSlFx (secondary port), CS3S + CS3Fx (secondary port),
CSIP + CSlFx (primary pat), CS3P + CS3Fx. (primary port). Thus, CSIS,CS3S and CSIP,CS3P
indicate which port is currently active. The two signals SOE (System Address Transceiver
Output Enable) and SDIR (System Address Transceiver Directionl control t!w data transfer of
the buffer chips (one chip per pat) for signals DD15-DW.

.

.
’
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XBus
The X bus is formed by the signals m (X Bus Direction), m (X Bus Output Enable), m
(hogrammabk chip Select; multiplexed), BIOSCS (BIOS Chip Selectl, KBCS (Keyboard Controller Chip Select), RTCCS (Real Time Clock Chip Wed), RTCALE (RTC Address Latch),

FERR (Floating Point Error) and IGNNE (Ignore Numeric Error). It serves to control various
conholler chips.
Reset Logic
The reset signals CPURST (CPU Reset), PCIRST (PC1 Reset), INIT and RSTDRV (Reset Drive)

cant101 the initialization of various components; PWROK (Power OK) indicates that all nexessary supply voltages and clock signals have been *able for at least I ms.
SMM Logic
The SMM logic, with signals SMI, STPCLK and EXTSMI (External WI), controls the system
management functions of the chipset.
_.
24.12.7 Registers and Programming the Bridge 82371FB

The various interfaces of the 8237WB can be configured in several ways; status infomation is
also available. The 8237lFB is handled as a PCI device with two functions. Function 0 is the
XI/ISA bridge, function I &e IDE interface. Accesses to the 8237IFB registers are possible
via PC1 configuration cycles. Table 24.14 summarizes aU registers together with their offsets.
Note that an individual 256byte set of PC1 configuration registers is implemented for every
function.
You can access a register in a familiar way by loading the CONFIG_ADDRESS register U/O
port O&h; Figure 24.5) with the required address value and by setting the ECD bit (Enable
Config Data). The next 3%bit access to I/O address O&h now leads to the 3%bit data register
CONFK_DATA which provides a window into the confIguration space of the addressed “1
device. As a 32-bitqgister, CONFIGPATA is aligned to &byte boundaries 50 that only the SIX
high-order address bits enter the field register in the CONFIGPDDRESS register. Therefore, the
byte and ward registers from Table 24.14 must be combined accordingly into 3%bit xc_.
The following briefly discusses the various FCI configuration registers.
:

*

Function 0: PCVISA Bridge
The header information comprises the regi&s with offsets DOh-Ofh. The hardwired contents of
the read-only registers are summarized in the Table 24.15.

‘.
* : The structur;’ of the two registers command (offset O4h) and status (offset 06h) are shown in
Figure 24.21. Only those entries which are not yet known from the 82371FB FCI system controller
(Figure 24.16) will be discussed here.
The PC1 command register controls various TSC reactions to PC1 cycles If the SCE bit is set
then the PIIX 8237IFB detects shutdown special cycles. The PMW bit which is hardwired to o
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Device ID
Command
status
Rwirio”
Programming interface
Subclass code
Bare class rode
Header type
ISA vo reco”ery ,ime
X bus chip sekct
FYI IRQ routing
Memory end
status i”fwma,io”
Motherboard IRQ muting
Motherboard DMA contrr,
Programmable chip select
SMI Control
SMI enable
SFtem went enable
Fast-off tmler
WI request

STPCLK timer

(krw)

STPCLK timer (high)

:‘y

Wh
OZh
04h
06h
08h
Ogh
Oah
Obh

; of
/ in
ller

set
00

OOh
OZh
04h
06h
08h
Ogh
Oah
Obh
Oeh
4ch
4eh
60h
6%
6ah
70h
76h
78h
aal
a2h
a4h
a8h
aail
acfl
aeh

‘.
.

_

I

Read (R)lWrfte (W)
R

R
Rlw
R/w
R

i
R
R

R
R/w

Rtw
Riw
R/w
Riw
R/w
R/w

RIW
Riw
R/w
Riw
R/W
Riw

ww

R/w

1 word
1 word
word
word
byte
byte
byte
byte
byte
byte
dword
dwrd
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Register
(StandaId value)

offset

5m*n

Memoly end
(0000 001 Ob)

6gh
(byte)

bits 7-4 (memory end for ISA and DMA cycler): OOOObclMB.
C0O,bSZM8. OO,Ob=3MB. OO,tb=4MB. OlOOb=5MB.
O,O,b=6MB. OttOb=7MB. Ott Ib=SMB, lOOObSN8.
,OO,b.,OMB, ,0,Ob=,,Mtt, ,D,,b=,ZMB. tlOOb=13MB.
,,o,b=t4MB. IllOb=lSMB. ttllb=lCMB;
bit 3 (IWDMA forwarding for low-lying BIOS): C=disabkd.
l=enabled (forwarding to PCI):
bit 2: reserved:
bit 1 (ISPJDMA forwarding for 512k-640k): O=disabled.
l=enabled (fowarding to KI):
bit 0: reserved

Status information
(undefined)

6ah
bwrd)

Motherboard
IRQ routing
(80 8Oh)

70h
(word)

Motherboard
DMA control

76h
(word)

(width)

(04 Mh)

78h

bit 2 (PC1 header type): D-resewed. t&W is muhifunction
device;
bit 1 (status of the.lSA or external DMA mode): bit value
indicates TC level;
bit 0 (ISA ckxk signal division): O=PCICLW4. l=FCICLKA
Note: bits 15-8=MIRQI; bits 7-O=MIRW
bits 1517 (routing): O=routing enabled. t=not routing;
bi t4I6: O=no MIRQWRQx sharing. -haring of
MlRQt and IRQx according to bits 1 l-8;
bits ,3-12/S4: OOb:
bii 11-88-O: 00, ,&,ftQ3. O,OOb=tRQ4. OlOlb=IRQ5.
0, ,Ob=,RQ6, 01, ,b=IRQ,, ,001 b.lRQg, lOlOb=IRQlO,
,O,,b.,RQ,,, ,,OOb=IRQt2. ,,IO&IRQN llllb=IRQlS.
othewiise=resewd;
Nofe: bits 158=m&wbwra lJM.4,; bits 7-7-o=nwthertQ3ld
DMAD
bits 1% (F-D,.&,): o-no F-DMA, t=F-DMA for channel
according to bits 10-8/2-O:
bits t4-1X6-4: OWb:
bifs (DMA roiiting): O=DMA routing ee (MDRQl/
MDAKt used), t=no DMA routing (DREWDACK used):
bits 10-8/2-O (DMA channel select): ODOb=DMA 0. OOlb=DMA
1, O,Ob=DMA 2, 01, b.DMA 3. ,rXb=disabled. lOlb=DMA 5.
1 tOb=DMA 6. 111 b=DMA 7:
bii 15-2: 14 high-order VO address bi for E enabling:
bits 1-O (6 address mark and address range): OOb=4 byte.
Olb=8 byte. lOb=disabled. 11 b=16 byte
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(width)
aOh
(byte)

SMI enable
WOO COOOb)

a2h
(Word)

System event enable

a4h

Fast-off timer
@CW ttllb)

ah

(co 04 00 OOh,

bits 7-5: resew4
bits 4-3 Ifart-off timwk 00b.l minute. Olb=disabled. 1Ob.l
KICLK.1msec
bit 2 (STPCLK xaling): O=dirabkd. t=enabl& (high and Iow
signal leetermined by STPCLK timer hi9Mow)
bit 1 (STJZLK enable): &disabled. t=enabled
bit 0 (SMI gate): O-disabled, l=enabled
bits 15-8: resewed
bit 7 WI by APMC write): O=dirabled. t=enabled
bit 6 (SMI by EXTSMI): Otiisabled. t=enabled
bit 5 (SMI by fast-off timer): O=disabled. l=enabled
bit 4 (SMI by IRP12: mouse): &disabled. t=enabled
bit 3 (SMI by IRQ8: RTC alarm): Ozdisabled. I=enabled
b i i 2 (SMI bv IRW: COMZ/COM4): Ozdisabled. t=enabl&
b i t 1 6MI by IRQ3: COMIICOM3): O=disabled. I.enabled
bit 0 (SMI by IRQl: keyboard): O=disabled, l=enabled
bit 31 (fast-off SMI): O=disabled. t.enabled
bit 30 (IMP.): O=disabled. t=enabled
bit 29 (fast-off NW: O=disabled. I=enabled
bits 28-16: rerelved
bits 15-3 (fast-off IQ1 5.IRQ3): O=disabled, t=enabled
bit 2: resewed
bits 1-O (fast-off IRQI-IRQO): &disabled. tzenabled
bits 7-O (fast-off timer value): timer value -

I

(byte)

STPCLK timer (low)

OWO OGWb)

= timer (high)
.

aah
(wwd,

bits 15-8: resewed
bit 7 WA by APM): O=no SMI by wite access to APM. I=SMI
issued by wife- to APM
bit61 by EXISMI): &no SMI by m, ,=SM, b y
EMSMI
bit 5 (SMI by expiration of-fast-off timer): O=no SMI b timer,
t=SMI by expiration of timer
bit 4 (SMI by 192): *no SMI by lR~t2, 1~5~1 by IRQIZ
bit 3 (SMI by IRW: &no SMI by I@. I=SMI by m
bit 2 (SMI by IRQ4): O=no SMI by IRQ4. I=SMI by 1~04
bii 1 WvfI by IRP3): O=no SMI by IRQ3. t=SMI by IRQ3
bit 0 WI by IR01): O=na SMI by IROt. I=SMI by IRQI

ach
(byte)
aeh
(byte)

bits 7-O: duration of aCtive time (low level) of sTPcLK (in
PCICLK) according to: duration=l+lO56’(value+l) [PCICLK]
bits 7-O: duration of inactivity time (high Iwel) of STPCLK (in
PCICLK) according to: duration=1+1056*(value+l) IPCICLKI
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The registers SM, control (offset aOh); SMI enable (offset aZh), system event enable (offset a4h). fax-

off timer (offset atlh), SMI request (offset aah), m timer IOU, (offset ach) and m timer
high (offset aeh) are important for the system management mode for implementing powersaving functions. uFast_offr refers to switching on and off all power-consuming elements in a
&stn manner by issuing an SMI (compared to the ~slown power-off or -on with the main
switch).
The main job of PIIX E237lFB function0 (pCI/ISA bridge) is the emulation of the ISA architecture for interrupts, DMA, timer and ISA bus slots. This ensures compatibility with the AT. In
other words, the FCI system is completely transparen’ for operating systems as well as application programs; this software runs both on an old IS& computer and on a modem PC with PC1
archit&re. This is, of course. completely different at a BIG’S level. The BIOS has to initialize
the PC1 bridges and adapt their register values to the actual machine.
The ISA compatibility means that for programming the interrupt, DMA, timer and RTC system
there are exactly the same registers as are described in Chapters 26-28 and Section 29.3. For the
intampt controller, two new ISA registers (ports 4dOh and 4dlh) are implemented which
enable a configuration of the hardware interrupts as level or edge triggered. Level-triggered
interrupts have the advantage that they can serve several intenupt sources (Table 24.17).

Edge/level triggering
PDOOO OOOOb)

4dOh
evte)

Edge/level triggering
03lOO oM)Ob)

4dlh
(byte)

bit 7 (~7): O=edge triggered, l=lwl triggered:
bin 6 (IRC#: O=edge triggered. Wwel triggered;
bit 5 (IRW O=edQe triggered. l=kvel tdggered:
bit 4 (IRCj6,: O=sdge triggered, l.lwel tdggered;
bit 3 (IR’W O=edge triggered. l=lewI triggered:
bits 2-O: resewed.000b”
bit 7 (IWX5): O=edge triggered. l=le~l triggered;
bi 6 (wJ14): C+ge triggered. l=level triggered;
bit 5: resewed=0
bit 4 (IRW2): 0=&g+ triggered. l=lwel triggered:
bit 3 (IRot 1): &edge triggered. klwel biggered;
bit 2 (IRrJlO): O=edge triggered. 14~4 triggered:
biti I (IRIJ~): ~=edge triggered, l=level triggered;
bit 0: resewed=0

To control and supervise the NMI there are two more ISA registers. Because hardware i&2n’Jpts

and esp&ally the NMI (which can also be a&iv&d by PC1 components) are very machine and
chipset-specific, the structure of the NMI registers is not completely compatible with the IsA
counterpart. This is not very serious because the NM1 is usually hand&d by the (machine “ear)
BIOS. Table 24.18 shows the two NM1 registers.

M l
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It+ter
(standard value)

Fort

StnKtwe

61h

bit 7 (NM1 by SERR): O=na NMI by SERR. I=system agent
anivated SERR
_
bit 6 WMIbyCHK): O=no NM! by IOCHK. l=expnsion adapter
activated IOCHK;
bit 5 (start level of counter 2 in timer): O=low. l=high;
_
bit 4 (refrerh toggle): each refreseschanges this bit value;
bit 3 (IOCHK NM1 enable): O=IOCHK cannot iaue NMI. I=IOCHK can
issue N&
bit 2 (SERR NMI enable): O=% cannot issue NM!. I== fan
lSS”e NM,:
bit 1 fspeakw output): O=dirabled. I=enabled;
bit 0 (output of counter 2): O=dirabled, l=enabled;
bit 7 (NM1 enable,: 04ocked. l=free;
bii 6-o: index into CMOS RAM
_.

Function 1: IDE Interface

According to the FU qxcification, the header information in this case also comprises the reg-

istm with offsets OOh-Gfh. The hardwired contents of the read-only registers are shown in
Table 24.19.

Rmision

’ Rogramming interface
SUbd.%s code
Bare Class code
Header type

,

offset

CornnWtlt

Wh
02h

vendor ID far Intel
device ID for P,,X
82371FWfunction 1
dependent on revision
IDE busmaster
IDE Controller”
mass storage”
multifunction device”

O8h
09h
0atl
Obh
Oeh

byte

bvte
bvte
byte
byte

xxah
*Oh
- 0th
Olh
80h

h ~tnxture of the two registers command (offset 04h) and sfnfus (offset 06h) is shown in Figure
,. 24.22. Apart from the fact that a few entries are now hardwired or programmable, there are no
,. wsces compared to the entries of function 0 (Figure 24.21).
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The last register of the PC1 header is the E-bit register for the master I&ncy timer at offset Odh.
It determines the number of PC1 clock cycles for which function 1 of the PIIX may keep ownership of the bus even if another PCI busmaster requests control. The four low-order register bits
3-O are hardwired to C%lb. The standard value for the other four bits 7-4 is also equal to oooOb*
that is, the minimum time interval is defined as 0 PC1 dock cycles but is set by the BIOS to a
value larger than zero upon power-on.
The remaining two registers in the PIlX-speciii~ s&ion of the PC1 configuration register for
function are summarized in Table 24.20.
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(st&lwd

value)

Busmaster base address
(00 00 00 01 h)

2Oh
fdwwd)

bits 31-w: rererved;
bits 15-4 (busmaster base address): A,544 busmaster
interface base address:
bits 3-1: reserved;
bit 0 (indicator): ,=vO address space (hardwired)

IDE timing mode
(00 00 00 OOh)

40h
wmrd)

Note: l$k 31-16~.wndary port bits 15-C=priMry pWr
bits 3,115 (IDE deading): O=disabled. lenabled:
bits 30114: reserved:
bEg-28/,3-12 (IORDY strobe delayaime intewal between
DlOx and ,ORDY strobe& OOb=5 CLK. Olb=4 CM, lob=3
CLK. ,,b=2 CLK:
bits 27-26111-10: reserved:
bits 25-249-8 (RTC recowry time): OOb=4 CLK. Olb=3 CLK,
,Ob=2 CLK, ,,b=, CLK;
bits 23” (DMA fast timing for LW,): O=disabkd. l=enabled;
bits 226 (prefetch and’bning for LWI): kdisabled.
kenabled;
bitr 2,,5 (IORDY RroLw for LWI): O-disabled, l=enabled;
bits 2014 (fast timing for LWI): C=disabled, l=enabkd;
bits ,gB (DMA fast timing for NO): O=disabkd, l=enabkd;
bits ,8R fprefetch and porting for LWO): O=disabkd.
,=enabM;
bits ,711 (IORDY strobe f o r LWO): O=disabled. l=enabkd;
bitr ,6iO (fart timing for ‘NO): O=disabkd. l=enabled

‘.

.

25 VESA Local Bus VLB
The VES.4 10~4 bus, or VLB for short, has been designed as much nwre of a local bus than its
later competitor, the PCI. It is dire&y connected to the local CPU bus of a i386, i4t36 or Pentium
(from specification 2.0 onwards). In this way, it uses bus cycles that are largely the same as those
of the 80x86 process0IS. Note, however, that the cycles even within the 80x86 family can vary,
for example, the i366 does not include a burst cycle. To begin with, I would like to introduce
a few of the distinguishing features of this bus system:
no decoupling of processor and expansion bus,
other bus systems can be conn&ed through their own bridge,
VLB runs with the bus frequency of the processa: maximum 66 MHz on-board or 40 MHz
(specification 1.0) and 50 MHz @ecitication 2.0) in a slot,
32-bit standard bus width with a maximum 133 Mbytes/s (specification 1.01 and 160 Mbytes/s
(specification 2.0) transfer rate,
expansion to 64 bits with a maximum 267 Mbytes/s transfer rate @citication 2.01,
burst transfers of up to four cycles maximum, .*
nudtimaster capabilitie%,
only a single host CPU,
separate address and data lines for simultaneous transfers of address and data bytes,
combined VLB/ISA slots,
processor dependent specification for the 80x86 family,
supporting of dynamic changes of the clock frequency,
simpler and therefore cheaper solution than PCI, but in end effect somewhat less powerful.
maximum of three VL busmasters in addition to the VL bus controller of each VLB sub
system,
supporting of write-back caches.

25.1 VLB Bus Structure
You can see the concept layout of the VL bus system in Figure 25.1. As in the PC1 bus, the VL
bus is situated between the processor and memory system and the standard expansion bus.
From the illustration, you can clearly see that the VL bus is not so strictly dwoupled from the
processor system on the one side and the standard expansion bus on the other, as in PCI. The
VL bus can include up to three VL bus units, which can be inserted in the corresponding VL
slots on the motherboard. In Figure 25.1, you c?n schematically see the layout of a system using
a VL bus. The VLB subsystem is controlled by a VL bus controller, which generates all the
necessary address, data and control signals for the local bus, or acts on them accordingly.

. &ke the miorrhannel slots, the VL slots have a 116 pole mounting (however, four are used for
the coding bridge). The main difference isJhat each VLB slot lies 5 mm behind the slot of a
standard expansion bus. In this way, a VL bus adapter can not only use the signals and contaCtS
of the VL bus but, with the corresponding geometry, it can also use the standard slot, if heceSsay. As in the PC1 bus, the standard bus width is 32 bits, but it can be halved to 16 bits. For
this, the addressed VL unit must set the LBS16 (Local Bus Size 161 signal to a low level. With the
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’ new specification 2.0, an expansion of the VL bus to 64 bits is planned. For this, a further 37
signals are necessary, which must be transferred through the existing contacts (multiplexing). A
VLB unit can request a &bit cycle using the LBs&2 signal.
~ F VL bus runs at the external clock frequency of the CPU. Thus, f386SX/DX, i4&5SX/DX and
1486DX2 processors supply the VL bus with differing frequendes. The VL bus is laid out in such
! a way that it can be operated with a maximum of 66 MHz. However, this is only possible if no
j,hlb us slots are included and the VL units are tntegr&d directly onto the motherboard.
Damping, signal reflections and the capacity of the VL bus slot impede such a high frequency.
For this reason, using expansion slots, the VL bus runs with a maximum of 50 MHz -even this
.:. is six times that of EISA. In too highly clocked CPUs, a frequency divider reduces the clock
speed supplied. This also applies to i386 CPUs, because the VL bus mrw with a lx-clock speed
and all 386s are supplied with a 2x-clock signal.
: The integrated bus buffer of the VL bus makes it possible to perform write accesses to VL units
:‘at 33 MHz without wait cycles; like the PC1 bus, the VESA lwal bus also catis out write
posting. During read accesses, these buffers do not give any advantage, therefore read accesses
‘, axe ?lwpys accomplished with a wait state. The VL bus spedfication also makes provision for
9 bunt’mcde. like that of the i4B6, and so implements the necessary control signals BRDY and
iBLAST. In specification 1.0. only a wad burst was implemented (because the 286 can also only
We burst mode for cache line fills). The new spxffication 2.0 also make it possible for continual
f,mite operations to be performed using a burst. This is mainly included for CpUs or I,%caches
.: that use a write-back strategy. In this way, the shortest write burst thus runs 2-1-1-1 (maximum

a
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of four transfers, no wait cycles; note that the i4B6 cannot perform a write burst). The theoretical
data transfer rate with a data bus width of 32 bits at 50 MHz (the maximum for VL slots) during
a mite is thus 32 bits. 50 q 106 s-’ I 4/5 = 160 Mbytes/s. For the first transfer of a read operation
an additional wait cycle is necessary; the burst thus runs 3-l-l-l and the data transfer rate sinks
to 133 Mbytes/s. An expansion to 64 bits gives almost twice the rate, namely 267 Mbytes/s for
a write burst and 222 Mbytes/s for a read burst. The multiplexing of the most significant data
double word prevents a hue doubling of the bus bandwidth. Naturally, VL units can also
request additional wait cycles, for instance, if no access to the video RAM is currently possible
due to a memory refresh of the adapter, or the electron beam does not perform a return. For this
purpose. the VL bus includes the two signals LRDY (Iwrl bus rmdy) and BRDY (burst ready).
I_ogically, the three possible VL units are subdivided into a so-called Laxal Busmaster (LBM) and
a Local Bus Target (LB’l?. An LBM can -as in an EISA or MCA busmaster - independently take
control of the VL bus and initiate a data transfer. An LBT, on the other hand, is not capable of
doing this, and only controls the VL bus during the data transfer; it cannot produce any bus
signals itself (except LRDM. The transfer of the bus control is accomplished by the VL bus
controller, which is usually integrated on the moth&&d and performs arbitration in a similar
way to that in the EISA or microchannel. The different units on the motherboard and in the slots
are assigned different priorities. If a unit with a high priority has control of the bus, a unit with
a lower priority cannot take over control. In addition to the VL bus controller, three other VL
busmasters are provided. Naturally, more VLB subsystems can be integrated onto a single
motherboard. The quantity of slots and external busmasters increases accordingly.

25.2 Bus Cycles
If the CPU (or a VL busmaster) addresses a unit to perform a bus cycle, the addressed VLB unit
has a maximum of 20 N to react and to activate its corresponding LDEV (local device) signal.
This is an indication to the VL bus controller that the requested bus cycle can be performed. In
total, eight types of aoxss are possible which, in the-case of the 80x86 CPLJs, can be differentiated by the control sjgnals M/W (memory/IO), D/c (data/command) and W/Ii (write/read):
- INTA sequence (@I)
- instruction fetching (1W)
- halt/special cycle for i486 (Wl)
- halt/shutdown for i386 (101)
- I/O read access (010)
- memory read access (110)
- I/O write access (011)
-‘. memory write access (111).

. _
The type of special cycle for an i486, and also the differentiation between a halt and a shutdow
cycle in an i386, is achieved with the byte-enable signals m in exactly the same way as in the
applicable CPU, The VL bus cycles for single transfers and liTA sequences follow exactly f
same rules and phases as for an i386 or i4B6 CPU. Details concerning this can be found In
Sections 4.2 and 9.7. Therefore, here l would only like to explain the VLB burst cycles. I should
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also mention that all I/O accesses to an ISA busmaster are switched through to the VL bus, but

sw always performed as only Bbit accesses.

3
R

Burst Cycles

5

I
.s

Every burst cycle is initiated by an adds phase, during which address pins .&%-A2 hansfer
an address and the m pins all send cxut a sienal with a low Iwel. BLAST is held at a high
level until the last data tksfer has begun. The-VL bus uses a burst cycle cwmspondi,,g to the
i4% read burst. This was also the only possible burst for VLB boards according to sp&ticstion
1.0. The addressed unit returns an active BRDY for wq data tmnskr. A m&mum of 16
bytes, that is, four double words, can be transferred in a burst. Then, one 01 mmv data phases
follow the address phase, during which the data pins Dx kansfer data and the % pins tansil fer the byte-enable sign&. An active BRDY during a read access indicates that the tqet has
trsn_sferwd the data on lines D31-W (32 bits). Thus, in its function, BRDY corresponds to
BRDY known fmm the i4t36 CPU. The VLB read transfer burst is kt performed (no wait cycles)
.; as i) 3-l-l-l burst.
_.
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In specification 2.0, VESA has also specified a burst write transfer. It is canisd wt in exactly the
same way as a burst read transfer except, naturally, in the other dkclion. In addition to the
address on A31-AZ, the initiator also sends out data on D31-W. By using the bus buffer of
*
the VL bus, write pasting can be pwfomwd so that in mmt suitable case5 a 2-1-1-I burst wars.
, Cthemx
.>the burst cycles of the VL bus are not espxially interesting; they follow the same
signal sequence as in the MB6 burst mode (you can find all important details in %&on 9.7.1).
;

+ If a VLB mitster wisha to stop burst cycks, it must set the BLAST signal to a low level immsdiately after activation of m. The target will then only pwfonn single transfers.

:

lit
11.
‘”
“1):

%-bit Transferr

only address signals A31-AZ and byteenable signals BFZ-BE0
-. end in the VLB slots. The i386SX
; CPU with a &bit data bus, on the other hand, has signals BLE (BusJcw
- Enable)
- and m (Bus
High Enable) and address
bus
bit
Al.
To
produce
byte-enabksignsis
B&BE0
in the VLB slots
.’ horn the CPU signals BLE, BHE and Al, the VL bus contmller for an i386SX system must
” Wrm the following lo;c combinations (or equivalent): .
&=AI 0~ B L E
Zi=~loR BFF
’:~ ==
ZOR B L E
BW= ZOR BiG

(Note: 7ii corresponds to the negative value of Al.)
vll
he
he
in

>ld

h addition. the i386 and also the i486 can be operated with ; width of &bib+ Note, however,
4 that * i486 dws n& perform write data duplication of the most significant data word (D31D16) in the least significant data word (D15-DO) of the second I&bit psti~cle. In addition, the
i@%CPU always reads in the mmt significant data word through data l&D31~D15 and not
*.&the i3% through D15-DO, if a 32-bit access is split into two l&bit scc&s using &% (VL
? bus) or % (i386/i486). The VL bus mntmller must handle the diffknces in b-zhavlour of the
1 hM processors accordingly.
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M-bit Transfers
In specification 2.0, an optional expansion of the VL data bus to 64 bits is also included, without

the need to enlarge the VLB slot or to increase the quantity of contacts.
The expansion is achieved by multiplexing the additional data and control signal pins required
with already existing pins (see Figure 25.4). The 64-bit transfer should, above all, aid burst cycles
(the multiplexing and the associated lengthening of a single transfer cycle would almost reabsorb
the gain from the wider bus). 1 would like to use two illustrations to explain the multiplexing
system and the sequence of M-bit transfer’s: Figure 25.2 shows a 64-bit single write transfer,
Figure 23.3 a 64-bit burst read cycle.

For a H-bit single write transfer, the address and control signals are first sent out on the bus
and the VLB controller adivata the address strobe signal m. Then, the controller sends out
the request signal LB%4 with a low level toindicate to the target that a .+-bit transfer shoutd
be performed. The addresed target intercepts the request and reacts with an ~ signal to
indicate to the VL bus controller that it has remgnized itself as the target of the cycle. Thlhe target
. %o sends b&k an active ACK64 if it can perform a f&bit transfer. That is the case here- The
‘write data is prepared at the start of the second LCLK. For this, the VLB controller sends #“?
the least significant double word D31-DO on the data bus. In addition, A31-A2, M/a; W!*
and BESBEO are invalidated and, in their place, the
most significant data double word oh*
-_
D32 and also the corresponding byte-enable signals BE7-BE4 are provided. The target takes the
64 bits and retum~ an LRDY (and an RDYRTN also) in order to coinplete the single tTanSfer
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cycle Here, the entire operation has taken two LCLK cycles and, thus, represents the quickest
go7~ ytble
:
smgle transfer of the VL bus. If the 64 bits were to be transferred in two separate 3%
L ht cycles, four LCLK cycles would be necessary. For this reason, the transfer rate for single
6 transfers in 64-bit mode increases by a factor of two. With slower chips, or a very high CF’U
clock frequency, the addressing phase and also the data phase can take longer (wait states); the
transfer bandwidth is the? clearly lower.
? A burst cycle in &bit mode is initiated in the same way as a single transfer cycle. In the 64!: bit VLB read transfer burst shown
in- Figure 25.3, the VLB controller lint sends out the address,
Control
and- corresponding BE&BE0 signals. At the start of the second LCLK cycle, in addition
i to BF3-BEO, the byte-enable signals m-BE4 for the most significant double word D6.PD32
$‘a4 also prepared. They are always at a low level, because this is after all a bunt cycle. Only in
‘-the last transfer is it possible for one m or more also to have a high level. The second LCLK
3.:
zi9’de T required for the change in direction of the transfer on the combined address/data bus
and W/R, SO that data can be read after the address has been given out. Thus,
transferred at the start of the third LCLK cycle at the earliest. The VLB controller
that it wishes to perform a burst, in_ that it pulls the -BLAST signal to a high level,
&we the target reacts with the activation of LDEV and ACK64. The target shows, by return“g the BRDY signal in place of LRDY, that it can perform the required bunt. Directly before
the sending back of the last BRDY signal. the VL bus controller decreases the‘m signal to
4
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a low level to complete the burst. The complete read burst in this particular case has taken sip
LCLK cycles. Here also, under optimum conditions (a 3-l-l-l read bunt with an addressirg
and direction changing phase each of only one LCLK clock cycle) a doubling of the tramter
bandwidth is possible, as compared that of a normal 3%bit VL data bus.
Supporting of Write-back Caches
Specification 1.0 only included the supporting of write-through caches in the VLB system. It is
then always necessary to activate the snoop signal LEADS &cdl external address strobe), if a
read or I/O cycle occurs. In this way, a snoop cycle is automatically initiated for all except the
currently active busmaster. In specification 2.0, the supporting of write-back caches is now also
included. Thus, inquiry cycles must also be performed for write accesses, but not for I/O cycles
(because otherwise it is possible for an unnecessary tits-back to be sent out, even though the
address of a unit in the non-cachable l/O address area is indicated). The WBACK signal is used
for this. An active WBACK signal with a low level indicates that the inquiry cycle sent out with
a read or write access to a cachable memory address a&a has resulted in a hit of a modified line
of a write-back cycle in an external cache (this is not necessary for non-c&able sections or areas
that do not support a write-through strategy). The external cache could be the Ll-cache of B
different busmaster (for example, the CPU, if the current busmaster is not the CPU) or the LZcache of a cache subsystem.
If the VL bus contmUer activatestie WBACK signal, the access of the active busmaster must
be intermpted so that the modified line can be written back to the main memory first. The VLB
controller then disconnects the current busmaster from the VL bus (backoff) and informs the
CPU of the role of the active busmaster. The CPU can now write back the modified line. Finally.
the VL bus controller takes away control of the VL bus from the CPU and returns it back to the
previously interrupted busmaster. The reactivated busmaster repeats the same bus cycle which
previously led to the inquiry hit in the CPU cache. Now, WBACK is no longer activated be
cause the applicable cache line has been written back. Naturally, in addition to an Ll CPU ache.
an L2sache with a writ-back strategy and a mrresp6hding design can lead to the activation of
WBACK and, therefole, initiate the operation described.

25.3 Bus Arbitration
The VL bus supports up to three Local.Busn&ters (LBM). The arbitration protocol is very
simple: control of the VL bus is handed over in accordance with~_
a set priority; the arbitration
signals LREQ<x> and LGNTu> are used for this purpose. One LREQ/LGNT pair is included
’ iti every VLB slot a>. An LBM with a high priority can snatch control of the bus from an LBM
with a lower priority, but not the other way around. If an LBM wishes to take control of the bus,
it activates its LREQ signal. If no LBM with a higher priority currently has control, then the
VLB controller reach with an LGNT and so hands over control of the bus. To make the bus
available again, the currently active LBM deadivates its LREQ signal and the bus connOl COP
firms this, in that it also increases the LGNT signal to a high level.
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If an LBM wishes to take control of the bus while another bus controller has control, it must also
activate its LREQ signal first. It is then decided whether the new requesting LBM has a higher
priority than the currently active LBM. If this is not the case, the VLB controller denies the
transfer request and keeps the LGNT signal inactive. If, an the other hand, the new wquesting
LBM has a higher priority, then the VLB controller deactivates the corresponding LGNT signal
to indicate to the currently active LBM that it must hand over control of the bus. The active LBM
finishes the current operation and deactivates its LREQ signal. The way is then clear for tmnsfening control of the VI. bus to the requesting busmaster with a higher priority and so the VLB
controller activates the corresponding LGNT signal. If the new nester has finished its activities
and has deactivated its LREQ signal. the VLB mntroUer can hand back control of the bus to the
previously interrupted LBM.

25.4 DMA
If you consider the Layout of the VLB slots &ction 25.7) and.the spffified VLB signals &ction
25.9). you can see that here also, as in the FCI, no Direct Memory Access (DMA) is provided.
The main difference to PC1 is the fact that a VLB adapter usually uses an ISA or EISA slot as
well and, therefore, also uses the (E)ISA control signals (incidentally, in the case of VLB, this
also justifies the title &cal bust). VLB adapters generally include the signals DRBQx and
DACKx. Thus, a DMA access in the style of an AT or EISA PC is still possible. However, it is
then carried out by the (E)ISA bus and not the VL bus, with all limitations regarding the data
transfer rate, etc. Naturally, a VLB unit located in the memory address area of the CPU or the
DMA controller can represent the target of a DMA transfer which is controlled by the DMA
controller on the motherboard, or a busmaster on an expansion card. This, however, has nothing
to do with the VL bus; it only concerns the addressing of a unit in the memory address area
(which can be achieved equally as well through the (EJISA bus). If a VLB unit uses only the VL
bus to perform a data transfer, then it must represent a VL busmaster which can fully control
the VL bus. This strategy normally pennits a far greater data transfer rate than the classic DMA
technique, because the VL busmaster can use the wide (32 6ib or even 64 bits) and fast (up to
50 MHz in the slots) VL bus’in burst mode. The necessary bus arbitration is performed by means
of il VL bus controller as in FCI. Thus, in the VL bus also, the concept of the direct memory
access is replaced by the more flexible, and more powerful, external busmaster principle.

25.5 Interrupts
Only a single interrupt pin is included in the VLB specitication, namely IRQ9. It is level triggered, active at a high level and is directly connected to IRQ9 of the (E)lSA bus.
bus is integrated into a micrcwhannel system, then the VLB IRQ9 is connwted to the
If the Vi
M CA IRQ9 through an inverter. Normally, the VLB adapter 31~0 uses the existing ISA, EISA or
&A slot, so that sufficient interrupt linff are available. It is, of course, theoretically possible
fOr a manufacturer to deliver a pure VLB adapter without contacts for the (E)ISA bus or
~croch.wmel. For such stnnddlone VLB adapters, you do not need to concern yourself about

’

.

‘,
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whether they are used in an (E)ISA.or a microchannel system - after all, the VLB part is alwa! s
the same. The only problem is that along with the standard slot, the interrupt pins also dlsappear. For this reason, the VLB specification includes the Intermpt IRQ9, to give stand-alone
adapters at least one possible hardware interrupt.

25.6 l/O Address Space
As a local

bus for iX%/i4% and I’entium CF’Us, in accordance with its specification, the VL bus
supports a 64k I/O address area with 8, I& or 3%bit ports. In general, because the VI. bus
represents the expansion of an ISA/EISA or MCA system, the affected pats also have the
corresponding registers. You wilI find all valid I/O addresses and the corresponding layout in
Chapters 21 (ISA), 22 (EISA) and 23 (MCA). The VLB specification dog not provide n set
configuration register at a clearly predefined I/O address. Often, however, such registers are
available depending on the manufacturer, so that in the setup, for example, you can input the
quantity of VLB wait states or the VLB clock frequency. Also note that unlike PCI, no special
VLB BIOS is provided, thus, the VL bus is designee? as a local system for an IBMampatible
personal computer with an 80x86 processor.

25.7 VLB Slots
As

already explained, the VL slots have a II&pole standard microchannel mounting. Each lies
behind a standard expansion bus slot so that a VL bus adapter can also use the signals and
contacts of the standard slots (and this usua”y enables them to have access to the hardware
interrupts). In the new specification 2.0, with its expansion of the VL bus to 64 bits, the 37 new
signals necessary are multiplexed with the address signals through the existing contacts. YOU
can see the geomehy and layout of the VLB slots in Figure 25.4.
The quantity of VLB slots is only restricted by their load capacity. For this reason, it is not
absolutely necessary for a VLB system actually to-include slots. The VLB units can als0 k
integrated onto the,motherbaard. However, this solution would, certainly in most cases, Nn
contrary to the target of greater flexibility. Usually, a VLB subsystem with a maximum of
40 MHz would include two or three VLB slots, a VLB subsystem operating with the full 50 MHz
would contain one or two slots.

25.8 VLB Adapters
The VL bus is mainly sold as an expansion of ISA motherboards. In this way, the flexibility Of

I ‘& ISA bus isretained. The I&bit data bus is completely sufficient for most applications (such
Bs serial and parallel interface, floppy drives, etc.). Only the few units with a very high transfer
rate (like graphic adapters, hard disks) are sewed by the faster VL bus. For this reason, you get
very gwd value for money in the form of a flexible (ISA) but nevertheless fast (VL bus) s?StemThe VESA lwal bus is also a very good compromise between technical and financial reStTaintS
1
and a higher transfer speed.
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-‘so. that
a VLB adapter can use both the ISA (or EISA/MCA also) and the VLB part of a slot, two
.
$’ atmct contact strips are normally included. The somewhat ulargen> strip with considerably
‘p thicker contacts represents the ISA oart. the tiiieree‘mntacts raresent the VLB section. If vou
?. have an adapter rbr a VtB/MCA slot in front”of you, the twb contact strips appear &ilar
2’ (because the VLB slot still represents a siandard MCA slot with resped to the contact geometry).
& DffeFntly coded b;dges, however, prevent the incorrect installation of such an adapter.
C~“tray to PCI, VLB does not require a different type of board. Despite this, for example, it is,
possible to use energy saving adapters which operate internally with 3.3 V. It is only necessary
:for all the signal levels and signal flows to satisfy the VLB specification. A JTAG boundary scan
1
i kt is also not provided, and so no pins are implemented for it,
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25.9 VLB Signals
Here, I would like to explain the VLB contacts and the meaning of their corrqxmding signals.
As VLB, like PCI, supports busmasters on the VLB adapters, all pins are bidirectional. To show
the data and signal flows more clearly, I have assumed that the CPU (or another unit on the
motherboard) represents the current busmaster for the given transfer direction. The pins are
listed alphabetically in 3%bit and 64-bit groups. Note that, contrary to PC], no physically separate 64-bit section is provided. In its place,- the necessary
signals are multiplexed with the address
signals A31-AZ, M/n, W/fi, ID4 and BE3-BEO. In addition, a VLB adapter can also use the
ISA or EISA signals of the corresponding ISA or EISA adapter.

25.9.1 Standard 32-bit Section
A32-A2 (0)
Pins AZl-A23, A%A26, A28-A34, A3&A37, B21,823r.B2g, B30-B31, B33-B37, B3%B40
These 30 address pins form the VLB address bus. Each VLB operation (single or bunt transfer)
starts with an addressing phase during which the pins A3-A2 transfer an address. The VLB
dws not support parity formation for the address bus.
ADS (0)
Pin A45
By an active address strobe signal with a low level, the VL bus control indicates the start of a
bus cycle. A31-A2 then lead with a valid address.
BF3-BE0 (0)
Pins A39, A41-A42, A44
The byte-enable signals are transferred on these four pi=. An active BEx signal with a low level
indicates that the corrqmnding eight data lines will deliver a valid byte.
BLAST (0)
Pin 852
An active burst last signal with a low level indicates that the current burst cycle will be completed with the next BRDY signal, that is, the cur&t transfer is the last transfer of a VLB burst.
BRDY
nn 851

(I)

1

The burst ready signal ends the current burst transfer. To complete the whole burst cycle
consisting of an addressing phase and four subsequent data phases, BLAST must also be active.
The LRDY signal is provided for single transfer cycles, thus VLB carries opt an i486-compatible
burst
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D31-DO (110)
pins AI-AZ, A&A9, All, AK?-A16, AM-A20, Bl-B5, B7-88, BID-B13, BlL?-B19
These 32 address pins fom the VL.B data bus. The byte-enable signals set which of the four data
by& in a data transfer actually tnnsfer valid values. VLB does not support parity formation for

the data bus.
XM-ID0 (0)
Pins AWA.56, B53-BS4
These five pins send identification signals to the VLB targets to establish the type and speed of
the CPU, and also the burst capabilities and the possible bus width (16 to fflbits). They are
typically sensed invnediately after a reset; the BIOS or the VL bus ccn,tmller of the VLB sub
system are ContigUrea accordingly. The signals on ID4-ID0 have the following meanings:

Burst capability
Re&ved
Resewed
Burst possible
Read burst
No burst
NO burst
Reserved
Readlwrite burst

16; 32 bits
16. 32 biU
16. 32 bits
Reserve.2
16, 32. 64 bits

lRQ9 (I)
PiIlB50
This pin operates as a level-higgered interrupt pin with an active high level. It is directly
cawxted to IRQ9 of the ISA bus. IRQ9 is also prnviaed to enable adapters to issue hardware
interrupts, which the corresponding ISA or EISA slot and its signals do not use. Usually, VLB
atlap@ issue intem_pts through the ISA or ElSA contact strips.

. _

LEADS (0)

Pin A58
If a unit performs a cache invalidation cycle on the CPU, it activates the local external address
I strobe signal. Every VL busmaster (that is, not the CPU) Sets LEADS to a low (active) level, if
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it performs a memory access. In this way, a” invalidation cycle is automatically initiated. As a
result, the CPU can react with an active WBACK signal if the inquby has led to a hit of a
modified line in the write-back cache. The CPU the” immediately issues a write-back cycle and
the VL busmaster must wait for the completion of the wit&ack operation.
LBS16 fI,
Pi”858
If the addressed VLB target operate with a width of only 16 bits, it must activate the local bus
size 16 signal. The VL bus controller the” perfornw the corresponding number of 16bit accesses
in place of the fewer 32-bit accesses.
LCLK (0)
Pl”B56
This pin indicates the local clock speed for all VLB transfers. According to the specification, it
isama*mumofffiMHzinthecaseofanon-boardunitand50MHzinthecaseofaslot.If
the CPU is supplied with a &clock cycle (like a” f??%DX/SX, for example), then PCLK must
be divided by two in order to pmduce LCLK. LCLK always represents a lx-clock signal.
LDEVoo (I)
Pin A49
If a VLB target reog”izes that it represents the target of the current address (and M/m), it
aclivates the local device signal to inform the VL bus mntmller that it is the target. Only if a
target actually activates LDEV does the VI, bus contmller send the associated cycle on the VL
expansion bus.
LRDY (I)
Pin A48
The local ready signal indicates that the target of a cycle has completed the request. iRDy is
only used for single transfer cycles, the separate signal BRDY is provided for burst cycles. Thus.
VLB performs i4S6-rompatible bursts.
LREQce-, LGNTa> (I, 0)
Pins A50, A52
r’

If a VL busmaster in slot x requests control of the VL bus, it activates the local request signal.
If the VL bus controller can hand over mnti of the VL bus to the questing busmaster after
a” arbitration phase, it reacts by sending out the corresponding active local bus grant signal
; with a low level.
.
1
. km, D/c, W/ii (0, 0, 01
Pins 844, B45,B43
The signals Memory/IO, Data/Command and Write/Read indicate the type of bus cycle. With this,
the possible combinations of M/m, D/T and W/E have the following associated meanings:

25
-
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For an iM-compatible VL bus cycle, the byte-enable signals BE?-BE0 also indicate the type of
special cycle as in the i486. This is similar to the halt/shutdown condition of an f386mmpatible
bus cycle.
RDYRTN (0)
Pin 848

it
If
1st

The VLB mntroller transfers the ready return signal at this pin to all VL busmasters and VL
targets. RDYRTN indicates that a VLB cycle has been completed. For VLB frquendes over
33 MHZ. RDYRTN can precede the LRD\i signal by one LCLK cycle (in this context, note the
local bus setup in the BIOS).
RESET (01
Pi842

..

i An active reset signal with a low level resets all connected VLB units.

it
a
z

.P WBACK (01
PinA
; The write-back signal is produced by the VLB controller and instructs a VL busmaster to inter: rupt the current bus cycle. In this way, snooping cycles are supported which lead to a hit in one
f of the caches in a multi-cache system initiating a write-back cycle.

: 25.9.2 64-bit Expansion
’ Contrary to the PC1 local bus, no separate 64-bit expansion is provided in the VESA local bus.
“Tlw expansion of the data bus to 64 bits included in specification 2.0 is achieved by multiplexing
: the most significant data double word D6.%D32 on the existing address pins A31-A2 and also
’ M/i6 and W/W.
y--._.
;’ ACK64 (1)
; Pin A54
i, An active acknowledge &l-bit transfer signal with a low level indicates that the addressed VLB
j”p” can perform the requested M-bit transfer.
‘.
.
Ia:ea (0)
’ Pins A39, A41-A42, A44
Thffebyte-enable signals are, like BF.&BEO,
- transferred on these four pins. In a similar way to
BE.%BEO, the byte-enable signals BE7-BE4 indicate which bytes of the ma significant DW
%ction of the &I-bit data bus transfer authentic values.
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D63-D32 (l/O)
Pins A21423, AZ5426, A28434, A36437, B21,823_828,03HI31, 833-837, 63%B40,843,
844
These 32 data pins form the expansion of the data bus to 64 bits. iBs64 and ACK64 must both
be active before a 64-bit transfer can be performed.
LB%4 (0)
Pin 841
The VL bus controller or the acttve VL busmaster activates the local bus size 64 signal, in order
to indicate to the target that it wishes to perform a M-bit transfer.

. ..

Part 4
Support Chips - Nothing Runs Without Us

1

ripheral and support chips belong together, and are components that support the p”essor
I certain tasks. These chips are far less flexible than the processor, but carry out the allocated
E at higher speed and independent of the CPU. Support chips are usually developed in close
stion to a certain prwessnr, or at least to a pr-r family. Together, the processor and
pport chips are @ten called a chip set. The following sections discuss the most important sup
‘rt chips used in l%%.However, because of the enormous advance in micm&ctront~, several
the separately described co~ponenb are today usually integrated into a single chip. There
e, don’t be surprised if you caht. for example, tind a chip lab&d t3259A. It will be integrated
a functional unit into one of the KS on the motherboard. These support components inte
rted into a single chip, though, are accessed and programmed in the same way as described
low in connection with the original Intel chips.

,6 Hardware Interrupts and the 8259A
Programmable Interrupt Controller
rveral components are present in PCs that only require a service by the processor from time to
ne. This includes the serial interface, where characters from a modem arrive asynchronously
ence the chip is also called a UART). Moreover, the time period between two successive
~~acters or character blocks may be quite long. For this reason, the processor is often occupied
I executing a program while the incoming characters are tirst collected in the background so
to be available for prwessing later.

6.1

Interrupt-driven Data Exchange and Polling

the PC expecb characters to arrive at the serial interface, there are two principal

possibilitie

r collecting them:
the serial interface is regularly examined to see &her a complete character has arrived;
the serial interface itself indicate that it has received a complete character.
the & case the strategy is called polling. The disadvantage of this method is obvious: the
Wessdr is heavily occupied with the palling process so that execution of the foreground
Cgram proceeds slowly. Additionally, the extensive polling routine must be integrated into
e program, which leads to more cwde and a worse performance. If the characters are arriving
‘y quickly, the time period between two pollings may be longer than the inte@ between two
Ucming characters; data is thus Imt.

1
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is usually realized by a hardware interrupt. The strategy is then called
intemrptdrivcn data exchange or interrupt-driven ccmununicatian. In this case, the serial interface
activates an IRQ signal to inform the p’ocesso r that a complete character has been received and
is ready for transfer to the CPU. In the PC this signal is transmitted to the 8259A programmable
interrupt controller (PIG), a support chip that issues an interrupt request to the processor. As
the CPU in this case knows that a character is available, the interrupt handler only needs to read
the character from the serial interface. The periodic examination as to whether a character is
available is no longer required, thus the program overhead for servicing the serial port is less,
and the performance increases. With interrupt-driven data exchange significantly higher transfer
rate can therefore be achieved without lowering the execution speed of the forrground pmgram.

The other possibility

.

Potential candidates ‘for interrupt-driven commun@ion, &ides the serial interface, are all
those components that exchange data with the main memory:
-

the
the
the
the

parallel interface;
floppy/hard disk controller;
network adapter;
keyboard.

..

Also the hard disk, for example, may need quite a long time (in computer terms, of course) to
position the read/write head and to read certain data. While this is carried out the computer
doesn’t have to wait, but can carry out other tasks. Once the drive has read the data from disk, the
mntroUeracti”atestheintermptsignaltocausetheprocessortoservicetheharddiskagain.Byusing
intermpts instead of polling. the performanrr and reliability of a computer system are increased.
As the processor usually only has a single intemxpt input but in the PC several units for
intermptdriven data exchange are present, the 8259A PK is implemented to “amage them. The
8259A PIG is connected between the interrupt-requesting components and the pmcessor, that is.
the interrupt requests we first transferred to the PlC, which in turn drives the interrupt line to
the pmcessor. Figure 26.1 shows the pin assignment of this chip.
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26.2 8259A Connections and Signals
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The

8259A comes in two package types, that is, as a dual in-line package and as a plastic leaded
chip carrier. In the following, the pins and signals applied or provided are outlined.
A0 (1)
Pin 7.7

A0 is used together with CS, WR and m to distinguish among various commands from the
CPU and provide status information to the CPU.
CASO-CAS2 (0)
Pins 12, 13, 15
With these cascade line connections, and the accompanying signals, several PIG can be cas
” caded. Usually, a hierarchical stmcture of one master PIC and up to eight slave PIG is the
result. The master PIC selects one of these 2’=8 sL&‘PICs via lines CA%-CASZ. Thus,
CASL-CASZ form something like a local PIC address bus.

If this chip select pin is at a low level, the CPU can read data from or write data to the internal
for
he
is,
to

’ 8259A registers by means of the data bus W-W and the signals RD and m Thus the e
signal enables the PIC for read and write pmcesses. For managing and servicing interrupts, the
k, CS signal has no meaning.

: D7-DO WO)
# Pt”s4-11
These eight pins form the bidirectional data bus (to/from the CPU), thmugh which the CPU can
+ write to or read data fmq internal registers. The number of the interrupt vector to be called is
also transferred via W-DO.
INT (0)
; pinI7
i If a valid interrupt request is issued by a peripheral via lines IR&IR7, the INT signal rises to
2 a high level. INT is directly connected to the INTR input of the processor.

4 lhis interrupt acknowledge pi” is connected to the processors INTA pin, through which the
q CPU outputs INTA pulses to carry out an interrupt acknowledge sequence for transferring the
g interrupt vector concerned.
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IRO-IR7 (I)
Pins U-25
These intermpt request pins are mnn~ted to those peripherals which quest a” interrupt. One
pi” may be connected to only one peripheral at most. To issue a hardware interrupt the peripheral concerned raises its IRQ output, and thus the connected IRx pin, to a high level. The input
RX0 has the highest and IR7 the lowest priority. A single 8259A PIC can service a maximum of
eight different peripherals. By cascading, as is the case in the AT, however, up to 64 devices can
be managed, and up to 64 interrupt levels can be realized.
m (I)
Pi”3
If this read pin is supplied with a low-level signal, the 8259A outputs data onto the data bus,
that is, the CPU can read data from the intern.4 PIC registers.
SP/EN (I/O)
Pi” I6

..

Depending on the 8259A operation mode (buffered or unbuffered), the meaning of the signal
at this slave program/enable buffer pi” differs. In buff& mode the connection outputs a
signal E to control the external buffer. In unbuffered mode the pin recives a signal F, which
indicates whether the 8259A is to be operated as a master PIG (?@ = 1) or a slave PIG (%’ = 0).
WR (I)
Pin 2
Write) If this pin is supplied with a low-level signal, the 8259A accepts data from the data bus.
that is, the CPU can write data into the internal PIC registers.
VCC
Pin 28

This pi” is always supplied with the supply voltage (usually +5V).
GND
Pi” I4
This pin is supplied with the ground potential (usually 0 W.

26.3 Internal Structure and Interrupt Acknowledge Sequence
‘F&&e 26.2 shows the internal structure of the S259A programmable interrupt controller.
To detect and manage the interrupt requests of peripherals, three registers are available in the
8259A: interrupt request register (IRR); in-service register (ISR); and interrupt mask register
(IMR). The eight interrupt lines IRO-IR7 are connected to the IRR. Each of the three registers 15
eight bits wide, where every bit corresponds to one of the lines IRO-IR7 (see Figure 26.3).
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To issue an interrupt request the peripheral concerned raisff the signal at one of the corresponding pins lRCkIR7 to a high level. The 8259A then sets the accompanying bit in the interrupt
request register. In the IRR all devices for which an interrupt request is currently pending are
memorized. As it is possible for several peripherals to issue a hardware interrupt sbmdtaneously, and therefore several bits may also be set in the IRR simultaneously, the priority encoder
passes only the highest priority bit.
i At the same time, the PICkactivates its output INT to bkvm the pmcessor about the interrupt
5 request. This starts an interrupt admauledge sequence. If the IE Rag in the pLvcessof s flag register
ls set, then the CPU responds with the output of a first INTA pulse to the INTA input of the
: 8259A. The priority encoder now transfers the highest priority bit to the in-service register WRl,
: and dean the corresponding bit in the IRR The set bit in the ISR indicate which interrupt
request is currently serviced (is in-service now). The processor outputs a second INTA pulse to
instruct the 8259A to put the g-bit number of the interrupt handler onto the data bus D7-W.
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This &bit number consists of the three least significant bits of the number of the set bit in the
ISR (see Figure 26.4).

The five most significant bits can be programmed appropriately as an offset upon initializing the
PIC (see below). The CPU reads the E-bit number an’d calls the corresponding interrupt handler.
If the 82.59A is operating with automatic interrupt completion (in the scwcalled AEOI mode), the
acknowledge sequence is completed and the ISR bit is reset. If, on the other hand, the 8259A is
not operating in AEOI mode, it is the responsibility of the interrupt handler to issue an EOI (end
of intenupt) command to the PK. The set ISR bit is @us cleared manually. The various operation
modes can be programmed via software.
In both cases, the 8259A is now ready to process the next hardware interrupt request (if another
bit is set in the lRR). For this purpose, the priority encoder transfers the bit with the next lowest
priority from the IRR into the ISR, and the described interrupt acknowledge sequence is repeated.
If a request of a higher priority occurs during the course of the INTA cycle or the servicing of
an intermpt request, the 8259A completes the current INTA cycle and then services the new
interrupt of higher priority.
The following actions are catied out for an interrupt request by a peripheral:
One of the interrupt request lines IRCHR7 is raised to a high level and thus the corresponding bit in the IRR is set.
The 8259A detects this signal and responds with cm INT signal to the processor.
The CPU re-xives the INT signal and outputs a first INTA pulse if the IE tlag is set.
With the receipt of the first INTA signal from The CPU the highest priority bit in the IRR
register is dear&l, and the corresponding bit in the ISR register is set.
The processor outputs a second INTA pulse and thus causes the 8259A to put an g-bit pointer
onto the data bus. The CPU reads this pointer as the number of the interrupt handler to call.
In the AEOI mode the ISR bit is automatically reset at the end of the second m pulse.
Otherwise, the CPU must issue an EOI command to the 8259A when executing the intempt
handler to &ar the ISR bit manually.
_
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To be able to mask a certain interrupt request the interrupt mask register (IMR) is implemented,
A set bit in this register mash alI the intermpt quests of the corresponding peripheral, that
is, all requests on the line allocated the set bit are ignored; all others are not affected by the
masking.
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Thus, the PIC 8259A not only activates the processor’s IRQ input and manages the hardware
requests according to their priority, but also, during the course of the interrupt acknowledge
sequence, passes the number of the interrupt handler to be called.

26.4 Cascading
One

characteristic of the 8259A is its cascading capability. For this at least, two PlCs are required,
which form two levels: the first is fomwd by a master PK. the second by 1-8 slave PICs. With
this configuration interrupt quests of more than eight peripherals can be managed. Figure 26.5
shows the wiring of two 8259As as master and slave PIC, as ts the case in an AT or K/2.

her
et
Ed.

; of
ew

8259AMaster

: To realize cascading the INT output of the slave PIC is connected to one of the IR inputs of the
; mdster PIC. In the AT or P5/2. the interrupt rquat signal of the slave is applied to input 2’ of
i ;the master PIC. The PC literature established the name IRQSIRQ7 (master) and IRQSIRQIS
@-(Slave) for the various interrupt channels and PIC connections (Figure 26?5). Thus the slave’s
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INNT output is redirected to IRQ2 of the master. Only the INT output of the master is connected
to the INTR input of the processor via the control b”s. The pins a, AO, INTA and D&D7 are
connected to the address, control and data bus, as is the case for a single-PIC mnfiguration.
Additionally, the connections CA%-CASZ of the master and slave are wired. The master PIC
uses CASO-CASZ as outputs, the slave PIC, however, as inputs. This means that the master PIC
supplies control signals and the slave receives them.
With a high-level signal (Vcc) at the SI’/FN pin, the 8259A is operated as a master and with a
low-level signal as a slave. For a master, SP/EN is therefore usually fixed to the supply voltage,
and for a slave this pin is grounded. This is in genera1 already carried ““t during manufatiting
by soldering the pin to a corresponding supply line.
The processing of an interrupt request of a peripheral is dependent upon whether the request
is running thmugh the slave PIC or is directly managed by the master. If one of the devices
connected to IRQO, IRQl, “I IRQ3-lRQ7 requests an intermpt, the same steps as described
above are carried ““t.
However, if the request is running over one of the lb& IRQ84RQl5 (that is, via the slave PIG),
additional steps are required:
One of the intermpt request lina IRQ@-IRQl5 is raised to a high level, and thus the correspcmding bit in the IRR of the slave PIC is set.
The 8259A slave detects this, and responds with an INT signal to the master PIC.
The master PIC re&ves the INT signal via connection 2 (IRQZ); thus bit 2 is set in the
master’s IRR.
The 8259A master detects this, and responds with an INT signal to the processor.
The CFTJ receives the INT signal and outputs the fint INTA pulse if the IE flag is set. At the
same time the master PIC activates the signals CASUCASZ to address the slave PIC which
manages the intermpt.
Upon receipt of the first INTA signal from the CPU, the highest priority bit in the IRR of the
master and slave PIC is cleared, and the corresponding bits in the ISRs are set.
The pro~wx ““tp”ts a second INTA pulse, and E~“S~S the slave 8259A to put an &?-bit
pointer onto the data bus. The CPU reads this pointer as the n”mber of the intermpt handler
to call.
In AEOI mode the ISR bits in the master and slave are automatically reset at the end of the
sewnd INTA pulse; otherwise, the CPU must output t,vo EOI mmmands during the co”Ise
‘T of executing the handler (one to the master PIC and the other to the slave PIG) to clear the
’ ’ ISR bits manually.
If the 8259A is not operating in AEOI mode, then the interrupt handler needs to know yhether
the intermpt request is managed by the master alone or by the master-slave pair, &cause in the
latter case two EOI commands are required. Thus, servicing a hardwcre intempt depends to
a great extent on the architwture forming the base of the computer. For this reason, the BIOS

I
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usually has all the necessary instructions for the appropriate handling of such requests. A
programmer should therefore complete his/her own handler for hardware interrupts by chaining to the original routine instead of to their own EOI sequence.
Redirecting the INT signal from the slave’s NT output to the lRQ2 input of the master leads
to a shift in the priorities of the corresponding intermpt requests. As input 2 of the master has
a higher priority than inputs 3-7, all interrupt requests running through the slave push their
way to the front. Thus the priority in descending order is as shown in Table 26.1.
Priority

P”xT

AT/PSI2

highest

timer 0
keyboard
resewed

timer 0
kqixard
slave PIG
rewved”
reselved
reserved
&served
coprocessor
80287/1387
hard disk controller
resewed
Cc&v
COMl
LPTZ

e

COMZ
COMl
hard disk
he

he
ch

I:

*I An

‘1

IRO9

leads to the <alI Of the mterrupt handler fW IRO2 kdimtim d IRCB to IRO2).

Tdde 26.1: mp Priorilies ,i” descending order,

I

2

bit
ler
he
se
he

7 With one master and one slave 8259A PIC a maximum d 15 peripherals or interrupt channels
$ can be handled. The lRQz channel is reserved for redbecting the INT signal from the slave. This
g Z-level cascading model can be expanded to 64 channels at most. In this case, the INT outputs
‘f of the eight slave PIG are connected to the eight inputs of the master PIC, all interrupt requests
i running through the slaves. For the PC, including the PS/2 and ElSA models, the 15 interrupt
channels that can be realized with one master and one slave are sufficient. Usually, you there! fore find two chips at most. Because of the technical advances in integration, these two PlCs are
c:’ often integrated into a single system controller, togeiher with other control chips such as DMA,
timer and real-time clock. Structure and functionality, though, remain the same.

e
1

,er
he

Initialization

Programming

2 For a defined operation the 8259A needs to be initialized first. This is carried out by the four
i initiafivltion command words (ICW) ICW-ICW4. Using the three operation mmand words (OCW)
#, CXBVlaW3 the 8259A PIC is instructed to operate in various modes to handle the interrupt
;

_
,
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requests. In the following description, however, the programming is only discussed for use in
a PC. Other operation modes for use with the M-80,85 and other systems are not described.
For accessing the 8259A registers two ports are available for the master and slave. The PIG in
the PC/XT, as well as the master in the AT and PS/Z, is acessed via ports 02Oh and 021h. and
the slave PIC in the AT and pS/2 via ports OaOh and Oalh. Table 26.2 lists the addresses as well
as the read and write data for these registers.
110 address
IRQO-tRQ7”

t/O address
lRQ8-tRQ1S’

Read data

OZOh

oaoil

021h

Oalh

IRR
ISR
interrupt vector
IMR
..

The initialization of an 8259A PIC is started by outputting the initialization command word
ICWl via pat 02Oh (master) or OaOh (slave). Thus the PIC recognizes that an initialization has
begun, and resets the internal registers to default values. Figure 26.6 shows a flowchart for
initializing the 8259A.
After starting initialization by writing ICWI, the CPU supplies the initialization command word
1CW2 via port 021h (master) or Oalh (slave). If cascaded PICs are employed in the system, the
processor also writes ICW3. If only one PIC is implemented, as in the PC/XT, this is not
necessary. An entry in ICWI indicates whether the-PIC requires the information supplied by
ICW4. If this is the case, the CPU also supplies the ICW4 word. Thus, the PIG initialization is
completed with at least two and a maximum of four initialization command words.
In the following, the formats of the four ICWs are described (Figure 26.7).
Bib D7-D5 and D2 in ICWl are equal to 0 and bit D4 is equal to 1. By means of the LTIM bit, the
PIC is instructed to operate with either edge or&w1 triggering. With an edge-triggered operation
an interrupt request is indicated by a transition of the signal at the corresponding IR input from
!ow to high. If level triggering is enabled then the interrupt request is indicated solely by a high
&I. In the PC/XT and AT, the PICs operate with edge triggering only. In pS/Z and EISA
&nputers, level triggering can also be employed. The SNGL bit determines whether only a
single PIC (as in the PC/XT) or at least two cascaded PICs (as in the AT and PS/2l are used.
If cascaded PICs are present in addition to lCW1 and ICWZ, ICW3 must be also specified. Thus
with SNGL the PIG recognizes whether ICW3 is passed after transfer of KWl and ICW2. If fC4
is set, then the PIC knows that later additional information is pass&with word ICW4.
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! Bits Off7-ofJ3 in ICW2 define the offset of the intermptrector, which is passed to the CPU

5 during the course of an intermpt acknowledge sequence. The ranaining three bits of the interi rUpt vector number are s&c&d implicitly by the number of the serviced request.
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$ The meaning of the bits in the initialization word ICW3 differs from master to slave. For the
: master a deared bit S7-SO indicates that the corresponding IR line is connected to a peripheral
< %t is able to issue a” intenupt request directly, or that line is free. A set bit, on the other hand,
>,shows that the corresponding input is connected to _the INT output of a slave PK. For a slave
: FlC the three least significant bits IDZ-IDO define the number of the master’s IR input to which
.I the slave concerned is connected. During the course of an INTA sequence the slave PICs corn7 pare their identification number (defined by means of ID2-IW) with the “umber that the master
; PICwutputs via lines CAS2-CAS0. Only the slave PIG whose identification “umber matchv’ CAS2-CAsO responds with the output of the number of the interrupt vector to be called.
(:
$The 8259A PIG expwts the transfer of ICW4 only if this is explicitly defined in ICWI. Usually,
$$ the PKs in the PC operate in the nmmal nated mode. This means that the &termpt rquesb
9. “Unaged by the PIG are structured hierarchically in the above mentioned way, that is, the
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request via IR line 0 has the highest priority, that via IR line 7 the lowest. Thus the intempts
me serviced according to their priority, and nqt according to their occumence. For very large
systems with many interrupt channels this mode can be modified by setting the SFNM. This
prevents a slave PIC from blocking interrupt requests of a higher priority in the slave PIC while
b&g serviced by the master. But the PC doesn’t use this capability; it is only important for large
‘cdmputer system. If the BUF bit is set then the PIG is operating in buffered mode. The%/3
pin is not used as input to distinguish master and slave, but as an output for activating external
buffers. This is necessary for large computer systems with a power-consuming system bu% the
PC doesn’t use this option. In buffered mode the SP/EN pin is no longer available for disenwishing master and slave. In this case, the operation mode as a master.or slave is not defind
by fixing the SP/EN potential on Vcc (master) or GND (slavel, but by programming the M/s
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bit. A set M/S bit indicates that the PIC concerned is operating as a master. If the 8259A is
operated in unbuffered mode then M/S has no meaning.
By means of AEOI you can determine whether the PIG completes the intermpt acknowledge
sequence with an automatic end-of-interrupt (EOI) or expects the transfer of an EOI command
by the processor. With a set AEOI bit completion is carried cut automatically after the second
INTA signal from the CPU. Thus the ISR bit is cleared automatically. Finally, the pPM (microprocessor mode) bit defines whether the PIG is installed in a system with an SC%/88 processor
@PM = 1) or in an MCS-60/65 system. In 8086/88 systems the PIC passes the E-bit number of
the interrupt handler to call. For this two INTA pulses from the CPU are required. In an MCSSO/85 system, however, the 8259A supplies the X-bit address of the intermpt vector directly,
and needs three INTA pulses for this.
Fxample

r.Jffi*liliw Ye-r and earn PIG in tha AT.

.
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ESMM. SMM: OO=Na Operation (NW)
IO=ckar specific Mask
RR, RIS:
OO=No Operation (NW,
to=&& IRR
p:
Polling: O=Na Potting
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O,=No Opmtion (NOP)
,4=&t specific Mask
Ol=No Operation (NW)
n=f?ezd ISR
I-Polling Mode

?te&ree high-o& bits R. SL and EOI control the rotating and EOI modes. If, unlike the PC
5 With its hierarchical structure, peripherals with the same priority am installed, then the PIC
i Conies out servicing in the order of the occurring interrupt requests. This -rotating>> sewicbig.
5 together with the EOI made, can be programmed via R, SL and EOI. For rotating service it may
& be that the PIC aforgetsx which IR level has currently been serviced. To r&t the set ISR bit the
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CPU has to issue a spectfic EOI command. In this case, the three least significant bits l&LO
indicate the ISR bit to be reset.

In the PC the PIG generally operates in nested mode, that is, a hierarchical sewidng of the
interrupt requests is carried out. Resetting the ISR bit is executed by means of an unspecific EOI
command.

If a certain interrupt request is in-service (that is, the’mrresponding bit in the ISR is set), all
intermpts of a lower priority are disabled because the in-service request is serviced first. Only
an interrupt request of a higher priority pushes its way to the fmnt immediately after the NTA
sequence of the serviced interrupt. In this case the current liVTA sequence is completed and the
new interrupt request is already serviced before the old request has been completed by an EOl.
Thus interrupt requests of a lower priority are serviced once the pnxffsor has informed the PIC
by an EOl that the request has been serviced. Under certain circumstances, it is favourable also
to enable requests of a lower priority. This applies, for example, to a dynamic change of the
priority structure during the course of executing an interrupt routine. For this pu’pose, the
ESMM and SMM bits in 0CW3 are implemented. They enable (ESMM = 1, S?vfM = 1) and disable (ESMM = I, SMM = 0) the so-called special mask mode. If a bit in the OCWl is set in this
mode (thus the corresponding interrupt input is masked), all further requests of this level are
disabled and all other quests of a higher and lower priority are enabled. In the special mask
mode the interrupt requests can be masked or enabled individually.
The RR (read rques;) and RIS (read in-service) bits read the PlC status, and determine the
requested (IRR) and currently serviced (ISR) interrupts. If you want to read to IRR status then
you have first to output an CCW3 with a set RR bit via the port 02Oh (master) or OaOh (sla~e,J.
Afterwards, you can read the IRR byte through the same port. Determining the ISR status 1s
carried out in the same way.

I
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If the CPU passes the PIC a” OCW3 with a set bit p, the” the PIC operates in polling mode. The
8259A interprets the next read instruction of the processor as a” acknowledge signal, and sets
the corresponding bit in the ISR if a valid interrupt request of a peripheral is pending. Additionally, the PIC determines the priority level of the request, and at the same time outputs a byte
with the foUowing format onto the data bus, which is read by the CPU:

F

If a valid interrupt request is pending the” I is equal to I, &e&e equal to 0. The three least
significant bits p2-PO indicate the level of the request of highest priority. If the PIC is investigated by polling and not by means of an automatic INTA sequence. then the INT output of the
PIC must not be connected to the pmcessor. Instead, the CPU pouS the PI%) periodically, as
already mentioned. Therefore, eve” more than 61 interrupt levels can be realized (but with the
described disadvantages, of course). As the lNT output of the PIC is no longer connected to
the processor, the 82S9A can also be combined with other@ocessors such as the SO%/gS and
MCS-80/85 systems.

,e
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26.6 Masking the NMI
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The NMI also belongs to the interrupts issued by hardware. Unlike the intermpt requests IRCX
c. an NMI is not fed over the 82S9A PIC but is directly supplied by the p_s~r via the NM1 ph.
k A high-level signal at this connection gives rise to a” interrupt 2 immediately after the current
4 mstnxtio” has bea completed. The NM1 can neither be masked by the CLl insbwtion “or via
~ the lMR in the 8253A PlC. It is always enabled and has the highest priority among all hardware
; interrupts.

he
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! The NMI is issued in the PC by the parity checking module of the memory ~~“troller. If the
? module detects a parity error upon reading a byte from m>i” memory, it raises the NM1 signal
I to a high level. On the sqe” appears a message reporting the parity error. Some new ATs have
‘. a second timer chip, the so-called failsafe timer, which periodically issues an NMI to avoid a
) ahangn of the computer if the IRQs are masked.
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I But during the boot prwedure a serious problem now arises. The boot routine fimt has to
vector table. For the IRQs this
I, initialize all the chips and memory, and to set up
: gives rise to no problems; a simple CL1 instruction_di
interrupt requests. If the parity
chwk nvxlule or the failsafe timer is in an undefined s te, and if one of them issuff a” NMI,
<: the” the processor calls the as yet uninitialized
2, as the NMI is not masked
by th&CLl instructipn. But the interrupt vector table holds only a non-initialized value (that is,
” a &Ii pointer), which points to a” unknown location. You can surely imagine that the PC will
already have crashed in the boot process.
i,
i’ To disable the NMI for initialization, each PC has an a NM1 mask register. Figure 26.9 shovjs
:* the signal path between parity module, failsafe timer and processor via the NM1 mask register.
.v
G: In the PC/XT it is controlled by bit 7 of port aOh. Starting with the AT, bit ?of port 70h cani=
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out this job. If the bit is set, the NM is masked. If the bit is cleared, the hardware can issue an
NMI. Note that in the AT the address register for the CMOS RAM and the real-time clock XC
also located at port address 70h (see Section 29.3). If you want to alter the NM1 mask bit then
you need to read the pxt first. Now you can set or clear bit 7 and write back the byte with
unchanged bits O-6.
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*is3Lae MI .,
r-a.3 byrc or POrr 70h *,
set bit 7 .I
mire back byte LO $Qrr 70h .,
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/* uit 4th mncmmvm 0 .,

You can easily test the consequences of masking the NMI. Disable the memory refrrsh by an

extremely low refresh rate, or by deactivating counter 1 in the 8253/8254 PIT (see Chapter 27).
After a short time the PC displays a memory parity ermr. If you additionally disable the NMl
ftrst by means of the command nmi mask and disable the inemory refresh afterwards, then your
computer crashes without displaying any message. Also here, parity errors have occurred and
the hardware (the memory check module) has attempted to issue an NMI. But this NM1 could
not reach the QIJ as the NMI mask register is locked. At some time the processor reads one
or more destroyed (because they were not refreshed) bytes into the prefetch queue and hangs
itself up. Don’t worry; at the next hardware reset the ROM BIOS enables the NM1 and the
memory refresh correctly again.
J

.p
-

26.7 Remarks About Powerful Multiprocessor
c.1
Interrupt Subsystems
: (

n
‘e
”
h

‘%-;It is obvious that the performance of micropmcessors cannot continue to be increased limitlessly
$ :%urely by several orders of magnitude, but not without any ltmitattonl. Moreover, several well‘T !&ted processors that have been on the market for a longer time are often more powerful
4 .tcgether, and even cheaper, than a single high-end product. Both aspeds lead to multiprocffsor
‘Systems to enhance computation performance. In addition to the already mentioned problems
.with the ccwdination of instruction execution in the individual processors (interlocks) and
memory consistency problems, the interrupt subsystem is one of the bottlenecks in the system.
That’s especially true in personal computers, as usually ivery old chip handle the hardware
,$?rrupt requests - the above discussed 8259A which is mow than IS years old, for instance.
In addition to its 8 MHz clock and Bbit registers, it is unsuited for use in multiprocessor systems
(which are also, of course, multi-intermpt systems). The significance of the interrupt subsystem
% ,$r performance is apparent from the fact that (according to Intel) for a typical tile server (which
&has to execute a considerable number of interrupts, the result of a continuous flow of requests
:$ from the work place). there is a performance gain a&3% achieved purely by using the 82489DX
f instead of the 8259A. This shows once again that a computer is a system and not only a CPU
x, .tith some unimportant support chips.
after morethan ten years. Intel has developed a replacement for the ageing FTC 8259A:
2). the A&mmd Programmable Interrupt Controller APIC 824890X. It is available at a maximum of
50 MHz, and is typically used at 33 MHz. All internal registers are now a minimum of 32 bits
tide. While common l’C systems usually access the 8259A through I/O parts, the 82489DX is
l-ted in the memory address space (through with some decoders it could @so be addressed
with IN and OUT).
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26.7.1 APIC 82489DX Structure and Function
During development of the APIC architebure, the aim was to have flexible management and
distribution of intermpt requests to the CPU% in a multiprocessor system. I” a multiproce%or
system, it is not necessary for a” interrupt source always to be handled by the same CPU. To
this end, each 82489DX integrates a local interrupt unit and a” f/O intemrpl unit. In Figure 26.10
you can see the internal structure of the APIC. I” addition to both of the previously mentioned
interrupt units, a 32.bit timer, a JTAG test logic and a bus and system control unit are also
available.

The local intermpt uhit is connected via the PET, PJNIT and PNMI pins to the applicable
Pentium chip. It can accept two local interrupts via LINTIN and LlNTINl, which are always
passed to the local pmcesso r. In comparison, the interrupt requests to the I/O interrupt unit.
which arrive via all 16 interrupt pins INTINIWNTINO, are redirected to the local interrupt unit
of another APIC with the help of a redir&ion table and the ICC bus and, thus, to a” extemai
processor. The priority sequence of all 16 intermpt pins is entirely optional; eve” a” NM1 Ca”
be managed via the APIC.
The whole idea @hind interrupt redirecting is that a procesor is not interrupted when exat.
‘ink a higher priority task. Instead, the interrupt is redirected to a processor with a task Of a
lower priority, where it becomes an interrupt. ~hhe priority of the currently active task in each
processor is determined for the local processor by an input in the task priority register Qf the
82489DX. This task is typically undertaken by the operating system, that is, during a task switch
and, in addition to other proceedings, the task priority register is also loaded with a” apprOpri_
ate value. In this way, the task priority can be altered dynamically. With dynamic assignme”tss
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all installed APICs search via the ICC bus for the processor which execute the task with the
lowest priority.
To carry out this distribution, and to enable inter-APIC communication, an ICC bus is imple
mented. It consists of four lines for arbitration and message signals, as well as a clock line. In
addition to the system bus, the ICC bus forms an independent interrupt bus for communication
of the APICs without caupying the system bus. The redirecting of the interrupt is executed
with the aid of x-called mess+s. Thus, the ICC pmtwol is a high-level protocol.

26.7.2 Multi-APIC Systems and the ICC Bus
It is normal in a multiprocessor system for each CPU to k allocated its own APE. Thus, the
local interrupt unit of each 825890X is connected to the local CPU, and the I/O interrupt unit
with l/O devices. This setup is shown in Figure 26.11.

ta

h
e
h
1.
F,

TWO procedures are available for choosing the target processor (which will actually be interNpted) of an intermpt request: fixed and lowest priority mode. In fixed mode, all requests which
fubil t& target requirements are supplied to the APICs; in lmuest priority mode, all APICs together
Sea&h &r the 82489DX whose kxal processor is executing the task with the lowest priority.
During the interrupt allocation, all APICs communicate via the ICC bus, where another identification is allotted to each ARC.
’ TO transfer a message, the ICC bus must first execute an arbitration. During thj, the ARC with
’ the lowest priority is determined. Subsequently, the message is transferred which includes the
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target mode, control bits, vector, target and a checksum. The local interrupt unit of the target
ARC has now received all the necessary information, and can interrupt its local pmcessor in
order to service the interrupt.
Another feature of the 82489DX as compared to the 8259A is the soaIled inter-proussm interrupt. It is issued if a local CPU writes to the intenupt command register in the local unit of the
allocated 82489DX. This canman d register records the same information as a redirection input.
Direly after the write, the local interrupt unit outputs an interrupt message to the ICC bus,
which is taken on by the target APIC. The local unit then issues an interrupt to the local
pmcessor. Thus, a task in a multiprocessor system (the operating system kernel, for example)
can control execution of the parallel tasks in the other ~IOCESOE

.

27 825318254 Programmable Interval Timer
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Every programmer is sometimes confronted with the problem of implementing certain delays
into a prcgram, for example to move a point slowly on-screen. Often, wdummyn loops of the
following form are employed:

e
t.
5,

,I
!,

But such delay loops have a significant disadvantage: they rely on the processor speed. The
delay time can therefore be very different on a 50 MHz i486 and on the ancestor 4.77 MHz 8083
: (namely by a factor of 100). Old computer games in particular make use of such loops, and the
result is well known: while it is possible to xflys on a FC with a 4.77 MHz 8088 with a flight
sbnulator with no problems, the plane has crashed on a 50 MHz i486 before the pilot can operate
a single key.
But the problem of generating exactly defined time intervals also occurs in the system itself.
DOS, for example, provides the time and date for every file, and the control of electric motors
in floppy drives requires exactly defined signals. In bath cakes, time intervals defined by means
of program loops are not suitable. Thus, the PC’s designers have implemented one (PC/XT and
’ most ATs) or sometimes two (some new ATs or EISA) pmgmmmable interval timers (PITS).

27.1 Structure and Functioning of the PIT 825318254
The PIT generates programmable time intervals from an external clock signal of a crystal oscii Iator that are defined independently from the CPU. The 8253/8254 is a very flexible PIT and has
: six operation modes in all. Figure 27.1 shows a block diagram of the 8253/8254’s internal
i structure.
i The 8253/8254 comprises three independently and separately pmgrammable counters O-2, each
r of which is 16 bits wide. Every counter is supplied with its own clock signal (CLKO-CLK2),
which serves as the time base for each counter. In the_originaI PC a 14 317 180 Hz crystal
’ provided the base clock which was divided by three to generate the 4.77 MHz clock signal for
’ the processor. Further d&ding by four leads to a signal with about 1.193 180 MHz, which is
z applied to the three inputs CLKO-CLK2 of the 8253/8254 as the dock signal. In the PC, each of
r the three independent counters therefore runs with the same time base of 0.838 )IS. Also today’s
T PCs with processor clock frequencies between 4.77 MHz and 66 MHz have an oscillator that
“’ provides this 1.193 18 MHz for the FlT(s).
CT o enable or trigger (see the section about 82X+/8254 counting modes) a counter a gate signal
;~’ GATEO-GATE2 is applied. Depending upon the counting mode, the counter concerned is
p Wtivated by a transition low-high or a high level of the GATEx signal. Via the correqwnding
oUtpu$ OUTO-OUT2 the counter outputs a signal. Also, the shape of the output signals depends
;,‘“‘,thecountefs mode.
i The data bus buffer together with the control/write logic reads and writes data from and to the
plT The control register loads the counters and controls the various operation modes. Certain
hme mtervals and signal shapes at outputs OUT&OUT2 can thus be set. The counters may be
I_
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count registers CR, CQ. The 8254 additionally implements a status latch by means of which
(and the read-back command) the 8254 outputs status information. When the CPU writes count
values, the passed bytes are tmnsferred into the count registers CR, and CR, first. Afterwards,
the control logic transfers the two bytes simultaneously into the E-bit counting element.

27.2 825318254 Terminals and Signals
8253 and 8254 coincide in their pin assignments and the meaning of the applied and output
signals. The only difference between them is that the 8254 implements an additional command
for reading the prczgramred status (read-back command). Pigwe 27.3 shows the pin assignment
far the 8253/8254.

, AO, Al (I)
Pins 19, 20
<The signals at these address pins indicate the number of the counter or the control register that

the CPU accesses for data reading or writing. A0 and Al are usually connected to the address
bus of the system. The possible combinations of (Al, AO) have the following meanings:

r FLKO, CLKl, CLK2 (1, ,, 1)
i+l.9 9, 15, 18
;
bfieSe pins are supplied with the clock signals for the counters 0, 1 and 2, resp&tively.
j/

.
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(I)
Pin 21
If this chip select Pin is on a low level, the CPU can read data from or write data to the internal
8233/8254 registers via the data bus D7-DO using the E and m signals. Thus the E signal
enables the PIT for read and write processes. For the counting operation and the signals supplied by the PIT, a has no meaning.
D7-DO (I/O)
Pins 1-8
These eight connwtions form the bidirectional data bus tbmugh which the 8253/8254 receives
and pmvides data and instructions from or to the’CPU.
GATEO, GATEl, GATE2 (1, I, I)
Pins 11, 14, 16
These pins are supplied with the gate signals for the counters 0, 1 and 2, respetively, to enable
the cwunters.
OUTO, ou-rl, OUT2 (0.0, 0)

Pins 10, 13, I7
These connections supply the output signals of the counters 0, 1 and 2, respectively
wii (1)
Pill23
If the signal at this write pin is at a low level, the CPU writes data into the internal 8253/82%
registers via the data bus D7-W.

m (I)
Pin 22
If the signal at this read pin is at a low level, the CPU can read data from the internal 82531
8254 registers via the data bus D7-DO
,.

VCC
Pin

l

24

supply voltage (usually +5 V) is applied to this pin.
. ‘*The
.
GND
Pin 12
The ground potential (usually 0 Vl is applied to this pin.

i
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7.3 Programming the 825318254
JU may program the 8253/8254

PIT by first writing one control word via port @43h into the
ntrol register, and then one or two data bytes via the port of the intended counter. If the
~ntml register is loaded once, the counters may be overwritten with other values without
,cessing the control register again. Counting mode and format remain the same. Table 27.1 lists
e port addresses of the various registers.

me 8253 control register is write-only; no data can be read. For the 8254 a new comma,,d is
uilable, the read-back command, with which certain control information can be determined.
vgramming one of the three 8253/8254 counters is begun by writing a control word via port
:3h (1st PITI or 04bh (2nd PIT). Figure 27.4 shows the control word format.

.
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27.4 Writing Count Values
To start a canter or load it with new values, you must first output a control word in which you
detine the intended counter, number and type of the byte to write, the counting mode of the
counter cvncemed, and the counting format.
The SC bits determine the taunter to which the following entries refer. The combination SC = Ilb
is invalid on the 8253. On the 8254 this issues a read-back command for reading the control
register (see below). With RW bits you indicate which (low-order or high-order) and how many
counter bytes you are going to write. If you specify that only the low-order 01 high-&r byte
is to be written, then you can also only read the low-order or high-order counter byte in a later
read a-. But the 8253/8254 is, nevertheless, operating as a l&bit counter internally, that is,
a high-order counter byte 10 doesn’t mean a count value of 10 but 256.10 = 2560. The counter
latch command is important only for reading a counter. With the three mode bits you define the
counting mode of the counter selected via SC (details concerning the counting modes are given
in the next section). Finally, the BCD bit determines the counting format. With a set BCD bit the
counter operates with binary ceded decimals, thus ti& range of values from 0 to 9999 is available. lf BCD is equal to 0 then the counter performs a binary operation with 16 bits, and
the counting range is 0 (Oh) to 65 535 (ffffh). According to RW bits you need to write either the
low-xder, the high-order, or both into the counter after passing the control word. With the
combination RW = Olb (write low-order byte only) you provide the low-order byte via the pat
of the corresponding wunter.
According to the control word, the contml logic wognizes that only the low-order byte will be
passed and sets the high-order byte in CR, automatically to 0. The same applies to the combination
RW = lob (write high-order byte only). In this case, the control logic sets the low-order byte in
CR. automatically to 0. If RW = Ilb, then you first need to write the low-onier byte and then the
high-order byte by means of two OUT instructions. The control logic transfers the byte received
tist into the Cq register and that received second into the CR, register. For small counting
values or counting values that are a multiple of 256, it is therefore sufficient to pass the loworder or high-order counter byte. You can then save-one OUT instruction. This is important if
you are generating ROM code, as here the available storage capacity is usually rather limited.

w al, 119
* Ilh, .1

.

I Icad. la-oraer bYt* ot Co”x.Ci”. value fax. accumaaror
/ “rire Eou”fira value lnro 2nd PIT

?he maximum loadable count value is not ffffh (binary counting) or 999 (BCD counting), but 0.
Upon the next CLK pulse the counter concerned jumps to ffffh or 9999, respectively, without
resulting in any action. Once the value is decreased to 0 again, it outputs a signal according to
the programmed mode at the OUTx pin. Thus the value 0 corresponds to 2” for binary counting
and I@ for counting with BCDs
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27.5 Reading Count Values
Two options for reading a counter are available on the 8253, and three on the 8254:
- direct &ding by means of one or two IN instructions;
- counter latch command;
- read-back command (82% only).
When reading a counter you should not use the first option but transfer the current state of the
counting element (CE) into the output latches Ol, and OL, and latch there using the counter
latch or read-back command. Latch OL then holds the high-order byte, and latch Ol. the loworder byte of the counting element. One or two successive. IN instructions for the port address
of the counter conceme.i then read these latches. If only the loworder (RW = Olb) or high-order
byte (RW = lob) was written when the counter was loaded with the initial counting value, then
read the current counting value of the initially written byte by a single IN inshuction. A succeeding IN instruction fetches the non-latched value of the low-order or high-order counter byte
at the time of the IN instruction and not the correspondixq semnd byte of the &bit counting
element. This is only possible if you have previously written the low-order as well as the highorder counter byte. In this case you need to read the current counter value by means of two IN
inst~ctions. The PIT returns the Low-order byte of the %-bit counter with the first IN instnxtion, and then the high-order byte with the second IN instruction.
The processor doesn’t access the counting element (CE) directly, only the output latches. If the

,

cmtent of CE has been transferred once by a counter latch command into the output latches,

’

j! then this value is held there until the PU executes one or two IN instrwtions, or until the
i corresponding wunter is repmgrammed. Successive counter latch commands are ignored if the
’ output latches haven’t been read before. The counting element, however, also continues to aunt
:_ after a counter latch command; the counter latch makes only a *snapshot* of the counting
element CE. If you read the counter in the mode RW = CQb directly without the counter latch
!, command by means of two IN inshuctions, then the munter value may have changed already
when you issue the second IN instruction. Thus the high-&x byte of the counting element CE
t read second doesn’t fit the low-order byte read first. The determined values do not coincide
p with the actual values. A;an intermpt or a memory refresh may occur between two successive
1 IN instmctions, for example, the period between the execution of two IN instructions is not
predictable. Therefore, you should always issue a counter latch command or determine the
munter value by means of a read-back command. Figure 27.5 shows the format of the control
word for the counter latch command.

*
.
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To determine the current counter value you have to output a counter latch command for the
counter to read via ports 043h or 04bh. According to the programmed mode, you issue one or
two IN instructions for the counter concerned afterwards. But ensure that in all cases the counter has been pmgrmuned with one or two bytes before. The read Shit or X-bit value then
indicates the current counter value at the time of the counter latch command in the programmed
counting mode (binary or BCD). If the thus determined 8-bit value is the high-order counter
byte, then you need to multiply it (at least in your head) by 256 to get the weal. value that the
counting element CE in the PIT uses.
Example:

rmLelli.m .al”a Of cour.ar 3‘ rha cc”aarez ha. iniri.llY bur 1- *itb la-or&r
and hLlh-onl0.r byte*.
lmv .1. lOOOOOOOb I load counter hrch v tar aoullter 3 into a1

, arrpur. cc.unt~r l.Wh copynd to ccmrm1 redstAr
, read lox-0rd.r SGumr.r wt. ir.to -1
, rua hi@h-ord.r -t.r byt. into ah
i thus u-ah. a1 ccmrain, the NIT*nf IS-hit co”rser value
The tlrst I” insrrucrion ?.r~*ac. ma laro*r tyte ot t_b counung el-r
vx,, *hi& i. h.M by the latch CL. into til. ha.t .iymi*car.L byte a1 of. the
.C-l.t.r~ *I fhe aecocd 1” In.truction l_ the hish-oder byte heId In tb
I.kCh cz, illto thm m2.t .ior.iEcar.r ac-lator bYt. ah. Thu., ax contain. the
16-bif CnunLer value after the wo In..
OUT 4%. .I
In 0. 4%
TP ah. 4Ih

Unfortunately, there is no possibility of determinin g the initial value of a counter directly. This
would be useful, for example, for investigating the refresh rate of counter 1. The only option
is to read the counter concerned often, and to regard the maximum read value as the initial
value. Another disadvantage is that on the 8253 the pmgmmmed counting made cannot be
determined. However, the interpretation of the read counter value is very different depending
upon whether the wunter operates with binary or BCD numbers. Further, it cannot be determined whether the munter has been loaded with a lowader and a high-order byte or only
with one of them. This is necessary, though, to determine the counting rate of a PIT that is
programmed in an unknown way. Without knowing the counting mode you can only spxulate
when interpreting the read values.
The newer PIT model, the 82.54 (used first with the AT), implements the possibility of also
reading the counMs mode by means of a read-back command as a significant advance. Additionally, with the read-back command you can determine the current counter value. You issue
the read-back command via the control register (ports 43h or 04bh). Figure 27.6 shows the
format of this new 8254 command.
I_

S

The two nwst significant bits define the read-back command with their value Ilb (compare with
Figure 27.4). m indicates that the value and 3 that the counting mode of a counter is to be
determined. Note that m and $? are complementary signals, which issue the intended action
. if you set the bit concerned to 0, and not I as usual. The bits C&C2 define the counter whose
<a& or mode is to be determined.
With the read-back command you can issue several counter latch commands in parallel by indicating several counters simultaneously with the bits CO-CZ. The 8254 then behaves as if you had
issued several counter latch commands (Figure 27.5) individually, andtransfers the individual
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..
is also possible to determine the value as well as the mode of a counter by meam of the madck command. If you only want to determine the value of a counter then set TT = 0 and 57 = I.
this case the read-back command is equivalent to one (if you set only one single G = I; x = 0,
2) or more counter latch commands (if you set several Cx= 1). For the number and interpre
ion of the IN instructions the same applies as for a normal counter latch m-ild.
however, you want to determine the programmed mode of a certain counter, then set 3 = o
d m = 1. Also, in this case, it is possible to select several countem simultaneously. YOU o”ly
ed to set several Cx to 1. The read-back command latches the current mode and supplis a
tus byte at the port address of the counter(s) concerned. You can fetch this status byte with
IN inst~ction. If you issue a new read-back command to de&e the mode without
ving read out the counter concerned in advance, then this second command is ignored. The
ches further contain the mode at the time of issuing the first command. Figure 27.7 shows the
tus byte format.

!e pin bit indicates the current status of the concerned counter’s OuTx pin. if pin = 1 then the
unter provides a high-level signal (+5 V), otherwise it supplies a low-level signal (0 V). The bit
D shows whether the last written counter value has already been transferred to the counting
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element CE by latches CR. and CR* Depending upon the programmed counting mode, this may
last some time. Not before zero = 0 is it meaningful to read back the wunter value. Before this
the PIT returns a value that further reflects the old state. The remaining six bits RW, mode and
BCD return the values with which they have been loaded for the counter concerned during the
last write of the control register (Figure 27.4). Thus you can determine, for example, whether
you need to read the low-order or high-order byte with a single IN instruction only, or whether
you must issue two IN instructions to get the current value of a counter.
Example:

mrarmina aSr.Linp tic of cmlr&** 0.
Mov al, 1T100010b i load as-laror ritb reaa-hlck ma ior med.; E-1. Es0

OUT 43h. a1
IN al, (Oh

/ arrpur read-tack - to control reL.i*ter
, gef mc.a *ia sort Of counter 0

It is assumed that the status byte in the accumulator al has the value 00110100b. Thus the OUT
pin is on a 0 V level, the counter has been already loaded with the latest passed value, the loworder and high-order bytes are used, the axmting mode is equal to 2, and the counting proceeds
in a binary fashion with 16 bits. This mode is used, for example, to issue the interrupt 08h that
updates the internal system clock.
In the read-back command you may also combine the detem?ination of counter mode and value.
set m as well as 3 to 0 in this case. All counters specified by means of C&C2 then return
information concerning the counting mode and the current count value. With the first IN instruction referring to a selwted counter you get the status byte; with the second or second and
third IN instructions, the PIT returns the low-order and/or high-order byte of the currently
latched counter value. All further IN instructions pass non-latched counter values as they are
taken from the counting element (CEl but no more status bytes. Ensure that all counters selwted
with bits C&C2 are read completely by means of two or three IN b&nxtions; otherwise.
further counter latch or read-back commands may be ignored.
If you output a counter latch command and later a &d-back command to determine the counting mode without having read the counter value before, then the PIT first supplia the statuS
byte with the first IF instructions and only afterwards the byte(s) that indicate the county
value. Thus the order of passing latched bytes is always the sane. If you have read the counting
value in advance of the read-back command, then the IN instruction after the read-back cornmand of course returns the latched status byte.

27.6 825318254 Counting Modes
The 8253/8254 recognizes six different counting modes in all. Further, the PIT can count in
* b&q or in bin&y coded decimals. Figure 27.8 shows the signals that are supplied by the OlJTx
conn&ion in each mode, as well as the meaning of the trigger signals at the GATEx input.
In the following the various operation modes are briefly explained. In all modes the PIT x%unts
from initial count values down to lower values. If you newly write the control register, then the
control logic is immediately reset and the output OUT of the counter’concemed is reset to a
defined initial state.
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write new counting values into one of the counters at any time, but you have to
observe the last programmed mode Oow-order and/or high-order counter byte, etc.). The new
values, however, become effective at different times in the various modes. If a counter has
reached the value 0, then it does not stop to count in the non-periodical modes 0, I, 4 and 5,
but continue with ffft% @CD = 0) or 9999 @CD = Il. The OUT pin, however, is not reset, and
the counting operation only orm~s internally without any external consequences.

You may

In some modes the GATE signal executes the counting operation: if GATE = 1 then the 8253/
8254 continws countin& otherwise it keeps the currentValue without any change. In other
modes a low-high transition or a high level at the GATE input starts the counting opeation; the
GATE pulse acts as a trigger. Even if GATE then returns to a low level, the counter continues
to work. The entity N in the following description names the initial counter value.
Mode 0 (Interrupt on Terminal Count)
After the control register and the initial count value have been written, the counter is loaded
Upon the next CLK pulse. The OUT pin is on a low level (0 V) at the start of counting. If the
Countq reaches the value 0, then OUT risff and remains on a high level (+5 Vl until a new count
MIue_W a new control word for mode 0 is written. If GATE = 1 the counter concerned counts
..-._
a new count value is written into a counter it is loaded upon the next CLK pulse, and the
5 Counter continua the counting operation with the newly loaded value. Also, if GATE=0 the
$Z muter can be loaded, but the counting operation doesn’t start until GATE rises to a high
p level.

i
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Mode 0 is mostly used to issue a hardware interrupt after the elapse of a certain time period.
The MI uses mode 2 for the periodic timer interrupt as mode is not periodic.
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Mode 1 (Programmable Monotlopl
After writing the control register and the initial count value, the output OUT is on a high level
(+S V) for the moment. A trigger (transition low-high) at the GATE input loads the counter.
Upon the next CLK pulse, OUT drops to a low level (0 W and remains at that level until the
counter has reached the value 0. Then OUT rises to a high level. Not until one CLK pulse after
the next trigger does OUT fall again to a low level. Thus, in mode 1 the PIT generates a triggered
one-shot pulse with a duration of N CLK cycles and a low level.
If another trigger pulse appears during the course of‘s count operation (that is, while OUT is at
a low level), the PIT reloads the counter with the initial value. Thus the OUT pin is at a low level
N CLK cycles after the last trigger pulse. Unlike mode 0, the PIT can be triggered in this mode.
If you write a new count value while the PIT is o+ing in mode 1, the new value is not
effective for the current process. Not until the next irigger pulse at the GATE input is the new
count value transferred to the counter. The trigger pulse can occur, of course, when the PlT has
not yet completed the current counting operation. The single pulse with a low level lasts in this
case until the PIT has counted the new count value down to 0.
Mode 2 (Rate Generator)
After the control word and the initial count value N have been loaded, the PIT starts counting
upon the next CLK pulse. As soon as the counter reaches the value 1, OUT drops to a low level
for one CLK cycle Thus the 8W/82% generates a short peak pulse. Afterwards, the initial
count value is autotnatically reloaded and the PIT restarts the same counting operation again;
mode 2 is therefore periodic. The distance of two OUT pulses is N CLK cycles long.
A signal GATE = l enables (and a signal GATE = 0 disables) the counter. If GATE drops to a IOW
level during the counting operation and rises to a high level later, the PIT loads the initial count
value at the rise a”$ starts counting. Thus the 82S3/82S4 can be biggered by a hardware pulse
in mode 2. On the other hand, the PIT starts immediately after writing the last data byte. With
an active GATE the PIT can therefore also be triggered by software, that is, by the last write acce%

:

L

Mode 2 is used for counter 2 in the PC for the periodic timer intempt. The low-high transition
during the rise of signal CLKO issues a hardware interrupt IRQO corresponding to lNT 08h via
the 8259A PIC. The count value must not bpequal to I.
Mode 3 (Square-wave Generator1
‘_
’ {Mode 3 gem&es a periodic square-wave signal with a period of N CLK cycles, Initially, OUT
is at a high level. If half of the N CLK cycles have elapsed, then OUT drops to a low level. After
the counter has reached the value 0, OUT again rises to a high level, and the initial value N is
reloaded into the counter. Mode 3 is therefore periodically like mode 2. But unlike mode 2, the
low phase of the OUT pin lasts N/2 CLK cycles, not only a single CLK cycle. If GATE = 1 the
counter is operating; if GATE = 0 it is stopped. A drop of GATE to a‘low level while the OUT
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pin is also on a low level immediately raises OUT to a high level. A rise from a low to a high
level at the GATE input (bigger pulse) loads the counter with the initial count value and starts
the counting operation. Thus the PIT can be synchmnized by hardware in mode 2. After the
control nzgister and the initial count value have been written, the 8253/8254 lwds the counter
upon the next CLK pulse. Thus, the PIT can also be synchronized by software.
A new count value supplied during the course of an active counting operation doesn’t affect the
current process. At the end of the current half cycle the PIT loads the new value.
The length of the low and high states differs for odd and even values of N. As a CLK cyde
defines the smallest possible time resolution, no time periods with half the CLK cycle length can
be generated. With an odd N the OUT pin is initially at a high level. The PIT loads the value
N - 1 (that is, an even number) into the counter, and begins fo decrement this value (in steps)
by two. Once the CLK pulse after the counter has reached a value of 0, the potential at OUT
drops to a low level and the counter is reloaded with N - 1. Thfs value is decremented (again in
steps) by two. If the value of 0 is reached, then OUT rises to a high level and the whole pmcess
is repeated. Thus the signal at the OUT pin is at a high level.for (N + I)/2 CLK cycles and at
a low level for (N - 1)/2 CLK cycles, that is, the signal is low somewhat longer than it is high.
With even N values, N is loaded unaltered into the counter and dwemented in steps by two.
Jf the value 0 is reached, then OUT drops to a low level and the initial value N is reloaded
immediately. After the counter has counted downwards in steps of two, OUT r&s again to a
high level and the whole pmcw h repeated. Thus, even with N values, the phases with high
and low levels are equal in time. In both cases, the period of the squar~wave signal lasts N CLK
cycles. The initial value must be at least equal to 2.
The generated square-wave signal can be wed, for example, to transmit data via serial interfaces. The Pm then operatff as a baud rate generator. In the PC, counters 1 and 2 are operated
in mode 3 to drive the memory refresh and the speaker, respectively.
Mode 4 @,fhwe-trfggered Pulse)
Initially, OUT is at a high level. If the counter has reached the-u&x 0, then OUT drops to a low
level for one CLK cycle and rjses again to a high level afterwards. If GATE is at a high level the
counter is operating; if GATE = 0 it is disabled. Thus the triggering is carried out by software
as the PIT starts counting after the control register and initial count values are written. Because
the counter is loaded upon the first CLK pulse after writing and doesn’t start counting until the
next CLK cycle, OUT drops (if GATE = I) to a low level N + 1 CLK cycles after the write process.
Unlike mode 2, the PIT doesn’t operate periodically in mode 4. Only a newly written count
Value triggers the counter again.
If you write a new count value while a counting operation is active, the PIT loads the new value
Upon the’next CLK cycle and continues counting, starting with the new initial value. Thus the
8253/8ti is retriggerable in mode 4 by means of software.

’ Mode 5 (Hardware-triggered Pulse)
The pulse form at the OUT pin coincides with that in mode 4. But the trigger+ is carried out
with a low-high transition of GATE. By means of this, the PIT loads the initial count value into
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the counter upon the next CLK cycle, and the counting process starts. If the value 0 is reached,
OUT drops for a single CLK cycle to a low level, and immediately afterwards rises to a high
level again. Thus, OUT drops to a low level N + 1 CLK cycles after a trigger pulse at the GATE
input. If a trigger pulse occurs during a counting operation, the PIT reloads the initial value into
the counter and continues counting with the initial value. Thus in mode 5 the 8283/82!% can be
triggemd by hardware.
If you write a new count value during the course of an active counting operation then this OP”
ation is not affwted. Only after the next trigger pulse does the PIT load the new initial value.
In the following sections the application of the various counten in the PC are discussed.

27.7 System Clock
DOS

and other operating systems use a system clock for the internal management of date and
time. Using this system, the clock date and the lime df the last change of directories and files
are determined, alarms are issued at a certain time, etc. Besides this system clock, most PCs also
have a x-called real-time clock. Unlike the PITS and the connected system clock, the real-time
clock runs even if the computer is switched off. The PC queries the clock during the boot
process, so you no longer need to input the date and lime at power-up. Details on the real-time
clock and the allocated CMOS RAM are discussed in Section 29.4.
All progmmming languages available for the PC implement functions to read this internal
system clock. The instructions are, for example, TIMER in BASIC, _dosgetthne in C, or the
direct call of lNT Zlh, function Zch. This system clock is realized by counter 0 of the first (or
only) 8253/8254 PlT, the 8259A PIC and the handler rcutinff for the interrupts 08h and Ich.
Pigwe 27.9 shows a scheme for this.

Main Memory
-

The output OUT0 of counter 0 in the 825318254 PIT is connected to the‘lnput FRO (corresponding to IRQOl of the first (or only) 8259A PIG. The counter 0 operates in mode 2 (rate generator)
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Instead of mode 2, the PIT counter 0 may also be operated in mode 3, because in this case the
transition from low to high of the square-wave &al also issues a hardware interrupt via
the 8259A PIC. In this case, the control word WllOIMlb has to be changed to 001101lOb. As the
other 8253/8254 mcx& 0, I, 4 and 5 are not periodic, the internal clock stops if you operate
the PIT in one of these modes. Try it if you like. Later, after a boot process by means of CtrlAh-Del, the BIOS sets up the original mode again.

27.8 Memory Refresh
Besides the periodic activation of the hardware interrupt IRQO, the PIT is also used in the PC
for refreshing dynamic main memcny regularly. For this purpose, lT designers have reserved
counter I, which instructs all I8 CLK cycles on a DMA chip to carry out a dummy read cycle.
In the course of this dummy cycle, data is read from memory onto the data bus and the address
buffers, and address decoders and sense amplifiers in the memory chips are activated to refresh
one memory cell row. But the data is not taken off the data bus by a peripheral. Upon the next
bus cycle it disapp&rs. Details concerning the refreshing of dynamic memory chips (DRAMS)
are discussed in Se&on 19.1.4. Here 1 want to explain the use of counter 1 in the 8253/8254 PIT.
Figure 27.10 shows the principal connection of timer and DMA chip for memory refresh.
Counter I is operated in mode 3 (square-wave generator) with a count value of I8 (12h). Only
the low-order counter byte is loaded (RW = Olb), that is, the PIT generates a square-wave signal
with a frequency of 1.193 I8 MHz/I8 = 66 288 Hz. Thus, counter I issues a dummy read cycle
every I5 ps by means of the rising edge of the generated square-wave signal. The read cycle
.refreshes the memory. By means of the read-back and/or counter latch command, you may
&termine the-refresh rate of your IT. Usually, you should obtain the same value as indicated
above, but as the memory refreh is wry hardware-dependent, other values are also possible,
System designers usually lay out the memory refresh rather carefully, that is, the memoW I5
refrrshed more often than is really necessary. The so-called refresh owrhwd (that is, the prOpOre
tion of memory accesses which are caused by the refresh) can reach 10% and more. Modern and
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/* Sef II- re*rea r*Ce *,
ours.tox43, 0X56),
0urp~ox.l. count>,

/*0*010110b, outpur 0r.w WB *,
,* n*r* r%?r*a counar “al”* *,

Drinrt,.\n\luSal rawenh -*I”* %a .sr. \n\n’. count.,‘
Uit,0,i
1
The example program Listed loads only the low-order byte of counter 1. The counter values
are therefore limited to the range between 2 and 255. You are, of course, free to program
an extension with which you can also set higher initial values. For this pupae, however,
you must also use the high-order byte and load the control register with the value OlOlOllOb
instead of 0111011Ob, and then pass the low-order as, well as the high-order byte. With highquality chips, refresh count values of up to 1000 can be achieved without the occurrence of
parity erxlrs.
You are really free to experiment; set various refresh values and check their effects on computer
performance using benchmark programs. The effect is not very significant, but you get some
feeling for the *buttons* to turn to in a computer so that the performance is enhanced. After all,
ten times 5% is 50%! But for permanent operation you should proceed carefully. What’s the gain
of 0.1% p&omunce enhancement if your PC crashes when you are editing an important text
or pmgram? And this danger is always present while doing such experiments.

27.9 The Speaker
Counter 2 of the tirst (or only) PIT is dedicated to the tone frequency generation for the installed
speaker. You may generate various frequendes with it. How this is carried out and which points
you must observe are described in Section 29.1.

27.10 Failsafe Timer
Some newer ATs incorporate a second 8254 PIT, but only counter 0 of this PIT is used, the others
usually being free. The counter’s output OUT0 is connected to the NM1 input of the processor
via some circuitry. (See Figure 27.11 on this subject.)
A signal rise from low to high at the OUT0 pin generates a non-ma&able intermpt. This is
useful if all hardware interrupts are intentionally blocked, or because of a program error which
leads to an incorrect CL1 instruction or interrupt masking in the PICs, and the computer is
looping. Then the PC responds neither to a keyboard hit nor to another external request, except
d &dware resef - the computer hangs. Only the NM1 issued by the second PIT can *<free* the
CPU, hence the name failsafe timer. Especially for multitasking systems such as OS/2 or UNIX.
such a last resort is useful if, despite all the care taken and the use of protected mode, a program
error hangs up the computer and all other tasks are affected. While developing an operating
system this happens frrquently, and the system programmer will certainly be very thankful for
the presence of such a failsafe device.
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The NMI handler (interrupt 2) CM, of course, determine whether the source of the interrupt is
counter 0 of the second PIT or a parity error when data is read from a memory chip. In the latter
case, a serious hardware malfunction has wanred. The PC mwt be shut down immediately, or
at least as quickly as possible to avoid extensive data loss or damage.

c
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28 DMA Chip 8237A - A Detour Highway in the PC
Besides the CPU, the PC has another chip that accesses the main memory or peripherals on its
own - the 8237A DMA controller chip. Compared with access via the CPU, direct memory
access was already placed in the background in the AT, probably because IBM was unable to
make up its mind and implement a fast-clocked l&bit DMA chip. Instead, the Stone Age era
chips of the K/XT are also used here. Only with RISA and MCA has DMA become interating
again because of the Liz-bit chip employed. But first let us see what’s biding behind the often
neglected and seemingly obscure term DMA.

28.1 Direct Memory Access with beripherals and Memory
Powerful computers with a multitasking operating system in particular use the DMA concept
to free the CPU from simple but time-consuming data transfers. The DMA chip or DMA contmfler establishes a second path between the peripheral’and main memory in a computer system.
Figure 28.1 shows the principles of the direct memory access concept

The CPU transfers data from a peripheral in@ an internal register, and from this register into
the main memory. Of course, the transfer can also be carried out in the opposite direction. The
arrows in Figure 28.1 indicate that this is a Z-step process, where an internal CPU register is
‘always involwcl. If a large data block is to be transferred, the CPU can be occupied for quite
:a long time with this rather trivial job.
Remedial action uses the DMA chip, which establishes a second data path between theperipheraI and main memory. The data transfer is not carried out via an internal register of the DMA
chip, but immediately via the data bus between the peripheral and main memory. The DM.4
controller outputs only the address and bus control signals, thus the Griphera can access main
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memory directly for a read or write-hence the reason for the name DMA. The CPU is therefore
freed from data transfers, and can execute other processes.

:pt

olIn.

i

The peripherals are usually allocated a DMA channel, which they activate by means of a DMA
request signal (DREQ). The DMA chip responds to this request and carries out data transfer via
this channel. This is useful, for example, when reading a s&or from disk: the CPU initializes
the DMA controller in a suitable manner and issues the corresponding FDC (Floppy Disk
Controller) command. The FD (Floppy Disk) controller moves the read/write head to the intended sector, and activates the read head and the DMA controller. Then the DMA controller
transfers the sedor data into a buffer in the main memory. By means of a hardware interrupt,
the FD controller informs the CPU about the completion of the command. The whole process
between outputting the command to the FDC and the hardware interrupt from the FDC is
carried out by the FDC and the DMA controller without any intervention from the CPU. Meanwhile, the prwzessor has, for example, calculated the shading of a drawing or the makeup of a
page to be printed.
Some DMA chips (for example, the 8237A used in PCS) additionally implement a transfer within
main memory, that is, copying a data block to another memory address. Because of the very
powerful i386 i486 and Pentium processors with their 32-bit data bus and the repeatable string
instruction REP MOVSW, this capability is rarely used.

28.2 Standard 8237A DMA Chip
The personal computer normally uses the 8237A or a compatible chip. Also, advanced EISAI
MCA or local-bus PCs follow the original DMA architecture designed for the PC/XT and AT.
@ Thus, the following discussion is valid even today-even when the discrete 8237A chip has been
‘I:,. part of a highly integrated system controller for a long time. Neither port addresses nor the
logical structure are affected by that.
8: z8.2.1 8237A Connections and Signals
% ‘.

$, The original 8237A comes in a 40pin DIP. Its pin assignment scheme is shown in Figure 28.2.
.$. As is the case for other chips, tw, the DMA controller is often integrated together with other
;; functional units (like the 8259A PIC or the 8253/8254 PlTJ into a single LSl chip.
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,IA
Ai”

? AO-A3 (I/O)
,, +s 32-35

Thee four connections form a bidirectional address nibble. In the 8237A’s standby state the
i CPU addresses internal 8237A registers. If the 8237A is active then the four low-order address
: bib ire supplied by A&A3.
7.. .
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ADSTB (0)
Pin.9
The address strobe signal is used to fetch the high-order address byte A&A15 into an external
DMA address latch. The SZ37A activates ADSTB if the high-order address byte AB-A15 is
available on the data bus DBC-DB7.
AEN (0)
Pin 9
The SZ37A provides an address enable signal at thispin to activate the external DMA addrffs
latch. If AEN is at a FSh level, the DMA address latch puts the stored address as address bits
AS-A15 onto the address bus. AEN can also be wed to disable other bus drivers that generate
address bits AS-Al5 on their own, or to deactivate peripheral components.
CLK (1)
Pin 12
This input is supplied with the DMA clock signal. In the PC the DMA chips usually run at
4.77 MHz, and sanetinws at 7.16 MHz.

The CPU activates the chip select signal a to get an access to the internal 8237A registers if
command and data bytes are to be read or written. The data exchange with the CPU is then
carried out via the data bus DLU-DB7. During DMA transfers, the @<“put is disabled by the
8237A both internally and automatically.
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DACKO-DACKJ (0)
Pins 25, 24, 14, 15
An active DMA acknowledge signal DACKx indicates that the DMA channel concerned is
enabled and the corresponding peripheral that issued a DMA request via DREQx is now serviced. Only a single DACKx can be active at a time. The 8237A activatff a line DACKx only
once it has taken over control of the local bus by means of HRQ and HLDA. The signal polarity
(active-low or active-high) can be individually programmed with the mode register.
DBO-DB7 (I/O)
Pins 30-26, 23-21
These eight pins form the bidirectional 8237A data bus for read and write accesses to internal
registers or during DMA transfers. In DMA cycles the high-order eight bits of the DMA address
are output to DBO-DB7 and latched into the external DMA address latch with ADSTB. During
the course of memory-memory transfers, the data byte to be transferred is first loaded into the
internal temporary register (memory-DMA half cycle), anb then output again by the temporary
register via DB&DB7 (DMA-memory half cycle).
DREQO-DREQS (1)
pins 19-16

11
is

An active DMA request signal DREQx from a peripheral indicate that the device concerned
requests a DMA transfer. For example, a floppy contmller may activate a ORE@ line to carry
mt the transfer of read data into main memory. Usually, DREQO has the highest and DREQ3
the lowest priority. A corresponding DACKx signal from the 8237A acknowledges the request.
Also, the polarity of these signals (acttve-low or activehigh) can be individually programmed
by means of the mode register.
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(l/O)

Pin 36
The end-of-process signal at this bidirectional connection indicates the completion of a DMA
transfer. If the count value of the active 8237A channel reaches the value 0, then the 8237A
provides an active EOP signal with a low level to inform the peripheral about the termination
Of the DMA transfer. On the other hand, the peripheral may also pull EOP to a low level to
inform the DMA chip about the early termination of the DMA transfer. This is the case, for
example, if a buffer in the peripheral that requested the DMA service has been emptied by the
fZ37A and all data has been transferred to main meinory. By the internal as well as the external
B condition, the TC bit in the status register is set, the corresponding request bit is reset, and
the DMA transfer terminated.
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HLDA (1)
pin7
,.: The hold acknowledge signal HLDA from the CPU or another busmaster informs the DMA chip
::_&d the CPU has released the local bus, and that the 8237A is allowed to take over control to
Wry out a data transfer.

_

.
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HRQ (0)
Pin 10

With the hold request signal HRQ, the 8237A DMA chip requests control of the local bus from
the CPU or another busmaster. The CPU responds with an HLDA signal. The 8237A activates
HRQ if a non-masked DREQx signal or a DMA request by software OCCUR.

In the 8237A standby state, the CPU reads an internal register of the DMA chip by pulling the
I/O read signal m to a low level. If the8237A is qtive and controls the data and address bus,
then an active IOR signal indicates that the DMA chip is reading data from a peripheral via a
port address. The IOR signal can be active during a write transfer @ripher&memory).
low (I!O)
Pin2
In the 8237A standby state the CPU
-writes data into an internal register of the DMA chip by
activating the I/O write
signal
IOW.
If the 8237A is active and controls the data and address
bus, then an active IOW signal indicates
that the DMA chip is currently writing data to a
peripheral via a port address. The IOW signal can be active during a read transfer (memoryperipheral).
MRMR (I/O)
Pin 3
The 8237A uses the memory read signal MEMR to inform the bus contml that data is being
read from main memory. The MEMR signal can be active (that is, low) during a read transfer
or a memo~-lnemoly transfer.
MEhlW (YO)
Pin4
The 8237A uses the memory write signal MEMW to inform the bus control that data is being
written into main memory. The MEMW signal can be active (that is, low) during a write trans.
fer or a memory-memoly transfer.
READY (1)
Pin6
Slow metnor& or peripherals may activate the input signal READY to extend the 8237A read
. .bnd write cy~ies. The 80x84 processors use the sane strategy during accesses to main memory
‘and peripherals.
RESET (1)
Pin 13
By means of a high-level RESET signal, the 8237A is reset.
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VCC
Pin.9 5, 31
This pin is supplied with the supply voltage (usually +5 V)
GND
Pin 20
This pin is grounded (usually 0 V)
he

28.2.2 Internal Structure and Operation Modes of the 8237A

1%
18

The 8237A is, despite its Limited functions, a rather cornpI& chip, which has 27 internal regista
with a width between four and 16 bits. Table 28.1 lists all registers and their widths. The 8237A
has four independently working DMA channels 03, so the base and current registers are
implemented four times.
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The temporary registers hold the corresponding values for the currently active channel during
i; the course of exea,ting a DMA function. Only one channel may be active at any time, so one
temporary register is sufficient for all four channels. By means of the status register you may
read information concerning the current 8237A status; the remaining registers are for programming the DMA controller. Figure 28.3 shows the 8237A’s internal structure.

The 8237A has two different priority modes for seividng arriving DMA requests: fixed priwity
and rotating priority. With fixed priority channel 0 is assigned the highest and channel 3 the
kwest priority. This means that requests on channel 0 are always sewiced, but on channel 3
they ak serviced ottly if no other channel is active. With rotating priority the DMA requests alp
Serviced in the order of their occurrence. Afterwards, the currently serviced channel is assigned
.: the lowest priority level.
“S From Table 28.1 you can see that the count value registers are 16 bib wide. Thus the 8237A can
2 Carry out a maximum of 64k transfers before a wraparound of the count *is&r wars. How
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many bytes these 64k transfers correspond to depends upon the connectian of the 8237A to the
computer’s data and address bus. How the DMA chip is used in the FK architecture is described
in Part 3. The CPU write a value into the count register which defines the number of DMA
transfers of the channel concerned. The 8237A terminates the DMA transfer for the active channel when the count register wraps from KlKlh to ffffh. Because, after every transfer, the count
register is decreased by one, the actual number of DMA transfers is equal to the value written
by the CF’U plus one. Thus, 64k transfers can be carried out if you initially Iwd the count
register with the value ffffh.
As soon as the count register reaches the value ffffh, this is called a tminaf count (TO. The end
df the transfers is only reached upon a TC or an egtemal EOP but not if the DREQ signal is
disabled in a demaqd transfer.
If you look at the 8237A pin assignment in Figure 28.2 and compare it to Table 28.1, you can
see that the 8237A address registers are 16 bits wide but the 8237A address bus comprises only
eight bits AO-A7. To save terminals and to accommodate the 8237A in a standard DIP with 40
pins, the designers intended to have an external DMA address k~fch which holds the high-order
address byte AB-A15 of the address registers. However, only a Whit address space is thus
accessible - tm little for a PC. For the complete address a so-called DMA page register is additionally required, which holds the address bits beyond A15. Figure 28.4 shows this schematically
tpr the 24-bit AT address bus, which serves the complete 16 Mbyte address space of the 80286.

. .
he DMA address latch is an external chip loaded by the 8237A with the high-order addrffs

byte in the address register. For this purpose, the 8237A puts address bits A&Al5 onto data bus
DBC-DB7 and activates the AD5TB signal. The DMA address latch then fetches and latches the
.&bit address onto the data bus. Thus the DMA chip need only provide the lomwrder address
byte via its address bus AO-A7.

8
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he DMA page register, on the other hand, is loaded by the CPU and accommcdates the
idress bits beyond A15. Each channel has its own page rqjster, which is activated according
) the active DMA channel. In a PC/XT with its X-bit addras bus, only a 4-bit page register
therefore necessary, bat an AT with a fully quipped 16 Mbyte memory requires an &bit
zgtster. Motherboards with i386, i486 and Pentium pmsors that support a physical DMA
ddrms space of more than 16 Mbytes have an additional DMA page register for every channel,
rhich holds the necessary address bits AZ4 and beyond. Figure 28.5 shows the scheme for DMA
Idressing.

Blmuse of the addressing structure with DMA page registers, the address space is physically
ditided into pages (or segments, if you like) of 64 kbytes each for E-bit channels O-3, or into
Plge$ of 128 kbytes each for l&bit channels 5-7. Thus the page size is 64 kbytes for S-bit chan“6 ?ls @3 and 123 kbytes for %-bit channels 5-7. Within these pages, the DMA address latch and
th me address bits AO-A7 from the 8237A indicate the offset. The DMA address cannot go beyond
th me current page. If, for instance, you write the base address ffOGh into the address register and
thme value Offfb into the count register (that is, you want to transfer 4 kbytes via a DMA channel)
tk len the address register wraps around from ffffh to CQGUh during the course of this transfer.
rm he DMA transfer is not completed by this, of course, as the count registn further holds the
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value OfOOh. The rest of the data is therefore written to the beginning of the DMA page. This
wrap-around of the address register is called a DMA segment overflow. Thus when programming
a DMA transfer, you must always ensure that all data to be transferred can be accommodated
contiguously in the remaining seetion of the DMA page. The DMA chip doesn’t report any
message if a DMA overflow OCCUR .
The 8237A Standby Mode
If the 8237A is in standby mode it checks with every clock cycle whether the E signal is active
and the CPU is trying to access one of its registers. If B is active (that is, on a low level), the
8237A enters the programming state and waits for addresses and, eventually, data from the
CPU to write them into the mrresponding register, or to provide data from the addressed
register to the CPU. Address lines A&A3 determine the register selected. To be able to read
from and write to the l&bit 8237A registers via the g-bit data bus DLGDB7, the 8237A uses an
internal flip-flop for switching between low-order and high-order data bytes. If you attempt to
read or write a I&bit register you must reset this tlip-flop first, and then read or write the least
significant and then the most significant data byte. (Details on programming the 8237A are
.discussed in Section 28.2.3.)
In the standby mode, the 8237A further samples its DREQ inputs upon every clock cycle t0
determine whether a peripheral has issued a DMA request. If the corresponding DMA channel
is not masked internally then the DMA chip outputs a request for the local bus to the CPU via
the HRQ pin to take over control of the local bus. After the CPU has responded with an HLDA
signal and has released the bus, the requesting 8237A enters the active mode to carry out a DMA
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service. Depending “pan the programming. it is able to operate in four different modes, explained now in brief.
Single Transfer
ln this mode the 8237A carries o”t only a single transfer. The cwnt qister is decremented by
one and the address register, depending upon the programmed state, is also decremented or
incremented by one. If the co”nt register reaches the value ffffh, starting from OOWh, then the
BZ37A internally issues a TC and with a comportding pmgrammed state also an autoinitialization
of the DMA chip.
With this mode you can also move a whole block of sequentially ordered data. Unlike the block
tiansfer mode, though, you have to start every data tramfer individually by a signal DREQ or
a set bit on the request register. As compensation for this restriction, however, the CPU can
again get control of the lacal bus between two transfers.

The single transfer mode is used in the PC for transferring a data sector from the floppy disk
dnve mto the main memory. For this purpae, the CPU ,)as to load the ccunt register with the
( value 511 (512 bytes to transfer) and the address and page register with the buffer address in
@, the main memory. The floppy controller activatff the DRXQZ line with every decoded data byte
B from the floppy disk to issue a single transfer cycle. After transferring 512 bytes into main
P memory, a wraparound in the co”nt register occurs, and a TC is generated. The 8237A then
@ terminates the DMA transfer.
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:j Block Transfer
; This mode causes the 8237A to transfer data contbwously after acknowledging the DREQ re& guest and the output of DACK. For this purpose, the co”nt register is decremented by one upon
I each transfer, and the address register (depending upon the programmed state) decremented or
I.mcremented until a TC or an external m ocmrs. A TC is p-t if the count register reachthe value ffft’h, starting from OWOh. With a correspondingly programmed state an autoinitialization is carried ““t.

)
F
^ Jn demand transfer mode the BZ37A carries o”t data transfer contin”o”sly until a TC or an external

6 Demand Transfer

ocmrs, or the peripheral deactivates DREQ. Thus the demand transfer differs fro”, the block
in that disabling DREQ also leads to intermption of the data transfer. In block transfer
j mode this has no consequences. Moreover, in demand transfer mode the data transfer continues
i
u at the location of the intermption if the peripheral activates DREQ again. Demand transfer
% mode is of some importance in the PC, as the bus slots don’t have a connection for m through
_.;, which a peripheral might indicate the end of the data transfer to the DMA chip, Disabling
: DREQ only leads to an intermption, not to the transfer’s termination. Autoinitialization is there.
$ fore not carried 0°C This is only possible by means of a TC or an external ?X%
a:.
i&ding
_
$ Dne characteristic of the 8237A is its capability for cascading. The number of DMA channels
4, Qn thus be extended, simitar to the 8259A PIC and its intermpt channels. unlike the PIC the

i.

q’
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extension with the 8237A works to any depth. Figure 28.6 shows a scheme for this cascading
capability.

-

L

CPU

-3-

-1

Cascading is carried out by amntiing one channel’s DREQ and DACK of a DMA chip of a
higher level with HRQ and HLDA, rq&ively, of a Dh4A chip of a lower level. Normally, an
8237A take control of the local bus by means of HFZQ and HLDA when it re&vm a DMA
request via DRRQ. With the cascading scheme, however, a DMA request to a second level DMA
chip (the slaop) leads to a DMA request to the DMA chip of the first level (the master), as the
slave’s HRQ signal is passed to the DMA chip of the fint level via the DREQ input. “ihe master
takes control of the local bus by means of HRQ and HLDA, and activates its output DACK,
which is conneded to the input HLDA of the DMA slave. Thus the DMA slave interprets the
DACK signal from the master as an HLDA from the CPU. Cascading therefore leads the conhOl
signals HRQ and HLDA through master and slave. The figure shows further that the cascading
scheme is extendable up to any Level. “ihe A? uses one slave and one master. The slaVe is
ccmnected to channel 0 of the master, thus the slave channels have a higher priority than the
aastefs chann$s. Channel 0 of the AT’s master is usually denoted as DMA channel 4.

. _

Besides the conn&ions shown, the master channel concerned needs to be programmed in
cascading mode to realize cascading. It is then only used for passing the control signals from
the DMA slave, and dwsn’t provide any address or control signals for the bus.

The three transfer modes (single, block and demand) can carry out four transfer types, each of
which differs in the source and target of the transfer. The following discusses these four transfer
types.
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Read Transfer
In read transfer, data is transferred from main memory to an I/O
device, thus from
memory
_
to the I/O address space. For this purpose, the 8237A uses the MEMR and IOW signals. By
activating MEMR, data is read from memory
-onto the data bus. The data on the data bus is
transferred to the I/O device by activating IOW. Figure 28.7 shows a signal diawam for a read

r

. ,

: During the course of the shown read transfer, the 8237A initially outputs the high-order address
)i byte of the memory address via the data bus DBGDB7, and activates AD!STB to latch ad&s
%: bits A&A15 onto the DMA address latch. At the same time, the low-order address byte of the
memory address is output via address lines AO-A7. Activating MEMR to a low lwel causes
g. the memory subsystem &read data from memory, and to put it onto the system data bus. The
’ memory buffer (see Figure 4.2) latches the read data and keeps it stable on the system data bus.
i By activating IOW the peripheral is advised to fetch the data on the system data bus into its
_ I/O buffer (see Figure 4.8). The peripheral takes the data directly off the system data bus. No
h temporary storage in the temporary register of the 8237A is carried cut.
2 As you can see from the figure, the 8237A doesn’t generate any I/O address for the peripheral.
:Tile peripheral is only accessed via the assigned lines DREQx and DACKX, while the other
” peripherals in the I/O address space are disabled, for example, by the active AEN signal from
,-? the DMA chip. Nowbnly the intended device responds to the 8237A mntrol signal. Figure 28.7
kw further that one DMA cycle lasts for four DMA clock cycles. If a slow memory or I/O
a device is addressed, one or more wait cycles may be inserted between 52 and 53, or between
; $3 and 54. The DMA cycle is then extended accordingly.
.-1
.
*i%he high-order address byte A&A15 need not be output during each DMA cycle, but only if
i the high-order address byte really changes This wars only every 256 bytes. In the second cycle
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of the figure, phase S2 is therefore missing, so only three clock cycles are required for a single
DMA cycle. This means a time saving of 25% in the end.
Write Transfer
The write transfer is, so to spe.,k, the opposite of the read transfer. Data is transferred from an
I/O device into main memory, that is, from the I/O to memory address space. The 8237A uses
the m and MEMW signals for this purpose. By activating IOR, data is read from the I/O
MEMW. The
device onto the data bus. The data is then transferred to memory by an active -_
signal- diagram in Figure
28.7 is also valid for a write transfer if you replace MEMR by IOR
and IOW by MEMW, The DMA cycle is four clock cycles long if the high-order address byte
needs to be supplied to the DMA address latch, o(hetvise it is three clock cycles. If the DMA
chip has to insert wait cycles because of slow memories or I/O devices, the Dh4A cycle is
extended accordingly.
Verify Transfer
:
Verify transfer is merely a pseudo-transfer as the B237A operates internally in the same way as
in a read or mite transfer, therefore it generate addresses and responds to
other- m and
signals but doesn’t provide any I/O and memory control signals such as IOR, IOW, MEMR,
MEMW, etc. externally. Thus the verify transfer serves only for internal 8237A checking to
determine whether the addressing and control logic are operating mrrwtly. With a real verification of data this has nothing to do.
1

.*

Memory-Memory Transfer
With memory-memory transfer the 8237A may move a complete data block from one address
area in the main memory to another. However, this type of transfer is only available for thannels 0 and 1; channels 2 and 3 only carry out the three transfer types indicated above. Channel
0 determines the source and channel 1 the de&nation of the data transfer. For memory-memory
transfer, the temporary register is important because it accommodates the data byte read from
the source area in the main memory before it is written to another location in main memorY via
channel I. The memory-memory transfer is issued by a software request for channel 0, because
an external Dh4A request with DREQO is not possible here. As usual, the B237A requests contlOl
of the local bus by means of HRQ and HLDA. The memory-memory transfer is generally
terminated by a ‘I’C of channel 0 or 1 if the count register reaches the value ffffh, starting with
WWh. The 8237A responds in memory-memory transfer to an external m signal. Through
this, external diagnostic hardware, for example, may terminate the DMA transfer if the source
or destination address b~omes of a certain value. Figure 28.8 shows a signal diagram for a
memory-memny transfer.
‘1 During the fast half cycle the DMA chip reads the data byte into the temporary register by fat
. ’ providing the high-order address byte AS-AI5 on DBO-DB7. The address byte is then loaded
into the DMA address latch by activating ADSTB. At the same time, the 8237A outputs the lw’order address byte via AO-A7, and activates MEMR to read out the data byte onto the system
data bus. The 8237A fetches the data, via DKDB7, into its temporary register. The next half
cycIe then writes the data byte held by the temporary register to a nerV address in main rnem~~~~
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> carry out this process, the 8237A first writes the high-order add,ess byte into the DMA
Idress latch and pub the data byte via DB&DB7 onto the system bus afterwards. The followg activation of MEMW instructs the memory to write the data byte to the corresponding
Idress. Thus the memory-memory transfer is complete. As can be seen from Figure 28.8, such
transfer requires eight DMA cldck cycles.
Tote that CLK indicates the DMA dock and not the CFTJ clock. Even in i386 systems with 33
4Hz, the DMA chip usually runs at 4.77 MHz. Thus a memory-memory transfer lasts for about
680 ns. If we assume a 70 ns main memory with about 120 w cycle time and three CFTJ clock
ydes for the execution of one i386 MOVS in&u&n, then the transfer of one word via the CPU
lsts only 330 ns. This is five times faster. If we further take into account that the i386 can
~ansfer 32 bits all at once, but the 8237A only eight, then the i386 transfers data from memory
) memory 20 times faster than the 8237A.
is a feature, channel 0 can be programmed to keep the &me address duling the muse of the
rhole memory-memory transfer. The 8237A then carries out a memory block initialization. ne
we of this block is defined by the count value in the count register of channel 1.
ompressed Mode
DT fast memories and I/O devices the 8237A may be programmed so that it carries out a
>mprewzd mode. The transfer time is then compr&sed to two DMA clock cycles. Figure 28.9
mws a signal diagram for the compressed mode.
s ydu can see, cycle 53 is missing. It extends the read pulse with slower memorig and I/O
e&s so that the addressed unit has enough time to provide the data. With modem devices
ds is no longer required, and 53 can be dropped. Note that the 8237A runs only at 4.77 MHz
I the PC. Every device as slow as the 8237A can easily follow, but after 256 bytes at most .$I
lditional cycle Sl is required, because a new high-order address byte for the DMA address
.
Itch must then be supplied via DBODB7.
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The compressed mode is only implemented for read and write transfers. For a memory-memory
transfer the compressed mode is not possible, although today’s RAM chips are among the
fastest compo”e”ts i” a PC.
Autoinitialization
The individual 8237A channels may be programmed so that they initialize themselves to the
initial values after a TC or m automatically. For this purpae, the current address register
and the current count register are loaded with the values horn the base address register and the
base count register. The base address register and base count register are not accessible, but are
loaded during the cause of a write to the current address register and the current ccant register
by the CPU with the same values. The base address register and base ccmnt register are not
altered by the following Dh4A cycles, and hold the initial values wen after a” ??@ from which
the current address register and the current count register are restored during autoinitialization.
Afterwards, the 8237A channel concerned is again ready for a DMA transfer.
Autoinitializati”” is used if data quantities of the same size are always to be transfer& to a
fixed buffer in the main memory, “r horn the main memory. This can be the case, for example,
when reading a s&or fmm a floppy disk into the main memory. Here it would be sufficient to
program the DMA chip once. For all succeeding sector transfers, the chip initializes itself again
and again.

.2&2.3 Programming the 8237A
For programming the 8237A five control registers are available. Additionally, you can determine
the 8237A’s current state by a status register. From the temporary register you may read the last
transferred data byte of a memory-memory transfer. Table 28.2 lists the I/O addresses of the
registers concerned. Note that the K/XT only has the DMA 1 chip,
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Wh
@3h
Wh
Oah
Obh
Wh
Mh
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DMA 2”
dOh
dOh
dZh
d4h
d6h
dab
deh

The read-only status register provides some infornxation on the current state of the individual
channels in the 8237A. Figure 28.10 shows the shllcture of this register.
:

The four high-order bits REQ34EQO indicate whether a quest is pending via a DREQX signal
for the channel concerned. Bib TC3-TCO show whether the 8?7A has reached a terminal count
of the corresponding channels according to a transition from OOOOh to ffffh of each count register. If you read the status r&ister, the four bits TC3-TCO are automatically cleared.
Before programming an 8237A channel you should disable the whole chip, or at least the
channel to be programmed. According to Murphy’s law, no DMA request for this channel
0ccum all year - until you try to pmgram it! If a Dh4A request occurs, for example after
programming the low-order address register byte, then the 8237A immediately responds to the
t’equest and carries out the DMA transfer with the new low-order and the old high+rder
address byte. You can surely imagine what this means. Once the catastrophe is complete, the
8237A enters program mode again and the CPU can write the high-order address byte - if it is
Wally able to do this an; more. You may disable the complete DMA controller with the COND
bit in the mntrol register. An individual channel can be masked by means of the channel mask
or the mask register. Figure 28.11 shows the command register.
With the DARP bit you can determine the active level of the DACK signals. If DAKF’ is cleared,
then the 8237A pmvidff a low-level signal at the DACKx pin if it is servicing 2 DMA request

’
..
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via DRQx; otherwise, the pin outputs a high-level signal. With a set DAKP bit the 8237A
supplies a high-level signal at the DACKx if it is servicing a DMA request via OR&, othemise
a low-level signal is supplied. The standard setup after a reset is a cleared DAKP bit, which is
also used by the PC. Thus, DACK signals are always active-low in the PC. The DRQP bit has
a similar effect. With this bit you can define the active level that the 8237A assigns to the DMA
request signals. A cleared DRQP bit means that the 8237A interprets a high level at its DRQx
input as a DMA request for the channel x mncerned. With a set DRQP bit, on the other hand,
the 8237A issues a DMA transfer if a high-lwel signal is supplied. Thus DRQP and DAKP
behave in opposite ways. The standard setup aft&a reset is a cleared DRQP bit, which is also
used in the PC. DRQ signals are therefore always active-high in the P C.
The EXTW bit conhols the length of the write pulse IOW or MEMW during a DMA transfer.
With a set EXTW bit the write pulse will already have started one DMA clock cycle earlier
during DMA phase s3; thus it is longer. You can see this in Figure 28.7: the broken line indicates
an extended write, and the salid line a late write. In compressed mode (that is, with a set COMP
bit), the value of EXTW is immaterial as the 53 cycle is missing. With the PRIO bit you may set
up the priority strategy that the 8237A uses to service incoming DMA requests. After a reset,
PRIO is set So that the 8237A uses fixed priority with the order 0, 1,2,3. A set COMP bit advise
.?he 8237A to Carry out compressed clocking where phase 53 is missing. Memory-memory traw
‘fers do not allow compressed mode - a relic of memory access times of 200 ns and more.
Using the COND bit you can disable the DMA controller completely. It doesn’t respond to any
DMA requests but must always be kept in programming mode. Thus the 8237A can only accept
*
commands, and enables the CPU to access its internal registers.
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w AHDE bit is important for memory-memory transfers. With a set AHDE bit the 8237A
!ep the value in the address register of channel 0 unchanged; only the address register of
cannel 1 is continuously increased or decreased. A whole memory block can thus be initialized
ith the value to which the channel 0 address register points. If AHDE is cleared, a real memoryemory transfer of a complete data block is executed. The value of AHDE is only effective with
set MMT bit.
‘ith a set MMT bit the 8237A enters memory-memory transfer mode. Note that only a few
otherboards support this transfer mode. For the memory-memory transfer only channels
and 1 are available. Channel 0 defines the source and channel 1 the target of the transfer. All
her modes are defined via the mode register (Figure 28.12).

sides a hardware DMA request via the DRQx signals, you also have the option to start a DMA
ansfer by a software command. The 8237A behaves in the same way as if activated by a DRQx.
MA requests by softwhre are imperative for memory-memory transfers, as the memory sut&em is unable to provide a DRQx signal for initiating the data transfer. The request of a DMA
ansfer is carried out with the request register (Figure 28.12). Bits SELI, SELO determine the
tannel for which the request is to be issued The STCL bit defines whether the accompanying
guest bit is to be set or cleared. If no further DMA requests are currently active, or of a high
riority, then setting the request bit immediately leads to a DMA transfer. The request is otherise queued according to the programmed priority strategy. You may remove a DMA transfer
zd yet initiated from the queue by clearing the corresponding request bit.

he channel mask register (Figure 28.13) masks a single channel. With the related mask register,
R the other hand, you can mask 0’ release several.channels all at once. Bits SELI, SELO define

the channel to be masked or released. YKL determines whether this channel is to be masked
or released.

With the mode register (Figure 28.14) you may set the operation mode and the transfer type of
an 8237A channel. Bits MODI, MOW define the operation mode of the channel concerned;
demand, single and block transfer as well as cascading are available, though in cascading mode
the following bits are of no meaning. With IDEC you can define whether the address register
is to be increased or decreased after each data transfer. AUTO activates or disables the
autoinitfalizatfon of the 8237A for one channel. If you haven’t s&&d cascading mode by
means of MODI. MODO, then you must now define the transfer mode with TRAI, TRAO. SELI,
SELO determine the 8237A channel for which the definitions by means of bits 7-2 hold.
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As already mentioned, you have the option of masking or releasing several channels all at once
using the mask register (Figure 28.15). Bits STC3-STCO indicate whether the corresponding
mask bit is set and whether the DMA request for the channels concerned is masked, or whether
the mask bit is cleared and the channel released.

The 8237A implements three additional commands, but they are programmed as an output to

a register. This tneans that you have to exe-ate an OUT command with any data byte to the
corresponding address to issue the command. By decoding the address bits AO-A3, the 8237A

rrcognizes that a command and not a data write to a register has occurred. The data byte passed
by the OUT instruction is ignored. Table 28.3 lists the three additional commands.
DMA 1”

DMA 2”

(kh
Wh
Oeh

d8h
dab
dch

~~ You need the command resel flip-flop to reset the intern.4 flip-flop in the 8237A if you want to
I write to a l&bit register. Afterwards, you pass the low-order and then the high-order data byte.
Without the command the flipflop may be in an unpredictable state, and low- and high-tier
data bytes are possibly interchanged.
‘*
s Exan,ple: n..er &-rw of nr 1.
mn am. *1 i OYrDur any rm,ue ro P)rt *m
, +c-n.a =re..r tlip4or.r .xscuted
; The master clw command has the same effect as a hardware reset of the 8237A. Command,
;~ Status, request and temporary registers are cleared, and the flipflop is reset.
:!,,

. .

Chant., ,I(
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Rqlister name

cob

address register channel o/4
count register channel 04
address register channel l/5
count register channel Ii5
address register channel 2/C
count register channel .?I6
address register channel 3”
CO”“, regmr channel 3 ”

clh
c2h
c3h
C4h
c5h
cm
Oh

:
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Port

Page

87h
83h
8th
82h

channel 0
‘hanIle, 1”
channel 2
channel 3

RgiRer

Port

Page regimr

8fh
8bh
8%
*all

channel 4 (refresh,
channel 5
channel 6
channel 7
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I’ KM only: Yln”ll.“eoWly Ck”nd 0
Ial< 285: Po*r rrgirter I,0 n&fNote that in the PC/XT channels 0 and 1 are assigned the same physical page register. Therefore, you access the same physical register via the two different I/O addresses 87h and 83h. On
the AT the page register for channel 4 - which is used for cascading - is the page address for
memory refresh.

28.2.4 Example: Initialize DMA 1, Channel 2 for Floppy Data Transfer
The following program example initializes channel 2 of Dh4A I for a write transfer to transfer
one floppy disk sector with 512 bytes from the controller into main memory. The segment and
offset of the read buffer are passed in the repisters FSBX. A check whether a DMA segment
overflow might occur is not carried out. The DMA transfer is initiated by a DREQZ from the
floppy disk controller. The pmgram code can be part of a routine by which the CPU drives
the floppy controller to transfer one sector with a read command. If several sectcrs are to be
transferred in succession, then the value in the count registers mwt be increased accordingly.
‘ ..~...~......~...~.~....~.~.....~.......~..~.~....~~...~..~....~..~~.......~.......~.....
.*
,** Lss, buft*r S-t
. ..* *a*m -=.a B.S.
*.
---I’. 8x: buuftsr otfS*r
..
,**
..
,** hS. ad&.s.z
as.. S.,. . . . . ..S. *.
*
,**
OOOD--mm
..
I**
*.
i**
DDDD hhhh hbM 1111 1111
.*
i**
..
i** WpDi atry Lox tha - Dig. rWf.t*r
..
a** hhhb hMh: hf.zhh-ord*r wra tar a. Mad*.*. rql1st.r
*.
i** 1111 1111: la-or&r Lyre for w nu addran. rSgi,rer

, . . ..~.*.*.*.........*.~*.*.................*....*...........*.*...........~.*....**.*..~.
/ dieable nr 1
~l_*ie.bl.:
cm OBh. 1.h
/ .aepuL 0001 OlOOb to caand rsgi.ter to .aisam* aId iniLialize u,e 81311
, 1ixFi: actin low. DRQi actira MS?,. Iar.rrira, Driority: flxe.3,
, claklnsi lIo~1, cont.oll.ri df.able.3, addre.. hold: dicmblaa.
‘*
. _
; malow--w: dimbla.5~
-8
, q e “P mm mod. for chalm*l 1
m obh. 56h
I o”tDUL 0101 011Ob to lode rwi.rer
/ h3a.r single fren.f.r, a.3.3rasm incremm.tatic.n. ma auroinitiali~.tion.
/ rr.ncdar mcdei write. ch-1: 1)
mu_aadr.m:
/ .Dlir d&m.. in E9,bx inro DDW hhhh hmh 1111 111).
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Alternatively, you may also mask only the channel concerned of the first DMA controller 1. All
other channels remain enabled during the initialization of channel 2. Some 386 memory drivers
need one or more DMA channels of the first DMA controller to accw extended memos
Masking the controller, espexially for a longer time period, may lead to the crash of these
drivers.
‘.

’ 28.2.5 DMn’ Cycles in Protected and Virtual 8086 Mode
If you want to initialize and execute a DMA transfer in protected or even virtual 8086 m&with
active paging, you are confronted with many problems; in most cases, the task crashes ime
diately after the DMA transfer. The addresses that the 8237A. the DMA address latch, and the
DMA page register provide are physical addresses. If you try to load one of these registers with
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a segment descriptor, the address points somewhere, but certainly not to the intended location.

In virtual 13086 mode the situation doesn’t get any better. Even if you succeed in eliciting the
linear address from the segment dexriptor, this doesn’t help if paging is active. The linear
address is completely replaced by the paging mechanism and the page concerned till possibly
have been swapped by the operating system a long time before. The DMA contmlIer realizes
nothing, of course, as it is only running in a real mode and doesn’t understand the CPU’s
segmentation and paging mechanisms.
In the environment of a protected mode operating system or virtual 8086 monitor, application

pmgrams have no chance of initiating a DMA transfer on their own. This is the job of the
operating system only. All attempts to write the Dh4A registers by OUT inawtions are intercepted by an exception if the IOPL tlag isn’t privileged enough, or the I/O part is protected by
meana of the I/O permission bit map. A DMA transkr is not a trivial jab, espwially when
paging is enabled, even for the operating system or the virtual 8086 monitor, as the DMA
controller overwrites the physical memory contents mercilessly without any care for the pre
t&ion mechanisms of the protected mode. Therefore an ipcorrectly intttalimd DMA chip may
overwrite proteded memory locations even in protected mode. This inevitably gives rise to a
crash of the task mncemed immediately, or of tk complete computer system.

.

,

29 Other Peripheral Chips and Components
In addition to those support chips already discussed which carry out majar tasks in a personal
computer (a PC without an interrupt controller is unthinkable), there are some othkr cornpanents. These are, for example, the speaker, the PPI 8255 (this chip is frequently installed on multiI/O adapters for driving external devices), and the CMOS RAM as the long-term memory of
you PC.

29.1 About Tones and Sounds - The Speaker
During the course of each boot process, your PC outputs (hopefully) a good-tempered beep to
signal that everything is OK. The installed speaker can also provide tones of various frequencies
and duration, from a short glottal stop to a continuous nerve-racking squealing tone. In the
following secttons the two principal possibilities for driving the speaker and playing tone
sequences in the background independently of the CPU are discussed. The key for operating the
speaker is counter 2 of the 8253/8254 timer chip (see Chapter 27). as well as bits 0 and 1 of port
6 in the 8255 PPI chip (see Se&ion 29.2). Figure 29.1 shows a diagram of the connections
between PIT, port B and the speaker.

Port B (61 h)

t.
PIT 8253,8254
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To generate a stable tone, the output OUT of counter 2 in the 8253/8254 PIT is connected via
a gate to the amplifier that drives the speaker. The low-pass filter suppresses the tona that are
tea high for the speaker. Like all other clock signal inputs, the PIT’s CLK2 input is also connected to the 1.193 18 MHz oscillator. To generate a tone, two possibilities are now available:
- directly driving the speaker by means of counter 2 in the 8253/8254;
- periodic activation of the amplifier with the CPU.
The first possibility is better and more direct, as the PIT carries out tone generation without any
intervention from the CPU. The processor is only needed to set the tone frequency and to
activate or disable the speaker. Thus the prwzsor is free to do other j&s while the speaker is
generating a tone. But don’t demand high standards from the tone quality of the speaker;
neither the installed amplifier nor the speaker belong to the hifi class! For generating tones and
the sounds of various inshuments. synthesizer adapters fespwially for multimedia applications)
are now available on the market.
The audible range of tones lies between about 16 Hz and 16 kHz. Frequencies above and below

this range are called infra- or supersonic: Your PC’s amplifier is probably unable to geneate
such tones. The basis for the music scale is the so-called concert pitch A, with a frequency of
440 Hz. The scale of all odaves is deduced from this single concert pitch A. The tone A of the
next lowest or next highest octave has half or twice the frequency. This applies analogously to
all other tones. Table 29.1 lists the frequencies for all twelve half tones of the eight octaves. Only
very modem composers use tones that are beyond the 8th octave.
T o m octave 1 o c t a v e 2 clna”F 3
C
ct
D
tlx
E
F
F#
-G
GW
A
AX
8

16.4
17.3
18.4
19.5
20.6
21.8
23.1
24.5
26.0
27.5
29.1
30.9

32.7
34.7
36.7
38.9
41.2
43.6
46.3
49.0
51.9
55.0
58.3
61.7

’

6 5 . 4
69.3
73.4
77.8
82.4
87.3
92.5
98.0
103.8
110.0
116.5
123.5

octave4
130.8
138.6
146.8
155.6
164.8
174.6
185.0
196.0
207.7
220.0
233.1
247.0

Octave5
261.6
277.2
293.7
311.1
329.6
349.2
370.0
39x-,
415.3
440.0
466.2
493.9

octave6
523.3
554.4
587.3
622.3
659.3
698.5
740.0
784.0
830.6
880.0
923.3
987.8

octave7
1046.5
1108.8
1’174.7
1244.5
1328.5
1396.9
1480.0
1568.0
1661.2
1760.0
I%&7
1975.5

octave*
2093.0
2217.5
2349.3
2489.0
2637.0
2793.8
2960.0
3136.0
3322.4
3520.0
3729.3
3951.1

Table 29.1: The eight octaves of music
Music scale and octaves are based on the geometric mean, that is, the frequency of each tone
is the geometric mean of the adjacent tones in the row as well as column directions. For example, concert pitch A: frequency 440 Hz; adjacent tones 220 Hz, 880 Hz and 415.3 Hz, 466.16 Hz;
geo+ric mean in both cases d(220 * 880) = Jf415.3 l 466.16) = 440 Hz. Stated differently, from
one c&w to another the frequenciff increase by a factor of two, and within the same octave
o by a factor of 12df2) = 1.059 46. All tones are thus defined unambiguously. Of course, there are
i_ aLso tones of other frequencies, but an orchestra working with such tones sounds out of tune (0;
$: like Stockhausen!) After this short jxmwy into the higher spheres of music, let’s now turn back
.
!i to the programming of our trivial PC speaker.
_. i
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29.1.1 Direct Activation via the 825318254 PIT
For generating a tone only PIT mode 3 is applicable, that is, the timer chip generates a periodic
square-ware signal. The other periodic mode 2 is not suitable as it only generates peak pulses
with a width of 0.83Sps. The membrane of the speaker cannot follow this fast pulse, and the
speaker remains quiet. To generate a square wave with the intended frequency you must Fat
the PIT into counting mode 3 using a control word, and write one or two counter bytes afterwards. Note that the initial count value acts as a divisor, that is, the higher the value the lower
the generated frequency.

Even tf you generate a square-wave signal with the exact frequency of the concert pitch A
(440 Hz), the result sounds somewhat different. Table 29.1 refers to pure sine oscillations; but
the square wave with 440 Hz also contains, b&des the 440 Hz sine signal, many other frequencies of various intensities. We as humans mainly perceive the strongest component (thus the
440 Hz), but the other additions appear as the tone w&xur. Depending upon the instrument
(violin, saxophone, PC speaker), the frequency and intensity of the additional tones are different, and actually characterize the sound of an instrument. Synthesizers and electronic organs
use this effect to imitate various instruments by emphasizing certain additional tones.
With our PlT we are unfortunately limited to the generation of a simple tone. To cause the 82531
8254 to count in mode 3, the GATE input must be at a high level. For this purpose, bit 0 in port
B of the 82.55 chip is used. Port B can be accessed by poti add- 61h. If the value of this bit
is equal to I, then a high-level signal is applied to GATE2 and the PIT is enabled, otherwise a
low-level signal is supplied and the counter is stopped. But activating the GATE input is not
sufficient; a further gate is connected between PIT and the amplifier, controlled by bit I of port
8. Only if this bit is equal to I is the square wave signal actually transmitted from counter 2 of
the SW/8254 to the amplifier, which in turn drives the speaker.
To generate a tone you therefore have to carry out the following steps:
- operate counter 2 of the 8253/82S4 in modd3 with the intended frequency;
- activate the GATE input of counter 2 by means of a set bit 0 in part B (port address 6Ih);
‘*and
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Now the speaker constantly outputs a tone with a frequency of 440 Hz. The tone generation is
carried out without any intervention of the CPU. You many caU another program, but the
speaker goes on sounding. A remedy is not possible until you reach the next example.
If you set only bit 0 in port B, but not bit 1, then the PIT generates the intended squarewave
signal but this is not transmitted to the amplifier and the speaker remains quiet. However, if you
have set bit 1 in pat B but not bit 0, then the gate is turned on but there is no sig& from the
PIT and the speaker again remains quiet. You may load the PIT with a new count value at any
time, and the speaker then outputs a tone with an accordingly altered frequency.
Example: swlrch oti the maker.
Ia ai, 6lh
, red Old value Of ore B sr,L

urn al. un1100b I char Mr. 0 d 1. bfb I to, r-in u$dar,g~
am ah, al
i artrnf byu “itb charti bit.# 0 d 1 ro we 8, q aak*r i. nritxhe.2 Off
To rke ma .DMkor quuier i.t i. •”tnocl~nt ro char one or the MO bit. 0 an.3 1.
In conndon with the user exit Ich of the peiodic timer interrupt, the tone generation via the PIT
is particularly powerful. Long tone seq”enc~ with tones of vacious durations can be played in the
background while the CPU is executing another p-m. To achieve this a new handler for interrupt Ich is required, which is called 18.2 times per second. Figure 29.2 shows a scheme for this.

1
.
.
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,
The new handler determines with each call (that is, every 55 ms) whether the currently gener-

ated tone is to be terminated and which new tone the speaker needs to output. The handler
fetches the data required from a table held in memory, where the frequencia and the duration
(as the number of timer ticks) of the tones to be output are stored. Thus the CPU is taken up
for a short time only every 55 ms to determine the end of the currently output tone, and to
repr~am the PIT with a new frequency. The rest of the time it can proces? other tasks. If the
stored table is extensive enough, the PC may play a complete symphony in the backgmund
while you.are tit@ a letter, for example. Commands such as PLAY in BASIC use such a
strategy to output tone sequences in the background.

29.1.2 Periodic Activation by the CPU
Another but not very powerful method of generating trmes is the periodic activation of the
speaker amplifier by the CPU. Even if counter 2 in the 8253/8254 PIT is not operating, or
possibly not even in mode 3, the output OLlT2 provides a voltage. This can be on a low (0 V)
or high level (+5 v), depending upon the mode or signa! at the GATE input. If you transmit this
voltage to the amplifier via the gate that is turned on by means of bit 1 of port B, then the
amplitier drives the speaker. As the signal provided by the counter is constant in time, the
amplifier also generates a constant output signal. The speaker’s magnet pulls or pushes away
the membrane according to the polarity of the output signal. Afterwards, the membrane
remains in this position until the signal fmm the amplifier is switched off. The membrane
shoots back to the rest location.
.

.

If the amplifies turning on and off is repeated within short time intervals, the speaker outpub
a tone with the frequency of this turning on and off. In other words, you may generate a tone
with a certain frequency by setting and clearing bit 1 in pat B in the phase of this frequency.
Example:

-rau a f- by rumiw on a~ oif rha -un~, prwru tme.~: csna~ by
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The disadvantages of this method are obvious. First, the CPU is permanently occupied by the
tcme generation, thus speaker operation in the background is impossible. Second, the frequency
of the generated tone cannot be set up precisely as the clock frequency of the CPU is different
in different PCs, and the CPU may be interrupted unpredictably by interrupts. To add a aclick.
to keyboards without such an in-built mechanical sound (as, for example, the Compaq keyboards). some manufacturers employ a similar method. If you are pressing a key you issue a
hardware interrupt 09h whose handler fetches the character according to the depressed key into
the keyboard buffer. Moreover, the handler may set bit 1 in port B for a short time. You perceive
the speaker’s turning on and off as a short click. The advantage compared to normal wclick>>,
keyboards is that you hear a click only if a character is actwally passed. Older keybards which
have been in use for a long time may very often click without closing a corresponding cantact
in the scan matrix and passing a character to the PC’s keyboard interface.

Example:

clink on kwhrd hit; *e~b_ho.c ~an*~~r*s a cuck *nurd *- eyely kw hit.
main0

( inr li
for (ii) (
while ~Ikburo,‘
b=rct.oi
Li.D,OXSl),
i-l I OXOZ,
OUQ.,OXf.l,il;
for ,i-O‘i.~Pii+r,i
~-l”g~Oxbl~;
Li L Oxfc;
ou~P,Ox6l,f~;
1
exir,(la;
1

,* Click rwm Yv3n kWboa%l bit .I
I* *=r “hsn ctr1-C or Crrl-Bzraak .I
/’ ensble -1ifler *,
/* by marrl!lQ bfr I.,
,. in ox‘r B .I
/* rair ior 50 Imp, .,
/* di.abbl~ -Ii&w .,
/* by cl*~riq bit 1 ‘,
/. in POIr B *,

29.2 The 8255 Programmable Peripheral Interface
) The 8255 WI chip is only present in the PC/XT to establish a connection between CPU and
: Various other components, such as the keyboard, the DIP switches for the configuration settings,
’ and the NM1 mask register.
-29.2.1 PPI 8255 T@rminals and Signals
i%e 8255 has 24 I/O pins in all, divided into three group of eight pins each. The groups are
d ted by part A, part B and port C, respectively. The PPI usually comes in a 4C-pin DIP or
t ‘“9
~44-pm PLCC package. Figure 29.3 shows the pin assignment scheme of the Si55.
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Al-A0 11)
Pins 8, 9
The address signals at these pins, together with m and m, select
- one of- the three pats of the
control word register. The possible combinations of (Al A0 RD WR) have the following
meaniqqs:

If this chip s&et pin is at a low level, the CPU can read data from or write data to the intemal
8?5 registers, or access the I/O pins of the ports A, Band C by the m and WR signals. Thus
, t&e a signal enabk the PPI for read and write pmcesses.
D7-DO (VO)
Pins 27-M
These eight connections form the bidirectional data bus through which the 8255 receives data
and commands from or outputs them to the CPU.
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PA’I-PA0 (I/O)
Pins 3740,14

These eight pins form port A. The lines lead to a data output latch/buffer and a data input latch,
which are each eight bits wide.
PB’I-PBO (I/O)
Pins 25-18
These eight pins form port B. The linff lead to a data output latch/buffer and a data input
buffer, which are each eight bits wide.
PC7-PC4 (I/O)
Pins IO-13
These four pins form the high-order nibble of port C. The lines lead to a data output latch/
buffer and a data input buffer, which are each four bits wide.
Pa-Pat (110)
Pins 17-14
These four pins form the low-order nibble of port C. The Lines lead to a data output latch/buff~
and a data input buffer, which are each four bits wide.
iin (1)
Pin5

. .

If the signal at this read pin is at a low level, the CPU can read data from the 8255 PPI via the
data bus DO-W.
REsEr (1)
Pin35
If the signal at this pin is at a high level, the control register is cleared and the pins of all ports
attain a level *l* (high). ,
wii cn
;Pin36
i If the signal at this write pin is at a low level, the CPU can write data into intanal8255 registers
‘via the data bus IX-W.
j:,,

*
it . . . .
1 ‘l’h ptd IS supplied with the supply voltage (usuaily +5 V).
Lu
[pi,7

.
grounded (usually 0 V).
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29.2.2 8255 PPI Structure and Operating Modes
As the name PPI already indicates, the 8255 is programmable in three different modes:
- mode 0: simple unidirectional input/output without handshake;
- mode 1: unidirectional input/output with handshake via a nibble of pat C;
- mode 2: bidirectional input/output via part A with handshake via the high-order nibble of
port c.
Thus a very flexible chip for I/O purposes is available for computer designers. Figure 29.4
shows a diagram of its internal structure.

Ports A, B and C are combined into two groups A and B. For this purpose, port C is divided
into two sections, a high-order nibble PC-PC4 and a low-order nibble PC?-PCO. The A-group
controls the eight I/O pins PA7-PA0 of port A, as well as the four highqrder pins PC7-PC4 of
pat C; the B-group controls the eight l/O Pins PB7-PBO of port B and the four low-order pins
PCS-PC0 of port c.
Port A has an g-bit data output latch/buffer and an Ebit input latch/buffer; port B has a data
input/output latch/buffer; and port C an Ebit output latch/buffer, as well as an &bit input
. pffer. Port C&e&t have a latch for the input. It can be divided into two 4-bit ports, which
may be used for outputting control signals and inputting status information for ports A and 8.
Ports A, B and C may be operated separately or in the A and B ccmbination with the high- and
low-order nibble of part C, respectively. For example, port A can k programmed for a bidifltional input and output of data to a controller with handshake and interrupt-driven data
exchange, while pat B in mode 0 only observes the stitching state5 &simple DIP switches. If

3
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you change the mode of a pai then the output register of the pins concerned is reset to rln.
The following briefly discusses the three modes.
Mode 0
Nf

Depending upon the programming for input or output, the data is simply read from or written
to the port concerned. In this mode ports A and B, as well as the high-and low-order nibbles
of port C, can be defined independently as input or output pins. Thus, the 8255 has two g-bit
and two 4-bit ports in this mode. In the PC/XT all three ports are operated in mode 0.
Mode 1
The data may be input or output in cooperation with handshake signals. In mode I ports A and
B use the pins of port C to output the handshake signals. Ports A and B are themselves employed for the input and output of g-bit data. Pins PC3 and PC0 provide interrupt request
signals for ports A and B, respectively, if corresponding handshake signals have been received.
An interrupt-driven data exchange can thus be realized with made I. As this 8255 capability is
not used in the PC/XT and a description is only of interest for hardware developers, this mode
1 option is not decribed in further detail here. We shall met interrupt-driven data exchange
with handshake signals in connection with the serial and parallel interface.
Mode 2

J

Mode 2 is only available for Port A together with the high-order nibble of port C. In mode 2
data may be input and output; a bidirectional transfer takes place. The direction of the data flow
must be inverted in certain circumstances. This is carried out by means of handshake signals,
as is the case with mode I. Further, the 8255 can also provide an interrupt request signal in
mode 2 to issue a hardware interrupt. By means of mode 2, a very complex bidiredional data
exchange can be realized.
One feature of the 8255 is its capability to combine modes 0, 1 and 2 for different ports. For
example, you can program groups A and B in mode I for output and input, respectively, and
connect them to the same_ peripheral (Figure 29.5). Thus, you get a duplex connection between

d
P
,f
IS
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the 8255 and the peripheral. Of course, you may also realize such a bidirectional connection

with pat A in mode 2, but here the transfer direction must be switched according to the
requirements. As a compensation, port B is available for another application.

29.2.3 Programming the 8255 PPI
Mode programming of the individual pork is carried out with a control word. You can access
the control word register in the PC/XT at the port address 63h, and the three ports A, B and
C with the port addresses ah, 61h and 62h, rqectively.
The ports programmed for output may be written by a simple OUT or read by an IN instruction.
On the other hand, all ports programmed for input tan only be read, not written. All write
attempts to these ports are ignored.

For port C you have the option to set bits (and thus pins) individually to *I*, or to reset to x0*
by meam of a control word. Also, in this case, the write commands via the mntrol words are
ignored if the port concerned is progmmmed for input only. Figure 29.6 shows the format of the
control word

High-nibble Port C (PC7..PC4): O=Outpti l=lnput
Port B (PB,..PBO,: O=Output l=l”pui
Mode: OO=McdeO ll,=t”kde 1 ,x=Mode2
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A mode control word for setting the operation modes of ports A, B and C comprisff a set bit
7 (07) to distinguish this control word from a set or relet command for a single pin of port C.
The three low-order bits D2-Do refer to the mode of group B, which consists of port B and the
low-order nibble of port C. Port B and pins PC3-PC0 can be programmed separately for input
or output. As for part B. only modes 0 and 1 are available - the single bit D2 is sufficient for
defining the mode.
Bits D&D3 concern group A, which is pat A and the high-order nibble of pat C. Also in this
case, port A and pins PC7-PC4 may be separately programmed for input and output, Besides
: modes 0 and I, mode 2 with bidirectional data flow is also available for port A. For the deter-

om 63h. 9ch : ourput CcaCrol “or.3 lDOlllOPb

:

Example:

ntatira ownrion tie of wrt. 1, B and c.
IN -1. 6% i rm.3 c%el‘.tion moda byte illto acculllaro~ a1

If bit D7 in the control word is cleared (that is, equal to 0). the 8255 hand& the passed byte as
il set or reset command for an individual pin or individual bit of port C. Note that pins and bib
can be set or reset only if the nibble to which the bit concerned belongs is operated in output
? mode by a mode control word; otherwise, the 8255 ignores the command. Bits D3-Dl form a
a 3% number, which definff the bit to set or reset. DO indicates whether the selected bit is to be
e et to I or reset to 0.
h Bulmple:

set bik 5 c0rre.gondir.s ro pin 5 ot wrr E f0 1 .
owr 6%. Obh i .e biC 5 Of Dart c by meana Of the c0r.rr.d Ilore 0000101m

$ king able to set individual bits (and therefore pins) of pqt C is especially useful if port C is
4 used for exchanging handshake signals in mod- I and 2.
1;

i 29.2.4 Port Assignment in the PC/XT
’ The 8255 PI’1 is used in the PC/XT to establish a connection to various components. The fallow% ing figures show the port addresses of ports A, B, C and the 8255 control register, as well as the
5.= assignment of the ports in the PC/XT. Potts A, B, C miy be read by a simple IN instruction and
i Written by means of an OUT instruction if they are programmed for input and output, respec; tiVely. 1.n the PC/XT, all three ports are operated in mode 0, that is, unidirectional input/output
Ports A and C are read-only; part B is writeonly.
.& WithpuChandshake.
:
’ Port A has two main functions. If bit 7 of pat B is equal to 0, then the keyboard is accessible
b.
vlil port A (Figure 29.7, left). Bit 7, after a keyboard interrupt C9h via IRQI, indicates whether.
2, the key has been depressed (bit 7 equal to 1, “make-coden) or released (bit 7 equal to 0, ubreaki code*). and the seven low-order bits contain the scan code of the key concernei. The keyboard
3 is described in detail in Chapter 34.

!
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If bit 7 of port B is equal to 1, the state of the DIP witches with the configuration settings can
be read (Figure 29.7, right). Note that the assignment of port A coincides with the Structure Of
the device byte (20, 14h) in the CMOS RAM. However, the bits UMl and MM0 are reserved
there; in port A they indicate the amount of main memory installed on the motherboard. Through
bits MM&h4M2 of port C you may also determine the number of 3’2 kbyte blocks of main
memory on the motherboard installed in addition to the memory indicated by bits MM1 and
MMO. Bits FL1 and FL0 indicate the number of floppy drives installed if the FLP bit is set.
Through bits GRI and GRO you may determine the type of graphics adapt- installed. Finally.
bit x87 indicates whether or not a copnxessor is installed.

Note that the values of the port A bits reflect the position of the DIP switches. If the switches

are positioned incorrectly, then the bits also indicate an incorred configuration, of course. The
. pame appliesto the CMOS RAM in the AT. The system is unable to determine the configuration
‘on its own, but relies on the configuration settings according to the DIP switches or CMOS RAM
during the boot process.
Port B (Figure 29.8) of the 8255 is programmed in output mode, and controls certain.PC/fl
registers. As already mentioned, bit SW7 indicates whether the configuration settings or the
keyboard byte can be read via port A. By means of bit KBC, you may deactivate or enable the
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@ clock signal for the keyboard. The keyboard is locked or released by this. Bits NME and NMI
.,” enable or disable the checking of extension adapters, for example the graphics adapter or the
h parity chwk function for main memory. The first PC came with a cassette reorder. By means of
:6 REC you can control its motor (an anachronism). The SWL bit indicates whether Dip switch 5
i or DIF switches O-3 of the second stitch block can be read via part C. The SPK bit con&&
i,, whether the output signal of the 8253 counter 2 is supplied to the cassette reorder or the
k speaker. Finally, the GT2 drives the GATE input of the second oxmter in the 8253 PIT to enable
i or disable its counting function.
: Example:
i’;
:’

l-he

ion

‘XT
the
the

-1. pzi* ch*ckiw w the moth*=-.
In a1, 61h I rran*f*r byt. f_ Dart B ro 11
m a1, 10h , **r biC I 11111,
OOT 61h. al i tran.z.r bYt* ro Pore B

: Like port A, pat C (Figure 29.9) is also programmed as an input channel in the PC/XT. The
I PAR and EXT bits indicate whether an NM1 is issued after a parity error in main memory or an
I emn on an expansion adapter. The handler determines the source of the NMl using these bits
’ and proceeds accordingly. With TIM you can read the current state of the output OUT2 of counter
d 2 jn the 82.53 timerchip. The CSR bit indicates the level of the signal t?cnn the cassette recorder.

2 If bit SW2 of port B is cleared, you can read the four low~rder bits of a 5-bit number via MM&
?A MM2 If you set bit SW2 of port B then you can read the most significant bit of this number via
i. MM6. The 5bit number MM6-MM2 indicatff the memory installed on the motherboard
4 beyond 64 kbytff in 32 kbyte blocks.
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29.3 CMOS RAM and Real-time Clock
The

old PC/X% has ~ewml small DIP Switches (sometimes mockingly called mice pianos), by
means of which the user had to set the configuration of the computer. The configuration information includes the number and type of floppy drives, graphics adapter, base memory, etc. As
a PC is a qerscmaln computer, the ccmfigur.~tions can be very different. Because of the nearly
infinite number of hard disks with different geometrte+ (number of heads, tracks, sectorsI S
configuration setting by meam of DIP switches is now ruled out. Another big disadvantage wSS
the lack of a real-time clock. After every boot process the PC initialized itself to 1.1.1980, Ozw
o’clock. The user first had to input the current date and time via the DOS commands DATE and
TIME. As the first PC was shipped after that date, all PCS (and therefore also DOS, by the Way)
don’t know any earlier time than 1.1.1980.0:W o’clock; DO5 manages all times relative to this
time and date.
IBM recognized this inadequacy and installed a real-time dock as well as CMOS RAM, beginning with the successor to the PC/XT, the AT. The two elements are supplied by an SccumUlater or an in-built battery once the PC is switched off. Instead of CMOS RAM you will often
see the name NVR (non volatile RAM). This indicates that the data in this memory is kept even
after the power is switched off. The real-time clock is independent of the CPU and all other
chips (also the 8253,82% PIT for the internal sy&m clock) and keeps on updating the time and
date in the background. The CMOS RAM holds the configuration data, which bad to be set by
means of DIP switch= on the PC/XT. The ROM BIOS reads the real-time clock and the CMOS
RA$t during the t&t pmceSS, and thus determines the current configuration as well as time and
date. The TIME and DATE commands for setting time and date are now obsolete. The CMOS
RAM and real-time clock are integrated in a single chip, the Motomla MC146818, or compatible.
In most of todays KS, this chip is already installed on the motherboard (or the pxxessor c&d
in modular machines). With a separate clock adapter card you can also equ$ an older PC model
with this chip. If your computer has a very old BIOS that is not designed for an access to the
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real-time clock and CMOS RAM, this clock adapter is not very useful. You should replace the
ROM 01 EPROM chips with the old BIOS with a newer version. For buffering, small batteries
or accumulators are largely used. Accumulators are usually soldered to the board; batteries are
held in a socket. The power mnsumption by the CMOS RAM and the real-time clock is so low
that usually it plays no role in the lifetime of the batteries or armnwlators. Instead, the life is
determined by the self-discharge time of the accumulator or battery, and is about three years
(with lithium batteries up to ten years).

,

29.3.1 MC146818 Structure and Programming
The ac~mukitor or the battery supplies the following elements with power if the PC is stitched
off (see Figure 29.10):
- the CMOS RAM with the mtigumtion setttngs as well as time and date, which are periodically updated by the real-time cl&;
- the real-time clock.

1

I
.

The CMOS RAM in the MC146818 usually has 64 individually accessible bytes of memory. Some
chips have more than these 64 byte, espectally if the data of an extended setup has to be stored.
?he meaning of the additional bytes, however, is no longer standardized. Of these 64 bytes, the
first 14 (a;ldre~~ OOh to Odh) are resewed for the time and date, as well as the control and
Status r&gi&ers of the real-time clock. The remaining 50 bytes hold information concerning the
, PC’s configuration. Table 29.2 shows the memory configuration of the CMOS RAM.

. Note that all time and date infomwton is usually held as binary coded dectmals. You may alter
- this standard encoding with status register B (Figure 29.11). If the real-time clock is running in
12hour mode (set with status register B, see Figure 29.11). then a.m. and p.m. are distinguished
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Besides the normal time and date function, the chip also has an in-built daylight saving function (activated via status register 8, see Figure 29.10, as well as a function for determining the
day of the week or month. The AT doesn’t use these $mztions, however. For compatibility
reaxms, DOS determines the day of the week according to its own algorithm, as the PC/XT
didn’t incorporate such a chip. In the FWZ, the bytes 19h-31h Wd-49d) are assigned differently, that is, the configuration register values for the adapters in slots O-3. Table 29.3 shows
this assignment.

syte

Ad&e%

2s
26
27
28

19h
lah
lbh
tch
tdh
leh
tfh
ZOh
2lh
22h
23h
24h
2Sh
26h
27h
28h
29h
2ah
2bh
2ch
2dh
2&l
2fh
30h
31h

29

. _

30

31

32
33
34
35
36
37
38

I

39

40

41

*i

content
adapter ID for slot 0 @At)
adapter ID for Slot 0 (MSB)
adapter ID for Slot I (LSB)
adapter ID for slot 1 &lSB)
adapter ID for Slot 2 CUB)
adapter ID for Ilot 2 v”tSE)
adapter ID for slot 3 (LSB)
adapter ID for Ilot 3 (MSB)
pas-2 configuration byte for slot 0
POS-3 configuration byte for slot 0
~05-4 configuration byte for slot 0
~0s.5 configuration byte for slot 0
POS-2 configuration by?e for slot 1
ws-3 configuration byte for slot 1
~05-4 configuration byte fw slot 1
’ POS-5 mfigw%i.m byte for slot 1
POS-2 configuration byte for slot 2
POW configuration byte for slot 2
POS-4 conf,guratian byte for slot 2
POS-5 configuration byte for slot 2
~0s.2 configurabon byte for slot 3
~0s.3 configuration byte for_slot 3
f-x-4 conflguratian byte for slot 3
PCS-5 configuration byte for slot 3
ws-2 configuration byte for motherboard

42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49 ‘*
. _
Tab& 293: CMCJS RAM m”ligur~fio” in the P-v2

For supervising and programming the MC146818 the four earns registers A to D are of imP’r
tance. Using these you can define the chip’s operation mode. Figure 29.11 shows the format Oi
.
these bytes.
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The MCI46818 updates the clock every second by updating bytes 0,2,4,6,7,8,9 and 50 of the
CM? RAM. While this update is in progress, bytes O-9 cannot be access&; an a- provides
possibly meamngk?Ss values. Thus the MCI46818 sets the UJP bit in status register A to indicate
: this update pmcess. Bits base define the time base that the real-time clock uses. in the AT the
value OIOb is set as standard. It provides a time base of 32 768 Hz. Other values may accelerate
or stow down the real-time clock. Using the four bits mte you can define the rate of the quare
i wave sqnal or the periodic interrupt (see below). The values may be in the mnge tie @JII
; and 1111. With the relation
;\ frequency = 65 536 HZ /~mtes between 8192 HZ (cycle time 122 PS) and 2 Hz &Xl ms) are pwsible. Rnte denotes the value
of the ate select bits. The AT initializes the rate select to OllOb m-pond+ to 1~4 &
or a cycle time of 976.56 ps as standard. A,, entry oooOb disables the rate generator.
The two functions 83h and 86h of interrupt EVT 15h use the IO24 H Z clock for dete&ng wait
intervals (see below).
Using the SET bit in the status register you can disable the update of the time Snd date bytes
in the CM08 RAM Thus you may initialize the MC146818 first and start the dock ahads.
The chip can not only serve as a real-time clock and an NvR, but can also generate a squareWave Signal. The frequency of this signal is defined by the rate select bits in status register A.
5 the PC. the MCI46818 output is not used, however, so that this capability is of only a
$eOmtical nature Ss long SS you don’t fetch your soldering iron and use the square-wave output
$r your private purpaes! The date and time values stored in CM08 RAM are usually held in
,m format, as already mentioned. The DM bit also advises the MC146818 to Store all date and
.$me values with binary encoding. But be careful: all DOS and BIOS functions assume the BCD
fOrmat. MOEOV~~, YOU Sm free to select a 12- or 24hour clock. The 24h bit stitches the real-time
hwen these two modes. Note that in the case of a 12.hour dock the most significant
is set for all houn after neon (p.m.). Thus the hour counting ~ll~ from $81 to $92.
the m-t st@icant hour bit, you may distinguish between a.m. and p.m. The DLS bit
the daylight saving function of the MCI46818, but the PC makes no use of it.
PI. Al and UI enable various interrupt requests. A set PI bit leads to a periodic intermpt
est with a rate defined by the rate bits in status register A. The MCI46818 then behaves Like
0 of the PIT, which updates the internal system clock. The AI bit activatff the MCI46818’s
function. Upon every update of the time entries, the chip checks whether the updated
tides with the alarm time held by bytes I, 3 and 5. If this is true, the ~~146818 issues
‘ntermpt. If you have set bit UI, then after every completed update of time and date
OS RAM Sn interrupt request occurs. This is called the update interrupt.
+t signal output of the MCI46818 IS CLXUVM~ via lRQ8 to the slave 8259A PIC in
Thh alI the SOUIWS lead to the same interrupt, namely interrupt 70h. Similar to the
h’rupt 0% via IRQO, the handler of intemtpt 70h calls a further interrupt as the user
mely interrupt 4ah. Usually, the handler consists of a simple IRET instluction, but you

I

I

to redirect it to your own routine which, for example, tells you by the wil of a siren
the speaker and a pop-up window that it’s time to have a cup of mffee.

I
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Thus the handler of interrupt 70h or 4ah has to respond differently according to the interrupt
source. If the periodic interrupt request is interpreted as an alam interrupt, the u&a is unable
to enjoy his or her computer (or life) anymore. To avoid such misunderstandings, status register
C is helpful. It serves to d&mine the source of an interrupt request. The IRQ bit as an interrupt
flag indicatff whether the MC146818 has issued an interrupt request at all. If IRQ is set then bits
PS, AS and US show whether a periodic, alarm or update interrupt has occurred. If several
interrupt requests are allowed by means of several set enable bits in status register 8, then they
may, of course, be issued concurrently. In this case, several of the bits PS, AS and US are also
set. The handler has to decide which quest is serviced first.
The MC146818 has a function that permanently observes the charge state of the battery or
accumulator. If the voltage drops below a critical value’once, this function sets the val bit in
status register D to indicate that the stored data is possibly invalid. The BIOS checks status
register D in the course of the boot process to detect such a power break, and to display an
appropriate message eventually.
Note that the time and date bytes O-9, as well as the four status registers, are not accessible
during an MC146818 update cycle (bit UIP in the status register A). However, you may always
read and write the configuration bytes (described in the following) as only the setup program
accesses them and not the real-time clock.
In the diagnostics status byte (see Figure 29.12) the PO!3 routine of the BIOS stores certain
check results that the PC carries out during the boot process. As abeady mentioned, the MC146818
sets bit val in status register D if the voltage of the battery or accumulator has once dropped
below a certain minimum value. The BIOS reads this entry during the course of the boot
process, and sets or clean the POW bit in the diagnosis status byte. In byte 46 and 47 the BIOS
stares a checksum, which is forned for bytes E-45 (see Figure 29.21). During the course of the
boot process, the PC determines whether the stored checksum coincides with the newly calml&xl one, and sets (checksum OK) or clears (checksum false) the SUM bit. Note that it is not

i
i
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e MC146818 but the BIOS that calculates the checksum. If you alter one of bytes l&46 then
IU have to recalculate the checksum and store it in bytes 46-47. If you don’t do this the BIOS
splays a CMOS checksum error upon the next beat process. While booting. the BIOS further
e&s first whether the indicated configuration is consistent, and second, whether it coincides
ith the controllers, etc. actually present. The result of this check is stored in the CFG bit. The
‘EM bit indicates whether the POST routine has determined the sane memory size as you
we entered via the setup program. During the course of the boot process, the BIOS attempts
initialize all controllen. According to bit HD you may recognize whether or not this process
as successful for hard disk drive C:. Finally, the CLK bit shows whether the current time is
,rrect or invalid (indicates, for example, 1278 o’clock).
wing a processor reset the shutdown status byte (see Figure Fz9.131 is loaded with a value that
ovides some information about the cause of the reset during the cause of the folkwing boot
ncess. A value OOh of shutdown status bits indicates a normal reset to the BIDS which, for
ample, was issued by the user through the reset button. ‘Ihe 802% cannot be switched back from
otected to real mode, unlike the 2% and following chips; thi! is only possible by a processor
set. Programs such as SMARTDRVSYS or RAMDRNESYS, which access extended memory in
otected mode, therefore set the shutdown status byte to a value of 09h to inform the BIDS that
B wd>> reset has occurred, and that only a switch back to the real mode should be carried out.

.

I

I
I
I

1
I

‘.

te 16 in the CMOS RAM (see Figure 29.14) indicates the type of the first (high-order nibble)
d second (low-order nibble) floppy drive. The values 0101 to 1111 are reserved for future
pes of floppy drivs. I
ailarly, byte It3 holds the hard disk drive types (see Figure 29.151. The high-order nibble
ldicates the type of the first, and the low-order nibble the type of the second hard disk. Thus,
maximum of 16 posribilitia is available for every drive (including 0 for none).
N view of today’s variety of hard disks, this is, of court, not sufficient. The value 15 (= 0th)
therefore reserved as wxtended.. If this value is stored for one of the drives, then the actual

type byte is stored at address 19h (first hard disk) or lab (second hard disk). The format of this
hard disk extension byte is shown in Figure 29.16. The number indicated by the high-order or
low-order nibble in the hard disk drive byte or in the hard disk extension byte serves as an index
into a BIOS parameter table, which holds the geometry of the bard disk concerned. These BIOS
tables may differ from manufacturer to manufacturer; the only solution is to look at the manual.

i

.’

Many BIOS chips allow a user-defined hard disk type. This is nwessary if you have a hard disk
with an exotic geometry, or a recently developed one whose parameters were unknown when
the BIOS was programmed. From the viewpoint of BIOS and the operating system, KS are
designed as standard for operation with a maximum of two physical hard disks. In most cases,
hard disk types 48 and 49 and reserved for freely definable types. In CMOS RAM two parameter
‘blocky are implemented for them (see Figure 29.17). The block has eight bytes each, starting
it bytes 32 and 33, respectively. The meaning of the corresponding entries is described in
Section 31.3. Note that older BIOS versions, in parttcular, don’t have the option to define an
exotic drive geometry, and therefore neither the structure shown in Figure 29.17 nor die block
addresses are strictly standardized. Fortunately, most BIOS manufacturers obey the above men.
tioned co”“entto”.
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In the device byte (see Figure 29.18) the setup pmgam s.tores data concerning certain components of the PC. The bits FLI. FL0 indicate the number of floppy drives installed if the FLP bit
is set; otherwise, the entry has no meaning. Bits GRI, GRO define the type of the primary
graphics adapter. Modem adapters with their own BIOS. such as EGA or VGA, are characterized by an entry Oob. Finally, the x87 bit indicates whether a coprwxssor is installed.

The two base memory bytes (see Figure 29.19) indi& the amount of installed base memory in
??* kbytes as a 16.bit number in Intel format.

:y

h.t& setup program you nomxally also have to enter the size of extended memory. The pre
* gram stores this value in the two extended memory bytes 23 and 24, which indicate the size
& of extended memory as the two base memory bytes in kbytes as a l&bit number in Intel format
8 (see Figure 29.20). During the course of the boot process, the F03T routine of the BIOS checks
how large the extended memory actually is, and stores the resulting value in extended memory
bytes 48 and 49. If the two values of stored and checked extended memo$ don’t match, then
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either you have entered a wrong number, the CMOS RAM has suffered a power break, or the
memory chips are faulty.
Bytes 46 and 47 of the CMOS RAM hold the checksum of bytes 16-45 (see Figure 29.21). This
is determined by simply adding the values of bytes 16-45, and is stored by the BIOS as a 16.
bit number in Intel format.

Byte 50 holds the century, usually in the BCD format (see Figure 29.22). By means of the DM
bit in status register B, you can also define the binary &led format. Note that in byte 9 Of the
CMOS RAM only the &cade and the year can be accommodated, not the century.

In the rmsxd bits and bytes some BIOS (the AMI BIOS, for example) store very hardware

dependent information, for example the clock speed of the processor, the size of the BIOS ROM.
the size of the data bus, shadowing of ROM code, or caching. The use of the individual bits and
bytes is not standardized in these cases so you should not attempt to use reserved bits and byte
for your own pu’poses, or to alter them in any way. Be aware that the entries in battery-buffer’
CM05 RAM are very long lived. Even a power-down and rebooting doesn’t free you fr”“’

I

-
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! faulty entries in the CMOS RAM, which let your brand new 50 MHz i486 PC with disabled
caching. shadowing and paging/interleaving appear to be a slow XT. You can access the bytes
described in CMOS RAM and the four control registers A to D in two ways:
c, - with limited capability (only date/time and alarm) via the BIOS interrupt lah (see Appendix
*
EL
- complete, by means of the address and data registers at ports 70h and 7lh.

i 29.3.2 Access via the BIOS
” Eight functions are available for the BIOS interrupt lah. The tirst two refer to the Dosintemal
$ system clock; the other six to the real-time clock. You can thxis set and clear time and data as
) yell as set and clear an alarm time. The access via BIOS is therefore rather limited. Configua$ bon data can neither be read nor written. Also, the other MC146818 functions, such as the
” periodic interrupt or generation of the square-wave signal, are not programmable. This is only
.
possible by directly awing the accompanying ports.

% Appendix E gives a list of all possible functions of interrupt lah as far as they refer to the realtime clock. Note that passing the date and time values to or from the interrupt lah is carried
out using binary coded decimals. If the interrupt handler is unable to read the data concerned
from or write it into the CMOS RAM as the MC146818 currently updates the date and time, then
$i,the carry flag is set and the values passed in the registers are meaningless.

t1.i

W th DOS commands DATE and TIME you can read and set the internal system clock. The realhme clock is not affected by this before DOS version 330. Before DOS 3.30, the system date and
time are newly set, but the &l-time clock is not accessed and updated. After the next boot
prwxss the system clock therefore shows the old settings again.
Besides the programming of date and time you may further use the functions 83h and &t6h of
t 15h to set certain time intervals until an action occurs. With function 83h, the program
n is continued and a user-defined bit in the main memory is set after the wait time has
Function 36h. on the other hand, suspends prog&n execution until the set time interval
elapsed. and therefore a real wait is carried out. Both functions are also to be found in
.

9.3.3 Access via Address and Data Register

I

an access via the address and data registers ports 70h (address register) ?nd 71h (data
ster) are used. Note that data bit 7 of port 70h controls the NM1 mask register. Never alter
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its value, but read the byte from port 70h first and overwrite only the five low-order bits, which
are sufficient far addressing the 64 bytes in the CMOS RAM. To read or output a data byte
proceed as fol1ows:

Example:

.
r

If you alter an entry then ensure that the CMOS RAM holds a checksum of the configuration
bytes 10h to 2dh in bytes 46 and 47. Thus you also have to recalculate and write the checksum.
During the course of the boot procedure the ROM BIOS checks whether configuration data and
checksum confomx’lf this is not the case, the BIOS displays a message indicating that a CMOS
RAM error has occurred and refuses to boot. This prevents the operating system fmm being
configured incorrectly in the course of the boot process, and from damaging data or even
hardware components because of a configuration error.
You may, of course, also program all functions accessible via BIOS interrupt lah via the porf”.
For setting an alarm time, for example, yoJ have to write byte 1 (alarm second), 3 (alarm
minute), and 5 (alarm hour) according to the intended alarm time and the data mode set in
status register 8. Further, you must enable the alarm interrupt using bit Al in status register B.

29.3.4 Extended CMOS RAM
EISA/MCA and local bus PCs have a further battery-buffered NVR beides the conventiona’
CMOS RAM. The EISA standard demands an extended CMOS RAMbf at least 4 kbytes, and

‘Q’he extended FS/2 CMOS RAM implements a E-byte entry for every slot, having the following

yrb2lh

28 byt..

r...c”.a

%ese entrim are contiguous for each slot, that is, the entry for slot 0 starts at offset Wh, the
‘“try for slot 1 at offset 23h (= 3Sd). etc. The bytes Ofch-7fti-, are reserved.
I
n
i$

.

‘*
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Part 5
Mass Storage
30 Floppies and Floppy Drives
30.1 Ferromagnetism and Induction - The Basis of Magnetic
Data Recording
/
,+re magnetic fields in a vacuum which are generated, for example, by an electromagnet can
be physically described quite easily. The situation becomes’more complicated if met& or
,$=zramics are introduced into the field, as such substances alter the magnetic field. -ding
)I? the strength and sign of the interaction we can distinguish three kinds of magnetism:
,tignetism. paramagnetism and fermmagnetism. The latter is that used in m-t technical
~~lications and in all magnetic data recordings (audio tape, magnetic card, tloppy or hard
duk).

,i0.1.1 Diamagnetism and Paramagnatism
.‘U substances are diamagnetic in prtnciple, but this effect is obscured by the frequent presence
$ pammagnetism. If a diamagnetic substance such as hydmgen or silver is introduced into a
?~~etic field, the substance weakens the magnetic field slightly (typically by O.OCHI 001% to
0.05%). Pure diamagnetism occurs only in substances that don’t have unpaired electrons, for
-c
pple rare gases or metal salts. The distinctive characteristic of diamagnetism when mm@mi to paramagnetism and Qrrormagnettsm is that it is completely temperature independent.
G
,, W atoms have at least one unpaired electron in their shell; thus pammagnetism occurs. If one
~boduces a pammagnetic substance, for example abxninium or liquid oxygen, into a magnetic
:@d then this substance strengthens the magnetic field already p-t by O.OC001% to 0.05%.
&he reason for this effert is the alignment of the atoms by the external magnetic field. The lower
;?!T temperature the stronger this effect becomes, as the temperature movement of the atoms
&tubs the alignment with a rising temperature.
,‘L gnet@m and para~agnetism have the cmmmm characteristic that the amount of mag29Wkin &dependent upon the existence of an external magnetic field. The external field gives
tw to a magnetic effect which weakens (diamagnetism) or strengthens (paramagnetism) the
‘?&ad
y existing magnetic field. If the external magnetic field is switched off, then the substance’s
h,
&% magnetization vanishes. Thus diamagnetic and pammagnetic substances do not generate
&@b own permanent magnetic field, and are therefore unsuitable for the long-term recording
@data.
g.
$7
_..
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30.1.2 Ferromagnetism
Of significant technological importance are ferromagnetic substances, the Lws-known of which
is iron. In these materials microscopically small areas of billions of atoms, the x-called domains,
are completely magnetized (see Figure 30.11. However, as these areas are usually aligned stat%
tically, their effect is compensated for macroscopically and the substance seems to be unmagnetized to the exterior.

If we introduce a ferromagnetic body into a magnetic field then (nearly) all domains align to the
external field, and can amplii the field a million times (see Figure 30.1). Therefore, iron is ~4
as the core for transformers, for example. The field, which is generated by the primary coil. is
amplified by the bon core and induces a strong voltage in the secondary cotl. The efficiency thus
rises. You can seed similar effwt with knives and forks made of iron, or steel scissors. If you
always put them into the drawer in the same position, the earth’s steadily present magnetic field
magnetizes the knives and forks, and these attract other iron obpds such as pins.
For data recording another characteristic of ferromagnetic substances is significant: sHalled
ronanencr. This is where ferromagnetic substances remain magnetic even after the extema’
magnetic field has been <switched offa Diamagnetic and paramagnetic substances, on the other
hand, lose their magnetization completely after the external magnetic field has been switched
off. Figure 30.2 shows the relationship between external magnetic field H and the magnettmtfon
jtv9 of the ferromagnetic material.
With an increasing external magnetic field H, the magnetization M also rises, and sometimes
reaches a saturation value 1.. which cannot be exceeded - the socalled sltumfion magn$i~tf”“~
Above all, domains cannot be aligned in the end. If the external magnetic field is weakened the”
the magnetization also decreases again, but by a smaller amount tllan that by which it rose
during the rise of the magnetic field. If the magnetic field reaches the value 0 (that t% the
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external field is switched off), some magnetization remains, which is called mnnnntce or remnant
magnetization. Once a cwtain magnetic field of the opposite direction has been applied, the
remanent magnetization also vanishes. The strength of this opposite field required for complete
demagnetization is caLI cwrcivfty or coern’tiw force. Finally, the ferromagnetic material attains
a magnetization with a further rising field strength, which is opposite to the previous maximum
magnetization, but has the same absolute value. If we decrease the external magnetic field again,
and finally change its direction, then the magnetization follows a curve that is symmetric to the
former change of magnetization. The complete curve is called a hysteresis lwp. We say that
ferromagnetic materials show a hysteresis because the magnetization is not only dependent
upon the external magnetic field, but also upan the past history of the b&y. The generation of
domains and the strong magnetization compawd to paramagnetism is based on quantum-physical
kws, which give rise to a strong magnetic coupling of adjacent atoms and molecules in a solid.
’ With certain additives and manufachuing methods, ferromagnetic materials can be formed
. . Which show a distinct hysteresis, that is, strong remanewe and high coercivity. Such materials
? are called tvqnetic~fly hard. Maptimlfy soft materials with low hysteresis, on the other hand,
f show a weak remanence and low cwrcivity.
;\_
-Ihe hysteresis properties of ferromagnetic substances am dwisive for recording. Usually, one
,?_tit is represented by an area homogenously magnetized in a certain direction. This area must
> b at least as large as one domain. The magnetic -field for magnetizing the area is mostly
i’generated by a small electromagnet in a read/write head of the floppy or hard disk drive. Thus
ii the domains within the area align according to the generated magnetic field and a *In is written.
.TB
*. Y mv$rting the p+ity of the magnetic field the domains are also aligned, but in another
@?ctiOn; thus a -0~ is stored.
./
the hysteresis loop it is apparent that for aligning the domains or overwriting old values.
least a magnetic field with the strength of the coercivity is required. The data itself is stored
a magnetization with the amount of the remanence. Thus magnetically hard substances hold
data more strongly as their remanewe is larger. But you need a stronger write field’to
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generate the coercive force nwessary for magnetization. Adjacent domains magnetized in opp
site dire&ions may affect each other, and demagnetize each other in the extreme. If one attempts
to pack as much data as possible onto a magnetic data carrier (which, of course, become more
adjacent), then one needs magnetically harder substances than with a low packing density. The
5%” disks with a 1.2 Mbyte capacity are therefore coated with magnetically harder substances
than the 5%” disks of only 363 kbyte capacity. The accompanying 1.2 Mbyte drive generate
stronger magnetic fields to format and write the 1.2 Mbyte disks. If you format a magnetically
soft 3M) kbyte disk in a 1.2 Mbyte drive now, the tracks may be magnetized to an amount for
which a 360 kbyte drive that generates a correspondingly lower field for the soft 360 kbyte disks
is unable to provide the required coercive force. You may read floppies which have been formatted and written in a 1.2 Mbyte drive, but neither r,efo:eformat them nor overwrite the data held
on them. Only after several attempts may reformatting or overwriting happen - perhaps.
Another dramcteristic of ferromagnetic substances is the existence of a sharply defined temperature, the so-called Curie temperafure T,, or Curie point. Up to this temperature fenwmagnetica
behave in the described manner. But if, for example iron is heated above 774 T (its Curie
point), then the ferromagnetism suddenly vanishes and the iron behaves like a paramagnetic
substance with a much lower magnetization. Tbis property is used in magneto-optical drives
and with magnetoqtical data carriers. Section 31.8.4 gives more infomuxtion on this.
The teclmicaUy most important ferromagnetic materials are iran, cobalt, nickel and their alloys.
Table 30.1 lists the most important ferromagnetic materials, together with their Curie temperature T, and salration magnetization J,.

IlO” Fe)
Cobalt (CO)
Nickel (Ni)
Gadolinium
?“$2

T.
M
770
IlZl
358

J.
[Testa
2.15
1.76
0.68

20
920
360

2.52
2.45

(

0.78

*I Maqanese+h”th alloy
Table 30.1: FtmlN!ngndiC mntwids
30.1.3 Induction
So far we have only got to know the basics of long-term data storage, but not how such
, $agnetizatioWcan be generated and how the data can be restored from them. It is genera”?
known that an elwtric current generates a magnetic field. If a constant cunen t is noting through
a coil then a constant magnetic field is generated, and the coil serves as an elmmagnet. BY
means of tiny coils, domains may be aligned permanently in ‘a ferromagnetic mattial‘and _
therefore - they hold data.
For detecting the aligned magnetic areas another effect of eledrodynamics is used, indtrcfio”.
This denotes the phenomenon where a changing magnetic field generates a voltage. Thus ifa”’
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htmduces a coil into a changing magnetic field then the induction gives rise to an electrical
case only the change of the magnetic field leads to a voltage, but
On the contrary, a constant current generates a constant magnetic
or, stated differently, an altering current leads to an altering magnetic field. Exactly these
o effects are used in a transformer: the alternating current in the primary coil generats a
magnetic field, which induces a voltage in the secondary coil by means of electmmagThis induced voltage osdllatff with the same frquency as the current in the
ut this means that a homogenously magnetized ferromagnetic material cannot induce any
If a coil is moved over such a body, no voltage is generated and no (data) signal
Once the ferromagnetic material has alternately magnetized areas, the magnetic field
of the coil movement and thus generates a voltage that can be
data signal. Thus for data recording. it is not a homogenous magdisks or magnetic tapes that is required, but the formation of alter-

$30.2 Structure and Functioning of Floppies and
Floppy Drives
You probably already know the princtple of an audio tape. A motor moves the tape over a
Pwmrdmg head, which detects the information stored on the tape or write$ new information
ento it. Usually, music or other sound form8 the information, whi” is output by a speak- 0r
iinput by a microphone. Instead of music, every other kind of Gnformation~ can also be warded
f&to the magnetic tape, for example programs or data for a computer. Magnetic tapes play an
*impxtant role as an inexpensive medium for archiving data. In the field of PO they are mainly
ifound in the form of streamer cartridges, where the tape is installed in a case. Mainframes, on
%X other hand, mainly use magnetic tape reels which are handled without a ~a-.
have surely experienced the big disadvantage of magnetic tapes: if you want to hear a song
~$$in from the beginning or to skip it, you have to wind the tape forwards or backwards. The
F@me applies, of course, in the field of computers. Earlier and simpler home computers only had
+=a cassette recorder and no floppy drive. Loading a program mostly bffame a trial of your
?$ience. thus magnetic tapes are unsuitable as online mass storage, at least for more powerful
*i$mputer systems, but in view of the costs unbeatable for extensive backups.
,i%e spooling of the magnetic tape gives rise to a very long xcess time, which is defined as the
‘.time interval between an access demand and the delivej of the data. To shorten the access time,
and hard disks were developed. Figure 30.3 shows the st~dure of common 5%” and
-.kBteador’a long and thin magnetic tape, a floppy disk consists of a flexible, circular plastic disk
@Wzd with a ferromagnetic material. To protect this data carrier from dirt and damage, the
@Cal floppy is housed in a protective envelope or a plastic case. In the PC field today you will
,only tind 5%” floppies with a capadty of 360 kbytes and 1.2 Mbytes, and the newer 3’h” floppies
&th a capacity of 7’20 kbytes and 1.44 Mbytes. All of these floppies are doublesided; thus
11data is recorded on both sides. For DOS 1.x (and the original PC) single-sided floppies with a

.
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capacity of 160 or 1130 kbytes were available, but they have vanished completely from the market
together with their single-sided drives. Finally, the real dinosaurs were the 8” &ppies, which
also don’t have any role in todays PCs. However, some internal DOS and BIOS struc+ureS
support these floppy monsters for compatibility reasons.
.

1 _

,.

The 5%” floppies are housed in a flexible envelope so that you can only see a small part of the
actual data carrier through the opening for the read/write heads. Never touch the data carder
through this opening-even tiny dirt and fat particles make the floppy unusable, and the data
gets lost.
To store data on or read data from the floppies you have to insert them into a floppy drive (Se
Figure 30.4). In the case of a 5%” floppy a central mounting awl which is connected to the
spindle of the drive motor takes up the floppy by means of the spindlr hole. High-quality 5%
floppi= therefore have a hnrd hole. The more compact 3%” floppy, on the other hand, has a gap
in the metal disk. When such a floppy is inserted into a drive, the spindle meshes with this gaP
and locking the drive is unnecessary. Moreover, the envelopes of 5%” floppies and the floppies
themselves have an index hole that establishes an origin similar to the meridian on a globe. If You
pick up a floppy the data carrier is probably rotated so you see only the data carrier’s surface
through the index hole in the envelope. If you carefully rotate the data carrier using the spindle
and hard holes, then a small hole appears - the index hole of the data carrier.
With the write protect hole you can prevent data on the floppy disk from being erroneOUsl?
overwritten. You only need to cover the hole with adhesive tape. All floppy drives have a

_ Jphotosensor assembly inside which senses this hole. If it is closed then the drive denies an?
‘write access to the inserted floppy. This denial is carried out on a hardware level and th”’
cannot be bypassed with a software command - a very reliable protection against Compute’
viruse% For this reason, sane manufacturers supply the original floppi= of operating‘syste””
or application programs on floppies in envelopes that don’t have any hole. Thus the data Cannot
be altered in any way - or at least as long you don’t take a knife to’one!
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Because of the spindle hole, the index hole and the opening for the read/write heads, 5%”
floppies are subject to dirtying. You should therefore keep them in a clean and dust-free place,
and avoid touching the actual data carrier. Even your just cleaned hand has enough fat particlff
to damage the surface. Furthermore, you must never write anything onto labels stuck to the
floppies using a hard pen (for example, a ballpoint pen or pencil) as the data carrier can be
damaged through the thin protective envelope. Labels must be written before sticking them
onto the floppy (even if the author himself doesn’t always proceed acmrding to these wellintended hints!).
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In comparison. the newer 3%” floppies are far better pm&ted. This is necessary because of the
higher data recording density. The floppies are accommodated in a stiff and stable plastic case,
where the opening for the read/write heads is protected py a bolt. Once you insert the floppy
into the drive, the drive’s mechanism moves the bolt aside. You are free to try this by hand, but
don’t touch the data carrier here. Instead of the spindle hole the 3%” floppy has a central metal
disk with two slots: one for the motor spindle and one as the substitute for the index hole.
: Unlike the 5%“, here the floppy is not taken up by a mounting awl, but the spedally formed
motor spindle meshes directly with the slot. The second slot indicates the origin, in the same
way as the former index hole. 3%” floppies need not be locked manually in the drive, as is the
case for 5%” floppies. This is carried cut by the drive mechanism automatically. The 3’h” floppies
‘can be write-protected much more easily than their predecesmrs. Instead of the write protect
hole they have a small write protect slide with which you an cover the case’s hole. But note that
3%” floppies, unlike the 5%“. are write protected if the hole is opened. Some manufacturers thus
supply their software on write-protected 3’h” floppies, which lack the write protect slide.

The 3%” floppies with a capacity of 1.44 Mbytes further have an HD notch to tell the floppy drive
‘that a high-density or short HD-floppy is inserted. The problems that arise if 360 kbyte floppies
i:‘are fomratted or written in a 1.2 Mbyte drive can thus be avoided. As the two floppy types have
an identical diameter, the data density of 1.2 Mbyte floppies must be higher, of course. Thus the
: ‘IIlil
gnetized areas are closer together and a higher mercivity of the magnetic coating is required
,.
‘:‘” hold the data permanently. Thus, 1.2 Mbyte drives must generate a stronger magnetic field
$% write onto the floppies. as is the case in 360 kbyte drives. As a consequence, the 360 kbyte
<‘floppies are magnetized during writing or formatting to ;in amount such that 360 kbyte drives
$;have no chance of deleting the data again. The situation is similar with 720 kbyte and 1.44 Mbyte
:t”pacity 3%” floppies. For the lower data density on 720 kbyte floppies a lower field strength
“lti$ also required. Therefore, 3’S” drives have a sensor which probff the HD notch of the floppy.
*.: If
L you have inserted a 1.44 Mbyte floppy then the floppy drive increases the write current to
,@nerate a stronger magnetic field. If no HD notch is present (that is, you have inserted a
$0 kbyte floppy). then the drive operates with a reduced write current and an accordingly
‘&~eaker magnetic field. Thus, 3’h” drives adapt th& magnetic field to the floppy type used.
+Froblems such as those described for the older 360 kbyte and 1.2 Mbyte floppi= and drives
$Wre~re don’t OCCUJ here,
6 d&e motor rotates the inserted floppy at 3&l rotations per minute for 360 kbyte floppies,
r 360 rotations per minute for all other floppy types. This means that one rotation is completed
‘k or % sxond. For recording and restoring data a read/write head is additionalljr
, which is located at the end of an access arm. Figure 30.4 shows the scheme for a floppy
th motor, floppy and access arm.
gT&
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Today’s common double-sided drives for double-sided floppies have two read/write heads
mounted, however, on the same access arm, and they therefore cannot be moved independently,
but are activated separately. The access arm is mostly moved by means of a stepper motor that
drives a gear, which in turn converts the motor rotation into a linear movement of the accesS
arm. Older models sometinws use a metal band to move the read/write heads along a rail. To
move the heads to a certain position the electronic equipment of the floppy drive controls the
stepper motor according to the instructions from the floppy controller, so that it carries out 8
certain number of angular steps. Therefore, no feedback control is carried out here. If you insert
the floppy incorrectly the head may not tind the addressed data, as the angular position of the
stepper motor duringihe course of recording doesn’t coincide with the stepper motor position
for data reading.
Thus the one-dimensional movement of the magnetic tape past the read/write head has been
mnverted to a two-dimensional n&ment; namely, the rotation of the data carrier and the
linear movement of the read/write head. You may imagine a floppy disk as a rolled-up magnetic tape. On the floppy, certain data is accessibkz in the nwst disadvantagwus case within one
rotation of the data carrier and a complete linear movement of the access arm. One single
rot$ion is carried out within 170-200ms. the complete linear movement of the head typically
Within 200 ms. ‘?hus 200 ms is required at most to access a data byte. With the magnetic tape
you have to spool the complete tape in the most disadvantageous case, and this usually lasts
longer than 200 ms. Another advantage of the floppy compared to magnetic tape is that the
floppy can be removed from the drive at any position of the data carrier and the heads. Magnetic tape. an the other hand, must be completely spooled onto a spool. Only tape cartridges
are an exception.
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Up to now we have only got to know the access to certain positions on the data carrier but not
how the data is read or written. The basis is formed by fermmagnetism, induction and the
presence of read/write heads. Recording and restoring data is carried out only at the position
of the read/write heads. Figure 30.5 shows a sectional view through a read/write head, located
above the floppy.

, Data Sianal

Magnetic Coating
Substrate

Readiwlite tieao
Disk

Section 30.1 stated that an external magnetic field aligns the domains in a ferromagnetic material,
” and these domains keep their orientation even after the external magnetic field has been switched
bff. This effect is used for recording data. The read/write head is mainly formed of a small
‘j &ctrmnagnet with an iron core which has a tiny slit. The magnetic field lines of the electromagnet
banate from this slit during the write process. and magnetize small areas of the data carrier’s
~+CMing. Depending upon the alignment of the domains, a 1 or a 0 can be represented at the

~&ion conmd

,; 1
‘Ihe floppy, coated with an iron or cobalt compound, rotateS below the read/write head so that
_ the drive controller sends a short current pulse through the electrm,,agnet of the head at a
suitable moment to set up a magnetic field with the intended direction. Thus it is necessary to
Wmiinate the rotation of the data carrier, the linear position of the access arm, and the timing
1 Of the write pulse in such a way that a defined bit can be written as the magnetization of a tiny
Wea at any location. If several data bits are to be writt& in succession then the drive controller
kpplies a pulse stream to the read/write head in phase with the data recording, which leads
. . (0
. . the recording of all data bits. The size of the slit and th‘e distance between head and data
h&e a mapr intluence on the recording density. The smaller the slit the smaller also the
,. Ptieier
,
Pa of emanating field lines, and thus the area cm the data carrier surface which is affected by
itbW field lines. A small slit may thus lead to a higher data density. On the other hand, the
.mgnetic field expands more and more with the distance from the slit. The further away the
,had is from the data carrier, the larger the affected area therefore becomes. Thus a small
._~$%mce between head and floppy also supports a high recording density. Floppy drives and
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especially hard disk drives with a high capacity thus have a small read/write head with a tiny
slit located as far away as possible from the data carrier.
In floppy drives the read/write head touches the floppy’s surface through the farce of a spring,
and therefore rubs; the distance between head and data carrier is virtually zero. The floppies
thus wear out in time, although the magnetic coating is further covered by a teflon layer or
similar mechanically resistive material. The wearing out is limited, though, because of the low
rotation speed and the fact that the data carrier is only rotated by the drive motor during the
course of a data access. In the case of fast and permanently running hard disk drives, however,
a head rubbing would rapidly lead to damage of the mechanical coatig, and thus to a data loss.
In hard disks the head, therefore, doesn’t touch the data carrier’s surface. You will find additional information about this subje.9 below.

.’ I

,*

When reading rem&d data the coil in the read/write head takes up the field lines of the
magnetized data carrier surface which penetrate through the slit. Because of the floppy’s mtation, alternating magnetbatiohs of the data carries surface give rise to a variable magnetic
field, which induces a voltage in the coil. The voltage reflects the data previously written.
Initially, we get a stream of electric signals that are converted into a bit stream by the electronic
equipment of the drive and the floppy conholler. To read a certain value the controller moves
the head to a certain location and drives the motor. When the intended data appears below the
read/write head the controller turns on a gate to transfer the induced data signals to an amplifier. Thus data reading, a precise coordination of rotation, linear movement and the timing of
gate opening is also requimd. For obvious reasons, floppy drives are denoted as drims wilh
remomble data carrier. In this respect they differ from hard disk drives. However, the removability of the floppies is paid for with a significant data security disadvantage, as dust, fingerprinh
and other dirt can hardly be avoided over the course of time. Because of the tloppy’s mtation.
this dirt acts as a scouring powder, the coating is damaged or destroyed, and data gets lost. The
high-capacity 3’%” floppies are therefore housed in a much better protective case than was
the case for the 5%” floppies. Meanwhile, floppy drives and floppies with a capacity of up t0
7.0 Mbytes have come onto the market. The recording density, increased by one magnitude,
requires a further enhanced protection against dirt. Thus these floppies usually come in a
hermetically sealed qwe. Such data carriers are more accurately called moving head disks rather
than floppies, as in view of their capacity and technology they are located somewhere between
floppies and hard disks.

30.3 Physical Organization of Floppies
If you cut open the protective envelope of a floppy disk then you hold the actual data carder
in your hand: a completely structureless circular disk. The sections above mentioned that the
A &d/write head can be placed above every location of the floppy by means of the UOPP!
rotation and movement of the access arm. But for a mrred and reliable management of the
written data, additionally a minimum data carrier organization is required.
Let us loak at the track that a read/write head fallows when viewed from the rotating data
carrier. With fixed radial position of the head (that is, fixed pasition ol the access arm) this i’
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a circle. Its midpoint is the spindle of the drive motor. Imagine a felt-tip pen mounted on the
access arm instead of the read/write head. If the radial position of the felt-tip pen is altered
because of a rotation of the stepper motor, then the read/write head describes another circle
with a different diameter. What’s better than to take such wircles~~ for organizing the floppy?
They are now called frackc which are assigned a number (Figure 30.6). Usually, the counting
starts at the outermost track (that is. the circle of largest radius) with the number 0, and proceeds to the inner ones. Between the tracks there are narrow areas that are not magnetized SO
the tracks can be distinguished unambiguously. Today? commonly used floppies have between
40 and 80 tracks; high-capadty hard disks have up to ZOOO.

r

itb double-sided floppies and hard disks which usually comprise more than one disk, more
U, one read/write head is also installed. Each of these heads describes its own track called a
Grdn. imagine a hollow cylinder for this purpose, which intersects the floppy or all of the
isks. The lines of interwtion with the disk surfaces define circles or tracks of equal radius.
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Thus the individual tracks of a cylinder are further distinguished by the head to which they
belong. Generally, the head counting starts with the value 0. With single-sided floppies you
don’t have to distinguish cylinder and track, of course.
But in connwtion with the track we again get similar problems as with the floppy: where is
the beginning of a circle? Answer: nowhere! (l’bis seems to be a very deep and philosophical
problem, indeed.1 If we look at a 12M%yte floppy with 80 tracks then we realize that every
track can (roughly) accommodate 7680 bytes.
The tracks are therefore further divided, into socalled secton. These sectors are enumerated in
the same way as the tracks or cylinders. The beginning of every sector of a track is indicated
to the drive by means of the index hole if 5%” floppies are used. In the case of 3%” floppies, the
fixed position of the notch in the central metal plate, and in the case of hard disks a certain
magnetic pattern on the disk, indicates the beginning of th’ first s&or (or the track/cylinder).
In front of every sector a so-called address mark is p-t, which indicates the number of the
cunent track and sector. The actual data area of a sector is characterized by a dota mark. Floppies
have 8 to IS and hard disks up to 60 or 70 sedors pet track. With DOS and most other PC
operating systems such as 05/2 or I_NX/xENIX, the data area of a sector usually comprises
512 bytes. DOS futber groups one or more sectors logically into a w-called cfusfn or &cat~on
unit. (More about this subject in the following sections.) Table 302 lists the parameters for the
most common floppy types.
Disk

Tracks

SKtOISl
track

5%”
360 kbyte
5w

‘lo

1.2 Mbyte
38”
720 byte
3%”
1 .I4 Mbyte

Track width
Imml
0.330

Sectors totat

9

Cluster size
IsectO~l
2

80

15

1

0.160

24w

80

9

2

0.115

1440

80

18

1

0.115

720

2880

Table 30.2: Floppy disk prametm
The address and data marks as well as certain synchronization patterns occupy storage area

on the data carrier. Thus the fomwtted capacity of floppies and bard disks is lower than the
unformatted capacity. Pay attention to this fact when buying one. Some manufacturers and
dealers like to cheat, especially with hard disks. ihey sometimes specify the unformatted capacity to lead you to believe in a higher storage capacity. The 5%” HD floppies, for example, have
a~unfonnatted.capacity of 1.6 Mbytes, but after formatting only 1.2 Mbytes remain. The re
‘mirkable 400 kbyte difference is used for address and data marks, synchronization patterns
and other data for the controller. Data carriers are not only characterized by their capacity. More
meaningful are the number of tracks per inch (TPJ) and the number of bits per inch @PI). Tab’,
30.3 lists these and other quantities for the most common floppy types. The 5%” quad_dens’tY
floppy was not used in the PC domain, but is present in the market and is mainly emploY4
in 364 kbyte drives instead of the usual double-density floppy.
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Disk type

Capacity

TPI

BP,
Icerstedl

5%” double density

360 kbyte

48
96
96
135
135

5.876
5.876
8.645
8.717
17.434

5%” quad denray
5W high density
3%” double density
- 3K” high density

720 kbyte
1.2 Mb@
720 kbyte
1.44 Mbyte

,~ T&c 303: Physicnl disk prrameken
; Perhaps you have wondered why new floppies have to unformatted before they can be used.

a The answer is wry easy: during the course of formatting, magnetic patterns am written onto the
‘:.. floppy or hard disk which indicate the tracks, cylinders and seems. This is denoted as lowlewl
formatting. In so-called high-lewl formatting only preparations for logical data organization are
. mrried out (details are discussed in Setion 30.4). Once this formatting process is complete, it
4 is possible to read and write data by means of the described addressing scheme. Addressing via
these physical sectors is used by the BIOS and IOSYS or IBMBIOS.SYS as the component of DOS
-. closest to the hardware. DOS itself, and many other operating systems, map the physical
addrasing onto a logical addressing by means of logical secton (details on this subject are
z’ discussed in Section 30.4.1).
4 With floppies the DOS command FORMAT carries out the jeb offorming tracks and sectors. It
writes the value Of6h corresponding to the character u+n 512 times into every data s&or.
y-Therefore you don’t need a special low-level formatting prwm here. The situation changes if
!: a hard disk is involved. Here, FORMAT only sets up the logical structum of the data carrier but
$dwsn’t form any tracks or sectors. This is only possible by means of specialized formatting
&rams, for example DiskManager by Ontrack.
5

.

I

:. /

I
, I

9.30.4 Logical Organization of Floppies and Hard Disks
with DOS ,

$Ihips-xti cm

dwusses the logical organization of data at a system level. Knowledge of tile and
dved0rY commands 0” a uses level (for example DIR, COPY, DEL, MKDIR, CHDIR, etc.) is
~rquired. The I ogical organization of floppie and hard disks differs only in that hard disks
~?dditionally have a partition table. For the technical structure this is insignificant, however, so
$the data organization for floppies and hard disks is discussed together in the following sections.
zj?

Logical Sectors
ady mentioned, the BIOS uses physical sectors for organizing data. But DOS and many
perating systems employ a different scheme of so-called logical sectors. For this purpose
ysicai sectors are assigned a serial number, which starts with the value 0. Thus the scheme
taign the first physical sector (that is, the sector with the physical ~addresw~linder 0, head
sfftor 1) the logical sector number 0. Now the seems of side 0 are counted. Afterwards, we

e
Y
3

P
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continue with side 1 or head 1, resp&ively. This scheme is continued until the last side is

reached. If we do the counting similarly with the next track, then every physical sector is
assigned a continuous number, namely the logical sector number.
Example:

-~a-.idea ncew .%a B P track. a-a 18 meoror. wr track .ccorafw ro a 3’1.”
nww rirh 1.,.WYTe cwasity.
p!Jy**ca1 a.Ctoll
h.ad 0, rack 0, -aCtOr 1
. . . . .._......_..........
Paa. 0, tr.cL 0. .rr.ar 18
Ilea.3 I, L.acL 0. .ectAr 1
__......_...............
he4 1, rr*ck 0. vearor 18

__.....__....._.........
hea.3 0, f?aCk 1. a*ctor 1
. . . . . . . . . . ..__..........
................ .
hea4 1, L.ezL 19, ,earor 18
The aopw cwpri.., ,880 ..ct.o.i
.t0rag. E*pxity ot l.,ImYt...

logic*1 SaCtOI
0
.....
II
19
. .
36
.

31
.....
. . .
2819
I
r*th 511bYta. na.a in total, ai* ha& to a

The above described mapping of physical sectors onto logical sectors with a continuous number
is only valid for floppies. Hard disks have another chaabtiiic, explained in the next s&ion
as a short leap ahead to hard disks.
.’ i

Of significance for applications prqmnun~ who only use DOS functions is that the logical
sectors are the smallest data entity on floppies and hard disks addressable with DOS. &lY
logical sectors may be accffsed dir&y, and they are always read or written as a whole. With
DC%, therefore, only logical (no physical) sedors are acessible. That is important if you have
installed OS/2 or XENIX besides DO!? on your hard disk.

30.4.2 The Partition
As already mentionhd, other operating systems for micmcomputers are on the market beside

/*

DOS. OS/2 and UNfX/XENIX are the most common. In hard disks the control electronic and
the mechanics are usually much more expensive than the data carrier itself. Thus it is best to
use only one highcapacity hard disk for several operating systems instead of allocating each
operating system its own hard disk drive. Further, the controller hardware and the BIOS are
normally only able to manage a limited nun&r of drives. One problem that now OCCUIS is that
the data st~cture~ of DOS and XENIX are completely incompatible. Thus you must allocate
every operating system its own section of the hard disk which is exclusively used and man%?&
‘by
. _ each operating system. Such a se&on is called a partition (Figure 30.7).
Microchips are not clairvoyant, and thus the information as to whether several operating systems
are present and how extensive the abated partition eventually are must be stored somewhere.
This information is specific for a certain hard disk, and therefore it is best to write it &to the
hard disk itself. You may then remove the hard disk from your PC and install it in your friend”
PC without the need to reconfigure the prtitbns again. If you w&e to store the partition

Figure 30.7: ParMom. A hard disk is divided into ptiifions, which ~mn~rry start and md d cylindn
bV”“d&S.
hformatkm in CMOS RAM. on the other hand, then you would have to ,wm,tig,,re your CMOS
I, +vl. as well as that in your friend’s PC.

,- pa storing the partition i&mutton a unique location which is definitely present on every hard
i pisk is chosen: head 0. track 0, sector 1. This is the first physical sector of the hard disk. Hard
L $As may be different in size and thus may have any combination of heads, tracks and sebors.
6,;n, e 1ast sector on the disk is therefore ruled out as its head, track, and sector addrrss varies
i.from disk to disk Thus in the first physical sector, the tilled ptiitia sector, the information
i, about the individual partition(s) is stored by means of partitirm entries in a ptition t&de.
@0 PP’w on the other hand, have no partition table as nothing can be saved because of their low

%_ ~PWity when compared to hard disks, and the data carriercan also be removed. Together with
.suitable drivers, you may use the same floppy drive for various operating systems. Only the
i,o”” Of organizing the data on the floppies differs. Floppies written with UNlX may be read
9th DOS but the infwmation is as clear as mud to DOS, which issues a corresponding error
message.
y&gUre 30.8 shows the sbwture of a partition swtor, partition table and partition enhy. rhe
e is 64 byte long, and can accommodate four partitions at most, held in inverse
‘he partition table the partition sector contains a small program with a maximum of ~6
a8 well as the ‘J-byte signature Oaa55h. Upon power-up of the PC, the BIOS calls the
or program, which checks the internal consistency of the entries in the partition
en the bootstrap loader in the boot s&or (see below). If the partition table is
r mconsistent. the program issues an error message and terminates the load pm.
with a damaged partition sector are completely unusable as no ittformation as to
ere each partition starts and ends is available to the operating system.
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The partition table holds the entries for a maximum of four partitions. They specify the physical
start and end sectors of each partition in a compressed 3-byte format (Figure 30.8, bottom). From
the fom~at you can see that such a partition table can only manage bard disks with up to 256
heeds, 1024 cylinders and 64 sectors per track. The 2% heads haven’t been reached up to now
for any drive, but some high-capacity bard disks already have more than 1024 cylinden and the
number of swtors per track is meanwhile getting closer to 64. Features that the controllerS
implement to solve these problems are disc&d below.
Beause of the partition table’s structure, a hard disk may have up to four partitions. If several

. o$miing systems are installed in separate partitions on disk, then the PC must be able, in the
course of the boot process, to determine which of the various system.3 is to be loaded. The boot
indicator solves this problem. An entry 80h indicates a bootable active partition, an enhy Wb
a non-bootable inactive partition. Tbe small program at the beginning of the partition SeCtor
determines during the boot where the bootable partition is located, and then activates its Imd
routine. The system indicator shows which file system with or withoutFAT is present on disk.
The use and meaning of FAT is described below.

The mapping of physical onto logical sectors (described in the preceding s&ion) is now carried
out within the partition: the first sector of the partition is assigned the logical swtm number 0.
Afterwards, a mapping of physical sectors onto logical ones is carried out in the sane way as
on the floppies until the last sector Uwxtetied by head: track, sector in the partition table)
of the partition concerned is reached. Broadly speaking, one could say that the partition table
divides the hard disk into smaller *floppies* so that each operating system is only able to athe floppy assigned. Some mainframe operating systems (for example VMS) divide the storage
capacity of disks into such wirtu& disks, which are then wailable to a single user. But unlike
F’C partitions, the operating system itself has complete access to all data.

.

Modem hard disks can be very large &agate’s model ST8305oK reaches a formatted capacity
of 2.84 Gbytes). Versions of DOS up to 3.30, however, use o”ly a &bit number internally to
‘indicate the logical number of the intended sector for a disk access. By means of these 16 bits,
a maximum of 65 536 different numbers can be represented. The sector size of 512 bytes thus
leads to partitions which hold 512 bytes. 65 536 = 33 554 432 bytes = 32 Mbytes at most. This is
‘tie magic 32-MB-tvundmy for DOS partitions. Starting with DC5 330, an advance was made
which enabled DOS partitions of more than 32 Mbytes, but these partitions had to be divided
,into so-called virtual drives with a maximum size of 32 Mbytes each Within these virtual drives
DOS continued to deal with l&bit sector numbers. To this number is added a number that
indicates the offset of the virtual drive within the partition. Thus the effective size of files is
further restricted to 32 Mbytes. DOS 4.00 and all higher versions actually break through th+
boundary, and continuous partitions of 512 Mbytes at most are possible.
,It is also important that LIQS can only a- the logical sectors within the partition. Physical
,,mrs located outside the DOS partition can only be accessed by means of the BIOS, or by
directly programming the controller. This protects the data of other operating systems against
program errors from DOS programs. Be careful if you attempt to access floppies or hard disks
‘via the BIOS or even directly by means of the controller hardware. Erroneously overwritten
&ton in other partitions can give rise to very serious trouble.

L
‘_

!0.4.3,,The Boot Sector
2
.y
+I may know that there are bootable system dislc; as well as non-bootable disks. In connection
&with the partition table we also learned that bootable partitions and non-bootable partitions
pkt as well. Moreover, you can, for example, format, write and read floppies with a capacity
*of 160,320 and 360 kbytes and 1.2 Mbytes in a 5%” HD drive. Thus DOS and BIOS must be able
fo detwt the data carrier type in some way.

.
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The key to this is the boot sector or boot record. It occupies the first sector of a floppy (head 0, track
0, &or 1) or partition, that is, the start sector of the partition. Figure SO.9 shows the structure
of the boot sector.

.

Like the partition table of a hard disk, the boot sector is also present at an UnambiguouSlY
defined location which exists on all floppies or partitions. Tiws LXE and BIOS can address and
read the boot sector,without knowing the exact data carrier type.
As you can see in Figure 30.9, all important disk and partition parameters are located beMen
offsets Obh and leh. This area is also called the medium descriptor tabk. Most entries are *If.
evident, so only the most important are discussed here. Terms such as cluster and FAT are
explained below.

..

The eight bytes of the OEM name contain an identity that characterizes the manufacN*r and
version of the operating system, for example MSDOS4.0. The mened seckm specify the n’JmF
of sectors allocated to the boot record. Usually, a value of 1 is held as the loader ro”t’ne
~rmally doesn’t need more than the 488 bytes which are available after these CC&““~~~
’ &tries. Essential for determining the floppy type is the medium descriptor byte at offset
The BIOS and M3s can determine the disk type with this entry (Table 30.4 shows the c~m”t’!valid entries), but the medium descriptor byte is not always unambiguous so you should *‘!
on the detailed structure as it is held by the medium descriptor table. Because of the various
geometries of hard disks on the market, only the single v&e Ofsh is wed for the medium
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Mbh

5%”

5%”
3v
5%
3%”

1

8”

1

8”
5’/

double sided
single sided
single sided
double sided
rl”,,hI0 I<ided
__““,_
single sided
double sided
double sided
single sided
single sided
single sided
single sided
double sided
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80
80
80
80
80
80
80
40
40
77
40
77
77
77
40

tracks
tracks
tracks
trackr
tracks
tracks
tmb
tracks
tracts
t,aackT
tracks
tracks
tracks
tracts
tracks

2.00
1.44 Mbyte
720 kbyte
1.2 Mbyte
320 kbyte
320 kbyte
640 kbyte
640 kbyte
180 kbyte
360 kbyte
1.96 Mbyte
160 kbyte
77 kbyte
231 kbfle
308 kbyte
320 kbyte

3.20

3.20
3.cu
1.00
1 .oo

1.00
1

.oo

2.00
2.00
1.w
1 .oo
1.00
1 .oo

1.00
1.10

ptor byte to characterize a hard disk. As a hard disk cannot be removed as easily as a
this is sufficient. The exact hard disk drive parameters are stored in the CMOS RAM.
atively, the hard disk controller may have its own BIOS which is pr&Iy informed about
disk type Details concerning the extmmdbwlIy powerful concept of such BIOS extendiscussed in the chapter about hard disks.
three bytes and the loader -am at offset leh determine whether the floppy Is
ble or not. If you toot your PC from a floppy, the BIOS start routine branches to the first
boot sector bytes at offset OOh and calls them as a p~~grarn code. These three bytes contain
jump GO’S 2~) to the start address of the loader program. Stating with DOS 3.00, the
finds a short jump to the start address as well as a NOP instruction.
der program in the boot sector then checks whether system files IOSYS and MSDos.SYS
e case of MS-DOS1 or IBMBIOSSYS and IBMDOSSYS (in the case of PC-DOS) are prwznt
disk. For a11 other operating systems the same applies. If the loader program finds the
system files, then these fiI= and thus DOS (or another operating system) are loaded
main memory. The computer now boots from floppy disk. If the system files are
the loader routine issues a message No system disk!
he hard disk (more exactly, from the active partition of the hard disk)
ne branches to the program at offset alh in the partition sedor first
s program now investigates the partition table and determines the bootable
e rest of the load process is carried out in the same way as with a floppy di.&, that
p to the first three boot sector bytes - and the boot process proceeds as described
e. Your PC is thus booted from hard disk. The boot read may comprise several sectors
dple, for example, if an extensive program for loading the operating system is required.
cae only the entry at offset Oeh for the reserved sedols needs to be higher.
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The boot sector of every floppy or partition contains the program for loading DOS regardless
of whether the floppy or partition is bootable or not. Only the loader program in the boat sector
determines whether the required system data is actually pr&nt on disk or in the partition. DOS
builds up the boot sector automatically during the course of the formatting process by means
of the DOS command FORh4AT. The same applies to hard disks.

30.4.4 The Root Directory
By means of the entries in the boot sector, DOS knows how large the storage capadty of the
floppy or partiticm is, and how many tmcks, sectors per track and bytes per se&x are PTgent.
A tile management system, however, cannot be establkhed yet. Evexy floppy or partition with
DOS has two further tixedly defined sections besides the boot sector and the partition table: the
mot dir&q, which you meet as S\W on the user level, and the file allocation table (FAT).
For file management with KS it is necessary that the operating system knows the be-g
of the data storage area. For this purpose the mot directory is implemented, starting immediately
after the boot sector and the FATS (see Figure 30.10).

J

Figure 30.10: ~mgmvnt of boot sector, FATS, mt dimtory, subdircettics and firrj. On a poppy disk, fmm
Ihe outside to the inside an lrmted ,he boot sccta, thr two FAT co@ and thr mot dinckwy. Thse me fo”owed
by the dota ma, which fillr the poppy disk up to the innermost cylinder.

If you look at the boot se&n’s structure in Figure 30.9, you will see that the position of the root
directory is unambiguously determined by the entries in the boot sector. The root dir&W
. *Ids the necenary information cm location, size, date and time of the last change of the files
and subdir&xies, as well as certain attributes in the form of a directory entry. Figure 30.”
shows the structure of such a 32-byte entry.
The first two entries fife ncrmc and extension are held in the same form as they are provided bn the
user level, but note that the two entries are not separated by a point fqm each other. Only the
application program or DOS commands such as DIR insert the point for an output O~sfl~~’
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of the file name, four values are rewrved. If the tirst byte has the value
try has never teen used before. If the tirst byte is equal to e5h, which
ratter o MCI1 229). then the directory entry concerned has been erased
a DEL cn ERASE command if it pointed to a tile, or by a RMLXR command if the entry
value 05h for the first byte indicates that the first file name character cannot be stored in this simple form as it defines an erased and
value Zeh correspanding to the character *.x symbolizes a directory
e diwhxy which holds the entry it&f. The DIR command displays
the second byte in the entry is also equal to 2eh (that is, the file name
..a), then the start duster points to the beginning of the next higher directory, the so-called
t directory. This is necessary to travel up the hierarchy to the next highest directory level
means of the command KDA
and date indicate the time and date, respectively, of the last alteration of the diredory or
ed. Ove&iting data, extending files, and the creation of a dkctory (with MKDIR)
to an alteration. The time is encoded as an unsigned integer in the format time=
+ 32 s minut= + semndsl2. The date, too, is stored as an unsigned integer, but in the
= 512 . fyenr498OJ + 32 I month + day. The date counting of DOS is always relative to
:1980. This actually is no r&rktion, as the FC and DC6 came into the market after this date,
therefore there can’t be any files and directories generated on a PC before this date.

. .

Read-only files or dire&miff with a set wr bit -cd be overwritten by tX3S; DC5 denies any
write access and returns an error code. The erasure of the tile or subdirectory is also an overwriting p-s. Thus you have to reset the attribute of a mad-only fik to 0 before you can era=
it by means of DEL or ERASE. If a file or s&dire&~ is bidden (that is, bit hid is equal t0 1)s
then the DDS comnknd DIR doesn’t display the tile or subdirectmy. With DC6 the two system
ftks IOSYS and MSDDSSYS are always bidden and are not displayed by DIR. But utilities such
as Norton Commander or FCTook can list such fiks and subdirectmks. The athibute sys characterizes system tiles to distinguish them from normal application files. Using the KJS Cornmand LABEL you may assign a name of eleven characters at mast to a floppy or hard disk.
,-

The eleven label characters are stored in the fik name and extension fields of an entry in the roOt

dir&cry. The attribute Inb informs DDS that this entry doesn’t point to a file or subdir&rY
.but contains the volume Mel. If the directory bit dir is set, then the directmy entry concerned
. doesn’t point70 a file but a subdirectory which is one level below in the hierarchically StrUctured DOS file system. The arc bit controls the backup and archiving of data. Program sU& as
BACKUP investigate this bit and wentually backup only those tiks and directories whoSe aI’
bit is set. At the same ttme, the arc bit is reset to 0. During the course of a write access fo a fiG
the DC5 file functions activate the arc bit automatically. This means that fiks with a set

as bit
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have been altered since the last backup. You are free to set sweral attributes concurrently as

there are, for example, hidden and read-only system files. But emure that the set attributes are
consistent. For example, it is impossible for an entry to represent a subdirectory and a volume
label simultanextsly.
gure 30.11 you can see that the length of each entry is 32 bytes. But with DOS the logical
wived from the physical sector of 512 bytes is the smallest readable and mikable tit,
complete sectors can be read and written, not individual bytes. Thus the size of the root
is always chosen so that the scat directmy ends on a sector boundary. otherwise
would be wasted. The toot sector entry at offset llh, containing the number
entries, is therefore always a multiple of 16. Table 30.5 lists the number of mot
for various floppy and hard disk form&

112 (7 sectws~
224 (14 sectws)
512 (32 secton)

recalI a complete directory by mean8 of the DOS command DIR, you see that most data
one sector of 512 bytes. Thus it is advantageous to combine several sects into
called clustn. or alfocntion units. Clusters are therefme of a larger granularity than
number of sectors grouped into one duster is stored at offset Odh in the boot sedor
.9) of the floppy or bard disk concerned. One duster consists of two sectors on a
oppy, of one sector on a 1.2 Mbyte or 1 .&I Mbyte floppy, and usuaUy of four sectors
a hard disk. Thus, for example, two sectcrs are assigned to the first duster on a 3-S kbyte
e next two sectors to the second cluster, etc. Other values are possible. If you write
formatting p-m you are free to combine, for example, 16 E&IS into one duster.
ember to adapt the boot sector entry accmdingly. DOS understands this duster group
co, and operates accordingly.
that the directory entry indicates the number of the start cluster and not that of the start
of a file or subdirectoty. Every file or subdirectory is alkxated a certain number of clusters
file management routines of the operating system (hence the name allocation unit), which
dent to accommodate the complete contents Gf the tile or subdiredory.
that the scat directory can only accommodate a limited number of entries, independsize of files and subdirectories, as its position and length is unambiguously and
etermbwd by the boot sector entries. If DOS reports that the floppy or hard disk is full,
according to DIR a lot of storage capacity is unwed, then you have probably ex-.
he mot directq’s capacity and DOS is unable to generate any new files or subdiredory
.
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The root diredory forms the origin of the hierarchical file systm of DOS. This meatw the hierar-

chical grouping of subdirectories and files in each dir&my. As you can see from Figure 30.10,
the mot directory is the last static (that is, fixedly defined) area on the floppy or hard disk
partition. All the remaining storage is available for dynamic allocation to subdirectories and
tiles; it forms the so-c&d data area. In the data area, DOS carries cut the grouping of sectors
into dusters. The cluster counting starts with 2 -the reason for this is discussed in the following
section on the FAT. Tbis means that, for example, on a hard disk with four sectors per cluster,
the first four sectors of the data area form cluster 2, the next four cluster 3, etc.
Besides the boot sector and FAT, during the caut’se of the format process FORMAT also generats
the mot dbwtory as anempty directory without file 0~ subdiredory entries. Onrr subdirectories
are generated by MKDIR or files are opened (for example, in BASIC with the command OPEN
TXl_FILE FOR OUTPUT A%]), the mot directory can be filled step by step.

30.4.5 The Subdirectories
With the MKlXR command you can generate subdireztories, for which DOS prepares a directory entry in the mot directory. File name and extension d&e the name of the subdirectory.
and the attribute is set to characterize the entry as a s&dir&my. Like the root directory,
subdirectories accumnwdate tiles and further subdirectories (that is, sub-subdtirie~). For
this purpose, a cluster is allocated that holds directory enties for the files or sub-subdirectories.
The start cluster in the rcat directory paints to this allocated cluster.
The first two directory entries in a subdirectoq are generated by the MKDIR mmmand. One
enby points to the subdiredory itself (namely e,* if you issue DIR), and the second to the
dir&my CM..*) one level above in the hierarchy, thus to the mot directory in the case concerned.
Therefore, the DOS command CHDIR _, mows up one level in the directory tree. For this
purpose, the start cluster in this entry points to the begbming of the parent dir&my above. An
entry 0 means that the mot directq is the parent directory, that is, the current subdirectory is
a first-order subdiqctory.
A sub-subdirectory is generated in the same way. DOS prepare a directory entry in the
sutdireztmy with the name of the sub-subdirectory as the file name and extension, and sets the
directory attribute. Furthermore, the operating system allocates a cluster which acc~mmoda’~
the directory entries of the sub-subdirectory. Again, the MKDlR command generates the two
first entries automatically. Figure 30.13 shows this scheme for the logical connextion Of the
individual directories and files in a graphical manner. A further Gdivingn into the direct@
hierarchy or the directory tree is carried out analogously. Thus you are free to generate sub-sub. j.. -subdirectaies as long as the complete access path driw\subIsub\ \subdirwtoG’, in&ding the drive’s name and the backslashes, doesn’t exceed 64 bytes.
The FORMAT mmrnand geneatff the boot &% the FAT and the rOOt directory autpmatic.
ally. But sukdimctories as dynamically allocated file structures must be prepared manuallY try
means of the MKDIR command. Also, application programs, of course, can generate or erar
subdirectories by means of certain DOS functions.

i
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1.4.6 The File Allocation Table (FAT)
us already been mentioned that the files and subdimtories are alkxated a cluster whose number
&xed in the directory entry as the start cluster. A cluster usually has between one and four
tin, that is, a maximum of 2048 bytes. Many tiles are much longer, and these 2048 bytm are
t enough even for short letters. But how does DOS succeed in handling large files?
me &to its strategy is the already mentioned filr allocation table (FAT). The FAT is located
the boot sector and the root diredory (Figure 30.10), and is automatically generated
ing the course of the format process (Figure 30.14). The FAT plays a central role in data
mgment. Any destmction of the FAT or part of it immediately leads to a complete or partial‘
a loss. Thus every floppy or hard disk usually holds two or more FAT copies. The actual
nber is stored at offset 1Oh in the boot sector. Beginning with offset 16h. @I find the FAT
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size in units of swtors. If you write a value higher than 2 for this word, then DOS manages all
FAT copies auto~tiwdly without any intervention from you or a program.
For all FATS two formats are available: 12- and I&bit. In the first case, every cluster is assigned
a 12&t number (in the latter case a E-bit number), enumerated starting with 0. The lirst two
entries (that is, 0 and 1) are reserved, and are occupied by a copy of the medium descriptor by*
Vable 30.5) as well as two bytes (12&t FATI or three bytes (E-bit FATI with the value Offi.
Starting with FAT entry number 2, the clusters are assigned to the cluster munbers in a definite
and irreversible manner duster number 2 is-assigned to FAT entry number 2, cluster “Umber
3 is assigned to FAT entry number 3, etc. Thus the cluster awneation starts with 2 and not
with
0.
I
‘For example, DOS has to allocate sewn clusters to a 14 kbyte tile if the cheer size is four
sectors, that is, 2048 byte or 2 kbytes. In the directory entry, however, only the start, MI&
the first cluster of the file, is stored. Thus some information is missing ils to where the file ir
continued, that is, a pointer to the 2nd to 7th dusters. This job is carried out by the FAT. Table
.
30.6 lists the meaning of the various FAT entries.
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v-bit FAT

w-bit WIT

ccoh
ffOMf6h
ff7h
ff8Mffh

WOOh
fffOHff6h
fff7h
fffskfffh

m h

nub
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Meaning

.

free

reserved
bad rector, unusabk for allocation
end of d,mer chain.
last cluster of fileldirectoly
next cluster of file/directory

Of significance fo: the allocation of dusters are the values mh and Noah, respectively. They
specify the number of the cluster which accommodates the following setton of the tile or
directory. If the tile occupies only two clusters (that is, th< Rle is not larger than 4096 bytes) then
the FAT entry assigned to the cluster containing the second file section has a value between ff8h
and fffb or fff8h and ffffh, mspedively. If the file or directory is even larger, then this cGning
is continued until LX35 has allocated sufficient clusters to arromodate all file or diredoly WCt-ions. This accountS for the name file allocation table. In +he example indicated, six references
to clusters with their following sections as well as a value fff8h to ffffh are therefore required.
e result is a so-called cluster chain (see Figure 30.15). Note that the cluster chain is only
rddirwted. All FAT entries only point to the next duster, never to the preceding one, that
back-links are stored. Thus the cluster chain can only be scanned in a forward direction.

the fornutting pi by tnea~ of FORMAT, all FAT entries except the first three or four
have the value Wh. This means that in the corresponding clusters neither files nor dire+
same applies, of course, to erased files or directories. If you delete a file with DEL or ERA.%
direamy with RMDIR, then the first character in the corresponding dimetory entry is
tten with the value 229 (the character a). Then, DOS resets all FAT entries of the cluster
belonging to the tile or directory to the value MX)h or oooOh. Thus, the *physic& contents
file are not erased, as only the first character in the dirwtory entry and the FAT entie are
tten, but the_logical structure of the file or directory is invalidated. The advantage of this
is that the erasure procffs proceeds very quickly. Only the directory and FAT entries
o be overwritten with the erase character (I or deleted, respectively, but not the complete
f you delete, for example, a 10 Mbyte file at a cluster size of four sectors, DOS has tb
te (instead of the 10 Mbytes of the tile) only about 10 kbytes in the FAT and one byte
e diredory entry. This is l/IWO of the file &e. The wnd advantage Is that erroneously
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cluster has been stored successively, or if you know the chaining. With extensively fragmented
files all attempts to restore the original data are hopeless. A,, example: there are more than 3.6
million possibilities for arranging ten clusters. If we take into account that one cluster on a hard
disk has four sectors then these ten dusters correspond to a maximum file size of only 20 kbytes.
Jn the case of the above-mentioned IOMbyte file, the number of possibilities for arranging the
rqdred 5ooo dusters largely exceeds the number of all atoms in the universe!
The characteristic that the clusters of a file need not be successive is essential if tiles are altered
later. If, for example, you enlarge the file of the tirst example (which has five dusters) by a
further 2 kbytes, then it is impossible to use the folkwing 6th cluster. This cluster is already
occupied by another file or dir&q as the corresponding FAT enby is equal to bl 05 and not
00 00. If, for example, duster 839 is free (that is, the corrqonding FAT entry has the value
00 001, then the new data can be written o,,to this cluster. The FAT entry 6 gets the value 839d =
034311, or 43 03 in Intel format. Cluster Et39 forms the end of the chain; thus it is assigned the
value ff ff. In this way, DO5 need not shift any cluster to accommodate extensions. The shortening of f&s is carted mt analogously in the opposite direction.
.JXe above sections make it clear that the FAT is an essential instrument for allocating files.
Without the FAT it would be impossible to de&mine the duster of the next file or directory
@ion if they are fragmented. Therefore, the FAT is usually present in the form of two copies
(the precise number of copies is stored in the floppy or hard disk partition’s boot sector). The
i system indicator in the partition table indicates whether you will find a 1% or I&bit FAT. With
i 5 12-bit FAT, 4077 clusters can be accommodated after subtracting the reserved and unused
: balues.; with a &bit FAT this rises to 65 517.
14,
I.

$30.4.7 The Files

Ii
1 @I a user level the directories only support you for organizing and managing large amounts of
data. The act&al information is held in the files, which may a ccmmncdate texts, business data,
types depending upon their usage. The order of the info-tion
files) !olIows the route determined by the programmer. This order is not
the operating system and you as the user are not conhonted with the
you output a relational data set by means of the DOS command TYPE
-screen, you may be surprised at the strange form in which the data that you normaUy put
-screen by means of the database program appears.

, for every such file which uses its own data format, DO5 generates a directory entry in the
mespanding directory containing the start duster of the tile as well as its size. If the tile is
er than one cluster, then the start cluster accommodates the whole tile and DO5 sets the
T enhy to a value between ff8h and fffh (K&bit FAT) or fff8h and fffh (l&bit
larger than one cluster, then DO5 distributes it in portions of one cluster to
corresponding FAT entries are filled in such that they form a cluster chain
to the above-indicated scheme.
various ctrcumstanca it is possible that a file doesn’t occupy the last chqter completely;
uld only do so if its size is a multiple of the cluster size. Thus it is neessxy to specify the

file size in the directory entry. By this me=ns, DC5 is able to determine how many bytes of the
last cluster are adually occupied by the tile. Remember that DOS can only read and write
complete sectors and allocate stoage capacity in units of complete clusters because of the
physical data carria’s organization into 51%byte sectors. The remaining duster bytes are not
taken into a-t, and can have any value. If DO5 uses a cluster for a diredory then it sets all
cluster bytes to 0. This indicates that the directory entries are free and can be used for managing
new Sle= and subdirectories. Thus a tile or dire&q may omrpy more bytes on a floppy or hard
disk than it actually comprises.
If you want to read a complete file into a word pmcessing program, then DOS determines,
amxding to the corresponding directmy entry, the start cluster first, and reads the sectors =s
far as is necessary. If the tile size is more than one clwter, the operating system evaluates the
following clusters in the chain by means of the FAT. DOS reads the sedors until it d&c& an
end of the chain entry in the FAT.
If a program atten@ to read a byte or a record (for example, by the BASIC conunan d GET #I,
I, A$), then DOS first determbws in which logical sector the byte or record is located. For this
the dIrectmy e&y as well as the FAT is used. Aftamrds, DOS reads the whole sector and
determines the byte or record within the buffer that now contains the sedor concerned. You
may define the number of such buffers by me=~ of the CONFIGSYS command FILES = xx. This
read procedure is shown in Figure 30.16.

4’

Ws thus always mnvert.s any read or write a- to a byte or record into an access to = certain
duster and the reading or witing of a cumplete sector. If you alter a byte or rexad by overwitin&
then DOS reads the complete sector first, modifies the byte or record, and writes the complete
sedor back to the disk.

30.4.8 DOS Version Differences
You may have rwgnbzd that the directories and the underlying hier=&ic=l structure of the
file system =re especi=Uy useful for organizing larger amounts of data. But the tirst IBM PC W=S
only quipped with a simple cmsette recorder and a single-sided 164 kbyte floppy drive at most.
Therefore, the Stone Age DOS version 1.00 had no means of generating directories. Microsoft’S
DOS developers took over the cwncept of the file confrol blocks from CP/M (the successful mnfrof
pmgmm for micmmmputm) for the older S-bit processors which didn’t have any subdiredories.
Beause of the low storage capacity of the drives at that time, subdirectories weren’t nec=%=V;
20 files an be managed readily without any problems.
With DOS version 2.00 ?&rosoft introduced the concept of sutdir~mi=s. At the fame time the
more modern concept of se-called handles was implemented, which was already known fram
t& XENIX system\. Here the operating system assigns a unique number to an opened tile for its
.._
mternal management. The BASIC conunand OPEN TXT_FILE FOR RANMlM AS 4% for eX=Ina
PI=, use the handle ulu for the internal management of W-FILE. Application programS m=Y
amess DOS system functions by calling interrupt INT 21h. The calling programs usually Pass
the parameters in the processor registers so that you must Imd certain registers with appmPd_
ate values befor= the call. DOS was designed for the SOS6/8088 l&bit pr&asors. MoT~ov=~~ the
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sacred cow of compatibility should not be slaughtered, so DOS needs to be compatible not only
on an 802% but even on the advanced 32-bit i386 and i486 prceessom. Thus X-bit numbers at
most are available. The logical sectors, too, are managed by DOS with such a l&bit number so
that a maximum of 65 536 sectors of 512 bytes each can be accessed. Thus partitions can have
a size of 32Mbytes at most with DOS 2.00 to 3.20. With DOS 3.30 the simultaneously manage
able amount of data on hard disks is also limited to 32 Mbytes. Only the complete DOS partition
comprising several such logical drives can exceed the 32 Mbyte border. One might denote these
logical drives by the ten” .s”bpartitionsu.
With DOS 4.00 Microsoft cancelled this limitation. The technical advances as well as cmnpezting
and MS-DOS-compatible operating systems such as DR-DOS made this step unavoidable. Now
DOS partitions can be of nearly any size; their logical ectors are managed by a 32-bit number.
Today the limitation arises fmm the fact that a &bit FAT can only serve 65 517 clusters. With the
usual grouping of four sectors (2 kbytes) into one duster the data area is now limited to about
lu) Mbytes. One possibility for getting larger partitioxw is to combine more sectors into a single
cluster. This is possible up to 16 sectors per cluster. The maximum partition size is now about
512 Mbytes. Other operating systems (for example, 05/Z) are free of such DOS limitations.
Besides MSDOS and PC-DOS, several other operating systems exist (for example, Compaq DOS
or DR-DOS) whose fundions are compatible with MS-DOS. Sane versions of the third-party
operating systems have supperted DC5 partitions of more than 32 Mbytes for a long time, but
their sbudures are often incompatible with MSDOS 4.W and higher versions. They also write
a different value to the system indicator in the partition table from the original DOS. MS-DOS
class&s such partitions as non-DOS partitions, and ignores them. With MS-DOS, which you
may boot from a floppy, for example, you cannot access the data in such hard disk partitions.
30.4.9 Other File Systems
Besides DOS there are a lot of other operating systems. For PCs especially, OS/2 and in the
futwe also Windows NT are of bnportance. Both support the FAT system used by DOS, but
their increased performance requires a renovated and enhanced tile system. Even the extension
to partitions of up to 5’12 Mbytes storage capacity which has been introduced with DOS 4.W is
not enough for the future. The conceptual weak points of the FAT system concerning the fixed
root directory size, the stnxtwe of the directory entries with a limited file name size of eleven
characters at most, as well as the lack of any access protection, make the traditional DOS file
system unsuitable for powerful, h&we-oriented operating systems.
Thus, with 05/Z a new file system was introdirced, the so-called hiSh performance fife sy~fm
(HPFS). The characteristic features of HPFS are the division of a large hard disk into so-call&
da@ bands, the much more flexible arrangement of directories and files, a more efficient manage
mat strategy for”frw cl”sters, the “se of sedor~ instead of clusters as the small& allocation Unit,
a flexible length of the directory entries with 32 to 286 characters, file names up to 255 charace
ters, and the implementation of x-called extended attriblltes with a size of up to 64 kbyte ln
particular, the extended file names and attributes significantly help the “ser. Names Iike
ANSL92_1 .TXT bgome obsolete; now you can write ANALYSlS_SALES_~~Z_vERsION_l.~~
This file name is clear enough so that you know what’s in the file even two years later. MoreOver,

Ii
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the directory entry holds not only the date and time of the generation or last alteration, but also
the date and time of the last read access. One disadvantage of the FAT system iohat it h a
single-chained list, that is, every entry only points to the following entry. The preceding entry
can only be determined by scanning the list from the bqinning again, and counting the entries.
HPFS is much more powerful in this respet: all file operations paced much faster with HPFS,
a gain which is reached without any improved drive access time.

.

:

Despite all the advantages of HPE the shortcoming remains the fact that the file system doesn’t
implement a pmtwtion for sensitive data. Liecause of the stmng advance of data networks and
the possibility that even unauthorized personnel can get access to the t% system, such pmtection is becoming more and more important. To reach a higher security level, Windows NT
therefore implements a further bnpmved file system with die name Mfife system mP.5). The
DOS FAT system and HPFS, however, are still supported.
Mass storage such as floppies and hard disks belong to the system resources of a computer, and
therefore are protected in a multitasking environment against a dtrect access by an application.
Thus with 05/2 and Windows NT you may not readily dress alhxation tables, dir&q
‘aties, etc. any longer. The operating system cannot allow a bypassing of its protection mechanisms without losing control of the system resources. Additionally, the logical structures are
more complicated than with the DOS FAT system. If you intend to program drivers or other
‘system-near routines, you should consult a detailed manual about the various file systems.

I
-

rtant that the physical organiurtia of floppies and hard disks remains unaltered even
these advanced tile systems. All data carriers are organize.4 by meam of sectors, tracks and
ders. Only the logiclrl orgoniratim (that is, the strategy of storing and addressing data) has

0.5 System Configuration PC-Controller-Drive
PC cannot read or write a single byte directly, but always has to process a complete s&or,
is, the setor is the smallest addressable unit on a floppy or hard disk. To read a certain byte
bit within a byte the CPUYndicates the intended cylinder first, then the required read/write
bus the track concerned) and finally the xctor with the byte to be read. The drive ‘moves
d/write head to the corresponding cylinder and enables the indicated head. When the
oncened appears below the enabled head, the controller turns on the transfer gate, reads
plete sector (512 bytes). and transfers the data into main memory. Then the CPU only
o specify the location or the number of the byte within the 512-byte sector in memoly

.5.1 hmtrollers-and Drives
the CPU and the floppy drive is a poppy drive cmtmller which supports the CPU for
floppies. Figure 30.17 shows the scheme for the connection of CPU and floppy drive.

e floppy controller is usually located on a separate adapter card inserted into-one of the bus
ts. Today, often a socalled combiconfmller is used, which can manage two hard disks as well

I
I
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as two happy drives. If you have a” AT-bus hard disk and the hard disk interface is already
integrated on the motherboard, the” it is possible that $e floppy controller ls also bnplqwnted
on the motherboard. The” you don’t need your own floppy controller any more, but may
connect fhe floppy drive(s) bmnediately wifh the motherboard.
1” prindple, you are free to install “lcwe than one floppy conholle? in yolu PC, for example, to
control various floppy drives such as 3EQ kbytes, 1.2 Mbytes and 1.44 Mbytes, or a streamer. As
peripherals, floppy controllers are programmed via repisters, which are a-ble via poti
addresses. If you install two standard controllers the” these controllers usually disturb each
other, as several registers we present at the same pat address. Most controllers can therefore
be co”figured as a primary or secondaly adapter. In the first case, the base address of the control
and data registers is equal to 3fOh, and to 370h in the latter case. If you want to access the floppy
drives on a pme hardware level, you must select the base address 3fOh for the first controller
and the base address 370h for the second.

.
*

An access via the BIOS or DCS, on the other hand, is rather disappointing in most cases. “ibe
second contmller and the mnnected drives - to be dead; they don’t respond to any canmand. The reason is that most BIOS versions and DOS support a prbnary but not a secondaV
adapter. In this way you can disable, for example, the floppy co”hvller on a combicontmll~ by
simply amfiguring it as a secondary adapter. This is useful if compatibility problems occur and
you have to employ a separate floppy controller.
The floppy drive is powered via the usual four-pole supply cable and the controller via the bus

.

slot contacts. For 3%” drives it is possible that aSsmaller supply plug is required. Modem power
supplies therefore have cables with branching supply linff on which such small plugs are
mounted. If your PC case doesn’t allow you to install the small 3%” drives readily and you have
. t~insert the d&e into a 5%” frame first. this is not a problem as the larger frames are prOpa
for the large plug.
The connedion between floppy drive and controller is established by a 34-p& flat cable ivhich
you must put onto the controller on one side and the drive on the other. Thus such cab16 have
a plug for the controller and two plugs in most cases for up to two fl:ppy drives. Yh” dd@
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often have contacts for which you need an additional adapter. Figure 30.18 shows the assignment scheme of the plugs and the signals on the individual wires of the interface cable.

I

1

a+ 34-p& interface cables where wires 10 to 16 are twisted. If you use such a twisted
le it is easier to conffgure the floppy drives (details are given in the next se&on). From
can see that all control signals for activating the drives, return signals for disk
nd write data to and from the controller, etc. BIP transferred via the interface
d line with an odd numb is always located between two sign.4 lines of an
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30.5.2 Drive Configuration
When you by a blank drive you must cotiguv the drive so that BIOS and DOS ca” access it
correctly. You may install several floppy drivm in your PC, so the operating system has to know
how many thbre are and which drives are present at which address. For this pu’pose most
drives have one or more jumpers:
- drive select jumper,
- te”ninatio” resistor,
- junper for disk change and ready,
- jumper for floppy type identification.
Via the interface cable, select signals for activating a drive are tr.msferred. The floppy drives
respond tb these select signals by passing or accepting data. For this pwpxe it is necessary to
identify every drive uniquely to achiwe a unique activation. This is carried out by meall~ of the
drive select jwnper. On the back side of the drive you. will 6nd a pin row with four or eight
contact pairs in most cases, denoted DS (driw select). The individual floppy drives in the system
are assigned a number, depending upon the drive, which begins with 0 or 1, running Up to 8
at most. Near the contact pairs you will therefore see the symbols DSC-ES7 or DS-LXX If you
short-circuit a contact pair by means of the jumper, you assign the drive cancerned a corre
spending number. Note that you may cont3gure the drive as A: if you short-circuit the contact
pair with the lowest Ds “umber, that is, DSO or ES, depending’ on which “umber the counting
starta with. You confgure your floppy drive as B: analogously if you short-cimdt the contact
pair with the next highest Ds number.
Take note of whether you are using a” interfax cable with twisted wires 10 to 16, or not. With
a non-h&ted cable you muSt configure drives A: and B: in the nunner indicated above. Whether
you connect drive A: to the plug in the middle or at the end of the cable is insignificant if you
use a non-twisted interface cable. You only have to note the terminating resistor (see below).
The activation of the drives is carried out exclusively and correctly by the signals motor A:.
select A:, select BE, motor B:.
The sihlatio” cha”ges( if you use a” interface able with twisted wires. In this case you must
mnfigwe both drives A: and B: by means of the drive select junper as drive B:, that is, shortcircuit the contact pair with the second lowest “umber. Furthermore, the plug in the middle Of
the cable must be connected to drive B: and the plug at the end of the cable to drive A:. IBM
(and other ma”ufacturers) use cables with twisted wires so that the drives can be co”ligured by
the manufacturer as B: as standard, and clients don’t need to carry cut the configuration as drive
A: or 8: on their own as is required in the case of untwisted cables. Therefore, it is possible to
install a standard configured floppy drive without any drive configuration.
*
By‘twistig the &es 10 to 16, the motor and select signals for A: and the corresponding signals
for B: are interchanged (see Figure 30.18, bottom). If the controller seleds drive B: by meallS of
the signals motor B: and select B:, then drive B: in the middle is a& becawe it is configured
as drive B: and the signals are not interchanged. As the interface cable is continuous the Same
select signals are also transferred to drive A:, which is also configwed as 6:. But because of the
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hvkted wires the signals motor B: and select B: appear as motor A: and select A:, that is, they
appear at the plug contacts for these A: signals. If the controller enables, on the other hand,
drive A: using the signals motor A: and select A:, then drive B: ignores this selectton because
it is configured as drive B:. Because of the twisted wires, the signals motor A: and select A:
appear at the plug for drive A: as signals motor B: and s&ct B:. Drive A: has been configured
as B: as is the case for drive B:, however, and dccepts the two enable signals and responds to
them.
The same effect is achieved if you configure the two floppy drives as A: and if you CON\& drive
A: to the middle and drive 8: to the plug at the end of the interface cable. The remaining contml,
return and data signals are transferred in an unaltered manner via the untwisted wira and are
’
always available for bath drives simultaneously.
But you always have to pay attention to another configuration: the temdnating resistor. In the
controller such a terminating resistor is already installed, therefore you only have to configure
the drives accordingly. The termina ting resistor is mostly formed by a ten-pole plug inserted
into a ccnespanding jack. To determine where this resistor is located on your drive consult the
data sheet that you received with the drive (or not?). As the name indicates, the resistor must
be present at the end +zrmination) of the interface cable, that is, on the Last drive connected to
the cable. As you can see from Figure 30.18, this is always drive A:. If you have additionally installed a drive BE, then remove the terminating resistor from it and store it in a safe place. You
need the terminating mistor again if you remove drive 8: later and want to install it as drive
A: in another PC.
.

Some drives have an integrated terminating resistor that can be activated or disabled by means
df a simple jumper. Some modem drivff use another method called distnhtcd !erminnttms.
Here every drive has its own termina ting resistor so that the terminating resistors of alI connected drives contribute to the adual terminating resistor. Thus, resistors to be installed or
enabled separately are no longer required. If you don’t find any temGnating resistor or jumper
for enabling it even after carefuUy investigating the drive, then you have possibly got such a
drive, and you an install it without any further action.
!he purpose and meaning of this terminating resistor are obscure for most users, therefore some
notes on this subject are in order. Between the drives and the floppy controller a fast and busy
exchange of data signals takes place, which run as very short elwtromagnetic pulses tbmugb
the interface cable. But such pulses have the unpleasant property of being reflected at the end
pf the cable, and therefore generating an echo which returns to the transmitter of the pulse. You
:caan observe the same effect in the mountains, too, if you give a cry and the echo returns from
,$e opposite reek face after a few seconds. A strong echo on the signal lines between controller
and the drive disturbs the functioning of the electronics, or even damages them because of
signal iqterference. Thus echoes should be avoided as far as possible. This is carried out with
ia kick. For physical reasons, the terminating resistor simulates an intinitely long interface cable.
:This means that for the transmitter of the pulse the cable continues infinitely beyond the re
;Leiver. Now it takes an infinite time before the echo returns from the end of the infinite cable..
:h other words, no echo and thus no interference occurs. If you are in London then you will also
.
Lv ad infinitum for an echo from the Alps!

*
..

’
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By means of the disk change and ready jumper on same drives you may set whether the drive
is to indicate a disk change via line 34 of the interface cable. This functfon was used starting with
the AT. The PC and XT ignore the signal on line 34. Every time you open the drive’s door the
signal level rises to uln. The AT controller det+s the level change and sets an internal bit. Now
the BIOS can determine whether a’dfsk change has occurred sine the last access. If this is the
case, then the internal DOS buffers that still contain information concerning the previous access
must be updated using a new access to the data volume. Without a disk change the internal
DOS buffers may be used, and the access is carried out much more quickly. In the F’C and XT
this function is not implemented: DOS always accessed the disk even if it hasn’t been removed.
Some conhollers further handle a ready signal from the drive. This is usually not used in the
PC. As the floppy drives of the same type and model are also used in other computers, some
drives implement this function; by meam of the jum’per(s), in most cases you can choose between a no disk change and a ready functfon.

.

I’-

Note that a drive with a standard ready signal (SR signal) may give rise to some problems in
an AT. The SR signal is also passed via line 34, but a!ways provides the opposite level of the
disk change signal. -In indicates that the drive is ready, that is, the flap is clowd. Interpreted
as a disk change signal this means that the floppy has been changed. That’s not a tragedy yet.
The AT a- then always acce~~eb the floppy instead of using the internal buffers, and the
accesa proceeds more slowly. The bituatfon becomes more critical if you open the flap and
remove the floppy. Now the SR signal drops to ~0s to indicate that the drive is not ready. But
the AT interpret.5 this signal as if no disk change had occurred, and reads the internal DOS
buffer. This may give rise to strange behaviour: you have listed the directory by means of DIR,
opened the drive flap, removed the floppy and called DIR again. Although you hold the floppy
in your hand, the AT goes on displaying the same *ghostn diiry without grumbling. You
can only use such a drive in an AT if you disconnect line 34 from the drive and Sx it at a
potential of +SV indicating -1~. The AT then always assumes that a disk change has occurred
and always reads the data from disk.
Sane ATs with an older BIOS version that doesn’t interpret the disk change signal m&lY
demonstrate other awkward behaviour. Many manufxtwers of large program packets thankfully began to supply a reasonable b&all.aiion program with their software. Today’s program
packets often need a storage capacity far beyond 1 Mbyte, that is, the programs come on a whole
packet of floppies. Some installation pmceduws now use the disk change sigma1 by means of
function 16h of the BIOS interrupt lNT 13h to detennfne whether the user actually has inserted
the next floppy before they proceed with the installation. But if the drive don’t provide a
cormct signal then the fnstaIlation procedure denies continuation of the installation process, and
keeps asking you for the next floppy after you have inserted the first one. This next floppy has
been in the diive for half an hour now, but the installation program doesn’t copy or install anY
fivther tiles. Even opening and closing the flap isn’t successful, only a new drive or the sold-. Gg inn (admittedly a rather radical solution .l.
Some 3%” drives further have a @per for enabling the idenMy floppy type function. The
jumper enables a mechanism on 1.44 Mbyte drivff which detects the HD signature on ‘f
right side of a 1.44 Mbyte floppy (see Figure 30.31 to enhance the tieid strength of the Wnte
field.
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30.6 Recording Formats and CRC
Up to now we have only learned that data is written in tracks and sectors onto the disk. How
these tracks and sectors appears in detail (that is, &oking through a micmsco~~) is discussed
in the following sections.

30.6.1 Sector layout
Figure 30.19 shows the format of a floppy hack in IBM format for MFh4 and FM encoding.
Details concerning these two recording formats are discussed in the following sections.

‘I &ant to explain only

the MFM fonnat as it superseded the FM format cmnpktely. As you

, a sector accommodates not only the 512 data bytes but the tracks and ?ecto* have many
lional bytes for addressing and synchmnization. A track always starts with GAP 4A. This
tains 83 bytes of value 4eh, which can also be found in all other gaps i. A_tloppy indicates
nning of a track by means of the index hole, but its position is far less precise for exactly
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determining the beginning. Two data bits are separated on a 5%” floppy with 15 sectors per
track by about 2 pm only, and such precision can’t be achieved with a hole of 1 mm in diameter.
The pattern of the 130 4eh bytes informs the controller about the beginning of the track and gives
it enough time for its electronics to be able to respond to the beginning of the track. The next
12 bytes SYNC with the value OOh synchronize the decoder elements in the controller with the
floppfs rotation. The individual bits are passing below the read/write head, and they generate
a pulse pattern for the controller through electromagnetic induction. Thus the controller must
adapt itself to the clocking of this pattern, as minor rotation variations cannot be avoided. All
synchronization patterns on the disk comprise a 12-byte chain with the value Klh. The four
bytes of the index address mark 0 inform the controller that now the sedors of the track are
following. Immediately afterwards, another gap appears, GAP 1. The IAM consists of three
bytes of value alh and a fourth byte of value fch which ~ddentifies the address mark as an index
address mark. The IAM characterizes the beginning of the track far more precisely than the
index hole in the floppy. As you will see below, the track contains further address marks.
After this track start, which already occupies 146bytes, the sector area begins. Every sector
contains ten sections; the first is a synchmnimticm pattern SYNC consisting of 12 bytes of value
C&h in the same way as for the start of the track. SYNC is followed by the ID address mark
(IDAM), which indicates the start of the identification field for the sector concerned. The IDAM
has three bytes alh and one byte feh. After the ID address mark the controller finds the sector
idmfijication (ID). It identifies the sector concerned in the format track-head-se&x-x&or size.
When you are formatting a floppy (see Section 30.7.3) you have to supply a format buffer for
every track to be formatted which contains exactly this information. The controller calculate
from the four IDAM bytes and the s&or identification ID a CRC value in the course of
fornutting, and stores it in the two bytes of the CRC section. Cyclic redundancy check CRC)
undertakes consistency checking of data (similar to parity checking) but CRC is much more
powerful.
The CRC s&ion is followed by another gap, GAP 2, with 22 bytes. GAP 2 is necessary as the
controller must first calculate a CRC value from the read bytff IDAM, ID and CRC, and
compare this calculatehvalue with the stored one. This lasts a certain time, and without the gaP
the values that come after it would have already passed below the head. After GAP 2 another
synchronization field SYNC appears to enable resynchronization of the controller with the disk
rotation after the CRC calculation. The dnta address mark (DAM) finally indicates the beginning
of the s&or data area data. It comprises 512 bytes, which you write as the physical sector Onto
the data carrier. But besides the standard 512 bytes, other sizes for the s&or data area are aI=
possible, which you may define during the formaiting process of the track. Valid sizes are 12%
256, 512 bytes up to I6 kbytes. Large values may give rise to difficulties in synchronization. 8s
thr,&roller must operate during reading or writing a sector for a long time without any
synthronization &em SYNC. With small s&or sizes you waste storage capacity, beau* the
controller generates the ab.,vementioned and the following data sections for every large Or
small sector on disk. As was the case for IDAM and ID, the controller also calculate a <RC
value for the s&or data area and stores it In CRC behind the field data. During the murSe Of
reading a sector, the check value is calculated again and the controller compares the calmlat~
and stored values. At the termination of a sector you find another gap, GAP 3. Thus a sector flat

1
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comprises 512 bytes, but may grow up to 654 bye b~ause of all the marks that are
automatically generated by the controller. If you look at Figure 30.19 you will readily see why
the formatted capacity is lower than the unfomwdted.

only

GAP 3 has a qxcial job. As the recording of data is a rather delicate procedure and needs to
be carried o”t very precisely, GAP 3 serves as an elastic buffer between two secton. If a drive
has elongated a sector because of thermal deformation, rotation variations, or incorrect timing
of the mite signals (like a rubber band), then GAP 3 prevents the data of the sector concerned
from overlapping with the data of the next sector and damaging them. Such an elongation can
be caused. for example, if the rotation rate of the floppy disk increases suddenly due to reduced
friction. But the controller assumed a certain rotation rate in advance by means of SYNC before
DAM. The controller keeps this rotation rate thmugbout thetompiete sector. Thus the increased
rotation ate leads to a slight elongation of the sector data area, which may be up to 5%. This
is, technically speaking, not a serious value. Instead, it shows the power and flexibility of
modem m i c r o c h i p s .

The other sectors of the track now follow the sector dew&d. After 8 to 18 sectors in tot&one
mtation is complete and the controller detets a number of bytes of value 4eh located as GAP
48 between the end of the track (EOTl and the start of the track. Their number is not exactly
defined. Instead, GAP 4B serves as an elastic buffer behvxn the end and the beginning of the
track, as was the case for GAP 3 between the individual sectors.

FM and MFM
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FM

MFM
.

*

pt$ses, and for all even clock pulses supplies a pulse to the read/mite head if the value of the
‘bit to write is &al to 1, or no pulse if the value concerned is equal to 0.
Also, restoring the data bits is very easy. A read signal logic equipment detects the clock bit.5
and determines whether an active signal acmrding to a set bit or an inactive signal corresponding to a bit value of 0 appears between two successive clock bits, Thus the FM method operate
quite simply and reliably, but the information density on the data camir is not very excittW
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The MPM method increases the density by a factor of two without the need to raise the density
of the clock and data bits. Figure 30.20 shows the same data byte as it is written with MFM
encoding format onto the data carrier. It is obvious at once that the number of clock bits is much
smaller, and the distance between two active bits is much larger than is the case for the Fh4
method. The reason for this is the encoding mle for MFM data recording:

A clock bit is only written if the preceding as well as the current bit doesn’t have a set data
bit.
- A data bit is always written if it is equal to I.
%I encoding data in the MFM format, not only the current data bit is taken into account, as is
he case with the Fh4 method, but also the preceding data I$. Thus the value stored in a bit cell
s the result of two successive data bits. Accordingly, the electmnic equipment for executing this
encoding. and especially for restoring the data, is much more complicated (and expensive). As
a cmnpemation, fewer active bib must be written into the bit &Is. With the FM method every
bit cell has a set clock bit; with the MFM method active clock bits only occur if at least two data
bits of value 0 are successive. As you may see from Figure’30.20, the result is that the distance
between two successive active bits, regardless of whether dock or data bits and thus the distance between two successive flux changes, is at least as large as one bit cell and at most as large
as two bit cells. On the contrary, the distance between two active bits with the FM method is
as large as half a bit cell at least and a whole bit cell at mwt. In other words, the bit cells can
be made half as large without increasing the bit and flux change rate compared to the FM
encoding method. Thus the information density now becomes twice as large as with the FM
methcd, and this is achieved without increasing the flux change density on the data carrier
m&x. The additional expenditure affects only the encoding and decoding eledmnics of the
antroller, a problem which modem micmelectmnics can solve without problems and very
reliably.
l’he method for restoring the original data fmm the MFM data is quite intemstlng, and is
mportant for understanding the error wcwry strategies of hard disk cont~4Iers. Therefore,
how the controller dexdes the MFM data from the flux changes on the data canier by means
pf various clock signals is explained. Figure 30.21 shows the scheme for restoring data byte
01101M)l from the MFM dkta of Figure 30.20 (bottom).
Figure 3021 (top) shows the flux density with the flux changes for inducing a voltage pulse in
the read/write head. Note that every flux change gives rise to a pulse, but a regular magnetization doesn’t generate any voltage. The read/write head mntlnuous1y de&& the signals and
bxnsfw them to two gates: a data and a clock gate. The data gate is supplied with a data clock
+a1 so that the high signal levels form a periodicaIry opened data windmu. The data gate then
Simply turns on and lets the signals pass. In the same way. a clock signal is supplied to the clock
&ate, &t this clock signal is shifted in phase against the data clock signal by 180: The high
levelg ol the clock signal defme a periodically opened clock window. ‘Ihe clock gate then simply
$rns cni and lets the signals pass. The phase shift is chosen so that the signal, because of a flu
bhange, can pass the data gate if it is a data bit. The signal, on the other hand, passes through.
the clock gate if it is a clock bit. As you can see from Figure 30.21, the data gate provides the
$igbwlly encoded data bits and the dealing p- has been carried out. The clock bits
tumdng through the clock window keep the synchronization if the data bits are equal to 0, and
k
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therefore no data signals appear at the data gate. With set data bits the MFM decoder uses the
data bits to keep the synchronization. This is important if many set bits are arriving in .succe+
sion, for example 512 bytes of value ffh.
The most delicate point with MFM recording is that synchronization becomes more difficult
because of the partially missing clock bits. As already mentioned, a dock bit only appears if at
least two bits of value 0 are successive. For this reason, the synchronization fieIds of the tracks and
sectors all have the value OOh (see Figure 50.19). Floppies used for the MFM method are formatted
with longer synchronL?ation fields than is the case with FM floppies. If the MFh4 method is
used, then the SYNC fields typically comprise 12 bytes; with the FM method, on the other hand.
they are only 6 bytes long (see Figure 30.19). Also, the values for L4h4, IDAM and DAM in the
sector format generate bit patterns with the MFM method that can easily and reliably be deccded
by the contmller to id&y the corresponding bit sequences as address marks.
30.6.3 CRC - Nothing Can Hide From Me

The CRC fields have a mysterious feel as one usually doesn’t get any information other than that
they can detect data errors very efficiently. In thg following sections the veil will be lifted. You
may know the method of chwking, by means of a socalled pmrity tit, whether or not a tran*
mitted character has arrived correctly. For this purpose, tra~mitter and rece+ver have to a@
up& whether the parity is to be odd or even. If you want to transfer the basic principle to other
&ck methods then you can see that a check value (the parity bit in the case of the parity chek)
and a checking rule (in the case of the parity chexk the agreement as to whether an odd or eve”
parity should be generated and how it is determined) are required. The analogous rules of the
CRC indicate that a 16 or 32-bit check value must be formed by dividing the value by a divisor,
and that this has to be carried out by me&s of mod&-Z division. First, a few words 0”
mcdulc-2 division.
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Usually, a larger value DMDEND is divided by a smaller value DIVISOR by taking into
account as many places of the dividend as the divisor has, and determining how often the
divisor is included in the dividend. Afterwards, this multiple is subtracted from the places used.
Now the next lower place of the dividend is added on the right side of the subtraction result.
The division is continued accordingly. Finally, we get the quotient and a remainder:
PMmtm*mvx801.QmTmwr*nnmI~

I

mu.

the .TJotie.lf

i. 10000101*.10bh.267& th* -h&r ~100000b.60h.9.%.

Jn the example indicated the division has been carried out step by step by means of momrdn
subtraction. Here, norm.4 means that the subtraction follows the rules you learnt at school. A
occurs if a digit of the subtrahend is larger that the corresponding place of the minuend.
CRC calculations this nom4 arithmetic is not used, but the socalled modulw2 arithmetic.
btractions are no longer carried o”t in the normal way, but XOR values (see below)
and subtrahend are evaluated. In the same way, the addition is also carried out by
e individual places of the two summands. Addition and subtraction are therefore
ca , and provide identical results. At a first glance this seems to be mntmdictary, as
ddition and subtraction usually behave in an opposite way. But it is exactly this that is very
eresting from a mathematical view. Additionally, the technical realization of the mod&-Z
c is much e&r than that of normal arithmetic, as no carries need to be taken into
With ordinary addition and subtraction, every place of the sum or difference is the
of the corresponding places of the two summands or minuend and subtrahend (1s well 11s
possible carry. The module?. arithmetic can therefore be realized by means of simple XOR
nd registers. Thus the eledronic circuitry operates much faster than with conventional
etic. This is very advantageous for time-critical applications, to which the online evaluation
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of CRC checksums during the course of reading from or writing to floppies and hard disks also
belongs.
The name XOR means that the result of two values is evaluated by means of an exclusive-or
operation. The logical XOR operation thus corresponds more to our ncmnmon OR” than the
ordii logical OR The result of an XOR operation is true (equals 1) if either the first or the
second value is true. Table 30.7 shows the truth table for this operation.

_
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anies must be handled. The same applies, of course, to the electronic circuitry for executing the
livisions. Thus it is not surprising that mathematicians looked for meaningful ways in which
0 apply this simpler kind of arithmetic to checkxxm calculations. One result of this search is
?RC.
X COUFS~. for module-2 arithmetic the above-mentioned expression DIVlDWTD + DIVISOR =
2UOTIENT + REMAINDER also holds, but tbe values for QUDTIBNT and REMAINDER difti
or nniulo-2 arithmetic from the above evaluated results. In both cases, however it is hue that
2U(yI7ENT and REMAINDER say more about DIVIDEND than a simple parity bit is able to do.
For CRC che&sums, therefore, the remainder of a modul~2 division of the value to be checked
by a fixed divisor is calculated. The quotient is not suited for that, as its length is dependent
up011 the value of the dividend, and thus varies signiticanily acmrding to the number and value
Jf the data bytes for which the CRC value is to be calculated. The remainder, on the other hand,
s always equal to DIVISOR - 1 at most. If it were to be larger then the remainder could again
x divided by the divisor at least once. Thus the length of the divisor in bits d&&s the
ength of the CRC checksum. In computers, a 17-bit divisor is usually used for ordinary and a
U-bit divisor for more critical applications. The divisors are called the gmrraton of the CRC, as
hey generate the CRC checksums. The 17- and 33-bit generators lead to 16 and 33-bit CRC
ralues. rqectfvely. The evaluation of CRC checksums an be carried out by meam of hardv.We, but you are free to ezeade the CRC calculations by software, too (for example, if you want
0 rmy out a data cummunication via the serial interface and to check the transferred data in
nom detail, as this is possible with a simple parity bit).
The power of CRC chwk.wms for detecting data errors is enormous. For a X&bit CRCCCllT
Idescribed telowl the following holds:
- single bit ROTS:
- double bit errors:
- errors with an even number of bits:
- bust errors 1~ than or equal to 16 bits:
. bunt errors with 17 bits
- all other burst errors:

100%
lW%
100%
100%
99.9969%
99.9984%

The parity check, on the dther band, may fail with two erroneous bits, for example if the two
meous bits have been complemented compared to the original ones. me relatively simple
tiNlati0n 0” the one hand and the enormous power on the other have positioned CRC
hecksums as an inshument for error checking. They are not only wed for floppie and hard
$ish but also for data communication, for example. Here, mainly Whit generaton are used
$ich lead to l&bit che&sums. Generally, the folloiving are employed:.
\ l~1~lLXWX: the value (IlOZlh or 68 6.55d) has been defined by the CCI’IT; thus the
CRC result is ofte” called CRC-CCllT;
101: the value (llC05h or 68 637d) is used by IBM for its BYBYNC data
communications protocol.
generator is somewhat more pavertid for detecting errors than the second used by
BM. The CCI’IT generator is employed by floppy conhollers for c&dating the CRC checksum
$ the 8wtors.
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To carry out data checking using CRC values, the data transmitter must evaluate the CRC
values from the data bytes and additionally transfer them to the data bytes. The receiver d&e&
the data bytes, determines a CRC che&vum from them by applying the same rule, and then?
One would expect, of course, that the rweiver compares the calcu1ate.i CFX value with the
rea?ived value. If they coincide ihen the data bytes are amect with a probability of at least
99.9969%. This strategy is also possible, of EOUM, and successful.
A better option uses the spedal properties of the module-2 arithmetic and the CRC codes. If you
look at the sector layout of Figure 30.19 then you can see that, for example, the 512 data bytes
and the two CRC bytes are in succession. Thus, 514 bytes are transferred to the controller in
succession, which then have to be split by the CRC logic into 512 data bytes for calculating the
CRC checksum as well as two received CRC bytes. But’it is easier to combine the two CRC bytes
and the 512 data bytes into a single 514-b@ value, and to carry out the CRC calculation with
these 514 bytes. For this purpose the 512 data bytes need to be extended by two O-bytes at the
right-hand side lwfwc the CRC calculation. Thus the data bytes are extended by two bytes of
value 0 at that position in the 514-byte block where the CRC bytes are to be placed. This
corresponds to a multiplication by 65 536 and the quotient also increases by this factor. The CRC
check value is now calculated by means of these Slrlbytes, which have the two O-bytes at the
right-hand side.
One feature of the CRC calculation with module-2 arithmetic is that the CRC value of thee-e
514 bytes is exactly equal to 0 if the CRC value calculated before from the 512 data bytes plus
the two O-bytes coincides with the two received CRC bytes. Fantastic, isn’t it? The same appli~,
of course, to 32-bit CRC values. You only have to fill the data bytes on the right-hand side with
32 O-bits in advance of calculating the CRC value that is to be written onto disk.
For data exchange with a CRC, transmitter and receiver therefore prwxed as follows:
The transmitter extends the data bytes on the 1ow-order side by that number of O-bytes
which corresponds to the intended number of CRC bytes. The transmitter then determines
a CRC value from the data bytes plus the C-bytes, and transmits the data bytes as well as
the CRC value as a continuous data stream.
The receiver reg.&Is the received data (which comprises the data bytes as well as the CRC
value) as a continuous data block, and determines a CRC value far the whole block. If this
CRC value is equal to 0 then the calaWed and the received CRC checksum coincide; otherwise, a data error has occurred.
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or in a rearranged form

This doesn’t mean anything, but with a module-2 addition of the remainder (that is, the CRC
checksum) the result of the additioh can be divided by the divisor without any remainder. Thus
the remainder is equal to 0 with this division.
If you meet CRC checksums, in most cases the generator used to calculate the CRC checksums
is indicated. Without knowing the generator you are not able to check the data block for consistency, of course. But the generator appears cm the data sheets far mntmllers or communication pmtomls, in mc6t cases as a polynomial. The generator polynomial of CRC-CCTIT, for example,
is P + x” + $ + I, and that of CRC-16 xl6 + x” + x? + 7.
The assignment of generator polynomi& and binary divisors for mod&-Z division is very
simple:
- The exponent of the each pulynomial term indicates the position of the corresponding bit in
the divisor.

The deeper reason for this assignment is that the nwdulo-2 division can be put down to the
division of polynomials with binary cmfficients, that is, coeftictenls that may only have the
values 0 and 1. In a strict mathematical treatment of CRC codes (with which I don’t want to
torture you), such polynomials are used. Which generator polynomials and thus which divisors
are especially suited to maximize the error detection properties is not a trivial mathematical
question. But charac++rktic of all generator polynomials is that the power x” (that is, the summand
1) must always be pre5ent.

I’

.

Strictly speakink CRCs are not only checksums but codes that serve to encode tnfonnation. ‘I-he
fact that the codes incorporate redundant information makes them so valuable for error checking. Redundant information means that some part of the information can be determined along
with the rest of the information. This also applie to parity: the parity hit can be determined
from the other bits, that is, the data bits. Also, the ASCII mde serves (as the name already
implies) for enmding information, but it is not redundant as each of the 256 different ccdeS is
. @signed exactly one character, that is, a single piece of information. AU of the eight ASCII bits
are needed, and-no bit is left for any redundant information. Thus with a redundant code there
are always fewer codewords than would be possible beause of the number of available bits.
Eight data bits plus one parity bit enable 512 different cc& words, on the one hand; but 0n1Y
256 are actually used and valid - those whose parity bit is consistent with the correspond*g
data bits (that is, all code words tith odd m even parity, but not both).
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The same applies to the CRC codes. Here the generator polynomials geneate the various CRC
codes. Ia’s look at the following example for a generator polynomial: x’ + x’ + I. This means a
generator of 1101. Thus the generator p+nomial has four digits. The degree of the polynomial
(that is, the highest power) is denoted by m; thus the length of the accompanying polynomial
is m + 1. Using the generator polynomial. the code words are generated in two steps.
In the fust step, code words longer than m+ 1, containing only zeros except for the generator,
and formed by cyclic shifts of the generator, are formed. No 1s may go beyond the b+nnb,g
or end of the word. The code words must be longer than the generator, as they don’t carry any
information otherwise. Let’s assume code words with a length of six. With the generator 1101
only the basic words 001101.011010 and 110100 are possible. With 101001 the leading 1 would
go beyond the hginning and be added at the end again; but this is not allowed according to
the rule indicated above.
In the second step, all further mde words are fomwd by means of modul~2 addition. We get
eight code words in totaL c@llOl, 011010,110100,010111,111w1,101110,1lxo11, woooo. Thus
the mde of length 6 according to the generator 1101 comprises eight valid code words. By
means of six bits, i!=64 cede words can otherwise be represented. The remaining 56 code
words are invalid. The generated code is therefore highly redundant. The probability that a
statistically constructed &bit word mpresents a code word of this special CRC code is only 1:8.
Jf the degree of the generator polynomial is increased from three to a higher value, the r&m&ncy also rises further. The pmbability that a statistically conshucted code word is a valid mde
word of a CRC code generated by a polynomial of degree m is equal to ‘P, in general. Slated
‘differently: the probability that a statistically generated code word is detected to be ermneo,,~
is equal to I- ‘YP. All damaged data bytes on a floppy rep-t such statistical cc& words,
as the alteration of the data bytes is unpredictable and thus completely statistical. Any error
& detected by the CRC logic of a floppy controller employing the CRC-CCI’IT generator
x’~+x’~+r’+lwithap~babilityofl-‘h’~=0.999984
or 99.9934%. The value mincides with
the above indication. Some statistical code words genered by an unpredictable change of part
alid code word (for example, by a simple bit error) can be detected with an even higher
ility. For storing data onto disk or communication with CRC checksums one therefore
es valid code words,(according to the CRC rules indicated above) which are written onto
transmitted to the receiver. During the murse of checking the inner consistency of data
e CRC value, an important property of valid code words with ECC codes comes in useful:
word is valid ff it can be divided by the generator of the CRC code without a remainder.
the above-indicated &bit code words generated by generator 1101 can be divided
1101 without a remainder. For all other &bit values, such as 111111, this is not true.
hat the CRC check was succes.+ul if, for a ;nodulo2 division of the data block made
ta bytes and the CRC value, the remainder is equal to 0. Thus the addition of the
the adual data always generates a valid code word. In other words: in a CRC (for
in floppy drives) the CRC logic investigates whether the 514-byte data blocks made
data bytes and two CRC bytes represent valid code words or not. Mathenwio and
science are therefore no mystery at all.
clic shifts during the course of generating the code words from the generator, as well as
that the cede words contain redundant information, lead to the namh CRC or cyclic
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redundancy codes. Also, the seemingly very trivial parity compared to the CRC codes reprosenb a cyclic code. If you use the generator polynomial x + I you may generate all code words
with an even parity. As the degree of the generator p+nmnial is equal to 1 the probability of
detecting a statistical ermr by means of the parity bit according to the formula indicated above
is I - ‘h’ = ‘% Statistically generated cede words are therefore detected in only half of all cases.

30.7 Programming Floppy Drives - Access Levels and
Compatibility
The following s&ions discuss the various interfaces to floppy drives and controllers. Unfortunately, minor repetitions of sub@cts already covered by Chapter I are unavoidable. Appendices
F and G summarize the most important functions.

30.7.1 Application Programs
If you access a file as a user of, for example, dBASE or Word then you usually select a pmgram
function and mark the intended file or input its name manually. You don’t get to know the
characteristics that distinguish your PC from a home or supercomputer. as the user you are only
confronted by the user shell of each program. If this shell is ported to other machines and
systems, then you don’t see any difference between a slow XT and a terrifically fast Gray Y-MP.
The hardwarenear characteristln remain hidden. Thus application programs define the highest
accesa level to floppies and hard disks (see Figure 1.26 in Chapter 1).

30.7.2 High-level languages and Operating Systems
However, application programs have to be programmed in some way; they don’t arrive on their
own, unfortunately. Application programmers use so-called high-lmf languages in most caseS
(for example, C, Pax?& BASIC or COBOL). Some program packages such as Lotus l-Z-3 are al.50
written in hardware-near assembler, but the rn~int~~nc~ of the pmgr.%n code geh rather difficult then. High-level languages or the functkm libraries of C and assembler usually have more
or less extensive file and directory functions which enable a high-level access to floppies and
hard disks without the need to handle the underlying technical characteristics. System programmers who supply thee functions can tell you a thing or two about that! By means of the
functions mentioned you may access files and the directory concerned via its usual name, read
and write records or lbws of data, etc. By combining several of these functions you may construct a more complex function, for example loading a long piece of text or storing an altered
e&y in a data&e. As the classification of DOS as an operating system already indicates, it is
responsible for the operation of the PC and therefore for managing the data and directoriff. the
input and output of characters via the keyboard and monitor, the provision of data and time*
etc. Application programs should not rely on dired hardware accesses to try to bypass the
operating system. This works well with DOS (provided your programs are free of bugs), b”’
with a more powerful operating system such as OS/Z or UNIX/XENlX the protected mode
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system aborts the application in most cases, as such a strategy is a” obvious violation of the
protection mechanisms.
The compilation of high-level languages on certain computers (in our case the K) must therefore rely on the capabilities and the functions of the operating system. AN&C as a reasonably
standardized language appears very similar to a PC programmer and a programmer using the
above cited CRAY Y-MP, but the generated cods have nothing to do with each other. In view
Df the multiprozewr architedure and the several hundred times higher processing speed of the
CRAY, this seems to be evident. But let’s turn back to DOS now.

DOS supplies three interrupts for disk-oriented hurctions, that is, intermpts 25h and 26h as well
1s the function disfribufm interrupt 21h. By means of intermpts 25h and 26h you may read and
write logical sectors within the DOS partition. Thus you ha& a low-level a- to the DOS data
>rganization, wnely the boot sector, the FATS, the mat directmy and the subdirectories. The
partition table is outside the DOS partition and remains unreachable even with the help of
intarupts 25h and 26h. For application programmers who don’t deal with the file orgaizatio”
on a” operating system level. the file and directory functions of the lNT 21h are much more
comfortable. They provide the basis for p-ing and managing data by means of the cornmands and submaine libraries of high-level languages or assembler. You can, of course. achieve
the same results by mums of an access to the logical sectors via interqts 25h and 26h As DOS
&ays converts any data access into a” access to logical sears via NT 25h and NT 26h. and
then into an access to a physical sector via the BIOS, you would be building your own operating
srjtem functions, ftmctions which Microsoft has already incorpomted into DOS! The dataoriented functions of INT 21h have the further advantage that you don’t have to pay attention
to DOSinternal changes of the file and directory structure among various DOS versions. For
&ample, you acwss data with DOS 5.03 by means of lNT 21h in the same way as you do with
DDS 3.W. However, the situation changes as far as intermpts 25h and 26h are concerned. The
extension of the DO5 area to rnme than 64k sectors also required a change in accessinp the
logical sectors by means of INT 25h and JNT 26h. Before DOS 4.00 came onto the market the
application passed the number of the intended sector in a &bit register. Starting with DOS 4.00,
this is carried out by a pointer to a 32-bit data structure in main memory, which holds the
$nnber of the intended sector. This is characteistic all
y fo* the*smslloperatingsystem*DOS,
,a~ mainframes don’t allow any access to the internal data structure of the mass storage by a”
~pplicadon - this is the exclusive right of the system programs and the operator who controls
the machine. Section 30.8 describes the data aoxss by means of intermpts INT 21h, NT 25h and
f6h in more detail.
i&DOS functions more or less form a translator between the application programs and the PC
@zdware. DOS programs have to run correctly on such differat machines as a Stone Age FC
*“i’h a” 8088 pmcessor, a 4.77 MHz clock rate and a” 8-bit data bus and, “n the other hand, on
$,Pentiq” F’m machine: with a 32-bit PC1 bus and a 200 MHz clock rate. This really is a hard jab.
$0 adapt DDS to such very different computers it is divided into three parts (see Figure 1.27 in
chapter 1).
FOm Chapter 1 you know that the part of DO5 with which you are confronted as a user is
i$dkd the cmnmmd interpreter COMMAND.COM. COMMAND.COM outputs Jhe well-known
$!id infamous prompt C:\>, processes internal DOS commands such a DIR, and calls application
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programs. Even COMMANDCOM relies on DOS functions in the same way as application
programs for inputting and outputting characters as well as for lwding and exerting programs. These functions are embedded in the second part, called MSDOS.SYS (or IBMDOS.SYS
if you a,e working with IBM’s PC-DOS). In this part You also find the routines for handling
interrupts Zlh, 2Sh and 26h. For adapting to various hardware environments, DOS further has
a third part called lO.SYS or IBMBIOSSYS. Computer manufadurers such as Compaq, Tandon
and &hen adapt this part to the characteristic behaviour of their computers to ensure correct
operation. lO.SYS contains specific code for accessing the drives and graphics adapters of these
manufacturers. But you may also operate 103% IBM-compatible PCs from Taiwan with the
.normal~ DOS, without the need of spedal adaptations to the machine. Unfortunately, there is
at least one crash per day between 99.99% and lM)% compatibility.
The adaptation of IOSYS to various hardware &onments is made as compatible as possible.
Of murs, it is always possible to program a certain computer in the intended manner; but if
your program has to run without any change cm several computers then the PCs have to be
compatible. This actually is, besides tlw open architecture, the reason for the PC’s success. As
an off-the-peg suit is cheaper than a made-@-measure suit, of course, individually programmed
word processing systems would be impassibly expensive. The comparison with the made-to
measure suit is also cwrect in another sense. No program fuUils exactly your requirements, only
the avenge ones. Application programmers must rely on the operating system functions. In this
sense, all DOS versions are compatible. A later version is always able to carry out what a fcrm~
was able to do. But be careful: the inverse doesn’t hold! Remember that with DOS 2.W dire
tories, with DOS 3.00 network functions, and with DOS 4.W partitions of more than 32 Mbyte
capacity were introduced. MSDOSSYS and IOSYS are located on floppies and hard disks 8s
hidden system tiles immediately after the mot directory. Using the &iddenw attribute prevents
MSDOSSYS and IOSYS horn being deleted erroneously. DIR doesn’t display the files lO.SYS
and MSDOSSYS; this is only possible with tools such as Norton Commander or PCTwls.

30.7.3 BIOS and Registers
With IOSYS or ~MBIOSSYS we are already much nearer the hardware level than with an
application program. The software at the lowest level that can be accessed by a program is
formed by the BIOS (basic input/output system). As the name indicates, the routines of the
BIOS implement an interface for inputting and outputting data or accessing and investigating
peripheral hardware devices; graphics adapter, parallel and serial interface, EMS expansion
adapters as weU as (what else?) floppy and hard disk controllers, which in turn contml the
drives belonging to them.
Each of these peripherals has its own dedicated BIOS interrupt. In the case of floppy and bard
‘+ disk drives, this is interrupt INT 13h. Section 30.9 and Appendix F discuss its functions. IN? 13b
: exclusively works with physical sectors; thus we are already on the level of the physical data
carrier organization and the partition table becomes accessible. For calling and executing the
BIOS functions, a defaao standard has been established which orients to the assumptions Of IBM
BIOS. Among all DOS parts only IOSYS accesses the BIOS, thus such a standard would not
necessarily be required as IOSYS, as the very hardware-dependent part of DOS, can always be
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adapted to every BIOS. Because of the standardization of the BIOS functions, even an application programmer can call BIOS functions and be sure in most cases that the called function will
be carried O”t rnrrectly on another PC.
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As you aheady know. the parts form the interface to peripherals such as the mntmller and
graphi- adapters. and access their control and data repisters. Note that most peripherals have
a (more or less) complex micropmces.99 r that often has its own BIOS. Thus powerful peripheals
more or less farm their own computer* in the PC, to which you pass commands via the porn.
As different controllers from different manufacturers for different floppy or hard disk drives
with different encoding formats can also have very different ports and a different =mmmmd
set*, direct programming by means of the registers or ports is out of the question. Direa
progamming gives rise to maximum p&mnance and maximum control of the hardware, but
porting the program to another PC (which may even have the same name) often fails because
of minor but nevertheless decisive differences in hardware. The BIOS offers a good compromise
between performance and control on the one hand, and compatibility on the other. UnBke DOS
it is always tailored espe&Uy for the actual computer type. The functions of INT 13h (fo;
example, move head) are passed to the floppy mntmller via the corresponding port as a suitable
acommand sequence*. UnforhmateIy, DOS gives hardly any possibilities for pmgmmming the
serial and parallel ports, or eve” the graphics adapter, so that thq are suitable for powerful
applications. If you “ant to employ, for example, the features of EGA and VGA adapters, or
even those of the new graphia adapters with fast graphics pmcesaors. then you are forced to
,+se BIOS functions. The same applies for accesses to data beyond the DOS partition (for example, the partition table). Here only a direct call of BIOS functions solves the problem. As already
mentioned, nearly al1 BIOS interrupts have become defmto standards today. This means that in
plodem PCs the BIOS functions of all m.mufactureFs carry out the same functions, thus cornpaty generally holds right down to the BIOS level.

0.8 Programming Floppy Drives - Access via DOS
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provides three intermpts G!5h, 26h and 21h) for access to floppy and hard disks. Interrupts
nd 26h form the lower level as you may address Iogical sectors directly by means of them.
note that a direct access to logical sectors may lead to disastrous results in the case of an
ces4 error. For example, incorrect FAT entries destroy the logic.1 structure of the file system,
make the data completely inaccessible. Figure 30.22 shows the call and return formats for
INT 25h for reading and INT 26h for writing a logical sector. By meam of these
may read or “rite several successive se&xx all at once. For hard disks a new call
ameter blocks was introduced with&S version 4.00 to access sectors with a
and 65 535, but this applies only to hard disks, as 65 536 sectors with 512 bytes each
nd to 32 Mbytes of data. Further details about this format are discussed in Section
that interrupts 25h and 26h leave a status byte on the stack after a call that you must
(and use) with a POP instruction. If the intended sector cannot be read or written for
SO”, then DOS sets the carry flag and re+ums an error code in regizter AX. The code
the cause for the failed read or write attempt. Table 30.8 lists the valid error codes.
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&de

ErrW

Olh
02h
04h
08h
10h
2Oh
40h
*Oh

invalid command
intorrect address mark
sector not found
DMA overnow
CRC or KC error
Controller erior
reek error
drive not readv
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If you want to write, for example, byte 6’2% of the file TEXT.TXT in d&tory \S_DIR\SS_DIR\
E&DIR by means of intermpt INT 26h, then this would b+ very cumbersome (but not impw
sible, of murse). First you have to look for S-DIR in the directory entries of the rcot directory
by reading the corresponding sector with INT 25h. Then the start cluster of S-DIR must be read;
eventually, an access to the FAT via INT 25h is required to determine the accompanying cluster
chain. In S_DR you have to look for the diredory entry for.%_DJR analogously, etc. until you
have found the entry for TFXT.TXT in SSS_DR With the start cluster in the directory entry and
the mrrespondtng cluster chain, which you determine by means of the FAT, you have to determine the logical number of the 13th sector of TEXT.TXT. The 6294th byte is located in the 13th
sector of the cluster chain, as one sector is able to hold 512 bytes. Now you must read this sector
by means of INT 26h into a 51%byte buffer, alter the byte with the number 150 as intended, and
write the whole sector by means of INT 26h back to disk again. To update the date and time
marks in the diredory entry of TEXT.TXT, the se&x with the directory entry must be read,
altered and stored. If you want to enlarge the file by the write process then you first need to look
for one or more free clusters and mark them appropriately in the FAT. You can see that interrupts INT 25h and INT 26h are only interesting for programming tools of for computer freaks
who really want to know every detail. But they are completely unsuitable for tile-oriented
programming of applications.

.
.

.

With the fi1e-oriente.i functions of INT Zlh, DOS offers an essential sfmplification in the tasks
of searching, reading and writing sebors, updating date, time and tile size, and allocating free
clusters. As a user or applicption programmer you therefore do not need to keep struggling with
multiple sector accesses and the organization stnxhxv of the data with DOS. Instead, DOS
intemally converts every file or diredory access into sector accesses as described above.
A significant alleviation of INT 21h is that you may access tiles with the common name
drive:path\filename.ext. Moreover, an access to certain bytes or records is possible by indicating
the position relative to the beginning of the file or relative to the location of the last write or read
pcess. Thus, DOS defines something like a ucursorr within an opened file, indicating the
location of the read and write accesses. Table 30.9 lists the most important file and d&tory
fuwttoiw of INT Zlh,.but a detailed description would go far beyond the scope of this bwk.
. .
Drigtnaily, DOS was designed as a successor of CP/M for the I&bit 80x86 microprocessor family.
In the first DO5 version 1.00, the d&gners therefore used the concept offile mntml blwks (FCB) for.
file management. But CP/M’s FCBs have a serious disadvantage: they don’t allow any directory
Sbucture, and all files are, so to speak, located in the mot directory. DOS 2.00 @cording to Bill
Gates, the first weal>, DOS) replaced this outdated concept by so-called handles. While opening
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N”l”bn

F”Mtk.”

DO5 version

39h
3Ah
3Bh
3Ch
3Dh
3Eh
3Fh
40h
4th
42h
43h
45h
46h
47h
4Eh
4Fh
56h
57h
5Ah
5Bh
67h
68h

mate rubdrectory

2.00 ff.

delete subdirectory
change directory
create file
open file
dose file
read file (device)
wite file (device)
delete file
nlow fik NrX)‘
set/read file attribute
duplicate handle
adapt handle
determine cu~ent directory
find first directny ent!y
find next directory entry
rename file
set/read date’time of file
ueate temporay file
create new file
determine max. handle number
forced write of DO5 buffers

2.00 ff.
2.00 ff
2.00 ff.
2.00 ff.
2.00 ff.
2.w ff.
2.00 ff.
2.00 ff.
2.00 ff.
2.00 ff.
2.00 ff.,
2.00 ff.
2.00 ff.
2.00 ff.
alo ff.
2.00 ff.
2.00 “. .
3.00 ff.
3.00 ff.
3.30 ff.
3.30 ff.

a ffk in any directory using the function 3Dh of INT Zlh, DO3 (or more precisely, the INT 21h)

ptwides a number, namely the handle, which unambiguously chamcterir.es the opened file.
Instead of the nearly infinite litany drive:path\filename.ext you only have to pass this number
to DO3 to access data in an opened file or to extend the file. The rest of the work is done by
the operating system for you DOS searches the relevant sectces, reads them into the transfer
buffer, transfers the htended byte or the intended record to the user program, mites the byte
or record after the alteation back to the transfer buffer, writes the buffer as a sector onto the
disk, eventually alhxates a new duster in the FAT, and finally updates date, time, archive
attribute and file size in the dhwtoty entry when dosing the file. Note that it does not update
the directory entries until the tile is closed. If you switch off the pt with opened files or issue
a boot pnxpss (by means of Ctrl-Alt-Del), then_DDS may possibly leave an erroneous directory
entry and CHKDSK qxxts lost dusters or allocation errors.

.30.9 Progiamming Floppy Drives - Access via BIOS
Interrupt INT 13h
It has already been mentioned above that the BIOS is usually the level nearest the hardwaE
where compatibility among various computers can still be expeaed for an access to floppy and
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hard disk drives. The access is carried out via the functfons of intermpt INT 13h, listed in
Appendix F. Note that for floppy drives only the six first functions Wh-05h are available. Most
functions with a higher number are exclusively dedicated to hard disks. Starting with the AT,
the BIOS additionally recognizes functions 15h-18h. Some modern BIOS versions also support
function 08h for determining the parameters of the floppy drive concerned. In the PC/XT BIOS
this function was not implemented for floppies.
The following sectio”s briefly discuss the functions for floppy drives. The p&e call and return
parameters are listed in Append* F. The called interrupt handler checks the validity of moat
of the parameters passed in the registers, and carries out the function requested. Note that the
BIOS counting for the floppy drivm starts with OOh corresponding to A: with DOS. For hard
disks, bit 7 of the drive’s number is additionally set so that the tirst hard disk has the BIOS
number 8Oh.
If the BIOS has mmpleted the requested function, it passes an indicator in the carry flag as to
whether or not the operation was successful. If the carry flag is set (= 1) the” an error has
occurred and the register ah contains an error code. Appendix F.2 lists the possible error codes
and their meaning. However, note that not all codes are vaiid for both floppies and hard di.&.
For example, a hard disk may not be write-protected by hardware; the corresponding error
message is senseless for a hard disk.
The most important INT 13h timctio”s arez
- function 08h - initialize drive
- function Olh - read status of last operation
- function 0% - read sector(s)
- fundion 03h - mite s&or(s)
- functio” 04h - verify sector(s)
- function 05h - format hack
- function 08h - determine drive parameters
- function 15h - detennfne DASD type
- fumtion 16h - dete”nine disk change (AT only)
: - function 17% - determine floppy format (AT only)
: The 04h (verify sector) function shows somewhat mysterious behaviour. According to all the
; available infcmnation, this fundion compares one or more sectors on disk with the cOntents of
‘: a verification buffer in the main memory. But no controller actually does this, so I’m of the
i opinion that the function code is only implemented for reasons of compatibility with the origi1. nal PC BIOS, and the BIOS doesn’t carry out a real comparison. Instead, the controller seems to
i check only whether the CRC or ECC by& are ox&t.
Using.two examples, l want briefly to explain the use of INT 13h functions. The function calls
i and. t&b fonnab am described in Appendix F.

k I’unction 02h - Read Sector(s)
Example:
/

g

l =ror 1 of track 0 , hoa.5 0 Of Lha noppy in ddvo Bi, Lhi. neator ccmLa*n.
.
Lh. Doe recor.3 ot Lb nomy ,a..&l*= m 5.1,.

~aad

.

IO
_
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During the cowse of an access to disk on a BIOS level, you alone are responsible for intercepting
errors. The succinct error message ~Wbort, Wztry, (i)gnore~, well-known from DOS, is not
output by the BIOS. If, for example, a non-recowmble read error occurs in a read access, then
the BIOS function returns to the calling program with a set carry tlag, and the register ah
contains the value 10h as an ermr indicator for nzd ermr. If you don’t carry out an error ch&
immediately after retuning from the BIOS intenupt, your program may use incorrect data,
namely that which was already in the read buffer before the all was issued. In the best case,
your PC now pmcesses gibberish. Under the worst circumstances, data may now be d&myed;
for example, if your program erroneously determines a &en location on disk because of an
incorrectly read FAT s&or and writes another data s&or to this place. Also, always make sure
that the read or write buffer is of a sufficient size to accommodate all read stiors or data to be
written.
‘I

Besides the above indicated examples, you can also read, write or verify several sectors at once.
You only have to pass to the INT 13h the number in register al. But be careful: some BIOS
variants don’t support fundion calls that span more than one cylinder.
In a more technical view, this means that most BIOS variants are able to switch among several
heads, but don’t move the read/write head to another track. If you try, for example, to read
more than 30 sedors all at once from a double-sided floppy with 16 sectors per track, then you
surely pass a cylinder boundary. If your read attempt doesn’t start at sector 1, head 0 of a
cylinder, then you pass the cylinder boundary even earlier, of course. Depending upon the BIOS
type, the BIG5 can behave unpredictably. For example, usa’s of PC-DOS have had such expelewes: this !JO!3 version doesn’t worry about passing cylinder boundaries, and on some PCS this
leads to a system crash whose cause isn’t immediately apparent; or the word prcassor seems
to have a bug as the text previously written onto disk later has utterly confused contents which
suddenly appeam normal on- after a further attempt to load the text.
The behaviour described is called a multitmck problem. If you intend to use the BIOS intermpt
INT 13h for programming your floppy drives, you should always check for maximum cornpatibility and operation reliability before you call a BIOS function that passes a cylinder boundary.
Another possibility is always to pmcesa only a single sector. Of course, you never pass a cylinder boundary then. But reading many individual sectors is much slower than handling cumplete cylinders. It’s up to you which stmtegy you use as the pqrammerz real problems sometimes
favour this strategy and sometimes the other. Table 30.10 lists all the &ons of the BIOS data
area that concern floppies and floppy operations.

.
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Size

Meaning

calibratian status floppy d&es

timeout value of drive nwt~rs

Itatus of last floppy wration

number of installed floppies if bit 0 is
e q u a l to 1 KnLl. 01-2, l&3. 11=4)”
floppy installed
interrupt requested
reserved (=O,
calibrate DRP
calibrate DR2”
calibrate DRI
calibrate DRO
I=.vffwformat
Qreadlverify
resewed
s&ctec drive
(O&A.. Ol=B, IOK. 1 l=D)”
m0t0r DR3 on”
miter DR2 on”
nwmr DRI on
m~f~r DRO O”
value in timer-ticks
dtive not ready
seek elm+
general COntrOller error
wv,r code:
01 Wnvalid function number
02h=addres mark not found
03Mite protection
Mb==sector nd found
06Wirk change
OBh=DMA overflow
09b=DMA regment err,,,
Och=invalid media type
lOb=CRC e,R)r
max. 7 result status bytes af floppy
cOntrOller
rate last set
(OCMWkbii. Ol=XOkbi”s,
1(>;250kbilh, t I=rewwd)
step rate
transfer rate
(00=500kbit/s, 01=300kbilh,
1 rZ=250kbith. 1 ,=,ewwd)
resewed
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30.10 Programming Floppy Drives - Direct Access via
Registers
The most immediate control of the floppy controller and connected drives you have is through
the controller’s control and data registers. The following discusses how a floppy controller is
cunstnxted, and how it carries out certain actions.
30.10.1 Structure and Functioning of a Floppy Controller
Figure 30.23 shows a simple block diagram of a controller with an SA-450 interface, which is
used in most PCS. The SA-49 interface was developed by Shugart Associates in the 19709, and
taken over later by IBM for the pf. Since that tbne, all PC floppy drives have worked with this
interface. Note that the interface specification only defines the layout and the signals of the
mnnections, but not its shape. 3%” drives can eventually have a completely different plug so
that you may need an adapter to connect a 3%” drive to your floppy mntmfler.

To communicate with the rest of the PC the controller needs amass to the bus. This is established
via the PC interface, which is also present in a similar form on all other adapter cards. The C
interfarr accepts data as commands or write data from the bus. and transfers data as status or
read data to the bus. The controller has a buffer thai holds one or more bytes to be transferred
from the drive to main memoty, or vice versa. Unlike hard disk controllers, the floppy controller
has no sector buffer, in most cases. which accommodates a complete wxhx of data plus the
accon+anytng CRC-or ECC bytes.
A floppy controller is quite a powerful peripheral device which has to carry out far more
extensive control tasks than, for example, the parallel interface. The conholler therefore usualljr
has its own microprocessor with a program ROM. In the case of your PC’s floppy controtler, this
is usually the NEC pPD76S or compatible. The AT can also incorporate an In?el82O7ZA and the
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FS/2 an 82UZ’A. pPD765 and the program ROM together form a se-called microcontroller, which
handles a main part of the control jab. The microprocessor controls the individual components
on the controller adapter and partially the electronics on the drives according to the program
in the ROM. The pPD765 can encode data in the FM and MFM recording formats. Nearly all of
today’s floppy drive use the MFM method, however. As the pPD765 is an older but neverthe
less powerful chip, the FM method is still integrated. The differences between FM and MFM are
not serious enough to warrant two fundamentally different chips. Because all floppy drives in
the PC only work with the MFM method, all further values for recording density, data transfer
rate, etc. refer to MFM encoding. You get the corresponding values for FM by dividing the MFM
values by two, as the recording density for MFM is twice as large as for FM.
The main part of the drive control is carried cut by the storage cafmllcr. It does the heavy labour
and contmls, for example, the read and write functions, converts parallel data from the CPU
into serial data for recording on disk (and vice versa), and executes the CRC of the read data.
The bus adually transmits the data in byte or word format with eight or 16 bits. But on the
floppy disk the data is present as a continuous bit stream. Individual bits according to the
magnetized areas passing below the read/write head, b&t not complete bytes, follow each other.
AU data for or from the floppy run through this storage cuntroUer. The data seplrntor or data
synckmnim carries out the encoding into FM or MFM data, which is then transferred to the
drive for recording on disk. Furthermore, the data is syncbmnized according to the FM or MFM
encoding format, and address marks for the xctors are generated or read. The feedback signals
from the drives enable the micnxontroller to respond to the dynamic behavior of the electronic
elements and the drives.
In a data write the data therefore gws through the following data path:
- the data is hansferred from the b into the bus interface;
- the storage controller determines the CRC bytes, converts the paaUel submitted data into
serial data, and formats it in a suitable manner;
- the data separator converts this regular serial data stream into a data stream according to the
PM or MFM recording format, and generates an address mark;
- the SA-450 interface transfers the encoded data stream to the floppy drive;
- the drive’s read/write head writes the encoded data stream as tiny magnetized areas onto
the disk’s surface.
AU compawnts are continuously contmUed by the microcontroller on the floppy adapter. To
read data from a floppy disk the micrc~~ntmUer inverts the above indicated course of events.
It detects the address marks and reads the sector concerned. The data separator separates the
data and clock signals (hence the name separator). Note that FM and MFM refer only to the
encoding method, and not the interface between conholler and drive. There are MFM drives
that you cannot connect to your MFM floppy controller, as the interface between them doesn’t
fol_+v the SA-450 standard.
I would like to mention that because of the advances in miniaturizing electronic componena
over the past ten years, today several components are often integrated on a single chip. PUS
you will rarely tind more than two chips on your floppy controller or combicontmller. AU
functions of pPD76S. program ROM, storage controller, etc. are now integrated into one or tWO
chips, but the functions remain the same. Tbe same applies (fortunately) to the command set Of
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the microcontroller. In the AT and FS/Z the registers and some of the commands have been
extended.

30.10.2 Configuration of a PC Floppy Controller
?a far we have got to know the principal structure and data flow in a controller. The following
sections discuss the configuration and prcqmming of the floppy controller in connection with
an example, namely the reading of one sector. You can access the control and data registers on
a PC/XT by means of three, on the AT by four and on the FW2 by five ports.
Table 30.11 lists all the important information con ceming configuration and port addresses. The
base addresses differ depending upon whether you have configured the mntmller as a primary
or secondary adapter. The E’S/2 model 30 differs slightly in its port assignment from all other
I’S/2 machines, because it follows the Xl? architecture.
Primary

semdary

writefw)

Read(R)

StatUs

register

B (w2,

digital cutput register DOR
man status register
data rate sect register E/2)
data register
digital input register DIR (AT)
configuration control register (All
DMA channel
tw
INTR

3flh
3f2h
3f4h
3f4h
3f5h
3f7h
3f7h
2
6
Oeh

37th
372h
374h
374h
375h
377h
377h
2
6
Oeh

R
R/w
R
w
RIW
R
w

Table 30.11: Flopw mntrok pat od,irrsses and m&w&w, dolo
‘AU floppy controllers use DMA channel 2 to transfer data behveen the controller and main
memory during the course of a read or write. After completing a command the controller issues
:a hardware interrupt via IRQ6 during the secalhxi result phase (see b&w). The interrupt is
serviced by the intermpt handler Oeh, but you are free to configure the controller in another
Wly.

i30.10Y3 Floppy Controller Registers
h..:.
*,
e d@tal output rqqster can only be written. It controls the drive motors, selects a drive and
‘k?ts the controller. Figure 30.24 shows the structure of this register.
b.
i smg the MOTD-MOTA bits you can turn the motors of drives D to A on and off. A set bit
Xtivatff the corresponding spindle motor. The DMA bit enables the DhL4 and IRQ channels on
the controller, through which it issues a data exchange between controller and main memory
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Fig!m 30.24: Di@d

autpt lqistn.

as well as a hardware intermpt quest to the CPU. But this only applies to the PC/XT and AT;
on a I’S/2
this bit has no effect - the data transfer is always carried out by means of DMA. With
a set REST bit the floppy controller is enabled to accept and execute commands. If m is
equal to 0, then the conholler ignores all commands, including the motor activations via the
digital output register; it carries out an internal reset of all registers except the POR. With the
DRI. DRO bits you select the drive you want to access. A pF’D765 can manage up to four floppy
drives A: to D:.
The main status register is read-only and contains the status b&nnation of the floppy mnbwlIer. Don’t confuse this register and status registers ST&ST3 that contain the status information
concerning the Lwt executed command, and which you may read via the data register. Figure
30.25 shows the shuchue of the main status register. Unlike the data register, the main status
register can always be wad, even if the controller is currently executing a command and, for
example, is placing the head above a certain tiack.
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If the MRQ bit is set, the data register can receive or provide commands and data fmm and to
the pmcessor. Using DIO, the controller indicates whether it expects data from the CPU or
whether it wants to band over status information to it. If the ND&L4 bit is set, the floppy
controller doesn’t operate in DMA mode, that is, it doesn’t transfer data via DMA channel 2 to
or from main memory. The data transfer is carried out by meanz of a read or write command
to the data register. The controller then always issues a hardware interrupt with every expected
data byte or every data byte that is being supplied. If you find a set BUSY bit then the controller
is currently executing a command. According to bits ACID-ACTA, you can dewmine which
drive is currently positioning the read/write heads.
The data register ia eight bits wide, and is actually a whole stack of repisters. Newer, powerful
floppy controllers such as Intel’s 82077A have a l&byte FIFO memory instead of a simple data
register, which accelerates the data throughput and dogn’t subject the response time of the
main system (that is, CPU and DMAl to the rather strict range of the ppD765. Controller con,mands are one to nine bytes long. According to the first command byte, the conholler remgnir.es how many bytes the command concerned comprises. Therefore, you do not need to index
the registers of the stack by means of an index qister,‘as is the case, for example, with the
video contmIler MCf84.5. The controller automatically transfers the mmmand bytes for the data
register intemalIy to the corresponding command registers to carry out the command concerned. The conholler’s command formats are listed in Appendix G.
In the AT and F5/2, the digital input register (DIR) and the configuration mntml register are
‘additionally avaifable at port addresses 3t7h and 37731, respe-ztively. But note that the register
&.+ment differs among AT, model 30 and all other pS/Z models (see Figure 30.261. With these
;)qisters you can detect a disk change, determine the data transfer rate between controller and
idrive, and investigate the DMA mode of the contmller.
The detection of a disk change was implemented in the AT to accelerate the access to floppies.
If you don’t change the floppy between two successive DIR mmmands, then DOS fetches the
sector with the directmy entries from an internal DOS buffer in main memory for the second
call, but doesn’t reread the sector concerned fmm disk. This is carried out much faster, but only
if you did not change the floppy in the meantime. The FC/XT doesn’t support the disk change
function, but DOS alway*, reads the s&or concerned from disk. Thus the AT carries out floppy
access much faster on average than the PC/XT.
,Additionally, the HD drives and the accompanying floppies introduced with the AT require a
much higher data transfer rate between controller and drive, as the number of revolutions has
‘increased from 300 to 360 revs/min and, on the other hand, the number of sectors per track has
$sen to I5 with a 1.2 Mbyte floppy (and even 18 %th a l&Mbyte floppy). With an effective
,Se”or length of 654 bytes plus 146 bytes for the start of the track, as well as 9 sectors per track
for a 5%” floppy with a capacity of 360 kbytes, the amount of data passing below the read/write
.h%d feaches about 250 kbits/s. If you insert the sane floppy into a I .2 Mbyte drive with 360 rew/
.$n, then the data transfer rate increases to 300 kbits/s. The increase of the sector number up
to IS, together with the higher rotation speed of 360 revs/min, leads to a data transfer rate of
500 kbits/s for a 1.44 Mbyte floppy. Depending upon the drive you connect to an AT floppy
‘mntroller and which floppy you are using in such a drive (360 kbyte floppy .@J an HD drive, for
example). you need to program the floppy controller for the respective data transfer rate. This
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DIR (AT)

DIR (PSL? Except Male, 30)

DIR (Psi2 Model 30)

MAN: Disk Change
_ t=disk c h a n g e d since last command
o=disk not changed
CHAN: Disk Change
O=disk not changed since last command l=disk changed
RAT,, RATO: Data Rate
oo=5ookbits1s o1=SOOkbiis to=25okbit& H=iMbitls
m: High-density Rate
,=data rate 25okbItsk or SookbKsls o=dsla rate 1 Mbith or 5OOkbiM
DMA: Value 0‘ DMA Sit in DDR
NOPR: Value of NDPR Bit in C0nRg”mtion Contr;lt Regiaks

RATI. RATO: Data Transfer Rate Contmllar Drive
OO=500kbiWs 01=3OOkbits,s ,0=250kbitsls Il=lMbit/s
NDPR: (No) Prewmp?nration
O=Precompensat,on Enabled (Standard) l=No PreW”Wnration
Data Transfer Rates:
250 kbiis: 360 kbyte
720 kbyta
720 kbyte
Soa kbiis: 720 kbfle
M O kbyte
5M) kbis: 1.2 Mbyte
1.44 Mbyte

SW “w,y in 360
3W”oppy in 1.44
Swfloppy in 720
SW floppy in 720
Sk’floppy in 1.2
SWflop~y in 1.2
Yh’floppy in 1.44

is carried out by the cunfigwation cuntml register at pat address 3f7h or 37711. The structure
of DIR and the mnftgwation control register is shown in Figure 30.26.
With the CHAN or CHAN 05/Z model 30 bit you can determine a disk change. If CHAN is
set then the data medium has possibly been changed since the last access. Note that the meaning
of CHAN on a PS/Z model 30 is inverted compared to all other computers. With the two RATI,
RAT0 bits and the help of the omfiguration control register, you can program the data transfer
rate between controller and drive. The selected rate can be determined by the DIR. Note that not
. a!l AT controllers and drives support a data transfer rate of 1 Mbit/s. On all PS/2s except mode’
30, you can detemxine via HiDe whether the controller has set up the highxlensity rate of
3tM kbits/s or 1 Mbit/s. On a K/2 model 30, the DMA and NOPR bits additionally indicate the
values of the corresponding bits in the M3R and configuration control rqister, resp&fVelY
The bit NOPR on a PS/2 model 30 controls the activation of the so-called premmpensation; the
standard value is 0.
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On a PS/2 there are two more stills registers A and B. But note also that here the struchre of
the two registers differ between model 30 and all other W2 models. Figure 30.27 shows the
structure of the status registers A and B.

Status Redstar. fPS/2l

nn the two

status rqisters A and B you can read the status of the contml lines b&w&
---_
ppy controller and floppy drive on a PS/2. The register bits DRV2, TRKO, lNDX, WP and
)AT directly indicate the status of the corresponding data lines. But in the case of stahw
@ten A and B, note the different bit values between model 30 and all other FS/2 models.
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30.10.4 Floppy Controller Commands and Command Phases
On the ppD765 15 different commands are available. The I’S42 implements some further cornmands oriented to the hard disk crmtmllers. A8 commands proceed according to three phases:
- command phase: the contm&?r is activated and the CE’U passes the command;
- data phase: the contmUer searches one or more sectors and transfers the data to or from the
PC if required;
- result phase: the controller issues an interrupt and provides status information concerning
the last executed command.
In the following secttons I want to discuss the tti‘ command phases using an example cow
ceming the reading of one sector into main memmy.

If you are programming a command that gives rise to a data transfer between main memory
and cantmUer, you must set up the DMA contm”er before activating the command so that the
DMA contmUa transfers the data ca-rectly after DRQ2 is activated. Eepending upon the number
of sectors to be transferred, you therefore have to p&de a buffer in main memory which is
able to accommodate the data. The DMA base address must point to the beginning of the buffer,
and the count dire&on must be set for counting up. After DRQZ has been activated by the
controller, the DMA mntmller responds with a DACK? and transfers the data from the buffer
to the contmlkr, or vice was.% A pmgmm example for this is pmvided in Section 28.2.4 which
discusses the 8237A DMA cuntmlle~.
Command Phase
The command phase is issued by activating the floppy contmIler via the digit.4 output register
@OR), and sekcting the intended drive. As in,the PC many floppy drive operations issue an
interrupt after command completi&, and the data transfer is carried out via the DMA chip, you
should also set the DMA bit in the DOR. If you want to access not only the controller but also
the floppy, then you have to start the corresponding drive mot01 by means of a set MOTx bit
(x = A, B, C, D).

The controller now expects the supply of a command via the data register. Appendix G summarizes all commands. In the following section I therefore want to discuss only the command
for reading one sector; its format is shown in Figure 30.28. Nine command bytes are required
SI total. Note that the mntmller accepts a command byte only if the MRQ bit in the main status
iegister is set; otherwise the conholler ignores the passed command byte and gets into a muddle. Thus you have to read the main status register before passing a command byte, and chwk
whether the MRQ bit is set. A fast CPU can pass the command bytes much faster than thi rather
slow floppy controller is able to accept and transfer them to the conespnding internal register
according to the command selected.
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tb the M bit you may also instruct the pPD765 to carry out the same command for the other
ck. The controUer then not only reads the sedor(s) concerned on one side of the floppy, but
D that on the other. As. during the course of the data transfer for the first sector, the DMA
~tmller mntinuwsIy &mts up the target address. the sector read later doesn’t ovenwrite the
viously read data but is appended to the data of the first sector. Thus you can read several
tars all at once with this command. Such multitrack operations ale also available for other
nmands, for example writing sectors, reading tracks, etc. With the F bit you determine the
coding format. The PC exclusively uses the MPM method for floppies; thus the F bit must be
t, othenvise the controller cannot read the data correctly, or it writes it onto disk in a format
hich is not understandable far other functions. If you set the skip bit S, the controller ignores
leted data address marks and skips the accompanying sectors. If, on the other hand, the
ntroller detects il deleted data address mark with the S bit cleared, it aborts the current
i&and and returns an error message. You may access data with a deleted address mark only
means of the two commands read deleted data @code MFW1100) and write deleted data
pccde MFCQ1001). These functions are also listed in Appendix G. The remaining five b&s
110 in the first command byte represent the opmde for read sector. From Doll0 the controller
1
qnizes that eight additional command bytes will follow.
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The HD bit informs the controller about the intended head. As floppy driv- only have two
heads with the numbers 0 and I, one bit is sufficient. Note that HD always coincides with the
head address in byte 3. With LW, LWO you xl& one of the four possible drives connected to
the controller. Cylinder, head and sector number are self-evident, I think.
The sator size entry informs the c6ntroller about how many bytes it can expect in the addressed
sector, and therefore how many it has to transfer into main memory. The value 2. indicating
512 bytes per s&or, is used as standard. Tmck fength/max. sector number indicates the number
of the last swtor in the track or cylinder (that is, the length of a track in sectors), or the maximum sector number for which the command is to be carried out. The controller executes all
commands by starting with that sector which is determined by the cylinder, head and sector
numbers. If it has carried out the command for this start sector, it reads the next sector and
transfers it into main memory. The controller continues with this operation until it has read and
transferred the sector indicated by the entry track length/max. sector number. If you specify a
sector here which is no longer present in the track, the controller attempts to read a sector which
would be located beyond the end of the hack. This, of mume, doesn’t work, and the controller
aborts the command with an error code. If you spelfy the same value as in the entry &or
number, then the controller reads only one se&x
A further possibility to abort the reading of sectors before the end of the track is reached is to
supply the controller with a TC (terminal count) signal from the DMA controller. The PK.grammed DMA chip always activates this signal if its count value has been dexenwnted to 0.
If you only want to read a single sector and select DMA for the data transfer, then you have to
specify a count value that corresponds to the sector size of, generally, 512 bytes. Because of the
TC signal generated after the transfer of 512 bytes, the s&or read command is aborted. The
opposite applies, of course, if you want to transfer two or more sectors into tin memory.
With the length of GAP 3 byte you inform the conbolIer about the length of GAP 3 as it is to be
wed for data reading. The value for reading and writing data is different from that for formatting the drive. For formatting the PC uses a GAP-Mength of 80 bytes for a 5%” drive, and
84 bytes for a 3’,Y’ drive, as standard. For a read or write access, only 42 bytes and 27 bytes,
respwlively, are used. Some 5%” drives may only use a value of 32 for reading or writing, thus
thme values are not @ined very strictly. Remember the meaning of GAP 3 as described in
S&ion 30.6: because of mtation variations and timing deviations of the write pulses, the actual
length of a sector may vary. GAP 3 then serves as a buffer. If you ovenvrite an already formatted sector which has been elongated because of a slightly increased rotation speed during
the course of the fomMtfng pmcess with new data, and the rotation speed is somewhat lower
than in the formatting p’ocess because of an increased friction, then the controlIer has already
written the se&or up to the last CRC field onto disk before GAP 3 begins. In the next read
pmcess, the controller becomes confused, as it expects only the values 4eh of GAP 3 and not the
actually overwritten old data. Thus the s&or cannot be read without an error.
-T& controller tlierefcwe also writes a GAP 3 onto disk with every write process even after the
floppy has been formatted. This ensures that on a slower rotating floppy the formerly held data
is also overwritten, and cannot cause any distortion. Let us assume the inverse case. During
formatting the rotation sped was somewhat too low and the sector has therefore been canpressed. If the floppy is now rotating faster in the course of writing 4 sedor, then the last
CRC data of the sector already overlaps GAP 3. If the controller additionally writes all the
80 by& of GAP 3 onto disk, then it damages the beginning of the next sector as the end of GAP
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The controller decodes the received command bytes and proceeds to the data phase if the input

command bytes are consistent and data is to be transferred. If the input command bytes are
inconsistent, however, then the controller jumps directly to the result phase. Thus the command
phase is completed and the PC waits for a hardware intermpt from the co”tmller, which indicates that the command has been completed. In a m”ltitaskb~g environment, the CPU can
meanwhile carry O”t other tasks.
Data Phase
After the last command byte has been passed, the controller waits (in the discussed example)
until the head-load time has elapsed and then lowers the read/write head onto the disk. Afterwards, head and mntmller start to read the ID address marks from the rotating floppy. If the
contmller detects an ID address mark that coincides with the programmed sedor address, then
the controller reads the data area of the sector and the CRC checksum and transfers the data into
main memory. If this pmcess has finished, the contmller increments the &or addrrss and
reads the next sector. This process continues until the contmller receives a TC signal from the
Dh4A chip, or the cuntxdler issues an implicit TC signal as the end of the tack is reached, or
the data cannot be transferred into main memory quickly enough, or the sector with the pmgrammed maximum sector number has been read and transferred. After completing the read
prcxxss, the read/write head remains on the data carrier until the head-unload time has elapsed.
If the CPU issues another command within tbis time period, the heads are already on the floppy
and the head-load time Is saved. Thus the data mxss is carried ““t more quickly.
If the conholler rec.&es two IDX pulses via the IDX line from the dtive without having detected
the programmed ID address mark in the meantime, it sets the Intern@ cede ICI, ICO to a value
of 01, indicating an abnormal mmmand termination. Additionally, the co”tmUer sets the ND bit
In stahzs register 1 to indicate that it hasn’t found the pmgrammed &or. A twice repeated IDX
pulse thus means only that the index hole of the floppy disk has passed the drive’s photosensor
assembly twice, or that the cuntmUer has detected the index address mark 0 at the start of
the track twice, and therefore the floppy has carried ““t at least one complete rotation.

.

,
I

D”rlng the course of the mmmand phase, dired action by the CPU is req”ired as it must
activate the ccmtmller and pass the command bytes. But in the data phase, controller and floppy
drive work independently as the head positioning. searching for the selected cylinder, the
physical reading or writing and all other co”troUer and drive pmcesses are carried ““t without
any intervention from the CPU. Even transferring the data of a read sector or &or to be
written prweeds without any CPU activity. The DMA controller, pmgmmmed in advance,
carries out this job alone, but you must set the DMA bit in the digital output register for this
purpose so that the contmUer ach~ally generatff the DRQ? and IRQ5 signals. Additionally, the
N!JM bit in the second byte of the specify d& pmmcters command must be cleared to enable
the DMA transfer capability in the contmller. In a data read process the controller t%t reads the
data fmm the ?oppy, and then enables the DRQ2 signal to issue a data transfer via channel 2
. Of the DMA controller. During the cause of a data write, the controller activates the DMA
control to lnnsfer data from main memory to the controller via DMA channel 2. and writes the
sector data together with the self-generated control data, for example the GAPs, IDAM, CRC.
etc. onto disk.
If you have pmgrammed a command that moves data, then the DMA chip cuts off the CPU
fmm main memory and takes over control of the data and address bus. During the course Of

0
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data transfer via the DMA controller, the CPU can continue to execute instnwtions which don’t
require a memory access, for example the multiplication of two register values. This means that
the moving of large amounts of data is not carried out via the CPU,
OS/2 or UNWXENIX, as multitasking operating systems, enable the crmcumnt execution of
several programs or, in the case of UNtX/XENIX, even the servicing of several users. As a pm.
casor ca” “ny o”t a lot of work within the ICQms that a floppy drive needs cm avenge to
address the intended sector, it is s waste of time to wait for the completion of the sector search
and the transfer of data. Instead, the processnr passes the controller the corresponding mmmand (for example, read sedor), and prepares a channel of the DMA controller for data transfer
between controller and main memory. The floppy controller and the floppy drive then work
mtonomously and read a sector. The DMA controller ttdnsfet-s the sector data to the location
u1 main memory determined in advance. The CPU is not burdened with this process at all, but
xn execute other tasks. Once the command has been completed the controller issues a hardware
intermpt to get the attention of the CPU and operating system again. This is not the case with
DOS, because as a single-tasking operating system no o*er programs execute concurrently.
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However, there are other possibilities for the transfer of data between main memory and controller: interrupt-drive,, data exchange and polling. For interruptdriven data exchange you
must set the NDM bit in byte 2 of the specifv drim p&m command and the DMA control
hit in the FOR to a value of 1. As standard, NDM is cleared so that the contiller transfers the
data to or reads it horn main memory by means of DMA. If a data byte in the data register is
ready for output, or if the conholler needs another data byte from main memory, it issues an
interrupt request via IRQ6, but no DRQ signal for a DMA request. The intermpt handler of
intenupt Oeh must the,, be able to determine the cause of the interrupt and to transfer the data
byte from the controller to main memory or vice versa. A-ding to bits ICI, ICO and SE in
status register SW, the handler can determine the cause of an interrupt (see Table 30.12).
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hr data transfer the CPU reads the data byte with an IN instruction from the data register of
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If you want to carry out the data transfer using polling you must additionally clear the DMA
bit in the POR to disable the IRQ drivers in the contmller. Then the floppy controller doesn’t
generate an IRQ or a DRQ signal. The only possibility of determining whether data is available

0

1,

polling

1

00

normal termination of reek or calibration mmmand
abnomh termination of seek or calibration command

1

01

~the controller, and writes it into main memory using a MOV instruction. If data is to be tmnsfern-d from main memory to the conholler, then the CPU reads a data byte with a MOV
instruction from main memory and writes it with an OUT instruction into the controller’s data
regisfq. Note that tjx contmller also issues an interrupt upan entering the result phase (after
cofipkting the data phase), if you are prcgmmming such a handler for interrupt Oeh. The
second interrupt is used to inform the main system about the command’s completion, and to
indicate that status data is available in the status registers.
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in the data register, or is to be transferred into it, is a periodic investigation of the MRQ bit in

the main status register. If MRQ is set then the controller q&s the transfer of a byte or the
reading of its data qister. If the DIO bit in the main status register is set, the controller wants
to provide data to the CPU. With a cleared DIO bit, it expffts data from the CpU. The polling
program has to determine wheth& the data consists of command bytes, read data, write data,
or status bytes. Although the timing problems are serious enough with interrupt driven data
exchange, they become virtually unsolvable in polled operation of several powerful drives
connected to the one contn%x. The data register will not wait until the end of time, of course,
for a service by the CPU, which additionally is carrying out other tasks such as supervising the
hard disk drives, the timer chips, and the execution of the foreground pmgram. Thus, data
exchange using DMA is surely the best solution. In all personal computers it is carried out via
DMA channel 2.
After the completion of the hansfer the data phase is finished, and the contmlle~ now prweeds
to the result phase to inform the host of success or failure using appropriate status information.
Result Phase
At end of the data phase, or if you have programmed a command that doesn’t have a data phase
such as ch~k drine stnruS, the contmUer issues a hardware interrupt. The CPU then reo@zes that
the command has been completed, and that result status bytes are available @ the data repister.
The floppy mntrc&r has four status registers 5+‘K!-ST3 in all, which you may extract in this
order from the data register. The exact number of status registers with a status byte depends
upon the mmmand concerned. Appendix G lists the number and type of the status bytes for
every command. Additionally, the data mgister provides some information about the head,
drive, etc. of the last processed sector (you will also find this information in Appendix G). The
shucture of the four status registers is shown in Figure 30.27.
The following discusses the status and result bytes of the example command read sector. This
command provides seven status and result bytes during the course of the result phase, and
these are shown in Figure 30.29.
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movement of the read/mite head (usuaUy to the adjacent track). Thus, by means of the step
rate time entry, you can influence the drive’s access time. If you sp&fy a value that is too small
then the stepper motor will have already received the next step pulse before it can respond to
the last one. As in floppy drives, a- to the tracks is solely contmUed by the number of step
pulses to the stepper motor of the read/write head (starting from track 17,ZO pulses, for example, lead to track 37); seek errors are the amsequence, and the mntmller rwponds with a read/
write ermr.
The two entries had-Iced time and kmd-unlmd time control the loading and unloading of the
read/mite head onto and from the disk. The value for head-load time defines the time interval
that the pF’D765 waits before it instructs the floppy drive to load the read/write head onto the
data carrier. Waiting is nary to give the head and amess arm enough time to settle down
(that is, to damp all pscilkations) after an access movement. Any radial movement of the head.
and therefore damage to the data carrier, can thus be prevented. With the head-unload time
enhy you control the time interval that the controller waits before it instructs the drive to
unload the head horn the data canier after a read or write access. If the controller were to
unload the heads immediately after an access, then no continuous reading or writing of successive sectors would be possible. The time required for unloading and then reloading the heads
is longer than the time interval until the next sector appears below the head. With a headunload time different from zero, the drive is therefore able to read or write a complete track or
a mmplete cylinder. Once this prwess is complete, the heads are unloaded and possibly moved
. $ another cylihder. The NDM bit defines whether a DMA channel (NDM = 0) or interruptdriven data exchange is employed. The PC always uses DMA channel 2 for data transfer, thus
NDM is always equal to 0 here. Note that in the AT and I’S/2 the effective values for step rate
time, head-unload time and head-load time are also dependent upon the programmed data
transfer rate as well as on the entries in the command bytes. With a PC/XT floppy controller
this ate is always set to 250 kbitsls, thus the effertive values are &y determined by the
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command bytes here. The BIOS storm these values (as well as others) in the floppy parameter
table (gee Appendix F.5). The entry of the pseudo-interrupt vector leh points to the beginning
of this table.
Finally, S few words on reading. tiling and formatting 360 kbyte tloppia in 1.2 Mbyte drives.
As you know, it is not only possible to read and write a 364 kbyte floppy with 40 tracks and 9
sectors per hack in an HD drive with S capacity of l.ZMbytes, but also to format it. While it
is quite easy far you to set up the controller to a track length of 9 sedor~, by means of the
track Jqfh entry. for example, in the wad sector command of the above mentioned example,
there iS no pw.+ilfty of reducing the number of hacks from 80 to 40. The problem muSt thus
be bypased. During the cuu.Se of a read, write, or formatting pmce~s, only evq Second track
ir accessed. To format a 360 kbyte floppy in a 1.2 Mbyte ‘drive you therefore have to generate
tracks 0,2,. ,78. In the same way, the drive mu.St accept tr.xkS 0,2, ,78 for data reading
and writing. DOS and the BIOS do this for you if you remain at their level. For pr.,gmmn,jng
a direct accesp to the floppy controUer by mean of its registers. you thus have to pay attention
to many critical technical details. Determinin g whether the machine is a HI/XT, AT, pS/2
model 30 or another PW2 machine is a really difficult job. The t&d installed BIO8 need not
worry about detennining the computer type, as it knows it in advanrr. Therefore, this BIOS can
be tailored for the PC as the programmer knows in which mmputer the ROM chips are to be
installed.
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30.10.6 Error Recovery Strategy
Unlike the hard disk controllers, floppy controllers don’t have an in-built error recovq swategy. If a read or write error has occurred you should repeat the read or write attempt at least
twice to exclude an unintended start delay of the spindle motor .SS a possible reason. If this
doesn’t help, or if a seek error has occured, then it is bat to recalibrate the drive. For this
purpose, move the head back to track 0 and repeat the access. %metimes, the tolerance may be
so high that the read/write head reaches the edge or even the middle of two adjacent tracks.
This is espedally the case if the drive has carded out multiple relative seeks, or seeks over a
large distance (horn track,0 to track 70, for example). The signals from the address marks are
no longer strong enough for the controller to determine the position coyly. Unlike hard disk
driveS, tlopw drives operate with an open-loop positioning scheme, that is, the positioning
ekctmnia don’t receive any feedback signals to indicate the current location of the head.

.

31 Hard Disk Drives
Many PC users see the hard disk as the most important and valuable part of their computer.
This is justifiable if no data backup is made and aU the past three years’ work is on the hard
disk. Besides the memory chips and prwesso rs, hard disks have been the subjj of much
development towards higher and higher capacities (with steadily falling prices) in the past ten
years. Remember that the first hard disk for the XT (with its exciting capacity of 10 Mbytes!) cost
more than $3$X0 when tntrcduced; an a-s time of more than IOQ M was included in this
price. If you wanted to spend $3,LXM on a hard disk today you’d have trouble in getting hold
of one!
Another common name for the hard disk drive is the Anchester drioe, for historical reasons: in
the 1960s IBM introduced a cupboard-sized disk drive with an overall capacity of 6OMbytes
onto the market. 30 Mbytes were installed, and the other disk (also with 30 Mbytes) could be
removed and changed. You may have seen pictures where tbis cooking-pot-sized 30 Mbyte disk
pack is screwed onto the drive spindle. As an abbmvi%ion, the drive was also called a 3&34l
(30 Mbytes installed and 30-30 Mbytes removable storage capacity). John Wayne fans may fpmember that he always had his Winchester 30 ready! Thus the mental leap to calling the 3C-30
drive a Winchester was not tcza far. This has nothing to do with guns, of course, but the term
has remained until “day, and is particularly used in the field of mainframes as -insider* slang.
The advances made in the past decade can be seen by the fact that Seagate’s ST506 drive,
introduced onto the market in 1980 with its 5%” disks, only had a capacity of 5 Mbytes, but
nevertheless required full height. The ST412 successor already had a capacity of 10 Mbytes. (By
the way, the name ST506/412 interface comes from these drives.) With its four heads and 17
sectors per hack the ST412 had only 150-30l cylinders. Todays powerful IDE, ESDI and SCSI
models have up to 100 sectors per tick, and 2OMl cylinders with a disk size between ‘2” and
3’h”. Advanced interface concepts that take into account the advancing development of micmelectronic and encoding methods therefore became absolutely necessary. In the following settions, information concerning the ST%/412 standard and also the more advanced concepts
such as IDE, ESDI aql SCSI are discussed.

31.1 Structure and Functioning of Hard Disk Drives
31.1.1 The Head-disk Assembly (HDA)
The differences between floppy drives and hard disks are, in terms of principle, not very Sign&ant, but theJatter are far more powerful. Also, in a hard disk drive the actual data carrier
*isi stiff rotating disk, unlike flexible floppies, The data is organized in tracks and sectors, as is
the case for floppies, while access to data is also carried out by read/write heads moved by an
actuator. But the mechanical equipment and the control of hard disk drives is far more elaborate
so as to achieve the larger capacity and higher performance. Figure 31.1 shows the interior of
a hard disk. For the figure, the cover of the head-disk assembly (HDA) hes been removed, but
never do that on your own; you have to scrap your hard disk afterwards and all the stored dab
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lost. I recommend that nosy users go to a computer exhibition and admire the drives under glass
the stands of hard disk manufacturers. or otherwise open an old and no longer used drive.
he HDA consists of all mechanical and electronic components, which have to be spedally
otected against external dirt. Disks, heads, actuator and drive spindle belong to the HDA. The
edronic conholIer, however, is located on a board at the drive peripheral. The rotation speed
the hard disk’s spindle motor is stabilized by a feedback contml circuit so the disks rotate
ith a conant sped of up to 7200 revolutions per second. The control circuit reduces the
volution variations to about M.3%, and on high-quality drives to even M.l%. This mealls that
e data carrier of a hard disk moves ten tim- fast& than a floppy. Even the simplest drives
commodate 17 sectors per track, and powerful high-end drives have up to 100. Together with
e increased rotation speed. this gives rise to 200 times the data amount which passes per
cond b&w the head compared to an old 360 kbyte floppy. Thus, drive and controller elecmia need to be much more paverful than for floppy drives.
bile you can insert a floppy disk with two sides at most into a floppy drive, most hard disk
rives accommodate two to eight disks. Only very small 2” hard disk drivs for notebooks have
me (high-capacity) disk. As every disk has two sides.+etween four and 16 heads are required,
lcated at the end of an access arm as is the case for the floppy drive. All heads are fixed to the
mw acluator, and are in moved in ccnnmon by it. Thus the heads interpose the disks in the form
f a CJX$ or pincers. Figure 31.2 shows this in a graphical manner.
s is the case for floppy drives, usually one head is active at most to read or write data. Only
~tremely powerful models activate several heads simultaneously to increase the data rate. The
tiator is operated by a stepper or linear motor. The latter is also often called a wice coil
tuator. Both carry out positioning of the heads above the track or cylinder ccmcerned. Details
1 disks, heads, and actuators are given below.
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Most hard disks come with a front plate that usually accommodates a” LED. Every time the
controller accesses the drive to read or write data or to move the heads, only this diode lights
up. You can remove this front plate without any problems if the drive doesn’t fit into your PC’s
case with it.
The Disk

*

Today’s hard disk drives usually mme with a disk size of 3%“. Thffe smaller disks have the
advantage that the heads don’t need to be moved so far, thus smaller actaatom and spindle
drivers are sufficient, and the head positioning time is shorter. Additionally, smaller drives dre
usually quieter. With some larger and, especially, older hard disks you have the impression that
a coffee grinder is working in your PC and not a high-tech prcduct! For small “otebwks, 2”
drives are also available, and even midgets of only one inch in diameter exist (with a canparably incredible storage capacity~. On the other hand,you can also buy hard disk drives with 8”
or eve” 14” disk diameters, but they are largely used for mainframes.
To accommodate data in the form of tiny magnetizations, at least the surface of the disks must
be magnetizable. Today, aluminium alloys are mainly used as the disk material, as they are light
but nevertheless mechanically stable. The low mass of the aluminium disks mmpared to disks
made of iron, for example, and therefore the low inertia, gives rise to the fact that the operational revolution speed is reached more quickly after power-up. This is eslxcially important for
hard disks that are switched off regularly to s&e power in laptops and notebooks, and which
““lst be accelerated again if an access is required.

. 4 magnetizable coating (the data medium) is deposited on the aluminium carrier. The high bit
density when compared to floppies require magnetically hard substances; usually, cobalt or
certain femreramin are therefore employed. For coating the alumi”i”m disks there are MO
main methods. With the ferrite coating a solvent with the ferrite is squirted “ear to the‘disk’s
centre and the disk itself is rotated at a high speed. By means of centrifugal force, the solvent
and therefore also the ferrite material moves towards the ctrcumferen&. After the solvent has
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va@zt.i. an only l-2 pm thick and regular ferrite layer remains on the alumium carrier.

Afterwards, the ferrite layer is hardened or a very thin but hard pmtective layer is deposited
on it. Finally, the disk is polished so that even the smallest unwenness which might disturb the
head passing above it vanishes. Because of the ferrite material, the disk Lwmmes a russet or
brown colour. Tbis cvlour is an unambiguous hint that the disk has been mated with a ferrite
material. 7’he method is wed for disks of a low to medium data density.
For disks with more than 2OMbytes capacity per disk side, the magnetic layer is deposited by
@vaniration or by sputtering. You may also find the gnlmnizzzfion methai with chromiumplated car bumpers or for pieces of jewellely. The object to be galvanized is immersed in a salt
solution containing ions of the material with w&h the ob@t is to be med. If a negative
voltage is applied to the object to be galvanized, the met&ions mow to it, are discharged there,
reutrallzed to atoms, and deposited regularly on the object. Thus, for example, car bumpers can
w coated with cbmmium, copper jewellay with gold, and the &ml&m disk for a hard disk
irlve with cobalt. The result is a hard, regular cobalt layer with a thickness of c&y 0.1-0.2pm.
This mrresponds to o”Iy a few hundred atom layers. The thickness can be nmtmlled easily by
the galvanization current and the time of the galvaniz.& pm.
In sputtering the metal with which the carrier is to be mated is atomized by ion irradiation in
a vacuum. The atom move to the object to be mated (here the alumlnium disk), and deposit
there as a very regular and hard layer with a thickness of 0.05-02 ,tm. Also, in this case, the
thickness can be easily controlled by means of the ion irradiation strength and the sputtering
time.
Afterwards, a thin graphite layer is deposited to protect the magnetic medium against mechanical damage. A hard disk coated by means of galvanization or sputtering shines like a minor.
and is more resistant to a head-crash (that is, an unintentional hard bouncing of the heads onto
the disk while the disk is rotating) than ferrite-coated disks.
Usually, the data bits are recorded in a linear way, thus the magnetizations lie within the disk
plane. If you imagine the magnetization for a data bit as a.br magnet, then this mew that the
bar magnet is either aligned to the track direction or in an opposite direction to it, depending
upon the bit value. B&d& this method there also exist hard disks with vertical recording. Here
ule *bar magnetsn are no longer collinear to the track, but instead are perpendicular or vertical
to the aluminium disk. Thus the recording take place into the depth of the data carrier medium
and much higher bit densities can be achieved. But today, hard disks with horizontal recording
are largely used.
The number of flux changes that can be accommodated is decisive for the capacity of a disk.
Remember that o”Iy the change of the magnetization (a flux change) may generate a signal in
the r&i/write heads. The number of flux changes is indicated as FU Elux Changes per Inch).
No& that the bit density @PI) not only depends upon the maximum number of flux changes
PCL but alsa on the encoding method used. On RLL hard disks the number of flux changes is
about 50% lorrer than the number of BPI. The RLL encoding method is so powerful that a bii
can be encoded with less than a single flux change. In contrast, the very old PM method requires
two flux changes for way bit, namely one for the clock and one for the da& signal. Without
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increasing the mechanical quality of a disk (which is expressed by FCI), just the use of another
recording method raises the storable data amount by a factor of three. The disk remains the
same; only the electronics used become more complex because of the more extensive encoding
method. Details concerning I&I, are discussed ~&XV.

The Heads
As is the case for floppy drives, the read/write heads write data onto disk as tiny magnetizations,

or deted these magnetizations as data bits. But the significantly higher bit density on hard disks
requires new technologies when compared to floppy drives. As already seen in Figure 31.2, for
every disk side a dedicated head is available, but all heads are moved in common by a single
actuator. The smaller the heads, the tinier the magnetizations can get. A small head also means
a low mass, and therefore low inertia. Thus the heads may be positioned more quickly.
For generating and detecting small magnetization areas on the data carrier, it is necessary that
the heads are at a distance which is as small as possible above the disks. Figure 31.3 shows the
reason.

“ihe magnetic field generated by the read/write head may not be focused as is shown in Figure
31.3 (left side). Instead, it spreads out nearly hemispherically with a slight vertical concentration
towards the disk (Figure 31.3, right side). You can see that the horizontal size of the magnetic
field on the disk surface is about the same as the distance between head and disk, but the size
of the magnetic field directly determines the smallest region of the medium that can be magnetized in one direction, that is, one bit. This means that the recording density can be increased
SiJely by a redyced head/disk distance. Therefore, one tries to make the heads as small as
‘p&sible, and also to position them as near to the disk as possible. Of course, the magnetic
medium must also be sufficiently fine-gmined 50 that the domains don’t get larger than one of
these elementary bits.
Presently, there are two main head technologies: ferrite heads and thinfilrg heads. Thefmfte heads
are low-cost and reliable members of the older head generation. They generate the magnetic
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field by means of a coil with a ferrite core, as already described in mmwction with floppy
drives. The heads act as a simple conventional electromagnet. The winding, however, may not
be miniaturized to any extent, so the size of the ferrite heads is limited towards smaller sizes.
Because of the rather heavy ferrite core, ferrite heads are of a higher mass than the thinfilm
heads. The power expenditure of the actuator bemmes larger. Therefore, today ferrite heads are
still employed, but only for hard disks in the lower and middle capacity ranges (up to about
10 Mbytes per disk side).

-3

The modem mncept of thinfilm heads is virtually a waste product of micmelectmnics and its
manufacturing methods. Semiconductor chips are formed by depositing and etching various
layers. What better, therefore, than also to apply this reliable technique to the read/write heads
of a hard disk drive. Here the heads are no longer formed by winding a wire around a ferrite
core, but by meam of various thin layers. The result is a micmscopic.aUy small and very light
head which is, newthekss, able to generate a rather strong magnetic field. Because of the low
distance between head and disk the field generated by the head need not be as strong as is the
case for the ferrite heads. Thus, in the data medium the.thint%n heads generate a sufficiently
strong field to magnetize the cobalt domains.
The newest development in the area of read/write heads is x-called mngnetcwfstfw materfufs.
Their electrical resistance depends on the external magnetic field. Their advantage is that they
show a much higher sensitivity so that smaller magnetized afpas on the disk surfwx arz sufficient for a strong signal. As a result of this innovative technology (which, in turn, has led to
lighter read/write heads and, thus, to lower seek times), the average capadty of hard disks has
increased a lot during the past two years.

I
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When the drive is switched off the heads rest on the disk. Most of today’s drives *park* their
heads on a track reserved for this purpose which is not in use for data recording. This prevents
the heads from scratching off the mating in areas ormpied by stored data during acceleration
at power-up. When the spindle motor starts the disk rotation, they take up the surrounding air
similar to a ventilator, and an air stream emus. This air stream is strong enough to generate
an air cushion above the disk, thus the heads take off from the disk surface and ride a micm
smpic distance from the disk’s surface on this air cushion without actually touching the disk.
Typical distant are 1 pm for ferrite heads and 0.2-0.5 pm in the case of &infihn heads. Figure
31.4 shows a comparison between the size of a thinfilm head, its distance from the disk, a
human hair, and various dirt particles.
The disk-head distance is mainly dependent upon the head shape. According to their aem
dynamic properties, they fly quite high. Thus a hard disk can be operated in a vacuum only
with same difficulties, as the springy air cushion between head and disk is missing. The thicknewof the cushion is, by the way, dependent upon the air pressure: the lower the pressure the
UlwrSr the cwhio~? gets. Thus on a high mountain the heads fly lower than at the mat. This
is oni reason why data sheets for hard disks contain an entry for the hard disk’s operation range
mnceming altitude. If Reinhold Messner intends to take a notebook up Mt Everest (which
seems improbable), he would be very surprised. Because of the low air pressure of less than
4OU mbar, the air cushion is so thin that the heads permanently touch the di+‘s surface, and the
stored data is destroyed within a short time.

(

*
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Smoke Palticle
(about 0.003 mm,

\

Distance HeadlDisk
(about 0.0003 mm,

~ctuatom with a Stepper or Linear Motor
As already mentioned, the read/mite heads are moved in common by an actuator. An actuator
means all mechanical mmponents necessary for the head’s movement. F’resently, actuators with
a stepper or Linear motor are used.
figure 31.1 shows an odwtor wifh P stepper motor. In the figure you can only see the spindle of
the stepper motor, however. As is the case with the floppy drive, the stepper motor in hard disk
drives is also rotated step by step in one or other dire&on by means of steppe p&es. These
steps are tied, and mean a fixed alteration of the motor spindle’s angular position. Intermediate
rotation angles are impossible: if, for example, the stepper motor can make a complete rotation
with It30 steps, then this means that every stepper pulse turns the motor spindle by 2’. Thus
only angular positions of 0’. 2’, 4, 358’ can be realized; an intermediate position of, for
example, 3’ is not pqsible. The rotation of the motor spindle is transferred onto the actuator
by fribion. In Figure 31.1, the actuator can rotate around the actual ads. The stepper motor
mtation is transferred to the arc-like atiator ehxnent, and the actuator rotates around the
actuator axis. Thus the heads fixed to the actuator end are moved radially, and a head positioning occurs. By rotating the motor step by step, the actuator and thus the heads are also moved
step by step. Usually, one motor step corresponds to a movement of the heads one track inwards or outwards.

.

It is characteristic of actuators with a linear motor that no feedback between the actuator’s
p&ion and the stepper motor is implemented. If the mcdor has to move the heads from track
‘Oio track 219, for example, then the motor mntml simply provides 219 stepper pulses. Upon
each pulse the motor is rotated one step, and thus the head moves one track. After 219 stepper
pulses the head reaches track 219. That this doesn’t work very exactly and reliably seems-to be
obvious. On floppy drives with a track width of at least 0.1 mm, problems seldom occur: such
precision can be governed very easily. But even on simple hard disk drives with a stepper motor
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(for example, the formerly widely used Seagate ST225 with its 615 track& the track width
reaches only l/w of that for floppies. Such a positioning precision can just be reached with a
stepper motor. For the smaller 3’72” disks with more than ICOO tracks, the stepper motor is not
suitable because of its poor positioning precision.
For an exact positioning of the heads, not only the precision but also the qmducMlty is
decisive, that is, a reliable repeatability of the head positioning to the same track - and this is
the main problem for actuahxs with a stepper motor. The coupling between stepper motor
spindle and achmtor is done via the friction between the spindle and the arc-shaped element.
Although the spindle is usually coated with a gum or plastic layer to keep the slippage as low
as possible, it may be that the actuator tenqmraarily slides on the stepper motor spindle,
especially during large atiator accelerations. But now the strict -pondewe of rotation
angle and actuator position is lost, and positioning errors occur because the heads are moved
to the wrong hacks, or at least to the edges of the tracks. This pmblem may be solved quite
easily by returning the actuator to the abut position corresponding to track 0. For this purpose,
the rccal~lna!c driw command is used. The abutting actuator position is assigned to track 0, and
the actuator control then restarts track and pulse count@
A much more unpleasant problem concerning stepper motor actuators is heat deformation.
Assume the following situation. Immediately after power-up you format your hard disk All
arive CO~~O~.W itre cold at that time. Thus upon W~V step pulse YOU g-mk the next ha&
After your PC has been operating for several hours, suddenly positioning and read erron ocmr.
The reason is simply the heat deformation of the mechanical components. For example, the
actuator enlarges with rising temperature, and therefore the arm between the achax spindle
and head gets longer. This means that the amount of the head’s track-to-track movement be
comes slightly larger than the actual track distance generated in advance by formatting with a
cold aduator. Although the heat deformations are very low, and the manufadurers &y to
compensate for these defornwtions by cwtain material combinations, they are sufficient to make
at least cylinders with a higher number inaccessible. If, on the other hand, you format your hard
disk in a warm state, the PC may report positioning errora during power-up when all mechadcal components are stilJ cold. You can’t even boot your PC then! You don’t remgnize many
xcess failures directly as, the controller carries out an in-built error recovery mutlne in the
background which comprises seek retries and other procedures. Even then you may recqnize
access failure only indiredly by a nearly infinite access time for storing a short letter or the loud
workings of the a&~&r motor and the drive mechanics.
The deeper cause for such failures is that no feedback between the head position and the motor
control is implemented. The motor control passes the motor the seemingly required number of
step pulses. and the stepper motor positions the head on the off-chance. If the head is located
between two tracks, then an access is impossible, although only a further movement of half a
track v+d be quircd.
An&h& disadvantage of hard disks with a stepper motor is that the manufadurers didn’t
implement an automatic head parking device, as these are low-cost models. The automatic head
parking device nwve the actuator into a transport position by means of a spring. In operation;
the stepper motor exceeds the spring force to move the head accordingly. Some drives use the
spindle motce as a generator that generates a sufficiently strong current puts; by means of the
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remaining rotation to move the actuator into the parking position when the drive is switched
off.
Without a parking device the heads touch down onto tracks that usually contain data. At
power-up the heads which are at.rest scratch the disk’s surface until the air cushion is strong
enough to lift the heads. This is not very serious if you leave your PC in the same place all the
time without moving it, but the missing automatic parking may give rise to a medium-sized
disaster if you take your PC home in your car and you drive into a pothole. The shock of the
hard heads onto the smoother disk may possibly destroy a data sector in that case. Manufacturers generally indicate the maximum allowed accelerations on the data sheets for their drives
in g (which means the earth’s gravitational acceleration of 9.805 m/s’). Any shock that exceeds
the limit in operation or switched-off state may give riSe to serious damage. But the accelemtions
and shock forces actually occurring can hardly be estimated.
Fortunately, many PC manufacturetx deliver a floppy disk with the setup program and a park
routine for moving the hard disk heads to a safe location. If you are not sure whether your hard
disk has an autopark device, then call the program In advance of each transportation. The
programs are usually called park, diskpark, or something like this. It is also recommended that
you call the program every time before you switch off the PC. You can recognize hard disks that
park their heads automatically at power-down by a short scratch or knock, which indicates the
positioning of the heads in their parking position.
High-quality hard disk drives use a linear motor instead of the stepper motor. Additionally, a
control circuitry is implemented which compares the current head position to the intended one.
Thus the read/write heads are always positioned above the correct track. According to the
operation principle, two types of actuators with a linear motor (also called voice-coil actuators)
can be distinguished (see Figure 31.5): linear and rotating

Linear Actuator

Rotating Actuator
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The operation principle of such a voice-coil actuator is similar to that of the membrane drive in
a speaker. A coil surrounds a permanent magnet or moves between two permanent magnets.
If a current flows through the coil then a magnetic field occurs which is, depending upon the
current dir&on, parallel to the field of the permanent magnet, or antiparallel to it. In the tint
case, the coil is pushed away; in the latter it is attracted. This leads to a linear movement of the
coil, and thus of the actuator, which is conneded to the coil. By means of a speedy electronic
control of the coil current, coil and actuator can thus be moved and positioned along the
permanent magnet.
With the linear voicecoil actuator the coil moves on two rails in a linear direction. The head at
the actuatofs end is directly moved in the same way as the actuator coil and radially shifted
relative to the disk. Even rather low current pulses in the coil generate remarkable magnetic
farces and actuator a~&~ations. Therefore. more and more the rotating t&e-coil actuator is used
as standard. Here the actuator is held in rotation around the actuator axis similar to the stepper
motor actuator. On one end the read/write heads are mounted; at the other is the coil that
carries out an arc-shaped movement in or around an arc-shaped permanent magnet. Because of
a larger arm length between actuator axis and head comp;red to the distance of actuator axis
and coil, a short coil movement is converted to an extensive head movement. This is favourable
as the coil and the thus conneded actuator part are rather heavy, and therefore inert, especially
compared to the tiny thinfilm heads. In this way, a modest movement of the massive parts with
a low power expenditure can be converted to a fast positioning movement of the heads. Thus
the rotating actuator type alIows shorter positioning times at a lower power consumption by the
coil.
Unfortunately, the linear motor described has a significant disadvantage mmpared to the step
per motor: the positionings are not absolute. A short current pulse in the coil moves the actuatar, but by how much can’t be precfsely predicted. Moreover, the magnetic fields generated by
the coil slightly alter the magnetic properties of the permanent magnet. One has to choose
another stmtegy and implement an active feedback loop that always leads to an absolute paition of the read/write head and the actuator.
This is carried out by so-called SCNO tracks and a -h&d @so called index tracks and index
had, mpctively). Perha+ you have been surprised by the fact that some hard disks have an
odd number of heads. Why didn’t the engineers simply add another head to use the Last remaining disk side, as all other parts are already present? The answer is simple: the head is actually
present but is dedicated to detffting the servo tracks, and is therefore part of the feedback
loop for the head positioning. At the manufacturer’s site the Seemingly unused disk side is
pmvided very precisely with the servo tracks. The@ only jab is to implement a reference for
head positioning.
When the drive attempts to access a certain track, the servo head is positioned above the servo
track &ncemed. Thfis, all other read/write heads that are intended for data recording are also
locat& at this track. As the user you cannot alter the servo tracks. Also, all low-level formatting
programs orient according to these servo tracks, and generate the data tracks on all disks at the
same radial position as the servo tracks. If the drive attempts to position the head above a
certain track, then the drive control energizes the coil of the linear motor and the servo head
pemxanently detects the number of that track which is currently present below the servo head.
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When the servo head has reached the intended track, the drive abats this rough positioning,

turns off the current, and carries out a fine positioning. For this purpose, the servo head is
moved forwards and backwards in tiny steps by means of small current pulses until the signal
from the servo track is maxim.4 Therefore, the head is exactly in the middle of the track
concerned.
-2
.

It is obvious that positioning with a servo head and servo tracks is much more predse and
es+alIy temperatureindependent. However, the feedback of the servo signal to the drive
control requires more electronic equipment. Furthe~~~~e, the precise generation of the ET-JO
Q&s is complicated. High-capactty hard disk drives with a linear motor and servo tracks are
therefore much more expensive than their steppe motor counterparts. With a capacity of more
than 20 Mbytes per disk side, such a technology cannot be avoided any longer. Here I also want
to mention that higher-capacity drives for m&&am&and supercomputers exist, which caxy
out the servo track d&&cm opticaUy. The principle is similar to that of a CD player or CD
ROM drive, where a laser beam with a diameter of only about 1 )~m scans the disk surface and
provides information on the servo tracks to the drive control. The magnetic read/write heads
can thus be positioned with an even higher ptision than is possible with magnetic servo tracks
and magnetic servo heads. However, don’t confuse this method with optical drives; the data
recording and restoring is carried out in a purely magnetic and not an optical manner.
Air Filtering and Ventilation
Au hard disk drives have an air filter. Tbis filter serves not for filtering the air from outside
which penetrates into the HDA, but for interm”y filtig the air already in the case. An air
exchange with the en virmunent takes place only to a small degree if the air pressure is changing.
FIgwe 31.6 shows a scheme for the air cbrulation in a hard disk drive.
To avoid the HDA being blown up by a low environmental presswe or being pressed by a high
air pressure, every case has a ventilation slit which leads to an air filter. Depending upon the
environmental pressure, air can penetrate from or escape to the outside via the air filter. This
is essential: if you take a 5%” hard disk onto an aemplane with a pressurized cabin you would
expose the cover to a force which is higher than 100 Funds! I don’t think you would ever wish
to put such a heavy load on your hard disk. But it could become worse: in an aeroplane without
a pressurized cabin y&,x hard disk would really explode!

_
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The air filter of a hard disk drive largely serves to filter the air already in the HDA. Because Of
slight head touches onto the disk or general wearnut of the rotating elements, microscopic dirt
particles are formed, but they still are large enough to act as a scouring powder if they come
between the head and the disk. The rotating disks therefore take up the air and generate an air
circulation. The air filter is located within the streaming area of this circulation and filters off
these small part&s.
Tiw air exchange with the environment is usually insignikicant, and the internal wear-out is
‘&all. Thus the air filters of hard disks are designed as permanent filters that don’t need to be
replaced by you. This is mmpletely different with large disk drives for mainframes, the SD
called disk-packs. Here air is intentionally pressed tbmugh the whole drive to blow out ail the
dirt which has entered the drive during a disk change. This air must be filtered, of course, and
because of the extensive air stream the filters have to be regularly replaced.
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_______ __.... Disk Rotation

.1.2 Interleaving
ring reading or writing the intended sector passes below the head because of the floppy or
k rotation and the controller enables the read/write head. Then the sector data is written into
read from the contmlle+s sector buffer. If, for example, more data is to be read, then the data
the just read sector must be transferred into the main memory of the PC before the s&or
&r can be t?lled with thy data of the next sector. The controller-internal sector buffer usually
s only a capacity sufficient for one sector plus the additional redundancy bytes. To be able to
xd the next sector, this se&r data must be transferred within that short time interval which
responds to the passage of the gap between the two sectors below the head. only very fast
rs with a powerful controller succeed in doing this. On old XTs or on slow hard disk controls, the new sector has already passed partially below the head by the time the se&w buffer
ready to accommodate the new one. Thus the CPUmust wait for a complete disk revolution
fore the new s&or again appears below the read/write head. On a hard disk running at
out 3MXI rpm, this lasts about 16 ms. If you want to read a small file with 100 kbytes of data
rqp@ding to ZOO~ors, the read p~ocffs would last for 200.16 ms = 3.2 seconds. This is
I Ion& of course, and makes a nonsense of the high transfer rate of the hard disks.
e solution to these problems is caUed interfenving. Here the sectora are not positioned succesely, as is the case for floppies, but they are shifted by one or more sertors. Figure 31.7 shows
: scheme. The amount of sector shifting is indicated by the intnleavefictw. A factor of three,
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for example, means t&t the s&or with the next successive number N + 1 is the third sedor after
the sector numbered N. One cold also say that two sectors come between two successively
enumerated sebors. For a hard disk with N sectom per track, interleave values between one
(which means no shifting) and N - 1 are aUowed. Between two successively enumerated sectm’s,
zerotoN-2sectorsarelocated.
The effet of interleaving is readily explained. When two succ~sively enumerated sectors are
to be read, then controller and system bus have enough time to transfer the data in the sect01
hJfer into main maxry before the next sector appears b&w the read/write head. On the XT
*th.e interleave f&or was equal to 6; on the AT equal to 3; and on the PS/2 machines only One
(that is, no interleaving). Turbo ATs or i3Wi436 machines can also have an interleave factor Of
one. Floppies are always handled with an interleave factor of one, as their data transfer rate
doesn’t inconvenience even a 4.77 MHZ F’C. Additionally, floppy drives transfer the s&or data
more or less online into main memory without temporary storage in age&n buffer. On hard
disks this is not possible, as they not only carry out a CRC by means of their redundancy byte,
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but they can even correct the data by additional ECC bytes. However, this correction can only
be carried out when all bytes have been read into the sector buffer; otherwise, an erroneous byte
may already have been transferred to main memory when the ECC logic is just detecting the
error by nxeans of the previously read ECC bytes. Details on thts subject are discussed below.
It is important that the interleave factor of a hard disk is defined during the cwrse of the lowlevel formatting procedure. You may determine the optimum interleave value only by testing.
For this puqmse, you start to fortnat your disk with a large value and check the data transfer
rate. But note that too small a value has more fatal consequences than too large a value. With
too large a value the controller waits longer for the next s&or than is required. The time may
be in the range for the passage of two sectors but in the case of too low a value the se&,, has
just disappeared and the controller must wait nearly on; complete revolution (that is, N-l
sectom) until the intended sectors appear again. You may ascertain this on your own: while the
transfer rate rises slowly up to a maximum value with a decreasing interleave value at first, the
rate sharply drops to the worst value you can get after the interleave value falls below the
optimum value. Some programs (for example, Spinrite) carry out such a check automatically,
and determine the optimum value for yaw system.
while you get hardly any problems on conventional ST%5/412 hard disks if you carry out lowlevel formatting and determine the interleave value by means of a special formatting program
such as DiskManager or Spinrite, this is usually not possible with the modem IDE or SCSI
drives. As a compensation, these disks are usually preform&d with an interleave value of one.
High-performance hard disks may have up to IW sectors per track today and, nevertheless,
operate with an interleave factor of one. This is possible because a cache memory is impleme&d on them, which can accommcdate a complete track, or even more. Thus the data is first
written from disk into the sector buffer and, during the course of a disk revolution, the sectors
of one track are written into the cache memory. The host system can now read the cache
memory at its leisure. Here, too low an interleave value no longer plays a role.

’
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31.1.3 Controller and Interfaces
For the driving head and actuator you need a controller to carry out the commands from the
CPU, as well as the encoding and decoding of data. Figure 31.8 shows a schematic block diagram for the mntmller-drive combination.
The bus interface establishes the connedion of the controller to the K. Read and write data

I

for the drive as well as command data for the con&oller are exchanged via the interface. The
controller itself consists of a microprocessor for controlling the drive interface and the
contmjler-internal lo@c elements. For this purpose, a machine program is stored in the micrwxde
ROh4rhat the micropnxwo r uses. The data which is to be written into or read from a sector
is held by the sector buffer, which always accommodates one complete sector. The interface to
the drive can be fomwd very differently depending upon whether it is an ST412/506, ESDI, or
embedded controller. Embedded controllers are integrated (embedded) on the drive, and exclv
sively control this single drive. On the other hand, ST412/506 and ESDl.contmllers can be
connected to virtually any ST412/S!X and ESDI drive, respectively. The drive interface supplies

’
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the connected drive with all the required control and data signals, and also accepts the corre
spending return and data signals from the drive.
L&s discuss the prindpal functioning of a hard disk controller in relation to a read process. To
read one sector the CPU passes a command block that has sevaal command and parameter
bytes to a register in the FC interface. The c~ntmllefs micmpmcessor detects the command
block and interprets the codes. The mntroller carries mtt the relevant cummand &re reading
one sector) under the control of the program in miuocode ROM. For this purpcee, it drives the
drive interface to position the drive’s head above the intended track by means of precise stepper
pulses. The drive head now continuously reads the signals passing below the head, and transfers the corresponding signals via the drive interface to the data separator. Depending upon the
recording method, the data separator mnverts the MFM or RLL encoded data into an interme
diate format called NRZ (non-return to zero). The microprocessor determines, by means of the
programmable storage contmller, whether an address mark, a gap, or another field is currently
passing below the head,. If the micmp-r has detected an address mark, then it determines
whether track and Sector numbers coincide with the intended values. If the track number is not
as intended, then it directs the drive to carry out another positioning: if only the se&x number
doesn’t coincide, the micmprocessor simply waits for the next address mark. If the sector number
becomes equal to that intended, the controller opens the read gate and accepts the read data
from disk (and converted to NRZ data by the data separator). The completely decoded data is
then transferred into the &or buffer.

..

1

At ,@e same time, the ECC circuitry checks whether the sector data conforms to the ECC bytes.
I! this is not theease, then the data is corrected by means of the KC bytes. Unlike floppy
con?roUers, which because of their CRC bytes are only able to check whether the data is correft~
hard disk controllers can not only check for ermrs but even cnrre-3 them with their ECC (error
conwting cede) bytes as long as the err01 is not too serious. The principle behind the ECC codes
is similar to that of the CRC checksums, but more complex generator polynomials are USed
Conwpondingly adapted circuits remver the original data bytes from the erroneous data and
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<CC bytes. A hard disk controller with an ST412 interface usually uses a 4-byte ECC with the

:enerator polynomial
CC.=“.=“.2’.x”*.“.=“.x‘.x~+l
‘owerful hard disks with RLL encoding also employ longer ECC codes, with up to six or even
ight bytes. But even with a 4-byte ECC, burst errors up to eleven bits can be corrected.
f the read data in the sector buffer is held in a corrwt or corrwted form, then it may be
ramsfared into the main memory. XT controllers use DMA channel 3 for this purpose. Thus,
imUar to floppy drives, a data lransfer by means of the DMA chip takw place. On the other
land. the AT contmUer uses intermptdriven data exchange with IN and OUT mmmands. For
& purpose, the controller issues a hardware interrupt tiIRQl4 after the sector has been read
into the &or buffer Now the handler transfers all 512 read data bytes from the sector buffer
unto main memory via programmed I/O.
When writing a sector the prcesa is inverted. First, the 512 data bytes to be written are tans-

erred from main memory to the sator buffer. The controller then carries out the positioning of
he head and the search for the correct track and the intended sector in the same way as was
he case for data reading. If the micmprocex has detwted the address mark of the correct
ector by the signals from the read/mite head, it opens the write gate and continuously trans.
ks the data via the storage mntmller. The storage controller now generates data address marks
md other gap information, calculates the ECC bytes, converts the sector data into the NRZ
ormat, and transfers the NIU data stream to the data separator. In the data separator the
nmding to MFM or RLL data is carried out, and this the data separator then tansfers to the
lrive and thus to the activated read/write head via the drive interface. The head writes the data
ignals arriving from the data separator, without any further alterations, onto disk. If all address
narks, sector data and gaps have been written then the write process is complete, and the
microprocessor may detect and pr- the next command.
A legitimate question is why IBM has implemented a second DM.4 chip in the AT, but unlike
the XT doesn’t use the DMA controller for data transfer between co,,lroUer and main n,emory.
l’he reason may possibly be that the AT with its SO’&, and in particular the i386 and i486 pe
with a” ISA bus, can carry o”t much faster data transfer using the IN, OUT and MOV con,nands than relatively low&wked (4.77 MHz or 5 MHz) g-bit DMA chips. only in the environyt of a multitasking operating system might the DMA transfer be more advantageous to free
he CPU from such boring jobs. The FS/Z has thus been designed for multitasking operation.
iome magnetic media show the unpleasant property that a slight movement of the magnetized
was, and thus of the stored data bits, occurs if the magnetized areas are very close together.
[hese bit shiftings therefore occur only on the inner cylinders with high cyiinder numbers, and
urther also depend upon the magnetization patterns on the disk. This meam that the shifting
mly o&urn for certain bit sequences. These critical bit sequences are well-known and can thus
P h&&d by so-called wrf!e precompolsafion. For this purpose, certain bits are written onto the
disk slightly earlier or later, depending on the preceding and following bit, as this would
actually be correct according to the encoding method used. The precompensation logic thus.
investigategonline the data stream running to the drive for critical bit patterns, and delays or
accelerates the corresponding signals. The time values for delay or acceleration for a hard disk
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with 17 secton per track are in the ra”ge of 12 to 15 “s, that is, about 6% of a” MFM bit cell.
But note that many hard disks don’t require a precmnpensatio”. Embedded controllers handle
this pmblem without your intervention, as they are designed for each drive and therefore know
its behaviour best. For some other hard disks you have to enter the start cylinder of the precompensation in the setup.
Another possibility for handling these bit shiftings is to reduce the write current for the inner
cylinders with the closely adjacent data bits. You will therefore find, in the setup for your hard
disk controller if it is not directly fixed on the drive, a reduced write current entry. By this
reduction the data bits on the disk ale not magnetized so strongly, and therefore ruffect each
other less; the bit shifting is suppressed. Also. for this quantity you will tind a” entry in the
setup where you have to enter the start cylinder at which the write current is to be reduced. A
value that is larger than the maximum hard disk cylinder means in both cases that no pre
compensation and no reduced write current, respebively, is present, because the start cylinder
ca”not be reached.
Which of the compo”e”ts shown in Figure 31.8 is adually present on the conholler adapter or
the drive depends upon the interface standard and the actual implementation used. The widely
used controllers with a” ST412/506 interface acco”unodate all components from the bus to the
drive interface on a separate controller board. The drives themselves are connected to the controller via the ST412/506 interface. Chwxteristic of this interface is that the read and write data
runs via the physical cunnectio” mntroller-drive already in MFM or RLL+“cc&d form, and
therefore as an asynchronous signal pattern. Further details are discussed in Section 31.4.
In ESDI systems the dsta separator is already integrated on the drive. Between drive and
co”tmller only the synchm”ous NRZ data is exchanged, thus raising the maximum achievable
data transfer rate. Finally, controller and drive form a unit in IDE and SCSI systems. The
connection to the PC bus is carried out by a host adapter which, in principle, is only an extended
F’C bus interface in the form of a small adapter board. Every manufacturer is free to implement
the connedion between co”tm”er and drive in any form.
31.1.4 Capacity, Dpta Transfer Rate and R&ability
Manufacturers and dealers like to shower their clients with il lot of catchwords and accompa”ying data to show their products in the most favourable light. Lies are seldom told, but leaving
o”t some background information may give rise to a wrong impression. The follmving sections
therefore investigate some of the frequently recited and *decisive. properties of hard disks.
Storage Capacity
The,tirst charabetitic of a hard disk is, of course, the storage capacity. Here, four different
ccmibinations are &ssible, which differ in their amount by nearly one quarter (!), but neverthe
less refer to the same hard disk cm which you can store the same “umber of bytes in all four
cases. A popular cheat is to indicate the tmfonn&ted capacity. As you already know from !he
floppies, the contmller generates several address fields and gaps apart from the data are% thus
the formatted capacity is about 20% less, on average. Therefore, note whether the manufadu~’
or dealer indicates the (unfomutted) gross or the (formatted) “et capacity. As a user only the
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fomutted data capacity is dwfsive for you, of course. Depending on the formatting parameters
and the sector size, the fornutted capacity may vary only slightly. I” the PC today, only hard
disks with a sector size of 512 bytes are used, so that the fornutted capacity enables a better
cmnpariso” of various hard disks.

_

3

A further possibility to make the capacity of a hard disk appear to be larger without bei”g
dishonest is to indicate the capacity not in Mbytes but miobytes (mUion bytes). Remember that
1 kbyte is 1024 bytes, not IWO bytes. In the same way, 1 Mbyte is equal to 1024 I 1024 = 1048 576
bytes and not 1 Mx) C&O bytes - a remarkable difference of 5%. If you buy a hard disk with a”
unformatted capacity of IW miobytes, which is already a reasonable size, you will not be able
to accmmnodate more data than your friend who got one~with a “et capacity of 80 Mbytes.
Access Time
Another popular quantity, especially at the time of hard disk dinosaurs, is the access time. But
which one is meant? There are four different accesa times: tmck-back, positioning, random, or
full stroke. The first time indicates the time interval that the*xhmtor requires to move the head
from the current to an adjjcent track. The value in&d= the so_caUed settle time. When achmtor
and head are accelerated by the actuator motor and decelerated shortly before the destination
track, they tend to oscillate. Once this oscillation has been dampened (that is, the head has
settled), the head can access the track correctly. Typical values for tzwk-hack access times are
about 2.5-5 ms today. A small value for this access time is important, as meet data is held by
succasively enumerated sectors. If the capacity of one cylinder is exhausted, then the file continues on the next cylinder. Thus the head muSt be moved by one track. Finally, after optiation with a disk optbnizer (for example, Compress or Speed Disk), the directories are also
grouped so that c&n only a few tra& movanents are “ecesary to acess all the data in a
directory. Thus a low track-track access time is favourable.
The “mrgc positiaing time indicates the time interval required on average to move the head
fmm the current track to a randomly seleded destination track. This time indication indudes the
head settle time, but not the w-called latency. When you attempt to access a certain sector of the
disk by a controller commr,nd, then the drive must position the head above the intended track
fbst. But now the sector is usually not accessible yet. only in a few rare cases will the sector
appear below the read/mite head immediately after the head settlement. However, it may also
be that the intended sector has just passed and the controller must wait for one complete
revolution. 0” average this wait tbne or latency is just the time interval required for half a disk
revolution. As all hard disks rotate at %X33-7200 ‘pm, the latency is usually between 4 and 8 ms.
Stone Age hard disks and modem SCSI disks don’t differ here. The latency becomes especially
dominant on drives with low positioning times. For high-perfomwnce hard disks with a low
access time, the manufacturers have therefore increased the revolution rate up to 72M) rpm.
llus, th% average latehcy decreases to 4 ms. As a welcome side-effect, the internal data transfer
rate is also improved because now more sectors pass per time unit below the read/write heads.
Positioning time and latency together lead to the random or mwqe mcess lime. This is the time.
required for a random access to a certain sector, thus the average time for a completely random
head movement from the current track to the destination, and the wait until the sector co”xmed appears below the head after the elapse of the latency time. The old and fomwly widely
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used ST225 drive required 65 ms; typical values today are between 10 ms and 18 ms. A low
average access time is important if you work with many applications that use randomly distrib
uted data or contain index data for searching the data actually required. Spreadsheets and
database programs belong to this group. To locate one byte in a database, several disk accesses
and therefore accompanying head &ovements may be required. A low a- time is then very
important.
ALw, the interpretation of the average access time requires sane care. There is an elegant
possibility to reduce this time remarkably: disk caches. These are cache memories integrated on
the drive or controller which can aaxmnodate a complete track or individual s&as before the
track or sedor data is transferred into main memory, or the data delivered by the main memory
is written onto disk The access to disk caches is, of ‘course, very fast; the access times are
significantly below 1 ms. However, the average mechanical access time remains the same, and
is further composed of the average (mechanical) positioning time as well as the latency. Sequential disk accesses in particular are significantly accelerated by the disk cache. Some manufaduren assume, rather arbitrarily, that 40% of all accesxs a~ sequential with the cache access time,
40% are random accesses with the average mechanical aaess time, and 20% are write accesses,
also with the average mechanical access time, for example. The weighted average is thus equal
to 40%. cache access time + 60%, average mechanical access time. Together with an average
mechanical access time of 20 ms, an average access time of 12 ms is the result - a value which
looks rather good. I want to leave judgement as to the 405&W%-20% distribution up to you.
Always ask when you buy a hard disk drive whether the a- time with cache or only with
the mechanical access time is indicated. A disk with a 30% longer mechanical access time
usually leads to better system performance than its countqart which achieves the shorter
access ‘ime only with the help of a cache. That is especially true for PCs with an iX!6 pnxessar
or above which carries out demand paging and, thus, continuously swaps data onto the hard
disk, or reads data from there. Here, a low mechanical (!) access time is dedsive. What’s the gain
of a 64 kbyte disk cache if a 16 Mbyte main memory is available, and even this capacity is not
sufficient so that the pmcessor has to swap pages which certainly are larger than 64 kbytes
(correspunding to about 0.4% of the 16 Mbyte main memory’.
The disk caches berome really effective starting at a size beyond 1 Mbyte. The corresponding
cache controller for hard disks speeds up, for example, link processes remarkably, as during the
course of these processes many library files muSt be opened and closed. A real alternative for
i3Wi486/Pentium computers with a large main memory are software caches that emulate a
disk cache in main memory. Programs like Smart!Xve, DiskCache, etc. belong to this class. On
fast-clocked i3Wi486 PCs these software caches are even faster, as a lot of data is already
present in the fast accessible main memory, and need not be fetched from the controller cache
via the slowly clocked PC system bus. But the significant disadvantage is that a hang-up of the
pC because of a system failure also leads to a loss of the data just written onto the *disk,, if it
‘wks temporaril$ stored in the cache and the hang-up occurred before it was written onto disk.
Only a write-through strategy can avoid this problem, but this is very unfavourable if program
swap data blocks as the cache now has virtually no effect. Hardware caches on the mnt$le’
are not affected by such system crashes. Their logic is separated from the main system, and even,
works when the PC has already hung-up. You should only wait for a fey seconds after the last’
write access before you switch off your PC and turn off the current supply for the cache before
all cache data has been written, or force a cache flush (with smartdrv /c, for example).
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Besides these access times, manufacturers often also indicate the full-stroke time. m is the time
required to move the head from track 0 to the track with the maximum cylinder number, or tie
versa. The value is significant for an accew to data which is wry far away from each other. Such
very strongly fragmented data can appear with ooj for example, if you extend an old 8le and
nearly all clusters up to the end of the disk are already occupied by other tiles and director&.
DOS then allocates a sector on a track in the very innermost part of the disk for the additional
data. Thus the heads must be moved quite far.
Data Transfer Rate
Another way of showing certain hard disks in a more favourable light by insuftident explana-

tion is the drrta tnmsfe, rates. They generally refer to the quotient from the transferred amount
of data and the time requ&d for this. lf you are leaving the City of London on Friday afternoon
at 4 p.m. to go in your Lotus to Boumemouth for the weekend, you surely don’t tell your friends
that you drove to Bmunemouth at a speed of 150 mph only because it was possible to go at this
speed for a few miles because the traffic jam cleared for a short time! For a distance of about
150 miles you need at least three hours on a Friday after,,&,! But this doesn’t hinder some hard
disk manufa_ (like some printer manufacturers) from indicating data transfer rates which
are as realistic as the above car pumey! By the term data transfer rate I would understand a
value with which a realistic (that is, medium-sized) fiIe is transferred from the drive into main
memory. All other definitions may also be correct in the strict context for which they are
def&d, but for practical use they often don’t tell you anything.
Three components mainly contribute to the transfer rate: disk-controller trans~, procffsing in
the controller, and c~ntmller-main memory transfer. The first pat, the so-called internal tmnsfer
rate. is Limited by the number of bytes passing below the read/write head every semnd, and is
given, in general, by the following expression:

With 17 sectors per track at 3MM ‘pm, this value (together. with the address fields, gaps, etc.)
reaches about 6lN kbyte+ This actually corresponds to the 5 Mbits/s specification for the
ST412 interface of MFM-encoded data. The controller separates all bytes which don’t belong to
the sector data field, thus only about 510 kbytes remain. First, these 510 kbytes/s are only valid
for a single s&or; we ought to write 512 bytes/980 pi as one -r comprises 512 data by&
and the sector together with all address fields and gaps passe within about 980~s below the
head. Now the data is in the sector buffer and has to be further hansferred into main memory.
If the controller and main system are fast enough to-carry out this job beforr the next sector
appears (that is, with an interleave of IA), then this transfer rate remains the ~ame for the
rumple track. The transfer rate is effectively equal to 510 kbytes/s. But with an interleave
factol: Of two. already-two complete revolutions are required to transfer all the data of a track
intO maims memory. Thus the transfer rate reduces to 255 kbytes/s. On an XT the interleave of
6:l used leads to a ridiculous transfer rate of only 85 kbytes/s; a value which is nearly reached
by a 1.2 Mbyte drive. On the other hand, a modem high-perfomunce hard disk with 70 sectors/
track, 7200 rpm and interleave 1:l reaches an internal transfer rate of more tha@ Mbytes/s. But
note that even this value does not exhaust the transfer rate on an SCSI bus. Therefore, the
widespread bus or host adapter tests only very rarely check the performance of, for example,
.
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an SCSI host adapter with a FCJ interface, but determine the internal transfer rate of the connected drive.
The processing time in the controller is usually wry short, as the CRC and ECC checking and
the ECC correction is carried out,within a very short time. The processing time thus only
slightly affects the transfer rate.
But the transfer rate between the controller and main memcry via the FC system bus is, during
the short time interval until the next sector appears and witbin which all the sector data must
be transferred fmm the &troller into main memory, signfficantly larger, of course The dis
tance between hvo sector data fields is only loOpss. Thus, the transfer rate into main memory
must be equal to 512 bytes/lo0 its, or about 5 h4bytw/sl The PC system bus must therefore be
able to handle at least such a ate so that an interleave value is possible. ISA and EISA buses
only run at a frequency of 8.33 MHz at most, according to their specification. Together with a
width of 16 bits for the ISA and 32 bits for the EISA bus, the data transfer rate of the bus system
is thus limited to a rmaximum of 8.33 Mbytes/s and 16.67 Mbytes/s, rqectively, as the pm-r require two bus clock cycles for one bus cycle. Only the burst mode of the EISA bus with
an i486 pnxessor or the Dh4A mode C enables a doubled transfer rate of 33.3 Mbytes/s for a
short time. Therefore, already the RLL-enmded data with an ST412 interface and 26 sectors per
back exhausts the ISA bus capacity. Don’t think that your F’C doesn’t operate well if your hard
disk test program sports a transfer rate not very much above 800 kbytes/s, even with the brand
new high-performance controller. The transfer rate between two sectors is much higher and
needs the complete ISA bus capacity. An average value over long time intervals always smears
out peak values completely.
Now it becomff clear why high-capacity drives with up to 70 sectors pa track and an interleave
of 1:l have a disk cache (or at least a track instead of a sector buffer). The cache operates much
faster than the transfer via the ISA or EISA bus and can therefore ac.xmmcdate a complete
track. The transfer into main memory via the PC bus can be carried out continuously, and the
transfer capacity of 8.33 Mbytes/s or 16.67 Mbytes/s can be used for a longer time than the
1W ps between two sectors in the case of MFM-encoded disks with an ST41412 interface. With a
low number of sectors v track, the number of passing sector data bytes (and with a high number
of sectors per track, the transfer capabilities of the ISA or EISA bus) limits the transfer rate; only
the local bus or busmaster adapters in BISA burst mode can stand nearly any amount of data
from the drives. The buffering between the two asynchronously operating system elements.
hard disk and PC system bus, raises the transfer rate remarkably. Also, here it becomes obvious
that the performance of a complete system is governed by the perfomxmce of the weakest
member. The disk cache on the drive thus serves-mainly for enhancing the data transfer rate,
and not for redutig the access time. But up to now, the access time has been valid as the
exclusive performance characteristic and sxred cow, for hard disk manufacturers tend to gloss
oyerfhe access time of their hard disks by means of the cache instead of emphasizing the much
m& important function for the transfer rate.
You may determine the various access times and data transfer rate by means of a hard disk test
program such as the CORBTEST. Disable any software cache for this purpose to avoid any
distortion of the transfer rate. With an active software cache you get valuesonly concerning the
data transfer capacity of your system bus and the perfomunce of the cache driver.
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Benchmark p~ogams for determining the data transfer rate usually only read the same data
block repeatedly. If this block is no larger than the on-board cache then the drive must read the
data from the disk only once. AU further accesses refer solely to the FATS cache. You thus only
investigate the transfer rate from cache to main memory, that is, the performance of the connection. If the size of the data block exceeds the storage capacity of the mntmUer cache, then the
data transfer rate is brought to its knees; in some cases it can be decwased by a factor of ten!
You can rwgnize this clearly when you are looking at the frequently shown data transfer
diagrams in computer magazines. Large film, and also small files or tile fragments that can be
readily acoxnmodated by the cache but have to be fetched first, are transferred only at this
significantly lower transfer rate.
Reliability and MTBF
As a user of hard disks, the drive’s reliability is of particular important. Where is the gain if
youa~datawithinlOmsandthisda*lontheoreticallybe~ferredwitharateof5MbyteP/s,
but your drive is o”t of order because of a hardware faibxe?.Manufactwxs therefore generally
indicate some reliability information. The time interval between two complete failures of the
drive which require some repair is described by MTBF (Mean Time Between Failures). The
MTBF must be interpreted as follows: if we assume a plurality of identical drives, then on
werage one fatlure occurs within the MTEiF. Thus MTBF is a statistical quantity, and statistical
quantities have to be handled with care. For this reason some astmnomical values for MTBF are
discussed in brief here. I have alreadv seen MTBF values of 150 000 houra. which is more than
17 (!) years of unintwmpted 24hour operation. To get a trustworthy average value for the
MTBF one would have to operate a plurality of identical drives for a much longer time than the
MTBF indicates. How is it possible otherwise to indicate a time average value if the test time
is much below this? With an MTBF of 17 years this is, of course, impossible, as the drive would
be outdated long before reaching the ISl3F test time. Instead, manufachzers make certsin
assumptions and elaborate statistical failure models that rely on experience with other and older
drives. Afterwards, a test is carried out that may stretch over six months. Fmm the failure rate
in this time interval and the comparison with the failure ate of older drives for which some
experience values exist, one,extrapolates the MTBF for the investigated drive. The manufactwem prefer, of course, a linear dependency, but this doesn’t correctly reflect the technical behaviour in all cases. For example, the failure rate of a car rises remarkably with its age. With a linear
extrapolation of the failure rate, within the first two years each car would bemme at least
M.atistical~y~ 30 years old. Thus be careful when interpmtating the MTBF values. It’s better that
you rely on well-informed (!) consultants, who may provide you with global experience and no
Statistical average values.
Besides a complete failure which is characterized by the MTBF, there are other ordinary and
more or’Jess tmubleso~e read and positioning errors. Write errors are not detected by the drive
in mdstiases. They manifest themselves only by later read errors. On average, the number of
recoverable read errors for gocd hard disks is about 1 per IO” read bits. Note that the error
ate is indicated as error pr read bits but a read access is always carried out sector by sector with
512 bytes and 8 bits per byte. Converted to the number of read accesses, a value 4wO times
larger arises. The number of recoverable read errors then reaches 1 per 2. IOL read accesses;
a value which no longer looks as trustworthy as the one indicated above. Performance and
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reliability infcnnation should therefore always be investigated precisely. But nevertheless, the
above indicated value is quite good. You may read 1 Gbyte of data before a recoverable read
error occurs, but as a user you don’t “ognize such an error because the ECC bytes erred it.
Only the BIDS detects the ECC corwction and sets a corresponding indicator. Much more
troublesome are the non-recoverabl6 read errors. A typical rate for a highquality drive is 1 error
per IO” read bits or 1 failure per 2 l 10” read comman ds. But such errors characterize only the
swcalled soft man. They assume enc.&me working mechanics and a damage-free disk surface.
Mechanical damage because of natural wear-out or a head crash, as kard errors, increase the
ermr rate by several powers of ten. The most likely failure reason is an incorrect head positioning. The rate of such seek errors is about 1 per 106 pcsitionings with linear motors. Stepper
motors show an error rate that is about ten times higher. All these values seem to be rather
good, but take into a-t the fact that the heads of h&d disks must be moved frequently and
quickly-one million head mwements am reached within a short time. But as a compensation,
the error reccwery strategies built into the controller handle such positioning errors automatically. For example, in most cases it’s sufficient to move the head back to track 0 to recalibrate the
drive and then-t the positioning. Generally speaking. tcda)‘s hard disks are very reliable
devices if you handle them with care.

31.1.5 BIOS Configuration
This s&km d&asses the BIDS setup configuration for all presently used interface standards.
First, a few words about hard disk entries in the BIDS enties. If you’re using an ST412/506
controller that can be accessed by the on-bard BIDS of the AT and which does not have its own
BIDS, you usually have to define the drive geometry with the setup pmgram. Normally, one of
the entries available in the BIDS fits your drive. If this is not the case, then most PCS aUow yo*
to enter the geometry parameters using a user-definable entry. Consult the data sheet of you
hard disk drive for this purpose. There you will find the number of tracks, heads and se&x’s
per track. Furthermore, the sheets also indicate where the write precompensation and the Tp
duced write current starts. If the data sheet doesn’t contain any information about them, then
always enter a valuq that is higher than the maximum cylinder number to disable the pre
compensation and the reduced write current. If read errors occur, especially with high cylinder
numbers, it’s best then to enter about ‘/a of the maximum cylinder number.
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On new IDE hard disks, which can be directly accessed by the AT BIOS as the ST412/%6
mntmlla, the precompensation and reduced mite current entrie3 are without meaning. The
embedded contmllers of these drives are best adapted to the hard disks concerned. Whether and
in which way. far example, the preampensation is carried out is hidden from you. The con@Oller
does thii internally. On the other hand, you usually have to enter the drive geometry into the
s&up table as the IDE hard disk appears to the system. Always consult the data sheet Of your
. h&d disk and obey the manufacturer’s indications of the physical geometry with various Zona.
Same IDE drives are intelligent enough to use any geometry indicated by you, as long as the
resulting number of wztors doesn’t exceed th? number of s&on physically present on thedr*eESDI and SCSI hard disks cannot be acxxssed by the AT BIDS directly, as their register assignment isn’t compatible with the AT bus standard. Such hard disks have 2 BIDS extension On the
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mntro~er or host adapter which repkces the former INT 13h interrupt and Carrie out all hard

disk functions. As more or less intelligent drives, these hard disk identify their geometry to the
controller and BIOS by an identify command. You should therebE not enter any value in the
BIOS setup for them, but indicate that no hard disk is present. If you use, for example, an SCSI
hard disk as drive C: then you must enter for the fbst hard dkk in the setup that no drive is
present; otherwise. you may provoke a con&t between the contmUer and the system BIOS.
With the BIDS extension engagement, during the course of booting, the ESDI and X51 drives
are integrated into the system, and you may accept the hard disks with no problem. Ttiay,
Windows NT and C’S/2 hardly have any pmhlems in accessing mc& of the SC51 adapters and
SCSI drives; the neessary drivers are already part of the operating system.

31.2 Recording Formats, Low-level Formatting and
Bad-sector Mapping
This

section discusses the 4ow-level properties* of hard disk drives and mntrc&rs. Here, I
want to present a new and very powerfu1 recording or encoding method, RLL. Moreover, you
will gain an insight into the various tasks and strategies of the controller for managing hard
disks.

31.2.1 MFM and RLL
The use of MPM instead of FM already leads to a signifxant increase of the data density BP1
;tithout the need to enhance the flux change density PCI. Thus it’s not surpdsing that the
‘developers of hard disks searched for other ways in which to realize higher and higher storage
capacities. One way to achieve this is the RLL mcthcd which seems to be surrounded by even
more mystery than the MPM method. RLL k the abbreviation for run length limited. This means
that the number of zero bits between two set bits is limited. With the MPM method this is not
,the case. You may fill a 51%byte sector with 4096 zero bits with no problem. With the MPM
method only clock but no data bits are then recorded. This is already the main difference to RLL:
the hGh4 method recordd a clock bit if two zem bits wxur in succession. The RLL method, on
;the other hand, gets along without any clock hit. The RLL logic determines, solely from the time
interval between two set bits, how many zero bib were interposed. Because of synchronization
‘pmblems, rotation variations, etc., which give rise to a variation of the perid between the zem
:bik. this doesn’t work for all numben of zero bits. Therefore, their number is limited (hence the
;name RLL) to avoid the RLL logic losing the beat.With the most widely used RLL method there are, by definition, at least two and at most seven
?zro bits between two set bits. The method is therefore called RLL 2.7. But now a problem arises:
p 16-b& integer with’the value 0 consisk of 16 zero bits. That’s too much for RLL. The data bits
,must therefore be reenmded so that at least two and at most seven zero bik are in succession.
Table 31.1 shows the encoding table for RLL 2.7.
*You can see that data bit groups of different lengths are encoded into RLL codes also of ditYant
Iengths. In the RLL codes a maximum of four zero bits is in front and a maxi&n of three zero
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bits behind a 1. Thus seven zero bits at most can meet. Furthermore, behind every 1 at least two
zero bits occur. Therefore, between two 1s there are always at least two zero bits and the

requirements for RLL 27 are ti~lfilled.
From Table 31.1 you can also see the disadvantage of the RLL method: the RLL codes are much
longer than the data bit groups by a factor of two. We now discuss, in mnnection with Figure
31.9, why RLL enables a higher data density BP1 with the same flux change density FCI.
In Figure 31.9, the same data byte 01101001 as in Figure 30.21 is encoded in RLL format. I have
assumed the first bit of the following data byte to be equal to 0. Fmm Table 31.1 you can deduce
that the RLL cede for the nine data bits 01101001 IO is as follows.: 001ooO100100100100. Figure
31.1 (bottom) shows the data and (above) the flux density, as well as flux changes, for the case
where the RLL code is recorded by the h%FM method. The MFM flux density also comprise%
besides the set RLL bits, clock bits if two zem bits are in succession.
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The RLL method, on the other hand, records only the set RLL bits. According to the RLL
\

Code
001ooO100100100100, these we only of four set bits. In data reading the zero bits in-between are
generated by the RLL logic purely from the time delay between two set RLL bits and added to
the l-bits. For recording the nine data bits by meana of the MFM method, twelve flux changes
are required; with the RLL method, on the other hand, only five flux changes are necessary. A
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precise mathematical analysis of the RLL method shows that in the statistical average the MFM
method requires thre times the flux changes for data recording compared to the RLL method.
With the same packaging density of flux changes, three times more data can thus be accomm~
dated by means of the RLL method compared to MFM.

2

But as already mentioned, the RLL codes are unfortunately twice as long as the data bit groups
50 that the three times higher packaging density is halved again by the twice as long RLL codes.
As the net gain a factor of 1.5 remains, or stated differently: with the RLL method, 50% more
data can be accommodated on the disk than is possible with MFM. On average, thus only two
flux changes are required for recording three data bits. As was the case for the replacement of
the FM by the MFM method, this data density increase is achieved largely by nothing as the tlux
change density, and thus the quality of the disk and read/write head, need not be improved.
The enhancement is exclusively packed into the encoding method, and therefore into the RLL
logic of the controller.

+.

But the RLL logic becomes significantly more complicated than the electronics for encoding and
decoding by means of the MFM methad. The difficulties arise in that the cc& words are
comprised of between four and eight RLL bits. With the MFM method the code word length
was uniformly equal to one bit. If the RLL logic gets into a muddle even only for a single RLL
bit, then burst errors of up to five data bits are the result. Thus, RLL amtrollers must have a
much more powerful ECC logic to be able to correct such errors reliably. High-quality RLL
mntmllers therefore use a &byte instead of a 4byte ECC cc&.
A? RLL conholler has not yet finished its work with the deccding of the flux changes to RLL
data, but additionally it has to convert the RLL data into the actual data bits. This contIasts with
an MFM controller where the bit stream behind the data gate can be directly used as a serial
data stream. The same applies, of course, to data writing when the data stream to be written has
to be converted into RLL data first, and then the RLL data must be encoded into flux changes
according to the set RLL bits.
Besides the described and proved RLL 2.7 method there exist further RLL methods, called
addwnced RLL (ARLL). Examples are the RLL I,7 and the RLL 3.9 method. In both cases, the
encoding overhead for t+e data bit groups into RLL code is much higher and, in addition, the
larger number of zero bits between two set RLL bib makes great demands on the stability of
the RLL electronics. With ARLL a data density increase of up to 90% compared to MFM can be
realized, so that a single flux change encoda nearly two data bits.

31.2.2 High-level Formatting of Hard Disks with FORMAT
Unlike floppies, for hard disks the FORMAT command doesn’t generate any tracks or sectors.
Gwing the course of high-level formatting with FORMAT, only the logical structure of the parlitionwmcemed is established. The generation of the boot swtor, the two FAT copies and the
rwt directory belong tp this process. All entries in the FAT are set to M)h to indicate that the
partition is free of data. In particular, the sectors of the subdirectories and tiles are not overwritten
with a certain data pattern. On hard disks you can only fomut individual partitions, but not the
complete hard disk with FORMAT. Thus you must first partition the hard disk and generate the
partition table by means of FDISK, or another suitable program. The FORMAT command itself

?
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doesn’t affect the partition table, but only reads the information stored there to determine the
begbming and size of the partition to be formatted, and to carry out the fornutting accordingly.

.

.
J

‘

RefomMing hard disks with FORMAT only erases their logical structure, similar to the DEL
and RMDIR commands. physically, the data is still present. Some utilities (for example, F’CTcols
or Norton Utilities) can the” even recover a” erm”eously fomwtted hard diik partition. Because
of the destmction of mme than a single file (as is the case with DEL) or a single subdirectory
(with RMDIR), the remnstruction of the original directory and file structure is much more
complicated here. If the original diredories and files were fragmented, the” even these tools
have no chance. Themfor6, resident programs exist that intercept all hard disk operations and
store the logical structure of the hard disk in certain sectors reserved for this pu~po5e. One
example is the MIRROR program of mooIs. The accompanying remvery program recognizes
the reserved sebors, and becaw? with high-level formatting only the logical structure of the
hard disk, but not the data itself, has been destmyed the program can recover the logical
shucture of the hard disk from the information held in the reserved sectors.
Unlike low-level fornutting. you don’t have the op@rhmity to replace damaged sectors and
backs with FORMAT. When FORMAT d&&s a damaged sector, the corresp_xxding cluster is
sbnply marked as bnd. But a single hard disk cluster usually has eight sectors with DOS 2.n: and
four sectors with DOS 3.W and above. Thus, FORMAT wastes between three and seven intact
sedors when marking a cluster as bad. The low-level fomMti”g, together with the bad-sector
mappink solves the pmblem of defect sectors much more intelligently. Details are given in the
followi”g section.

31.2.3 Low-level Formatting and Bad-sector Mapping
To emboss hacks and sectors on a hard disk you have to carry out a low-level format. But note
that most hard disks come in a prefonnatted form already.
Advice: Generally, you must not r&hat intelligent drives with a” embedded conholler that
carries out tm”slati+,g. such ?s IDE drives.
The usual formatting programs such as DiskManager or Spbuite are overtaxed with the various
rewding zones of the drives and the translating which the controller carries out. The only effect
they have is that they probably d&my the drive structure. This especially applies to AT bus
hard disks, as they can be access&d by the utilities in the same way as the ST412/506 hard disks
With the ST412/506 this works excellently as the programs are particularly tailored for this kind
of drive and controIler. But the’ AT bus interface is only register compatible; the internal co”yemion in the drives differs significantly from the ST412/5C6 drives, as every AT bus hard disk
. &as it own coneoIler. AT bus drives and others (for example, SCSI) may only be,&mnatted with
spkially adapted programs. As the user you%hould not try to do this on your own.
The fust job of the low-level fcmMi”g pmced~re is to generate &ks and s&on. This is
carried out by positioning thm”gh rotation steps of a stepper motor, which moves the head
from track to track. or by orienting the data hacks according to the servo tracks on the Sew0
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disk on drives with a linear motor. After every positioning the head writes the passed track
format data onto the data carrier accmding to the commands from the controller. Figure 31.10
shows the typical layout of a hard disk track of ST412/%6 drives for MFM and RLL encoding.

w fields of the sectors and the track are essentially the wne as those on floppies. Therefore,
IIY the significant differences are discussed. Fit& the gaps between the sectors as well as
!tween the end and start of the track are smaller. This is possible as the rotation of the hard
sk is stabilized by means of an electronic feedback loop, and the rotation variations are lower
pure of the missing friction between head and disk, Gaps acting as *speed buffers. between
e bidividual sectors are therefore virtually unn-ry. Additionally, hard disks don’t have
1 index hole like the floppie to mark the beginning of the track. On hard disks this is carried
It exclusively by an index address mark ADAM), which indicates the beginning of the h-ack and
tivates the index signal line IDX to the controller. The value for the fields+ipiffers only a little
tween MFh4 and RLL. Only the address marks have different identi&.
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Of significance for establishing the bad-sector mapping are the ID fields. They have four bytes,
and at first specify the number of the cylinder, head and sector. The two most significant bits
of the IO-byte cylinder number are always stored as high-order bits of the sector number. Unlike
the format of a floppy track, the 4th byte doesn’t contain any information concerning the sector
size, but the sector flag. Table 312’shows the structure of the sector flag.

Bit

Meaning

0
1
2
3
4-7

bad sector
bad track without reassignment
track ID points to alternative track
alternative track
reserved

Table 31.2: Sector frag structure
Thus a set bit 0 indicates that the sector concerned is damaged. Bit 1 characterizes the track to
which the sector belongs as defective and no alternative track is assigned. A set bit 2 indicates
that the track is defective but the controller has assigned an alternative track. The identification
of the alternative track is stored in the ID field of the sectors, that is, the three bytes SC hd SC
in the ID field don’t characterize the current track, but define the alternative track.
If bit 3 in the sector flag is set, this means that the track concerned represents an alternative track
and has been assigned to a defective track as a substitute. Finally, bits 4-7 are reserved.
The reason for the bad-sector mapping is that absolutely error-free disk surfaces can only be
manufactured with difficulty. Even a microscopic defect of the medium destroys a data bit and
makes the accompanying sector unusable. The manufacturers therefore check their disks intensively for several hours, thus detecting defective spots that would not give rise to any problems
in normal operation. You get such a manufacturer defect list for every drive. The list specifies the
error location in the format cylinder, head, sector. The defect list usually comes as a data sheet,
or the defects are listed on a label attached to the drive’s case. Even if such a defect list contains
several dozens of error locations, this is not very serious as the bad-sector mapping removes
them. This works as follows.
If the controller detects a defect on the disk according to the two defect lists (see below) that
only affects a single sector of the track, the controller simply shifts the sectors slightly so that
the error is now outside the sector (or between two sectors, or at the beginning and end of the
track). Thus the error no longer disturbs the data in the track. This process is called sector
slipping. Not a single byte of the storage capacity gets lost through this.
Alternatively, the controller can mark the sector concerned as bad by setting bit 1 in the sector
flag. But here the storage capacity is reduced by one sector. Some controllers format a normally
unused spare sector in addition to the usual 17 or 26 sectors per track for ST412/506 hard disks
This sector can be employed instead of the marked sector. In this case, no storage capacity gets
lost even if one sector is marked as bad. Thus, errors that only affect one single sector can easily
be recovered.
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The situation becomes more complicated if a medium’s errors affect more than one sector. Such
damage can no longer be handled within the track. The controller marks the complete track as
bad by setting bit 2 in the sector flag of all sectors in the track. By doing this, the track is marked
as bad. Furthermore, the controller assigns an alternative track, beginning with the highest
cylinder.
The identification cy hd SC fl of this alternative track is stored in the ID fields of all sectors of
the damaged track. When a controller command addresses the bad track, the controller recog/ nizes, according to the sector flag, that the complete track is marked as bad and is assigned an
b alternative track. It reads the identification of the alternative track from the ID field and moves
/ the head to the alternative track. Thus the controller carries out another positioning; all accesses
1 to the defective track are diverted to the alternative track. The alternative track itself is defined
as an alternative track by a set bit 3 in the sector flag of all sectors in the track. Such alternative
c
[ tracks are no longer available for a normal access, that is, direct addressing by the ccactualn track
number.

II

It is less favourable to mark a defective track as bad solely by setting bit 1. The controller thus
detects that the track is damaged and cannot be used anymore, but no alternative track has been
assigned. A c<hole), therefore appears in the address space of sectors and tracks.
The capacity of the hard disk is reduced if a defective track is assigned an alternative track, but
you get the advantage that the whole continuously formatted area is now error-free. In this way
we get something like a nsector address spaces which is continuous and free of holes, that is,
damaged sectors or tracks. It is thus much easier to manage such a seemingly error-free area,
even if some accesses are diverted to other tracks, than to handle a plurality of defect sectors.
Then the hard disk always comprises 17 or 26 sectors per track, and not, for example, 17 sectors
in this track, only 14 in another, 16 in the next, etc. As most medium errors are only very small
today, and mainly affect only a single sector, the controller has to replace a complete track only
in a very few cases. Normally, sector slipping is sufficient to repair the defect.
Controllers that carry out such a bad-sector mapping usually reserve the first physical cylinder
of the connected hard disk for their own purposes. This cylinder is assigned the number -1 (that
is, a negative number) so that only the controller can access the information stored there. Using
the normal controller commands, such as read sector, this cylinder cannot be accessed. The
lowest possible cylinder number 0 already addresses the second physical cylinder. Thus the
partition table and other important areas are not shifted logically. Some manufacturers write
the manufacturer defect list and the geometry information concerning the drive onto cylinder
-1 before the hard disk is shipped. The geometry information is very important for autoonfiguring controllers (see Section 31.2.5 for details). Table 31.3 shows the layout of the conthe first physical cylinder only the first two tracks corresponding to heads 0 and 1 are
as every hard disk at least has these two tracks. The geometry information is stored in four
cal copies for redundancy purposes. If one copy is destroyed then the controller can access
other three. The manufacturer defect list is also present as two identical copies in sectors 9
10 as well as 11 and 12. The structure of this list is shown in Table 31.4. In the same way,
list of known defects is also stored twice; its structure is shown in Table 31.5.
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Sector
number

Track 0

Track 1

1

geometric information (1st copy)
geometric information (2nd copy)
reserved
manufacturer defect list (1st copy)
manufacturer defect list (2nd copy)
known defects (1st copy)
known defects (2nd copy)
reserved

geometric information (3rd copy)
geometric information (4th copy)
resewed
reserved
reserved
reserved
reserved

2
3-8
9-10
11-12
13-14
15-16
17

reserved

Table 31.3: Controller cylinder layout

We

Contents

O-l
2-4
5-6
7
8-9
1 O-509
51&511

signature Obeedh of manufacturer defect list
reserved
bad cylinder or ffh for end of list
1 defect entry
bad head
number of bytes from IDAM up to defect I
max. 100 more defect entries
reserved

Table 31.4: Manufacturer deject list

stnrcture

We

Contents

C-l
2-4
5-6
7
8
9

signature Ofabeh of list of known defects
reserved
bad cylinder or ffh or end of list
bad head
1 defect entry
first bad physlcal sector
second bad physical sector
1
(or ffh if not present)
max. 100 more defect entries
reserved

1 O-509
510-511

Table 31.5: Structure of the grown deject list
The manufacturer defect list is (as the name implies) written by the manufacturer onto track 0
after checking the hard disk. The list can accommodate up to 101 entries, and is closed by an
entry ffffh for the section defective cylinder. The entries characterize the defects by indicating
the cylinder, head and number of bytes located between the index address mark IDAM at the
beginning of the track, and the defect itself. The controller uses this defect list during the course
of formatting to carry out sector slipping or to assign an alternative track.
The grown defect list is generated and extended during the course of the formatting procedure
by the controller or by explicit controller commands for assigning alternative sectors or tracks.
Unlike the manufacturer defect list, the defects are characterized by the values for cylinder, head
and sector number. Both lists together indicate all known defects on the hard disk, and the
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controller uses them during the course of a formatting process to carry out the bad-sector
mapping and the assignment of alternative tracks automatically and independently. Not& that
this remapping is carried out by the hard disk controller’s microcode, and not by the CPU.
For characterizing defective tracks and sectors, and for assigning alternative tracks, three commands are usually available for an ST412/506 controller:
- Format defective truck (opcode 07h): this command formats a track and sets bit 1 in all sector
flags of the track to mark the track as defective. An alternative track is not assigned by this
command.
- Reassign sector (opcode 09h): the sector is added to the grown defect list so that each subsequent formatting procedure attempts to repair the sector defect by means of sector slipping
or by assigning an alternative sector within the track. If the track already has a defective
sector, then any subsequent formatting process marks the whole track as bad and assigns an
altemahve track.
- Reassign alternative truck (opcode llh): this command marks a track as defective and explicitly assigns a certain other track as the alternative track. Unlike the above indicated command, the reassignment is therefore carried out at once, and not during the course of the
next formatting process.
Special formatting programs are unnecessary for IDE or SCSI drives, as a later reformatting only
improves the interleaving or carries out a bad-sector mapping of bad sectors with the grown
defect list. The first aim is irrelevant, as all IDE and SCSI drives are always preformatted with
an interleave of 1:l. Furthermore, the controllers of these drives are intelligent enough to carry
out a dynamic bad-sector remapping. This means that the controller marks a sector or track as
bad, and reassigns an alternative sector or track automatically and on its own if it has detected
a persistent read error. Such errors usually indicate damage to the data carriers at the corresponding location.

31.2.4 Error Recovery Strategies
Because of the extremely high data density of the hard disks, even on high-quality drives, read
and seek errors frequently occur. But drive manufacturers have taken into account such errors
by implementing certain error recovery procedures in the controller. Head crashes that don’t
destroy a sector completely, but only give rise to some problems for a data read, can be diminished somewhat by this. Finally, the hard disk medium demagnetizes itself slowly but continuously. If a sector is only read for a long time but never written, as is the case, for example, for
the boot sector, then after several years demagnetization may be rather serious. At first, only
recoverable read errors occur, which can be overcome by the implemented error recovery procedure. Later, though, the whole sector becomes inaccessible. An early reading and rewriting of
the sector’s contents may counteract such data losses. Elaborate hard disk test programs such
as HDTEST or DiskTechnician may determine such sneaking demagnetization, and repair it
simply by rewriting the sector’s contents.
The following sections discuss which extensive procedures the controller carries out for error
recovery in order to be able read the data anyway. The procedures are enabled on the XT
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controller, for example, using the 5th command byte in a 6-byte command block, and on the AT
bus controller by a set R bit in the command code (see Section 31.6.4). The procedures that a
controller actually carries out depend upon the microcode which controls the controller’s microprocessor, and thus on the manufacturer and the controller model. Therefore, a typical error
recovery procedure which is used,’ for example, by the ST412/506 hard disk controllers STllx
and ST2lx is discussed.
The procedures differ depending upon whether an error has occurred while reading a data or
address field of a sector. The controller cannot detect a positioning error absolutely, but only by
comparing the entries in the ID field of the sector with the intended ones. If the two cylinder
numbers don’t coincide then a positioning error has occurred. The same applies to errors in the
data area. If the sector area has been damaged, for example, by a head crash, then the controller
is unable to detect this reason directly. Instead, it accepts further signals from the head and
decodes them according to the recording method. From the damaged sections it gets only
confusing information which is decoded in the same way at first. Using the ECC bytes, the
controller can then, however, recognize that part of the sector which contains invalid data.
Whether the reason for this is a head crash, a former write error or a sneaking demagnetization,
the controller is not able to determine. For the outcome (erroneous data), this is, of course,
insignificant.
If the controller has detected an error in the data area because of some inconsistencies between
the sector data and the ECC bytes, it proceeds as follows. If an attempt is successful (that is, the
sector concerned can be read without any error), then the controller terminates the procedure
and transfers the data into main memory.
- Read sector eight times: the controller repeats the read attempt up to eight times without
applying an ECC correction. If the failure reason is only a synchronization problem or too
extensive a rotation variation, then the first retry is successful in most cases.
- Shoe shining: the controller first moves the head back to track 0, then to the track with the
maximum cylinder number, and finally positions the head above the track with the addressed data sector again. Errors can thus be recovered which result from a tiny mispositioning
of the head, that is, the head is at the side and not in the middle of the track, so that certain
data signals are too weak.
- Reread sector and carry out ECC correction: if the error can be recovered only by means of
the ECC bytes, then the controller corrects the data, and sets an indicator in the status byte
that shows a recoverable ECC error has occurred. Minor write errors or damage because of
weak head crashes can thus be recovered.
- Read the sector six times shifting the data and clock window: the controller attempts to read
the sector but shifts the data as well as the clock window (see Section 30.6.2) by +1.5%, +6%,
+7.5%, 1.5%, -6% and (at the last attempt) -7.5%. Errors caused by bit shifting with missing
precompensation can thus be recovered.
- Microstepping and reading the sector eight times without ECC correction: the controller
moves the head in tiny steps and tries to read the sector without applying any ECC correction eight times. Therefore, errors because of small deviations of the track from the originally
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defined position can be recovered. The reasons are mostly heat deformations and temperature differences between formatting and the read process. Drives with a stepper motor are
particularly affected by this.
-

Microstepping and reading the sector eight times with ECC correction: the controller moves
the head in tiny steps and attempts to read the sector while carrying out an ECC correction
eight times.

Thus, the six procedure steps carry out up to 31 (!) read accesses before the controller finally
gives up and indicates a non-recoverable read error to the host. This has many advantages, but
also a few disadvantages. One advantage is that because of the extensive recovery attempts the
controller can nearly always restore the data if the errors and damage are only minor. The
disadvantage is that neither you, DOS nor the BIOS recognize nearly complete failures, as such.
Only a lasting and in most cases also loud head activity points to such dangers. Errors because
of minor damage, a sneaking demagnetization, or the mechanical wear of the drive are hidden
until the catastrophe occurs. Some elaborate hard disk test programs such as HDTEST and
DiskTechnician can detect such errors, which are normally corrected by the controller early
enough, and take precautions or display some warning.
I particularly want to point out the CHKDSK is not able to detect such failures in any way.
CHKDSK checks only the logical structure of the disk, that is, the consistency of directories and
FAT. Also, many other hard disk test programs (for example, DiskTest of Norton Utilities) read
the sectors only on a DOS or maybe BIOS level. In both cases, the error recovery procedures of
the controller are enabled and the programs detect (following the 31 failed attempts) that something is wrong with the drive. This cannot be called a precaution by any stretch of the imagination. Another source of errors is positioning failures (also called seek errors), which particularly
occur on drives with a stepper motor or old and mechanically worn drives. The controller
recognizes them according to a missing or incorrect ID address mark:
-

No ID address mark found: recalibrate drive and reseek. In most cases the cause is a head
positioning between two tracks or a non-formatted drive.
- Wrong ID address mark found: recalibrate drive four times and reseek.
Thus persistent seek errors are reported faster than data errors, but they can usually be recovered more quickly by means of a drive recalibration as they are independent of the data carrier.
Note that intelligent drives with an embedded controller often carry out a dynamic bad-sector
remapping: after a persistent read error these controllers mark the sector concerned, or the
whole track, as bad and reassign an alternative sector or track automatically and on their own.
The whole process is executed without your intervention or any command from DOS or the
BIOS.

31.2.5 Autoconfiguration
One problem when installing a new hard disk is adjusting the correct drive parameters in the
BIOS setup. Besides the drive geometry (that is, the number of cylinders, heads and sectors per
track) you additionally need to know the start cylinder for the write precompensation, for
example, and to select the corresponding entry in the setup. But that’s not sufficient. A drive
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that has come onto the market after the BIOS has been programmed can have a geometry that
hasn’t been implemented. A maximum of 271 different disks can be held in CMOS RAM if we
take into account the 15 regular and 256 extended entries, but integrating 271 different parameter tables into a ROM is a pure waste of storage capacity. Some manufacturers of compatible
PCs have therefore reserved a free definable entry, because at some time the number of possible
parameter values becomes too large for the BIOS ROM or the CMOS RAM. But as the user, you
have to know the geometry of your drive exactly to be able to employ this user-specific entry.
IBM and other manufacturers had a better idea; autoconfiguring controllers and drives. On
these hard disks the geometry information is stored in the first physical cylinder. All information required is held by sectors 1 and 2 of tracks 0 and 1 in the form of four identical copies
(Table 31.3). Table 31.6 shows the structure of these four geometry sectors.
We

Contents

o-1

signature

2-3
4
5
6-7
a
9
10
11
12-13
14-20
21-39
40-511

Odabeh of geometric information
number of cylinders
number of heads
number of sectors per track
reserved
interleave factor

BIOS flag byte
number of cylinders for alternative tracks
reserved
start cylinder of write precompensatlon
manufacturer’s name (ASCII)
product name
resewed

Table 31.6: Struchre of geometric information

The information starts with the signature Odabeh so the controller can be sure that the sector concerned actually holds geometric information, and doesn’t erroneously interpret some data bytes.
As you can see from Table 31.6 all the required parameters are stored. Thus the controller only
needs to read the first physical drive sector at power-up to determine the correct drive parameters.

31.3 Integrating Exotic Drives and Translating
If you look at the market for hard disk drives you’ll see that a virtually infinite variety of
different drive geometries exists. But BIOS and DOS need to know precisely how many sectors
per track, cylinders and heads the installed hard disk has to access it correctly. The PC implements two possibilities for integrating non-standardized drives: function 09h of INT 13h, and
BIOS extensions.
31.3.1

BIOS Interrupt 13h, Function 09 - Set Drive Parameters

In the CMOS RAM you store information concerning the hard disk type by selecting the corresponding hard disk type with the setup program. Then the BIOS looks for the accompanying
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rive parameters which are stored in an internal BIOS table. Perhaps you have already noticed
iat most setup programs also have, besides many <<in-builb hard disks, one free entry that you
in fill with the number of heads, cylinders, etc. of your drive, that is, all those parameters
,hich unambiguously characterize your hard disk. But how does the BIOS process such an
Itry? The key is the function 09h set drive parameters of interrupt 13h as well as interrupts 41h
Id 46h that point to parameter tables. In this way you can also integrate quite exotic hard disks
it0 your system.
he entries for interrupts 41h and 46h in the interrupt table, however, don’t point to a handler
hat is, executable program code) which can be called by means of an INT instruction; the inruction INT 41h would lead to a system crash immediately. Instead, the addresses segment:offset
oint to two tables with the user-defined geometry parameters of the hard disks concerned.
rterrupt 41h is reserved for the first hard disk, interrupt 46h for the second. The tables have
5 bytes, and are called hard disk parameter fables. Figure 31.11 shows the structure of these tables.

1

XT Controller

AT Controller
‘Oh Number of Cylinders
02h Number of Heads

I

(Word)

~
I

05h Start Cylinder of
Precompensation
07h Reserved
OBh Control Byte<)
Ogh Reserved

(Word)

Och Landing Zone for Head Parking

I
I

1) Bit 0..2: Drive Option
Bit 3..!? Null
Bit 6:
ECC Retries Disabled
Bit 7:
Seek Retries Disabled
2) in Timer Ticks

rgure 31 .I 1:

(Byte)

03h Reserved

(4 Bytes)
I

(Word)

Oeh Number of Sectors per Track
Reserved

O&

(Byte)
(vt)
(3 B;e:)

(Word)
(Byte)
(Byte)

1) Bit 0. 2: Reserved
Bit 3:
l=mor.e than 6 Heads
Bit 4:
Reserved
Bit 5:
l=Defect List at MaxCylinder+l
Bit 6:
ECC Retries Disabled
Bit 7.
Seek Retries Disabled

Hard disk parameter table

he entries number of cylinders and number of heads define the geometry. After formatting, the
umber of sectors per track is unambiguously defined by the generated address marks so that
Iis information is not required. The values for start cylinder of reduced write current and start
jlinder ofprecompensation control the write current and the precompensation (see Section 31.1.3).
he maximum ECC data burst length defines the length of burst errors which can be corrected
[sing the ECC code used. Usually, this value is equal to 11. The control byte determines the
‘ontroller’s behaviour in the case of an error. With the three time-out values you inform the BIOS
vhen, depending upon the process concerned, it should report a time-out error. The last four
rytes of the table are reserved, and should always be set to 0.
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During the course of a call to function 09h of interrupt INT 13h, the handler reads the address
corresponding to interrupt 41h or 46h and determines the entries in the tables. For all accesses
to the first or second hard disk, the BIOS then uses the geometries as they are indicated in the
tables, If you replace the addresses stored in the interrupt table for interrupts 41h and 46h by
the addresses in your own tables, you can integrate hard disks with nearly any geometry into
the system. But this, of course, is only possible if controller and hard disk use the same recording method (for example MFM or RLL 2,7) and the same interface format as the ST412/506, ATBus, etc. Otherwise, the combination is impossible for physical reasons.
To integrate an exotic hard disk into your system so that the BIOS and DOS are able to access
it, you must therefore first generate the corresponding hard disk parameter table, store the
address of that table in the entry for interrupt 41h or 46h in the interrupt table, and then call
function 09h of interrupt INT 13h. Also, the BIOS start routine does the same when initializing
the hard disks. It reads the hard disk parameters from the CMOS RAM and generates one or
two tables for INT 41h or INT 46h using this information, depending upon how many drives
are installed. Afterwards, the start routine calls function 09h of INT 13h and the drive parameters are now available to the system.
Inversely, you can also determine the parameters of a connected hard disk by function 08h of
INT 13h, for example, when you attempt to check whether the BIOS has carried out the integration correctly. Format and return values of this function are indicated in Appendix F.

31.3.2 BIOS Extensions and Booting
The execution of an INT 13h function for the MFM-encoded disk with an IDE interface can be
very different from that for an SCSI hard disk with the SCSI command set defined by ANSI. If
you replace your old MFM disk by a modern SCSI disk, then you would also need to replace
the BIOS. But the PC’s designers had a better idea to avoid such problems, one which is more
suited for the open concept of the PC: so-called BIOS or ROM extensions.
As you know, the PC and XT didn’t have a hard disk as a standard; only the AT was already
prepared for such a drive. Thus the PC/XT BIOS doesn’t implement any INT 13h functions for
hard disks, only floppy drive functions. At the time when the AT came onto the market, the
ST412/502 interface was the measure to live up to. Thus in the AT BIOS the access to such a
hard disk with an AT bus interface is already implemented. If you attempt to expand a PC/XT
with a hard disk you must use a controller with its own hard disk BIOS; for the AT, a controller
without BIOS is sufficient. Without a BIOS extension the PC/XT ignores all hard disk accesses;
controller and drive thus seem to be dead.
Now you can see why BIOS functions are called by interrupts: to replace the former routines
stored in the old BIOS by the new ones of the BIOS extension, only the interrupt address has
to be altered so it points to the BIOS extension. This interception is carried out during the course
of the boot process. As you know, all ROM chips with the BIOS are located between the segment
addresses cOOOh and ffffh. The area above f600h is reserved for the standard BIOS with startup
routines. To. additionally detect installed BIOS extensions, the startup routine scans the segment
area between cOOOh and f5ffh in steps of 2 kbytes during system initialization. This searching for
BIOS extensions and their initialization is shown in Figure 31.12.
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gure 31.12: Integrating n BIOS extension.

‘ote that BIOS extensions always begin with the identifier 55aah. If the initialization routine
etects such an identifier then the BIOS extension is initialized. Figure 31.13 shows the structure
F this 4-byte header of BIOS extensions.

he first two bytes accommodate the ROM BIOS identifier 55aah. The following byte specifies
le size of the ROM extension in units of 512-byte blocks. Finally, the 4th and 5th bytes hold
be start address of the initialization routine for the BIOS extension as an offset relative to the
OM beginning. Note that according to the IBM standard the sum of all bytes in the ROM
(tension, determined by the number of the 512-byte blocks in the BIOS identifier, must be
lual to 0. Thus every ROM extension has at least one check byte so that the sum actually has
value of 0.
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Example:

scan ROM area from segment cOOOh to f400h and call initialization routine if
present (language: Microsoft c 5.10).

main 0
( unsigned

char far l rom_~ointer;
void far l init_pointerO;
unsigned char sum, blocks;

rom_pointer=0xc0000;
while (rom_pointer<oxf6000)

(

if ((int) l rom_pointer== 0x55~~) {
blocks. l (rom_wAnter+2)
sum=checksum(rom_pointer, blocks);
if (wJm==O) (
init_pointer=rom_pointer+3;
init_pointerO;
>

/'
I*
I'
/*
I'
I*
I"
/*
I'

initialize ram_pointertobeginning of ROM area 'I
scanwhile rom_pointer ie in the range between */
cOOO:OOOO and f400:lfff =I
check for BIOS identifier +/
determine number of 512-byte blocks l /
check whether checksum is equal to 0 l /
yes, checksum is equal to 0 '/
load start address of initialization routine */
call initialization routine 'I

rom_pointer=rom_pointer*0x800;

,' next block 2 kbytes later *I

exit

I* end "I

(0);

unsigned char check_sum (~O~_DOint~~, blocks)
unsigned far *rom_pointer;
unsigned char blocks;
1 unsigned char sum, blocknr;
unsigned int index;
SUm.0
for (blocknr= 0; blocknrcblocks; blocknr++) (
for (index=O; index<512; index++, rom_pointer++)
sum=~um+ l rom_pointer;
)
1
return(suml;

I' initialize sum l /
f' scan all blocks l /
( /' block size equal to 512 bytes '1
I* form checksum, ignore carry 'I

1' return checksum '/

The initialization routine of the BIOS extension now executes an initialization, which refers to
the BIOS extension itself and the peripherals which the extension is to serve. The initialization
routine completes the integration of the BIOS extension by detouring one or more interrupts to
routines that are part of the BIOS extension. All BIOS extensions on hard disk controllers detour,
for example, the existing INT 13h for floppy drives integrated into the BIOS on the motherboard
to interrupt 40h. If a program issues an interrupt 13h then the BIOS first checks whether a
request to a hard disk or a floppy drive has occurred. If the program wants to access a hard disk
then the BIOS extension proceeds with the execution of the intended routine; otherwise it
branches to interrupt 40h, which now carries out the function for the floppy drive concerned.
By means of the engagement of BIOS extensions the standard routines of the BIOS on the system
board have been replaced by the new routines of the BIOS extension on the new controller.
According to this scheme, the BIOS extension of, for example, an SCSI host adapter replaces INT
13h of the system BIOS in an AT. Therefore, you may access an SCSI hard disk drive using INT
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13h in the conventional manner. With the help of a suitable BIOS extension, a tape drive can also
be programmed as a floppy drive, for example. The engaged BIOS routines convert the commands for hard disk or floppy drives into commands for tape drives.
By means of function 08h of interrupt 13h you can determine the format of the hard disk in
which it appears to the system. This is particularly important for high-capacity hard disks with
more than 1024 tracks, or a variable number of sectors per track. Such hard disks appear to the
system with a completely different geometry to that which the drive actually has. The 08h
function converts the <chard disk>> drive into a transparent peripheral.
Example:

m

SCSI hard disk with 105Mbytes

storage capacity comprises physically six heads.

an outer group with 831 cylinders, and 35 sectors per track, a~ well as an inner
group with 188 cylinders and 28 sectors per track. But to the BIOS and the ueer
the drive appears as a hard disk with 12 heads, 1005 cylinders and 17

sectors per

track.

But the BIOS extension is not only effective when installing a new hard disk drive. It is a very
general and therefore also a very powerful concept. For example, the BIOS extension on EGA
and (S)VGA adapters replaces the INT 10h of the standard BIOS to make the specialized and
powerful functions of these graphics adapters available to the system. The BIOS on the motherboard recognizes only the simple and, for programmers, not very exciting functions of the
monochrome and CGA adapters. On the other hand, EGA and @VGA boards support many
functions on a hardware base (for example, scrolling of the screen contents or zooming of
several sections). With older adapters these functions had to be programmed by software, and
were thus quite slow. Very new graphics adapters with a graphics processor or a video RAM
of more than 128 kbytes cannot be accessed conventionally. They need their own BIOS, as the
: interface to the PC system bus is incompatible with conventional adapters. The open and pow1 erful concept of BIOS extensions enables the integration of such graphics adapters into a PC
f without any problems. As long as you remain on a BIOS level, no difficulties arise; the BIOS
i extension handles all the problems. That is, of course, no longer the case if you program the
’ adapter directly using the registers. For graphics adapters, de facto standards are not yet established to the same extent as is the case for floppy and hard disk controllers concerning addresses
and the meanings of the registers. BIOS extensions for hard disks usually start at address
c800:0000, those for graphics adapters at cOOO:OOOO. In most cases, you can alter the start address
of ROMs extensions by means of a jumper on the adapter board. This is useful if two ROMs
disturb each other. Meanwhile, the drivers are often provided on disk, and are no longer integrated as a ROM extension. For DOS, they must be integrated as DEVICE=xx or as a TSR
Drogram.
t is not impossible that certain BIOS variants are more powerful than others. Particularly with
rew technical developments, it takes some time for a standard to become established. For
example, all 8086/88 machines don’t recognize an interrupt lSth/function 89h for switching the
>rocessor into protected mode, as the 8086/88 CPU is not capable of this. If you attempt to
letect by software whether a BIOS supports certain functions, this can get quite laborious and
nor-prone. Depending upon the quality of the BIOS, it returns an error message, the registers
Ire not changed, or the registers are filled with unpredictable values.
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As already mentioned, compatibility on a register level among various interface and drive
specifications is very rare. But within a certain type the controllers and floppy/hard disk drives
fortunately get along with one another, in most cases. You may, for example, connect a no-name
controller with an ST412 interface for RLL drives to an NEC RLL hard disk with an ST412
interface without problems, and ‘access it by means of the AT system BIOS.

31.3.3 Translating and Zone Recording
You may know that the circumference of a circle rises with increasing radius. Applied to hard
disks, this means that the length of a track gets larger the lower the cylinder number is, because
the outermost cylinder with the largest diameter is assigned the number 0 and the innermost
cylinder with the smallest diameter has the highest possible number.
But now the number of bytes per track is dependent upon the length of the track, that is, the
circumference of the cylinder, and thus the cylinder number. It seems absurd to fill the large
outer cylinders only with the same number of sectors as the smaller inner ones: the outer sectors
would be elongated by this. To use the storage capacity of a disk best it would be more favourable, therefore, to raise the number of sectors per cylinder with increasing cylinder diameter.
However, this gives rise to the fact that the fixed number of sectors per track must be given up.
Accordingly, the BIOS functions become more complicated as you must additionally know for
every hard disk how many sectors each cylinder accommodates.
Thus, simpler unintelligent drives without their own controller are content with a fixed number
of sectors per track throughout the whole disk. High-quality and intelligent drives such as SCSI
and AT bus hard disks, on the other hand, carry out such a conversion. These drives have their
own controller which is fixed to the drive and is no longer inserted as an additional board into
a bus slot. The connection to the host is established by a so-called host adapter, which is often
but erroneously called a controller. The controller now knows which track accommodates how
many sectors; but to the user the disk appears on a BIOS level homogenously with a fixed
number of sectors per track. This means that the controller converts the indicated values for
head, cylinder, sector of a BIOS call into the actual values for head, cylinder, sector on the hard
disk without any external intervention. This process is completely hidden from the user. Usually
you can’t affect this translation even on a register level, but some IDE hard disk drives allow a
variable translation.
In practice, a hard disk is usually divided into two or more zones which each have a fixed
number of sectors per track. Thus the number of sectors per track changes only from zone t@
zone, and not from track to track. This is called zone recording.
Because of the extensive translation, the logical format used by the BIOS has virtually nothing
to do with the actual physical format. But this seems to be more complicated than it really is.
A controller separated from the drive, as was usual a few years ago, must of course be able to
control many different drives. But a controller that is integrated into the drive’s case can best
be adapted to this single hard disk on which it is mounted. The rapidly falling prices in the field
of microelectronics now mean that every hard disk has its own controller without raising the
costs too much.
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But the BIOS (and also you as the programmer) want to know, of course, with which geometrical format you can now access the hard disk. For this purpose, function 08h determine drive
parameters of interrupt INT 13h is also implemented. The function returns the geometric parameters that you can use for accessing the hard disk. The function call is carried out by the BIOS
on the host adapter of the intelligent hard disk which has intercepted the already existing
interrupt 13h at power-up.
When you look at the hard disk functions of INT 13h in Appendix F, you can see that the
cylinder number has only 10 bits. Only 1024 cylinders can thus be represented, while powerful
ESDI or SCSI drives accommodate far more cylinders. The ESDI interface is designed for up to
4096 cylinders as standard. With translation, the BIOS can be altered in such a way that 4096
cylinders can actually be accessed. For this purpose, translating increases the virtual head number
until the cylinder number has been decreased to 1024 or less. The increase of the head number
together with the decrease of the cylinder number keeps the drive capacity constant, and makes
it possible for the physical cylinders beyond 1024 to be accessed via the BIOS in the same format
as before.
Another note on translation and the formatting of hard disks. During the course of a low-level
formatting the controller generates sectors and tracks on the data carrier. Depending upon the
translation and the boundary between the areas of different sector numbers per track, different
formatting parameters must be passed to the controller. The conversion of BIOS sectors and the
physical sectors on disk within the controller does not depend on any rule from the hard disk
used: there is no standard which determines how many sectors per track must be generated
up to which track, etc. If you now try to format such a hard disk by means of direct register
commands, then you will usually cause chaos, but nothing more. SCSI and IDE hard disks
therefore always come preformatted, and can be successfully reformatted on a low level by the
user only in some rare cases. Even professional utilities such as DiskManager, Spinrite or Norton
Utilities usually assume a fixed format. These very popular and useful utilities for conventional
hard disks cannot be employed here. It’s best to refrain from such formatting attempts if you
are not absolutely (really 100%) sure that you know everything about the translating of your
hard disk, and you are also absolutely sure that your formatting routine is free of any bugs.
Also, be somewhat sceptical when interpreting benchmark results concerning, for example, the
access time of a hard disk whose controller carries out translation. In many head positionings
the logical head only ccmoves,, one track but the physical one remains on the same track. On
the other hand, it is also possible that the physical head is moved although the program accesses
only a single logical track, for example to read a complete track. The access times and transfer
rate determined may therefore differ from the actual properties of the investigated drive.

j 31.4 Access via DOS and the BIOS
The variety of hard disk interfaces unavoidably gives rise to incompatibilities. Here the hierar-

\ chical access scheme DOS-BIOS-register comes to the rescue again, because you can access
i logical sectors by the two DOS interrupts 25h and 26h, and physical sectors via the BIOS
1 interrupt 13h, without the need to take the interface actually used into account in detail. Of
course, you achieve a higher execution speed with direct register programming, and you can
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further use the features of the interface concerned which are not accessible with the BIOS. The
BIOS standard functions orient to the first XT and AT models, and cannot, in the nature of
things, cope with the much more advanced ESDI, IDE or SCSI interfaces. For programs that are
to be executed on as many PCs as possible and have to be compatible (unfortunately reduced
to a common denominator), the DOS interrupts 25h and 26h as well as the BIOS interrupt 13h
are indispensable.

31.4.1 DOS Interrupts 25h and 26h
With the DOS interrupts 25h and 26h (already presented in Chapter 7 in connection with floppy
drives), you can read and write the logical sectors within the DOS partition. Thus you may
access all data areas, including the boot sector and the FAT. The partition table as well as other
partitions, however, remain unreachable. The calling procedure for the two interrupts in the
case of sectors with numbers lower than 65 536 is the same as already discussed in this chapter.
But with DOS 4.00 a new calling format was introduced to serve partitions comprising more
than 65 536 sectors or 32 Mbytes. Figure 31.14 shows the two calling formats with and without
the new parameter block.

Partitions up to 32 Mbytes or 65 536 Sectors
INT 25h - Read One or More Logical Sectors

INT 26h - Write One or More Logical Sectors

~

1) OOh=Drive A:. 01 h=Drive B: etc.

2) see Table 31.7

Partitions Larger Than 32 Mbytes or 65 536 Sectors
INT 25h - Read One or More Logical Sectors
Resister 1 call

Value

1

Return

INT 26h -Write One or More Logical Sectors

Value
~

1) OOh=Drive A:, Olh=Drive B: etc.
3) Parameter Block
First Sector
(4 Bytes)

2) see Table 31.7

Number of Sectors (2 Byte:
Address of Read/ (4 Byte:
write Ruffl+r

Figure 31.14: IhT 25h and INT 26h calling formats.

I
I
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When using interrupts 25h and 26h, note that they leave a status byte on the stack that you must
remove with a POP instruction. If the intended sector cannot be read or written for some reason,
then DOS sets the carry flag and returns an error code in register ax, indicating the cause of the
failed read or write attempt. Table 31.7 lists the valid error codes.
Code

Error

Olh
02h
04h
08h
10h
: 2Oh
/ 40h
8 0 h

invalid command
incorrect address mark
sector not found
DMA overflow
CRC or ECC error
controller error
seek error
drive not ready

i Table 31.7: n\lT 25h and INT 26h emv codes

i
The following sections discuss only the extended function call via the new parameter block for
accessing sectors with a number beyond 65 535. The conventional calling format is discussed in
Chapter 30. According to an entry ffffh in the register cx, DOS 4.00 and above recognizes that
the extended calling format is to be used. The calling program must pass the offset and segment
of the parameter block in the registers bx and ds for this purpose. The parameter block defines
the first sector, the number of sectors, and the address of the read or write buffer for these
sectors. With the conventional format these quantities are passed by registers cx, dx, bx and ds.
Now the use of the extended form is explained using an example.
Example:

Read three sectors beginning with

sector 189063 from hard disk C: (language:

Microsoft c 5.10).

type

Dam_bloCk (

unsipned long atart_aector;
unsigned num_of_sectors;
char far 'buffer;

union

struck

REGS

inregs, outrege;

SREGS 8e~regs;

BtNCt far Dam_bloCk P_ block

:;

I' Construct &XXX-~&U b lock *I
~_block.atart_sector=16 9063;
D_block.num_of_seCtots=

31

p_block.buffer=

(char far l ) _fmalloc(1536); I' buffer for three Bettors

/' call function

l /

l /

inraga.h.al=OxO2i

I* drive C: 'I

integs.x.cx.0xffff;

/'

inrega.x.bx.PP_OPF(p_bloCk);

/' transfer parameter block offset into bx 'I

oinregs,

routregs,

format 'I

I' transfer par-&XI. block sepment into ds 'I

seQreQe.ds=FP_SEG(D_bloCk);
int86x(Ox25,

extended calling

h~egre~13);

I"

call i,IterI-Upt, sectors LIB read into l

/

.
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I' p_block.buffer
if

((outreQs.x.cflag

printf ('\nError

L 0x01)

=.0x01) (

code: 'k", Outregs.x.ax); I'

exit(l);
1
.....................

"I

I* check whether carry is set
display

error

code

'I

"I

I' abort with ERRORLEVEL 1 'I
/' P~OCBBB read sectors l /

exit(O);
1

31.4.2 Hard Disk Functions Of BIOS Interrupt 13h
This section briefly discusses the most important functions of INT 13h that you haven’t already
met in connection with the floppy drives, or which differ significantly from that case. All functions are summarized in Appendix F.
When the BIOS has completed the requested function it indicates (by means of the carry flag)
whether the operation could be carried out successfully. If the carry flag is set (CF = 1) then an
error has occurred and register ah contains the error code. You will find all possible error codes
and their meaning in Appendix F.2. Note that not all codes are valid for both floppy and hard
disk; because of their more elaborate intelligence, hard disk controllers can classify the errors in

more detail.
Note also that for the hard disk functions the two most significant bits of the sector register cl
represent the two most significant bits of a lo-bit cylinder number which is composed of the two
cl bits mentioned and the eight bits of the cylinder register ch. Thus you may access a maximum
of 1024 cylinders by means of the BIOS.
You must never call any of functions listed below which refer to the formatting of a track or

whole drive if you use an embedded controller or a drive which carries out translation. By doing
this you would only disturb the internal management of the tracks and the translation, or even
the bad-sector mapping of these intelligent drives. I cannot predict the consequences for every
drive, but take into consideration that a logical track as you can access it via the BIOS may possibly be only part of a physical track, or may be distributed over two tracks or even two cylinders.
If you attempt to format such a partial track or a divided track, then this can only fail, of course.
Function 05h - Format Track or Cylinder
Unlike floppy drives, in the case of hard disks the interleave is also of importance. You may
adjust the interleave factor using the format buffer. It successively contains the track, head,
sector number and sector size entries in the same way as they are written into the address field
of the sector concerned of an ST412/506 hard disk. Note that you can only format a complete
track, not individual sectors. The BIOS passes the controller the entries in the format buffer for
every sector to format. If you don’t count up the sector number by one from entry to entry, but
arrange it in such a way that it corresponds to the intended interleave value, then you also
achieve a corresponding sector shift (that is, interleaving) on the hard disk. Thus you may alter
the interleave value for a track without any major problems, for example to determine the
optimum interleave factor.
Advice: if you own an already preformatted hard disk that carries out translation then you
must never call this function.
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The drive may behave completely unpredictably, especially if you alter the interleave value. The
number of sectors per track with which the drive appears to the system, and therefore to your
program, has nothing to do with the drive’s actual geometry. If you attempt to format a certain
(logical) track with function 05h you may refer to some unintended location on the disk or even
cross a cylinder boundary. You can imagine that you would cause confusion.
Example:

Pczmat.

track 0 of the first hard disk with interleave

3 (lanrmge:

Microsoft

C 5.10).
type fomt_buffer

(

unsigned char cyl;
unsigned char head;
unsigned char Be&or;
unsigned char byte_p_sector;
1
struct far format_buffer f_buffer[171; I' format buffer for 17 sectors 'I
int sector;
/* construct format buffer
for (sector=0;

'/

sector < 17; sector*+) (

f_buffer[sector].cyl. 0;

/* cylinder 0 'I
I' track 0 *I

f_buffertsectorl.head= 0;
f_bufferlsector].byte_p_sector=
)
I' Bet

interleave

0x02; /' 512 bytes 9er sector '/

3:l 'I

f_buffer[Ol.sector=O,

f_buffer[l].sector=6,

f_buffer[21.sector=12;

f_buffer[31.aector=l,

f_buffer[4l.sector.7,

f_buffer[5].sector=13;

f_buffer[6l.sector.2,

f_buffer[7].sector.8,

f_buffer[8].eector=14;

f_buffer[9l.aector=3,

f_buffer[lOl.aector.9,

f_buffer[l2l.sector=4,

f_buffer[l31.sector=lO,

f_buffer[l5].sector=5,

f_buffer[161.sector=ll;

f_buffer[ll].sector.lS;
f_buffer[l4].sector=16;

inregs.h.al.17;

I' 17 mectors 9er track '/

inregs.h.ch=OxOO;

I* cylinder 0 *I

inrege.h.dh=OxOO;

/' Head 0 according to track 0 '/

inrags.h.dl=Ox80;

/' fust hard disk '/

sagrege.es=PP_SEG(f_buffer);
for (sector.0;

sector

I* segment address of format buffer 'I

< 17; sector++)

(

/' function 05h l /

inregs.h.ah.Ox05:
inraga.h.cl= sector;
inregs.x.bx.PP_OPP(f_buffer);

I* offset address of format buffer l

int86x(Oxl3,

I' format Bettor by means of interrupt 13h '/

f-buffer++;

hinrege,

houtregs):

/' next entry in format buffer

/

*/

Function 06h - Format and Mark Bad Track

’ This function manages bad tracks within the frame of the bad-sector mapping if the track has
.
:
L
1
j

more than one defect sector, and thus the whole track is unusable. The 06h function writes address
marks onto the track whose flags indicate a defective track. The controller then skips this track
for data recording and assigns an alternative track automatically. The function can be employed
only for ST412/506 controllers and drives. Intelligent hard disks with an embedded controller
and translation carry out the bad-sector mapping automatically. Unlike function 05h, you may
pass the interleave value directly via register ah. You don’t need a format buffer; no rearrangement of the sector numbers in that buffer according to the interleave value is therefore required.
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Advice: never use this function if your drive has its own controller or carries out translation.
The BIOS track length doesn’t coincide with the physical track length if translation is in force.
Therefore, you would only mark part of the track as bad, or two partial tracks if a cylinder
boundary is crossed. What your controller does with your drive in this case is unknown.
Example:

Mark bad drive 80h, cylinder 951, head 2 with interleave 2.

inrege.h.al.2;

J' interleave 2 l /

inregs.h.ch=183;

I' 8 low-order cylinder bits 'I

inregs.h.dh=2;

,' head 2 'I

inregs.h.dl.Ox80;
for

(sector=O;

,* first hard disk ',

sector<17; sector++) (
I* function 06 l /

inregs.h.ah=Ox06;
imegs.h.cl=OxcO +
int86x(Ox13,

I' 2 high-order cylinder bits plus 6 sector bits l

sector;

hinregs,

mutress);

,' mark track by means

of

interrupt

/

13h *,)

Function 07h - Format and Mark Drive
This command formats the complete drive, from the start cylinder indicated up to the physical
end of the drive. For the formatting process, the interleave value passed in register al is used.
Set the head and sector number in registers cl and dh to a value of 0 so that the formatting
procedure starts at the beginning, and not in the middle of the start cylinder.
Example:

PO-t

drive 81h

beginning with cylinder 100 (interleavez3).

inregs.h.ah.Ox07;

I' function 07h '/

imegs.h.al. 3;

,* interleave 3 l ,

inregs.h.ch.100;

,' 8 low-order cylinder bits l

inregs.h.cl.0;

I' 2 high-order cylinder bits plus

inregs.h.db. 0;

,' head 0 'I

inregs.h.dl= 0x81;

I* second hard disk l ,

int86xCOxl3,

hinregs, houtregs);

I'

format

drive

,

sector 0 l ,

',

Advice: never use this function if your drive has its own controIler or carries out translation.
Functions 08h (determine drive parameters) and 09h (set drive parameters) are discussed in
Section 31.3. The following INT 13h functions are described in Appendix F:
- function 08h - determine drive parameters
- function 09h - set drive parameters
- function Oah - read extended sectors
- function Obh - write extended sectors
- function Och - seek
- fun&ion Odh - hard disk reset
- function Oeh - read sector buffer
- function Ofh - write sector buffer
- function 10h - check drive ready
- function 1 lh - recalibrate drive
- function 19h - park read/write heads
The functions 12h - check controller RAM and 13h - controller diagnostics listed in Appendix F art
not implemented for all BIOS variants. Table 31.8 shows the BIOS data area as far as hard disks
and hard disk operations are concerned.
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Address

Size

40:74
40:75
40:76
40:77
40:8c

byte
byte
byte
byte
byte

Structure
76543210

0

Contents

Meaning

status of last hard disk operation
number of installed hard disks
control byte of hard disk
offset address of hard disk port
status of hard disk controller

see Appendix F.2

0
1

1
1
1
1
1
40:8d
40:8e

byte
byte

error code of hard disk controller
IRQ/DMA control of hard disk controller

1
1

command phase
controller transmits data
IRQ of controller
DRQ of controller
controller selected (active)
data phase
controller receives data
controller ready
see Table 31.9
IRQ enabled
DMA enabled

Table 31.8: BIOS data area for hard disks
The controller error codes differ from the error codes which are returned by the BIOS. Table 31.9
shows the valid controller error codes.
Code

Description

OOh
02h
03h
04h
06h
1Oh
llh
12h
13h
14h
15h
16h
17h
18h
19h
lah
lbh

no error
no seek signal
write error
drive not ready
track 0 not found
ECC error in ID field
ECC error in data field
no ID address mark found
no data address mark found
no ID field
seek error
internal controller error
DMA error
correctable data error
bad track without alternatrve\track
error reading data
error writrng data
alternative track not marked
sequencer error
invalid access to alternative track
invalid opcode
invalid logical block address
invalid parameter
overflow of defect list
error rn sector buffer
ROM check error
internal microprocessor error
m-ror codes
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Finally, I want to mention that the BIOS detours all floppy calls internally to interrupt INT 40h
if a hard disk is installed, or if a hard disk BIOS replaces INT 13h during the course of the boot
process. For this purpose, the interrupt vector of INT 13h is moved to INT 40h. This causes the
handler of INT 13h always to check first whether the request refers to a hard disk or a floppy
drive. In the first case, the function call is processed within that handler. In the latter case, the
handler issues (via instruction INT 40h) another software interrupt. The INT 40h handler comprises all necessary routines to serve the function call for a floppy drive.

31.5 ST412/506 and ESDI
The interface which was previously most widely used was the ST412/506, but that has been
completely superseded, as has its successor ESDI, by the IDE or AT bus. I will discuss therefore
only the most important aspects because both interfaces are only of historical interest.

31.5.1 ST412/506 Interfaces and the Connection Between Drive and
Controller
The name ST412/506 interface has a historical background. Seagate introduced the ST506 system in 1980 with a storage capacity of 5 Mbytes and a strictly defined interface to the controller.
One year later, in 1981, the successor model ST412 system with a storage capacity of 10 Mbytes
and a slightly altered interface came onto the market. The interface concept was adapted by IBM
for the PC and is known today as the ST412/506 interface.
For the transfer rate between drive and controller the ST412/506 standard requires a value of
5 Mbits/s for MFM encoding and 7.5 Mbits/s for RLL encoding. These values should not be
understood as a minimum specification but as an <<exact>> specification. The 5 Mbits/s and
7.5 Mbits/s, respectively, also contain, besides the actual data bit, address marks, CRC and ECC
bytes, as well as gap bits. With a sector length of about 575 bytes, MFM-encoded hard disks with
an ST412/506 interface can thus accommodate 17 sectors and RLL-encoded hard disks 26 sectors
per track.
Although the ST412/506, strictly speaking, defines only the interface between drive and controller,
but doesn’t make any assumption for the integration of controller and drive into the PC system,
the following configuration has been established. The controller is located on a separate adapter
card which is inserted into a bus slot; a maximum of two hard disk drives are connected to the
controller by a control and data cable. The controller adapter card establishes a connection to
the PC bus simultaneously; a host adapter is not required here. Unlike floppies, where the
connection between drive and controller was effected by a single flat conductor cable, in the
hard disk system the control and data signals run through separate cables. The wider cable with
34 wires is the control cable, and the narrow one with only 20 wires the data cable. Because
some readers surely still have such an old disk somewhere, the cable signals are presented in
brief in Figure 31.15.
You can connect a maximum of two hard disks with the control cable. However, every hard disk
requires its own data cable. Note also that for hard disks control cables which have twisted
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Figure 31.15: ST412/506 interface control and signal cob/e. The drives ore comected to the controller with a
control cable with 34 wires, and a data cable tuifh 20 wires.
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wires between the plug in the middle and the end of the cable (similar to the cable for floppy
drives) do exist. But, unlike floppies, wires 25-29 are twisted here. On the PC, the signals drive
select 3 and drive select 4 are not used, so you may connect a maximum of two hard disks.
Of all hard disk interfaces used on the PC, the ST412/506 is the least (Gntelligent,,. It is a pure
signal interface, thus the controller is unable to pass any command to the drive. The drive itself
accommodates only the control circuitry for stabilizing the disk rotation and the head positioning. All other control functions are carried out by the controller itself, for example, interpretation
of the commands from the PC system, the encoding and decoding of the read and write data,
the generation of address marks, etc.
ST412/506 controllers and drives were used first in the XT, and later also in the AT. Because the
XT BIOS was not designed as standard for the support of hard disks, all XT controllers must
have their own BIOS with the hard disk functions of INT 13h. The start address of this BIOS
extension is usually c8000h. The AT, on the other hand, supported hard disks from the first day,
and the required routines are already implemented in the system BIOS at address f0000h. But
there are other differences between XT and AT controllers with an ST412/506 interface:
The XT controller uses DMA channel 3 for transferring data between sector buffer and main
memory; in the AT, on the other hand, the BIOS carries out a programmed I/O by means
of the port instructions IN and OUT without using any DMA channel.
The XT controller employs IRQ5 for issuing a hardware interrupt; the AT controller IRQ14.
The XT controller is accessed via the XT task file, the AT controller via the AT task file; the
register assignment and addresses of these two task files are incompatible; drivers for XT
hard disk controllers with an ST412/506 interface cannot be used for an AT controller.
The commands for an XT controller always consist of a 6-byte command block to a single
register; the AT controller, on the other hand, is programmed by means of single command
bytes to several individual registers.

31.5.2 Connecting and Configuring ST412/506 Hard Disk Drives
The connection of ST412/506 hard disks by means of the control cable to the controller is carried
out in the same way as with floppy drives. You must connect the first hard disk to the end of
the control cable, an eventual second hard disk to the connector in the middle. If you are using
a control cable without twisted wires, then configure drive C: as drive select 0 and drive D: as
drive select 1 by means of the corresponding jumpers on the drives. If you are using a control
cable with twisted wires then you may configure both hard disks as drive select 1, as was Ihe case
for floppy drives. Because of the exchange of the select signals, the intended disk is always
enabled.

31.5.3 The ESDI Interface
ESDI was conceived by Maxtor in 1983 as a powerful and intelligent successor to the ST412/506
interface. The main problem of the long transfer distances between hard disk and data separator was solved, in that ESDI already integrates the data separator on the drive.
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ESDI is designed for a transfer rate of up to 24 Mbits/s between drive and controller; typically
lo-15 Mbits/s are achieved. ESDI hard disks use the RLL method for data encoding. Furthermore, an ESDI controller is intended for connecting up to seven ESDI drives, and may access
hard disks with a maximum of 64 heads in four groups of 16 heads each, as well as a maximum
of 4096 cylinders. The controller of its predecessor interface (ST412/506), on the other hand,
allowed a maximum of only 16 heads and 1024 cylinders.
An ESDI controller may also pass complete commands which are decoded and executed by the
drive. On the other hand, the generation of address marks, synchronization pattern and the
decoding of the NRZ into parallel bit data for the PC system bus are carried out by the controller. Thus an ESDI controller is neither a pure controller which takes over all control functions,
nor a host adapter which solely establishes a connection to the system bus; instead, it is something like an intermediate product between controller and host adapter. ESDI signals and ESDI
commands will not be discussed here because the interface is already outdated.
For the connection of ESDI hard disks, in principle the same rules as for an ST412/506 drive
apply. First you must configure the drives, that is, adjust their ESDI address. Because of the
different uses of the cable wires and the binary encoding of the drive address on the control
cable, no cables with twisted wires are available for ESDI to free you from this drive configuration. With ESDI you always need to assign every drive an ESDI address. However, it is not
significant here which plug of the control cable you connect with which ESDI drive.

31.6 Drives with IDE, AT Bus or ATA Interface
Recently, a new hard disk interface standard was established for PCs which is overtaking the
ST412/506 standard more and more: the so-called IDE or AT bus interface. IDE is the abbreviation for intelligent drive elecfronics - an indication that the connected drives are intelligent on
their own. With the conventional controller-hard disk combination, the drive itself has only
those electronic elements required to drive the motors and gates of the drive. The more extensive control for executing commands (for reading a sector, for example, a head seek, the reading
of the encoded signals, the separation of data and clock signal, the transfer into main memory,
etc. must be carried out) is taken over by the electronic equipment on a separate adapter, that
is, the hard disk controller. Thus the drive itself is rather ustupid,. A further disadvantage of
this solution is that the still encoded signals must run from the drive via the data cable to the
controller to be decoded there. The transfer path worsens the signals; a high data transfer rate
between drive and controller fails because of the relatively long signal paths. Further, the exploding market for hard disk drives gave rise to a nearly infinite variety of drive geometries and
storage capacities, so that a separate controller (which possibly comes from a third-party manufacturer) is simply overtaxed to serve all hard disk formats.
The falling prices for electronic equipment during the past few years, in parallel with a remarkable performance enhancement, gave a simple solution: modem and powerful hard disk drives
already integrate the controller, and it is no longer formed by a separate adapter card. The
signal paths from disk to controller are thus very short, and the controller can be adapted in an
; optimized way to the hard disk it actually controls. The IDE and SCSI interfaces follow this
i method of integrating drive and controller into a single unit. But SCSI has another philosophy
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in other aspects; details concerning SCSI are discussed in the next chapter. ESDI, as a middle
course, integrates the data separator on the drive but the rest of the controller (for example, the
sector buffer and drive control) is still formed on a separate adapter.
The IDE interface (discussed in thq following sections) lies, in view of its performance, between
the conventional solution with a separate controller and an ST412/506 interface to the drive on
the one side, and the SCSI and ESDI hard disks as high-end solutions on the other.
AT the end of 1984, Compaq initiated the development of the IDE interface. Compaq was
looking for an ST506 controller which could be directly mounted onto the drive and connected
to the main system by means of simple circuitry. In common with hard disk manufacturers such
as Western Digital, Imprimis and Seagate, the AT bus interface arose in a very short time. Too
many cooks spoil the broth, and so in the beginning incompatibilities were present everywhere.
To take remedial action several system, drive and software manufacturers founded an interest
group called CAM (common access method), which elaborated a standard with the name ATA
(AT attachment) in March 1989. Besides other properties, the command set for IDE drives was
also defined. As well as the 8 commands with several subcommands already present on the
AT controller, 19 new commands were added, which mainly refer to the drive control in view
of low power consumption. For example, the sleep command for disabling the controller and
switching off the drive if no access has been carried out for a while is one of these. Appendix
H lists all the necessary and optional commands. Today, all manufacturers orient to this specification, so that incompatibilities are (nearly) a thing of the past. You may use the terms AT bus,
IDE and ATA synonymously. An extension to the standard with a higher transfer rate, and also
to drives with removable mediums (especially CD-ROM), is presently in preparation, and will
be called Enhanced IDE; this seems to be a response to the triumph of SCSI. However, more
flexibility and higher performance aren’t at all bad for IDE either.

31.6.1 The Physical CPU-Drive interface
IDE is a further development of the AT controller with an ST506 interface so that the AT bus
hard disks orient to the register set and the performance of such hard disks. Thus, IDE is a
logical interface between system and hard disk, and accepts high-level commands (for example,
read sector or format track). ESDI and ST412/506, on the other hand, are physical interfaces
between controller and drive and refer, for example, to the control signals for the drive motors
to move the head to a certain track. As with IDE the controller and hard disk form an inseparable unit, it is the job of every manufacturer to design the control of the drive and the transfer
of the data. The definition of a physical interface is therefore obsolete.
The physical connection between the AT bus in the PC and the IDE interface of the drives (or
better, the controllers on the drives) is established by a so-called host adapter. The motherboard
plays the role of host here. The host adapter accommodates only a few buffers and decoder
circuits, which are required to connect the IDE drives and the AT system bus. Newer motherboards already integrate these host adapters, otherwise they need a separate adapter card which
is inserted into a bus slot. Many host adapters further have a floppy controller so that they are
often called an AT bus controller. That’s not correct as the controller is located immediately on
the board of the drive; the adapter only establishes the connection between the drive and system
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bus. To the system and you as a programmer, the AT bus drives appear to be the usual controllers and drives with an ST412/506 interface which had been operating in your PC up to now.
Thus AT bus drives can be accessed by the routines of INT 13h implemented in the conventional
AT BIOS. Unlike ESDI or SCSI hard disk drives, no BIOS extension is required.
For connecting the drives, only a single 40-wire flat conductor cable is used, with which you
connect the host adapter and the drives. The IDE interface can serve a maximum of two drives,
one of which must be the master, and the other the slave (adjust the jumper or DIP switch
accordingly). The master drive is assigned address 0, the slave address 1. Table 31.10 lists the
assignment of the 40 wires and the signals running on them.
Pin 20 of the cable is locked to avoid a misinsertion of the plug. Most of the 40 IDE lines are
grounded or can be directly connected to the AT system bus. This explains the name AT bus
interface. Between host
adapter and IDE drive there are only five signals, m, m,
SPSYNC, DASP and PDIAG,
control the IDE drives and are not connected to the AT
-whichbus. The two first signals CSlFx and CS3Fx are chip select signals generated by the host adapter
to select the register group with the base address 1fOh

signals are not implemented in many older IDE models manufactured before the
ATA

: An optional but, nevertheless, important signal is IORDY. With a low level a drive can inform
the CPU that it requires additional clock cycles for the current I/O cycle, for example, for
reading the sector buffer or transferring the command code. The CPU then inserts wait states.
But many IDE drives don’t use this signal, and always fix the corresponding line at a high level.

: For performance enhancement the IDE standard defines two more signals, which were not to
be found on an ST506 controller in the original AT: DMARQ (DMA request) andDMACK
(DMA acknowledge). In the AT, the data exchange between main memory and the controller’s
sector buffer was not carried out via a DMA channel, as was the case on the PC/XT, but by
means of the CPU; a so-called progrurnmed I/O @‘IO) is executed. If, for example, a sector is to
be read, then the sector data read into the sector buffer is repeatedly transferred via the data
; register into a CPU register by an IN instruction, and from there into main memory by a MOV
: instruction, until the sector buffer is empty. Thus the AT controller didn’t carry out a DMA
: transfer, and therefore didn’t provide any DMA control signals. As with modem and powerful
/ DMA chips, the transfer rate between sector buffer and main memory is much higher (a factor
i of two can readily be achieved) and the development of multitasking systems like OS/2 request
1 a relief from such ~<ssilly)~ data transfer operations, the two optional DMA control signals are
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IDE signal

AT signal

Signal
direction

RESET DRV”

host-drive

SD7
SD8
SD6
SD9
SD5
SD10
SD4
SD1 1
SD3
SD12
SD2
SD13
SD1
SD14
SD0
SD15

bidirectional
bidirectional
bidirectional
bidirectional
bidirectional
bidirectional
bidirectional
bidirectional
bidirectional
bidirectional
bidirectional
bidirectional
bidirectional
bidirectional
bidirectional
bidirectional

DRQx

drive-thost

write data via
VO

IOW

host+drive

read data via
l/O

loR

host-+drive

IOCHRDY
_

drive-thost
drive+drive
host-tdrive

Pin

RESET

DD9
D D 5
DDlO
DDI
DDl2
DD2
DDI

DDl5

DIOW

DACKx

DMACK3’

IOCS16

i/O
16 bit transfer via

IRQx
VOCSl6
SAl
SAO
SA2

DA0

drive-thost
drive+host
host-drive
drive+drive
host+drive

1fOh

_
‘I inverted signal of AT bus signal
l1 pm locked to prevent incorrect insertion of plug
)) optional

Table 31.10: IDE interface cable layout

drive+host

’

I:
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implemented in the new IDE standard. Some AT bus hard disks can be instructed by a software
command or a jumper to use a DMA channel instead of PI0 for exchanging data between sector
buffer and main memory. But as the programmer, you must then take into account the preparations for carrying out such a DMA transfer.
The integration of the controllers on the drives makes it possible to integrate more intelligence
into the hard disk control. To this belongs, for example, intelligent retries if an access has failed.
It is especially important that many IDE drives carry out an automatic bud-sector remapping.
Usually, you can mask defective sectors and cylinders during the course of a low-level formatting process via the defect list, and use error-free alternative sectors and tracks instead. But if,
after such a low-level formatting, a sector or track is damaged, the mapping is no longer possible and the sector is lost for data recording. This becomes fiendish, especially in the case of
sneaking damage. The controller then always needs more retries to access the sector concerned
correctly. Using the in-built retry routine, the operating system seldom recognizes anything
about this as the data is read or written correctly after several retries. But at some time the point
is reached where even the retry routine is overtaxed, the sector is completely inaccessible, and
all data is lost. Many IDE drives are much more clever: the controller reserves several sectors
and tracks of the hard disk for later use during the course of bad-sector remapping. If the
controller detects several failed accesses to a sector, but finally leads to a correct data access,
then the data of the sector concerned is written into one of the reserved spare sectors and the
bad sector is marked. Afterwards, the controller updates an internal table so that all future
accesses to the damaged sector are diverted to the reserved one. The system, or you as its user,
doesn’t recognize this procedure. The IDE drive carries out this remapping without any intervention, in the background.
The emergence of battery-powered laptops and notebooks gave rise to the need for powersaving drives. In a computer, powerful hard disks are one of the most power-consuming components, as they require strong current pulses for fast head seeks, and unlike floppy drives the
hard disks are continuously running. Most specialist drives for portable computers can be
switched off or disabled by software commands to minimize power consumption. Also, for the
IDE hard disks according to the ATA standard such commands are optionally implemented. In
the order of decreasing power consumption such hard disks can be operated in the active, idle,
standby and sleep modes. Of course, it takes the longest time to aawaken)> a drive from sleep
into the active state. For this purpose the disk has to be accelerated from rest to the operation
‘pm, the head must be positioned, and the controller needs to be enabled.

31.6.2 Features of IDE Hard Disk Drives
i

i
iI
c
’

k

Intelligent drives with an embedded controller, the most powerful among all IDE hard disks,
carry out a translation from logical to physical geometry. The high recording density allows
drives with up to 50 sectors per track in the outer zone with a large radius. IDE hard disks run
virtually exclusively with an interleave of 1:l. To reduce the average access time of the drives,
some hard disks are equipped with a cache memory which accommodates at least two tracks,
in most cases. Even if your PC is unable to stand an interleave value of 1:l as the transfer via
the slowly clocked AT bus is not fast enough, this is not a disaster. Because of the 1:l interleave,
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the data is read very quickly into the controller cache which is acting as a buffer. The CPU
fetches the data from the cache with the maximum transfer speed of the AT bus. An interleave
value which is adjusted too low, therefore, has no unfavourable consequences as it would do
without the cache.
For high-capacity IDE hard disks; the RLL encoding method is mainly used; simpler ones may
also use the MFM method. High performance IDE drives enable data transfer rates between
drive and main memory of up to 5 Mbytes/s; a value which comes near the top of the practical
values of SCSI. On average, transfer rates of more than 3 Mbytes/s are realistic for usual IDE
drives. Thus they are located between the older ST412/506 controllers and the high-end SCSI
solutions. The simpler interface electronics of the IDE host adapter and the support of the AT
bus drives by the AT’s on-board BIOS make it appear that the IDE hard disks are a rather good
solution for personal computers in the region of medium performance.
An IDE interface manages a maximum of two drives. As long as the connected drive meets the
IDE interface specification, the internal structure of the drive is insignificant. For example, it is
possible to connect a powerful optical drive by means of an IDE interface. Usually, one would
select an SCSI solution as this is more flexible in a number of ways than the AT bus.
One restriction of IDE is the maximum cable length of 18” (46 cm); some manufacturers also
allow up to 24” (61 cm). For larger systems which occupy several cabinets, this is too little, but
for a personal computer even in a large tower case it is sufficient. These values are part of the
IDE standard. Thus, it is not impossible that the cables may be longer; but the IDE standard
does not guarantee this.

31.6.3 The AT Task File
The CPU accesses the controller of the IDE hard disk by means of several data and control
registers, commonly called the AT task file. The address and assignment of these registers is
identical to that of the hard disk controller with an ST506 interface in the IBM AT, but note that
the registers are not compatible with the XT task file, or other interfaces such as ESDI or SCSI.
The AT task file is divided into two register groups with port base addresses 1fOh and 3fOh. The
following sections describe the registers of the AT task file and their meaning in more detail.
Table 31.11 lists all the registers concerned.
The data register, which is the only 16-bit register of the AT task file, can be read or written by
the CPU to transfer data between main memory and the controller. The original AT interface
supported only programmed input/output via registers and ports, but no data transfer by
means of DMA. The reading and writing is carried out in units of 16 bits; only the ECC bytes
during the course of a read-long command are passed byte by byte. In this case, you must use
the low-order byte of the register. Note that the data in the data register is only valid if the DRC?
bit in the status register is set.
The CPU can only read the error register; it contains error information concerning the last active
command if the ERR bit in the status register is set and the BSY bit in the status register is
cleared; otherwise, the entries in the error register are not defined. Note that the meaning of this
register differs for the diagnostics command. Figure 31.16 shows the structure of the error register.
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Register

Address
[bit]

Width
Write(W)

Read (R)

data register
error register
precompensatlon
sector count
sector number
cylinder LSB
cylinder MSB
drive/head
status register
command register
alternate status register
digital output register
drive address

1fOh
lflh
lflh
lf2h
lf3h
1 f4h
lf5h
1 f6h
lf7h
lf7h
3f6h
3f6h
3f7h

16
8

R/W
R

Table 32.11: The AT

a

W

8

R/W
R/W

8
8
8
8

R/W

a

a

8
8
8

R/VI
RhV
R

W
R
W
R

task file

BBK:
UNC:
NID:
ABT:

1 =sector marked as bad by host
1 =uncorrectable data error
l=ID mark not found
command abort
l=command aborted
NTO: 1 =track 0 not found
NDM: 1 =data address mark not found
X:
unused
Enhanced IDE only:
MC:
l=medium changed
MCR: l=medium change required

O=no error
O=no or correctable data error
O=no error
O=command
O=no error
O=no error

executed

O=medium not changed
O=no medium change required

Figure 31.16: Error register ilflh)

A set NDM bit indicates that the controller hasn’t found a data address mark on the data carrier.
If NT0 is set this means that after a corresponding command the drive was unable to position
the read/write head above track 0. If the controller had to abort execution of the active command because of an error, the ABT bit is set. If the NID bit is equal to 1, the controller was
unable to detect the ID address mark concerned on the data carrier. A set UNC bit shows that
an uncorrectable data error has occurred; the data is invalid even after applying the ECC code.
If BBK is equal to 1 then the CPU has earlier marked the sector concerned as bad; it can no
longer be accessed.
For supporting drives with removable volumes, enhanced IDE implements the (formerly
reserved) MC and MCR bits. A set MC bit indicates that the volume in the drive has been
changed, thus it corresponds to the disk change bit of the floppies. A set MCR bit shows that
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the user has requested a medium change, for example, by operating the eject key. The system
must complete all running accesses and send a pulse or command to the drive actually to eject
the volume.
The precompensation register (lflh) is only implemented for compatibility reasons with the AT
task file of the original AT. All data passed by the CPU is ignored. The IDE hard disk drives
with an embedded controller process the precompensation internally without any intervention
by the CPU.
The sector count register flf2hl can be read and written by the CPU to define the number of
sectors to be read, written or verified. If you pass the register a value of 0, then the hard disk
carries out the command concerned for 256 sectors, and not for 0 sectors. After every transfer
of a sector from or into main memory, the register value is decreased by one. Thus the register’s
contents, which can be read by an IN instruction, indicate the number of sectors still to be read,
written or verified. Also, during the course of a formatting process, the controller decrements
the register value. Note that the meaning of the register differs somewhat for the command set
drive parameters.
The sector number register flf3h) specifies the start sector for carrying out a command with disk
access. After processing every sector the register contents are updated according to the executed
command. Thus the register always indicates the last processed sector independently of whether
the controller was able to complete the concerned command successfully or not.
The two registers cylinder MSB (lf5h) and cylinder LSB (lf4h) contain the most-significant
(MSB) and least-significant byte (LSB) of the IO-bit cylinder number. The two most-significant
bits are held by the register cylinder MSB, the eight least-significant ones by the register cylinder
LSB. The six high-order bits of register cylinder MSB are ignored, thus the registers are able to
represent cylinder numbers between 0 and 1023, as is also the case for the original AT. Because
many IDE hard disks carry out a translation, the physical cylinders of the hard disk are not
limited to this range. The physical drive geometry is then converted into a logical one, which
has a maximum cylinder number of 1023. After processing of each sector, the contents of both
registers are updated, thus the registers always indicate the current cylinder number. Some IDE
drives, and especially hard disks corresponding to the enhanced IDE standard, also use the six
high-order bits in the MSB cylinder register lf5h. Therefore, a total of 65 535 cylinders can be
addressed at the most.
By means of the registers drive/head flf6h) you can determine the drive for which the command concerned is to be carried out. Furthermore, head defines the start head with which the
disk access begins. Figure 31.17 shows the format of this register.
The three most-significant bits always have value of 101b. The DRV bit defines the addressed
drive, and the bits HD3-HDO specify the number of that head with which the command concerned starts to execute. A maximum of 16 heads can therefore be accessed. IDE drives which
can carry out a logical block addressing (LBA), additionally implement the L bit. If L equals 1,
LBA is enabled for the present access.
The status register (lf7h) can only be read by the CPU, and contains status information concerning
the last active command. The controller updates the status register after every command, or if
an error occurs. Also, during the course of a data transfer between main memory and controller,
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7

6

5

4

3

2

1

0

-1

drive
1 =slava
&master
HO,-HD,: head number (binary)
OOOO=headO
OOOl=head

DRV:

Enhanced IDE only:
L:
1 =LBA mode

1

001 O=head 2

llil=headl5

O=CHS mode

Figure 31.17: Drive/head register (lf6h).
the register is updated to carry out handshaking. If the CPU reads the status register an eventually pending interrupt request (via IRQ14 in the PC) is cancelled automatically. Note that all
bits of this register except BSY and all registers of the AT task file are invalid if the BSY bit is
set in the status register. Figure 31.18 shows the structure of the register.

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

0

Lggqg@Jq

BSY:
RDY:
WFT:
SKC:
DRQ:
GORR:
IDX:
ERR

busy
O=drive not busy
l=drive is busy
ready
1 =drive is ready
O=drive not ready
write fault
O=no write fault
1 =write fault
head positioning (seek)
O=in progress
l=complete
data
O=no data access possible
1 =can be transferred
correctable data error
O=not data error
1 =data error
disk index
&disk index did not pass
l=disk index has just passed
error
1 =error register contains error information
O=error register does not contain error information

1

Figure 31.18: Status register CIf7hJ

The BSY bit is set by the drive to indicate that it is currently executing a command. If BSY is
set then no registers may be accessed except the digital output register. In most cases you get
any invalid information; under some circumstances you disturb the execution of the active
command. A set RDY bit shows that the drive has reached the operation rpm value and is ready
to accept commands. If the revolution variations of the spindle motor are beyond the tolerable
range, for example because of an insufficient supply voltage, then the controller sets the RDY
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bit to 0. A set WFT bit indicates that the controller has detected a write fault. If the SKC bit is
equal lo 1, then Ihe drive has completed the explicit or implicit head posilioning. The drive
clears the SXC bit immediately before a head seek. A set DRQ bit shows that the data register
is ready for outputting or accepting data. If DRQ is equal to 0 then you may neither read data
from the data register nor write data into it. The controller sets the CORR bit to inform the CPU
that it has corrected data by means of the ECC bytes. Note that this error condition doesn’t abort
the reading of several sectors. Upon the passage of the track beginning below the read/write
head of the drive, the controller sets the IDX bit for a short time. If the ERR bit is set, the error
register contains additional error information.
The command register (lf7h) passes command codes; the CPU is only able to write to it. The
command register is located at the same port address as the read-only status register. The
original AT has eight commands in total with several variations. The new IDE standard additionally defines some optional commands, but I want to restrict the discussion to the requested
command set which is already implemented on the IBM AT. The execution of a command starts
immediately after you have written the command byte into the command register. Thus you
have to pass all other required data to the corresponding registers before you start the command
execution by writing the command byte.
Table 31.12 lists the requested IDE commands as well as the parameter registers that you must
prepare for the corresponding commands.

Command
calibrate drive
read sector
write sector
verify sector
format track
seek head
diagnostics
set drive parameters
SC: sector count

SC

SN

CY

DR

xx
xx
xx

xx
xx
xx

xx
xx
xx

xx
xx
xx
xx

xx
xx
xx

XX

XX

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

SN: sector number

HD

xx
CY: cylinder MSB and LSB

DR: drive (in register drive/head)
HD: head (in register drive/head)
xx: parameter necessary for corresponding command

Table 31.12: Command parameter registers

Besides the status register under the port address, additionally an alternate status register is
implemented at I/O address 3f6h. It has the same structure as the normal status register, and
contains the same information. The only difference between them is that a read-out of the
alternate status registers doesn’t cancel a pending interrupt request via IRQ14.
Under the same port address 3f6h you also find the digital output register DOR; the CPU is only
able to write to it. The DOR defines the controller’s behaviour; its structure is shown in Figure
31.19.

I
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SRST: system reset
l=reset all connected drives
IEN:
interrupt enable
l&W14 always masked

O=accept command
O=interrupt after every command

figure 31.19: Digital output register C3/6hJ.

\
B

If you set the SRST bit you issue a reset for all connected drives. The reset state remains active
until the bit is equal to 1. Once you clear the SRST bit again, the reset drives can accept a
command. With the IEN bit you control the interrupt requests of the drives to the CPU. If IEN
is cleared (that is, equal to 0) then an interrupt is issued via IRQ14 after every command carried
out for one sector, or in advance of entering the result phase. If you set IEN to 1 then IRQ14
is always masked and the drives are unable to issue an interrupt. In this case, the CPU may only
supervise the controller by polling.
With the read-only drive address register (3f7h) you may determine which drive and which
head are currently active and selected. Figure 31.20 shows the structure of this register.

write gate
O=write gate open
1 =write gate closed
HS3-HSO: currently active head as l’complement
DS1, DSO: currently selected drive

WTGT:

Figure 31.20: Drive address register (3f7h).

If the WTGT bit is cleared (that is, equal to O), the write gate of the controller is open and the read/
.
write head is currently writing data onto disk. The bits HS3-HSO mdicate the currently active
head as 1’ complement. Similarly, the bits m and DSO determine the currently selected drive.

31.6.4 IDE Interface Programming and Command Phases
The programming and execution of the commands for an IDE interface proceed similar to a
floppy controller or other hard disk interface in three phases:

i - Command phase: the CPU prepares the parameter registers and passes the command code
:
to start the execution.
: - Data phase: for commands involving disk access, the drive positions the read/write heads
/

and eventually transfers the data between main memory and hard disk.
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Result phase: the controller provides status information for the executed command in the
corresponding registers, and issues a hardware interrupt via IRQ14 (corresponding to INT
76hl.

The controller’s command and register are written and read by the CPU via ports, but unlike
the PC/XT, the IBM AT and all compatibles don’t use the DMA controller for transferring the
sector and format data between main memory and controller. Instead, this data transfer is also
carried out by programmed I/O via CPU and data register. This means that the CPU writes sector
and format data into or reads them from the data register in units of 16 bits. Only the ECC bytes
are read and written in S-bit portions via the low-order byte of the data register. To synchronize
CPU and controller for a data exchange, the controller issues a hardware interrupt at various
times via IRQ14:
- Read sector: the controller always enables IRQ14 when the CPU is able to read a sector,
eventually together with the ECC bytes, from the sector buffer. Unlike all other commands,
this command doesn’t issue an interrupt at the beginning of the result phase, thus the
number of hardware interrupts is the same as the number of read sectors.
-

Write sector: the controller always activates IRQl4 when it expects sector data from the CPU.
Note that the first sector is transferred immediately after issuing the command, and the
controller doesn’t issue an interrupt for this purpose. Furthermore, the controller activates,
via IRQl4, a hardware interrupt at the beginning of the result phase. Thus the number of
hardware interrupts coincides with the number of written sectors.

-

All other commands: the controller issues a hardware interrupt via IRQ14 at the beginning
of the result phase.

The interrupt handler for INT 76h corresponding to IRQ14 in the PC must therefore be able to
determine whether the controller wants to output data, is expecting it or whether an interrupt
has occurred which indicates the beginning of a result phase. If you intend to program such a
handler, use the status and error register to determine the interrupt source. The IRQ14 controller
is disabled as soon as the CPU reads the status register (lf7h). If IRQ14 remains active, you must
read the status information via the alternate status register (3f6h).
Note for your programming that the controller of the addressed drive starts command execution
immediately after the CPU has written the command code into the command register. Thus you
have to load all necessary parameter registers with the required values before you start command execution by passing the command code.
Appendix H lists all requested controller commands for the IDE interface, and the three optional
commands for identifying the controller as well as reading and writing the sector buffer. As an
example one command is discussed here in more detail: write four sectors beginning with
cylinder 167, head 3, sector 7 with ECC bytes. The format for this command is shown in Figure
31.21.
If the L bit is set then the four ECC bytes are also supplied by the CPU and not generated
internally by the controller. The ECC logic then doesn’t carry out an ECC check. For a single
sector you therefore have to pass 516 bytes. If L is equal to 0 then this means a normal write
command. The CPU only passes the 512 data bytes, and the controller generates the four ECC
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1
Bit
AT Task File
Register
7)6)5)4)3)2/1)0
Command
(lffh) 0 0 1 1 0 0 L R
Sector Count (lf2h)
Number of Sectors to Write
Sector
Number
(lf3h) ST Se SS Sq SS Sz S, So
Cylinder
LSB (lf4h) Cr Cs Cs Cq Cs Ca Cl Co
Cylinder MSB (lf5h) 0 0 0 0 0 0 ca cs
Drive/Head
(lf6h) 1 0 1 DRV H4 H& HD, Hb
long
l=with ECC bytes
O=without ECC bytes
R:
retry
l=carry out retry procedure
O=no retry procedure
sector count: number of sectors to be written onto disk
S+B,:
sector number (start sector)
cylinder number (start cylinder)
C&0:
drive
DRV:
1 =dnve 1
O=drive 0
HD,-HD,:
head
lllO=head 1 4 _..
OOOO-head0
llll=headl5

Figure 31.21: Write sector command.
bytes internally and writes them, together with the data bytes, onto disk. The R bit controls the
internal retry logic of the controller. If R is set, then the controller carries out an in-built retry
procedure if it detects a data or address error during the course of the command execution. Only
if these retries are also unsuccessful does the controller abort the command and return an error
code. If R is cleared, the controller aborts the command immediately without any retry if an
error has occurred.
With sector count you may determine the number of sectors to be written onto disk. Possible
values are between 0 and 255; a value of 0 writes 256 sectors onto disk. The sector numbers
S,-S, indicate the number of the start sector to be written first. If the number of sectors to write
is larger than 1, the controller automatically counts up the sector number until it detects the end
of the track. Afterwards, it proceeds with the next head, and eventually with the next cylinder,
until all sectors have been written or an error occurs. The values C-C, of the cylinder number
define the start cylinder for the write process. The two bits C9 and C, represent the two most
significant bits of the IO-bit cylinder number. Using DRV you can select one of the two drives,
and with HD,j-HD, the head of the drive for which the command is to be carried out.
Immediately after the command byte has been written, the controller starts the command execution, that is, the data phase. It sets the BSY bit in the status register to indicate that it has
decoded the command and prepared the sector buffer for accommodating the 512 data bytes,
as well as the four ECC bytes. If this is finished, the controller clears the BSY bit and sets the
DRQ bit in the status register to inform the CPU that it now expects the sector data. The CPU
first transfers the 512 data bytes word by word, and afterwards the four ECC bytes byte by byte.
If all 516 sector bytes have been passed the controller sets the BSY bit again and clears the DRQ
bit. Now it begins to write the data onto disk.
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If the first sector has been written then the controller issues an interrupt 76h via IRQl4. The
handler concerned now transfers the 516 bytes of the following sector data via the data registers
to the controller in the same manner as described above. This process is repeated four times
until all four sectors, together with their ECC bytes, have been written.
Example:

Write four eectors starting with cylinder 167, head 3, sector 7 together with ECC
bytes onto master drive (language: Microsoft C 5.10).

unsigned

int

unsigned

char

unsigned

int 'word_winte+;

word-buffer
byte-buffer

110241:
1161;

unsigned char 'byte_pointer;
int int_count;
main0
( int word_count,

byte_count;

l old_irqlrl;

void far

word_pointet=&word_buffer;

/*

byte_pointer=&byte_buffer:

I' pointer 'I

initialize

l /

init_buffersO;

I'

old_irq14._dos_getvect(Ox76);

/* set new interrupt *I

_dos_setvect

/' for IRQ14 'I

(0x76,

new_irqlrlO)t

initialize buffer

'I

while((inp(Oxlf7) h 0x80) ==Ox80);

I' wait until BSY in status register is cleared

outp(Oxlf2,

/* register sector count: 4 sectors

0X04)>

outp(0xlf3,

0x07);

I' register sector number: 7 '/

outp(Oxlf4,

Ozca7);

/*

outp(0xlf5,

0X00);

I' register cylinder MSB: 0

outp(Oxlf6,

Oxa3);

I'

register

outp(0xlf7,

0x33);

/*

register

register

command:

*I

opcode.001100,

L=l, R=l ‘/

/
wait

until

BSY

in

l

f

status register is cleared and DRQ is set
for

(word_count=O;

initialize

pointer

I*

transfer

256

words=512

bytesointer=byte_buffer;

/' initialize pointer

for (byte-count= 0; byte_count<4;

byte_count++.

outp(0x1f0.

'/

word_countc256; word_count++, word_pointer++)

l word_pointer);

outpw(ox1fo,

/'

l byte_pointer);

(

data

bytes

*I

l /

byte-winter++)

/* transfer 4 ECC bytes

l

t

/

int_count=o;

/*

while

/* wait until all four sectors are transferred

(int_count<4);

_dos_aetvect(Ox76,

old_irqllO);

initialize interrupt count 'I

I' set old IRQ14 */
I*

atatue_checkO;

check

status

code '/
exit(O);
1
void interrupt far new_irqlclO

i int

word_count,

byte_count:

/

DRV.0, head=3 *I

((inp(Oxlf7) h 0x80) =0x80 II (inp(Oxlf7) L 0x08) I=OxO8)z /*

wordgointer=word_buffer;

l

/

LSB: 167 */

drive/head:

l

/' write first sector (512 data bytes+4 ECC bytes
while

cylinder

l

information

and

determine

error

'I
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I* ignore

(int_count<4) (

for (word_count=
outpw(Oxlf0.

'word_rminter);

for (b$33_COUnt=o;
outp(0x1f0,

interrupt

0; word_count<256; word_count++,

/* transfer 256 words=512 data bytes

byte_COUlltC4; byte_COIDt++,

l byte_pointer);

at the beginning of result phase*/

word_pointer++) (

byte_DOiWL.3r++)

l

/

t

/* transfer 4 ECC bytes '/

1

I the

example, the handler for IRQ14 serves only for transferring the data; a more extensive
mction, for example for determining the interrupt source, is not implemented. The 2048 data
ytes in 1024 data words as well as the 16 ECC bytes must be suitably initialized. This is not
arried out here because of the lack of space. Furthermore, the procedure statu_checkO for
hecking the status information is not listed in detail.
tpon the last interrupt the result phase is entered. Figure 31.22 shows the task file registers that
antain valid status information after the command has been completed. The entries in the error
zgister are only valid if the ERR bit in the status register is set and the BSY bit is cleared.

AT Task File
Register
110
Error
(iflh) NDMNTOABT x NIIJ x UNCBBH
Sector Count (lf2h)
Number of Sectors Written
Sector
Number
(lf3h) SI Ss Ss Sq Ss Sz SI So
Cylinder
LSB
(lf4h) CT Cs Cs Cd CJ C2 CI CO
Cylinder MSB (lf5h) 0 0 0 0 0 0 cs cs
Drive/Head
(lf6h) 1 0 1 D R V HDsmHD,H&
status
Ilffh) BSYRDYWFTSKCDRCtCORlDXERFi

1 =data address mark not found
O=no error
1 =track 0 not found
O=no error
instruction abort
1 =inslruction aborted
O=instruction executed
NID:
l=ID mark not found
O=no error
UNC: l=not-correctable data error
O=no or correctable data error
O=no error
BBK: 1 =sector marked bad by host
DRV: drive
O=master
1 =slave
c,-co, SrS,, HD,-HD,: sector identification of last written sector

NDM:
NTO:
ABT:

iccording to the sector identification, you can determine the last written sector or the sector
rhich gave rise to the command abortion. The sector count register specifies the number of
ectors still to be written, that is, a value of 0 if the command has been terminated without any
rror.
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31.6.5 Enhanced IDE
The main advantage of IDE over SCSI is the very simple structure of the host adapter for disk
drives using this interface. In fact, the host adapter just switches the AT bus of the PC through
to the IDE drive controller. A complicated converting of the signals, or the independent performing of (SCSI) bus cycles, is not necessary. For this reason, IDE adapters and IDE disk drives,
for a while, clearly had a price advantage, and so kept their nose in front. Not surprisingly, this
has changed in the meantime. On the one hand, both SCSI disk drives and SCSI host adapters
have become much better value for money (the price advantage of many IDE boards is purely
the result of lower performance and, thus, cheaper drives). On the other hand, the integration
of an interface designed for an AT bus into an MCA or local bus system means increased
complexity and, therefore, a higher price. So as not to give the advantage to SCSI, the specification has been expanded, and the result is enhanced IDE.
Enhanced IDE is characterized by two essential points: the supporting of disk drives with
removable data volume devices; and a higher transfer rate between the host and the disk drive.
The former is achieved with a few new instructions such as medium exchange confirmation
(Odbh), secure drive shutter (Odeh), release drive shutter (Odfh), and also the MC and MCR bits
in the cylinder registers (lf4h/lf5h). In addition, a high-level protocol is planned so that the host
adapter can communicate with the disk drive; the SCSI model is easy to spot. Furthermore, it
should be possible to connect more than two disk drives to an IDE adapter. For this, a second
IDE task file is provided at 17Oh-177h and 376h-377h, but which should only serve disk drives
with a removable data volume device.

I

The requirement for more performance affects not only the data transfer rate itself (here, the PI0
and DMA modes, if available, prove themselves to be bottlenecks), but also the maximum
capacity of the IDE hard disk. The most frequently used (and targeted at AT) CHS procedure
for addressing a sector (Cylinder Head Sector) limits the capacity to 504 Mbytes (cylinder 1024,
head 16, sector 63). The IDE standard itself (that is, the layout of the registers), with 255 sectors
per track and a maximum of 65 536 cylinders, would still permit 127.5 Gbytes. As a solution,
enhanced IDE offers Logical Block Addressing (LBA), similar to SCSI. The disk drive then
appears as a continuous medium with sequential blocks. The quite laborious addressing of data
by converting it into cylinder, head and sector is no longer necessary as the disk drive controller
accomplishes this automatically. This means no additional workload, because the controller
must convert the logical into a physical geometry anyway. To activate LBA for an access, you
must set the L bit in the disk drive/head register at lf6h (Figure 31.17). From the 127.5 Gbyte
maximum capacity of IDE, more than 7.8 Gbytes remain available for use by the BIOS. During
booting, the BIOS uses the identify drive instruction to determine the capacity, but can only
cope with a maximum of 1024 cylinders (in place of the 65 536 offered by enhanced IDE). Only
special drivers can bypass this limitation and allow the full 127.5 Gbytes to be used.
With enhanced IDE, the transfer rate should be greatly increased over that possible in current
EISA and local bus systems. For this, a new PI0 mode #3 is provided which should (theoretically) perform a transfer in 120 ns. With a 16-bit data bus width to the disk drive, this produces
a maximum transfer rate of 16.6 Mbytes/s. The also accelerated DMA block mode #l transfers
a 16-bit data packet within 150 ns; the transfer rate achieved is 13.3 Mbytes/s. Both values, as
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continuous transfer rates from hard disks, cannot yet be achieved, so there is still a little breathing space in the IDE standard for a few years yet to come.

31.7 SCSI
A very flexible and powerful option for connecting hard disks to a PC is the SCSI (small computer
systems inter@e). The term itself indicates that SCSI is intended for the PC and other small
systems (for example, workstations or the Mac). However, the characterization of PCs and
workstations as ~~srnalb has changed, at least as far as MIPS numbers are concerned, since the
Pentium has been on the market. SCSI was derived from the SASI of Shugart Associates (Shugart
Associates systems interface). SCSI comes with a somewhat older standard SCSI-I, which is not
strict enough in some aspects, resulting in compatibility problems when implementing SCSI-I.
The new standard SCSI-II determines the properties more precisely, and additionally defines
some more commands and operation modes. SCSI follows a different philosophy to those hard
disk interfaces already discussed; this section gives more information on this subject.

31.7.1 SCSI Bus and Connection to the PC
SCSI defines a bus between a maximum of eight units, as well as the protocol for data exchange
among them. Such SCSI units may be hard disks, tape drives, optical drives, or any other device
that fulfils the SCSI specification. Thus, SCSI drives are intelligent, as are the IDE hard disks; the
unit’s controller is always integrated on the drive. For connection to the PC a SCSI host adapter
is required, which establishes the connection to the PC’s system bus similar to the IDE interface.
The host adapter itself is also a SCSI unit, so that only seven <(free* units remain. Unlike an IDE
host adapter, the SCSI host adapter is thus rather complex, as it must recognize all the functions
of the SCSI bus and be able to carry them out. But the advantage is that SCSI is not limited to
the AT bus. There are also host adapters for EISA or the Mac. The enormous data transfer rate
as well as the high-end performance of the SCSI hard disks doesn’t suggest its use in a PC/XT,
however. With an accordingly adapted host adapter the same SCSI devices can also be integrated into workstations or an Apple. The Mac has a SCSI interface as standard to connect up
to seven external SCSI devices. Apple thus elegantly bypasses its lack of flexibility compared
with the IBM-compatible PCs.
Thus the SCSI bus serves only for a data exchange among the SCSI units connected to the bus.
A maximum of two units may be active and exchange data at any one time. The data exchange
can be carried out between host adapter and a drive, or (as a special feature of SCSI) also
between two other SCSI devices (for example, a tape drive and a hard disk). It is remarkable that
this data exchange is carried out without the slightest intervention from the CPU; the SCSI
drives are intelligent enough to do this on their own. Figure 31.23 shows a scheme of the SCSI
bus in the case of integrating a SCSI into a PC.
Every SCSI unit is assigned a SCSI address, which you can set by a jumper on the drive.
Addresses in the range O-7 are valid; according to the SCSI standard, address 7 is reserved for
a tape drive. The address is formed by bytes where the least significant bit 0 corresponds to the
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Figure 31.23: SCSI bus and PC integmtion. The SCSI bus is connected to fhe PC system bus by a SCSI host
adapter. Up to sewn SCSI units can be served.

address or SCSI-ID 0, and the most significant bit 7 to the address or SCSI-ID 7. SCSI addresses
are transferred via the data section of the SCSI bus (see Table 31.13).
But don’t confuse the SCSI address or SCSI-ID with the logical unit number (LUN). Every target
can accommodate up to eight logical units, which you identify in a SCSI command with the
LUN. An example of this would be a SCSI controller which serves several drives. The controller
establishes the connection to the SCSI bus, and further carries out all control functions. Thus the
controller is the target. Additionally, the target is assigned several drives (the logical units),
which are distinguished by the LUN. Today, external SCSI controllers are rare; most hard disks
and also other drives integrate the SCSI controller directly. If you attempt to access such a hard
disk you always have to set LUN to a value of 0, as the drive is the first and only logical unit
of the target.
Be careful not to cause an address conflict between two drives. The controller of a drive determines its SCSI address at power-up, and then responds to commands that concern this SCSI
address. As the host adapter is a SCSI unit, too, with a corresponding SCSI address, several host
adapters may access the same SCSI bus. In this way, it is possible for several PCs to share a
common SCSI bus, and thus the same drives. They can exchange data via the host adapters
without the need for the usual network. Unfortunately, the SCSI bus is restricted to a length of
6 m; a value which is still quite high when compared to the IDE cables with their maximum of
about 0.5 m.
The connection between SCSI units is established by means of a 50-wire flat conductor cable
with 50-pole plugs. You may also see cables with 25 twisted cable pairs; here one ground line
is always twisted around one signal line, similar to Centronics cables. Table 31.13 shows the
assignment of the lines and plug pins.
Like all other bus systems for connecting drives (floppy, hard disk, etc.), the SCSI bus must also
be terminated by a resistor. This is carried out by removing or disabling the terminating resistor
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Signal

Pin

Meaning

GND
DE(O)
GND
DB(l)
GND
DB(2)
GND
DB(3)
GND
DB(4)
GND
DB(5)
GND
DB(6)
GND
DB(7)
GND
DBO
GND
GND
GND
GND
GND
GND
1)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
a
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
ia
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

ground
data bit 0
ground
data bit 1
ground
data bit 2
ground
data bit 3
ground
data bit 4
ground
data bit 5
ground
data bit 6
ground
data bit 7
ground
parity bit
ground
ground
ground
ground
ground
ground

”

“0

COnnectIOn

TERMPWR
GND
GND
GND
GND
GND
ATN
GND
GND
GND

26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35

termination
ground
ground
ground
ground
ground
attention
ground
ground
ground

ii5

36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

busy
ground
acknowledge
ground
reset
ground
message
ground
select
ground
command/data
ground
request
ground
I/O

GND
ACK
GND
z?
GND
MSG
GND
SEL
GND
cn,
GND
iFi
GND
lx

-

Table 31.13: SCSI interface cable layout
on all but the last drive on the bus. Most SCSI host adapters have a jack for connecting external

SCSI devices (typically a scanner, an external SCSI hard disk, or a WORM). Usually the host
adapter is one end of the bus and, thus, also incorporates a terminating resistor. If you connect
one or more external SCSI devices to the external jack, and if at least one more internal device
is present, you must remove or disable the terminating resistor of the host adapter, because now
the adapter no longer forms the end of the SCSI bus. Instead, the SCSI bus is guided through
the host adapter. Generally speaking, the terminating resistors must always be present at both
ends of the bus. Dependent upon the configuration, one of these ends is formed by the host
adapter, the last internal SCSI device or the last external device. For the earlier adapters (ST412/
506, ESDI and IDE), external devices have not been allowed; there the host adapter or controller
always forms one of the two ends of the bus.
As you can see from Table 31.13, eight data bits DB(O)-DB(7) together with one parity bit DB(P)
and nine control signals are transferred. The SCSI logic generates the parity bit automatically if
the unit supports parity; this is not always the case. Using a jumper, you can often determine
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whether the parity bit should be generated and checked. All signals are active low. TERMPWR
drains surplus charges and damps the SCSI bus. Although the data bus has only eight bits, SCSI
is designed for a data transfer rate of up to 4 Mbytes/s in asynchronous and 10 Mbytes/s in
synchronous (fast) mode. In asynchronous mode, handshake signals are used for data exchange;
in synchronous mode the data transfer is carried out with the handshake signals as clock signals, which leads to a higher transfer rate. But note that not all SCSI units support the synchronous mode. Only in the drives orienting to the SCSI-II standard is the synchronous mode
implemented. Moreover, the indicated data transfer rates refer only to the SCSI bus. At which
speed the data is passed from or into the PC’s main memory via the PC system bus is another
question, and it is not determined by the SCSI transfer rates. The overall transfer rate essentially
depends upon the quality of the host adapter and the firmware in the adapter’s ROM BIOS, a
realistic value is 5 Mbytes/s at most. Also, it is decisive, of course, at which speed the data can
be read from disk or tape. The principle of the data transfer on a SCSI bus is shown in Figure
31.24.

Fun&n
Request

pi;:

iI
Initiator

SCSI Bus
\
-/

Target
Control

FUf-lCtiill
Execution
i
Target

Figure 32.24: Data transfer on the SCSI bus.
Any SCSI unit can carry out the function of an initiator and take control of the SCSI bus by
means of control signals. With a SCSI address the initiator activates a certain unit called the
target which carries out certain functions. It is of further importance that the initiator occupies
the SCSI bus only for command and data transfer, otherwise the bus is free and can be used by
other SCSI units. This also applies if the target unit carries out a command (for example, reading
a block), and during this time doesn’t require a connection to the initiator. Following the command execution, the target unit establishes the connection to the initiator again and transfers the
data. The control of the bus is executed by the following control signals:
m (busy): the signal indicates whether the bus is currently busy.
!% (select): the signal is used by the initiator to select the target device; on the contrary, the
target may also use SEL to re-establish the connection to the initiator after a temporary
release of the bus control.
C/D (control/data): the signal is exclusively controlled by the target, and indicates whether
control information or data is present on the SCSI bus. An active signal (with a low level)
denotes control information.
I/O (input/output): the signal is exclusively controlled by the target device, and indicates
the direction of the data flow on the data bus relative to the initiator. An active signal (with
a low level) means a data transfer to the initiator.
MSG (message): the signal is activated by the target during the message phase of the SCSI
bus.
REQ (request): the signal is activated by the target unit to indicate the handshake request
during the course of a REQ/ACK data transfer.
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ACK (acknowledge): the signal is -activated -by the initiator to indicate the handshake
acknowledge during the course of a REQ/ACK data transfer.
- ATN (attention): an initiator activates the signal to indicate the attention condition.
- !??? (reset): an active signal resets all connected SCSI devices.
You may already recognize that an extensive activation and deactivation procedure with a data
transfer by means of handshake signals is carried out. The following sections discuss the various
phases of the SCSI bus, but note that they are only of importance during the course of a data
transfer via the SCSI bus. The CPU access to a SCSI device is only affected by this indirectly, as
the SCSI logic implemented in the host adapter detects the various bus phases and generates the
corresponding control signal automatically. The SCSI bus recognizes eight bus phases in total:
-

bus-free
arbitration
selection
reselection
command
data
message
status.

The last four bus phases (command, data, message and status) together are also called the
information transfer phase.
Bus-free Phase

This bus phase indicates that no SCSI unit is currently using and controlling the bus, thus the
SCSI bus may be taken over by any connected SCSI unit. This phase is effective when both m
and BSY are disabled (high).
Arbitration Phase
In this bus phase a SCSI unit may take control of the bus so that the unit acts as an initiator or
target for a bus operation. For this purpose the following procedure is carried out:
- The SCSI bus must be in the bus-free phase as otherwise no unit except the active one is able
to take control of the bus; thus i?% and SEL are both active.
- The unit activates BSY and puts its SCSI-ID onto the data bus.
- After a short arbitration delay, the unit investigates the data bus. If another SCSI-ID with a
higher priority is active (that is, with a higher SCSI-ID number than its own), then the unit
is not allowed to take control of the bus. If this is not the case, then the unit may control the
bus; it has won the arbitration and activates %%.
- After a short bus-clear delay, the SCSI unit is now able to control the SCSI bus and change
the bus signals.
Selection Phase

In this phase an initiator selects a target unit and advises the target to carry out certain functions
(for example, reading and writing data blocks). During the selection phase, the I/o signal is
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inactive to distinguish this phase from the reselection phase of a target. The initiator now
outputs the OR-value of its SCSI-ID and the SCSI-ID of the target onto the data bus. Therefore,
the two data bits which characterize initiator and target are active.
The thus addressed target must now detect that it has been selected by an initiator and activate
I%% within a certain time period. If this doesn’t happen, then the selection phase has failed and
the initiator deactivates %I%; the SCSI bus enters the bus-free phase. As the initiator has also
output its own SCSI-ID besides the target-ID onto the data bus, the target unit is able to identify
the initiator. This is important so that the target unit, after a bus-free phase, can activate the
correct initiator in the following reselection phase.
Reselection Phase

With the reselection phase a target may re-establish the connection with the original initiator to
continue the interrupted operation. This is the case, for example, if a host adapter issues a read
command to a target drive. Head positioning and reading the sector concerned takes up to
40 ms, even on fast hard disks; this is a very long time for a computer. Therefore, the target unit
releases the SCSI bus and carries out head positioning and reading on its own, but remembers
the initiator’s SCSI-ID. Thus a bus-free phase occurs, which other devices may use to exchange
data. If the target drive has completed the read operation, then it re-establishes the contact to
the original initiator by means of a reselection phase and transfers the read data.
The reselection phase proceeds similar to an arbitration and selection phase.
- The -target unit
takes over the SCSI bus in an arbitration phase of the SCSI bus, activates BSY, SEL and then
the I/O signal to identify the phase as a reselection phase and itself as the target. Afterwards, the target outputs its own SCSI-ID and that of the original initiator. The initiator detects
that it is selected, and sets up the connection to the target again; now the data exchange can
start.
During the course of the four information transfer phases command, data, message
- and status,
phase data and control information are transferred via the data bus. The signals C/D, I/O and
MSG are used to distinguish the individual transfer phases. If I/O is active, then information
is transferred from the target to the initiator, otherwise the data transfer proceeds in the opposite direction. Each data transfer in one of these four phases is carried out by handshake. The
transmitter puts the data onto the data bus m-m), and eventually the parity information
onto DBU’), and activates REQ to indicate the validity of the data to the receiver. The receiver
fetches the data and activates ACK afterwards to inform the transmitter that the data has been
accepted. As a result, the transmitter deactivates REQ. Now the receiver also negates the signal
ACK (that is, both handshake signals are deactivated), and the next transfer of a data byte by
means of a handshake can be carried out.
It is important here that the target unit controls the three signals C/D, I/O and MSG. The
initiator, though, may request
message-out phase by activating ATN. Table 31.14 shows the
-aconnections between the MSG, C/D and I/o signals on the one hand, as well as the phase and
transfer directions on the other.
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MSG

C/D

ii6

Phase

Transfer direction

0

0

0
0
0
1
1
1
1

0
1
1
0
0
1
1

0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1

data-out
data-in
command
status
invalid
invalld
message-out
message-in

initiator+ target
t a r g e t - t initiator
initiator+ target
t a r g e t + initiator

initiator+ target
target-, initiator

Table 31.14: SCSI bus phases

Command Phase
In the command phase the addressed target may request command datafrom the initiator.
For
this purpose, the target unit activates the C/D signal and deactivates the MSG and I/O signals.
The initiator now transfers the command data.
Data Phase
During the course of the data phase, the target may instruct the initiator to transfer data to the
target (the data-out phase), or it can provide data for the initiator (the data-in phase).
Message Phase
In the message phase, the target may advise the initiator to transfer messages to the target (the

t message-out phase), or it can provide messages for the initiator (the message-in phase).
Status Phase

i During the course of the status phase, the target supplies status information to the initiator.
Besides the control signals for issuing the various phases, there are the two further signals,
ATN (attention) and RST (reset). With ATN the initiator informs the target that it intends to
pass a message. The target fetches the message with a message-out phase. However, the target
can transfer a message simply by issuing a message-in phase; only the initiator uses the attention signal. When a SCSI unit activates the RST signal, all units are separated from the SCSI bus,
all operations are aborted, and the units are set to a defined state.
According to the SCSI specifcalion every initiator implements two sets of three pointers each,
called the current poinfers and the saved pointers, respectively. The current pointers point to the
next command, data and status bytes which are to be transferred between the initiator and the
target. They are used by the target currently connected to the initiator. As the connection between initiator and target can be interrupted during an active command and re-established later
(reselection phase), the saved pointers are also of further importance. For every active command
there is in fact a set of saved pointers, independently of whether the corresponding connection
between initiator and target is currently established. The saved command pointer points to the
beginning of the command block for the active command, and the saved status pointer to the
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beginning of the status area of the active command. The pointers are usually realized by means
of registers, which accommodate the corresponding pointer values.
At the beginning of every command the saved data pointer refers to the beginning of the data
area until the target unit passes the initiator a message save data pointer. Upon this instruction,
the initiator shifts the current data’ pointer into the saved data pointer. Inversely, the target may
load the active pointer with the saved pointer by passing the initiator the message restore pointer.
If a SCSI unit is separated from the bus, only the saved pointers are kept; the active ones are
reloaded with new values upon connection with another unit. If the separated SCSI unit is
reconnected to the initiator by a reselection phase, then the current pointers are restored from
the saved ones. Messages coordinate the connection of the various SCSI units, and pass status
information indicating the state of the currently active commands. Thus the protocol of the SCSI
bus comprises the physical control signals as well as the logical messages. On the other hand,
the commands of the command phase issue certain operations of the SCSI target unit and do
not determine the connection of initiator and target. It is only essential for the SCSI units to
support the message command complete (OOh); all other messages are optional.
An initiator informs the target that it also supports the other messages by activating the ATN
signal in the course of the selection phase before SEL is activated and BSY is disabled. Then the
first message of the initiator to the target after the selection phase is the identification, in the
same way as the target must pass the initiator this message after a reselection phase. The SCSI
standard defines the following messages:
_ Command complete (OOh): the target passes the initiator this message in a message-in phase
to indicate whether or not a command or a linked command has been completed successfully, and status information has been transferred to the initiator during the course of a
status phase. After transferring this message, the target enters the bus-free phase.
_ Extended message (Olh, xxh): the extended message indicates that further message codes are
following. The second xxh byte determines how many bytes are following after xxh. Usually,
the first byte after xxh defines the message subcode.
- Save data pointer (02h): the target passes the initiator this message to instruct it to save the
current data pointers for the currently connected SCSI unit in the saved data pointers.
- Restore data pointers (03h): the target passes the initiator this message to instruct it to restore
the current data pointers from the saved ones.
- Separate (04h): the target passes the initiator this message to indicate that the target is going
to interrupt the current connection, that is, to deactivate BSY. Later, a new connection is
required by means of the reselection phase to complete the command successfully.
- Error at initiator (05h): the message indicates that the initiator has detected an error.
- Abortion (06h): the initiator transfers this message to the target to advise it to abort the
current operation, to delete the current data and status information, and to enter the bus-free
phase.
- Message rejected (07h): this message can be supplied by the initiator or the target to indicate
that the last received message was invalid, or is not implemented in the SCSI unit.
- No operation (08h): the message has no result.
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Message parity error (09h): the message received before shows a parity error.

Linked command complete (Oah): the target outputs the message to the initiator to indicate
that a linked command has been completed, and that status information has been transferred
to the initiator during the course of a status phase.
Linked command with flag complete (Obh): the target outputs the message to the initiator to
indicate that a linked command with a set flag has been completed, and that status inforrnation has been transferred to the initiator during the course of a status phase.
Reset bus unit (Och): the message is passed to the target by the initiator to reset the target.
Abort tag process (Odh): the message instructs the target to abort the active tag process of
a queue. Unlike the message Oeh, here only the currently active process is aborted.
Clear queue (Oeh): this message instructs the target to abort all tag processes of a queue.
Terminate I/O process (llh): the message instructs the target to terminate (not to abort) the
active I/O process as fast as possible.
Single queue tag (20h): the assigned process can be inserted into the queue by the target at
any location. Thus, the target is able to optimize the execution of several initiator requests.
The order of such processes can be changed even after the insertion into the queue.
Tag as queue head (21h): the message instructs the target to insert the assigned process at
the beginning of the queue, that is, the process has highest priority and is started as soon as
the current process has been terminated or interrupted.
Ordered queue tag (22h): the assigned process is inserted by the target into the queue and
is executed exactly at that location. The order of such processes cannot be changed after the
insertion into the queue.
Ignore wide rest (23h): even if wide mode is active, sometimes the target or initiator does not
transfer parameter lists or data as a multiple of two and four bytes, respectively. The receiver
must ignore part of the wide SCSI bus. This is achieved by this message.
Identify @Oh to ffh): the message is output by the initiator or target for its own identification.
Bit 7 of the message is always set to characterize it as an identification. The remaining seven
bits contain the identification code (see Figure 31.25).
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5

4

3

2

1

0

[q-$izJzh

DIR:

LUN:

disconnect/reconnect
l=initiator can carry out disconnection/reconnection
Ohitiator cannot carry out disconnection/reconnection
logical unit number
111=7
ooo=o
001=1-

Figure 31.25: Identification code.
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Additional to the listed messages, SCSI-II implements the following extended messages:
Change data pointer (Olh, 05h, OOh): two more bytes follow after the message subcode OOh;
they are added to the current data pointer value.
Request synchronous mode (Olh, 03h, Olh): with this message, a SCSI unit is able to indicate
that it wants to use synchronous data transfer. The bytes following after the subcode Olh
determine the transfer time (in multiples of 4 ns) and the REQ/ACK delay. Only if the
partner also responds with this message is the synchrdnous mode actually enabled.
Request wide mode (Olh, OZh, 03h): with this message (subcode 03h), a SCSI unit indicates that
it wants to use 16- or 32-bit transfer (4th message byte equal to Olh and OZh, respectively).
The partner also responds with such a message, and indicates its own width capability. The
lesser of the capabilities is used.
Besides the messages the target also transfers a status code to the initiator once a command has
been completed. Figure 31.26 shows the structure of this status byte.

lOOO=intermediate status/o.k.

Figure 31.26: Status code.
The code 0000 indicates that the SCSI unit has executed the command successfully. If a check
status code is output then an error, an exception, or an abnormal command termination has
occurred. You should use the command request sense to determine the cause of this condition.
If the target is busy, the status code 0100 is passed. If a linked command is active, the target
passes the status code 1000 for every completed individual command except the last one. Thus
the status code 1000 confirms the link and takes care that the command sequence is not interrupted. If an error occurs, the status code 0001 is supplied and the linked command is aborted.
Finally, a code 1100 means a reservation conflict, that is, a SCSI device has attempted to access
a logical unit that is already reserved for another SCSI unit.
Messages are usually not accessible for you as the programmer; they only coordinate the SCSI
units among themselves. You can see that SCSI defines a high-level protocol that is not only
based on physical signals but also on logical messages. SCSI is therefore very flexible; but
presently there is a lack of a strictly defined standard for connecting the SCSI bus to the system
bus of a PC. All users of an operating system or an operating system extension (for example,
UNIX, OS/2 or Windows) running at least partially in protected mode could tell you a thing or
two about that! The problem here is not the SCSI standard, but the appropriate programming

of the host adapter to get an access.
The following two sections therefore discuss the programming of the SCSI host adapters ST01
and STO2. With these you may transfer data via the SCSI bus to or from your PC’s main memory
to access, for example, SCSI hard disks or tape drives.
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31.7.2 Programming and Command Phases
The SCSI-II standard defines ten device classes that have quite different commands and functions. As a detailed discussion of all SCSI classes and commands would obviously go beyond
the scope of this book (the original literature comprises about 600 pages), the following details
mainly the class of hard disks; Appendix H.2 summarizes commands and parameters for that
class. In Table 31.15 you will find the ten SCSI-II classes as they are returned by an inquiry
command.
Class code

Device

OOh
0th
02h
03h
04h
05h
06h
07h
08h
09h
Oah-lfh

hard disk
tape drive
printer
processor device
WORM
CD-ROM
scanner
opttcal storage
media changer
communication device
reserved

Table 31.15: SCSI-II classes

Unlike previous hard disk interfaces (for example, ST412/506 and IDE), SCSI doesn’t deal with
tracks and sectors, but regards the complete storage capacity of a hard disk as a continuous list
of data blocks with a fixed size. In view of the logical structure, these data blocks are similar
to the logical sectors of DOS, which are assigned a logical sector number between 0 and m. How
a SCSI unit manages this list appearing on the SCSI level internally is the exclusive job of the
intelligent controller. On hard disks the logical block number is converted into tracks and
sectors, often using zone recording. A SCSI tape drive, on the other hand, can use the logical
block numbers in a virtually unaltered form, as on the magnetic tape the data blocks are in
succession.

3

On a PC running under DOS an enormous conversion process is carried out between logical and
physical structures:

i

-

;
j
S
;
f

the logical DOS sectors must be converted into cylinder, head and sector for INT 13h;
- INT 13h must convert the values for cylinder, head and sector into a logical block number
for the SCSI host adapter;
- the addressed hard disk drive converts the logical block number into a value comprising the
physical cylinder, head and sector of the SCSI drive.
Thus it is not surprising that every SCSI host adapter has its own BIOS extension to establish
the connection between system and SCSI bus, and to carry out the conversion of the physical
sectors of INT 13h into logical block numbers for SCSI. The BIOS extension identifies the drive
geometry via function 09h of INT 13h to the system. Register addresses and meanings, as well
as the programming schemes for the various host adapters, don’t coincide in most cases with
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any known programming interface, for example the AT task file. Until a short time ago, the lack
of a standard for programming the host adapters was a significant deficit of SCSI. Meanwhile,
however, two commonly used drivers with a standardized programming interface are available
with ASP1 and CAM. They, in turn, access the host adapter register in a hardware-dependent
manner. On IDE this was never a problem, as the AT task file known from the IBM AT was
simply taken.
For a PC with DOS even the lack of a defined programming interface to the host adapters was
not yet a serious problem, as the host adapters are equipped with an extension ROM for the
BIOS routines for INT 13h. The BIOS extension intercepts the INT 13h during the course of the
boot process, and replaces the standard routines that are incompatible with the host adapter.
But with operating systems running in protected mode (for example, OS/2 or UNIX/XENIX),
enormous problems arise. The shipped ROM code is largely only executable in real mode, but
cannot support the protected mode operating system. For this reason you always get problems
with adapters that have their own BIOS extensions when installing them in a computer running
under OS/2 or UNIX/XENIX, if the operating system does not support that adapter on a
register level. Only I’S/2 machines with advanced BIOS implement a BIOS running in protected
mode. Therefore, the BIOS is also loaded from disk, and not just the operating system, if you
are using OS/2 on an IBM-compatible PC. If this BIOS doesn’t support the installed adapter
(and this applies not only to hard disk controllers but to all other adapters, too), then the
adapter is not operating correctly, or the BIOS extension prevents you from working in protected mode.
Also, the lack of a defined programming interface to the host adapter means that instead of the
ROM code the operating system cannot be equipped with a universal driver, which can access
all SCSI drives according to the SCSI specification. As long as the boot routine is running in real
mode, the system data can be read from the SCSI drive to boot the computer. But at that
moment when the initialization routine switches the processor into protected mode, the hard
disk becomes (<dead)) as the real-mode BIOS denies the access when the hard disk is addressed,
or hangs up the PC. Such problems cannot occur with IDE or ESDI hard disks, as they are
programmed via registers. These registers, though, are located in the I/O address space for
which even in protected mode no address transformation is carried out: only the access rights
are checked by the operating system. Therefore, the system can manage its own accesses, and
problems hardly ever arise.
At the end of every command the target (that is, the drive) returns a status byte to the initiator
(the host adapter). If this byte indicates an error condition, then you should investigate the cause
using the request sense command. With a single byte the cause cannot be described exactly
enough, and the SCSI host adapter doesn’t implement a status register with error information,
as uias the case, for example, for IDE.
The SCSI commands follow a strict scheme. The first command byte always contains the command code, the second the number of the addressed target, and the third a control byte. SCSl
commands always have six, ten or twelve bytes. The lo- and 12-byte commands are denoted as
extended. The command code is divided into a 3-bit group code and a 5-bit code with the
command within that group (see Figure 31.27).
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1 =l O-byte command
6,7=resewed

Group: O&byte command
5=12-byte command

2,3,4=reserved

Command: &31: command code
Figure 31.27: Command byte structure.

The structure of the command byte gives rise to eight different command groups; only four of
them (0, 1,2 and 5) are currently in use. The five command bits allow 32 commands per group;
thus a maximum of 256 different commands is possible. You must set all reserved bits of the
command codes to a value of 0. Figure 31.28 shows their structure.
The first byte of the command block represents the command code, consisting of the 3-bit group
and the 5-bit command. The logical unit number KUN) specifies the address of the logical unit
to access within the target. For drives with an embedded controller this is always equal to 0. The
logical block address (LBA) has 21 bits for a 6-byte command and 32 bits for a IO-byte or I;?-byte
command. It indicates the number of the intended data block. Thus, with a 6-byte command you
can access a maximum of 2M blocks and with a IO-byte or 12-byte command a maximum of
4G blocks. For hard disks where one block usually corresponds to a 512-byte sector, a 6-byte
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command is sufficient in most cases. You can then access 1 Gbyte of data. If you set the REL bit
for relative addressing then the block address is relative to the block referred to in the previous
process. The block address is interpreted in this case as the 2’complement of a signed number.
Most SCSI units and hard disks, though, don’t support relative addressing. Note that this option
is missing on 6-byte commands. h
The transfer length specifies the amount of data to be transferred. Usually, this is the number of
intended blocks, but some commands also use the number of bytes. Details on this subject are
discussed in Appendix H, together with a list of all SCSI commands. Six-byte commands with
a byte for the transfer length allow the transfer of a maximum 256 blocks, where a value of 0
means that 256 blocks are transferred. Thus you can read or write up to 256 blocks all at once,
for example. On an IDE interface this means a multisector transfer. With the use of a lo-byte
command, which reserves two bytes for the transfer length, up to 65 535 blocks may be transferred with a single command. A value of 0 here really means that no block is transferred. Even
larger is that amount with a 12-byte command; here, four bytes are reserved for the transfer
length, corresponding to 4G data blocks. Thus, SCSI commands are very powerful; the 65 535
sector blocks of a IO-byte command with 512 bytes each corresponds to nearly 32 Mbytes of
data, after all! Thus you may transfer, for example, a complete DOS partition (before version
3.30) by means of a single SCSI command. The 4G data blocks with 512 bytes each should also
be enough for the future graphics interfaces according to SCSI-III.
The parameter list entry usually indicates the number of bytes transferred during the data-out
phase of a command as a parameter list to the target. This applies, for example, to the mode select
command.
If you issue a command used for returning sense data such as request sense or inquiry, then you
need to enter in the aI/ocation length field the number of bytes that the initiator is to receive from
the target. The target terminates the transfer of the sense data when the value indicated in the
field allocation length is reached. If the value is higher than the number of transferred sense
bytes, then the target terminates the data-in phase earlier. The remaining bytes are not defined.
Every command block is terminated by a control byte, which mainly controls the linking of
several commands. Figure 31.29 shows its format.

Manuf:
manufacturer (insigndicant)
reserved: 0
F:
flag
1 =message “linked command with flag complete” output
1 =message “linked command complete” output
I:
link
l=command fink
O=no command link

Fipre 31.29: Control byte str~rcturr
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The two most significant bits manufnc are available for the manufacturers of SCSI units; their
value is ignored by the target. The four reserved bits must be set to 0. If the link bit L is set, then
the initiator requests a command link. The target then returns only an intermediate status after
completing a command, and requests the next command. The connection is not interrupted (as
is the case for individual commands) and re-established by means of a bus-free and a selection
phase, but remains effective so that the initiator can pass the next command block at once.
Closely related to the link bit is the flag bit F. If L is cleared then F should also be equal to 0.
With an enabled link a cleared flag bit F indicates that the target passes the initiator a message
linked command complete after successfully completing a partial command. If the flag bit is set
then a message linked command with j7ng complete is transferred instead.
You start a command execution by transferring a 6-, lo- or 12-byte command block to the target.
Some commands additionally require a parameter list, which is transferred during the course
of a data-out phase. If you employ the ST01 then you must therefore proceed as follows:
Clear the SCSI ENAB bit in the control register and set SCSI ENAB to activate the SCSI bus;
write the SCSI-ID of the host adapter into the SCSI data port, and start an arbitration phase
of the host adapter by means of the ARB STRT bit in the control register.
Observe the ARB CMPL bit in the status register to determine the end of the arbitration
phase, and to confirm that the host adapter has gained control of the SCSI bus.
Issue a selection phase to select the intended target by activating the SEL line with the SCSI
SEL bit of the control register, and by outputting the target’s SCSI-ID via the SCSI data port.
Observe the SCSI BSY bit in the status register afterwards to determine whether the addressed target has responded to the selection phase and has taken control of the bus.
Observe the SCSI C/D, SCSI MSG and SCSI I/O bits in the status register to determine the
beginning of a command phase; for this purpose, SCSI MSG and SCSI I/O must be cleared,
but SCSI C/D must be set.
Transfer the six or ten command bytes of the command block via the SCSI data port to the
target to start command execution.
If, additionally, a parameter list has to be transferred for the command concerned (mode
select, for example), then observe the bits SCSI MSG, SCSI C/D and SCSI I/O to determine
the beginning of a data-out phase (SCSI MSG, SCSI C/D and SCSI I/O cleared), and provide
the parameter list via the SCSI data port.
If a command (write block, for example) requires the transfer of a data block, then observe
the SCSI MSG, SCSI C/D and SCSI I/O bits to determine the beginning of a data-out phase
(SCSI MSG, SCSI C/D and SCSI I/O cleared), and provide the data block via the SCSI data
port.
If a command (read block, for example) returns a data block to the initiator (that is, the host
adapter), then observe the bits SCSI MSG, SCSI C/D and SCSI I/O to determine the beginning of a data-in phase with cleared bits SCSI MSG, SCSI C/D and set bit SCSI I/O, and to
fetch the data block via the SCSI data port.
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- Observe SCSI MSG, SCSI C/D and SCSI I/O bits in the status register to determine the
beginning of a status phase when SCSI MSG is cleared and SCSI C/D and SCSI I/O are set;
the status byte is read via the SCSI data port.
- Observe the SCSI MSG, SCSI C/D and SCSI I/O bits in the status register to determine the
beginning of a message-in phase (SCSI MSG, SCSI C/D and SCSI I/O are set), and to fetch
the message via the SCSI data port.
You can see that the data exchange via host adapter and the SCSI bus is a rather extensive
operation. All the details concerning correct programming of the host adapters would go far
beyond the scope of this book. I have no other choice than to refer the SCSI freaks among you
to the original literature on this subject. I hope, nevertheless, that the basic concepts and idea
behind the very powerful and flexible SCSI have become somewhat clearer now. Consider that
you can, by means of SCSI, integrate hard disks, tape drives, optical drives, and all the other
revolutions that will surely arise in the future into your PC without the need of a hardware
adapter or memory-eating driver for every single device. A general interface standard gives rise
to an enormous flexibility but the concrete programming, unfortunately, becomes somewhat
ponderous.
More powerful SCSI host adapters than the ST01 and ST02 implement a major portion of the
SCSI bus control, which has to be programmed explicitly on an ST01 or STOZ, by means of a
processor, which is in turn controlled by firmware or exclusively by means of hardware, that
is, an ASIC. The data exchange between host adapter and drive is then carried out very quickly.
EISA SCSI host adapters often transfer the data from the host adapter by means of an EISA
DMA channel operating in burst DMA mode C at the full width of 32 bits. Such SCSI systems
achieve the highest transfer rates of up to lOMbytes/s if the host adapter has an on-board
cache. But the 10 Mbytes/s refers only to the pure DMA transfer, that is, the path host-adaptercache to main memory, or vice versa. The Transfer rates on the SCSI bus are significantly lower
but, nevertheless, impressive (up to 4 Mbytes/s).

31.7.3 ASPI
As already explained, the greatest problem concerning SCSI host adapters is the lack of a
binding standard for a programming interface. With its help, it should be possible to send SCSI
instructions, data and parameters to a SCSI target, or to receive data and parameters from a
target, in a simple way. In the meantime, however, two de facto standards have been produced,
namely the Common Access Method (CAM) from ANSI and the Advanced SCSI Programming Interface (ASPI) from Adaptec. In the following section, 1 would briefly like to introduce the basics
of ASPI.
Normally, ASPI is a driver which is loaded during start-up of your PC. You can use the ASPI
functions (Table 31.16) as they are stored in the stack segment and offset (in this sequence) of
a SCSI Request Block (SRB). Before the call, the SRB contains all other important information for
the requested function and, after the request has been performed, it contains the applicable data
from ASPI or the SCSI target. The structure of the first eight SRB bytes is the same for all ASP1
functions. Then, you must perform a far call to the entry point of the ASPI driver. In DOS you
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Code

Function

OOh
0th
02h
03h
04h
05h
06h
07h-7fh
80h-ffh

Host adapter inquiry
Determine unit type
Perform SCSI instruction
Interrupt SCSI instruction
Reset KS1 unit
Set parameters for host adapter
Reserved for target mode
Reserved for expansions
Reserved for manufacturer

Table 31.16: The ASP1 functions
can determine this entry point using INT 21h, function 44h (communication with device drivers),

sub-function 02h (read control code). For this you must first open the ASPI driver with the help
of the ASPI driver SCSIMGR$ and use the returned DOS handle as the AL value for INT 21h,
function 4402h.
As an example, I would like to explain the usage of the perform SCSI instruction ASP1 function.
In Table 31.17 you can see the layout of the SRB for this function. From the complete SRB for
this ASPI function, bytes OOh, 02-17h, lah--40h+12-1 are the input values, and the bytes Olh,
18h-19h, 4Oh+l2_4Oh+12+11-1 are the returned values. The completion of the ASP1 function call
is identified by a status value other than OOh (byte Olh). In Table 31.18 you will find all the valid
status values for the ASPI functions.
Byte

Content

OOh
Olh
02h
03h

02h (perform SCSI instruction)
status
Host adapter number
Bit 0: POST, Bit 1: link, Bit 2..3: dIrection,
Bit 3..5: reserved
Reserved
ID of target
LUN
Size of the data buffer
Extent of sense data in byte (It)
Segment:Offset of the data buffer
Segment:Offset of the SRB link
Extent of SCSI instruction in byte (12)
Status of host adapter
Target status
Segment:Offset of POST
Reserved
SCSI instruction
Sense data

04h-07h
08h
09h
Oah-Odh
Oeh
Ofh-12h
13h-16h
17h
18h
19h
lah-ldh
leh-3fh
40h-40h+12-1
40h+12..40h+12+11-1
i

3

E

p

Table 31.17: Layout of the SRB for the ASP1 function perform SCSI instruction
To call up the ASP1 function with the required SCSI instruction, you must first prepare a buffer
for the SRB itself, and then a sufficiently large data buffer (for example, if you wish to read or
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Status value

Meaning

OOh
Olh
02h
03h
04h
80h
81h
82h

Function is currently being performed (ASPI in progress)
Function successfully completed
Function interrupted by host instruction
SCSI command canhot be interrupted
General failure
Invalid SRB format
Invalid host adapter specified
SCSI target not found

Table 31.18: Status value of the ASP1 functions

write a disk drive block). Finally, the SRB fields are initialized (you will find the meaning of the
entries in Appendix H.3). The call is then simply accomplished in the following way (address
of the SRB: SRB_seg:SRB_off, jump address from ASPI: ASPI_ptr = ASPI_seg:ASPI_off):
ASPI_atart:

ASP1

mov ax, sPi_ae!?

Load segment. from SRB into accumulator ax

function call

push ax

Put segment value on the stack

mo" ax, SPJ_Off

Load offset from SRB

push ax

Put offset value on the stack

into accumulator ax

call ASP_ptr

Far call to the ASPI jump

POP ax

Get SPJ3 offset from the stack

POP ax

Get SRB

SR!_check:

Check whether ASPI

mov bx. SRB_seg
mo" es, M
mov bx, S--off
check-start:
mov

al,

point

segment from the stack
function has been completed

; Load segment from SRB into bx
Lord segment from SRB into extra segment es
; Load offset from SRI3 into bx
Begin

the

checking

[es:1 Lb%+11 ; Load status byte in SP.S into al

or al, OOh

Compare al with value OOh

.lZ check_start

Check again if al equals zero

SRB_check is used to interrogate the status byte in the SRB until a value other than 0 occurs.
This is the indication that the requested SCSI function has been performed. The status byte in
the SRB then contains an end code (see Appendix H.31, the sense data in the SRB (byte
40h+12..40h+12+11-1) and the sense code from the SCSI adapter.
ASP1 supports SCSI instruction chains by unlinking)> a number of SRBs. The 4 bytes Segment:Offset
of the SRB link (Bytes 13h..16hl entry are used for this. It refers to the SRB of the next instruction
in a chain. To actually activate the SRB linking, you must set the link bit in byte 3. This applies
to all except the last SRB in a chain. As soon as an addressed target sends back the linked
command complete status code, execution of the next instruction in the chain commences, that is,
the following SRB is performed.
If you set the POST bit 0 in the SRB, ASP1 carries out a so-called Posting and, after execution
of the SCSI instruction, jumps to the far address stored in bytes lah-ldh. You can use the CA
in addition to checking the status code in SRB, for example, as an alternative method of identifying the completion of an ASP1 function. A further use would be the processing of SCSI
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results, such as the evaluation of sense data. Immediately following the call-up of the POST
routine, the 4 byte return jump address 6egment:Offset) for ASPI, and a 4 byte SRB pointer
(Segment:Offset) for the SRB which is currently being performed are stored on the stack.

31.7.4 Other Standardized SCSI Programming Interfaces
For a complete picture, I would like to introduce two additional standardized programming
interfaces for access to the SCSI bus: the Common Access Method (CAM) and 7’ARGA. Owing to
the lack of space (a detailed specification for ASPI, CAM and TARGA could quite easily fill a
book of its own), I will have to limit the explanation to those functions that are implemented
and a few general details.
Common Access Method (CAM)
Like ASPI, the CAM operates with the help of a data structure in the memory, the CAM Control
B/o& (Ccl?), corresponding to the SRB from ASPI. The CCB contains all important information
for performing the instruction, and keeps a buffer ready for the returned data (depending on
the function). You will find the specific CAM instructions in Table 31.19.
Code
OOh
Olh
02h
03h
04h
05h
06h
07h-Ofh
10h
llh
12h
13h
14h-lfh
2Oh
2lh
22h-2fh
30h
31h
32h-7fh
80h-ffh

Function
No operation (NOP)
Perform SCSI I/O function
Determine unit type
Scan SCSI path
Release SIM queue
Set asynchronous reply
Set unit type
Reserved
Interrupt SCSI command
Reset SCSI bus
Reset SCSI unit
Interrupt I/O operation
Reserved
Sense unit
Perform unit request
Reserved
Activate LUN
Perform target I/O
Reserved
Manufacturer dependent

Table 31.29: The CAM instructions

,!

Contrary to ASPI, a CAM function is not activated by a far call to the jump point of the driver,
but by calling up INT 4fh, function 8100h. You can see the format of the call in Table 31.20.

/ Using the function 8200h of INT 4fh, you can determine whether or not a CAM driver is
$

installed. Table 31.21 shows the format of the call.
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Register

Call value

AH
AX
BX
ES

8100h
CCB-Offset
CCB-Segment

l

Return value
Error code*’

) OOhak., Olh=mvalrd CC6 Address

Table 31.20: Call formnt of INT 4fh, function SKIOh - transfer CCB to CAM driver

Register

Call value

AH
AX
cx
DX
ESDI

8200h
8765h
cba9h

Return value
Error code’)
9abch2)
5678h2)
Far pointer to “SCSI_CAM”*’

‘I OOhXAM driver installed
Ii Only if CAM

driver is installed (AH=llOh)

TARGA
TARGA is a manufacturer-independent SCSI unit driver which, like INT 13h, is constructed
as an interrupt interface. This means that all function calls using interrupt INT 78h will be
performed, and all parameters in the processor registers will be transferred. Thus, TARGA has
no data structure in memory, unlike CAM and ASH. All of the TARGA functions are listed in
Table 31.22.

Code in AH

Function

OOh
Olh
02h
03h
04h
05h
06h
08h
09h
10h
llh
12h
13h
14h
15h

Set i/O port
Determine VO port
Set DMA channel
Determine DMA channel
Set SCSI unit number
Determine SCSI unit number
Set/reset early return mode
Adapter self-test
Reset SCSI bus
Send SCSI command
Send SCSI command and receive
Send SCSI command and transfer
Send SCSI command and receive
Send SCSI command and transfer
Finish data transfer (DMA)

Table 31.22: Functions of TARGA interrupt 78h

data
data
data
data

(PIO)
(PIO)
(DMA)
(DMA)
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31.7.5 Different SCSI Standards
Finally, I would like to bring together the attributes and expansions of each of the different SCSI
standards.
SCSI-I
SCSI as a standard was born with the (subsequently named) SCSI-I specification. It was originally only an interface for disk drives. Many things remained somewhat vague, and so compatibility problems were still the order of the day. However, SCSI-I did implement a synchronous
transfer rate as an option. As the instructions from each equipment manufacturer were at first
given too much freedom for the actual implementation (far too much in fact), a standardization
was achieved with the Common Command Set (ES). CCS is an extension to SCSI-I, and is not
an actual SCSI standard itself. SCSI-I contains only an 8-bit SCSI bus; the transfer rate in asynchronous mode is a maximum of approximately 3 Mbytes/s, or in optional synchronous mode
5 Mbytes/s.
SCSI-II
SCSI-II represents a great step towards an equipment-independent and, therefore, very flexible
bus interface. Not only are the instructions and parameter lists clearly defined, and the synchronous mode laid down as compulsory, but in addition, ten classes of equipment with their
corresponding required and optional instructions have been defined. In this way, such different
equipment as hard disks, CD-ROMs, magneto-optical disk drives, scanners, streamers, mediachangers (the good old Juke Box), printers, communication equipment and general SCSI processor systems like a host adapter can be connected and controlled. Thus, SCSI-II is the first
&ueu SCSI (if you consider the original intention). The two subsequent standards are also
embedded into SCSI-II.
Fast SCSI
With Fast SCSI, the maximum clock frequency in synchronous mode is increased to 10 MHz:
with an Shit SCSI bus, this corresponds to a data transfer rate of 10 Mbyte/s. Note, however,
that the SCSI instructions and also the messages, as previously, are transferred asynchronously.

i Wide SCSI
;

In the age of 32- and 64-bit EISA/MCA and local bus systems, the eight bits of the SCSI data
bus appear quite modest. Not surprisingly, the width of the SCSI bus has also been increased
to 16 or even 32 bits. The relatively long SCSI cables set the frequency limits, not the quantity
of parallel lines (ignoring the additional electronic complexity). To be able to use the additional
data bits as well, a further so-called B-cable is necessary.

j
i

Wide and normal SCSI devices can be operated on the same SCS! bus. During a message phase
(asynchronous 8 bit), the initiator and the target negotiate as to whether an asynchronous or
synchronous, normal or fast mode, 8-, 16- or 32-bit transfer should be performed. A faster or
slower mode is selected depending on the performance capabilities and the actual implementation of the applicable SCSI units. Fast and wide modes can be simultaneously active; the
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maximum transfer rate at 10 MHz and with a 32-bit width then increases to 40 Mbytes/s. This
is a very respectable rate for an external bus.
Ultra SCSI

The more and more reliably operating electronic devices also allow for external buses to increase the clock frequency. This is the background of Ultra SCSI. The transfer clock is doubled
to 20 MHz. Unfortunately, the cables must not be as long as for ordinary (Fast) SCSI. In general,
doubling the frequency means halving the cable length; if your brand new Ultra drive doesn’t
want to operate in 20 MHz mode, the reason may be that the cable is too long.
SCSI-III

Currently, the follow-on specification for the very successful SCSI-II standard is in the planning
stage. Protocols for the supporting of serial interfaces, multi-host systems and also fibre optic
lines and graphics units are planned. In addition to an increase in the data transfer rate (fibre
optics), new classes of equipment are also expected.

31.8 Optical Mass Storage
For several years (and especially since the appearance of the CD in the audio and video fields)
a triumphant progress has been predicted for optical mass storage. But as with all great prophesies - the reality is usually far more leisurely (fortunately, if we consider the daily ‘end-of-theworld’ prophesies!). The fact that optical mass storage hasn’t already superseded magnetic
media, and especially hard disks, is largely due to two reasons: the storage capacity of the hard
disks has increased remarkably in the past five years, and further, rewriteable and high-capacity
optical data carriers have been under development for years, or very expensive.
Today most optical drives have a SCSI. Only a short time ago, manufacturers often used their
own interface so that in addition to the drive, an adapter for the bus slot also had to be provided. You may access the data on the optical mass storage, in principle, in the same way as that
on a SCSI hard disk. Thus, there are three possibilities in total:
- INT 21h file and directory function: for that purpose, most drives or controllers/host adapters come with a driver (for CD-ROMs it is usually called MSCDEXSYS - Microsoft’s CDROM driver).
- ASP1 interface: through the ASP1 functions you can issue SCSI commands to access the
volume in the optical drive.
- Programming the host adapter directly: this is only possible if you know the adapter very
well; for example, you know the memory or l/O addresses of the control, status and data
registers.
Because programming an optical drive with a SCSI interface is (except for the different SCSI
device class and the assigned commands) not very different from programming a hard disk
drive, this is not detailed here. If you use INT 21h, the differences between CD-ROMs, hard
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disks and other drives disappear completely. The following sections, therefore, discuss only the
structure and function of the presently most widely used optical mass storage in brief.

31.8.1 CD-ROM
The common CD is well-suited as a read-only memory for extensive amounts of data. Even the
music held in digital form on CDs is nothing more than a certain kind of information, after all.
The high storage capacity of the CD and the well-tested techniques of the optical and mechanical components make the CD-ROM a reasonable alternative for data which is very extensive and
will not be altered. To this group of data belong, for example, large program and data packs;
Windows applications in particular come with a box full of floppies, which significantly contributes to the price. The difference between a CD player and a CD-ROM drive is not very extensive. Only a data interface for transferring data to the PC system bus and a very poor control
interface so that the CPU has the opportunity to access certain data with software commands
have been added. The interface is accessed by means of a suitable driver. With the driver a CDROM drive can be integrated into a PC system without any major problems. Further, CD-ROM
drives are quite cheap; you can get high-quality drives for less than $200. Most drives have a
SCSI, or can be directly connected to the IDE controller, but the SCSI offers higher flexibility and
more power. The disks typically have a capacity of 650 Mbytes.
The operating principle of CD-ROM is quite easy, and corresponds largely to that of a conventional CD player (see Figure 31.30). Inside the drive a small semiconductor laser emits a very
thin laser beam with a wavelength of about 850nm. The beam is invisible, therefore, as the

Sensor
Movable
Laser Diode

Reflected Beam

Optical Disk
Fi+ye 31.30: CD-ROM. A precisely focused lnser Benin enlitttd by n loser diode is mdinted onfo the s~~rfncc of nn

opticol disk by OH opficnl nssenrbly with n mvnble mirror. The intensity
a smsor, rohich comwrts the optical srgwl into n bif signnl.

of fhe bock-smttered beam is detected by
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wavelength is in the near-infrared. Via an optical mirror assembly, which is precisely moved
with some control elements, the laser beam is focused onto the surface of the CD-ROM disk.
The disk usually accommodates the information in the form of small depressions. If the laser
beam hits such a dip then the beam is not back-reflected in a well-directed way, as is the case
between the dips, but is instead scattered. Thus the back-reflection intensity is much lower if the
beam hits such a depression. (You see the same effect in connection with a mirror and a rough
walk although the amount of reflection of the mirror is not significantly higher than that of a
white wall, you are dazzled by the sun reflected by the mirror but not by the white wall.) In
the drive a sensor detects the intensity of the back-reflected beam, which varies according to the
passing dips (that is, according to the information bits), and thus converts this variation into a
data bit pattern.
Unlike floppies and hard disks, the information is not arranged in concentric circles (the tracks)
but as a single spiral from the beginning of the disk up to its end. This spiral is further divided
into data portions, but these units are assigned a certain amount of (play) time and not a fixed
number of bytes. Thus, CD-ROM cannot deny that it has been developed from the CD player.
After all, music is usually output as a continuous stream of tones from the beginning to the end;
an organization according to tracks and sectors is therefore unnecessary.
CDs are well-suited for the mass distribution of large amounts of data. At first a master-CD
made of copper or another stable material is formed by depositing a photoresist on it, writing
the information by means of a laser beam, and thus exposing certain locations. These exposed
locations of the photoresist are removed and the disk is then etched so that part of the carrier
material is removed at the exposed locations. Thus we get a disk that already contains dips at
the right positions. Afterwards, a reverse disk is formed which contains the information as tiny
bumps instead of dips. By pressing, a positive disk can be formed easily. For this purpose, a
blank CD is put on the reverse disk and they are pressed together under high pressure. The
bumps of the reverse disk form dips in the blank CD and a CD for CD-ROM is complete. For
protection purposes, the disk is afterwards coated with an infrared-transparent layer.
In principle, dips are not essentially required for recording. Two different reflection types are
sufficient, no matter how they are achieved. These may, for example, be two different phases
(crystalline or amorphous) or two different magnetizations of the carrier’s surface. The first
method is used for WORM S , the latter for magneto-optical drives. (More about these in the
following sections.) The main disadvantage of CD-ROM cannot be overlooked: the information
held must be burnt-in during the manufacturing process. As the user you can’t extend the
stored data. Therefore, a first advance are the WORM S.

31.8.2 CD-R
In a short time you will find CD recorders (CD-Rs) on the market, which you can use to create
your own data and audio CDs by <<burning>> blank CDs. The blank CDs are coated on one side
with a special film. To write information the write laser beam damages (burns) this film or the
underlying reflective coating so that the read laser beam is no longer reflected. This corresponds
to the bumps on the surfaces of normal CDs. Usually this burning is significantly slower than
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the read process. Many CD recorders therefore have, for example, the specification 2x/4x CDR which means that the information is written with double speed (300 kbytes/s) onto the blank
CD, while the CD-R can read information from a CD with quad speed (600 kbytes/s). The main
difference compared to the WORM S discussed in the following section is that you can play any
self-made CD in every CD player or CD-ROM drive (at least theoretically). On the other hand,
the (older) WORMS can be used only in the manufacturer’s drives.

31.8.3 WORM
WORM has nothing to do with worms either in the biological or in the computer sense, but is
simply the abbreviation for write once, read many (times). You may write on the WORM data
carrier once and read it in principle until the end of time. Thus WORM S are well-suited for
archiving large amounts of data (for example, the correspondence of legal chambers or the
credit transfers of banks). The stability of the written information is good, and remains readable
for a longer time than on magnetic data carriers.
In addition to a sense laser beam, a WORM drive has a second, the so-called write laser beam,
which is much more intensive than the sense laser beam. If information is written then the write
laser generates a short but, nevertheless, very powerful laser pulse. Depending upon the structure and surface, the coating at the hit location vaporizes and exposes the surface of the data
carrier itself, located below. This surface has a different reflection coefficient from the vaporized
data carrier coating. Alternatively, the coating of the data carrier or the data carrier itself may
only be melted at the location concerned, but not vaporized. At the end of the write laser pulse,
the melted coating cools down very rapidly and solidifies in an amorphous form, that is, without any regular arrangement of the atoms. This amorphous form usually has a different reflection coefficient from the previously present crystalline or polycrystalline coating. In both cases,
another intensity of the sense laser beam is reflected which the sensor converts into a corresponding bit signal. Thus reading is carried out similar to the CD-ROM.
The disadvantage of WORM S is that the information, once written, cannot be erased. If you alter
a single bit in an allocation unit, the complete allocation unit must be rewritten at another
location. Thus WORMS are only suitable for archiving data that is hardly altered later. WORM
data carriers achieve storage capacities of up to 500 Mbytes per disk side (that is, ten times more
than a current high-end hard disk). But as is the case for CD-ROMs, you pay for the high
capacity with a poor transfer rate of typically 150 kbytes/s and an average access time of 50 ms.

31.8.4 Magneto-optical Drives
The only optical drives with erasable and rewriteable data carriers that have made the leap from
development onto the market are magneto-optical drives. They use the influence of a magnetic
field onto the polarization of an electromagnetic wave. Light and infrared beams are a form of
electromagnetic radiation, as radio or radar waves are. Normal light is depolarized and the
electrical as well as the magnetic field of the wave can have any direction perpendicular to the
beam direction.
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In polarized (or better, linearly polarized) light, the electric field of the wave only points in one

direction, perpendicular to the propagation direction (see Figure 31.31). In the same way the
magnetic field of the wave also points solely in a certain direction, the so-called polarization
direction, which is perpendicular to the electric field as well as the propagation direction. The
light of a laser, for example, is always polarized in a certain direction. A p&riz&m filter only
lets a polarized wave with certain polarization direction pass, but no light polarized perpendicularly thereto. Thus polarization filters can be used for determining the polarization direction: if the detector behind the polarization filter detects some light, it is polarized according to
the filter direction; if the polarization filter doesn’t let any light pass, it is polarized perpendicular to the filter direction.

Polarization Filter

Polarization Filter

Electromagnetic Wave

Figure 31.31: Polarization and polarization filter. An electromagnetic waue (for example, light) consists of a
periodically changing field E and a periodically changing magnetic field B. The direction of B is called the
polarization. Polarization filters only let pass zoaues whose polarizafion meets the polarization direction of the
filter.
When an electromagnetic wave passes through a body located in a magnetic field, the external
magnetic field affects the electromagnetic field of the wave and turns the electrical and magnetic
field of the wave, that is, its polarization direction. This phenomenon is called the Faraday effect.
The same applies to the reflection at the surface of a magnetized substance. The magnetic field
generated by the magnetization of the substance turns the polarization direction of the reflected
wave relative to the incoming one. The direction of the polarization turn depends upon the
magnetization direction of the substance.
Magneto-optical drives now use the Faraday effect to record data. This works as follows: a
magneto-optical disk at first has a uniformly magnetized coating made of a ferromagnetic lanthanalloy. When the polarized laser beam hits the surface, the polarization direction of the reflected
beam is turned according to the magnetization of the surface. A polarization filter serves as an
analyser for the polarization direction of the back-reflected beam, and the sensor behind the
filter detects the intensity passed through the polarization filter (see Figure 31.32).
If a bit is to be written onto disk, then a short but intensive write pulse from the laser heats UP
the surface at the corresponding location above the Curie-point T,. As you know from chapter
30, the magnetization of the ferromagnetic disk coating vanishes completely. At the same time,
an electromagnet generates a magnetic field whose direction depends on the value of the bit to
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&me 31.32: Magneto-optical disk. When writing data an intensive write beam warms up the surface of the disk
nder the influence of an external magnetic field, this spot cools down and magnetizes according to the external
agnetic field. When reading data the external magnetic field is switched ofi and a weak sellsing beam scans the
sk. A sensor determines the magnetization direction of the disk with a polarization filter.

rite; for a ccl>> the magnetic field is opposite to that for a ccO>j. The direction of this magnetic
eld now determines the direction in which the elementary magnets (domains) of the heated
Jot orient when they are again cooled down below the Curie-point. Thus the value of the
rritten bit is also decided. The coating freezes the direction of the magnetic field more or less
t the time of writing; thus the writing of a bit is complete.
Jhen reading a bit the laser beam scans the surface of the disk and the polarization system
etects the direction of the polarization turn for the reflected beam. If the laser beam hits the
bove written bit, then the direction of the polarization turn for the reflected beam is dependent
pon the magnetization direction of the surface coating. For example, the polarization direction
)r a QO* is turned to the left, and for a ~~1~~ turned to the right. In the first case, for example,
o light can pass through the polarization filter, and the sensor detects a bit of value NOD. In the
itter case, the full intensity of the reflected beam reaches the sensor, and it detects a bit of value
In. Thus the information is also held here in the form of a tiny magnetization; but unlike a hard
isk, the localization of a certain bit on the disk is carried out by means of a laser beam, that
;, in an optical way.
y warming up the relevant spot later, and with a corresponding direction of the magnetic field
enerated by the electromagnet, the written bit can be erased again without any problem.
lultiple write processes are thus possible, but presently their total number doesn’t reach the
ossible number of erasures for pure magnetic disks. The stability of the written information is
3mewhere between 10 and 25 years. Also, magneto-optical drives pay for their high storage
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capacity with a comparably poor transfer rate for high-performance drives of significantly less
than 1 Mbytes/s and an average access time of typically 50 ms. But you should consider that a
magneto-optical disk accommodates up to 30 000 (!) tracks. The enormous capacity of the optical
data carriers is thus not achieved by increasing the bit density bpi, but mainly by raising the
track density tpi - a hint that oljtical systems with mirrors which only need to position a
completely massless and inert laser beam operate much more exactly than magnetic ones.
Compared to a laser beam, they have to move a very heavy read/write head.
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32.3 Other Interfaces
32.3.1 IBM Adapter for Computer Games
A further and very simply structured interface is the adapter for computer games. Two joysticks
with release buttons for machine guns, missiles and other pedagogically valuable toys can be
connected. The structure and functioning of the adapter is quite simple (see Figure 32.31). You
may access the adapter with IN and OUT instructions referring to port address 201 h

Joystick A

Figure 32.31: Structure of the @me adapter. The game adapter has a buffer, in which the currerrt release status
the joystick buttons is stored, and a multivibrator for determining the joystick position.

of

The adapter is connected to the PC system bus via only the eight low-order bits of the data bus,
the ten low-order bits of the address bus, and the control lines IOR and IOW. On the reverse
the adapter has a jack with 15 contacts, to which a maximum of two game consoles can be
connected. Some adapter cards also have two jacks so that joysticks can be connected individually. The assignment of the standard adapter connector is shown in Table 32.8.
Each of the two joysticks has two potentiometers with a resistance value between 0 R and
100 kR arranged perpendicular to each other, indicating the X and Y positions, respectively, of
the joystick. Additionally, every joystick has up to two buttons. They are usually open, and the
corresponding lines are pulled to a high level by the joystick’s internal circuitry (see Figure
32.32).
You can determine the pressen or released state of the buttons easily with an IN instruction
referring to address 201h. The game adapter returns a data byte with the structure shown in
Figure 32.32. The high-order nibble indicates the button’s status, As the adapter doesn’t use an
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Pin

Used for

2
3
6
7
10
11
13
14
1,8,9,15
4,5,12

1st button of joystick A (BAl)
X-potentiometer of joystick A (AX)
Y-potentiometer of joystick A (AY)
2nd button of joystick A (BA2)
1st button of joystick B (BBl)
X-potentiometer of joystick B (BX)
Y-potentiometer of joystick B (BY)
2nd button of joystick B (BBZ)
supply voltage Vcc (+5 V)
ground GND (0 V)
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Table 32.8: Layout of game adapter connector

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0
_(

882. BBl,

BA2,

BY, BX, AY, AX:

BAl:

status of buttons 82, Bl, A2 and Al
l=button released
O=button pressed
multivibrator status according to the corresponding potentiometer

Figure 32.32: Game adapter status byte.

IRQ line, and thus isn’t able to issue an interrupt, you have to investigate the status byte
regularly to determine the current status, that is, the game adapter operates only in polling
mode.
Example:

determine

whether the 2nd button of joystick A has been

MOV dx, 201h ;
IN al, dx

load game

operated.

adapter address into dx

; read status byte into al

TEST al, 20h ; check whether BA2 is set

,

It is more ponderous to detect the current position of the joysticks; you must determine the
current resistance value of the potentiometer concerned. The multivibrator element is implemented for this purpose. If you issue an OUT instruction referring to port address 201h with any
output value, then a one-shot multivibrator in the multivibrator element is started. The values
of the four low-order bits BY, BX, AY and AX in the status byte rise to 1. The one-shot
multivibrator mainly has a capacitor, which is discharged via a 2.2 kR resistor on the adapter
board and the corresponding joystick potentiometer. If the capacitor voltage is decreased below
a certain threshold value by the discharge process, then the multivibrator outputs a 0 instead
of a 1. Depending upon the potentiometer resistance value, this requires more or less time; the
exact relation is as follows.
tine interval=24.2~e+

or

0.011~s,resistancer~21
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[Ql =

time interval-24.2ps
0.011ps

Thus the time interval may be in the range between 24.2 us for the potentiometer position 0 R,
and 1124 us corresponding to 100 kQ. To determine the resistance value of the individual
potentiometers you output any data byte to the 201h port first to start the one-shot multivibrator.
The corresponding bit in the status byte rises to 1. Afterwards, you continuously determine
(according to the status byte) whether the value of the bit corresponding to the potentiometer
investigated has fallen to 0 by regularly reading port 201h. You may determine the time interval,
for example, by reading counter 0 of the 8253/8254 PIT timer chips in advance of the first and
after the last IN instruction. On counter 0 a wrap-around occurs only every 55 ms; thus the time
interval corresponding to a potentiometer position is always significantly smaller than the cycle
time of counter 0. Of course, you can load, for example, counter 2 of the PIT with appropriate
count values and use counter 2 for determining the time interval. From this time interval and the
above indicated relation, you can determine the resistance value and thus the joystick position.
Example:

determine resietance value of the Dotentiometer Ax corresponding to the X
position of joystick A.
MOV dx, 201h
OUT dx, a1

; load game adapter address into dx
; write any value to DO=t 201h to start one-shot multivibrator

OOh
OUT 43h, al
IN al, 40h
IN ah, 40h

:
;
;
;
;
;

MO" al,

MOV bx, ax

load counter-latch ccamnand referring counter 0 into al
OUtPUt counter-latch command to PIT Control register
read low-order counter byte into al
read high-order counter byte into ah
thus ax=ah.al holds the current 16-bit cc,unter value
transfer counter value into bx

check_status:
IN al, dx
; read status byte from port 2Olh
TEST al, Olh
; check whether bit AX is still set
JZ check-status ; if bit AX is set then check again
MOV

al, OOh
OUT 43h. al
IN al, 40h
IN ah, 40h

nov cx, ax
.............

;
;
i
;
i
;
;
;

load counter-latch command referring counter 0 into al
output counter-latch command to PIT control register
read low-order counter byte into al
read high-order counter byte into ah
thus ax=ah.al holds the current 16-bit counter value
transfer counter value into cx
determine counter difference from bx and cx and
thus time difference and resistance value

In principle, the game adapter can also be used for other purposes than the connection of a
joystick. For example, you can measure resistance values in general, and you are not limited to
the range O-100 kR. Also, for example, the high-order nibble of the status byte could indicate
the bell button state in your apartment if you take a soldering iron and connect the bell via the
game adapter to your PC. Together with a speech synthesizer this may give rise to some funny
experiences. but Figure 32.33 shows only the usual wiring for joysticks!
Starting with the AT and ES/Z, you also have the opportunity to determine the status of the
buttons as well as the multivibrator state using the BIOS instead of a direct register access. For
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Joystick A
,__________________________
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Joystick B
______._______---_____----.

Button 1

Figure 32.33: Joystick wiring
this purpose, function 84h of INT 15h is implemented. Figure 32.34 shows the call format of this
function.

Figure 32.34: Calling format of ZNT 15h, function 84h.
The function carries out two different checks. If the DX register holds the value OOh upon the
function call, the function determines only the button status and returns this in the high-order
nibble of register al corresponding to Figure 32.32. If DX is set to a value of Olh, the function
reads the state of the multivibrators and returns it in registers AX to DX.

32.3.2 Network Adapters
Network adapters are also interfaces in the narrower sense, because they establish a connection
to other computers or peripherals (for example, a laser printer in the network). For connecting
personal computers to each other, Ethernet has largely become established, on which, for example,
Novell NetWare is built. If you want to connect your PC via a network to a larger computer
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system, for example a UNIX system or an AS/400, you will often meet IBM’s Token Ring. Both
networks are comparable in view of their performance. The various network standards will be
discussed in Chapter 33 in brief; interested readers will find a large amount of specialized
literature on this subject.

32.3.3 Datanets, Packet Switching and PAD Adapters
Parallel to the public telephone network, for several years there has been a pure data network,
too, which has various names in different countries; for example, DATEX in Germany, or Datapac
in Canada. Additionally, the telecoms or commercial datanets provide a gateway to the largest
WAN in the world - the well-known Internet.

‘_

Initially, the Internet was built as a worldwide net (WAN) to enable a data exchange between
universities and research institutes. Meanwhile, nearly every PC user having a modem and a
telephone line can have access to the Internet for little cost through commercial companies that
provide a gateway to the Internet. In addition to the usual net servives such as e-mail and
database access, newsgroups (user groups discussing thousands of subjects of interest) have
emanated as a feature of the Internet. The Internet is looked upon as the communications
platform of the worldwide ‘computer freak’ community. At the time of writing (early 1997),
over 60 million computers with a multiple of actual users are connected to this net. A more exact
number cannot be determined because of the sometimes chaotic structure of the net (comparable
to the world’s street network which is extended and repaired all the time).
Unlike the telephone network which works in an analogue manner, large parts of the data
networks were implemented for pure data transfer from the beginning. They are therefore much
more reliable and also more powerful than the combination of a telephone and a networkmodem (DATEX I’10 reaches 48000 baud, while the telephone network doesn’t reach much
more than 4800 to 9600 baud without errors). Of course, in principle you are also free to transmit
a conversation in binary-encoded form with CD quality, but the datanets are usually exclusively
employed for worldwide data transfer. In many countries there are similar datanets, so you can
exchange data with computer systems throughout the world in the same way as you talk with
your friend in Australia via a telephone line.
Some datanets still operate with line switching, that is, your PC is connected to the destination
computer by means of a line which is exclusively dedicated to it throughout the whole connection time. Thus you are occupying a line (for example, to a database) even if you are thinking
which command you should input next. This is, of course, a pure waste, and very expensive
especially if you have a connection to another continent via satellite. While you are thinking
about the next command another communication member could be using the line without
disturbing you.
For this reason, telecommunication companies have established so-called packet-switching networks. This means that all data and commands are transferred in the form of data packets after
the destination has been called and the connection established. International datanets comply
with the CCITI X.25 standard, which defines the calling procedure, transmission, and other
network parameters. A data packet consists of the destination address and the data, and usually
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comprises 128 bytes. If you issue, for example, a read command referring to a database, then the
command is first converted into one or more packets which are transferred to the destination
via the network. Which route the packet takes (which line is used) is insignificant here; the
transmission path can be very different from packet to packet. For example, it may be that your
command packet is running via the path London - New York - Los Angeles - Stanford, but the
second packet via the path London - Chicago - San Francisco - Stanford. The switching system
must be able, of course, to handle problems; for example, depending upon the transmission
time, the second packet may arrive in advance of the first one! But you nevertheless have the
illusion that a data line is always reserved for you. The big advantage of packet switching is the
much more efficient use of transmission paths, as the switching system is free to select the
connection lines for every packet, and always uses a currently available physical line. These
datanets thus operate with so-called virtual connections. The switching systems usually comprise
a large computer with enormous storage capacity for transferring and temporarily storing the
data packets. As the user you pay only for the number of transferred data packets if packet
switching is effective, that is, the bill is calculated according to the amount of data (and, of
course, the distance to the destination device). If you don’t output or receive packets then you
don’t have to pay (or only a very low amount), even if the connection to the destination device
is still established. With line switching, on the other hand, you have to pay according to the
connection time because you occupy the line even if you don’t accept or provide data.
Data networks often operate with normal modems that you can connect directly to the serial
interface of your PC. With a suitable terminal program (and an account, of course) you are
ready to exchange data via the public datanet now and access databases or mail boxes, etc.
Access to packet switching networks is not so easy, however, as the data that is to be output
by your PC must first be converted into a suitable number of packets with corresponding
addresses. The incoming data packets must also be separated into an address and actual data.
This job is carried out by a so-called PAD ndapter (packet assembler/disassembler, that is, a
hardware device that assembles a transmission packet from the data and the address, or disassembles a data packet into address and data). The PAD adapter is connected to the modem,
which transfers the data packet to the datanet or receives packets from the network; thus, the
PAD forms a DCE. In most cases, you may access the PAD by means of suitably adapted
terminal software and a serial interface on the PAD adapter. But some PAD adapters (for
example, IBM’s X.25 adapter) employ an interface chip other than the UART 8250, namely
Zilog’s 280 SIO. It carries out many of the same functions as the 8250, but its register layout and
addresses are incompatible with the 8250. When buying a PAD adapter, make sure that the
terminal software is actually programmed for the adapter concerned; otherwise you remain
separated from the (datanet) world. PADS are quite intelligent components, and implement
commands that you may pass by means of the terminal program. You use these PAD commands to control the PAD’s access to the data network or the disconnection of the destination
device.
i

i

H

The calling of a destination device is as simple as using the telephone. If you have logged into
the datanet (which is already carried out on some datanets with switching on the PC and the
modem) you need only input the datanet number of the destination. Now the switching system
establishes a connection to the destination (for example, a database). As soon as the (possibly
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virtual) connection is established, your PC behaves in the usual form as a terminal of the
connected database (but which can be several thousand kilometres from the database).
The public datanet, with its higher reliability against noise, provides significant advantages
compared to data exchange via the public telephone network, especially for users who regularly
transfer large amounts of data over long distances, or who intend to use databases frequently.
The higher base cost for a datanet account will pay for itself for all those who frequently use
the datanet, because of the lower transfer costs.

32.3.4 Fax Adapter Cards
Another interesting interface for your PC are facsmile adapters, which are controlled by an
appropriate fax program. They are usually normal modems, but equipped with some specialized hard- or software for fax communication. You don’t need to print text or a drawing, go to
the fax and insert the sheet into the fax machines; instead you instruct your fax modem directly
on-screen to transmit the document to another fax device. For example, you may form a drawing including text with CorelDRAW! and export the result into a file; the fax program only
needs to read the file, and provide corresponding fax data to the installed fax modem. This
saves time and paper. If you already own a scanner you can also fax in the usual way by
scanning in drawings and other documents and sending them via the fax program and the fax
adapter.
For incoming faxes, your fax adapter doesn’t print the documents on the very expensive
thermopaper, but writes them into a file. Thus you may edit the fax, rotate or process it, or, for
example, read it into your business graphics program. Also in this case you save paper, time
and money.

32.4 Small but Universal - PCMCIA
The PCMCIA interface has recently become an extraordinarily successful standard. Although
originally only intended as a memory expansion (standard l.O), with the new specification 2.0,
the credit card-sized cards are now also usable for a lot of I/O devices, such as fax modems, SCSI
adapters or GPS (Global Positioning System) receivers with a PCMCIA interface. The specification is set-up and managed by the Personal Computer Memory Card lnternntional Association.
PCMCIA allows a card memory of a maximum of 64 Mbytes for so-called COIU~OII Memory and
a maximum of 64 Mbytes for Attribute Memory, that is, the memory present on a single PCMCIA
card may encompass up to 128 Mbytes - I presume that this should be enough for some years.
For comparison: the entire 24-bit ISA address space holds only 16 Mbytes. With a PCMCIA
memory card you can expand your notebooks memory considerably. Also, the installation of
non-volatile memory (flash or battery-buffered SRAM memory, for example) is possible, for
example, to install a quite high-capacity, external ((drive>, with removable volume on a solidstate basis (floppies as the most widely used drives with removable data volume have a maximum of no more than 2.88 Mbytes). With I/O cards beginning with specification 2.0, an I/O
address space of 64k B-bit ports is also available (or an equivalent of 16- and/or 32-bit ports).
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Presently, specification 3.0 is under discussion; it will incorporate drives and, therefore, defines
a larger slot. The PCMCIA interface should be manufacturer-independent and, moreover, free
of the need for a specific hardware architecture in the computer system used. Thus, PCMCIA
is intended for both the IBM-compatible PC and the Apple Macintosh.

32.4.1 Structure and Function
The PCMCIA interface provides a connection between a small PC card, or PCMCIA card, and a
host PC. For this purpose, the host PC may have an adapter which connects the PC system bus
(ISA/EISA/MCA/VLB/PCI) to the PCMCIA socket and incorporates the necessary control
(PCMCIA controller). In the same way as your PC can have several serial (COMI-COM4) and
parallel (LPTl-LPT3) interfaces on several adapters, it is also possible for several PCMCIA
sockets (slots) to be installed on a personal computer with one or more PCMCIA sockets (slots)
each. The sockets or slots hold the PC cards and have contacts for exchanging signals and
providing supply voltages. Usually, the sockets perform power management to reduce power
consumption of the PCMCIA interface as much as possible. This is particularly required in
notebooks - one main segment for the use of the very compact PCMCIA interface.
The principal function of the PCMCIA interface and the inserted cards is quite simple: usually,
in the main memory or I/O address space of the host system an address area (a so-called
zuindow) is defined, onto which a memory or I/O segment of the inserted card is mapped. An
access to the host system’s window then does not refer to the host system, but is redirected to
the assigned PCMCIA slot and, thus, the inserted card. This is shown in Figure 32.35.
PCMCIA

controller

PcMclA Memory

PCMCIA
Controller

System Main Memory
System

I

I

PCMCIA

(b)
Figure 32.35: Flrttction of

the PCMCIA intrrfnce:

(0)

Men~ory address space, (b) I/O address space

A window in system main memory is defined by two quantities: the beginning of the window
or the address of the first window byte (FIRST), and the end of the window or the address of
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the last byte in the window (LAST). FIRST and LAST are held by a control register of the
PCMCIA controller. If the system address Sys_Address (the address provided by the processor,
cache controller, etc.) is between FIRST and LAST, the PCMCIA controller is activated and
redirects this memory access to that PCMCIA socket for which the window is defined.
Additionally, the curd offset is important for card memory addressing. It decides which memory
location on the PC card is accessed physically by the system address. This offset is always
provided in 2’complement representation, and added to the system address by the PCMCIA
controller. Therefore, remapping of the PC card’s address area between the physical card addresses [FIRST+card Oflset, LAST+Curd Offset] to the system address area [FIRST, LAST] is carried out. Because the card offset is given as a 2’complement, the offset can always be added even
when a card memory area abelow,, the window in the system memory is to be accessed; the
card offset is then only a negative number in 2’complement representation. Thus, in this area,
a system address physically accesses a memory location on the inserted PCMCIA card.
The specification allows several such windows per socket or slot, and the usual PCMCIA controller makes use of that possibility. The windows can be configured independently (for example, regarding the access to common or attribute memory of the PCMCIA card, number of wait
states, etc.). Accesses to main memory with a system address which is not within the window
refer, of course, to the system main memory, and are not redirected to the PCMCIA slot. Additionally, each window can be subdivided into pages (if the PCMCIA controller is able to do
that). If only one page is present, it encompasses the whole window. If several pages are formed,
every page comprises 16 kbytes. Every page can have a different card offset, thus several <<subwindows, into the PCMCIA card’s address space can be defined.
A quite cumbersome but nevertheless defined way in which to access the card memory goes
through I/O ports and card registers, but you will rarely find such PCMCIA sockets and cards.
Specification 2.0 also intends to remap an I/O address area of the inserted PC cards onto the
system I/O address area. Therefore, control and status registers on a PCMCIA card that, for
example, integrates a fax modem are also accessible. In principle, this can also be achieved with
memory-mapped registers, of course. In this case, however, we always need special drivers and,
for example, a standard terminal program access which expects a UART 16450 at the COMxusual I/O addresses is directed to nowhere. With the I/O cards we don’t have this problem
after configuring the PCMCIA slots: the card registers are simply remapped, for example, to the
COMl-typical I/O addresses in the system’s I/O address area. Such I/O windows do not
implement pages and have byte granularity (memory windows: 4 kbytes). Additionally, there
is no card offset; every port address in the window of the system I/O address space refers to
the same port in the card I/O address space.
The PCMCIA interface can recognize many card status changes, for example battery warnings,
insertion and removal of cards, etc. I/O cards can issue a hardware interrupt request to report
incoming faxes, for example. Further, optional EDC (Error Detecting Code) generators are defined to ensure data integrity. With the write-protect switch on the PC cards you may prevent
erasure or overwriting of stored data. You can configure or send a request to the PCMCIA
interface by a direct access to the control and status registers of the installed PCMCIA controller,
or through the socket and card service functions of the BIOS INT lah (functions 80h and above).
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Appendix M contains a detailed listing of the socket service functions (see also Section 32.4.3).
Only the socket and card service functions are specified; manufacturers can implement the
registers as they choose. Nevertheless, I will discuss the most important control registers of a
typical PCMCIA controller (PCIC 82365SL) in Section 32.4.4. For compatibility reasons, you
should prefer the socket or card services.

32.4.2 PCMCIA Contacts
In the following you will find all the contacts and signals of the PCMCIA interface according
to specification 2.0. Note that standard 1.0 only dealt with memory cards, and the interface is
configured as a pure memory interface upon power-up. Additionally the signals WAIT and
RESET were not defined in specification 1.0 and, therefore, are marked as free. If you want to
use these signals for an I/O card (define a combined memory/IO slot) you must configure the
respective socket first.
PCMCIA 2.0
Memory and l/O Cards

Memory-only Cards

Memory-only Cards
Memory and I/O Cards

Figure 32.36: PCMCIA slot contacts according to PCMCIA 2.0.

First I want to discuss all the contacts and signals that have the same meaning for both pure
memory sockets and memory/IO sockets. The contacts are listed alphabetically.
A25-A0 (0)
Contacts 8, 10-14, 19-29, 46-50, 53-56
These 26 address contacts serve for addressing up to 64 Mbytes of memory or 64k I/O ports
(A15-AO; I/O cards only) on the inserted PCMCIA card.
CDI, CD2 (1)
Contacts 36, 67
These Card Detect
_ contacts
~ recognize whether a PCMClA card is inserted or not. The adapter
logic drives CD1 and CD2 to a high level if the socket is empty. If a card is inserted, it connects
the card detect contacts with ground and pulls the signals to a low level. This level change
indicates an inserted PC card.
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CE2, CEl (0)
Contacts 7, 42
These two Card Enable contacts serve for enabling the high-order ( CE2) and low-order (a)
part of the data bus D15-DO.
.
D15-DO (I/O)
Contacts 2-6, 30-32, 37-41, 64-66
These contacts form the 16-bit data bus of the PCMCIA interface.

i% (0)
Contact 9
When data is to be read from a PCMCIA memory card, the PCMCIA controller pulls this
Output Enable signal m to a low level.
REG (0)
Contact 61
This Attribute Memory select or Register select signal is on a high level for all accesses to the
common memory of the PCMCIA card through active WE or @ signals on a high level. When
the attribute memory of the PCMCIA card is to be accessed, REG must be on a low level. I/O
cards respond to IORD and IOWR only if REG is on a low level; thus, they actually carry out
an I/O access for a low-level REG only.
RESET (0; from specification 2.0 on)
Contact 58
A signal with a high level at this contact resets the inserted PCMCIA card. RESET is implemented beginning with PCMCIA specification 2.0.
RFSH (0)
Contact 43
A high-level refresh signal instructs a refresh for a PCMCIA memory card.
WAIT (I; from specification 2.0 on)
Contact 59
When an inserted card cannot complete a memory or I/O access quickly enough, it pulls the
signal at this contact to a low level. WAIT therefore serves to insert wait cycles. It is implemented beginning with specification 2.0.
WFJPRGM (0)
Contact 15
A low signal level at this Write Enable/Program contact determines the supply of write data by
the slot to the inserted card.
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Vppl, vppz (0)
Contacts 18, 52
The two contacts supply programming voltages. They are usually higher than Vcc and serve
flash memories, for example.
res
Contact 57
This contact is reserved.

vcc

(0)

Contacts 17, 51
The two contacts provide supply voltages for the inserted PCMCIA card.
GND
Contacts 1, 34, 35, 68
These contacts are grounded.
In the following, all contacts and signals implemented for pure memory sockets only are listed:
BVD2, BVDl (I)
Contacts 62-63
The two Battery Voltage Detect contacts indicate the power state of the battery in a PCMCIA
memory card. The signal combinations (BVDZ, BVDI) have the following meanings:
(11) battery o.k.
(10) battery empty, data lost
(01) warning state, battery low, data not yet lost
(00) battery empty, data lost
RDY/BSY (I)
Contact 16
This Ready/Busy signal indicates whether the inserted card has already completed the previously issued write access (RDY/BSY = 0, or whether it is still occupied by this access
(RDY /BSY = 0).
WP (1)
Contact 33
The Write Protect signal at this contact indicates the state of the write-protect switch of PCMCIA
cards. A high WI’ level indicates a write-protected card.
res

i Contacts 44-45, 60
; These three contacts are reserved.
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Finally, all contacts for combined memory and I/O slots are listed. To use the contacts in the
described way, the socket must be configured first:
INPACK (I)
Contact 60
The inserted card acknowledges the transfer of a signal with a low-level Input Acknowledge
signal INPACK.
IORD (01
Contact 44
Together with a low-level REG signal, a low-level I/O Read signal instructs the inserted card
to carry out an I/O access and to return data to the socket.
IOWR (01
Contact 45
Together with a low-level REG signal, a low-level I/O Write signal instructs the inserted card
to carry out an I/O access and to fetch data from the socket.

IREQ (1)
Contact 16
This Interrupt Request signal is enabled by an inserted I/O card, that is, pulled down to a low
level, to issue a hardware interrupt. An example for an I/O card which issues such a request
is a PCMCIA modem which receives a call (RI active) and requests the host to service the
incoming call.
SPKR (I)
Contact 62
The Speaker or Digital Audio contact receives audio data from the inserted card and forwards
it to the system speaker.
STSCHG (I)
Contact 63
The Status Changed signal is enabled when the PCMCIA card status has changed.
IOIS16 (I)
Contact 33
The signal at this contact (IO Port Is 16-Bit) is on a low level when the present I/O access
addresses a 16bit port.

32.4.3 Access with Socket Services of INT lah, Functions 80h-ffh
The socket services form the software interface nearest to the hardware for PCMCIA cards.
Figure 32.37 shows the various layers.
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L

Application
Operating System
Device Driver

.

I

Card Services

Figure 32.37: Various software lnyers of the PCMClA interface

The highest software interface to the PCMCIA slots is established by the curd sewices. Their
calling conventions are operating system dependent, and they process the requests of several
processes (clients) under a multitasking operating system. In particular, they manage (share) the
socket services among these competing processes to avoid access conflicts. For this purpose, the
card services coordinate the access to PC cards, sockets and system elements for the clients.
These are usually resident or transient drivers, system utilities and applications. The card services use the socket services actually to access a PCMCIA slot. Unlike the socket services (of
which several can be present in the system simultaneously), there is only a single card service
implementation per system at a time. Under certain circumstances, a client must be informed
about a status change in the corresponding socket (for example, when the card has been removed and no further access is possible). Return messages, called events, are responsible for
this.
The socket services are also independent of the basic system architecture, and thus especially of
the implemented processor registers and the calling conventions of the system. This is implemented by so-called processor bindings. In the case of the 80x86 architecture, the general-purpose
1 and segment registers are used in the usual way for transferring parameters and a software
interrupt (here: INT lab) is used for calling the functions. Note that socket services are not re/ entrant (an error message BUSY is returned in this case). The card services handle this problem
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right from the start, so that a re-entrance problem cannot occur. You can easily determine
whether a socket service is installed: you need simply all function 8% - GefAdupferCount. If you
get the code SUCCESS and the signature ‘SS’ in the CX register, you can (virtually) be sure that
at least one socket service is installed.
Example:

Determine whether a socket service is present.
MO" ah, 80h

; load function number for GetAdapterCount

INT lah

; call function

JC no_service

; carry 8et--ferror+no

CMP ah, OOh

;

JNE

determine

whether

service

SUCCESS

no-service ; ah contains error code

CMP CX, 'SS'

;

determine

whether

c> O-no SUCCESS_)no

signature

JNE no_service ; cx contains no 'SS' --tno

service

'SS' in CX

service

service_installed:
; return metlsage

that socket service is installed

; return message

that no socket service is installed

no_service:

The card services assume that the access behaviour of PCMCIA card memories corresponds to
that of SRAM memories. For example, data can be individually read, written and erased (that
is, overwritten with a standard value). This is not possible, for example, for flash memories,
because here no individual cells can be overwritten, but only rows (pages), blocks or the complete chip. Reading data in the same way as with SRAM memories is, however, possible. To
keep such technology-dependent procedures for writing and erasing data transparent for the
card services, an additional software layer is defined between the card and socket services, if
necessary - the so-called Memory Technology Layer (MTL). It uses the socket services for all
configuration-relevant accesses (defining windows and pages, for example). Only the access for
erasing and writing data is carried out (as usual) directly, but with a programming algorithm
which is adapted to the respective memory technology.
All levels of the software interfaces can, of course, be accessed directly in a more or less easy
way (dependent on the operating system). For example, you can choose whether you want to
use the socket or card services.
A detailed discussion of all socket services is given in Appendix M. Additionally, all card
services are listed, but a detailed description of all of these functions would surely turn this
book into a brick! Moreover, they form an operating system-near layer, and should therefore be
part of a book called PCMCIA Card Services for System Programmers. I have therefore not detailed
every card service function.

32.4.4 Access Through PCMCIA Controller Registers - An Example
As an example of memory and I/O window management on a hardware level by a PCMCIA
controller, the most important registers of Intel’s PC Card Interface Confrollers (PCIC) 823655L are
discussed. Table 32.9 summarizes all PCIC registers; they are all g-bits wide.
The PCIC uses an indexing scheme to access the registers; the number of occupied ports is
reduced by this. An index register at 3eOh and a data register at 3elh is implemented. A certain
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register is, for example, written by writing the register index to the index port 3eOh first, and
then writing the intended value to the data port 3elh. The PCIC 82365SL can administer two
sockets; thus all registers are implemented twice. The register indices for the second socket are
evaluated by adding the value 40h to the register indices according to Table 32.9.
Register index

Register

OOh
Olh
02h
03h
04h
05h
06h
07h
OSh/Och
09h/Odh
Oah/Oeh
Obh/Ofh
lOh/18h/ZOh/
28h/30h
llh/l9h/Zlh/
29h/31h
12hllahl22hl
2ah/32h
13h/l bhI23hl
2bh/33h
14h/lch/24h/
2ch/34h
lSh/l dh/25h/
2dh/35h
16h
17h
leh
lfh, 26h. 27h
Zeh, 2fh
36h-3fh

PCIC identification
interface status
power supply, RESETDRV
interrupt control
card status change
configuration for card status change interrupt
memory window enable
I/O window control
FIRST setup for I/O wlndow O/l (low byte)
FIRST setup for I/O window O/l (high byte)
LAST setup for I/O window O/l (low byte)
LAST setup for I/O window O/l (high byte)
FIRST setup for memory window O/1/2/3/4 (low byte)
FIRST setup for memory window O/1/2/3/4 (high byte)
LAST setup for memory wlndow O/1/2/3/4 (low byte)
LAST setup for memory window O/1/2/3/4 (high byte)
card offset setup for memory window O/1/2/3/4 (low byte)
card offset setup for memory wlndow O/1/2/3/4 (high byte)
card detect, general control
reserved
global control
resewed
reserved
reserved

The rqster Indices are only vatId for the first PCMCIA socket. you get the lndlces for the second socket managed by the
s a m e PCIC by addlng the value 40h to the respectwe Index (for example, 07h+40h=47h for the IV0 window control of the
second socket).

Table 32.9: Cmtrol nud status registers

of the PClC

82365SL

First I will explain the programming of memory windows. Figure 32.38 shows the structure of
the enable register for memory windows (index 06h). To enable a window you must set the
assigned MWx bit (for example, MWO = 1 for window 0).
The setup of the FIRST address for window 0 is carried out through the register shown in Figure

[ 32.39. Note that because of the 4 kbyte window granularity, the 12 low-order address bits AllA0 are switched through to the PCMCIA card without any alteration; thus, no entries for Alli A0 are necessary.
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7

6

5

4

3

2

1

0

-1

IOWl,

IOWO:

I/O Window l/O Enable

*
IOWx=O:

IOWx=l: I/O window x enabled

l/O window x disabled

MEMCSlG Decode A23-A12

DEC:

DEC=l: MEMCS16 generation from A23-A12
DE&O: MEMCS16 generation from A23-A17
MW4-MWO:

Memory Window Enable
MWx=O: window x disabled

MWx=l: window x enabled

Figure 32.38: Address window enable register f06h/46h)

FIRST (Window 0)
Low-byte (lOh150h)

High-byte (llhK51h)
7

6

5

4

3

2

1

7

0

6

5

4

3

2

1

0

DS: Data Size
O&bit data bus

1 =16-bit data bus
OWS: 0 Wait State

O=additional wait states

l=no additional wait states

~ SCRl, SCRO: Scratch Bits (not used by the PCIC)
1 A23-A12: Window Start Address A23-A12 in System

Memory

Figure 32.39: FIRST setup for memory window (llh/Xh, lOh/50hJ.

You define the LAST address for window 0 in the same way with the help of the LAST setup
registers (Figure 32.40). Thus, window 0 is defined in system memory. All accesses within that
window are now redirected to the PCMCIA socket and access the inserted card.
LAST (Window 0)
Low-byte (12h152h)

High-byte (13h153h)
7

6

5

4

3

2

1

0

7

6

WSl, WSO: Wait State
OOb=standard

16.bit cycle

lob=2 additional wait states

L

A23-A12:

01 b=l additional wait state
11 b=3 additional wait states

last window address A23-A12 in system memory

Figure 32.40: LAST setup for mmory window f13h/53h, 12h/52h).

5

4

3

2

1

0
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‘hich card address area is actually accessed with the so-defined window 0 depends upon the
Ird offset for memory window 0. You can define the offset with the registers shown in Figure
!.41.

Card Offset (Window 0)
High-byte (15h155h)

Low-byte (14hKXh)

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

WP: Write Protection
O=window cao be written
l=window
write-protected
REG: REG Enable
l=accass to attribute memory ( REG=low)
O=access to common memory (REG=high)
A25-A12: offset A25-A12 in card memory (max. 64 Mbytes)
gure 32.41: Curd offset setup for memory window 0 M&Xh, 14h/54hJ

xample:

A

512-kbyte window is defined in system memory between 4H (address 400000h) and

4.5M (47ffffh). which remaps the comaon card memoxy
1W (fffff); 16-bit access, no

additional wait

between 512k (80000) and

states, standard 16-bit

2' complement of 0.5M-4M.-3.5M equal c80000h. no write

protection.

FIRST:
MOV al, OOh

; load low-byte of PIRST register to A L

OUT 3eOh, 1Oh ; write index register with index

10h

OUT 3alh, al

; write data register

MO" al, c4h

; load high-byte of FIRST register to AL (DS.l, OWS-1)

OUT 3eOh. llh ; write index register with index llh
OUT 3alh. al

: write

data register

LAST:
MOV al, 7fh

; load low-byte of L&ST register to AL

OUT 3eOh. 12h ; write index register with index 12h
OUT 3elh.

al

MOV al, 04h

; write data regieter
; load high-byte of L&ST register to AL (WSx=O)

OUT 3eOh. 13h ; write index register with index 13h
OUT 3elh, al

; write data register

Offset:
MOV al, BOh
OUT

; load low-byte of offset register to AL

3eOh, 14h ; write index register with index 14h

OUT 3elh, al ;
MOV al, Och

write

data

register

; load high-byte of offset register to

OUT 3eOh, 15.h ; write index regiatar with index 15h
OUT 3elh. al

; write data register

AL (wP=O, REG=O)

cycle;
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Enable:
MO" al, Olh

; load enable value to al (IOWx=O, DEC=O, MW4-MW1.0,

MWO.1)

OUT 3eOh, 06h ; write index register with index 06h
OUT 3elh, al

; write data register

The definition of windows in the-I/O address space is carried out in a similar way. Contrary
to memory windows, I/O windows have a byte granularity so that a FIRST and a LAST entry
is implemented for all 16 I/O address bits A15-AO. Further, there is no card offset; every port
address in the window of the system’s I/O address space points to the same port in the card
I/O address space. The PCIC 82365SL allows two I/O windows, which are defined by the
control register of Figure 32.42, as well as the FIRST and LAST registers (Figures 32.43 and
32.44), and which are enabled by the enable register (Figure 32.38).

WSO: Wait States for Window I,0
l=l additional wait state for 16-bit access
O=no additional wait state
OWSl, OWSO: Zero Wait States for Window 1,O
O=additional wait states
1 =no additional wait state for E-bit access
CSl, CSO: IOCS16 Source
1 = 10CS16 signal from PC card
O=data size bits DSI, DSO
DSl, DSO: Data Size
1 =16-bit data bus
0=6-bit data bus
WSl ,

Figure 32.42: Control registn for I/O address windows (07h/47h).

FIRST (Window 0)
Low-byte (08hI48h)

High-byte (09h/49h)

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0
-1

A15-AO:

pz&LLF

Window Start address A15-A0 in System I/O Address Space

Figure 32.43: FIRST setup for I/O window 0 (09h/49h, 08h/48h).
The structure of the control register in Figure 32.42 is simple, and the entries are self-explanatory.
The FIRST and LAST windows have the same meaning as their counterparts for memory
windows
Example:

The port address range for CON1 (3f8h-3ffh)

in the Bystem I/O address area is

redirected to the corresponding register address ares of
example, has a fax modem for COMl);
wait

states,

ICCS16s0urce

a PCMCIA card (which. for

I/O window 0, B-bit I/o acceea, no additional

are DSx bits.

I
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LAST (Window 0)
High-byte (Obh/4bh)

Low-byte (Oah/4ah)

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0
picizc-'

Al 5-AO:

flticE?h

Window End Address Al 560 in System I/O Address Space

figure 32.44: LAS7 setup

for memory

window 0 (Obh/4bh, Oah/4ah).

FIRST:
MQV al, fI3h

; load 10'4~byte

Of FIRST register to AL

OUT 3eOh. 08h i write index register with index 08h
OUT 3elh. al

; write

MOV al, 03h

i load high-byte of FIRST register to AL

OUT

data

register

3eOh. 09h ; write index register with index OYh

OUT 3elh, al

; write data register

LAST:
MO" al, ffh

; load low-byte of LAST register to AL

OUT 3eOh, Oah ; write index register with Index Oah
OUT 3elh, al
YOV

al, 0 3 h

i write data register
i load high-byte of WT register to AL

OUT 3eOh, Obh ; "rite index register with index Obh
OUT 3elh. al

; write data register

Control_Register:
MOV al, OOh

i load control byte to AL

OUT 3eOh. 07h ;
OUT 3elh. al

write

index

register with

index

07h

; write data register

Enable:
MOV al, 4Oh

; load enable value to AL (10w1.0, IOWO=l)

OUT

; write

&Oh, 06h

OUT 3elh. al

index register with index 06h

i write data register

33 Local Area Networks and Network Adapters
Network adapters represent the most c~extemab connection. They enable communication between
greatly differing systems (personal computers, workstations, mainframes, etc.) across a network.
Depending on the scale of the distance between them, they are identified as either Local Area
Networks (LANs) or Wide Area Netzuorks (WANs). Ethernet and token ring are typical examples
of the first kind. Above all, WANs have experienced a considerable upsurge with the Internet.
They permit worldwide communications and data transfer in a matter of seconds. In this quite
short chapter, however, I would like to limit myself to the essential characteristics of LANs.

33.1 Network Topologies
Over time, three different topologies for LANs have been developed: bus, ring and star topologies.
These are also the three principles and methods for connecting the stations together. You can
see the three network topologies in Figure 33.1.
In all three topologies, in general, the data is transferred in the form of varying sized packets.
In addition to the actual useful data, they also contain frame data for identifying the beginning
and end of the packet, checking or error correction code, and also the address of the target for
the transfer, as a minimum. LANs (and also all high-performance WANs) make use of packet
switching. Note that the individual stations of the LAN do not necessarily have to have the same
task or the same layout. It is possible (and also usual) that a station represents a powerful
printer, for example, which performs all the necessary printing tasks for all stations. The station
would then be a printer sewer, because it provides the rest of the network with a printing service.
The best known of all servers is, of course, the fire server. Generally, it stores data in large data
components (databases) and makes the information available to requesting stations; it also
stores new data transferred from these stations. The actual development of LANs stems from
the requirement to make the same data available for a number of stations (mainly PCs) that
have, until now, been independent, and also to enable data exchange between them. Other
servers, such as a communications server, are similar to guteruuys, offering an interface to other
LANs, WANs or public communications services (Telefax, ISDN, etc.). The purpose of the
network, however, is also to make a connection between all stations, and not just between the
server and the station.

33.1.1 Bus Topology
With the bus topology shown in Figure 33.1, all stations have equal rights regarding the bus
connection. Therefore, if a station wishes to transfer data, all connected processors can receive
the packet. However, only the target of the transfer actually takes the data from the bus and,
thus, from the network. For an error-free data transfer to occur, the station that wishes to
transfer the data must first check whether the bus is free.
If another station is currently using the network, then the new requesting station must wait. This
limits the data throughput of the network, because a station can have an entirely unpredictable
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waiting time for a network access. In addition, the bus cannot be made any length you require.
Ethernet, as the often used example of a LAN with a bus structure, is limited to 500 metres in
length. A main advantage of the bus topology, on the other hand, is the simple method of
extending the system; stations can usually be inserted into or removed from the network without the need to bring down the network. As in almost all bus systems (for example, SCSI), the
bus must be terminated with resistors at both ends so that no signal reflections occur; any
resulting echoes would create havoc with the LAN adapters.

33.1.2 Ring Topology
The ring topology differs from the bus topology mainly in that the two ends of the bus used here
are simply joined together, thus forming a ring. Sometimes the ring is also formed by two
antiparallel connected buses; one bus then transfers data clockwise, the other counter-clockwise.
Alternatively, a transfer on the bus can also be allowed in both directions. Both improve the
integrity of the network. A station wishing to send data passes it on to the next station in the
ring, which then checks whether the packet address is for itself or for another station. In the first
instance, it takes the data from the bus. In the second instance, it simply passes the packet on
to the next station unchanged. The CPU of the station is not strained by these receiving and
passing on operations: the network adapter performs the address identification and the passing
on to the next station in parallel to normal processor operation. Only if the data is to be taken
from the network does it send an interrupt to the CPU or address the memoiy itself as the
busmaster. The ring topology for a network is only seldom physically realized; in most instances
a logical ring structure based on the physical bus or the subsequently described star structure
is used instead. As an example, the token ring from IBM, a widely used LAN, has a logical ring
structure but sometimes also has a physical star-shaped layout. In this way, the integrity of the
network is increased, as a defective cable will generally only paralyse one station and not the
whole ring.

33.1.3 Star Topology
The star topology is the simplest in terms of the structure and programming of the network
operatmg system (but only for this). Here, all communication passes through the central server
which, naturally, must have the corresponding performance capabilities. All connections between the stations also run through the central processor. In this case, it receives the data from
the sending station, temporarily stores it (or a part of it at least), and then forwards it on to the
receiver. Thus, peer-to-peer connections are not possible. The greatest disadvantage is that if the
central processor goes down, the whole network is paralysed. The star topology is unsuitable
for communication between stations of more or less similar performance. It dates from the time
when the central processor was installed in a mainframe, where the stations consisted of a
number of terminals with a lower performance or I/O stations. Then, the central processors
were not only responsible for managing the network, but also for the actual data processing,
Present-day LANs based on powerful PCs, on the other hand, have gone in the other direction;
the data processing takes place in the stations and not in the central processor.
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With a star topology, access to the network by individual stations can be achieved in two
different ways. The stations can activate themselves and send requests to the central processor,
which then controls the accesses in the most fair and equal way. This means, for example, that
a station that has just transferred or received a data packet must make the network available to
other stations, before it can again perform an access itself. A further method for controlling
accesses is polling. Here, the central processor regularly asks all the connected stations if they
wish to perform a network access. Here also, as in servicing hardware interrupts, polling is
clearly the slower variant.

33.2 Access Procedure
Naturally, the individual stations of a network cannot access the network without restriction,
and a few regulations are essential. In the following section, the essential access procedures
which arise in association with LA& are presented.

33.2.1 CSMAKD
Owing to Ethernet, the so-called CSMA/CD (Carrier Sense Multiple Access/Collision Detection)
procedure for the control of network accesses has become widely used. The name clearly identifies the strategy of the procedure. As only one line is available, only one station can give out
data at a time (send). However, before station A can use the network, it must determine whether
or not another station (B) is currently transferring data. For this, station A determines (senses)
whether a carrier signal (Carrier) is active. If that is the case, station A must wait; otherwise it
can immediately begin the data transfer. In some cases, it is quite possible that a further station
(C) is also preparing to transfer data. It has checked the bus and has not found a carrier signal,
because no station is currently sending out a data packet, or the data packet has not yet reached
the station in question. Thus, stations A and C simultaneously begin sending out their data to
be transferred, causing a multiple access. Without further preventive measures the result would
be catastrophic: the data packets from both stations would disrupt and cancel each other out.
Therefore, a collision must be recognized by the network (collision detection). For this purpose,
using the CSMA/CD procedure, the sending station continues to monitor the network bus
during the sending out of data, thus it receives its own output values from the network. If the
logic determines that the data located on the network does not agree with the data sent out, then
it interprets this as a collision and interrupts the output. At the same time, it sends out a ]AM
signal on the bus to inform the other stations of the collision. This causes all network nodes to
stop sending data; the bus is then free. A counter is started with a randomly selected initial
value in every station that wishes to send data. When the counter of a station reaches its end
value, the station in question restarts its attempt to access the network. Thus, a further attempt
to transfer data across the network is performed. The new network access by the station is
usually successful, because it is unlikely that two counters reach their end values at the same
time, thus causing a simultaneous access attempt due to the random start values. You already
know the main reason why collisions can occur: the individual stations do not inform one
another of their access attempts. Instead, a more or less passive monitoring of the condition of
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the network takes place. This is a relatively lengthy and drawn out operation, especially in
extensive LANs with many stations, which greatly reduces the effective transfer rate of the
network (in effect, the activation of the counter after a collision means that the bus remains
inactive for a time which depends upon the corresponding random start value). Note that the
normally given rates refer to a condition where a station can send data unhindered, thus after
the station has already attempted an access. Near the load limits of the LAN, the data throughput can drop off very abruptly.

33.2.2 Token Passing
The core of the token passing procedure is the token - a data structure for controlling network
operations. This free token runs continuously around the ring, passed from station to station.
Token passing is the obvious procedure for a ring topology and, therefore, it is also known as
the token ring procedure. In a manner of speaking, the token represents a permit for an access
to the network: only the station (A) that currently holds the token may address the ring. With
this, it identifies the token as in-use and passes it on, together with the data to be transferred,
to the next station (B). This station recognizes that the token is in use and, therefore, that data
will follow. Station B then checks the address of the data packet to determine whether it represents the target of the data transfer. If not, it passes both the token and the data, unchanged,
on to the next station (C). On the other hand, if station B identifies itself as the target of the
transfer, then it copies the data that has arrived into a buffer. In addition, it marks the data as
received and passes it on, together with the token, to the next station (thus, the data sent is only
copied by the receiver and not removed from the network). The token and the data packet are
passed from station to station until they arrive back at the original sender, that is, station A.
Then, by means of the packet marking, station A can see whether the data sent has actually been
received by the target. If the sender receives the packet without it being marked, then a transfer
error has occurred, such as the target processor being switched off or the connection being
defective. The returning of the data back to the original sender A also enables the data to be
checked to see if it has been corrupted during the transfer process. Then, station A deletes the
data from the ring and, in every case (even if it wishes to transfer further data), passes on a free
token to the next station. This allows the equal handling of all stations in a network, because the
ring can only be used by a station for the transfer of a maximum of one data packet. Only when
it next receives a free token can it use the network again and transfer further data. With CSMA/
CD, on the other hand, the sending station is not interrupted.

33.2.3 Token Bus
The token bus has also attained a certain degree of importance. The physical topology of the
basic network is formed by a bus (see Section 33.1.1). A logical ring structure with a modified
token passing procedure is superimposed. For this purpose, every station in the network is
assigned a number in a table which indicates the position of the applicable station in the logical
ring. Logically, at a protocol level, a token and also a data packet (if necessary) are now transferred as in the token passing procedure. Physically, a station does not, however, pass on the
token and packet to the next station in a physical ring. Instead, with the help of the previously
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mentioned table, it addresses the next logical station. In this way, the token and data are transferred across the bus. While the token passing procedure, in general, only uses a single transfer
direction for the token and packet, here the token and data are transferred across the bus in both
directions. In this way, logically sequential stations can have a very large distance between
them, that is, sequential numbers in the table do not necessarily point to neighbouring stations
on the bus. The advantage of the token bus procedure is that the advantages of token passing,
such as the predictable access latency and the high degree of equal rights for all stations, can
be combined together with the very simple and flexible topology of a bus. ARCNET from Data
Point is a good example of a logical ring that uses bus cabling.

33.3 Ethernet
Ethernet is currently the best known and most frequently installed LAN. It was developed in
1976 by Xerox, and uses a bus topology with coaxial cables, and also the CSMA/CD access
procedure. The original transfer rate was not quite 3Mbits/s; today lOMbits/s is standard.
Ethernet is, therefore, one of the medium-speed LANs. There are two different versions of
Ethernet, namely (the 4ruen) Thick Ethernet and also Cheap&Jet or Thin Ethernet. Apart from
a few variations with respect to the extent of the network, the main difference is simply the
thickness of the cable (which gives it its name). The transfer rate in both cases is 10 Mbits/s quite surprisingly here, cheaper does not mean slower. In the following, I would briefly like to
describe the characteristics of Thick and Thin Ethernet.

33.3.1 Thick Ethernet
Thick Ethernet uses a (thick) standard coaxial cable which is coloured yellow, and so is also
known as yellow cable. The maximum length of this cable must not exceed 500 m. The connections to the stations are achieved with a transceiver (transmitter-receiver), whereby the length of
the drop-cable between the transceiver and the station must not exceed 50 m. In a personal
computer, the actual tying-in of the network is usually realized by a network adapter. Network
adapters have a 15-pole D-sub socket at the rear for Thick Ethernet. For reasons of signal flow,
the stations and transceivers must be positioned a minimum of 2.5 m away from the yellow
cable. In total, a maximum of 100 transceivers (and therefore a maximum of 100 stations) are
permitted in an Ethernet line, that is, a yellow cable. However, the Ethernet LAN can be enlarged if you install a repeater. A repeater represents a connection between two (networked>,
Ethernet lines, thus two Ethernet LANs joined together. There are two types of repeater: local
and remote. The maximum distance between two lines connected via a local repeater is 100 m;
by using a remote repeater, on the other hand, a distance of up to 1000 m is possible. In the latter
case, fibre optic cables are necessary for the repeater connections. Furthermore, a maximum of
two such repeaters is possible (or stated another way: three Ethernet lines or yellow cables). For
this reason, an Ethernet LAN is restricted to 300 stations and 1700 m, or 2500 m with a remote
repeater. Only through the use of a gateway is a connection to another LAN possible (Ethernet
or otherwise). In this way, in principle, networking knows no limits, except that at some point
the distribution and transfer of data would collapse.
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33.3.2 CheaperNet or Thin Ethernet
This Ethernet LAN uses a thinner and, therefore, cheaper BNC cable. Owing to its simpler and
more cost-effective installation, it is most frequently used inside buildings. Here, the connection
to a station is not achieved through a transceiver, but by a simple BNC T-connector which is
directly connected to the adapter card. It is not possible to use extension cables (do not, under
any circumstances, attempt this!). The thinner cable only permits an Ethernet line of up to 185 m
(as opposed to 500 m in c&uen Ethernet), and a maximum of only 30 stations (instead of 100)
can be connected together. There must also be a minimum of 0.5 m between two T-connectors.
Apart from this, CheaperNet is identical to thick Ethernet with respect to transfer performance
and functionality. In addition to the previously described 15-pole D-sub socket located at the
rear, most Ethernet LAN adapters also have a connection for the BNC T-connecter, and so can
be used by both Thick and Thin Ethernet.

33.3.3 Fast Ethernet
The newest development in the area of Ethernet is the Fast Ethernet. The main reason for this
new standard is the ten times higher transfer rate of 100 Mbits/s. This leaves token ring far
behind, and is equal to FDDI, although the dimensions of a Fast Ethernet LAN are much more
limited (FDDI allows up to 200 km compared to just a few kilometres for Fast Ethernet). One
disadvantage for the upgrade of an Ethernet LAN is that completely different cabling is required because of the increased signal frequencies. Thus many adapters combine Ethernet (with
10 Mbits/s) and Fast Ethernet. Depending on the adapter to which a connection is established, the
standard Ethernet or the new Fast Ethernet interface is enabled. Fast Ethernet LANs require hubs.

33.4 Token Ring
As already explained, the IBM token ring uses a logical ring structure, but also, at least in part,
a physical star topology. For this, so-called ring line distributors or concentrators (sometimes they
are also known as Multi Station Access Units, or MSAUs) are connected together in a physical
ring. The stations themselves are then connected to these distributors in a physical star-shaped
topology, but the logical ring structure remains intact. This concept, which may seem somewhat
bewildering at first, is shown in Figure 33.2.
As you can see, at first only the ring line distributors (concentrators) are connected together in
the form of a ring: the output RO (Ring Output) of a concentrator is connected to the input RI
(Ring Input) of the next concentrator. From each of these concentrators there are lines to the
associated stations. This physically conforms to a star topology, because each station is exclusively connected to the concentrator and not to another station. Nevertheless, through simple
but intelligent activation of the concentrator, a ring structure is achieved.
Every concentrator contains eight connections for stations, not all of which need be used. UNally, a switch (mechanical relay) for every connection is located within the concentrator which,
by means of a signal, knows whether a station is connected to the corresponding socket and if
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it is switched on. In a true ring structure, a switched off station would break the continuity of
the ring. This problem is solved by the token ring concentrators in an intelligent way: a socket
which is not connected to a switched-on station is simply short-circuited. You can see this in
Figure 33.2. Even if the line between the concentrator and the station is damaged and no data
can be transferred, the ring line distributor interprets this as a missing station and connects the
corresponding contacts together. For this purpose, the applicable station checks the connection
to the concentrator. Only if the connection is fully functioning does it send a so-called phantom
voltage, which activates a relay in the concentrator and switches in the loop to the station. In this
way, the station is integrated into the ring. Thus, the ring line distributor breaks open the starshaped ring topology and permits the new station to be flexibly integrated into the ring, or an
inactive station to be removed from the ring. Even though the connections from the concentrator
to the stations are laid out in the form of a star, both the token and the data are nevertheless
transported around the ring. A further advantage gained by using a concentrator is that stations
can also be connected or removed while the system is in operation; it is not necessary to bring
down and then restart the network.

Station

Switched Off
or connection
interrupted

:
1

The lobe cable, which is directly connected to the token ring adapter of a PC, can be a maximum
of 2.5 m in length. The distance between the PC and the concentrator, on the other hand, is
limited to a maximum of 100 m. For the remaining 97.5 m, for example from the ring line distributor to a network socket, a better protected cable must be used. The lobe cable only represents
the connection between the socket and the PC itself. Without further amplification, the distance
between two ring line distributors must not exceed 200 m. Using line amplifiers, the maximum
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distance can be increased to 750 m. If low damping fibre optic cables are used as the transfer
medium, the concentrators can even be situated up to 2 km apart. A token ring can integrate up
to 33 ring line distributors; in total, a maximum of 264 stations can be networked together in a
ring. The IBM token ring is currently available with transfer rates of 4 Mbits/s and 16 Mbits/s.
This is comparable to standard Ethernet, but here, however, with its collision-free operating
methods and a more equal handling of all stations, the 16 Mbits/s token ring clearly leaves
Ethernet behind when in actual operating situations. Note, however, that the bits for the token,
receiver and sender address, etc. are also contained within the 4 Mbits/s and 16 Mbits/s. The
effective useful data rates are then approximately 0.5 Mbytes/s and 1.8 Mbytes/s, respectively.

33.5 FDDI
In this last section, I would briefly like to delve into FDDI, a LAN at the higher end of the
performance scale. In FDDI, or Fibre Distributed Data Interface, the transfer medium is quite
obvious: fibre optics. FDDI represents a powerful further development of token ring, with a
transfer capacity of up to 100 Mbits/s and a maximum length of between 100 and 200 km, for
the networking of approximately 500-1000 stations. Here, the stations can be separated from
one another by up to 2 km. The ring is formed by a two-veined gradient (of a distance less than
2 km) or mono-mode (distances up to 20 km) fibre optic cable. In accordance with ANSI recommendations regarding FDDI standardization, data transfer at 1300 nm takes place in the nearinfrared range; here, the fibre optic cables have an especially low signal damping effect. The
two-veined fibre optic cable should contain two rings: a primary ring and a secondary ring. Initially,
the plan is to use the secondary ring only as a safety backup for the network (a so-called backup
ring). In principle, however, the secondary ring could also transfer data in normal operation; the
FDDI bandwidth would then be doubled. There are three classes of station defined for FDDI:
- A class: stations with four connections for fibre optic cables, that is, an input and output
connection for both the primary and secondary rings. In this way, A stations can be installed
directly into the ring.
- B class: stations with only two fibre optic connections, that is, only one input and one output
connection. For this reason, B stations cannot be installed directly into the ring; instead they
must be integrated into the ring via a concentrator (ring line distributor).
- C class: these stations correspond to the normal token ring concentrators and represent rl‘
single-veined connection to the B stations. Like the A stations, they contain four fibre optic
connections and are installed directly into the ring.

‘

Both A and C stations include a station manager (STM). This is a combined hardware/software
component which detects line errors between the stations and can act on them accordingly. If
the STM discovers a connection error between A and C stations (which are located directly
within the ring), then it automatically switches to the secondary ring. In a token ring, such a
disruption has a fatal effect; the ring is broken and the network is paralysed. FDDI can also
detect line errors to and from B stations. However, they cannot be rectified because there is no
secondary line between the C concentrator and the B station. Then, like the ring line distributor
in a normal token ring, the STM simply makes a bridge between the applicable B station and
the C concentrator.

34 Keyboards and Mice
This chapter discusses the most common and most important input devices for PCs - the
keyboard and the mouse.

34.1 The Keyboard
Despite all the <new-fangled,, input devices such as the mouse, scanners and voice input systems, the keyboard still plays the major role if commands are to be issued or data input to a
computer. Well-trained typists can enter a lot of bytes/s, but we lesser mortals get minor muscle
spasms after a few hours of intensive programming, or after writing a book manuscript using
four fingers exclusively! How important the keyboard is can be seen, for example, because the
computer refuses to load the system during booting if it doesn’t recognize a keyboard. This is
reasonable, of course: why run a computer that accepts neither commands nor data and continues to display C:\> until the end of time?
Depending upon whether you use a keyboard with American, British or some other language
assignment, some control, shift or other keys may be named differently. Furthermore, in the
literature you will sometimes find different names for the same key, for example the enter or
CR keys. Therefore, Table 34.1 lists some different names for these keys. In the following I will
only use the names given in the first column of Table 34.1.
Name

Alternative names

enter key

CR key

control key (Ctrl)
alternative key (Alt)
shift key (Shift)
shift-lock key

caps-lock

cursor up
cursor down
cursor left
cursor right
insert
delete
cursor home
end
page up
page down
system request
Table 34.2: Alternative key nnmes

clear-home
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34.1.1 Structure and Functioning of Intelligent and Less Intelligent
Keyboards
The keyboard and the accompanying keyboard interface, especially those for the AT and today’s
widely used MF II keyboard (multifunction keyboard), and more complex devices than they seem
from the outside. Contrary to the widely held opinion, every keyboard has a keyboard chip, even
the previous model of the less intelligent PC/XT keyboard with the 8048. The chip in the
keyboard case supervises a so-called scan matrix, formed of crossing lines. At each crossing a
small switch is located. If you press the key then the switch is closed. The microprogram of the
keyboard chip is intelligent enough to detect a pressing of the keys. Bouncing is the phenomenon
whereby the accompanying switch is first closed when a key is pressed, then the switch reopens
and closes again. The reason for this behaviour is the sprung reaction force of the key switches.
The chip must be able to distinguish such a fast bouncing from an intentional and slower double
key press by the user.
Figure 34.1 shows a scheme for the principle structure of a keyboard and the accompanying
keyboard interface in the PC.
Keyboard
,_______..._..___________........_________._......

Keyboard Interface
~______..........._.__________~

1 l-bit SDU

ill

I

Figure 34.1: Structure of keyboard and keyboard interface.
The keyboard chip regularly checks the status of the scan matrix to determine the open or closed
state of the switches. For this purpose, it activates successively and individually the X lines and
detects from which Y terminal it receives a signal. By means of these X and Y coordinates, the
newly pressed or released switch (that is, the newly pressed or released key) is unambiguously
identified. The keyboard chip determines whether a key - and eventually which one - has been
pressed or released, an it writes a corresponding code into a keyboard-internal buffer (details
concerning these make and break codes are discussed in Section 34.1.2). Afterwards, the keyboard transmits the code as a serial data stream via the connection cable to the keyboard
interface in the PC. Figure 34.2 shows the structure of the accompanying SDU for the data
transfer, as well as the assignment of the keyboard jack on your PC.
The line keyboard clock transfers the data clock signal for the data exchange with the keyboard
interface on the motherboard. Thus the transfer is carried out synchronously, unlike the UART
8250. Activating the signal !qhonrd rrsct on some interfaces gives rise to a keyboard initializa-
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SDU
0

1

START:
DB&DB7:
PAR:
STOP:

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Start Bit (Always Equal 0)
Data Bits 0 to 7
Parity Bit (Always Odd Parity)
Stop Bit (Always Equal 1)

Contacts

Keyboard
Connector

Figure 34.2: Keyboard SDU.
tion. Via the line keyboard data, the data is exchanged between the keyboard and the keyboard
interface in the PC.

In a PC/XT the keyboard interface is essentially formed of a simple serial interface that only
accepts the serial data stream from the keyboard. Here no data transfer to the keyboard is
possible. The 8048 in the PC/XT keyboard is therefore not prepared to accept data from the
keyboard interface in the PC. Thus the PC/XT keyboard cannot be programmed. Upon receipt
of a code from the keyboard, the interface issues a hardware interrupt via IRQl corresponding
to INT 09h, and provides the data at port B of the 8255 PPI.
In the AT, instead of the primitive serial interface a keyboard controller has been installed. In
older ATs you will find the 8042 chip, in newer ones the 8741 or 8742 (or compatible) chip. Thus
the keyboard interface became intelligent, and is able to do more than simply accept a serial
data stream and issue an interrupt. The keyboard controller can be programmed, for example,
to disable the keyboard. Moreover, a bidirectional data transfer between keyboard and keyboard controller is possible here; thus the keyboard controller can transfer data to the keyboard
interface. The keyboard chip’s microcode is therefore prepared for receiving control commands
through which you may, for example, set the repetition rate of the keyboard. Details concerning
the programming of the AT or MF II keyboards are discussed in Section 34.1.5. In IBM’s F’S/2
models an additional mouse port for a PS/2 mouse is integrated into the keyboard interface. A
brief description of the I’S/2 mouse interface is given in Section 34.2.4.
34.1.2 Scan Codes - A Keyboard Map
You may have wondered how a keyboard with a British keyboard layout can be connected to
a Taiwanese PC without the PC always mixing Chinese and English. The reason is quite simple:
every key is assigned a so-called scan code that identifies it. For the scan code one byte is
sufficient, as even the extensive MF I1 keyboards have a maximum of 102 keys. Only once the
keyboard driver is effective is this position value converted into a character. Of course, this need
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not always be an ASCII code as, for example, for <cFl)> no ASCII code exists. Additionally, it is
required that, depending upon the pressed SHIFT keys, various characters are output if you
press, for example, the key ~7,>: without SHIFT you get the digit 7, with SHIm the character
/, and with the ALT Gr-key pressed the bracket I is output. On the PC/XT keyboard the
individual keys are simply enumerated continuously. The principle of key enumeration and
scan codes has been kept for the AT and MF II keyboards; only some new keys were added and
the layout changed so that some keys are shifted. Figure 34.3 shows the layouts of these keyboards, together with the scan codes assigned to the individual keys.
If you press a key (also a &lent), key such as Ctrl) then the keyboard first generates a so-called
make-code, which is equal to the scan code of the pressed key, and transfers this make-code to
the PC’s keyboard interface. There a hardware interrupt INT 09h is usually issued via IRQl and
the handler fetches the make-code from the keyboard interface. The handler routine processes
the code differently, depending upon whether SHIFT (which can affect a following key press),
a function or a control key such as HOME, or a normal key such as A, has been pressed.
Example:

press

SHIFT

first

and afterwards

c

without

transferred make-codes: 42 (SHIFT) and 46

releasing

S H I FT .

('C')

Note that here uppercase and lowercase are not distinguished. Only the keyboard driver combines the two make-codes into one ASCII code for the character C. Further, a repetition function
is implemented in every keyboard that continuously repeats and transfers the make-code of the
pressed key to the keyboard interface so that you don’t need, for example, to press and release
the A key 80 times if you want to fill a whole line with (<a>>. On a PC/XT keyboard the repetition
rate is fixed and equal to 10 characters/s; on AT and MF II keyboards you can program the rate
with values between 2 and 30 characters/s.
If, on the other hand, you release a pressed key then the keyboard generates a so-called breukcode, which is transferred to the keyboard interface in the same way as the make-code. Also in
this case, the interface issues an interrupt INT 09h via IRQI, and calls the handler of the keyboard driver. The break-code is simply the scan code with a set bit 7, that is, the most significant
bit is equal to 1. Thus the break-code is equal to the make-code plus 128. According to the break
codes, the handler can determine that a key hasn’t been pressed but released, and also which key
has been released. In connection with a SHIFT key, the effect of the SHIFT key is cancelled for the
following character. Now lowercase characters instead of uppercase characters are output again.
Example:

the keys SHIFT and C of the above exanwle are released in the opposite order.
transferred
corresponding

break-codes:

174(=46+128 COX-responding to C) and 170 (.42+128

to SHIFT)

Compared to the PC/XT keyboard, on the AT keyboard only the SysReq key with scan code
84 was added. AI1 other keys were assigned the same make/break-codes as before, but some
control keys are located at another place, and the numerical keypad was implemented as a
separate block. Compatibility thus remains, even on the hardware level, as the only difference
from the outside is the new SysReq key, and new components do not give rise to any incompatibility with older programs.
The situation becomes somewhat more complicated with the new MF II keyboard. This keyboard not only has a completely different layout (for example, the function keys are no longer
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‘C/XT Keyboard

w
65 66
67 68

AT Keyboard

IF II Keyboard (102 Keys, UK, CN, AUS etc.)

@I

rrrn

r-l-I-nrrrnm

59 60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 87 88 55 70

O O O

AF II Keyboard (101 Keys, ASCII, USA)

_I
[

1

Figure 34.3: Scan codes of PC/XT, AT and MF II keyboards. The PC/XT kqboard has 83 keys with scan codes
from 01 to 83. The AT keybonrd additionally hns n SysReq key. The MF II &board has several ww control krys
III separate blocks, md three LEDs to indicafe the stnlrrs of the shift keys.
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arranged on the left-hand side but on the top), but it has been extended by the two function keys
Fll/F12 as well as separated control keys. On a PC/XT and AT keyboard the use of the
numerical keypad with enabled NumLock is rather ponderous if the cursor has to be moved
simultaneously. For this reason, IBM implemented the control keys on its extended or MF II
keyboard in a separate control bl’ock between the alphanumerical and numerical keypads.
Moreover, the keyboard has been extended by a second Ctrl and Alt key, as well as PRINT and
PAUSE keys.
If these new keys (as is actually the case) are assigned the same scan code as the former keys
with the same function, then a program cannot distinguish whether you have pressed, for
example, the left or right Alt key. But with DOS this is of significance as, by means of the right
Alt key (Alt Gr), you have access to the third keyboard level with characters 1, [, etc. But for this
purpose the new keys must differ from the former ones. A new scan code now gives rise to
the problem that older programs that access the keyboard directly (for example, former versions
of the BASIC interpreter) cannot detect and process the new keys. The engineers had (again) a
good idea: if you press or release one of the new MF I1 keys then the precede byte eOh or elh
is output first, followed by the make or break-code. Make and break-codes thus remain the same
compared to the former AT keyboards. The precede byte elh is output if the PAUSE key is
operated, the precede byte eOh for all other new keys of the MF II keyboard. Thus the keyboard
driver can distinguish, for example, between the left and right Alt keys.
The MF II keyboard additionally attempts to imitate and behave like the AT keyboard. This

means that the new control keys, whose equivalents are also present in the numerical keypad,
output other make and break-code sequences if the NumLock function is enabled. With a disabled NumLock function you have to press only the intended control key.
Example :

cursor left

with disabled N"mLock

function.

make-break sequence: 4bh (cursor make) cbh (cursor break)

If, on the other hand, the NumLock function is enabled, then you have to press the SHIFT key
first, and afterwards the intended control key, to avoid outputting a number because of the
enabled NumLock function.
Example :

cursor

left with enabled NumLock

function.

make-break sequence: 2ah (SHIFT make) 4bh (cursor make)

ebb (cursor break) aah

iSHIFT break)

To simulate the AT keyboard the MF II keyboard therefore outputs another make-break sequence if the NumLock function is enabled. If you press and release the key cursor left in the
separate control block with the NumLock function disabled, then the MF II keyboard outputs
the make-break sequence eOh 2ah eOh aah. The two precede bytes eOh in front of the actual scan
code indicate that you have pressed a new key of the MF II keyboard. If you press the same
cursor key with the NumLock function enabled, the chip in the MF II keyboard automatically
generates the sequence eOh 2ah eOh 4bh eOh cbh eOh aah. The same applies, of course, for the
other control keys.
Another special role is played by the PAUSE key. On the PC/XT and AT keyboard a program
is paused by pressing Ctrl + NumLock. The MF II keyboard therefore supplies the following
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make-break sequence: elh ldh 45h elh 9dh c5h. elh characterizes the new MF II key, ldh and
9dh are the make and break-code, respectively, for Ctrl, and 45h and c5h the make and breakcode, respectively, for NumLock. Even if you keep the PAUSE key pressed the complete makebreak sequence is output.
If you program a keyboard driver you have, in principle, every freedom to assign a scan code,
depending upon the pressed shift keys, etc., a certain character. However, there is no effect if
you remove the individual keys from the switches and rearrange them; even if you have
arranged the keys in alphabetical order beginning in the upper left comer of your keyboard, the
first key on the MF II keyboard will not return an (<a)> but a cc%, as before.
A keyboard driver uses an internal conversion table to assign the keyboard’s scan codes an
ASCII code, and thus a character, or to carry out certain functions. Using another conversion
table, for example, a Spanish keyboard can easily be connected to a PC. The technical structure
and the passed scan codes remain the same, but the keyboard driver converts them to another
ASCII code. Also operating a shift-lock key such as NumLock is processed only by software: the
driver sets an internal indicator that indicates the status and enables the LEDs with a certain
command. Only on the MF II keyboard is an internal circuit really switched if the NumLock key
is operated so that the keyboard actually outputs corresponding make-break sequences if you
operate a control key in the separate control block. After a keyboard reset the NumLock function is always enabled. Every operation and the following switching of the internal circuit is
registered by the keyboard driver via the issued interrupt, so that the BIOS-internal NumLock
indicator always corresponds to the NumLock state of the keyboard - until you disable IRQl
once, press the NumLock key, and reactivate IRQl again. The internal keyboard status and the
NumLock indicator of the keyboard driver are then complementary.

-

34.1.3 Keyboard Access Via DOS
For accessing the keyboard seven functions of the DOS interrupt INT 21h are available: Olh, 06h,
07h, OSh, Oah, Obh and 3fh. You will find a list containing the calling formats as well as the
returned characters in Appendix J. Note that these functions don’t access the keyboard itself, but
only read and write a 32-byte buffer in the BIOS data area. Accordingly, they are inflexible and
less powerful if you want to use the complete function palette of modem MF II keyboards. The
first six keyboard functions are relics from the CP/M era, and always serve the standard input
device only. If you make, for example, the printer at the serial interface COMl erroneously the
standard input device by using the redirection (cprogram.exe < COMl*, then you will wait until
the end of time. Your printer is unable to output any character, and because of the redirection
you have ccdisabledn the keyboard. The keyboard hits are registered and the characters are
wryten into the keyboard buffer; DOS doesn’t pass them to the program, but waits for a character from the printer. The only way out is the 3-finger input Ctrl-Alt-Del.
Significantly better is the 3fh function (read file/dmice), which uses the concept of the handles.
The standard input/output device is denoted by the reserved name CON (for console) with
DOS, and is assigned the handle 0 as standard. We have already met the 3fh function, for
example when reading a character from the serial interface. Thus you can see the power of
handles in connection with device drivers: for an access to files, interfaces and the keyboard, a
single function is sufficient.

:
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The functions of INT 21h differ in how they process an input character. In the so-called raw
mode, which the functions 06h, 07h, Oah as well as function 3fh (if configured accordingly) use,
the control characters Y, “I’, etc. are not processed accordingly, but simply passed to the
calling program. But the functions 08h and 3fh correspondingly set up, on the other hand,
interpret these control characters rind, for example, call INT 23h for a program abortion if AC
is input.
Example:

buffered character input with a maximum, of 80 characters (function Oah;
language:

char

Microsoft c! 5.10).

l ch_input(void)

( char *buffer, 'string;
union

P.EGS inregs, outregs;

buffer.

(char

') mlloc(82);

/* provide buffer

l /

'buffs-30;

/* first byte indicates maximum number of characters

inregs.h.ah= OxOah;

/* function Oah *I

inregs.x.dx=FP_OFP(buffer);

I' buffer offset; segment already in
I* call function 'I

int86(0x21,

fiinregs, houtregs);

l

/

DS ',

string=buffer + 2

/' pointer string to beginning of string l /
/* further: 'buffer.80 l Lbuffer+l)=length of input string'/

return

/' return pointer to input string

(string);

l

/

1

Consult Appendix J or a good DOS reference for details concerning the various DOS functions.

34.1.4 Keyboard Access Via the BIOS
The BIOS writes the characters passed by the keyboard into a temporary buffer called the
keyboard buffer, which as standard starts at address 40:le, has 32 bytes, and thus ends at address
40:3d. Every character is stored in the buffer as a 2-byte value whose high-order byte represents
the scan code and whose low-order byte indicates the ASCII code. Thus the buffer can temporarily store 16 characters. All input characters are first accepted by the INT 09 (the handler of
IRQl), which determines the ASCII code from the scan code by means of a conversion table and
writes both codes into the keyboard buffer afterwards.
Structure and Organization of the Keyboard Buffer

The keyboard buffer is organized as a ring buffer managed by two pointers. The pointer values
are stored in the BIOS data area at addresses 40:la and 4O:lc (see Table 34.2). The write pointer
indicates the next free write position in the keyboard buffer, where the character input next will
be stored. The read pointer refers to the character in the keyboard buffer to be read first, that
is, to the character that will be passed to a program next. Because of the ring organization it may
be that the value of the read pointer is higher than that of the write pointer. In this case, all
words between the read pointer and the physical end of the buffer at 40:3d, as well as the
characters between the physical beginning of the buffer at 40:le and the write pointer, are valid
characters from the keyboard. However, all words between the write and the read pointers are
empty, and may accept further characters from the keyboard.
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Address

Size

40:17

byte

Structure
76543210
1

Content

Meaning

first shift status byte

insert mode active
shift lock mode active
NumLock mode active
scroll active
Alt key pressed
Ctrl key pressed
left shift key pressed
right shift key pressed
insert key pressed
shift lock key pressed
NumLock key pressed
scroll key pressed
pause mode active
SysReq key pressed
left Alt key pressed
left Ctrl key pressed

1
1

40

1
1
1
1
1
40:18

byte

1

second shaft status byte
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

40:19
40:la

We

word

alternative keyb. input
read pointer

4O:lc

word

write pointer

40:le

32
bytes
word
word

keyboard buffer

40:80
40:82
40:96

byte

begin of keyboard buffer
end of keyboard buffer
keyboard status byte

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

40:97

byte

1

general keyboard status
1
1
1
0
x
x
x

points to character in
buffer next to be read
points to next free
location in buffer
16 characters, but only
15 are used
offset in segment 0040h
offset in segment 0040h
ID code is read
last character was ID code
activate NumLock when
reading ID and extended code
MF It keyboard installed
right Alt key pressed
right Ctrl key pressed
last code equal EOh
last code equal Elh
error keyboard data
LEDs are updated
ACK sent back
ACK received
reserved
shaft LED: l=on. O=off
NumLock LED: l=on, O=off
scroll LED: l=on, O=off

Table 34.2: BIOS storage area and keybonrd

the buffer organization it is apparent that the keyboard buffer is empty if the beginning
and the end of the buffer coincide. On the other hand, the buffer is full if the write pointer refers
to the character that precedes the character to which the read pointer points. If you press a
further key a short beep sounds. This means that the keyboard buffer has 32 bytes but because
From
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of its organization is only able to accommodate 15 characters with 2 bytes each. If one were to
exhaust the full capacity of 16 characters with 2 bytes each, then the write pointer might refer
to the same character as the read pointer, that is, read and write pointers coincide. But this is,
as I have already mentioned, characteristic if the keyboard buffer is empty. Figure 34.4 shows
this behaviour. Thus you can recognize an empty keyboard buffer simply by the fact that the
values for the read and write pointers coincide while a full buffer is present if the write pointer
refers to the character immediately preceding the character referred to by the read pointer.
Upon every keyboard hit the keyboard controller issues an interrupt 09h via IRQI, which
accepts the scan code of the character and converts it into an ASCII code if this is possible.
Afterwards, scan code and ASCII code are written to that location in the keyboard buffer to

I
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which the write pointer refers, and the write pointer is updated to the next character position
in the buffer. If you read a character using the BIOS functions discussed below the function
passes the character referred to by the read pointer to the calling program and updates the read
pointer. The character is thus logically removed from the buffer, although ASCII and scan code
are still physically held by the buffer. A program can, of course, write back one character into
the keyboard buffer by writing the character in front of the word which is referred to by the
read pointer, and updating the read pointer accordingly. The written character is passed to a
program in advance of the already stored characters. Alternatively, a character may also be
written behind the already present characters, and the pointer is updated afterwards to point
to the next location in the buffer. The thus written character is passed to a program once all
characters present have been transferred.
Keyboard Status and BIOS Data Area
In the BIOS data area, besides the keyboard buffer and the pointers for the beginning and the

end of the buffer, several bytes are also stored which indicate the keyboard’s status. Table 34.2
indicates the use of the BIOS data area as far as the keyboard is concerned.
The bytes 40:17 and 40:18 refer to the keyboard staatus for the PC/XT and the AT keyboard.
Because of several shift keys being present on the extended MF II keyboard, additional status
bytes are required, for example to distinguish the left and right Alt keys. This and other status
information is held in bytes 40~96 and 40:97. With the words 40:80 and 40:82, DOS or another
program can define an alternative keyboard buffer, which the BIOS then uses instead of the
buffer starting at 40:le. Note that the buffer address is limited to segment 0040h. The alternative
buffer may exceed a size of 32 bytes, corresponding to 16 characters.
Functions 4fh and 85h of BIOS Interrupt 15h
Starting with the AT, and on the PS/2, two functions have been implemented in the INT 15h
system interrupt which are effective before the input character is written into the keyboard
buffer. The handler of the hardware interrupt 09h corresponding to IRQl, which accepts a
character from the output buffer of the keyboard controller, internally calls the function 4fh of
INT 15h for every character using the following instruction sequence. The function therefore
forms a hook for the keyboard input. This is carried out as follows:

MO”

’
’
:
;
f
i

ah,

4fh

; load function number into ah

HO" al, scan

;

STC

; set carry flag

IN-7 15h

; call interrupt 15h.

load scan code of key into al
function 4fh

Normally the handler for INT 15h, function 4fh consists of a simple IRET instruction. Thus the
scan code in al remains unchanged, and INT 09h writes it together with the corresponding
ASCII code into the keyboard buffer in the BIOS data area. But the situation becomes more
mteresting if you intercept INT 15h, function 4fh; now you can alter the passed scan code and
fool the PC into recognizing an X for a U. For this purpose, you only have to load the al register
with the new scan code 45 (corresponding to X) if a scan code 22 indicating U is passed during
the call. The handler fragment of the following example carries out this process explicitly:

-

.
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Example

:

replace ” (scan

code 22) by an X (scan code 45).

CMP ah, 4fh ; check whether function 4fh is called
JNE further ; other function, therefore

jump

CMP al, 16h ; check whether scan code is equal 22.16h
m return

: return if acan code is not equal 22

MO" al, 2dh ; load new scan code 45=2db into al
return:
IRET
further:
. . . . . . . . . . . ; something

else

A more serious application would be to replace the period in the numeric keypad of the MF II
keyboard by a comma, which is the decimal sign in some languages (for example, German). But
you have to carry out more checks to confirm that the user really has operated the period key
in the numeric block, and not the Del key in the separate control block, with the same scan code
but the precede byte Oeh.
Function 4fh of INT 15h can aslur~~ a character. For this purpose, you must simply clear the
carry flag and return with a RET 2 command, or manipulate the carry flag on the stack before
you issue and IRET instruction. (Remember that an INT instruction pushes the flags onto the
stack, and that an IRET instruction reloads the flags from the stack into the flag register; see
Section 3.6.1.) INT 09h then ignores the key hit and doesn’t write any code into the keyboard
buffer.
Another keyboard hook is the function 85h of INT 15h, which the handler of INT 09h calls if
you press or release the SysReq key on an AT keyboard or Alt+SysReq on an MF II keyboard.
The standard routine comprises a simple IRET instruction, and the keyboard driver normally
ignores the key hit. But you may intercept the call, for example to open a window as a consequence of the SysReq hit, which allows an access to a resident program with system commands.
Most pop-up programs (for example, Sidekick) don’t use function 85h of INT 15h, but intercept
INT 09h to supervise the keyboard before the handler of INT 09h processes the input character.
A certain key combination (for example, Ctrl+Alt+Fl) then gives rise to the activation of the TSR
program. The reason for this strategy is that the PC/XT doesn’t have a SysReq key, and thus
the BIOS doesn’t implement a call to INT 15h, function 85h. Actually, SysReq is aimed at use
in a multitasking operating system to switch between various applications.
If the handler of INT 09h detects that you have operated the key combination CM-Break, then
it calls interrupt 1Bh. The BIOS initializes the accompanying handler to a simple IRET instruction so that Ctrl-Break is ignored. But DOS and application programs have the opportunity to
install their own routine, and may intercept and process a Ctrl-Break accordingly. Note that
Ctrl-C is intercepted only on a DOS level, and doesn’t give rise to a call of INT 23h, but CtrlBreak is intercepted on a BIOS level. With the entry BREAK = ON in config.sys, you instruct DOS
to replace the simple IRET instruction by its own handler. Two further reserved key combinations recognized by the INT 09h are Ctrl-A&Del for a warm boot and Print or Shift-Print for
printing the screen contents. With a Ctrl-Alt-Del the handler of INT 09h calls interrupt INT 19h
load bootstrap; with Print INT 05h is issued.
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Functions of BIOS Interrupt 16h
A much better keyboard control than the DOS functions is offered by the BIOS interrupt INT
16h, which provides eight keyboard functions. All functions of interrupt 16h are listed in Appendix J. In principle, you may determine the same values that the BIOS functions return (that
is, scan code, ASCII code and shift status) by directly accessing the keyboard buffer or the
keyboard status byte in the BIOS data area. This way is much faster than via INT 16h, but you
have to take care. Furthermore, you lose compatibility to a significant extent. Nearly all BIOS
manufacturers comply with the formats indicated in Appendix J.
The functions lOh, llh and 12h have been implemented in the newer BIOS versions (since the
end of 1985) to support the new function and control keys of the extended MF II keyboard.
Usually, the BIOS functions return an ASCII value of 0 if a function or control key has been
pressed, for example a cursor key, Fl or HOME.
Example:

read character by means of INT 16h. function OOh; assume that key A has been
pressed.
l4OV ah, OOh ; execute function OOh,
INT 16h

;

issue

that is, read character

interrupt

Result: ah=30 (scan code for key A); al=97 (ASCII code for a)
read character by means of INT 16h. function OOh; assume that key HOME in the
separate control block of an MF II keyboard has been pressed.

MO" ah, OOh ; execute
IN-T 16h

;

issue

function

OOh. that is, read character

interrupt

Result: ah.71 (scan code of key HOME); al=00

(characterizes

function

and

control

keys which are not assigned an ASCII code)

Thus, function OOh doesn’t distinguish between the operation of a anormal,) and the operation
of a new function or control key of the MF II keyboard. But if you use function 10h for the
extended keyboard instead of function OOh, then the interrupt returns an indicator eOh in the al
register, which indicates the operation of an extended key.
Example :

read character by means of INI 16h. function lob; assume that the key HOME in the
separate control block of an MF II keyboard has been pressed.
MO" ah, 10h ; execute
INT 16h

;

issue

function

lOh, that is, read character

interrupt

Result: ah=71 (scan code of key HOME); al==0

(indicator for a separate function or

control key of the MF II keyboard which is not assigned an ASCII code)

The only key that you cannot access even with the extended functions is the PAUSE key. This
key is already intercepted by the handler of INT 09h (corresponding to IQ11 and converted to
an endless program loop. When you press another key the CPU leaves this loop and continues
program execution.
On a ES/2 and some ATs you can set both the repetition rate at which the keyboard transfers
characters if a key is kept pressed, as well as the delay until the first character repetition occurs,
using function 03h of the BIOS interrupt 16h.
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:

set a repetition rate of

20 characters/s and a delay of 500111s.

MOV ah, 03h ; load function number 03h into ah
MCI" bl, 04h ; 20

characters/s

MO" bh, Olh ; 500 ms delay
IW 16h

; call function

34.1.5 Programming the Keyboard Directly via Ports
As already mentioned, you can program the AT and MF II keyboard similar to other peripheral
devices. On the PC/XT keyboards this is not possible because this model doesn’t implement a
keyboard controller able to transfer commands and data to the keyboard. Here, all transfers
proceed in one direction; only the keyboard transfers scan codes to the keyboard interface on
the motherboard. Thus the following description focuses mainly on the AT and MF II keyboards. With I’S/2 models you can also access the I’S/2 mouse via the keyboard controller.

Figure 34.5 shows the
--!

scheme

for an AT, MF II or I’S/2 keyboard controller with a mouse.

Keyboard Controller

64h

Figure 34.5: AT, MF II or PSI2 keyboard controller.

Registers and Ports
For directly programming the AT and MF II keyboards the two port addresses 60h and 64h are
available. Using these you may access the input buffer, the output buffer and the control register
of the keyboard controller. Table 34.3 lists the addresses of the corresponding registers. The PC/

XT keyboard is only able to transfer the scan codes via port address 60h and to issue a hardware
interrupt. Note that the SW1 bit in port A of the 8255 must be set for this purpose. The following
descriptions refer exclusively to AT and MF II keyboards.
Using the status register you may determine the current state of the keyboard controller. The
structure of the read-only status register is shown in Figure 34.6. You can read the status register
by a simple IN instruction referring to the port address 64h.
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Port

Register

Read (R)
Write (W)

60h
60h
64h
64h

output buffer
input buffer
control register
status register

R
W
W
R

PARE: parity error of the last byte from keyboard/auxiliary
1 =last byte with parity error
TIM:
general time-out
1 =error
AUXB: output buffer for auxiliary device (PSI2 only)
1 =holds data for auxiliary device
KEYL: keyboard lock status
f=keyboard free
command/data
C/D:
l=command byte written via port 64h
SYSF: system flag
l=self-test successful
INPB: input buffer status
l=CPU data in input buffer
OUTB: output buffer state
1 =keyboard controller data in output buffer

device (PS12 only)
O=last byte wtthout parity error
O=no time-out error
O=holds keyboard data
O=keyboard locked
O=data byfe written via port 60h
O-power-on reset
O&put buffer empty
O=output buffer empty

Figure 34.6: Status register (64h).

The PARE bit indicates whether a parity error has occurred during the course of transferring the
last SDU from the keyboard or the auxiliary device (beginning with PS/2). If TIM is set then the
keyboard or mouse didn’t respond to a request within the defined time period, that is, a timeout error occurred. In both cases, you should request the data byte once more using the controller command Resend (see below). The AUXB bit shows whether a data byte from the mouse is
available in the output buffer. If OUTB is set, a data byte from the keyboard is available in the
output buffer. When the CPU reads the byte from the output buffer, AUXB or OUTB, respectively, is cleared automatically. Before you read the output buffer using an IN instruction you
should always check (according to OUTB or AUXB) whether or not the controller has already
transferred a byte into the output buffer. This may take some time, for example if you carry out
a keyboard self-test and wait for the result byte. The keyboard is unable to transfer another
character via the input port to the keyboard controller before the CPU has read the last passed
character from the output buffer. Inversely, the INPB bit indicates whether a character is still in
the input buffer of the keyboard controller, or whether the CPU can pass another. The C/D bit
shows whether the last written byte was a command byte that has been transferred by the CPU
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via the port address 64h, or a data byte that the CPU has written via the port address 60h. KEYL
and SYSF, finally, indicate whether the keyboard is locked or not, and whether the self-test
could be completed successfully.
Example

:

read status register. .
IN al, 64h

; the IN instruction referring port address 64 transfers
; the contents of the status register into al

You access the write-only control register (Figure 34.7) by an OUT instruction referring to the
port address 64h. The keyboard controller interprets every byte you pass in this way as a
command. Note that commands for the keyboard are written via the input buffer, that is, by an
OUT instruction with the keyboard command code referring to the port address 60h. Table 34.4
lists the commands valid for the keyboard controller.

1 C,-C,: command bit 7-O
Figure 34.7: Control register (64h).

Example:

disable

keyboard

start:
IN

al,

64h

; read status byte

TEST al, 02h ; check whether input buffer is full
JNZ start

; some byte still in the input buffer

OUT 64h, adh ; disable

keyboard

Note that aftewards you have no opportunity to input something via the keyboard:
even Ctrl-Alt-Del doesn't work any more.

Using the input and output buffer you can transfer data to the keyboard controller, as well as
pass commands and data to the keyboard, and you can receive data from the keyboard controller or the keyboard itself. The structure of these two buffers is illustrated in Figure 34.8.
You may access the input buffer with an OUT instruction, referring to the port address 60h, if
the INPB bit of the status register is cleared. Via the input buffer, data bytes are eventually
transferred to the keyboard controller, which belong to a controller command issued in advance
via port address 64h.
Example

:

write byte Olh into the output port.
O[pP 64h. dlh ; pass

code for the controller command write

output port-

; via the control register to the keyboard controller
wait:

IN al,

64h

;

read

status

register

TEST al, 02h ; check whether input buffer is full
JN!?, wait

; input buffer full thus wait

OUT 60h. Olh ; mass

data byte Olh for the controller command
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Command

Description

a7h
aah
a9h

disable auxiltary device
enable auxiliary device
check interface to
auxiliary device

aah

self-test

abh

check keyboard interface

disables the auxiliary device
enables the auxiliary device
checks the interface to auxiliary device and stores the check
code in the output buffer (OOh=no error, Olh=clock line low,
OZh=clock line high, 03=data line low, 04=data line high,
ffh=no auxiliary device)
the keyboard controller executes a self-test and writes 55h
into the output buffer if no error is detected
the keyboard controller checks the keyboard interface and
writes the result into the output buffer (OOh=not error,
Olh=clock line low, OZh=lock line high, 03h=data line low,
04h=data line high, ffh=general error
disables the keyboard
enables the keyboard
reads input port and transfers the data Into the output buffer
reads bit 3-O of input port repeatedly and transfers the data
into bit 7-4 of status register until INPB in the status register
is set
reads bit 7-4 of input port repeatedly and transfers the data
into bit 7-4 of status register until INPB in the status register
is set
reads output port and transfers the data into the output
buffer
writes the following data byte into the output port
writes the following data byte into the output buffer and
clears AUXB in the status register
wrrtes the following data byte Into the output buffer and sets
AUXB in the status register
writes the following data byte into the auxiliary device
the keyboard controller reads its test input and writes TO into
bit 0 and Tl into bit 1 of output buffer
pulls low bits 3-O of output port corresponding to low nibble
OOh to Ofh of command for 6 ms

disable keyboard
enable keyboard
read input port
read out input port
(low)

i

c2h

read out input port
(high)

dOh

read output port

dlh
d2h

d4h
eOh

wnte output port
write keyboard output
buffer
write output buffer of
auxiliary device
write auxlllary device
read test input port

fOh-ffh

send pulses to output

d3h

Port
Table 34.4: Controller cotmmds CAT, PS/2)

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

0

Cl-D,: Data bit 7-O
L

Figure 34.X: Input nnd output buffer (60111.
In the s a m e way, you pass control commands to the keyboard by writing the code of the
intended keyboard command into the input buffer of the keyboard controller. The keyboard
Fontroller then transfers the command byte to the keyboard, which in turn interprets and exhcutes it. You will find a list of all keyboard commands and their interpretation in the next
Section.
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The keyboard controller writes all data that CPU has requested by means of a controller command into the output buffer. If you have pressed a key then the keyboard passes the scan
code in the form of an SDU to the keyboard controller, which extracts the scan code byte and
writes it into the output buffer. In both cases the keyboard controller issues (via IRQI) a
hardware interrupt corresponding’to INT 09h if it has received a byte from the keyboard and
written it into the output buffer. The handler of this hardware interrupt can then fetch the
character by means of an IN instruction referring to the address 60h, determine the corresponding ASCII code, and put both into the keyboard buffer of the BIOS data area or process the
return codes for ACK, etc. accordingly. Details concerning the transfer of scan codes are discussed below.
The input and output ports of the keyboard controller not only establish a connection to the
keyboard or (in the case of PS/Z) a mouse, but also control other gate chips in the PC or output
status information from other devices. Don’t confuse the input and output ports with the input
and output buffers. Figure 34.9 shows the structure of the input port, Figure 34.10 that of the
output port.

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

0

-1

KBLK: keyboard lock
1 =keyboard not locked
O=keyboard locked
CIM: colourlmonochrome
l=monochrome
O=colour
AUXD: input data from auxiliary device (PS/2 only)
KBDI: input data from keyboard (keyboard data in)
reserved: value undefined
Figure 34.9: Input port.

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

0

-1

KBDO: output data to keyboard
KCLK: keyboard clock
AUXB: output buffer of auxiliary device full (PSI2 only)
OUTB: output buffer full
ACLK: auxiliary device clock (PS/2 only)
AXDO: output data to auxiliary device (PS/2 only)
GA20: gate for A20
1 =on (A20 enabled)
0=0n
SYSR: processor reset
l=execute reset
O=no reset
Figure 34.10: Outpuf port
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You can read the input port by passing the keyboard controller the command read input port via
Fort 64h. The keyboard controller then transfers the contents of the input port to the output
suffer, from which you may read the byte with an IN instruction referring to port 60h. The most
ignificant KBLK bit indicates whether the keyboard is locked or not. On the first ATs, the user
tad to set a switch to inform the system about the installed graphics adapter type (colour or
nonochrome) for booting. The C/M bit indicates the corresponding switch position if your PC
s still equipped with such a switch; otherwise this value is not defined, or provides the same
nformation as is stored in the CMOS RAM. Using the two AUXD and KBDI bits you can read
he serial data stream of the mouse @‘!3/2 only) and the keyboard.
Ixample:

read the input port.
CJUT 64h. cOh

; output

command *read input portm to

keyboard

controller

wait:
IN al, 64h

; read status register of keyboard controller

TEST al, Olh i check whether byte is available in the output
JZ wait

; wait until byte is available

IN al, 60h

; read input Port

buffer

byte from the keyboard

; controller's output

buffer into al

1 The output port of the keyboard controller not only supervises the keyboard via KBDO and
ICCLK bits (and on a ES/2 also the mouse via the AXDO and ACM bits), but can additionally
1 ock address line A20 of the 80286 and above via the GA20 bit to emulate the 8086/88 address
wrap-around. If you want to access the 64 kbytes of the high-memory area above the 1 Mbyte
1 )order, you must set bit GA20. HIMEMSYS does this automatically when you access this
sstorage area. As you know, you don’t have the option on the 80286 to switch the processor back
to real mode by simply clearing the PM flag. This is possible on the 80286 only by a processor
I eset, which must be carried out by hardware. For this purpose, the SYSR bit is implemented
in the keyboard controller’s output port. If you set SYSR to 1 then the 80286 carries out a
IJrocessor reset. But the start routine of the AT BIOS recognizes (according to the shutdown
cstatus byte in the CMOS RAM) whether a boot process is in progress, or whether a program has
issued a processor reset via SYSR to switch the 80286 back to real mode. In the latter case, the
I310s start routine returns control immediately back to the calling program, for example to the
I-IIMEM.SYS or RAMDRIVESYS drivers which access extended memory to store and read data
t here. The OUTB and AUXB bits indicate whether the output buffers for the keyboard or the
Inouse (I’S/2 only) are available.
!xample:

issue processol

reset.

OUT 64h. dOh ; output command *read output port* to

keyboard

controller

wait:
INal,64h

TEST
JZ
IN

;

read status

register

; wait until byte is

wait
al,

60h

keyboard

controller

al,

Olh
al

keyboard

buffer into al

; set bit SYSR

OUT 64h. dlh ; output
OUT 60h.

available

; read output wrt byte from the
controller'8 output

OR

of

al, Olh ; check whether byte is available in the output buffer

command -write outPut port' to

; issue proces*or reset

keyboard

controller
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Receiving Keyboard Characters
If you didn’t issue a certain keyboard command for which the keyboard returns some data
bytes, you will only receive the make and break codes according to the keys pressed or released.
The keyboards have a small buffer memory, which usually holds about 20 bytes. Depending
upon which keys you are operating, the buffer can therefore accommodate more or fewer key
operations, as the scan code for a new MF II key occupies far more bytes than for the ordinary
(CAP key, for example. If the internal keyboard buffer is overflowing because the CPU doesn’t
read data from the keyboard controller’s output buffer (for example, if IRQI in the 8259A PIC
is disabled), then the keyboard places the value OOh or ffh into the internal buffer to indicate the
overflow condition. Table 34.5 shows the return codes of the keyboard.

Code

Meaning

OOh
ffh
4labh
aah
eeh
fah
fch
feh
1 h-58h

overflow error or
[ key error
keyboard ID of MF II keyboard
BAT complete code
echo after echo command
ACK
BAT error
resend request
make and break codes of keys

Table 34.5: Keyboard return codes
If the output buffer of the keyboard controller is empty (that is, bit OLJTB in the status register
is cleared), then the keyboard transfers a scan code (or return code) from the internal buffer as
a serial bit stream to the keyboard controller. The controller in turn places the character into its
output buffer, sets bit OUTB in the status register, and issues a hardware interrupt via IRQI
(corresponding to INT 09h).
On a PC/XT keyboard the handler should first set the SW1 bit of port B so that port A really
contains the scan code from the keyboard and not the data from the configuration DIP switches.
As is the case for the other keyboards, the scan code can then be fetched by a simple IN
instruction referring to the port address 60h. Thus the character has been removed from the
output buffer so that the keyboard may pass the next scan code from its internal buffer.
The following example illustrates the principle of character passing between keyboard controller and the CPU. To disable IRQl, bit 1 in the IMR of the 8259A PIC is masked. If you try this
small program you may clearly see the amount of make and break codes the MF II keyboard
generates for SHIFT and other keys if you operate one of the new MF II keys.
Example

detect passed scan codes and display them on the screen until ESC is pressed.

:

J

main 0
( int status, scan code;
outp(0x21,
for (;;)

(

0x02);

I' lock IRQl 'I
/* endless loop for reading characters '/
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for

(;;) (
status.inp(Ox64);

/* wait until character is available in output buffer l

if ((status h 0x01) ==OxOl break; /* leave wait loop if character in output buffer
scan code = in~(Dx60);

I' read scan code from output buffer *I

printf("\t%d', scan code);

/* output scan

if (code==OxOl)

I* leave endless loop if ESC is pressed 'I

0utp~0x21.

break;

0x00):

/

I* read status register l /

I'

*I

code in tab-steps *I

release IRQl *I

exit(O);

Commands for the Keyboard
The AT and MF II keyboards implement several commands that you pass via the input buffer
of the keyboard controller. But note that, for example, the command turn on/off LEDs is meaningless for an AT keyboard, as this keyboard doesn’t have any LED. Table 34.6 summarizes all
keyboard commands for the AT and MF II keyboard.

Code

Command

Description

edh
eeh
fOh

turns on/off the MF II keyboard LEDs
returns a byte eeh
sets one of three scan code sets and identifies the
present scan code set
ldentrfies the keyboard (ACK=AT, ACK+abh+41 h=MF II)
sets repetition rate and delay of keyboard

f4h
f5h
f6h
feh

turn on/off LEDs
echo
set/identify scan
codes
identify keyboard
set repetition rate/
delay
enable
standard/disable
standard/enable
resend

ffh

reset

f2h
f3h

enables the keyboard
sets the standard values and disables the keyboard
sets the standard values and enables the keyboard
the keyboard transfers the last transmitted character once more to the
keyboard controller
executes an Internal keyboard reset and afterwards the BAT

Table 34.6: Keyboard commands (AT, PS/2)

The following briefly discusses the most important commands. Generally, the keyboard returns
an ACK corresponding to fah after every command except echo and resend. Every character
from the keyboard to the controller issues an interrupt via IRQl. Normally, the keyboard drivers process only codes between 0 and 127. Thus, ACK and all other return messages are slurred
by the keyboard driver. Only if you suppress the generation of INT 09h, for example by masking IRQl in the IMR of the 8259A PIC, can you actually detect the return messages; other-wise
the interrupt snatches away the return byte from you, as the keyboard controller issues the
interrupt immediately after receiving the byte.
-- Turn On/Off the LEDs (edh): After passing the command the keyboard responds with an
ACK to the controller, aborts scanning the scan matrix, and waits for the indicator byte from
the controller, which you must also pass to the controller via the input buffer. Figure 34.11
shows the structure of the indicator byte.
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7

6

5

4

3

2

1

0

-1

CPSL:

LED tar CapsLock or ShiftLock
l=on

*

0=0n

NUML: LED for NumLock
1 =on

O=Ofi

SCRL: LED for ScrollLock
1 =O”

&Off

Figure 34.11: Indicator byte.
Example

:

switch on LED for NunLock,

switch

off

all

others.

OUT 60h, edh ; output command for turning on/off the LEDs
wait:
IN al, 64h

; read Status

register

TEST al, 02h ; check whether input buffer is empty
JNZ wait

; input buffer full thus wait

OUT 60h. 02h ; switch on LED for NunLock

Echo feeh): this command checks the transfer path and the command logic of the keyboard.
As soon as the keyboard has received the command it returns the same response byte eeh
corresponding to an echo back to the keyboard controller.

-

-

Set/Identify Scan Codes (fOh): this command selects one of three alternate scan code sets of
the MF II keyboard; Olh, OZh, and 03h are valid. The standard setup is the scan code set 02h.
After outputting the command the keyboard responds with an ACK, and waits for the
transfer of the option byte. The values Olh, OZh, and 03h select sets 1, 2, or 3; a value of OOh
instructs the keyboard to return, besides the ACK, another byte to the keyboard controller
upon receiving the option byte which specifies the active scan code set.

-

Identify Keyboard (f2h): this command identifies the connected keyboard. A PC/XT keyboard without a controller doesn’t respond in any way, that is, a time-out error occurs. An
AT keyboard returns only an ACK, but an MF II keyboard returns an ACK followed by the
two bytes abh and 41h, which are the low as well as high bytes of the MF II ID word 4labh.

Example

:

identify

keyboard.

int keyb_ident(void)
( int

status,

code,

/* function

returns

indicator:O=PC/XT, l=AT, 2=MF II, 3=errOr '1

ret-code;

outp (0x21, 0X02);

/* lock IRQl =I

olltp (0X60, Oxf2);

/* outp"t command 'I

timeout_wal.tO;

/* Wait loog for ACX ',

status.inp(Ox64,);

/* read statue register

'I

if ((status P 0x01) 1.0x01 (
ret~code.0;
>

/' no ACK from keyboard+PC,XT

keyboard *I
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else (
code=inp(OxciO);

I' fetch character 'I

if

/* error 'f

(code

1= Oxfa) (

ret_ccde.rl;
else C
I' wait loop for 1st ID byte l

timeout_waito;
status=inD(Ox64);
if

((status

/

/' read status register */

h 0x01) I=OxOl) (

I* no ID byte from keyboard-AT keyboard l

/

ret_code=1;
else

(

code=inp(Ox60);

/* fetch 1st ID byte l /

if (code !=Oxab) {

/' error l /

ret_ccde=Ii;
else <
timeout_wairo;

I* Wait 1OOD for 2nd ID byte */

StEZtUS=iRD(OX64);

I* read status

register '/

if ((status k 0x01) ,= 0x01) ( /* no 2nd ID byte from keyboard+error

l

/

ret_code=6:
else (
code=inp(Ox60);

/* fetch 2nd ID byte */

if (code 1=0x41)

( /* error '/

ret_code.'l;
else (
ret_code-2;
)

1
)
OUtD(oX21,

0X00);

/"

return(ret_code);

1 -

i
1

Set repetition rate/delay (f3h): with this command you may set the repetition rate as well
as the delay of an AT or MF II keyboard. After outputting the command the keyboard
returns an ACK and waits for the data byte, which you may pass via the input buffer to the
keyboard. Figure 34.12 shows the structure of the data byte.

t Example: Bet
1

30 charactera/ and 150~ delay

int max_rate(void)
( int

r

release IRQl */

/* return keyboard identifier 'I

status,

I'

routine for maximum keyboard rate; return code:

ret-code;

outp(ox21,

0x02);

I' lock IRQl'/

outp(Ox60,

Oxf3);

I' OUtPUt comaand */

timeout_waito;

I' wait loop for ACK l

status=inD(Ox64);

/* read staturn regieter '/

/

O.o.k., -&error '/
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7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0
IllI
I
0 Dela
Rate

Delay:

delay [ms]
01=500ms

00=250ms

10=750ms

11=1000ms

repetition rate [characters/sj
Rate:
00000=30.0 00001=26.7 00010=24.0

00011=21.8

00100=20.0

00101=18.5

00110=17.1

00111=16.0

01000=15.0

01010=12.0

01011=10.9

01100=10.0

01101=9.2

01110=8.5

01111=8.0

01001=13.3

10000=7.5

10001=6.7

10010=6.0

10011=5.5

10100=5.0

10101=4.6

10110=4.3

10111=4.0

11000=3.7

11001=3.3

11010=3.0

11011=2.7

11100=2.5

11101=2.3

11110=2.1

10111=2.0

Figure

if

34.12: Repetition rate and delay.
((status

L 0x01) !=OxOl) (

ret_code=-1;

I' no ACK

from keyboard--terror *I

1
else (
outp(Ox60,

OOh);

ref_code.O;

I' outPut data byte l /
/'

everything o.k.

"I

)
outp(Ox21,

0x00);

return(ret_code);

f' release IRQl *I
/* return code */

Resend (feh): if an error has occurred during the course of transferring data between the
keyboard and keyboard controller, you can instruct the keyboard with this command to pass
the last character once again.
Reset (ffh): this command carries out an internal self-test of the keyboard. After receiving
the command byte the keyboard first outputs an ACK for this purpose. The keyboard controller must respond by raising the data and clock line to the keyboard to a high level for
at least 500 us. Afterwards, the keyboard carries out the in-built BAT (basic assurance test).
Upon the BAT’s completion, it transfers a code aah (test passed) or fch (keyboard error) to
the controller. You can set the data and clock line to a high level using bits 6 and 7 in the
output port.

34.2 Mice and Other Rodents
For a long time, mice have been indispensable on Apple computers for using programs there.
But on IBM PCs the mouse made its debut only once Windows came onto the market, as
handling Windows with the usual keyboard and without a mouse is quite ponderous. O n
programs that allow an operation both by hotkeys and by a mouse, well-trained users work
faster if they use only the hotkeys (that is, the keyboard) when selecting menu items. Thus, mice
are surely not the ultimate solution, but they are at least very useful for graphics-oriented
applications or drawing programs. Some mice can confidently be called rats if they exceed a
weight of one pound or the required space for their movement is at least as large as your desk!
In the following, however, we only discuss mice.
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34.2.1 Structure and Function
A mouse is structured quite simply. The central part is a steel ball, coated with gum or plastic,
which rotates as the mouse is moved. This movement is transmitted to two small rollers
perpendicular to each other, which convert the mouse movement in the X and Y directions into
a rotation of two disks, with holes. These disks alternately close or open a photosensor assembly
when rotated, that is, the mouse is moved. Thus the number of interruptions and releases of the
photosensor assembly is an unambiguous quantity for the amount of the mouse’s movement in
the X and Y directions, and the number of these interruptions and releases per second specifies
the speed of this movement. Such mechanical mice are used most today.
A newer concept is the so-called optical mouse, where sensors on the bottom detect the mouse’s
movement on a specially patterned mouse pad. A special patterning is required so that the
mouse’s logic can determine the direction and speed; a normal mouse pad would only confuse
the mouse.

:

All mice further have two or three buttons. Originally, Microsoft intended three buttons as the
standard, but actually implemented only two on its own (Microsoft) mice. Many compatible
mice therefore also only have two buttons. The information as to how far the mouse has moved
and which buttons have been pressed or released is passed to the PC via a cable or an infrared
beam.

e
g

34.2.2 Mouse Driver and Mouse Interface
Most mice are connected to the serial interface. Via the various control lines, the mouse is then
supplied with energy; wireless infrared mice need a battery, of course. When you move your
mouse or press or release a button, the mouse generally passes a mouse data packet to the
interface, which in turn issues an interrupt. For handling this interrupt a Mouse driver is needed,
which intercepts the interrupt for the corresponding serial interface, reads the mouse data
packet, and updates internal values that concern the current keyboard status as well as the
mouse’s position. Moreover, the mouse driver provides a software interface via mouse interrupt 33h for interpreting these internal values. You will find a list of all INT 33h functions in
Appendix J.
The mouse driver is not only responsible for servicing the interface interrupt and providing the
mentioned values, but also for moving the mouse yointer over the screen. This pointer seems to
follow the mouse’s movement. To clear up a common misconception: don’t move the mouse
pointer over the screen using the mouse itself; you only continuously issue interrupts when
moving the mouse, during the course of which the amount of mouse movement is passed to the
interface. The mouse driver detects these positional signals from the mouse and converts them
into a movement of the mouse pointer on-screen. For this purpose, it deletes the mouse pointer
at the current location, writes the old screen contents.at this location again, reads the screen
contents at the new location, and overwrites the location with the mouse pointer.
For the mouse driver you can choose from three options: hardware and software mouse pointer
in text mode, as well as a graphics mouse pointer in graphics mode. You may define the type
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and shape of the mouse pointer by means of functions 09h and Oah of INT 33h. The hardware
mouse pointer is nothing more than the conventional cursor that the mouse driver moves onscreen according to the mouse’s movements. For the software mouse pointer you can select any
character; as a standard an inverted space character is defined. Thus in text mode the mouse
pointer always has one character corresponding to a video memory word of two bytes (attribute
and character code). The functions of INT 33h for reading the mouse pointer positions return
the position in units of pixels, that is, in the case of a character box with 8 + 16 pixels for a VGA
adapter, the X coordinate multiplied by the values 0, 8, 16,. . ,472. You must first divide these
quantities by the X dimension of the character box to determine the row and column of the
mouse pointer in text mode.
The mouse pointer is not simply output on-screen, but combined bit by bit via the so-called
screen and cursor masks of the mouse pointer with the video memory word at the mouse
pointer’s location:
new video memory word

= (old word AND screen mask) XOR cu,xor mask

The combination is carried out in two steps. First, the mouse driver forms the AND value of the
old video memory word and the screen mask. Thus, using the screen mask you can clear
individual bits in the video memory word. Second, the XOR value of the AND result and the
cursor mask is formed.
Example :

old word *Ax corresponding to ASCII code 41h with attribute Olh, thus old word is
equal to 4101h; screen mask 4040h. cursor mask Oflfh.
new word= (4101h ANTJ 4040h) XOR
= (4000) XOR

Oflfh

Oflfh

=4flfh
Resulting

mouse

pointer: character 4fh corresponding to x0*, attribute equal to

lfh.

Thus, with the cursor mask you define the character and colour of the mouse pointer. Table 34.7
shows the combination table for this.
Screen bit

Screen mask bit

Cursor mask bit

Resulting bit

bit
bit

0
0
1
1

0
1
0
1

0
1

bit

bit

bit (unchanged)
bit (inverted)

Table 34.7: Combining screen bit, screen and cursor mask

Y OU may clear, set, leave unchanged, or invert individual bits in the video memory word.
Figure 34.13 shows the structure of the video memory word for a character in text mode. In
Section 34.2.3 and example for using the screen and cursor mask is discussed.
In graphics mode the mouse pointer is represented similarly. Also in this case, the mouse driver
first forms the AND value of the present screen bit and the screen mask, and afterwards the
XOR value of this result and the cursor mask when displaying the mouse pointer. ln graphics
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BLNK: blink
1=on
o=off
BAK,-BA&: background colour (from present palette)
INT: intensity
l=high intensity
O=normal intensity
FOR,-FOR,: foreground colour (from present palette)
CHFfdHR,: character code

igure 34.13: Video memory word structure for a character in text mode.

node, one pixel is assigned one or more bits; if you are defining the mouse pointer you thus
ave to note the number of bits per pixel. Furthermore, the mouse pointer size here is always
6 I 16 pixels, and as standard an arrow is defined, which you may alter by means of function
9h. An example of this is discussed in the next section.
dany mouse drivers have problems with a Hercules card in graphics mode. The 720 * 348
esolution, differing from the geometry of standard IBM adapters, as well as the character box
f 9 L 14 pixels, often gives rise to a phenomenon whereby the individual points of the graphics
louse pointer are widely spread over the whole screen, and therefore don’t form a coherent
?ouse pointer.
tesides mice connected to a serial interface, there are further so-called bus mice which come
fith an adapter for a bus slot. They access the PC system bus directly, and therefore don’t
ccupy a serial interface. The structure and functioning are largely the same as for conventional
lice connected to a serial interface; INT 33h provides the same results. On the F’S/2 the mouse
gas integrated into the system from the beginning, so that here, besides a keyboard connector,
connection for a I%./2 mouse is also implemented as standard.

14.2.3 Programming the Mouse
‘or programming and interrogating the mouse the functions of mouse interrupt 33h are availble. INT 33h is a software interface to the mouse driver to determine the position of the mouse
lointer and the number of <<mouse clicks,,, as well as to define the shape and behaviour of the
nouse pointer. Appendix J.2 lists all the functions of INT 33h. Only a few less obvious ones are
hiscussed here because of the lack of space. To display the mouse pointer on-screen you always
lave to enable it with function Olh.
Function 09h - Define Mouse Pointer in Graphics Mode: with this function you define the
shape and behaviour of the mouse pointer in graphics mode. The screen and cursor mask
are held in a buffer. The action point defines, relative to the upper left corner of the mouse
pointer, which value is to be returned during the course of an inquiry referring to the mouse
pointer’s position. The mouse pointer always has 16 I 16 pixels that must be covered by the

,
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screen and cursor mask. Thus, depending upon the screen mode and the number of colours
used, a quite large buffer is necessary to accommodate the mask bits.
Example:

~IIYOVI pointer in the high-resolution VGA mode with 256 colours, that is, 1 byte
per pixel.

Figure 34.14: Arrow mask.

Figure 34.14 shows the mask for the arrow pointer which comprises frame, interior and free
fields. The arrow pointer shall completely cover all underlying pixels, and in the free fields the
background shall appear unaltered. For both the screen mask and the cursor mask, 256 bytes (16
characters s 16 points/row) are required. Assume the colour of the frame to be ffh and that of
the interior 88h. The action point shall be the upper left tip of the arrow. With the combination
(screen bit AND screen mask) XOR cursor mask, the following values are required in the screen and
cursor mask for the pixels u, x and of the arrow pointer:
piXl1
u
x

screen mask
OOh
OOh
ffh

cursor mask
ffh
88h
OOh

Thus the buffer has the following contents:
OOh
OOh
OOh
OOh
OOh
OOh
OOh
OOh
OOh
OOh
OOh
OOh
OOh
ffh

ffh ffh ffh ffh ffh ffh ffh ffh ffh ffh ffh ffh ffh ffh ffh ffh
OOh ffh ffh ffh ffh ffh ffh ffh ffh ffh ffh ffh ffh ffh ffh ffh
OOh OOh ffh ffh ffh ffh ffh ffh ffh ffh ffh ffh ffh ffh ffh ffh
OOh OOh OOh ffh ffh ffh ffh ffh ffh ffh ffh ffh ffh ffh ffh ffh
OOh OOh OOh OOh ffh ffh ffh ffh ffh ffh ffh ffh ffh ffh ffh ffh
OOh OOh OOh OOh OOh ffh ffh ffh ffh ffh ffh ffh ffh ffh ffh ffh
OOh OOh OOh OOh OOh OOh ffh ffh ffh ffh ffh ffh ffh ffh ffh ffh
OOh OOh OOh OOh OOh OOh OOh ffh ffh ffh ffh ffh ffh ffh ffh ffh
OOh OOh OOh OOh OOh OOh OOh OOh ffh ffh ffh ffh ffh ffh ffh ffh
OOh OOh OOh OOh OOh ffh ffh ffh ffh ffh ffh ffh ffh ffh ffh ffh
OOh ffh OOh OOh OOh ffh ffh ffh ffh ffh ffh ffh ffh ffh ffh ffh
ffh ffh OOh OOh OOh OOh ffh ffh ffh ffh ffh ffh ffh ffh ffh ffh
ffh ffh ffh OOh OOh OOh ffh ffh ffh ffh ffh ffh ffh ffh ffh ffh
ffh ffh ffh OOh OOh OOh OOh ffh ffh ffh ffh ffh ffh ffh ffh ffh
ffh ffh ffh ffh ffh OOh OOh OOh ffh ffh ffh ffh ffh ffh ffh ffh ffh
ffh ffh ffh ffh ffh ffh OOh ffh ffh ffh ffh ffh ffh ffh ffh ffh ffh

:
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ffh OOh OOh OOh OOh OOh OOh OOh OOh OOh OOh OOh OOh OOh OOh OOh OOh
ffh ffh OOh OOh OOh OOh OOh OOh OOh OOh OOh OOh OOh OOh OOh OOh OOh
ffh a8h ffh OOh OOh OOh OOh OOh OOh OOh OOh OOh OOh OOh OOh OOh OOh
ffh a8h aah ffh OOh OOh OOh OOh OOh OOh OOh OOh OOh OOh OOh OOh OOh
ffh aah aah aah ffh OOh OOh OOh OOh OOh OOh OOh OOh OOh OOh OOh OOh
ffh aah aah aah aah ffh OOh OOh OOh OOh OOh OOh OOh OOh OOh OOh OOh
ffh aah aah aah aah aah ffh OOh OOh OOh OOh OOh OOh OOh OOh OOh OOh
ffh aah aah aah a8h aah Wh ffh OOh OOh OOh OOh OOh OOh OOh OOh OOh
ffh Bah aah Wh aah ffh ffh ffh ffh OOh OOh OOh OOh OOh OOh OOh OOh
ffh aah ffh ffh aBh ffh OOh OOh OOh OOh OOh OOh OOh OOh OOh OOh OOh
ffh ffh OOh ffh aah ffh OOh OOh OOh OOh OOh OOh OOh OOh OOh OOh OOh
ffh OOh OOh ffh aah 88h ffh OOh OOh OOh OOh OOh OOh OOh OOh OOh OOh
ffh OOh OOh OOh ffh 8Bh ffh OOh OOh OOh OOh OOh OOh OOh OOh OOh OOh
OOh OOh OOh OOh ffh 88h aah ffh OOh OOh OOh OOh OOh OOh OOh OOh OOh
OOh OOh OOh OOh OOh ffh aah ffh OOh OOh OOh OOh OOh OOh OOh OOh OOh
OOh OOh OOh OOh OOh OOh ffh OOh OOh OOh OOh OOh OOh OOh OOh OOh OOh
Function

call to INT 33h. function 09h.

MOV ax, 09h

; define function

MOV bx, OOh

; upper left tip

MOV cx, OOh

; upper left tip

MOV dx, SEG puffer

; load buffer segment into dx

MOV es, dx

; load sepment

MOV dx, OFF

puffer

INT 33h

-

into es

; load buffer offset into dx
;

call

function

Function Oah - Define Mouse Pointer in Text Mode: this function defines the shape and
behaviour of the mouse pointer in text mode. Thus the definition of the mouse pointer is
much easier here than in graphics mode. You may choose from between a hardware mouse
pointer (that is, the conventional cursor) and a software mouse pointer, for which you are
free to select any character. If you choose a software mouse pointer then the video memory
word of the character onto which the mouse pointer is mapped is combined with the screen
and cursor mask as follows: (video memory z&d AND scr& mask) XOR cursor mask. Ilerefore, the mouse pointer’s colour as well as its character can change.

Example

: bright, blinking
cmnetant
MOV ax,

software mouse pointer with

colour 3 of the active palette of

character.
Oah

;

select

function

MOV bx, OOh

; software mo"88

HOV cx, OOh

i ecreen mask (clear screen character completely-fconstant
;

pointer

character)

HOV dx, 8bOZh i cursor

mask

(BLNK=lh, BAKx=OOOb,

INT=lb, POFx=Ollb,

; CHRx.00000010b)
; function call

INT 33h

Example:

software mouse pointer with scan lines between 3 and 8
MOV ax, Oah ; select
MOV bx, Olh ; hardware

function
mouse

MOV cx, 03h ; first *c*rl line
MOV dx,
IN'7 33h

OBh

;

last *can line

; function call

pointer
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- Function 0th - Define Call Mask for User-Defined Procedure: with this function you can
define a condition for which the mouse driver calls a user-defined procedure. An application
program is thus always activated if, for example, you move the mouse or operate a mouse
button. Thus a continuous inquiry is not necessary; the mouse gets attention on its own. The
procedure is passed a mask in register ax according to the call mask in which the bit is set
that gave rise to the procedure call. The bc, cx, and dx registers define the current button
state and the mouse pointer position.
Example:

the U,OUB~

driver shall call the procedure mouse_handler

if the mouse is moved or

the left button is pressed.
MOV ax, Och

;

MOV cx, 03h

; call mask (left button pressed,

HOV dx, OFF mouae_handler

; load procedure offset into

MOV bx, SEGMENT mouse_handler

; load Drocedure segment into bx

MOV es, bx

; load segment into es

INT 33h

; call

select

function
mouse moved)

dx

function

mouse_handler PRO'2 PAR
...............
TEST ax, Olh

; check whether muse has been moved

JNZ

TEST ax, O.?h

: jww
i check whether left button pressed

JNZ

i jump

movement
button

...............
movement:
...............

: prclces* mouse mo"ement

button:
...............

; ~roceas button press

RETP

; far return to the mouse driver

ENDPROC

34.2.4 The PW2 Mouse
In view of the success of graphics-oriented user shells (to which the OS/Z presentation manager
also belongs), IBM has already implemented a mouse port into the keyboard controller of its
F’S/2 models. The mouse is generally denoted as the pointing datice here. In principle, other
pointing devices (for example, a trackball) can also be connected to the mouse port, as long as
they comply with the I’S/2 mouse interface. Because of the I’S/2 mouse’s interface integration,
you can also access the I’S/2 mouse via the keyboard controller ports 60h and 64h. The mouse
passes the controller the data in the form of an &byte mouse data packet. Its structure is shown
in Figure 34.15.
The following discusses the mouse programming via the controller ports, as well as the new
mouse functions of the F’S/2 BIOS.
Programming the PS/2 Mouse Via Ports

To transfer data or commands to the mouse (or the auxiliary device in general) you must first
pass the keyboard controller the command write nuxihy device, corresponding to the command
code d4h. The following byte to the port address 60h is then transferred to the auxiliary device.
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offset

Status Byte:
YOV: Y-data Ovefflow
XOV X-data Ovemow
YNG: Y-value Negative
XNG: X-value Negative
RIG: Right Button Pressed
LEF: Left Button Pressed
res: Usually Equal 0

OOh
Olh
02h
03h
04h
05h
06h
__

Figure 34.75: l’s/2 N~OUS~ data packet.

If you write the command byte to port 60h, as you do for the keyboard, then the command is
not transmitted to the mouse but the keyboard. Note that you don’t instruct the keyboard
controller permanently to transfer all data to the auxiliary device. The command code is only
effpctive for the immediately following data byte to port 60h. Table 34.8 lists all valid command
codes for the F’S/2 mouse.
Code

Command

Description

e6h
e7h
e8h

reset scaling
set scaling
set resolution

e9h

determines status

resets X-Y-scaling factor to 1:l
sets X-Y-scaling to 2:l
sets mouse resolution corresponding to following data byte (OOh=
1 count/mm, 01 h=2 counts/mm, 02h=4 counts/mm, 03h=8 counts/mm)
supplies a 3-byte status:
byte 2: resolution
byte 3: sample rate
byte 1:

L-Right Mouse Button (l=Pressed)

eah
ebh
ech
eeh
fOh
f2h
f3h

set stream mode
read data
reset wrap mode
set wrap mode
set remote mode
tdentlfy unit
set sample rate

f4h
f5h
f6h

enable
disable
set standard

feh

resend

ffh

sets stream mode
transfers a data packet from mouse to controller
resets mouse from wrap mode to normal mode
sets mouse to wrap mode
sets remote mode
supplles an identification code (OOh=mouse)
sets sampling rate of mouse according to following data byte (Oah=
10 samples/s, 14h=20 samples/s, 28h=40 samples/s. 3ch=60 samples/s,
50h=80 samples/s, 64h=lOO samples/s, c8h=200 samples/s)
enables data transfer in stream mode
disables data transfer in stream mode
initializes mouse with standard values (100 samples/s, scaling l:l,
stream mode, resolution 4 counts/mm, data transfer disabled)
mouse transmits the last transferred data packet to the controller once
more
execute5 an internal mouse test
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The F’S/2 mouse can be operated in two different modes: stream mode and remote mode. In stream
mode the mouse always passes data when you operate a mouse button or move the mouse a
predefined distance. The programmable sample rate determines how often the mouse may
transfer data to the controller per second at most. In remote mode, on the other hand, the mouse
data is transferred only after an explicit request by the read data command, corresponding to
code ebh. In both cases, the mouse writes data into the output buffer of the keyboard controller,
which then issues a hardware interrupt corresponding to IRQl. The interrupt handler determines (according to the AUXB bit in the status register of the keyboard controller) whether the
output buffer contains keyboard or mouse data. The following briefly discusses the I’S/2 mouse
commands.
-

Reset Scaling (e6h): this command rests the scaling factor to 1:l.

-

Set Scaling (em): this command sets the scaling factor in stream mode to a value of 21, so
that the X and Y values from the mouse are doubled. In remote mode the command has no
effect.

Example:

set scaling.
OUT 64h, d4h ; command amite auxiliary device* for controller
wait:
INal.64h
TEST al, 02h
JNZ
wait
OUT 60h, e7h

;
i
;
;

read status register
check whether input buffer is empty
input buffer full, thus wait
command rset scaling* for mouse

- Set Resolution (e8hl: with this command you can set the resolution of the mouse. The

following values are possible: OOh = 1 count/mm, Olh = 2 counts/mm, 02h = 4 counts/mm,
03h = 8 counts/mm. After the command byte you must also write the data byte to port 60h.
Example:

resolution 4 counts/mm.
OUT 64h. d4h
waitl:
IN al, 64h
TEST al, 02h
JNZ wait1
OUT 6Oh. e8h
wait2:
IN al, 64h
TEST al, 02h
JNZ wait2
OUT 60h, 02h

; comm.and -write auxiliary device= for controller
;
;
;
:

read status register
check whether input buffer is empty
input buffer full, thus wait
command -set resolutiorm for mcmse

;
;
;
;

read status register
check whether input buffer is empty
input buffer full, thus wait
set resolution to 4 counts/mm

-

Determine Status (e9h): with this command you may determine the current mouse status.
The status byte is passed in the controller’s output buffer.

-

Set Stream Mode (eahl: this command sets the mouse to stream mode.

-

Read Data (ebb): this command forces the transfer of a mouse data packet. The command
is valid in stream as well as in remote mode. Moreover, in remote mode this is the only
option for the CPU to receive data from the mouse.
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Reset Wrap Mode tech): this command resets the mouse to the normal operation mode.
Set Wrap Mode (eeh): this command sets the mouse to wrap or echo mode. In wrap mode
the mouse returns every command or data byte which it receives from the controller back
to the controller, except the commands reset wrap mode (code ech) and reset (code ffh).
Set Remote Mode (fOh1: this command sets the mouse to remote mode. The mouse then
transfers a data packet to the controller only after an explicit request via the read data (code
ebh) command.
Identify Device (f2h): This command instructs the mouse to return an identification code to
the controller’s output buffer.
Set Sampling Rate (f3h): using this command you may set the sampling rate via a data byte,
which is transferred to the mouse after the command code f3h via port 60h. The following
values are possible: Oah = 10 samples/s, 14h = 20 samples/s, 28h = 40 samples/s, 3ch = 60
samples/s, 50h = 80 samples/s, 64h = 100 samples/s. and c8h = 200 samples/s.
Enable (f4hl: this command enables data transfer if the mouse is in stream mode. In remote
mode the command has no effect.
Disable (f5hl: this command disables the data transfer if the mouse is in stream mode. In
remote mode the command has no effect.
Set Standard (f6h): this command initializes the PS/2 mouse. The standard state is as follows:
sampling rate: 100 samples/s
scaling:

1:l

mode:

stream

resolution:

4 counts/rmn

mode

transfer:

disabled

Resend (fehk this command instructs the mouse to pass the controller the last data packet
once again.
Reset (ffh): this command resets the mouse and carries out an internal self-test.
After the receipt of every valid command from the controller the mouse provides an ACK to
acknowledge reception. This is not the case for the reset wrap mode (code ech) and reset (code ffh)
commands. In both cases, the mouse doesn’t output an ACK. Table 34.9 lists the valid mouse
return codes.
Code

Meaning

OOh
fah
feh

mouse identkation
ACK
resend request

Table 34.9: Mouse return codes
The CPU must respond to a return code feh with the repeated transfer of the last command or
data byte because a transmission error has occurred.
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Programming via BIOS Interrupt 15h
In the I’S/2 BIOS, eight subfunctions are implemented for interrupt INT 15h, function c2h which
support the I’S/2 mouse. Using these functions you may access the mouse in the same way as
is possible via the controller ports. Appendix J.3 summarizes all the I’S/2 mouse functions of
the BIOS, so they are not all discissed in detail here.
Before you can use a I’S/2 mouse and the accompanying BIOS routines, you have to specify the
entry address of the driver which is to process the mouse data packet from the F’S/2 mouse. You
can do this using the subfunction puss driver address (subcode 07h) of INT 15h, function c2h.
Afterwards, you must adjust the size of the mouse data packet by means of the subfunction
initialize mouse (subcode 05h). Now mouse and BIOS are prepared so that you may activate the
mouse with the subfunction enable mouse (subcode OOh).
When using the E’S/2 BIOS routines, the mouse data transfer to a driver or an application
proceeds as follows:
The BIOS interrupt handler, corresponding to IRQI, determines whether mouse or keyboard
data is available, and pushes the one to eight bytes of the mouse data packet onto the stack.
Afterwards, the BIOS executes a far call to the program.
The called program processes the mouse data and returns to the BIOS routine with a far
return using the BIOS return address held on the stack.

34.3 Trackball
The trackball is a space-saving alternative to the mouse, and is sometimes already integrated
into the keyboard. With cheap and therefore low-resolution mice, the mouse pointer movement
is similar to a mouse marathon on the desk! The structure of the trackball is like that of a mouse
lying on its back, so that the ball is now on the top. To allow users with clumsy fingers to use
the trackbal!, the ball is usually much larger than that of a mouse. On the trackball you are
directly moving the ball, not indirectly via mouse movements. But the internal structure essentially remains the same; also here, the ball’s movement is transmitted onto rollers, which in turn
drive disks with holes for closing and opening photosensor assemblies. Connection of the trackball
to the PC system is usually carried out via a serial interface and the trackball driver, which
provides the same software interface as the mouse via INT 33h. Further discussion is not,
therefore, necessary.

34.4 Digitizer or Graph Tablet
For CAD applications that need the very precise positioning of pointers on a high-resolution
screen, so-called digitizer tablets are available on which you move a cross-hair glnss. The digitizer
tablets and glass form a unit, as is the case for an optical mouse and its mouse pad; they may
not be operated separately. Below the surface of the tablet a very dense X-Y matrix made of thin
wires is usually formed. The tablet processor successively sends short sense pulses through the
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X and Y wires by activating the first X wire and scanning all Y wires in succession with pulses,
then activating the next X wire and successively sending a sense pulse through all Y wires, etc.
The sense pulses give rise to a short pulse in the glass if it is exactly above the crossing of an
X and Y wire through which a sense pulse is running simultaneously at that time. Through this
pulse, and the time at which it occurred, the processor can then determine the position of the
glass very precisely. The accompanying driver then locates the CAD cross-hair on the screen,
or another pointer, accordingly.
The glass of the digitizer tablet usually has four buttons, with which certain reactions and
actions of the CAD program are issued. Which actions occur is, of course, up to the programmer. For most CAD programs, the tablet comes with various templates that divide the tablet
logically into a central part for positioning the cross-hair, and a peripheral section with certain
function symbols. A button operation in the central area sets a point in most cases, while a
button operation in the peripheral section calls the function above whose symbol the glass is
currently located.

_

35 Graphics Adapters
This chapter mainly discusses graphics adapters. As you know, there is a virtually infinite
variety of such adapters on the market, from the simple monochrome board that can only
display text, up to high-resolution and rapid professional adapters for CAD applications, that
incorporate dedicated graphics processors. A detailed discussion of all adapters is therefore far
beyond the scope of this book, and probably impossible. For this reason, discussion is restricted
mainly to the most widely used adapters. The last section discusses an example of a modem
accelerator.

35.1 Displaying Images on a Monitor and the
General Structure of Graphics Adapters
The display of images (including text as well as graphics) on a computer monitor is similar to
the method used in a conventional TV. Figure 35.1 schematically illustrates the generation of
images on a cathode ray tube (CR77

Vertical
Deflection

Horizontal
Deflection

Cathode Anode

Figlrre 35.1: Displaying images on a monitor with a c&lode rq fube. The electrons emitted by the cathode are
accelerated by the anode and deflected it1 the def7flectiwr units. Aftenunrds, they hit and thus illuminate thr
fluorescent screen.

The screen’s content is divided into many horizontal rows, where every row has a plurality of
points, so-called pixels or picture elements. The tube is emptied so that the electrons emitted by
the cathode (hence cathode ray tube) are rapidly accelerated by the electric field of the anode
and hit the screen. This screen is coated with a fluorescent material that illuminates when the
fast electrons hit it. The negatively charged electrons are deflected by electrical fields generated
by electrical voltages at the deflection plates, thus forming so-called scnnlin~s.
If the electron beam has reached the right-hand end of a row then it must return to the beginning of the next scanline; this is called a horizon&l refruce. In the same way, the electron beam
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must return to the upper left corner when it has reached the lower right one; it carries out a

vertical retrace.
To actually display an image consisting of many pixels the intensity of the electron beam is
modulated accordingly. At the locations where a strong beam hits a bright pixel appears, and
at positions hit by a less intensive beam, darker points are generated. Because of the persistence
of the fluorescent layer, the points still emit light when the electron beam is already at another
location, and because of the inertia of our eyes we get the impression that there is a steady
image on the screen. With the electron beam just described, only monochrome or grey shaded
images can be generated. These monitors usually have a fluorescent coating which emits green,
amber, or white light.
If you attempt to display coloured images, three electron beams are required, each of which hits
points on the screen surface lighting up in three different colours. Usually, coatings are used
today that provide the three primary colours red, green, and blue. With these three primary
colours all known colours can be generated by means of additive colour mixing. A white point,,
for example, results if all three colour elements of a pixel are illuminated at the same intensity.
Thus, on colour monitors all three electron beams are modulated according to the image information, where the absolute beam intensity determines the brightness and the relative beam
intensity the colour of the corresponding pixel.
You can imagine that the modulation of the electron beam as well as the horizontal and vertical
retraces have to be synchronized so that, for example, the vertical retrace occurs exactly when
the electron beam has reached the end of the last scanline with the pixel to be displayed last,
and a horizontal retrace would be required anyway. Scanning of the screen is carried out line
by line, therefore, and the image is displayed on the monitor in the same way. The graphics
adapter has to provide the video signals required for the individual pixels (that is, the intensity
and colour signal), as well as the synchronization signals for the horizontal and vertical retrace.
Example:

on = vM monitor

with a resolution of 640+480

and the image is generated by 480 scanlines.

pixels, every line has 640 pixels

Thus, after 480 horizontal retraces a

vertical retrace occurs. The image is built up 60 times per second, that is, a
vertical

retrace

occur8 every 16.7 Ins.

For the VGA adapter at the resolution indicated, IBM specifies a video bandwidth of 25.175 MHz,
which corresponds to the rate at which the pixels are written onto the screen. This means that
every second more than 25 million points have to be be written, thus the video amplifiers of
the monitor must operate very quickly. At even higher resolutions (today we already have a
de facto standard of 1024 * 768 pixels) the video bandwidth rapidly rises up to 100 MHz; also,
high-quality circuits and the tube itself become overtaxed with such frequencies, and only highend CAD monitors can stand such rates. But there is a simple and quite cheap way out: interla&g. The interlacing method writes in two passes; first only those scanlines with an odd
number are written, and in the second pass all those lines with an even number. The line
frequency and thus the video bandwidth is halved, but the picture frequency (the number of
vertical retraces) remains the same. This is necessary as the eye would recognize a halving of
the image frequency as a flicker, but it can be tricked by alternately writing odd and even
scanlines. Figure 35.2 shows the electron beam path in interlaced and non-interlaced modes. For
a perfect image in the interlace mode, it is essential that the electron beam hits the screen’s
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Scanline

Scanline

Scanline
Horizontal Retrace

I

Horizontal Deflection

(a)

Figure 35.2: Interlaced and non-interlaced mode. (a) In interlaced mode, the scanlines with an odd number are
first written, and then all scanlines with an even number. The voltage of the vertical deflection unit carries out
two cycles for one complete image; Cb) in non-interlaced mode the lines are written in succession.

surface exactly between two scanlines of the previous pass. The precise adjustment is not very
simple, so the image in interlaced mode is usually significantly worse than in non-interlaced
mode.
If you think that the interlace display method is new then I must disappoint you. This method
has been used since the start of the TV era to prevent the bandwidths of TV channels from going
beyond all possible bounds. In Europe one TV image consists of 625 lines, separated into two
partial images of 312.5 lines each. The partial images are transmitted 50 times per second, so that
the TV effectively displays 25 complete images per second.
LCD and gas-plasma monitors generate the picture similar to a cathode ray tube, but here no
electron beam forms the picture; instead the individual pixels are assigned elements that may
be addressed in succession. Therefore, on these monitors the image is also generated line by
line. Retraces don’t play any role here, as the retrace can be carried out simply by an address
change during the course of addressing the elements.
In their principal structure the graphics adapters don’t differ significantly, despite all the differences concerning the capabilities of displaying colours and the various resolutions. Figure 35.3
shows a block diagram for the general structure of a modern graphics adapter.
The central part is the video controller or graphics control chip CRTC (cathode ray tube controller), which supervises the functions of the adapter and generates the necessary control signal.
The CPU accesses the video RAM via the bus interface to write information that defines the text
or graphics the monitor is to display. The CRTC continuously generates addresses for the video
RAM to read the corresponding characters, and to transfer them to the character generator.
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Pttribute Informatiop

Synchronizabon

gure 35.3:

Information

Block diagram of a graphics adapter.

I text

mode the characters are usually defined by their ASCII codes, which are further assigned
so-called attribute. The attribute defines the display mode for the character concerned more
recisely - for example, whether it is to be displayed in a blinking or inverted manner. The
laracter ROM, for every ASCII code, holds a pixel pattern for the corresponding character. The
laracter generator converts the character codes using the pixel pattern in the character ROM
Ito a sequence of pixel bits, and transfers them to a shift register. The signal generator gener:es the necessary signals for the monitor, using the bit stream from the shift register, the
:tribute information from the video RAM and the synchronization signals from the CRTC. The
monitor processes the passed video signals and displays the symbolic information in the video
AM in the usual form as a picture. The character information in the video RAM thus modutes the electron beam of the monitor through the intermediate stages of character ROM, char:ter generator, shift register, and signal.
I graphics

mode the information in video RAM is directly used for generating characters, that

, the entries don’t define an index into the character ROM, but already represent the pixel
attern itself with the corresponding colour or grey scale information. Because of this, attribute
Iformation is no longer required; the signal generator generates from the bit values in the shift
?gister the brightness and colour signals for the monitor.

:5.2 Screen Modes and the 6845 Graphics Controller
Iodern graphics adapters may be operated in two completely different (and incompatible)
lodes: text and graphics modes. Older display adapters such as IBM’s monochrome display
japter (MDA) only allow pictures in text mode. Graphics adapters, on the other hand, can
isplay free graphics with possibly very different resolutions. All of these functions are carried
ut under the control of the graphics controller. The following discusses the basic principles of
!xt and graphics mode and presents a typical member of the graphics controller chips, Motorola’s
RTC 6845. This is mainly a didactic example.

-
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35.2.1 6845 Video Controller
This video controller can be found as the original or compatible chip on many graphics adapters.
The CRTC 6845 comes in a standard 40-pin DIP case; its connection scheme is shown in Figure
35.4.

VS
HS
RAO
RAI
RA2
RA3
PA4
DO
01
02
03
D4
05
E6
07
cs
RS
E
R/ii
CLK

Figure 35.4: CRTC 6845 terminals

The following briefly presents and discusses the terminals and signals of the 6845. Using the
6845 in text and graphics mode is described in Sections 35.2.2 and 35.2.3.
CLK (11
Pin 21
The clock signal is used for synchronizing the 6845 monitor signals, and is usually equal to the
rate at which the characters are displayed on screen.

E (11
Pin 25
A low-level signal at this chip select connection enables the 6845 for an access by the CPU.
CURSOR (01
Pin 19
A high-level signal shows that the cursor position is currently scanned.
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DO-D7 (I/O)
Pins 26-33
The eight terminals form the bidirectional data bus for an access by the CPU to the internal 6845
registers.
DE (0)
Pin 18
A high-level signal at this display enable pin indicates that the 6845 CRTC is currently providing address and control signals for the displayed region of the screen.

E (I)
Pin 23
A high-low transition of this enable signal activates the data bus, and serves as a clock pulse
for the 6845 to read data from or write it into the internal registers.
HS 10)
Pin 39
At this horizontal synchronization terminal the 6845 outputs the signal for horizontal synchronization, and thus causes a horizontal retrace.
LPSTB (I)
Pin 3
(Light Pen Strobe) A pulse from the light pen instructs the 6845 to store the current address for
the video RAM in the light pen register. The CPU reads this register and thus determines the
position of the light pen on-screen.
MAO-MA13 (0)
Pins 4-17
These 14 memory address terminals provide the memory addresses for the video RAM. MAOMA13 continuously increase with the line scanning to address the corresponding characters in
video RAM successively.
RAO-RA4 (0)
Pins 34-38
These five row address connections specify the current scanline of a character in text mode.
Thus, RAO-RA4 characters with a maximum of 32 scanlines can be displayed. In graphics mode
RAO-RA4 is often combined with MAO-MA13 into a <<large)) address, and addresses, for example, the banks of the video RAM.
’ RESET (I)
i Pin 2
A low-level signal at this pin resets the 6845.
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RS (I)
Pin 24
A low-level register select signal (RS = 0) selects the address register, and a high-level signal (RS
= 11 selects the 6845 data register for the next read or write access by the CPU.
ww (I)
Pin 22
A high-level read/write signal means that the CPU reads internal 6845 registers; a low-level
signal, on the other hand, means that the CPU writes an internal 6845 register.

vs

(0)
Pin 40
At this vertical synchronization terminal the 6845 outputs the signal for vertical synchronization, and thus causes a vertical retrace.

vcc
Pin 20
This pin receives the supply voltage (usually +5 V).
GND
Pin 1
This pin is earthed (usually 0 V).
Of particular importance for displaying texts and graphics on the monitor are the memory
address MAO-MA13 and the scanline address RAO-RA4. The following sections discuss how
the remaining hardware of a graphics adapter uses these address signals in text and graphics
mode.

35.2.2 Character Generation in Text Mode
In text mode every character on-screen is assigned a word of two bytes in video RAM. The loworder byte contains the character code, the high-order byte the attribute. The signal generator
on the graphics adapter then displays the character, depending upon the attribute byte value for example, blinking, with high intensity, inversely, or with a certain colour. Figure 35.5 shows
the structure of the video memory word.
If the BLNK bit is set, the character concerned is displayed blinking. Depending upon the
graphics adapter and its manufacturer, the character blinks at a rate of between 1 Hz and 3 H Z.
The bits BAK,-BAK, define the background colour of the character; eight different colours are
possible. The actual colour not only depends on the value of the bits BAK,-BA& but also on
the graphics adapter, the selected colour palette, whether a monochrome or colour monitor is
used, and on the current resolution of the adapter. A set INT bit displays the character with a
high intensity, that is, bright. The bits FOR,-FOR, determine the character’s foreground colour,
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blink
1=on
O=Off
background colour (from present palette)
BAK2-BAK,:
INT:
intensity
1 =high
O=normal
FOR,-FOR,: foreground colour (from present palette)
CHR,-CHf?,: character code

BLNK:

Figure 35.5: Video RAM word structure

for a

character in text mode.

as BAK,-BAK,, do for the background colour. Also here, the colour actually displayed depends
upon the graphics adapter, the colour palette selected, whether a monochrome or colour monitor is used, and on the current resolution of the adapter. The eight low-order bits CHR,-CHR,
define the code of the displayed character, and serve as an index into the character table in
character ROM, or into a character RAM containing the pixel pattern for the characters concerned.
In text mode, every text row is generated by a certain number of scanlines. The Hercules card,
for example, uses 14 scanlines for one text row; every character is represented in text mode by
a pixel block comprising a height of 14 scanlines and a width of nine pixels. As every character
is separated by a narrow space from the next character, and every row by a few scanlines from
the next row, the complete block is not occupied by character pixels. For the actual character a
7 * 11 matrix is available, the rest of the 9 s 14 matrix remains empty. Also in text mode, every
alphanumerical character is displayed as a pixel pattern held in the character ROM or RAM.
Figure 35.6 shows, for example, the pixel pattern for an <(OX on a Hercules card as it appears
on screen (Figure 35.6a).

.

.
1
9
1000000000
001110000
011011000
110001100
5110001100
110001100
110001100
110001100
011011000
~0001110000
000000000
000000000
000000000
14 000000000

Figure

35.6:

1

1

8

dooooooo

00111000
0110i100
11000110
5 11000110
11000110
11000110
11000110
01101100
10 00111000
00000000
00000000
00000000
14 00000000

Pixel pattern ‘0’ in text mode. (a) on-screen; (b) in character ROM.

A (cl,, means that at the location concerned a pixel with the foreground colour is written, and
a <CO), that a pixel with the background colour appears. For technical reasons, only eight of the
nine pixel columns are actually held in the ROM (Figure 35.6b). The 9th pixel column on the
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screen is formed for ASCII characters O-191 and 224-255 by internally generating an empty
column in the character generator, and for the block graphics characters with ASCII codes 192223 by repeating the 8th column to generate the 9th one. The doubling of the 8th column to form
the 9th is necessary so that for the horizontal graphics characters, no breaks appear between the
individual characters. Thus, in the character ROM every pixel line of a character is eight bits,
or exactly one byte, long. How many pixel lines a character comprises is defined by an entry
in the 6845 control register max. scanline.
In the character ROM the pixel matrices for the 256 different characters are arranged so that the
character code as the first index specifies the beginning of the character in ROM. The number
of the current scanline for the character is then the second index or the offset, which determines
the pixel line (that is, the byte) within the character.
The graphics adapter displays a character in text mode as follows. The 6845 outputs continuous
addresses for the video RAM via MAO-MAIS. The character in the upper left comer corresponds to the lowest address that the 6845 provides immediately after a vertical retrace. The
adapter logic addresses the video RAM by means of this address, and fetches the character code
and the attribute. The character code serves for the character generator as the first index into the
character ROM. The line address is equal to 0 at this moment, that is, the 6845 addresses the first
scanline of the character matrix. According to the timing of the video frequency, the bits of the
pixel matrix are now transferred from the shift register to the signal generator. If the signal
generator receives a <cl>) from the shit register, then it generates a video signal corresponding
to the foreground colour of the character. If, on the other hand, a <CO*) arrives then it supplies
a video signal corresponding to the background colour. The first scanline is thus displayed on
the monitor according to the pixel matrices of the characters in the first text line.
When the electron beam reaches the end of the scanline, the 6845 activates the output HS to
issue a horizontal retrace and a horizontal synchronization. The electron beam returns to the
beginning of the next scanline. After every scanline (after every horizontal retrace) the 6845
increases the RAGRA4. This line address forms the offset within the pixel matrix for the character to be displayed. Upon every scanline of the monitor a pixel line of the characters in the
text row concerned is thus displayed on the monitor. This means that with the above indicated
9 * 14 pixel matrix for one character the first text row has been displayed after 14 scanlines. The
line address RAO-RA4 returns to the value 0, the 6845 provides new addresses MAC-MA13, and
the next text row is output in the same way. If the end of the last scanline is reached, the 6845
resets the address MAO-MA13 and the line address RAO-RA4 to the initial values and enables
the output VS to issue a vertical retrace and a vertical synchronization. Exactly one picture has
thus been formed on-screen. Because the screen image cannot persist, and as the CPU may
overwrite the video RAM with new values, the screen must be refreshed within a short time
interval (typically 50-100 Hz). The above-described procedure starts again.
EGA and @VGA hold the pixel patterns in a character RAM into which you can also load userdefined characters, and thus define your own characters. For this purpose, you have to fill the
character RAM with appropriate pixel matrices. How this works in principle is discussed in
Section 35.5.2.
Because of the 5-bit line address RAO-RA4, characters with a maximum height of 32 scanlines
are possible. The 14-bit memory address MAO-Al3 further enables the addressing of video
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memories up to 16k words. In graphics mode, MAO-Al3 and RAO-RA4 can be combined into
one 19-bit address. The 6845 can then address a video memory of up to 512k objects,

35.2.3 Character Generation and Free Graphics in Graphics Mode
In graphics mode the bytes in video RAM are no longer interpreted as a character code and
attribute. Instead, they directly determine the intensity and colour of the corresponding pixel.
The 6845 also outputs the memory addresses MAO-MAl3, as well as the line addresses RAORA4 in this case. How the hardware of the graphics adapter interprets these values for addressing the video memory depends upon the adapter card used, and may differ significantly. In
most cases the video RAM is divided into several banks addressed by the line address RAORA4. The memory address MAO-MA13 then specifies the offset within each bank.
In graphics mode the data in the video RAM is directly transferred to the shift register and the
signal generator; character ROM and hardware character generator don’t play any role here,
and are disabled. If you write, for example via the BASIC command PRINT "A", the character
<<A>> (ASCII 651 in graphics mode onto the screen, then BASIC doesn’t write ASCII code 65 to
the corresponding location in the video RAM but copies the pixel matrix for the character <(A),
to the corresponding location in the video RAM.
The power of the graphics mode is not displaying text, but the capability of drawing free
graphics and lines. For this purpose, the program must write appropriate values to the corresponding locations in the display memory. A line, for example, is represented by a plurality of
identical bit groups or bytes in the video RAM.
Depending upon the number of displayable colours, one pixel on the monitor is assigned more
or fewer bits. Monochrome graphics requires only a single bit corresponding to bright (bit = 1)
or dark (bit = 0) per pixel. Multicolour graphics usually assign several bits per pixel; on a VGA
with 256 different colours, eight bits or one byte per pixel is required. Thus the storage capacity
of the video RAM must increase rapidly with increasing resolution and the rising number of
colours in the pictures. (S)VGA boards with a 1 Mbyte video RAM are therefore more or less
the standard today; high-resolution graphics adapters for CAD applications may accommodate
up to 8 Mbytes of video RAM.

35.2.4 General Video RAM Organization and Structure
The video RAM is organized differently, depending upon the operation mode and graphics

i adapter used. The following discusses in brief the usual organization. On graphics adapters
with a video RAM up to 128 kbytes you may address the whole display memory via the CPU

I as the normal main memory. But if the video RAM gets larger, then it would overlap the ROM
t. extensions at address cOOOOh and disturb them. Thus, EGA and (S)VGA boards with more than
i 128 kbytes of display RAM implement a switch that can be set by software to access various 128
dows into the much larger video RAM. How these switches are used is (with the
of SVGA according to the VESA specification) not standardized, and is thus manufacturer-dependent. If you don’t know the switch address and method, then there is nothing left
but to use the BIOS.
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RAM Organization in Text Mode

In text mode the video RAM is regarded as a linear array; the first word is assigned the character in the upper left corner, that is, the character in row 1, column 1. The second word then
describes the character in row 1, co!umn 2, etc. Depending upon the text resolution, a varying
number of words is necessary to accommodate the whole screen’s contents.
Example:

the standard resolution

of 25 rows with 80 characters each requires 2000 display

memory words with 2 bytes each, thus
resolution

a total of 4 kbytea of video RAM; high-

SuperVGA adapters with 60 rows of 132 characters each need 15 840

bytes.

You can see that the video RAM of most adapters is much larger than a single screen page

requires. On an EGA or (S)VGA in text mode the video RAM is therefore divided into pages,
which can accommodate a whole screen page. The size of the pages depends upon the screen
mode and the maximum number of pages, plus, of course, the size of the video RAM. Figure
35.7 shows the division of the video RAM into pages in text mode.

11

Figure

35.7:

(4WW

1

Video RAM in text mode divided into several pages.

The 6845 can be programmed so that it starts after a vertical retrace with a memory address
MAO-MA13 different from 0. If the start address meets the beginning of a page, then several
pages that are separated from each other can be managed in video RAM. Moreover, by altering
the start address in the 6845 the pages can be switched rapidly. If the CPU changes the contents
of a page that is currently not displayed, then the screen doesn’t change. Thus you must distinguish between the active displayed page and the processed one. The PC’s BIOS is prepared
for managing up to eight pages; for each of them its own cursor is defined.
Example:

the first and only page of the Hercules card begins
character

at address b0000h.

-AZ. shall be written into the upper left corr.er

colour '1 and the background 0 at a high intensity.

A

blinking

with the foreground
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HOV ax, bOOOh

: load ax with the segment address of the video FIAM

MO" es, ax

; transfer segment address into E S

MOV ah, f8h

i

MOV al, 41h

; load character coda for XA* into al

load attribute 1111 1000 into ah

MOV es: [OOhl, ax ; write attribute and character

code into video PAM

In general, the address of the display memory word for the character in row i, column j of page
k is given by the following equation:
address=video segment+page_size

+k+2 +charactera_per_row+i+2

t j

Video segment denotes the start address of the video RAM in the PC’s address space, and
page-size denotes the size of a page in the video segment (i, j and k start with 0).
RAM Organization in Graphics Mode

In graphics mode, the situation is more complicated. For example, on the Hercules card the
video RAM is divided in graphics mode into four banks per page. The first bank accommodates
the pixels for scanlines 0, 4, 8,. ,344, the second bank pixels for scanlines 1, 5, 9,. .345, the
third bank pixels for scanlines 2, 6, 10, .346, and the fourth bank pixels for scanlines 3, 7, 11,
. .347. The video RAM of the Hercules card in graphics mode has 64 kbytes, and is divided into
two pages of 32 kbytes each. The resolution in graphics mode is 720 * 348 pixels; every pixel is
assigned one bit. Thus 90 bytes are required per line (7120 pixels/8 pixels per byte). For the
Hercules card, the address of the byte containing the bit corresponding to the pixel in line i and
column j of page k is expressed by the following equation:
addresa (i.j,k)=bOOOOh+8000htk+2000h.(iMOD4)r90~INT

(i/4)+INT (j/81

bOOOOh characterizes the video segment 8000h the size of a page, MOD 4 the modulo-4 division
by 4, 2000h * (i MOD 4) the offset of the bank which contains the byte, INT the integer part of
the corresponding division, 90 * INT (i/4) the offset of line i in the bank, and INT (j/S) the offset
of column j in the bank. Figure 35.8 illustrates the division of the video RAM in various pages
in graphics mode of the Hercules card.
You can see that addressing one pixel in the video RAM requires a quite extensive procedure.
The above-indicated expression is, by the way, only valid on a Hercules card. On a CGA the
video memory is divided in graphics mode into only two banks; on an EGA or (S)VGA the
situation becomes even more complicated. Details are discussed in Section 35.6.
Access Conflicts

:
i
k

t

As just mentioned, the CPU can access the video RAM using a simple memory cycle. But
besides the CPU, the logic on the graphics adapter also carries out an access to the video RAM
according to memory addresses MAO-MA13 provided by the 6845. This may give rise, of course,
to conflict if the CPU and the adapter logic address the same chip. The situation becomes
particularly critical if the CPU attempts to overwrite an entry while the adapter is just reading
it to display it on screen. Whether, finally, the old or the new value gets the upper hand is
unpredictable. On the first PC graphics adapter, the CGA, no protection against a simultaneous
access to video RAM by the CPU and the adapter logic was implemented; the result was the
infamous CGA snow. The CPU access disturbs the read process by the adapter logic (especially

_
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Page 1
f-(32 kbytes)

Bank 2 (8 kbytes)

Figure 35.8: Hercules card video RAM splitting into seueraf pages in graphics mode

in graphics mode) so seriously that the logic determines completely incorrect values, and on the
screen bright points appear for a short time; the observer has the impression that snowflakes are
blowing over the monitor!
On more modern graphics adapters, the engineers have implemented a gate that blocks an
access of the CPU to a video RAM bank if the adapter logic is currently reading the same bank.
The CPU then inserts more or fewer wait cycles until access to the video RAM is possible.
Depending upon the organization of the video RAM and the adjustment of the adapter to the
PC system bus, many wait cycles may therefore occur. Benchmark programs that test the access
to the display memory report up to 40 wait cycles on a fast 33 MHz personal computer. The only
two time periods when the CPU has unlimited access to the video RAM (if the adapter doesn’t
carry out a refresh of its on-board DRAMS, however) are the horizontal and vertical retraces.
During these retrace periods the adapter doesn’t access the video RAM. The EGA/(S)VGA
board and some other graphics adapters can be configured so that they activate IRQ2 at the
beginning of a retrace period. The CPU is thus informed, via a hardware interrupt, that an
access to the display memory is possible now without disturbing the screen picture.
The best solution of all these problems is to use dual-port RAM, which is often also called VRAM
(video RAM). Normal RAM chips have a single data port through which they accept write data
and provide read data. Depending upon the organization of the RAM chips, one or more data
pins are implemented for this port. Whether a read or write access to the RAM occurs, and thus
whether the data port is acting as a read or write port, is determined by the DRAM controller
via the RAM control signal WE.
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Dual-port RAM chips now have two data ports instead of a single switching data port, so that
accesses of two different devices can be serviced concurrently without disturbing each other. On
some dual-port memories the function of these two ports as a read and write port, respectively,
is fixed. Via the first port, data is only output (read port), and via the second data is only
accepted (write port). Some other dual-port memories implement the first port as a parallel and
the other as a serial port. Via the first port, the data is input and output in parallel (parallel port),
via the other exclusively in a serial manner (serial port). The serial port then provides (beginning with a start address) a certain number of internal memory cells synchronously to an
external clock signal. By means of the parallel port, however, any memory cell can be accessed
by means of an address. Such dual-port memories are especially suited for graphics adapters,
as here the CPU carries out random accesses to the video RAM lo read or write data, while the
adapter logic is reading the memory in a more or less serial manner to display a row on the
monitor.

35.2.5 The Hercules Card and Programming the 6845
With the Hercules card as an example, the programming of the 6845 CRTC for text and graphics
modes is discussed in detail.
Advice: if you do not program the control register of the graphics adapter and the 6845 correctly and quickly enough, then your monitor or graphics adapter may be damaged. Carry out
such programming only if you are sure that you haven’t made any mistake.
During the course of a mode change, monitor and graphics adapter are more or less “up in the
air,, as far as the synchronization and video signals are concerned. Strong synchronization
signals at the wrong time can damage the circuits or the monitor burns completely; therefore
be careful!

Table 35.1 lists the I/O ports of the video system on the Hercules card. The I/O ports for the
additionally implemented parallel interface are not specified, however.
Port

Register

Write (W)
Read (RI

3b4h
3b5h
3b8h
3b9h
3bah
3bbh
3bfh

6845 index register
6845 data register
mode control register
set light pen flip-flop
status register
reset light pen flip-flop
configuration register

W
R/W
w

W
A

W
W

Table 35.1: Hercrrles card I/O port

1
1

For programming the display mode of the Hercules card, besides the 6845 registers, the mode
control register, the status register and the configuration register are also important. The two
“ports” 3b9h and 3bbh are not real I/O ports, but the addresses 3b9h and 3bbh represent
command codes that give rise to the action indicated. To instruct the Hercules card according
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to these two commands, you simply need to issue an OUT instruction referring to the specified
I/O addresses with any value. Figure 35.9 shows the structure of the write-only mode control
register.
7

6

5

4

3

2

1

0

_(

PAG: active page
1 =page 1
O=page 0
BLI: character blinking on/off (no effect on cursor but character with set attribute bit c<blinkn is blinking)
1 =on
O&t
BLK: video signal
1 =active
O=oft (blank)
T/M: mode
l=graphics mode
O=text mode
res: reserved, unused

Figure 35.9: The mode control register.
With the PAG bit you can define the active page to be displayed on-screen. Page 0 is located
between addresses bOOOOh and b7fffh, and page 1 between b8000h and bffffh. Note that page
1 overlaps with the address area of the video RAM on a CGA. If you only use page 0 then you
can install two graphics adapters in the same PC, that is, a Hercules card and a CGA. By setting
the BLI bit you enable the blinking of characters that have a set blink attribute BLNK in the
accompanying display memory word. The BLK bit determines whether the video signal from
the Hercules card is actually transferred to the monitor. A set bit enables the screen display, a
cleared one blanks the screen. Thus you can make a monitor safer with BLK by, for example,
clearing bit BLK if no keyboard hit has occurred for more than three minutes. After operating
any key BLK is set again and the previous picture appears again. This avoids character burnin on the fluorescent layer of the tube.
The T/M bit determines the operation mode of the Hercules card. If T/M is set the adapter
operates in graphics mode; if T/M is cleared the Hercules card runs in text mode. But be careful:
for changing the operation mode it is not sufficient only to clear or set T/M. Instead, you must
additionally load the 6845 with parameters that are adjusted according to the intended operation mode. Table 35.3 lists the standard values for the 6845 register in text and graphics mode.
The T/M bit in the mode control register mainly controls the character generator, the decoder
logic, and the oscillator on the Hercules card, as the memory addresses MAO-MA13 and the line
addresses RAO-RA4 output by the 6845 must be interpreted differently in graphics mode and
text mode.
The status register of the Hercules card is read-only, and provides some information concerning
the current adapter status. If the VRE bit is cleared, the monitor is currently executing a vertical
retrace, that is, the 6845 has activated the vertical synchronization signal VS. Otherwise the
electron beam is writing information onto the screen. The DOT bit indicates whether the electron beam is currently writing a bright (DOT = 1) or a black point (DOT = 0). Finally, you can
determine, according to HRE, whether the monitor is currently carrying out a horizontal retrace,
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7

6

5

4

3

2

1

0

_(

VRE: vertical retrace
1 =screen active
DOT: present spot (pixel)
1 =on
O&f
HRE: horizontal retrace
l=horizontal SYNC
res: reserved. unused
35 20: The

status

O=vertical retrace

O=normal character

register.

and the 6845 has activated the horizontal synchronization signal HS for this purpose. If HRE is
cleared then a normal character is written onto the screen.

MSK: masking of page 1
1 =page 1 corresponding to addresses b8000h-bffffh is masked off the address space; setting of bit PAG in
mode control register is prevented
O=page 1 is not masked off; setting of bit PAG in mode control register is enabled
GEN: graphics activation (graphic enable)
1 =graphics mode can be enabled by sening bii T/M in mode control register
O=graphics mode cannot be enabled by setting bit T/M in mode control register; Hercules card is operating in
text mode only

:
t

The write-only configuration register serves to avoid an erroneous switching into graphics
mode, and to enable page 1 starting at address b8000h. If the MSK bit is set, then page 1 is
physically masked off from the PC’s address space. This is necessary, for example, if you have
additionally installed a CGA on your system and want to use it concurrently with the Hercules
card to display coloured graphics at a low resolution. Activating page 1 would give rise to
certain disturbances of the CGA and Hercules card. With a cleared MSK bit, page 1 of the
Hercules card can also be accessed. If you set bit GEN, you can switch between text and graphics
mode by means of the T/M bit in the mode control register. If GEN is cleared, T/M has no effect
on the operation mode of the adapter; it is always running in text mode, and thus emulates
IBM’s MDA (monochrome display adapter).

1 The main job when switching between text and graphics mode is the programming of the 6845.
1 For adjusting all necessary parameters it comprises 19 registers; one index register and 18
1

6

control registers. To avoid a wide range being occupied in the I/O address space, the 6845 uses
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an indexed scheme for addressing its control registers. You first need to input the index of the
intended register using the index register at port 3b4h before you access the 6845 control register
concerned via the data register at port 3b5h. Table 35.2 lists all 6845 registers together with their
indices.
Index

Register

RN@

Meaning

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

honzontal total
horizontal displayed
HSYNC position
SYNC wrdth
vertical total
vertical adjust
vertical displayed
VSYNC position
Interlace mode
max scanline
cursor start
cursor end
start address (high)
start address (low)
cursor (htgh)
cursor (low)
light pen (high)
light pen (low)

W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
RAN

number of characters per line including SYNC minus 1
displayed characters per line
position of character where HSYNC is issued
number of characters for HSYNC per line
number of scanlines including line dunng vertical retrace menus 1
number of scanlines additional to number of character lines
number of displayed lines
line where vertical retrace starts
non-interlaced, interlaced or interlaced/video mode
number of scanlines per character line minus 1
first scanline of cursor
last scanllne of cursor
start address of MAO-MA13
after vertical retrace
offset of cursor position
in video RAM
offset of light pen position
in video RAM

a

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

1
1
1

*) R=read. W=wrrte

Table 35.2: 6845 data register indices on the Hercules curd
Notes to Table 35.2:
For monochrome monitors the horizontal scan period is 54 us corresponding to 18.43 kHz.
The monitor has to be refreshed 50 times per second; the total number of character lines and
scanlines has to be adapted to this value.
The oscillator of the Hercules card generates in text mode a time base per character of
0.5625 us corresponding to 1.778 MHz and in graphics mode a time base of 1.00 us per
character corresponding to 1.00 MHz.
In text mode the character size is 9 * 14 pixels and in graphics mode 16 * 4 pixels.
The following presents the registers and the meaning of their entries in brief. All entry values
specified in the example refer to the text mode of the Hercules card, with 25 rows of 80 characters each and a screen refresh rate of 50Hz. The time base CLK in text mode is equal to
0.5625 us per character, corresponding to 1.778 MHz.
Horizontal Total (Index 0)
This register defines the line frequency, that is, the frequency of HS. The line frequency is
specified in units of character periods. If the 6845-internal character counter has counted up to

I,
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the value that the register contains, then a new line begins. For one line all characters including
HSYNC contribute.
Example: 97
Upon

the 97th character the new line begins;
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thue one line is scanned within

96 r0.5625ue= 54.Ops. the line frequency is about 18.45kKz.

Horizontal Displayed (Index 1)

lk

This register contains the number of visible characters per row. With every character row the
6845 increments the memory address MAO-MA13 by this value, but keeps the address constant
during a horizontal retrace. If the next scanline belongs to the same character row again, then
MAC-MA13 is reset to the old value at the beginning of the row, that is, the value of this register
is subtracted from the current memory address MAO-MA13. If, on the other hand, the next
scanline already belongs to the next character row, then the memory address MAO-MA13 is not
altered and is further incremented with every character after the horizontal retrace, that is, after
HSYNC. The value in this register must be less than that in the register horizontal total. The less
these two values differ, the more rapid is the horizontal retrace. Note that not all monitors
can follow such a fast horizontal retrace; interference or even monitor damage may be the
consequence.
Example: so
Thus every row displays 80 characters.

HSYNC Position (Index 2)
This register controls the position in the line where the 6845 activates the HS signal, and thus
issues a horizontal retrace; it contains the position of the character concerned. The horizontal
retrace may occur after the last displayed character of the line at the earliest, thus the value in
this register is always at least equal to the value in the horizontal displayed register; additionally the sum of the register values HSYNC position and SYNC width is lower than the value
in the horizontal total register. Increasing the register value gives rise to a left-shift of the screen
picture, and vice versa.
Example:

62
The activation of HS and the horizontal retrace occurs with the 83rd

character of

the line. Thus one line comprises

80 displayed characters, one dummy character and
15 characters for the horizontal retrace. so that the horizontal retrace HSYNC

requires a time period that corresponds to 15 characters,

equal to 8.4375~s.

SYNC Width (Index 3)
This register determines the width, that is, the time period of the HS pulse for the horizontal
retrace in units of character periods. The synchronization signal VS for the vertical retrace, on
the other hand, is fixed to a time period which corresponds to 16 complete scanlines. The
, register may be loaded with values between 1 and 15 character periods to comply with the
; requirements of various monitors. A value of 0 means that no HS is provided.
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Example: 1s
The Hercules card provides an

HS signal with a width of 15+0.5625us=8.4375ps.

Thus HS is active for nearly the whole horizontal retrace, which lasts for 15
character

periods.

According to the values of the four registers indicated above, a line is displayed in the following
manner. After a horizontal retrace the 6845 internally counts up the characters starting with 1,
and continuously increases the memory address MAO-MA13 to actually output the number of
displayed characters on the monitor. When as many characters have been output as are specified by the horizontal display register, then the 6845 stops counting up the memory address, but
the beam continues to move. If the internal counting reaches the value in the HSYNC register
position, then the 6845 activates the HS signal for the time period specified by the SYNC register
width, and thus issues a horizontal retrace. As soon as the time corresponding to the characters
indicated by the horizontal total register has passed, the 6845 begins to output the memory
address for the next scanline.
Vertical Total (Index 4)
This register, together with the vertical total adjust register, defines the screen refresh frequency,
that is, the frequency of VS. If we calculate the number of character rows necessary to keep a
refresh frequency of exactly 50 Hz, for example, then we will get a value in most cases which
comprises an integer and a fractional part. On many monitors the refresh rate is generated by
means of the mains voltage frequency; in Europe we have 50 Hz, in North America 60 Hz. Thus
the 6845 must adapt to this, and may enable the signal VS only at times which comply with the
request for a refresh frequency of 50 Hz. For this purpose, this register determines the integer
part of the above-mentioned value minus one. The fine-tuning corresponding to the fractional
part is carried out by the next register, vertical total adjust.
Example:

25
The integer part corresponds to 26 character rows of

760~s each.

Vertical Total Adjust (Index 5)
This register carries out the fine-tuning corresponding to the above-mentioned fractional part
and specifies that number of scanlines in addition to the total number of rows so that the request
for a fixed refresh frequency for the vertical synchronization signal VS is fulfilled.
Example: 6
The Hercules card supplies 6 dummy scanlines in addition to the 26 character rows
to fulfil the requested frequency of

50Hz for the signal VS.

Vertical Displayed (Index 6)
This register specifies the number of visible rows. Note that the register may only contain values
that are less than or equal to the value in the vertical total register.
Example:

25
The Hercules card displays 25 visible rows.
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VSYNC Position (Index 7)
This register controls the position where the 6845 activates the VS signal, and thus issues a
vertical retrace. It contains the position of the row concerned minus 1. The vertical retrace can
be carried out after the last displayed row al the earliest. Thus the value in this register is always
at least equal to the value in the vertical displayed register. Increasing the register value gives
rise to a shift of the screen picture upwards, and vice versa.
Example: 2

5
The Hercules card issues a vertical retrace after 25 rows,

that is, immediately

after the beginning of the 26th row.

Interlace Mode (Index 8)
The 6845 can drive the monitor in interlaced and non-interlaced modes. For adjusting the modes
the two low-order bits with the following meaning are used:
bit
0
1
0
1

1

bit

mode

0

0
0
1
1

non-interlaced
non-interlaced
interlaced
interlaced/video

Thus the 6845 carries out one non-interlaced mode as well as two different interlaced modes.
Figure 35.12 shows the display of character KOX in both cases.
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Figure 35.12: (a) Non-interlaced mode; (b) interlaced mode; (c) interlaced/video mode.

; In interlaced mode (Figure 35.12b) the VS signal is delayed by half a scanline period, and the
t two passages of the electron beam write the same information. This enhances the readability of
1 the characters but the character is not displayed at a higher resolution in principle. Also in
[ interlaced/video mode (Figure 35.12~) the VS signal is delayed by half a scanline period, but the

.
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two electron beam passages write different information. As is apparent from the figure, the two
passages display the odd and then the even-numbered scanlines of the character. The readability of the characters is thus not improved, but the monitor achieves a better resolution at the
same bandwidth. The figure shows this by the c<H)) shown below the ~(0,. For programming an
interlaced mode you must pay attention to the following:
- The horizontal total register must contain an odd value.
- For the interlaced/video mode the max. scanline register must contain an odd value, that is,
an even number of scanlines must be defined.
- For the interlaced/video mode the vertical displayed register must indicate a value equal to
half of the actually required number of visible rows.
- For the interlaced/video mode the two registers cursor start and cursor end must both hold
odd or even values..
Example:

2
The Hercules card uses non-interlaced mode.

Max. Scanline (Index 9)
This register defines the number of scanlines per character row; the value is equal to the number
of scanlines per character row, minus 1. Upon every scanline of a character row the line address
RAO-RA4 is increased by one. Thus 32 scanlines for one character row can be realized at most
by means of this 5-bit register. If the electron beam jumps to the next scanline which already
belongs to the following character row, then the line address RAWXA4 is reset to 0. In text
mode, the line address serves to address the character’s scanline in character ROM, and in
graphics mode for addressing that bank in video RAM which contains the entry for the current
scanline.
Example:

13
The character matrix in text mode comprises 14 scanlines.

Cursor Start (Index 10)
This register determines the first scanline of the cursor and its behaviour. Bits O-5 specify the
start line, and bits 6 and 7 the behaviour as follows:

bit 6

bit 5

cursor behaviour

0
0
1
1

0

no blinking
cursor not displayed
blinkmg with 16*refresh rate
blinking with 32*.refresh rate

1
0
1

The refresh rate is the time interval between two VS signals. Not all graphics adapters use bits
5 and 6 to define the cursor blinking. This may also be carried out by an external adapter logic
and the CURSOR signal. This strategy synchronizes the cursor blink rate with the character
blinking.
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Example: 11
The cur8or starts with scanline 11.

Cursor End (Index 11)
This register defines the last scanline of the cursor.
Example: 1 2
The cursor ends with scanline 12, that is, compriees two scanlines (see ex?umle
above).

Start Address High/Low (Index X2/13)
This register pair, with its total of 14 bits (8 bits of the LSB register and 6 bits of the MSB
register), defines the start address that the 6845 provides after a vertical retrace as the memory
address MAO-MA13. It is thus possible to define several pages in video RAM. If a certain page
is to be displayed on-screen, then you have to load the register pair start address with the offset
of the intended page relative to the video segment. By altering the start address you can carry
out very fast hardware scrolling.
Example: o
The active page starts at offset 0.

Cursor High/Low (Index 14/15)
The contents of the register pair, with a total of 14 bits (8 bits of the LSB register and 6 bits of
the MSB register), defines the position of the cursor in video RAM. For a page change you must
also alter the position of the cursor within this new page, relative to the beginning of the video
segment. If the 6845 detects that the current memory address MAGMA13 coincides with the
entry in this register pair, then it displays the cursor on-screen and enables the CURSOR signal.
But the cursor lines actually appear on screen only if the current scanline corresponding to the
line address RAO-RA4 is within the range defined by the registers cursor start and cursor end:
otherwise, the pixel pattern of the character underlying the cursor is output.
Example: o
The cursor ia located at the beginning of the video PAM, that is, in the uwer
left corner of the screen.

Light Pen High/Low (Index 16/17)
The register pair with a total of 14 bits (8 bits of the LSB register and 6 bits of the MSB register)
holds the internal 6845 memory address MAO-MA13 upon the rising edge of a signal applied
to the input terminal LPSTB. Usually, this is a signal from a light pen that has detected the
electron beam. Because of the signal propagation times and the consequent delays compared to
the arealn light pen position, the values must be further corrected by software for one or two
locations to the left.
Example:

ID

Without correction the light pen is located in column 40 of row 1; after
correcting the value, this corresponds to column 38 or 39 of row 1.
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Table 35.3 summarizes the standard values of the 6845 control register for text and graphics mode
of the Hercules card. You can see that the values differ significantly. The reason is the completely
different character generation and organization of the video RAM in text and graphics mode.
Register index

Text

Graphics

Register index

Text

Graphics

0
1
2
3
4
5
6

97
80
82
15
25
6
25

53
45
46
7
91
2
a7

7
8
9
10
11
12
13

25
2
13
11
12
0
0

87
2
3
0
0
0
0

Table 35.3: Standard values for text and graphics mode
In text mode the adapter logic reads for every character (for every memory address MAOMA13) two bytes from the video RAM: the character code as well as the attribute. The character
code is used by the character generator as an index into character ROM containing the pixel
matrices for the various characters. The 6845 specifies the scanline of each pixel matrix using the
line address RAO-RA4. The attribute byte is transferred to the attribute decoder and the signal
generator without any further intermediate stage. This gives rise to a displayed character box
of 9 * 14 pixels per character (the register max. scanline contains an entry 13 for this purpose).
Also in graphics mode, the adapter logic fetches two bytes for every memory address MAOMA13; but here every bit corresponds to exactly one pixel on-screen. Moreover, the video RAM
is divided into four banks of 8 kbytes each for every page, which are addressed by the line
address RACLRA4. Thus a character that forms the definition base for the synchronization signals in graphics mode comprises 16 * 4 pixels. The time base for one character is therefore equal
to 1 us instead of the 0.5625 us in text mode. Because of the significantly different form of the
character matrix, altered entries in the 6845 control registers are also required. The number of
displayed characters is therefore only equal to 45; with the character box width of 16 pixels, this
corresponds exactly to 720 points on-screen, namely the horizontal resolution of the Hercules
card. The number of displayed rows is a result of the smaller row’s <(thickness> of only four
scanlines per character row - larger than in text mode - namely equal to 87. This corresponds
to 87 * 4 = 348 scanlines, that is, the vertical resolution of the adapter in graphics mode. The max.
scanline register contains the value 3, corresponding to four scanlines. Thus every line’s address
corresponds to one bank of the video RAM; the division into banks is now clear. The other
register values, too, are adapted to the altered character format.
By changing the various register values you can therefore generate different screen formats. But
remember that fixed-frequency monitors cannot always stand the programmed mode, and may
be damaged by incorrect register values. Only the so-called multisync monitors, which can
adjust to a very broad range of horizontal and vertical frequencies, carry out such experiments
without being damaged.

35.3 Most Important Adapter Types and Their Characteristics
The following discusses the most important graphics adapters. Compatible adapters, particul&‘,
usuallv have a nearlv infinite number of displav modes. The following list therefore mainlY
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refers to the original adapters, and doesn’t make any claim for completeness. Table 35.4 summarizes the possible standard video modes, together with the accompanying resolutions and
the adapters required. As is the case for the other PC components, here also downward compatibility holds. For example, the EGA can carry out all CGA video modes, but not the new
modes of the VGA.

Mode
type
0
0
0
1
1
1
2
2
2
3
3
3
4
5
6
7
7
_
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

Text
lines

25
25
text
25
text
25
text
25
text
25
text
25
text
25
text
25
text
25
text
25
text
25
text
graphics 25
graphics 25
graphics 2 5
25
text
text
graphics ::
graphics 25
graphics 25
graphics 25
graphics 25
graphics 30
graphics 3 0
graphics 25
text

Text
columns

Resolution

Colours

Pages A d a p t e r

40
40
40
40
40
40
80
80
80
80
80
80
40
40
80
80
80
80
40
80
80
80
80
80
40

320t200
320*350
360*400
320*200
320*350
360*400
640*200
640*350
720*400
640*200
640*350
720*400
320*200
320*200
640*200
720+350
720*400
720*348
320*200
640*200
640*350
640*350
640*480
640*480
320*200

16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
4
4
2
mono
mono
mono
16
16
mono
16
2
16
256

8
8
8
8
8
8
4
4
4
4
4
4
1
1

X

1

MDA

1
8
1
8
4
2
2
1
1
1

CGA

HGC

EGA VGA
X
X

X
X
X
X

x
X
X

x
X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

x

x
X
X
X

Table 35.4: Stnndnrd video modes

35.3.1 MDA - Everything is Very Grey
The first PCs and XTs were equipped with IBM’s MDA (nmmhrome display adnptrr). The MDA
can only be operated in text mode. It is very interesting that IBM intended the MDA for professional use, but the graphics-capable CGA for home use. I think the reason was that the MDA
has a character matrix of 9 * 14 pixels, but the CGA only one of 8 * 8 pixels. Table 35.5 lists the
main adapter parameters.
Th- specified frequencies refer to the usual MDA use with a monochrome monitor of a fixed
horizontal and vertical frequency. By altering the 6845 register values, other values may also be
adjusted. At the respective port addresses the same 6845 registers are present as on the Hercules
card. The MDA doesn’t have its own BIOS, but is accessed via the system BIOS on the
motherboard. The video RAM is organized linearly; every text character on the screen is assigned a word in video RAM which specifies character code and attribute.

_
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Text mode
video segment
size of video RAM
screen pages
video controller
port addresses of 6845
character matrix
effective character size
resolution (prxels)
colours
monitor control signals
honzontal frequency*’
vertical frequency*’
video bandwidth*’
own BIOS
l

bOOOh
4 kbytes
CRTC 6845
3bOh-3bfh
9* 14
7*9
720 * 350
mono
digital
18.432 kHz
50 Hz
16.257 MHz
no

’ if connected to a standard monochrome monitor with fixed frequency

Table 35.5: MDA parameters

35.3.2 CGA - It’s Getting to Be Coloured
The CGA (&our graphics adapter) was the first graphics-capable adapter from IBM (but with a
very poor resolution of a maximum at 640 * 200 pixels). Just as bad is the representation of
characters in text mode, as the character matrix consists of 8 L 8 pixels only. Table 35.6 summarizes the most important CGA parameters.
Text mode
video segment
size of video RAM
screen pages
video controller
port addresses of 6845
character matrix
effective character size
max. resolution (pixels)
colours
monitor control signals
horrzontal frequency*’
vertical frequency*’
video bandwidth*’
own BIOS
l

16 kbytes
4
8
CRTC 6845
3dOh-3dfh
8*8
7*7,5+7
640 * 200
16
digrtal
15.75 kHz
60 Hz
14.30 MHz
no

Graphics mode
b800h
16 kbytes
CRTC 6845
3dOh-3dfh
8*8
7*7.5*7
640 l 200
4
drgital
15.75 kHz
60 Hz
14.30 MHz
no

) If connected to a standard colour momtor with fixed frequencv

Table 35.6: CGA pnrarneters
In text mode the video RAM is divided (depending upon the resolution) into eight (25 rows

with 40 columns each) or four (25 rows with 80 columns each) pages of 2 kbytes or 4 kbytes
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esch. Within the page concerned, the characters are addressed linearly. The CGA can display 16
different colours in text mode.

35.3.3 Hercules - The Non-fitting Standard
The Hercules graphics card (HGC) in text mode emulates the MDA precisely; all parameters
coincide. This also means, for example, that in text mode a video RAM of only 4 kbytes is
available, although the Hercules card is equipped as standard with 64 kbytes. Unlike the MDA,
it may also be operated in monochrome graphics mode, whose resolution corresponds to about
the pixel resolution in text mode. Only the two last lines 348 and 349 are no longer displayed,
but used already for the vertical retrace. The resolution incompatible with the CGA and the
different register addresses are the reason why the Hercules card cannot be serviced by the
motherboard’s system BIOS. As this adapter, moreover, doesn’t have its own BIOS either, a
driver is required or the graphics programs must program the Hercules card directly. Earlier
this gave rise to many problems. But meanwhile, the Hercules resolution became a de facto
standard, supported by nearly all programs. Only some mouse drivers have difficulties in displaying the mouse pointer on a Hercules. Details on the adapter programming and the division
of the video RAM in graphics mode are discussed in Sections 35.2 and 35.6. Table 35.7 summarizes all the main adapter parameters.

video segment
size of video RAM
screen pages
video controller
port addresses of 6845
character matrix
effective character size
resolution (pixels)
colours
monitor control srgnals
horizontal frequency*’
vertical frequency*’
video bandwidth*’
own BIOS

Text mode

Graphics mode

bOOOh
4 kbytes

bOOOh
64 kbytes
L

CRTC 6845
3bOh-3bfh
9* 14
7*9
720 * 350
mono
dlgttal
18.432 kHz
50 Hz
16.257 MHz
no

CRTC 6845
3bOh-3bfh
9* 14
7*9
720 * 348
mono
digltal
18.432 kHz
50 Hz
16.257 MHz
no

;

l

i

Table 35.7: Hercules adapter pmnetrrs

i

The second screen page starts at address b8000h, and thus overlaps with the CGA video RAM.

I if connected to a standard monochrome monitor with a fixed frequency

I On a Hercules card you have the option to block and mask the second page out of the CPU’s
E address space. You can thus use two graphics adapters in a PC, a CGA and a Hercules with a
blocked second page. Some debuggers use this to display the investigated code on one monitor
and the current screen contents of the program on the other.
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35.3.4 EGA - More Colours and a Higher Resolution
The really very poor graphics capabilities of the CGA (only suitable really in the children’s room
but not for the office), and the advance of business graphics, required an enhanced graphics
adapter very soon. For this purpose, the CGA was extended to get an EGA. This adapter allows
a maximum resolution of 640 * 350 pixels, and 16 colours out of a palette of 64 colours can be
displayed simultaneously. I will discuss soon what the meaning of the somewhat dubious
palette is, but let’s first look at few useful but largely neglected features of the EGA:
User-defined character sets: unlike MDA, HGC and CGA which operate with the fixed
defined character sets in the ROM of the character generators, on an EGA you can define and
load your own character matrices. Thus you are not limited to the characters defined by the
BIOS.
Two concurrently usable character sets: by redefining the blink bit 3 in the attribute byte
(with function lOh, subfunction 03h of INT 10h) into a bit for distinguishing two character
sets, you can display 512 different characters instead of 256 with an EGA. For this purpose,
a g-bit code composed of the S-bit character code and the l-bit <<blink), code is used.
Screen splitting: the screen can be split by hardware into two partial screens; the EGA
displays information in them from two completely different video RAM locations.
Video RAM division into several image layers: in the three new 16-colour EGA modes 13,
14, and 16, the image is divided into four layers which can be enabled or disabled by a
simple register access. Some CAD programs use this multilayer technique to overlap several
drawings by hardware.

video segment
size of video RAM
screen pages
video controller
port addresses
character matnx
effective character size
resolution (pixels)
colours
monitor control signals
horizontal frequency
vertical frequency
vrdeo bandwidth
own BIOS

Text mode

Graphics

b800h
64-256 kbytes

aOOOh
64-256 kbytes
1
8
EGA-CRTC
3cOh-3dfh
a*i4, a*8

t

a

EGA-C RTC
3dOh-3dfh
a* 14,8*8
7*9.7*7
640 * 350
16 of 64
digital
15.7-21.8 kHz
60 Hz
14.3-16.3 MHz
yes

mode

7*9.7*7

640 * 350
16 of 64
digital
15.7-21.8 kHz
60 Hz
14.3-16.3 MHz
yes

Table 35.8: EGA parameters

AS a further feature, the EGA has its own BIOS which controls the adapter in the new modes.
and is usually present in the CPU’s address space starting at the segment address cOOOh. The
system BIOS on the motherboard only supports MDA and CGA, as you know; thus the new
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modes cannot be set up by this BIOS as the EGA has a vast number of new registers
which deal, for example, with the setup of the colour palette not implemented on the CGA.
Table 35.9 summarizes the EGA I/O ports.

I
6

Port

Register

Write (W)
Read (R)

3cOh
3c2h
3c4h
3c5h
3cah
3cch
3ceh
3cfh
3b4h
3b5h
3bah
3d4h
3d5h
3dah

Index/data register of attribute controller
input status register 0
sequencer index register
sequencer data register
graphics position register 2
graphics position register 1
graphics controller index register
graphics controller data register
CRTC index register
CRTC data register
input status register 1
CRTC index register
CRTC data register
input status register 1

w
R
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
R
w
w
R

Table 35.9: EGA I/O ports

You can see that there is a large number of I/O ports and because of the three index/data
register pairs, even more registers at these ports. Note that most of the registers are write-only.
Thus the CPU is unable to determine the current video mode with its register values. With a
detailed description of all EGA registers, a whole book could be filled; and this has actually
already been done by others. Therefore, I restrict myself to the most important facts here.
With the CRTC index and data register you can access the registers of the CRTC chip. On an
EGA you will find a controller that is improved compared to the 6B45 and adapted to the special
EGA’s requirements.
The registers of the attribute controller are responsible for the displayed palette colours. On an
EGA the attribute decoder can therefore be programmed to display various colours. The programmable sequencer controls the read-out of the video RAM and the conversion of the byte
data into serial data for the generation of pixels on-screen. The CRTC provides the control
signals for the monitor, as usual.

1

i
1
I

Despite its compatibility, the physical organization of the video RAM is very different between
the EGA and the previous adapters. On an EGA the complete video RAM is divided into four
parallel memory layers. This means that every one of these four layers starts at address a0000h;
thus the four layers overlap. A write access to the byte address aOOOOh transfers the byte value
into all four layers simultaneously. Under the control of the map mask and the read map select
register, you may enable the various layers for a read or write process. Figure 35.13 shows a
diagram for the four parallel memory layers described.
Although at a first glance this physical arrangement of the four layers appears strange, nevertheless, it does make sense: in the real mode address space of the PC the range between aOOOOh
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bOOOOh

a8000h

Layer 2

Layer 3

Unused

aOOOOh

EGA Video RAM

Figure 35.13: The EGA mmory layers.
and bffffh is reserved for the graphics adapter. These 128 kbytes are far too little for a fully

equipped EGA with 256 kbytes of display memory. Therefore, one has two possibilities:
-

Divide the 256 kbytes into two or more banks, and switch between them with a programmable register; expanded memory follows a similar concept.

-

Divide the 256 kbytes into two or more parallel layers, and enable or disable certain layers
for an access.

The second possibility has a major advantage for a graphics adapter: if, for example, all layers
are enabled in parallel for a write access, then writing one byte on an EGA, with its four parallel
layers, gives rise to a simultaneous transfer of four bytes into all memory layers. If fewer layers
are enabled, then the byte is transferred to correspondingly fewer memory layers. In the 16colour EGA modes that assign one pixel four bits, the video RAM is organized in this way, in
which every one of the four pixel bits is located in its own layer. By enabling or disabling the
various layers, for example, three of the four pixel bits can be set or cleared at once. If one
employs the first of the two methods indicated above, one would have to switch the banks more
often. Furthermore, with parallel memory layers the adapter logic has to supply only a single
byte address to fetch four bytes in a single cycle. Thus the graphics adapter requires fewer
address lines and operates more quickly.
Figure 35.13 shows what information the four memory layers hold in text mode. Character
codes and attributes are stored in the parallel layers 0 and 1.
A further significant difference compared to MDA, HGC and CGA is that on the EGA in text
mode, part of the video RAM is reserved for the character generator; that is, the complete layer
2. There the character generator stores the character definition table for converting the character
code into pixel patterns on-screen. RAM may be overwritten, of course, so that new character
tables can be loaded, or the loaded ones can be altered. It’s best to use the 10h function of INT
10h for this purpose. Details on this subject are given in Section 35.5.2. From Figure 35.13 it is
apparent that on an EGA a maximum of four character definition tables can be installed; on an
(S)VGA eight are possible.

*
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For the colours actually displayed the palette register is decisive. It is connected between the
~colour value>> and the monitor driver (see Figure 35.14).

WED: secondary red
O&f
1 =on
SGRE: secondary green
I =on
o=off
SBLU: secondary blue
0=0n
1 =on

PRED: primary red
O=Off
1 =on
PGRE: primary green
1 =on
o=off
PBLLJ: primary blue
1 =O”
o=off

Figure 35.14: Colour generation l~ith palette registers
On the CGA the four colour bit values (for example, in the attribute byte in text mode) specify the
colour to be displayed directly. On the EGA, however, the colour value points to one of 16 entries
in the palette register. This entry finally determines the colour actually displayed. Every entry
has six bits, and can therefore specify one of Z6 = 64 different colours. This happens as follows:
-

The 64 colours are formed from all possible combinations of three primary and three secondary colours; the primary colours are much brighter than the secondary ones.

-

A set bit in the palette register gives rise to an activation of the corresponding signal line to
the monitor if the colour value of the current pixel or character points to the corresponding
register.

It thus becomes apparent that on the EGA 64 different colours are possible using the six bits in
the palette register, but with the four colour value bits only 16 different registers can be addressed. In the CGA-compatible video modes 4-6 with fewer than four bits per pixel, and thus
fewer than 16 colour values, only the corresponding palette registers with the colour values O3 (modes 4 and 5) or 0 and 1 (mode 6) are addressed. The remaining palette registers are unused
here. For changing the palette register entries the function 10h of INT 10h is available (see
Section 35.52).
By altering the palette registers you can change the colour of the screen display instantaneously.
The change affects all characters or pixels whose colour value points to the altered register; no
change of the colour value itself is required for this. For example, you can program a seemingly
rotating torus by outputting a circle or ellipse on-screen, which consists of line parts with alternating colour values. Now you only need to switch the corresponding palette register entries
continuously and the observer gets the impression that the torus is rotating. The other possible
strategy, to alter the colour values themselves, continuously requires much more programming
overhead and execution time. The observer therefore gets the impression of a flickering torus.

35.3.5 VGA - Colours and More Colours
Starting with the PS/2, IBM introduced a new and, compared to the earlier models, significantly improved adapter: the zlidco grqlhics nnnpter or the video grnpllics nrrny (VGA). The main
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characteristic is not the resolution extended to 640 * 480 pixels, but the extension of the colour
palette to 2’” = 262 144 different colours, from which a maximum of 256 can be displayed simultaneously. This, of course, is no longer possible with a digital colour signal to the monitor, as
18 colour signal lines would be required. VGA, therefore, outputs an analogue signal that drives
an analogue monitor. With the 262 144 different colours very realistic images can be generated.
VGA is equipped as standard with a display memory of 256 kbytes; newer VGA adapters even
have a video memory with 1 Mbyte of RAM. They can display 1024 I 768 pixels with 256 different colours. Table 35.10 summarizes the main parameters of the standard VGA.

video segment
size of video RAM
screen pages
video controller
port addresses of 6845
character matnx
effective character size
resolution (pixels)
colours
monitor control signals
horizontal frequency
vertical frequency
video bandwidth
own BIOS

Text mode

Graphics

bOOOh
256 kbytes
l-8
VGA-CRTC
3bOh-3dfh
9* 16
7*9
640 * 480
256
analogue
31.5 kHz
50-70 Hz
28 MHz

aOOOh
256 kbytes
l-8
VGA-CRTC
3bOh-3dfh
9* 16
7*9
640 * 480
256
analogue
31.5 kHz
50-70 Hz
28 MHz

yes

yes

mode

Table 35.10: VGA parameters

For compatibility reasons, the VGA can carry out all CGA and EGA modes, and in contrast to
EGA the VGA also recognizes the MDA text mode 7. The resolution in this mode is 720 * 400
pixels, corresponding to a character box of 9 L 16 points. This is 50 scanlines more in the vertical
direction than the original MDA text mode. Of course, you are free to install your own character
sets, too, as was the case on the EGA. But the VGA allows up to eight different character
definition tables.
On the VGA all control registers can also be read, so that the CPU has the opportunity to
determine the current video mode and the accompanying parameters and to store them for
future use. The VGA BIOS implements the function lch which exclusively backs up and restores
the video status. This is, for example, of importance for a multitasking operating system if the
various programs frequently alter the video mode.
On the EGA the set bits in the palette registers give rise to an activation of the corresponding
colour signal lines to the monitor. On a VGA this is no longer possible, but the colour generation
is controlled by means of 256 registers in a video DAC (digital+nalogue converter). Every register
is divided into three groups of six bits each. The first bit group specifies the red, the second the
green, and the third the blue contribution to the colour. Every primary colour can be added to
the actual colour with 2’ = 64 shades; this leads to the 262 144 different VGA colours. As only
256 video DAC registers exist, only 256 of these 256k colours can be displayed simultaneously.
You may access the DAC colour registers using function 10h of INT lOh, beginning with
subfunction 10h.
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The conversion of the colour values in the text attribute or the pixel values in graphics mode
differs in the various modes. Figure 35.15a shows how the conversion of a colour value into a
colour signal to the monitor is carried out if the VGA operates in text mode or a graphics mode
(except VGA mode 19).
Video DAC
Colour Value
Fy?

j Palette

1

,E,

OAC Register Number 3

Register Numb%

El
Colour 4

DAC Register Number 2

Colour 3

DAC Register Number 1

Colour 2

DAC Register Number 0

f

.

Colour 1

Colour 0

(4

Video DAC
Colour Value

Video DAC Register Number

(b)

F‘igtrre 35.25: The colorrr generation with the video DAC registers. (a) Co/our generation in text mode and
graphics modes (except Mode 19); (b) colour generation in VGA Mode 19 with 256 co/ours.

.
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As is the case on the EGA, the colour value first selects one of 16 palette registers. Unlike the
EGA, the palette registers don’t determine the colours directly with their bits, but the value held
by the selected palette register represents an index that selects one of the 256 video DAC colour
registers. Then the selected DAC colour register determines the actual colour and the DAC
provides an analogue signal to the monitor according to the 18-bit colour value stored there.
Also on a VGA, the palette registers are six bits wide so that 26 = 64 video DAC registers may
be addressed. The other 192 registers remain unreachable at first, but you can change this
situation with the VGA’s colour select register; it is available with index 14h via the index
register 3cOh at data port 3cOh. The 256 video DAC registers are divided into four pages of 64
colours each, and the colour select register provides the address O-3 of the currently enabled
colour page. The value of the palette register then serves as an offset within such a colour page.
The bits 2 and 3 of the colour select register specify the current colour page; all other bits are
equal to 0. Four different colour pages can thus be managed.
Example:

enable colour page 2 corresponding
OUT 3cOh. 14h ;

address

OUT 3cOh, 08h ;

select

colour
page

2

to the DAC colour registers 128 to 191.

select

register

corresponding

OOOOlOOOb (bit 3~1, bit 2~0)

But note that the VGA BIOS (except VGA mode 19) preloads only the first 64 DAC colour
register with EGA-compatible colour values. If you want to use the other 192 colour registers,
then you must load them with the intended values using function 10h of INT 10h.
In VGA mode 19 with its 256 different colours, the pixel values O-255 select one of the 256
different DAC colour registers directly (see Figure 35.15b). The palette registers don’t play any
role here, but transfer the address values O-15 to the video DAC unaltered. Address values 16255 bypass the palette register in this mode in any case.

35.3.6 VESA SVGA - High-resolution Standard
The VGA standard according to IBM ends with a resolution of 640 * 480 pixels and a maximum
of 256 from 64k colours. Even a short time after the introduction of VGA cards onto the market,
this was already inadequate. Ambitious manufacturers brought fast graphic adapters with a
resolution of 1024 * 768 pixels, more colours and a 1 Mbyte video RAM or more to the market.
While the principal functionality (the production of colours by the DAC register, or the linear
arrangement of the pixels in the video memory with a quantity of bits corresponding to the
selected depth of colour) has remained unchanged, incompatibility between high-resolution
VGAs from different manufacturers has quickly developed, especially in two specific areas:
-

Addressing the large video memory through the 64k window after a0000.
Setting of the resolution in text or graphic mode by the VGA BIOS.

After quite some time, VESA came up with the Super VGA standard to solve this problem
Here, the structure of the video RAM and the new SVGA BIOS functions are laid down. In the
following section, 1 only wish to describe SVGA briefly, because the detailed specification has
already been published (available from VESA), which includes details about the actual programmable interface for SVGAs (and also the subsequent accelerators and TIGA), and the graphics
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functions of Windows (NT) and OS/2. In effect, the ever increasing resolutions and depths of
colours of the video adapters are initiated by the advances in operating systems with a graphicsoriented user interface. It is the responsibility of the adapter manufacturers to produce drivers
for Windows (NT) and OS/2 - they know the peculiarities (and tricks) of their own adapters
better than anyone. As a programmer, you should use the standard graphics adapter interface
of the operating system, in order to prevent compatibility problems. You will find the main
parameters of SVGA in Table 32.11.
Text
video segment
size of the video-RAM
screen pages
video controller
port addresses
character matrix
effective character size
resolution (pixel)
colours
monitor control signals
honzontal frequency
vertical frequency
video bandwidth
own BIOS

Table 35.1 I: Parameters

of the

mode

Graphics mode

bOOOh
1 Mbyte and more
depending on video RAM
SVGA CRTC
3bOh-3dfh
9 * 16 (typIca
7 f 9 (typlcal)
132 * 60 (max)
256
analogue
to 90 kHz
SO-90 Hz
to 100 MHz

aOOOh
1 Mbyte and more
depending on video RAM
SVGA CRTC
3bOh-3dfh
9 * 16 (typical)
7 * 9 (typical)
1280 l 1024
256 (24 Million max.)
analogue
,to 90 kHz
SO-90 Hz
to 100 MHz

yes

yes

SVGA

Addressing of the large video memory is solved in SVGA, as in VGA, by the bank structure of
the video RAM. Each 64 kbyte or 128 kbyte segment is addressed with the help of a so-called
bunk select register. Its four least significant bits select the bank which is mapped into the window
after a0000h. You will find more details concerning the direct addressing of the video memory
in Section 35.6.

1

The second problem, namely the setting of the resolution in text or graphics mode with the VGA
BIOS, is achieved by expanding the standard video modes to include the super VGA video modes.
Currently, 13 new modes have been defined. Because manufacturers of graphics adapters used
the ahighest), VGA mode 19 (320 * 200 pixels with 256 colours) at that time for the manufacturers’
own mode codes, VESA has assigned new SVGA modes with values greater than 100h. INT 10h
has been expanded by the SVGA function 4fh; it forms the interface to the SVGA BIOS. You will
find more details in Section 35.5.3.

I

i 35.3.7 8514/A and Windows Accelerator - One More Window
i, Even SVGA systems reach their limits at 256 colours and a resolution of 1024 * 768 pixels. Up
1 until now, all graphics adapters have been quite dumb and could not produce graphics objects
by themselves - this has solely been the responsibility of the CPU. As you already know, an
EISA bus system, for example, operates at a maximum of 8.33 MHz, so even with a 66 MHz
Pentium CPU, the data can only be shovelled into the video RAM of the adapter at this speed.
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In addition, for the drawing of lines, circles, etc. the CPU must calculate all of the points itself,
it must switch between the memory levels for EGA and VGA adapters, or the window in the
SVGA address area, and it must also set the corresponding bits in the video RAM. Naturally,
this takes ages - especially when measured against the calculation speed of modern processors.
Thus, the obvious thing to do is tb make the graphics adapter a little more intelligent so that
it can produce lines, circles and other geometric shapes by itself.
The first example resulting from this train of thought was the 8514/A from IBM, which was
closely followed by other accelerators (such as S3, Cirrus, Mach). As already mentioned, the
continuing requirement for even greater resolution stems from graphics-oriented user interfaces
(above all, Windows). For this reason, the accelerators are also frequently known as windows
accelerators. Their (quite meagre) instruction sets have been especially tuned to the needs of
Windows. In the meantime, a great number of such accelerators, with differing functions, have
been released onto the market. For this reason, I only want to describe the basic working
principles and the most frequently implemented graphics functions in the following section. In
Figure 35.16, you can see the basic layout of an accelerator card.

II

.

DAC

I

CPU

Figure 35.16: Basic layout of an accelerator card.

While, with normal graphic adapters, up until SVGA, accesses by the video controller to the
video memory (apart from switching the memory levels or blending in windows) were restricted to reading bit values for the representation of pixels on the monitor, the accelerator chip
also controls the video RAM using a write methodology. In almost all cases, the three functions
line draw, square fill and bitblt (bit blitting is used for quickly shifting a window) are provided
for this. The great advantage is that the CPU only needs to transfer the start and end positions
of a line, and its colour value. The accelerator chip then draws the required line itself, in that
it writes the applicable bit values to the corresponding addresses in the video RAM. Naturally,
the CPU can also access the video RAM directly and draw the line itself. For very short lines,
under certain circumstances, this can also be done quicker than by using the accelerator chip
because, here, one or more control and data registers must be addressed first.
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For high-performance accelerator cards, the video memory is frequently constructed using dualport VRAMs. In this way, both the CPU and the accelerator chip can access the video RAM,
without them being disrupted when the CRTC reads data. Even when constructed with the
more usual DRAMS, a great increase in speed is clearly possible, when compared to normal
VGA cards, due to the fast integrated functions.

.

Note that although the accelerator chip of the adapter has a greater intelligence, the adapter still
requires, among other things, a CRTC, a colour controller and a memory controller. Usually,
however, these functions are already included as components on the accelerator card.
Today, accelerators typically contain a video memory of between 1 and 2 Mbytes for resolutions
of at least 1024 * 768 points, and up to 16.7 million colours (TrueColor). If you can be satisfied
with a somewhat smaller colour palette, resolutions of up to 1280 * 1024 pixels are easily possible. Only a few years ago, these values were limited to all but the m&t professional fields of
CAD and image processing. For such resolutions, however, you need a minimum of a 17”
(43 cm), or better still 20” (50 cm) monitor.

35.3.8 TIGA - Bigger, Better, Faster
For the upper price and performance segment of the market, Texas Instruments tried to establish
the TlGA (Texas Instruments Graphics Architecture) standard which, however, was not very
successful. But I will nevertheless discuss this adapter type briefly, because it is much more
programmable than the Windows accelerators (which are dedicated to the Windows graphics
interface, as the name already implies). TIGA is almost a separate (graphics) computer. These
adapters use a pure-bred graphics processor which, in addition to simple arithmetic instructions,
can also master complicated graphics instructions. In this way, it extends the performance of
graphics subsystems considerably more than an accelerator such as the S3. Here, the CPU is
very effectively relieved of all graphics tasks - the TMS 34010/020 not only performs individual
graphics instructions such as the drawing of lines or the filling of squares, but it can also process
complete programs and, in this way, independently produce complex graphical objects. A further advantage is that the CPU no longer has problems involving the organization of the video
RAM - the graphics processor also takes over the management and organization of the video
RAM. In Figure 35.17, you can see the typical layout of a TIGA adapter based on the TMS
34010/020 from Texas Instruments.
The central component of the adapter is the TMS 34010/020 graphics processor. It controls the
entire operation of the adapter, such as the reading and writing of the video memory, and
controlling the DAC for the graphical output to the monitor. In addition to the simple graphics
instructions already known from the 53, however, the TMS 34010/020 can also perform complex
logic and ALU instructions. The associated graphics programs are stored in a separate program
memory. The CPU can load the routines that can be performed (such as for repeated drawing
of a complicated object) into this program memory, which can then be performed by the graphics
processor when required. Although the video RAM is usually implemented as dual-port VRAM,
F cheaper DRAMS are used for the program memory. The video memory is managed entirely by
! the TMS 34010/020 and, therefore, can no longer be accessed by the CPU. Due to the comprehensive possibilities for programming the graphics processors, this is also no longer necessary.

-
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I

I

.

DAC

CPU

Video RAM
(VWM)

Program
DRAM

Figure 35.17: Basic layout of a TOGA adapter.
As an example, you can load a routine into the program memory, which saves a window in
another unused part of the video RAM. Then, the CPU does not need to read the content of the
window from the video memory and save it in the main memory.
The correct interface for a TIGA adapter is, in almost all cases, represented by the driver supplied
with Windows or OS/Z - apart from when you wish to program such a driver. Unfortunately,
in this case I must refer you to the original programming handbook of the TMS 34010/020
owing to lack of space.
If you are of the opinion that the insertion of a graphics processor for the support of a CPU is
a completely new concept, I must, unfortunately, disappoint you - your PC is teeming with
such support processors. An old and very simple example is the FDC pPD765, which controls
the floppy disk drive. In principle, the CPU could take over this task with the help of a number
of registers and, for example, control the positioning of the write/read head in the disk drive
over a specific track. The FDC does nothing more than perform a special microprogram in order
to relieve the CPU of this task. Therefore, the CPU must - similar to the transfer of the end point
coordinates of a line in the graphics processor - only provide the number of the required track.
In defence of the graphics processors, it must be said that the programmer has much more
influence over them than is possible in the pPD765. You can, for example, store complete
programs in the graphics adapter, which can then be performed by the graphics processor. In
this way, it is possible to support specific applications, such as CAD or business graphics, by
using programs for the graphics processor.
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35.4 Accessing the Screen Via DOS
The response to this section’s heading is very short and disappointing: pitiful. DOS doesn’t
implement a single function for accessing the adapter in graphics mode. Only in text mode are
the usual U/M-compatible and the handle functions of INT 21h available, which display text
on the monitor. But you have no opportunity, for example, to specify the colour of the displayed
characters with INT 21h.
Starting with DOS 4.00 you can slightly affect the screen’s output using a somewhat enhanced
MODE command. For example, you can adjust the number of text columns to 40 or 80, and on
an EGA or VGA the number of lines to values between 25 and 50. Consult your DOS manual
for further details on the MODE command.
To display text on the monitor you can use the DOS commands COPY, TYPE and PRINT on the
COMMAND.COM level. DOS summarizes the keyboard and the monitor under the reserved
device name CON (for console); a write access to CON is always transferred to the monitor, a
read access from CON expects characters from the keyboard. You can therefore output text onscreen by selecting CON as the target for one of the above-mentioned commands. If you want
to display the contents of the file output.txt on the monitor, you have the three following
opportunities:
COPY

Outp”t.txt

TYPE
PRINT

CON

output .txt > CON
output.txt
/D:CON

Instead of the second line you can also specify, of course, the usual command TYPE outputtxt,
as DOS directs the source of the TYPE command automatically to the standard output device
corresponding to handle 1. This is usually the monitor. With TYPE output.txt > CON you
redirect the output from the standard output device to CON, that is, normally from CON to
CON.

; As a programming freak you have some further options for outputting data using the function
t fnterrupt INT 21h. For this purpose, four functions are available (their calling formats are listed
m Appendix K):

; - function 02h - output on-screen;
/ - function 06h - direct character output;
b, - function 09h - string output;
: - function 40h - write file/device.
The main advantage of function 40h is that you may output a whole string quite easily, and the
function returns an error code in the ax register.

i

i
i

As DOS passes all the above-indicated function calls to the corresponding BIOS routines, you
may use the functions in text as well as in graphics mode to display text. But now all capabilities
for accessing the screen are exhausted. Setting and clearing individual pixels in graphics mode
via DOS is impossible; only direct access to the BIOS graphics functions or even an immediate
access to the video RAM and the graphics controller registers remains.
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35.5 Accessing the Screen Via the BIOS

I

A much more powerful access to the graphics adapter compared to the DOS function interrupt
INT 21h is offered by the BIOS interrupt INT 10h. Its functions serve, for example, to set the
current video mode, which requires an extensive programming of the graphics controller. Furthermore, the INT 10h manages various screen pages automatically; you don’t, therefore, need to
know details of the video RAM’s organization. Another significant advantage of BIOS functions
over direct access to the video RAM is that you may specify points on-screen by their line and
column coordinates. Thus the organization of the video RAM differing from adapter to adapter
and mode to mode will only concern you if you attempt to access the video RAM directly.
Appendix K summarizes all the BIOS functions of INT 10h. The system BIOS on the motherboard has all the routines for the MDA and CGA adapters. The HGC in text mode emulates the
MDA, and can therefore be accessed via the BIOS routines of the standard BIOS. But in graphics
mode you have to read and write the video RAM directly to set and clear individual points. The
HGC is incompatible with all IBM adapters in this mode. Meanwhile, nearly all compilers come
with function libraries for programming the Hercules card.
The much more powerful EGA and VGA graphics adapters have their own BIOS so that you
can use their improved and extensive capabilities. During the course of the boot process, the
EGA/VGA BIOS intercepts INT 10h and replaces the handler by its own routine. The old INT
10h address is transferred into the interrupt vector table as INT 42h (the BIOS extension of hard
disk controllers follows a similar strategy, as you know, which moves the old INT 13h of the
system BIOS to INT 40h).

35.5.1 Graphics Routines of Standard BIOS
The system BIOS on the motherboard comprises all those functions required for accessing the
MDA and CGA; Appendix K.2 lists them all. The corresponding functions are extended by the
EGA/VGA BIOS to the advanced EGA/VGA operation modes, while the calling formats don’t
change. The EGA/VGA BIOS only allows a more extensive range of values, for example for
positioning the cursor, which are adapted to the enhanced resolution.
One of the most important BIOS functions of INT 10h is function OOh for setting the video mode.
As you have seen in Section 35.2 in connection with the quite simple 6845 graphics control chip,
for a mode change many and sometimes very critical programming steps are required to load
the 6845 registers with appropriate values. Function OOh carries out all of this dangerous work
for you. However, you can emulate the other functions of INT 10h quite simply if you know the
video RAM structure in detail.
Example:

~&UP

graphics mode 6 with 640.200 pixels on the CGA

MO" ah, OOh

; setup

function OOh

MO" al, 06h ; setup mode 6
IN-I 10h

;

call

function

This simple l-line code fragment gives rise to a rather extensive 6845 initialization by the BIOS
and updates various parameters in the BIOS data area which characterize the current video
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mode. Table 35.12 lists the structure of the BIOS data area as far as the routines of INT 10h in
the standard BIOS are concerned.

Address

Size

Structure
76543210

Contents

Meaning

4O:lO

We

. xx....

installed hardware

video adapter (OO=EGANGA,
01=40 * 25 colour, 10=80 * 25 colour
11=80 * 25 monochrome)

_
40:49
40:4a
40:4c
40:4e
40:50
40:52
40:54
40:56
40:58
40:Sa
4o:sc
40:5e
40:60
40:62
40:63
40:65
40:66
40: 100

byte
word
word
word
word
word
word
word
word
word
word
word
word

video mode
number of columns
size of active page
offset of active page
cursor position page 0
cursor positton page 1
cursor position page 2
cursor position page 3
cursor position page 4
cursor position page 5

cursor position page 6
cursor posltion page 7
cursor type

word

active page
6845 I/O port

byte
byte
byte

mode control register
actual palette
status print screen

byte

size in bytes
low=column, high=row
low=column, high=row
low=column, hlgh=row
low=column, high=row
low=column, high=row
lowxolumn, high=row
low=column, high=row
low=column, high=row
low=end scanllne
highSart scanline
low=column, high=row
03b4h=monochrome, 03d4h=colour
register value
actual palette value
OOh=INT 05h not active
01 h=INT 05h active, print
screen in progress
ffh=error

Table 35.12: BIOS data are” of systenl BIOS (MDA, CGA)

Note that the entries in the BIOS data area are correct only if you don’t bypass the BIOS and
program some 6845 registers directly, for example. Depending upon the adapter type and the
resolution, the BIOS can manage up to eight different screen pages, each with its own cursor.
Using function 05h, for example, you can display one of the eight pages and edit another page
in the background with functions 02h, 03h, OSh, 09h, Oah, Och, Odh, and Oeh. By switching the
pages, animation effects can be achieved seemingly without any delay. All INT 10h functions
are explained in detail in Appendix K.2, so they are not discussed here.
The last byte in the table actually already belongs to the DOS data area, and indicates the
current status of INT 05h. The handler of INT 05h (the so-called print-screen routine) is called if
you press the PRINT key, or SHIFT-tPRINT. The routine then writes the current screen contents
onto the printer. But this only works if the graphics adapter is running in text mode. In graphics
mode, the routine simply reads the first 4000 bytes from the video RAM, interprets them as
character code-attribute pairs, and outputs the seeming character codes on the printer. That you
get nonsense if the CGA is operating in graphics mode (for example, if a circle is displayed on
screen) seems to be obvious. Only after a call to the external DOS command GRAPHICS has
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installed a handler for INT 05h can the graphics contents be output on an IBM-compatible
graphics printer.

35.5.2 Trouble Support - The EGA and VGA BIOS
A detailed description of all EGA/VGA BIOS functions would go far beyond the scope of this
book. Therefore, only a few essential functions that can also be applied with some basic knowledge of the EGA/VGA features are discussed. Readers more interested in these subjects will
_ find many books available which describe EGA/VGA programming precisely, particularly concerning the variety of EGA/VGA control registers and their meaning.
The EGA/VGA BIOS intercepts INT 10h during the course of the boot process and replaces the
handler, which points to the motherboard’s system BIOS using its own routine. The old handler
is redirected to INT 42h, and all calls to INT 10h are redirected by the EGA/VGA BIOS to INT
42h if the EGA/VGA adapter is running in a strictly MDA or CGA-compatible mode. These are
operation modes &7. Note that EGA and VGA may display text modes O-3 and 7 with a
different vertical resolution from MDA and CGA. You can adjust these vertical resolutions, and
thus the height of the character matrix, using function 30h.
Moreover, the EGA and VGA BIDS additionally uses the storage location 40:84h to 40:88h in the
BIOS data area and stores EGA/VGA-specific parameters there. Table 35.13 shows the structure
of this EGA/VGA parameter area.
Address

Size

40234
40:85
40~87

We
word
byte

Structure
76543210

Contents

Meaning

text rows - 1
character height

displayed text rows minus 1
height of one character in scanlines
video RAM not cleared at
last mode setting
size of video RAM
(OC=64 kbyte, 01=128 kbyte.
lC=192 kbyte, 11=256 kbyte)
reserved
EGA disabled
BIOS has to wait for HSYNC
EGA and monochrome monitor
no cursor emulation
feature control bits (EGA only)
status of DIP switches

x
XX

X

x
x
X
X

40:88

byte

xxxx
xxxx

Table 35.13: BIOS dnta area of EGA/VGA BIOS extension

The EGA/VGA BIOS extension expands the already existing functions of INT 10h to the enhanced resolutions and the more extensive colour variety of the new adapters. It is thus possible, for example, to locate the cursor in text mode in line 30 if you are using the alphanumerical
resolution 80 * 43. Most standard BIOS versions simply ignore such a function call. Additionally,
the EGA/VGA BIOS has the following new functions with several subfunctions each:
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function 10h: accessing the palette and colour registers;
function llh: installing new character definition tables;
function 12h: configuring the video subsystem;
function lah: video combination;
function lbh: video BIOS function capabilities and status information (VGA only);
function lch: save/restore video status (VGA only).

The following briefly discusses some functions and subfunctions that are not immediately selfevi#ent.
Function lOh, Subfunction 03h - Enable/Disable Blink Attribute
Usually, bit 3 in the attribute byte of a character determines in text mode whether the character
is to be displayed in a blinking (bit 3 set) or non-blinking (bit 3 cleared) manner. If you disable
the meaning of this blink bit in the attribute byte (BL equal 0) using this function, then bit 3
selects one of two character sets that you have selected in advance using function llh, subfunction
03h from four (EGA) or eight (VGA) possible character sets. If bit 3 in the attribute byte is
cleared then the character code refers to the corresponding character in the primary character
set. If, on the other hand, bit 3 in the attribute byte is set, then the character code points to the
corresponding character in the secondary character set. Thus you can display 512 instead of 256
different characters; but the (<blink capability>> of the characters gets lost. The meaning of the bits
7-4 and 2-O is not affected by this.
Example:

disable

blink

attribute.

MOV ah, 10h ; use function 10h
MO" al, 03h ; use subfunction 3
MO" bl, OOh ; disable
INT 10h

;

call

blinking

function

;

Function llh - Interface to the Character Generator

f

This function implements 12 (EGA) or 15 (VGA) subfunctions for loading and activating character definition tables. Every table entry always has 32 bytes, where each byte corresponds to
a scanline of the respective character even if the character matrix doesn’t require 32 bytes per
character (less than 32 scanlines, for example). In the EGA BIOS, two character definition tables
for the two character matrices 9 * 14 and 8 * 8 are stored; the VGA BIOS additionally holds a
character definition table for the character matrix 9 * 16. You can also load user-defined tables
and thus display virtually any character in text mode.

i
t
1
$

i

If you load a table, using subfunctions OOh to 04h, which has a character height that differs from
the current mode, then the graphics controller is not reprogrammed for the new character size.
In the case of a larger character height than the current mode uses, the lower scanlines are
simply cut off. But if the new character size is less than the former one, empty scanlines appear
at the lower part, that is, the visible character distance gets larger. The EGA can hold four, the
VGA eight different character tables in the character generator RAM. Thus you always need to
specify the number under which the character definition table is to be stored when calling an
installation subfunction.

i 084
Example:
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load 8 +14 character defmition

table without reprcgrauming the CRTC.

MO" ah, llh ; use function llh
MO" al, Olh ; load 8.14

character table

from ROM BIOS

into

character

generator

RAM

MOV bl, 03h ; assign tab,le the number 3
i

INT 10h

,

call

function

Note that the loaded table doesn’t become active until you explicitly enable it, by means of
subfunction 03h, as the active character table. The same applies to functions 10h to 14h and 20h
to 24h. You may specify a primary and a secondary character definition table. The secondary
table only becomes active if you have disabled the blink attribute with function lOh, subfunction
03h. As standard, the table 0 forms the primary as well as the secondary character definition
table.
Example:

enable table 1 as the primary, table 7 as the secondary definition table.
MOV ah, llh ; use

function

MOV al, 03h ; select

llh

subfunction

character

definition

table

MOV bl, 2dh ; enable tables 1 and 7 with 0010 1lOlb
INT 10h

: call function

The example is valid only for a VGA, as the EGA can only hold four tables, and thus no table
with number 7 exists. Subfunctions 1Oh to 14h, on the other hand, reprogram the video controller and thus adjust it to the new character height. The calling procedure for these functions
doesn’t differ from that for the functions OOh to 04h in any way.
Also in graphics mode you can install character definition tables using the subfunctions 20h to
24h. When outputting a character, the BIOS copies the corresponding table entry for the character into the video RAM and thus displays the corresponding pixel pattern. The subfunction
20h installs an 8 * 8 character table for codes 128-255, to which the pseudo-interrupt vector lfh
points. This is required in CGA-compatible mode, as in the system BIOS ROM no pixel patterns
are stored for codes 128-255. You can install these patterns on a DOS level with the GRAFTABL
command.
For every function group Oxh, Ixh and 2xh you have the opportunity to install its own character
definition table. Happily, this is quite easy. You have only to note the fact that every character
nlt~ays occupies 32 bytes, as the maximum character height is 32 scanlines even if the actual
character height has only eight or even fewer scanlines. Thus, each scanline of the character is
represented by exactly one byte; a set bit means a pixel appearing with the foreground colour
and a cleared one that the pixel has the background colour. A complete character set consists
of 256 characters with 32 bytes each, that is, occupies 8 kbytes of memory. But you don’t need
to specify a whole set; instead, on or more characters are sufficient. If you define the number
of an already loaded table upon the call to subfunctions OOh, lOh, or 21h, one or more table
entries are overwritten, but the others remain unaltered. Thus you can specifically modify
individual characters.
Example:

for the ASCII code
rectangle
our

shall

without

128 (normally the character c) of the character set table 0 a

dppear in the 9.16 character matrix. The installation is carried

reprogramming the CRW.
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The character matrix for the rectangle is as follows:
SlXIllilU3

pixel

byte

lzsaxaxx

5

10

16

value

ffh

x000000x

8lh

x000000x

81h

xoooooox

8lh

x000000x

81h

x000000x

81h

x000000x

81h

x000000x

8lh

x000000x

81b

x000000x

8lh

x000000x

81h

x000000x

81h

x000000x

Blh

x000000x

8lh

x000000x

81h

xMo(M

ffh

No further scanlines have any set pixels, that is, the value of bytes 17-32 is equal to OOh. The

9th column is generated internally by the character generator; because the ASCII code is equal
to 128 a blank column appears. Thus the buffer matrix has the following contents:
ffh 81h 81h 8lh 81h Blh Blh 81h Blh 8lh 81h 81h Blh 81h 81h ffh
OOb OOh OOh OOh OOh OOh OOh OOh OOh OOh OOh OOh OOh OOh OOh OOh

The character matrix is installed as follows:
MO” bh,

20h

; 32 bytes per table entry

HO" bl, OOh

; complete table 0

HO" cx, Olh

; install 1 character

HO" dx, 8Ob

; install character starting with ASCII

MO" bp, OPPSET
MOV ax. SEG

matrix

matrix

code 128

; store character matrix offset in bp
; store character matrix segment in ax

uov es, ax

; load character matrix segment into es

HOV ah, llh

; use function llh

KOV al, OOh

; use subfunction OOh -

install

user-defined

; character definition table
INT 10h

: call function

If you load the bh register in the above example with the value 16 instead of 32, the last 16 bytes
of the buffer matrix can be omitted. In this case, the corresponding bytes in the character
generator RAM are not overwritten, but remain unaltered. In an analogous manner you may
install a complete character set; only the necessary work to set up the buffer becomes more
extensive. The installation of one or more characters, or even a complete character set, by means
of subfunctions 1Oh and 21h is carried out in the same way as described above.
You may use the installation of the user-defined character set, for example, also to display in
text mode a small graphic in a window on-screen. If you reserve ASCII codes 12%255 for this
purpose, then a graphics window of, for example, 16 * 8 text characters or 144 * 128 pixels is
possible. This corresponds to a quarter of the screen in the CGA graphics mode with 320 * 200
points. To be able actuaily to output the graphics in text mode onto the screen, you must define
a buffer in the main memory that you use like a virtual screen in which to store the pixel values
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for the character matrices. By installing this virtual screen as the character definition table in the
character generator RAM, you can output simple graphics in text mode. If you work with a
primary and a secondary character set and use more than 128 characters from the 512 possible,
you can integrate quite complicated graphics without the need to use the more complicated and
time-consuming graphics mode. Tlie only disadvantage is that the 9th pixel column is generated
by the character generator without any possibility of intervention.

.

Further, subfunction 30h is useful to determine the parameters and the storage location of the
predefined ROM character tables in the EGA/VGA BIOS. You can thus, for example, read the
predefined character matrices and alter them when defining new character definition tables.
Example:

determine parameter and storage location of 8 t 8 ROM table.
MOV ah, llh ; use function llh
MOV al, 30h ; use

subfunction

30h

MO" bh, 03h ; select 8* 8 ROM table
INT 10h

;

call

function

After the call, cx contains the number of bytes per defined character, dl the
number

of

scanlines

displayed

on-screen

for

the

corresponding

character

matrix.

and es:bp points to the table in ROM.

Function 12h, Subfunction 20h - Select Alternate Print Screen Routine
Using this subfunction you can replace the standard handler for INT 05h by a routine that can
serve the new EGA/VGA resolutions.
Example:

enable new routine for printing the screen.
MOV ah, 12h ; use function 12h
MOV bl, 20h i use

subfunction

Pressing PRINT or SHIFT+PRINT

20h
now calls the newly installed print routine

Function 12h, Subfunction 31h - Load Standard Palette (VGA Only)
Using this subfunction you may determine whether the VGA is to load the standard palette or
keep the current palette values when a graphics mode change by means of INT IOh, function
OOh occurs. Normally, the palette registers are loaded with the standard values upon every
mode change.
Function lch - Save/Restore Video Status (VGA Only)

One problem during the course of programming resident pop-up programs or graphics programs in a multitasking environment is that the activated program has virtually no opportunity
to determine the current graphics status and restore it later. The reason is the many write-only
registers of graphics adapters from CGA to EGA. Only on a VGA can all essential registers be
read, and the VGA BIOS implements the lch function, with which you can save all important
graphics parameters en bloc into a buffer and restore them later, also en bloc. As the number
of parameters to be saved is not always the same you have to determine the size of the buffer
required first by calling subfunction OOh.
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35.5.3 Standard Extension - VESA SVGA BIOS
The new SuperVGA video modes, that is, the resolution in SVGA text and graphics mode, are
setup with the SVGA BIOS. For that purpose, the standard video modes have been enhanced
by 13 new SVGA modes. Because the yanufacturers of graphics adapters had already occupied
the area beyond the <<highest,, VGA mode 19 (320 * 200 pixels with 256 colours) with their own,
manufacturer-dependent modes, VESA has assigned the new SVGA modes values beginning
with 1OOh (see Table 35.14).
Mode

Mode
number

type

Text
lines

Text
columns

graphics

lOOh
lolh
102h
103h
104h
105h
106h
107h
108h
109h
1Oah
lobh
loch

graphics
graphics
graphics
graphics
graphics
graphics
graphics
text
text
text
test
text

60
25
43
50
60

Resolution

Colours

640 * 400
640 *480
800*600
800*600
1024*768
1024*768
1280* 1024
1280*1024

256
256
16
256
16
256
16
256

80
132
132
132
132

Table 35.14: SVGA video modes

The SVGA video modes are selected with INT lOh, function 4fh, subfunction 02h; the call format
is shown in Table 35.15.
Register

Call value

Ax
AH
AL
BX

4fO2h

"

Return value
status')
supporP

mode accord. Table 32.15

0Ohx.k

, Olh=error

‘I 4fh=functm

supported. other value=functm not supported

-

The SVGA BIOS implements a function 4fh executing all eight SVGA functions; they are listed
in Appendix K.4:
-

INT
INT
INT
INT

IOh,
lOh,
lOh,
IOh,

function 4fh,
function 4fh,
function 4fh,
function 4fh,

subfunction OOh - get
subfunction Olh - get
subfunction 02h - get
subfunction 03h - get

SVGA
SVGA
SVGA
SVGA

information
mode information
mode
mode
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INT lOh,
INT lOh,
INT IOh,
INT IOh,
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function
function
function
function

4th
4fh,
4fh,
4fh,

subfunction 04h - save/restore SVGA video state
subfunction 05h - CPU access to video RAM
subfunction 06h - set logical length of scan line
subfunction 07h - set beginning of SVGA display in video RAM

Of special importance is subfunction OOh because you can determine with the returned information how to access a non-standard SVGA directly.

35.6 Help for Self-help - Accessing the Video Memory
Directly
Using BIOS INT 10h you can output characters in text mode and pixels in graphics mode in any
colour at any location on the screen, but you won’t break any records! To set a single point onscreen, the BIOS works very hard, but if you attempt to write a whole window onto the screen,
or try to save one before it is overwritten by another, you have no choice but to access the video
RAM directly. But now we have to pay for the fact that neither IBM nor Microsoft defined a
reasonable standard for access to the PC’s video system early enough. Fortunately, direct access
to the display memory is not very complicated.

35.6.1 MDA
In MDA text mode with BIOS mode number 7, the 4 kbytes video RAM is organized as a linear
array containing 2000 contiguous screen memory words attribute:character code for the 25 rows
with 80 columns each. The character code forms the low-order, the attribute the high-order byte
of the screen memory word. The video RAM starts at segment bOOOh; the character in the upper
left corner is represented by the first word in the video RAM (as is the case for all video modes
of all graphics adapters). Thus every character is encoded by two bytes, every row by 160 bytes
(aOh bytes). The address of the screen memory word corresponding to the character in row i,
column j (i = 0 to 24, j = 0 to 79) is given by the following expression:
address(i,j)

=bOOOOh+aOhei+OZhrj

35.6.2 CGA
The structure and organization of the video RAM on a CGA differ significantly between text
and graphics mode.
Text Mode (Modes 0, 1, 2, 3)
In CGA text mode with mode numbers 0 and 1, the 16 kbytes of video RAM are divided into
eight pages of 2 kbytes (SOOh bytes), each of which is organized as a linear array and contiguously
accommodates the 1000 screen memory words attribute:character code for the 25 rows of 4’3
columns each. As is the case for all text modes, the character code forms the low-order and the
attribute the high-order byte of every screen memory word. The video RAM on a CGA starts
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atsegment b8OOh; the character in the upper left corner is represented by the first word of a
p’ age in the video RAM. Each character is encoded by two bytes, that is, every row by 80 bytes
(5;Oh bytes). The address of the screen memory word corresponding to the character in row i,
C(llumn j of the page k (i = 0 to 24, j = 0 to 39, k = 0 to 7) is given by the following expression:
a‘Idrass(i,j,k)

=bS000b+800h~k+50h+i+O2h~j
_

IrI text modes 2 and 3, on the other hand, the 16 kbytes of video RAM are divided into four
ages of 4 kbytes (1000h bytes), each of which is organized as a linear array and contiguously
aczcommodates the 2000 screen memory words attribute:character code for the 25 rows of 80
c<jlumns each. Also here, the video RAM starts at segment b800h. Every character is encoded
y two bytes, and every row by 160 bytes (aOh bytes). The address of the screen memory word
lrresponding to the character in row i, column j of the page k (i = 0 to 24, j = 0 to 79, k = 0
) 7) is given by the following expression:
ldress (i,j,k)=b8000h+100h~k+aOhri+02h~j

#raphics Mode (Modes 4, 5, 6)
IrI graphics mode the video RAM is divided into two banks of 8 kbytes (2000h bytes) each. Bank
0 accommodates all scanlines with an even number, bank 1 all scanlines with an odd number.
IrI graphics mode, only one page is available, which occupies the whole video RAM. The first
bimk has memory addresses b800:OOOO to b800:lfffh, the second bank memory addresses b800:2000
tc) b800:3fffh. Figure 35.18 shows the division of the video RAM into banks for all three CGA
g’ raphics modes.

I

Bank 1
(8 kbytes)
scan Line 3

egmentb8OOh

I the 4-colour modes 4 and 5, one pixel is assigned two bits to encode the four colours. Thus,
le byte in video RAM is able to accommodate four pixels. The pixel with the higher number (that
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is, the pixel appearing more on the right of the monitor) is encoded by the low-order bits. The
k-th byte accommodates pixels 4k, 4k + 1,4k + 2 and 4k + 3. Figure 35.19a shows this arrangement.

kth Byte

kth Byte

p4,:

pixel number 4k
Pdk+,: pixel number 4k+l
P,,,: pixel number 4k+2
Phkr3: pixel number 4k+3

P&
PdL+,:
P,,,,:
P4x+3:

pixel number 4k
pixel number 4k+l
pixel number 4k+2
pixel number 4k+3

(a) low resolution modes 4 and 5

(b) high resolution mode 6

Pak+,:
P4k+5:
P4L+s:
P,,,,:

pixel number 4k+4
pixel number 4k+5
pixel number 4k+6
pixel number 4k+7

Figure 35.19: Pixel arrangement in the video byte of the CGA graphics modes
Thus, in modes 4 and 5,80 bytes (50h bytes) are required to encode one line (320 pixels/4 pixels
per byte). The address of that byte which accommodates the pixel in line i and column j (i = 0
to 199, j = 0 to 319) is given by the following expression:
addres8Ci.j)

=bOOOOh+2000ht

li MOD

2) +SOh+INT(i/Z) +1NT(j/4)

In high-resolution mode 6 (<<high,, refers to the time when the first PC came onto the market)
with only two colours, one pixel is assigned only one bit, that is, one video RAM byte can
accommodate eight pixels. As is the case for the low-resolution mode, the pixels with a higher
number are encoded by the low-order bits. Thus the k-th byte holds the pixels 4k, 4k + 1,4k + 2,
4k + 3, 4k + 4,4k + 5,4k + 6, and 4k + 7. Figure 35.19b shows this arrangement. In mode 6 also,
80 bytes (50h bytes) are necessary for one line (640 pixels/8 pixels per byte). The address of that
byte which accommodates the pixel in line i and column j (i = 0 to 199, j = 0 to 639) is given by
the following expression:
address(i,j)

=bOOOOh+2000h*

(i MOD 2) +5Oh+INT(i/2) +INT(j/B)

35.6.3 Hercules Graphics Card
On the Hercules card also, the structure and organization of the video RAM in text and graphics
mode differs significantly.
Text Mode (Mode 7)
In text mode the Hercules card emulates the MDA precisely, so that all statements concerning
the MDA apply to the Hercules card as well. Thus the address of the screen memory word
corresponding to the character in row i, column j (i = 0 to 24, j = 0 to 79) is given by the following
expression:
address(i,j)

=bOOOOh+aOh+i+02h~j
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Graphics Mode
As already mentioned, the video RAM on the Hercules card is divided in graphics mode into
four banks per page. The first bank accommodates the pixels for scanlines 0, 4, 8, ,344, the
second bank that for scanlines 1,5,9, .345, the third bank that for scanlines, 6,10, ,346, and
the fourth bank that for scanlines 3, 7, 11,. .347. The Hercules card video RAM in graphics
mode has 64 kbytes, and is divided into two pages. The resolution is 720 * 348 pixels. Because
of the monochrome display, every pixel is assigned one bit, thus 90 bytes are required per line
(720 pixels/8 pixels per byte). The address of the byte which accommodates the pixel in line i
and column j of page k (i = 0 to 347, j = 0 to 719, k = 0 to 1) is given by the following expression:
addrese(i,j.k)=bOOOOh+8000h~k+2000h~(iMOD

4) +YOeINT(i/4) +XNT(j/8)

bOOOOh specifies the video segment, 8000h the size of one page (32 kbytes) and 2000h the size
of one bank (8 kbytes). Figure 35.8 in Section 35.2.4 illustrates this division of the Hercules card’s
video RAM into pages if the graphics mode is active.

35.6.4 EGA
The EGA is downwards compatible with the CGA, so that all expositions concerning text modes
O-3 and graphics modes 4-6 apply here, too: In particular, the segment addresses and the
division into screen pages, as well as RAM banks, remain the same in these modes.
Text Mode (Modes 0 to 3)
The character codes are stored in memory layer 0 and the accompanying attributes in memory
layer 1 of the EGA video RAM. But the address transformation logic on the EGA board carries
out a certain combination of the actually parallel storage layers, so that the organization and
structure of the video RAM, as well as the address calculation, are identical for the CPU, as on
a CGA. The EGA is unable to carry out MDA’s text mode 7, however.
Graphics Mode (Modes 4-6 and 13-16)
The EGA can operate in CGA graphics modes 4-6 because of its downward compatibility. Also
in this case, the address transformation logic on the EGA card carries out a combination of the
actually parallel memory layers so that the organization and structure of the video RAM, as well
as the address calculation, are identical to the CGA. On the other hand, nearly all parameters
of the video RAM and its organization differ from the CGA if one of the EGA graphics modes
13-16 is effective. In all of these EGA modes, the video RAM begins at segment address a000h.
Except for monochrome mode 15 every pixel can be displayed in 16 different colours from a
palette of 64 colours. Thus four bits per pixel are required in modes 13, 14 or 16. Unlike CGA
graphics modes, the video RAM is not divided into two banks here, but the pixels are contiguous in video RAM. The four bits per pixel are distributed to the four parallel memory layers of
the EGA. Thus the address of one of these four bits per pixel not only comprises video segment
and offset but additionally the memory layer. This is shown in Figure 35.20.
For the CPU the pixels follow one another bit by bit while every bit address is assigned four
memory layers. Layer 0 accommodates bit 0 of the pixel concerned, layer 1 bit 1 of the pixel
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Bit Address

Screen
EGA Video RAM

Figure 35.20: Distribution of the 4 bit/pixel to the memory layers in EGA modes 13, 14 and 16.
concerned, etc. To display pixels with all 16 possible colours on screen, you not only need to
calculate the bit addresses, but additionally an access to the four memory layers is required. For
this purpose, the EGA map mask register is implemented. It is addressed via the index port 3c4h
with index OZh, and can be written via data port 3c5h. Figure 35.21 shows the structure of this
map mask register.

LY,-LY,:

write access to layers 3 0
1 =anablad
O=disablad

Figure 35.21: The map mask register (index 02h, index port 3c4h, data port 3c5hJ.
Using the map mask register you can enable several layers simultaneously for a write. A set one
of the bits LY3-LYO enables the corresponding layer. If you now carry out a write access to the
corresponding bit address, then the value is transferred into one or more layers.
Example:

set
MO"

bit 0 of the byte at address a000:OOOOh for the layers 0, 1 and 3.
ax, aOOOh

; load video segment into ax

MO" es, ax

; transfer video segment into es

MO" bx, OOOOh

; load offset OOOOh into

OUT 3c4h. 02h

; index 2 --f

OUT 3c5h. Obh

; write OOOOlOllb into map mask

bx

address map mask register
register

; -+ enable layers 0, 1 and 3
MO"

[es:bxl, Olh ; set bit 0 in layers 0, 1 and 3

For saving screen contents so that you can, for example, restore the original state after a windolv
has appeared and then disappeared again, it is necessary to read the bit values of the four
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layers. For this purpose, the read map select register is implemented. It is addressed with index
04h via index port 3ceh, and can be written via data port 3cfh. Figure 35.22 shows the structure
of the read map select register.

LY,. LY,: read access enabled for
OO=layer 0

01 =layer

1

1 O=layer 2

I

1 l=layer 3

Figure 35.22: The read map select register (index 04h, index port 3ceh, data port 3cfh).

Unlike the map mask register, the read map select register enables access to only a single layer,
as the four layers may actually hold different bit values. Therefore, reading all four layers
simultaneously is impossible.
Example:

read

byte

at

address

a000:OOOOh for layer 2.

MO” ax, aOOOh

;

MOV es, ax

; transfer video

MOV bx, OOOOh

i load offset OOOOh into bx

OUT 3ceh.

; index 4 -i address read map

04h

OTC 3cfh. 02h

load video segment into
segment

ax

into

es
select

i write 0000 OOlOb into read map

register

select

register

; + enable layer 2
MOV al, [ea:bxl

; load byte in layer 2 into al

Because of the distribution of the four bits per pixel to the four layers, the CPU has the impression that every pixel is assigned one bit in the address space. These four bits of one pixel are
addressed by additionally specifying the layer via the map mask or the read map select register.
Figure 35.23 shows the pixel bit arrangement in the screen byte for modes 13, 14 and 16.

pixel number 4k
P,,,,: pixel number 4k+l
P,,,,: pixel number 4k+2
P,k,3: pixel number 4k+3

p4,:

P4&
P,,,:
Pek+g
P4x+7:

pixel number 4k+4
pixel number 4k+5
pixel number 4k+6
pixel number 4k+7

Figure 35.23: Distribution of the 4 bits/pixels to the memory layers in EGA graphics modes 13, 14 and 16.
In mode 13, 40 bytes (28h bytes) are required per line (320 pixels/8 pixels per byte). Every
screen page comprises 8 bytes f2000h bytes). The address of the byte with pixel in line i, column
j of the screen page k (i = 0 to 199, j = 0 to 319, k = 0 to 7) is therefore:
address(i,j,k).a0000h+2OOOh~k+28h~j+INT

(i/8)

’
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Mode 14, with a higher resolution, requires 80 bytes (50h bytes) per line, corresponding to 640
pixels/8 pixels per byte. One screen page here comprises 16 kbytes (4000h bytes). The address
of the byte with the pixel in line i, column j of the screen page k (i = 0 to 199, j = 0 to 639,
k = 0 to 3) is:
addresa(i,j,k) =a0000h+4000h~k+5dh~j+INT

(i/8)

In the best high-resolution EGA mode 16, every line also needs 80 bytes (50h bytes) per line (640
pixels/8 pixels per byte); each screen page comprises 32 kbytes (8000h bytes). The address of
the byte with the pixel in line i, column j of the screen page k (i = 0 to 349, j = 0 to 639, k = 0
to 1) is as follows:
address(i,j,kl

=a0000h+8000h+k+50h+j+INT

(i/81

The EGA mode 15 drives a TTL monochrome monitor instead of the RGB monitors or extended
EGA colour monitors usually employed with an EGA. This mode is something like an extended
monochrome mode with the four monochrome intensities black, normal, bright and blinking.
But note that although bright and blinking can be active, this mode is a graphics and not a text
mode. Thus every pixel is assigned two bits, which are distributed to layers 0 and 2. Layers 1
and 3 are not used in this mode. This quite high resolution EGA monochrome mode 15 requires
80 bytes (50h bytes) per line corresponding to 640 pixels/8 pixels per byte. Every screen page
comprises 32 kbytes (8000h bytes). The address of the byte with the pixel in line i, column j of
the screen page k (i = 0 to 349, j = 0 to 639, k = 0 to 1) is therefore:
address(i,j,k)

=a0000h+8000h~k+5Ohrj+INT

(i/8)

35.6.5 VGA
The VGA is downward compatible with the CGA, EGA, and MDA so that all expositions
concerning text modes O-3 and 7 as well as the graphics modes 4-6 and 1>16 are also valid.
In particular, the segment addresses and the division into screen pages, as well as RAM banks,
remain the same in these modes.
Text Mode (O-3, 71
The character codes are stored in memory layer 0 and the accompanying attributes in memory
layer 1 of the VGA video RAM, as is the case on the EGA. The VGA address transformation
logic carries out a certain combination of the actually parallel storage layers so that the organization and structure of the video RAM, as well as the address calculation, are identical for the
CPU, as on a CGA or MDA. Unlike the EGA, the VGA can also carry out MDA’s monochrome
text mode 7 with an enhanced resolution of 720 $400 pixels corresponding to a character matrix
of 9 * 16 pixels.
Graphics Mode (Modes 4-6, 13-19)
The VGA carries out CGA graphics modes 4-6 and EGA graphics modes 13-16 in the same way
as on the original adapters. The organization and structure of the video RAM, as well as the
address calculation, are identical to the CGA and EGA in these compatible modes.
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Additionally, the VGA implements three new VGA modes: graphics modes 17,18 and 19. VGA
mode 17 serves mainly for compatibility to the graphics adapter of the I’S/2 model 30, the
MCGA (multi colour graphics array). The bits for the individual pixels are located only in layer
0 - the three layers 1, 2 and 3 are not used. Every pixel is assigned one bit, that is, two colours
may be displayed.
In VGA mode 17,80 bytes per line (50h bytes) are required (640 pixels/8 pixels per byte). Every
screen page comprises 40 kbytes (a000h bytes). The address of the byte with the pixel in line i,
column j (i = 0 to 479, j = 0 to 639) is therefore:
address(i,j)=aDOOOh+50h+j+~NT

(118)

In VGA mode 18 the four bits of a pixel are distributed to the four memory layers, as is the case
for the EGA. For setting one pixel with the intended colour you must therefore additionally
address the four layers besides the byte.
In the high-resolution VGA mode 18 with 16 different colours per line, 80 bytes (50h bytes) are
also required (640 pixels/8 pixels per byte). Every screen page comprises 40 kbytes (a000h
bytes). Thus the address of the byte with the pixel in line i, column j (i = 0 to 479, j = 0 to 639)
is therefore:
eddress(i,j)

=aOOOOh+'TOh+j +INl' (i/B)

In VGA mode 19 with 256 colours per pixel, the video RAM is again organized very simply as a
linear array, in which one byte corresponds to one pixel. The byte value specifies the colour of
the pixel. The bits are not distributed to various memory layers here. This mode requires 320 bytes
(140h bytes) per line corresponding to 320 pixels/l pixel per byte. The single screen page thus
comprises 64 kbytes (10000h bytes), but only 64 000 bytes are actually used. The remaining 1536
bytes remain free. The address of the pixel in line i, column j (i = 0 to 199, j = 0 to 319) then is:
addrsss(i,j)

=aOOOOh+140h.j+i

35.6.6 SVGA
SVGA is upwards compatible with CGA, EGA and VGA, so that all features used there remain
unchanged here. In particular, the segment addresses and the splitting into monitor pages and
video RAM banks remain the same in these modes.
Text Mode
Organization and layout of the video RAM, and calculation of character addresses and their
attributes are, for the CPU, identical to VGA. Only the page in SVGA text mode, due to the
expanded resolution to 132 * 60 characters, is correspondingly larger.
Graphics Mode (Modes 4-6, 13-19)
Owing to its upwards compatibility, SVGA can perform CGA, EGA and VGA graphics modes
unchanged. The organization and layout of the video RAM, and calculation of the addresses in
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these compatible modes, are identical to CGA, EGA and VGA, respectively. In the original
SVGA modes, as in VGA mode 19, the video RAM is organized very simply as a linear byte
field, in which a nibble (16 colours) or a byte (256 colours) corresponds to a pixel. The nibble
or byte value indicates the coiour of the point on the screen. Depending on the resolution, this
mode requires up to 1280 bytes per line, or 1.25 Mbytes for each page (1280 * 1024 pixels with
256 colours). In mode 105h (1024 * 768 pixels with 256 colours), the offset of the byte with the
pixel in line i, column j (i = 0 to 767, j = 0 to 1023) in video segment aOOOh would thus be:
0ffsetti.j) =300h*j+i

For the last point of the screen (i = 767, j = 1023), together with the segment aOOOh, this already
lies beyond lM, thus it covers the entire address area reserved for the system and the additional
BIOS. In SVGA the problem is solved by the bank structure of the video RAM. Each 64 kbyte
sized segment is addressed with the help of a so-called bunk select register. You can see its layout
in Figure 35.24. The four least significant bits A19-A16 select the bank, which is blended into the
64 kbyte window after aOOO:OOOOh. Together with other words, A19-A16 represent the four most
significant bits of a 20-bit address. In this way, up to 1 Mbyte of video RAM can be addressed.
You can address the bank select register at port 3d5h, after you have selected it with the index
35h through the index port 3d4h.

Figure 35.24: The Omk select register of the SVGA.

Example:

Select the bank llh=lOllb through the bank select register.
mov dx, 3d4h
o"t dx, 35h

; Load the I/O address of the index port to dx
Write the index 35h into the index port, that is, select the
bank select register at the data port 3d5h
mov dx, 3d5h
; Load the I/O address of the data port to dx
in al, dx
Read old value
and al, llllOOOOb ; A19-A16 reset, leave reserved bits unchanged
or al, OOOOlOllb ; A19-A16 set to 1011b. leave reserved bits unchanged
mov dx, 3d5h
; Load the I/O address of the data Pcxt to dx
O"t dx, a1
Write to the bank select register

As before, as many bits are assigned to a pixel as are necessary for the selected depth of colour.
Originally (and strictly in accordance with VESA SVGA), only 256 different colours could be
represented at the same time. Here, every pixel is assigned a byte. HighColor mode with 256k
colours, and TrueColor mode with 16M colours, require 18 and 24 bits respectively for one pixel.
They follow each other sequentially in the video RAM. Even with very large video memories
(1 Mbyte and more), the video RAM is organized as a linear byte field, in which 64 kbyte or 128
kbyte sized windows are blended into the address area after aOOOOh (the standard video s%merit), as with expanded memory.
A further method of opening a window in the large video RAM after aOOO:OOOOh is provided
by the subfunctions Olh and 05h of INT lOh, function 4fh (see Appendix K.4). The subfunction
Olh indicates a buffer at offset 04h, into which units of this window can be shifted by subfunction
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05h. With subfunction 05h, you can then select the start address of the window within the video
RAM. It then appears at the usual video address aOOO:OOOOh in the CPU address area. Due to
the combined efforts of a window granularity and a 16-bit window address in the granularity
unit, almost any sized video RAM is possible. If you select the maximum video window size of
128 kbytes (17 address bits) between aOOO:OOOOh and bOOO:ffffh as granularity, then a video RAM
of 8 Gbytes (33 address bits) is possible with the 64k window address in DX (16 address bits).
Example:

In the CPU address area after aOOO:OOOOh,

a window in the video RAM should be

opened after the address 768k; the granularity is 1 kbyte.
mov ax, 4f05h ; Transfer function code to ax
mov bh, OOh

; Set window address

mov dx, 30h

; Window address in units of 1 kbyte

int 10h

; Call function through SVGA interrupt 10h

(3OOh=768d)

35.6.7. Accelerators
For accelerators, a direct access to the video memory is either not possible (original 8514/A
modes), or unnecessary due to the existing graphics functions. The correct interface to the adapter
is the supplied Windows or OS/Z driver. It takes advantage of the graphics accelerator functions.
To date, no binding standard has been developed in the area of accelerators (due to the Windows driver interface at a software level, this is also unnecessary), so BIOS and adapter manufacturers are free to do as they please - even when the same graphics accelerator is used. For
this reason, a generalized overview regarding the programming of accelerators is not possible.
I would like to add that with an 53 adapter, you can access the video RAM in exactly the same
way as is the case with SVGAs. Thus, here also, a bank select register is available at port 3d4h
(index register; for bank select register: index 35h) and 3d5h (data register); with their help you
can blend a 64 kbyte sized segment of the video RAM into the CPU address area after a0000h.
As most accelerators are compatible with SVGA, naturally, you can also use the VGA and SVGA
functions of the BIOS listed in Appendix K. As hardware-like software, these functions naturally
make full use of the accelerators.

35.6.8 Summary
Table 35.16 lists together the segments and offsets the characters or pixels in row YW, column cl
of the screen page pg in video RAM.

35.7 Graphics Processor Versus Local Bus
The two concepts of graphics adapters with graphics processors and local bus have the same
target: to increase the speed of picture formation. Here the similarity ends. While a local bus
should enable large quantities of data produced by the CPU to be transferred to the video RAM,
I graphics processors attempt to do exactly the opposite, namely to transfer only a few commands
1 and parameters. ‘They describe the content of the screen area which should be drawn. Here, the
; production of the large amounts of data necessary for the screen rewrite is performed on the

_
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i
cl*’ pg3’

Layers

Mode

Segment Offset

rw”

0. 1

b800h
b8OOh
bOOOh
bOOOh
bOOOh
aOOOh
aOOOh
aOOOh
aOOOh
aOOOh
aOOOh
aOOOh
aOOOh
aOOOh
aOOOh
aOOOh
aOOOh
aOOOh
aOOOh
aOOOh
bOOOh

&24
O-39
o-7 IL24
c-79
o-40-199 O-319 0 lx199
O-639
0
O-24
O-79
- Cl99 o-319
o-7 o-3
O-199 O-639 &3 O-3
&349 @639 O-l 0, 2
o-349
C-639
O-l c-3
0479
O-639
- O-479 o-639 o-3
@I99
O-319
- O-399
o-639
- &I79
&639
o-599
O-799
- O-599
O-799
- O-767
cl023 - O-767
O-1023
- O-1023 O-1279 - O-1023
C&1279 - c-347
o-719 O-l -

2. 3
4. 5
6
7
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
HGCG4'
"
I)
31
a1

800h*pgt50h*rw+OZhtcl
lOOOh~pg+aOh*rw+O2h~cl
2000h&v MOD 2)+ 50h*INT(rw/2)+INT(cl/4)
2000h&v MOD 2)+,50h.INT(rwR)+INT(cW8)
aOh*nw+OZh*cl
2000h*pg+25h*cl+INT (w/8)
4000h*pg+50h*cl+INT (r&8)
8000h*pgt 50h*cl+INT (rw!8)
8000h*pg+ 50h*cl+INT @w/8)
50h*cl+INT (NY/~)
50h*cl+INT @n/S)
140h*cl+nv
280h*cl+rw
280h+cl+rw
190h*cl+rw
320h*cl+rw
200h+cl+rw
400h*cl+w/
280h*cl+rw
500h*cl+rw
8000h*pg + 2000h*(nw MOD 4)+ 90*INT(rw/4)+INT(cl/8)

line number
column number
screen page number
graphics mode of the Hercules card

Table 35.16: Addresses in video RAM

adapter, the quantity of data to be transferred is typically reduced by a factor of 100 and,
therefore, the transfer time is considerably less. Modem graphics adapters with a PC1 and VLB
interface often combine both concepts. Here, the accelerator can be regarded as a simple graphics processor.
With the local bus concept, as before, the CPU must calculate the values for each pixel and SO
is constantly interrupted by operations such as the periodic timer interrupt, memory refreshing,
mouse movement, etc. A relatively protracted task switch in a multitasking operating system
such as OS/2 or Windows NT, for example, can slow down the sensitive picture formation. In
addition, no intelligent CPU is necessary for the production of the pixel data; a simple but
highly specialized and, therefore, faster chip can accomplish this just as well. Also, with local
bus the CPU is overloaded with quite trivial jobs, thus blocking more complicated calculations
which require a higher intelligence. Although in the beginning many graphics adapters for local
bus systems included an external 32.bit interface, they addressed the video RAM internally,
however, with only 16 or even 8 bits. The performance values were correspondingly disappointing. The reason was that manufacturers wanted to use the better known graphic chips available
at the time, for example the ET4000 from Tseng with its 16-bit technology. For ISA adapters it
was entirely sufficient, but when installed on a local bus graphics adapter it proved to be a
restriction. In the meantime, it has been replaced by 32-bit, 64-bit and even 12%bit successors
which make full use of local bus advantages with a 32-bit width. Lastly, the computing speed
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of the CPU limits picture formation. For example, not just repeated MOV instructions are necessary for the output of a square, but comparisons and conditional jump instructions are also
necessary to define the borders of the square. The switching between different memory levels
or banks also slows down the picture formation.
Graphics processors and also accelerators can relieve much of the monotonous work from the
CPU. To produce a square filled with a uniform colour, for example, it is only necessary to fill
a seemingly large area of the video RAM with a uniform data pattern. To this end, the CPU
transfers only the coordinates of two comer points and the corresponding colour value. Owing
to very high clock speeds in such special processors (60 MHz and more), simple graphics patterns such as lines, squares and circles are produced very quickly. Here, any lower data transfer
rate between the CPU and the graphics adapter does not play a significant role, because the
graphics processor requires much longer to produce the pixel data than the data transfer to the
graphics processor takes. Graphics processors have their first real advantage in multitasking
operating systems, when task switches, refresh cycles of the main memory or hardware interrupts occur. While the CPU handles these requests, the graphics processor forms the picture in
the background, undisturbed, and in parallel with the CPU operation.
A further problem is that the video RAM is accessible only during specific short time slots. The
RAM chips on the adapter can only be either read or written to. If the CRTC chip of the adapter
continuously reads the video RAM during the formation of a line, an access by the CPU is not
possible even with a local bus. The processor must wait for the next line or screen return. For
this, the adapter simply deactivates the RDY bus signal for as long as necessary, causing the
CPU to insert the associated number of wait cycles, In principle, this also affects adapters with
graphics processors. Only here, the accesses by the CRTC controller and the graphics processor
can be coordinated such that the graphics processor, for example, writes to a RAM bank of the
video memory which the CRTC controller is not currently reading for the formation of the
current raster line. This is not possible with an external CPU, because the CPU does not know
which address is currently being read and therefore which, in principle, are not accessible. Here
there is also a clear advantage for adapters with graphics processors. A way around this problem
is through the use of dual port memory in the video RAM. Here, the video memory is blocked
during the refresh cycles; the reading of data by the CRTC controller no longer blocks the access.
When the local bus was introduced, the ISA graphics adapter with dual port memory was
frequently as good as local bus graphics adapters containing normal DRAM components in some
benchmark tests. This, however, has changed drastically now. The combination of powerful
accelerators with fast VRAM chips and the PC1 bus has left all ISA products far behind. Section
35.8 discusses a typical example of a modern graphics accelerator: S3’s Trio64V+.
The last, frequently neglected, but nonetheless deciding factor concerns the driver for a graphics
adapter and how it is required to tie into the Windows or OS/Z system and represent a clearly
defined programmable interface. While the programming of such a driver is quite simple for a
few intelligent graphics cards (after all, only a very limited selection of adapter functions are
available), the more intelligent accelerator cards have considerably higher requirements. For
example, the programmer must weigh up whether or not it is worth while making full use of
the graphics functions of the accelerator chips for a specific function, or using the conventional
(direct access) method using video RAM. Thus, it is not surprising that the quality of the drivers
supplied frequently varies, even though this point contributes to performance by a factor of at
least two.
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35.8 A Modern Graphics Accelerator - Trio64V+
The Trio64V+ is a typical example of a modem graphics accelerator. The following is a short list
of its most important characteristics:
-

64-bit data bus between memory and graphics chip,
24-bit TrueColor RAMDAC with up to 135 MHz pixel rate,
streams processor for overlapping various input sources,
support of MPEG chips (53 Scenic/MX2) through a dedicated bus (Scenic Highway),
1 to 4 Mbytes DRAM or ED0 video RAM,
CRT control registers as the 6845,
full VGA support in VGA-compatible modes.

35.8.1 Terminals and Signals
A short description of the various signal groups which connect the chip to the outside world
may be helpful in understanding the function of the Trio64V+. Figure 35.25 shows the pin
layout. The chip comes in a PQFP with 208 terminals and is obviously much more complex than
the 6845 (Figure 35.4).
Because of lack of space all signals are discussed in groups.
PCI Interface

- - - The signals AD31-ADO, C/ BES-C/ BEO, DEVSEL, FRAME, IRDY, IDSEL, INTA, PAR,
RESET, SCLK, STOP and TRDY form the interface to the PC1 bus. The meaning of these
signals is given in Section 24.11. Because the TrioblV+ does not represent a PC1 busmaster, the
- control signals m-m, LOCK, PHLD, PHLDA and W-REQO for bus arbitration
are not implemented. Table 35.17 shows the PC1 header information to identify the Trio64V+
against the BIOS.
Clock Signals
XIN, XOUT
(External In, External Out) For the use of an external clock generator, the XIN terminal is
supplied with the clock signal; for the use of an external oscillator crystal, this crystal will be
connected between XIN and XOUT.
Video RAM Interface
The signals of this interface control the video DRAM S. In addition to the standard page mode
DRAM S, the Trio64V+ can also use ED0 DRAMS. The following lists briefly the control signals
of the DRAM interface.

CAS7-CASO (0)
These eight column address strobe signals indicate the transfer of valid column addresses. If the
feature connector is enabled, m-a remain deactivated.
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figure 35.25: Terminal layout of the

Trio64V+.

Register

Offset

Width

Value

Comment

Vendor
Device
Subclass code
Base class code

OOh
02h
Oah
Obh

1 word
1 word
1 byte
1 byte

5333h
8811h
OOh
03h

vendor ID for 53
device ID for Trio”
VGA device2’
video controllerzl

‘) all Trios have thts ID; a further differentiation IS done by means of a chip ID register which IS not part of the PCI header
21 Table 24.3

Table 35.17: PC1 header information of the Trio64V+
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MAS-MAO (0)
The nine memory address signals carry the nine address bits of the row ( RASx active) or column
address ( CASx active). Together they form an l&bit address which can access 256 kbytes. If we
add the eight CASx signals (according to three address bits and the two RASx signals according to one address bit) we get a maximum addressable video RAM of 2r8+‘+’ = 2” = 4 Mbytes.

RAS1-RASO (0)
The two row address strobe signals indicate valid row addresses.
WE (0)

For an active write enable signal WE the issued memory access is a write access.

The two output enable signals OE cause the memory chips to output data. Depending on the
presence of fast page mode ( OEl always high) or ED0 DRAM and depending on the activation
_of the feature connector ( OEl = OEO) DRAM memory chips are controlled according to their
capabilities for data outputs. OEl is multiplexed with RASl (note that in fast or hyper page
mode RASl is only required for a page change).
PD63-PDO (0)
The 64 display memory pixel data signals form the 64-bit data bus to the video RAM. Therefore,
the Trio64V+ is a 64-bit graphics controller; it processes the pixel data stored in video RAM in
sections of 8 bytes and thus has an external data bus with the same width as, for example, the
Pentium or Pentium Pro. Parts of the high-order dword PD63-PD32 are used by the feature
connector.
Video interface
AR, AG, AB (0)
The there Analog Red, Green, Blue terminals provide the RGB signal for the monitor.
BLANK, VFCBLANK (I/O, I/O)
The signals blank the screen or receive a signal from the feature connector to blank the screen.
VFCBLANK is the BLANK signal for Trio64V-compatible VAFC operation (without <c+,)).
ENFEAT (0)
When the feature connector is to be disabled, the Trio64V+ outputs an active-low enable feature
connector signal at this terminal.
ESYNC, VFCESYNC (I, I)
An active external SYNC signal at these inputs switches HSYNC, VSYNC and BLANK from
output to input, that is, the synchronization signals can be supplied externally now (through the
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feature connector). VFCESYNC is the ESYNC signal for Trio64V-compatible VAFC operation
(without a+),).
EVCLK, VFCEVCLK (I, I)
For an inactive signal at these external VCLK inputs, VCLK becomes an input signal which
drives the RAMDAC; for an active-high signal VCLK applies a signal to the feature connector.
VFCEVIDEO is the EVIDEO signal in Trio64V-compatible VAFC operation.
EVIDEO, VFCEVIDEO (I, I)
For an inactive signal at these external VIDEO inputs, all terminals PA15-PA0 and VFCPA15VFCPAO are configured as inputs and are strobed with VCLKI. For an active-high signal, PA15PA0 and VFCPA15-VFCPAO output signals to the feature connector. VFCEVIDEO is the EVIDEO
signal in Trio64V-compatible VAFC operation.
HSYNC (1101
The horizontal synchronization signal defines a horizontal retrace.
PAlErPAO, VFCPA15-VFCPAO (I/O, I/O)
The pixel address signals are valid only for an enabled feature connector and define the pixel
bit. VFCPA15-VFCPAO are the PA15-PA0 in Trio64V-compatible VAFC operation.
PD (II
An active power down signal at this terminal turns off the RGB output to the monitor. This
places the monitor into a power conservation mode.
VCLK (I/O)
The video/pixel clock signal defines the frequency with which pixels are output to the monitor.
VCLKI (I)
The video/pixel clock input terminal is supplied with the video/pixel clock signal if the feature
connector is enabled.
VSYNC (I/O)
The vertical synchronization signal defines a vertical retrace.
RSET
This terminal is connected to ground through an external resistor.
Vref
This terminal is connected to GND through a 0.1 uF capacitor.
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General interface
GAlS-GAO (0)
The general address terminals proyide the addresses for ROM BIOS read accesses.
GD7-GAO (I)
The general data terminals receive data in the case of ROM BIOS read accesses.
GOPl-GOP0 (01
The Trio64V+ outputs programmable data at this general output port.
SPCLK (I/O)
The serial port clock signal defines the transfer of serial data between the Trio64V+ and a
monitor (for example, according to DDC or I’C standard).
SPD (I/O)
The serial port data terminals transfer serial data in synchronization with SPCLK between the
Trio64V+ and a monitor.
STWR (0)
The active-low strobe write signal defines valid data at GOPl-GOPO.
ROMEN (01
An active-low ROM enable signal activates the adapter ROM BIOS for a read access.
Supply Voltages
Vdd
Here, the digital supply voltage is applied.
AVdd
This terminal is connected to the analogue supply voltage.
CLKAVdd2, CLKAVddl
These terminals are supplied with the analogue supply voltage for clock signal generation
GND
These terminals are grounded (digital ground).

I
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These terminals are connected to (analogue) ground.
Reserved Terminals
PC1 GNT, PC1 REQ
These terminals are reserved for future use (Trio64V+ as a PC1 busmaster).
The terminals and signals listed up to now are sufficient for video setup and monitor control.
They form more or less a classical accelerator and CRT chip. The following connections define
an additional bus which enables communication with an additional support chip for MPEG
decode. This allows hardware MPEG which decompresses video data without charging the
CPU. The Scenic/MX2 carries out a 90% decompression; even here, complete decompression
without CPU is not (yet) possible. I don’t want to discuss every signal in detail because this
would go beyond the scope of this chapter, but the following lists various signal groups which
belong to one mode each.
SceniclMX2 Mode
LD7-LDO (local data bus for the transfer of compressed data to the Scenic/MX2 and for the
transfer of video data from the Scenic/MXZ), LCLK (clock signal of the local data bus), VREQ /
VRDY and CREQ/CRDY (control signals for the transfer protocol).
VideoSInNideol6 Mode
LD15-LDO (local data bus for video data input), HS (HSYNC input to display a new video row),
VS (VSYNC input to display a new frame), HD7-HDO (host data), HSEL2-HSELO (host select
to select one of the five CL-480 registers).
Video8InlOut Mode
LD7-LDO (local data bus for video data input), DS (data strobe), R/m (read/write signal to
distinguish read and write processes), DTACK (data acknowledge), CFLEVEL (compressed
data FIFO level; a low level indicates that at least 44 bytes for compressed data are available in
the FIFO).

35.8.2 General Structure of a Trio64V+ Video Adapter
Figure 35.26 shows the general structure of a Trio64V+ video adapter with the interfaces between the various components. The connection to the host (in general, the motherboard) is
carried out through the PC1 bus. By means of the video RAM interface, the control chip can
: access the video memory. Note that until there is a memory capacity of 2 Mbytes the full video
! RAM data bus width of 64 bits cannot be used. Only in VGA-compatible mode may the CPU
I access the video memory directly, otherwise all accesses are carried out through the Trio64V+
which coordinates the various accesses (CPU, refresh, screen setup) so that no access conflicts
j
occur. This reduces the CPU wait cycles to a minimum.

.
-.
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Hardware MPEG
Graphics Adapt&

Figure 35.26: The general structure of a Trio64V+ video adapter.
The video interface controls an analogue monitor using the necessary colour and synchronization signals. The DDC interface enables communication between the monitor and the Trio64V+.
This is, for example, required for PnP monitors which identify themselves automatically against
the system. The Scenic/MX2 chip is optional and can be present on the same chip or on a
separate daughter card. The corresponding interface allows a fast data exchange between the
Trio64V+ and the Scenic/MX2 and, thus, an efficient hardware MPEG decompression.
The display of objects according to the data stored in the video RAM is performed as follows:
the Trio64V+ reads data from the video RAM through the 64-bit memory data bus and transfers
it to the RAMDAC (which is formed within the Trio64V+). The RAMDAC converts the digital
pixel information into three analogue signals AR (Analog Red), AG (Analog Green) and AB
(Analog Blue). These signals are supplied to the monitor together with the horizontal and
vertical synchronization signals. The colour depth and thus the extent of the conversion in the
RAMDAC depends on the chosen screen mode. The TrioMV+ can operate with up to 24-bit
colour depth (three 8-bit units for red, green and blue) according to 16 million colours.
The generation of the pixel data in the video RAM is performed in two ways: either immediately
by the host (the CPU) or by the Trio64V+ itself. In the second case, the so-called graphics engi?le
writes the necessary pixel values into the video memory. The following briefly discusses bocn
alternatives. An extensive description is not possible here because the Trio64V+ has such a huge
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quantity of control and status registers that these alone would fill a book. The original manuals
provide extensive information about all registers and their programming.
The complete Trio64V+ address space of 4 Mbyte video RAM can be accessed as a linear array.
By suitable programming you can open a window into this linear address space and read or
write the pixel values manually through the CPU. In real mode, this window can comprise
up to 64 kbytes; in protected mode up to 4 Mbytes. The direct access is necessary and makes
sense if complex objects with a lot of round parts or irregular shapes must be displayed dynamically. On the other hand, the graphics engine accelerates the display of simple objects, such as
lines or rectangles, or the manipulation of complete areas (for example, moving windows or
filling rectangles with a uniform colour). All drivers for Windows or other graphics-oriented
shells make extensive use of these graphics engine functions; otherwise, a simple chip without
accelerator functions would be enough. The name accelerator characterizes the capability to
perform simple operations in an accelerated manner. The following presents the functions
implemented by the TrioblV+. The parameters passed by the CPU are in italics.
Draw solid line The function draws a solid line with the width of one pixel and defined
pixel colour from (xl, yl) to (x2, ~2); the graphics engine generates all necessary pixel values
from the CPU data and writes them to the corresponding locations in the video RAM.
Draw textured line The function draws a structured line with the width of one pixel and
a predefined structure from (xl, yl) to (x2, ~2); the graphics engine generates all necessary
pixel values from the CPU data and writes them to the corresponding locations in the video
RAM.
Fill rectangle The graphics engine fills a rectangle of a defined width and a defined height
starting with the upper left corner (xl, yl) with a uniform co/our value.
Image transfer through the plane The function transfers a rectangular image of a defined
width and a defined height starting with the upper left corner (xl, ~1) from the CPU into the
video memory where the complete colour value is transferred for every pixel.
Image transfer across the plane The function transfers a rectangular image of a defined
width and a defined height starting with the upper left corner (xl, yl) from the CPU into the
video memory where every bit from the CPU is stored as one pixel.
BitBLT through the plane The function copies a rectangular area with a defined width and
a defined height starting with the upper left corner (xl, yl) into a rectangular target area of
the same width and height, but a new upper left comer (x2, ~2).
BitBLT across the plane The function copies a rectangular area.of a single plane with a
defined width and a defined height starting with the upper left corner (xl, ~1) into a rectangular target area of the same width and height, but a new upper left corner (x2, ~2).
PatBLT through the plane First, it is necessary to write an 8 * 8 pixel pattern into one
section of the video RAM which presently is not used for display. The command then
duplicates this pixel pattern in a rectangular area with a defined width and a defined height
starting with the upper left corner (xl, yl) in a tiled manner. Thus, for example, a large
structurized background can be produced from a small 8 * 8 pattern.
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PatBLT across the plane Here, it is also necessary first to write a 8 * 8 pixel pattern into one
section of the video RAM which presently is not used for display. The command then
duplicates the pixel values of a defined plane in a rectangular area with a defined width and
a defined height starting with the upper left corner (xl, yl) in a tiled manner.
Short stroke vector With this instruction you can draw up to two short lines (maximum 15
Pixel) beginning with a start point (xl, yl) under inclinations which are a multiple of 45” in
one instant.

- Hardware cursor First, a 64 * 64 pixel pattern for the cursor must be written into a video
RAM section which is not used presently for display. This function allows the cursor to be
enabled and to be moved quickly to point (xl, yl).

35.8.3 The Streams Processor
The streams processor in the Trio64V+ enables the mixture of three different input sources: RGB
primary with any colour depth, RGB secondary or YUV (video) with any colour depth and the
hardware cursor.
Logically, the streams processor is located in the pixel data path between the video RAM and
the RAMDAC which generates the monitor signals. Thus, sprites can be moved without the
necessity of saving, overwriting and afterwards restoring the current background. Or in a
multimedia window, a video clip can be presented which is composed of the secondary RGB
stream without the present background (RGB primary) having to be processed in a special manner.
One feature is that the colour depth of the primary and secondary RGB streams need not coincide
so that, for example, a TrueColor video with 24 bits per pixel can be presented on a background
with 64 colours. Figure 35.27 shows a scheme for the function of the streams processor.
Video RAM

Trio64V+

Figure 35.27: The streams processor in the Trio64V+
The primary stream comes from one area in the video RAM, the secondary stream from another.
The primary stream is always RGB encoded; the secondary stream can occur not only in RGB
format, but also in WC format (video format). Additionally, the hardware cursor which is
generated by the TrioblV+ itself can overlap. From these three possible streams, the streams
processor always forms an output in 24-bit format first and provides it to the RAMDAC which

in turn generates the required monitor signals.
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Apart from mixing the streams, the streams processor can carry out scaling. The primary stream
can be scaled horizontally or vertically by a factor of two in different ways: scaling by simply
repeating the pixel (the newly inserted pixel coincides with the preceding one), or by interpolation (the newly inserted pixel has the mean value of two originally successive pixels). The
vertical scaling is carried out automatically by repeating each row. Thus, asmall,) graphics
presentations, which are still used for some computer games with 320x240 pixels, can be
enlarged to the full VGA format 640 x 480. Naturally the actual video information, and therefore
the resolution, does not increase. The secondary stream can be scaled more flexibly; any scaling
factor is possible (ten or more). If necessary, the format is first automatically transformed into
RGB24. For the actual mixing (after scaling the streams, if required) you can choose from six
different possibilities:
-

The secondary stream is output in a window which always is the topmost window, that is,
this window is completely opaque; therefore the secondary stream is always visible.

-

The primary stream is output in a window which always is the topmost window, that is, this
window is completely opaque; therefore the primary stream is always visible.

-

The two streams are mixed according to the following expression with the weighting K, pixel
by pixel, and output in the window of the secondary stream:
IPp.X+Psr (B-K)]/8

(Pp = colour value of the pixel from the primary stream, l’s = colour value of the pixel from
the secondary stream.)
-

The two streams are mixed according to the following expression with the weighting factor
Kp (primary) and K S (secondary), pixel by pixel, and output in the window of the secondary
stream:

(Pp = colour value of the pixel from the primary stream, Ps = colour value of the pixel from
the secondary stream.)

- The secondary stream is output in an irregular window over the primary stream; thus,
irregularly formed sprites can be moved over the screen without affecting the background
(primary stream).

E
: - The primary stream is output in an irregular window over the secondary stream; thus, for
I

example, text can be output over a video.

36 Multimedia
People have been talking about multimedia for a long time; however, until recently only demon&rations had been achieved, but< no <<real>> applications (though the demonstrations were
impressive). The main reason was the huge amount of data which has to be stored and processed. This requires powerful (and, of course, standardized) compression methods. Such methods have now become available, helping to push multimedia again. Together with increasingly
powerful processors and storage devices, many multimedia applications can now be expected
in a very short time. Our three main <<communication channels>>, text, voice (audio) and visual
recognition, are now united in the Multimedia PC (MPC). Remarkably, the advance of electronic
devices follows the same order as the development of the <<classical,) communication media:
letter/book + telephone/radio -+ TV/video. In both cases, the reason is the enormously increasing amount of data implicit in every step. Only once the required technology was available
at a reasonable price could the new medium be successful.
At present, the multimedia PC is suited particularly to imparting knowledge through, for example, encyclopedias or computer aided learning (CAL), and, of course, to highly animated
computer games. Data input and output via spoken language is also possible, although some
more work seems to be required to develop error-free devices. Apple has been engaged in the
multimedia field for quite a long time - many Mats have been shipped as Multimedia Mats for
a number of years.
In the following sections, I shall discuss the technological background in brief. A thorough
examination of this interesting topic can be found in the specialist literature on multimedia.

36.1 Technological Background
In the following, I will look at multimedia as the complete unit of ccwrittenr, audible and visual
information. Stated differently, these three types of information are unified in a single data
stream. For a multimedia encyclopedia which provides information, for example, about a certain musical composition, the data flow shown in Figure 36.1 would be typical.
A storage medium holds both the encyclopedia program and the encyclopedia data. Because of
the immense amount of data, the CD (or MOD - modulo) is presently the only possible storage
device that can be used. It holds the multimedia data in a compressed form, because otherwise
the multimedia demonstration would terminate within a few minutes. The program controls the
information’s reproduction. It is executed by the program device of a central multimedia unit,
usually the CPU of a multimedia PC. The data device serves mainly for decompressing the data.
This can be done by the PC’s CPU. Far more efficient, however, are specialized (and very quick)
decompression chips or signal processors which are able, for example, to expand video data
compressed according to the MPEG (Motion Picture Expert Group) standard in real time. If the
CPU were to be loaded with this task as well, the multimedia output would begin to flag very
soon. An example of such specialized chips and adapters is the SoundBlaster card, which generates and outputs sound. The width of the arrows in Figure 36.1 indicates the relative distribution of the amount of information between the program and data streams. Characteristic of
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F igure 36.1: Multimedia data f7ow.
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is a very large amount of data (program parts are typically run through frequently
that the program’s share of the execution time is higher than would be expected from the
a rrow width).

S’ o

F‘ortunately, audio and video data is less sensitive to errors than programs. If a byte of a song
S tored on a CD is erroneous you will hardly notice it. The same applies to a pixel of a frame
fcor motion video. But an erroneous program byte is disastrous; the MPC crashes and the multiimedia demonstration is terminated at once. The data transfer rate of the data stream exceeds
tlhat of the program stream by some orders of magnitude. For that reason, the data stream is
nnore compressed at the expense of reliability: an error rate of lo4 is tolerable. The program
S tream is equipped with highly efficient error correcting means to reduce the error rate to less
t1 han lo-‘*. A higher data reliability, of course, means more costly (and thus slower) decoding.
7‘he data device then splits the decompressed data stream into three partial streams and supFIlies each of them to the relevant output device. The smallest data flow is required by the text

arutput on a monitor or - as shown in Figure 36.1 - a printer. After all, we read more slowly than
V ve are able to hear or look. Of course, text on a monitor is some kind of visual information, but
iln connection with multimedia, we mean motion video when we are talking about visual inforI!nation. This requires a huge amount of information. The visual information of text on the
rnonitor can be compressed efficiently because only a l-byte ASCII code and a l-byte attribute
a re necessary for every letter character (for a high-resolution graphic with 16 q 32 pixels of 256
C olours, the pure graphical information encompasses 16 c 32 = 512 bytes!). The program which
dlisplays the respective character holds further information internally, namely the form of the
C haracter to be displayed. You may know from personal experience that in transmitting one
F)age of text via a facsimile machine (which works in a graphical manner), despite a very
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efficient data compression method, ten to twenty times more data must be transferred as compared with e-mail.
The second largest data stream is formed by the audio information. Stereo sound in CD quality
at a sampling rate of 44.1 kHz with a depth of 16 bits already requires a bandwidth of
2 * 44.100 * 16 bits = 176.4 kbytes/s. This corresponds to about 40 DIN A4 pages completely filled
with text, or reading for one hour. A very efficient compression method, which is based on the
definition of the enveloping curve of a tone instead of the digitized course of the tone itself, is
shown in Figure 36.2. This is used, for example, by the FM channels of the SoundBlaster card.

Figure 36.2: EmeIope md superposition of sounds: Co) Sound with fiqwncy i), mplitude=40, nttock=20,
decay=lO. strstnin=40, r&nse=30, (b) sound with frequtwcy 2 * fo, mnplitrrde=40, attnck=20, decoy=lO,
sustain=30, r&ase=20, Cc) superposition of (a) and (b).
Every sound is usually a linear superposition of an oscillation and its harmonics (oscillations
with frequencies which are a multiple of the basic oscillation frequency); these basic oscillations
and the harmonics have an amplitude and a damping characteristic for the musical instrument
or voice. The combination of only a few oscillations with different amplitudes and dampings
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can produce a very complex course of the overall oscillation and, thus, the sound, although the
course can be represented by only a few parameters. These are, according to Figure 36.2, attack,
decay, sustain and release, in addition to frequency and amplitude. The audio synthesizer then
generates a digital data stream from these few macro parameters, which in turn is converted
into a voltage course by a DAC, and finally into audible sound in a speaker. The two tcpuren
sounds with frequencies ft, (Figure 36.2a) and 2 * f, (Figure 36.2b) are combined and produce a
tone (c). By the superposition of additional sounds, nearly any waveform can be generated.
Figure 36.2 shows the course of a continuous sound; here, the sound is maintained until the
release phase. For a descending sound, the decay phase is immediately followed by the release
phase. The sustain value in both cases defines the amplitude of the signal where the decay phase
ends. Continuous sounds are characteristic for wind or string instruments which are continuously operated (such as trumpets or violins); descending sounds, on the other hand, are characteristic of plucked string instruments (such as guitars).
Usually, we have to go the opposite way to determine, from a given waveform (for example,
a human voice), a lot of ((basic soundsB with courses shown in Figures 36.2a and 36.2b. Their
parameters are then stored instead of the sampling. You may ask how to solve this non-trivial
problem. In principle, only an extensive calculation of higher mathematics is required - the socalled Fourier Analysis or Fourier Transform. With this process, the individual cccontributions, of
a tone can be determined.
An example will demonstrate the compression which can be achieved with such an envelope:
at a 16-bit resolution for frequency and amplitude (which is more than enough) and an S-bit
depth of the other parameters, eight bytes are necessary for each sound. The superposition of
ten different sounds usually leads to a very natural tone for one second. Thus, a total of 80 bytes
is required. If we assume a sampling frequency of 22.05 kHz (significantly less than CD quality),
44 kbytes are necessary at a 16-bit depth. That is a factor of 500! Even if we need ten times more
envelopes with various frequencies and amplitudes to improve the natural appearance of the
sound, or for voice synthesis (which is far more complicated than synthesizing music), a compression factor of 50 is still achievable compared to the poor sampling at 22.05 kHz. The audio
data stream is then comparable to ordinary text output (before decompression, of course).
A far more extensive amount of data is required for ~notion video: 25 complete pictures - socalled frames - per second at a resolution of 1024 * 768 pixels and TrueColor (3 bytes per pixel)
lead to 56.25 Mbytes/s. Stated differently: a CD with 682 Mbytes can hold a meagre 12 seconds
of motion video (not to mention the impossibility of a transfer rate of 56.25 Mbytes/s with
today’s CD-ROM drives). A compression rate of at least 100 is therefore demanded.
Fortunately, motion video allows a high reduction of the data stream because the various frames
are less different than would be expected because of the enormous amount of information
contained in one single frame. When, for example, an object is moving in front of a fixed
background, the content of the video RAM that represents the background only needs to be
updated where the moving object is exposing or covering the background. Additionally, the
moving object is hardly changing from frame to frame, because rotations or illumination changes
only have a small effect from frame to frame. Moreover, large parts show a nearly homogeneous
1 colour and brightness distribution. Therefore, it is only necessary to store the image chntzges from

r
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frame to frame, but not each frame itself. Additionally, the sharpness of transitions within a
picture (for example, a dark object in front of a white wall) can be limited. This leads to a
degradation of the contrast for fast-moving objects with sharp transitions, but this is hardly
noticeable. The MPEG compression method, intended as a standard, makes use of that and
other strategies (such as encoding of the colour and brightness values, which deviates from the
normal red-green-blue distribution used in the computer field) to achieve a compression ratio
of about 100. You can imagine that the decompression electronics must be extraordinarily quick
to generate binary data for a video memory from such highly compressed data, which is additionally woven together with the audio and text information into a single data stream.
One further note in relation to the 25 frames in the era of the 100 Hz vertical frequency: for a
completely untiring monitor image, at least 6&70 Hz are required, but this refers only to the
Picker of the image. Even if the image content is altered to be much slower (with the 25 Hz
indicated), the use has the impression of a constantly moving object. For that purpose, each
frame is repeated, for example, two, three or four times before the next frame is displayed. By
the continuous rewriting of the video memory for new frames, (intended) interpolations
between the various frames occur, which contribute to the contiguous display of fast-moving
objects. The method of displaying the same frame several times has been used for quite a long
time in high-end TVs. The repetition frequency of 100 Hz is achieved by displaying the same
frame a number of times, and produces a completely flicker-free image. Because the TV operates
in an interlaced mode, 50 half-frames are displayed per second (60 half-frames in North America):
this corresponds to exactly 25 (30) complete frames per second. The purpose of displaying 50
(60) half-frames per second is to obtain a reduction in screen flicker.

36.2 Programming
Programming the multimedia hardware components can be carried out, as usual, in various
ways. The most straightforward method is direct access to the registers of the multimedia chips.
This is (depending on the device) more or less standardized in some parts (for example, the FM
channels of the SoundBlaster card have evolved as a de facto standard). Generally, the functions
and register layouts vary considerably from manufacturer to manufacturer - multimedia is a
very new field, after all, and a dominating company which could establish standards is (still)
missing (compared with IBM ten years ago). Therefore, direct register access is useful only for
programming the drivers of a superordinate operating system.
Multimedia applications demand awindows, for the various information channels of text, audio
and video. The modern and graphics-oriented operating systems and user shells, for example
Windows (NT) and OS/2, thus provide clearly defined programming interfaces to the multimedia devices supported (the so-called Multimedia Managers). Additionally, direct register accesses
are not welcome, or are even forbidden, under these operating systems running in protected
mode. Therefore, I must refer you to the programming manuals for these systems and their
multimedia services. The specification of the multimedia services for Windows fills three books!
As a quite simple but nevertheless interesting example, I will discuss the FM channels of the
SoundBlaster card in the following section in brief, to introduce you to the world of multimedia
programming.
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36.3 An Example: The FM Channels of SoundBlaster
SoundBlaster from Creative Labs has evolved as a standard for sound adapters within a short
time, mainly because of its reasonable price. In addition to the Fh4 channels for sound generation discussed in the following, it usually has a Digital Signal Processor (DSP) for sampling tones
input externally (for example, via a microphone), processing the signal course and outputting
the processed sound. Various sound sources (CD, audio tape, microphone, etc.) can thus be
mixed, processed and stored in a digital manner (and also output afterwards, of course). Further, the possibility of speech synthesis is also very interesting: that is, your computer reads
(with a special program such as SBTALK) written text, or it can (again with a special program)
understand spoken texts or commands - <<real>> multimedia (although image recognition will
exceed the computing capacity of even modern PCs for some years).
Another important component of the SoundBlaster is the MIDI (Musical Instrument Digital Interface). This is mainly an asynchronous serial interface (similar to COMx) with a transfer rate of
31 250 baud. It is used for data exchange between various musical instruments (or, in general,
sound sources). This interface is also called the MPU-401 UART (MIDI Processing Unit). Table
36.1 lists all the port addresses occupied by the SoundBlaster’s components.
Port

Register

ZOOh207h
ZxOh*’
2x1 h*’
ZxZh*’
2x3h*’
330h
331h
388h
389h

Joystick
Index register of left channel
Data register of left channel
Index register of right channel
Data register of right channel
MIDI index register
MIDI data register
FM index register
FM data register

‘I x=2 (standard), 4, 6, 8 (base addresses therefore: 22Oh. 240h. 260h. 280h)

The I/O addresses of the joystick port have the same structure as for the usual game adapter
(see Section 32.3.1). The index and data registers for the left and right channels (stereo) refer to
the programming of the DSP. The MIDI registers allow access to the MIDI; I will therefore not
discuss these registers in detail. For an automatic playing of sound of every kind in the background (a must for multimedia), the SoundBlaster additionally integrates two timers similar to
the 8253/8254 on the motherboard. Further, the adapter can request DMA transfers to relieve
the CPU of continuous data transfers for (<feeding), the DSP. But now let’s turn to the programming of the SoundBlaster’s FM channels.

! 36.3.1 Sound with Nine Channels
The FM channels can be operated in two different modes: sound with nine channels as well as
sound with six channels and five percussions. In the following, I will mainly deal with sound
with nine channels, and afterwards discuss the second FM mode in brief.
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For programming the FM synthesizer, the index and data register at I/O addresses 388h and
389h are involved. You may already recognize that the SoundBlaster uses an indexing scheme
for programming. This is necessary because a total of 18 generator cells for generating sound
are available, which (combined into a pair each) form nine FM channels. The name FM (Frequency Modulation) characterizes tie most important of the two possible sound generation types
of SoundBlaster. More about that below.
Each generator cell has five registers for defining the sound properties. Their index offsets and
layouts are summarized in Table 36.2. The index offsets are added to the base index of the
generator cells (see Table 36.3) to evaluate the register index for a register of a certain cell.

Index
offset

Structure
76543210

Range of
value

Content

2Oh

x

xx

o-1
o-1
o-1
O-1
o-15
o-3

xxxxxx
xxxx
xxxx
xxxx
xxxx
xx

O-63
o-15
o-15
o-1 5
o-15
o-3

tremolo @off, l=on)
vibrato @off, l=on)
envelope type (O=descending, l=continuous)
envelope shortening (&off. l=on)
multiplication factor
high-frequency dampmg (O=no, 1=3 dB per octave,
2=1.5 dB per octave, 3=6 dB per octave)
damping factor
attack
decay
sustain
release
waveform

x
X
X
xxxx

40h

60h
80h
eOh

Table 36.2: Registers of the generator cells
In the following, I will explain the meaning of the various register entries for the signal course.
You can only switch the tremolo effect on or off. Tremolo means a variation of the sound
amplitude (volume) at a frequency of 3.7 Hz. The situation with vibrato is similar; however, here
the frequency of the sound varies at 6.4 Hz. The depths of tremolo and vibrato can be set through
the channel register with index BDh (see Table 36.4). The entry envelope type refers to the form
of the envelope. There are two different types: descending and continuous envelopes (see Figure
36.3).

(a)
Figtrrr 36.3: fa) Descending nnd Cb) corrtinuous emelope.

(b)
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The figure simultaneously defines the meaning of the values attack, decay, sustain and release.
The larger the aftack value (O-15), the faster the envelope ascends (the higher is the slope). Decay
determines how quickly the envelope descends afterwards. The sustain value defines which
value the envelope reaches during the course of the decay phase, that is, to which amplitude the
envelope descends in the course of the decay. Here, a difference appears between a descending
(Figure 36.3a) and a continuous (Figure 36.3b) envelope: for a descending envelope, the decay
phase is followed by the release phase immediately after the sustain value is reached. For a
continuous envelope, the amplitude remains the same until the sound has been switched off
through the corresponding channel register, that is, the release phase is delayed until the sound
is switched off. For a descending envelope, on the other hand, the sound need not be switched
off to remove the sound. That is the case automatically after the release phase. A high release
value means (as usual) a quick descent of the envelope. The envelope shortening causes sound
with a higher frequency to be shortened automatically (this is the case for some string instruments such as, for example, pianos or guitars).
Another important entry which affects the frequency of the oscillation generated by the cell is
the multiplication factor. It determines at which multiple of the base frequency (which is defined
by the corresponding channel register) the signal of this generator cell oscillates. For factor
values between 1 and 15, the frequency ratio is also equal to l-15. The factor values 0 and 16
deviate from this rule: they correspond to frequency ratios of 0.5 and 15, respectively. The high
jrequency dumping determines whether, and if so, to what extent the amplitude of higher frequencies is damped. You may have recognize that a (natural) musical instrument generates high
sound at a considerably less volume than low frequencies.
The dumping factor indicates to what extent the amplitude of the oscillation generated (or volume) will be damped compared to the maximum amplitude. The following relation holds:
damping = (0.75 * damping factor) dB or
amplitude = maximum amplitude * 10nz’damP’ng factar
Note that the dB scale is logarithmic; doubling the damping factor leads to a lowering of the
amplitude to 1/1O075 = l/5.6. However, you will only hear a halving (roughly) of the volume
because our ears have logarithmic sensitivity.
The last entry is the waveform. You can choose between four different signal courses, shown in
Figure 36.4.

’
’
;
i
:

Waveform 0 is the common sine oscillation. Waveform 1 is produced from waveform 0 by
neglecting all the negative parts of the sine oscillation; it is also called the positive sine halfoscillation. Waveform 2 is more or less the absolute of sine oscillation 0; all negative parts are
(<folded,* to positive values. Finally, waveform 3 represents a saw-type oscillation. It is produced
from waveform 2 simply by a descent of the signal at the vertex of each oscillation down to zero.
These waveforms sound different, even at the same frequencies. With all this information you
can now program the 18 generator cells. To actually output a sound via a channel, though, this
channel must additionally be configured.

I Each channel can generate a sound; two generator cells are paired for this purpose. The first cell
is called the modulator cell, the second the carrier cell. Table 36.3 lists the index offsets of the
generator cells and the corresponding combination for one channel.
I
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s7
(b)

(a)

Figure 36.4: Waveforms of the SoundBlaster. (a) Sine oscillation, (b) positive sine half-oscillation, Cc) pulsing
oscillation, (d) saw-type oscillation.

You can see that, unfortunately, the offsets are not linearly linked to the cell enumeration. The
same applies to the assignment of two respective cells to one channel. For example, cell 6 with
offset 08h forms the modulator, and cell 9 with offset Obh the carrier for channel 3. If you want
to use a channel, you must program both the modulator and the carrier cell which are assigned
to the respective channel according to Table 36.3.

Cell

Offset

0
1

OOh
Olh
02h
03h
04h
05h
08h
09h
Oah
Obh
Och
Odh
10h
llh
12h
13h
14h
15h

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

Modulator/Carrier
0
2
0
2
3
4
5
3
4
5
6
7
8
6
8

modulator
modulator
modulator
carwr
carrier
carrier
modulator
modulator
modulator
carrier
carrier
carrier
modulator
modulator
modulator
carrier
carrier
carrier

Table 36.3: Base index of the generator cells and channels
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You program a register of a generator cell by transferring the register index (consisting of the
base index and index offset) with OUT to the &bit index port 388h first. Then you must (again
with OUT) write the &bit data value into data port 389h. Note that all SoundBlaster ports are
write-only; a read access returns ffh.
Example:

B&Z up
4

attacksl2,

decay=6 (index offset

60h) for channel 1, cell 1 (modulator) and

(carrier).

HO’?

ah, 61h

; load index offset 60h + base index Olh to ah

MOV al. 38823 ; I/O address for index port
OUT al, ah

; write index into index register

MOV ah, c6h

; load attack lZ=Och and decays06h to ah

MOV al, 38911 ; I/O address for data Port
OUT al, ah

; write attack and decay value into data

regieter

Now only the channel registers are missing to program the channels and actually to generate
sound. The channel registers of SoundBlaster are summarized in Table 36.4. Because two generator cells are required for one channel, the SoundBlaster has nine (18 cells/Z) channels. The
base indices of the channels are contiguous (for example, channel 0: base index 0; channel 1:
base index 1;. . . ; channel 8: base index 8). For example, the frequency register of channel 3 is
thus assigned index a3h.
Index

Structure
76543210

Content

axh *)
bxh”

XXXXXXXX

frequency value (bits 7-O)
reserved
sound on/off @off, l=on)
octave
frequency value (bits 9-8)
tremolo depth (O=l dB, 1=4.8 dB)
vibrato depth (0=7/100, 1=14/100)
mode (0=9 FM channels, I=6 FM channels with 5 percussions)
bass drum
snare drum
tom tom
top cymbal
hi hat
reserved
feedback
cell linking (O=FM, l=addlttion)

xx
X

xxx
xx
x

bdh

X
X
X

x
x
x
X

cxh *’

xxxx
xxx

*) x:

base Index

Table

of

the channels:

channel 0: x=0; channel 1. x=1;

c h a n n e l 8- x=8.

36.4: C/KIII~~P/ rrgisfers.

Note that these channel registers represent one channel each, that is, two generator cells. Therefore,
the entries affect the two cells of a channel together. Only one register bdh represents all channels.

5 You

can set up the base frequency through two parameters: a 3-bit octave value for the octave
range of the base frequency (the possible values O-7 correspond to the octaves l-8; see Section
29.1); and a IO-bit frequency value which allows tiny steppings within the same octave.
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The base frequency thus generated is multiplied in two generators assigned to the channel
by the respective multiplication factor. The result is the frequency of the oscillation which
is produced by the generators. Because of the possibility of defining two different multiplication factors for the generators, you can determine nearly any frequency ratio and sound
frequency.
Example:

octave=4

(corresponds

to

music

octave

5).

frequency

value=577,

multiplication

factor=1 leads to a sound frequency of 440Hz; this is exactly concert pitch A.

You can switch the sound on or off through bit 5 in the register at index offset bxh. Bit 7 in the
register with index BDh sets the tremolo depth; you can choose 1 dB or 4.8 dB. The same applies
to bit 6, which determines the vibrato depth. Very important is the entry mode. If this bit is
cleared (equal to O), then the SoundBlaster operates with nine FM channels, that is, running in
the operating state described in this section. If you set mode to 1, six EM channels and five
percussions (bass drum, snare drum, tom tom, top cymbal and hi hat) are enabled; this mode
is discussed in the following section.
The feedback entry defines the feedback strength of the output signal of the modulator cell to its
input. A value of 0 means that there is no feedback; a value of 7 gives the strongest feedback.
Note that this entry only affects the modulator cell of the channel; the output signal of a carrier
cell is never fed back.
In connection with the last parameter, cell linking, we learn why two generator cells are always
necessary for each channel. The output signals of these cells are combined in one of two ways.
If the cell linking bit is cleared (equal to 0), the carrier signal is frequency modulated with the
modulator oscillation (hence the name F’M channels, carrier and modulator oscillation). In a
mathematical sense, the following combination of carrier amplitude Ar, carrier frequency fr,
modulator amplitude A, and modulator frequency fr,, is carried out to produce the overall
oscillation FM(t) (see also Figure 36.5):
FM(t) = AT * sin (2x*f,*t + AM * sin (2x,f,,t))
Incidentally, this combination is used for EM radio and television to transmit a useful signal
(FM: music, speech; TV: image, tone) as error-free as possible via a carrier signal (ultra short
wave, VHF and UHF). The receiver separates the modulator oscillation (which represents the
useful signal) again, thus eliminating the carrier. The frequency of the modulator oscillation
(FM: music, speech with less than 20 kHz) is significantly lower than the carrier frequency (FM:
about 100 MHz).
If the cell linking bit is set (equal to l), however, then the carrier oscillation and the modulator
oscillation are simply added. In a mathematical sense, the following simple combination is
carried out:
FM(t) = A, * sin (2n*fr,t) + A, * sin (2x*f,,t)
Figure 36.5 shows the very different oscillation courses for frequency modulation and the
simple addition of the carrier and modulator signals. For the example shown, it has been
assumed that the carrier signal has twice the amplitude and twice the frequency of the modulator signal.
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pre 36.5: Cell linking for A, = 1, A, = 0.5, fr = I, fM = 0.5 (arbitrary units). (a) Frequency modulation,
addition of waveforms.

5.3.2 Sound with Six Channels and Five Percussions
ne operating mode that is especially important for synthetic SoundBlaster music is sound
,neration with six FM channels and five percussion. You can switch between the 9-channel and
channel modes by means of the control register with index BDh (see Figure 36.6).
7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0
[$@$J$Q

Tremolo Depth
O=l dB
t =4.6 df3
ViD: Vibrato Depth
1=14/100
0=7/l 00
RhM: Rhythm Mode
1=6 FM channels and 5 percussions
0=9 FM channels
BDr: Bass Drum
1 =on
O=Off
SDr. Snare Drum
1 =O”
o=off
TOT: Tom Tom
1 =on
o=off
TCy: Top Cymbal
1 =on
o=off
HIH: Hi Hat
1 =on
O=Off

TrD:

ywe 36.6: Percussion, vibrnto and tremolo register iporf BDh)
you set the RhM bit, six FM channels and the five following percussions are enabled: bass
urn, hi hat, tom tom, snare drum and top cymbal. Six generator cells are available for them,
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_where the bass drum is supported by two cells. Table 36.5 lists the assignment of the cells to the
percussion. Additionally, which channels are usually operated by these cells in the 9-channel
mode is indicated.

Percussion

Cell

Channel

bass drum
hi hat
tom tom
snare drum
top cymbal

12+15
13
14
16
17

6
7
8
7
8

(modulator and carrier)
(modulator)
(modulator)
(carrier)
(carrier)

Table 36.5: Generator cells of the percussion instruments

The generator cells and channel registers for the six Fh4 channels are programmed in exactly the
same way as in the 9-channel mode, and they also have the same effect. The same applies for
the cells of the percussion; however, despite programmable envelopes, etc., they generate oscillations which (approximately) correspond to each instrument. The best-simulated instrument of
all is the bass drum, because it is generated by two cells (12 and 15); they are assigned to channel
6. Note that you always affect two instruments simultaneously when you are programming
another channel register (that is, the hi hat and snare drum together, as well as the tom tom and
top cymbal). After setting up the generator cells and channel registers, the percussions can be
enabled individually. That is carried out with bits BDr, SDr, Tot, TCy and HiH in the percussion
register at index BDh (see Figure 36.6).
Example:

enable

B-channel

mode with bass drum and top cymbal (discard tremolo and vibrato

depth).
MO" ah, 32h ;

value

of

percussion

register

(RbM=l, BDr.1, TCj'=l)

MO" al, 388h ; I/O address of index port
OUT al,

bdh

: output index of percussion register to index port

MOV al, 38911 ; I/O address of data port
OUT al, ah

; write register value

D Interrupts
D.l PC Hardware Inter;rupts
Interrupt

PC/XT

AT and PSl2

08h
09h
OAh
OBh
OCh
ODh
OEh
OFh
70h
71h
72h
73h
74h
75h
76h
77h

IRQO timer chip
IRQl keyboard
unused
IRQ3 COM2
IRQ4 COMl
lRQ5 hard drsk
IRQ6 floppy disk drive
IRQ7 LPTl

IRQO trmer chip
IRQl keyboard
lRQ2 slave 8259
IRQ3 COM2
IRQ4 COMl
IRQ5 LPT2
IRQ6 floppy disk drive
IRQ7 LPTl
lRQ8 real trme clock
IRQ9 redirected to lRQ2
IRQlO reserved
IRQI 1 reserved
lRQl2 reserved
IRQ 13 coprocessor
IRQ14 hard disk drive
lRQ15 reserved

D.2 PC Software Interrupts
Interrupt

Description

5h
10h
llh
12h
13h
14h
15h
16h
17h
18h
19h
1Ah
1Bh
1Ch
1Dh
1Eh
1Fh

print screen”
BIOS video functions
determine system confrguratron
determine memory we
floppy/hard disk drive functions
serial interface
cassette recorder (PC) or extended memory functions (AT)
BIOS keyboard functions
BIOS printer functrons (LPTx)
ROM BASIC
load and execute bootstrap
timer/real ttme clock functrons
program abortron”
trmer Interrupt (user exit)
address of BIOS vrdeo parameter table
address of BIOS floppy disk parameter table
address of BIOS graphics character table

Interrupts
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Interrupl

Description

2Oh
2lh
22h
23h
24h
25h
26h
27h
28h
29h
2Ah
2Fh
40h
41h
42h
43h
44h
46h
4Ah
50h
5Ah
5Bh
5Ch
60h-67h

DOS program termination
DOS system functions
DOS program termination address
DOS program abortior?
DOS handler for hardware errors
read logical sectors (DOS)
write logical sectors (DOS)
terminate program resident (DOS)
DOS idle (no file functions currently In progress)
TTY output (DOS)
critical section (DOS)
DOS multiplexer
redirected INT 13h for floppy drive functions
address of parameter table for hard disk 0
redirected INT 10h for video functions (EGA)
address of EGA video parameter table
address of the first 128 CGA graphics characters
address of parameter table for hard disk 1
alarm interrupt of real time clock (user)
periodical/alarm interrupt (AT)
cluster functions
redirected INT 19h for PC cluster
network functions
reserved for application programs

” activated by PrScr or Shift PrScr
” activated by Ctrl-Break
‘I activated by Ctrl-C

D.3 80x86 Exceptions
Vector

(hex)
Oh
lh
3h
4h
5h
6h
7h
8h
9h
Ah
Bh
Ch
Dh
Eh

Vector
(dec)

Description

Type

Real
in

Implemented

0

division by zero
debug (trap flag or
breakpoint register)
breakpoint through INT 3
overflow detection with INTO
BOUND
invalid opcode
coprocessor not present
double fault
segment overflow coprocessor
Invalid task state segment
segment not present
stack exceptron
general protection error
page fault

fault
trap/fault

yes
yes

8086
808Wi386

trap
trap
fault
fault
fault
abort
fault
fault
fault
fault
trap/fault
fault

yes
yes

8086
8086
80186
8086
8086
80286
80286
80286
80286
80286
80286
1386

8
9
10
11
12
13
14

yes

yes
yes

yes

yes
“0

no

yes
yes
no
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Vector

Vector

(hex)

Wet)

Fh
10h
llh
12h
13h-19h
1 ah-ffh
OOh-ffh

15
16
17
18
19-31
32-255
O-255

Description
resewed by INTEL
coprocessor error
alignment ehor
machine check error
reserved by INTEL
maskable interrupts
software interrupts via INTn

” dependent on Pentium model
Note: vector 02h is asstgned the NMI

Type
mode

Real
in

Implemented

fault
fault
1,
_

yes
no

80286
i486
Pentium
_

_

yes
yes
yes

8086
8086

BIOS Clock Interrupt lah and Functions 83h/86h
of INT 15h
The
not
The
The

functions OOh and Olh of INT lah are related to the DOS-internal system clock only, but
to the MC146818 real-time clock.
access to the real-time clock is carried out by functions 02h to 07h of INT lah.
functions 83h and 86h of INT 15h set time intervals.

E.l BIOS Interrupt INT lah
Function OOh - Read Time Counter (DOS-Internal System Clock)
This function returns the number of timer ticks since 0:OO a.m. If more than 24 hours have
elapsed since power-up, the value of AL is different from 0. In DX:CX the function returns the
high and low timer values, respectively, at 40:6eh and 40:6ch in the BIOS data area and the timer
overflow flag 40:70h in register AL. After a call to this function, the timer overflow flag will be
cleared.

Register

Call value

AH
AL
cx
DX

OOh

Return value
24 hour indicator
high count value
low count value

Function Olh - Set Time Counter (DOS-Internal System Clock)
This function OOh sets the number of timer ticks since 0:OO a.m. The function stores the high and
low timer values, respectively, which are passed in DXCX into 40:6eh and 40:6ch in the BIOS
data area and resets the timer overflow flag 40:70h.

Register

Call value

AH
cx
DX

Olh
high timer count
low tamer count

Return value
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Function 02h - Read Time (Real-time Clock)
This function reads the time from the real-time clock chip MC146818.

Register

Call value

Return value

AH
CL
CH
DH
Carry

02h

OOh
minute*)
hour*’
second*’
error if < > 0

*I binary coded decimal

Function 03h - Set Time (Real-time Clock)
This function sets the time of the real-time clock chip MC146818.

Register

Call value

Return value

AH
CL
CH
DL
DH
Carry

03h
minute*’
hour*’
daylight saving (l=yes, O=no)
second*)

OOh

error if < > 0

*I blnaly coded decimal

Function 04h - Read Date (Real-time Clock)
This function reads the date from the CMOS RAM in the real-time clock chip MC146818.

Register

Call value

AH
CL
CH
DL
DH
Carry

04h

*’ bmary coded decimal

Return value
year*’
century*’
day*’
month*’
error if < > 0

BIOS Clock Interrupt lah and Functions 83h/86h of INT 15h
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Function 05h - Set Date (Real-time Clock)
This function sets the date in the CMOS RAM of the real-time clock chip MC146818.
Register

Call value

AH

05h

CL
CH
DL
DH
Carry

year*’
century*’
day*’
month*’

l

Return value

error if < > 0

’ bmary coded dectmal

Function 06h - Set Alarm Time (Real-time Clock)
This function sets the alarm time of the real-time clock chip MC146818. If the alarm time is
reached, the MC146818 issues an interrupt 4ah. Before setting a new alarm time you have to
clear an active alarm time via function 07h.
Register

Call value

AH
CL

06h
minute*)
hour*’
second*)

CH
DH
Carry
l

Return value

error if < > 0

I bmary coded decimal

Function 07h - Clear Alarm Time (Real-time Clock)
this function clears an active alarm time and has to be called before setting a new alarm time.
Register

Call value

AH
Carry

07h

Return value
error If < > 0

E.2 Wait Functions 83h and 86h of BIOS Interrupt INT 15h
i

Function 83h - Set or Clear Wait Time Interval

t
If AL = OOh this function sets the high bit of a byte in main memory at a user-defined address
L when the programmed time interval has expired. After a call to this function, the calling program continues at once. After expiry of the wait time interval, the real-time clock issues an
interrupt. The wait time interval has to be specified in units of one microsecond, but because
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of the usually programmed real-time clock frequency of 1024 Hz the actual time resolution is
about 976 ps, that is, l/1024 Hz. If AL = Olh the active wait time is disabled.
Subfunction OOh - Set Wait Time Interval
Register

Call value

Return value

AH
AL
cx
DX
BX
ES
Carry

83h
OOh
time interval (high)”
time interval (low)”
offset of target byte”
segment of target byte”

OOh
register B of MC146818

error if < > 0

‘) bit 7 of target byte will be set after exp~ry of tmv? mterval

Subfunction Olh - Set Wait Time Interval
Register

Call value

AH
AL

83h
Olh

Return value

Function 86h - Wait Until Time Interval Has Elapsed
This function suspends execution of the calling program until the programmed time interval has
elapsed. Afterwards, the program execution continues. The wait time interval must be specified
in units of one microsecond, but because of the usually programmed real-time clock frequency
of 1024 Hz, the actual time resolution is about 976 ps, that is, l/1024 Hz.
Register

Call value

AH
cx
DX
Carry

86h
time interval (high)”
time Interval (low)”

” I” lls

Return value

error if < > 0

F BIOS Interrupt INT 13h
If you are using the BIOS Interrupt 13h, which is available for floppy drives as well as for hard
disk drives, you should observe the following rules:
With functions that refer to hard disk drives, bits 6 and 7 of the sector register CH represent
bits 8 and 9 of a lo-bit cylinder number; the remaining eight bits of the cylinder number are
passed in CH; therefore cylinder numbers O-1023 are possible.
For read, verify, or write operations you have to provide a buffer which is large enough to
accommodate all sectors to be read, compared, or written.
The drive count starts with OOh; for hard disk drives, additionally bit 7 is set so that here the
drive number count starts with 80h.
The error codes are returned in the AH register and simultaneously stored in the BIOS data
area at 40:41h (floppy disk) and 40:74h (hard disk), respectively.
The first floppy drive A: has the drive number OOh, the second drive the number Olh. The first
hard disk is assigned number 80h, the second number 81 h. For every sector to be read, verified,
or written you have to provide 512 bytes. To read three sectors, for example, a buffer comprising
1536 bytes is required. If you have to format four sectors, for example, you have to pass four
format buffers.

F.l The Functions
Function OOh - Initialize (Floppy/Hard Disk)
This function initializes the floppy controller and the drive and eventually aborts the current
function. Upon completion of this function, controller and drive are in a well-defined state.
Register

Call value

Return value

AH
DL
Carry

OOh
drive”

error code”
error if < > 0

I) floppy disk drws: OOh

Function Olh - Read Status (Error Code) of Last Floppy or Hard Disk Operation
(Floppy/Hard Disk)
This function determines the termination status of the last hard disk or floppy drive operation.
The status code returned in register ah has the same format as immediately after termination
of an operation. The function is useful if you don’t want to determine the status upon completion of an operation, and the content of ah with the status byte has already been destroyed by
other instructions.
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Register

Call value

Return value

AH
DL
Carry

Olh
drive*’

error code”

I)

error If < > 0

floppy disk drwes OOh

Function 02h - Read Sectors (Floppy/Hard Disk)

One or more sectors are read from floppy/hard disk into the read buffer. The buffer must be
large enough to accommodate all read sectors. If that is not the case, function 02h overwrites
data in main memory, and a system crash is the result.
Register

Call value

Return value

AH
AL
CH
CL
DH
DL
ES
BX
Carry

02h
number of sectors to read
track/cylinder
sector
head
drive
segment of read buffer
offset of read buffer

error code*’

error if < > 0

Function 03h - Write Sectors (Floppy/Hard Disk)
This function writes one dr more sectors from the write buffer in main memory onto the floppy
or hard disk. The buffer contains all data to be written. Note that the data transfer is carried out
with 512 byte blocks only. If your buffer is only partially filled with write data, function 03h
transfers the other, unintended data onto disk, too, until all sectors programmed via the al

register are written.
Register

Call value

Return value

AH
AL
CH
CL
DH
DL
ES
BX
Carry

03h
number of sectors to write
track/cylinder
sector
head
drive
segment of write buffer
offset of write buffer

error code*’

error If < > 0

BIOS interrupt INT 13h
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Function 04h - Verify Sectors (Floppy/Hard Disk)
This function compares the contents of the verify buffer in main memory with the contents of
one or more sectors on the floppy or hard disk, or determines whether one or more sectors can
be found and read, and whether they return a valid CRC code. In the last case no data is
compared.

AH
AL
CH
CL
DH
DL
ES
BX
Carry

Call value

Return value

04h
number of sectors to verify
track/cylinder
sector
head
drive
segment of verify buffer
offset of verify buffer

error code*’

error if < > 0

*) see F.2

Function 05h - Format Track or Cylinder (Floppy/Hard Disk)
This function formats the sectors of one track or one cylinder. On an AT you have to fix the
medium type with function 17h or 18h first. For the formatting operation, a format buffer is
necessary which contains the format information for every sector to format. If you want to
format several sectors in one instance, the format buffer must be large enough to accommodate
the format information for all sectors. The controller writes the information in the format buffer
into the ID-field of the respective sector, and uses it to determine the correct sector afterwards
when reading or writing data.
Call value

Return

AH
AL
CH
CL
DH
DL
ES
BX
Carry

OSh
number of sectors per track
track/cylinder
sector number
head
drive
segment of format buffer”
offset of format buffer”

error code”

” see
*’ see
i

value

Register

error if < > 0
F 2
F 4

1

Function 06h - Format and Mark Track Bad (Hard Disk)

t

This function

marks a track with more than one bad sector entirely as bad so that this track is
not used for further data recording. The function is only valid for an XT hard disk controller.
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Register

Call value

Return value

AH
AL
CH
CL
DH
DL
Carry

06h
Interleave
cylinder
sector
head
drive

error code*’

l

error if < > 0

’ see F.2

Function 07h - Format Drive (Hard Disk)
This function formats the drive beginning with the specified start cylinder. The function is only
valid for an XT hard disk controller.
Register

Call value

Return value

AH
AL
CH
CL
DH
DL
Carry

07h
interleave
cylinder
sector
head
drive

error code*’

error if < > 0

Function 08h - Determine Drive Parameters (Floppy Drive)
This function determines the geometric parameters of a floppy drive. The data are extracted
from a BIOS table and reflect the geometry of the installed drive, but not that of the inserted
data medium.
Register

Call value

Return value

AH
BH
BL
CH
CL
DH
DL
ES
DI
Carry

C)Bh

error code”
0
drive type2’
number of cylinders - 1
sectors per track - 1
number of heads - 1
number of drives
parameter table segment
parameter table offset
error if < > 0

drive

” O=hard disk. 1=360 kbyte, 2=1.2 Mbyte, 3=720 kbyte, 4=1.44 Mbyte

BIOS Interrupt INT 13h
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Function 08h - Determine Drive Parameters (Hard Disk)
This function determines the geometric parameters of a hard disk drive.
Register

Call value

Return value

AH
AL
CH
CL
DH
DL
ES
DI
Carry

08h

error code”
0
number of cylinders - 1
sectors per track - 1
number of heads - 1
number of drives
parameter table segment
parameter table offset
error if < > 0

drive

‘1 see F.2
21 O=hard disk, 1=360 kbytes, 2=1.2 Mbytes, 3=720 kbytes. 4=1&l Mbytes

Function 09h - Specify Drive Parameters (Hard Disk)
This function specifies and adapts the geometric parameters of a hard disk drive. The respective
parameters are stored in a table (see F.3) whose far address is hold by the pseudo-interrupt
vectors 41h and 46h, respectively. After a call to this function, the BIOS uses the values stored
in the respective table.
Register

Call value

Return value

AH
DL
Carry

09h
drive

error code*’
number of drives
error if < > 0

*I see F.2

Function OAh - Extended Read (Hard Disk)
This function reads one or up to 127 sectors together with their ECC check bytes from the hard
disk into the read buffer in main memory. The controller’s ECC logic does not carry out any
ECC correction, but transfers the data as it is read from disk. You can then check whether the
controller’s ECC logic has calculated the ECC bytes correctly when writing the sector.
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Register

Call value

Return value

AH
AL
CH
CL
DH
DL
ES
6X
Carry

OAh
number of sectors to read
cylinder
sector
head
drive
read buffer segment”
read buffer offse?

error code”

a

error if < > 0

the read buffer must comprise 516 bytes for each sector to be read (512 sector bytes plus 4 check bytes)

Function OBh - Extended Write (Hard Disk)

This function writes one or up to 127 sectors together with their ECC check bytes from the write
buffer in main memory onto the hard disk. The controller’s ECC logic does not generate ECC
bytes on its own, but writes the passed ECC bytes without any change into the ECC field of the
sector. You can then, for example, generate intended and incorrect ECC data for checking the
ECC function of the controller in a subsequent read operation.
Register

Call value

Return value

AH
AL
CH
CL
DH
DL
ES
BX
Carry

OBh

error code”

number of sectors to write
cylinder
sector
head
drive
write buffer segment*’
write buffer offset”

error if < > 0

‘1 see F.2
‘) the whte buffer must comprtse 516 bytes (512 sector bytes plus 4 check bytes) for each sector to be written. the check
bytes are not calculated by the controller, but are wntten dtrectly from the buffer

Function OCh - Seek (Hard Disk)

This function moves the read/write head to a certain track or cylinder and activates it.
Register

Call value

Return value

AH
cx
DH
DL
Carry

OCh
cyltnder
head
drive

error code*’

l

I see F 2

error if < > 0

BIOS
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Function ODh - Hard Disk Reset (Hard Disk)
This function resets the addressed drive.
Register

Call value

Return value

AH
DL
Carry

ODh
drive

error code*’
error if < > 0

‘1 see F.2

Function OEh - Read Buffer (Hard Disk)
This function transfers 512 bytes from the controller’s sector buffer into the read buffer in main
memory. No data is read from the volume. The function mainly checks the data path between
controller and main memory.
Register

Call value

Return value

AH
DL
ES
BX
Carry

OEh
drive
read buffer segment
read buffer offset

error code*’

l

‘c

error if < > 0

I see F.2

Function OFh - Write Buffer (Hard Disk)
This function transfers 512 bytes from the write buffer in main memory into the controller’s
sector buffer. No data is written onto the volume. The function mainly checks the data path
between controller and main memory.

;

Register

Call value

Return value

AH
DL
ES
BX
Carry

OFh
drive
write buffer segment
write buffer offset

error code*’

error if < > 0

Function 10h - Test Drive Ready (Hard Disk)

i This function determines whether the hard disk is ready, and if not, determines the error
status.
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Register

Call value

Return value

AH
DL
Carry

10h
drive

error code*’

l

error if < > 0

I see F.2

Function llh - Calibrate Drive (Hard Disk)
This function moves the read/write head to track 0. You can use this function, for example, for
recalibrating the drive after a seek error. This is required especially for hard disk drives with
a stepper motor.
Register

Call

AH
DL
Carry

llh
drive

l

value

Return value
error code*’
error if < > 0

) see F 2

Function 12h - Check Controller RAM (Hard Disk)
This function checks the controller RAM, and investigates controller errors.
Register

Call value

Return value

AH
DL
Carry

12h
drive

error code*’
error if < > 0

*a see F.2

Function 13h - Drive Diagnostics (Hard Disk)

The controller checks the drive and determines the error status, if necessary.
Register

Call value

Return value

AH
DL
Carry

13h
drive

error code*’
error If < > 0

Function 15h - Determine Drive/DASD Type (Floppy Drive, AT and PS12 only)

This function investigates which kind of data volume the addressed drive uses (DASD = Direct
Access Storage Device). You can determine whether or not the drive recognizes a disk change,

BIOS Interrupt INT 13h
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artd how many 512 byte blocks or sectors the volume comprises. If the function has been
completed successfully, the AH register contains a drive type indicator. Additionally, the two
CX and DX registers hold the high and low-order word, respectively, of a 32-bit quantity, which
indicates the number of data blocks or sectors on the volume.

Register

Call value

Return value

AH
DL
cx
DX
Carry

15h
drive

type*’
data blocks/sectors (high-byte)
data blocks/sectors (low-byte)
error if c > 0

*I OOh=no dnve installed, 01 h=drive without connection for dtsk change, OZh=drlve with connection for disk change,
03h=hard disk

Function 16h - Determine Disk Change (Floppy Drive, AT and l’s/2 only)
This function determines, via line 34 of the interface cable, whether the disk has been changed.
For that purpose the BIOS reads an internal controller register.

Register

Call value

Return value

AH
DL
Carry

16h
dnve

change flag*’

l

error if < > 0

’ OOh=no change. Olh=invalld drive number, 06h=dlsk changed

Function 17h - Fix Floppy Disk Format (Floppy Drive)
This function fixes the controller-drive data transfer rate by means of the disk format. This is
necessary, for example, to use a 360 kbyte floppy disk in a 1.2 Mbyte high density drive. A PC/
XT BIOS supports 320/360 kbyte drives only, so that here this function is not required.

Register

Call value

Return value

AH
AL
Carry

17h
disk format”

type or error code”
error if < > 0

” drrve type or see F.2
‘I 1=320/360 kbyle disk in 320/360 kbyte drive
2=320/360 kbyte disk I” 1.2 Mbyte drive
3=1 2 Mbyte disk in 12 Mbyte drive
4=720 kbyte disk in 720 kbyte drive
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Function 18h - Fix Floppy Disk Format (Floppy Drive)
This function fixes the disk type for formatting. This is necessary, for example, to format a 360
kbyte floppy disk in a 1.2 Mbyte high density drive.
Register

Call value

keturn value

AH
CH
CL
DC
DI
ES
Carry

18h
number of tracks
sectors per track
drive number

type or error code”

parameter table offset2’
parameter table segment”
error If < > 0

‘) OOh=no error, Ochxnedium unknown, 80h=no disk In drive
3 see F . 5

Function 19h - Park Read/Write Heads (Hard Disk)
This function moves the read/write heads to a certain cylinder and parks them.
Register

Call value

Return value

AH
DL
Carry

19h
drive

error code*’
error if < > 0

F.2 Error Codes
Error code
(AH value)

Meaning

OOh
Olh
02h
03h
04h
05h
07h
08h
09h
1Oh

no error
invalid function number
address mark not found
disk write-protected
sector not found
unsuccessful reset
erroneous initialization
DMA overflow
DMA segment overflow
read error
data read error,
KC correctton successful
controller error
track not found
no drive response
BIOS error
unknown error

llh

2Oh
40h
80h
BBh
FFh

Floppy

Valid for
Hard disk

yes
yes
yes

yes
yes
yes

yes

yes
yes
yes
no

Valid for

no
no
no
yes
yes
yes
no

yes
yes
yes
no
no

yes
yes
yes
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F.3 Hard Disk Drive Parameter Table
AT-Controller

XT-Controller

Precompensation
Max. EGG Burst Lenath
Control Byte’)
Standard Time-out Valuez)
Time-out Value for Formattin@
rime-out Value for Drive Checks
Reserved

OGh Number of Cylinders

(Word)

O*h Number of Heads
03h Reserved

(8Vte)
(Word)

wh Landing Zone for Head Parking

(Word)

f Bvte)
(Byte]
(Bvie]
(Byte)

t vt)
(4 BzeI)

Ofh ” Bit 0..2: Drive Option
Bit 3..5: Null
Bit 6
l=ECC Retries Disabled
Bit 71
l=Seek Retries Disabled
?’ in Timer Ticks

Oeh Number of Sectors per Track
0fh Reserved
” Btt 0..2: Reserved
Bit 3: l=more than 8 Heads
Bit 4: Reserved
Bit 5: l=Defect List at MaxCylinder+l
Bit 6: l=ECC Retries Disabled
Bit 7: l=Seek Retries Disabled

F.4 Format Buffer
Offset

Size

Contents

OOh
Olh
02h
03h

byte
byte
byte

track of sector to format
head of sector to format
sector number
number of bytes per sector*)

byte

l ) 0=128. 1~256, 2~512, 3=1024
-

F.5 Floppy Disk Parameter Table
The parameter table is located in the DOS data area at address 5022h
Offset

Size

Content

OOh
Olh
02h
03h
04h
05h
06h
07h
08h
09h
OAh

byte

first specification byte”
second specification byte”
number of timer pulses until drive motor I; off
number of bytes per secto?’
sectors per track4’
gap length in bytes’
data length in byte6’
gap length for formattmg”
fill byte for formatting*’
head settle time after seek [ms]”
motor start time in l/8 seconds

byte
byte
byte
byte
byte
byte
byte
byte
byte
byte

(Byte)
(Byte\
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r

l1 Bit 7..4: Step Rate [ms]
Entry

.

Bit 3..0: Head Unload Time [ms]

Data Transfer Rate

%

2h

2, Bit 7..1: Head Load Time Im! $1

Bit 0: O=Dala Transfer Via DMA
1 -Data Transfer Not Via DMA
Data

31 0=128. 1=256, 2=512, 3=1024
“) 08h=8 Sectors/Track. 09h=9 Sectors/Track
15h=l5 Sectors/Track, 18h=l8 Sectors/Track
51 lbh for 1.2 Mbyte and 1.44 Mbyte, 2ah else
5) Don't Care, Mostly ffh
‘I 50h for 360 kbyten20 kbyte, 54h for 1.2 Mbyte
6ch for 1.44 Mbyte
‘I Standard: f6h Corresponding to ‘+’
91 Standard: Ofh

Transfer Rates:

250 J&it/s:

360 kbyte 5'1~: floppy in 360 kbyte drive
720 kbyte 3'/1' floppy in 1.44 Mbyte drive
720 kbyte 3'h" floppy in 720 kbyte drive

300 !&it,s:

720 kbyte 3*/z" floppy in 720 kbyte drive
360 kbyte 5l/a" floppy in 1.2 Mbyte drive

500 kbit/s:

1.2 Mbyte 51/s" floppy in 1.2 !4byta drive
1.44 Mbyte 5'1.' floppy in 1.44 Ubyte

drive

G Floppy Disk Controllers
G.l The Commands
The specifications cylinder, head, sector number, and sector size are called the sector identification.

Before you can transfer a command byte or read a status byte in the result phase, you must
read bit MRQ in the main status register to determine whether the data register is ready to
receive or supply a byte.
All command and status bytes are transferred via the data register (port 3f7h or 377h).
The transfer of the read data or data to be written between main memory and controller
is normally done via DMA; for this you have to program the DMA controller before the
transfer of a command.
Read and write commands concern all sectors from the start sector up to the end of the track;
you can abort the read or write operation earlier by setting the count value of the DMA
controller such that the DMA chip issues a TC signal after the desired number of sectors, or
by setting the command byte track length/max. sector number to a value which indicates the
last sector to be handled.
If you set the multiple track bit M the controller executes the specified command not only
for the programmed head but for the other head (i.e. for the opposite disk side) too; after the
end of the track corresponding to tl& programmed head, the controller continues with the
beginning of the track on the other disk side.
After command completion the status registers ST0 to ST3 contain status information which
helps you to confirm the correct execution of the command, or to determine the cause of an
error.
In advance of a read, write, or format operation, you first have to fix the drive format.
The commands are divided into data transfer commands, control commands and extended
commands, which are available on an AT or E/2.

G.l.l List of Valid Commands
- Data transfer commands
read sector
read deleted sector
write sector
write deleted sector
read complete track
format track
1167
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Control commands
read identification
calibrate drive
check interrupt status
fix drive data
check drive status
seek
invalid command

- Extended commands
verify
determine controller version
seek relative
register summary

G.1.2 Data Transfer Commands
Read Sector (x6h)
This command reads one or more sectors with a valid data address mark from disk and transfers the data into main memory.
Command Phase
Sit 7
6 5 4 3 2 1 0
We
MFSOOllO
0
,xxxx X HD DR,Db
Cylinder
2
Head
3
Sector Number
4
Sector Size
5
Track Length/Max. Sector Number
6
Length of GAP3
7
6

M:

I

Data Lenoth
multi track

operation

O=carry Out single track 0Qerati.X.
OQeratiOn
FM or MFM recording method
l=MPM (standard)
0-E-M
skip mode
S:
l=akiQ deleted data address marks O=do not skip
head number (always equal head address in byte 3)
HD:
DRl, DR2: drive
lO=drive 2 (C)
ll.drive 3 (D)
OO=drive 0 (A)
Ol=drive 1 (El)
cylinder, head, sector number: address of first sector to read
7=16 kbytea
I=256 bytes
2=512 bytes
...
sector size: 0=128 bytes
track length/max. sector number: number of sectors per track or max. sector number, for which
the command shall be carried out
length of DAP 3: standard value=42, minimal value=32 (5 l/4") or standard value=27 (3 l/2")
length of data to read in bytes (only valid if sector size-00). else equal ffh
data length:
l=carry out cylinder

F:

Floppy Disk Controllers
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Result Phase
0

7

STO, STl, ST2: status
cylinder,

register 0 to 2 (see 0.2)

head, sector number, sector size: sector identification according to Table

G.1

Read Deleted Sector (xch)
This command reads one sector with a deleted data address mark from disk and transfers the
data into main memory. Sectors with a correct data address mark cannot be accessed by means
of this command.
Command Phase

Sector Number

M:

multi track operation

P:

FM or MEW

HD:

head number (always equal

1.carr-y out cylinder cqeration
l&PI4

O=carry out single track operation

recording method

(standard)

O-FM
head address in byte 3,

DRI. DRO: drive
OO=drive 0 (A)
cylinder,

Olxlrive 1 (El,

lO=drive

2 (C)

llzdrive 3 (D)

head, sector number: address of first sector to read

sector size: 0.128 bytes
track lengthlmax.

1=256

bytes

2=512

sector number: number of

bytes

...

7=16

kbytes

sectors De= track or max. sector number, for which

the command shall be carried out
length of GAP 3: standard
data

length:

value.42, minimal

value-32

(5 l/4") or standard value.27 (3

length of data to reed in bytes (only valid if sector

size=001.

l/2")

else equal ffh

,
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Result Phase

STO, STl, ST2: status register 0 to 2 (see G.2)
cylinder, bead, sector number, sector size: sector identification according to Table 0.1

Write Sector (x5h)
This command transfers the data to be written from main memory to the controller, and writes
one or more sectors with valid data address marks onto the disk.
Command Phase

track operation
Ozcarry out single track operation
l=carry out cylinder operation
FM or MFM recording method
P:
O=FM
I=MFM (standard)
head number (always equal head address in byte 3)
Em:
DRl, DRO: drive
llzdrive 3 (D)
lO=drive 2 (C)
Ol.drive 1 (B)
OO=drive 0 (A)
cylinder, head, sector number: address of first sector to write
2=512 bytes
7=16 kbytes
1.256 bytes
...
sector size: O-128 bytes
track langth/max. sector number: number of sector8 per track or max. sector number. for which
the command shall be carried o"t
length of GAP 3: standard value=42, minimal value=32 (5 l/4') or standard value=27 (3 112")
length of data to write inbytes (only valid if sector size=OO), else ewal ffb
data length:

H:

multi

Floppy Disk Controllers
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Result Phase
7

5
6

/

Sector Number
Sector Size

/

I

STO, STl, ST2: status register 0 to 2 (see G.2)
cylinder,

head,

sector

number, sector

size:

sector

identification

according

to

Table

G.l

Write Deleted Sector (x9h)
This command transfers the data to be written from main memory to the controller, and writes
one or more sectors onto disk. Simultaneously, the data address mark of the sector concerned
is deleted so that this sector can be accessed only by the read deleted sector command.
Command Phase

M:

multi track

operation

l=carry out

cylinder

O=carry o"t

FM or MPM

SD:

head number (always equal head address in byte 3)

1.MK.l
DRl,

recording

operation

F:

single

track

operation

method

(standard)

O=FM

DRO: drive
OO=drive 0 (A)

Ol=drive 1 (B)

lO.drive 2 (C)

ll=drive 3 (D)

cylinder, head, sector number: address of first sector to write
sector size: 0=128
track length/mu.

bytes

1.256

bytes

2=512

bytes

sector number: number of sectors

...

7=16 kbytea

9er track or max. sector number, for which

the command shall be carried out
length of GAP 3: standard valuez42,
data

length:

minimal value.32 (5 l/4') or standard value-27 (3

length of data to write in bytes (only valid if sector

l/2')

size=OO), else equal ffh
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Result Phase
7

0

0

1

ST0
ST1

2
3

ST2
Cylinder

4
5
F!

Head
Sector Number
Smtor Sk

‘

STO, STI, ST2: status register 0 to 2 (see G.2)
cylinder, head, sector number, sector size: sector identification according to Table G.1

Read Track (x2h)
This command reads the data of one complete track, starting with the first sector after the index
address mark (IDAM), sector by sector without attention to the logical sector number which is
given in the ID address mark. The track is regarded as a contiguous data block, and multi-track
operations are not allowed; the command is limited to one single disk side. The read operation
starts as soon as a signal on the IDX line indicates the passing of the index hole, that is, the
beginning of the track. Note that the available read buffer in main memory is large enough to
accommodate all sectors of the track continuously. The sector specification in the command
phase is ignored.
Command Phase

2

(

Cylinder

FM or MEW recording method
l-MFM (standard)
O=FM
skip mode
s:
l=skip deleted data address marks O=do not skip
IiD:
head number (always ecrual head address in byte 3)
DRI, DRO: drive
OO.drive 0 (A)
ll=drive 3 (D)
Ol=drive 1 (B)
lO.drive 2 (C)
cylinder, head, Bettor number: address of first sector to read, but sector number is ignored
here
2=512 bytes
...
7=16 kbytes
eector size: 0.128 bytes
1.256 bytes
track lengthlmx. sector number: number of sectors per track OX IMX. sector number, for which
the command shall be carried out
length of GAP 3: standard value=42, minimal value.32 (5 l/4") or etandard value.27 (3 112")
data length:
length of data to read in bytes (only valid if sector size=OO), else ewal ffh
P:
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Result Phase

‘sio

1

1
7 I

ST1
ST7

STl. S T 2 : statue r e g i s t e r 0 t o 2 (Bee 0.2)

S T O .

cylinder, head, sector

n&r, sector size: sector

identification according to Table 0.1

Format Track (xdh)

This command formats one track. For each sector of the track to be formatted you have to
provide a 4 byte format buffer which holds the sector identification of the corresponding sector
(see Figure G.l). Note that you specify a sufficiently large and continuous format buffer for all
sectors of the track. Before issuing the command you have to program the DMA control so that
the controller can read the format buffer data successively via DMA channel 2. Alternatively
you can transfer the format data by means of interrupt-driven data exchange; the controller
issues a hardware interrupt before formatting each sector. The handler then may transfer the 4
byte format information for the sector to be formatted next. The formatting starts after the drive
has indicated the beginning of the track by providing a signal on the line IDX at the time the
index hole passes through the photosensor. The sectors are formatted continuously until the
drive indicates again the passage of the index hole by a signal on the IDX line. For the formatting process the length of GAP is larger than is the case for reading or writing data. The bytes
cylinder, head, sector number, and sector size don’t have any meaning in the result phase here,
but you have to read them out before you can program a new command.
Command Phase

P:

FM or MFM
l&G'l.,

head number (always egual head address in byte 31

HD:
DRl,

recording method

(atandard)O.FM

DRO: drive
OO=drive

BeCtOr

size:

track

length:

0 (A)

1 (a)

l-256 bytea

lO=drive 2 (C)
2~512

bytes

11xdrive 3 (D)
...

7.16 kbytee

number of sectors per track

length of GAP 3: standard
fill byte:

Ol=drive

0~128 bytee

value=BO (5 l/4') or 84 (3 l/2')

byte to fill the sector's data area of the sectors (standard.Of6h
corresponding

to

"*"j

.
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Result Phase

STO, STl, ST2: statue register 0 to 2 (see G.2)
cylinder, head, sector

OQh
Olh

Track

02h

Sector Number

03h

sector size11
t

number,

sector size: invalid values, but have to be read in advance of
a new command

Head

'I 0=128 bytes, 1=256 bytes, 2=512 bytes,..., 7=16 kbytes

Figure G.1: Format buffer for one sector.

G.1.3 Control Commands
Read Sector Identification (xah)
This command reads the sector identification of the first ID address mark which the controller
is able to detect. Thus you can determine the current position of the read/write head. If the
controller cannot read any ID address mark between two pulses on the IDX line (that is, after
a complete disk revolution), it issues an error message. The bytes cylinder, head, sector number
and sector size in the result phase characterize the read sector identification.
Command Phase
Sit
7
6
5
4
3
2
1 0
Byte
00F001010
IXXXXX Hn rm.nR

P:

FM or MFM
lAWI

recording

method
O.pM

(standard)

HD:

heed number (always equal head address in byte

ml, DRO:

drive
OO-drive 0 (A)

Ol.drive 1 (B)

3)

lO.drive 2 (C)

ll.drive 3 (D)
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Result Phase

5
6

j

1

Sector Number
Size

Sector

I

STO, STl, ST2: status register 0 to 2 (see 0.2)
cylinder, head, sector number, sector size: erector

identification

read

Calibrate Drive (x7h)
This command moves the read/write head to cylinder 0. If a seek error occurred in the course
of a sector access you can move the head to an absolute cylinder to calibrate the drive again.
The command doesn’t implement a result phase, but issues an interrupt after completion.
Immediately afterwards you should use the command check interrupt status to determine the
status information of the calibration operation.
The controller executes the command by setting the DIR signal to 0, passing the drive 79 step
pulses at most, and checking the signal TRKO of the drive after each step pulse. If the signal is
active (that is, the head is on track 01, the controller sets bit SE in status register 0 and aborts
the command. If the signal TRKO is not active even after 79 step pulses, the controller sets bits
SE and EC in status register 0 and terminates the command. To calibrate the drive you may have
to issue several calibration commands. That’s especially true for floppy drives which handle
more than 80 tracks. After completion of the command you should always determine, by means
of a command check interrupt status, whether the head is correctly positioned over track 0. After
power-up a calibration command is necessary to initialize the head position correctly.
Command Phase

DRl, DRO:

drive
OO.drive 0 (A)

Okdrive 1 (B)

lO.drive 2 (C)

ll=drive 3 (D)

Check Interrupt Status fx8hl
This command returns status information about the controller state in the result phase if the
controller has issued an interrupt. Interrupts are issued:
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at the beginning of the result phase of the commands
read sector
read deleted sector
write sector
write deleted sector
read track
format track
read sector identification
verify
after completion of the following commands without the result phase
calibrate drive
seek
seek relative
for data exchange between main memory and controller, when interrupt-driven data
exchange is effective and the controller doesn’t use DMA.
The command resets the interrupt signal and determines the source of the interrupt via status
register STO. If you issue the command and no interrupt is pending, the status register ST0
returns a value 80h corresponding to the message invalid command.
Command Phase
Bit
Byte

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

0

n

n

n

1

n

n

n

Result Phase
7
0 I
1 1

STCI: etatUQ

0

ST0
Current Cylinder

register

current cylinder:

c

0 (see 0.2)

current

position

of

read/write

head

Fix Drive Data (x3h)

With this command you pass the controller mechanical control data for the connected drives.
Note that the effective values are also dependent on the selected data transfer rate. With a
PC/XT controller the values are fixed, because the data transfer rate cannot be programmed and
doesn’t vary in this case. The command doesn’t have a result phase.
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Command Phase

m-r
Step Rate [ms]

Entry
Oh

:“h

eh
fh

NDM: Non-DMA Mode
O=Data Transfer Via DMA
l=Data Transfer Not Via DMA

Head Unload Time [ms]

Data Transfer Rate
1M 5GOk300k250
8.0
7.5
7.0
_,.
1 .o
0.5

16
26.7
15
25.0
14
23.3
..,
2
3.3
Ill.7

32
30
26
4’
7

Head Load Time [ms]

Check Drive Status (x4h)
In the result phase the command provides status information concerning the state of the
connected drives.
Command Phase

head number
DRl, DRO: drive
OO=drive 0 (A)

HD:

Ol=drive 1 (B)

lO=drive 2 (C)

llzdrive 3 (D)

Result Phase

ST3: status regieter 3 with drive information (see G.2)

Park Read/Write Head (xfh)
This command moves the read/write head to the park cylinder. For command execution the
controller compares the current cylinder number with the programmed number, sets the direction signal (DIR) for the drive accordingly, and issues step pulses until both cylinder numbers
coincide. The command has no result phase; you should therefore verify the head position
immediately after command completion with the clzeck interrupt status command.
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Command Phase

head

IiD:

number

DR1, DRO: drive
Okdrive 1 (8)
lO=drive 2 (C)
OO.drive 0 (A)
cylinder: cylinder where the head should be moved to

ll=drive 3 (D)

Invalid Command
If you specify an invalid opcode, the controller switches to a standby state and sets bit 7 of status
register ST3. The same applies if you issue a check interrupt status command and no interrupt is
pending.
Command Phase

Result Phase
7
Lo

I

0
ST0

c

STO: status register 0 with entry 80h (see 0.2)

G.1.4 Extended Commands
Verify fx16h)
This command reads one or more sectors with valid data address marks from disk, calculates
the CRC check sum, and compares the calculated and the read CRC values to check the internal
consistency of the data. The command therefore behaves like a read command without data
transfer to main memory. Thus the command cannot be aborted by a TC signal from the DMA
controller. On the other hand, you must set bit EC to <cl)) to issue an implicit TC signal when
the count value data length/verify sectors is decremented to 0. Data length/verify sectors therefore
indicates the number of sectors to be verified; a value OOh checks 256 sectors. If you set EC equal
to 0, you should give data length/verify sectors a value of ffh.
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Command Phase

EC

1
2

x x x

X H D DR, D&
Cylinder

Head
Sector Number
Sector Size

3
4
5
6

Track Length/Max. Sector Number
Length of GAP3
Data enothNerifv Sectors

7
A

I

multi

M:

track

1=carIy o"t
FM or MFM
l.MFM

operation
cylinder

operation

O=carry out single track operation

recording method
O=pM

(standard)

skip mode
l=skip

deleted data address marks O-do not skip

enable

count

value

l=command byte 8 specifies the number of sectors to verify
O-command byte 8 specifies the data length if sector size=00
head number (always equal head address in byte 3)
drive
OO=drive 0 (A)

Olzdrive 1 (B)

lO=drive 2 (C)

ll.drive 3 (D)

cylinder,

head, sector number: address of first sector to verify
7=16 kbytes
1=256 bytes
2.512 bytes
sector size: 0=128 bytes

...

'crack length/w. sector number:

number of sectors De,Z track or. max. sector number, for which
the command shall be carried out

length of GAP 3: standard value=42,

minimal value=32 (5 l/4") or standard value=27 (3 112')

data length/verify sectors: length of data to verify in bytes
(valid only if sector size.00) if EC=0 or
number of eectors to verify if EC=1

Result Phase
7

6

/

0

Sector Number

Sector Sm

I

STO, STl, ST2: status register 0 to 2 (see G.2)
cylinder, head, sector number, Bettor size: sector

identification

according

to

Table G.l
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Determine Controller Version (xlOh)
This command determines whether an extended controller which supports the extended commands is’inslalled. A normal pPD765 regards the command code 00010000 as invalid opcode,
and issues an error message.
,
Command Phase

Result Phase (only if an extended controller is installed)

Seek Relative (lxfh)
This command moves the read/write head relative to the current cylinder. The command doesn’t
have a result phase.
Command Phase
Bit

7

6

5

we
/
i4ul'
0
1 DIR 0
0
1
l1
1
,xxxx
X HD DR,D&

Cylinder step

2

DIR:

step

direction

l=to inner (to larger cylinder numbers)
HD:

O=to

outer (to smaller cylinder numbers)

head

number

ml, DRO: drive
OO-drive 0 (A)

Ol=drive 1 (B)

lO=drive 2 (C)

ll.drive 3 CD)

cylinder step: number of cylinders to step

Register Dump (Ofh)

This command reads internal controller registers, and provides their values in the result phase.
Command Phase
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Result Phase
7
01

current

4

3

0

I',
Current
Cvlinder",'b
DR

r

cylinder DR,, DR,, DR,, DR,:

cylinder where the read/write head is

currently

positioned

step time, head unload time, head load time: mechanical characteristics which are set by the
command fix drive data
W: non-DMA mode
l=DMA

disabled

O=DMA

number of sectora,track

enabled

length: number of sectors per track

M

HD,,

Last sector affected
by command

0

0

0
0
0
1
1
1
1

0
1
1
0
0
1
1

before
end of
before
end of
before
end of
before
end of

end of
track
end of
track
end of
track
end of
track

track
track
track
track

HD,,: programmed head
5: programmed sector
HD,,q: inverted value of HD,,,

Table

Sector identification in the result phase
Cylinder
Sector
Sector size
Head

cyl,,,: programmed cylinder
SIZ~,,~: programmed sector size
corresponding to opposw head

G.1: Sector idenfificatio?l iv1 the rrs~lt phase

G.2 Status Registers ST0 to ST3
The indicated status

values are valid only if the corresponding status bit is set.

Status Register ST0
m
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IC,, IC,: interrupt code
-

00 = normal termination of controller command; the command was executed correctly and
without any error

- 01 = abnormal termination of the command; the controller has started the command execution but was not able to terminate it correctly
- 10 = invalid command; the controller did not start command execution
- 11= abnormal termination by polling
SE: seek end

- The controller has terminated a seek or calibration command or has correctly executed a read
or write command with implicit seek.
UC: unit check

- In a calibration command the TRKO signal from the drive was not set after 79 step pulses,
thus the head did not reach track 0 after 79 pulses.
NR: drive not ready
HD: currently active head
_

l=head lO=head 0

US,, US,: currently selected drive (unit select)
-

00 = drive 0 (A:) 01 = drive 1 (B:)
10 = drive 2 (C:) 11 = drive 3 (D:)

Status Register ST1
~@igq
EN: end of cylinder

_ The controller attempted to access a sector after the end of the track, that is, the last sector
of the track. EN is set if, after a read or write command, no external or implicit TC signal
is issued before the sector count exceeds the end of the track.
xx: bit unused; value always equal to 0
DE: data error

- The controller detected an error in the ID address field or the data field of a sector.
TO: time-out

- The controller did not receive a signal from the DMA controller or the CPU within the
required time period.

I;

$.
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NDAT: no data
- The controller cannot find the addressed sector in a read sector or read deleted sector command.
- The controller cannot read the ID address mark in a read identification command without
error.
_ The controller cannot determine the sector sequence in a read track command correctly.

NW: not writable
- The write-protection signal of the drive is active, that is, the disk is write-protected while the
controller is executing a write command.
NID: no address mark
- The controller did not find an ID address mark after two IDX pulses, that is, one complete
disk revolution.
- The controller cannot find a data address mark DAM or a deleted data address mark DAM
on the specified track.
1 Status Register ST2

xx: bit unused; value always equal to 0
DADM: deleted address mark
- The controller detected a deleted data address mark DAM “when executing a read sector
command.
- The controller detected a valid data address mark DAM when executing a read deleted sector
command.
CRCE: CRC error in data field
- The controller detected a CRC error in the data field of the sector.
WCYL: wrong cylinder
-

The contents of the track address in the ID address mark differs from the track address in
the controller.

SEQ: seek equal
- With a pPD765 the condition seek equal is fulfilled.
- Otherwise SGL is not used and is always equal to 0.
SERR: seek error
- With a pPD765 the controller did not find the corresponding sector when seeking on the
cylinder.
I
’ - Otherwise SERR is not used and is always equal to 0.
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BCYL: bad cylinder
_

The track address in the ID address mark differs from the track address in the controller. The
value is equal ffh and indicates a bad track with a physical error according to the IBM soft
,
sector format.

NDAM: not data address mark DAM
-

The controller cannot find a valid or deleted data address mark DAM.

Status Register ST3
The bits in the status register ST3 directly indicate the state of the control lines of the selected
drive.
7

6

5

4

3

2

1

0

-1

ESIG: error
-

With a uPD765 the error signal of the drive is active, that is, an error has occurred.
Otherwise ESIG is not used and is always equal to 0.

WPDR: write-protection
-

The write-protection line is active, thus the inserted disk is write-protected.

RDY: ready
-

With a pPD765 the ready‘ signal of the drive is active, that is, the drive is ready.
Otherwise RDY is not used and is always equal to 1, thus the drive is always ready.

TRKO: track 0
-

The TRKG signal of the drive is active, thus the head is above track 0.

DSDR: double sided drive
-

The DSDR signal of the drive is active, thus the drive is double sided.

HDDR: head
-

The bit indicates the status of the HDSEL signal of the drive: 1 = head 1 active, 0 = head 0
active.

DSl, DSO: drive select
-

Both bits indicate the status of the select signals DSl and DSO of the drive: 00 = drive 0 (A:),
01 = drive 1 (B:), 10 = drive 2 CC:), 11= drive 3 (D:).

H Hard Disk Drive Controllers
H.l The IDE Interface Commands
The specifications cylinder, head, sector number and sector size are called the

sector ihti-

jWiO?L

The data and status registers are together called the AT task file.
Before you can access a register you have to determine whether the BSY bit in the status
register flf7h) is cleared.
The transfer of a command byte to the command register (lf7h) starts the corresponding
command; therefore you have to load the parameter registers with the necessary values in
advance.
All sector and format data is read and written via the data register (IfOh) by means of
programmed I/O (PIO); a data exchange is only possible if the BSY bit in the status register
is cleared and the DRQ bit is set.
The DRQ bit remains set until the sector, format and, eventually, ECC data are completely
read or written.
Read and write commands can last across several sectors, starting with the start sector if the
value in the sector number register (lflh) is larger than 1; a value of 0 in this register means
that the corresponding command is executed for 256 sectors.
After command completion, the status register (lf7h) and, eventually, the error register
(lflh) contain status information, which enables you to confirm the correct execution of the
command or to determine the reason for a malfunction or command abortion.
If erroneous read data is correctable by the ECC bytes, the controller sets the CORR error bit
in the status register (If/h), but the command execution is not aborted.
The sector identification after command completion or abortion indicates the last handled
sector or the sector where the error occurred, respectively.
Most IDE hard disks can be operated in native and translation mode: in native mode the
logical drive geometry coincides with the physical geometry; in translation mode the translation logic of the controller translates the physical geometry to a completely different logical
geometry.
Be careful when using the format command because drives in translation mode can behave
unpredictably if you program this command; the IDE hard disk comes preformatted with the
best interleave factor; the dynamic bad sector remapping remaps defect sectors to good ones,
and later reformatting of the drive is therefore unnecessary.
The multiple sector commands read sector and
before or after processing each sector.

write secbr

issue an interrupt 76h via IRQ14
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-

The result phase of each command starts with a hardware interrupt via IRQ14.

-

The IDE interface supports two physical drives at most; the master (drive select 0) and the
slave (drive select 1).

-

For the IDE interface, the eight’commands of the original AT are required; in H.1.4 you will
find the additional optional commands that were introduced with the new IDE specification.

H.l.l Summary of the Listed Commands
- required commands
calibrate drive
read sector
write sector
verify sector
format track
seek
diagnostics
set drive parameters
-

optional commands
read sector buffer
write sector buffer
identify drive

H.1.2 Required Commands
Calibrate Drive flxh)
This command moves the read/write heads to cylinder 0. After issuing the command by transferring the command byte to the command register, the controller sets the BSY bit in the status
register and moves the head to track 0. When the seek is complete the controller clears the BSY
bit and issues a hardware interrupt via IRQl4. After a seek error, the command can be used to
recalibrate the drive.
Command Phase
AT Task File

Ftegtster

Command

(117h)

:

Bit
j6/514/312jlLO
0
0
1
x x x x
n

X:

Y

”

v a l u e s ineignificant (recomlnendation:

0)

DR”: d r i v e
l=SlaVe

0=IME!ter
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Result Phase

NTO:

l=track 0 not found

AFT:

command

l=command

aborted

O=conrmand

NID:

l=ID mark not found

DRY:

calibrated
l.slave

HD,-ED,: active

drive

head

(unchanged)

busy

P.DY:

ready

SKC:

seek

DRQ:

data request

ERR:

error
l=error

register

X:

unused,

invalid

l.driva

busy

O.drive not busy

ready

O=not

1=comp1ete
l-data

completed

O.no error

o-master

BSY:

l=drive

O.no error

abortion

can

O=in
be

transferred
contains

ready
progress
O=no

data access possible

additional

error

information

Read Sector (2xh)
This command reads l-256 sectors according to the value in the sector count register; a value of
0 means 256 sectors. The first sector is specified by the sector number, cylinder MSB, cylinder
LSB, and head registers. After transfer of the command code, the controller sets the BSY bit in
the status register, and the addressed drive carries out an implicit seek, activates the corresponding read/write head, and reads the sector, eventually together with the ECC bytes, into
the sector buffer. After the read of each sector the DRQ bit is set, and the controller issues a
hardware interrupt 76h via IRQ14. The interrupt handler transfers the sector data into main
memory. If all data words are transferred and at least one more sector is to be read, the controller sets the BSY bit again, clears DRQ and reads the next sector, etc. The sector identification
is automatically updated, and always indicates the currently processed sector.
If a non-correctable data error occurs, the controller aborts the command and the sector identification defines the sector with the error. If the data error can be corrected by the ECC bytes,
only the CORR bit in the status register is set, but the command is not aborted. If the long-bit
L is set the controller executes a read-long command and the sector data, together with its ECC
bytes, are read. In this case, the controller does not carry out an ECC check. DRQ is active until
the last ECC byte is read by the host. The ECC data is transferred byte by byte, all other data
is transferred word by word (16 bits).
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Command Phase

Cylnder MSB
Drive/Head

(lf5h) / 0
(116h)
1

1

0
0

0
0
0
0 c9 G3
1 DFtV H& H& HD, Hq

long-bit
O=only sector data is read
l=sector data and ECC bytes are read
retry disable
R:
l=automatic command retry is not executed
O=automatic command retry is executed
S,-S,:
*ector number
cylinder number (lo-bit binary number)
c,-c,:
DRV:
drive
l-slave
o=master
HD,-HD,: head number (binary number)
llll.head 15
OOOO=head 0
OOOl-head 1
OOlO=head 2
...
L:

Result Phase
AT Task File
Register
Error
Sector

811
716151413121110
(lflh) NCM x AET x
NID
x UNCEW

Number

(lf3h) S, S, S, S4 S, S2 S, So

~

l ' in the ca8e of command abortion, the register indicates the number of sectors still to be read
NDM: l=data address mark not found
o=no error
ABT: command abortion
l=command aborted
O=conmand completed
NID: l=ID mark not found
O=no error
O=no or correctable data error
IJNMC: l=uncorrectable data error
BBK: l=sector marked bad by host
o-no error
C,-C,, S,-S,. HD,-HD,: sector identification of sector last read
DRV : drive
l.=s1ave
oanaster
BSY: busy
O=drive not busy
l-drive is busy
RDY : ready
l=drive ready
O=not ready
DRQ : data
l=can be transferred
O.no data access possible
cm: correctable data error
l=occurred
O.no data error

Hard Disk Drive Controllers

lzerror register
X:

unused,

contains
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additional

error

information

invalid

Write Sector (3xh)
This command writes l-256 sectors according to the value in the sector count register onto disk.
The first sector is specified by the sector number, cylinder LSB, cylinder MSB, and head registers. After the transfer of the command code, the controller sets the BSY bit in the status register,
the addressed drive carries out an implicit seek and prepares the sector buffer for receiving the
write data from main memory. Afterwards, the controller sets the DRQ bit and clears the BSY
bit. The CPU now must transfer the sector data, eventually together with the ECC bytes, via the
data register (IfOh) into the sector buffer. When the write data is transferred the controller clears
the DRQ bit and sets the BSY bit again. Then the drive writes the data onto disk. If at least one
more sector is to be written, the controller sets the DRQ bit, clears the BSY bit, and issues a
hardware interrupt 76h via IRQ14. The interrupt handler now transfers the write data for the
next sector from main memory t6 the data register, etc. The sector identification is automatically
updated, and always indicates the current processed sector. After all sectors are written, the
controller once again issues an-interrupt via IRQ upon entering the result phase.
If a write error occurs, the controller aborts the command and the sector identification defines
the sector with the error. If the long-bit L is set the controller carries out a write-long command,
and the sector data together with the ECC bytes is written. In this case, the controller does not
generate the ECC byte itself, but writes the transferred byte onto disk without any change. DRQ
is active until the last ECC byte is transferred by the host. The ECC data is transferred byte by
byte, all other data is transferred word by word (16 bits).
Command Phase

AT Task Fdn

L:

Rit

long bit
lssector

R:

retry

data and ECC

bytes are written

O=only sector data is written

disable

l=automatic command retry is not executed
O.automatic command retry is executed
s,-s,:

sector number

c,-c,:

cylinder

DRY :

drive
l=L%lZW.3

number

(lo-bit

binary

number,

o=mastar

HD,-HD,: head number (binary number)
OOOO.head 0

OOOl=heed 1

OOlO.haad 2

...

llll-head 15
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Result Phase

l

' in the case of command abortion, the register indicates the number of sectore still to be

written
N7Bf: l=data
AN:

address mark not found

command

lxxmmand

error

O=conmand

aborted

o=no error

BBK: l=sector marked bad by host
C&-C,, .9,-S,, HII,-HD,: .sector

completed

o=no error

NID: l.ID mark not found

DR":

o.no

abortion

identification

of

sector

last

written

drive
O=IiW3teX

?.=slave
BSY: busy

O=drive not busy

&drive is busy
RDY:

ready
l.drive

O=not

ready

ready

WiT: write fault
o=no write fault

lzoccurred
IX-Q: data
l.can

be transferred

ERR:

error
l=error

register

LX:

unused,

invalid

O=no data access

contains

additional

possible

error

information

Verify Sector (4xh)
This command checks one or more sectors. The controller reads one or more sectors into the
sector buffer and performs the ECC check, but doesn’t transfer the read sector data to main
memory. Therefore, the check is carried out based on the ECC bytes only; the written sector data
is not compared with the data in an external buffer. At the beginning of the result phase, the
command generates a hardware interrupt 76h via IRQ14. Between the individual sector checks
no interrupts are issued.
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Command Phase

(lffh)

Bit
7~6~5~4~3~2~1~0
R
0
0
0
0
0
0
1

Sector Count (112h)
Sector
Number

Number of Sectors to Verify
(lf3h) S, S, S5 S., S, S, S, So

AT Task File
Register
Command

Cylinder
Cylinder

LSS (lf4h) C, Cs C5 C, CI C1 C, C0
MSB (lf5h) 0 0 0 0 0 0 Cs CB

Drive/Head

R:

s,-s,:
c,-c,:
DR” :

SD,-SD,:

(lf6h)

1

0

1

DFW H&H&HD,HCp

retry disable
l=automatic command retry is not executed
O=automatic command retry is executed
*ectclr number
cylinder number (lo-bit binary number)
drive
o=master
Lslave
head number (binary number)
OOlO=head 2
OOOl=head 1
OOOO=head 0

...

llll=head 15

Result Phase

l I in the case of command abortion, the register indicates the number of sectors still to be
verified
o=no error
NDM: l.data address mark not found
ABT: command abortion
O=command completed
l.command aborted
o=no error
MD: l=ID mark not found
O=no or correctable data error
DNC: Luncorrectable data error
o=no error
BBK: l.sector marked bad by host
c,-c,, q-s,, SD,-SD,: sector identification of sector verified last
DR": drive
l.slave
o=master
BSY: busy
O=drive not busy
l=drive itl busy
RDY: ready
O=not ready
l-drive ready
DRQ: data
l=can be transferred
O=no data acce8s possible
COR: correctable data error
O=no data error
l=occurred
ERR: error
l-error register contains additional error infonaation
X:
unused, invalid
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Format Track (50h)
This command formats one track of the hard disk. On most IDE drives the command can be
used in native and translation modes, but the behaviour is rather different in these modes.
In native mode a low-level formatting of the addressed track is carried out. Immediately after
you have passed the command byte, the controller sets the BSY bit and prepares the sector
buffer for receiving the format data from the CPU. Then the controller clears the BSY bit, sets
the DRQ bit, and waits for the transfer of 256 words with format data from the CPU. The CPU
may now transfer the data via the data register (IfOh) to the sector buffer. The format data
consists of two bytes for every sector of the track, where the low byte indicates the sector flag
and the high byte the sector number. A sector flag OOh means a sector to format normally; a
value 80h indicates a sector which has to be marked as bad. The format data is written into the
format buffer with the low byte, that is, the sector flag, first. Note that the format buffer always
has to contain 512 bytes, even if the number of sectors per track is less than 256. The remaining
format bytes are ignored by the controller, but have to be transferred so that the controller sets
the BSY bit and starts the format operation.
If the transfer of the format data is complete, the DRQ bit is cleared and the BSY bit is set. The
controller now starts the format operation of the addressed track. After detecting the index
pulse which indicates the physical beginning of the track, the ID fields of the sectors are rewritten and the sector data fields are filled with the byte values 6ch corresponding to the character
c(l>~. By means of the ID fields sectors or complete tracks can be marked as bad. After the
formatting, the controller clears the BSY bit and issues a hardware interrupt 76h via IRQ14.
For a format operation in native mode you must therefore know the physical drive geometry
very well. On a drive with zone recording, for example, it is absolutely necessary that you know
all the borders of the individual zones and the number of sectors of each zone. You must
transfer this number to the sector count register.
When formatting in translation mode the controller writes only the sector data filled with the
byte values 6ch; the ID marks are not changed. That is actually not a real formatting operation,
because the structure of the volume is not changed. For example it is not possible to adjust the
interleave value by this. For the number of sectors per track in this case you have to specify the
logical sector number per track; the borders of the zone recording are insignificant. With other
values most controllers respond with an error message ID mark not found and abort the formatting operation. In some cases, the controller can do something unpredictable. Low level formatting of IDE hard disks in translation mode is therefore very critical, and the normally very
useful tools such as DiskManager or PCTools are of no value. To overwrite all sectors with 512
bytes 6ch has the same effect as a format operation in translation mode.
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Command Phase

~
Cylinder

LSB

(114h) C7 Cc C, C4 C, C, C, Co

c,-c,:

cylinder number (lo-bit binary number)
drive
l=SlaVe
O=master
HD,-HD,: head number (binary number)
OOOO=head 0
OOOl=head 1
OOlO.head 2
mv:

...

llll=head 15

Result Phase

NEW: l=data address mark not found

;

o=no error
ABT: command abortion
l=comnd aborted
O=conmand completed
HID: l=ID mark not found
o=no error
C,-C,, .9-S,, HD,-HD,: sector identification of sector formatted last
DRV: drive
l=SZlFWt?
o.master
BSY: busy
l=drive is busy
O=drive not busy
RDY: ready
l-drive ready
O=not ready
DRQ: data
l=can be transferred
0x10 data access possible
ERR: error
l=error register contains additional error information
x: unused. invalid

Seek (7xh)
This command moves the read/write heads to the programmed track and selects the addressed
head. Immediately after transfer of the command code, the controller sets the BSY bit and
executes the seek. If the seek is completed correctly, the controller clears the BSY bit, sets the
SKC bit, and issues a hardware interrupt 76h via IRQl4. Note that the disk need not be format! ted for carrying out the command correctly. In translation mode the passed logical cylinder
i, number is converted to a physical cylinder number, and the head is moved to the physical
1 cylinder.
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Command Phase

Cylinder

L S B (114h) CT CS C5 Cd

C

~~

q-c,:

cylinder

DR":

drive

HD,-HD,:

head number (binary number)

X:

unused,

number

(lo-bit

binary number)

0=Ul?.L3ter

l=SlaVe

OOOO=head 0

OOOl=head 1

OOlO=bead 2

...

llll-head 15

invalid

Result Phase

~1

KM:

l=data

address mark uot

found

NTO: l=track 0 not found
AB'I':

command

o=no

error

abortion

l=command
NID: l=ID

o=no error

aborted

O-command

mark not found

C,-C,, HD,-HD,:

O=no

completed

error

track identification of sector where head is moved to

DEW: drive
1=s1ave

0=IlEltlter

BSY: busy
l=drive
RDY:

l=drive
SW:

is busy

O.drive not busy

ready

Osnot

ready
ready

seek
1=comp1ete

O=in

progress

DRQ: data
l=can
ERR:
X:

be

transferred

O.no data access

possible

error
l=error

register contains additional error

unused,

invalid

information

Diagnostics (90h)
This command starts the controller-internal diagnostics routine to check the controller ektronics. The CPU can issue this command if the BSY bit is cleared. The RDY bit concerns
only the drives, and is insignificant for the diagnostics command because only the conlroller
and not the mechanical drives are checked. Note that the diagnostic information is returned in
the error register (lflh). The meaning of the individual error bits differs from the normal case;
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furthermore, after the completion of the diagnostics command the ERR bit in the status register
(lf7h) is always equal to 0. The seven low-order bits in the error register contain a binary
diagnostics code for the master drive; the high-order bit indicates a summary error code for the
slave drive.
Command Phase
AT Task File
j615141312/1/0

Result Phase

slave

diagnostics

code

Ozslave o.k. or slave not present
l=error of slave in at least one diagnostics function
binary

master

diagnostics

code

l=master drive o.k.
Z=fomatting

circuit error in master drive

3=buffer error in master drive
4=ECC

logic error in master drive

S.microprocessor

error in master drive

6zinterface circuit error in master

drive

busy
l=drive is busy

O-drive

not busy

data
l=can
unused,

be transferred

O=no

data access possible

invalid

Set Drive Parameters (91h)

This command sets the logical geometry of the addressed drive. In the sector count register you
specify the number of logical sectors per logical track, and in the drive/head register you
specify the number of logical heads of the drive. In translation mode the translation logic of the
controller then translates the logical geometry to the real physical geometry of the drive. In
translation mode, the drive uses this logical geometry to carry out those commands involving
a disk access. The number of logical cylinders of the drive is an automatic result of the request
that the number of all logical sectors cannot be larger than the physical sectors actually present.
A change of the logical geometry of a hard disk, where data is already stored, inevitably results
in a complete data loss as the changed geometry destroys the logical structure of the file system.
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Command Phase

DR” :

drive

IID,-I-ID,:

number of logical heads of the drive

Ormaster

1.s1ave

Result Phase
AT Task File
Register

busy
O.drive not busy

l-drive is busy
ready
kdrive

O.not

ready

ready

PRO : data
l.can
XC:

be

unused,

transferred

O=no data access

possible

invalid

H.1.3 Optional Commands
The following three commands are supported by most of the IDE hard disk drives, although
they are optional commands and were not implemented in the original AT controller.
Read Sector Buffer (e4h)
This command reads out the contents of the controller’s sector buffer. Immediately after you
have passed the command code, the controller sets the BSY bit and prepares the buffer for a
read operation by the CPU. Afterwards, the BSY bit is cleared, the DRQ bit is set, and the
controller issues a hardware interrupt 76h via IRQ14. The CPU now can read the sector buffer
and transfer the data to main memory. The command serves mainly for checking the data path
between controller and main memory. You can use the command in self-programmed diagnostic routines to determine the source of drive faults.
Command Phase
AT Task File
Register
Command
Drive/Head
7
DR”:

(lfi’h)

Bit
71615j4j312jljO
1
0
0
1
1
1
0
0

(lf6h)

I

o

drive
l.RlWJE

o=master

I

DRV

x

x

x

x
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Result Phase
AT Task File
Register
(lf7h)

St&IS

BSY:

busy
l=drive

RDY:

7\6j5,4B;3,2,110
ESYFDY x
xDi=iQxxx

is busy

Ocdrive not busy

ready

O.not

ready
l=drive

DRQ:

data

X:

unused,

l=can

be transferred

ready
O=no

data access possible

invalid

Write Sector Buffer (e8h)
This command writes data into the controller’s sector buffer. Immediately after passing the
command code the controller sets the BSY bit and prepares the buffer for a write operation by
the CPU. Afterwards, the BSY bit is cleared, the DRQ bit is set, and the controller issues a
hardware interrupt 76h via IRQ14. The CPU can now transfer data from main memory to the
sector buffer. The command serves mainly for checking the data path between controller and
main memory. You can use the command in self-programmed diagnostic routines to determine
the source of drive faults.
Command Phase
AT Task File
Register
Command
(lf7h)
flf6hl
Drive/Head

DRV:

Bit
/6/51413121110
:
1
1
0
1
0
0
0
I
n
,n!=wx
x
x
x

drive
l=slWJe

o=master

Result Phase
AT Task File
Register
Status

BSY :

busy

RDY :

ready

DRO :

data

F.:

unused,

(lf7h)

Bit
716151413/211/O
[BSYFfDY
x x DRQ x x x

l=dsive ia busy
l=drive

ready

l.can be transferred

Czdrive
O=not

not busy

ready
O=no data acce88

possible

invalid

Identify Drive (ech)

,

This command reads parameters and other information from the addressed drive. Immediately
after you have passed the command code, the controller sets the BSY bit, loads the information
into the sector buffer, and prepares the buffer for a read operation by the CPU. Afterwards, the
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BSY bit is cleared, the DRQ bit is set, and the controller issues a hardware interrupt 76h via
IRQ14. The interrupt handler has to read all 256 data words of 16 bits each out of the sector
buffer. The structure df the 512 byte information is shown in Table H.l.
Command Phase
AT Task File
Register
C o m m a n d (lf7h)
(Iffih~
Drive/Head
DR”:

,
Bit
716/5/413/21110
1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0

, n , -I ‘I II II Y

drive

l.SlaVe

o=master

Result Phase
AT Task File
Bit
Register
7~6~5~4~3~2~1~0
flffh~ IBSYF(DY x XDlwX
x x
status
xx: busy
l.drive is busy
RDY: ready
l=drive ready
DRQ: data
l.can be transferred
unused, invalid
X:

O.drive not busy
O=not ready
O-no data access possible

Word’)

Meaning

00
01
02

configuratior?
number of physical cylinders
reserved
number of heads
number of unformatted bytes per physical track
number of unformatted bytes per sector
number of physical sectors per track
reserved for manufacturer
ASCII serial number
buffer type (01 h=one-way, OZh=bidirectional, 03h=cache buffer)
buffer size/5 12
number of ECC bytes which are transferred in
read/write-long operation
ASCII identification of controller firmware
ASCII model number
bit 0..7: number of sectors between two Interrupts (multiple sector
reads/writes only), bit 8.. 15: reserved
bit 0: 1=32-bit VO, O=no 32-bit VO. bit 7..1: reserved
bit 0..7: reserved, bit 8: l=DMA, O=no DMA, bit 9: l=LBA, O=no LBA
reserved

03
04
05
06
07-09
lo-19
20
21
22
23-26
27-46
47
48
49
50

Table H.1: Sector buffer identific&on irrformation
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Word”

Meaning

51
52
53
54
55
56
57-58
59
60-61
62
63
64-127
128-159
160-255

bit O..J: reserved, brt 6.15: PI0 cycle time (0=600 ns, 1=380 ns, 2=240 ns, 3=180 ns)
bit 0..7: reserved, bit 8..15: DMA cycle time CO=960 ns, 1=380 ns, 2=240 ns, 3=150 ns)
reserved
number of logical cylinders
number of logical heads
number of logrcal sectors per logical track
bytes per logical sector
bit 0..7: number of sectors between two interrupts, brt K.15: reserved
sectors addressable in LBA mode
single DMA: bit O..J=supported modes, brt 8..15=active mode
multiple DMA: bit O..7=supported modes, bit 8..15=active mode
reserved
manufacturer
resewed

‘) 16-bit words
” bit structure:
0

reserved

1

l=hard-sectored dwe

2

1 -soft-sectored

3

l=FiLL/ARLL

4

l=head w/Itch delay=1 5 ps

format

5

l=power-down mode implemented

6

l=hard disk

7

l=removable storage device drwe (usually CD-ROM)

8

l=internal data transfer rate < 5 Mbits/s

9

1=5 Mbits/s < data transfer rate < 10 Mbits/s

10

l=data transfer rate > 10 Mbits/s

11

l=rotatlon deviation > 0 5% (notebook)

12-15

reserved

Table H.l: cont.

; H.1.4 Optional IDE Commands
s
I In the following table you will find all IDE commands, together with the hex command codes,
s which are optional according to the newest IDE interface specification.
1
1
Command code
F Command
check for active, Idle, standby, sleep
identify drive
idle
idle Immediate
read sector buffer
read sector with DMA (with retry)
read sector with DMA (without retry)
read multiple sectors
set features
set multiple mode

I

98 e5
ec
97 e3
95 el
e4
ca
c9
c4
ef
c6
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Command

Command code

set sleep mode
set standby mode
standby immediate
,
write sector buffer
write sector with DMA (with retry)
write sector with DMA (wtthout retry)
write multtple sectors
wnte same sector
write verification
achnowledge medium change
lock drive door
unlock drive door
avallable for manufacturer
reserved

99 e6
96 e2
94 e0
e8
ca
cb
c5
e9
3c
db
de
df
9a. cO-c3, 8&8f, f5-f
all other codes

H.2 SCSI Commands
All reserved fields have to be set to 0.
LSB characterizes the least significant byte, MSB the most significant byte of a multiple byte
quantity.
The command codes are uniformly 6, 10 or 12 bytes long.
A command is executed in the following phases: transfer of the command code from the
initiator to the target in the command phase + transfer of the parameters and/or data from
the initiator to the target in the data-out phase -+ transfer of the result data from the target
to the initiator in the data-in phase + transfer of the status from the target to the initiator
in the status phase + transfer of messages from the target to the initiator in the message
phase.
LUN indicates the logical unit within one target or one logical unit which is connected to the
target. Examples are two hard disks (LLJNs) which are connected to one SCSI controller
(target).
SCSI manages all drives by means of so-called logicnl blocks which are contiguous and equal
in size. It is the job of the target to convert the logical block address, for example in the case
of a hard disk, into physical cylinder, head, and sector numbers.
The error codes are provided at two levels: as a status key which indicates the error group;
and the status code with a detailed error description.
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H.2.1 Summary of Listed Commands
Detailed are only the required and the most important optional SCSI commands for disk drives
(hard disks). An extensive discussion of all SCSI device classes would go far beyond the scope
of this book. If you are interested in programming scanners, CD-ROMs and other devices, I have
to direct you to the (now widely available) specialized literature on these topics. For disk drives
only 6 and 10 byte commands are available.
- 6-byte commands
test unit ready (OOh)
rezero unit (Olh)
request sense (03h)
format unit (04h)
reassign blocks (07h)
read (08h)
write (Oah)
seek (Obh)
inquiry (12h)
mode select (15h)
reserve (16h)
release (17h)
mode sense (lab)
start/stop (lbh)
send diagnostic (ldh)
- IO-byte commands
read capacity (25h)
read (28h)
write (2ah)
seek (2bh)
write and verify (2eh)
verify (2fh)
read defect data (37h)
write buffer (3bh)
read buffer (3ch)
read long (3eh)
write long (3fh)
change definition (40h)
mode select (55h)
mode sense (5ah)

i

The following table lists all SCSI-II commands for the ten device classes disk drive, tape drive,
printer, processor device, WORM, CD-ROM, scanner, optical storage device, media changer and
communication device. The column with the detailed SCSI commands is emboldened.
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Command

Length”

Code

Class”
DD TD Pr PD WO CD S C OS MC Co

Test Unit Ready
RewindlRezero Unit
Request Sense
Format/Format Unit
Read Block Limits
Reassign Blocks
Read
Write
Seek
Read Reverse
Write FilemarkGynchronize Buffer
Space
Inquiry
Venfy
Recover Buffered Data
Mode Select
Reserve
Release

6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10

OOh
Olh
03h
04h
05h
07h
08h
Oah
Obh
Ofh
10h
llh
12h
13h
14h
15h
16h
17h
18h
19h
lah
lbh
lch
ldh
leh
24h
25h
26h
28h
2ah
2bh
2ch
2dh
2eh
2fh
30h
32h
33h
34h
35h
36h
37h
38h
39h
3ah
3bh
3ch
3dh
3eh
3fh

x x x x x
0 X M- 0
x x x x x
X-O--

COPY
Erase
Mode Sense
Load/Unload/Scan/Stop/Start
Receive Diagnostic Results
Send Diagnostic
Present/Allow Medium Removal
Set Window
Get Window
Read Capacity
Read
Write
Seek
Erase
Read Updated Block
Write and Verify
Verify
Search Data High
Search Data Equal
Search Data Low
Set Limits
Synchronize Cache
Lock/Unlock Cache
Read Defect Data
Medium Scan
Compare
Copy and Venfy
Write Buffer
Read Buffer
Update Block
Read Long
Write Long

x
xx
x
x
0
-0
0
x
xx
x
x
--O--

M X M M M
M--MO M M - 0
--OM0 X MO 0
0
- 0
M X
0 xxx0 0
-0
MX
0
- 0 - O
O-OMMOMMMM--MM-_ _
_
M X O M O
M X M M M
M--x x x x x
x x x x x
M O M M M
M--MOOMMM---0 x 0 - 0
0
00
0
0
x x x - x
xxxox x x - x
xxxo0
0
00
0
0
00
- M X M M M
M--0
x 0 - 0
0
00
0
0
0
0
o0
0
00
- 0
0
00
0
0
00
0
0
x x x x x
x x x x x
00--o
0
-0
0
M__-MMX__- - -- O_ X-_-X
X-X_x - - - x
x
-x
0
o - - o
M-_-M - _ - O
O - _ - O

x x x 0
- o x 0
-0
0
_-O__-O_ _
--O__

o - - - o
0
-0
0
-0
o - - - o
0
-0
0
-0
0
-0
0-_--

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
-

-0
-0
-0
-0
-0
-0
-0
- O

-

-

0
0
0
0
0
0

- - o - 0
00
- ooo-0
00
0
0
o o o -0
- -

0
-0
o---o

0
-0
- --(_

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

00
00
00
00
-
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Command

Length”

Code

Class”
DD TD Pr PD WO CD S C OS MC Co

Change Definition
.Write Same
Read Sub-Channel
Read Tot
Read Header
Play Audio
Play Audio MSF
Play Audio Track index
Play Track Relative
Pause/Resume
Mode Select
Mode Sense
Move Medium/Play Audio
Exchange Medium
Read
Play Track Relative
Write
Erase
Write and Verify
Verify
Set Limits
Request Volume Address
Read Defect Data

10

40h
41h
42h
43h
44h
45h
47h
48h
49h
4bh
55h
5ah
a5h
a6h
a8h
a9h
aah
ach
aeh
afh
b3h
b5h
b7h

0 0 0 0 0
()____
- - -_ - -- - - -_
- - -- - -- -- -

0 0 0 0 0
_---o---0
-_
0
-()---0 -_ _
()
-()_-__
IJ
-- -

0
0
-

oo-- - - --

0
-

0
00
0
0
0
00
0
0
0
-x
--_ 0 o - o 0
o----

-

-

0
-

-

10
10
10
10

10
10
10
10
10
10
10
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12

0
0
-

-

-

0
0
-

0
0
0
- - - - ---_-

- o
-0

-

- - o o - o o - o - - 0
- -0 -

o
_
_

‘) length of SCSI command in bytes (6-byte. lo-byte, or 12.byte command)
” DD=disk drive, TD=tape

drive, Pr=printer, PD=processor dewce, WO=WORM. CD&D-ROM, Sc=Scanner, O&optical

storage. MC=medla changer, Cmommunicatlon device
X=requested,

O=optional,

M=manufacturer-specific

H.2.2 (i-byte Commands
Test Unit

Ready (OOh)

With this command you can determine whether the addressed target drive is ready. If so, the
target completes the command with the status everything o.k. A request sense command returns
only a no status. Note that the status key is valid only after an extended request sense command
to determine the cause of a not-ready state of the addressed drive.
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LUN:

logical unit number 0 to 7

P:

flag
l=return messages with flag, if L=l

I,:

O=messages

without flag

link
l&inked

commands

O=single

commands

Rezero Unit (Olh)
This command moves the target back to the zero position, that is, mostly to the beginning of the
drive. On a hard disk this means that the read/write heads are moved to track 0.
Bit

7

6

5

0
0
LUN

0

4

3

211

0

0

1

we
0
1
2
4

I
I

5

I

3

0

0

0

Reserved
Reserved
Resewed
Reserved
1

RPaPNaii

LUN:

logical

P:

flag

IA:

link

unit

1 F/I

number

0 to 7

Lreturn messages with flag, if L=l
l-linked

commands

Ozmessages

without flag

O=single comnds

Request Sense (03h)
This command instructs the target to return status data about the last executed command to the
initiator. The target aborts the transfer of the status data if all available bytes have been transmitted to the initiator, or if the allocation length is exhausted. Note that the status data is only
valid with a message check status for the preceding command as long as the target has not
received any further command.
The target transfers status data to the initiator during the course of a data-in phase. The status
data consist of an &byte header and additional status bytes in accordance with the preceding
command and the error.
Only with a sufficient allocation length can you be sure that all status bytes are transferred by
the target (specify a value of 255 here ). Whether and, if so, how many additional status bytes the
target transfers in an extended form depends upon the entry ndditional stat~ts let@ in byte 7 of
the status data. Table H.2 shows an example for the status, where the physical location of the
error is indicated. The returned status information is very extensive, so it is not detailed here.
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LW: logical unit number 0 to 7
Allocation Length: number of bytes which the initiator

reserves for the target's status data

054 status bytes (SCSI-I)

0~0 status bytes (SCSI-I I )
number of status bytes to transfer

1...255:
P:

flag

L:

link

l-return messages with flag, if L=l
l.linked

commands

O-single

O=messages

without flag

cormnands

Header
m

VAL:
Class:
Error Code:
Status Key:
Logical Block Address:
AdditIonal Status Length:

valid
l=logical block address (byte 3-6) valid &CBA not valid
error class. for extended status class equal to 7
for extended status equal to 0
error group, see H.2.4
identification of the block where the error occurred
number of additional status bytes

Additional Status Bytes (Example)
Byte
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15 val
16
17
16
19
20

L2’

1

CCdellt
Command Dependent
Command Dependent
Command Dependent
Command Dependent
Additional Status Code
Extended Status Code
FRU
Status Code Dependent
Status Code Dependent
Ftetnes
Physical Cylmder (MSB)
Physical Cylinder (LSB)
Physical Head
Physical Sector

Tnble H.2: St&us
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Format Unit (04h)
This command formats the whole drive by writing all ID and sector data fields. You must
specify the block size and the geometric drive parameters, such as sectors per track, etc., in
advance by a mode select cornman<. If you do not, the target uses the same parameters as for a
preformatted drive and the predetermined standard parameters for a non-formatted drive. Most
SCSI hard disks contain a so-called manufacturer defect list, stored in one or more reserved
tracks, which is managed by the controller. The target uses this list to correct the known defects
by reassigning blocks. If you reformat a hard disk which has been in use for a long time, it may
be possible that the function of the intelligent bad sector remapping has detected further defects
and has repaired them by reassigning blocks in the background. Such defect entries are called
a grown defect list, and are also stored in reserved tracks by the controller. In a format operation
the initiator may further transfer additional defect parameters in a data-out phase. The data
transferred by the initiator consists of a 4-byte header and zero or more 4-byte defect descriptors,
whose structure is shown in Table H.4. The format command can be executed in one of three
modes, which is determined by the bits FMT and CMP (Table H.3).
7
Bit
We
0 1
1 1

6

5

4

3

2

1

0

0 0 0 0 0 1 ~
L U N jFMT)X&+ef&FomMt

In??: logical unit number 0 to 7
FMT: format data
format mode, see Table H.3
CMP: complete
Defect Porn: defect list format
Interleave:
interleave value
O.atandard value (normally equal I)
valid values: 1 to (sectors per track - 1)
P:
flag
l=return messages with flag, if I,.1
O=messagea without flag
link
I,:
l=linked conrmanda
O=single commands
flag
P:
l=return messages with flag, if I,=1
O.messagea without flag
link
I,:
l=linked commnds
O-single commands
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FMT CMP ;;le;i :o;mat
0

Corn- Description
mand

x x x

x

P&G

1’1°1 Oxx I I
I ‘I ‘I Oxx I p I
P&G&i

Formatting with primary and grown defect list:
no data-out ohase wtth defect list from initiator
Formatting with primaly. grown and defect list from
nit&or: data-out phase with defect list from initiator.

I

Formatting with primary defect Ins! only; grown defect list is ignored;
no data-out phase with defect list from initiator.
I

Table H.3: FMT, CMP and defect list

Header

The entry length of defect list indicates the total number of bytes in the following defect descriptors
Descriptor
Byte

Content

0
1

Defect Block Address (MSB)
Defect Block Address
Defect Block Address

2
3

Defect Block Address (LSB)

1

Table H.4: fnitiator defect list
Reassign Blocks (0%)
This command instructs the target to replace defect logical blocks by intact blocks in a certain
area of the drive which is reserved for this pupose. The initiator passes to the target a defect
list which contains the blocks to reassign. The defect blocks are thus mapped to intact blocks so
that all further accesses are diverted to the intact blocks. The data in the defect blocks is lost.
If the capacity of the drive is not sufficient to reassign all specified defect blocks, the command
aborts with a check status and the error key is set to medium error. The target automatically adds
all blocks reassigned by this command to the known defect list. The defect list, which is transferred in a data-out phase by the initiator, consists of a 4 byte header followed by one or more
defect descriptors with a length of 4 bytes each. The structure of head and descriptor is shown
in Table H.5.
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LUN:

logical

P:

flag

unit

to 7

number 0

l=return messages with flag, if L=l
LX:

O=messages

without flag

link
l=linked comands

O=single

commands

Descriptor

w
Lenoth of Defect List lLSR\

The entry length of defect list indicates the total number of the bytes in the following defect descriptors.
Descriptor
0

Defect Lo ical Block Address MSB

fi
3

Defect Loaical Block Address fLSBI

Read (08h)
This command instructs the target to read one or more blocks from the drive, and to transfer
the data in a data-in phase to the initiator.

‘4
5

I
j

Transfer Length
Reserved

j

F / L
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Lmi: logical unit number 0 to I
Logical Block Address: number of block to read first
Tranefer

Length: number of logical blocks to read

flag

F:

l=retum messages with flag, if L-1

O=messages

without flag

link

L:

l=linked comnands

O=single

commands

Write (Oah)
This command instructs the target to receive one or more blocks from the initiator in a data-out
phase, and to write them onto the medium.

3

)

4
5

/
I

Logical Block Address (LSB)
Transfer Length

Rnserved

IFll

LITN: logical unit number 0 to 7
Logical Block Address: number of block to write first
Transfer Length: number of logical blocks to write
P:

flag
l=return messages with flag, if L=I.

L:

Oenessages

without flag

link
l=linked

commands

O=single

commands

Seek (Obh)
This command positions the target at the specified logical block. In the case of a hard disk, the
read/write head is moved to the track which contains the corresponding block (sector).
Bit
Byte

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

0

I

LUN: logical unit number 0 to

7

Logical Block Address: number of the block where the target is to be positioned
flag
P:
l=return messages with flag, if L-1
L:

O=message8

link
l-linked

commands

O=single

commands

without flag
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Inquiry (12hl
This command transfers target parameters to the initiator in a data-in phase. The inquiry parameters comprise a 5 byte header and additional information. The format is shown in Table H.6.
The target aborts the data-in phase as soon as all target parameters have been transferred or the
reserved bytes are exhausted. The additional information depends upon the type and manufacturer of the target, and typically indicates the manufacturer’s name, the product name, the
version number, and the serial number. Therefore the length of the additional information is
manufacturer-dependent; SCSI host adapters use the inquiry command for initialization, and in
many cases display the additional information on-screen during the course of the boot procedure.

r,u?r:

logical unit number 0 to 7

Allocation Length: number of bytes which are reserved by the initiator

to

receive

parameters; a value of 0 means that no target parameters are
P:

target

flag
l=return messages with flag, if L=l

L:

the

transferred

O=meesages

without flag

link
l=linked

commands

Unit Type Code:
RMB:

ISO, ECMA, ANSI:

Table H.6: Target parameters

O=single

commands

OOh=LUN 0 7fh=else
removable medium bit
l-medium removable (e.g. tape drive, optical drive)
O=Medium not removable (e.g. hard disk)
revision level of the implemented standard according to ISO, ECMA or
ANSI (OOh=SCSI-I, Olh=SCSI-I with CCS, OZh=SCSI-II); most SCSI
drives use the ANSI standard
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AEN:

l=Unit supports asynchronous message transfer (processor devices only)

TIO:
Data Format:
Additronal Length:
ret
W32fWl6:
Sync:
Link.
Quel
SftR:
Manufacturer/Model/Revision:

l=target supports message abort /IO process
OOh=SCSI-I, Olh=SCSI-I with CCS. OZh=SCSI-II
number of following additional information bytes
unit supports relative addressrng
unit supports 32-bit and 16-bit wide SCSI. respectively
unit supports synchronous transfer mode
unit supports linked commands
unit supports SCSI command queueing
unit supports a soft reset
ASCII string with thus information

Table H.6: cont.
Mode Select (15h)
This command enables the initiator to set or alter the target parameters. The initiator transfers
a list of mode parameters to the target in a data-out phase. The list comprises a 4 byte header
which may be followed by a block descriptor and zero or more page descriptors. In Table H.7
you can see their formats. Each page descriptor holds information for the target concerning a
certain function class, the descriptions of which are shown in Table H.8. The descriptors can be
transferred in any order, and the target uses class-specific standard settings if no descriptor is
passed for a class. Many parameters depend upon the drive type and the manufacturer, so that
no generally valid statements are possible.

LUN:

logical unit number 0 tcl 7

PP: page famat
page

(ignored in most cases as the mode select

Darameters are always Drocessed in

format)

l=Dage fO=t
SP:

save mode parameters (ignored in most

cases

as the mode select parameters are always

stored by the target)
l=Ba"e DF02J‘,~te,?S

O.do not save

Length of Parameter List: number of mode select data bytes
P:

fl.xfP

L:

link
l.linked

l=return mesaages with flag, if L=l
commands

O=single

commands

O=messages without flag
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Header

Data Length:
Medium Type:
Block Descriptor Length:

length of the complete parameter list
OOh=hard disk
length of the following block descriptors in bytes

Block Descriptor

Density Code: medium density (OOh=hard disk)
Page Descriptor Head

.I see

below
Page Code.
OOh=operatlon parameters (dependent upon drwe type and manufacturer)
01 h=error recovery parameters
OZh=disconnect
parameters
03h=formattirg parameters
04h=geometrlc parameters
OSh=floppy disk parameters
06h=parameters for optical storage
07hwerify error parameters
08h=cache parameters
09h=parameters for peripheral unit
Oah=control parameters
Obh=medlum type
Och=parameters
for zones of equal sector/track number (notch)
Odh=CD-ROM data parameters
Oeh=CD-ROM audio parameters
lOh=conf~guration parameters
11 h=partltlon parameters 1
12h=parUt1on parameters 2
13h=partltlon parameters 3
14h=partltlon parameters 4
leh=drive geometry
lfh=funct~on parameters
otherweserved
Page Length- length of the page (entries 0 to n) m bytes

Tnhlr H.7: Mode select pammeters
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Among the huge number of parameter pages, I will present some of them in the following by
way of an example.
Disconnect Parameters (Page Code=02h,

Page Length=Oeh)

Buffer Fill Ratio:

fill ratio for the buffer tn units of l/256, at
which the target attempts for read
processes to reconnect to the initiator
Buffer Empty Ratio: fill ratio for the buffer In units of l/256,
below which the target attempts for
write processes to reconnect to the
initiator
Max. Bus tdle Time: max. occupation time (In untts of 100 ps)
of the bus by the target without the need
for executing a REQ/ACK sequence
Min. Bus Idle Time: min. time period (in units of 100 ps) which
the target must wait after a bus
occupation, before it issues a new bus
arbitration
Max Connect Time: max. occupation time (in units of 100 1s) of the bus by the target
Max. Burst Length: max. number of 512.byte blocks which the target can transfer in one instance
DTDC’
data transfer disconnect control
OOb=disconnection always possible, 01 b=after data transfer initiation, do not free the
bus until data transfer is complete, lOb=reserved, 11 b=after data transfer initiation, do
not free the bus until the command is complete
Formatting Parameters (Page Code=OBh, Page Length=lGh)

’

6
Spare Tracks per LUN (t&B)
9
Spare Tracks per LUN (LSB)
10
Sectors per Track (MSB)
11
Sectors per Track (LSB)
Bytes per Sector (MSB)
12
13
Bytes per Sector (LSB)
14
Sector Interleave (MSB)
(LSB)
15
_Sector
_ Interleave
_
16
Track Interleave (MSB)
17
Track Interleave (LSB)
I6
Cyltnder Interleave (MSB)
19
Cylinder Interleave (LSB)
20 S-SC [HSC IF&W3 ISRF r Reserved
21
Reserved
22
Reserved
-23
Reserved
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SSC: soft sector (l=drive with soft sector format)
HSC: hard sector (l=drive with hard sector format)
RMB: drive with removable medium
SRF: enumerate blocks surface by surface
Geometry Parameters (Page Code=O4h, Page Length=1 6h)

123 1

Reserved

Table H.8: cont.

Reserve (16h)
This command reserves the corresponding logical unit for a SCSI device. This command,
together with release, is the base for preventing access conflicts in systems with several initiators
(host adapters). The command has two modifications: with a cleared MY bit the logical unit is
reserved for the initiator of the command; on the other hand, if PTY is set the unit is reserved
for a third initiator, which is characterized by the SCSI ID. The complete logical unit and not
just one block is affected by the reservation, which can only be cancelled by a release command
of the corresponding initiator, by a reset message, or by a hardware reset.
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logical unit number 0 to 7
l=reservation

for a third initiator

Ozreeervation

for the current initiator

ID: SCSI ID of the third unit for which the LW is reserved if

PTY is set

flag
l=return messages with flag, if L=l

O=messages

without flag

liti
l=linked

commands

Ozsingle

commands

Release (17h)
This command cancels the reservation of a logical unit for the initiator. If the unit has been
reserved by a command from a third device the reservation can be cancelled only by a release
command from.the same initiator. For this the unit ID has to match the ID of the initiator that
issued the reserve command before.

LW: logical unit number 0 to 7
PTY: l=reservation
O=reservation

for a third initiator
for the current initiator

Unit ID: SCSI ID of the third unit for which the LUN was reserved if PTY is set
P:

flag
l=return messages with flag, if L=l

L:

O=messages

without flag

link
lzlinked

commands

O.single

commands

Mode Sense (lab)
This command returns the medium and drive parameters of the target. By means of certain page
parameter values, you can determine all changeable parameters and standard values for the
parameters. The status data is transferred from the target to the initiator in a data-in phase. The
status data comprises a 4 byte header followed by zero or more block descriptors, and eventually additional drive parameters. Their formats are shown in Table H.7. The structure of the
pages is indicated in Table H.8.
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Bit
we

4
5
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7

6

I
/

3

4

5

2

Allocation Length
Reselved

1

1

0

F/L

LUN: logical unit number 0 to 7
DBD:

disable

block

l-transfer
PGP:

returned

page

OOb.cu+rent
lOb=standard
Allocation
F:

descriptors

pages only

Length:

parameter

values

values

Ol=changeable

values
number

llb=saved

of bytes which are reserved by the initiator for the mode data

flag
l=return messages with flag, if L=l

L:

values

values

O=messages

without flag

link
l=linked

commands

Ozsingle

commands

Start/Stop (lbh)
This command instructs the target to move the heads into transport position, or to move the
heads out of this position. On many drives, additionally the spindle motor is switched off or on.

LIJN: logical unit number 0 to 7
IMM: inmediate

STR:

l=status

is transferred immediately after the beginning of the command execution

O=status

is

transferred

after

command

completion

start
lzposition head on track 0 or equivalent track
O=move

P:

head into transport poeition

flag
l=return messages with flag, if L=l

L:

O=messages

without flag

link
l-linked

commands

O=single

commands

Send Diagnostic (ldh)
This command instructs the target to execute a self-test. With the DvO and UnO bits you can
avoid other units, or the addressed LUN itself, being affected by this test. Then, the self-test is
only executed if the state of this (or these) unit(s) is not changed. The function returns a diagnostic page.
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Bit
W

7

6

5

0
1

0

0
LUN

0

4

3
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2

1

0

1
1
1
0
1
IPF jres IST ~DuojU1-10

2
3

Resewed
Allocation Length

4

Allocation Length

I

IJJN:

logical unit number 0 to 7

PP

page format

ST:

self-test

l=SCSI-II

O.SCSI-I

1=issue self-test
DvO:

device
l.the

oncl: unit
l=the
P:

off-line
target may execute the self-test, even if other LUNs are affected by this

off-line
target may execute the self-test, even if the addressed

kreturn meesages with flag, if ~=l
L:

LUN is affected by this

flag
O=measages

without flag

link
l.linked

commands

O=single

commands

Diagnostic Page

H.2.3 IO-byte Commands
Read Capacity (25h)
The target returns information concerning the drive’s capacity to the initiator. There are two
execution forms of the command: if the PM1 bit is cleared, the command transfers the logical
block address (LBA) and the block length of the last logical block on the drive. LBA in the
command code has to be equal to 0 in this case. If the PM1 bit is set, the target transfers the LBA
and the block length of the last logical block after the LBA in the command, after which a
significant delay in data transfer occurs. This can be a cylinder boundary which requires a
repositioning of the head. The capacity information is transferred during the course of a datain phase. Table H.9 gives the structure of the capacity information.
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Bit
BY-

Lu?J:
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7

6

logical

5

4

2

1

0

unit number 0 to 7

rel: l=relative
PMI:

3

partial

block

medium

addressing

indicator

lzlogical block addrees

and block length of last block before a significant datatransfer

delay occurs
O.logical block address and block length of last block
P:

flag

L:

link

l.return messages with flag, if L=l
l=linked

commands

O=measages

without flag

Ozaingle commands

Capacity Information

~

Toable H.9: Capacity information

Extended Read (28h)
This command instructs the target to read one or more blocks from the drive, and to transfer
the data in a data-in phase to the initiator. Unlike the normal reading of a block, here the logical
block address comprises 32 bits and the transfer length 16 bits. Thus you can access volumes
with a capacity of 4G blocks and read 64k blocks all at once.

e
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LUN: logical unit number 0 to 7
DPO: disable page output
l-read data are not transferred into target cache
Fm: force unit access
l=target must read data from volume even if the block is available in the target cache
rel: l-relative block addressing
Logical Block Address: number of the first block to read
Transfer Length:
number of logical blocks to read
P:
flag
l-return messages with flag, if LII
O=messages without flag
L:
link
l.linked colomands
O=single commands

Extended Write (Zah)
This command instructs the target to receive one or more blocks in a data-out phase from the
initiator, and to write them onto the medium. Unlike the normal writing of a block, here the
logical block address comprises 32 bits and the transfer length 16 bits. Thus you can access
volumes with a capacity of 4G blocks and write 64k blocks all at once.
Bit 7
Bvte

4
5

I

/

6

5

4

3

2

1

0

LcqmlBlock Address

LogicalBlockAddress(LSB)

LW: logical unit mmber 0 to 7
dieable page o"tD"t
l=write data is not transferred into the target cache
FUA: force unit acc.3se
l.target must write data onto medium even if the block is available in the cache
Tel: lzrelative block addressing
Lcaical Block Address: number of the block to write first
Transfer Length:
number of logical blocks to write
P:
flag
l.return messages with flag, if ~=l
O=meaaeges without flag
L:
link
l.linked commands
o=singh 03-nas

DPO:
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Extended Seek (Zbh)

This command moves the target to the specified logical block. In the case of a hard disk drive,
the read/write head is positioned on that track which contains the corresponding block (sector).
Unlike the normal seek, here the, logical block address is 32 bits wide. Thus you can access
volumes with a capacity of 4G blocks.
Bll 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0
Byte
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
1
1
Reselved
1
LUN
Logical Block Address (MSB)
2
Logml Block Address
3

1

4
5

Loqical Block Address
Logical Block Address (LSB)

6
7

Resewed
Reserved

6

Reserved

0

LuN:

logical

Logical

Block

F:

flag

L:

link

unit

IF II

number 0

to 7

Address: number of the block where the drive is

l=return messages with flag, if L=l
l=linked

commands

O=single

Oznessages

to

be

positioned

without flag

commands

Write and Verify (Zeh)
This command instructs the target to write the data received from the initiator in a data-out
phase onto the medium. Afterwards, the target has to verify whether the data has been written
correctly. With the CHK bit you can choose between two different verify modes. With the CHK
bit cleared the target verifies the write operation by comparing the written data with the data
which has been transferred by the initiator before. If CHK is set, the target only performs a
medium verification, that is, the target only checks whether the ECC bytes conform to the
written data. If the verification leads to an error, the status key is set to compare error.

3

Logical Block Address

4
5

Logical Block Address
LogIcal Block Address (LSB)

- 6
7
a

Reserved
Transfer Length (MSB)
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LVN:

logical unit number 0 to 7

CHK: byte check
l=verify by comparison O=medium

verification only via

ECC

Logical Block Address: block to start write and verification with
Transfer
F:

Length:

number of logical blocks to write and verify

flag
l=return messages with flag, if L=l O=mesaages

L:

without flag

link
l=linked

commands

Oaingle commands

Verify (Zfhl
This command instructs the target to verify the data written onto the medium. Using the CHK
bit, you can choose between two different verify modes. With the CHK bit cleared the target
verifies the write operation by comparing the written data with data transferred by the initiator
in a data-out phase. If CHK is set the target only performs a medium verification; the target only
checks whether the ECC bytes conform to the written data. If the verification leads to an error,
the status key is set to compare error. The command is similar to write and vet+), but the data
transferred with a cleared CHK bit is not written onto the medium.

LUN: logical unit number 0 to 7
CHIC: byte check
l.verify by comparison

O.medium verification only via ECC

Logical Block Address: block where to start verification
Transfer
P:

Length:

number of logical blocks to verify

flag
l.return messages with flag, if L=l

L:

O.messages

without flag

link
l.linked

commands

0=aingle commands

Read Defect Data (37hl
This command instructs the target to transfer the medium defect data stored on the medium to
the initiator in a data-in phase. The defect data comprises a 4 byte header and (depending upon
the P and G bits of the command) a defect list, or additionally a reassign list, which indicates the
reassignment of the defect blocks. The reassign list is passed after the defect list. In this case,
defect and reassign lists are separated by four bytes of value ffh. Table H.10 gives the corresponding formats.
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UJN:

logical unit number 0 to I

P:

l=tranefet manufacturer defect list only
grown defect list (bit is valid only if P is also set)

0:

l=tranefer

defect list added by host and entries about the reassigned blocks

Allocation'Length:

number of bytes which the initiator has reserved for the defect data to be
transmitted

flag

I?:

l-return messages with flag, if L=l
L:

O=messages

link
l=linked

commands

O=single commands

Header

i 1
2

j

I

reserved 1 P 1 G / Resewed
Length of Defect List (MSB)
Lenoth of Defect List (LSB)

type of transferred defect list
lO=defect list only
1 l=defect list and reassignment list
00, Ol=invalid
Length of Defect List: defect list length ir! bytes

P. G:

Defect Entry

without flag
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Reallocation Entry

Table

H.lO: cont.

Write Buffer (3bh)
This command instructs the target to write the data transferred by the initiator in a data-out
phase into its buffer memory. The transferred write data comprises a 4 byte header and the
write data itself. The header format is shown in Table H.ll.

Resewed
Reserved
Reserved

LON:

logical unit number 0 to 7

Allocation Length: number of max. transferred data including header which is stored
target
P:

flag
lzreturn messages with flag, if L=I

L:

O.messages

link
l.linked

commands

Buffer Data Header

O=single

commands

without flag

by the
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Read Buffer (3ch)

This command instructs the target to transfer the indicated number of bytes in a data-in phase
from its buffer memory to the initiator. The transferred read data comprises a 4-byte header and
the read data itself. The header format is shown in Table H.12.

R e s e r v e d
Resewed

_ _

Reserved
Reserved
Reserved
Allocation Lenglh (MSB)
Allwabon Lenqth (LSB)

1 - I

LUN:

logical unit number 0 to I

Allocation Length: max. number of data transferred by the target including header
Osnessages without flag
l=return messages with flag, if L=l
link

L:

l=linked

O=single

commands

commands

Buffer Data Header
Byte

content

0
1

Reserved
Resewed

2
3

Available Space (MSB)
Available Space (LSB)

Read Long (3eh)
This command reads one or more blocks together with the ECC bytes from the target and
transfers them in a data-in phase to the initiator. No error check and error correction is carried
out by the target by means of the ECC bytes.
Bit
Byte

7

6

5

0
1

0

0
LUN

1

4

3

2

1

1
1
1
1 0
1 DFO IFUA] Reservad~ rel

2
3

Logical Block Address (MSB)

4
5

Logical Block Address
Logical Block Address (LSB)

- 6
7
6
q

0

LogIcal Block Address

Reserved
Transfer Length (MSB)
Trawler Lenqth (LSB)
RP~F)NLd
/F/I
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LUN: logical

n u m b e r 0 to 7

unit

DPO: disable page output
laead data is not transferred into the cache
FDA: force unit access
lztarget must read the data from medium even if the block is available in the cache
rel: l-relative block addressing
Logical Block Address: number of the block to read first
number of logical blocks to read
Transfer Length:
flag
P:
lrreturn messages with flag, if L-l
Ozmessages without flag
link
L:
O=single commands
l=linked commands

Write Long (3fh)
This command instructs the target to receive one or more blocks together with the ECC bytes
from the initiator in a data-out phase, and to write them onto the medium. The target doesn’t
generate the ECC bytes itself, but writes the data transferred by the initiator without any change
onto the medium.
Bit 7

6

5

4

3

2

1

0

we

LDN: logical unit number 0 to 7
DPO: disable page output
la-rite data is not transferred into the cache
FDA: force unit access
l-target must write data onto the medium even if the block is available in the cache
rel: lzrelative block addressing
Logical Block Address: number of the block to write first
number of logical blocks to write
Transfer Length:
F:
flag
O=messages without flag
l=return messages with flag, if L=l
link
L:
Ozsingle commands
lzlinked commands
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Change Definition (40hl

This function switches a SCSI-II target to a behaviour according to an earlier SCSI specification.

0

Parameter List Length

I

~^^^^...A

I E

LuN: logical unit number 0 to I
S:

save bit
l=save

SCSI

changes
OOhanchanged, Olh=SCSI-I,

version:

Length of Parameter List: number
F:

of

passed

OZh=SCSI-I

with CCS,

03h=SCSI-II

(manufacturer-dependent)

flag
l=return messages with flag, if L=l

L:

bytes

O.messages

without flag

link
lzlinked

commands

O=single

commands

Mode Select (55hI
This command enables the initiator to set or alter the target parameters. The initiator transfers
a list of mode parameters to the target in a data-out phase. The list comprises a 4 byte header
which may be followed by a block descriptor and zero or more page descriptors. In Table H.7
you can see their formats. Each page descriptor holds information for the target concerning a
certain function class, the descriptions of which are shown in Table H.8. The descriptors can be
transferred in any order, and the target uses class-specific standard settings if no descriptor is
passed for a class. Many parameters depend upon the drive type and the manufacturer, so that
no generally valid statements are possible.
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Lutz:

logical

u n i t number 0 t o 7

PF: page format (ignored in most cases as the

mode

select

parameters

are

always

processed

in

page format)
l=*age
SP:

format

save mode parameters (ignored in most cases as the mode select parameters are

always

stored by the target)
I.=save

parameters

O-do not save

Length of Parameter List: number of mode select data bytes
F:

flWP

I,:

link

l=return

messages with flag, if L=l

l=linked commands

O=single

O=messages

without flag

commands

Mode Sense (lab)
This command returns the medium and drive parameters of the target. By means of certain page
parameter values, you can determine all changeable parameters and standard values for the
parameters. The status data is transferred from the target to the initiator in a data-in phase. The
status data comprises a 4 byte header is by zero or more block descriptors, and eventually
additional drive parameters. Their formats are shown in Table H.7. The structure of the pages
is indicated in Table H.8.

LUN:

DBD:

logical unit number 0 to 7
disable

block

descriptors

l=transfer pages only
PGP: returned page

parameter

values

OOb.current values

OLchangeable

lOb.standard values

llb=saved

values

values

Allocation Length: number of bytes which are reserved by the initiator
F:

flag

I,:

link

lzreturn
l.linked

messages with flag, if L=l
commands

O=single

Oanessages

commands

without flag

for the mode data
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H.2.4 Status Key
Key

Meaning

Oh
lh

no status
corrected error

2h
3h

not ready
medium error

4h

hardware error

5h

invalid request

6h
7h

attention/reset
data protected

8h
9h
ah

blank check
reserved for manufacturer
copy operatron aborted

bh
ch
dh
eh
fh

command aborted
equal
volume overflow
compare error
reserved

Cause

I

no special status information necessary
last command completed successfully after
recovery procedure of target
drive cannot be accessed
command aborted because of an uncorrectable
error; cause probably bad medium
target detected an uncorrectable hardwareerror of controller, drive, etc.
invalid parameter in command descriptor
block or in the addrtional parameters
reset occurred since the last selection by the inrtiator
the data on the volume is protected
against the current access
unexpected access to certain parts of the medium
(the manufacturer may use this code for own purposes)
the copy operation between initiator and
target has been aborted
the current command has been aborted
search command encountered data pattern
the volume is full
an error occurred during a verify operation

H.2.5 Additional Status Codes
Code

Meaning

OOh
Olh
02h
03h
04h
05h
06h
07h
08h
09h
Oah
Och
10h
llh
12h
13h
14h
15h
16h
17h

no status Information
no index or sector srgnal
no seek signal
write error
drive not ready
no response of LUN
track 0 not found
several units selected
LUN error
error in seek unit
error counter overflow
write error
CRC or KC error in ID
uncorrectable read error of data blocks
no address mark found in ID field
no address mark found rn data field
no data record found
seek error
rncorrect data synchronizatron
recovered data after retries of target without ECC correctron
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Code

Meaning

18h
19h
lah
lbh
lch
ldh
leh
2Oh
2lh
22h
24h
25h
26h
27h
28h
29h
2ah
2bh
2ch
2dh
2fh
3oh
31h
32h
33h
36h
39h

recovered data after ECC correction by target (without retries)
error in the defect list
parameter overflow
error during synchronous data transfer
primary defect lrst not found
compare error
recovered ID after ECC correction by target
invalid command code
Invalid logical block address LEA; address bigger than read drive capacity
rnvalrd function call
invalid entry in command descriptor block
invalid logical unit number LUN
invalid entry in parameter list
wrote protection
medium change
power-on or reset or bus-reset occurred
mode select parameters changed
copy process not possible
command linking not possible
overwrite error
command aborted by other inrtiator
incompatible medium
rnvalrd format
no spare sector available for defect sector
incorrect tape length
printer rrbbon defect
parameter cannot be saved
no volume inserted
medium error
invalid identify message
LUN not configured
changed operatron conditions
RAM error
data path error
power-on dragnostics error
message error
Internal controller error
error rn selectron or reselection phase
unsuccessful software reset
parity error of the SCSI Interface
rnrtiator has detected an error
rnvalrd defect list
command phase error
data phase error
self-configuration of LUN farled
command overlap
seek error dunng write
erase error
cassette error
medium change error
SCSI/host Interface error

47h
48h
49h
4ah
4bh
4ch
4eh
5Oh
51h
52h
53h
54h
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Code

Meaning

55h
57h
59h
5ah
5bh
5ch
60h
61h
62h
63h
64h
80h-ffh

system error
directory not recoverable
updated block read
condition change by user
usage counter error
drive spindle
beam source error
video error
seek error of sense head
end of data area
Invalid track mode
reserved for manufacturer’s own codes (for example error
codes of the controller diagnostics routines)

H.3 ASPI Programming Interface
Adaptec’s Advanced SCSl Programming Interface (ASPI) provides seven functions for making an
access to the SCSI host adapter. Section H.3.1 summarizes there ASPI functions, together with
the function codes.

H.3.1 ASPI Functions
Code

Function

OOh
Olh
02h
03h
04h
05h
06h

host adapter Inquiry
get device type
execute SCSI command
abort SCSI command
reset SCSI devrce
set host adapter parameters
get disk drive information

H.3.2 SCSI Request Block
Usually, ASPI is present as a driver loaded when your PC is booted. You may use the seven
ASPI functions listed in Section H.3.1 by placing the segment and offset (in this order) of a
so-called SCSI Request B/o& (SRBJ on the stack. The structure of the first eight SRB bytes is the
same for all ASP1 functions. The remaining bytes (if present) depend upon the ASP1 function.
In the following I will summarize the SRB structure for the each ASP1 function (I = input parameter, 0 = output parameter).
Host Adapter Inquiry (OOh)
This function provides information regarding the addressed host adapter.

Hard Disk Drive Controllers

We
OOh
Olh
02h
03h
04h..07h
08h
09h
Oah..l9h
lah..29h
2ah..39h
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Input/
output

Content

I

OOh (host adapter rnqurry)
status (see H.3.3)
host adapter number*’
reserved
reserved
number of Installed host adapters
SCSI ID of host adapter
ASPI manager name
host adapter name
parameter, dependent upon adapter

0

I
0
0
0
0
0

*I 1st adapter. 0; 2nd adapter. 1, etc.

Get Device Type (Olh)

This function returns information similar to the SCSI inquiry command.

Byte

Input/
output

Content

OOh
Olh
02h
03h
04h..07h
08h
09h
Oah

I

01 h (get device type)
status (see H.3.3)
host adapter number*’
reserved
reserved
SCSI ID of target
LUN
SCSI device class of target/LUN

0
I

I
I
0

*I 1st adapter: 0. 2nd adapter: 1 etc.

Execute SCSI Command (02h)

This function instructs the host adapter to execute the corresponding SCSI command

Byte
OOh
Olh
02h
03h
04h..07h
08h
09h
Oah..Odh
Oeh

Input/
output

Content
02h (execute SCSI command)
status (see H 3.3)
host adapter number”
brt 0 : P O S T , brt 1 Irnk, 2 .3: drrectron”,
brts 4 .7: reserved
reserved
ID of target
LUN
data buffer size (allocatron length)
srze I1 of sense data rn bytes
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We

Input/
output

Content

Ofh..lZh
13h..l6h
17h
18h
19h
lah..ldh
leh..3fh
40h..40h+l2-1
40h+12. 40h+l2+11-1

I
I
I

segment: offset of data buffer
segment:offset of SRB link
we 12 of SCSI command In bytes
host adapter statu?
target stat&
segment:offset of POST
depending upon operating system
SCSI command
sense data

8

0
0

I
I
0

” 1st adapter: 0; 2nd adapter: 1, etc.
21 POST: l=use POST routine. O=SRB for sense request. link. l=SRB llnk points to next SRB of an SRB chain, O=no m o r e
S R B Ilnks; direction: OOb = determlned

by SCSI command, 01 b=SCSI target-thost, lOb=host+SCSI target, 11 b=no data

transfer
3’ OOh=no error, 1 lh=no target response (time-out). 12h=data

overflow/underflow. 13h=unexpected

bus free phase,

14h=bus phase error of target, 1 S..ffh=reserved
” OOh=no target status, OZh=sense data available, 08h=addressed

LUN busy. 18h=reservatlon conflict

Abort SCSI Command (03h)
This command attempts to abort the current SCSI command. Note that this command always
returns a status o.k. in the allocated SRB, although the current command returns its status in its
own SRB. Thus, the current command is successfully aborted only if the code 02h appears in the
status field of its SRB (see Section H.3.3). Eventually, the abort attempt must be repeated.

We
OOh
0th
02h
03h
04h..07h
08h..09h
oah-obh

Input/
output

Content

I

03h (abort SCSI command)
status (see H.3.3)
host adapter number*’
reserved
reserved
offset of SRB for the command to be aborted
segment of SRB for the command to be aborted

0

I
I
I

*’ 1st adapter: 0; 2nd adapter, 1. etc
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Reset SCSI Device (04h)
This command resets a certain SCSI device.

We

Input/
output

Content

OOh
Olh
02h
03h
04h..07h
08h
09h
Oah..l7h
18h
19h

I

04h (reset SCSI device)
status (see H.3.3)
host adapter number”
reserved
reserved
target ID
LUN
reserved
host adapter status”
target status3)

0
I

I
I
0
0

‘) 1st adapter: 0; 2nd adapter: 1. etc
‘I OOh=no error, 11 h=no target response (tme-out), 1 Zh=data overflow/underflow, 13h=unexpected bus free phase,
14h=bus phase error of target. 15h..ffh=reserved
‘) OOh=no target status, OZh=sense data mallable, 08h=addressed LUN busy. 18h=reservatlon conflict

Set Host Adapter Parameters (05h)
This function sets the parameters for a certain host adapter. The parameter values and their
meanings depend upon the adapter.
We
OOh
Olh
02h
03h
04h..07h
08h..17h

Input/
output

Content

I

05h (set host adapter parameters)
status (see H.3.3)
host adapter number”
reserved
reserved
dependent upon the host adapter

0

I

I

‘I 1st adapter, 0. 2nd adapter 1, etc
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Get Disk Drive Information (06h)
This command instructs the addressed drive to transfer its parameters.
We

InpuV
output

Content

OOh
Olh
02h
03h
04h .07h
08h
09h
Oah
Obh
Och
Odh
Oeh-17h

I

06h (get disk drive information)
status (see H.3.3)
host adapter number”
reserved
reserved
target ID
LUN
dnve flag2’
drive number for INT 13h3’
preferred head translatior?
preferred sector translatior?
reserved

0
I

I
I
0
0
0
0

’ 1st adapter. 0. 2nd adapter. 1. etc.

’ bits 7..2:

reserved, bits 1 .O. OOb=drwe cannot be accessed via INT 13h (access only via ASPI), Olb=dwe can be accessed

via INT 13h and is managed by DOS, lOb=drlve can be accessed via INT 13h but is not managed by DOS, 1 lb=reserved
3J number (OOh..ffh) which addresses the drive with INT 13h (only valid If drive flag equal to xu.xxxOlb or xxxxxxlob)
” preferred parameters drive heads and sectors per track for the translation of logical to physical geometry.

H.3.3 ASPI Status Codes
Status

Meaning

OOh
Olh
02h
03h
04h
80h
81h
82h

ASPI rn progress
function completed successfully
functron aborted by host command
SCSI command cannot be aborted
general error
rnvalrd SRB f o r m a t
invaird host adapter specified
SCSI target not found

K Access to Graphics Adapters
- DOS
_

-

functions are called via DOS interrupt 21h.
The system BIOS comprises the standard functions for text and graphics mode of the
graphics adapter.
I
EGA and VGA have a BIOS extension with further powerful routines for adapter logic
control, as well as character and graphics output in the new text and graphics formats.

K.l DOS Functions
Function 02h - Character Output
This function outputs a character to the standard output device (usually CON). The character
codes 07h (bell), 08h (backspace), 09h (tab), Oah (line feed), and Odh (carriage return) are interpreted as control characters, and the BIOS carries out a corresponding process.
Register

Call value

AH
DL

02h
ASCII character code

Return value

Function 06h - Character Output to Standard Output Device Without Check
This function outputs a character to the standard output device (usually CON). If redirection of
the form < file or < device is in effect, all characters are output to the file or device. DOS control
characters of the form Ctrl-C are not interpreted, but only transferred. But the character codes
07h (bell), 08h (backspace), 09h (tab), Oah (line feed), and Odh (carriage return), which are
recognized by the BIOS, are actually interpreted by the BIOS.
Register

Call value

AH
DL

06h
ASCII character code

Return value

Function 09h - String Output
This function outputs a complete string to the standard output device (usually CON). The string
must be terminated by the character K$)> (ASCII code 36). DOS control characters of the form
Ctrl-C are not interpreted, but only transferred. But the character codes 07h (bell), 08h (backspace), 09h (tab), Oah (line feed), and Odh (carriage return), which are recognized by the BIOS,
are actually interpreted by the BIOS.
Register

Call value

AH
DX
DS
AL

09h
string offset
stung segment
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Return value

‘%’

I

I

;
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6,

$

Function 40h - Write File/Device
This function outputs a string by means of a handle. The handle for the standard output device
is equal to 1. If the standard output device is not CON anymore, and you still want to output
one or more characters on-screen, you must open CON first with a call to function open file/device
for a write access.
Register

Call value

AH
AX
BX

40h

Return value
error code/byte number*’

handle (01 h)
number of bytes to output
write buffer offset
write buffer segment

\ cx

c DX

DS

error if < > 0

Carry

*) system error code If carry is set. or number of actual wrItten bytes

K.2 BIOS Interrupt INT 10h - Standard Functions of the
System BIOS
The listed functions are implemented in the system BIOS on the motherboard.
Function OOh - Set Video Mode
This function sets a certain video mode of the MDA and CGA by loading the mode and control
registers of the graphics chip with appropriate values. After a call to the OOh function, the cursor
is in line 0, column 0, the palette is reset to standard colours, and the screen is cleared.
Return value

Register

Call value

AH
AL

OOh
video mode*’

*)

*I

Mode

Mode

Text

Text

Char.

“0.

type

lines

columns

matrix

Resolution Colours

pages

Page

Video

Adapter

size

segment

MDA

CGA

0

text

25

40

8,s

320.200

16

8

800h

b800h

x

1

text

25

40

8*8

320*200

16

8

800h

b800h

x

2

text

25

80

8~8

64Oe200

16

4

lOOOh

b8OOh

3

text

25

80

aha

64Oe200

16

4

lOOOh

b8OOh

4

graphics

25

40

8*8

32Oe200

4

1

4000h

b8OOh

5

graphics

25

40

8*8

320*200

4

4000h

b800h

6

graphics

25

80

8.8

640+200

2

1
1

4000h

b8OOh

7

text

25

80

9*14

720*350

mO"o

1

lOOOh

bOOOh

per wdeo

RAM layer
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Function Olh - Set Cursor Size (Text)

This function sets the cursor size in text mode. If the value of the start scan line is more than
the value of the end scan line, a divided cursor is displayed. If the values of the scan lines are
out of the range given by the character box in the active video mode, no cursor is displayed. The
cursor parameters are stored in the BIOS data area at 40:60h. The standard settings for a CGA
are start scan line = 6, end scan line = 7 and for a MDA start scan line = 11, end scan line = 12.
Return value

Register

Call value

AH
CH
CL

Olh
start scab line of cursor’)
end scan line of curso?)

” btt 7: reserved (=O);

bit 6-5: OO=normal, Ol=cursor not displayed

bit 4-O: start scan line of cursor
‘I bit 7-5: reserved (=O); bit 4-O: end scan lhne

Function 02h - Set Cursor Position (Text/Graphics)

This function sets the cursor position of the active screen page. The screen page need not be
displayed; also, a hidden page can be addressed. In text mode, the text cursor appears at that
location; in graphics mode the cursor remains invisible, but defines the coordinates where, for
example, a point is to be set. The function stores the cursor coordinates at 40:SOh.
Register

Call value

AH
BH
DH
DL

02h
screen page
row
column

Return value

Function 03h - Read Cursor Position (Text)

This function determines the cursor position of the active screen page. The screen page need not
be displayed; also, a hidden page can be addressed. The function reads the cursor type from the
BIOS storage area at 40:60h and the cursor coordinates at 40:50h.
Register

Call value

AH
BH
CH
CL
DH
DL

03h
screen page

Return value

start scan line of cursor
end scan line of cursor
row
column

-
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Function 04h - Read Light Pen Position (Text/Graphics)
This function determines the position and status of the light pen. Nowadays, the light pen has
been replaced by mouse and trackball.
Register

Call value

Return value

AH
BX
CH
CL
DH
DL

04h

status”
pixel column (graphics mode)
pixel line 0 to 199 (graphics m o d e )
pixel line 0 to xxxzl (graphics mode)
row (text mode)
column (text mode)

‘) OOh=swtch of ltght p e n o p e n ,
01 h=switch closed, coordinates valid
*) for modes with mew than 200 lines (xxx 200)

Function 05h - Select Screen Page (Text/Graphics)
This function specifies the active screen page, that is, the displayed screen page. The number of
available screen pages depends upon the video mode and the graphics adapter used.
Register

Call value

AH
AL

05h
screen page

Return value

Function 06h - Scroll Window Up (Text/Graphics)
This function defines a window on-screen and scrolls the window contents up the number of
specified rows. With AL = OOh the window can be cleared. The blank rows appearing at the
bottom of the window are filled with (*)* (blank) characters. These blank characters are assigned
the attribute passed in register BH.
Register

Call value

AH
AL
BH
CH

06h
number of rows to scroll
attribute of blank rows
upper row of window
left column of window
lower row of window
right column of window

CL
, DH
DL

Return value

j Function 07h - Scroll Window Down (Text/Graphics)

c This function defines a window on-screen and scrolls the window content down the number of
: specified rows. With AL = OOh the window can be cleared. The blank rows appearing at the top
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of the window are filled with co) (blank) characters. These blank characters are assigned the
attribute which is passed in register BH.
Register

Call value

Return value
,

AH
AL
8H
CH
CL
DH
DL

07h
number of rows to scroll
attribute of blank rows
upper row of window
left column of window
lower row of window
right column of window

Function 08h - Read Character/Attribute From Screen (Text/Graphics)
This function reads the character at the current cursor position. Eventually, you must locate the
cursor at the desired position in advance with function 02h. In text mode the function returns
not only the character code, but also the character attribute. In graphics mode, the character
matrix at the specified cursor position is compared with the active character table to determine
a character code. If the matrix pattern does not meet a character in the table, the function returns
a code OOh.
Register

Call value

Return value

AH
AL
BH

08h

character attribute (text mode only)
character code

screen page

Function 09h - Write Character/Attribute Onto Screen (Text/Graphics)
This function writes a character, starting at the current cursor position, and repeats the process
CX-times. The cursor position is not altered by this. In text mode BL specifies the attribute, and
in graphics mode the foreground colour of the character to be written. If characters are written
in graphics mode and bit 7 of BL is set, the character matrix of the character to be written is
XOR-ed with the contents of the video RAM at that location.
Register

Call value

AH
AL
BH
BL
cx

09h
character code
screen page
character attribute or foreground colour
number of reoetitions

Return value

Function Oah - Write Character Onto Screen (Text/Graphics)
This function writes one character, starting with the current cursor position, and repeats the
process CX-times. The cursor position is not altered by this. The character attribute at the
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,: concerned location is not modified. If characters are written in graphics mode and bit 7 of BL

@

1s set, the character matrix of the character of be written is XOR-ed with the contents of the video
RAM at that location.
Register

Call value

AH

Oah
character code
screen page
number of repetitions

# ;;
s cx
.$
Y

Return value

Function Obh - Set Colour Palette (Graphics)

i

This function sets the colours for medium resolution of the CGA. Depending upon the value of
the BH register, the BL register has a different meaning. By modifying the palette the colour of
the displayed screen can be changed instantaneously, and the user has the impression of a
blinking screen.
BH=OOh
Register

Call value

AH
BH

Obh
OOh
colour O-31

EL
/ *’ mode 4. 5:

l

Return value

’

background colour equal to BL

mode 0. 1. 2, 3: margin colour equal to BL
mode 6, 11: foreground colour equal to BL
I
k

BH=Olh

i
[ Register
zL AH
I BH
’ BL

Call value

Return value

Obh
Olh
palette*’

*) OOh. palette = green (1). red (2). yellow (3)
01 h. palette = cyan (1). magenta (2). white (3)

I Function Och - Write Pixel Onto Screen (Graphics)

;

This function writes one pixel onto the screen at a desired location. Bit 7 of register AL serves
as the inverting bit, that is, the colour in AL is XOR-ed with the pixel currently located at the
addressed location. If you write the pixel in the same manner again, it has disappeared from the
screen. Thus objects can seemingly be moved on-screen.
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Register

Call value

AH
AL
BH
cx
DX

Och
colour
screen page*’
~1x4
column
pixel ltne

l

Return value

,

) only necessary If the video mode supports more than one page

Function Odh - Read Pixel From Screen (Graphics)

This function reads one pixel at a certain location on the screen.
Register

Call value

AH
AL
BH
cx
DX

Odh

l

Return value
colour of read pixel

screen page*’
pixel column
pixel line

I only necessary If the video mode supports more than one page

Function Oeh - Write in TTY Mode (Text/Graphics)
This function writes one character onto the screen while the screen behaves like a serial terminal
from the system’s point of view (therefore, TTY mode). This function does not display the four
characters with codes 07h (bell), 08h (backspace), Oah (line feed), and Odh (carriage return), but
executes a corresponding action. For example, a code 08h deletes the character left of the cursor
and moves the cursor one position to the left. After each character the cursor is moved implicitly.
Register

Call value

AH
AL
BH
BL

Oeh
character code
screen page
foreground colour*’

Return value

*’ graphics mode only

Function Ofh - Determine Video Status (Text/Graphics)
This function determines the current video mode and video status.
Register

Call value

Return value

AH
AL
BH

Ofh

number of columns from 40:4ah
video mode from 40:49h
active screen oaoe from 40:62h

!:
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f

Function 13h - Write String (Text/Graphics)
This function writes a whole string onto the screen. The bits 0 and 1 of register AL determine
the behaviour of the function. The string may contain character codes and character attributes
alternately, or character codes only. In Ihe second case, the attribute passed in register BL is

Return value
function behaviour”
screen page
character attribute”
length of string without attributes
start cursor row
start cursor column
string offset
string segment
‘I btt 0: l=cursor points to last wrttten character after function call
O=cursor points to start after functnn call
bit 1: l=strmg contains character codes and character attrlbutes

alternately

C=string contains character code only, the attribute is taken from BL; codes 07h (bell), OBh (backspace), Oah (line feed).
and Odh (carriage return) are interpreted as control commands
*) graphics mode only

K.3 BIOS Interrupt INT IOh - Additional Functions of the
EGA/VGA BIOS
-

The functions listed are implemented in the BIOS extension of EGA and VGA adapters.
The EGA and VGA BIOS redirects the start address of the handler for INT 10h of the system
BIOS on the motherboard to INT 42h upon booting.

Function OOh - Set Video Mode
This function sets a certain video mode of the EGA and VGA by loading the mode and control
registers of the graphics chip with appropriate values. High-resolution EGA and VGA adapter
cards have plenty of resolution for text and graphics mode, which you can find in the manual
of your adapter card. After a call to the OOh function, the cursor is in line 0, column 0, the palette
is reset to standard colours, and the screen is cleared.
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Register

Call value

AH
AL

OOh
video mode*’

*’

Return value

I

awlable video mode.
Mode

Mode

Text

no.

type

lines columns matrix

Text

Resolution

Char.

Colours Pages Page

Video

size

segment

0

text

25

40

8e14

32Oe.350

16

8

800h

b800h

0

text

25

40

8.16

360.400

16

8

800h

b8OOh

1

text

25

40

8e14

320.350

16

8

800h

b800h

1

text

25

40

8.16

360+400

16

8

800h

b800h

2

text

25

80

8.14

640,350

16

4

lOOOh

b800h

2

text

25

80

9.16

720.400

16

4

lOOOh

b800h

3

text

25

80

8*14

640.350

16

4

lOOOh

b800h

Adapter
EGA

VGA

x
x
x
x
x
Y

x

3

text

25

80

9*16

720-400

16

4

lOOOh

b800h

4

graphics 25

40

8e8

320.200

4

1

4000h

b800h

x

x

5

graphics 25

40

8*8

320.200

4

1

4000h

b800h

x

x

6

graphics 25

80

8e8

640*200

2

1

4000h

b800h

x

x

7

text

25

80

9.14

720*350

mono

1

lOOOh

bOOOh

x

7

text

25

80

9*16

720.400

mono

8

lOOOh

bOOOh

13

graphics

25

40

8*8

32Oe200

16

8

2000h"

aOOOh

x

x

14

graphics

25

80

8*8

640*200

16

4

4000h"

aOOOh

x

x

15

graphics 25

80

8*14

640.350

mono

2

8000h"

aOOOh

x

x

16

graphics 25

80

8.14

640.350

16

2

8000h"'

aOOOh

x

7.

17

graphics 30

80

8*16

MO*480

2

1

aOOOh

aOOOh

x

18

graphics 30

80

8.16

&IO*480

16

1

aOOOh*'

aOOOh

x

19

graphics

40

8.8

320.200

256

1

1OOOOh

aOOOh

x

25

x

x

*I per wdeo RAM layer

Function 10h - Set Palette Registers
This function sets the palette registers of EGA and VGA. With an EGA, 64 different colours are
possible; with a VGA 21a=262 144.
Subfunction OOh - Set Individual Palette Registers (EGA/VGA)
This function updates the specified palette register in the attribute controller

Register

Call value

AH
AL
BH
BL

10h
OOh
new register value
palette reqister

Return value

Subfunction Olh - Set Overscan Register (EGA/VGA)
This function determines the overscan colour, that is, the border colour. The value in BH is
transferred into the overscan register.
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Register

Call value

Return value

AH
AL
BH

10h
Olh
new register value

Subfunction 02h - Set All Registers (EGA/VGA)
This function loads all 16 palette registers and the overscan register with values which are
passed in a table. The bytes O-15 of the table contain the new values for the registers O-15, and
byte 16 of the table holds the new value for the overscan register.
Register

Call value

AH
AL
DX
ES

10h
02h
register table offset
register table segment

Return value

Subfunction 03h - Enable/Disable Blink Attribute (EGA/VGA)
This function determines the value of bit 3 in the mode control register. If bit 3 is set, a character
with a set blink attribute is displayed on the monitor in a blinking manner. If bit 3 is cleared
the blink bit in the attribute has no effect; the character is always displayed non-blinking. In this
case, bit 3 of the attribute byte selects one of two active character definition tables. Therefore,
512 instead of 256 characters are available.
Return value

Register

Call value

AH
AL
BL

1Oh
03h
blinking (l=on, O=off)

Subfunction 07h - Read Palette Register (VGA)
This function reads the value of the indicated palette register.
Register

Call value

AH
AL
BH
BL

10h
07h

Return value

palette register value
palette register

Subfunction 08h - Read Overscan Register (VGA)
This function reads the value of the overscan register
Register

Call value

AH
AL

10h
08h

Return value

value of the overscan register
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Subfunction 09h - Read All Registers (VGA)
This function reads all 16 palette registers and the overscan register into a table. Bytes O-15 of
the table contain the values of the registers O-15, and byte 16 of the table holds the value of the
overscan register.
1
Register

Call value

AH
AL
DX
ES

10h
09h

Return value

register table offset
register table segment

Subfunction 10h - Write Video DAC Colour Register (VGA)
This function writes new colour values into the specified video DAC colour registers. Only the
six lower bits are significant. There are 256 video DAC colour registers.
Register

Call value

AH
AL
BX
CH
CL
DH

10h
10h
colour register number
green value
blue value
red value

Return value

Subfunction 12h - Write Block of Video DAC Colour Registers (VGA)
This function loads one block of video DAC colour registers with the values indicated in a table.
All 256 colour registers can thus be written at one time. Only the six lower bits of each table
entry are significant.
Register

Call value

AH
AL
BX
cx
DX
ES

10h
12h
first register to write
number of registers
table offset*’
table segment*’

l

I table entrV structure:
Oflset
’

OOh /

Red (1 Bvie)

Return value
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Subfunction 13h - Set Colour Select State of Attribute Controller (VGA)
This function sets the colour selection of the attribute controller. This is carried out by the colour
select register and mode control register.
Return value

Register

Call value

AH
AL
BL
BH

10h
13h
register selection*’
value of colour select register or btt 7

*I Iset colour select register, &et bit 7 of mode control register

Subfunction 15h - Read Video DAC Coiour Register (VGA)
This function reads the value of the indicated video DAC colour register.

[
!

Register

Call value

AH
AL
BX
CH
CL
DH

10h
15h
colour register number

Return value

green value
blue value
red value

Subfunction 17h - Read Block of Video DAC Colour Registers (VGA)
This function reads the values of a block of video DAC colour registers into a table. All 256

, registers can thus be read at one time.
; Register

Call value
10h
17h
first register to read
number of registers
table offset*’
table segment*’

AH
AL
BX
cx
DX
ES

*I table entry structure:
Offset
OOh
Olh
02h
03h

Return value

3
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Subfunction 18h - Write Video DAC Mask Register (VGA)
This function loads the video DAC mask register with a new value.
Register

Call value

AH
AL
BL

10h
18h
new mask value

Return value

Subfunction 19h - Read Video DAC Mask Register (VGA)
This function reads the video DAC mask register.
Register

Call value

AH
AL
BL

10h
19h

Return value

mask value

Subfunction lah - Read Colour Select Register of Attribute Controller (VGA)
This function reads the colour select register of the attribute controller.
Register

Call value

AH
AL
BL
BH

10h
lah

l

Return value

bit 7 of mode control register
colour select register*’
l bit 2 to 3, If BL=O; bit 0 to 3, If BL=l

Subfunction lbh - Carry Out Grey Scale Mapping for a Block of Video DAC Colour
Registers (VGA)
This function carries out a grey scale mapping for the colour values of a colour register block.
Register

Call value

AH
AL
BX
cx

10h
lbh
first colour register
number of colour reaisters

Return value

Function llh - Interface to the Character Generator
This function serves as an interface to the character generator of the EGA and VGA. Y OU may
thus define your own character sets.
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Subfunction OOh - Load User-defined Character Definition Table for Text Mode
(EGA/VGA)
This function loads a user-defined character definition table from the main memory into the
character generator RAM. The character definition table holds the pixel pattern for each of the
character codes. The video controller is not reprogrammed for an eventually new character height.
Register

Call value

AH
AL
BH
BL
cx
DX
BP
ES

llh
OOh
byte per defined character
table number in character generator RAM
number of defined characters
ASCII code of first defined character
offset of table in main memory
segment of table in main memory

Return value

Subfunction Olh - Load 8 * 14 Character Definition Table From EGA/VGA ROM for Text
Mode (EGA/VGA)
This function loads the 8 * 14 character definition table from EGA/VGA ROM into the character
generator RAM. The character definition table holds the pixel pattern for each of the character
codes. The video controller is not reprogrammed for an eventually new character height.
Return value

: Register

Call value

j

AH
AL
BL

llh
Olh
table number in character generator RAM

:

Subfunction 02h - Load 8 t 8 Character Definition Table From EGA/VGA ROM for Text
Mode (EGA/VGA)

I This function loads the 8 * 8 character definition table from EGA/VGA ROM into the character
i generator RAM. The character definition table holds the pixel pattern for each of the character
: codes. The video controller is not reprogrammed for an eventually new character height.
Register

Call value

I
:
:

llh
02h
table number II- character generator RAM

[

AH
AL
BL

Return value

Subfunction 03h - Select Active Character Definition Table (EGANGA)

’ This function selects one of the loaded character definition tables in the character generator
RAM for displaying characters on the monitor. With an EGA, bits 0 and 1 of the BL register
determine the primary of four character tables, which is used if bit 3 of the character attribute
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is equal to 0. Bits 2 and 3 of register BL indicate the secondary character table, which the
character generator uses if bit 3 of the character attribute is equal to 1. With a VGA, bits 0, 1,
and 4 of the BL register determine the primary of eight character tables, which is used if bit 3
of the character attribute is equal to 0. Bits 2, 3, and 5 of register BL indicate the secondary
character table, which the character generator uses if bit 3 of the character attribute is equal to
1. Bit 3 of the attribute byte determines the primary or secondary character tables only if you
have disabled the blink attribute with TNT lOh, function lOh, subfunction 03h.
Register

Call value

AH
AL
BL

llh
03h
value of character map select register*’

Return value

*)

Primary Character Table (PR, on VGA only)
~ Secondary Character Table (SE, on VGA only)

Subfunction 04h - Load 8 * 16 Character Definition Table From VGA ROM for Text Mode
(VGA)
This function loads the 8 e 16 character definition table from VGA ROM into the character generator RAM. The character definition table holds the pixel pattern for each of the character
codes. The video controller is not reprogrammed for an eventually new character height.
Register

Call value

AH
AL
BL

llh
04h
table number in character qenerator RAM

Return value

Subfunction 10h - Load User-defined Character Definition Table for Text Mode and
Program CRT Controller (EGA/VGA)
This function loads the user-defined character definition table from main memory into the
character generator RAM, and programs the CRT controller. The character definition table holds
the pixel pattern for each of the character codes.
Register

Call value

AH
AL
BH
BL
cx
DX
BP
ES

llh
10h
byte per defined character
table number In character generator RAM
number of defmed characters
ASCII code of first defined character
offset of table In maln memory
seqment of table in main memory

Return value
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Subfunction llh - Load 8 s 14 Character Definition Table From EGA/VGA ROM for Text
Mode and Program CRT Controller (EGA/VGA)
This function loads the 8 * 14 character definition table from EGA/VGA ROM into the character
generator RAM, and programs the CRT controller. The character definition table holds the pixel
pattern for each of the character codes.
Return value

Register

Call value

AH
AL
BL

llh
llh
table number in character generator RAM

Subfunction 12h - Load 8 * 8 Character Definition Table From EGA/VGA ROM for Text
Mode and Program CRT Controller (EGA/VGA)
This function loads the 8 + 8 character definition table from EGA/VGA ROM into the character
generator RAM, and programs the CRT controller. The character definition table holds the pixel
pattern for each of the character codes.

1

Return value

Register

Call value

AH
AL
BL

llh
12h
table number in character generator RAM

/: Subfunction 14h - Load 8 * 16 Character Definition Table From EGA/VGA ROM for Text
Mode, and Program CRT Controller (VGA)

i
i This function loads the 8 * 16 character definition table from VGA ROM into the character
1 generator RAM, and programs and CRT controller. The character definition table holds the pixel
\ pattern for each of the character codes.

1

Return value

: Register

Call value

1!
;
i/

llh
14h
table number in character generator RAM

AH
AL
BL

1 Subfunction 20h - Load 8 s 8 Character Definition Table From EGA/VGA ROM for INT
; lfh in Graphics Mode (EGA/VGA)
; This function loads the 8 * 8 character definition table from EGA/VGA ROM. The character
r definition table holds the pixel pattern for the character codes 80h to ffh (128 to 256) if the EGA/
i VGA carries out a CGA-compatible graphics m o d e .
: Register
; AH
I AL
t BP
f ES
I:

Call value
llh
2Oh
offset of table In main memory
segment of table in main memory

Return value
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Subfunction 21h - Load User-defined Character Definition Table for Graphics Mode
(EGA/VGA)
This function loads the user-defined character definition table from main memory into the
character generator RAM. The character definition table holds the pixel pattern for each of the
character codes.
Return value

Register

Call value

AH
AL
BL
cx

llh
2lh
screen rows*)
bytes per defined character
screen rows (if BL=O)
offset of table In main memory
segment of table in main memory

DL

BP
ES
*I O=DL

valid, 1=14 screen rows, 2=25 screen rows. 3=43 screen rows

Subfunction 22h - Load 8 s 14 Character Definition Table From EGA/VGA ROM for
Graphics Mode (EGA/VGA)
This function loads the 8 * 14 character definition table from EGA/VGA ROM into the character
generator RAM. The character definition table holds the pixel pattern for each of the character
codes.
Register

Call value

AH
AL
BL
DL

llh
22h
screen rows*’
screen rows (if BL=O)

Return value

+' O=DL vahd. 1=14 screen rows, 2=25 screen IOWS. 3=43 screen rows

Subfunction 23h - Load 8 Z+ 8 Character Definition Table From EGA/VGA ROM for
Graphics Mode (EGA/VGA)
This function loads the 8 * 8 character definition table from EGA/VGA ROM into the character
generator RAM. The character definition table holds the pixel pattern for each of the character
codes.
Register

Call value

AH
AL
BL
DL

llh
23h
screen rows*)
screen rows (If BL=O)

l

Return value

I O=DL Ad. 1=14 screen rows. 2=25 screen rows, 3=43 screen rows
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Subfunction 24h - Load 8 s 16 Character Definition Table From VGA ROM for Graphics
Mode (VGA)
This function loads the 8 * 16 character definition table from VGA ROM into the character generator RAM. The character definition table holds the pixel pattern for each of the character codes.
Register

Call value

AH
AL
BL
DL

llh
24h
screen rows*)
screen rows (if BL=O)

Return value

*) C=DL valid, 1=14 screen rows. 2=25 screen rows. 3=43 screen rows

Subfunction 30h - Determine Current Parameters of the Character Definition Table
(EGANGA)
This function determines the current parameters of the indicated character definition table in
EGA/VGA ROM.
Register

Call value

AH
AL
BH
cx
DL
BP
ES

llh
30h
character table*)

Return value

bytes per defined character
screen rows
offset of character definition table
segment of character definition table

+) C=content of INT lfh, l=content of 43h. 2=address of 8,14 R O M t a b l e
3-address of 8,8 ROM table, 4=address of second half of 8,8 ROM table
S=address of alternate 9+14 ROM table. 6=address of 8,16 ROM table,
7=address of alternate 9,16 ROM table

Function 12h - Configuration of Video Subsystem (EGA/VGA)

; This function selects various configuration parameters for the EGA/VGA. Function 12h is often
i called alternate select.
: Subfunction 10h - Determine Video Configuration (EGA/VGA)
This function determines the EGA or VGA configuration.
Register

Call value

AH
BL
B H
CH
j CL

12h
1Oh

b
’ ” 0=64

size of video RAM”
standard mode*’
feature bits
posltion of conflguration switches

kbytes. 1=128 kbytes. 2=192 kbytes. 3=256 k b y t e s

1 ” O=colour. l=monochrome

c

Return value
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Subfunction 20h - Select Alternate Routine for Print Screen (EGA/VGA)
This function enables the alternate routine for print screen to support the new screen modes
with more than 25 rows.

,
Register

Call value

AH
BL

12h
2Oh

Return value

Subfunction 30h - Set Scan Line Number for Text Mode (VGA)
This function defines the number of scan lines in text mode.
Register

Call value

Return value

AH
AL
BL

12h
scan lines’)
30h

12h

l

) 0=200 scan lines. 1=350 scan lines, 2=400 scan lhnes

Subfunction 31h - Load Standard Palette (VGA)
This function defines whether the standard palette is to be loaded, or whether the current
palette values should be kept if the video mode is changed by a call to INT lOh, function OOh.
Register

Call value

Return value

AH
AL
BL

12h
command code*’
31h

12h

l

I O=load standard

palette,

l=do not load standard

palette

Subfunction 32h - Control CPU Access to Video RAM and I/O Ports (VGA)
This function determines whether or not the CPU can access the video RAM and the corresponding I/O ports.
Register

Call value

Return value

AH
AL
BL

12h
command code*’
32h

12h

*’ O=access enabled. l=atcess

disabled
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.
Subfunction 33h - Control Grey Scale Mapping (VGA)
This function determines whether or not the VGA carries out a grey scale mapping.
Register

Call value

Return value

AH
AL
BL

12h
command code*’
33h

12h

*) O=enable grey scale mapping, l=dlsable grey scale mappmg

Subfunction 34h - Control Cursor Emulation (VGA)
This function determines whether or not the VGA is to carry out a cursor emulation. The BIOS
then adjusts the start and end scan lines if the character size is changed (for example, by a
change from 9 * 16 to 8 * 8 character matrix) so that the cursor keeps the same form. That is
advantageous if, for example, you have defined the lines 14 and 15 as cursor scan lines for a
9 * 16 character matrix because these lines are no longer valid for an 8 s 8 character matrix. Without cursor emulation the cursor would disappear from the screen.
Register

Call value

Return value

AH
AL

12h
command code*’
34h

12h

EC
l

’ O=enable cursor emulation, l=disable cursor emulation

Subfunction 36h - Enable or Disable the Monitor Control Signals (VGA)
This function enables or disables the monitor control signals by enabling or disabling the reading of the video RAM and transfer of the control signals to the monitor. A disable shortens the
access time for several successive accesses to the video RAM.
Register

Call value

Return value

AH
AL
BL

12h
command code*’
35h

12h

I *’ O=enable momtor control signals, l=dlsable momtor control signals

Function lab - Video Combination (EGA/VGA)
Subfunction OOh - Determine Video Combination (EGA/VGA)

: This function determines the current video combination of graphics adapter and monitor as it
is set by means of the DIP switches of the adapter.
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Register

Call value

AH
AL

lah
OOh

Return value
lah
Inactive combination*’
active ;ombinatron*’

BH

BL

‘I see below

Subfunction Olh - Set Video Combination (EGA/VGA)
This function sets the current video combination of graphics adapter and monitor and stores the
information in the BIOS data area.
Register

Call value

AH
AL

lab
Olh
inactive combination*’
active combination*’

BH
EL

Return value
lah

*I comblnatlonvalue

meaning

OOh

no monitor connected

Olh

MDA wth

02h

CGA with colour monitor

monochrome monitor

03h

reserved

04h

EGA wth colour monitor

05h

EGA with monochrome momtor

06h

PGA (professional graphics adapter)

07h

VGA with analogue monochrome monltor

08h

VGA w?h analogue colour monitor

09h

resewed

Oah

MCGA wth dIgItal colour monrtor

Obh

MCGA with analogue monochrome monltor

Och

MCGA with analogue colour monitor

ffh

video system not recognized

Function lbh - Determine Video BIOS Function Capabilities and Status Information
(VGA)
This function provides exhaustive information about the capabilities of your video BIOS by
determining the VGA BIOS function capabilities and the corresponding status information, and
storing them in a 64 byte buffer. After the function call, the buffer contains a pointer segment:offset
to a 16 byte table with a description of the BIOS function capabilities, and to 60 bytes which
describe the current video status.
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Table of BIOS function capabilities
Offset

Size

Content

OOh

byte

supported*video modes
7

mode
mode
mode
mode
Olh

byte

6

5

4

3

2

1

0

mode OOh
mode Olh
mode 02h
mode 03h

07h
06h
05h
04h

supported video modes

mode
mode
mode
mode

mode 08h
mode 09h
mode Oah
mode Obh

Ofh
Oeh
Odh
Och

02h

We

supported video mode

03h-06h
07h

4 bytes

resewed
number of possible scan lines in text mode

byte

7

6

5

4

3

2

10

- 200 scan lines
__ 350 scan lines
400 scan lines
08h
09h
Oah

byte
byte
byte

number of displayable text character sets
number of available definition tables in character generator RAM
general BIOS functions
7

DAC control wa INT lOh, fct 10h
DAC loadable wa INT lOh, fct. 10h
palette wtth 64 colours
cursor emulation possible
Obh

byte

6

5

4

3

2

10

-all modes on all subsystems Possible
grey scale mapping possible
character sets loadable
standard palette loadable

general BIOS functions

blink enable/disable ‘w
supported
light pen supported
wdeo combination codes supported
save/restore wdeo state supported
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.
Och-Odh
Oeh

2 bytes
byte

reserved
save area stores

extended video comtlination codes
palette overwrite
graphics character overwrote

Ofh

L-

several character sets
dynamic save area
text character set overwrite

reserved

byte

Function lch - Save/Restore Video Status (VGA)
Subfunction OOh - Determine Size of Save/Restore Buffer (VGA)
This function returns the required size for the save/restore buffer to hold the specified status
information.
Register

Call value

AH
AL
BX
cx

lch
OOh

Return value
lch
buffer size in 64.byte blocks

status information*’

+/
785432

10

Subfunction Olh - Save Status (VGA)
This function saves the specified status in the save/restore buffer.
Return value

Register

Call value

AH
AL
cx
BX
ES

lch
Olh
status to save*)
offset of buffer
segment of buffer

video DAC state
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l

Subfunction 02h - Restore Status (VGA)
This function restores the specified status from the information in the save/restore buffer.
Register
AH
AL
cx
BX
ES

Call value

‘

Return value

lch
02h
to restore*)
buffer offset
buffer segment

status

*
7

6

5,4,3,2,1,0,

K.4 BIOS interrupt INT IOh - Additional SVGA BIOS
Functions
- The functions listed are located in the BIOS extension of SVGA adapters.
_ The SVGA BIOS moves the entry point for the INT 10h handler of the system BIOS on the
motherboard to INT 42h upon booting.
- The additional SVGA BIOS functions are accessed as subfunctions of function 4fh.
Function 4fh - Call SVGA BIOS Functions
Subfunction OOh - Determine SVGA Information

This function determines whether an SVGA BIOS is present, and if so, its current status.
Register

Call value

Return value

AH
AL
ES
DI

4fh
OOh
segment of Info buffe?’
offset of info buffer”

status”
4fh if function is supported

OOh=o

k., 01 h=error

’ buffer structure
offset
OOh
04h
06h
Oah
Oeh
1Zh

Size
4 bytes
word
dword
4 bytes
dword
238 bytes

content
aVESAr
“USlO”
far pointer to manufacturer’s name
Implemented functions
far pointer to list of supported VESA and manufacturer wdeo modes
reserved
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Subfunction Olh - Determine SVGA Mode Information
The function returns information regarding the SVGA modes in a 256 byte buffer.
Register

Call value

Return value

AH
AL
ES
DI

4fh
Olh
segment of info buffer”
offset of info buffe?

status’)
4fh If function is supported

‘) OOh=o k.. 01 h=error
‘) buffer structure:
Offset

Size

OOh

word

content
bit 0: l=mode supported, bit 1: l=optional informatlon
avaIlable at offset 12h. bit 2 l=BIOS

output supported,

bit 3: l=colour. O=monochrome, bit 4: l=graphlcs mcde.
C=text mode, bits 5-15: reserved
A-wtndow (bit 0: l=A-wndow present, bit 1: l=readable.

02h

byte

03h

byte

04h

word

window granularity (smallest movabllity of windows

06h

word

wmdow 51ze I” kbytes

btt 2. l=wnteable.

bits 3-7 reserved)

B-window (bit 0, l=B-wlndow present, bit 1: l=readable.
bit 2: l=wteable.

bits 3-7: reserved)

in kbytes)
08h

word

start segment of A-window

Oah

WOld

stat? segment of B-wndow

Och

dword

far pointer to function for wndow positioning

10h

word

bytes per scan lme

12h

word

display width I” pixels (optIonal)

14h

word

display height in pixels (optional)

16h

word

width of character box I” pixels (optional)

17h

word

height of character box in pixels (optIonal)

18h

word

number of memory planes

19h

word

number of bats per pixel

lah

word

number of memory banks

lbh

word

memory model

lch

word

bank we I” kbyte

Subfunction 02h - Set SVGA Mode
This function sets one of the SVGA modes defined by VESA.
Register

Call value

Return value

AH
AL
BX

4fh
02h
mode act. to Table K.1

status*’
4fh \f function IS supported

l

,

) OOh=o k 01 h=etror
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Mode
No.

Mode type

1OOh
1Olh
102h
103h
104h
105h
106h
107h
108h
109h
1Oah
1Obh
1 Och

Graphic
Graphic
Graphic
Graphrc
Graphic
Graphic
Graphic
Graphic
Text
Text
Text
Text
Text

Text
rows

Text
columns

I

60
25
43
50
60

Resolution

Colours

640 l 400
640 * 480
800 l 600
800 * 600
1024 t 768
1024 * 768
1280 * 1024
1280 * 1024

256
256
16
256
16
256
16
256

80
132
132
132
132

Table K.1: SVGA video modes

Subfunction 03h - Determine SVGA Mode
This function determines the current SVGA mode.
Register

Call value

Return value

AH
AL
BX

4fh
03h

status*’
4fh if functton is supported
mode act. to Table K.l

*’ OOh=o k.. 01 h=error

Subfunction 04h - Save/Restore SVGA Video State
This function saves the state of the SVGA BIOS, or restores that state.
Partial Function OOh - Determine Required Buffer Size
Register

Call value

Return value

AH
AL
BX
DL

4fh
04h

status*’
4fh if function is supported
number of required 64 byte blocks

OOh

*’ OOh=o k.. 01 h=error
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Partial Function Olh - Save Video State
Register

Call value

Return value

AH
AL
BX
ES
cx
DL

4fh
04h
buffer offset
buffer segment
flag2’
Olh

status”
4fh if function is supported

‘I OOh=o.k.. Olh=error
zi bit Oxave video hardware state, bit l=save video BIOS data state, bit 2=save video DAC state, bit 3=save S/GA state

Partial Function 02h - Restore Video State
Register

Call value

Return value

AH
AL
BX
ES
cx
DL

4fh
04h
buffer offset
buffer segment
flag2’
02h

status”
4fh if function is supported

” OOh=o.k.. 01 h=error
I) Bit O=restore video hardware state, bit l=restore video BIOS data state, btt 2=restore wdeo DAC state, bit 3=restore
SVGA state

Subfunction 05h - CPU Access to Video RAM
This function controls the access of the CPU to the video RAM by opening a window into the
video RAM, or by reading its offset within the display memory. The CPU is then able to access
the video RAM via the 64 kbyte address area located at address a0000h.
Partial Function OOh - Select Window Address Within Video RAM
Register
AH
A L
BH
DX

”

*I

OOh=o

Call value
4fh
05h
OOh
window address”

Return value
status”

4fh if function is supported

k , 01 h=error

o f f s e t wlthm wdeo R A M in units of wmdow granularities ( s e e subfunction OOh)

‘
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Partial Function OOh - Determine Window Address Within Video RAM
Register

Call value

Return value

AH
AL
BH
BL
DX

4fh
05h
Olh

4fh if function is supported

‘) OOh=o k

status”

OOh=A-window, 01 h=B-window
window address”

,

01 h=error

)J offset w&thin wdeo RAM m units of wndow

granularities

(see subfunctlon OOh)

Subfunction 06h - Set/Determine Logical length of Scan Line
This function sets the length of a scan line in SVGA text mode, or determines this value. When
you are setting that length, the value passed should be a multiple of the character box width.
Partial Function OOh - Set Length of Scan Line
Register

Call value

Return value

AH
AL
BL
cx

4fh
06h
OOh
length in pixels

status*’
4fh if function IS supported

l

I 0Ohx.k. Olh=error

Partial Function Olh - Determine Length of Scan Line
Register

Call value

Return value

AH
AL
BL
BX
cx
DX

4fh
06h
Olh

status*’
4fh if function IS supported
bytes per scan line
pixels per scan line
max. number of scan lines

*’ OOh=o.k.. 01 h=error

Subfunction 07h - Set/Determine SVGA Display Beginning in Video RAM
This function sets or determines the address of the pixel displayed in the upper left corner of
the screen.
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Partial Function OOh - Set Display Beginning

Register

:

AH
AL

DX

Call value

Return value

4fh
07h
OOh
first pixel of scan line
first scan line

status*’
4fh If function IS supported

+) OOh=o.k., Olh=error

Partial Function Olh - Determine Display Beginning
Reaister

Call value

Return value

AL
BL

4fh
07h
Olh

status”
4fh If function

IS

supported

OOh
first pixel of scan line
fbrst scan ime
*I OOh=o.k.. 01 h=error

-

c

M PCMCIA Socket Services
_
_

The PCMCIA Socket Services are called with INT lah (functions 80h and above).
INT lah also provides the interface for clock and date functions (DOS and Real-Time Clock).
If the function returns with a’set carry flag, an error has occurred and the ah register contains
an error code.
Reserved or undefined bits can be ignored when read, but must be set to a value of 0 when
written.
Section M.4 summarizes the PCMCIA Card Services.
The window functions refer to the memory windows in the host’s system memory.
The page functions manage the offset within the PCMCIA card memory.

M.l Function Groups
The socket services are subdivided into the following function groups.
_

Adapter Functions
Get Adapter Count (80h)
Get Socket Service Info (83h)
Inquire Adapter (84h)
Get Adapter (85h)
Set Adapter (86h)
Get Vendor Info (9dh)
Acknowledge Interrupt (9eh)
Get/Set Prior Handler (9fh)
Get/Set Socket Service Address (aOh)
Get Access Offsets falh)
Vendor Specific Function (aeh)

- Socket Functions
Inquire Socket (8ch)
Get Socket (8dh)
Set Socket (8eh)
Get Status (8fh)
Reset Socket (90h)
- Window Functions
Inquire Window (87h)
Get Window (SSh)
Set Window (89h)
Get Page (8ah)
Set Page (8bh)
- Error Detection Functions
Inquire EDC (95h)
Get EDC (96h)
1290
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Set EDC (97h)
Start EDC (98h)
Pause EDC (99h)
Resume EIX: (9ah)
Stop EDC (9bh)
Read EDC (9ch)

M.2 The Functions
INT lah, Function 80h - GetAdapterCount
This function determines the number of installed socket service handlers and supported PCMCL4
adapters in the system. CX returns the signature ~~SS~~ (Socket Service) if at least one handler is
present. AL indicates the number of supported PCMCIA adapters (20).
Register

Call value

Return value

AH
AL
cx
Carry

80h

error code”
number of PCMCIA adapters
ass>,
error if 0 0

‘I see M.3

INT lah, Function 83h - Get Socket Service Info (GetSSInfo)
This function provides various items of information about a PCMCIA socket service handler.
Register

Call value

Return value

AH
AL
BX
CH

83h
adapter

error code’)
<< 0 8
socket service rewsion’)
number of adapters supported by this
socket service handler
first adapter supported by this
socket service handler
error if 0 0

CL
Carry
I) see M 3
‘I BCD

INT lah, Function 84h - InquireAdapter

i This function returns information about a PCMCIA adapter in the system. The calling program
[ must provide a buffer and store its size (without the first four bytes) in the entry (buffer_lengthi 4) beginning at offset OOh. The socket service then returns at offset 02h the amount of informaj tion actually available. If that amount exceeds the buffer size, the information is truncated.
I
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Register

Call value

Return value

AH
AL
BH
BL
cx
(E)DI
ES
Carry

84h
adapter

error code’)

I

number of supported windows
number of supported sockets
number of EDC generators

buffer offset*)
buffer segmen?
error if 0 0

‘) see M . 3
l) Buffer structure’

offset

Size

content

OOh

word

buffer-size-4

02h

word

data we

04h

10 bytes

adapter table

Oeh

word

10h

num_ent+(Z

number of power entnes (num_ent)
Bytes)

power entries

Adapter Ghle.

Offset

Size

content

04h

1 word

bit O=\: Indicators for write-protection, card lock, battery status. busy status
XIP status shared by all sockets of the adapter
bit O=O: indicators separately for each socket
bit l=l: power supply levels shared by all sockets
bit l=O: levels separately for each socket
bit 2=1: data bus width equal for all adapter wtndows
bit 2=0: data bus width adjustable separately for all adapter windows

06h

4 bytes

bit map of IRQ levels for active-high status change interrupt

Oah

4 bytes

bit map of IRQ levels for active-low status change interrupt

1 byte

DC level in 1110th of volt

1 byte

bit 7=1: level for Vcc. bit 6=1: level for Vppl; bit 5=1: level for Vpp2

Power em/y
10h

INT lah, Function 85h - GetAdapter
This function returns the present adapter state.
Register

Call value

Return value

AH
AL
DH
DI
Carry

85h
adapter

error code”
adapter state”
IRQ routing for status change?’
error if 0 0

‘) see M 3
‘I bit O=l: power down, bit O = O . e n a b l e d
b i t l=l: conflguratlon lnformatlon

h e l d , bit l=O: InformatIon

lost

I1 bit 6=1: IRQ for status change active-high; bit 7=0: IRQ actwe-low
bit 7=1: IRQ for status chanqe enabled; bit 8=0 IRQ d i s a b l e d
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INT lah, Function 86h - SetAdapter
This function sets the adapter state.

c

Register

Call value

Return value

AH
AL
DH
DI
Carry

86h
adapter

error code”
adapter state2’
IRQ routing for status changes”
error if 0 0

*I bit O=l: power down; bit 0=0: enabled
bit l=l: configuration information held; bit l=O: information lost
‘) bit 6~1: IRQ for status change active-high; bit 7~0: IRQ actwe-low

for status change enabled; bit 8=0. IRQ disabled
bits 4..0: IRQ level

bit 7=1: IRQ

’ INT lah, Function 87h - InquireWindow

; This function provides information about a selected window. The calling program must supply
t a buffer and store its size (without the first four bytes) in the entry (bufieer_length-4) beginning
i at offset OOh. The socket service then returns at offset 02h the actual amount of available infori mation. If this amount exceeds the buffer size, the information is truncated.

:
i

,

:
;

Register

Call value

Return value

AH
AL
BH
BL

87h
adapter
wmdow

error code”

EDI
ES
Carry

buffer offset3’
buffer segment3’

window properties”
socket (bit @socket 0 etc.)

error if 0 0

‘) see M 3
‘) bit O=l: window can map card memory Into system memory
bit l=l: wndow can map common card memory mto system memory
bit 2=1’ wlndow can map card I/O ports Into system !iO address area
bit 7=1 window uses WAIT for Walt states

structure for memory window:
content
Offset
Size
word
buffer_slze-4
OOh
word
data sue
02h
wlndow table
04h
13 bytes
Table for memory window.
Size
content
offset
bit O=l: wlndow base address programmable, bit 0=0: base address equal FIrstByte
04h
1 word

1 )) Buffer

b
1

i
t
IF

bit 1~1: wtndow we programmable, bit l=O we equal MmSize
t.

btt 2=1. wlndow enable/disable

wthout reprogramming
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Offset

Size
bit 3=1: wndow can be programmed for 8-bit data bus
bit 4=1: window can be programmed for 16.bit data bus
bit 5=1: window base address must be an integer multiple of the wndow we
bit 6=1: Gindow we must be a power of 2 of ReqGran
bit 7=1: card offsets must be specified in units of the window we
bit B=l: window can be subdwided into several pages
btt 9=!: paging hardware shared by other windows, too
bit lC=l: page enable/disable without reprogramming
bit 1 l=l' page can be write-protected

06h

1

word

(FtrstByte) window base address in system memory (usually a multiple of 4 kbytes)

08h

1 word

wlndow end address I” system memory (usually a multiple of 4 kbytes)

Oah

1 byte

(MEnSize)

Obh

1 byte

max. wmdow we (usually a multiple of 4 kbytes)

Och

1

(ReqGran)

Odh

1 byte

alignment for window base address (as Zentry)

Oeh

1 byte

alignment for card offset (as Zentw)

Ofh

1 byte

slowest window access speed (Olh=250 ns, 02h=200 ns. 03h=150 ns, 04h=lOO ns)

10h

1

quickest wndow access speed (01 h=250 ns. 02h=200 ns. 03h=150 ns, 04h=lOO ns)

8uffer

byte

byte

min. window size (usually a multiple of 4 kbytes)
size of the window size unit as Zen@

xtructure for II0 windows:

offset

Sire

Content

OOh

word

buffer-size-4

02h

word

data size

04h

11 bytes

wlndow table

Jab/e for I/O window:

offset

Size

content

04h

1 word

bit O=l: wmdow base address programmable; bit o=O: base address equal FirstByte
bit l=l: window size programmable; bit l=O: size equal MlnSize
bit 2=1: window enable/disable without reprogramming
bit 3=1: window can be programmed for 8-bit data bus
bit 4=1: window can be programmed for 16.bit data bus
bit 5=1- wndow base address must be an integer multlple of the window size
bit 6=1: window size a power of two of ReqGran
bit 7=1: window supports INPACK
bit B=l: window supports I/O mapping as EISA
btt 9=1. EISA l/O mapping Ignored; bit 9=0: EISA

VO mapping enabled

(FlrstByte) wndow base address I” system memory (usually a multiple of 4 kbytesi

06h

1 word

08h

1 word

window end address in system memory (usually a multiple of 4 kbytes)

Oah

1

(MinSre) nxn. wlndow we (usually as a multlple of 4 kbytes)

Obh

1 byte

max wndow size (usually as a multiple of 4 kbytes)

Och

1 byte

(ReqGran)

Odh

1 byte

number of address lanes decoded by the window

Oeh

1 byte

used for EISA l/O address decodlng

byte

size of the window size unit as Zentv
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INT lah, Function 88h - GetWindow
This function returns the present state of the indicated window.
Register

Call value

Return value

AH
AL
BH
BL
cx
DH
DL
DI
Carry

aah

error code”

adapter
window
socket
window
5tate3)
wmdow
window
error if

s1ze2)
access speed4)
base2’
00

” see M 3
2’ II0 wndow: in bytes. memory wlndow; I” 4 kbytes
I’ btt O=l: card ports are mapped Into system VO address area; bit 0=0: card memory is mapped into system memory
bit l=l. wndow active, mapping e n a b l e d
bit 2=1: l&bit d a t a b u s width; bit 2=0: 8-bft d a t a b u s width
bit 3=1: m e m o r y wndow dlvlded Into 16.kbyte pages or IWO window uses EISA I W O m a p p i n g
bit e-1: EISA l/O m a p p i n g e n a b l e d
‘) (Olh=250 ns, 02h=200 ns, 03h=150 ns, 04h=lOO ns)

INT lah, Function 89h - SetWindow
This function sets the state of the window indicated.
Register

Call value

Return value

AH
AL
BH
BL
cx
DH
DL
DI
Carry

89h
adapter
wlndow
socket
window sizeZi
state3’
access speed”)
wlndow size”

error code”

socket

error if 0 0

‘I see M 3
‘I i/O wlndow in bytes. memory window, I” 4 kbytes
3’ bit O=l’ card ports are mapped Into system l/O address area, bit O&O card memory IS mapped Into system memory
bit l=l. wndow acttve. mapping

enabled

bit 2=1. 16-bit d a t a b u s wdth. bft 2=0: 8.bit d a t a b u s wdth
bit 3=1 m e m o r y wndow dlvlded Into 16.kbyte
bit 4=1: EISA IWO mappIng

p a g e s or IWO wndow uses EISA l/O mapptng

enabled

” (Olh=ZSO ns. 02h=200 ns. 03h=150 ns, 04h=lOO ns)
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INT lah, Function 8ah - GetPage
This function determines the present state of the addressed page. The returned offset indicates
the card offset in Z’complement representation, which must be added to the system address to
generate the address within the PCMCIA card.

,

Register

Call value

Return value

AH
AL
BH
BL
DL
DI
Carry

8ah
adapter
window

error code”

page

page statu?’
0ffseP
error if 0 0

‘) see M 3
‘) bit O=l: card attrlbute memory mapped Into system memory: bit C=O: card common memory mapped into system
memory
bit l=l: page enabled
bit 2=1: page write-protected
3’ in umts of 4 kbytes

INT lah, Function 8bh - SetPage
This function sets the present state of the addressed page. The passed offset indicates the card
offset in 2’complement representation, which is added to the system address to generate the
address within the PCMCIA card.
Register

Call value

Return value

AH
AL
BH
BL
DL
DI
Carry

8bh
adapter
window

error code”

page
page stat&
offse?
error If 0 0

” bit O=l. card attribute memory mapped into system memory; bit O=O. card common memory mapped Into system
WWllO~

bit l=l: page enabled
bit 2~1’ page write-protected
” in units of 4 kbvtes
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INT lah, Function 8ch - InquireSocket
This function provides information about the implemented functions of the addressed socket.
Register

Call value

Return value

AH
AL
BH
BL
DH

8ch
adapter

error code”

PE\DI
ES
Carry

buffer offset4’
buffer segmenP

interrupt upon status change”
socket
callback upon status change”
supported indicator?

error If 0 0

I1 see M.3
z sou,ces:
bit O=l:

write-protection

bit l=l: card lock device
bit 2=1: card eject
bit 3=1’ card insert
b i t 4=1 BVDl s i g n a l
bit 5=1: BVD2 slgnal
b i t 61: RDY/BSY stgnal
bit 7=1: CDx signals
j’ indicators:
b i t O=l: write-protectIon
bit l=l: card lock dewce
bit 2=1: card eject
btt 3=1. c a r d msert
bit 4-l: card lock
bit 5=1: BVDx signals
b i t 61: RDY/BSY slgnal
btt 7=1. execute In Place actwe
4 Buffer structure.
offset

Size

content

OOh

word

b i t O=l’ memory-only interface

02h

dword

bltmap of IRQ levels for an actwe-htgh status change Interrupt

06h

dword

bitmap of IRQ levels for an active-low status change interrupt

bit l=l: memory and I/O interface

INT lah, Function 8dh - GetSocket
This function provides information about the present state of the addressed socket.
Register

Call value

Return value

AH
AL
BH
BC

8dh
adapter

error code”
interrupt upon status change”

socket
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Call value

Return value
Vcc level
Vpp IeveP
status change?)
indicator state4)
interfacefiR@
error if 0 0

CH
CL
DH
DL
DI
Carry

” activated mterrupt SOUKCS and occurred status changes:
btt 0~1. wte-protection
b&t l=l card lock device
btt 2=1’ card eject
bit 3=1: card wert
bit 4=1: BVDl signal
bit 5=1. ND2 slgnal
bit 6=1: RDY/BSY slgnal
blr 7=1: CDx signals
3i high-nibble: Vppl: low-nibble. Vpp2
41 states:
bit O=l: wte-protectlotbit l=l: card lock dewce
bit 2=1: card eject
bit 3=1: card Insert
bit 4=1: card lock
bit 5=1: BVDx signals
bit 6=1’ RDYlBSY signal
bit 7=1. execute In Place actwe
‘I bit 0 .4: IRQ
bit 6=1 IRE4 slgnal inverted (active-high IRQ); bit 6=0: IREQ signal not Inverted
bit 7=1: IRQ enabled; bit 7=0: IRQ disabled
bit 8=1: memory-only Interface
bit 9=1: memory and I/O interface

INT lah, Function 8eh - SetSocket
This function sets the present state of the addressed socket.

Register

Call value

Return value

AH
AL
BH
BL
CH
CL
DH
DL
DI
Carry

8eh
adapter
status change interrupt”
socket
Vcc level
Vpp IeveF)
status change?’
Indicator state4)
interface/lRQ5’

error code”

error if 0 0
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I) see M.3
2, activated mterrupt sources and occurred status changes:
b i t C=l: write-protectlon
bit l=l: card lock device
bbt 2=1: card eject
bit 3=1: card insert
bit 4=1: BVDl s i g n a l
bit 5=I: ND2 signal
bit 6=1: RDY/BSY s i g n a l
b i t 7=1: CDx signals
‘) high-mbble:

Vppl; low-nibble. Vpp2

41 states.
b i t C=l: wrote-protection
bit l=l: card lock deuce
bit 2=1: card eject
bit 3=1: card insert
bit 4=1: card lock
b i t 5=1: BVDx signals
bit 6=1: RDY/BSY signal
bit 7=1: execute In Place active
‘) b i t 0..4: IRQ
bit 6=1: IREQ s i g n a l Inverted (actwe-high IRQ); bit 6-O. IREQ slgnal n o t Inverted
bit 7=1: IRQ e n a b l e d ; bit 7=0: IRQ dlsabied
bit 8=1:

memory-only Interface

bit 9=1: memory and IWO interface

INT lah, Function 8fh - GetStatus
This function returns the present status of various socket units.
Register

Call value

Return value

AH
AL
BH
BL
DH
DL
DI
Carry

8fh
adapter

error code”
card stat&

socket
socket statu?)
indicator state4’
mterface/!RQ”
error If -3 0

‘) see M.3
*I bit O=l’ write-protection
bit l=l: card lock device
bit 2=1. c a r d elect
bit 3=1. c a r d Insert
bit O-1: BVDl s i g n a l
b i t 5=1: BVD2 stgnal
bit 6=1: RDY/BSY signal
b i t 7=1. CDx signals
31 higtl-nibble: V p p l ; low-nibble Vpp2
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INT lah, Function 99h - PauseEDC
This function pauses an EDC generator.
Register

Call value

Retyrn value

AH
AL
BH
Carry

99h
adapter
EDC

error code”

error if 0 0

‘I see M.3

INT lah, Function 9ah - ResumeEDC
This function resumes a paused EDC generator.
Register

Call value

Return value

AH
AL
BH
Carry

9ah
adapter
EDC

error code”

error if 0 0

‘) see M.3

INT lah, Function 9bh - StopEDC
This function stops an EDC generator.
Register

Call value

Return value

AH
AL
BH
Carry

9bh
adapter
EDC

error code”

error if 0 0

INT lah, Function 9ch - ReadEDC
This function reads an EDC generator value.
Register

Call value

Return value

AH
AL
BH
cx
Carry

9ch
adapter
EDC

error code”

generator value
error if 0 0
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INT lah, Function 9dh - GetVendorInfo
This function provides information about the vendor. The calling program must supply a buffer
and store its size (without the first four bytes) in the entry (buffer_size-4) beginning at offset
OOh. The socket service then returns at offset 02h the amount of actual information available. If
this amount exceeds the buffer size, the information is truncated.
Register

Call value

Return value

AH
AL
BL
DX
K)DI
ES
Carry

9dh
adapter
info type”

error code”

versior?
buffer offset“)
buffer segmenfJ’
error If 0 0

‘I see M.3
‘I presently only type 0 defined
” BCD format
4) Buffer

structure:

offset

Size

OOh

word

b u f f e r we - 4 (buf_siz-4)

02h

word

data we

04h

buf_G-4

ASCIIZ string for vendor

content

INT lah, Function 9eh - AcknowledgeInterrupt
This function indicates which socket(s) of an addressed adapter has (have) experienced a status
change.
Register

Call value

Return value

AH
AL
cx
Carry

9eh
adapter

error code”
socke?
error If 0 0

‘) see M 3
‘) bit O=socket 0, bit l=socket

1. etc

INT lah, Function 9fh - GetSetPriorHandler
This function determines (Get) the entry point of the previous handler for INT lah, or sets (Set)
this entry point. It is thus possible, for example, to set the previous clock interrupt (INT lah,
functions OOh-06h) and to remove the socket service from the handler chain.

.
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Register

Call value

Return value

AH
AL
BL
cx
DX
Carry

9fh
adapter
mode @Get, l=Set)
handler segment (Setk
handler offset (Set)

error code”

handler segment (Get)
handler offset (Get)
error if 0 0

‘) see M.3

INT lah, Function aOh - Get/Set Socket Service Address (GetSetSSAddr)
This function provides information about code and data for the socket service handler or passes
data descriptors. The calling program must supply a buffer.
Register

Call value

Return value

AH
AL
BH
BL

aOh
adapter
mode”
subfunctior?’
data arrays“’ (Set)
buffer offset” (Set)
buffer segmenF (Set)

error code”

:E:DI
ES
Carry

data arrays4’ (Get)
buffer offset’) (Get)
buffer segment” (Get)
error if 0 0

>) OOh-real mode, Olh=16:16 protected mode, 02h=16:32 protected mode, 03h=00:32 protected mode
xl OOh=SS provides Information about code and data in the buffer (Get)
Olh=SS provides Information about addltional data in the buffer (Get)
OZh=SS accepts an array with pointers to addttlonal data in the buffer (Set)
4, subfunctlon=OOh:

number of addItIonal data areas (Get)

subfunctlon=Ol h: amount of information about addItIonal data areas (Get)
subfunctlork03h:

number of pointers to addmonal data areas (Set)

” Buffer structure:
Subfunction=OOh.

content

Offset

Size

OOh

dword

Itnear 32.bit base address of the code segment

04h

dword

code segment l!mlt

08h

dword

offset of entry point

Och

dword

linear 32.bit base address of the data segment

10h

dword

data segment llmlt

14h

dword

offset of data area

SubfunctforkOlh (one entry for each addItIona/ data segmentiOffset

Size

content

OOh

dword

linear 32-bit base address of the data segment

04h

dword

data segment limit

08h

dword

offset of data area

Subfunction=OZh (one entry for each additiona/

Offset

Size

OOh

dword

32.btt offset

04h

dword

selector

08h

dword

reserved

content

data segment).
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INT lah, Function alh - GetAccessOffsets
In a buffer, this function provides the offsets of an adapter-specific access routine to PCMCIA
cards which allow an access to the card memory only through a register, that is, I/O ports (the
usual method is mapping windows into the system memory). The calling program must supply
a buffer.
Register

Call value

Return value

AH
AL
BH
cx

alh
adapter
mode”
number of offset?

error code”

;D,
ES
Carry

Offset buffer
Segment buffer

number of offsets41

error if 0 0

” see M 3
*I OOh=real mode, 01 h=16’16 protected mode, 02h=16.32 protected mode, 03h=00:32 protected mode
3) requested number of offsets
‘) avalable number of offsets

INT lah, Function aeh - VendorSpecific
A call of this function leads in a defined way to a vendor-specific function. Vendors are allowed
to implement the function in any way. With the exception of AH, AL and Carry, the use of all
registers is vendor-specific, too.
Register
AH
AL
Carry

Call value

Return value

aeh
adapter

error code”
error if 0 0

M.3 Error Codes
Code

Name

Description

OOh
Olh
02h
03h
04h
O6h
07h

SUCCESS
BAD-ADAPTER
BAD-ATTRIBUTE
BAD-BASE
BAD_EDC
BAD_lRQ
BAD-OFFSET

function completed successfully
invalid adapter address
Invalid attnbute
invalid base address of system memory
invalid EDC generator
invalid IRQ level
Invalid PCMCIA card offset
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Code

Name

Description

08h
09h
Oah
Obh
Odh
Oeh
Ofh
llh
12h
14h
15h
16h
17h
18h

BAD-PAGE
READ-FAILURE
BAD-SIZE
BAD-SOCKET
BAD-TYPE
BAD_VCC
BAD_VPP
BAD-WINDOW
WRITE-FAILURE
NO-CARD
BAD_FUNCTION
BAD-MODE
BAD-SPEED
BUSY

invalid page
error whrle reading
invalid size
invalid socket
invalid window or interface type
invalid Vcc level index
invalid Vppl or Vpp2 level Index
invalid window
error while wrttrng
no PCMCIA card in the socket
invalid function
mode not supported
invalid speed
socket or PCMCIA card busy

M.4 PCMCIA Card Services Summarized
-

The Card Services provide a system-near interface for PCMCIA slots; calls to the card services are therefore system-dependent.
For several processes in a system, the card services administer PCMCIA accesses to avoid
access conflicts.
For DOS in real mode (or real mode ROM BIOS), the card services are called through INT
lah, function afh ([ah] = afh).

M.4.1 Card Services Functions
Code

Name

Description

OOh
Olh
02h
03h
04h
05h

CloseMemory
CopyMemory
DeregisterClient
GetClientlnfo
GetConfigurationlnfo
GetFirstPartition

closes a memory card area
copres data of a PCMCIA card
removes a clrent from the list of registered clrents
provides information about a clrent
returns the confrguratron of a socket/PCMCIA card
returns informatron about the frrst partitron of the card in a

06h

GetFirstRegron

07h
08h
09h
Oah
Obh

GetFirstTuple
GetNextPartitron
GetNextRegion
GetNextTuple
GetCardServrceslnfo

Och
Odh
Oeh

GetStatus
GetTupleData
GetFirstClient

returns
socket
returns
returns
returns
returns
returns
etc.)
returns
returns
returns

socket

information about the first region of the card In the
the first tuple of the specified type
information about the next partrtion of the card
information about the next region of the card
the next tuple of the specrfred type
CS Information (number of logrcal sockets, vendor
the present status of a PCMCIA card and the socket
the content of the last passed tuple
the first cirent handle of the registered clrents
-.-
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c
Code

Name

Description

Ofh

RegisterEraseQueue

10h
llh
12h

RegisterClrent
ResetCard
MapLogSocket

13h

MapLogWrndow

14h

MapMemPage

15h

MapPhySocket

16h

MapPhyWtndow

17h
18h
19h
lah
lbh
lch
ldh
leh
lfh
2Oh
2lh

ModifyWrndow
OpenMemory
ReadMemory
RegisterMTD
Release10
ReleaselRQ
ReleaseWtndow
ReleaseConfrguration
Request10
RequestlRQ
RequestWindow

22h
23h
24h
25h
26h
27h
28h
29h
2ah
2bh

RequestSocketMask
ReturnSSEntry
WriteMemory
DeregisterEraseQueue
CheckEraseQueue
ModifyConftguratron
RegisterTImer
SetRegIon
GetNextClient
ValidateUS

2ch
2dh
2eh
2fh
30h
31h
32h
33h
34h
35h
36h

RequestExclustve
ReleaseExclusive
GetEventMask
ReleaseSocketMask
RequestConfrguratron
SetEventMask
AddSocketServrces
ReplaceSocketServrces
VendorSpecrfrc
AdjustResourcelnfo
AccessConfrguratronRegrster

registers the erase queue of a client being serviced by the
card services
registers a clrent for service by the card services
resets the PCMCIA card In a socket
maps a logical socket under card services to the physical
adapter and socket values under socket services
maps a window handle under card servrces to the physical
adapter and window values under socket services
maps a memory area of a PCMCIA card to a page in a
window
maps physrcal adapter and socket values under socket
services to a logical socket under card services
maps physical adapter and window values under socket
services to a window handle under card services
modifies the attributes or access speed of a wtndow
opens a memory card area
reads data from a PCMCIA card via a memory handle
registers a memory technology driver MTD
releases the previously requested I/O addresses
releases previously requested IRQs
releases previously requested system memory block
resets the socket configuration to memory-only interface
requests l/O addresses for a socket
requests IRQ for a socket
request the mapping of a system memory block to a memory
area of a PCMCIA card
requests callback upon a socket status change (event)
returns the entry pornt Into socket services
wrttes data via a memory handle onto a PCMCIA card
removes a previously registered erase queue
informs about new queue entries
modifies a socket and PCMCIA card confrguration
registers a trmer for issuing a callback (Events)
sets the properties of a PCMCIA card area
returns the client handle for the next registered clrent
validates the card rnformatron structure (CIS) of a PCMCIA
card
requests the exclusrve use of a PCMCIA card In a socket
releases the exclusive use of a card In a socket
returns the bit map mask for Issuing an event
releases the previously defined event mask for a socket
configures the PCMCIA card rn a socket
changes the event mask
adds a new 55 handler below the socket servrce level
replaces an existrng socket service handler by a new one
(vendor-dependent)
reads or adjusts the available resources
accesses a PCMCIA configuratton regrster
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M.4.2 Events
Events are reported by the socket services to the clients. Usually, events are status changes of
a socket or the inserted card.

,

Code

Event

Description

0th
02h
03h
04h
05h
06h
07h

BATTERY-DEAD
BATTERY-LOW
CARD-LOCK
CARD-READY
CARD-REMOVAL
CARD-UNLOCK
EJECTION_COMPLETE

08h

EJECTION-REQUEST

09h

INSERTION_COMPLETE

Oah

INSERTION_REQUESl

Bbh
Och
Odh
Oeh
Ofh
10h

PM-RESUME
PM-SUSPEND
EXCLUSIVE_COMPLETE
EXCLUSIVE_REQUEST
RESET_PHYSlCAL
RESET-REQUEST

llh
14h
15h
16h
17h

CARD-RESET
CLIENT-INFO
TIMER-EXPIRED
SS_UPDATED
WRITE-PROTECT

40h
80h
81h
82h

CARD_INSERTION
RESET-COMPLETE
ERASE-COMPLETE
REGISTRATlON_COMPLETE

battery dead, data lost
battery low, data still o.k.
mechanical
- lock has locked the inserted card
RDY/BSY signal has changed from busy to ready
card has been removed from a PCMCIA socket
mechanical lock has released the inserted card
card has been ejected from the socket by an automatic
ejection device
card should be ejected from the socket by an automatrc
ejection device
card has been inserted into the socket by an automatic
insertion device
card should be inserted into the socket by an automatic
insertion device
power management should power-up socket and card
power management should power-down socket and card
client has been granted an exclusrve access to a PCMCIA card
client attempts to gc$ an exclusive access to a PCMCIA card
hardware reset for a PCMCIA card in a socket
client has requested a hardware reset for a PCMCIA card in a
socket
hardware reset for the card in a socket completed
client should return information
timer expired
socket support via socket services has been changed
write-protect status for the PCMCIA card which IS Inserted rn
the socket has changed
a PCMCIA card has been inserted
reset rn the background complete
erase in the background complete
registration in the background complete
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M.4.3 Error Codes
Code

Name

Description

OOh
Olh
02h
03h
04h
05h
06h
07h
08h
09h
Oah
Obh
Och
Odh
Oeh
Ofh
10h
llh
12h
13h
,14h
,15h
J6h
;17h
18h
:19h
lah
‘1 bh
+ch
‘ldh
lleh
.lfh
,2Oh
2lh

SUCCESS
BAD-ADAPTER
BAD_ATTRIBUTE
BAD-BASE
BAD_EDC
-

function completed successfully
adapter invalid
attribute invalid
system memory base invalid
EDC generator Invalid
reserved
IRQ level invalid
PCMCIA card offset invalid
page invalld
error while reading
invalid size
invalld socket
reserved
window or interface type invalid
Vcc level Index invalid
Vppl or Vpp2 level index invalid
reserved
wlndow invalid
error while writing
reserved
no PCMCIA card in socket
function not supported
mode not supported
speed invalid
socket or PCMCIA card busy
undefined error occurred
medium write-protected
function argument length invalid
one or more function arguments invalid
configuration already locked
resource already in use
no more of the requested items
no more resources
handle invalid

BAD_IRQ
BAD-OFFSET
BAD-PAGE
READ-FAILURE
BAD-SIZE
BAD-SOCKET
BAD_lYPE
BAD_VCC
BAD_VPP
BAD-WINDOW
WRITE-FAILURE
NO-CARD
UNSUPPORTED_FUNCTION
UNSUPPORTED_MODE
BAD-SPEED
BUSY
GENERAL-FAILURE
WRITE-PROTECTED
BAD_ARG_LENGTH
BAD_ARGS
CONFIGURATION_LOCKED
IN-USE
NO_MORE_ITEMS
OUT_OF_RESOURCE
BAD-HANDLE

